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YOU, TOO, CAN LEARN TO BOSS THIS JOB!

"ELECTRICAL EXPERTS" Earn $12 to $30 a Day
What's YOUR Future?

Today you are earning $20 to $30 a week. In the same six Then why remain in the "small pay" game—in a line of work
days as an Electrical Expert, you can make from $70 to $200, that offers—No Big promotion—No Big income—No Big future,

and make it easier—not work half so hard. Fit yourself for a Bossing Job.

BE AN ELECTRICAL EXPERT!
Today even the ordinary electrician—the "screw driver" tricity—the "Electrical Expert"—who is picked out to

kind—is making money—big money. But it's the trained man "boss" ordinary electricians—to boss the big jobs—the jobs

—the man who knows the whys and wherefores of Elec- that pay.

$3,500 TO $10,000 A YEAR
Get in line for one of these "Big Jobs" by en-

rolling now for my easily-learned, quickly-grasped, right-up-

to-the-minute, Spare-Time Home-Study Course in Practical
Electricity.

AGE OR LACK OF EXPERIENCE NO DRAWBACK
You don't have to be a College Man; you don't have to be a man, regardless of age, education, or previous experience, the

High School graduate. My Course in Electricity is the most chance to become, in a very short time, an "Electrical Expert,"

simple, thorough, and successful in existence, and offers every able to make from $70 to $200 a week.

I GIVE YOU A REAL TRAINING
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, I

now exactly the kind of training a man needs to

to get and hold good positions, and to earn big pay.

I not only know, but I give you that training—I will train
you as I have trained thousands of other men who, today, are

know exactly the kind of training a man needs to enable him , , ,- , , .
. , ... • .

-'7kiiuw "du^ m<- ^ „ holding splendid electrical positions, or are in business for
themselves as Electrical Contractors.

YOUR SUCCESS GUARANTEED
So sure am I that you can learn electricity— so sure am I guarantee uuder Bond to return every single penny paid me

that after studying with me, you too can get into the in tuition if, when you have finished my Course you are not
"big money" class in electrical work, that I will satisfied it was the best investment you ever made.

ELECTRICAL WORKING OUTFIT—FREE
L. L.COOK
Chief Eng., Chicago

Engineering Work
Dept. 443

1918 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago

Dear Sir: Send at once
Sample Lessons, your Big
Book, and full particulars o.
your Free Outfit and Home Study
Course—all fully prepaid, without
obligation on my part.

With me you do PRACTICAL work—AT HOME
You start right in after the first few lessons to

W( >RK AT YOUR PROFESSION in a practical

way. For this you need apparatus, and I give
it to you, ABSOLUTELY FREE.
For a limited period, besides making a

slashing cut in the Cost of my tuition, I will GIYE
each new student. ABSOLUTELY FREE OF COST,
a complete Electrical Working Outfit, consisting of
Voltmeter, Ammeter, Electric Motor, Bells, Wire-
Gauge, Wire for Wiring, Tools, etc., for home and
construction work.

BUT YOU MUST ACT TODAY
This offer is positively limited, and may

shortly be withdrawn. Fill in and send
me the coupon, or drop me a Post-Card,

giving me your full name and address, and
receive full particulars of this great offer. But
do it NOW—TODAY—before it is too late.

Name.

bhkf°£S£eer. CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
Dept. 443 1918 SUNNYSIDE AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Electricity Means Opportunities
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A finer typewriter at a fair price

Over 900,000

Our amazing free trial offer
Try the Oliver free_ before you buy. Send no money.

Make no deposit. Mail only the coupon to get the Oliver
for free trial.

Use the Oliver for five days as if it were your own.
Put it to every test, to every comparison. Satisfy yourself
that if any typewriter is worth $100 it is this superb Oliver
with all its modern improvements.

If for any reason you decide that you don't want to
keep the Oliver, just send it back at our expense (express
collect). We even refund the outgoing transportation
charges. So 3

rou can't lose a cent on the free trial. If you
agree that it is the finest typewriter regardless of price,
and want to keep it, take over a year to pay at the easy
rate of only $4 a month.

Before the War You save $36

Newest and finest Oliver
This is not a rebuilt or second-hand machine we offer. It

is a new Oliver, latest model, and absolutely the finest prod-
uct of our factory. It is the famous Oliver Xo. 9, the model
that sold for S100 before the war. And you have the guaran-
tee of a $2,000,000 company that it is the identical typewriter.

The Oliver is noted for its simplified and sturdy construc-

tion—for its freedom from trouble—for its year-in-andwear-
out service and durability. It is distinguished for its hand-
some appearance, being richly furnished in nickel and olive

green enamel.

Easy payments
Over a year to pay— Only $4 a month

iver after free trial, pay us at the easy

You save $36 because you
buy direct from the factory

A new Oliver nine, our latest and finest model, now
only $64. The identical typewriter that sold for $100
before the war. Only our selling plan has changed,
not the Oliver.

We now sell direct from factory to you. A sensible
method, an economical method. We inaugurated this
plan during the war, when economy was urged upon
all of us as a patriotic duty. And we were glad to
break away from the old system of selling type-
writers. It was too complicated, too costly, too
wasteful. It made the price too high.

We no longer have over 50 branch houses and sub-
offices throughout the country. We save for you
money that was going for high rents, employes'
salaries, etc. We also save on traveling salesmen,
whose salaries, commissions and road expenses had
to be paid for in the price of the typewriter. Our new
plan dispenses with these superfluous sales methods.
The saving is $36, and it goes to you.

If you decide to keep the 01
rate of $4 a month.
This gives you over a year

WIIth tlxe war=

What great concerns
think of the Oliver

National Suit & Cloak Co., New
York: *'In our business, typewriters
are kept busy eight hours of every day.
lc is necessary that we use machines
that are not alone speedy, but those that
Will s and up under such conditions. It
was for these reasons that we installed
the Oliver, and are now using overSOO of
tnese machines, having standardized in
them."
Nan, Busk & Sevearingen Co..

„ Cleveland: " Our typing is cf greet
importance in our work as public ac-
juntants. It is highly necessary that
we get clean-cut ngures, a perfect regis-
ter, and the be^t possible copies. That's
why we use Oliver Typewriters. The
Olivers are 'onthe go' constantly in our
ofnee. The operators have no trouble
with them and find them very simple to
operate."

Tropica! Paint & Oil Co., Cleve-
land: "We find that the Oliver Ma-
chines stand up for years— and during
their life they give us complete satisfac-
tion. The downward striking type-bar

—

a distinctive feature of the Oliver—in-
sures perfect alignment, which is alwavs
a great advantage with a typewriter/'

Among other prominent users1 of the
Oliver are: Morris & Co.; New York
C entral Lines; Boston Elevated Raiiv-av;
Hart, Schaffner & Marx ; U. S. Steel
Corporation, and others of great ranis.

to pay, and you have the use of the
typewriter while paying for it.

Think of it—payments so small
as to average only about 13c a day!
Our liberal payment plan makes it

easy practically for everybody to
own the Oliver typewriter.
Don't think of renting or buying

a second-hand machine of doubtful
quality when it is so easy for j~ou

to own the superb Oliver!

MAILTHE COUPON

The coupon brings you an Oliver for
free trial. Mail it today.

If you wish further information before
ordering, mark the coupon for our cata-
log and copy of our amazing booklet,
"The High Cost of Typewriters—the Rea-
son and the Remedy."
Avoid disappointment— order new to se-

cure immediate delivery.

Canadian Price, $82

OLIVE??

Other prices went up
Oliver came down
Note how other commodities

have soared in price since the
first days of the war. Nearly
everything has doubled or
trebled in price. But the Oli-
ver sells for $36 less than be-
fore the war! That shows the
economy of our maker-to-user
plan.
Let others think that costly

sales methods are necessary.
As for us we are very well
pleased with the Oliver plan.
Our business has increased
ourfold in the past three years.
And today we are again adding
o our manufacturing facilities.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1253 Cliv3r Typewriter Bids., Chicago, HI.

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for fire days free inspection. If
I keep it, I will pay S64 at the rate of Si per n-o»-'.h. Tha

title to remain in yoa until fully paid for.

My shipping point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I choose
to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your expense at t_e end
of five days.

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me vonr book
—"The High Cost of Typewriters — Thr- Reason cad the

Eeraedy," your de luxe catalog and further information.

the

Typewriter (pmpafij!
1253 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, UL

CommodityPricesJnly,lS14

Compared with year of!920

Breadstuffs-
Increased ..... ne%

Provisions-
Increased . .. S2%

Coal-
Increased ...... ?41%

Textiles-
103%

Fruits—
'42%

Oliver Typewriter—
DECREASED -36%

NcLTTie

Street Address

City ...State-

Occupa tiDrt or business.
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What 1921 and Paramount Pictures

have in store for you

1 QOI is going to be a banner year inWill the motion picture industry.

The extraordinary Paramount Pictures to be

released will alone make it such.

AU through the past year, and all over the

world, the immense plans of Paramount have

been in preparation for your 1921 entertainment.

1921 and Paramount will give you a flaming

new idea, a totally new and magnificent con-

ception of what the screen can mean to you!

Ideals plus immense organization— basis

of Paramount Supremacy

The basis of Paramount^ supremacy will

continue to be one of immense organization

both in production and distribution of motion
pictures, and unlimited resource of talent,

money, physical equipment and imagination.

Paramount has enough studios and produc-

ing plants to equip forty ordinary motion pic-

ture companies. The chief of these studios are

in California, New York, and London, England.

The whole world-wide producing organization

of Paramount Pictures proceeds on a basis of

assured success for the photoplays produced.
That is, thousands of theatres in fifteen civilized

countries are waiting and eager to show them,
and their audiences to see them.

Only Paramount organization can

give Paramount quality

Neither time nor money, neither endless trou-

ble nor terrible hazards of physical danger and
difficulty, are spared to achieve striking results.

In some Paramount Pictures in 1921 you will

see The Alps, for example, as mere items of

the staging of a single scene. If the tropics
are required, or the arctic zone, the tropics and
the arctic zone you will get.

In other 1921 Paramount Pictures you will

see whole groups of great stars in the same
picture.

One instance of many: in the cast of "The
Affairs of Anatol," the play by the great Vien-
nese dramatist, Arthur Schnitzler, directed by
Cecil B. DeMille, there are no fewer than eight
stars: Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Elliott

Dexter, Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels, Agnes
Ayres, Theodore Roberts and Theodore Kosloff.
All this galaxy of talent in one Paramount Pic-
ture, and there will be 104 of them in 1921 for
you!

1921 will carry on the great national success
of Paramount as represented by the high water-
mark it touched during the National Para-
mount Week in September, 1920, when more
than six thousand American theatres showed
nothing but Paramount Pictures, and sixty-seven
cents of every dollar that was paid to enter
motion picture theatres was paid to enter those
theatres which were foresighted enough to have
Paramount.

Foresighted is right, because there was not
a single print of any Paramount Picture, not
a single, solitary reel, that was not working.
The people were out for Paramount then as

they will be throughout 1921.

Greatest authors of Europe and America

writing for Paramount Pictures

In addition to the most successful American
directors, dramatists and novelists, who are

naturally attracted by the sheer artistic suprem-
acy afforded their work by the Paramount equip-

ment, it is now history that the greatest drama-
tists of Europe, men of immortal fame, are
working and devising subtle new plots for Para-
mount. Some of them have already arrived over
three thousand miles of ocean to collaborate

more closely with the Paramount producing or-

ganization for your delight.

Paramount is the name which has enrolled

Sir James M. Barrie, Henry Arthur Jones. Ed-
ward Knoblock, Sir Gilbert Parker, Avery Hop-
wood, Elinor Glyn, Sir Arthur Wing Pinero,
Joseph Conrad, Cosmo Hamilton, Arnold Ben-
nett.

Paramount is the name of the organization
which affords the greatest scope for the great-

est directors, men of the stamp of Cecil B.
DeMille, William DeMille, George Fitzmaurice,
George Melford, William D. Taylor, Hugh
Ford and Charles Maigne.

Distinguished artists and connoisseurs of

stage design, such as Penrhyn Stanlaws and
Paul Iribe (the great Parisian designer), con-

tribute their special talent to Paramount. In
short, it is a fact that Paramount utilizes the serv-

ices of all sorts of skill and craftsmanship
whose function ordinary picture producers are

not even aware of.

Paramount spends more on the perfect titling

of great feature pictures than some producers
spend on the whole job.

Paramount has a special Fashion Atelier in

Paris so that the women in the audience of

your theatre shall get le dernier cri in gowns
and hats with every Paramount Picture. See
Paramount Pictures and you see the new Paris

styles first.

Paramount has first call on the greatest

American stories in the greatest American maga-
zines when the stories are suitable for the films.

Every form of printed or spoken drama that

might be suitable for Paramount Pictures is

examined. Everything useful published in Ital-

ian, Spanish, German or French is steadily

translated. Synopses are made of every stage
play produced in America, Paris, Berlin,

Vienna, London and Rome.
No one else can give the exhibitor or mo-

tion picture enthusiast half as much.
It all comes down to immense organization,

and Paramount has it.

Every 20th person you meet in the street to-

day will see a Paramount Picture today!

The simple way to tell a good theatre

Not a good theatre anywhere but books as

many Paramount Pictures as its patrons can
throng to see!

Counting foreign theatres, over one hundred
million people paid to see Paramount Pictures

in 1920.

Your cue is—find the words "A Paramount
Picture" in the newspaper advertisements of

your theatre, or in the lobbies or on billboards.

Find them, before you go in, for that ahvays
means a great show and a crowded house!

(paramount (pictures
V- FAMOUS PLAYERS ~LASKY CORPORATION

;

Some of the coming

PARAMOUNT
PICTURES

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle In
"Brewster's Millions"

Dorothy Glsh in

"The Ghost in the Garret"

Cecil B. DeMille's Production
"Forbidden Fruit"

Douglas MacLean in "Chickens"
A Thomas H. Ince Production

A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Passionate Pilgrim";

with Matt Moore

Charles Malgne's Production
"Th8 Kentuckians," by John Fox, Jr.;

with Monte Blue

Ethel Clayton in

"The Price of Possession"
A Hugh Ford Production

Dorothy Dalton in "The Teaser"

Thomas Meighan In "The Easy Road"

A George Melford Production
"The Faith Healer"

William Vaughan Moody's famous play:
with Milton Sills and Ann Forrest

A Cosmopolitan Production
"Buried Treasure"; with Marion Davles

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle In

"The Traveling Salesman"

A Robert Z. Leonard Production
Mae Murray in "The Gilded Lily"

Sir James M. Barrie's
"Sentimental Tommy"

A John Robertson Production

Sir James M. Barrie's
"What Every Woman Knows"
A William DeMille Production

Wallace Reid in Frank Spearman's Story
"The Daughter of a Magnate"

Sydney Chaplin in

"King, Queen and Joker"
A Sydney Chaplin Production

A Hugh Ford Production
"The Great Day"

The Famous Drury Lane Melodrama
A Famous-Lasky British Production

A Famous-Lasky British Production
"The Mystery Road"; with David Powell

By E. Phillips Oppenheim

Thomas Meighan in "The Quarry"

A Cosmopolitan Production
"The Manifestations of Henry Ort":

with Matt Moore

A George Melford Production
"You Can't Fool Your Wife"

By Hector Turnbull

A George Loane Tucker Production
"Ladies Must Live"
By Alice Duer Miller

A Hugh Ford Production
"The Call of Youth"

By Henry Arthur Jones
A Famous-Lasky British Production

A Cecil B. DeMille Production
"The Affairs of Anatol"
By Arthur Schnitzler

Roscoe ("Fatty") Arbuckle in

"The Dollar a Year Man"

A Famous-Lasky British Production
"Appearances," by Edward Knoblock

A Cosmopolitan Production, "Love Piker"

Douglas MacLean in "One a Minute"
A Thomas H. Ince Production

A William D. Taylor Production
"The Witching Hour"; with Elliott Dexter

By Augustus Thomas

Wallace Reid in "Free Air"
By Sinclair Lewis

Elsie Ferguson in

"Sacred and Profane Love"
By Arnold Bennett

Wallace Reid in "Watch My Smoke"

Gloria Swanson in "Everything For Sale"

A William DeMille Production
of an original script by Edward Knoblock

Gloria Swanson in a new story by
Elinor Glyn

A George Melford Production
Dorothy Dalton in "The Money Master"

By Sir Gilbert Parker

A Cecil B. DeMille Production
of an original story by Avery Hopwood

Author of "The Gold Diggers"
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Y/Ml Do 'You I Iky
you Tiumi you know, but t;

Like nearly every one, you probably think that

you go to motion pictures to see something new,

but producers, directors, authors, every one in

the motion-picture business, in fact, knows that

there are certain old things you always like.

What they are, and why you like them, will be

told by Helen Klumph in the next issue of Pic-

ture-Play Magazine. You'll find it one of the

most interesting and instructive articles you have

ever read about motion pictures.

ARE THEY REALLY NICE PEOPLE?
Herbert Howe has been asked that question

about motion-picture people hundreds of times.

He is going to answer it—frankly and fearlessly,

in his inimitable way. If you have any pet illu-

sions, prepare to shed them.

About tits Movios?
m CHANGES Ali.sC YOU }>OjTT!

who is just beginning her screen career, will both

appear in next month's Picture-Play.

WHERE THEY GET THOSE
STORMS

What would you do if you were a motion-pic-

ture director and you wanted a terrific storm at

sea? You would send for John Wilder, of course.

Marjorie Charles Driscoll will tell you all about

him and the profession of storm, fire, and ship-

wreck expert.

IF YOU LIKE SIXTH-CENTURY
CHIVALRY

Emma-Lindsay Squier went out to the Fox lot

where they were making "A Connecticut Yankee

at King Arthur's Court," and found herself in the

sixth century. She liked it—and you will, too.

'DON'T MISS THE APRIL NUMBER. ©F "PlOTU'iVS 'PLAY MACA21NE"

ABOUT AN OLD FAVORITE AND A
NEW BEAUTY

Marguerite Clark, who is returning to the

screen, and Justine Johnstone, a famous beauty
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LEARN MUSIC AT HOME
—New Way Makes It Easy
Either Playing or Singing—Every

Step Made Simple as A B C by

Print-and-Picture Lessons That

You Can't Go Wrong On.

TRY IT ON APPROVAL
Entire Cost Only a Few Cents a Lesson—and

Nothing Whatever to Pay Unless You Are

Satisfied.

How often have you wished that you knew how to play the

violin or piano—or whatever your favorite instrument may
be—or that 3-ou could take part in singing?

How many an evening's pleasure has been utterly spoiled

and ruined by the admission "I can't sing," or "No, I am sorry,

but I can't play."

At all social gatherings some one is sooner or later sure to

suggest music. When the others gather around for the fun

the one who can take no part feels hopelessly out of it—a wall

flower—a mere listener and looker on

!

Or those long and lonesome evenings at

home, when minutes seem like hours

—

how quickly the time would pass if you
could spend it at the piano or organ—or

in making a violin "talk," or in enjo3-ing

some other instrument.

And now—at last—this pleasure and
satisfaction that 3-ou have so often wished
for can easily be added to your daily life.

No need to join a class or pin yourself

down to certain hours for lessons or prac-

tice. No need to pay a dollar or more per

lesson to a private teacher. Neither the

question of time nor expense is any longer

a bar—every one of the obstacles that

have been confining your enjoyment to mere listening have now
been removed.

My method of teaching music—in your spare time at home,
with no strangers around to embarrass you—makes it amaz-
ingly easy to learn to sing by note' or to play any instrument.

You don't need to know the first thing about music to begin

—

don't need to know one note from another. My method takes
out all the hard part—overcomes all the difficulties—makes
your progress easy, rapid and sure.

Y\ hether for an advanced pupil or a beginner, my method is a
revolutionary improvement over the old methods used by pri-
vate teachers. The lessons I send you explain every point and
show every step in simple Print-and-Picture form that you
can't go wrong on—every step is made as clear as A B C. My
method makes each step so easy to understand and practice that
even children only 7 to 10 years old have quickly become ac-
complished players or singers under my direction by mail. Also

thousands of men and women 50 to 70
years old—including many who had never
before tried to play any instrument or taken
a lesson of an3^ kind—have found my
method equally easy. My method is as
thorough as it is easy. I teach you the
only right way—teach you to play or sing

11 by note. No "trick" music, no "numbers,"
U' V|mI!!:I!!

:

.I
no makeshifts of any kind.

My files con-

LEARN TO PLAY BY NOTE
FOR BEGINNERS OR
ADVANCED PUPILS

Piano Harmony and
Organ Composition
Violin Sight Singing
Drum and Traps Guitar
Banjo Ukelele
Tenor Banjo Hawaiian
Mandolin Steel Guitar
Clarinet Harp
Flute Cornet
Saxophone Piccolo
'Cello Trombone

I call my method "new"—simply be-

cause it is so radically different from the

old and hard-to-undcrstand ways of teach-

ing music. But my method is thoroughly

time tried and proven. Over 250,000 suc-

cessful pupils—in all parts of the world,

and including all ages from boys and girls

of 7 to 8 to men and women of 70—are

the proof. Read the enthusiastic letters

from some of them, which you will find

printed at the right—samples of the kind of

letters I am receiving in practical^- every mail

tain thousands of such letters. Largely through the recom-

mendations of satisfied pupils, I have built up the largest school

of music in the world.

But I don't ask you to judge my methods by what others

say or by what I myself say. You can take any course on trial

—singing or any instrument you prefer—and judge entirely by

your own progress. If for any reason you are not satisfied with

the course or with what you learn from it, then it won't cost you

a single penny. I guarantee satisfaction.

On the other hand, if you are pleased

with the course, the total cost amounts to

only a few cents a lesson, with your mu-
sic and everything also included.

When learning to play or sing is so

easy, why continue to confine your enjoy-

ment of music to mere listening? Why
not at least let me send you my free book

that tells }"ou all about my methods? I

know 3'ou will find

this book absorb-

ingly interesting,

simply because it

shows you how eas3_

it is to turn 3
rour

wish to pla3* or sing

into an actual fact. Just now I am making
a special short-time offer that cuts the

cost per lesson in two—send your name
now, before this special offer is with-

drawn. No obligation—simply use the

coupon or send 3
rour name and address

in a letter or on a postcard.

Instruments supplied when needed, cash

or credit.

SUCCESS
"Since I've been

taking your lessons
I've made over S200
with my violin. Your
lessons surely are

fine."—Melvin Free-
land. Macopin. N. J.

"When I started

with you I knew
nothing about the
Cornet or music, but
now I can play al-

most any piece of
music." — Kasson
Swan. Denmark. Col.

Co.. Nova Scotia.

"I want to extend
the heartiest ap-
proval of your Piano
Course. It has done
more for me than
years of other les-

sons." — Moxie N.
Lewis. 319 Jefferson,
Jieosbo. Mo.

"The folks at home
are delighted to
hear me play the
Organ so well. Tou
have a wonderful
system of teaching
music."—M. F. Al-
lard. Caraquet, X.B.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
533 Brunswick Bldg., NEW YORK
|!i:iuiiiiiiiiiiu

I MR. DAVID F. KEMP, President

1 U. S. School cf Music, 533 Brunswick Bldg., New York City

g Please send me 3-onr free book, "Music Lessons in Your
g Own Home", and particulars of your Special Offer.

S Na
(Please Print Namel

g Address

City State.
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By William Lord Wright

What
About the

Market?

What of the trend of the market hy

this time? The market is getting bet-

ter. When this was written, in late

November, all signs pointed to a revival

of the original story, with the demand
firm. Presidential year cut a figure in the movie-story

market just as it always does in every line of industry.

In a period of retrenchment and tight money the

amusement business is first to suffer. The automobile

manufacturers claim they suffer primarily, but not so.

When money is tight the amusement business, deemed
a luxury—though really a neces-

sity if we are to have any pleas-

ure on this old mundane sphere

—is lambasted first. So for a

time the producer has been a bit

chary in stocking up. With the

election over, things are looking

up again.

The story market is a peculiar

thing. It is the weather-vane of

motion-picture land. If there is

a storm brewing the first re-

trenchment is ordered in the

scenario department. When
conditions become easier, then

the movies reach out for plot

material. New York and Los
Angeles are the two great buying
centers for motion-picture sto-

ries. In fact, the other day I

read a lengthy discussion tend-

ing to prove that Los Angeles was now the literary

center of the world, both for screen and fiction. We'll

let that pass. But I do know that when the brokers

become unusually active across the continent, that ac-

tivity is reflected in Los Angeles, and vice versa. It

is certain proof that the manufacturer is casting around

for material. As this is written, there isn't a good

piece of fiction appearing in any of the weekly or

monthly magazines, having real screen possibilities, that

is not grabbed off by wire before the ink gets cold.

One weekly publication the other day ran a short story

by Calvin Johnston. It had the "makings" of a movie.

The story was sold before one producer even got an

opportunity to read and consider it. He read it, wired

to New York to buy it, and was informed in reply that

the story had been sold two weeks before

!

This does not mean that the film maker will buy

anything that comes along. Far from it! It does

mean, however, that the man or woman who can come

across with material, basic material for filmland, ought

to have a better chance to sell his or her stuff. And
I think it will interest my readers to know that, hav-

, ing received several challenges from "Doubting

Thomases" of late, I am going to devote a large part

of this department next month to citing individual in-

QUESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guide-

posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

stances—giving the names and full details—of per;

sons, outside the industry, who recently have sold

original stories for screen production.

Lender the title, "Why I Write for

Is It An Motion Pictures," James A. Scherer,

former college president, recently wrote
•Art? an article for the Los Angeles Express

which I quote in part:

For a man whose pet avocation has long been imaginative

writing, but whose experience in educational work has brought
the desire that such writing do more
than amuse, the field of photo play

offers a definite challenge. In my
opinion, motion pictures give the

teacher a great opportunity, not to

indulge in propaganda, indeed, for

the first aim of the photo play must
be to entertain. It should be possi-

ble, however, to build an entertain-

ingly dramatic story with a back-

ground, an undercurrent of whole-
someness and importance of theme
that the audience will unconsciously
absorb. It was with such an idea

in mind that I joined the staff of

writers at the Lasky studio when
physicians advised a radical change
in my work. I was glad of the un-
expected opportunity to adopt the

vocation of writing, for it meant the

fulfillment of a lifelong desire.

Heretofore writing has perforce

been a mere avocation.

Frank Woods, supervising direc-

tor of the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation, said to me one day
when we were in discussion: "The best motion picture is

the one that tries to help along while arousing."

Isn't that a challenge to the writer? For where can he find

a voiume of reaedrs that compares with the photo-play audi-

ence? A book that sells ten thousand copies is doing well;

but put your message in successful film form and forty mil-

lion people receive it all over the world.

They are calling the motion picture the "new art," and
rightly so. The photo play challenges a writer's attention be-

cause it is so essentially democratic. It speaks a universal

language reaching more of the real, homespun folk than any

other medium of expression.

Perhaps I shall be charged with

All-Star ^ ese ma
j
esty> but, like The Observer,

I see the waning of the screen star.

Casts This assertion may be greeted with

loud and raucous cries, and acrimoni-

ous debate. It is true that the statement has been made

before, annually, in fact. It is equally true that I never

made it before, but I do make it now. And the waning

of the screen star will have an important bearing on

the screen story. Mind you, I do not mean to convey

the impression that there will be no future stars. There

is only one Mary Pickford, and there is only one Chap-

lin. What I do mean to state is this : Before the year
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I
Would You Have

j

|
the "Nerve"

|

| to advertise for rent a house that |

| existed only in your imagination? |

1 Terry Burns did and it changed §

1 the course of his life. I

READ

"The House with the Twisted Chimneys"

Complete Novelette

By C. N. & A. M. WILLIAMSON
In the April Issue of
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THIS BOOK
Is Just Wliat You Need
Whether your ambition is to write and sell photo-
plays, short stories, poems, popular sonss, magn

-

zine articles, or any other kind of manuscript, this
hook is an invaluable help to you. The Key To
Successful Writing contains Sixty-five Helpful Sug-
gestions On How To Write And Sell Manuscripts.
Compiled hy W. L. Gordon, successful well-known
writer, edMor and publisher. Practically every
fundamental rule that every writer must Know is

covered -clearly and concisely. These suggestions
are serving as a guide to hundreds of Ambitious
Writers and helping them conquer the pitfalls on
the Road To Success. It is filled with invaluable
helpful and instructive information that you Need
and Must know to succeed!

Important Things Yon Must Know
The Key To Successful Writing is Free to You!
It discusses the Proper Preparation of Manuscript?
to Command the Attention of Editors; Writers'
Ethics; Editorial Criticism; Prices to Demand fur
Your Manuscript: Value of Plot; How to Reach
the Climax; the Dangers of Plagiarism; Choosing
Good Titles; Selection of Proper Words; Errors to
Avoid; Importance of Action; Studying the Market;
Publishing on Royalty Rasis; What Constitutes a
Successful Writer, and many other vital hints nec-
essary to your success. As an Ambitious Writer You
need this book

!

Today Is Your Opportunity

The ability to write does not come over night. It
must be learned just as you learned reading,
writing and 'rit'imetic. Numerous photoplays and
hundreds of st tries in leading m ig -nines are being
written daily by people like Yourself who were
fascinated by literary work. They mastered the
Fundamental P. inciples of successful writing and
led on by successes have increased their incomes by
thousands of dollars and now enjoy Fame And
Fortune. Apply the principles outlined in this
helpful book and You too may reach the goal of
success.

This Book Is Free
Thousands of men ami women have already re-
ceived tlii.s book—now in its second edition. Make
sure of getting this book. This Is Your Opportunity.
We know that You will rind this book an inspira-
tion. Don't hesitate, there is no charge and you
are placed under no obligations. Send your ad-
dress Today and the book will be sent by return
mail Postpaid, Absolutely Free.

ATLAS PUBLISHING COMPANY
540 Butler Bldg. Cincinnati, Ohio

AUVJOEPOBSCHOOL
M£AMA!MC ARTS

FOUl? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENTS STOCK""©.
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write ror catalog mentioning stady desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
43 W. 72d St. New York City
-Between B'way & Central Park West

Look, Movie Fans, Here
Are the Real Portraits!!

r
You admirers of the clover screen
stars .just trance through this se-
lected list of iho BIG Ones. Wouldn't
you like to receive by return ma ;

l a
dozen portraits, original poses by
the Stars and Autographed, yoar
own selection? Si7°8xl0.

50c each-12 for $5.
Make Your Selection From

This List
Theda Bara Clara K. Young
Alice Jr>yce Frank Mayo
Mary Miles M inter Katht

'

Mabel Norir
Olga Petrova
Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet
Anita Stewart
Pearl White
Earle Williams

McDonald
Mae Murray

dga

Charles Ray
Nazimova
Charles Chaplii
Mildred Harris
Richard Barthelmess

or any of the other popular stars.

SO Cents Each—12 for $5.00
Check those yon want and enclose money covering your pur-
chase together witb this advertisement, with your name and
address written plainly thereon and mail TODAY to

S. BRAM, Dept. 100, 209 W. 48th St., N. Y.
Agents Wanted

Advertising Section

has passed there must be a show-
down. There will be a few promi-

nent stars always powerful, with a

world-wide following, but the

smaller constellations will not be

twinkling so brightly. There will

be fewer photo plays catering to the

few talents of some leading star,

sacrificing the plot and atmosphere
for flattery, twisting and deforming
powerful situations so that some
egotistical player can "hog" the scene,

thus doing the great public out of

thirty-three-and-one-third per cent

strength of play and cast.

Stories are beginning to be writ-

ten with justice to the story. A few
producers are doing this now, and
profiting thereby. Other producers,

seeing that the water is fine, are

ready to leap in. In many cases

minor stars will be played up in one
big stock company, each player cast

for the role he or she is best fitted

to enact.

It certainly has been a halcj-on

period for the movie star. I have
seen ten-thousand-dollar stories

ruined so that some star might not

have his or her feelings ruffled. I

have seen strong and logical "busi-

ness," rightfully belonging to some
ether member of the cast, entirely

cut out of the scenario, and if pho-
tographed, eliminated from the film,

because some egotistical leading man
or woman thought another more
capable player was getting a little

too much footage. I have seen good
actors compelled to play a big scene

with their backs to the camera be-

cause the star was afraid of the

other fellow's acting and wanted all

the glory for himself.

I assert here and now, fearless of
successful contradiction, that the

"rut" into which movie stories have
become caught has not been due so

much to the story, nor the director,

nor the scenario writer—though all

have been blamed—as to some star

who has demanded the warping of a

good play that he might have more
close-ups, more entrances, more foot-

age, that he might hog some big

scene contrary to the meaning of the

production.

So long as a star's contract per-

mits him to get away with such stuff,

just so long will the plot value of the

story suffer. Few indeed are the

stars that will permit "fat parts" to

members of the cast.

But the public is in rebellion.

They are paying and want to pay
to see fine productions.

And to my readers, I would urge
this: Study the plays in which the

play's the thing, not the star. One
of these fine days they will all be
doing this sort of production, and
well-balanced stories will be in de-

mand—stories not written around
some star, but a story written around
itself. Just stick a pin in this pre-

diction !

As to

Subtitles

In my mail I note

that many writers

for the screen seem
troubled regarding

film subtitles, cap-

tions, or leaders. Any name will do.

The writing of film titles is an art

in itself. In my opinion it is sec-

ondary only to the art of writing the

story, and sometimes I think it about
on an equal plane. I have seen sev-

eral doubtful films absolutely saved
commercially and artistically by sub-

titles. Several former newspaper
men and women, paragraph writers,

those who have learned the art of

boiling down, are successful in the

film title-writing game. There is a
tendency on the part of certain pro-

ducers to present highly flown, col-

orful film titles. It is always well to

remember that the photo play is made
to appeal to the masses. The best

writers, Dickens, Stevenson, Poe,

and the like, were users of the short,

simple, and expressive adjective. Let
us have them more in filmland.

The film title-writer who can get

underneath the plot, bring ot?t at-

mosphere and plot not carried in ac-

tion, is the one who will succeed.

The good old standbys, "That
Night," "And Then

'

"The
Next Day," et cetera, have fallen

into disuse, and fun is poked at them
in the majority of studios. Yet it

is doubtful if the same expressions

camouflaged as "Then Night Falls,"

"Dawn," et cetera, are any better.

Another good sign of a good title-

writer is short titles. It is better to

"break" a title than to carry a wordy
paragraph. The shorter or more ex-

pressive a title, the quicker it is ab-

sorbed bv the spectator and the bet-

ter does the action carry on.

Art titles, so called, have been
overdone. Much of the art, be it

silhouette, or black and white, predi-

cates the action of what is to follow.

In other words a scene in art titles

can ruin five hundred feet of costly

continuity, for it hints at what is to

come. A plain letter on a plain card,

sooner or later will come into its

own. That, at least, is my personal

opinion.

I have given this dissertation on
film title-writing for a purpose. I

suggest that those ambitious to write

movie plots, forget the titles. Of
course, if you have a strong scene,

and a title comes to you, put it in

your manuscript. Try to write your

synopsis, however, so that titles, dia-

logue, et cetera, are not essential.
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vHELENE CHADWICK - CLARA WILLIAMS - LOUISE FAZENDA • RUTH ROLAND - RUTH STONEHQUSE - MAY ALLISON a

In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE, these famous Movie
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and

Dorit Know It/
THIS is the startling assertion re-

cently made by E. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonish-

ing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write,who reallycan andsimply
haven't found it out? Well, come to think of
it, most anybody can tell a story. Why can't
most anybody write a story? Why is writ-
ing supposed to be a rare gift that few pos-
sess? Isn't this only another of the Mis-
taken Ideas the past has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow

ten thousand feet
above the earthand
laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms
of his fellow-men
below! So Yester-
day's "impossibil-
ity" is a reality to-
day.

"The time will
come," writes the same
authority, "when mil-
lions of people will be
writers — there will be
countless thousands of
playrights, novelists,
scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers —
they are coming, com-
ing—a whole new world
of them!" And do you
know what these writ-
ers-to-be are doing
now? Why, they are
the men—armies of
them — young and
old, now doing mere
clerical work, in of-
fices, keeping books,
selling merchandise, or
even driving trucks,
running elevators,
street cars, waiting on
tables, working at bar-
ber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural
districts; and women,
young and old, by
scores, now pounding
typewriters, or stand-
ing behind counters, or
running spindles in
factories, bending over

LETTERS LIKE THIS
ARE POURING IN !

"I wouldn't take a million dol-
lars for it."-MARY WATSON.
Fairmont, W. Va.
"It is worth Itn weight In gold. '.'

-G. MOCKW1TZ. New Castle.
Wash.
"Every obstacle that menaces

access can be mastered through
this simple but thorough Bys-
tem. "-MRS . OLIVE MICHATJX.
Charleroi, Pa.
"It contains a gold mine of

valuable suggestions." — LENA
BAILEY, Mt. Vernon, III.

''I can only say that I am amased
that it is possible to set forth the
principles of short story and
photoplay writing in such a clear,
concise manner." — GORDON
MATHEWS. Montreal , Can.
"I received your Irving System

some time ago. It Is the most
remarkable thing I have ever
seen. Mr. Irviug certainly has
made story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."—
ALFRED HORTO, Niagara
Palls. N. Y.
"Of all the compositions I have

read on this subject, I find yours
tha most helpful to aspiring
anchors." - HAZEL SIMPSON
NAYLOR. Literary Editor,
Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume before him.

the veriest novice should be able
tJ build stories or photoplays that
will fl-nd a ready market. The best
treatise of its kind I have en-
countered in 24 years of news-
paper and literary work." —
II. PIERCE WELLER. Man.
kzisg Editor, The Btnghamp-
ton Press.
"When I first saw your ad I

was working in a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So it was with much skep-
ticism that 1 sent for your Easy
Method of Writing. When the
system arrived, I carefully stud-
ied it evenings after work. Within
a month 1 had completed two
plays, one of which sold for $500.
the other for $450. I onheBitat-
Ingly say that I owe it all to toe
Irving System. "-HELEN KIN-
DON. Atlantic Cm. N.J.

sewing machines, or doing housework. Yes

—

you may laugh— but these are The Writers of
Tomorrow.

For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people
think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a story-
writing faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift." Many peo-
ple are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it. They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!

BUT two things are essential in order to become
a writer. First, to learn the ordinary principles
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your fac-

ulty of Thinking. By exercising a thing you develop
it. Your Imagination is something like your right
arm. The more you use it the stronger it gets.
The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other
Bimple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amaz-
ingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know
how." A little study, a little patience, a little con-
fidence, and the thing that looks hard often turns
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.

Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools. They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Look of Humanity! Yes, seething all

around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
in the whirling vortex—the flotsam and jetsam of
Life—even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays—a wealth
of material, a world of things happening. Every
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.

Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.

Unconsciously you v;ould describe it all very realis-

tically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or s^en on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't / learn to write?"
Wko says you can't?

LISTEN! A wonderful FREE book has recently
• been written on this very subject—a book that
tells all about the Irving System—a Startling

New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photo-
plays. This amazing book, called " The Wonder Book
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays are
conceived, written, perfected, sold. How many
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it

out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
live and work. How bright men and women, with-
out any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories. How one's

own Imagination may provide an endless gold-
mine of Ideas that bring Happy Success and
Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print. How to tell if you ARE
a writer. How to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever woid-pietures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots. How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure. How to WIN!

This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
No charge. No obligation. YOUR copy is waiting
for you. Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S
YOURS. Then you can pour your whole soul into
this magic new enchantment that has come into
your life

—

story and play writing. The lure of it, tha
love of it, the luxury of it will fill your wasted houra
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. You
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession! And all in your spare time, without
interfering with your regular job. Who says you
can't make "easy money" with your brain I

Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams
come true! Nobody knows—BUT THE BOOK
WILL TELL YOU.
So why waste any more time wondering, dream-

ing, waiting? Simply fill out the coupon below—
you're not BUYING anything, you're getting it
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prova
the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!

Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-
night. Who knows—it may mean for you tha
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address Tha
Authors' Press, Dept.69. Auburn, New York.

IKis BookJTCEE

I THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept69, Auburn, N. Y.

Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE;°77i< Wonder Book for
I

Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

I Name

j

I

Address

I City and StaU

.
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Make Your Face Radiate

With Glorious Health

You can do it easily—quickly

and inexpensively

^4 simple and delightful treatment
in the privacy of your own home.
Every brain and body cell re-

created and rejuvenated—every
atom of your being throbbing and
pulsing—naturally your face will

register youth, health and beauty.

YES, you can enjoy
the bounding vi-

tality of youth

—

you can revitalize—re-
create and rejuvenate
every cell and fibre of
your being. You can do
this easily, quickly and
inexpensively through
the magic of VI-RKX
Violet Kays.

Violet Kays penetrate
to every cell in the
body, imparting that
stimulating vigor which
brings the glow of
health, tones up the en-
tire system, putting life
into over-taxed a n d
sluggish tissues. As n
quick relief from pain Vi-Kex has no equal.
Its soothing rays quickly find the source of
distress and afford speedy comfort. Head-
aches, nervousness, skin blemishes and many
other complaints vanish as if by magic
through bis marvelous treatment.

VI-REX RAYS
77?Y THEM FREE!

Try Violet Rays for: Asthma, Boils, Black-
heads, Catarrh, Colds, Corns, Eczema, Falling
Hair, Hay Fever, Headache, Insomnia, Lumbago,
Nervousness," Neuralgia, Paralysis, Pimples,
Rheumatism, Skin Diseases, Sere Throat.

You don't have to take any risk in giving
Vi-Kex Voilet Rays a trial. Use this mar-
velous machine for ten days. If you do not
find quick relief— if you do not feel better,
sleep better, look better, send it back and you
will not be out one penny.

Valuable Health and Beauty

Book Free. Mail Coupon
Write to-day for our

free booklet describing
the wonderful Vi-Kex
outfit in complete de-
tail, and particulars of
our liberal 10-day trial
offer. Find out how Vi-
olet Rays will help you.
Read what hundreds of
users say about the Vi-
Bex and astonishing re-

sults which have been
obtained. Learn why it

is the most economical
and practical machine of its kind available.
You may use it to gain health, vitality,
beauty ! There is no limit to its beneficial
powers. Hail the coupon or send a postal.
Do it now.

VI-REX ELECTRIC COMPANY,
Dept. 153—32S W. Madison St., ChicaSOj HI.

VI-REX ELECTRIC COMPANY.
Dept. 133, 326 W. Madison St., Chicago, III.

Please send me without cost or obligation
your free book on Health and Beauty, de-
scribing your wonderful Violet Ray Machine.

Name

Address

City , State.

Fugitive Flashes
By A. Split Reel

Movie mysteries : Hats with bows-
in-the-back.

Sometimes life seems to be just

one iris out after another !

Listen to this

:

Twinkle, twinkle movie star,

Age or sickness is no bar

—

When upon the screen we see^

Damsels well past sixty-three

!

Osmun Lile Potee's personal ap-

pearance at a chain of movie theaters

has been canceled. Audiences
spotted the mole on his chin.

Wrong-font plug hats, crepe-paper

beards, and wood sets should be

tossed into the movie discard.

own movie fashion hints

:

Leather coats and goggles are now
considered au fait.

Never drive to the studio in a
flivver.

Sport shirts and speckled shoes are

popular for morning wear.

A movie star is known by the com-
pany that keeps him.

There's always a negative and a

positive side to every motion picture.

Come to think of it, there should
be scratches on every wild-animal
film.

Sometimes we are certain sure

that if all the world's a stage, then

all the people are movie-scenario
writers

!

Percy Ramsbottom, well known as

the cake of ice in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," has a pressing part in the

five reeler, "Hard Cider."

Through some misundertanding,
not yet threshed out, Sylvanus
Smucker played a cornet solo, "My
Wife's Gone to the Country, Hooray,
Hooray !" during the death-bed scene

in reel four.

Six months after the Idle Hour
Movie Theater became popular in

Wainut Hills, the council ordered

wooden awnings, roller towels, and
board sidewalks to come down.

Lem Holtsapple, who played the

mob in reel three, and doubled as

Napoleon in the fifth reel, now wears

a Windsor tie.

"Ten Nights In a Barroom," with
a high-noon street parade, a baggage
car of real bar fixtures, four hor-

rible examples, and two floats, played
to S. R. O. at the Odd Fellows' hall.

A special musical program of songs

of long ago, including, "Hail, Hail,

the Gang's All Here," was rendered.

There wasn't a dry throat in the

house after the fourth reel, but many
scenes were more than the audience
could swallow.

Mother Goose, up-to-date

:

Little Jack Horner sat in a corner

eating a Christmas pie,

He said: Here's no fun, and started

to run to a movie play showing
close by.

Steps are being taken to curtail all

dance scenes in motion pictures. Too
much footasre.

The Ladies' Art Embroidery Club

held its regular meeting at the home
of Mrs. Marshmellow M. Mavtee.

Mrs. Fern Bunn read a paper en-

titled, "Why Rubber Collars Are a

Greater Menace to the Movie Than
Leather Coats." Pieces of film were

distributed as souvenirs.

Our happy thought

:

Many a film is more to be pitied

than censored

!

Honorable Oscar O. Pusey, past

president of Hodcarriers' Association

No. 4331, has accepted the office of

State censor of moving pictures.

Mr. Pusey is peculiarly fitted for the

office. For several years he has read

all the movie magazines, is a gradu-

ate of three mail-order courses in

scenario writing, and his collection

of autographed photos of movie stars

is among the best. "I believe pic-

tures are only in their infancy,"

stated Mr. Pusey at his home. He
blew on his saucer to cool the coffee

and then continued : "I shall do my
best to overcome the menace of tenor

drums and artificial flowers and shall

demand that principals in banquet

scenes eat pie with their knives in the

good, old-fashioned way taught by

our fathers. I shall pay particular

attention to film stories, having a

complete file of Deadlee Dim Library

and Old Cap Collier." At the next

meeting of the Priscilla Sewing Cir-

cle Mr. Pusey will continue his up-

lift work, speaking on the engrossing

subject, "Parlor Ma°-ic, a Means to

Combat Frivolous Fillums."
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What the Fans Think
An open forum of discussion by our readers, which you are invited to join
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In Defense of Pretty Clothes.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

Will you let another wife answer the plaint of J. R. C, who
wishes Bebe Daniels' pictures suppressed because seeing one

of them hypnotized his wife into going out the next day and
paying eighteen dollars for a new hat?

I infer that his wife isn't generally extravagant, or this

one purchase wouldn't have ex-
cited him so much. He is prob-
ably the sort of man who wants
his wife to keep on looking just

as she did the day they were mar-
ried, and thinks that the way to

do it is to wear her wedding
finery everlastingly, whereas it

would really take the combined
genius of Fannie Ward and Mar-
guerite Clark, with the wardrobe
of Norma Talmadge thrown in.

Whether a hat at eighteen dol-

lars is an extravagance, anyway,
depends on the family budget.
But granted that for J. R. C.'s

wife it is, I still think that his

complaint is unfair. Any woman
is entitled to an occasional ex-
travagance. Is he in any posi-

tion to east stones ? Doesn't he
smoke? Doesn't he occasionally
play what you call Kelly pool or
poker with his old crowd?
Doesn't he insist on dessert after

dinner? If his wife's hat is an
extravagance, so are all these
other things, even including going to Bill Hart pictures. The
difference is merely that she has been trained to regard his

pet extravagances sympatheticalh- or stoically. I'll wager
that that wife could give Lillian Gish pointers on endurance.
The average man has no conception of the force which

drives the average woman into buying clothes. Sometimes,
of course, it is innate extravagance and vanity. But the fact

that this one extravagance of Mrs. J. R. C. created such a
furor proves, I think, that it was unusual on her part. There
is a far more subtle reason. Let any man recall his feelings

the first time he realized that he would never inspire the
"Ohs" and "Ahs" that greet every appearance of Wallace
Reid, or the time that a new doctor or lawyer arrived in

town and took away one of his best clients, or the first time
that he heard his son referred to as "Young Mr. Brown"
and knew that he himself was "the old man."
That is the way his wife feels when she realizes that she

is not so young as Mae Murray—when she finds crowfeet
creeping around her eyes or realizes that dancing makes her
puff. So she goes out and buys herself a new hat. Heaven
alone understands the connection. The average woman could
no more analyze the vague groping toward beauty, the des-
perate clinging to vanishing girlhood that goads her into a
purchase, than a baby could tell why he yells when he is

hungry. And motion pictures have sharpened this instinct

by putting beautiful women before us every day.
Probably the Bebe Daniels pictures do stir up longings for

beautiful things in the heart of any woman, but so do the

De Mille pictures and any others that show smart, pretty

women. And I maintain that it is a wholesome influence.

Carried farther than the hat-buying stage, it is the same
influence that makes her read worth-while books in order to

keep her mind as fit as her body.
The extravagant hat is just one flash of a great power which

is keeping the modern woman slim and healthy and keen, as

young at forty as her mother was at thirty and her grand-
mother at twenty.. More power to the Gloria Swansons, the
Elsie Fergusons, the Irene Castles, and the Viola Danas

!

Another Wife—Kansas City, Mo.

From a Farmer Fan.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

Have just finished reading the January issue of your very
excellent magazine. All I can murmur is that it was "some

What a Chinese Fan Thinks
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translation of which will be found on the
following page.

liT book!" I enjoy the letters from the "fans" very much,
and always read them first. This is my first contribution to

that department, and I hope it won't bore you too awfully

much. "Way Down East," which has not yet reached here,

I am longing to see. I don't think I shall be disappointed as

E. Sidney Rawson was. It will probably be many months
before it reaches this town. And when I do see it, it will

be in a plain, ordinary theater,

without any special lighting ef-

fects or special music. The "pi-

aniste" will probably play "Slow
and Easy" or "Whatcha Gonna
Do When There Ain't no Jazz?"
throughout the picture, but I'll

enjoy it just as much as if I saw
it in the Capitol or the Rialto
or any of the other picture pal-

aces on Broadway. I'm especially

anxious to see "Way Down
East" because I want to see how
Griffith represents farmers on the
screen. You see, I'm a farmer
myself, and I don't like the way
farmers are usually represented
in the movies. We aren't so ter-

rible looking as they try to make
out.

I don't agree with Herbert
Howe in placing Chaplin at the

head of the list for 1921. He has
done nothing in the past year, and
if he keeps on this way, Harold
Lloyd will step into his shoes.

"High and Dizzy," "An Eastern
Westerner," and "Get Out and Get Under" are, to my way
of thinking, much better than any of Chaplin's pictures.

I don't care for Nazimova. I saw her recently in "Madame
Peacock," and—well—"punk" is the way to express it. As
Jane Goring, she overacts and is not the least bit human.
But, anyhow, Nazimova must have had a good time making
this film.

Norma Talmadge is my idea of an actress. She's got the
"class" and the "looks," and she can and does act, and is

to-day the most popular actress on the screen. She hasn't
had a good story in many months, but she holds her place
just the same. Dorothy Gish also is badly in need of better
stories. She is capable of better things than the slapstick
affairs they've been giving her lately. However, I did enjoy
"Remodeling Her Husband ;" but I hope she'll be a "Little
Disturber" again some time, and I'd like to see her with-
out the black wig once in a while.

I quite agree with John Barrymore in regard to Lillian

Gish. Haven't seen her on the screen since "Broken Blos-
soms." As Lucy, the girl, she was most wonderful indeed.
I think she deserves stardom if any one does. She has cer-
tainly worked long and hard for it. Like roses at twilight
or the first snowfall or the music of violins she seems to
me, and now that she's to be starred, perhaps we'll see her
oftener.

With best wishes, sincerely,

J. E. Finnegan—Frazee, Minn.

British Girls Have Crushes, Too!

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

In the November number of your magazine I read with
great interest a letter from "Dorothy W.," Mount Vernon,
New York. If I had written it myself, I couldn't have ex-
pressed my thought better. She even has crushes on exactly
the same movie stars as I do myself.

In the days of my youth I simply worshiped Maurice Cos-
tello and Clara Kimball Young, just as she did. When that

spasm passed I fell for Wallace Reid. Then, in turn, I would
have left my home for Owen Moore, Eugene O'Brien, and
Harrison Ford; but my present passion for Richard Barthel-
mess caps the lot. I am sure Dorothy W.'s can be nothing
to it. It has lasted nearly two years—my others only about
two months each—and although Tom Moore and Ralph Graves
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come a good second and third, they don't,

and I'm sure nobody ever will, .give me
the same sort of thrill that Richard does.
Of course, if 1 lived in New York, I

should simply haunt Griffith's studio
morning, noon, and night in the hopes
of seeing him, and also Dorothy Gish,
for whom I have a very soft spot in-

deed.

I must say that I certainly enjoy my
crushes on movie stars a thousand times
better than those I have on real persons.
Anyway, I never get disillusioned. So

here's to Dick Barthelmess, and may he
visit these shores one day

!

I'll do my best to see him.
Mary A.—London, England.

This Ought to Please Tommy.
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Some time ago I read in a magazine

that the popularity of a star is decided
by the number of the star's fan letters.

This seems very strange, for surely it

would never occur to the majority of
persons to write to the stars.

For instance, there are eight of us,

devoted admirers of Mr. Thomas
Meighan. Our group includes two doc-
tors, one school-teacher, one lawyer, one
nurse, and three married women, whose
husbands are admirers of Mr. Meighan
also.

Now, not one of us would think of
writing a letter to Mr. Meighan, but, just
the same, none of us would miss one of
Mr. Meighan's pictures.

It costs eighty-five cents for a ticket
at the Sunday matinee at the Rivoli, Ri-
alto, Criterion, or any other first-class

New York theater where his pictures are
shown, but we consider it well-spent
money, and our married friends' hus-
bands never mind taking their children
when it is a Tommy Meighan picture.

A Group of Devoted Admirers—
New York City.

What a Chinese Fan Thinks.

Hongkong, China,
7th day of June.

Miss Rubey de Remer,
New York, U. S. A.

Honorable Miss: Your honorable
pardon I ask. Your reproduction on the
kinama sheet I have witnessed at times
numerable, and your honorable likeness
I have admired from afar, as you say,

with interest extraordinary. We in China
have for artistic demonstration portrayed
such as you admiration. If pardon you
will grant for me saying your beauty is

like an elixir to us of the Far East. More
of you we hope to witness. Will you do
me the favor of gratification and to me
post a photo study of your esteemed self?

I a most honorable wife and family have,
and your photo we wish to hang as a
symbol of beauty in our most humble
home.
A hundred years from now I wish ,ycu

that your beauty will last, and all China
will bow to your shrine.

A Humble Chinese Admtrer—
Kitchoo.

(Translation by Woo Kee.)

A Plea for Better Pictures for
Children.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I like to think of your Observer as

the doctor who looks after the moral
health of the movie people. Recently he
placed his finger on the pulse of the par-
ents. I have no way of knowing whether
the response was strong or weak, except
by turning to the "What the Fans Think"
department. Apparently the fathers

and mothers have not yet been heard

from. When he said, "What about the
children ?" he opened up a very big sub-
ject and one which to me, as a parent,
is of personal and vital interest.

When he said, "The motion picture no
longer caters to children," he spoke truly.
I know because I have reviewed many
pictures within the past year and I do
not recall having seen one, except "Alice
in Wonderland," that was arranged ex-
pressly for children, and it was only on
account of its being presented for the
benefit of the Bryn Mawr endowment
fund that we had that. Of course, Mary-
Pick ford's plays usually interest children,
especially her last four, and "Huckle-
berry Finn" was a universal favorite with
old and young alike. Then there have
been many pictures in which children
and animals figured more or less promi-
nently, like D. W. Griffith's "Let Katy
Do It" and "Through Eyes of Men,"
featuring little Ben Alexander and a cir-

cus in winter quarters ; but your state-
ment still holds good.
During the past four years I do not

recall that any manager has ever catered
directly to children in our city except
once, and then it would have been infi-

nitely better if he had not. He had a
very good educational film showing the
marble industry from the quarry to the
carved and polished product. Of course,

the children came, my boy among them.
Oh, horrors! the most dreadful things

were flashed before their sensitive young
eyes before the program was over, in-

cluding a highly sensational serial. Have
the managers no souls?

A word as to the pernicious influence

of some of the serials. I live on the out-

skirts of a great spindle city; its people

are industrious by day and pleasure seek-

ing by night. They flock to the motion-
picture theaters, and there are ten of

them, also another with a stock com-
pany advertising "The latest Broadway
releases," which runs photoplays Sundays
and between seasons. Often father and
mother both work in the mill, and the

children, if small, are boarded out, or if

old enough to get their own dinners, are

left to shift for themselves. Of course,

they go to the movies after school to

see the heroine extricated from the dan-

ger which was threatening her life in

the last episode of the serial. Special

seats are reserved for them in the gal-

lery and they point out "the good guy"
and "the bad guy" in audible tones. They
go home to dream about what they have
seen, and next day they reenact the same
scenes in their play with alarming real-

ism. At one time we had as many as

six serials running here simultaneously.

One mother told me she had forbidden

her boy to attend a certain serial because

it had taken such a hold on him that his

highest aspiration was to become a gen-

tleman crook when he grew up.

Then there is the menace to the child's

health through impure air and exposure
to colds and other diseases. The best

motion-picture houses are comfortable,

roomy, and well ventilated, but how many
of them can do a flourishing business

with fresh air at a premium and get by
the board of health inspectors is beyond
me. Many wise mothers do not allow

their children to attend the movies at

all because they neither wish to expose
them to germs nor open their eyes pre-

maturely to unlovely and shocking things.

Yet if these same mothers could be as-

sured that some enterprising manager
would open a children's theater in their

city, or at least present a Saturday-morn-
ing program which would be wholesome
and within their understanding, they

would be only too glad to patronize it.
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The American boy who haunts the movies
unsupervised is likely to become an old

man before he is a young one.

In our city we are not Retting as many
educational films and travelogues as we
had at one time. For instance, we really

know very little about our sister conti-

nent, South America, and we 'would wel-
come glimpses of monkeys in their native

jungles, the Andes Mountains, people at

work on the coffee plantations, et cetera,

et cetera. It is a pity that the schools

are so slow in introducing educational
films. Certainly there is no better or
more delightful way to teach geography,
history, architecture, or the natural sci-

ences. I understand that the New York
schools are ahead of Massachusetts in

this respect. I hope to see the day when
even the Sunday-school lessons will be
illustrated in this way.
Yours in the hope of more suitable

movies for children,

Mrs. Gertrude Churchill Whitney—
Lawrence, Mass.

In Praise of "Way Down East."

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I have just finished reading a letter

in the last number of your magazine
from one of your readers on the sub-
ject of D. W. Griffith's "Way Down
East." I was very much interested, as I

have just returned from New York,
where I saw this play not once, but three
times! To me, "Way Down East" is a

most impressive picture, and think it will

probably be the most popular motion pic-

ture in seme time.

It is not, as a whole, a very great mas-
terpiece, but is one which will be more
universally popular than the screen mas-
terpiece, "Broken Blossoms,' uch it

does not equal. "Way Down East" is

thrilling—very. The climax reached in

the ice break-up is the greatest I have
seen. In the letter I referred to the
writer says that this tremendous climax
takes the attention from the true point
of the play. This is true to some ex-
tent. On first leaving the theater you
do think of the ice scenes and the miracu-
lous rescue, and you do rather forget
the rest ; but soon, in several weeks, the
thrill of the climax wears off, while the
story of Anna Moore is simply unfor-
gettable. You appreciate this part more
and more. It, you might say, is the kind
that "just grows on you." I venture to

say that no one who sees the picture will

ever forget Anna Moore. Miss Gish
gives a most remarkable performance

—

simply astounding.

Esther S. Flemtnc—Nashville, Tenn.

You'll Find This Answered by the
Oracle.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

_
As I have been a reader of your maga-

zine, I should like to write you a short
note.

I enjoy most of all "Over the Tea-
cups," and, lately, "Romances of Film
Folk."

I am a great admirer of Ethel Clay-
ton and Anita Stewart, and, in fact, spent
one whole day making a swell box of
candy for Ethel. About that time I got
a 1 etter from my friend in Chicago say-
in? that he thought Ethel Clayton was
stuck up, for he saw her in person, and
I did not want her to throw the candy
away and make fun of it, so T ate it my-
self. Do you think that she or Miss
Stewart is "stuck up?"

Mtss Dot Barnett—
Pawhuska, Oklahoma.

I Teach Piano a Funny Way
So people Told Me When I First

Started in 1891. But now, alter over

twenty=five years of steady growth, I

have far more students than were ever

before taught by one man. I make
them skilled players of the piano or

organ in quarter the usual time at

quarter the usual cost.

To persons who have not previously heard
of my method, this may seem a pretty bold
statement. But I will gladly convince you
of its accuracy by referring you to any
number of my graduates in any part of the
world. There isn't a state in the Union
that doesn't contain a score or more skilled
players of the piano or organ who obtained
their entire training from me by mail.

Investigate by writing for my 64-page
booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."

My way of teaching
piano or organ is en-
tirely different from all

others. Out of every
tatr hours of study,
one hour is spent en-
tirely away from the
keyboard—-1 earning
something about Har-
mony and The Laws of
Music. This is an aw-
ful shock to most teach-
ers of the "old school,"
who still think that
learning piano is solely
a problem of "finger
gymnastics." When you
do go to the keyboard,
you accomplish twice as
tnucli because you un-
derstand what you are
doing. Within four les-

sons I enable you to
play an interesting piece
not only in the original
key, but in all other
keys as well.

I make use of every
possible scientific help—many of which are
entirely unknown to the
average teacher. My
patented invention, the
COLOROTONE. sweeps
away playing difficulties
that have troubled stu-
dents for generations.
By its use. Transposition—usually a "nightmare"
to students—becomes
easy, and fascinating.
With my fifth lesson I
introduce another im-
portant and exclusive
invention. QUINN-DEX.
Quinn-Dex is a simple,
hand-operated moving
picture device, which
enables you to see, right
before your eyes, every
movement of my hands
at the keyboard. You
actually see the fingers
move. Instead of hav-
ing to reproduce your
teacher's finger move-
ments from MEMORY —
which cannot be al-
ways accurate—y o u
have the correct models
before you during every
minute of practice. The
COLOROTONE and
QUINN-DEX save you
mouths and years of

wasted effort. They can be obtained onlu
from me and there is nothing else, anywhere
even remotely like them.

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory of Music

Studio PP 23, 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO—From the famous sketch

by Schneider, exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.

Men and women who have failed by all

other methods have quickly and easily at-

tained success when studying with me. In
all essential ways you are in closer touch with
me than if you were studying by the oral

method—yet my lessons cost you only 43
cents each—and they include all the many
recent developments in scientific teaching.

For the student of moderate means, this

method of studying is far superior to all

others ; and even for the wealthiest student
there is nothing better at any price. You may
be certain that your progress is at all times
in accord with the best musical thought of

the present day, and this makes all the dif-

ference in the world.

My course is endorsed by distinguished mu-
sicians, who would not recommend any Course
but the best. It is for beginners, or experi-
enced players, old or young. You advance as
rapidly or as slowly as you wish. All neces-
sary music is supplied without extra charge.
A diploma is granted. Write today, without
cost or obligation, for 64-page free booklet,
"How to Learn 1'iano or Organ."

FREE BOOK
HowTo
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Free Book Coupon

QUINN CONSERVATORY, Studio PP 23
598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass.

Please send me, without cost or obliga-
tion, your free booklet, "How to Learn
Piano or Organ," and full particulars of
your Course and special reduced Tuition
offer.

Name

Address
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ACHROMATIC TELESCOPE MADE UPON NEW SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLES.
Positively such a good Telescope was never sold for this price before. Eastern Telescopes are
made by one of the largest manufacturers of telescopes in America; we control entire production;
measure closed S inches and open over 2V> feet m 4 sections. They are nicely brass bound, with
scientifically ground lenses. Guaranteed by the maker. Every sojourner in the country or at the
seaside resorts should certainly secure one of these instruments, and no farmer should "be without
one. The scenery just now is beautiful. A Telescope will aid you in taking views. Objects are
brought to view with astonishing clearness. Sent by mail or express, safely packed, prepaid, for
only 99 cents. Our new Catalogue of Watches, etc.. sent with each order. This is a grand offer
and you should not miss it. We warrant each telescope just as represented or money refunded.
Send 99 cents today. To dealers 6 for Four Dollars.

EASTERN NOVELTY CO., DEPT. 53. 172 E. 93d STREET, NEW YORK.
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Buescher is the oldest
maker of Saxophones
and makes more of
these instruments
than the combined
products of all other
manufacturers.

TOM BROWN
Famous Comedian and
Saxophonist. Six Brown

Brothers

JOHN CUREWICH
Sousa's Noted Saxophone
Soloist and Composer,
New York, N. Y

CHARLES FRY
Noted Band Director,
Fry's Celebrated Band

Philadelphia

CLAY SMITH
Trombone Soloist, Smith-
Spring-Holmes Orchestral

Quintet

The greatest of all Professionals throughout the musical world
use Buescher Band Instruments. In satisfying this most of all partic-

ular element, Buescher achievement has been doubly successful and
effective in the recognition by the most noted Master Musicians of
True-Tone quality pre-eminence. The illustrations on the left show
few of the many prominent ones who use Buescher True-Tone Band and
Orchestra instruments.

True-Tone Band Instruments
A Buescher True-Tone Saxophone opens the way for 3-011 to double your income, double you oppor-

tunities, and double your popularity and pleasure. It is easy for the beginner—you can learn to play the

scale in one hour's practice and take your place in the band within 90 days. Practice is a pleasure rather
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A Trip Through Europe's Filmland
A personally conducted tour, introducing to you all of the leading European players and describing the great pro-

ductions now being made abroad, some of which you will see in the near future on the American screen.

Bv Herbert Howe

EUROPE is invading America.
She's returning the compliment we paid her

a while back. Only her mission is cinematic
instead of militaristic. And
she doesn't say anything about
saving the world for the mo-
tion picture.

Oddly it is Germany who
makes the first offering.

Says The Observer in the
last issue of Picture-Play :

"If the American people
are going to accept 'Passion'

with the same enthusiasm that

they would show for an
American production of the

same class, xAmerican pro-
ducers can well fear a Ger-
man invasion."

Well, the American people
have, and the producers may
cower. If Germany, arising

from her knees, can fling such
an artistic gesture across the

seas as to strike terror to the hearts of our prosperous
magnates, we say let 'em suffer. It is a reflection

upon our initiative if we, who have had the benefit
of uninterrupted prosperity, are defeated in art bv a

A Few Things You Should Know
You should know something; about Pola Negri,

whose work in ' Passion" has created such a
sensation in America.
Mr. Howe tells you about her, about her

"Carmen," "Manon Leseaut" and her creation
in "Sumurun."
He describes other European film sensations,

which you will see here later on, such as "Theo-
dora," an Italian production of gorgeous in-
vestiture, a scene from which is shown above,
in which Rita Jolivet. a French actress, well-
known in American films, is the star.
He also introduces to you "the Talmadges

of Europe," "the Continental Mary Pickford,"
and the American girl who has become so pop-
ular as a star of German pictures that she is

called "another Pearl White."
Here's your opportunity for a flying trip to

Europe's filmland, with gay entertainment
aboard.

nation which has been defeated in war, crushed with

debt, and burdened with world hatred. Personally, I

do not see why anv American producer, not so greedy
as to desire world monopoly,
should fear. Germany has
sent us "Passion," which, in

my opinion, is equal to any-

thing America has ever pro-

duced. She has sent us many
other pictures which weren't

worth showing. Surely one
masterpiece is not sufficient to

incite the hysteria of terror-

ism.

As for Germany carrying

"German thought" through-
out the world through motion
pictures, we found the thought
projected from "Passion"
quite as exalting as any ex-

uded from a De Mille bath

brochure or a Griffith prodigy.

The Observer is quite right

in saying that some people

will conjure up reason for fear. Children must have
their bugbears. If they're not fearing the Germans,
they're fearing the Japanese ; if not the Japanese, then

the British or the Russians or the Mexicans. Form-
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Here is the director who created "Passion." His name is Ernst Lubitsch;

he is called "the Griffith of Europe."

with enough im-

Le guerre
the subject.

nately most of us are blessed

agination to fear the landlord.

est fini! Anyway all this jingo is beside

Art has no nationality. Fancy barring the

works of Wells, Shaw or Walpole because our writers
feared competition or invasion of "thought." Would
any sympathy be extended to Robert W. Chambers or
Harold MacGrath if they protested because Mr. Lasky
invited the invasion of such English writers as Henry
Arthur Jones or Sir Gilbert Parker—or even such a

formidable competitor as Elinor Glyn?
Patriotism is shoddy stuff when it is used to cloak

inferior goods against the competition of superior. It

does our national ego a bit of good to get a jolt now
and then. We go along imagining we are the only
people who know anything about the manufacture or
exhibition of motion pictures, until we see a German
picture or hear about the Chinese method of running
a theater.

Over in the kimono kingdom they have an amphi-
theater with five screens showing pictures simultane-
ously. I must say I like their policy as to admissions.
A Chinaman refuses to pay for anything he hasn't seen.

He doesn't wait in line at any ticket window. He
wags his queue right into the theater, and the manager
has to run off a few hundred feet of film before there's

any talk about admission fee. If the Cheng Huans
don't like the sample they get up and go out. If they
approve they drop a couple of yens into a contribution

plate that's passed. This certainly appeal to me when
I think of the fortune I would have saved.

Another delightful innovation is practiced in Chinese

theaters. The managers allow time out for
towels and tea. No Chinaman will sit through
a hot evening without being refreshed by a
damp towel swiped over his brow and a
flagon of oolong to revive him between reels.

So the picture is shut off while ushers toss
the mops and rush the pots.

No wonder the young Buddhist of "Broken
Blossoms" thought we heathens needed some
tips.

EUROPE vs. AMERICA.

Perhaps the invading hordes from Europe
wouldn't have found victory so easy if they
hadn't been headed by Pola Negri, who. in-

cidentally, is a Polish countess. I have yet
to meet the man who wouldn't lay down his

arms at her command, just as did Armand.
the Spanish ambassador, and Louis, King of
France. When one encounters such a cardiac
thriller he doesn't ask from whence she came
or to what church she belongs. He casts fear
to the winds and tries to stall the jane. Yea,
verily, though I knew Pola's address to be the
Rue Tres Chaud in Hades, I wouldn't stop
to put on an asbestos overcoat.

Since "Passion" is only one of the conti-

nental pictures which will shake our morale
this year, it may be interesting to take a flyer

overseas and get a preview of foreign films

and favorites.

Europeans as well as Americans agree that

the continental productions are inferior to ours
in technique. Max Linder, the French co-

median now working in this country, has an
article on Le Cinema Americain in a recent
issue of Le Film. With the fairness and ap-
preciation characteristic of the Frenchman,
M. Linder says

:

"The French producer who has studied the

methods employed by Americans must be struck by the

departments into which the work is divided and by the

specialization of each collaborator."

This division of labor with a specialist in charge of

each sector constitutes American superiority, says M.
Linder. Through organization we have evolved the best

mechanics of the craft.

"But," says Linder, "the point of weakness is appar-
ent in the eyes of the most ardent American. The
weakness js the scenarios."

With clear perspective he points out that the Ameri-
can public, particularly of the larger cities, is growing
weary of seeing "toujours les memes histoires"—al-

ways-the same stories.

"That is why," he continues, "they seek the aid of
the novelists and dramatists of old Europe."

In conclusion we detect a wisp of ironic humor, de-

livered with more delicacy than we use in flaying our
own work. He reminds the European author that for

cinematic concoctions, as well as for champagne, there

is the American taste to consider. Our lack of dis-

crimination in the subtleties of wine, and our reverence

for the champagne label because it signifies expense, is

known full well by all Europeans.
This keen and jolly Linder seems to sum up our

entire cinematic weakness in those final lines. We
know how to bottle, but we have a lot to learn about

distilling. We haven't yet acquired the discrimination

for subtlety and bouquet which is possessed by the

Europeans. Therefore we should welcome their prod-

ucts for the qualities of vigor and beauty which ours

may lack. In the development of our motion picture,
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as well as for all phases of commercial
advance, we need the collaboration of

our friends overseas. The sooner we
forget our we-won-the-war jingoism,

counterfeited "Americanism," the sooner
we will achieve the highest standard and
discover "the great American photo
drama."
Most European pictures have nothing

to teach us. They wouldn't even enter-

tain'us.

"But don't forget," says our friend
from Vienna, "that most of your American
pictures wouldn't be received in Europe,
any more than ours would succeed here.

Once it was every one in Austria was
crazy about your Western pictures. Now
they are tired of them. Always the
same, they say. True, you are experts
technically. You make the most of your
stories, but your stories—they are so

terrible

!

" 'Way Down East,' 'Over the Hill'

—

yes, of course, we want them. But such
stories as 'Madame Peacock' or 'Danger-
ous Business' our people would not stand
for. You Americans will stand a lot be-
cause of your stars. At least you en-
dure very bad pictures in order to see
rhem."

The Europeans seem to have struck a
better balance between their forces of
production. The picture in totality is

the thing. "Passion," or "Du Barry" as
it was known abroad, is not exploited as
an Ernst Lubitsch production or a Pola
Negri production. Each is given credit,
yet the picture itself is the attraction.
The Germans and Austrians have their
stars, but they don't let them dictate as
to the number of close-ups or the amount
of "sympathy" which must be thrown
their way regardless of realism.
The principal studio zones of the con-

tinent in the order of their interest to
us are : Germany, Italy, Sweden, Austria,
and France. The main sources of our
foreign supply for the next year or two
be Germany and Italy. And only their

Pola Negri, a Polish actress, captivated the American public in her

deliniation of Du Barry in "Passion," First National's importation

from the German studios.

at least will

greatest pic-
ures will meet with any marked attention here.

ON THE GERMAN LOT.

During the year 1919-20 there were something like

one thousand pictures produced in Germany. This
surpasses the number of pictures released during the
same time in the United States, but probably does not
equal the number produced. For the storage ware-
houses of New York do a flourishing business in films.

Germany comes out of the war in a healthier film
condition than the other countries of Europe, because
she had to depend upon her own studios for pictorial

supply during the imbroglio. The rest of Europe re-

lied chiefly upon America. The Film Express, pub-
lished in Berlin, reviews the German situation

:

"The economical crisis which started with the war
paralyzed the German film industry. But with a won-
derful energy the German film manufacturers under-
took to keep their works running even when restricted.

"In 1912 the German film industry had eleven film

manufacturing firms, which was doubled by 1914. As.

the war came to an end Germany had over one hun-
dred and thirty manufacturing companies."

The principal companies are the Ufa. Decla-Bioscope,

and the May Film. The small film has disappeared

almost entirely. The middle line is held by five-part

productions, while the large firms are occupied ex-

clusively with the manufacture of "superproductions"
running to ten and twelve reels. All the companies of

Germany and Austria have united in a combine gov-

erned by the Ufa organization, which alone controls

five studios in various parts of central Europe.

"Passion" is the first production of consequence to

reach us from the German "lot." It is the work of

the leading director of the continent. Ernst Lubitsch.

"Passion" also introduced one of the finest actresses,

Miss Pola Negri. Immediately critics sought to title

her. She was described variously as another Nazimova,
and a cross between Theda Bara and Norma Talmadge.
All of which amuses, and indicates that Miss Negri is

incomparable. Most people doubtless have concluded
that she is Europe's greatest actress. She certainly

compares favorably with America's greatest. And in

the final judgment she may prove to be our favorite

of continental charmers. However, she is not considered

the supreme artiste over there. Asta Nielsen is given

first place by German and Austrian producers with
whom I've talked. Thev add, however, that she would
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Fern Andra, an American girl, is the star in "Genuine," one of the new "expressionistic"

pictures now being made in Germany.

not catch on over here, because she has crossed the

flapper line beyond which there is no referendum in

America. Miss Nielsen is Danish, but produces in

Germany. We may see her this year in her production
of "Hamlet," in which she plays the role of the Dane.
This is not adapted from Shakespeare's "Hamlet," but

adapted from the legend of Hamlet which Shakespeare
adapted. Shakespeare had the making of a great sce-

narioist. Had he lived he might have been signed by
Sam Goldwyn and become very famous.
The stars of German films who rank highest in

European popularity are Asta Nielsen. Henny Porten,

Pola Negri, and Fern Andra. Only one of the quartet

is a German.
Fern Andra, who might be described as the Pearl

White of the fatherland, is an American. She ap-

peared here in vaudeville and in the early paleolithic

films. Asta Nielsen, as already indicated, is a Dane.

Pola Negri is a countess from the Poland made famous
by Premier Paderewski. Henny ' Porten owns to the

land of the pretzel, Wagner, and other things artistic.

The May Film Company is the German counterpart

of our Talmadge family firm. Mia May, the most fa-

mous of the family, is another popular star. Her sister

Eva is coming to the close-up, while the part played by
Joseph Schenck in the Talmadge triune is interpreted

by Joseph May in the May famille.

Mia May's most spectacular work is "The Mistress

of the World," recently presented in London. It is a

serial of forty-eight reels of six episodes each. Each
episode of six reels has its locale in a different part of

the world. The serial divertissement holds great lure

for Europeans. That is one reason for the prominence
in Europe of Pearl White, Antonio Moreno, William
Duncan, and Eddy Polo.

Production in Austria is

closely woven with that of

Germany. The Sascha com-
pany is the principal producer
and is affiliated with the Ufa
combine. Its star is Lucy
Doraine. Perhaps by the time

this article appears she will be
circulating America. Two of

her pictures, known abroad as

"The Stars of Damascus" and
"The Lady of the Sunflower,"
are now in this country. The
director of these productions,

Kertesz, is ranked close to

Lubitsch. Count Alexander
Kolowrat. the president of

Sascha, was in the United States

recently to arrange for the

marketing of his products. One
of the capitalists of Vienna, he

has experimented in films for

the past fifteen years. At first

he considered them as a hobby,

and used to develop them in the

bathtub at home. Now he

controls several studios and is

erecting an immense theater in

Vienna.

The Germans and Austrians

are producing historical and
classic spectacles for the most
part. This is a shrewd policy

so far as their foreign develop-

ment is concerned, for stories

of German life would never ex-

ert international appeal any
more than pictures dealing with problems and locale

exclusively American will obtain maximum results

abroad. Those who have seen recent German produc-
tions state that "Passion" is not the only one of great

merit. "Sumurun" has been filmed by Lubitsch and
will be exhibited here shortly. "Anne Boleyn." drafted

from English history, recently was completed. It is

said to be of greater proportions than "Passion." The
old London edifices, including Westminster Abbey,
were constructed under the supervision of Richter, the

architect who designed the settings for the "Du Barry"
classic. Henny Porten has the title role in this Lubitsch
spectacle. The Sascha Austrian company has completed
"Cherchez la Fcmme," with Lucy Doraine and Alfonse
Fryland as the stars. The action transpires in five

quarters of the globe. Other productions based on his-

torical and classic tales are : "Johann Baptiste Lingg."
taken from the life of Napoleon ; "Manon Lescaut,"

with Pola Negri as star; "The Conspiracy of Genoa,"
based on sixteenth-century life in Genoa ; Richard Os-
wald's film of "Dismal Tales," developed from stories

by Edgar Allan Poe ; Zola's "La Bete Humaine," with

Lotte Neumann
;
"Figaro's Wedding," from the Beau-

marchais story, starring Hella Moja ; "Carmen," with
Pola Negri ; and Henny Porten in "The Doll's House."
"Augustus the Strong," and "The Tarantula," under the

direction of Lubitsch.

Having discovered the Talmadges of Europe, the

Griffith of the old world, and the Pearl White of Ger-
many, the proclaiming of another Man- Pickford was
inevitable. Ha Loth of the Saturn films has the resem-
blance, according to The Film Express. It says

:

"Ha Loth bears a remarkable resemblance to Mary
Pickford, the celebrated American star, and many have
found her even more lovely to look upon. Bevond a
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doubt she is superior to her American colleague in

mimic ability, amply proved by the several Saturn films

in which she plays the leading part."

Well, Ila will have to show us ! Certainly The Film
Express is nothing if not modest in its appraisal of

the lady. Having gazed upon Ila's photographic like-

ness I must say I am not one of the many who have
found her more lovely than her American colleague.

But it behooves us to hold our peace in view of the
run which Pola Negri is giving our stellar dames. All

we can say in reply to The Film Express is that we
have a State called Missouri.

Among the other Saturn luminaries who are vaunted
quite as highly as the Pickfordian Ila are Marie Widal,
Camilla Hollav, Sandy Iglav, and the incomparable
Pola.

"But where are the Wally Reids of Europe, the
Charlie Rays, the Tony Morenos, and Gene O'Briens?"
complains Fanny, the teacup tattler, impatiently. Dear
Fanny : I regret to communicate that Ruddy Kipling
was speaking of Europe when he said the petticoat was
more persuasive than the pants. Lesley Mason, editor

of The Exhibitors' Trade Review, who made a pilgrim-
age to Europe to view film conditions for the benefit

of the American trade, brought home the somber re-

port that there were no male beauties of fame in the
old country. The foreign fans don't fall for the male. At
least, not for their own males. Yet Fairbanks, Moreno,
Polo, Reid, Chaplin, and other valiant and beautiful
American boys are the subjects for crushes over there
quite as much as at home. Thus the attitude of the
European toward the home-grown gargon is inexpli-

cable. I predict that our suffragists will discover their
Apollos for them. The lady whose admission I paid
to "Passion," at the Capitol Theater in New York,
nearly drowned the ninety-piece orchestra with her
rhapsodic solos over the German gents. She denounced
me as -a punk authority on films when I couldn't reel

off the name of the Herr who played Armand. As for
Louis XV, she swore that Hollywood had not his equal.

One wink from his gorgeous lids and a high sign from
his scepter, and she would have been hisn, so she as-

severated. I testily accused her of running counter
fire to my volleys for Pola. Bitter words followed, and
for the first time, Fm ashamed to admit, I showed signs
of lunacy by hurling the epithet "pro-German." I sud-
denly became as one hundred per cent as The Observer.
But let the ladies adore the seidel hoisters, for the

vamps are coming! the vamps are coming!—"Over
There" with sides reversed.

PREPARE TO BE VAMPED.'

Inasmuch as Pola Negri is our current screen guest
and probably will come to this country to make pictures
in the near future, it is interesting to know that her crea-
tion of Du Barry is no sporadic flare. Her more recent
portraitures in "Sumurun" and "Manon Lescaut" are
perhaps richer in shade. As for her Carmen, I'll bet
she shakes a wicked castanet. Having had a couple
of hand-organ renditions of the classic gyp on our
-creens, we would like to see what Pola would deliver.
And J. D. Williams of First National assures us we
shall.

The comparison between La Negri and La Bara al-

leady has been cited. Both did Du Barry. For the
sake of onr national pride let no more be said. The
most ardent flag-waving fan will have to give Poland
the odds as against Cincinnati.

Let preparedness be our watchword once again. We
may as well prepare to be totally ravished by the
European vamp. She is equipped with the beauty and
the brimstone to reduce us to flames. While our screens

are overrun with the ingenues of invincible chastity,

the continental canvas is the stamping ground for the

Rag, Bone, Hank of Hair, Inc. I fear for our jitney

virgins when these high-powered vivandieres turn their

caravans westward, ho.

While gazing upon the angelic blondness of Lucy
Doraine, Austrian fils de cinema, I inquired of Count
Alowrat if at last I had met an ingenue.

"Oh, no, no," he protested, horrified. "She's a wam-
pire

!"

Europe is a veritable incubator for le poulet terrible.

"With venom in her heart that belied her smiling lips,"

is the way one is described.

Theda Bara is a pious soul compared to Fern Andrai
Evan Theda's worst pranks were no more than tag
and the ringing of doorbells compared to Fern's. In

"Genuine," for example, Fern plays a lady who has
been raffled off at a slave market to an eccentric old

geezer. The rapscallion takes her home and puts her
in the basement, where he rigs up a private rathskeller

as pretentious as any De Mille bath. The only nourish-

ment which agrees with the gentle maiden is warm
blood. And the hotter the better. I forget the number
of buckets required per diem to slake her thirst. At
any rate, a whole mob of men get lost on the lower

Continued on page 84



In her pictures Pauline Frederick

rarely smiles; in real life she

rarely does anything else.

Photo by Melbourne Spurr

/"~|^HE play was "Madame X."
I was watching it at a

big theater—one in which
the large symphony orchestra, the lights, and all of

the stage hangings combined to lull the senses and to

carry you away to suffer or be happy with the heroine.

Distracted for a moment by a remark made by my
companion, I happened to look around ; and never have
I seen an audience more spellbound. They were what
you might call pye-eyed. Or, if you prefer, hypnotized.

Almost every one in the great auditorium was sitting

absolutely motionless
;

every eye was riveted to the

screen; handkerchiefs were quite in evidence.

A whisper from behind me pierced the silence.

"Those ain't real tears—they're glycerin. I know.
They're "

At a whispered "s-h-h-h-h" the comment subsided.

But it set me thinking. I began to recall other com-
ments I had heard about Miss Frederick which I hap-
pened to know were quite as untrue. "They say she

starves herself till she's in a perfect frenzy," was one
of them. "Before she makes a scene where she's sup-

posed to look crestfallen they tell her that her last pic-

ture was a failure," was another.

I wondered if a great many of Miss Frederick's ad-

mirers in that audience—and thousands of other audi-

ences—wouldn't be interested in knowing just what she

does do that enables her to reach out from the silent

screen and send such waves of feeling over the breath-

less crowds.
In one way, though, I rather dreaded the job. You—who have suffered and wept with her, but never in-

Adventures
There is no more skillful emotional screen

tells how she feels when enact

By Emma-Lind

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiuiiM

terviewed her—may think that to get the fair

Pauline to talk about the technique of emotion
would be an easy matter. I happened to know
better.

If you go to interview Pauline Frederick,
expecting to find her the stately, poised, and
almost tragic figure that she is on the screen,
you will be disappointed—or maybe you will

be elated. In her pictures she rarely smiles

:

in real life she rarely does anything else. At
the studio they call her "Polly." And she
doesn't particularly care about indulging in

soul-searching sentiments.

I once stood by as an innocent spectator when
a dyed-in-the-wool interviewer approached her
and asked what she thought of the advancement
of the silent drama.

"For Heaven's sake," she whirled on him,
"I don't think anything about it ! Ask me
something sensible, such as, do I answer my
fan mail myself, and we'll talk!"

So I leave it to you, how was I going to ask
her point-blank about how she achieved her

emotional effects? I didn't want her Heaven-
saking me, but I knew that's what would hap-
pen if I didn't proceed with caution.

I finally found out what I wanted to know
while seated beside her at the lunch counter at

"Fay's place," across the street from the Holly-

wood studios. But I flatter myself that

she didn't know what was happening. I

approached the subject tactfully through
the medium of tomato salad, cheese

sandwiches, and raisin pie.

"You should have been here yesterday," she told

me. "I was sobbing out my heart from ten in the

morning until five in the afternoon with only an as-

paragus salad at noon to break the monotony. We are
making 'The Mistress of Shenstone,' and I ruined two
handkerchiefs weeping make-up on them."
Weeping! There was the subject of the interview

right in my hand. I wanted to come out in the open
and ask her what she thought of the psychology of emo-
tion, but instead I artlessly complimented the tomato
salad and followed it up by inquiring nonchalantly

whether or not she had used music to start the flow of
tears.

"Yes, I've been using music a lot lately," she an-

swered all unsuspectingly. "I remember I told you
when you interviewed me out at Goldwyn's that I

didn't think music was necessary or artistic ; but I've

asserted my womanly prerogative and have changed
my mind since then, and I find that with certain pieces

I can get very definite results. Yesterday I had the

orchestra playing 'Jest a Wearyin' for You,' 'Waiting
for Ships that Never Come In,' and 'The Rosary' all

day long. When one of those three pieces is played

I can understudy Niobe herself."

The conversation, skillfully manipulated, switched to

"Madame X," the role in which Pauline Frederick so

recently surpassed herself.

"Talk about weeping," she said—although we had



in Emotion
actress than Pauline Frederick: in this interview she

ing the tense moments in her plays.

say Squier

really been talking about lemon pie, its cause and ef-

fects
—

"at the end of that picture I was a wreck, but

it was wonderful ! I loved it better than any picture

I have ever made. It took us only five weeks to do it.

and one reason for its success I believe was because
it was rushed along at top speed with ever}' one work-
ing on high tension. That to my mind is one secret

of emotional acting. The heavy scenes should be made
as quickly as possible without all this wretched wait-

ing around for electricians to get the lights in order

and carpenters to finish up the set. The lights and
the sets should be in order so that when 5'ou have an
emotional scene to do and are in the mood to do it

even-thing is in readiness for you.
7 '

Well, anyway, that was one secret, and if the pie

held out long enough I had hopes of getting some of

the others. At the risk of being Heaven-saked I re-

marked on her wonderful make-up as the dope fiend.

''Make-up," she said, turning on me quickly. "I

didn't have any on."

I stared at her in amazement. And if you will

remember those scenes in which the unfortunate

woman drinks absinth and ether, if you recall

her haggard face and sunken eyes you will un-

derstand my astonishment at her declaration.

"That is to say," she qualified, "I had no
make-up on other than that which you see on

my face to-day." The make-up to which she

called my attention was of the most ordinan-

sort, with pink "fleshing" and an outer

coating of powder, black above
her eyes, penciled eyebrows, and
reddened lips. My surprise made
me almost skeptical.

"But the lines that were in your
face," I insisted. "And your eyes

—they were absolutely blank."

She shrugged her shoulders in a

way characteristic of her.

"I felt the part, that's all," she

said. "More than that, I lived it.

If you can make your part get in-

side of you until it becomes you—
you don't need make-up. Your
face will portray the role you are

playing. That is what is

wrong with so many of

the pictures you see on
the screen to-day. The
actors rely on make-up
instead of thought to get
their part over. On the
stage, you see, it's differ-

ent. If you aren't feel-

ing quite up to your role,

you can make your voice
cover a multitude of dis-

crepancies. You can even
think of
other things At the studio

and get away thev all call

with it. But her Polly.

before the camera, your voice isn't there to back you
up. You are relying solely upon your acting. Act-
ing " She broke off suddenly. "I hate that word,
there, should be no such thing as acting a part. You
should feel it, live it, be it."

She paused for a moment.
"Does anybody know where I can find a dope fiend?"

she suddenly demanded. Outside of a few giggles, no
one answered.

"I mean it," she turned to me. "In my next picture
there are some scenes in which I have to play a dual
role, and one of the characters is a dope fiend, and
1 want to find one somewhere to make a study of.

I'm told that in real life the drug addicts don't twitch
and sniff and go through all the horrible contortions
which we see on the screen. They may do that when
they are alone, but othenvise they "are uncannily clever
in concealing their affliction—and I want to know."

It seems to me that that is another secret of Pauline
Frederick's art, her desire to portray life not as it

might be or seems to be, or as novelists have painted
it, but as it is. And yet she is full of contradictions.
For when I asked her how, if she had never seer, a

Continued on

page 92



Constance listens to you intently until

you try to make her your confidante.

IN the middle of the great barren studio

a dainty, flower-bedecked breakfast room
had been built that needed only a rainbow-col-

ored chiffon negligee and the season's first strawberries

to make it irresistible. But in sharp contrast to its

brilliance was the slender girl in a light-gray uniform
of a parlor maid who leaned—or crumpled up, rather

—against the wall, her head drooping and utter weari-

ness in every line.

"Can't any one do something for you?" a motherly
looking woman asked, peering around the end of great

racks of lights. One thought immedrately of hot milk,

and smelling salts, of foot baths, and eau de Cologne
patted on her head.

"Yes," answered the little maid, as she slowly raised

her head, and revealed the radiant beauty of Constance
Talmadge. "Bring me some make-up. I've laughed so

hard at these people," pointing to the rest of the cast,

"that I've begun to cry. It's made my make-up all

messy
;
my favorite eye has just melted and rolled down

to my chin, and I've acquired dimples all over my face."

She pointed dramatically at Kenneth Harlan, her

new leading man, and volunteered by way of explana-

tion, "He's signed a contract to play in pictures with

Norma and me for a year, and when I try to kiss him
he jerks away. Look at him—I'll show you."

They crossed the set and started rehears-

ing a scene. She was Constance as every-

one knows her now, keenly alive, efferves-

What Makes the Men
According to the nursery rhyme the answer
you know, but Constance never does any-

scopic picture of her various

By Helen

cent, and fairly dancing with every step. She was
tantalizing, as she moved about, always just out of

his reach, and mocked at him. His reluctance when
she tiptoed behind him and kissed him on the cheek-

was not apparent. In fact, he seemed only too will-

ing to turn the other one. And when she had gone
off the scene long after the camera stopped grinding,

he sat looking after her dreamily.

This brought back other scenes. There was the

afternoon that a handsome youth came running out

of a studio on West Fifty-sixth Street. "Somebody
said you're on your way to see Constance," he called

breathlessly, as the driver jangled the gears into a

flying start. "Tell her I still love her; always will."

And he stood there looking for all the world like the

little boy who w^as being left at home for punishment
when all his friends had gone off to the circus.

Other times—other men, but always the same story.

At the tennis tournament at Miami where she rushes

every few w-eeks to make exterior scenes during the

winter ; at the hockey matches at Cornell, at the Al-

gonquin at lunch time, or at a fashionable dance club

toward morning, there is always the full quota of

interesting young men
Many a dramatic scene is

enacted in the studio

when the director isn't

on the job.

who declare that they

dearly love Constance.

"Is it true that you
are engaged to her?"
some one is always asking.

No, but I w-ish I were," is

the inevitable reply.

And at the studio even the elec-

tricians and carpenters hang over

the top of her sets, out of range

of the camera, and watch her ad-

miringly.

If you ask what it is that makes her

so attractive, men look at you as much
as to say, "Analyze Connie? About as

sensible as analyzing sunshine—or

perhaps if it were in preprohibition

days they would say champagne."

But analyzing her is interesting,

nevertheless. People are immedi-
ately attracted to her because she

is so thoroughly alive, and after

that—well she is a never-failing

source of surprise. She never

seems to be waiting for something

to happen ; she's making it happen.

And w-hen she is with you she acts

as though you were the one person

of importance in the whole world.

It is the same way when she is

getting instructions from her di-

rectors. She doesn't hear what
any one else is saying. Constance

never lives in the past or in the

future ; she's always too busy liven-

ing up the present.

"But don't you ever get

tired?" I asked her. "And
don't you lose interest."



Love Constance So?
should be "Because she loves the men,

thing according to plan, as this kaleido-

moods will show you.

Klumph
BiiiiaiHiiiauiiia

"Tired!" she exclaimed. "I am half dead now.
You know I finished a picture in a little over
four weeks when I first got home from abroad.

That was 'Dangerous Business.' Then we
started right in on 'The Man From Toronto.'

Had to go to Miami for the exterior scenes for

that, and now we'll be going back to Miami on
another one pretty soon.

"But I never lose interest," she added em-
phatically. "It's because I enjoy what I am do-
ing. But that's a silly thing to say, isn't it ? Its

obvious that if I didn't enjoy myself at this, I'd

be doing something else. \\'e have loads of fun
making my pictures. I couldn't lose interest in

them because they keep me doing the same sort

of things I'd be doing if I weren't in pictures.

I get into scrapes and out of them, get prettv

clothes and occasions for wearing them, and no
matter how awful things look for a while thev

always come out all right.

"I don't ever want to settle down. I wish
there were a thousand new places to go dis-

covered every year. The most seductive music
I know of is the sound of a steamboat or a train

whistle. I can't resist them."

But the director called her then, interrupting

Winter in Miami is one of the joys Constance

finds in her work.

There's plenty of time after work to go out for some dancing.

the longest speech I have ever heard her make.
Usually she just looks at you with her eyes twinkling

while you start to pour out your very soul to her.

But—and this is a suggestion to all those calculating

young women who have been told that popularity lies

in being a good listener—Constance always saves you
from making an utter fool of yourself. She starts

something. It may be an imitation of some one in

the studio—it may be a funny story—but whatever it

is, it is so irresistibly funny that you forget what you
were saying. And her fun-making never hurts. She
travesties onlv the pompous, the dignified, the con-

ceited traits in people—never the unfortunate—and.

of course, each of us thinks that she is making fun

of some one else. There is a shrewd but happy-go-

lucky head underneath that beautiful, bobbed, golden

coif.

"I'm serious about those train whistles," she con-

tinued, as though the conversation hadn't been inter-

rupted. "Not only when I am the one who is going
away, either!" she added, attacking her peculiarities

with the same impersonal zest that she would have
devoted to another. "I like the rush and noise and
hurry so much that I go to see people off even if

they are only going to Philadelphia. I suppose I

would see people off to Podunk if I knew any one
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No living in the past or the future for her; she's too

livening up the present.

who went there. No brass band was ever more fond
of being part of the 'Farewell, but not good-by' and
'Welcome home' chorus than I am."
And there you have Constance. If you favor adopt-

ing slogans by which to trade-mark your favorites, you
might be tempted to choose for her, "Always on the

go." But not after you had seen her relaxed. Of
course, not many people have ever seen Constance in

a lazy mood—she's that way so rarely—but if you had,

you would think her the most drowsily luxurious per-

son in the world. There is nothing furtive about Con-
stance's yawns. Once she makes up her mind that she
must rest, she does it as completely as a Persian cat

would. And as becomingly. She can stretch out on
a chaise longue, and relax so completely that she re-

minds one of the great classic:

"I wish I was a rock
A'settin' on a hill.

I'd never do another thing.

But just keep settin' still."

For the moment she makes restfulness seem the most
desirable of attributes. The Constance of sparkling

gayety is forgotten. Therein lies the secret of her

charm. She not only forgets everything but what she

is doing at the moment, she makes you do the same.
You may consider that something of an achievement

under the most ideal conditions, but if you want to be

just like Constance try it with telephone bells ringing,

and people interrupting you all the time.

"Is it a 'have to?'" she asked a little

petulantly for her of the young boy who
followed us about and persistently inter-

rupted her.

"No it's a 'would like,' " he answered,
apparently accustomed to her simplified

speech.

"All right then." She turned and
beamed at him radiantly. "Whatever it

is, say that I'll do it."

"That must be my miniature," she ex-
plained thoughtfully. "I don't know
what to do about it. The poor artist who
is trying to do it is frantic, but he's so

polite he just says that 'He'd like' to sec

me. It has to be finished by a certain

date, and I'm so busy I never can sit for

it. I suggested that he make it from a

photograph, but he didn't seem to think

that black and white did justice to my
eyes and hair. He might go ahead and
paint me in ideal colors, and then I could

make myself over to match. I'll have to

suggest that."

And then a woman who represented a

New York newspaper came in. "You are

second only to your sister in our popu-
larity contest," she said with what was
probably great vivacity for her. (Beside

Constance any one else's enthusiasm seems
forlorn.)

"Oh, am I?" Constance asked intently,

"Well, never mind. Other people's friends

will rally around the last day, and I will

come out near the bottom."

Of course, she didn't, but I really be-

lieve that Constance thought she would.
Somewhere a clock was striking seven;

a group of carpenters were perched on a

high table just off the set, eating sand-
wiches and milk with the hearty appetites

of boys just in from the football field; all

over New York people were sitting down
at glistening tables under shaded lamps, and deciding,

perhaps, what show to go to after dinner.

But Constance was just working over a scene for

about the eighty-ninth time, with unflagging spirits.

"Keep up with Miss Constance, everybodv," the di-

rector bellowed. "Don't let the action drop."

"Say," he said, dropping his voice so she couldn't

hear, "you'd think she'd do it just like the well-known
wooden Indian out in front of a cigar store. And
she's fresh and radiant as—as"—he groped about for

a simile
—

"as herself. She hasn't sat down to-day. and
she's been here since nine o'clock."

"Better change this story, mister," she called to him.

"And make me a cripple. My back is killing me from
standing all day. I'll have to use a crutch."

But the last thing I saw as I looked from the door
was Constance dancing around the table threatening to

throw cream on Kenneth Harlan's shoes. At ten o'clock

that night when most likelv the lights and the actors in

the other parts were getting through the scene without
a hitch, Constance probably told her maid to lay out

her ermine wrap and some evening things, for as she

had said earlier in the afternoon, "No ; we never work
late. Almost always through by nine or ten, and that

leaves plenty of time to go on for a roof show and some
dancing."

The next time you feel a little lanquid. or tired, or

you notice that people aren't paying much attention to

you—you might remember Constance.

busy



DeMille's Magic
Spectacles

Figuratively speaking, you put
them on when you read this

article. For it will help you to

understand why the De Mille

pictures appeal so to your
sense of sight—totally apart

from the story they tell.

By Gordon Gassaway

THE first thing I noticed

was the tablecloths in

an otherwise every-
day cafe scene.

"Why the green cloths ?" I

asked William De Mille, who
was using that set in "Con-
rad in Quest of His Youth,"
which he was making with
Thomas Meighan.

"Just because, when you
see a picture of people sitting

at tables in a cafe, the first

thing you notice on the screen

is the white tablecloths. Isn't

that so ? The very whiteness
of them distracts your atten-

tion from the actors. They
glare at you. Now, when
those pale-green cloths are
reproduced by the camera
they won't glare ; their tone
will be soft, like an incon-
spicuous gray. That is the
art of proper coloring, which
we are trying to attain; col-

oring that will center the at-

tention of the audience on the
actors, not on the sets."

And then the magic spec-
tacles made their appearance.

I'd been wondering how De
Mille could tell what a color
would look like when the
camera had shot it, when he
answered my question before
I could ask it by producing
them. They're made of a
special grade of blue glass, and neither William De
Mille nor his brother Cecil is ever without them. He
got them out that day to look at Kathlyn Williams,
who came on the set wearing a gown of light-blue silk

covered with gorgeous pearl embroidery.
William squinted at her carefully through his spec-

tacles and then announced that she'd do.

"You see," he explained to me, "Miss Williams is a
striking blonde, and the effect I wished to convey to
the screen was one of shimmering white."
"But how about the blue silk—why that?"
"Pale-blue silk, such as she was wearing, will pho-

tograph white, but at the same time it will 'show up'
the pearl embroidery to remarkable advantage," he an-
swered. "If the gown itself had been of white silk,

then the white pearl embroidery would have had no
'background,' and it would have been indistinguishable.

Photo by Donald Biddle Keyes

William De Mille reduces all colors to the degree of black and white with his magic

spectacles, as he is doing here.

The final effect of the whole creation, however, will be
"of perfect white

!"

This led to a free-and-easy discussion of the impor-

tance in proper coloring.

"We paint with colors and lights on the screen just

as a portrait artist would use oils or water colors, but

the final effect is not the same," he explained. "Al-

though we use actual colors in motion pictures, the

final effect we are after is that of a beautiful etching.

That, in fact, is what I consider as the real future of

the motion picture—the more artistic the production

the more nearly it will approach the effect of a good

etching.

"It should always be remembered in using colors for

the screen that it is not the colors themselves which
reproduce, but their relation to each other.



De Mille's Magic Spectacles

The soft tone of the green tablecloth lets the eye travel first to

Thomas Meighan's face.

"We can tell what this relationship will be by the

use of the blue spectacles. They reduce everything to

the degree of black and white.

"A red rose in the buttonhole of a black coat lapel

might just as well not be there so far as the camera is

concerned. We once had a girl pin a red carnation

on the dark coat of a young man, and when that

scene appeared upon the screen it was as though she

had staged a great vanishing act, like Herrmann the

Great. The red carnation simply disappeared
!"

Yellow is the trickiest color there is to use on the

screen. Pale yellow, or lemon-yellow, will "turn out"

to be white when the camera has winked at it. But
an orange-yellow, or a very reddish yellow will de-

velop as very dark or black, according to the amount
of red there is in the tone.

In a William De Mille set, every color is considered

with great caution. A bouquet of flowers must be

blended with the background to produce the correct

effect. The carpets, the walls, the molding, and even
the cords on the window shades are given a careful

scrutiny with the magic spectacles.

"Backgrounds are as important in picture making as

the foregrounds. And the effect of a background is

largely determined by the colors which are employed
in its construction," De Mille told me. "It is the Old
Master idea—a direct descendant of Rembrandt. He
was the first one we studied for the lighting of motion
pictures, and the correct lighting of a picture goes
hand-in-hand with the correct coloring idea. Light

modulations and color modulations are twins. Both can
consciously be used to make the audience look at the

thing or person they are supposed to look at.

"A gaudy background, cluttered up with knick-

knacks, each of which claims for a
moment the attention of the audience, is

as disturbing as a series of inharmonious
notes in music. If we do not carefully
consider every color which goes to make
up those backgrounds, then a jarring note
may creep in unawares, and we find the
audience looking at a bouquet of flowers
against the rear wall instead of at the
face of the actor who is doing the scene

!

The attention of the audience must be
focused at all times upon the players in
the picture—unless there is some impor-
tant 'prop' or angle of a room which is

included in the story and which for that
reason must be emphasized."

In the present development of motion
pictures, it turns out that this is a very
important phase of the question indeed.

William De Mille says that as motion
pictures develop the less motion they
have. In other words there is more pic-

ture and less motion. At first it was all

motion—and less picture !

"We would not have dared, five years
ago, to use one hundred and fifty feet of
film with only mental movement in it," he
told me.

"Only now are we beginning to photo-
graph psychology, because it is only now
that we are getting the correct tools to

work with—and the greatest tools of all

are color and light. They are the material

aids which will figure largely in the ad-

vance of the motion picture.

"The development in pictures from now
on, as I see it. will be measured to a

large extent by the degree to which we can photograph
thought."

Consider any De Mille production—whether "C. B."
or William—and you will recall the thought processes
which they delight to catch with the camera net and
transfer to the screen. They do not photograph a blush

transfusing the fair face of ye heroine, but they do
catch that which goes on in her eyes as she thinks of

this or that. They also catch the exchange of thought

between two or more characters. You probably can re-

call examples of this from "Conrad" or that much-dis-

cussed later De Mille opus, "Midsummer Madness."
What about the future of color work in the movies?

That was something I wanted to get an expert opinion

upon. What about "natural colors" on the screen?

One hears so much about the wonderful inventions that

this person and that person is working on—inventions

that are going to revolutionize the picture industry by
new color processes. Would such pictures be more
popular than the present projection of black and
white ?

"Colored motion pictures are not the pictures which
will be popular in the future," answered Mr. De Mille.

"It is possible now," he said, "to put pictures on

the screen in natural colors, dyeing them by hand, but

the compensation is not sufficient for the effort and
money necessarv in the work. For one thing, they are

too hard on the eyes. Colored pictures will often be
used, of course, in special scenes, such as used by my
brother in 'Male and Female' for the Babylonian epi-

sode. But I am inclined to think that colored pictures

will never be the most popular ones. No—I think, as

I said before, that the ideal for us to strive toward is

not the painter's canvas, but the print of the etcher."



Look Out Some years ago clothing manufac-

for Mis- turers found that it was a short-sighted

/ //' cr
policy to label cotton mixtures as alt-

teaaing
wool ^ or tQ ;nsist that the sheerest s^

lilies would wear like iron.

They discovered that there were persons who actu-

ally prefered cotton mixtures, and who shopped where

they could find goods so labeled.

They also discovered that when a woman is handling

a delicate piece of silk, the evanescent, perishable qual-

ity is the very thing that makes the appeal, and she

doesn't want to be told that it will wear like iron.

Some day the motion-picture producers are going to

learn to label their goods plainly.

That day will come when the public becomes utterly

tired of titles that bear no relation to the picture, and

which are simply chosen at random from among the

large number of possible combinations of a small group

of words that seem to indicate that the picture is some-

what lurid.

The first rumblings of this protest are beginning to

be heard. They are showing up in our letters from the

fans.

But until this far-distant day of plain labels for pic-

tures arrives it behooves the intelligent fan not to be

guided entirely by titles. Such plays as "Sex," "Male
and Female," and "Passion" may be taken as an illus-

tration. By their titles one might think them about

alike ; as a matter of fact they are not, as the readers

of this magazine know.
The fact that plays so named are attracting tremen-

dous crowds must be placed to the credit of the show-

manship of the men who choose the names.

It would be interesting to know, however, whether

their names of these plays have kept other persons

away.

An official of one of the largest pro-

Color ducing companies told The Observer

,
' 9 t'ie other day that at least ten thousand

When. persons in America are experimenting
with colored motion pictures in the

hope of inventing a method of producing colored mo-
tion pictures at a reasonable cost.

Several persons have almost perfected the idea, but

always there is a flaw somewhere that makes the plan

commercially impossible. Special cameras, special neg-

ative and positive film, special projecting machines, spe-

cial lighting equipment—all expensive to a prohibitory

degree—are necessary in all the inventions. In most
of them the actors must move slowly, for fast motion
smears, leaving a ghost of color trailing the figure of

the person moving.
When an inventor completes a colored film it can be

shown only in those theaters equipped with special ma-
chines, and the special machines can be used only

when a special film is available. This, of course, does

not apply to hand-colored film, which is a process too

tedious and too expensive for anything but short sub-

jects.

Some day somebody is going to hit upon a process

for coloring film that can be shown on the ordinary

projecting machine. And that man will make more
money in the following five years than any other man
ever made in an entire lifetime.

But watch out ! It's such a great idea that the stock

jobbers are already using it for fake schemes to get

your money. The men who actually are close to the

secret of colored motion pictures are keeping all the

stock themselves. Beware the others

!

Hard As this is being written there is a

heap of a hullabaloo about hard times

Times? in the motion-picture industry. A
Not Much l "timber of producers and theater man-

agers are becoming panic-stricken.

A bit of a slump in business in general has fright-

ened the unreasoning, and a lot of ' frantic folks are

going to do things that may more or less affect you
and me.
As a whole, the motion-picture business will not be

hurt any more than a motor truck loaded with bricks

going over a bump. Some of the weaker and smaller

bricks may be damaged, but the load as a whole will

be settled, and the truck will go booming right along.

In Akron. Ohio, in Detroit, and in certain towns in

New^England where factories have closed and have
thrown labor out of work the theaters will suffer for

a short time. But in general the motion-picture the-

aters will continue to draw the crowds so long as the

shows are good.

All through the war, France and England found that

motion-picture business increased in the face of the

upheaval. The motion picture is a necessity, a staple

like potatoes and bread.

Money is hard to get to finance motion-picture pro-

duction and for theater building, and here's what that

means

:

The producer who is short of money and who has

a number of pictures on his hands will rush them into

the market in order to get money to continue to pro-

duce more pictures. This means a plentiful supply of

good pictures.

The theater manager who owes money at the bank
and finds it difficult to get his loans renewed will do

one of two things. If he is a smart showman he will

give you a better show than ever before, in order to

get more of your money. If he is a short-sighted fel-

low he will give you cheaper shows, in the hope of

making more profit by cutting the quality of the goods

he is selling you. This, of course, will send him at

once on the road to ruin, for in these davs you are look-
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ing for your money's worth in motion-picture theaters

as well as in clothing stores, and you're not going to

patronize the theater that tries to bunko you.

With producers eager to get money, the keen theater

manager has an opportunity to select better pictures

than ever before. As a result, in the best theaters in

your town, you ought to get a steady run of first-class

pictures.

There will be no cut in admission prices. And no
advance. The best theaters now have reached a basis

of admission charge that allows them to pay good
prices for their pictures, which in turn encourages the

producer to make more expensive and better pictures.

If admission prices were cut, the loss would fall upon
the producer, and in order to continue to exist he
would have to make cheaper pictures.

If you have a good theater and a foresighted manager
in your town the prospect is fine for the best motion-

picture season yet.

The search for authors by Para-

Allthors in mount and Goldwyn has at last met
. with success. These two companies

Profusion now actually have some real live au-

thors actually on the lot, walking
around among the actors and directors and cooperat-

ing on the productions.

A recent news story from Los Angeles told of Elinor

Glyn, Sir Gilbert Parker, Edward Knoblock, Avery
Hopwood all at work at the Famous Players' studio.

Goldwyn had Leroy Scott, Rupert Hughes, Gertrude
Atherton, and Gouverneur Morris together at one time.

At the Authors' League meetings these days they

don't discuss anything much but motion pictures and
"How to Get Monev for Scenarios."

It's a mighty healthy turn for the business to take.

Some fiend for figures has doped out

The Big tne information that 453 of the pic-

.
tures released in 1920 were adapted

ISame from a play, a book, or a magazine
story. That leaves about 150 scenarios

that were written directly for the screen. No informa-
tion is handy as to how many of the 150 were concocted
by staff writers and how many were bought from vol-

unteer scenario writers.

The authors who were most sought after were Harold
MacGrath, Robert W. Chambers, Sir Arthur Wing
Pinero, Robert Louis Stevenson, Augustus Thomas,
Louis Joseph Vance, Gouverneur Morris, Rupert
Hughes, Edgar Franklin, William Gillette, Jack Lon-
don, James Oliver Curwood, and Rex Beach.

How many pictures can you remember by these au-

thors ?

The New Grantland Rice once wrote a poem,
'To Champions," in which he warned

Champ Is them, "Your conqueror is on the way."

Coming Every champion falls some day. Pop-
ularity contests conducted by New

York and Chicago newspapers would indicate that

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks no longer are

champions in motion pictures. Their places seem to

have been filled by Norma Talmadge and Wallace Reid.

Who'll be the next champions? Who'll take the

places of D. W. Griffith and Cecil B. De Mille as the

champion directors? Who'll displace Harold Lloyd?
They go up fast and come down fast. No star ever

made a swifter ascent than did Nazimova. Nor has
any star suffered a more sudden slump in popularity

than she has on account of the mediocrity of her re-

cent pictures, due, we understand, to her tireless in-

sistence on personally superintending every detail of

her own productions. How they come and go ! It was
only a short time ago that Francis X. Bushman was
winning all the contests as the most popular male star,

when Ford Sterling was the funniest man on the screen

and when—let's see, who was the greatest girl of them
all in those days ? Mary Pickford ! To Mary goes

the sweepstakes medal. It took a mightv long while

for her conqueror to arrive.

tt A few years ago motion pictures"OW were used as a "chaser" in vaudeville

Times Do houses, that is they were put on the bifl

Change! *° ma '<e Par^ °^ tne audience go home
so that the waiting crowd could be

accommodated. Now their mission is quite different, in

one town, at least. In Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania, a

motion-picture version of "Othello" was recently shown,
one reel a night, in connection with revival meetings, to

bring the crowds in.

7-. When John Armstrong Chaloner's

farm hands quit work, leaving him
Take with a four-hundred-acre farm down

Notice near Cobham. Virginia, idle, he set out

to find the answer to the popular-song
query, "How you gonna keep 'em down on the farm?"
He decided that motion pictures would do it, so he

equipped a cow shed fifty by thirty-five feet with wood-
burning heaters, put in rows of seats, and with elec-

tricity provided from a storage battery, started in to

give regular shows.

The first night was a great success ; there were twen-

ty-one automobiles in front of the door, two hundred
and fifty people in attendance at the show. Any theater

owner would be proud of such a record in a district

that claims only one thousand inhabitants to ten square

miles.

But Mr. Chaloner is not content with this one experi-

ment. This winter he will advocate government furds

to provide motion-picture equipment in every school-

house more than five miles from a town. The equip-

ment costs but two thousand dollars, and with small

admission fees could soon be paid for.

"The city's luxury merely tantalizes," Mr. Chaloner

is quoted as saying by the New York Tribune. "There

is more and better food in the country, so that hone-tly

I believe that it is the soothing, romantic merging of

pictures and music in the movie that draws the farmer

to town."
If this is the case, wouldn't it be profitable for the

big farmers of a district to get together and provide

shows? It looks that way.



Making Hay--akawa While the Sun Shines
(THE NEW FAIRBANKS)

By H. C. Witwer
Author of 'Trom Baseball to Bosches," the "Eel Harmon" s:ories. etc.

To the Generally Public :

Dear Madam : Well; this interviewin" movie constel-

lations is certainly a delightfully job. and as Mons.
Bertholon, the comin' D. W. Griffith, says. "We don't

get much money, but we can laugh out loud !" I can-
not for the life of me understand why all the bovs
and girls writes to the genial and comely editor of
this publication savin' that thus far they have found
the moyies a close corporation and cannot bust in and
take their rightful places as stars, even though they

haye got their sheepskins from several correspondence
universities. I have only been a inmate of Califilmia

a scant pair of months and with no experience what
the so ever, except that I voted the right way when
prohibition come up. I have already played opposite
such knockouts as Dustin Farnum. Sessue Hayakawa,
Alan Dwan. Harold Lloyd. Vera Stedman—well, you
don't expect me to interview nothin' but men, I hope

!

—Mildred Davis, and the best known of 'em all, Et
Cetera.

For the benefit of my admirer, the picture I appeared
in is called '"Stills," and sensational scenes from it will

startle the eye from time to time in this magazine ex-
clusively. I am the debonair devil-may-care whose
nose seems bigger than even-body else's in the scene
put together, regardless of how many's in it.

I was all set to go swimmin' with Phyliss Haver to-

day, when my handler? informed me that I had been
previously matched to interview Sessue Hayakawa, and
rhat the crowd was already becomin' impatient. So
we all jumped into a passin' limousine and was whisked
to the Haworth studio. I was greeted enthusiastically

by Colin Campbell, Sessue's director, that is he nodded
at me. and fin'ly I was told to wait—by even-body on
the set—till Sessue had finished a intensely dramatic
scene he was then playin'.

Whilst waitin* for them to get through with the Bell-

Howells, I devoted my time to a close-up study of

Sessue Hayakawa at work, and I must say it was the

most interestin' experience I have had in the past sev-

enty-nine years. As a rule. I'm actor proof, but I got

a real thrill watchin' the remarkable play of expres-

sions on Hayakawa's strikin' features, expressions

which told the action of the picture better than a dozen

books. Fear, pain, hatred, rage, joy, grief, surprise,

amusement, and the et cetera, all flashed across his

face in—eh—alphabetical order. Don't let anybody
ever tell you, boys and girls, that all you have to be

is a good looker in order to become a movin'-picture

star. Xothin,' outside of "Robinson Crusoe," couldst be

further from the truth. When Sessue Hayakawa, a

member of a alien race, was able to battleax his way
through the traditional prejudice and the mob of our

own good-lookin' and popular actors to a place at the
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top of one of the toughest games in the world, he
must of had somethin' and that's that! There's a big
story in Hayakawa—bigger perhaps than any he acts
on the screen.

Well, fin'ly the picture went democratic, that is, got
all finished and Colin Campbell, considerable director
and a study in himself, dragged me over to Sessue.
The latter had evidently wagered heavily on Cox in

the recent walkover, as he was in bed with a wet
towel around his head and a dejectedly look on his

face. Meetin' me cheered him up practically immedi-
ately, however, and after he had caparisoned himself
in citizen's clothes he took me outside and introduced
me to nothin' less than Max Linder, which has just

made a picture called "Seven Years' Hard Luck!"
if it had of been one year more they could of made
overtures to Pres. Wilson to appear in it, hey?

Whilst standin' about and gettin' in everybody's
way, it occurred to me that now wouldst be a wonder-
ful chance to give Sessue the surprise I had planned
for him from the time I first signed articles for the

interview. One of my two friends had gave me a
book called "Jewish Jitsu," and as I had mastered a
half dozen holds, I made up my mind I wouldst try

'em out on Hayakawa. So suddenly I reached out

and grabbed his hand, givin' him the hasuntoru, which
is a grip somethin' like that of the Masons, Elks, Odd
Fellows, and Daughters of the Revolution combined.

Allowin' a well-modulated shriek of pain to escape
him, Sessue got loose by jabbin' a shapely elbow into

my equally attractive ribs, at the same time seizin'

me by the wrist with two of his hands. The next
instant he twisted my dumfounded arm half ways up
my back, until I couldst of wrote my name on the

Continued on page 95
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Vera Gordon's triumph came in "Humoresque" after many years of hard

and bitter struggle.

The Screen
Into

By Bar

MOTION-PICTURE producers, like

every one else, have always known
that the most important thing in all

the world is mothers, but until this year the

screen hasn't blazoned forth that fact. There

have been mothers in almost every screen

play, true enough, but they were just actresses

playing the parts of mothers. They were all

right in their way, but they didn't tug at your

hearts, and make you smile through tears the

way the thought of your own mother would

have done.

Strangely enough, there were plenty of

babies on the screen who made every mother

in the audience want to stretch out her arms

and take him ; there were plenty of babies

whose every action reminded mothers of lit-

tle John, even though John had long since

grown up to be a man. But screen mothers

were a different matter. There wasn't one

of them who so exemplified the whole-souled

devotion and sacrifice of mothers everywhere

that every one in the audience was reminded

of his own mother. That is, until recently, for

now there are two.

Vera Gordon, who played the mother m
"Humoresque," and Mary Carr, who was the
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The Devil Arrives on
the Silver Sheet

By John Addison Elliott

IF you follow the metropolitan stage, yon are ac-

quainted with George Arliss. If not. you will

want to be, for he is about to appear on the screen

in his most sensational play, "The Devil."

Arliss is an English actor who first attracted atten-

tion on our stage some years ago bv his unusual por-

trayal of the saturnine character Lord Sieync. in Mrs.
Fiske's "Becky Sharp." and who has since been identi-

fied as a portrayer of historical characters, such as

Disraeli and Alexander Hamilton and Paganini.

But for his screen debut was chosen the plav that

preceded this historical series, the plav in which he
first carried stellar honors. And what a play it was !

Produced first in Budapest, it swept over Europe,
and a year later burst forth on Broadway in two the-

aters at once, being put on by two different producers.

Brilliant and cynical, it made even Xew York gasp.

Like Otis Skinner, who has just

made his screen bow in "Kismet,"
Arliss approached screen work some-
what reluctantly, and after long hesi-

tation, having seen some of the other

veteran stage stars make lamentable

failures in the new medium.
But if Arliss succeeds as well in "The Devil" as

Skinner did in "Kismet," another notable figure will

be added to the large gallery of notable motion-picture

players.

'HWIIIIIlilkilaillllll'l i:
'

Arliss, as he appears

on the screen in
'

' The

Devil" a production

which, according to

all promises, is to

be an elaborate one.

Mother Comes
Her Own
bara Little

mother in "Over the Hill," may not look of
act at all like your mother, but there is some
intangible, universal charatceristic in mothers—and they have brought it to the screen.
Fame has not found these women overnight

;

their struggles have been long and hard. Per-
haps that is one reason why they play mother
parts so convincinglv.

A era Gordon's mother died when she was
but a little girl, leaving her to look after a
number of . younger children. "While she
worked and struggled to keep the little family
together, she dreamed of going on the stage,
but her chance seemed slight, as she lived "in
Russia, and being Jewish, had little chance
of public appearance under the czarist regime.
But at seventeen she appeared in an amateur
production in an obscure village in Russia with
the man who is now her husband, and played
so well that her friends urged her to go on
despite all difficulties.

It was several years before she could come
to America to try- her fortunes, and here she
found not the land of promise, but a land
where Jewish actors had a union with almost
insurmountable barriers for a beginner. She

Continued on page 94
Mary Carr achieved fame, after twenty years of retirement, as the mother

in "Over the Hill."



THE MOVIE
ALMANAC
MARCH 1921
Edited and Illustrated bv Charles Gatchell

The boy stood on the burning deck,

Whence all but him had fled;

"Get ready for the close-up now!"
The brisk director said.

1—Tu.—J. Stuart Blackton and Albert E. Smith, who later founded Vitagraph,

quit their jobs and put all their savings in their first motion-picture

., projection machine, 1897.
2—W.—Mae Murray made her screen debut in "To Have and To Hold," 1916.

3—Th.—The Bystander made the acquaintance of Fanny the Fan, at a tea given for

Pauline Frederick at the Alexandria, in Los Angeles.
4—Fr.—Charles Spencer Chaplin signed with Mutual for what was then the record

salary of $670,000 a year, 1916.
5—Sa.—William S. Hart, as a screen bad man, suddenly reformed completely on

gazing into the eyes of an innocent heroine, 1914, I9 r 5, I9 I 6, 19 1 ". I0I 8,

1919, 1920, 1921.
6—Su.—Estimates are compiled and published to the e'ffect that in the preceding

year 129,000 photographs of Norma and Constance Talmadge were mailed
free to admirers requesting them, at a total cost of nearly $18,000, 1920.

7—M. —Mary Pickford signed with First National to make a series of pictures for

$200,000 each, 1918.
8—Tu.—Lois Weber, now famous as a director and discoverer of talent, made her

first appearance on the screen as the star of "Sunshine Molly," a Lasky
production, 1915.

9—W.—Flarry Carey discovered the emotional effect of rubbing his chin with two
fingers, 1913.

10—Th.—'Crane Wilbur took out a patent on expressing all emotions with the same
movement on the eyebrows, 19 12.

11—Fr.—Richard Barthelmess became a leading man for Famous Players-Lasky, 1919.
12—Sa.—Professional reformers discover that motion pictures are rapidly increasing

juvenile delinquency, 1905 to ? inclusive.
13—Su.—Twelve new companies organized, announcing that they would completely

revolutionize the motion-picture business, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920.

14—M. —One year later no one even remembers the names of the companies.
15—-Tu.—Theda Bara hurls her famous line, "I want to be so bad that I shall be

remembered," across the footlights for the first time, at the opening of
her stage play, "The Blue Flame," 1920.

16—W.—The Edison Company started to build the first studio ever constructed for
making motion pictures. It was a small tar-paper-covered shed. 1895.

17—Th.—William A. Brady, father of Alice, started a five-cent "store show" in New
York City, 1898.

18—Fr.—Wallace Reid begins his first automobile play, 1919.
19—Sa.—The first picture ever released unheralded as "The greatest picture ever

made" first shown, 1987.
20—Su.—John Bunny played Bottom in Annie Russell's production of "A Midsum-

mer-Night's Dream," 1906.
21—M.—Pearl White's first serial, "The Perils of Pauline," released, 1914.
22—Tu.—Thomas A. Edison's Kinetoscope, a penny-in-thc-slot machine, put on ex-

hibition for the first time, 1893.
23—W.—Hobart Bosworth made his first appearance in a motion picture at Selig's,

Los Angeles, 1909.
24—Th.—Mack Sennett began work as the principal character in his first Biograph

comedy, "The Curtain Pole," 1909.
25—Fr.—Fox Film Corporation organized, 1914.
26—Sa.—C. Francis Jenkins exhibited the first motion picture shown in the United

States, a fifty-foot film of a dancer, 1894.
27—Su.—Teddy, the Mack Sennett dog, born, 1914.
28—M. —Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford married, 1920.

29—Tu.— 178,906 applications for jobs are mailed to producers, pleading that the ap-
plicants' "friends say they look just like Mary Pickford," 1914, 1915,
1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920.

30—W.—Derby hat manufacturers meet and draw up resolutions condemning Charlie
Chaplin, 1915.

31—Th.—News-reel editors decide to abandon the showing of the unveiling of a
monument in each news weekly, 1917.

ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENT.
Perplexed Mother.—No, it is not quite

de rigueur to have a barefoot dancer per-

form on a mirror on the center of your

table at your dinner party. I know that

this feature is never omitted from screen

dinners, but really, good usage does not

absolutely demand it, at least in the sim-

pler homes.

THE MONTH'S RECIPE.

FAMILY STEW.
Take one very stale marriage. Add one

well-seasoned vampire. Bring to a slow

boil, adding from time to time various

bits of highly flavored gossip, misunder-

standing, and jealousy. When well done,

serve. This dish is usually accompanied

with alimony tit-bits.

HINTS TO HOUSEWIVES.
A close study of screen modes will show

the economical housekeeper ways of

working over many household materials

into new and serviceable things. If, for

example, you will observe the screen

beauties, you will see how you can work
over your old lamp shade into your next

summer's bathing suit.

The conscientious housekeeper, who
wants her home to be in good taste, must

think about her bathroom. Has it marble

steps leading down into a sunken tub?

Has it luxurious hangings? "But can we
afford these luxuries?" inquires the pru-

dent housewife. "Ah!" exclaims the wise

one (under the spell of Cecil De Mille).

"Can we afford not to have them?"

BEAUTY HINTS.

Don't use any more hairpins than are

absolutely essential if you have pretty

hair. Take a tip from the movies, and if

a man so much as shakes your hand vig-

orously, let it come tumbling around your

shoulders.

Stuff cotton in your ears whenever you
start to undress, so that if any one in-

trudes you won't hear them. No screen

heroine has ever been caught doing this,

but it is obvious that she takes some such

precaution.

Over decollete gowns, scarfs are worn
carelessly, if at all.



Romances of Famous Film Folks
How Alice Brady and James Crane ran away and got married—how the news got

into the papers, and But this ought to be enough to whet your curiosity, and

set you to reading about one of the most interesting romances of the screen.

By Harriette Underhill

MY favorite film," said Alice Brady, as she but-

toned the eighteenth button on her pearl-gray

spats, "my favorite film is, 'Why Change
Your Husband?' What's yours?"

I
"Mine is, 'The Perils of a Newspaper Woman!'

What's yours?" we asked, turning to James Crane,
\vho leaned against the door between Miss Brady's
dressing room and her reception room.

;
We were in the dressing room talking to the star

of "Anna Ascends," while she "got out of her stage

make-up and into her street make-up." The expres-
sion is not ours but Mr. Crane's, and, incidentally, he
had a perfect right to be there and to participate in

the interview, because he is Miss Brady's husband.
That was what we had come to see

them about—to make them own
up—when, where, and why they

had fallen in love.

"I suppose my favorite film

ought to be, 'Why Change Your
Wife?' but it isn't," he replied.

"It's 'His Bridal Night.' That was
when I met my wife. I mean
while I was making that picture."

"Don't misunderstand him," in-

terrupted Alice calmly. "I wasn't

his wife then, nor had I any in-

tention of being at that time. Not
until at least twenty-four hours
later. Oh, yes, Jimmie, I knew it

before you did," she added.
"Then it was love at first sight ?"

we exclaimed, trying to think of

that quotation by somebody, which
says, "He has never loved at all

who loved not at first sight," or something like that.

"Yes," assented Mrs. Crane excitedly, "it was. And
didn't it serve me just right ! I had gone on record

the previous day in one of the magazines as saying that

there was no such thing as love at first sight—that it

was foolish to dignify it by the name 'love'—that it

was only infatuation. Well, that shows how much
I know about anything. The next day Cupid got

;me."

! "And did you know Mr. Crane was in love with

you right off like that?" we asked.

j

"Well," said the young wife modestly, "I wasn't

Isure he was in love with me then, but I was sure he
[was going to marry me. You didn't know that, did

you, Jimmie?"
• "No, I didn't," he replied. "And you took darned
good care that I shouldn't know it. We weren't mar-
ried until three months after we met, and Alice had
me asking her every day for the last ten weeks of our
acquaintance."

\
"I didn't ask you to ask me, did I ?" she broke in.

|

"You see," he went on, "the first time I asked her

;
she said, 'Not to-day, Jimmie. I've got to have my
hair shampooed; but I will some day.' So each day
I thought maybe to-day's the day. If she was in the

studio I asked her 'would she.' If she wasn't, I called

up and asked, 'Will you marry me to-day ?'
"

"Now," Alice interrupted again, "to make that story

perfect you should say that I replied, 'Sure, who is

this talking?' But as a matter of fact I always said,

'No.'
"

"Until the day you said, 'Yes,' " replied Jimmie.
"Were you surprised?" we inquired, reveling in the

narrative and mentally crying, "Hear, hear
!"

"Was I surprised? I dropped the receiver in my
astonishment," said Jimmie.
"And I heard the bang and thought he had shot

himself," said Alice.

"And she said she would meet me at the studio,"

said Jimmie.
"You see, I wasn't going to give him a chance to

get out of it. Right on his trail

was I," said Alice.

"And I wasn't taking any
chances, either," chimed in her
husband. " 'Stay where you are,' I

said, 'and I'll call for you.' And
I did."

"And so: they were married," we
said solemnly. .',

"And so they weren't!" ex-

claimed Mrs. Crane. "Not as easy

as that. Listen to this." And
while we listened we marveled.

Such a perfectly lovely sense of

humor has Alice Brady ! And
wouldn't it have been just the luck

of this world if she had gone and
fallen in love with a man who
hadn't a spark of it? But the best

part of this story is that she didn't.

Young Crane's humor is of the
same brand as her own, and it is quite apparent that
after the first year is over they still find each other
fascinating and mysterious.
For several weeks, at the beginning of this sea-

son, they played at adjoining playhouses on Fortv-
eighth Street—Miss Brady in her gloriously colorful
interpretation of the Slav girl in "Anna Ascends," and
Mr. Crane as the young financier in that Wall Street
melodrama, "Opportunity." Their dressing rooms
were right across the alley, and whoever got into" their

"street make-up" first after the curtain went down
called for the other. And, between the acts, husband
Jimmie visited wife Alice to see how the shows were
going and to compare notes. That, you see, explains
why we found him there after the matinee when we
went backstage to ask Miss Brady whether she had
fallen in love with Mr. Crane on sight or graduallv.

"Tell her she is too thin. She won't believe me,"
he whispered, as we came in, interrupting one of the

discussions concerning avoirdupois in which the young
Cranes frequently indulge.

"I'm not too thin, am I? I reduced from one hun-
dred and thirty-five pounds to one hundred pounds, and
it's better for the pictures. If you wanted a large, fat

wife why didn't you marry one?"
"I did marry a fatter one than I have now. You

Continued on page 98

TWO IS COMPANY—
and three's a crowd under ordinary
circumstances, but not when the
two happen to be Alice Brady and
James Crane. Then the third really

doesn't matter, for they are much
too busy keeping up with each
other's conversation to notice any
one else. You may be able to im-
agine, or interviews may have told

you, what Alice Brady talks about,
and how she says it. But never be-

fore has the real Alice Brady—the
bantering, fanciful Alice Brady

—

been caught in cold type. Harriette

Underhill was the third when this

conversation took place—and to her
goes the credit for giving us Alice as

she really is.



Stroheim built a replica of the Monte Carlo Casino on the California coast.

A Billion- Dollar Cast
Millionaire members of San Francisco society acquired a new insight into picture making when they

acted for Stroheim and for charity—and perhaps their experiences will give the same to you.

By Marjorie Charles Driscoll

ERICH VON STROHEIM, clad in the bemedaled
uniform of His Grace, Count Sergius Aprazin,

and with the California sunshine bringing beads

of uncountly perspiration to his brow, stood on a bench
and waved a megaphone.
"Move, please move!" he shouted. "Show a little

life, can't you? You stand around like a—like a bunch
of dead fish !"

And many million dollars' worth of extra people,

who had never in all their expensive lives been called

fish, dead or otherwise, obediently quickened their steps

and displayed the required life as they strolled up and
down the promenade at Monte Carlo.

It all happened on a certain warm afternoon at

Point Lobos on the California Coast, and the "dead
fish" were the top bubbles of the cream of San Fran-
cisco society, three hundred of them, who had mo-
tored down in their own limousines to provide the

Monte Carlo crowds for the Universal feature, "Fool-
ish Wives," and to receive from President Carl

Laemmle of Universal a check for five thousand dol-

lars for two San Francisco charities. Allured by the

prospect of "getting into the movies," enjoying a

unique week-end's entertainment, and garnering a

goodly sum for the needs of the Children's Hospital
and the Girls' Recreation League', society set aside

other engagements, packed its most fashionable aft-

ernoon garb, and provided Director Stroheim with
almost an embarrassment of riches in the way of

crowds.
"Foolish Wives" is a story that takes place prin-

cipally at Monte Carlo. Universal City furnished a

sufficiently satisfactory location on which to erect the

Plaza with the Hotel de Paris, the Casino, and the

Cafe de Paris. But Universal City's resources in the

matter of rocky coastline are limited, and Director

Stroheim, stickler for detail that he is, demanded noth-

ing less than a real ocean dashing against real cliffs

along the Monte Carlo promenade. Fortunately it hap-
pens that at Point Lobos, some hundred miles south of

San Francisco and near the famous Bay of Monterey,
nature has kindly provided an almost exact replica of

the Monte Carlo coast, astonishingly exact, say travelers

who have visited both places.

The picture of Henry G. Sell, taken at the real Monte Carlo, while

filming Pathe's "Empire of Diamonds," is printed

by way of comparison.



I'hoto b; Rawer Art Studios

We know just how Charlie Ray feels. There's a letter to

be answered—one that he's put off for weeks—now it's got
to be done, and he doesn't know what to say, and—— But
why go on? You'd have known what it was all about if we
hadn't written a line!

In the old days motion-picture directors liked novels scram-
bled, but now they enlist the cooperation of their authors tn

see that when made into pictures the novels come out right

side up. Sir Gilbert Parker and his wife are among tht

latest additions to the Famous Players-Lasky colony.

Photo by Melbourne Spnrr



Molly Malone didn't quite un-

derstand what was meant when
an inspired admirer said that

she couldn't possibly rub any
one the wrong way, so she tried

it on the Goldwyn cat.

Cecil De Mille has to lock his

"Forbidden Fruit" up like this;

but, of course, when they see a
Lancelot riding by they can't

help playing that they are all

Elaines.

Pictures make Wanda Hawley
lead a merry dance most of the

time, so she's glad to see that

Julia Faye has a program well

filled with such notables as Mr.
Camera, Mr. Klieg Lights, and
that indefatigable cut-up—par-

ticularly when around Lights

—

Mr. Make-up.



Viola Dana believes that every

dog should have its day, and the

director believes that every the-

ater should have its Viola Dana
picture. You see, she and the

dog win—for a while, at least.

Ben Turpin is willing to bet

his most crossed eye that he
could shoot Marie Prevost's hat

off if she'd stand fifty paces

away, but Marie is on the fence

and doesn't mind if she stays

there—unoorivinced.

Now, if a director would only

come along. and see Walter Hiers
disproving that "Nobody loves a

fat man" and make him the hero
in a Bebe Daniels picture, he'd
gladly refuse a raise and chal-

lenge Wally Reid to a beauty
contest.



Flashes from
We take pleasure in presenting the cinema royalty

from their art, illustrative of "A Trip to Europe's

in this

Above is an opulent panel from "The Stars of Damascus.'

the work of the Sascha company of Austria, which will be

. exhibited on our screens this year. Lucy Doraine is the star

To the left Pola Negri appears with E. V. Wjntersiein in

a scene from a new German production. The glowing Negri
is sweeping triumphantly over America in "Passion," the

first Continental production of magnitude shown in this coun-
try. It doubtlessly will be followed by "Sumurun" and
''Manon Lescaut," with the same vivid star.



European Films
of Europe together with rich fragments

Filmland" which Herbert Howe conducts

issue.

The frieze at the top of the page is a segment
from Gabrielle D'Annunzio's "The Sack of Rome,"
through which Ida Rubenstein whirls in melodic
splendor. This picture is now being presented
in London, where it is pronounced one of the most
important of Italy's contributions to the interna-
tional screen.

^flle. Rubenstein is revealed in another posture
from "The Sack of Rome" at the right. Famous
in Paris as a dar.cer, the star has the further dis-
tinction of being proclaimed world empress of
beamy by D'Annunzio.



The illustration above indicates the magnificence in space

and color with which Victorien Sardou's "Theodora" has been
endowed by the Italian picturization. The star is Rita Jolivet,

who will be recalled for her work in American productions

and by the fact that she conveyed Charles Frohman's last

words from the sinking Lusitania.

£rna Morena appeals in the panel to the left. She is an

intriguing figure in a number of German-made pictures.



Mia May, on the right, is registered in Germany's blue

book of filmland along with such favorites as Pola Negri,

Asia Nielsen, Henny Porten, and Fern Andra. Her moat

notable production is "The Mistress of the World," a serial

of forty-eight reels in six episodes of eight reels each.

The scene from "Passion" depicted below illustrates the

skill of Director Ernst Lubitsch in handling spectacles of

vast numbers. He has been titled "The Griffith of Europe."

"Sumurun" and "Anne Boleyn," two of his latest productions

which may be shown here, are said to surpass "Passion" in

beauty and proportions.



THE NEW QUEEN ASCENDS

Betty Blythe, patrician of the silver cloth, holds sceptered

sway not only as Queen of Sheba in the Fox spectacle, but

as a singer, dancer, and beauty. During the holidays she

appeared as Herod'as in Marion Morgan's dance fantasy on
the stage of the Hollywood Community Theater—and we now
await the sun dance of her creation as Sheba's queen.
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So at a cost of about one hundred thousand
dollars—not press-agent figures—Universal
proceeded to complete the job. Along the

cliffs was constructed the Monte Carlo prom-
enade, three hundred and five feet long and
sixty feet wide. Above this were the terraces

and the Casino
;
below, the white-walled villa

perched on a rocky point. Like its original,

the Casino turned its back on the sea. You
might stroll through the back door, but if

you insisted on coming out at the front, it

meant a journey of some five hundred miles,

for the other half of the Casino, showing the
front view, was built at Universal City, far
away in southern California.

A double battery of cameras, perched on
lofty platforms beyond the end of the prom-
enade, surveyed the scene for the purposes
of "long shots." Between the camera plat-
forms and a strategic point in the center of
the set was a telephone connection. Director
Stroheim, from the vantage point of the plat-
forms, transmitted his orders to a regiment of
assistants, who spread the crowd over the set,

broke up too-thick clusters, kept the strollers
moving, and generally pervaded the scene. A
few score professional extras in the uniform
of a dozen different armies, the demure garb
of nursemaids, the picturesque rags of a
flower seller, or the uniform of Red Cross
nurses, helped fill in.

The_ first thing that society learned about
"working in the movies" was that it meant
getting up early. In the lobby of the Hotel
Del Monte, where the extras assembled the
night before the big day, stood a businesslike
call-board. "Leave hotel at eight-thirty. Be
on lot and made up at nine," it said.

Despite the late hours of a dinner dance
the night before, society heroically got up at
sunrise, yawned a little over breakfast, and
embarked on the half hour's drive to the loca-
tion. So did all Monterey, Carmel, Del
Monte, and way stations. To accommodate
the many business men and women of many

The real test of the "Society extras" came when close-ups were made.

social engagements who took part, the scene was taken
on Sunday. All the country for miles around decided
to take advantage of the holiday to brush off the fam-
ily Detroit and go to the party. When the first brigade
of extras reached Point Lobos at nine o'clock, the hills

behind the set were thickly dotted with automobiles,
and the set itself swarmed with visitors. By the time
the most belated extra had arrived, the motor display
outside the gates made the ordinary automobile show
look like the motor transport division of a two-reel
comedy. Nobody took the time to count the cars, but
the mildest guess was at least a thousand. Curious
crowds investigated every corner of the set, tried to

get into the villa where a determined assistant director
stood guard over the precious black-and-white checker-
board floor until sheer weight of numbers overcame
him, climbed over the balustrade of the promenade,
clambered into the band stand, where a military band
from the Presidio of Monterey was stationed, roamed
over the Casino steps, and took snapshots of itself

everywhere. It took the posse of Universal assistants
a solid and strenuous hour to sort out the throng, herd
spectators outside the rope, and chase the last sight-

seer out of the one place where he should not be.

Some lucky extras won assignments to the tea-table

brigade and sat comfortably at the terrace tables where
correctly garbed waiters served them with real soft

drinks and received real tips. The California sun had
come out in midsummer brilliancy to help things along,

and the fortunate ones who might sit down were the

envied of those whose lot it was to stroll from one end
of the promenade to the other and back again.

"All right," telephoned Stroheim from the camera
platform. "All ready !" shouted the assistants. "Walk
—keep on walking—don't all go one way—look out,

don't get in a bunch !"

Then came the first real test. Close-up shots of the

same scene were wanted, and it became necessary for

the crowd to hold the pose while cameras were hastily

moved down from the platforms. They did it like

veterans, these first-time people. When hands that had
been raised to hats when the whistle blew were cau-

tiously lowered to relieve weary muscles the owners
of the hands besought their neighbors to help them
remember which hand had been up. At the tables,

extras sat clutching their glasses and sipped not one

forbidden sip. Out of the corners of their eyes they

watched the fascinating and mysterious process of set-

ting up cameras, placing reflectors, and getting ready for

the next scene, but they obeyed orders and kept still.

For eight good hours the work went on, stopping-

only for a brief luncheon interval at noon when the

basket lunches sent from the hotel vanished in short

Continued on page 96



ONCE, a year or so ago, Corinne Griffith made a

personal appearance at one of the movie the-

aters in our town. My chum and I hardly ate

any supper that night, we were so excited about it.

and we got to the theater as early as we possibly could,
but even so we had to sit clear at the back, and way
over at one side. We couldn't see very well, but we
did get enough of a look at Miss Griffith to know that
she was even prettier off the screen than on, and I

remember how that night—my chum stayed all night
with me—we lay awake for hours talking about how
wonderful it must be to really know people like Co-
rinne Griffith.

"I simply can't imagine it !" my chum said.

"But it's perfectly possible;

even the biggest stars must have
personal friends," I argued.

That wasn't so awfully long
ago, but as I thought about it

the day I went out to the Vita-
graph studio, in Brooklyn, it

seemed millions of years. For
there I was on my way to have
luncheon with Corinne Griffith

—

the almost impossible had come
true.

The Vitagraph studio is a
great big stone building that

stretches all around the block,

and has a big court in the mid-
dle. There is a concrete tank
there which they use for water
scenes ; it's used as a sunken
bath in Miss Griffith's picture, "The Broadway Bubble."

The outer office was filled with girls hoping to be

in a picture that was being cast. I looked at them very

thoughtfully; many times I had wished that I might

get into one of the studios and apply for a place as an
extra, but now I know what a small chance the average
girl has of getting anywhere even after the casting di-

rector has her name on file.

The thing that's hard to realize is that there are so

SHE SCARCELY
RECOGNIZED HERSELF!
"I was like the old lady in the Mother

Goose rhyme—I couldn't believe it was I!

The person on the screen seemed familiar,

and yet a stranger.

"Then my heart began to sink. Why
had I grinned in that strange way? If I

could only do it over again, how differ-

ently I would act."

That was the writer's impression on
first seeing herself on the screen. You'll

find, as she did, many surprises in this

trip through Movieland.

A Girl's Ad
Movie

The writer, a fan who knew the
and through attending the thea
Plainfield, New Jersey, was se
persons who have written letters

of her intense enthusiasm for

observation—to make a trip

and to write her impressions for

began in tb.e pre

many people, in every town,
who are crazy to get into the
movies—so many of them
coming to New York all

the time—so many more
than there are jobs.

You realize it,

though, when
you go to

a studio.

We had
to wait a
few min-
utes in the

outer office

for Miss
Griffith ; that's how I happened to have such a good
look at the girls who were waiting there. She arrived

in her car soon, however, and, as she jumped out of

it, and her little Pomeranian, Billy, hopped out after

her, I wished some one would pinch me.

I can't really describe her to you. She didn't have

on any make-up at all, and she is smaller than you ex-

pect her to be, and has such a charming way about her.

Her hair is brown—she particularly asked me to say

that, because she so often wears a blond wig that peo-

ple think- she is light—and she wears it bobbed. Her
eyes are grayish blue. And she seems so very young
and girlish; really, shs could be just a junior in high

school, from the way she looks.

She had on a dark suit, with

one of those short, straight coats,

edged with fur, and a small blue

hat, turned up all around, and
trimmed with stiff feathers. She
looked as if everything she had
on had been bought to go with

the other things she wore.

"We'll go straight to my dress-

ing room," she said. "And we
can talk while I'm dressing."

So we did. It was the dearest

place, all done in pink, and so

neat that I resolved to go straight

home and clean my room. There
were two big wicker chairs, and
one of those tall lamps, with a

pink shade. And her dressing

table was in perfect order; you'd

think an actress would have all sorts of powder and
rouge and things around, but all Miss Griffith had on
her table was a box of cream-colored powder with a
puff in it, and a picture of Anita Stewart.

There was a chaise longue by the window, and I

wish you could have seen the mail on it—hundreds and
hundreds of letters, all of recent date, and from all over
the world. Miss Griffith opened some of them and let

me read them, and told me about a little girl in Canada,
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who's been writing to her for

several years now, and whose
criticisms are some of the best

she gets. She is awfully in-

terested in all her maS.
It was lunch time when we

went out into the studio

again, so we went down to the

restaurant. A funny old dog.

who's been with Vitagraph
since the studio was built,

was waiting outside the dress-

ing-room door ; they say that
he seems to know when Miss
Griffith arrives at the studio,

and follows her around every
minute that she's there. Some
people would have thought he
was rather too smelly to pet the way she petted him,
but when I spoke of that she just laughed and said:

"Oh. he's an old dear, and I love him—if you love a

dog you can make a lot of allowances for him !"

I felt awfully thrilled when I saw, on the door of

the room next Miss Griffith's, the name "Miss Joyce."
But imagine how I felt when, just as we sat down to
luncheon, Alice Joyce herself walked in ! She had run
out to the studio to see some scenes of the picture she
had just finished, "Cousin Kate." Miss Griffith in-

troduced me to her at once. I can't tell you exactly
how I felt, talking to these celebrities; it was like

being in a dream, or meeting ghosts. Later, when I

met Lillian Gish she told me that was the way she felt

when she first met Mae Marsh. You feel perfectly
certain that it isn't real, yet you know it is. You wish
3'ou could say something awfully bright, so they'd re-

member you, but you can't; you just look and look.

Somehow. I wouldn't have been surprised to see Norma
Talmadge and Clara Kimball Young and all the other
stars who got their start with Vitagraph come in, or,

if Antonio Moreno had suddenly burst through the

wall or dropped down from the ceiling with a villain

after him, the way he does in a serial. I don't think I

would have been startled

—

anything seemed possible. It

was like being in a dream—or a fain- story. So when
Mrs. Sidney Drew, who had directed Alice Joyce in

"Cousin Kate," came in, and litle Gladys Leslie, who
lives not far from the studio, appeared, it just seemed
perfectly natural.

Luncheon was wonderful. Only I couldn't eat; my
throat just wouldn't swallow—but listening to those

people talking was better than eating.

They weren't quite ready for Miss Griffith after

luncheon, so we went up to the projection room and
saw "The Broadway Bubble," in which she plays two
roles. Imagine sitting there beside Corinne Griffith and
seeing two of her on the screen ! And she told me all

about how the double-exposure part was done. That's
one of the loveliest things about her—her friendliness.

Think of my having my own private record of having appeared with Corinne Griffith!

She made me feel as if I'd always known her, and as

if she was really interested in what I had to say, which
I think was pretty nice of her. Really, she is lovely.

After that, we went through the studio to the set

where she was to work. There was a surprise in store

for me when we got to the set; as soon as Miss Grif-

fith finished her scenes they suddenly told me they were
going to make a little motion picture of me with her.

Imagine that ! All the time they were working I just

sat there and shuddered—with stage fright, I suppose.

Miss Sally Crute, who played Corinne Griffith's mother,
was supposed to be dying, and Miss Griffith was say-

ing good-by to her—and each time the director would
say. "Now we'll try it again," I'd take a long breath
and hope something would go wrong. Maybe you think

that was queer, but I simply couldn't help it.

Finalh- they were ready for me.
"You take this hand bag and stand outside the bed-

room door," the director told me. "Then when I say
'Ready' Miss Griffith will open the door and you come
in. Walk across the room in front of her, look all

around, and then shake hands with Miss Griffith and
talk to her. And don't look into the camera !"

Well, you can't imagine how hard it was for me to

keep that in my head. It sounds simple enough, but

with the crowd of electricians and carpenters, and
the camera man and director looking on I felt so self-

conscious that I could hardly move. I felt all wrong,

somehow, and my hands and feet just got in my way
and didn't seem to be useful at all. If I'd been working
in a picture that was to be shown on the screen to the

public, so that people who knew me could see it, I

would just simply have died right there, I know!
Somehow I got through it. I don't know how. All

the time I was acting I kept feeling that I really could

do better than that, if I could just stop and get hold

cf myself, but, of course, the camera went right on
grinding. I guess real actors feel that way sometimes,

too. And after that experience I'll never again envy

the girls I read about who have been "discovered" and
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The Vitagraph studio is a great stone building that stretches all around the block, with a big court in the middle.

thrust into the movies— I don't care how self-possessed

they are, they're in for a hard time of it at first

!

"That's a common experience," Miss Griffith told

me. "Many a time I've seen a picture of my own and
wanted so much to do parts of it over again, but

couldn't. Of course, we see bits of the picture as we
go along, but unless there's some really glaring fault

we don't go back and take them over again—and I

really long to explain to the fans that I see my mis-

takes just as clearly as they do, and that I'm trying

to remedy them."
Well, after that picture-making experience of mine

I'll never again criticize a new player by saying, "He
just walked through the part!" I'll know that, if the

sound of the camera's clicking made his knees shake

as mine did, and his throat go dry, and his hands get

in his way, he was doing well to be able to walk at all

!

It was late afternoon by the time we were through,

and Miss Griffith said she would love to have me drive

back te> .own with her. I was so pleased. It was an
hour's ride back, but Miss Griffith's limousine was so

comfortable, and she was so interesting, that it seemed
like about ten minutes. It was lots of fun to see peo-

ple stare into the car when we had to stop at street

crossings, and often they would recognize Miss Griffith

and point her out to other people. She didn't seem to

notice it ; I suppose a person wouldn't after being a

public personage for so long.

She let me hold her little dog, and told me about

how he was in a picture of hers a while ago. In it a

man was making a speech, during which they took a

close-up of the little dog yawning.

"He was very funny," Miss Griffith said. "But when
I saw him on the screen I got so excited ; mothers whose
children act must feel like that, only much more so."

She told me a lot about her clothes for the screen.

"I had twenty-two changes of costume in my last

picture," she said. "And in this one there are nineteen,

so you see, I have to think of clothes all the. time. My
idea of perfect bliss' is to be able to ride up Fifth Av-
enue and not look in a single window that has hats or

gowns in it
!"

I thought of all the girls I've known who considered

buying their trousseaus a lot of work, and wondered
what they'd think if they had to buy as many clothes

as Miss Griffith does, and act in pictures at the same
time. I began to see that acting in pictures isn't all

the fun that I used to suppose it was.
I hated to say good-by to Corrine Griffith; she had

been so nice to me that I wanted to keep in touch with
her always. She assured me that we would see each
other again, and I do hope we will. But whether we
do or not, there's one thing sure—I'll never miss see-

ing her on the screen.

The next afternoon I saw myself on the screen.

They had developed and printed the little piece that

we took, and were to run it off for me in the com-
pany's projection room.
The projection room is just a big room, adjoining

the company's offices, and used for nothing but the

showing of pictures. In some ways it's much nicer

than a good many of the regular theaters, for there was
a thick, red carpet on the floor and there were huge
armchairs to sit in.

I had begun to feel queer as soon as I reached the

offices, for I'd read of how often the stars themselves

were disappointed on seeing their own pictures. And
when everything was ready I was so nervous I could
hardly sit still.

Suddenly the picture was flashed on the screen

!

Corinne Griffith appeared at first, stepped to the door
and opened it.

Then—slowly—in I came.

But I had no idea that I had moved s-o s-l-o-w-l-y ! It

seemed as though I would never get through the door.

I kept saying to myself, "Hurry, hurry! Move faster!"

Well, finally I did get into the room, and—gracious,

I was like the old lady in the Mother Goose rhyme

—

I couldn't believe it was I ! I began to feel like one
of those persons with dual personalities. The person
on the screen seemed "familiar, and yet a stranger.

Then my heart began to sink. Oh, why had I

grinned so much, I asked myself, and why did I bob
my head in that queer way when I talked? If I could

only do it over again, how differently I would act

!

I'm convinced that there's nothing like seeing your-

self on the screen for finding out your faults. You
can see a dozen the very first time which vou never
knew you had. The mirror doesn't show them be-
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cause you strike a pose when you look into it. The
screen shows you up as you are, and what a revela-

tion it is

!

But I can understand, too, why the experienced stars

are so perfect in every move and gesture. Having seen

themselves for years they can correct or eliminate every

fault. Your shadow self-teaches you what not to do
better than anything else ever could.

When the picture was over I appreciated what a

wonderful chance it had been to see myself like that.

Then, to cap the climax, the publicity manager gave
me the roll of film. To have had a piece of film with
my own test on it would have been quite a wonderful
enough souvenir, but to think of having my own pri-

vate record of having appeared with Corinne Griffith

—that was almost too much.
They showed, "Dead Men Tell No Tales," for me,

too. It seemed so funny with just an audience of two
when down the street at the Broadway Theater crowds
were being turned away.

That afternoon I had another quite different and
wonderfully pleasant experience. I had tea at the

Claridge.

I had read many times, of course, of having lunch

or tea at the Claridge—so many stars seem to be inter-

viewed there. But what made this doubly exciting

was the fact that I was to meet Lillian Gish.

It was beginning to get dark as we went up Broad-
way toward Times Square, which is tine center <©f mo-
tion-picture life in New York City. Crowds of holiday

people were pouring out of the theaters—for it was
matinee day. The famous electric signs were just be-

ginning to glow through the twilight, high in the air

above us. Everything seemed so exciting and wonder-
ful—I felt sort of prickly all over.

Times Square, the center of motion-picture activities in New York

City. The tall building at the right of the Criterion Theater is

the Hotel Claridge, where the writer had tea with Lillian Gish.

We went up to the offices of the company which is

starring her, and in the elevator with us there were
two girls who were on their way to the same offices,

to see about applying for a part in some picture. They
powdered their noses before the mirror and rouged
their lips, and talked about this picture they'd been in

and that one—just extras, evidently. And I could see

that they felt awfully superior to me. But—you should
have seen them when, while they sat on the bench just

inside the office door and waited for some assistant

to somebody to talk to them, Lillian Gish came out of

an inside office and right over to us, and was as sweet
and charming as if we'd been her oldest and dearest

friends! Their eyes nearly dropped out of their heads.

We started out for the Claridge then—quite a party

of us, for Jerome Storm, the director who helped make
Charlie Ray famous, and Herbert Howe, who writes

for Picture-Play, went with us. What seemed queer

to me was that, as we walked along the street, hardly

any one recognized Miss Gish. I had supposed that a

star as well known as she is couldn't stir a step with-

out having people crowd around her—judging by the

mobs I've been part of when stars made personal ap-

pearances at theaters back home, I'd expected that the

police would have to be called out to keep order. And
I must confess that I was rather sorry that people

didn't know her; I was so proud of being with her
that I'd have liked to have all New York know about it.

Probably her halt was largely responsible for people
not recognizing her. It was a small black satin one,

with a lace veil that reached to her nose, quite con-

cealing her eyes. As a matter of fact, she wasn't
dressed at all as I'd supposed an actress would be
for the street. The coat of her suit was sort of a
French blue, with a border of gray fur, and buttoned
right up to her throat, and her skirt was black. She
wore black slippers with straps—not those very exagger-
ated French ones that so many girls wear now. She
looked awfully well dressed, but nothing startling—

I

Continued on page 83
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After Exposure—What?
A brief account of what processes every film goes through afier it

has been exposed, and before it can be shown in any theater.

By Charles Carter

Photographs taken in the Realart Laboratories

THE process of developing films is not a mystery to

the great part of the public who indulge in ama-
teur photography, for even the pocket edition

kodak enthusiast has sometimes experimented with

basins of developer, and fixing bath. The method of

developing motion-picture film is thereby robbed of its

glamour for a great many people. But of the procedure
that follows—the making of the positive from the nega-

tive, developing, examining, cutting, and assembling the

print—little is known outside of the laboratories where
the work is done.

Before the actttal process of developing begins, the neg-

ative is sent to an examiner, one of whom is shown at

work at the bottom of this page. This man is determin-

A light expert ex-

amines the films.

ing the various densities of light which should

-be ttsed in printing each scene. He must be
ail expert, for there is a wide, range of differ-

ence in the lights used in printing, and he must
be able to determine at a glance just which one
of the twenty-two degrees of density will get

the best results from the film.

The man who examines the negative

notes on a board the number of the lights

to be used in printing each scene, and this

notation is reproduced on a card. This
card accompanies the negative when it is

printed, and automatically operates the

lights used.

The positive print is made from the neg-
ative in lengths of one hundred and fifty to

two hundred feet, on a machine such as the

Films are dried on constantly moving

drums.

one shown at the top of the page. The mechanism
of this specially built motor-generator set is as deli-

cate as the finest watch, having a meter that registers

the slightest fluctuation of current. The greatest

care has to be taken to insure reliable current, for

the slightest variation from the light density deter-

mined upon by the examiner will impair the film.
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After the positive film has been run through this

machine, it is wound on flat, square reels and is sent

to the developing room, where it is immersed in the

developer, washed, and then put in a fixing bath. The
tanks which are used for this purpose are shown in

an accompanying illustration. If the film is to be tinted

it is placed for a short time in a similar tank containing

the color—red, sepia, blue, or green, as may be desired.

The film is then sent to the drying room, where it

is taken of! the reel and wound on one of the large

cylindrical drying drums, such as is shown on the

preceding page. These drums are continually in mo-
tion to prevent settling of water on the film which
would afterward show up in the form of spots. It

takes about twenty minutes to dry a film.

Throughout the plant where the raw stock is handled
and in the drying room
the temperature is al-

ways kept at the same
degree by an air-condi-

tioning plant situated

on the roof of the

building and oper-

ating through the

floors, which are

hollow. The air

is drawn in
through an aper-

ture by a fan,

passing through a

spray which
washes it, then

over pipes
w h i c h may

In these tanks the

jilms are developed,

washed, and fixed.

A polishing machine removes all imperfections.

inches of film can be cut from a motion picture with-

out making a noticeable change in the picture when it

is projected on the screen.

After the film has been thoroughly inspected, and
pieced together, with the titles inserted in their proper
places, it is wound on reels, ready at last for shipment.

All of this work is done, not on one print of each film
-—but on every print ; and since there are usually one
hundred prints made of each picture, five hundred thou-

sand feet of film must pass through all of these

processes for every separate picture play.

Each week three million

feet of film are used in the

Famous Players-Lasky East-

ern laboratory alone. This
is, of course, the largest lab-

oratory in the East—but the

figure suggests the tremen-
dous amount of film used.

A fter the final inspection, the

film is pieced together, ready

for shipment.

contain steam or ice water, and through an aperture

which may contain ice, all according to the original

temperature of the air, whether it is necessary to lower
or raise it. This same fan propels the air through the

hollow floor into the room where it circulates and is

withdrawn by another fan providing a suction. The
temperature is regulated automatically by a thermo-
stadt and placed in even- room, and is connected to a

bell. Should any change occur this thermostadt auto-

matically rings the bell.

When the film has been thoroughly dried, it is re-

moved from the drum in big baskets and sent to the

cutting room, where it is assembled. Each reel is put
through a polishing machine which removes all im-
perfections, and then it is sent to the inspection room.
There it is shown in miniature, bv means of specially

built projection machines. These machines throw a

picture about a foot square on the wall, and are so

constructed that if an imperfection is noticed as the

reel progresses, the operator can stop the machine
immediately and remove that part of the film. Six



Years are precious to Elaine Hammerstein; she won't give up a single birthday candle!

WHERE have you come from?" I demanded, as

Fanny rushed into the Turkish bath, coiled

her sheet around her, and subsided into a

steamer chair.

The hot room was so crowded that it seemed almost
as though the entire feminine population of Hollywood,
Los Angeles, and points east had gathered there to

grow thin or grow beautiful, whichever their pet theory
about Turkish baths happened to be.

"Elaine Hammerstein's. of course," she retorted,

raising her eyebrows in an obvious

attempt to look like Bebe Daniels.

"You know, Eve never missed one
of her birthdav parties—not for

years and
"

"But it couldn't be manv vears.

FANNY THE FAN

You didn't know her until the fall

she made that bet that she could

live in the woods, catch her own
clothes, and make her own food, or

the other way around, rather
"

"But that was four years ago

;

don't you call that years and years?

Well, to see Elaine now you would
never suppose that she was able

to rough it by herself four years

ago. She looks about sixteen.

Actually, when I saw twenty-three

candles on her birthday cake I

wanted to rush over and take a

handful of them off, but Elaine in-

sisted that she wanted every one."

By that time the bath attendant was trying furiously

to "hush" us, though every one in the place was simply

hanging on the edge of their chairs trying to hear

what Fanny said.

"It's so hot in here," Fanny gasped. "Let's go into

has just discovered a fashionable
Turkish bath establishment where
the feminine contingent of the
Hollywood picture colony goes to

grow thin or beautiful or both.
Nearest to Fanny's heart comes not
the opportunity to dress just . like

the picture-players (a sheet, simply
wound about one's person is the only
accepted costume, you know), and
not the spacious pool where she can
emulate the Sennett beauties. The
real charm of the Turkish bath lies

—for Fanny—in the luxurious loung-
ing room where she can sup a fra-

grant cup of tea, and gossip to,

and about, the prominent picture-

ph yers.

the lounge and have tea. I see Margarita Fisher out

there now. Do you know that she has formed her
own company?

"Yes, and she's almost as secretive about the picture

she's making as D. W. Griffith would be. And there's

Lois Wilson. She's just recuperating from an attack

of appendicitis, you know," I added, knowing that

Fanny couldn't possibly have heard about it. It's a

great advantage to have Fanny go away sometimes

—

otherwise there's nothing to tell her.

"But what took you to New
York?" I asked, as Fanny curled

up in a big easy-chair and started

reading a menu as intently as

though it were a letter from Olga
Petrova, telling that she plans to

leave vaudeville and go back into

pictures in the spring.

"Clothes, mostly, and Katherine
MacDonald. She was going East
to get clothes to wear in 'My
Lady's Latchke)^' and she is such
good company I didn't see why I

should put off my late winter shop-

ping any longer. Besides, I wanted
to know the secret of her wonder-
ful complexion, and there's noth-

ing like a train journey to bring

out people's innermost secrets."

"Unless it's a Turkish bath," I

reminded Fanny, trying to nudge
her as Sylvia Breamer went past,

looking like a Greek goddess in her bath outfit.

"But Katherine didn't have any startling beauty se-

crets," Fanny went on despairingly. "I expected her
to completely engulf the drawing-room—if not the

whole train—with jars and bottles of Queer foreign
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cosmetics. And all she had was a

cake of soap ! She looked so fresh

and beautiful at breakfast that every

woman in the diner hated her. As
for me, I took to wearing a heavy
veil. You know the sort that Alice

Joyce used to wear so that she could

get through crowds without being rec-

ognized. Maybe they thought I was
Alice—well, life holds some compen-
sations, doesn't it ?

"Such mobs of people wanted to

come to see Katherine, or to inter-

view her for the papers while she was
in New York, that she gave a tea at

the Great Northern Hotel and asked
them all to come. They did, and
about a thousand more. I thought at

four o'clock that they'd have to call

out the police, and at five-thirty peo-
ple were still coming. Through it all

Katherine stood as gracious and un-
riffled as a queen. Some cross old
lady telephoned down to the hotel

clerk to ask why neither bribery nor
prayer would bring a waiter to her
room, and the distracted clerk told her
that all the waiters were busy with
the refreshments at the motion-pic-
ture party. 'What motion-picture
party ?' the old lady demanded. But
the clerk didn't want Katherine Mac-
Donald to get all the

blame for utterly disrupt-
ing the hotel, because, of
course, he'd fallen in

love with her at first

sight, just as every
one does, so he told

the old lady that

Buster Keaton was
marrying Blanche

Alice Brady

that her di

feared she would

break in

Sweet, and that

Bert Lytell and
Pearl White were
in the wedding
party. Of course,

he supposed that

was so preposter-

ous that no one

would believe it,

but that old lady

did. She leaped

into her best

clothes, and
rushed down-
stairs to the re-

ception room.
The clerk saw
her coming
and hid under

Fanny the Fan discovered Katherine MacDonald's beauty secret, which you may
have, free of charge.

the desk just as Harold Lloyd would have done in a picture. He
thought she would be furious. But just inside the door she met Mil-

dred Harris and, forgetting what she came down to see, proclaimed to

the world that if she had had a daughter she would have wanted her
to be just like Mildred. Poor little Mildred was so distracted that she

rushed me away from the party with her, and insisted on going shop-

ping to regain her composure. She didn't get it until she had bought
three gowns, two hats, an ermine coat, and a gorgeous party bag
made of ostrich feathers. It's a good thing she makes so much
money ; it would take fourteen brothers in the restaurant business

to support her otherwise."

Fanny was obviously thinking of the tea check. After reck-

lessly ordering chicken sandwiches, cheese muffins, and three kinds

of pastry, she is always sure to start running down profiteers. So
I tried to cheer her up by asking about weddings. Fanny has an
incurable taste for romance, you know.

"I didn't get to Jean Paige's. I'll never forgive her and Albert

E. Smith for getting married in Paris, Illinois, even if it was her

home town. But that was just like Jean, wasn't it? I'd bet my
new open-work shoes, that are just like Rubye de Remer's, that

she wore a real lace veil which had been her grandmother's, and had her former
teammates in the church choir sing, T Love You Truly.' But speaking of

weddings, have you heard about Louise Glaum?"
"That she's gone and married her producer? They've been saying

she would for months, but I didn't believe it."

"No, she hasn't been married, but she's the victim of the funniest
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and the most widespread rumor yet. Some people

named George Inscor and Isabelle Swartz were mar-
ried down in Tennessee, and they were so annoyed when
a reporter asked them if those were their real names
that they answered. 'No; we're really Cecil De Mille

and Louise Glaum, but don't tell anybody.' Of course,

they didn't think he'd take it seriously, but he did.

He telegraphed it to news-
papers all over the country.

Mrs. Cecil De Mille was at

the hairdresser's when she

heard it, and she was so

stunned that she rushed
right home to see if Cecil

had disappeared from Los
Angeles by aeroplane. She
knew that he'd been at

their breakfast table as

usual that morning, just as

he has been for the past
eighteen years. But the

world moves so fast now-
adays she didn't know what
might have happened.
However, there he was in

the library, with his own
children and the boy from
next door trying to get him
to make a fourth at bridge.
When she told him that he
had just married Louise
Glaum in Knoxville, he said

that as Mark Twain re-

marked on the untimely an-
nouncement of his death,
he

1

thought the report
greatly exaggerated."

Helene Chadwick, just

a few feet away, set her
glass of lemon juice down,
glared at the creamy con-
coctions on Fanny's plate
and started off toward the
pool. But she paused long
enough to remark, "I hate
you both ; I haven't tasted

sugar or cream for a
month."

Fanny looked at her
commiseratingly. as she beckoned the waitress with the

tray of French pastry to come back to her.

"Of course, the very first day I was in New York
I went to see Norma Talmadge," said Fanny, settling

down to the important business of eating eclairs.

"What's the use of tramping through the shops to find

out what's in style when one look at her wardrobe
wili tell you ? And besides I was dying to see her,

anyway. The minute I went in the studio I knew
that something terrible had happened. Everybody was
running around looking so worried, and even Con-
stance was poring over some papers and frowning.

"'What on earth is it?' I asked Norma, when I

finally located her in her gorgeous new French-ivory
dressing room. 'It's Susie,' she answered despairingly,

tucking the ermine-edged train of her gold-colored

Georgette negligee around her feet. 'She's the best

maid I ever had, and she's gone and entered a guess-

ing contest. One of the newspapers here prints pic-

tures of motion-picture actors and actresses every day,

with part of their features blacked out, and the person

who guesses most of them correctly gets five thousand
dollars. Susie has her heart set on winning, so every

day that she can't guess them she calls up here, and
the studio is completely disrupted until some one finds

out who the pictures are. It's four o'clock now, and
we've been studying to-day's pictures since eleven.

Connie couldn't eat any lunch, and Harrison Ford is

as distracted as though his mother were lost in the
'Way Down East' snowstorm.

"But I couldn't be in-

terested in Susie after I

caught a glimpse of
Norma's clothes. If her
studio ever catches on fire

I am going to be the

brave, brave fireman who
rescues her frocks. She'll

never see them again.

"But speaking of frocks,

every time I went into a

shop in New York I'd

run into Barbara Castle-

ton or Mollie King or

Doris Kenyon or all of
them. Mollie King is

making 'Her Majesty,'

with Creighton Kale as

her leading man. Barbara
Castleton and Montagu
Love are making a picture

that had no name when
I saw her, and Doris Ken-
yon told me that she is

going to act in a series

of pictures directed by
Leonce Perret. They all

looked prettier than ever

and were buying the most
gorgeous clothes. And
they all declared that they

liked making pictures bet-

ter than being on the

stage. I miss their thrill-

ing voices, though
"

"Oh, I see," I inter-

rupted hastily. "They go
in pictures in spite of

their voices while Follies

chorus girls go in because

of them."
"Well, all right, if you

must be catty," Fanny replied icily. "But I can't im-

agine who you are referring to. The newest recruits

from the Follies ranks are Jacqueline Logan playing

in Alan Dwan's 'The Perfect Crime,' and Betty Fran-

cisco in Irvin Willat's productions. They both have
lovely voices. They weren't in the Follies long enough
to get the Broadway twang.
"But speaking of voices, every flapper in New York

seems to be imitating either Justine Johnstone's or

Anna O. Nilsson's. Justine's is very deep and husky,

and Anna's is clear as a bell and with the cunningest
French and Swedish accent. But their imitators are

terrible! Why can't people be original?"

That from Fanny, in whose life no day is complete
unless she copies Anita Stewart's sports clothes and
Gloria Swanson's coiffure, quite regardless of the com-
bined effect. I'll never forget how jubilantly Fanny
came out of the theater after seeing "The Truth About
Husbands." She had been worrying for weeks over
how to make her eyes look dark and sparkling like

Priscilla Dean's. And then she saw May McAvo}' and
found out that gray eyes could be the most enchanting
things in the world—or in a picture at least.

Vivian Martin blames Robert W. Chambers for keeping her so

young. She is playing one of his effervescent heroines.
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"There's Mary Alden !'' For one terrible moment
I thought Fanny was going to play an old-fashioned

slapstick-corned}* scene trying to attract her attention

with an eclair, but she saw us and came over.

"Don't mention food to me." she begged dramatically,

"I hate it. Directors always make me cook in pictures.

Lately I've cooked for Will Rogers, Thomas Meighan,
Robert Edeson, and Owen Moore. I might as well

run a boarding house as act in pictures under those

conditions. If there are any cooking scenes in 'Snow
Blindness,' I'll probably lie down in the snow and die.

We are going as far north as we can get for that

picture, you know. I thought I'd like the

warm memory of a Turkish bath to take

with me."
" 'Snow Blindness' doesn't sound like

a cooking picture," Fanny began, as

Mar>- Alden left us
"

"But you never can tell." I

continued for her. "In 'Should

a Woman Tell?' 'Shore Acres,'

and 'Mother Love,' Alice Lake
simply had to live on the

water. Now the company
has come out and frankly

given her a picture called

'Uncharted Seas.' They say

she is so used to water bv
this time that she shouldn't

mind. That one is going to

be taken up north, too, so

Alice Lake is busy shopping
for some fur-lined stockings.'

1

*'You haven't asked me a

thing about the most important
person of all. and I can hardly

wait to tell you about her," Fanny
lamented. "Lillian Gish, of course."

1 guessed, if such a certainty can be a

guess. "Where did you see her?"
"At the Pen and Brush Club in New

York. She had been invited to make a

speech to the women writers there, and be

guest of honor at dinner afterward. She
looked so darling that it wouldn't have mat-
tered to me what she said. She had on a

tailored suit of blue corduroy—almost
cornflower color, a soft velour hat that just

matched it. and her feet looked tinier than ever in

heavy walking shoes.

"And you should have heard her talk! I don't be-

lieA'e that any one would have suspected that she could

make such a wonderful speech. She looked so fragile

in that room full of older women, and she was so

clever. I had all I could do to keep from standing up
on the side lines and leading a cheer. Louise Williams
was there with her ; she thought Lillian ought to get

away for a few minutes' quiet before the ordeal of the

dinner party, so in between tea and dinner we all rushed
over to James Rennie's apartment next door. He was
Dorothy's leading man in 'Remodeling Her Husband.'
and he is in 'World Shadows/ with Lillian, you know.
It was the most gorgeous place, all old Italian em-
broideries and antiques and a roaring big fireplace ; an
ideal apartment for a young bachelor. Ever since he
acted in his first picture with Dorothy, people have
insisted on announcing his engagement to her. And
there isn't a word of truth in it.

"James Rennie showed us some furniture he had
just bought, remarking. 'Ycu know Jack says that there

are department-store antiques and old antiques. I

hope these are old ones.' I just gasped and sank into

a big overstuffed davenport when I realized that by
'Jack,' he meant John Barrymore. After dinner at the

club Lillian went into the kitchen and shook hands
with the cook. She explained that some of the people
in the drawing-rooms might not know her. but the
cooks were always her old friends. I'll bet that cook
demanded a raise the next day, because of the boost.

"I saw Vivian Martin, too. She had just finished

making a picture at the Goldwyn studio on Long Island

and had come in town to celebrate. She nearly bought
out a toy store for her little girl. She looks as

though she stopped playing with toys only yester-

day herself, and claims that it is the Robert
W. Chambers influence—he makes his

heroines so young. His story that she
had just finished was tentatively called

'Polly,' but Vivian said there was no
telling what it would be called when
it came out."

I saw the waitress looking dis-

tracted as Fanny finished the last

eclair—I know that their supply
had run out—but then Fanny
doesn't go to a Turkish bath to

reduce. She likes the cozy at-

mosphere, every one sitting

around in sheets and lounging
in big easy-chairs.

"And Alice Brad)* is thinner
than ever ! She did a dance in

her last picture, and actually her
director thought she would break-

in half. She hasn't grown a bit up-
stage because the New York dra-

matic critics all hailed her as a great

dramatic actress. She still sits and
* sings at the top of her lungs—and
chats with every one from the other

sets in the studio—whenever the camera

Dorothy Dalton's great-

est achievement, accord-

ing to Fanny, is this

remarkable hair orna-

ment.

isn't actuallv grinding."

"Come on, let's go." I urged, wondering what
part of China it would take to grow enough tea

for Fanny. "Let's get dressed and go over to the

hotel to see if Dorothy Dalton is registered

yet? She's been expected for days."

The resourceful Fanny, decrying that finger

bowls had gone out of fashion, tripped over
to the edge of the swimming pool and dipped

her fingers in the water. "Awfully convenient, isn't it ?

You can't tell me anything about Dorothy Dalton. She's
going to make a picture written especially for her by
Sir Gilbert Parker, and directed by George Melford.
But that isn't important. The real news about Dorothy
is that she's invented a headdress of fruit and flowers
that is simply alluring. It isn't bizarre, it's just star-

tling when she wears it with a plain evening gown."
"But hurry," I pleaded, as Fanny turned to watch

the newcomers. "I know where Lois WT

eber takes her
young stars to shop. You can get stockings there that

are almost as heavy as cobwebs."
"Cobwebs," she retorted contemptuously, as though

she never tried to outdare Mae Murray. "I'm more
interested in snowshoes. Have to hurry to catch the

train to Truckee. Anita Stewart's company is up there."

"You can go away if you want to, but I'll stay here.

I've subscribed to that New York paper Norma Tal-

madge's Susie takes, and I'm having an awful time
guessing who the players are. This picture could be
either Wallie Reid or Antonio Moreno "

"I'd swear that was Herbert Howe," Fanny squealed
delightedly. "But he hasn't gone into pictures. He's
writing for Picture-Play. But, oh, he's so handsome."
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Afier diligently searching

duction, Ralph Ince has

silk is not half as hard

acteristics, or

By Susie

The director must have as keen

an eye for details as a house-

wife has for bargains.

RALPH INCE tossed a page
from his notebook into my
lap, touched a match to a

cigarette, and sank contentedly into

the capacious depths of an armchair. On the slip of

yellow paper were these penciled notes

:

One leading woman, distinctly clinging vine, accustomed to

good clothes and knowing how to wear them.
One leading man, educated, athletic, well-bred, drawing-

room type.

One villain, not of conventional order, all-round good fellow
of small town, who ran put over evil characteristics and yet
create suspense with hero's wife.

_
One infant, retrousse nose, disposition to smile under all

circumstances, even before the camera.
One character man for small part; excellent characterization

essential.

"My shopping list for our next production," he volun-
teered, puffing energetically at his cigarette. "Buying
humanity carefully, you know, is even more important
than getting the correct settings for a production.

"Fashions in heroes and heroines change as inevitably
as the latitude of a skirt hem in these modern times,"
he went on. "Some of the screen idols of 1915 would
be as out of place before the camera to-day as the bon-
net of five years ago on this season's debutante."

_
And after a thoughtful pause, he went on: "A short

time ago the leading man was likely to have a dis-

tinctly middle-class appeal—to put it mildly."

"The modern idea is different. To-day the popular
conception of a hero is an intellectual man. He is es-

sentially a gentleman ; his chief qualifications are breed-
ing and education—which give him a certain poise that
substitutes for the handsome but vapid features of an
Adonis.

"This change in the style and cut of the leading
man's pattern is undoubtedly due to a change in audi-
ences. With more intelligent audiences coming to mo-
tion-picture theaters, productions have to be made more
intelligently. The best audiences won't tolerate a man
ignorant of all polite usage, in a society part.

"The director who starts out to shop for a cast to-

day is not likely to find a 1920-model hero the first

time he looks over his card

index. His man must dress

well, have a college education

or its equivalent, and be an
artist in the bargain. Many
actors will possess two, or

perhaps three, of the neces-

sary qualifiacations, but to

discover the man who has all

of them, the director must
shop as indefatigably as a

woman haunts a bargain

counter.

"The English actor, for in-

stance, specializes in clothes.

In this respect he surpasses

the American, who is likely

. to place the emphasis on ath-

letics. The director's search must aim for

the man who has both the English and

American characteristics and a few others."

"But what about new styles in heroines?"

I asked, fearing that he would stop without giving am-
bitious girls a hint.

"Must be the drawing-room type like the hero. It

takes diligent shopping to find her, too, for she must
have all the physical characteristics that are associated

in the mind with the supposed weakness of the woman."
"The modern woman who runs for congress or sec-

retary of state is not likely to become the heroine of

many romances on the screen—at. least for the pres-

ent," he explained. "The man's woman, the appealing

type, is still in the ascendancy and is likely to remain

there. Poor Annie cannot starve to death convincingly

on the screen if she appears thoroughly capable of

taking care of herself. Nobody would believe her sad

story.

"On the stage, of course, the self-reliant-looking

woman might use a sympathetic voice to convince the

public that her plight was pitiable, but on the screen

her physical appearance is all she has to gain her point.

So she must cling and look frail and dependent."

And if that doesn't surprise you, perhaps his next

will.

"It is very difficult to find a woman who knows how
to wear good clothes before the camera. There they

are, with fortunes to spend, with the shops of the

world and the most exclusive dressmakers at their call,

and yet how many of them still look as though they

were dressed in hand-me-downs. This can be attributed

to the fact that they are not accustomed to wearing

such exquisite creations as the picture productions call

for. That is why the director is constantly looking for

an actress who comes from a family whose women
have always worn beautiful clothes. She will wear
them with distinction."

"And how about villains?" I asked. "Is it hard to

find just the right kind of dyed-in-the-wool, blown-in-

the-bottle villain?"
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Human Beings
for exact types for his pro-

decided that a bit of faded

to match as human char-

mental outlook.

Sexton

"Just like the others," Mr.
Ince said despairingly. "A
conscientious director exerts

every effort to find just the

types the public wants to see.

It may be that the particular

actor he needs for a certain

part is out of work and liv-

ing in an obscure part of the

world waiting to be called

back to his land of make-be-
lieve. He may be filling an
engagement in a distant city

on the legitimate or vaude-
ville stage. Or it may be
that among the unknown but
ambitious aspirants to screen

honors one will come into

prominence because of a special suitabil

ity for a part."

Mr. Ince is one of those encouraging di

rectors who believe that there may be
planets of Pickford or Fairbanks magnitude among the

9,527,656 uninitiated fans who are constantly begging
for a try-out.

"Just to illustrate my point," he continued, "I had
to do a lot of screen shopping among actor villains

past and present before I finally decided on Harry
Tighe to play the heavy in our productions, 'Red Foam.'
This was the unusual type which always necessitates

a search. The man in the story to all outward appear-

ances was not a regular villain. He was somewhat of

i Jekyll-Hyde villain at heart, but outwardly the man
you have known back in your own home town, hale

fellow well met, fat, good-natured, always with the

latest story on the tip of his tongue. Just at that time
the local market in villains was very discouraging.

None of the actors available really fitted into the part.

I had searched for days and days, and then some one
reminded me of Harry Tighe, who was playing in

vaudeville out on the road. He was just the man I

wanted. I had an equally strenuous hunt for a juvenile

for that picture. Most juveniles know little of make-
up, and the one who does is a rare find.

"The director casting a picture is much like a house-
wife on a shopping expedition. She makes her- pur-

chases with an eye to moderate price and wearing qual-

ities, because she knows these will prove the wisest

investment in the long run. He looks for breeding
and education when he picks a cast for the same rea-

son. An actor with years of experience, but without
education, may not do nearly as well as the man with

a good education and natural talent but little experience

on the screen.

"One of the most striking instances of this sort of

thing came to my notice at the studio a few months
ago. A marine just out of service secured a job sweep-
ing out the studio. He did his work so well that he

was promoted from one position of responsibility to

Ralph Ince, who played the part of Lincoln in

the Lincoln series spent many weeks selecting

the actors for the famous cabinet.

another until he finally be-

came my assistant.

"In time we discovered
that he was a college grad-

uate, and that before the war had swept away his

business he had owned a chain of ten restaurants and
had an income of twenty thousand dollars a year. One
day I had to cast the part of a colonel in a production.
An actor who had the ease of manner and bearing
necessary for the role was not at hand, so my assistant

undertook the part. He not only played that one well,

but has done several others since very creditably and
has recently been offered a position as director himself.

A year ago he had never been inside a studio, but to-

day he promises to become one of the leading men in

motion pictures. He never would have been able to

do any of these things without the education and breed-
ing which made him perfectly at home wherever he
was placed."

After leaving Mr. Ince I discovered that he is not
the only director who shops diligently and in many dif-

ferent markets for his casts. Sometimes a director on
this side of the Atlantic has been called upon to dupli-

cate in New York or Los Angeles a character photo-

graphed in London, England, or elsewhere. Character
duplication of this sort naturally must be accomplished

with the same fastidious care a woman exercises in

matching the shade of an evening gown when she has
not bought quite enough material in the first place.

Not long ago a big producer had his camera man
shoot some scenes of a railway station near London.
They showed a side-whiskered, knobby-nosed old man
alighting from a tram. Just at this point the producer

decided the remainder of this particular scene must be

finished in Brooklyn. He cabled to this effect, and it

was up to the Brooklyn director to find as soon as

possible the double of that particular old man. Not
an easy task. But it was accomplished. After a thor-

ough search of all the professional humanity available

the director's eye lighted on the studio cabinetmaker,

Continued on page 92



There is no pretense about Eileen; she just

will smoke and won't pose as a highbrow.

I HAD no idea that Eileen Percy
was a Mrs. Of course, most of

the movie stars are married, off

and on, but I just hadn't visualized

the dainty blond Fox star with a hus-

band in the offing. So it was a dis-
-

tinct shock to hear her say when she

opened the door of her handsome Wil-
shire residence for me one evening,

"Do come in, I want you to meet my
husband, Mr. Bush."
And you know I liked that about her. Most

feminine stars keep Friend Husband very much
in the background at an interview, and the}' gen-

erally tell you not to mention him in

your story. The dear public, they ex-

plain, would much rather think their

screen idols unattached than tied up
for life—more or less

Sometimes they present husband to

you as "Big Brother'' or as "Cousin,"
and once a diminutive ingenue intro-

duced her bald-headed life partner to me
as "Father."

But it wasn't that way with Eileen Percy.

"There is so much talk about unhappy
marriages," said she, "that I think the pub-
lic would like to know about the ones
that are a success."

"1 am sure they would," I ^^^Mmm
agreed heartily. "And how _

Directed by
Friend
Husband

Not in pictures, but everywhere

else, and Eileen Percy likes it.

By Celia Brynn

many years have you been
married?"

Eileen and Friend Husband
looked at each other rather

sheepishly. "A year and four
months," said Eileen.

"Four months—and three

days," supplemented her hus-
band.

"Well," I said dubiously,

"a year and four months isn't

terribly long."

"But it's long enough to

make us perfectly sure that

we're going to stick together

for the rest of our lives," as-

serted Mrs. Bush, nee Percy.

The senior member of the

firm of Eileen & Company is

good-looking enough to be a

leading man or an assistant di-

rector—but he isn't. He's just

a plain business man and thinks

that one professional in the

family is enough. So does

Eileen. If you've admired
Eileen Percy on the

screen, you'd ad-

mire her still more
in her home. It is

a very lovely home,
with a big fire-

place, rose-colored

reading lamps, a

big yellow Angora
cat, and sleek bull

terrier who an-

swers to the name
of "Peppy."
Eileen wears
simple gowns
of Georgette
crepe with
round necks and
short sleeves
that set off per-

fectly her light-

gold hair, gray
eyes and perfect

complexion.
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Is her hair naturally that shade and is her com-
plexion her own ? Ask me something easy. I do not

pretend to be a wizard on beauty secrets. I only know
that the effect is all that it should be. Why ask more?
There is no pretense about Eileen. She doesn't gush

over you. and she isn't upstage. I don't think she

has any philosophy of life, and I'm positive that she

hasn't read Turgenef's latest horror. She doesn't play
the piano, and it's quite uncertain

that she could discuss the Little

Theater Movement in America. Her
voice has a throaty, slightly husky
quality, she smokes cigarettes, and
she won't be outraged because I am
telling about it.

"Why not?" she'd sav. "It's the
truth, isn't it?"

She has never spent a dollar for

personal publicity.

"That's piffle." she said, flicking

the ash from her cigarette. "If vour
work on the screen doesn't speak
for you. then you aren't worth pub-
licizing."

Eileen was born in Belfast. Ireland. ''Percy" is

—

or was—her real name, and she came to America in

pursuit of a theatrical career.

"I had thought some of going back to Ireland for
a visit this summer." she interrupted herself, ''.but I

guess they have enough trouble there without me being
there to stir things up."

"Oh, then, you're a Sinn Feiner?" I asked.
Eileen stole a glance at Friend Husband. "Well,

I'm not quite sure," she said evasivelv.

KIMONOS
that cost $25,000! It sounds like

the latest bedroom farce, or the
reckless excursion of a De Mille
costumer, but it really is the simple
story of Tsuru Aoki's visit to Japan
after an absence of twenty years.
We poor benighted Americans
who think that a kimono at the
breakfast table is a kimono, and
nothing more, have a great deal
to learn. Tsuru Aoki tells Emma-
Lindsay Squier, and she will tell

you, in the next number.

But I've a hunch that if we had been by ourselves,

her answer would have been quite different.

Without much trouble she landed in the Follies, and
if you'll look at her picture, it won't be hard to un-
derstand why. Then one night Douglas Fairbanks saw
her from a box seat and went around the next day
to offer her the lead in the picture he was about to

make, "Wild and W oolly." So she came West three
and a half years ago and has played
with Bill Russell. Lew Cody, Frank
Mayo, and recently signed a contract

with Fox to be starred in comedy
dramas.
"They engaged me at Fox to take

the place of Madlaine Traverse, who
had broken her contract in the mid-
dle of the picture," she told me, "so
I made 'Her Honor, the Mayor.'
which was to have been her next
feature. I was perfectly rotten in

it," she said frankly. "It wasn't 'my
type of picture at all. It needed
some one like Miss Traverse,who has

a statuesque physique and a dominating personality.

The critics were very kind and said that my work was
good, but pooh ! I know better."

Her latest pictures with Fox have pleased Eileen

more. They are "Beware of the Bride
-

' and "The Land
of Jazz."

"Still," she said, "I'm not so crazy about comedies,

I'd rather do dramas with heart-interest themes." This

with another stolen glance at Friend Husband.
Continued on page 91

The Agate Girl
Helen Jerome Eddy is that and more, but

what she wants to be is a hyphen-woman.

By Helen Ogden

THE nicest compliment I ever received." said
Helen Eddy, "was when a man wrote me in a
fan letter that I always reminded him of the

'girl around the corner' in his home town."
And curiously enough I found

by looking over her fan mai
that she is thus regarded by
her admirers—a sort of

home-town girl—the girl

you used to go skating A

with, the girl who helped
Jj

you with your Latin de- M
clensions, the girl who JH
-lapped your face when Mm
you kissed her at the M&j
Sunday-school picnic. ^Wfl
But my impression

of Helen Eddy was
distinctly not "home-
townish."

At first glance I

summed her up in

one word, "cold." A
little later I changed
the cold to "reserved,"
and still later to

The woman who is

home and children,

husband's sweetheart

devoted to

but is still

is her ideal

her

her

role.
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And now I'm not so sure. Even after a whole after-

noon—and a delightful one at that—I cannot put Helen
Eddy into a mental pigeonhole or catalogue her in

any way.
When 1 think of her now she typifies an agate slab

in the midst of a thousand pretty little pebbles. The
brightness of the pebbles catch your eye, you run them
through your fingers, admiring them briefly—and drop
them. But here is a brown stone, vaguely grateful to

the touch because of its coolness, but otherwise drab ;

then the sunlight catches it in just the right way—and
instantly the eye is enraptured by the translucent beauty

beneath its polished surface. There is not the brazen

brilliancy of the diamond or the impish flickering

of the opal, but there are dim tones of soft-

ness, there is a promise of steadfast

beauty, a hint of mystery. That is the ^jff
agate; and that to me is Helen Edd}
There were three of us at lunch-

eon—Helen Eddy, Carol Kla-

peau, a scenario writer at

Lasky's, and myself. Carol

was outspokenly thrilled at

the prospect of being "in"

on an interview of her

chum, and ever and anon
I detected in Helen's

gray eyes a hint of

worry because I hadn't

asked her what her fa-

vorite sport was and
what she thought of

the future of the

cinema.

It must have been

a relief when I ran

true enough to form
to ask her what type

of picture she liked

best and whether she

had any idea of special-

izing on one particular

characterization.

"I like the simple hu-

man type of picture best

and I have in mind a very

definite type of picture

which I wish to do," she

said, answering both que<

tions at once.

"I want to be"—she leaned

forward to fix on me her steady

gaze which might be altogether

earnest or entirely humorous—one

is never quite sure
—

"I want to be

hyphen-woman !"

Friend Carol speared an olive with a tri-

umphant thrust. If that wasn't stuff to make
an interviewer dizzy

"A hyphen-woman!" I groped.

But Helen is not the kind to be needlessly

sensational. She came to my rescue almost at once.

"I want to be the sweetheart-mother of the screen,"

she explained. "You know, the woman who is de-

voted to her home and her children, but who is still

her husband's sweetheart and comrade. The mother
idea is the biggest thing in pictures to-day.

"Sex stuff has had a tremendous vogue, but it has

passed. To my mind it was but leading up to the

mother motif, and I believe that the public will be in-

terested in it for a long, long time. The big pictures

of to-day are not the spectacles or lurid melodramas.

She likes to remind

people of the ''Girl

Around the Corner"

in their home town.

They are the pictures of human interest in which the

element of unselfish love and self-sacrifice are the

dominant notes. Mother love was the theme that made
'Humoresque' the success that it was, and mother love

in all its varying phases is what I want to portray on
the screen. I have a big plan just ahead," she went
on, "and if it materializes, Carol will write my stories

for me. Then I'll know that they're good."
And Carol Klapeau, accepting the compliment with

a bow, returned the bouquet with a statement that

Helen's acting would make any story good.
Helen was enthusiastic about her last picture with

Alan Dwan, "The Forbidden Thing," principally be-

cause it is a mother picture.

In my first half hour with her, I

would have scoffed—to myself, of

course—at the idea of Helen Eddy's
becoming the Madonna of the cin-

ema.

She looked entirely too un-
maternal, too much like a col-

lege girl at an antimarriage
meeting. But when she
showed me some stills of
"The Forbidden Thing,"
it was again like sun-
light on the agate.

In the face of the

young mother pictured

before me was the

brooding tenderness,

the quiet happiness

of the woman who
has fulfilled her des-

tiny. It is my hon-
est belief that in time

Helen Eddy's char-

acterizations of
young motherhood
will be placed in the

same category as are

Charles Ray's imper-

sonations of the small-

town boy or Mary
Pickford's delineations

of ideal girlhood.

Helen Eddy is almost a

native daughter of Cali-

fornia. She was born in

New York, but came West
at an early age and went

through grammar school and
high school in Los Angeles. She

made her start in pictures almost at

the same time that Carmel Myers made
hers. Both she and Carmel were identified

with high-school theatricals and were in plays

together.

Her entrance into pictures was a mistake.

What I mean is it was an accident. She was
studying Greek mythology in high school and,

having become saturated with Olympic atmosphere,
wrote a scenario in which goddesses flitted hither and
yon, mingled with mortals ad lib, and had a gorgeous
time generally. She took the "masterpiece" to old

Captain Melville, in charge of the Lubin studio in Los
Angeles.

"He said it was a rotten story," related Helen, "but
that I looked as if I might be a good actress. He asked
me if I'd like to go into pictures, and I said I would
not. I explained loftily that I had been 'studying for

Continued on page 91



The Screen in Review
Wherein you will find, for your guidance, a frank and fair comment upon recent films.

By Agnes Smith

ONE of the greatest joys of being associated with

the motion-picture industry is that of knowing
that the business is always in a critical con-

dition. It is always on the brink of ruin or on the

threshold of greatness. It is always in a state of in-

tense excitement and tremendous upheaval. It is never

normal.

After two months in the moving-picture business,

the average individual is ruined for ordinary careers.

The only vocations that compare with it are those of

the human fly, the stunt aviator, and the motor-cycle

dare-devil.

The motion-picture business is now going through the

usual crisis. From now on, according to announce-

ments, no one is going to make anything but super-

extra-de-luxe specials ! There aren't going to be any

more unimportant pictures. All the movies are going

to have all-star casts, and every director is map-
ping himself out a working program like D.

W. Griffith's.

This is all very exciting to the on-

looker. But it must be twice as ex-

citing to the director who is really

not equipped to make superspecials,

and to the plain, ordinary actor or

actress who has no de-luxe qua"

ities. However, take it from the movie mag-
nates, in future all pictures are going to run

as long as "Humoresque" and have casts as

bright and shining as the one in "Way
Down East." Twenty-five great authors

are going to collaborate on one scenario,

and each picture will be two years in the

making. In other words, the screen is go-

ing in for Big Things, and you must not

refer to the results as "movies." When
all this comes to pass, the critic will

not be obliged to criticize ; he need
only murmur: "Oh!" and "Ah!"

This promise of splendor is

very nice for the big producers,

and it is very nice for the the-

ater managers in the large cities,

where a picture can be run for

several months and given the

benefit of artistic stage settings

and good music. But which is

best for the small town, the small

house, and the neighborhood
theater ; the superextra-de-luxe
special, or the short, snappy, and
entertaining movie ?

Marcus Loew, who controls
nearly two hundred theaters,

once told me that he wished he
could make up his programs of
short subjects—the type of two
and three-reel pictures that were
produced when Biograph.
Kalem, Imp, and Yitagraph
were the leading film trade-
marks. Some of his patrons, he
said, only care to drop into the

theater for a few minutes and can't wait for the un-
winding of a six-reel drama. But the stars refuse to

appear in short pictures, and the producers .cannot
afford to make them.

Just to be contrary, I should like, for the moment,
to go against the popu'ar trend. I believe that I could
get a good deal of support for the statement that most
pictures are too long— that their stories are told before
the reels are unwound—and that the average subject
is overestimated, instead of underestimated. So I am
going to start a trend of my own against the super
special and for the shorter and lighter picture.

"POLLY WITH A PAST."
Example number one is "Polly With a Past." Metro

purchased the rights to the Belasco comedy and engaged
Ina Claire to re-create her stage role for
the screen. The production was launched
with great ceremony, because, very likely,

the company was dazzled by the amount
of money the play had made in New York.
The film had a sensational debut. It was

shown to the Metro officials, and Polly's past
set fire to the projection machine and burned up
the Metro offices. And the story of the fire was
printed in all the newspapers.

However, this is off the path of legitimate
criticism. The real fault of "Polly With a
Past" is that it is too long. The story is a
light, vivacious, and frothy tale of a minister's
daughter who masquerades as a French vam-
pire in order to help out the love affair of a
deserving young man. This merry story is told
in six reels. And you can't be vivacious in six

reels any more than you can be vivacious if you
are six feet tall. The picture is an excellent
version of the stage play, but it would have
been twice as funny if it had been shorter
by half an hour.

As for Ina Claire, who was engaged
especially to repeat her stage success,

almost any screen ingenue could
have done as well. Ina Claire's gifts

make her a personable stage figure.
On the screen she is a good actress,

but she hasn't that strange, elusive

charm that makes the celluloid shine.

"OH, LADY, LADY."
Example number two is, "Oh,

Lady, Lady," also adapted from a
stage play, this time a musical comedy by Guy
Bolton and P. G. Wodehouse. Bebe Daniels
plays the part of the innocent vampire artfully

because she used to be a slapstick comedv queen
and a bathing beauty, and therefore she knows
her business.

But why, oh, why. was "Oh, Lady, Lady"
made in feature length? As a three-reel com-
edy it would have been a joy. As it exists now,
it_ is pretty and amusing, but it lacks snap and
distinction.

Example number three is "Flying Pat." It is
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Having; been a former bathing beauty, Bebe Daniels is

well fitted to play the part of a "baby vampire" in

"Oh, Lady, Lady."

the airiest sort of Dorothy Gish story, written by
Virginia Withey, but it consumes almost as much
footage as the adaptation of a long novel. Con-
sequently, you enjoy just about half of it. You
enjoy Miss Gish's equilibrium test and other bits

of her tomfoolery, but you realize too often that

the picture has no story to guide it. The reviewer
confesses a preference to the art of Dorothy Gish
to the art of Margaret Anglin, because Miss Gish
knows how to do more things with her face, but

even a clever comedian can't be spontaneous for more than
an hour at a stretch. Miss Gish's leading man is James
Rennie, who, as you doubtless know, the other day led Miss
Gish to the altar and signed up the little lady for a perma-
nent costarring engagement with him in private life at

the same time that Constance Talmadge became the wife
of John Tialaglo.* As for Mr. Rennie, I presume that

you will begin to hear a great deal about him. More 1

hesitate to say, not only out of deference to Fanny the

Fan, but for fear that Mr. Rennie might rush out, form
his own company, and start starring in seven-reel super-

specials.

What I have said about "Polly With a Past," Dorothy
Gish, and Bebe Daniels, goes also for the recent comedies
of Wanda Hawley, Viola Dana, Shirley Mason, Edith Rob-
erts, Carmel Myers, and a dozen other entertaining young
persons who ought not to be too proud to do what Charles
Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, and Buster Keaton do—make a

few good, short comedies a year. Instead of appearing
in vapid features or melodramas that are worn out before

they are finished, Buck Jones, William Russell, Harry
Carey, Lyons and Moran, and Owen Moore ought to try

their hands at making three-reel comedy dramas. What
we need is more entertainment and less celluloid.

"MIDSUMMER MADNESS."

Still in a controversial mood, I will take up the case of

"Midsummer Madness." Some of my best friends say that

it is the greatest picture of the year. Others of my best

friends declare that they would not pay a two-cent stamp

to see it. To settle several bets of gloves and handkerchiefs,

I went to see it and emerged sobbing.

Oh, William De Mille, why did you do it? After I have

proclaimed you my favorite director, you turn around and
break my heart. Why did you film Cosmo Hamilton's

book, "His Friend and His Wife?" Why didn't you leave

sex problems to brother Cecil? Why did you forsake your

charming and sentimental bohemia and go into society, where
you will find nothing but arrant vulgarians? Come back

to the sweet love story and the whimsical romance, William,

and all will be forgiven.

However, I will control my emotions. "Midsummer
Madness" is beautifully produced. The two ridiculous and
vulgar couples who flirt with each other, as idle persons

always will, really seem like human beings. Except for

one or two glaring bits of bad taste, the scenes are deft

and artistic. Lila Lee, formerly a star, now an actress,

does some beautiful work, and so do Lois Wilson, Jack-

Holt, and Conrad Nagel.

"Midsummer Madness" is a Famous Players-Lasky spe-

cial, and it should make a lot of money, to speak in the

common parlance of the trade. Go to see it and find out

what you think about it yourself.

"THE SIN THAT WAS HIS."

The career of Lewis J. Selznick has always inspired me
with mingled emotions. For the most part, he seems sat-

isfied just to turn out films. Certainly, in the days of the

World Film Corporation, he managed to strike an appalling

average of mediocrity. But every once in a white he spon-

sored a production that proved he longed for higher and

better things. I think his soul is in the right place, but

that he lacks the courage of his convictions.

The present Selznick organization has produced noth-

ing up-to-date that has made me want to hang laurels on

the brows of Lewis J. and his son, Myron, but we will now
dust off the beautiful badge of merit we have been saving

for them and present it with great ceremony. Mr. Selz-

nick has made a high-minded, a beautiful, and an inspir-

ing picture. "The Sin That Was His" may not be the

* An account of thi* double wedding: will be found on page 101.
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most popular or the most talked-of picture of the year,

but it ranks with the most honorable. It is honorable

because it refuses to make the slightest concession to

sex appeal; it is honorable because it treats religion in

a dignified and worthy manner; and it is honorable

because it was made without one eye on the box office.

The story was written by Frank L. Packard, who
wrote "The Miracle Man." It is a better story, al-

though it hasn't so many elements of popular success.

It tells of a gambler, a man who had deserted the

priesthood in his youth, who, to save himself from a

murder charge, is obliged to pose as a priest. The
picture traces the progress of his redemption. The
moral is that one cannot touch holy things without

feeling their power.
Hobart Henley directed the picture without resort-

ing to what I will call for want of a better term,

"stained-glass-window attitudes." The picture does

preach, and it doesn't pose. It lives before your eyes.

William Faversham gives a performance that for re-

straint, power, and feeling, is one of the finest I have
ever seen.

"THE TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS."
The obvious joke about "The Truth About Husbands"

is that the full story cannot be told in six reels. Some
women have given their life to telling it. The picture

was made by Whitman Bennett, and the story was
based on Sir Arthur Wing Pinero's play, "The Profli-

gate." Pinero was an important dramatist a few years

ago. But somehow, nowadays, all his stories seem out

of date. The unhappiness of the heroine in "The
Truth About Husbands" arises from the fact that her

husband has had a past, and this past crops up at an

inopportune moment. I do not condone husbands with

pasts, and I admit that the lady of the film had a right

to be upset. But all the situations seemed to be "drama
for drama's sake."

The picture is lightened by some fine acting, with

May McAvoy giving a really distinguished perform-
ance of the idealistic young wife. You are going to

hear a lot more about Miss McAvoy. Anna Lehr and
H. E. Herbert are others who deserve praise.

"Broadway and Home," with Eugene O'Brien tells it's

own story in the title.

"SQUANDERED
LIVES."

Here we
have it ! Sir

Oswald
Stoll s first

produc-
tion for the

A m u r r i
-

can trade. It

is called
" S q u a n -

dered Lives."

What native

producer
could think

up a cuter

title? Sir Os-
wald is a

high-up per-

son in the

English cin-

ema world,

whom you
must not get

confused with

Captain Stoll,

t h e gentle-

man who has
been so kind-

ly allowing
the dear public on this side of the Atlantic to pur-

chase stock in his productions. Sir Oswald acted as

British distributor for Goldwyn until he and the in-

trepid Mr. Goldwyn had a falling out. Thereupon Sir

Oswald decided to produce his own pictures and market
them both in America and England. Sir Oswald cor-

ralled a bunch of eminent authors and set himself up
in a studio.

The English complain because our American films

are built so much from the national angle. After look-

ing at "Squandered Lives," we may return the compli-
ment. The story, written by Cosmo Hamilton, is a

plea for the younger son. The problem of the younger
son in Britain's nobility means no more in our lives

Continued on page 103

Claire Windsor has an appealing part in the Lois

Weber production, "To Please One Woman."



isht Off the Grill
The man who said that a prophet was without honor in his own country
must have foreseen the tremendous volume of objections to our recent
film forecast for 1921. Answers to some of these objections are served
hot, together with some timely personal observations about this and that,

and him and her, in motion pictures.

By Herbert Howe

THE editor of this smart journal du beau monde
referred in the last issue to my "biting pen" in

a caption beneath the spreading grin of Miss
Juanita Hansen. He stated that Miss Hansen was
thus displaying her beautiful smile not because of en-

joying the snow, in which she skied, but because she

had escaped my omnivorous nonleak. Now I have lost

as many fountain spurters as any normal boob, and
I've wielded all sorts of scratchers, including a pea-

cock quill from one of my host of feminine admirers,

as a star would put it, but not even on Christmas has

any one handed me a "biting" one. However, I admit
that I often have prayed passionately for an invisible

brick. My prayer has been answered with this; I'm
endowed with a cootie-pointed self-feeder. I shall pre-

pare to use it on the birds that bit chunks out of my
forecast.

I received numerous retorts courteous

and otherwise to my inspired ut-

terance as to Who'll Be Who in

1921. Well have I learned the

error of my ways. To the courte-

ous first, by all means :

Mr. Robert A. Jordan, president

of the Fan Club of Boston, re-

marks the omission from "the book
of fame" of names belonging to Mr.
Thomas Holding and Mr. Albert Ros-
coe. I make the correction at once
with—the peacock quill.

My friend, Miss Mahnke, of Chicago,
reminds me of Mr. Darrell Foss' worthi-
ness. Mr. Foss, of "Red Lantern" ac-
tivity, certainly belongs among the leading
leading men. We all envy him—he has
kissed Nazimova.

Miss Lola K., of New York, points out
my astigmatism in foreseeing Mary Pick-
ford as leader of the stellar femmes.
Miss Norma Talmadge, I'm informed,
won the popularity contest conducted by
a New York paper. In reply would say:

1. That contests are not criteria, be-
cause every one does not vote. A larger percentage
of Miss Talmadge's admirers might have cast bal-
lots than of Miss Pickford's or Miss Louise Fa-
zenda's.

2. I protected myself by stating cautiously that it

was beyond my vision to foresee the favorite fair in
the exact order of their popularity. I named Miss
Talmadge among the big ten.

Another person hurls whole books of scripture at
me in his denunciation of a popular star. He signed
himself, "A father and a decent man," otherwise I

gladly would have forwarded the letter to the lady's
husband.

Mr. George Tucker declares Mr. Wallace Reid leads
in popularity over Mr. Charles Ray and Mr. Charles
Chaplin. He delicately accuses me of being bribed.
Far be it from me to say I wouldn't take a bribe of
the proper amount. But how Mr. Tucker does mis-
judge Mr. Chaplin ! As for personal preferences, I

Chicago.

assure you I longed to place Mr. Joseph Martin at the

head of the list. Mr. Tucker is correct in one state-

ment : Candidate Reid, I believe, would win the majority
of popularity contests fairly conducted at the present
time. But as I said

Popularity Contests.

There is a very large class of people which never
indulges in popularity bouts. This class might poll an
overwhelming majority for Mr. John Barrymore, Mr.
Hobart Bosworth, Miss Lillian Gish, Madame Nazi-
mova, or Miss Norma Talmadge. There is no way of

determining popular favor except by a vote of all the

people.

I speak of fairly conducted contests.

Then there is the common variety, properly con-

ducted perhaps, but with ballot boxes stuffed never-

theless. Some years ago there was such a contest in

A certain male star, now defunct, was pur-

chasing truckloads of the newspapers con-
taining the voting blanks. Another male
player, still popular, was giving him a close

- <- run and was not buying votes. On the last

day of the tourney, this nonpurchasing star

informed the other by telephone to lay off

or be exposed. Although Mr. X. Y. Z. was
eager, and able, to buy enough to carry him

to victory, he quietly requested the

paper to give first place to his rival.

The amusing sequel was that the star

who withdrew subsequently received

enough unsolicited and unpurchased
votes to have won the contest, had
he not been forced to withdraw.
A more recent contest conducted,

I believe, in the same city ran along
with apparent sanity, when sud-
denly right over the heads of

Nazimova, the Talmadges, Bar-

,
thelmess, and Reid flew two
performers scarcely known
even in the film colony, to

say nothing of the world at

large, the explanation being
that the young man in ques-

tion was the son of a local

police captain, and the lady

his wrife. To the credit of

the paper conducting the con-

test, the editor, seeing the absurdity of giving this couple

a higher popular rating than that of some of the most
famous stars, removed them from the contest, and
listed them and their votes separately, as "local fa-

vorites."

Address Your Congressman!

Instead of banning foreign-made pictures we sug-

gest that congress ban American films committing the

following offenses

:

1. Showing courtrooms where people arise as a man
and cheer. As a substitute, we suggest that they sing:

"On Wisconsin" or "Boola Boola."

Critics may pompously

take their pens in hand,

but Zena Keefe can make
them all look silly with

her caricaturing pencil.
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2. The incessant handshaking and shoulder-grasping

by males. Let this be confined to the beginning and

the end, as at prize fights.

3. Blaming absurd miracles to "the hand of God."

Let the scenario writer take the blame ; he's paid for it.

4. Making such remarks as that of the damsel in

"The Jucklins"
—

"I come to you with a love as broad

as God's smile when the earth's in bloom." Charac-

ters should not be permitted to use such language un-

less intoxicated.

Enough Madness.

William De Mille announces he wants only original

stories from now on. He must have seen "Midsummer
Madness," adapted from Cosmo Hamilton's "His

Friend and His Wife."

Stop the Epidemic.

The Grill offers a prize of one diamond-dyed purple

cow, guaranteed to give six quarts of violet cologne

per diem, to any one discovering a cure for the great

screen plague—heart trouble. More than a thousand
villains met their death from this dread disease last

year. At this rate there won't be enough left in a few
years to carry on the dirty work, without which the

photo drama will become a lost art.

Why You Should See "Passion."

1. Because the heroine does not say, "Take back vour
pearls, you dachshund, they cannot buy my honor."

2. Because the lover does not register passion by
biting her shoulder blade. He kisses her foot.

3. Because Pola Negri does not need to remove so

much as a shoulder strap to register seduction.

4. Because there's no Hollywood scenery.

He Must Be a Genius.

Arthur S. Kane says Charles Ray is a genius. Once
I said it, too, and was accused of being the gentleman's

press agent. To save Mr. Kane from similar indignity,

let it be known that he is only Mr. Ray's manager.

New Type of Director.

By the way, Charles Ray is now bawling- through a

megaphone, bounding on his hat and slicing the air

just as Jerome Storm used to do for him. Which is

to say that he has become a director of Charles Ray
productions, and Jerome Storm, who used to serve in

that capacity, says I'm safe in predicting that Charles

will be a Great one. But I've predicted too much al-

ready about stars, so when I get a chance to ballyhoo

a quondam confrere I'm going to open all stops on
the old calliope and leap on the keys. Al Ray, who
once wrote pieces for this magazine, is assisting the

stellar Ray in direction. The last time I saw the dis-

tinguished Alfred wearing civilian clothes he was at

a Vernon fight. Not once did he shriek, throw a bot-

tle, or crash the guy next to him. Therefore I have
every reason to believe he'll make an unusual director

—even if he wears puts.

Pola, You Must Come Over.

On behalf of the interviewers' union of America
I'm requested to invite Pola Negri to come over. In

the words of Bert Savoy. "Pola. you must come over!"

Fred Smith, who also gets lunches by doing interviews,

said he'd bet the new suspenders he got for Christmas

that he'd interview Pola before she got down the gang-

plank. Of course, if he loses he will be unable to inter-

view her with any degree of dienity. As I have a

hydroplane in readiness I'm advising him herewith to

take some safety pins along.

Nothing for Mickey.

The Los Angeles Times says that

those who have had a peep at

Marshall Neilan's "Bob Hampton
f Placer"

declare that 1

nothing like
'

it has been
done since
"The Birth of

a Nation.'
Nothing like

^
"Dinty" was ever done.

The Lure of Europe.

The Germans are after our
young men and women. Betty Blythe

is said to have received an offer from
the same company that stars La Negri.

Male players are particularly needed,

we hear. George Stewart was sought

by a European concern. George
agreed to go over providing they would
give him Fiume, the Potsdam Palace,

half of Poland, and six seidels per

diem. And George says he wont come
down a single seidel.

Sensations Supreme.

A dear little cowslip writes to say

she thinks I must be an awfully un-

nice old cynic because I don't enjoy
simple things. 'Tain't true. I always
have enjoyed Marie Prevost's cos-

tumes. But the greatest sensations are

not always to be obtained from seeing

pictures. The recent sensations su-

preme have been quaffed from:
The rendition of Tschaikowsky's "March Slav," by

Mr. Rothapfel's orchestra in the Capitol Theater, in

New York.
Ditto "La Marseillaise.."

Grapefruit fantasie at the Claridge.

F. Scott Fitzgerald's "This Side of Paradise."

Harriette Underbill's reviews in the New York Trib-

une.

Betty Blythe dancing in batik draperies.

Miss Underhill Will Oblige. •

We take pleasure in presenting this month, Miss Har-
riette Underhill, who will oblige with sophisticated se-

lections. Miss Underhill once said that I was the best-

writer in New York, next to her. Since then I have
always called Miss Lnderhill the cleverest woman in

New York. For instance, her recent line, "I'd rather

be wrong than be president." It seems she gave Wil-
liam De Mille's "Midsummer Madness" a trouncing.

Mr. De Mille objected and asked her to give construc-

tive criticism. The cleverest woman did. Mr. De Mil*e

objected to each of her points. Hence her flinging epi-

gram, "I'd rather be wrong than be president."

Marv Miles Minter has been working continuously

since September, man}' Sundays being included because

of weather conditions. Mr. Kiesling won't tell what
Mary does on nice Sundays.

Ray Leek, author of Metro's weekly press bulletin

in twelve volumes, says

:

For those who have seen Miss Dana in dashing

roles of chorus girls, a reformed crook, a Japanese
Continued an page 97

lack Condon,
Universal'

s

youngest come-

dian, bawls out

his director, and

takes over the

megaphone him-

self.



The Ken
Most stories of mountaineers and their

different, for the real struggle was not the
the story—but the struggle between the

region. You'll like both of

By C. L.

GOOD-BY, Boone, be a good boy. When you get

down to the settlemints you'll see your brother

Jeff. Tell him his old mammy is honing for

tc see him ag'in."

Those words, spoken more than a year before, lin-

gered in the mind of Boone Stallard, as he sat at his

desk in the Statehouse and heard his opponent de-
nouncing him upon the floor.

The mountain people were an inferior strain, his

opponent was arguing to the legislators. They were
half barbaric. They could not keep a contract, for
they were like children. They murdered each other in

their anger, they filled the penitentiaries, and they felt

no shame.
"A people like that is incapable of self-government!"

the speaker hotly contended. "And there will never
be peace in Kentucky until these mountain counties are

dissolved, and we of the Blue Grass counties give them
a protective government, just as Uncle Sam governs
and protects the backward peoples of his island pos-

sessions."

Boone Stallard listened with a stiffened spine and
burning ears. He was leaning forward 'in his seat, his

hand upon his pistol pocket. "Incapable of self-gov-

ernment !" If he shot down his opponent, he would
only prove that his opponent spoke the truth. He re-

membered his mammy's face when she told him to "be
a good boy." His mother was an ignorant and simple
woman. From the mountain shack in which she lived,

her son had set out for the legislature. What
it was all about she little knew. He was
going down the river on a miserable raft

with his Sunday clothes in a gunny sack,

carrying a hamper of pones and "fried

hawg" to eat upon the journey. And his

mother's last words were a message of
greeting he should bear to his brother who
had preceded him there. She felt no pride

for Boone that she did not feel for Jeff,

although one went as a lawmaker and the

other as a law defier. Was it true, after

all, as this Blue Grass legislator charged,

that the mountain people had no moral
sense and were therefore unfit to have a

civil government ?

"If the gentleman from Roland doubts
what I say," continued the vitriolic speaker,

pointing his finger defiantly at the big

mountaineer, "let him consult his own rel-

atives. He will not have to go home to

find them. The penitentiary in this town
is full of them !"

Men shifted nervously in their seats and
looked at Stallard. These were fighting

words, and they expected to hear bullets

hum. But the mountaineer removed his

hand from his pistol and signaled for the

recognition of the chair. A hush. fell upon
the house, and Stallard arose trembling, but

steadied himself and began in a voice ring-

ing with ill-conquered passion.

"The gentleman from Frankfort," he be-

gan—previously he had always called him Mister Mar-
shall
—

"has done tolt you-all that a heap o' my kin-

folks has been penitencharized. I allow that's so. I

allow they belong in jail, and I want to make the p'int

that I he'ped put 'em thar. I done stood by the State

o' Kaintuck and he'ped the orficers of law and order

to jail my own kin. An' if I hadn't done it, I'm here

to tell you that they wouldn't none of 'em be behind
the bars to-day.

"They ain't enough men in the Blue Grass country

to go up into them hills and fotch back a Stallard

—

no, ner a Keaton, either. Right thar is the main rea-

son why this bill to disrupt the mountain counties ain't

no good. You can lead a hoss to water, the Bible says,

but you can't make him drink. You can pass this bill

to give the Blue Grass the right to go and govern the

feud country. But when your men come up thar, they

won't be enough level ground to bury 'em on, and we-
all will have to bury them on the sidling. It takes a

.

man with hair on his chest and corns on his knuckles
to handle mountain folks, and you Blue Grassers is

too soft for the job. We was all one people—you-uns
and we-uns, long time ago when our daddies came over
the mountings from Virginny and Caroline. And it

war jest dum luck that some on us stopped in the hills

and the rest went on to the valley.

"My old grandpap has tolt me afore now how his

old pap came to Roland. With his wife and children,

his goods and his gears, he war heading for the Blue
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feuds have but the mountain setting. This one is

battle in the little town—though that, too, comes into

mountaineer and the aristocrat of the Blue Grass
them, for each was a thoroughbred.

Edson

uiiiin

Grass country. He done lost a linchpin and the

wheel drapped offen his wagon. So he couldn't go no

furder, and my folks has been livin' thar ever sence.

If the linchpin hadn't got lorsted, my people would
have reached the Blue Grass. They'd have had easy

picking like you-all had, and I'd 'a' been a rich and
eddicated feller like Mister Marshall settin' over there.

But I ain't complaining about the hard life I've had.

The older the coon, the tougher the hide, and the

harder the sleddin', the better the hoss.

"Turn a hoss out on grass and he soon gets too soft

fer heavy going. You Blue Grass fellers have got soft.

That's my p'int. Easy livin' has made you tame as a

pet rabbit with his hind legs broke. That's why you-

all don't have no feuds and no killin's. But its hunger,

friends, hunger and hard going that has kept my people

wiry and tough and as full o' fight as a wild razorback.

In the name of God let me he'p my people. They need
corn and meat. You have grabbed all the level land,

and you are fat. And because my peo-

ple are horngry you claim that they're

a wild and different race."

The mountaineer went on to heights

of impassioned eloquence as he pleaded

his people's cause. When he had
done, the galleries were riotous

with applause. The cheering was
led by the governor's daughter

Anne, who had been fascinated by
the mountaineer's rugged honesty, i

and whose eyes were blinded with
j

tears of sympathy as she

patted her gloved hands to-

gether regardless of what sur-

mise her friends might make.
As the House adjourned

after this unusual demonstra-
tion, it was plain to every one
that the Randolph Marshall

bill to disrupt the mountain
counties was dead. As Mar-
shall emerged from the State-

house he saw Anne and her
friends not far away. As he
started toward his fiancee, a

hand on his shoulder detained

him. It was Boone Stallard.

The mountaineer drew his op-

ponent to the other side of

the colonnade and indicated

that they should take the back path to the rear of

the capitol grounds.

"Have you got a gun on you ?" asked the moun-
taineer, as soon as they were away from the ladies.

Marshall nodded, and seemed eager enough for the

wager of battle.

"I allowed you was ready to fight," Stallard said

darkly. "And I would have loved to fitten you right

then. But you-all claim that me and my people cain't

govern ourselves. I showed you that we kin. I've

learnt a heap since I bin down hyar. I've learnt it

from vou and from the governor's daughter. You

"The Kentuckians"
Adapted from the Famous Players-Lasky picture

which was based on the novel by John Fox, Jr.,

and played by the following cast:

Boone Stallard Monte Blue
Randolph Marshall Wilfred Lytell

Anne Bruce Diana Allan
Mace Keaton Frank Joyner
The Governor J. H. Gilmour
Colton John Miltern

Blue Grassers don't alius say what you mean, like us

hill folks, ner shoot at the first mad. You-all bides

your time. That's why I didn't shoot you when you
was a-making of that speech."

"You are smarter than I thought you were," said

Marshall, "and maybe you can understand some things

if I tell them to you. You have won the heart of Anne
—she intimated as much to me yesterday. After your
speech to-day, it is plain to me that if you want her,

you can have her."

The mountaineer gazed at his rival incredulously.

"But I don't mean to say that you are fit to be her

husband," Marshall continued coldly. "She has been
dazzled by your crude eloquence and by a sense of

sympathy for your people. She has been using on me
the same arguments that you made—that I have been
sdftened by easy living, that my moral fiber has de-

generated. You are both damnably wrong there.

That's why I decided to shoot it out with you, to chal-

lenge your fighting blood on the floor of the chamber,

and let you have first shot—and then shoot you dead
—with her in the gallery watching it."

"Fair enough," said Stallard, his brows dark with

the look of murder. "But I'm proud to say I didn't

take no advantage. I'm goin' to kill you fair."

The men separated a dozen paces, each watching the

other like a fox. Each nodded at the same moment,
aimed their pistols, and began firing. The
mountaineer was not handy with a pistol, the

rifle being his weapon, whereas the city

man was a fair shot But his nerves be-

ing overwrought, his first bullet went
over Stallard's left ear. the second
bullet was low to the right and
ripped the coat pocket. Stallard's

first two shots were even

wilder, and on the third pull

of the trigger his pistol

clicked. It was empty. He
recalled that he had put in

only two cartridges. Moun-
taineers are poor, and it

makes them frugal with their

ammunition. He dropped his

arms to his side and waited

for the Blue Grass man to

shoot him through the heart.

A lost linchpin, a missing

cartridge—such accidents as

these had doomed him to de-

feat and given the fatness of

the land to the luckier fellow.

But Marshall did not shoot

him down. With the racial

quickness of the old Ken-
tuckians his eye told him that

his rival's cartridges were

gone. The aristocrat with-

held his trigger finger. Slowly

he lowered his weapon, then

with a look of magnanimity he flung his pistol away.

The two men slowly advanced, and, though each was

bitter at heart, they shook hands.

As Marshall let 'go of Stallard's rough, red hand

he said

:

"You almost make me believe your theory that all

Kentuckians are of the same breed. You are a man,

Stallard, but the trouble is, there are no others like

you in the hills. Your folks didn't belong there, they

stayed there by the accident of the lost wheel. You
really belong in the Blue Grass. But the rest of the

tribe staved in the bushes because thev are bushmen.
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"I'd love him all the wore for it," she whispered, laying a hand on his arm.

They didn't dare to come out in the open, and they're

there yet. If there were a hundred men like you up
there, Stallard, you could govern them. But there is

only one of you—and it can't be done."

"I ain't the only one," protested Stallard. "They're
keeping the peace up there as I made 'em promise to.

7'hey ain't been no killings since I come to the legis-

lature."

Marshall smiled sardonically.

"You haven't yet got the latest advices from your
neck of the woods," he said coldly. "You'll find sad
news when you reach your hotel."

That night Randolph Marshall called on the gov-
ernor's daughter. Anne had heard about the exchange
of shots between the two men. Her sympathies seemed
all with Stallard, and Marshall was not blind to the

situation.

"Can't you see that he is winning?" Anne asked, with
that puzzling indefiniteness of manner that makes
woman the eternal enigma.

"Yes, I can see that he is winning the legislature,"

Marshall answered, looking deep into the girl's un-
fathomable eyes. "Yes, he has beaten my bill. This

weakens my chance to be the next senator. He is

winning some of my following away."
"But I mean in the mountains," said Anne. "Isn't

he winning "

"No," interrupted Marshall almost fiercely. "His
law-and-order plans have all gone to smash. The moun-
tains are reeking with murder. The truce that he
patched up to prove that the hill Billies could govern
themselves has turned out as I said it would. It has
proved that they can't govern themselves. They are

shooting and stabbing and clubbing each other to death

like a pack of locoed wolves that have turned and are

eating each other."

"I can't believe it," said Anne. "Did the Stallards

break the truce?"

"If you don't believe me, what is the use of my
answering your questions ?" said Marshall rudely. "But
I tell you the truth. The Stallards didn't break the

truce. It was the Keatons. And the first man they

killed was Boone Stallard's cousin, Jake, the boy that

takes care of Boone's old mother. This shows how
little they are afraid of Boone. The killing has spread

like sneezes from a pepper shaker. Thirty dead bodies

was the latest count, and most of them Stallards, shot

from ambush. The Keatons have now gathered in the

open, an army of them, and they have seized Stallard-

ville and have asked the governor to send them a can-

non. You can ask your father about it. There are

two kinds of law and order in the mountains, and both

kinds are bloody murder."
"Where is Boone—Mr. Stallard?" faltered the girl.

Continued on page 101
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News Notes From the Studios
m Bits of information about new productions and items of interest about the stars.

Iiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiin

May Allison will appear in "Kissed," which Arthur
Somers Roche, well-known vendor of popular fiction,

was inspired to write when he first met her.

Custer's last fight is one of the thrilling events of

frontier times, reproduced in Marshall Neilan's mam-
moth production of "Bob Hampton of Placer," in which
Wesley Barry, Marjorie Daw, James Kirkwood,. and
Pat O'Malley appear.

Elsie Ferguson wears the most exquisite gowns of

her screen career thus far in "Sacred and Profane
Love," the Arnold Bennett play in which she appeared
on Broadway last season, and which is being made
into a picture play.

When Bebe Daniels finished the last

scene of "Ducks and Drakes," a Real-

art production, she went to Dallas,

Texas, for a two-weeks' vacation before

starting work with the all-star cast of

"The Affairs of Anatol."

Viola Dana will appear as a home-
town girl in "Home Stuff," a story writ-

ten especially for her. Advance notices

do not explain whether or not the par-

ticular small tow7n where this story is laid was accus-

tomed to one-piece bathing suits.

Nazimova bought the screen rights to "Aphrodite,"

which Dorothy Dalton played on the stage, but before

she could get her production under way; "Aphrodites"

almost without number threatened to rush on the screen.

Morris Gest, who made the production on the stage,

said that he would produce a screen version, the May-
flower companv rented three studios and started to rush

the massive scenes of their "Aphrodite" to completion,

and meanwhile a canny gentleman skipped over to

Europe and bought a film version of "Aphrodite" played

by Georgette le Blanc, the former wife of Maurice
Maeterlinck. Each of these producers claims to own
the copyright of the name "Aphrodite," but since the

lady was the heroine of a well-known legend, it is

doubtful if any of their claims will hold. If all of

these are released, they will certainly bolster up Grace
Kingsley's predictions of a nude new year.

Stars may weep that they cannot have Wallace Reid

or Antonio Moreno or Richard Barthelmess for a lead-

ing man, but it was another male star who haunted
Katherine MacDonald's dreams. She couldn't be happy
until he abandoned his starring contract long enough
to appear in one of her pictures. Sounds romantic,

doesn't it? The .gentleman's name is Wesley Barry,

well known as the freckle champion.
After his appearance as "The Devil" in motion pic-

tures, George Arliss will present "Disraeli," another of

his famous stage characterizations.

A comprehensive research department has been in-

stalled at the Famous Players-Lasky studio at Long
Island City, to supply directors with information about

customs and scenes in foreign countries, or in ancient

times. There, a director can find out. on hardly a

moment's notice, in which country his star can appear

most undressed without being unconventional, and less

significant details such as the outline of a Scotch rail-

road station, or an Australian ranchman's hut. It is

to be hoped that there is no law requiring Cecil De

Mille to consult with this department. Why should
Gloria Swanson be guided by history in selecting her
costumes or coiffures?

Sylvia Breamer has decided to settle in Los Angeles
and make all of her pictures there.

Edward Kimball, whose daughter—Clara Kimball
Young—is still more famous than he is, plays Judge
Priest in Irvin Cobb's famous story, "Boys Will Be
Boys." Will Rogers is the star.

Robert Z. Leonard, who is Mae Murray's director,

as well as her husband, has an ingenious way of mak-
ing the jobs of star and wife overlap. In "The Gilded

Lily," Mae Murray had some scenes
which were supposed to be very do-
mestic. Director Leonard suggested
darning socks as a convincing bit of
realism. So the next day, all unsus-
pectingly, and the next, and several

more, Mae Murray arrived with a bun-
dle of her husband's socks and devot-
edly darned them all through the scenes.

Marguerite Clark's first starring ve-
hicle to be produced by her own com-

pany is "Scrambled Wives," a Broadway success of the
past season.

Jackie Coogan, the lovable little player discovered by
Charlie Chaplin and featured with him in "The Kid."
fractured his skull in an automobile accident recently.

Work on "Peck's Bad Boy" ceased until word came
from the hospital that Jackie was all sewed up and
as good as ever. His director is willing to bet that
he's even better, for while resting he thought of a lot

of new stunts to do before the camera.
Three studios in the East were used during the film-

ing of "Idols," as R. A. Walsh, the director, kept con-
triving bigger, and yet bigger, sets. Some of the scenes
depict European sites of historical interest. The cast

includes Miriam Cooper, Comvay Tearle. Anna O. Nils-
son, and Henry Clive.

Leatrice Joy, who played in "Bunty Pulls the
Strings," keeps every one in the Goldwyn studio scur-
rying to and fro to get out of her way since she took
to roller skating from her dressing room to the set

where she is working. Her next picture will be "The
Water Lily."

Priscilla Dean's next Universal jewel production after

"Outside the Law" will be "False Colors."
King Vidor is going to direct a picture called "Moth-

ercraft," for the Federation of Women's Clubs of
America. Before he has a chance to select some one
else, we should like to nominate Helene Chadwick of
the Goldwyn Companv for the leading part. In "Mr.
and Miserable Jones," a comedy by Rupert Hughes,
she has three children—one of whom is the tiniest

baby ever used in a motion picture. The baby was but
ten days old at the beginning of her screen career.

Helene Chadwick has had intensive training in the

care of children throughout the filming- of this picture.

Eva Novak is appearing in "It's Never Too Late
to Mend," by Helen Christine Bennett for Universal.

An organization of officers who led combat units in

the Battle of the Marne in the Great War have started

Continued on page 100



Sometimes They
Tell the Truth

Colleen Moore does most of the time
—but on one subject she allows her-

self just a little latitude.

By Celia Brynn

Her eyes, which don't match, give tier countenance a piquancy that's most captivating

lEA with a motion-picture queen and not a thrill

out of it!

I suppose I should have been disappointed,

but I wasn't. A thrill-less interview is like a swim in

a placid sun-kissed lake after having been buffeted

about by roaring surf and mountainous waves. You
enjoy the buffeting of surflike temperament, the shock
of tempestuous ideas, and the impact of egotism which
you encounter when plunging into a cinema celebrity's

ocean of philosophy, but you feel supremely grateful

for the quiet simplicity of a mind undisturbed by fame
and riches; it is, after all, in the sun-kissed lake that

you wish to loiter.

f knew, of course, before Colleen Moore invited me
to tea that it wasn't to be a "jazz" party. I knew that

she wouldn't consume a cigarette in a few greedy in-

halations, or puff daintily at one

—

An fact, I knew that

she didn't smoke or drink—or even swear naively.

So, as I have said before, there was nothing thrilling

about the interview. It was just a nice, comfy three-

cornered chat, the third corner of the conversation

being supplied by Elizabeth, Colleen's debutante cousin

from New Orleans.

You know how girls are when they get together.

There wrere questions about a diamond
ring that Colleen wore and which she
swore was a birthday gift from her
father. Questions of the same sort

about a ring which I wore and which
I averred my mother had given me;
and more pertinent queries about a
frat pin that Elizabeth displayed con-

spicuously just below the deep collar

of her linen frock.

Not much of an interview, you're

thinking. Well, it really wasn't ; al-

though I did find out some things

about this diminutive person that I

hadn't known before.

I discovered her real name, for in-

stance. It had never occurred to me
that she hadn't been born with the

name she has carried to screen suc-

cess, but "Kathleen Morrison" is the

way she was set down on the chris-

tening records just nineteen years ago.

"My grandmother, who is as Irish

as a field of shamrocks, has always
called me 'Colleen,' and every one else

did, too, so it seemed more like me
than the other. Mr. Griffith changed
my name from 'Morrison' to 'Moore,'

and the combination seemed to work-

so well that I have used it ever since."

Colleen thinks that her face is typ-

icallv Irish—and maybe it would be
if both of her eyes were blue to con-

trast with the glossy black of her hair.

One eye started out to be a pure Irish

blue, but the other one staged a Sinn
Fein revolution and came out brown. The two photo-

graph alike, so no harm is done, and it gives to Col-

leen's countenance a piquancy entirely original and quite

captivating.

"I played Irish girl parts for so long that I got to

thinking I couldn't do anything else," she told me over

chocolate and fruit salad. Elizabeth, by the way; was
the only one who was having tea. She could not afford

to gain an extra pound, she declared, but as Colleen and
I were trying to get fat, we ordered chocolate with

great gobs of whipped cream.

"But not so very long ago Sessue Hayakawa wanted
me to do a Hindu girl in 'The Devil's Claim.' I got

away with it all right, and a couple of weeks ago
Marshall Neilan said to me—you know he is going

to star me under his direction
—

'if you can do a Hindu
part with that Irish mick face of yours, you can do

a Chinese girl
!'—and I'm going to do it !" she finished

triumphantly.

"You won't bob your hair?" pleaded Elizabeth,

plainly fearful of the length to which Colleen's artistic

ideas might carry her.

"Oh, no," Colleen assured her. "I'm to wear a
Continued on page 93



Straight from the

Shoulder
House Peters says his say without any
hemming or hawing, and what he says is

well worth while.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

SOME one said he was making- a pic-

ture for Colonel Selig, the same
Selig who columbused the modern

serial by unfolding the famed adventures
of Kathlyn Williams in the Edendale jun-
gles. You remember, even if you are not
very old. Well, at the Selig film foundry
they said Mr. Peters had just finished the
retakes on "Isabel," and was probably over
at the Tourneur works, whither he had
been called to do "The Great Redeemer,"
with little Marjorie Daw, loaned for the
occasion by Marshall Neilan. At Uni-
versal City, where the Gaelic Maurice is

leasing space for the nonce, I found the
elusive Peters was "on location," than
which there could be nothing more vague.
So for a few weeks I gave up my house
hunting, and let the story ride.

The other day I learned that he was do-
ing the male lead in Stewart Edward
White's "Leopard Woman" opposite
Louise Glaum. Hopping a trolley for the
rather remote regions known as Culver
City—three studios and a drug store !

—

I knocked at the gates of the Ince studios,

and had House Peters paged. An hour
later found me on an African desert set,

watching the object of my search pre-
pare for a Sahara snooze, so to speak.
Finally the Nubian slave extinguished the
candle lighting his tent interior, the baby Photo by Hartsook

spotlight threw a fitful moonbeam on the
Peters face, his eyes closed in sleep, and the director
yelled, "Cut!" Then I met House himself.
Take one of the original Stuyvesants or Van der

Poels of old New York, add the modern touch of tai-

loring, and more than a touch of that which makes men
say, "He is a virile-looking chap," and women mur-
mur, "Isn't he handsome !" and you will have House
Peters fairly well in mind. He was born in Australia.
His speech gives one a faint suggestion of England

:

not the drawling, handkerchief-up-the-sleeve sort of
Englishman that is so common to Hollywood, but rather
the poised, reticent Briton. Overcasting this sugges-
tion, .however, there is a distinct American manner

—

brusque, plain-spoken, straightforward, with an occa-
sional touch of sardonic humor.
His ambition at this particular moment is to have

his own company, producing "good stories with good
casts." He is dead set against the modern way of a

manager with a maid—if the maid happens to be a star.

"The danger lying in the star system," he said, "is

this : many stars are drawing cards with personality

and a winsome smile, but they are not artists. Conse-
quently it would be disastrous to surround them with
capable actors. The result : poor pictures. Y\"hen I

have my own company, if I have my own company,"
here he grinned broadly, "I'll let no one but real actors

and actresses play with me. If they're good enough

to 'take .a scene away from me,' let them, and more
power to 'em !

"Another thing my company will have is a young,

modest director, not one of these highly bill-boarded

wonder workers, who attempts to play every role in

the picture for each actor. After all, does it seem
plausible to have a man who is getting five hundred
a week explain to one who is getting a thousand how
he should play a part? I can't see how. That's why
I'm supposed to be so hard to direct—so difficult to

'get along with.' It's because I will not heave the old

chest and light another cigarette to show how perturbed

I am ! Nothing stirring." He waved his hands in dis-

gust. "The sooner your director will subordinate him-

self to the business of technicalities, the sooner this

art of picture-making will move forward. Henry
Miller would make an ideal director. He realizes that

the actor has brains occasionally. He won't engage

them if they haven't. And he gets his results. Look
at 'The Famous Mrs. Fair' and the rest of his suc-

cesses. As an actor he best appreciates the actor's

viewpoint when he is directing the production of a

play.

"Outside of Cecil De Mille and Griffith, what active

directors are there whose work really counts with the

audience? What director draws people into the theater

Continued on page 90



Concerning
There's a lot to be learned from the screen, for every star

expert explains, in this article, some of the most interesting

By Mary

DOROTHY GISH tripped along behind the hairdresser,

past rows of white-curtained booths, peeking into all

of them whose curtains were even slightly apart. At
the end one she paused and looked intently at the woman in-

side on whose head rose hundreds of little white tubes, like a

gigantic octopus. The woman looked like the victim of some
heathen torture, except that she seemed to be submitting gladly

Photo by Lewis Smith

For the patrician type of beauty,

Elsie Ferguson's coiffure is ideal.

A plain dark frame around

her face is all that Alma

Rubens wants her hair to be.

Photo by Hoov

May Allison's fluffy coiffure is effective as

the simple blue serge that suits all occasions.

Photo by Witzel

to the trim young woman who was winding even more of

the little white tubes into the few wisps of hair that remained
visible.

"She's getting a permanent wave," Dorothy whispered in

a horrified undertone. "And I'm scared to death that she's

getting the wrong kind for her. Her face is so slender and
delicately modeled—oh, do you suppose I could stop and ask

her if she's getting nice, deep waves that will fall over her

ears gracefully? She may be having it done in little fluffy

curls. That would be awful."
"Come on, Miss Dorothy, and have your shampoo," the at-

tendant pleaded. "If she doesn't know enough to look her

best, I guess you can't help her."

"But I can," Dorothy insisted. "If that woman did her
hair right she'd be a beauty. But with hair all fluffed out

—

ugh !" But she yielded to the persuasive tug at her arm and
disappeared into one of the booths.



Coiffures
has made a thorough study of the subject; and a beauty

points, which you can bear in mind, for your own guidance.

Stuart

I strongly suspect that later on Dorothy persuaded her at-

tendant to go in and tell the woman how she ought to do her

hair. And if it had been almost any of the other prominent
motion-picture stars, and you had been the girl who was get-

ting her hair waved, they would have been tempted to the

same kindly act. For if there is anything more essential to

your looks than the way you do your hair—well, none of the

big stars have found it out. And a woman who might be

Photo by Campbell Studios

Anita Stewart's glowing hair looks

just like she does—unpremeditated.

Dagmar Godowski
uses her hair to call

attention to her eyes.

Photo by Freulich

:

No one with a nose less perfect than Agnes Avres

would dare this dip in the center of her forehead.

beautiful if she only knew how appeals to them somewhat as

the unassembled parts of an automobile appeal to a good
mechanic. They want you to make the most of your beauty,
just as they do. And although they may not have a chance to

tell you individually how to do it, they are telling you every
day on the screen.

Take Elsie Ferguson, for instance. You have noticed, haven't
you. that she doesn't change the way she dresses her hair with
every passing fashion? She knows what is right for her and
she sticks to it. If you have small, patrician features, there
is no better way to accentuate them than to copy this simple
graceful coiffure.

Such regular features as hers are rare, though, and the girl

who has even one feature as perfect as any of hers can count
herself favored of the gods. Bv dressing her hair so as to

emphasize her best feature, defects in the rest will not be no-
ticeable. Continued on page 90
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A Self-made Westerner
By J. B. Waye

"I could ride to Universal City from there, too—Pete, my big chest-

nut hunter, and I used to make the trip together. But I sold that

place and came to the San Francisquito Canon; this is my real home,
for good and all."

But as we rode over the broad acres I couldn't help remembering
Harry Carey who wasn't a cowboy; a chap who didn't care for

studying law and living up to his position as son of a judge of

New York State's supreme court, and who took to writing plays

and putting them on himself," when nobody else would do it.

"Montana" was one of those early productions, a successful

one, too.

After that the pictures called him, and he went to Biograph,

becoming the screen's first gentleman villain. And for

the last four years he's been riding the range for

Universal, a self-made Westerner, if there

ever was one.

"So you've got everything you want?" I

asked, as we went back to the ranch house.

"Just about." he said, with a grin.

ARRY CAREY dropped an arm-
ful of dogs and pointed toward
the far horizon.

"My land runs all the way over there

—

and if you've got time I'll show you the

herd of cattle I've got grazing on some
of it—just the kind of herd I've always
wanted. In fact, this whole place just

suits me."
"But you took to ranching some time

ago," I reminded him.

"Oh, yes, at Newhall. That was a great

place ; as soon as I'd finished a picture I'd

hike for home, get a bunch of cowboys
together, and go off on a hunting trip in

the San Bernardinos and the Sierra Ne-
vada range. Mountain lion, deer, scores of

quail—it was good hunting, all right.
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Continued from page 49

know lots
"

'of girls whose mothers
would be perfectly happy if their

daughters would dress as simply and
sensibly as Lillian Gish did.

It was just a few minutes walk to

the Claridge. which is the hotel

where theatrical people congregate.

I didn't wonder that the)- like to stay

there. Really, it is sumptuous.
Thick, soft carpets, glittering chan-
deliers, an atmosphere that is quiet

and luxurious, in spite of the fact

that so many people are sauntering

about. There were so many beauti-

ful women, so many men, who might
have fitted into a picture, that I al-

most expected to hear a camera
clicking. It is a grand, pretentious

sort of place, yet Mr. Storm, who
lives there when he is in New York,
said to the head waiter, "I want that

little corner," and immediately we
were installed in such a cozy spot

that I felt perfectly at home. Just

outside the windows Broadway
roared-—the clang of street cars, the

honking of automobile horns, the

shouting of newsboys, with the traf-

fic policeman's shrill whistle pierc-

ing them all, makes a sound that you
can never forget.

Cushioned seats are built in

around the sides of the dining room,
which at first seems like sort of a

funny thing—I mean, to be at a table

and not have to sit up straight in a

chair. I wish that they built dining

rooms in homes that way—it is much
more comfortable than stiff chairs.

I felt just as if I were in a play

—

sort of lounging there in that great

black-and-gold room, with music
floating down from a balcony, and
lovely Lillian Gish sitting there be-

side me.

And she is lovely. That word was
made for her. Her skin is very
white, her eyes are a wonderful, deep
blue, and her hair the same pure

blond that you'd imagine it to be.

She looks very fragile and delicate

—almost too good to be true. Yet
when she shakes hands with you
she takes hold of your hand so

firmly, and she speaks rather briskly,

definitely, as if she knew exactly

what she wanted to say and why she

wanted to say it. There's nothing

hazy or dreamlike about her, though

she's so ethereal on the screen.

I wish you could have heard her

talk with Mr. Storm. He is direct-

ing her first starring picture, "World
Shadows," you know. He looks just

like a successful business man ; I

mean, not the way the fans usually

think movie people do. He is aw-

fully interesting, and I imagine is

lots of fun to know. Mr. Howe
called him "Jerry," but Miss Gish

3 P P

called him "Mr. Storm," and she

spoke of "Mr. Griffith" and "Mr.
Fairbanks"—no familiarity at all

with people you'd expect her to talk

about the way the fans do, who've
never seen them. To hear her say

"Mary and Mr. Fairbanks" sounded
so funny.

Then she and Mr. Storm started

talking about directing pictures, and
he gave her lots of advice that would
help her if she ever directed an-

other. My, the way they carelessly

mentioned thousands for this and
thousands for that just made my
head spin.

Even though the conversation was
so interesting, I found time to watch
two girls who sat at a neighboring
table. They looked just as you'd
expect the girls in a big metropoli-

tan hotel to—very smartlv dressed,

MORE THRILLS COMING!
She watched the carpenters build-

ing the biggest set she had ever
seen; she met Bert Lytell, her

home town's favorite screen hero,

and found him all that she had
dreamed— and more. And then

Maxwell Karger, Metro's director

general who looked more as she

had imagined a director would look

than any of the others she had met,

told her that she was to act in the

picture! She was sure it was all

a dream. But it wasn't. The time

came for her to go in the scene

—

and she had to go. It was the

most thrilling experience Ethel

Sands had ever had—and she will

tell you all about it in the next
number of PICTURE-PLAY.

with lots of make-up on, and smok-
ing cigarettes with such a blase,

sophisticated air. I'd always im-

agined that motion-picture stars were
like that, but, judging by those I've

met, I've changed my mind.

Miss Gish had with her a little

round basket with a cover and a

handle, which, she explained, was
for all the papers and things she has

to carry about with her.

"Dorothy brought me this beauti-

ful thing from Paris," she said,

showing me the prettiest bead purse

I ever saw, "but it's so small that

it would never hold all these things."

And she showed me the important-
looking documents that were in her
basket.

Now, what impressed me was this

:

She could have bought a beautiful

big leather case for those papers, or,

if she wanted a basket, she could

have had the prettiest one in New

York. Instead of that, she had a

basket that any one could have had;
nothing at all pretentious or expen-
sive. That's exactly like her, it

seems to me—just to do the natural

thing in the very simplest way, in-

stead of spending a lot of money and
trying to have everything she does
effective.

Lillian Gish simply worships Dor-
othy ; to hear her talk you'd think

she herself didn't amount to anything
much, and Dorothy was the most
wonderful person in the world.

"She's just gone back home to

Ohio, to the town where we were
brought up—Massillon," she said.

"Can't you imagine her in all her

Paris clothes in a town of less than

twenty thousand inhabitants? Oh,
but it's such fun to go back there,

where you know every one you meet
on the street

!"

"I see by the papers that Dor-
othy's engaged," laughed Mr. Storm.

"Oh, wasn't that terrible? I don't

see who circulates those rumors.
Dorothy called me up awfully early

this morning, simply wild, to know
if I'd seen the report. 'It's in the

morning papers, and it sounds so

official—they'll have me married by
the time they get out the evening

editions,' " she said, and she was just

about crying. Lillian paused to

laugh about it, too. "She seemed to

think that if the papers said it, it

would be true."

I asked her about "Way Down
East," especially the rescue scene on

the ice, and she laughed.

"I still get excited about that." she

said. "I often go to the theater, to

see how the audiences take my work,

but when it comes to that part I find

that I forget all about the audience

and just watch the screen."

"Afraid that some time Dick Bar-

thelmess won't get there in time and
rescue you?" asked Mr. Storm,

laughing.

"Just about," she answered. "And
oh, you should have seen my mother

the first time she saw that part of

the picture—she hadn't known it was

so exciting, and—well, next time I

go on location she'll probably insist

on going right along
!"

Well, I certainly didn't blame her

mother for feeling that way.

It was getting late by that time, and

she had to go back to the office with

Mr. Storm to see about some busi-

ness matters, so we went out to the

sidewalk and then said good-by. I

felt like Cinderella leaving the ball.

And yet, somehow, Lillian Gish had

been so friendly that I felt that al-

ways, after this, when I see her on

the screen I'll feel as if we had had

a visit together.

To be Continued.
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level. After a few shipments to the

morgue and the local Matteawan, the

cops raid the joint, showing that

there is a limit to police protection

over there.

After remarking this merry pic-

ture, I observed to my Austrian
friend

:

"Why send two million soldiers to

Europe when a few Pennsylvania
censors could have spoiled all

your fun!"
"You forget," said he, "that

the censors, and not the film,

might have been demolished."

But I couldn't see where we
would have lost, anyhow.

EXPRESSJONISTIC PICTURES.
While my sketch of "Genu-

ine," a German film, sounds
like "Buckets of Blood or the

Janitress' Revenge," it really

is depicted in the congealed
beauty of Poe. It is one of
the new "expressionistic" films

which are gathering great
vogue in central Europe. The
manner of treatment is of the

Futuristic or Impressionistic

school. While the effects in

"Genuine" and "The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari" are bizarre, if

not weird, they are not Valeska-
surratish. There is a wealth
of imagination which comes as

a relief from the uniformity of

custom-tailored products. For
all their criticism of our mo-
notonous stories, the foreign-

ers have little enough of va-
riety at home. The expres-
sionistic films are rapidly in-

creasing in number because of

their popularity as an innovation.

The opportunity for greatest

screen advance, as indicated in our
year's Forecast, is in the path of
the pictorial rather than the dra-

matic. The German artists have
seen this and have proceeded in that

direction. The expressionistic pic-

ture has endeavored to express

moods by environment as well as by
the characters moving therein. The
artists have succeeded in conveying
the feeling of depth, color, and lim-

itless space, by supplementing real

form with painted artifice. As
Urban on the stage has obtained

false perspective by the use of paint

and light, so these artists have suc-

ceeded remarkably in adding depth

and rotundity to the flat surface of

the screen. Norbert Lusk in the last

issue of Picture-Play presented

some fragments from the screen art

which Urban is now developing for

us. An Austrian by birth, Urban
had much to do with the artistic

trend of the picture in Germany.

The expressionists are much more
radical than Urban. Yet they do not

scramble with the Cubists. Particu-

larly effective is the manner in which
they project perspective. Not only

does their perspective extend into

the background, evolving by massed
shadows and splotches of light a

vista flowing away from the eye, but

it projects from the screen in such a

way as virtually to incorporate the

Francesca Bertini is considered the greatest

actress of Italy and one of the greatest on

the continent.

spectator. This illusion is created in

one instance by tilting a foreground

wall in such a way that it appears to

continue indefinitely outward.

The expressionistic film is yet in

the experimental phases. It has de-

veloped only a few products ; hence

it can be judged only by its poten-

tialities, which seem vast. The sto-

ries thus far treated have been fan-

tastic, permitting the expressional

atmosphere to dominate over action

and character. There is no reason,

however, for restricting this method
of investiture to phantasmagoria.

With modifications its utility can be

diversified. As it stands it is excel-

lent for picturing the fanciful and

weird.

ITALIAN FILMS AND FAVORITES.

Ranking next to Germany in pro-

ductions of significance to America

is Italy. Her finest celluloids at pres-

ent are "The Power of the Borgias
;"

"The Sack of Rome," from a story

by D'Annunzio ; and a film ed^ion

of Sardou's "Theodora," with Rita

Jolivet in the titular role. We al-

ready are acquainted with Mile. Jo-
livet, a French actress, through her

work in American pictures of a few
years ago and by her sensational

rescue from the sinking Lusitania.

from which she conveyed the final

words of Charles Frohman.
While these photo dramas are

superb, spectacular, and endowed
with good histrionism, they are

rather burly of movement. With
careful editing in the way of

titles and cutting they no doubt

will be successful here.

If we fancy that all Europe
is sedulously in attendance upon
American favor because of our

wealth, we have something to

learn. Italian producers mani-

fest the most amazing disdain

for commercialism. They simply

ignore the American dollar, even

though it is worth a bucket of

lires. Their indifference leaves

the American flabbergasted.

Richard Rowland, president of

Metro, made an advance pay-

ment on a contract for all Italian

films starring Francesca Bertini.

The Italians accepted the coin,

but to date have ignored the in-

cidental trifle pertaining to their

part of the bargain—namely, the

delivery of the films. Rather

than tangle in litigation with

persons of such peculiar com-

mercial temperament, Mr. Row-
land long ago ceased to consider

his payment as anything more

than a friendly donation. So

heroically has he striven to de-

lete the transaction from his

memory that the very words "Ber-

tini" and "Italian film" elicit a dep-

recating groan. According to the

terms of the Metro contract Signo-

rina Bertini is due to arrive in this

country next year to star in Metro
pictures. If the lady will accept the

obsequious offer of some fifty times

what she is making in Italia, she

probably will appear in a production

of a D'Annunzio story. Arrange-
ments also have been made for the

appearance with her in the same pic-

ture of the poet-aviator-warrior-dic-

tator of Fiume. But I have a hunch
that our prohibition of liquor is go-

ing to act as a prohibition for a lot

of European genius.

Mr. Rowland is not the oniy gen-

tleman who has been baffled by the

insousiance of our Italian comrades.
The Luporini brothers, themselves
Italian of birth, but Americans of

business methods, have been non-
plused in their attempts to import
"The Sack of Rome" and "Theo-
dora." Recognized as the leading
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Italian exporters and importers

established in New York, the Lu-
porinis were sought for obtaining

the American rights to these works

of Italian filmcraft. Fifty thousand

dollars was the price originally asked

for "Theodora," I believe. This

steadily mounted with each cable-

gram from Italy until finally it hit

three hundred thousand dollars. The
Americans negotiating for the film

agreed to the price, conditional to

the acceptance of the print, and ca-

bled the Italians to send over the

film. The reply was to the effect,

"If you want to see it come over

and look at it." This knocked the

wind out of the patient American
capitalists. Nevertheless, the Lu-
porini brothers doubtlessly will suc-

ceed in gaining for our perusal these

masterpieces, which fortunately deal

with ancient times, else would be an-

tedated by the time they reached us.

In recounting with much amuse-
ment this episode to a Frenchman,
I happened on to an interesting im-

pression of Americans as held by
Europeans. And the national ego

got another puncture.

"I am not surprised," said my
French friend, when I told him of

the Italian ultimatum. "American
business methods have not always
been satisfactory to Europeans."

I previously had inquired of the

same gentleman as to how the

French feel toward the Germans and
German products. He said

:

"The French, I think, are indiffer-

ent toward the Germans."

"And toward the Americans, do
they feel the same?" I queried, ex-

pecting in reply a kiss on each of

the nation's cheeks.

"Oh, no," said he. "We distrust

the Americans."

He explained that representatives

of American mercantile firms had
in the past visited Paris with samples

of excellent goods. Large orders

were placed. When the goods ar-

rived they were not at all the quality

of the samples.

"We may not like the Germans,"
he observed. "But they are to be

trusted in business."

I might have raised some objec-

tion had I not suddenly recalled the

parting words of the Moroccans as

our A. E. F. transport shoved off

from Tangiers on the way home
from France. We khaki heroes had
pilfered the baskets of the Morrocan
peddlers, had put over cigar coupons
marked "20" as twenty-dollar bills,

and finally had turned the ship's hose

upon their rowboats full of goods.

In response to our departing shrieks

of hilarity, the dripping, pilfered gen-

tlemen, robbed of even their fezes,

shook their fists and screamed, "You
Americans dam thieves

!"

Thus honorable gentlemen of

American business have to contend
with the reputations strewn around
by some of us renegades. But it seems
to me that a foreign firm has no ex-

cuse for temerity toward such a com-
pany as Metro. At least they might
satisfy themselves with a very little

investigation.

Signorina Bertini is considered the

greatest actress of Italy, if not of

Europe. Other Italian favorites are

Pina Menichelli, Maria Jacobini,

Maciste of "Cabiria" fame, and
Itala Almirante Menzini. I hate to

think what will happen to these il-

lustrious names when the American
distributors finish with them. Our
exhibitors are too considerate of
their electricians and billboard art-

ists, as well as their patrons, to hand
them anything like Itala Almirante
Menzini.

Ida Rubenstein, who stars in "The
Sack of Rome," is not counted a film

regular. She was famous as a dancer
in Paris when the versatile Gabriele

D'Annunzio, running low on pub-
licity copy, came along and dubbed
her world empress of beauty.

Whether that led to Ida's appearance
in Gabriele's drama or whether her
appearance in the drama led to the

proclamation I do not know. Any-
how she runs the choreographic scale

with distinction on the screen and
does very well, I'm told, with the

histrionic.

FRANCE, ENGLAND, AND SWEDEN.
Crossing the sapphire sea from

Italy to France we find the lovely

cote d'azwr quite free of camera
traffic. I fail to understand the

cinema's immaturity in a land where
fine art comes to efflorescence in the

more exquisite shades.

Only a few yards from the Casino
on the promenade at Monte Carlo

I met Charlie Chaplin postered out

in stick and derby. The French call

him Chariot and regard him affec-

tionately, as they do most of our

stars. When some ten thousand of

us struggled under packs and hel-

mets up the streets of Brest, back in

those martian days, one of the fel-

lows yelled out, "Oh, pipe Louise
!"

There on the billboard Louise Glaum
in flaming devil gown smiled wel-

come. She was scheduled to appear
that night in Brest in Le Loup
Femme—her famous "Wolf
Woman." When we arrived in

Langres, behind whose walls and
drawbridges Caesar used to hang out,

we encountered Charles Ray and
Pearl White. A lively mam'selle
gave a delightful imitation of the
Ray gaucheries while serving us le

tin rouge at a little cafe. Our
Charles certainly is in bon bon with

the French. All whom I encoun-
tered seemed quite frankly partial to

the American cinema. And I won-
der not. I was lured to a Langres
theater by an old Vitagraph picture

starring Antonio Moreno. The fea-

ture was preluded by a French film

of three reels all about the adven-
tures of a little dog—a poodle who
would have fared badly in histrionic

competition with our Teddy Sennett,

Bobby Moreno, or Whiskers Ray.
Before his rambles finished I was
hoping that the thing would turn out

tragic, with the pup running into a

sausage grinder. While the French
seemed well entertained by the dog
drama, they saved their real enthu-

siasm for the dare-devil Tony.
I still have faith in the French

cinema. Heavily shadowed by war,

bled white of manhood, the country-

will be slow to catch up, however,
with the more fortunate nations.

Madam Dulac, a French producer,

recently visited America to study

our methods. She hoped to secure

some male players, for the war has

robbed France of cinema man
power. A number of English com-
panies have taken advantage of the

rare scenic backgrounds about Paris

and along the Riviera, and I believe

Americans would be heartily wel-

comed. Douglas Fairbanks plans to

do "The Three Musketeers" in

Paris, while Mary will do "Little

Lord Fauntleroy" abroad. The
Prince of Monaco extended an in-

vitation to Katherine MacDonald
and her company to film "Passion's

Playground" in the actual locale of

Monte Carlo. He offered to pay the

expenses of the entire company from
Paris to his principality and to en-

tertain them while there. Miss Mac-
Donald found it impossible to make
the trip at that time, but she expects

later to take advantage of the stand-

ing invitation.

Sweden is the only other country

of the continent which is doing much
production. Winifred Westover re-

cently appeared in a Swedish picture,

and Anna O. Nilsson, also of Swed-
ish birth, has been invited to visit

the" fatherland for a picture engage-

ment. Lars Hansen, a star of the

Swedish constellation, may be added

to the European counterparts of

American stars. Lesly Mason de-

nominates him "the Charles Ray of

Sweden," and considers him the best

male bet of Europe so far as Ameri-

can popularity is concerned. The
most popular of the Swedish femi-

nine stars, according to Mr. Mason,
are Tora Teje and Karin Molander.

Mary johnson, I've been told, is also

Continued on page 95



When Good Fellows

Get Together

By J. B. Waye

I_| AROLD LLOYD thinks that Douglas MacLean is

' so funny that he'd make a whale of a director for

him if MacLean weren't busy with stuff of his own.
And Douglas MacLean laughs himself sick at Rarold
Lloyd's pictures, wishing meanwhile that he might have
him for a director. So they tried it one day. and you
don't know how near you came to never seeing either

of them on the screen—or anywhere else—again.

"Why not put a little pep into that scene by doing a

fall and looking dazed?" asked Lloyd. ' You know

—

just flop. Like this."

MacLean acted on the suggestion. Two friends

picked him up, others ran for water, his wife, and the

strongest home brew in the neighborhood.

VIOW you cling to this ledge by your
fingers," said MacLean to Lloyd,

as they stood on the coping pictured

above, "until the burglar appears at the

window and says 'Hands up !' And
then you put your hands up, and are

dashed to death on the pavement hun-
dreds of feet below. It will be a

scream."

"Yes," Lloyd admitted thoughtfully,

"my last."

So their first venture directing each
other was also their last. Here they

are, safe and sound, and the best of

friends, because they didn't follow each
other's suggestions.

But if any one ever consults either

Lloyd or MacLean on new comedy
tricks they'll just refer you to the other
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"IT'S FREEMAN'S" in Milady's Boudoir

To attract, to be admired, to possess that

subtle charm that thrills and fascinates those

about her— all are sought by Milady in the

preparation of her toilette.

And "It's Freeman's" that lends itself so

successfully to her wishes.

Forty years of manufacturing, of constant

refining and improving, have brought
Freeman's Face Powder to a degree of per-

fection excelled by none, regardless of price.

At all toilet counters or send

5 cents for miniature box

THE FREEMAN
PERFUME CO.

2511 Norwood Avenue

CINCINNATI, O.

50 CtS

in SQUARE cornered box

Guaranteed to contain double the quan-

tity of former round cornered 25c box

FACE
POWDER



pvOROTHY DALTON FAN.—You
\J. see, perseverance finally wins out.

Here you are at the top of The Oracle
department at last. Dorothy Dalton is

not married. She was born in Chicago,
Illinois, on September 22, 1893. Is that

last threat a promise? I hope so.

Dot Barnett.—So your friend said

mean things about Ethel Clayton, did

he? Well, confidentially, I think that

he was jealous because you were going
to send her a box of your good, home-
made candy. Perhaps he thought you
would send it to him instead. Ethel is

really a sweet, charming girl—worthy of

all the lovely things you thought about
her.

Helene R. M.—Thanks for your very
enjoyable letter. But you forgot to ask
any questions, so I can't give you any an-

swers. Better luck next time.

Elizabeth B.—You are hard on the
married men I should say. Maybe they
aren't so much to blame. Why don't you
ask one of them ? Art Accord was born
in Stillwater, Oklahoma, in 1890.

Buddy F. A. O. H.—Seena Owen has
been appearing recently in Fox produc-
tions. She has just been signed up by
Cosmopolitan to star in one or more of
their productions. She is married to

George Walsh, and they have one child.

Her correct name is Signe Auen, but she
changed the spelling of it so the fans
could pronounce it. She was born in

Spokane, Washington. She is a blonde.

Olive Thomas died in Paris as the result

of accidental poisoning.

Fan of the Sweetest Girl in the
World—Shirley Mason.—If your title

had been any longer, we would not have
been able to get all of it in The Oracle
department. Your favorite first saw the
light of day in Brooklyn, New York, in

1901. She is five feet tall and weighs
ninety-four pounds. She chums with her
sister, Viola Dana. Leonie Flugrath is

Shirley's correct name. She is the wife
of Bernie Durning, the actor, who is now
directing his first picture for Fox. Shir-
ley is still being starred in Fox produc-
tions. She lives in Hollywood, California.
Her latest picture is called "Girl of My
Heart." It was adapted from the novel
"Joan of Rainbow Springs." Clara Kim-
ball Young is to continue making features
for her own company. I have no special

favorites. Yes, I liked the "Walk-Offs"
very much. Constance Talmadge's birth-

day is April 19th.

M. W. Admirer.—It is always best to

inclose a quarter with your request. You
are then sure of getting a photograph
that is worth a nice frame. Marie Wal-

camp and Kathleen O'Connor are not re-

lated. Marie has deserted the screen for

the time being and is playing the ingenue
with Maude Fulton in her stage play,

"The Humming Bird." Mary Pickford
has released "Suds" and completed one
picture since her trip abroad.

Embee, Frisco.—Thelma Percy is a

younger sister of Eileen Percy. She is

still very much in her teens.

THE ORACLE will answer in

these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a limited
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine. 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing miist be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those

who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

Lucille K.—Elaine Hammerstein and
Alice Lake are not related. Jane Novak
is not William S. Hart's wife. Bill doesn't

possess a better half. Jane Novak was
married to Frank Newburgh. She has
a little baby girl. Mary Miles Minter's

correct name is Juliet Shelby.

A Fan Called Fanny.—Pearl White
is making features for Fox. "Tiger's

Cub" is her latest release. Write to the

editor of Picture-Play and inclose six

cents in stamps for a copy of the Market
Booklet, which contains the names and
addresses of all the film companies with

the type of stories they are in the market
for. Dorothy Dalton and Lew Cody are

divorced. Marguerite Cortot was born
on August 29, 1897. George B. Seitz is

producing serials for Pathe. He doesn't

play in all of those he produces. His
latest two are called "Pirate Gold" and
"Velvet Fingers." "The Phantom Foe,"

with Juanita Hansen, was produced by
his company.

May P.—I can't help you to become a

motion-picture actress. Fourteen is

pretty young to make up your mind to

leave school and become a star. You
have to start at the bottom, you know

—

not at the top. I quite agree with your
parents. Mary Pickford has been in mo-
tion pictures since 1908, when she made
her first appearance on the screen for

the Biograph Company in a picture

called "The New York Hat," produced
by D. W. Griffith, with Mack Sennett
playing Mary's husband in the film. New
York and California have about ninety

per cent of the companies.

Francis X.—Tom Mix was about
everything a cow-puncher can be before
he went into pictures. He was a mem-
ber of the Rough Riders during the

Spanish-American War. That is his cor-

rect name. "Tony" is the name of his

horse.

Georges Carpentier Admirer.—"The
Wonder Man" was the picture Georges
made during his first visit to America.
He has returned to France the second
time now, but we will more than likely

see his smiling face on these shores again
in the near future. You might write and
see. I think he won't be making any
more pictures for a while at least.

Brown Eves.—I just have to be jolly

with all the nice letters I get. How can
you blame me? Gloria Swanson's latest

picture is called "Something to Think
About." She has a baby daughter, Gloria,

Jr., born the seventh of October, 1920.

Yes, very. Norma Talmadge is the wife
of Joseph Schenck, who produces her
pictures for the First National, and also

those of her sister, Constance. Katherine
MacDonald's latest film is "Curtain."

The Floridorian.—Douglas Fairbanks
was born in Denver in 1883. Roscoe Ar-
buckle was born in Kansas, 1887. Theda
Bara was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, in

1890. Louise Fazenda was born in Lafa-
yette, Indiana, in 1895. Bessie Barriscale
was born in New York. Tsuru Aoki was
born in Tokyo, Japan, in 1892. Mary
Pickford arrived on this earth at Toronto,
Canada, in 1893. ZaSu Pitts appears on
the birth records of Parsons, Kansas,
with the date 1898. Terre Haute is

Valeska Suratt's home town, while Rus-
sia claims the birthplace of Nazimova.
Valeska is not on the screen at the pres-
ent time, but is confining her efforts to
her vaudeville act. She made features
for Fox several years ago, and then re-
tired from the screen. No, Dorothv Dal-
ton is no relation. Jack is twenty-six
years young. (Continued on page 106)
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NOTE: The object of this advertisement is to have you send for YOUR FREE COPY of the Hamilton low-price Catalog for Spring!

Hamilton's Prices for Spring Show Tremendous Reductions!
Our Spring prices have been readjusted to practically a pre-war basis!

As these reductions were brought about by an advantageous
purchase of material when prices went below the actual cost
of production, we believe our prices are now as lozv as they
will ever be. We wantyou to take advantage of these savings.

We guarantee the prices to be

Lower Than Any House In America!
If at any time before June 1st, you are offered the same merchandise for less money zve

will refund the difference! And we will let you be the JUDGE

!

SEND FOR YOUR HAMILTON CATALOG TODAY!

Hamilton Quality is Never Reduced
FIFTH AVENUE STYLES—DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

The very latest Spring styles—the same styles that are being sold in our five story £
fth Avenue building, tailored and finished in finest quality of materials, can
e bought direct from the manufacturer at least 40 fo less than last year,

We Please You or Refund Your Money Without Question
Postage is Prepaid

DRESSES - SUITS - COATS - MILLINERY
SWEATERS - WAISTS - SKIRTS - SHOES

HAMILTON GARMENT CO.
Department

NEW YORK CITY

Send for this

beautiful
Catalog-

it's Free'. Even if

you need nothing
atpresentjustmail
a post card with
your name and ad-

dress. Do it nowl
Thank you!
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Do you know that Clear-Tone
—the wonder-working lotion-
used like toilet water—

Clears

Your Skin
of Pimples, Blackheads. Acne
Eruptions, Enlarged Pores, Oily or
Shiny Skin? Elegant after Shaving.
Indispensable for sensitive and re-

fined women.
GUARANTEED to banish unsightly
blemishes easily and quickly, and
leave the skin clear and smooth.

"A i _ ear- ToneSkin"
This Free Booklet tells how you can
easily and quickly at home obtain a
clear skin, free from all blemishes,
like Nature intended you to have.
Thousands of copies of this interest-

ing book are distributed every month.
is not a eure-all or mail-
order treatment, but a

scientific, reliable SKIN LOTION, perfected
after 15 years personal experience by Mr. E. S.
Givens, who knows every embarrassment one
has to suffer with a bad complexion. Endorsed
and prescribed by physicians, druggists, and
thousands of enthusiastic users, and sold on a
direct and positive guarantee of satisfaction or
money back! The marvel of Clear-Tone is that
it clears the complexion so quickly, no matter
what the cause.

ClRSS'" "S°SiltS ^as hadaniimprecedenfetZ
success as evidenced by

thousands of voluntary letters written by men
and women who had very bad blemishes and
tried various soaps, ointments, and doctors
without relief.

Read These Letters!
From U- S. Hospital-- "Find myself improving
wonderfully. Any one I see that has skin trouble
your wonderful Clear-Tone will be recommend-
ed." Chas. A. Rein, U. S. Hospital 41, Staten
Island, N. Y.

From a Barber--"Have been a barber for 30 years
and never saw anything as good as Clear-Tone.
All barbers should know about it." Otto Van
Burin, Kansas City. Mo.

From a Musician--' I am obliged to be in public
a great deal and my complexion was a great em-
barrassment. Clear-Tone improved me so greatly
that I strongly recommend it." C. H. Lindeman,
Stcubenville, Ohio.

Frosvi a Lady--"1 cannot thank you enough for all

the good it has done me. One bottle has cleared
my face wonderfully." Miss Mary Yonks, Haver-
straw, N. Y.

From a So!*JIer--"Itis certainly wonderful. "Louis
Langer, Troop F,3rd Cavalry, Ft. Ethan Allen, Vt.

From a FIyec---"Cleared my face of Acne." H. J.

Howald, N. H. Station, Pensacola, Fla.
People Amazed -"Has cleared my skin completely
of pimples and blackheads. Everybody who sees
me is amazed." R. R. Wilson, Pearson, Ga.

Thousands off Others--men and women—praise
Clear-Tone. We'll gladly send copies of most
interesting testimonials.

E7E3r
, I?I? Simply send name today forFREE

JT booklet, "'/a Giear-Tone Shin"
telling how I cured myself after being- afflicted

for 15 years, and my $1,000 Guarantee to clear
your skin of the above blemishes.

E. S. GIVENS, 237 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo

Straight from the Shoulder
Continued from page 71

by virtue of his own name, unaided
by stars ? I claim that the public

wants to see Flossie Fewclothes or

Bulwer Biffem, not how Morris
Megaphone turned out the picture.

Ask any fan what he or she goes to

see, and list to the tale you will get.

I appreciate the vast importance of

good direction, but I maintain that

the player remains the most impor-
tant feature of the photo play. Of
course, a good story is another essen-

tial. But without an efficient cast,

neither De Mille nor D. W. himself

could turn out big drama."

For the past year, House Peters

has deserted the gelatinous drama to

attend to his business interests back
in Australia. Previous to that he

performed, in a celluloid way, for

Famous Players, Triangle, Lubin,

Brentwood,, and Lasky.

"The first thing I ever did for

the pictures was with Mary Pick-

ford. 'In the Bishop's Carriage' was
the play," he said. "The best thing

I have contributed was, 'The Great

Divide,' with Ethel Clayton, in which

I believe I established something' of

a precedent by wearing a real beard.

And what I would call my favorite

role was the scrapping villain in 'Be-

tween Men,' for Triangle. Don't
mention this 'Great Redeemer' thing,

though ! That was—well, don't see

it!"

You will not find many actors ad-

vising you to stay away from their

current exhibits. It was rather typ-

ical of the frankness and independ-

ence of the Peters temperament,
however. He has a wife and a son

and an automobile and a hunting dog
and an amiable disposition. And
after the "Leopard Woman," he said,

he has contracted to lend his screen

appearance to a Thomas H. Ince

special, from the Louis Joseph Vance
novel, "The Bronze Bell." Recent
pictures are "Isabel," the James
Oliver Curwood story, in which he
was supported notably by Jane
Novak, and the already mentioned
Tourneur opus, which, it is only fair

to note, Maurice himself had no
hand in directing.

But it is when House Peters has

his own company that the fur will

begin to flv.

Concerning Coiffure
Continued from page 73

If your nose is small and perfect,

you should pull your hair down over

your forehead so as to call attention

to it. Agnes Ayres does it, though,

of course, she doesn't have to, since

she could as well emphasize the

beauty of her eyes. And speaking

of eyes, would you notice nearly so

soon how long and languorous and
almond-shaped Dagmar Godowsky's
are, if she didn't wear her hair rip-

pled down flat against her head, with

two dips acting as exclamation points

before and after them?
It sounds absurdly simple, but

this theory is like a serial, the far-

ther you go into it, the more in-

volved it gets. You can't stop when
you have found that an angular face

must have a soft and simple coif-

fure and a fat face a precise one.

That is just the ABC of it—and to

really be successful you have to go

all through the grammar of beauty

until you have mastered mood and
voice. You can't dress your hair

just to fit your features; you'll have

to do it to correspond with your men-
tal type as well.

There's the girl whose very dash

and sparkle suggests constant activ-

ity. She is like a rippling, caroling

stream in the mountains. Can you
imagine her with straight hair,

brushed simply back and looped into

a loose knot at her neck? Not if you
have seen Anita Stewart ! Her hair

sparkles and cascades. It twines into

unexpected curls in the most be-

wildering way, and looks just like

Anita does—unpremeditated. It

frames her face in piquant angles,

where soft, flowing lines would have
detracted from her unceasing vital-

ity. It is no wonder that people

yearn for more close-ups in her pic-

tures.

But the passive type is interesting,

too. Just listen to the crowds any
time at an Alma Rubens picture. She
has the rarest thing in motion pic-

tures—straight hair, and yet it is as

eloquent in its way as Anita Stew-
art's. Alma Rubens' features are

soft and indeterminate, and her ex-

pression is mysterious. If she curled
her hair, or pinned it primly into a

net, she would look incongruous. In-

stead she lets it fall simply and nat-

urally about her face, providing a

frame that is like the dark oval

around a painting that is so fine in

itself that nothing should be allowed
to detract from it.

But perhaps you can't find a type
on the screen to be your guide. You
may be decidedly pretty, but not un-
usual looking. If you are, there's a
coiffure for you that is as reliable as
the simple blue serge that suits all



occasions. May Allison illustrates

it for you. Fluffy hair, allowed to

puff out at the sides, and coiled

simply in back, there is nothing
prettier for the girl who has many
good points, but no striking ones.

As for Dorothy Gish, when she

comes out of that white-curtained

booth, her light-brown hair is softly

outlining her features. But on the

screen where she wants to accentu-

ate the perfect regularity of her fea-

tures and acquire an air of insou-

ciance, she wears the bobbed wig
that all fans know so well.

Directed by Friend Husband
Continued from page 59

A horn was honking out in front,

thus announcing that the studio car

was at the door and that the inter-

view was over.

Eileen was going to tell me about
some fan letters she had received

from Sweden, where they imagine
her on account of her blondness to

be a Scandinavian, and she started

to walk down the steps with me,
but Friend Husband caught her
hand.

"Don't stand outside in the cold,

Eileen, dear," he reproved her.

She said, "Yes, dear," like a model
housewife, and they went inside and
shut the door.

Having seen all of which and hav-
ing been duly impressed by it, I am
sure that the fair Percy won't mind
my calling this story "Directed by
Friend Husband."

The Agate Girl
Continued from page 60

the stage.' He looked at me with a

twinkle in his eye and said perhaps

even that wouldn't keep me from
making a success in pictures, and of-

fered me fifteen dollars a week to

become a leading lady ! But really,

it wasn't the idea of being leading

lady as much as the fifteen dollars a

week that made me accept. That
was five years ago, and I've worked
steadily ever since."

It was more than time to go.

Every one else had left Marcell's,

and I suggested that if we stayed

much longer they'd be charging us

for rent.

Helen looked at her watch and
gave an exclamation of surprise. "I

had no idea it was so late," she said.

"I have a lot of shopping to do this

afternoon, and then I have to hurry

home and go to a taffy-pull party this

evening."

A taffy-pull ! Maybe the man who
wrote about "the girl around the

corner" was right, after all. But
just the same, Helen Eddy to me will

always be "The Agate Girl."
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The Only Secret of a

Beautiful Complexion
ACLEAR, radiant, youthful complexion, what else but health

can produce it ? Health is the originator of charm, the
handmaid to beauty, the basis of personal attractiveness. The
texture of your skin, the brightness of your eyes and the sheen
and lustre ofyour hair, all depend upon your physical well-being.

Truly, the fastidious woman watches her health. She is care-

ful to see that her bodily organs function properly, particularly

those organs that eliminate waste from the body. If these
do not act regularly and thoroughly, poisons are formed, ab-
sorbed by the blood and carried to every body cell. These
poisons are the most common cause of unattractiveness. Facial

blemishes, muddy skin and sallowness are all traceable to them.

Nujol has been found by many women to bean invaluable

aid to a clear, radiant complexion. It encourages the bowels
to daily evacuations, thus keeping the body free of those toxins

that mar the skin and endanger health.

Nujol relieves constipation without any of the unpleasant and
weakening effects of castor oil, pills, salts, mineral waters, etc.

It does not upset the stomach, cause nausea or griping, nor
interfere with the day's work or play.

Works on a New Principle
Instead of forcing or irritating the system, Nujol simply softens the food
was'e This> enables the many tiny muscles, in the walls of the intestines,

contracting and expanding in their normal way, to squeeze the food waste
along so that it passes naturally out of the system.

Nujol thus prevents constipation because it helps Nature maintain easy,

thorough bowel evacuation at regular intervals—the healthiest habit in the
world, and the only secret of a beautiful complexion.

Nujol is absolutely harmless and pleasant to take. Try it.

Nujol is sold by all druggists in sealed

bottles only bearing the Nujol trade mark.

How and why internal cleanliness will bring beauty and attractiveness is told in a plain,

instructive and authoritative way in the booklet "A LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM
WITHIN". Fill out and mail the attached coupon today.

Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. fNew Jersey 1 , Room 700T, 44 Beaver Street, New York.
Please send me copy of "A LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM WITHIN".

Name - • .

Address
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Hair -tree Underarms
\Y7HETHER your costume be

athletic togs or evening gown, the

underarms should be smooth.

The only common-sense way to re-

move hair from face, neck, arms,

underarms or limbs is to devitalize it.

DeMiracle, the original sanitary liquid,

alone works on this principle.

Unlike pastes and powders which
must be mixed by the user, DeMiracle
is just the right strength for instant

use. It never deteriorates. DeMiracle
is the quickest, most cleanly and
easiest to apply. Simply wet the hair

and it is gone.

FREE BOOK with testimonials of eminent
Physicians, Surgeons, Dermatologists and
Medical Journals, mailed in plain sealed
envelope on request.

Try DeMiracle just once, and if you are not
convinced that it is the perfect hair remover
return it to us with the DeMiracle Guarantee
and we will refund your money.

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00
At all toilet counters, or direct from vs,
in plain wrapper, on receipt of 6Sc,
Sl.Oi or $2.08, which includes war tax.

iracie
Dept. X32, Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York City

MTgfgTF DIAMOND
AS BL, ML RING OFFER

•Tnst to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds-thc greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We will send absolutely
free this 14k gold f. ring, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond—in beautiful ring
box postage paid. Pay postmaster 51.48
C. O. I), charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell

it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10,000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

You Can Have

Strong Arms
Powerful Back and Chest, Mili-

tary Shoulders, Shaoely Legs
and a HEALTHY STOMACH

All of the above can be obtained
by following tlie instructions in my
book. Strong Arms, which contains
a complete course in physical cul-
ture that will develop all parts of

your body to perfect proportion. The
exercises are illustrated with 20
full page half tone cuts and require
no apparatus. Send 25c in coin.

300,000 COPIES SOLD
Send your order today before you

forget.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER, D. C.

Studio 1862
127 West 42d Street, New York City

Adventures in Emotion
Continued from page 23

drug addict, she had managed to

play "Madame X" so convincingly,

she laughed.

"I don't know," she said frankly.

"The day we made the scenes where
I drank absinth and ether in the

room at the inn, I came on the set in

a sort of a daze. We had been work-
ing all the night before, and I was
utterly and completely exhausted. I

remember that my director, Frank
Lloyd, looked at me rather queerly

when he asked if I was ready to

make the scene and I heard my own
voice as from a great distance say-

ing, 'Yes, I guess so.' I don't think

there was any rehearsal—at least I

can't remember any. I sat down at

the table, and to this day I can't tell

you what I did. My one thought

was, T mustn't make it repulsive.'

But outside of that everything was
a blank. And the huge joke of it

was," she laid her hand on my arm
and laughed at the remembrance,
"the ether they had me drinking was
lemon juice and sugar; and when I

finished off that bottle, I was abso-

lutely dopey ! Talk about the power
of suggestion

"

Perhaps by the foregoing I may
have given the impression that when
Pauline Frederick is at work on such

a morbid characterization as that of

"Madame X" it affects her even

when away from the camera ; but

that is not the case. I saw some of

the courtroom scenes in the making,

and while the cameras were being

put in position and the lights, ar-

ranged Pauline was chaffing the di-

rector, the carpenters, and the mu-
sicians.

"Ready for the legless drama," she

called out when Director Lloyd was
about to take a close-up of her. But
when the lights flashed on the laugh-

ter died instantly from her eyes, her

face became a tragic mask, and she

drooped like a creature stricken to

death. The tension was so great

that even the blase carpenters felt

it, and I heard one of them behind

me breathing heavily.

"She's what I call an actress," he
burst out. "She is by " And I

hardly noticed that he ended with

an oath, for the expletive was so

plainly only a symbol of the inten-

sity which he was striving to give to

his tribute to Miss Frederick.

Luncheon over we walked back to

the studio together, and I asked what
her plans were for the future.

"When I finish my contract with

Robertson-Cole I'm going to pro-

duce pictures," she said. "Perhaps
I'll act in them, too; and a lot of

them are going to be costume pic-

tures. I am going to stick a pin in

the silly theory that costume features

won't make money. To my mind the

costume picture is one great aid to

emotional acting. I am absolutely

happy in a costume, whether it is

rags or ermine. I want to do 'Dor-

othy Vernon of Haddon Hall,' I

want to play Rosalind and Portia—
but they won't let me. I ask you,"

she turned on me with the directness'

which is characteristic of her, "how
do you suppose any one can express

emotion in a gown that comes almost

to the knee? It can't be done!"

However, in Pauline Frederick's

case, I am inclined to think it could

be done. For she has that divine

something, that much misused some-
thing, called temperament. In her

case, it is the genuine article because

she herself is genuine. So, after all,

perhaps that is the big secret of her

success. And like most secrets it

is worth a fortune to her—and not

tuppence to any one else.

opping for Human Beings
Continued from page 57

who was such a perfect double of the leading role.

the Englishman that not one fan has
yet suspected two different men ap-

peared in the part.

Every director does his shopping
for casts in a different manner. It

is conceded that the man who has
whims has ideas, and he is given

a clear field without interference.

Some parts are so very unusual
that the director must advertise his

need very widely in order to get

adequate results. One company
which produced a Lincoln play was
much concerned over the casting o (

A Sunday news-
paper in New York carried an ad-

vertisement for a man who could
pose as Lincoln's double. By Mon-
day noon the director found himself
literally buried in three hundred ap-
plications for the job from points as

far West as Chicago and presented
in person, by special delivery, and by
telegraph. The part went, not to an
actor of years' experience, but to a
versatile waiter in a popular roof-
garden, whose resemblance to the
emancipator was so striking that a
second glance was unnecessary.
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Sometimes They Tell the

Truth
Continued from page 70

bobbed wig and bangs. The working

title is 'The Crimson Iris/ and I'm

just crazy to start on it."

"I should think you'd want a rest,"

sighed Elizabeth, "after the years

you've been working without even a

week's vacation."

"What do you mean, 'years?'" I

cut in skeptically. "You talk as if

she were a hoary veteran."

"Well, I am kind of one." de-

fended Colleen., "I started in mo-
tion pictures four years ago—and

that's quite a while when you think

of all the changes that have taken

place in that time. I was going to

school at a convent here in Los An-
geles, but I was so anxious to make
some money of my own that mother
let me apply for work at the Griffith

studio. I grot it almost the first dawo -

and I Avorked there for over a year.

I played my first part with Bobby
Harron. Poor Bobby!" Her eyes

filled suddenly with tears. "You
can't imagine what a wonderful boy
he was, so—so good! I don't believe

he ever had a wrong thought in his

life. Of course, I was just a young-

ster with my hair down my back

and wearing flat-heeled shoes, and
then Mr. Griffith gave me a part as

a young lady—that was with Bobby,

too—and I wore high heels for the

first time."

"And she wabbled!" declared

Elizabeth with cousinly frankness.

"I'll never forget that picture. She'd

wabble into a room on those ridicu-

lous stilt heels, wabble out again, and
once in a while look as if she was
clutching something for support."

Colleen giggled, a delicious subdeb

giggle, and Elizabeth and I joined in.

The waitress looked at us rather re-

provingly. I think she had her ideas

about the dignity of film stars.

"And then," continued Colleen,

starting in on a second cup of choco-

late, "I made three comedies with

Al Christie, 'Her Bridal Nightmare,
5

"A Roman Scandal.' and 'So Long,

Letty.' The comedy experience was
invaluable," she assured me ear-

nestly. "After I made those pictures,

I was rented out. Yes, just like a

horse or a typewriter. Of course, I

didn't mind, it was wonderful ex-

perience. I did some pictures for

Selig, I played with Charlie Ray in

'The Egg-crate Wallop' and worked
in an all-star picture, 'When Dawn
Came,' then I did 'Dinty,' for Mar-
shall Neilan, with Wesley Barry as

the leading man, and now"—she

raised ecstatic eyes to the ceiling,

"Mr. Neilan has given me a contract

that's perfectly wonderful! I think

I

/

A Surprise
Awaits you in this ten-day test

This is to urge that you brush teeth for
ten days in a new way. Combat the film.

Bring other good effects. The -whiter,

cleaner, safer teeth will be a delightful

surprise.

To millions of people this method is

bringing a new era in teeth cleaning.

It combats film

One object is to fight the film—that

viscous film you feel. This is the teeth's

great enemy. It dims the teeth and causes

most tooth troubles.

Film clings to teeth, gets between the

teeth and stays. The ordinary tooth paste

does not effectively combat it. So night

and day it may do a damage which few-

people have escaped.

It is the film-coat that discolors, not

the teeth. Film is the basis of tartar. It

holds food substance which ferments and
forms acid. It holds the acid in contact

with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,

with tartar, are the chief cause of pyor-

rhea. Despite the tooth brush, all these

troubles have been constantly increasing.

New methods now
Dental science, after diligent research,

has found effective film combatants. Able

authorities have amply proved them. Now

leading dentists, in Europe and America,
advise their daily use.

The methods are embodied in a den-
tifrice called Pepsodent. And millions of

people have already adopted it.

Watch these desired effects

Pepsodent combats the film in two
effective ways. Then it leaves the teeth

so highly polished that film-coats cannot
easily adhere.

It also brings other effects which
modern authorities desire. It multiplies

the salivary flow, as certain foods would
do. That is Nature's great tooth-pro-

tecting agent.

It multiplies the starch digestant in the

saliva, to digest starch deposits which
otherwise cling and may form acid. It

multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva, to

neutralize the acids which cause tooth

deca}'.

Thus twice a da\- it brings to users

unique tooth protection.

Send the coupon for a io-Day Tube.

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film.

See how teeth whiten as the film-coat

disappears. Read in our book the scien-

tific reason for each new effect.

Do this now. It is most important,

both to you and yours. It may lead to

life-long benefits which you cannot afford

to miss.

3 TF

/ m

561

Ten-Day Tube Free

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant com-
bined with two othermodern requi-
sites. Now advised by leading den-
tists everywhere and supplied by
all druggists in large tubes.

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY.
Dept. 447. 1104 S. Wabash Ave..

Chicago. 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Wanted
leas

f | iIIIS is an opportunity for you, although you may
JL have never written tor the screen or for publication

in any way before. . .

The moving picture industry needs thousands of new
scenariosfor production during 1921,
and the present writers cannot
supply so many, so there's a ready
market for "new work." Pro-
ducers will pay from $300 to $3000
for story plots in acceptable photo-
play form.

The writing of photoplays and the
arrangement of ideas in proper form
are now taught successfully by cor-

respondence through the famous
Palmer Plan which has already

Cecil B. DeMille trained many successful photoplay-

Fa ra'o°u f
e
pia' "ert

wrights of today. G. LeRoi Clarke,

La'sk'v" Corporation! a Palmer student, sold his first play
Memhrr. Palmer Ad- for $3000. Several have sold stories
visory Council. .... , ,,

within six weeks ot enrolling.

Such celebrities as Cecil B. De-
Mille, Thos. H. Ince, Lois Weber,
foremost woman director, and Rob
Wagner, noted writer, form the
Palmer Plan Advisory Council.

Our sales bureau, largest in the
•

. - w< " Id, helps si ii'liii I s .-( II 1 Ik ii win I;.

Send for free books "The Secret\of Successful Photoplay Writing,"

I ) and "Proof Positive," containing
students own endorsements. Do it

Thos. H. Ince now.
Head of Ince Studios

A&b
coun

P
?!r

r Send This

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
Department of Education,

782 I. W. Hellman Building,
Los Angeles, California.

Please send me, without obligation, your new book,
"The Secret of Successful Photoplay Writing." Also
"Proof Positive," containing Success Stories of many
Palmer members, etc.

Name _.

Address ..

City- State

(All correspondence held strictly confidential.)

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
^BANISH THAT BUNION

"
"lOlG,,ACFIELD'S

Perfection Toe Spring
Worn at nig-ht, with auxiliary appliance

for day use.

Removes the Actual Cause
of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent
on approval. Money back if not as
represented. Send outline of foot.
Use my Improved Instep Support for
weak arches.
Full particulars and advice free in

plain envelope.

. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties, (Estab. 1901)
Marbridfire Buildinfr

251, 1328 Froadway, & 47 W. 34th S»., New York

If

C. R
Dept

Goutte -a -Goutte
TORES R?£rd £ GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application. Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Makes a lasting, rich,

lovely color. No after
shampoo necessary.
You can apply it in the
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.

Anyone of 32 shades given from ONE package.
$1.67 postpaid. Order direct, or

Send mrse a Little Lock of Your
Hasr-FM color 51 WithoutCharge
Cut it close to head and say what color you wish.

I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald, etc.

Write fully. No charge for frank opinion.

"SECRETS of BEAUTY," my new booklet,

mailed free on request.

I. PIERRE VAILIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th St., New York

Advertising Section

I'm the most fortunate girl in the

world."

The waitress presented a check,

and the tip with which Colleen re-

warded her restored, I am sure, her
idea of what movie stars should be.

"But you haven't asked me a
thing," said Colleen, aghast, as she

drove me homeward in her new
coupe, upholstered in elfin blue.

"You didn't give her a chance to

ask anything," reminded Elizabeth.

"Well, there is something I'd like

to know," I remarked tentatively, as

I stepped regretfully from the

coupe's luxurious interior to the pro-

saic cement pavement. "Where did

you get that rig?"

"Oh—father " Colleen com-
menced. And I appealed to Eliza-

beth.

"You see, they never tell you the

truth when you do ask them ques-
tions," I said aggrievedly.

"Well, father did give it to me I"

she maintained with an emphasis en-

tirely unnecessary.

And maybe he did, but as I said

confidentially to Elizabeth, I have
my own ideas about it.

The Screen Mother Comes Into Her Own
Continued from page 33

persisted, however, and a few years

later was playing in the same East

Side theater in New York where
Nazimova first played in America.
Her big stage success came in 1918
when she played in "The Gentile

Wife." After that, she went into

motion pictures, appearing in several

Universal productions, but her tri-

umph came in "Humoresque." The
production had originally been in-

tended as a star vehicle for Alma
Rubens, but Vera Gordon's acting

made all parts secondary to that of

the mother. Her aspiration for her

son, her sacrifices, were so real that

she dominated the whole story—the

depth of feeling changed it from a

star vehicle to a glimpse of life.

Since "Humoresque," she has ap-

peared in "The North Wind's
Malice," a Rex Beach story, filmed

by Goldwyn, and she is at present

starring in a vaudeville sketch called

"Mother."
Mary Carr, the other truly great

mother of the screen, gave up a

promising career on the stage to take

care of her baby. "Thousands of

women can be actresses," she rea-

soned, "but only one can be the

mother of . Louella." And after

Louella there were six other little

Carrs, so Mary Carr had her hands
full. She was cheerful, and con-

tented, and patient with them, al-

though it was hard sometimes when
their childish troubles just seemed to

engulf her.

She used to go up to the attic

sometimes and open her old theat-

rical trunk, letting out memories of

the amateur theater in Germantown
where William Carr, who later be-

came her husband, discovered what
a talented actress she was. There
were more brilliant memories
of later days, days when she was a

leading lady. But always a call of

"Mother" would send her racing

downstairs, the trunk and all of its

memories forgotten. She wouldn't

have exchanged one of the little

Carrs for all the triumphs of the

stage.

But fame claims her own sooner

or later. In Mary Carr's case it was
later—almost twenty years after she

gave up her stage career to take care

of her baby. Her husband's health

failed, and it was necessary for her

to do something to support the fam-
ily. She wouldn't go back on the

stage, for motion pictures had be-

come of first importance in the

hearts of the public, and it was im-

portant for her to stay near her fam-
ily. She was somewhat familiar with

motion-picture work, as her husband
had given up acting some years be-

fore to become director general of

the old Lubin company, so she

started out, in middle age. to seek a

career in pictures.

For a few years she played char-

acter parts, and then her big chance

came. William Fox chose her to

play the mother in "Over the Hill."

a production he had long dreamed
of making. And he insisted that

four of her own children should play

with her.

Mrs. Carr didn't realize what a big

part she was playing in the picture

while it was being made. Those who
worked around her did, though, for

the simple homeliness of her every

action moved the spectators at the

studio almost as much as she moved
those in her audience later. Mary
Carr was one of the most loved

women in New York—as she will be

in the whole country—when her pic-

ture was shown.

From a Director's Dictionary-

Curled Mustaches—Denoting a

villain.

Wavey Hair—Denoting a Hero.
Wide Eyes—Denoting a heroine.

Black Eyes—Denoting a vamp.
The Theater—A place always in-

habited by stage-door Johnnies and
gentlemen with villainous designs on
the leading lady.
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Making Hay—akawa While
the Sim Shines

Continued from page 32

rear of my own collar with ease.

The crowd by this time was yellin'

for a knockout, and my Bulgarian

blood was up. I landed two light

lefts on the air near his head, and
workin' close he clutched me by the

coat collar and the right arm. As
this was more like one of the new
dance holds I was perfectly at home
and for the next few minutes we
reeled all over the place whilst Max
Linder shouted frantically advice to

Sessue and the rest of the wildly

excited mob was all hollerin' for

me, that is for me to be knocked
for a goal. Fin'ly

;
just when it was

beginnin' to look like the match
wouldst result in a stymie, Hayak-
awa locked his right leg in back
of mine, give a shove, and I went
down like the price of flivvers, the

last thing I heard bein' the hoarse

voice of a camera man sayin' to Colin

Campbell, "Who's that dumb-bell?"
Well, boys and girls, you can see

from the above that interviewin'

movie stars is a tough job, and by
the time I get through out here they

prob'ly won't be a whole bone in my
body—unless it's my head.

In my next issue, I will give you
the fruits of a day with Harold
Lloyd, the famous tragedian, but

after that I am goin' to interview the

bathin' beauties or expire in the at-

tempt. A guy's got to get some fun

out of this portfolio, hey?
Yours and the like,

H. C. Witwer.
Loose Angeles, California.

A Trip Through Europe's

Filmland
Continued from page 85

among the first in rank. The Sven-
ski Film Industri is the leading com-
pany of Sweden. It has five studios,

two of which are located in Den-
mark. It's stars are Karin Molan-
der, Tora Teje, Mary Johnson, Edith

Erastoff, Richard Lund, Rene Bjor-

ling, and Gustav Eckmann. Thus
far no Swedish films have evoked
attention in America, although it is

possible we shall be interested in

some this year.

All European companies have been

making the same mistake as we made
earlier in our picture career. They
have been trying to make film stars

out of stage stars and in most in-

stances have failed. They are now
finding their real screen talent. Eng-
land thus far has relied almost en-

tirely upon the stage to furnish play-

ers. A number of British films have

been exhibited here. None of them
has been on a par with our best.

Another
*50 Raise!"

<f\X 7HY, that's my third increase in a year! It justW shows what special training will do for a man.
When I left school to go to work I couldn't do anything
in particular. All I could hope for was a job—and
that's what I got, at $60 a month for routine, unskilled

work. I stayed at it for three years, with one small
increase each year.

"Then one day I woke up. I found I wasn't getting
ahead simply because I couldn't do any one thing well.

I decided right then to put in an hour after supper each
night preparing myself for more important work. So
I wrote to Scranton and arranged for a course that

would give me special training for our business.

"Why, in a few months I had a whole new vision of
my work and its possibilities. You see, I was just be-

ginning to really understand it. I made some sug-
gestions to the manager and hewas immensely pleased.

Said he had noticed how much better I was doing lately

and wished he had more like me.
"Just after that an opening came and he gave me

my chance—at an increase of $25 a month. Then I

really began to grow. Six months later I was put in

charge of my department andmy salary went up again.

Since then I've had two increases of $50 a month and
now I've got another $50 raise

!"

For 29 years the Inter-
national Correspondence
Schools have been helping
men and women everywhere
to win promotion, to earn
more money, to have happy,
prosperous homes, to know
the joy of getting ahead in
business and in life.

More than two million have
taken the up road with I. C. S.
help. More than 130,000 are
now turning their spare time
to profit. Hundreds are start-

ing every day. Isn't it about
time for you to find out what
the I. C. S. can do for you?

Here is all we ask—the chance
to prove it—without obligation on
your part or a penny of cost.

That's fair, isn't it? Then mark
and mail this coupon.

HnTERNATIONAL

TE

C0RR Es"p"uN D EN UE SCHOOLS
BOX455 9-B SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I C2n qualify foiJ

the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X P

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER.
Eleetrlo Lighting and Itjl.

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Maohlne Shop Praotlea
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Slapping
MINE FOREMAN or ENG'Il
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Itollder

Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMHINU AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Sap t.

CHEMIST
Navigation

Show Card Write?
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning

J BUSINESS MASAOEME"^
Private Secretary
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Trpljfc
Cert. Pub. Accountant

_ TRAFFIC MANAGER
8 Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common Sehool Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerfc
ADTOMOHIf.B OPERiTIRO
Anto Repairing inSrsnUtj
AGRICl'f.n itK ICFr-enjn
Ponltry Baljlng | Italian

Name
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

City-
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Genuine

W)w:m
Name "Bayer" means genuine

Say "Bayer"— Insistl

Say "Bayer"' when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin"—genuine Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years. Ac-
cept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve

Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufac-
ture Monoaceticacidester of Salieylicacid.

Freckles
arenas a cloui before the sun," hidin
your brightness, your beauty. Why not
remove them? Don't delay. Use

STILLMAN'SSKf
Made especially to remove freckles.
Loaves the skin clear, smooth and with-
out a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of experience. Money refunded
If not satisfactory. 60c per jar. Write
today for particulars and freo booklet —

("WonldstThou Be Fair?"
Contains many beauty hints,

^^cSto* Y) \1 and describes a number of ele-

A E"t preparations indispeDsable
to the toilot. Sold hy all druggists

it^/il STILLMAN CREAM CO
Dept. 1 1 Aurora, II!

will show reduction
taking place in 11
days or money re-
funded. Tlie Se-
ducer (not electrical)

reduces unsightly
parts promptly, re-
ducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method
dissolves and elimi-
nates superfluous fat
from the system.
Easily followed di-
rections do not re-
quire exercises, starv-
ing, medicine or
treatments: not only
rids you of fat. but
improves appearance
and general health,
brings physical and
mental vigor, and
enables you to re-
gain and retain your
normal weight. Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) re-
durpd from 211 to 152 pounds. This reducer and gen-
uine method have been the means whereby a great num-
ber of fat people throughout the United States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfig-

uring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or

woman car obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better. The com-
plete cost is $5.00. Send for your reducer today. Re-
member it is guaranteed. Office hours. 10-4 daily.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 West 70th St. Dept. 186 New York
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We will have the opportunity this

year of passing upon a great many
British products, however, as the

Stoll company plans to release two
English-made pictures a week
through our Pathe exchanges. This
company, one of the most important
in Britain, is featuring Ivy Duke
and Guy Newal as the principal

stars. They made their first appear-
ance in this country, I believe, in

"The Lure of Crooning Water."
The Stoll company is now producing
here as well as in England.
Among the English stars leading

in popularity are Alma Taylor,
Chrissie White, and Violet Hopson.
Peggy Hyland, an English actress

who stared in Fox pictures, has re-

turned to her native producers. She
is making a tour of the world at

present with an English company,
filming in England, France, and
Egypt. While England has not given
us any great pictures she has con-

tributed a number of great actors

and directors and has given fine co-

operation to Americans who wished
to produce in England. Paramount
has a London studio, from which
we are awaiting a number of pro-

ductions made by Hugh Ford and
Donald Crisp. David Powell, at

present writing, is working in a

Paramount British production of

Oppenheim's "The Mystery Road,"
scenes of which are to be filmed on
the Riviera in France. Bryant
Washburn made his "Road to Lon-
don" in London, and Bessie Love
expects to depict LittleNcll of Dick-

ens' "The Old Curiosity Shop" in

England some time this year. J.

Stuart Blackton has opened studios

in London and has . signed Lady
Diana Manners as star. He will

film in France and Italy as well as

in England. Herbert Brenon was
one of the first American directors

to make a camera exploration of

the Old World. With our Marie
Doro as star he created several pic-

tures in England and in Italy. Spain
has done nothing for the industry
except furnish some backgrounds
for George Seitz's Pathe serial. But
Don Antonio Moreno promises to

visit his native land this year and
bring back its romantic glories in a
Vitagraph picture.

Thus foreign sight-seeing is made
easy. For two bits you can get a

soft seat at the local Rivoli that en-

titles you to a run along the Riviera,

a glance at Piccadilly, a gondola joy-

ride through the Grand Canal—not

as constructed at Coney Island or

Universal City, but actually as is.

A lot of the nobility out of jobs will

perform for the same two bits right

on the steps of the grand imperial

shebangs from which they were
evicted. I can think of nothing that

would tickle me more than to see a

couple of crown princesses and arch-

ducklets being sloughed with custard

and gas pipe on their own front

porches. Think of the laughs you'd

get seeing a real king crowned

!

Chaplin doing the crowning, of

course. And what will the Sennett

virgins do when cameras start shoot-

ing up the Turkish harems? The
possibilities are infinite. But I'll say

no more. Having offered this free

curtain raiser, the little ladies will

retire, the band will strike up, and

the show'll commence.

A Billion-Dollar Cast
Continued ft

order under the onslaught, of the

hungry crowds. Not until sunset,

when the light began to fail, did

Director Stroheim finally release his

actors. And to their credit be it

said, desertions from the ranks were

so few as to be scarcely perceptible.

Even those who formed the fringes

of the crowd and watched others

getting into the close-up scenes, that

by no human possibility could ac-

commodate everybody there, stayed

faithfully until the end.

Director Stroheim was every-

where, apparently equipped with

eyes all around his head and using

all of them. Mounted on his bench,

he caught sight of a fireman leaning

on the balustrade a hundred yards

away. The fireman had forgotten

to put on his white gloves—dressy

creatures, those Monte Carlo fire-

men, with marvelous uniforms and

om page 45

helmets to make a cuirassier jealous

and white gloves and everything.

A wrathful shout penetrated the

hum of the crowd.
"You fireman there !" came the

Stroheim voice. "Put on those

gloves. What do you think you've

got them for—to play with?"
Three baby carriages, presumably

inhabited by millionaire babies and
chauffeured by gray-uniformed
nursemaids, were part of the scene.

Stroheim discovered a deserted out-

fit in a secluded corner. Would he
permit a baby carriage to loaf on the

job, even though from the distance

of the cameras it would be scarcely

more than a spot among spots He
would not.

"Who's on this baby carriage?"
arose a megaphone roar. "You are?
Well, your job is to wheel that car-
riage and keep on wheeling it until
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the baby dies of old age, if you
have to."

The principals of "Foolish Wives"
were luxuriating in as near to a day
off as is likely to happen to prin-

cipals working tinder such a busy
and energetic director as Stroheim.
Claude George in the black draperies

of the romantically mysterious
Princess Olga Petchnikoff, Mar-
guerite Armstrong, one of the "fool-

ish wives," Mae Busch, Cesare Gra-
vina, and the others were there, tak-

ing part in scenes upon call, but leav-

ing most of the work to the extras.

Sunset saw the end of it, when
for the last time Director Stroheim
shouted, "Cut !" and the camera men
packed up the precious reels. Long
before then the audience had remem-
bered that supper time was approach-
ing and had started to drift away.
For hours the narrow mountain road
between Point Lobos and Del Monte
was alive with an unbroken line of
automobiles, bumper to tail light for

the whole eleven miles.

Last of all came Stroheim, tired

but refusing to admit it.

"A good day's work," he said.

"They all did beautifully. Only I'm
sorry we had to stop. I wanted to

get such a lot more."

Right Off the Grill

Continued from page 65

maid, and as a society miss, this may
seem unbelievable. But Miss Dana
is really a small-town girl.

"Viola was born in Brooklyn "

The Chicago Tribune complains
that its picture critic was barred
from attending the premiere of

"Way Down East," because of the

ten-dollar admission fee. I sympa-
thize, but it could be worse. The
critic knew the fee in advance, so

might have gone without her lunches
for a month and saved enough to get

in. I went to see "Passion" at the

Capitol Theater in New York, with
the entire amount of the admission
fee in the corner of my handker-
chief. That was all right, but when
I got inside I found I had to tip the
usher if I wanted to get within two
miles of the screen. Luckily I had
robbed my savings bank just the

night before, so I had two bits. And
yet I praise the confounded show,
which proves how noble I am.

Nevertheless this method of doing

business reminds me of the old cir-

cus side show where you paid two
bits to get in the big tent, where
they told you that the girls put on

the real humdinger show in the inner

tent—for another two bits.

Now you can use a face powder that cannot spill. The
powder is in cake form, covered with porous cloth. You can
drop it on the floor and the compact will be just as perfect

for use. You wipe the puff on the cloth covering of the

compact and the powder comes through as needed. You could

powder your nose in the dark and you would not get too much
powder, and you are sure not to spray your clothes with powder. This
new, perfect way to use face powder was invented by the specialist who
perfected the famous, harmless La-may Powder. There are two qual-

ities of packages. Both are very flat and convenient to

carry. One box with compact and puff sells for fifty

cents. The other, a German silver, gold-plated Vanity
Box with hinged cover and two-inch mirror, containing

compact and flat lamb's wool puff, sells for only one
dollar and fifty cents. This beautiful La-may Vanity
Box looks like solid gold and will not tarnish. It will

last a lifetime. The La-may compact in the La-may
Vanity Box contains enough pure La-may Powder to

last for generous use for about two months. When the

La-may Vanity Box is empty you refill it by asking

your dealer for a fifty-cent La-may compact. The com-
pact and puff from the fifty-cent package is made to

fit the La-may Vanity Box. Ask your face-powder
dealer to show you this splendid new idea. Remember,
here, at last, is an entirely new idea in the use of face

powder. The powder cannot spill and it comes out so

:ould powder your face in the dark. La-may
der is also sold in the loose form for thirty-

ixty cents. La-may is guaranteed absolutely

harmless. Because it is pure, and because

lys on so well, it is now used by over a mil-

lion American women. If

your dealer refuses to get

you a La-may Vanity Box,
you may order by mail

from Herbert Roystone,
16 East iSth St., New York-

City. There is also a de-

lightful La-may Talcum
that sells in a beautiful

large package for only

thirty cents.

Cuticora Talcum

IVery Healthful
Sample free of Cuticura Laboratories, Dept.

j
D, Maiden. Mass. 25c. everywhere.

WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers *%

Send for

Trial
Bottle

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

Send for Water Wavers (patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-
ety'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
17- B West Seventh St. Cincinnati, Ohio

Wash Away Skin
Trouble with

This Cooling Lotion

you asufferer from skin
troubles, pimples
or skin disease in
any form? Do you
longforthatcalm,
cool sensation that comes when the irrita-
tion is taken away? Then try D. D. D. that
soothing wjish which gives instant relief the mo-
ment it is applied. Twentv-hvi 1 years of success
T thousands of letters from grateful skin suf-
ferers recommend this cooling lotion you.

Lt/r»Yo Trtftn-u for erenerous trial botUoVVTlie i Oaoy f d. D. D. an.i pet quick
relief from your skin troubles. s.;nd 10c to
cover postage and packing-. WRITE TODAY

»

D.D.D. Laboratories, Dept. 1753
3845 JS. Ravenswood Ave,, ' Chicago

D.D.D
9Re Lotion for Skin Diseases

J>
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CROOKED SPINES STRAIGHTENED
Ifyou are suffering from any kind of Spinal Trouble, there is hope'foryou in the PHI I.

O

BURT METHOD. No matter how old you are or what caused your affliction. No
matter how many years you have Suffered or hou hopeless you consider your case to be.
Over 40,000 cases, comprising every known form and condition of spinal trouble, bene-

fited or cured in our experience of more than 20 years.
The PHILO BURT METHOD consists of a firm but comfortable, supporting coiset

"\V_ Appliance together with a course of special spinal exercises.
\V> The PHILO BURT APPLIANCE is made to measurements and to meet fthe requirements of each individual case. We will send it to you on a Thirty HB

Day Trial, Your money refunded if it proves unsatisfactory.
*

This Appliance successfully replaces the old-style Braces and Jackets of t^M
\ Plaster, Steel, Leather and all unyielding, rigid apparatus. ?
g& It is worn like an ordinary Corset, is flexible and comfortable and gives an I ,'*§

Ml easy, natural support to the weakened or deformed spine. i.-m For MEN. WOMEN and CHILDREN; the PHILO BURT APPLIANCE
lip not only relieves and strengthens but has accomplished many remarkable

cures. WE WILL SEND YOU SWORN-TO PROOF.
Write at once or our helpful book on Spinal Troubles, Sent Free.

^fe< Describe you r case, or have your Doctor do so, and we can give you
more definite information.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO. 174-3 Odd Fellows' Temple, JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

M
I \

BIG MONEY
InMagazine and

Newspaper Illustrating
Magazine and ne.v?piper illustrating is a fine, hhhly paid profession.

It oifers really unlimited opportunities to those who are trained in general illus-

tration, cartooning, comics, etc., with equally profitable side lines of chalk talking,

movie animating, and lettering for business uses. The Federal Modern Course in

Illustrating and Cartooning has been built by the leading illustrators (Neysa.

MclVUin, Briggs, Sidney Smith and thiny-five others). It gives thorough,

practical and complete instruction in all these money-waking branches of art.

New Book Now Ready— Let us tell you how Federal students succeed. Send

6c in stamps, name, age and occupation for catalog and the new book "Sworn
Testimony."

1322 Federal Schools Bldg.

Minneapolis, MinnesotaFederal Schools, Inc.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any
other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
1C4H Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Square. NEW YORK

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the onlv way to prevent the hair from gro
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free,
enclosing :> stapms. \\! < tench beauty culture.
D. J. Mahler. 18:$- X. Mahler Park, Prnvi

BANJO
Hawaiian Guitar, Violin, Mandolin,

GuitanCornei,Tenor San jo, Banjo. Ukulele

Wonderfol new system of teaching note xnnslc by mall. To first

tmpils in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin,
Ukalele, Guitar, Hawailn Guitar, Cornet. Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso-
lutely free. Very small charge for lessons only. We g-uarantee suc-
cess or uo charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. No obligation,

SLIHGEgUHD SCHOOL OF MUSIC. Inc. Dept605 CHICAGO, ILL.

Here They Are!
=1 Real Photographs of Motion
I Picture Stars (Z%x4bQ for

9 your room or den or for your
I friends.
B 5c. each; 6

S<-nd
mone

for 25c.
.-A }*jt\ 25 for SI:
r"7 2jH 300 for

SM $10; (any
Mat assort-
JH6 ment de-

llKafli s
>
r 5 d )

** - *^MI postage
prepaid,

your order to-day with
order or currency to

EGBERT BROS.
Dept. P, Buena Vista & Temple Streets, Lcs Anrelef, Cal.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

In this day and ace attention to your appearance is nn absolute necessity

if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but.you will find the world in general judging

you greatly, if not whollv, by your "looks, " therefore it rays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will Injure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests

the failure or success of your life— which is to be your ultimate destiny?

My new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses

without operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does

not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1478 Ackerman Bldg.. Bingnamton, N. Y.

Romances of Famous Film
Folk

Continued from page 43

know unless some one stopped her
she would sacrifice her life for the
pictures. Look at her hair

!"

"Yes, look at it," she cried, snatch-
ing off her black wig and revealing
sporadic pigtails about three inches
long. "I had to cut it off for a pic-

ture when my bobbed wig, which I

had ordered, didn't come."
"Well, it wasn't like that the day

I married you
!"

"No, it wasn't. And that reminds
me of the day you did marry me,
but nearly didn't. Would you be-

lieve it, that after teasing me for

two months, when I did say, 'Yes,'

he hadn't a thing ready and could

only say, 'Let's drive over to Ho-
boken.'

"

"You see, I was still rather dazed
from the shock of being accepted,"

Jimmie explained, "and I had some
sort of idea that if we were mar-
ried in Hoboken it wouldn't get into

the papers. So we drove to Ho-
boken and found that we would have
to get a license and then wait three

days before we could be married.

Well, it wasn't very likely that I

was going to wait three days, was it?

Why, she could change her mind a

dozen times in three days."

"Yes," interrupted Alice once

more, "and I realized that as well

as you did, and I didn't want to

change my mind, so I said, 'Quick,

drive back to New York.' And when
we arrived there the clock on the

steeple said four-fifteen. But we
went in and said, 'We want to get

married.'

"And the ogre in the cage said,

'No license after four o'clock.'

"But not for nothing am I William
A. Brady's daughter ; so I said,

'Stand back,' and I marched in and
tried all the doors, and one of them
was open. I called Jimmie, and he
repeated the formula, 'We want to

get married.'

"'No license after four o'clock,'

was the answer again.
" 'But I've run away from home,'

I said, trying to look young and
frightened, 'and I don't dare go back
again.'

" 'How old are you ?' the man de-

manded sternly.
" 'Oh, I'm old enough, only fa-

ther doesn't want me to get mar-
ried.' Which was true, all right,

only father was in England and
didn't know anything about it, and
the only person I had run away from
at home was the maid.

" 'Where did you come from?' the

man growled.
" 'From New Jersey,' I answered.
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And he looked at Jimmie as though
he was an archvillain who inveigled

a trusting girl from Little Falls into

a runaway marriage with him. I

guess he thought that he had better

help me out or perhaps this chap,

with his city ways, wouldn't marry
me at all. So he gave us our license

and directed us to the 'Little Church
Round the Corner.'

"

"And so they were married," we
said again.

"Yes," answered husband Jimmie,
"and so we were married and

"

"But tell about the man not know-
ing us ! No, I'll tell it ; I can do it

better.

"Well, you know I'm not puffed

up with my own importance and
neither is Jimmie, are you, dear?"

"I'm the husband of Alice

Brady," said "dear" proudly.

"Yes, but to the clerk that didn't

mean a thing in the world. 'This

won't get in the papers, will it?' I

said anxiously, for I didn't want it

announced until after dad had re-

ceived the cable which we were go-

ing to send.
" 'Oh, no,' assured the clerk, 'the

reporters ain't interested in folks

unless they are somebody important.'

And he read from the license, 'Alice

Brady-—James Crane—William A.
Brady—Doctor Frank Crane. Not
a chance of that getting in the pa-

pers.'
"

Now, I shall have to interrupt

Alice's narrative just long enough to

explain, for the benefit of those who
may not know, that Miss Brady is

the daughter of William A. Brady,
one of the biggest theatrical and mo-
tion-picture producers in New York,
and that her husband is the son of

Doctor Frank Crane, who is gen-

erally considered the most widely
read editorial writer in the country.

But to let the story continue

:

"Then, as an afterthought, the

clerk went on, 'Say, you ain't any re-

lation to William Crane, the actor,

are you?' Jimmie assured him that

he was not, and away we went. And
I wonder how he felt the next day
when he saw it in all the papers."

"He probably didn't read the pa-

pers," we suggested, "or he would
have known who you were before

that. But how did it get in the pa-

pers—who told?"

"He did." said Miss Brad}-

, point-

ing an" accusing finger at her hus-

band. "He went back to the studio

and told."

"Well, I had to," her husband ex-

plained. "At the last moment they

wouldn't let me go. Said I had to

stay and finish some scenes in the

picture.
" 'But I've got to go,' I told the

director.
" 'That word isn't in my lexicon,'

he said.
" 'But I'm going to be married,

and my bride is waiting for me.'
" 'Who is your bride ?' he asked

incredulously.
" 'Alice Brady,' I told him.
" 'All right,' he said. 'You go

;

and if you come back not married
I'll kill you, for we're behind on this

picture now.' So I had to tell him
the truth to save my life. Not that

I care, of course, but I didn't want
you to be a widow so soon."

"And Jimmie and I were both in

the middle of our pictures, so we
couldn't have any honeymoon," said

Alice, taking up the narrative. "And
the day after our hurried wedding
we had both promised to be at the

studio early, so we hustled through

our breakfast, and when we tried

to get out the door wouldn't open.
" 'It's a strange door, and you

don't understand it.' I told Jimmie.
'Let me try.' But I .

couldn't open
it—no, not even with a hairpin. So
he called the "desk and said, 'Come
up and let us out of apartment No.
13.' And, finally, after bringing up
all the mechanics in the hotel, they

had to chop down the door. No. I

won't tell you the name of the hotel.

It might keep honeymooners away.
And, it is rather disturbing, I'll ad-

mit. I'm glad I'm not getting mar-
ried every day."

"So am I, unless I am getting mar-
ried to you," concluded Jimmie.
And this time we thought of the

quotation we wanted : "There's

nothing half so sweet in life as love's

young dream."
"Won't you come and have din-

ner with us?" Alice asked. "We've
got to hurry back for the evening
performance, but we should love to

have you."

We refused because we wanted to

write this before we forgot it. So
Alice took Jimmie by the arm and
said, "Home, James."

THE PRETTIEST GIRL IN TOWN
attracted the notice of a dashing young chap from the city. Only then did

King Vidor realize that he never could be happy if Florence Arto married
someone else! He was just a home-town boy, and he was afraid that she

would be dazzled by the airs of the man from the city, so he made an in-

genious plan to elimate his rival. Grace Kingsley will tell you all about

it in the next issue of PICTURE-PLAY—how Mr. and Mrs. King Vidor

became engaged, were married—and their romantic adventures ever since.

IfYou Like toDraw
Write for Free Book

"How to Become An Artist"

By our new method 01 teaching by
mail you can learn illustrating, car-
tooning, commercial art in your own
home. Hundreds of successful students
and graduates are now making splendid
incomes. Get into this fascinating work
yourself and earn $50 to $100 or more
a week ! Our method makes it easy for
anyone to learn. Instructions given by
Will H. Chandlee, artist with over 30
years' experience. The study is fasci-

nating. Only a few minutes a day!
Have your own studio or secure high
salaried position. Or work in spare
time. Many students earn while they
are learning

!

$100 for One Drawing
Many artists receive $100 lo $1000

for a single drawing. Magazines and
newspapers are always seeking good
drawings and cartoons. We furnish a
complete Outfit free to all students.
Includes everything required to pro-
duce hundreds of dollars' worth of
pictures.

Write Today
for the most remarkable offer ever
made by any recognized and reputable
school of art. Special terms to a lim-
ited number of new students and com-
plete Artist's Drawing Outfit given Free
Fill out and mail the attached coupon f
or write a postal and we will send *
you, at once, a beautiful Booklet. #
"How to Become an Artist," S
filled with drawings and full y
particulars of our extraor- y FRFF
dinary offer. Do it now— y rniiioRx!
before you forget. yf tUUrUN

/ WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON SCHOOL / SCHOOL OF ART. Inc.

nr mT 1 + Room 1587, Marc^n Bid?.,
OF ART, Inc. / Washington. D. C.

Room 1587, Marden Bldg., f Without any oblig-ation

f on my part, plesfe send
Washington, > me your Free Art Booklet

n f ' anfl Special Free Drawing
/ Outfit Offer with reduced

y
r terms to new students.

/ Name
/

/
S Address
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WITHERS

)E on tKe alert so tkat others f
may not observe the first

tattling gray streaks in

your hair before you dis-

cover them yourself.

Then do not stop to

grieve but act promptly to banish

them.

It is easj) to escape tKe severe penalties

everyNvKere visited upon tKe woman wKo

neglects Ker Kair when it begins to fade.

UnsigKtK? graj) streaks, wKen tinted

with "Brownatone" to tring back tKeir

original color and to restore to all tKe Kair

a jfoutKful lustre, majl cKallenge micro-

scopic examination, so perfect is tKe result

produced.

is not a paste tut a clean one bottle, liquid

preparation, casj) to appkj), instant in its

effect and indispensible in tKe lives of

Kundreds of tKousands of women wKo
Kave proved its efficiency).

Sold everywhere by leading druggists—50c and
$1.50. Two colors': "Golden to Medium Brown"
and "Dark Brown to Black."

For a free trial bottle of Brownatone" with

simple directions send 1 lc to pay packing, postage

and war tax to

—

THE KENTOM
PHARMACAL CO.
590 COPPIN BLDG.

Covin^ion, Kentucky, U.S.A.

Canada ^s^M^kk- Windsor
Ontario

News Notes From the Studios
Continued j

a movement to place a print of Rex
Ingram's motion picture, "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse" in the
Salon at Paris. Until the him is

shown, it is not expected that ouija-

board enthusiasts will receive any
protests from Rembrandt, Rubens,
or El Greco.

The rumor persists :. that Doris
May and Wallace MacDonald have
been secretly married. Both parties

deny it, however. Rumor also has
it that Dorothy Gish and James
Rennie are, or soon will be, married.
It is also reported that May Allison

was recently married to Robert Ellis,

Selznick director.

Elinor Glyn's first picture play,

written especially for Gloria Swan-
son, is called "The Sheltered
Daughter." The secret of what the

story is all about is equally sheltered.

No one will admit, or deny, that it is

the least bit like the same author's

"Three Weeks."
John Emerson and Anita Loos,

lonesome for the noise of a studio,

instead of the usual quiet of their

home library, where they write the

Constance Talmadge stories, betook

themselves to Los Angeles and
started a production of their own to

be directed by Victor Fleming. It

is called "Wife Insurance."

Douglas Fairbanks, who hereto-

fore has changed leading ladies with

each picture, has signed Marguerite

de la Motte for a year.

Wallace Beery, specialist in villain

parts, has been selected by Frank
Lloyd to play an important part in

his forthcoming Chinese production,

"The Water Lily." Beery's

"Magua" in "The Last of the Mo-
hicans," received enthusiastic praise

from even the jaded critics.

A visitor at the Metro studio

watched Buster Keaton reel back-

ward toward a flight of stairs, and
tumble clown them headfirst. She
fainted, and Buster Keaton picked
himself up in time to assist in re-

viving her. "Why make the day's

work harder?" he refrained from
asking her.
~ Gladys Leslie, who was a Vita-

graph star, is playing in support of

Lionel Barrymore in "Jim, the Pen-
man."
Eddy Polo enjoyed his recent trip

around the world so much, that he

is unwilling to film his next serial

any nearer to Universal City than

Cuba. Provided there are enough
ships afloat after the motion-picture

directors get through blowing them
up and burning them for pictures he
hopes to get his entire company
there.

rom page 69

If Viola Dana ever wants to stop
acting in pictures she can make a liv-

ing operating a marionette show.
She learned to handle the intricate

threads which govern the dolls'

movements when she was rehears-

ing for "Sorrentina," in which she

appears as the proprietress of a

marionette show.

"What's the Matter With Mar-
riage?" "Are All Men Alike?" "Are
Wives to Blame?" and "You Can't

Fool Your wife" may sound like the

incomparable Cecil De Mille, but

they are not. The first three are the

result of the directorial labors of

Philip Rosen of the Metro Company,
and George Melford is responsible

for the last.

Peggy Hyland has been making
pictures in England since her de-

parture from this country. "The
Price of Silence" will be the first of

her new pictures to be released here.

Carol Dempster will play a lead-

ing part in "Hank Bottles," the new
"Limehouse Nights" story, by Thomas
Burke, which D. W. Griffith is pro-

ducing. Ralph Graves is the player

who steps into the shoes of the late

Robert Harron, and of Richard Bar-

thelmess, who is now a star.

Tom Forman presented a motion-

picture projection machine to Sing
Sing prison in appreciation of the

cooperation of the prison officials

who helped him to arrange scenes

behind the bars for his Paramount
picture, "The Quarry."

One afternoon recently it seemed
as though all the companies in the

Eastern Paramount studio were do-

ing repentance scenes. Ethel Clay-

ton, Billie Burke, Mae Murray

—

every one seemed !o repent doing
something or other in pictures. Soft

music was the order of the day.

Then Dorothy Dalton arrived with

three hundred extras to play in a

rough Western dance-hall scene, and
shooting was had by all. The re-

pentance squad couldn't endure the

noise, so all repenting was post-

poned until a quieter clay.

Betty Blythe has succumbed to the

epidemic of "Mother" plays, and will

appear in "Mother," an Ince produc-
tion to be directed by Fred Niblo.

If a nonstar competition were
launched, winner to be the featured
player who had played the most and
the biggest parts in the past six

months, the victory would probably
go to Betty Blythe or Anna Q. Nils-

son. The latter's record includes

"Idols," for R. A. Walsh, "The
Brute Master," for Hodkinson, and
now "Temple Dusk," for Metro.
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The Kentuckians

Continued from page 68

"He has gone up there to get shot
from ambush. That's what I hate
about it. His death will give me the
senatorial nomination by default. I

wanted to win it in a fair fight, just

as I wanted to win you, Anne. Stal-

lard has lost his fight for law in the
mountains, and now he will lose his

life. I am sorry. For he is a good
man. But his people are worthless.
I've told you that all along, and you
won't believe me. I am bitter, Anne.
And I'll be candid with you. His
rough strength, his romantic crude-
ness has turned your head. You
think you love him. And if you
love him you can have him. You
are engaged to me. I release you.
You are free. You claim that I am
soft through years of wealth and
culture. Well, if you like a hard,
rugged man, take this Boone Stal-

lard, for I'll admit that he's as hard
a nut as you'll find in a week in the

woods. You say that all I have is

breeding, and that is of little value
in your eyes. All right, I will throw
my good breeding aside. Go marry
this mountaineer. If I said I wished
you luck, I would be a liar. Both
of you may go to the inferno, so far

as I'm concerned."
With this outburst, Marshall

strode out of the room, leaving Anne
overwhelmed with his rudeness, and
white with anger.

Boone Stallard had rallied his

chief followers in his home county
and had them sworn as deputy sher-
iffs. He was ready to attack the
lawless Keatons in their barricaded
town. As his forces approached the
main street, Boone studied the lay

of the land. With the eye of a
born fighter, he noted that the Kea-
tons had planned an ambuscade, as

they always did. There were two
big oaks beside the road and a hun-
dred yards beyond was the barricade.

"Go ahead, men," said Stallard,

"and attack the barricade. But don't

expect to find the best fighters there.

Look out for the chimneys on both

sides of the street. I'll take keer of

the chaps that's layin' for us in the

rear."

The deputies then charged the bar-

ricade, firing as they advanced.
There were answering shots from be-

hind the breastworks, but soon the

defenders began breaking from cover

and running to the cabins on each

side. They were mostly young men,
and poor shots. As Boone had sur-

mised, the real fighting came from
the cabins. The deputies had been

warned, and as soon as they captured

the barricade, they flattened them-

Write the
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\ to us; We write the music and guarantee publi-
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* cation. LEO FRIEDMAN, Composer to the

American people, is at the head of our staff. Among his
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LAND," "LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART." Sales

ran into the millions of copies. Send us a poem today.
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PHOTOGRAPHER
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:
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Cameras and Materials furnished free
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Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays big. Would yon
like to know if you are adapted to this work ? Send
IJc for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or ICey
to Movie Acting" Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel

,
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Quality Always Wins
In every walk of life, doing something better

than the other fellow spells Success. Boston
Garter's success is just a matter of being
ahead in quality and workmanship, giving

wearers the greatest amount of satisfaction.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, BOSTON
Makers of Velvet Grip Hose Supporters

For Women. Misses, Children and Infants

LABLACHE is so popular because — it's so
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a perfect diamond. Beautiful solid gold setting, richly en-

graved. Plush lined case.

Money Back If You Can Tell A Brilnite From A Genuine
Diamond. Your choice of rings shown or Bcarf pin. State
ring number. (For ring size send strip of paper long enough to
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for five months. Send no money—just write TODAY.

BRILNITE DIAMONDS. Dept 153, 5 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

selves under cover and began pick-

ing off the men who appeared on
nearly every roof above them. Rifles

popped like bunches of firecrackers,

and Keatons began falling from
behind every chimney.
Boone Stallard had crept back

along the ditch toward the two sen-

tinel oaks. Sure enough, while the

posse had been charging the barri-

cade, the two chief Keatons, Mace
and Buster, had slipped out of the

brush and climbed these trees where
they expected to snipe off every one
of the deputies at leisure. But just

as each of the sharpshooters had set-

tled himself on a level limb and was
aiming his deadly rifle, Boone Stal-

lard, lying at ease under the spread-

ing oaks, deliberately put a bullet

into the shoulder of each, and Mace
and Buster came flopping out of the

trees like buzzards that have been

brought down on the wing.

The forces of law and order had
made such a pretty clean-up, that

the grand jury took heart, and at

the next term of court forty crest-

fallen and throughly whipped feud-

ists were bundled off to the peniten-

tiary, and the days of private war-
fare were at an end.

Boone Stallard returned to the

capital that summer to attend the

nominating convention. Before he

had rounded up his followers, he

had a caller at his hotel. It was
Randolph Marshall, his chief oppo-

nent for the senatorship. Marshall

greeted the mountaineer with

warmth and every evidence of sin-

cerity.

"Stallard," said Marshall, "I'm

frank to say that I have changed my
mind about you. You enforced law
in the mountains when I didn't think

you could do it. I am going to throw
my support to you, and this means
that you are the next United States

Senator from Kentucky."
Stallard, suspecting a political

trick, stared at his rival—flabber-

gasted.

"By this I do not mean to say that

we are friends," continued Marshall.

"I do not like you. How could I

like a man who has whipped me in

politics and made a fool out of me
with the woman that I once loved.

But for the sake of the party and for

my political future I support you for

senator. Kentucky has been a

doubtful State. The mountain coun-

ties have been drifting away from
the party. By letting you go to the
Senate we make the mountain vote
solid for us for years to come. That's
one consideration. The other is this :

Anne loves you. She will marry
you. I want her to live in Washing-
ton and not among those wild ani-

mals up in the hills."

As Marshall went on sealing the

bargain he made, his voice choked
up and he admitted that his pride

was crushed. But as a salve to his

humiliation he wanted to be elected

Governor of Kentucky for his old

mother's sake and for the social ad-

vantage of his two beautiful sis-

ter's. Stallard shook his hand and
promised his support.

That very afternoon the mountain-
eer sought out the governor's daugh-
ter, and they took a long walk in the

fields beyond the town.
"I ain't fitten to talk about sich

things," said Stallard, "but I feel I

ort to do it. A fine lady like you
wouldn't marry a man what didn't

have no manners, would you?"
"Yes," said Anne.
"What if his bad manners shamed

you ? What if he was rough and
didn't know how to say nice things

to please a woman?"
"I'd love him all the more for it,"

she whispered, laying a hand on his

arm.
The mountaineer was stumped.

He swallowed and gulped, and as he
studied Anne's wistful face he felt

that in her heart she was wanting
him to say some particular thing

—

but what it was he could not for

the life of him make out. Suddenly
he clutched at a clew.

"Mr. Marshall never had bad man-
ners," he asked. "He was never

rough to you, was he?"
"Was he?" repeated Anne sadly.

"The last time I saw him he treated

me as harshly as if he had been a

grizzly bear."

The light broke on the mountaineer
and flooded his heart with joy.

"What shall I say to him about

it?" he asked eagerly.

"Tell him that I love him for it.

Ask him why he doesn't come to

me."
"Thank Gawd," said the moun-

taineer. "I'll go and fotch him and
run all the way. He's a smart man
in politics, but he ain't got the sense

he was borned with when it comes
to sparkin' a womern."

What Is Life Without Movies!

Oh, how I pity each poor heathen clan

Way off on some desolate isle.

They never have seen a Chaplin stunt,

Or Mary Pickford's smile.
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The Screen in Review
Continued from page 63

than the greaser-cowboy feud does

to the average Londoner.
Therefore we found the story tire-

some. Moreover, in a technical way,
the film is inferior to our own pro-

ductions. (Business of waving the

flag.) But the settings, both interior

and exterior, are much more inter-

esting than ours and an immense re-

lief after too much California scen-

ery. The acting of Ivy Duke and
Guy Newall is conspicuously good.

And, after all, the English producers

give their pictures a certain refine-

ment.

"MR. WU."

The second Stoll production, "Mr.
Wu," is an adaptation of a London
stage success. Outside of the fact

that it is one of the most unpleas-

ant stories I have ever seen, it is

an effective production. I confess a

prejudice against seeing stories in

which Chinamen pursue white

women. Lillah MacCarthy has an

important role and so has Matheson
Lang. But Mr. Lang's make-up
wouldn't fool any one with even the

most superficial acquaintance with

laundrymen.

"•GODLESS MEN."

Speaking of strong stories, there

is Goldwyn's film, "Godless Men."
It is a jolly little sea tale of a

drunken old atheist of a sea captain

and his abominable son. Most of

the action takes place on board ship,

and it is a dirty sort of ship. The
captain gets hell-roarin' hootched

and casts covetous eyes at his daugh-
ter. Of course, he doesn't know
that the girl is his daughter, but the

spectator does, and the effect on the

nerves is perfectly delightful.

After you get through watching
"Godless Men," you feel as though
you had been sitting in close prox-
imity to a crate of not too new fish.

Some folks have strange ideas of

entertainment. Not one woman in

a hundred will like it, and I don't

think most men want this sort of

thing. 'Tain't pretty.

Will producers, who pretend to be-

lieve that their main business is to

please women, please remember that

most women dislike scenes of dirt,

disease, drunkenness, fights, and ani-

mal passion? The pictorial record

of the heroine's sea voyage in "God-
less Men" will nauseate the average

woman. A nice walloping adventure

story is quite all right, but this story

goes too far. The events depicted

therein would not be palatable un-

less properly De Milled.

"PRISONERS OF LOVE."

Betty Compson's first production

at the head of her very own company
is called "Prisoners of Love." It is

a perfectly swell fillum about a girl

who goes wrong so beautifully that

you cannot help crying over her. The
story is filled with cabaret scenes

and what young boys call "hot stuff."

It is disreputable in a harmless sort

of way and should brighten the life

of many a flapper, although I fear

that I must disapprove of its moral
tone.

But, Miss Compson, why did you
wait so long to bring out your first

picture ?

Right now, I will say that, al-

though I deplore "Prisoners of

Love," I admire the lady unre-

servedly. She is a baby Pauline

Frederick when it comes to emoting,

and she has what the French call

"the beauty of the devil." More-
over, she has an excellent camera
man.

"THE SPENDERS."

It is the rich round humor of

Harry Leon Wilson that makes "The
Spenders" a picture for Hodkinson
to be rather proud of. Mr. Wilson's
story is of a boy who brings good
Western money to Wall Street and
tries to be a Napoleon of finance. He
is rescued by Uncle Peter, who is a

pioneer, not a spender. Joseph J.

Dowling makes Uncle Peter as funny
as Mr. L. Wilson's celebrated Cousin
Egbert, who could be pushed just so

far. "The Spenders" is a bright

story, rather indifferentlv produced.

AS FOR THE REST.

"Isobel
;
or, The Trail's End" is a

James Oliver Curwood story, di-

rected by Edwin Carewe, and it is

a rough, rough story of God's coun-
try and the mounted police. I don't

know how it will affect you, but il

gave me a good, honest laugh. It

is exactly what George Jean Nathan
thinks the average movie is, if you
know what I mean. You get a whole
serial for the price of one admission.
House Peters and Jane Novak work
hard, and you work hard, too, if you
look at it.

I should like to say more about
"The Misleading Lady," because
Metro deserves some compensation
for my severe words about "Pollv
With a Past." But I used "Polly"
as an example of stretched stories;

she pointed a moral and adorned a

tale. "The Misleading Lady," with
Bert Lytell, is an agreeable version
of an agreeable play.

Gladys Walton,
Universal Film
Star, noted for
her expressive

eyes.

Sloquent

Daring eyes that glance sidelong
through dark lashes. Eyes that
flash "Beware" from beneath a
shadowing fringe. Languorous
eyes with sleepy lids that sweep
their silken lashes upon the cheek.

Always the eyes that are eloquent
have long, beautiful lashes to in-
tensify their light, be it sparkling
or softly lambent.

You can make your eyes luminous,
fascinating, by nourishing the
lashes and aiding their growth
wkh Lashlux. In Brown or Dark, it

darkens them immediately, making
them appear heavy and glossy.
Brown, Dark, or Colorless, 50c. At
drug or department stores, or by
mail.

ROSS COMPANY
26 East 23d Street, New York

means
luxuriant
lashes

GET ON THE STAGE
I Tell You How! Stage Work and Cabaret

itertaining successfully taught by mail. Your BIG
opportunity. Travel, see the world as vaudeville
actor or actress. My (treat Professional Course-
only one of its kind-COVERS ALL BRANCHES.
Develops Personality, Confidence, Skill and tells

von just how tn pet on the -taee. Send 6c postage
for illustrated booklet. "All About Vaudeville."
Slate ;itre and occupation. \\ rite for this free stage
Book today!

FREDERIC LA DELLE Box 537-G LOS ANGELAS, CALIF.

No. 9, $4.50. No. 16, $5.50.

"FTT^ you were to purchase rings like these illustrated

I above in Platinum, they would cost from £400 to
. $500. We are now manufacturing exact reproduc-

tions in Ladies, Sterling Silver. Platinum finish, basket
setting, pierced designs set with a carat size Genuine
"Egeria Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of a
diamond. Send your name now and receive tills wonderful Gem.
Put it beside a diamond, stands all tests. This Gem is a wonderful dis-
covers, only an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
WRITE today. Give size of tinker and number of rinff. Pay on arrival.
If not satisfied in 5 days, return for money reTund. This Is a wonderful
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to you:.

EGERIA GEM CO., A- 113 Feint St., Providence, R. I.
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AreVouA
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Are You Physically Fit?
Look in the glass. See if what you see there

is a full fledged man, or a piece of damaged
goods—a reject of society—nerves gone, vital-

ity sapped, energy lacking, ambition lost—

a

weakened, trembling, hopeless, joyless mortal
who feels that life is not worth living, and the
world looks dark and gloomy.
The guilty man shudders at the spectacle lie

sees in the mirror. You know when you are
face to face with yourself what has made you
what you are, if you are of the guilty ones.

Don't Be a Misfit
Tou can brace up and be a real fellow—

a

wholesome looking, handsome, healthy char)—

a

man any employer would be glad to have around
—a man every man and woman will instinctively

take to right off. Yes, you can do it—if you
will listen to a little common sense as it is

taught by a man who made himself the best
physical specimen in the world, then devoted
himself to the rehabilitation of other men and
women and so succeeded that thousands now
acclaim him the wonder-worker of the age.

Strongfortism

Will Put You on
Your Feet
Strongfort-

ism works miracles
in men, yet it is

easily adopted that,
without interfering
with any ordinary
occupation, you can
have health and vi-

tality and vigor re-
stored. I urge you
to learn what I can
do for you. I can
remedy almost any
physical fault by
purely natural
means without the
use of drugs or med-
icines.

STRONCFORT
The Perfect Man

Send for My
Free Book

I know I can con-
fer upon you tre-

mendous benefits—

I

know you'll thank
me as other thou-
sands have—that's
why I want to give

you an insight into
my wonderful
method by sending
you my highly inter-
esting and valuable
hook, "Promotion
and Conservation of
Health, Strength
and Mental Energy.

Here mention other subjects not listed above:

Don't Jose a minute. Send a 10c piece for
postage, etc., to my address. Tell me your
ailment. I will reply promptly—you'll devour
the truths found in my book and you will

see at once that a new era of life is within
your grasp.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Dept. 216 Newark, N. J.H /BHDniHnraBDEBlBBI QBOU IffiKBIi !H5531 WBF~

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Absolutely Confidential

Mr. Lionel Strongfort—Dept. 216, Newark, N.
J., Personal.—Please send me your book "PRO-
MOTION AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH,
STRENGTH AND MENTAL ENERGY." for
postage on which I enclose a 10c piece.
Send me special information on subjects

marked X below, without in any way obligating
me.
.Colds ..Flat Feet ..Rheumatism

..Catarrh ..Stomach ..Heart Weak-
. .Hay Fever Disorders ness
..Asthma ..Constipation . . Poor Circula-
. . Obesity ..Biliousness lation
..Headache ..Torpid Liver .. Poor Memory
..Thinness ..Indigestion ..Despondency
..Rupture ..Nervousness ..Drug Addict
..Lumbago ..Gastritis . .Skin Disorders
..Neuritis ..Increased . . Great Strength
. .Neuralgia Height . . Falling Hair
..Flat Chest ..Successful . Round Shoul-
.. Deformity Marriage der

(Describe) PjmD |es
.. Lung Troubles

..Insomnia '
' , , r .. Muscular De-

. .Vital Deple- -Weak Eyes velopment
tion ..Blackheads ..Healthy

..Short Wind ..Weak Back Children

"Broadway and Home" tells its

own story in its title. A conven-
tional story, yet pleasing- withal.

Eugene O'Brien acts with grace, and
he has nice ways. The film tells of

a boy who leaves his home town and
goes to Broadway. And he returns,

disappointed. Heigh ! Ho ! How
about those who aren't disappointed,

and who never, never return home ?

"Pagan Love" is Hugo Ballin's

first independent production. Mr.
Ballin used to be art director for

Goldwyn. The story, by Achmed
Abdullah, tells of the tragic and
idealistic love of a Chinaman for

a blind white girl. It is a curiously

uneven picture, with some beauti-

ful scenes and some other views that

look as though they had been slipped

from a news reel. Mabel Ballin

proves herself a delicious actress.

H. B. Warner goes back to crook
stuff in "Dice of Destiny." Mr.
Warner can put soul into melo-
drama. And heart into stone. And

brains into ivory. "Dice of Destiny,"
although a bit movie-esque, is the

best vehicle he has had in a long
time.

Just in passing, a few nice

phrases should be bestowed on "The
Charm School," a bright and shin-

ing picture starring the bright and
shining Wallace Reid. As for

Charles Ray's newest, "Nineteen
and Phyllis," it is funny in spots, but

Mr. Ray, like William De Mille, is

breaking my heart. Too much short,

choppy action, trick subtitles, and in-

distinct photography spoiled the pic-

ture for me.

By the way, I have talked with a

man who saw "The Kid," Charlie

Chaplin's masterpiece. And this

amateur critic said that it was won-
derful. I also talked with Charlie.

He smiled when he spoke of it.

Those who have seen it declare that

when it comes out the public will

forgive Chaplin for keeping it wait-

ing so long.

Name
Age Occupation

Street

City State.

Extra! Extra!

JUST as we go to press the news
comes that Constance Talmadge
and Dorothy Gish are married.

Constance is now Mrs. John Tia-

laglo, wife of a tobacco importer,

and Dorothy is now Mrs. James
Rennie. Mr. Rennie is one of the

most popular young actors in New
York. He is playing in "Spanish

Love," a stage production, and act-

ing in pictures with Dorothy's sister

Lillian. He appeared with Dorothy
in "Remodeling Her Husband," and
"Flying Pat."

The two couples were married at

Greenwich, Connecticut, by a justice

of the peace, the day after Christ-

mas. The four young people had
gone motoring together Sunday aft-

ernoon, just as they often did. Their

families noticed nothing unusual

about the party. The girls did not

leave the Savoy Hotel, where they

live, by ladders, or sheets knotted

to the window sill. They walked out

to the car, chatting with each other

and nodding to their friends in the

lobby of the hotel. But once in the

car, thev rushed straight for Green-

wich—and matrimony.

Constance's family and closest

friends had known for some time

that she was engaged to Mr. Tialaglo,

but they didn't know whether the

couple planned to get married next

month or next year. Their elope-

ment was a complete surprise. Dor-

othy's engagement to James Rennie

has been rumored almost daily for

the past few weeks, but has always

been vigorously denied.

Mr. Tialaglo is a Greek who has

been in this country about five years.

He was born in Constantinople twen-
ty-eight years ago, and is—as you
would expect—tall, dark, and hand-
some. He is also enormously
wealthy, speaks English without an
accent, and has adored Constance

ever since he met her at a dinner

party two years ago. For more de-

tails about him, we refer you to

Constance's statement of a year

ago:

"I will never marry a man who
wears tan buttoned shoes, eats spin-

ach, carries an umbrella, has a beard,

says, 'I'm feeling badly,' wears a

ring on his middle finger, or sings

tenor." Mr. Tialaglo does none of

these things.

James Rennie is a Canadian, and
was formerly a captain in the Royal
Flying Corps.

The two girls have been chums
ever since they first met. They
learned their school lessons together,

bobbed their hair together, grew up
and went to parties and first nights

together, and planned that when they

got married they would have a dou-
ble wedding. Together thev are

twice as impetuous as individually,

so what more natural than that thev

should elope together?

The complete account of this dou-

ble romance, which is one of the

most interesting stories of its kind

that ever happened in real life, will

appear in the next issue of Picture-
Play Magazine.
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MiSS CINDERELLA
By Beatrice Imboden

THE four o'clock stillness had de-
scended on Room Number Seven.
But in a far corner the little teacher
still bent over her desk, though by
all the laws of pedagogy it was the

hour when even the most conscientious of
little teachers might relax.

Occasionally the bumping of erasers by
Billy Bowman, successful contestant for
the high hcnor of erasing the board, or the
swish cf the janitor's broom in the hall
were heard, but the little teacher, worked
on unheeding.
Truly an edifying sight, had principal or

visiting supervisor come to the door.
Had the visitor been so impolite as to

look over the little teacher's shoulder,
however, he might have been surprised.
For the problem was this:

Board and room rent $40
Carfare and lunch 10
Lectures, professional magazines,

etc 5
Money sent to Mother 10
Savings for Summer expenses.. 15

$S0
"Leaving only $20 a month for clothes

and extras! And people seem to dress so
in the city!" sighed the little teacher.
"Poor thing, you thought you had come
into a fortune last fall when you got ap-
pointed to a city school at S100 a month.
Guess you should have stayed in Millers-
ville, even if it was poky."
At this point Billy Bowman's cheerful

treble broke the stillness.
"I had a fight last night, Miss Bobbins,"

he announced calmly.
The little teacher started. Then horri-

fied disapproval o-erspread her face.
"Billy!" she began.
"Oh, it wasn't on the school grounds, so

you won't have to tell the principal."
"But," the little teacher protested, "you,

shouldn't fight anywhere."
"Well, it was this way," explained the

unruffled Billy. "Jimmy Dawson said Miss
Warner was the best-looking teacher in
the school, and I said no, you were. He
kept on saying it so we had a fight, and I

licked him."
Billy paused for breath. "And I told

Uncle Bob, and he said, 'That's the boy!
Always take up the gauntlet for your lady
love.' An' he asked what you looked like.

"I told him you had big eyes and brown
hair with little gold lights on top of the
crinkles. Then he said, 'Shake, old man.
I see you have the family taste.' And he
said he was coming to visit the school."
Another stop for breath, Billy wondering

why the little teacher's cheeks were so
pink and her head so averted.
"Mother said, 'Indeed, you shan't go and

annoy the young lady!' But she's coming
some day."
Mrs. Bowman speedily made a friendly

visit, beginning with "I've heard so much
of you, Miss Bobbins. My small son is

your ardent admirer 1" and ending with
"Won't you come to dinner, Friday, just
,the family, with Billy included, of course?"
And the little teacher drew from the

month's allowance ten precious dollars for
a chiffon blouse. The old suit would have
to do, with pressing. Billy proudly escorted
her home Friday evening.

ONLY the family" proved to include
"Uncle Bob," whose merry, quizzical

eyes never left the little teacher's face,
and a fashionable visiting cousin, the latter
gowned in something green, low-cut and
expensive-looking. Mrs. Bowman wore a
black gown that in Millersville would have
served for state occasions.

3 "Why didn't I at least have sense enough
to wear a one-piece dress," groaned the
little teacher. "But what would I have
worn—last Summer's faded pink voile?"
She felt her embarrassment was evident,

though the others chattered gaily. As soon
as possible she made an excuse of a lecture
and left, alone on the street car, in spite

of Mr. Bob's determination to whirl her to

"the lecture" in his car.
Later came "at home" cards from Mrs.

Bowman and invitations from other pa-
trons. But after the chiffon blouse had
attended a tea or two, and met velvets and
satins galore, it was quietly folded away.
Of course, Mr. Bob called at the little

teacher's quiet boarding place, and tele-

phoned and sent flowers. He escorted her
(plus the chiffon blouse) to a play, with
laces and silks in the next box.
Then—the little teacher straightway

adopted the cordiality of an icicle, and not

even the most square-jawed of young men

can pay court to such forever. Business
called him East and everything seemed
ended, save for a postal or two.

Billy wondered why his beloved teacher
forgot to be jolly. Miss Warner dropped
into Boom Seven one evening and sur-
prised a tear in the little teacher's eye.

"Forgive me, dear, if I seem officious,"
she slipped an arm about the younger
girl. "But you look like a little sister of
mine. And I've an idea your trouble is the
same I had two years ago."
Then she talked, while the little teacher's

expression changed from incredibility to
surprise and hope! Soon after, the little
teacher recovered her gay spirits. There
was often a mysterious smile on her lips,
and once Billy caught her humming a tune,
right out loud in school!

IT was July, and Mr. Bob had run down
to his sister's country place.
"Some nice people here," she greeted

him. "Oh, yes, and an old friend of yours—that pretty little teacher. I think you'ra
in for a surprise, my boy."
That evening he got it! While looking

over the evening paper in the library, he
was startled by a vision in misty blue,
something frilly and flower-strewn, a vision
which slipped quietly in and made a quaint
courtesy before him.
"Good evening,'' remarked the vision.
"Why—ah—oh, good evening." Mr. Bob

stumbled to his feet.
"Do you usually gasp at the mere sight

of an old friend?" queried the vision.
"No, only at dreams come true, Miss

Cinderella," returned Mr. Bob with re-
covered poise. "Would you like the snap-
shot of yourself you gave Billy last spring?
Here it is, next my heart. But you can't
have it."

It was the little teacher's turn to blush.
Next morning she appeared for golf in

a white linen skirt, as tailored and pock-
eted as you please, with green satin sport
coat to match the morning fields.

That afternoon for country club tea she
donned a cream silk jersey frock, ex-
quisitely simple and well cut. In the even-
ing another marvel, something white and
fluffy, flung over something pink and silky,
reminding the hitherto unpoetic Mr. Bob
of a cloud with sunset lining. While on
Sunday a pensive Quaker maiden went to
church all in cloudy gray.
No wonder Mr. Bob was bewildered.
"What's the answer, Sis?" He sought his

sister one day, having just left a very
domestic-looking maiden in cool white
dimity, embroidering on the porch.
Mrs. Bowman shook her head. "Per-

haps she's inherited some money," she
said vaguely. "But I liked her last Win-
ter, shabby clothes and all, of course."
"So did I, worse luck," groaned Mr. Bob.

He determined to learn his fate that even-
ing. But a dance was on and a wonderful
low-cut . frock in orchid tints embroidered
in violets awed him while the other fellows
danced with her.
However, fate—or the little teacher—was

kind next evening, for nothing more terri-
fying than a white dotted swiss, with ab-
surdly babyish blue sash, appeared.

Oh, wise little teacher, how did you
know that the man does not exist who can
resist white swiss and blue ribbons?
There was a stroll and a moon, and,

rather late, two supremely happy beings
returned.
"There is only one thing to which I ob-

ject," Mr. Bob was saying. "You see, I

used to dream as a boy of making a for-
tune and laying it at the feet of a lovely
maid, changing her to a princess. I

thought I'd found her last year. But, lo,

the wand has already waved over her and
she is a princess now. But I didn't make
her one, so I'm disappointed. Tell me,
Cinderella, who was the fairy godmother?"
"Why, I made these clothes myself,"

calmly responded the little teacher, going
directly to the root of the matter.
"You— !" Mr. Bob gasped.
"Of course, so you can still make me a

princess, for I have no fortune."
"But how did you make those things?

Sis says they're lovely, and she has an
expensive dressmaker."

"I'll tell you all," laughed Cinderella. "I
wag so miserable last winter. I wanted
good times and I—liked you—" C'Say it!"
whispered Mr. Bob, "say you loved me.")
"But I felt so ill at ease in my poor
clothes. Finally I was horrid to you, to
keep you away, though it 'most killed me!"
The moon obligingly whisked behind a

passing cloud to allow Mr. Bob to express
his sympathy.

There was a stroll
and a moon, and
rather late, two

. supremely happy
beings returned.

"Then one of the teachers—Miss War-
ner—told me a way out. I had always
secretly admired her clothes—and won-
dered how she could dress "so beautifully
on a teacher's salary.

"Well, she told me that she had learned
right in her own boarding place, in spare
time, through the Woman's Institute, how
to make stylish, becoming clothes and hats,
even though she knew nothing at all about
sewing or millinery when she began. She
said that this wonderful school had taught
her how to make the kind of dresses and
hats she had always wanted for less than
one-half their usual cost, and how to make
money sewing for other people beside.
"You see, it makes no difference where

you live, because all the instruction is car-
ried on by mail. And it is no disadvantage
if you are employed because you can devote
much or little time to the course and just
whenever it is convenient.

SO I wrote and began the lessons. Al-
most at once I knew I had solved the

problem. In a month I made a pretty
school blouse, and then I tried a dress.
I made the gray one I wore Sunday (you
seemed to like it), and I wore it to the
Teacher's Institute, where I took my read-
ing class up on the platform.
"They said I made quite a successful

appearance,' demurely. "And now—why,
with ten dollars invested in material, I

can make a lovel5r summer dress. And
made-overs 1 This white is one and the
lavender I wore last night came from an
old dress of mother's, plus a little new
chiffon. I can even make tailored things!
"You learn those little- touches that turn

a few yards of material into a work of art,

you learn your special colors and styles.
Why, I could go on forever! And, just
think, if you should happen to lose your
money, I could even earn my living mak-
ing artistic clothes for others."
"Or dress your own bewitching little self

so people would think I had a million dol-
lars while I was getting on my feet again.
Miss Cleverness,'' grinned Mr. Bob.
The little teacher's story has a practical

application to your needs. More than
85,000 women and girls in city, town and
country have proved that you can quickly
learn at home in spare time how to make
all your own and your children's clothes
and hats or prepare for success in dress-
making or millinery as a profession.

It costs you nothing to find out all about
the Woman's Institute and what it can do
for you. Just send a letter, post card or
the convenient coupon below and you will
receive—without obligation—the full story of
this great school that has brought the
happiness of having dainty, becoming
clothes, savings almost too good to be
true, and the joy of being independent in
a successful business, to women and girls

all over the world.

WOMAN'S INSTITUTE
Dept.59-Q, Scranton, Penna.

Please send me one of your booklets and
tell me how I can learn the subject marked
below:
Home Dressmaking Millinery
Professional Dressmaking uCooking

Name
(Please specify whether Mrs. or Miss)

Address



Here's Free
Proof That You Can Hear!

The wonderful, improved Acousticon
has now enabled more than 400,000 deaf
people to hear. We are sure it will do
the same for you ; are so absolutely cer-

tain of it that we are eager to send you
the

1 92 1 Acousticon
For lO Days' FREE TRIAL

No Deposit—No Expense

There is nothing you will have to do but ask
for your free trial. No money to pay, no red

tape, no reservation to this offer. Our confidence

in the present Acousticon is so complete that we
will gladly take all the risk in proving, beyond

g
any doubt, that the

Joy of Hearing Can Be Yours Again!
The New Acousticon has improvements and

patented features which cannot be duplicated, so

no matter what you have ever tried, just ask for
g

a free trial of the New Acousticon. You'll get »j

it promptly, and if it doesn't make you hear.
|

return it arid you will owe us nothing—not one cent.
|

Dictograph Products Corp.
1442 Candler Bldg., New York City. N. Y.

l-fYouCan Tell it-from a
GENyiNE DIAMONDSenditlack
To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resembles a genuine diamond with same DAZZLING RAIN-
BOW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies'
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for Hall Pries to ln«
SrotJuco, S2.83, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price S6.2G) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard orthisad. State Size. Wewillmail atonceC.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back less
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agenfis Wanted*

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept.CD2 las duces, N. Mex.
(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

GLORIA SVVANSON WALLACE RE1D
Cecil B. UeMille Artcraft Player Paramount Star

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy. untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming1 sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in any
of the prevailing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed hamless, greaseless and stainless.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer
If your dealer can't supply you we will send it direct

prepaid upon receipt of price. Use it five days, if dis-
satisfied return what is left and your money will be re-
funded. Thousands use it daily. Remember, your
money back if dissatisfied.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 63. CHICAGO
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Dick's Admirer.—No, I am not re-

lated to any answer men. Richard Bar-
thelmess is working at the Griffith stu-

dios at Mamaroneck, New York. He
is married to Mary Hay.

An
_
Unknown Friend.—Eugene

O'Brien is not married. He is not an
Irishman, as you imagine, except by his
ancestry. He was born in Denver, Colo-
rado, in 1884. He is six feet tall and
weighs one hundred and sixty pounds.
Write to the editor about that.

Mildred L. P.—I'm sure I can't see
anything wicked about writing questions
about the movies on Sunday, but, of
course, if you feel that way about it,

why not wait until Monday? Yes, they
are very strict about letting visitors into
the various studios. They have to be
strict on this point or they would be
overrun with people all the- time. No,
the actresses do not give away their

dresses after they finish a picture. They
will always find plenty of use for them
at a later date. They are just added to

their wardrobe to await a future call.

Kathryn McG.—Constance Binney
played the leading feminine role in Mau-
rice Tourneur's "Sporting Life." Faire
Binney, her sister, played her younger
sister in the play. Dorothy Gish's latest

release is called "Little Miss Rebellion."
Ralph Graves played the leading male
role opposite her. He was born in Cleve-
land, Ohio, twenty years ago. Wheeler
Oakman was born in Washington, D. C.

Owen Moore is a native son of Ireland.

Faire Binney was born in New York
City in 1901. Her sister, Constance, ar-

rived on earth two years before Faire.

Patty of Pattie.—Conrad Nagel was
born in Des Moines, Iowa, in 1896. He
is six feet tall and weighs one hundred
ond sixty-five pounds. His hair is light

brown and his eyes are blue. He is the

proud father of a brand-new baby daugh-
ter. This is his correct name. Lila Lee's

correct name is Gussie Appel. She was
born in New York City in 1902.

E. M. L.—In "Everywoman" Youth
was played by Clara Horton. Wanda
Hawley played the part of Beauty.
Clarine Seymour is dead. She passed
away in New York on May 26, 1920.

Merl M.—It is best to inclose a quar-
ter to cover the expense of the photo
and mailing. You will find the addresses
you want at the end of this department.

Adrian.—William S. Hart is not mak-
ing any plans for future screen produc-
tions, so it is no use working on a story

for him. Bill says—and very emphati-
cally, too—that he is to retire from the

screen for good at the completion of his

next feature for Artcraft. I feel confi-

dent that Bill will carry out his threat.

Ruth W.—Bert Lytell is married to

a nonprofessional. Marjorie Daw was
born in Colorado Springs, Colorado, in

1002. Her correct name is Margarita
House. She selected her screen name
from the Mother Goose rhyme. Alice

Brady has dark hair and eyes. Chicago
would be the nearest point for you.

Star I.—Allan Sears was born in San
Antonio, Texas, and was educated at

Knox College.

Bill Hart Admirer.—No, Bill Hart is

not married. He has been in motion
pictures for six years. He lives in Los
Angeles, California, with his sister, Mary
Hart. Kathleen Kirkham was born in

Menominee, Michigan, in 1895. She is

married to a nonprofessional.

Marian.—Oh, wise little girl! One
does not have to be French because one
is born in France. You are the one who
is wrong. Charles Chaplin was born in
France of English parents, but promptly
went to England and became naturally
an English subject. Now will you be
good? Richard Barthelmess was born
in New York City in 1895. I can't help
how old he was two years ago. You
must have read an issue of Picture-
Play when Dick was not married. He
wasn't born that way, you know, and it

is only recently that he married. To
be exact, he married Mary Hay on Fri-
day, June 18, 1920, at the Church of the
Heavenly Rest in New York City. You
say you have criticized enough. Not at

all
;
any time you think you are right

and I am wrong, let me know. Eugene
O'Brien is starring in pictures for the
Selznick Pictures Corporation. You are
likely to hear all sorts of gossip in this

business, so don't believe anything you
hear. Wait until you see it printed in

Picture-Play, and then you can be sure
that it is a fact, and not a wild rumor.

S. R. O.—I know that some of the
motion-picture titles have very little to
do with the picture, and oftentimes the
fans are fooled by a title. It is up to
the producers and not to yours truly. If
they see fit to put them in, I can't stop
them.

I. R. O.—I can't help you one bit un-
less you can be more explicit. If you
even knew his name in the cast of the
picture you mean, I would be able to
name him for you. I'll give you the
cast, and you can probably tell from
that. Wallace Reid and Grace Darmond
had the leading roles in "The Valley of
the Giants." Will Brunton played Buck
Ogilvy, Charles Ogle was John Cardi-
gan, Ralph Lewis was Colonel Penning-
ton, Hart Hoxie was Jules Rondeau,
Noah .Beery was Black Minorca, Guy
Oliver was George Sea Otter, W. H.
Brown was Judge Moore, Richard Cum-
mings was McTavish, Ogden Crane was
Mayor Poundstone, and Speed Hansen
was Henry Poundstone. There were no
other men in the cast.

Katherine H.—Emory Johnson was
born in

_
San Francisco, California, in

1894. His better half in private life is

Ella Hall. They have two baby boys.
He appears opposite Betty Compson in
her first independent picture for her
own company, called "Prisoners of
Love." He has just been reengaged to
play opposite her in her next starring
vehicle.

Marjorie Millet.—I am sure I can-
not tell you for certain. You had bet-
ter write to him and find out for your-
self. So many of the fans want the stars
to answer their letters that it is impos-
sible to do so. Suppose you received
several hundred letters every week. Do
you think you could possibly answer
them all yourself? Natalie is the young-
est of

_
the_ Talmadge sisters. Eileen

Sedgewick is playing in serials. Mary
Pickford has finished one picture since
her return from Europe, under the di-
rection of Frances Marion, who also
wrote the story. She is now working on
"The Cricket," which David Kirkland is

directing. "Ruth of the Rockies" is Ruth
Roland's latest serial. "Sherry" was an
Edgar Lewis production released by
Pathe. Jack Dempsey made one picture,
a fifteen-episode serial called "Dare-devil
Jack." He has not made any other
pictures since that time. Marjorie Ben-
nett is a younger sister of Enid Bennett
Write whenever you have the time and
as often as you have the inclination.
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QtfzV<£>Gray
"It was falling out, getting brittle and

stringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff

and itched almost constantly.

"A few applications of Kolor-Bak pro-
duced a wonderful improvement. The itching

stopped instantly. There was no more dandruff.

And—marvel of marvels— it is now restored to its

original color—not a gray hair shows anywhere!"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is color-

less, stainless, harmless and restores original

color to gray hair simply by putting hair and
scalp in a healthy condition

.

Send for our special trial offer; also Free
Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-Bat
restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-3338 West 38th Street, Dept. 3317 Chicago

j^fcu can
" ulele!

If you play quaint dreamy
fascinating Hawaiian music

or latest songs on the Ukulele,

you will be in demand. Prof.

Harry J. Clarke's latest method
now enables you to play the

Ukulele in a few weeks. As easy

as reading a novel. No previous knowledge necessary.

Famous Moving Picture Stars have learned to play it.

We give you FREE a handsome Ukulele if you enroll

now. Write for free Narrative of Hawaiian Music and
offer. No obligations! Send now!
Hawaiian Institute of Music. 1400 Broadway, Pent. 4-M, N=w York

On 10-Day Trial

New. thin model
Elfin watch, war-
ranted movement
In 14-kt.zold-fill-
ed case. 20-year
guarantee.

Decide for your-
self. If you keep
It. this beautiful
high class watch
may be paid for
at less than 7
cents a day.

Chain
and Knife
FREE

A 14-kt. Bold fill-

ed knife and chain
absolutely free
with this offer.
Bute If yon wish
a Waldemar,
(shown i n cut),
Dickens, or vest

Elgin
Watch

14-kt.
Gold-

12

"10

X

LessThan 7c aDay
If yoa ar« pleased when
the watch comes send only

S3. 60 as first payment.
Then wear the watch for

ten full days. Ifyoudonot
consider it the greatest

value in America, return
It at our expen ? e and your
deposit will be refunded
immediately. If you de-
cide to buv. send «2.00 a
month until $22.60 is paid.

Order Today
—OnTrial

Remember. 70a
are not obligated
to buy when you
order on trial.

Just send your
name and ad- .

drees. No r e d '

fane or annovance. State which cbain you wish. This

offer UnStedf! ct now. Send your name to Dept. 1753.

Our 123-paoe catalog ehowB more than

2000 bargains in Diamonds. RUcM
end Jewelry. Write for it NOW.

lm.lyon&co., aaa

A New Orleans Girl.—May Allison

was born in Georgia. She was educated
in Tennessee. If she ever lived in El
Paso, Texas, she has kept mighty quiet

about it. I think she never did. Doro-
thy Dalton was Mrs. Lew Cody, but she
isn't now. That is her correct name.
The reason Mary Pickford hasn't had
many releases lately is because of her
trip abroad. She has completed an Ital-

ian picture which will be released very
soon by the United Artists.

Jack.—Fannie Ward was born in St.

Louis, Missouri, in 1S75. Charles Chap-
lin arrived on earth at Paris, France, in

1889. Harry Houdini was born in Ap-
pleton, W isconsin. Eugene O'Brien is

six feet tall and weighs one hundred and
sixty pounds. He has light-brown hair

and blue eyes. Alia Nazimova is five

feet three inches and weighs one hun-
dred ar.d sixteen pounds. She has black
hair and violet eyes. Viola Dana is four
feet eleven inches tall and weighs but
ninety-six pounds, soaking wet. She has
light-green eyes and dark-brown hair.

William S. Hart's latest Artcraft feature
is called "The Testing Block." Mary
Pickford had a very quiet and simple
ceremony when she was married to Doug-
las Fairbanks. Marjorie Daw was her
maid of honor at the wedding.

Musical Nut.—The majority of the

stars play some kind of musical instru-

ment. Yes, it is true that Wallace Reid
can play the saxaphonc, piano, violin. 1

know, because I have caught him at it.

Aspire and Inspire.— I cannot help you
to become a motion-picture actress, and
I am sorry I can not grant jour request

for a letter of introduction to the heads
of the various film companies. You see,

no one knows who I am, anyway, so if

I did give a letter to the film-company
heads, they wouldn't know who it was
from, and therefore it would not do you
a bit of good. It takes more than a let-

ter of introduction to become a motion-
picture star. If you would aspire, you
must perspire first. It takes work, work,
and moie -work to get to the top, even
after you have gotten started.

Nadine R.—Ella Hall has retired from
the screen for the time being at least.

Her two baby sons are the reason. She
is devoting all of her time to them these

days. Anj' one with two baby sons will

realize that it takes all a mother's time
to look after them. Her correct name is

Ollie Kirkby, not Kirby. She is the wife
of George Larkin. Constance Talmadge
wras born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1900.

Her sister Xorma was born at Niagara
Falls in 1897. Not in Niagara Falls. It

couldn't be done. Emory Johnson played
opposite Margarita Fisher in the Ameri-
can production "Put Up Your Hands."

Elizabeth S.—Albert Roscoe is six feet

tall. Charles Ray is one inch over six
j

feet. George Walsh is five feet eleven.
|

Alice Brady measures five feet seven.
Alary Pickford just reaches the five-foot

|

mark. Shirley Mason and Dorothy Gish
are the same height as Mary. I never
heard of your friend Ethel. The height
of a player makes no difference in their

popularity. The fans go to pictures to

see acting, not to find out how tall an ac-

tress is. You will find your other ques-
tions already answered in these columns.

Berne.—That is my name nine-tenths
of the time. Yes, I should think that it

had done its share. E. K. Lincoln and
Elmo Lincoln are not related to each
other. Your other questions already have
been answered in the replies above.

America's Best
DIRECTOR OF PHYSICAL

EDUCATION

Is the best too good for you?

Will you be satisfied with half strength?

Will you spend your money for idle promises?

No! A thousand times No!

A Tried and

Proven Course

The experts of

today claim that
ray course is

without an
equal. The
magazines refer

to me as abso-
lutely the best
in the field. My
records anions
the leaders hi
the business
world to-day
and among
the professional
strong men who
are now shouting
my praises all

prove that my
claims are just.

A number of
those who are
now advertising
in this very
magazine arc
former pupils of
mine.

What Does This

Mean to You?

Health and
Strength await
you. Will you
let it pass you
by? Don't
weaken. D e -

cide right now
that you will

not be among
those cast aside.

Say right now

:

"I will be
strong.''

Come on Then.

I'm Ready

I will take you
jUSt as J'OU are. latest photograph of EARLE E. LI£PER-MiN
transform you 0ct . 10, 1920
into a marvel of
health and strength. I will build out those
shoulders, swell that back of yours, fill your lungs
with life giving air. make your arms and legs like

pillars, clear your brain, putting the flash into your
eye and the spring into step. I will also strengthen
every vital organ within you. You won't need to
bother with advertisements curing all kinds of

complaints. You will never have them.

Now Is the Time
Don't let another day pass. Each day in your

present condition is a day lost. Think of what this

means to you. New. life, tremendous strength, suc-
cess and abounding health. Come on out of that
stupor—get busy—get your pencil right now and

Send for my new book

"Muscular Development"
IT IS FREE!

It tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated with
25 full page photographs of myself and some of the
world's best athletes whom I have trained. Also
contains full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and special offer will be sent on
receipt of only 10 cents stamps or coin, to cover
cost of wrapping and mailing.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1403, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1403, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest hook. "Muscular
Development" (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

Address

City State



%J^rse,\ect from 44 Styles,
colors and sizes, famous Ranger
bicycles. Delivered free on approval,
from maker - direct - to - rider, nt Factory
Prices. Save $10 to $? on your bicycle.

lOMonthstoBay:
•""liberal Easy Payment plan. Parents
often advance first deposit. Energetic boys
earn the small monthly payments thereafter.

Ti^S Horns. wheels,lamps, parts and
equipment at half usual prices.

SEND NO MONEY—Ask for big free Ranger
Catalog, marvelous prices and tei

Cycle Company fS??'fi

Dept.llOl Chicago Agents

Dialogs, Monologs TfcT A X/C '

Musical Readings 1"^ I , h\ \ ij !

Vaudeville Acts
Howto Stage a Play

Drills, Pageants
- ~~" — Make - up Goods

Tableaux, Jokes, Folk Dances, Entertainments, Recitations,
Pantomimes, Minstrel Material, Speakers, Commencement
Manual full of New Ideas and Plans. Catalog Free.

T. S. Denison & Co., Dept. 67, Chicago
DEAFNESS IS MISERY

I know because I'was Dear and had Head Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Eooklet and my sworn
si.ji'.'!Mv!". of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite 98 70 5th Avenue New York Cltj

Copy this Sketch
and let me see what you can do with
it. Many newspaper artists earn-
ing $30.00 to $200.00 or more per
week were trained by my personal
individual lessons by mail.
PICTURE CHARTS make
ing easy to Iearn
6c in stamps for __
Chart, lonpr listof suece3sful students, and I

evidenceof what rot/canaecomplish ^
Please state your age.

The Landon School
306 Victor Bldg. Cleveland, O,

cms by mail. LANDON /
ake original draw- /
a. Send sketchwith C^S'V
or sample Picture \-^v-

Famous FRENCH Depilatory

for removing hair

A delicately per-
fumed powder; re-

moves hair, leaves
skin smooth, white;
for arms, limbs,
face; 50c and $1 size,

(containing com-
plete mixing ou f fit)

inU. S.and Canada;
75c and $1.50 else-

where. At drug and
department stores.

HALL & RUCKEL
104 Waverly Place, N.Y.

Advertising Section

By Gosh, Himself.—Carter de Haven
and his wife are not making any more
comedies for Paramount, so it would
not do to submit that type of story to
them. They are now making features
for the First National Exhibitors' Cir-
cuit. "Twin Beds" was their first, and
they are now nearly through with their
second film for this concern, namely,
"The Girl in the Taxi."

Ruth N.—Jack Mulhall and Eugene
O'Brien are not related to each other.
Carlyle Blackwell is still very much in
pictures. He is not with any special
company. His latest picture is "The
Restless Sex," in which he plays oppo-
site Marion Davies. They are all Ameri-
cans, born right here in the U. S. A. I

never heard of the people you mention.
If they were ever in pictures, it must
have been only as extras, for if they
were even on a cast of a picture, I would
have a record of them. Some people
must like the reissues, because if they
didn't, the fans would not go to see
them, and it wouldn't pay the producer
to get out the prints. Of course, some
companies have reissued pictures under
a different title than the original, which
has misled the fans, and in many cases
has annoyed them greatly, for they have
gone into a theater expecting to see a
new film, only to discover that it is an
old one they have seen long before.

Hope.—Haven't had a line from you
for several months. Aren't you feeling

up to snuff lately?

Archibald and Mike.—Your questions

have already been answered in the above
replies. Look for the addresses you
want at the bottom of The Oracle depart-

ment.

Filly.—Charles Rosher is a camera
man, not an actor. He photographs the

features of Mary Pickford.

Edith L.—Jack Holt was born in Win-
chester, Virgina. The editor has charge
of all the interviews. Write to him about
them. Margarita Fisher was born in

Missouri Valley, Iowa—not in Califor-

nia. She formed her own company,
which went to California to start work
in January. There are quite a few who
have been "born and rized" there. Con-
stance Binney's latest picture is "Thirty-

nine East." She studied dancing as a

child and was educated in Brearly

School, in Westover, and in a French
convent in Paris. Mabel Normand was
born in Boston, Massachusetts. She has
never been married. No, just having
pretty hair will never be enough to con-

vince any producer that he ought to star

a girl in pictures. It takes more than that

these days to get by in the films.

Miss Madeline C.—Alice Brady is

married and Frank L. Crane is her proud
hubby, as you probably know by

_
this

time if you've looked through this issue

carefully. She is the daughter of Wil-
liam A. Brady, the well-known theatri-

cal producer. She is making screen pro-

ductions for Realart. She is also appear-

ing on the stage in a play called "Anna
Ascends."

Miss V. Taras.—Tracing lost relatives

and running a correspondence bureau are

somewhat out of my line, but this once I

am glad to oblige a lady.
_
Helen Taras,

who saw your name in this department,
wants to know if you are a long-lost

distant relative she is looking for. If

you care to write to her in care of this

department, the letter will be forwarded
to her.

Olivia.—You will find all your ques-
tions answered in the previous replies.

Tom Mix Fan.—That is his real name.
Tom Mix is married to Victoria Forde.
They have no little mixers.

Ducky Lucky From Pueblo, Colorado.—Robert Gordon is married to Alma
Francis, the well-known musical-comedy
star. She is very, very pretty. Wallace
MacDonald is not married. Charles Ray
is married to a nonprofessional, Clara
Grant. Jack Pickford has no children.
Guess ! I'm afraid you are too fickle,

so I had better not tell you. You men-
tioned three in your letter that you are
already in love with, so I am taking no
chances. Your other question already
has been answered.

Billie.—Wallace Reid is not married
to Ann Little. His better half is Doro-
thy Davenport. He was born in St.

Louis, Missouri, in 1892. Corinne Grif-
fith was born in Texarkana, Texas.
Grace Cunard was born in Paris, France.
She was married to Joe Moore, young-
est of the Moore brothers. Hoot Gibson
and Helen Gibson were married until

Helen recently secured a divorce from
husband Hoot. Charles Hutchinson is

married. Wallace Reid is six feet tall

and weighs one hundred and eighty-five

pounds. He has brown hair and blue
eyes. Louise Lovely was born in Sydney,
Australia. She is not an Austrian, but
an Australian. There's quite a difference,
Billie. Just call an Australian an Aus-
trian and you will soon discover the
fact, much to your regret. Most of the
prominent players have had extensive
education. Baby Marie Osborne was born
in 191 1.

?

—

-Anxious.—The actresses you asked
about are all Americans, born and raised

in the United States. Kathleen O'Connor
was born in Dayton, Ohio, in 1897. Cleo
Madison was born in Bloomington, Illi-

nois. Kathleen is five feet four and one-
half inches tall, and Cleo is an inch and
a half taller than Kathleen. Edith John-
son was born in Rochester, New York, in

1895. She tips the beam at five feet four
inches. James Levering was born in

Bristol, England, in 1861. He is five

feet six inches tall. He is an English-
man. William Duncan was born in Scot-
land. He is five feet ten inches.

Dorothy Louise H. and Ruth Eliza-
beth C.—Eva Novak is Jane Novak's
younger sister. She is doing very nicely

on the screen, and threatens to become
just as popular with the picture fans as

her big sister. She is William S. Hart's
leading lady in his newest film. She
has blond hair and blue eyes, and is still

in her 'teens. Wallace Reid's latest re-

lease is called "Always Audacious." He
is now at work on a story called "The
Daughter of a Magnate," the title of
which will no doubt be changed before
the film is ready for public showing.
Priscilla Dean's newest vehicle for the
Universal is named "Outside the Law."
It was written and directed by Tod
Browning. It is said to be even better
than her last one, "The Virgin of Stam-
boul." Bebe Daniels was born in 1901.

Her latest picture is "Oh, Lady, Lady!"
She is not married. Eva Novak is now
being featured in Universal productions.
Her latest is "Out of the Sunset." Jack
Perrin is playing opposite her. Mary
Pickford does not wear a wig. It is al-

ways best to inclose a quarter to cover
the cost of photo and mailing. Viola
Dana and Shirley Mason are sisters, and
they have an older sister, Edna Flugrath.
who is now in England, being featured
in films by a British concern. Flugrath
is the family name. Priscilla Dean is

not related to them.
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ing everything ; men and women §30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories'' anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange, N. J.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our op'inion of its patentable nature. Ran-
uoipn & to., Dept. 4U, \\ asnington. u. c.

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Stu-
dios, 159C Fitzgerald Building, New York.

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE SENT FREE !

Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination. We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
publication or sale. Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig. 436
Westover Building. Kansas City, Mo.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries ; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency. 114, St. Louis.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman. Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

SALESMEN—CITY OR TRAVELING.
Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. * Prepare in spare time
to earn the big salaries—§2.500 to S10.000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
^National Salesmen's Training Association.
Dept. 107, Chicago. 111.

S10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co.. Dept. 427. St. Louis, Mo.
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn

from SI 10 to §200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train vou. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28. Standard Business Trainine Institute.
Buffalo. N. T.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples. Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to use and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Ply
Tires. (No seconds. I Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co., 976 Oak, Kan-
sas City, Missouri.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write. Amir-
ican Detective System. 196S Broadwav. N. Y.

MAKE S10-S20 DAY selling Guaranteed
Hosiery and Underwear in homes and offices.
Beautiful sample outfits—liberal commissions—prompt deliveries. Write for Sure Success
Plan. C. & D. Co., Section B, Grand Rapids,
Mich.

~WRITE A SONG POEM. Love, Mother,
Home, Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send words
today. Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block,
Chicago.

PATENTS. Trademark, Copyright—fore-
most word free. Long experience as paten*
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-

.

sonable. Correspondence solicited. Results
procured. Metzger, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate
Fees. Best References. Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel. Master of Patent Law,
18E. Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

WRITE A SONG POEM—I compose music
and guarantee publication. Send poem today.
E. Hanson, 3810 Broadway, Room 102, Chi-
cago.

INVENTIONS WANTED. Cash or Rovaltv
for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 223, St.
Louis, Mo.

YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We
write the music, publish, and secure a copy-
right. Submit poems on any subject. The
Metropolitan Studios, 914 S. Michigan Ave.,
Dept. 210, Chicago, Illinois.PATENTS SECURED. Prompt service.

Avoid dangerous delays. Send for our "Rec-
ord of Invention" form and Free Book tell-
ing How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch
or model of your invention for Preliminarv
Examination and Advice FREE. Charge's
reasonable Write TO-Tt A V T T Ta^lrcrvn x~

Co., 135 Ouray Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG ! We
will write the music and guarantee publica-
tion on a royalty basis. Submit poems on any
subject. Seton Music Company, 920 S. Michi-
gan Ave., Room 109, Chicago." 111.

DO YOU WANT YOUR SONG POEMS ac-
cepted ? Send tliom to-day for best offor, im-
mediate publication, and free examination.
Sons: writing; booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co., Suite o6fi, 143.** Broad-
way. X. Y.

jr^i. x jiii> ±—oenu lot nee uook. contains
valuable information for inventors. Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its patentable nature. Prompt service.
(Twenty years experience). Talbert & Tal-
ueiL, ^ * _

.
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HAVE YOU SOXG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler. D102, 4040 Dick-
ens Ave., Chicago.Stammering

"ST-STU-T-T-TERING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell. 80 Potomac Bank Build-
ing, Washington. D. C.

For the Home

RESPOXSIBLE FIRM offers ready mixed
pure refined linseed oil white lead durable
paint hard gloss finish. Anv color. Five
gallons §17.25 ; thirty gallons §100.50,
freight included. Surprisingly liberal cover-
ing capacity. Fully guaranteed. Martinek
Pn inf Pnmninr Jfl^ T ati n o't An A van n n "NTcnvI illlll V_ KJILI 'kXJO AjtrAlll^L UI1 xi. \ tril U <_ , 1> tr\V

York.

MEN. get into the wonderful tailoring
agency business, big profits taking orders and
your own clothes free. We. furnish fine sam-
ple outfit and everythine free. No experience
needed. Write today. Banner Tailoring Co..
Dept. 796. Chicago.

Short Stories and Photoplays

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
particulars. Rex Publishers, Box 175—P 20,
Chicago.MEN WANTED for Detective Work. Ex-

perience unnecessary- Write J. Ganor,
former U. S. Gov't Detective. 120. 'St. Louis,

§50—§100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Plays. Get free book : valuable information ;

prize offer. Photo Playwright College, Box
278 XY 25, Chicago.

Mail Order Business

lo8 GENUINE FOREIGN STAMPS—Mex-
ico War Issues, Venezuela. Salvador and In-
dia Service, Guatemala. China, etc.. 10c. Only
finest approval sheets. 50 to 60%. Agents
Wanted. Big 72-p. Lists Free. We Buy
Stamps. Estab. 25 yrs. Hussman Stamp Co.,
Dept. 127, St. Louis. Mo.

I MADE §25.000 with small Mail Order
Business. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet.
Stamp. Alss Scott. Cohoes, N. Y.FREE to writers—a wonderful little book

of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89, Auburn, N. Y.

Personal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether you
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse? Scientific, convincing in-
formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
Heywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

10c places your name on mailing list.
Profitable propositions possible. Martinek
405 Lexington Avenue, New York.

AGENTS. §60 to §200 a Week, Free Sam-
ples. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Of-
fice windows. Any one can do it. Big de-
mand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
Letter Co.. 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS : §25—$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis. ASTROLOGY—STARS TELL LIFE'S

story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy 4307 Jefferson. Kansas City,
Missouri, Apartment 74.

AGENTS—CASH IN ON PROHIBITION;
S43 to S5S weekly ; new fast-selling articles
going like wildfire : agents cleaning up : write
to-day for particulars. American Products
Co.. 3144 American Bldg., Cincinnati. Ohio.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS of Photoplays,
Short Stories, Poems, Songs, send to-day for
Free, valuable, instructive book. "Key to
Successful Writing." including 65 helpful sug-
gestions on writing and selling. Atlas Pub-
lishing Co., 509 Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati, O.

NOMENOLOGY. Your name reveals the
future. Send full name, date of birth, twenty
cents for "Mystery of Success" and reliable
test. One year's events written, two dollars.
Plato, Box 102, Buffalo. N. Y.

BE A DETECTIE—Wonderful oppor-
tunities : particulars free. Write Wagner. 186
East 79th. New York. Dept. 361.

WRITERS ! Stories. Poems. Plays, etc., are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal Mo.U. S. GOVERNMENT wants hundreds

Railway Mail Clerks, immediately, S135 a
month. List positions free. Franklin Insti-
tute. Dept. G 2. Rochester, N. Y.

SELF-CONFIDENCE WINS ! Let me tell

vou how to double vours. Interesting details
free. R. Knox. 1059 Howard St.. San Fran-
cisco, Calif.

PHOTOPLAYS. IDEAS. WANTED for Cali-
fornia Producers. Also Stories. Articles.
Criticize free, sell on Commission. To Be-
ginners. Plot Chart Free—Correspondence
Course or Experience unnecessary. Submit
MSS. or write. Harvard Company." 460. Mont-
gomery. San Francisco.

BIGGEST MONEY MAKER IX AMERICA.
I want 100 men and women quick to take
orders for raincoats, raincapes. and water-
proof aprons. Thousands of orders waiting
for you. §2.00 an hour for spare time. Mc-
Donough made §813.00 in one month. Nissen,
§19.00 in three hours. Purvienee, §207.00 in
seven days. §5.000 a year profit for eight
average orders a day. -No delivering or col-

lecting. Beautiful coat free. No experience or
capital required. Write quick for information.
Comer Manufacturing Co., Dept. M-34, Day-
ton. Ohio.

Wanted to Bay

MAIL DIRECT TO THE REF1XERS any
old gold, silver, magneto points, old watches,
diamonds, platinum, old or broken jewelry,
false teeth, gold or silver ores or nuggets.
War Bonds & Stamps. Send them to us
to-day. Highest prices paid in cash by
return mail. Goods returned in 10 days if
you're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting &
"Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio.

EARN §50 WEEKLY. Spare time at home
writing photo plays ; experience unnecessarv.
Particulars free. Playwriters Co.. Dept. 1297,
St. Louis. Mo.

BEGINNERS' MANUSCRIPTS corrected,
criticized, and improved by expert. Fee §1.50
must accompany manuscript. Mason Pub. Co.,
Box 161, Rochester. N. Y.
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Classified Advertising—Continued.

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how !

Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
particulars. E. La Delle. Box 557, Eos An-
geles, Cal,

Miscellaneous

5 MASTER KEYS and novel key chain
$1.00. The world's most wonderful set of
keys, opening thousands of different locks.
Each key different. Used by locksmiths, jani-
tors, firemen, detectives. Master Key Co., 3
Manhattan Bide., Milwaukee, Wis.

Farm Lands

BOOK OP FLORIDA FACTS Free only to
those really desirous of acquiring a little land
and an orange grove at a reasonable price
and on easy terms. If you are, write for your
copy to-day to Lake County Land Owners'
Ass'n, 321 Twilight Ave., Fruitland Park, Fla.

A REAL OPPORTUNITY. Calls you to
Antrim and Kalkaska counties, Mich. Itaise
big crops on our hardwood lands. Close to
markets, schools, R. R. Only $15 to $35 per
A. Easy terms. We help -settlers. Write for
big free booklet. Swigart Land Co., XI 265
First Nat'l Bank Bldg.. Chicago, 111.

Automobiles

AUTOMOBILE owners, Repairmen and Ga-
ragemen, send address to-day for free sample
copy of American Automobile Digest, contain-
ing helpful, instructive information on over-
hauling, ignition troubles, carburetor effi-

ciency, engine knocks, wiring, storage bat-
teries simplified, etc. Clearly explained, pro-
fusely illustrated. American Automobile
Digest, 530 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati.

SEXUAL KNOWLEDGE-,
320 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED, CLOTH

By Winfield Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and

Every young woman should know

What every young husband and

Every young wife should know

What every parent should know

euts and commendations on request
.

ERjCAN PUB CO., 336 Winston Bldg., Philadelphia

Money in Photoplays!
Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind.

Can yuu write them? Here is an easy and sure way
to find out. Send 10c for our Test-Lesson and Talent-

Detector, which will quickly show whether or not you
are adapted to this work. Get this unique and in-

structive publication at once and learn it you have

or have not the necessary imagination and ability to

produce picture-play scenarios. Delay may mean lost

opportunities. Send dime or lOcts in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE, Dept. 3, Jackson, Mich.

DESTROY HAIR
AND ROOTS ON FACE,

arms or body Perma-
nently with ZIP.
No Electricity.

Unlike depilatories
which merely burn off

surface hair, leaving
the roots to thrive.

ZIP is the rapid,harm-
less, painless and fra-
grant compound used
by actresses, debutantes,
beauty specialists. Easily
applied at home, ZIP instantly removes all un-

desirable hair without pain, leaving the skin sott

and smooth.
At your dealers or direct by mail in plain wraoper.

Treatments at better class Beauty Shops represent-

ing me. Write for FREE Illustrated OOKLET:
"A Talk on Superfluous Hair." Call at office to

have FREE DEMONSTRATION.

REGISTERED U.S. PAT OFE

IT'S OFF JkcauAZ IT'S OUT

©" Specialist New York City

Kedzie.—There are many -of the film

favorites who were born in the South
and who are real Southerners. Mary
Pickford was born in Toronto, Canada.
Ann Little is still in pictures. She is

with the Lasky forces. The accent on the
second syllable. Lew admits he is an
all-around athlete. They are not di-

vorced. Your other questions will be
found answered already in this issue.

Marie From Maine.—Peggy Hyland
has left our shores and is being starred

in productions in England by the Samuel-
son Film Company, Ltd. It is rumored
that she will shortly return to America
and do her picture work here in the fu-

ture. He did not play in "The Rebellious
Bride." Pell Trenton is not a star. He
is a leading man and supports stars or
plays in special-cast productions at the

various studios on the Pacific coast. Yes,
Billie is Billie Burke's correct name. She
was named for her father. Rod la Rocque
was born in Chicago, Illinois. He meas-
ures six feet in his stockings. That is

his correct name. Vivian Martin is her
name. She is Mrs. Jefferson in private
life. "The Song of the Soul" is her latest

oicture. Mary Pickford is considered
.very pretty. Don't you think so? I can't

tell from your description what picture

you refer to.

An Alla Nazimova Admirer.—You
will find all addresses at the end of The
Oracle.

Bullet Proof.—Thanks for your very
kind letter. The editor has mailed you a
copy of the Market Booklet and also the
"Guideposts" booklet. The amount in

stamps was sufficient. William Farnum
has not retired from the screen. He is

just taking a brief vacation at his pala-

tial home in Sag Harbor, Maine.

Jean F.-—William Russell is two inches
over six feet. His hair is dark. No, he
is not married. All your other questions
have been answered.

Ima Pomo Granit.—Bessie Love was
born in Los Angeles, California. She
is all of five feet. Her correct name is

Juanita Horton. That's Louise's correct
name.

Ethel B.—You can believe that re-

port. Pearl White is the wife of Wallace
McCutcheon. Ruth Stonehouse has re-

turned to the screen. She is playing in

Metro productions. She is now support-
ing Eileen Percy in the Fox feature
"The Land of Jazz." She is not mar-
ried to a Mr. Fields, but to J. Anthony
Roach, the scenario writer. I guess your
girl friend is mixed up a little. Ruth
Stonehouse is. at present living in Los
Angeles, and not in Potaka, Indiana, as
your friend says. None that I know of.

There is no studio in Princeton, Indiana.
Bessie Love' has her own film company.
Andrew Callahan is back of it.

Marguerite E. M.—I'm glad I don't
mind what you call me. Niles Welch was
born in Hartford, Connecticut. He is six
feet and weighs one hundred and sixty-
five pounds. He has medium-brown hair
and blue eyes. Albert E. Smith is presi-
dent of Vitagraph. He is not a boy, al-

though he probably feels like one.

M. H. A.—Mildred Harris has been
granted a divorce from Charles Chaplin.
She was born in igoi. For three or four
years. Her latest picture is "The Woman
in the House." Nazimova has no chil-

dren. Her latest picture is called "Ma-
dame Peacock." No, it is not true that
Connie is engaged. Katherine MacDon-
ald is not married. She was the wife
of Malcolm Strauss, the artist. Charles
Ray has no children. You are forgiven.

ON CREDIT
"V DIAMONDS
ItWATCHES

Send For Catalog

DIAMONDS
WIN HEARTS

Bargains
in Diamond Engagement Rings

and Soiid Gold and Platinum Wedding
Rings, Diamond-Set

Also a splendid assortment of the
new engTaved, pierced Rings.
White and Green Solid Gold,
fine brilliant Diamonds; Dia-
mond La Vallieres, Bar Pins,
Ear Screws, Scarf Pins, Cuff Links,
Watches, Wrist Watches, etc. Send
today for Catalog and make your se«

lections. We pay all shipping charges.

Credit Terms
down balance in eight equal amounts,
payable monthly. LIBERTY BONOS ACCEPTED.

IAPTIc* The National Credit Jewelers

HWh 812^ Det>t. «--92 7 108 N. State St.

BBROS&Ca&I
CHICAGO, ILL-

STORES IN LEADING CITIES

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song- poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

104F Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway al Times Square, NEW YORK

Marvelously brilliant, blue-white diamonds, spar-
kling with a fiery radiance found only in diamonds
costing twice as much. Choice of man's or lady's
14 Karat solid gold ring included in price. Smaller
diamonds priced proportionately low. Your money
hack any time within 30 days if you can buy equal
value elsewhere for less than double our bargain price.

14Kt. Solid Gold Watch

pretty.
Your money back if y>

duplicate it for less than
' )e. Buy on [ .

Ask for WB 1

SEND KOK BARGAIN CATA LOG- Prices smashed on dia-
monds, watches and jewelry. This 132 pape bargain book will
save you up to lOOff.

B. GUTTER & SONS

CONCERNS GUARANTEE

OF SATISFAC

TION.

SuBnrr your Song-Poems on any subject for ouRADviCE^-f^nfl
We revise poems. compose music of anydescrip-

TI0N.SECURE COPYRIGHT AND EMPLOY ORIGINAL ^SV \ F'rmrraiNK
METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREE PUBUCA-^flrt 3>>a!i URi F iNsrair

UNUt> I nib ^Ul L ^.^.-.r "'-^--^rTV^^Jy'^ THE TRUTH COKCERMNG EVERY BWOi

-fCl IF THIS ESSENTIAL ANDFACINATING PROFESS

'J \y^\m.m great work accompushed by the pop-

A^'lJLARSONG INWINNINGMWARI5 ONLY AN INDEX TO HIE MUD
JJ^WIDERSCOPEAND GREATER OPPORTUNITIESAFFORDED BY PEACE.

Wt-U^KN 1CKERB0CKER STUD1OS201 Gaiety BLDaJvl.YCms

Ask your dealer for
PEOPLE'S FAVORITE MAGAZINE
Only 25 cents the copy, but a great
pleasure and a big surprise

WHY DON'T YOU
Write the Words for a Song
You can do it. Write about Love, Mother
Home, Childhood. Patriotic, Comic or any
subject and send poem to me at once. I
compose Music and guarantee publication.

EDWARD TRENT, 655 REAPER BLOCK, CHICAGO
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j
Wear These Pearls On 30 Days Trial!

! Magnificent, lustrous LA HELENE PEARLS,
;
guaranteed tor five years, perfectly graduated in

: size, and just alive with that exquisite color and
I
beauty heretofore found only in expensive Ori-

i ental pearls. Indestructible LA HELENE PEARLS
I
are Science's closest duplication of Nature's most

i
perfect cultured pearls. They glow with a
fascinating iridescent beauty. These genuine
French LA HELENE PEARLS are guaranteed:
for five years not to peel or discolor, and are !

insoluble and indestructible: Solid gold spring
j

clasp and satin-lined gift case included free. :

Their matchless color never fades; their smooth, I

velvety surfaces glisten with dainty, gleaming,
delicate rainbow tints. LA HELENE PEARLS
impart elegance and refinement to the wearer.

]

Every woman and girl loves them. Men admire
\

them. Thousands of women will wear them.
:

They make a most acceptable gift. Send for your
j

string rieht now.

Send Your Name—We'll Send the Pearls
j

We'll send a string of exquisite LA HELENE ;

PEARLS direct to you by parcel post. You
j

deposit only S4.00 with the postmaster or you
j

can send cash with order. It is only a deposit,
;

not a payment. It is still your money. We hold
j

it for you on deposit for 30 days and you hold !

our valuable LA HELENE PEARLS. Take 30
j

days to decide. You assume no risk—there is I

no obligation to buy. You cannot possibly lose.
\

Our money back guarantee protects you.. If you
can buy Dearls of equal quality anywhere for
less than double our bargain price, we'll refund your money.
If yon are delighted with these magnificent LA HELENE
PEARLS, ke--p them and pay only 53.00 each month for only
fonrmnirtts. Don't delay—write today.

DIA-GEM CO., Depl. 613-628 Wo. Id Bldg., New York. N. Y.

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

T\ON*T send a penny. Jast zend yonr name scd say: "Send me
!* a Lachnite mounted in a solid cold ring on 10 daya' free
trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When it

comes merely deprsit 54. 7o with the postman and then wear the
ring tor 10 fall days. If you, or if any of your friends czn tell

It from a diamond, send it back. But if yoa decide to buy it

—send us £2.50 a month until SIS. 75 has been paid.

ttTrlfa TpHav S*nd y«= name now. Tell os which Gf the
Ifliie Boiid gold rings illustrated above ycrsuAsA
Qadiea* or men's) . Be sore to aena firger size.

tearnHowtoWrite
Vr SitOrt StOfieS There is a

big demand
for short stories, photoplays and feature article*. You can learn how
to write at home in spare rime. Jack London said so. He
and other erear writers have endorsed our home study course. The
course is fascinating and takes only a few of your spare hours.

Write for Free Book "c:ory oijef. N o obligation.

llOOSIER INSTTTUTE 5. S.Dept 17jl Ft, Wavni, Indiana

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Maga-
zine now ready. Price S3.00 per volume.

Address Subscription Department. Street &
Smith Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue,

New York.

A New
Perfume

The most exquisite perfume in all the world

—sells at S15 an ounce and worth it! Eieger s

Flower Drops — a Perfume made without

alcohol; made direct from the essence of the

flowers themselves. The most refined oi

all perfumes, yet concentratedi
m such a

manner that a single drop of the delicate

odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely

superior odor becomes economical at iip an

ounce ! Never anything like this before

!

Send for Sample

Other Offers
Direct from ns
Bottle ofHowe
long glass stopper
~ng 30 drops, a supply fo

r at dealers

• drops loiti

eks.
Lilac, Crabannle SI. 50

Lily of the Valley, Rose.
Violet SZ.00

Mon Amour Perfume
sample offer, loz. . $1.50

SOUVENIR BOX ,
Extra special box of five

25c bottles of five different

perfumes .... »l.w

Send 20e (silver or stamps)

for a sample vial ot this

precious perfume, jour
choice of odors, Lily oftna
Valley, Rose, Violet, Lilac,

or Crabapple. Write now.

PAUL RIEGER & CO.

286 FffstSt-SanFrandsco, CaL

PERFCLME & TOltgj-'WATEl*

ffowerProps

VIVIAN D.—Theda Bara is an Ameri-
can. She was born in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Xazimova is Russian. The way you had
it your letter is correct. Lottie Pick ford
is a sister of Mary and Jack.

Admirer of Constance. — Harrison
Ford has been engaged to appear oppo-
site Constance and Norma Talmadge in

their forthcoming Pirst National films.

Pearl W hite is an American. She was
born in Springfield, Missouri, in 1889.

William Farnum was born in Boston,
Massachusetts, in 1876.

Detroit, Mich.—Pearl White wears a
blond wig. The first Mrs. Fairbanks was
not a professional. Tstiru Aoki is Ses-
suc Hayakawa's wife. Ruth Roland is

not married.

M. C. C.—Marguerite Clark lives near
New Orleans. She returned to the screen
recently in "Scrambled Wives." Her hus-
band is not a professional. Bebe Daniels
is now starring and will not play any
more leads to the Lasky male stars. She
was born in Dallas, Texas, in 1901.
Olive Thomas was twenty-two Avhen she
died. Jack Pickford was bora in 1896.
They never appeared in pictures to-
gether. Jack's latest release is George
Ade's "Just Out of College."

Miss A. M. R. T. E. P. K.—Ben Wilson
and Neva Gerber had the leading roles
in the serial "The Trail of the Octopus."

I

The Pirate Princess and Captain
Kidd.—Helen Ferguson and Ethel are
not related. The Dolly sisters have ap-

I

peared on the screen, but are not making
j

pictures any more. They are both on the
stage in Europe. The Fairbanks twins
are not children of DouaJas Fairbanks.
He has a son ten j^ears old.

Kathleen O'Connor Admirer.—Surely
you will see Pearl White. She is mak-
ing features for Fox. "The Thief" is

her latest melodrama for that concern.
Your other questions already have been
answered.

Miss Corinne C.—Richard Barthelmess
is that young man's correct name. He
is married. Theda Bara is not dead. It

is just a wild rumor which is spread

every once in a while. Theda must get

a hearty laugh every time she hears that

she is no more.

Youthful Charm
in National Bob

All the winsome beaut}7 of a real

Bob—but your own hair safe and

snug underneath!

Combs slipped into place, an invisi-

ble hairpin here and there—and your

National Bob is on and off in a jiffy.

And so perfectly will the pretty mass
of soft curls match your own hair, that

no one will know the difference.

Send a strand of your hair and a

money-order for $10.00 and the Na-
tional Bob will be

sent to you at once,

postpaid. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
Your money back promptly if you are

not thoroughly pleased.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. I, 368 Sixth Ave., New York

DIA-GEMS FIRE"AND
S DAZZLING

BRILLIANT
SPARKLING --»»-• RADIANCE
Select your ring, give your finger size, and
show your full address. We'll send a full
one carat size DIA-GEM to you by parcel post
the same day we hear from you. Tou de-
posit only $4.00 with the postmaster to show
your good faith or you can send cash with
order. It is only a deposit, not a payment.
It is still your money. We hold it for you
for 30 davs and you hold our valuable
DIA-GEM ring.

WEAR YOUR DIA-GEM 30 DAYS FREE!
Tou have nothing to lose. Our money back
guarantee protects you. If you or your
friends can tell it from a diamond, send it

back within 30 days and we'll refund your
deposit at once. If you are delighted with
your radiant DIA-GEM. keep it and payoniy
$2.00 each month for only seven months.
Write for your DIA-GEM ring at once. Ad-
dress your letter to Div. 612.

DIA-GEM COMPANY. 628 Wcild Bldg., New York. N. Y.

The highest grade cold
cream made is Pearl La
Sage. You note the dif-

«i
ference immediately.

>l The bland, soothing in-
- gredients used, not only

cleanse, but nourish the
skin. The beneficial
effects of a face bath

each night with Pearl Labage cream are re-
markable and definite. You are not left in
doubt because your skin tells the story— of
new and surprisingly exquisite texture and

\ softness. 50c or 75c, of your dealer or by mail.

\l A Sanipls for a Name! //

Just write us the name of your favorite //(

j'\ dealer and W3 will send you, free, a gen- jlf

ji'A erous sample of this wonderful cold

fJiA^, cream. Write today.

}tt PEARL LA SAGE, Inc.
HR. 4325 Dresel Blvd., Chicago

- FOE EYEBROWS AND I.ASHES

Kff^'uSsr* COL -Y-BROW
Brings out rheir full benutr: harmless: will not run.
Colors: Black, Brown. At dealer* or mailed. SI.00,

IIAIR SPECriLTI CO., Depl. E. i4 E. 21st ST., NEK YORK

Diamonds on.
Approval •Ml

Send for
Latest List oi

Diamond Bargains 1

This firm nearly % century old. rated
over 51,000,000 lends money on . high- /
grade jewelry. Amazing bargains in

d loan diamonds* Free eipmnnOo;

WhyPayFull Prices
' / Provo for yourself that It's not n
f Ssrnd your name for this latest list

bargains Every jewel accurately
iscribed. Oar customers claim they

saved 40 to 60 per cent. Ship:
our risk-no cost to yea. _WRITE TODAY FOR LIST —
Send your name NOW
JOS. DE ROY & SONS

)nlv Ovp. Post Off.cs

i Bids.
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Instantly Darkens and Beautifies

Eyebrows and Eyelashes
Apply just a wee toacb of this delightful and absolutely

greaseless toilet necessity to the eyebrows and lashes. It will
darken them instantly and reveal the hidden beauty of your
eyes. The darker color will accentuate the brilliancy of your
eyes t the graceful lines of your eyebrows and the silky fringe
of your lashes.

"MAYBELLINE" Immediately improves the appearance
of scrawny eyebrows and lashes, making* them appear nat-
urally long and luxuriant. Famous actresses of the stage
and screen, beautiful women everywhere use and recommend
"MAYBELLINE." Use it once and you will never be without
it again.
Each box contains a convenient mirror in the cover and two

brushes—one for the eyebrows, one for the lashes. Easily
applied in one minute. One box will last for months. Two
shades—Brown for blondes. Black for brunettes.

Avoid disappointment with imitations by accepting only
genuine "MAYBELLINE" in the dainty purple and gold box
bearing picture of "The Maybell Girl."
75 cents at your dealer's or direct from us postpaid, under

plain cover. Satisfaction assured ormoney refunded.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4305 47 Grand Blvd. Chicago, 111.

lkwi»iiir*«*iii^

SHBHEflflHM^BHHBHBHBfli

YOTT may have any instrument with complete musical
outfit, for a week's free trial at home. No obliga-

tion. Return it at our expense after trial if you wish.

Outfit includes velvet lined case, self instructor, music
and all accessories at factory cost. A tremendous saving.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for instrument and outfit

if you decide to keep it. Wurlitzer instruments are
known all over the world for artistic quality.

Send Coupon for Beautiful New Catalog
Every instrument known illustrated with price, easy
terms and free trial blank. Catalog absolutely free.

No obligation. Send this coupon now.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1753
I 117 E. 4 th St.. Cincinnati. G.-:^9 ^.Wabash Ave.. Chicago
| 120 W\ 42nd St.. New York, N. Y.

! Send me your new catalog illustrated in color with full de-
! tails of Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and free trial and easy
! payment offer.

(State instrument you are specially interested in.)

'Zr-HZV;
!
VOU SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK IN YOUR

V*P-^S i
HOME. It is full of many BarKains. Diamonds. Watches, Jewelry, etc. Select

n IP*
;"1y deshed. have it sent to yon, all ehartres prepaid. If satisfactory, sent]

"
•. "; "in'-lil tli id imi ehase pi'iec and keep it . I..dance iti eie/ht monthly amounts. No

V Jfc&V I
oner,, t

i Liin-ri No in 1 1 v tei 1 1 1 1
m •! I Write Today t.r I lie hi ee t 'ai . 1,.,. No. 11

JAMES BERGMAN, h table. lied lSUli. 37-39 MAIDEN LANE, MEW YORK CITY

Bill Farnum Fan.—You can rest easy.
Your favorite is an American and a t3pi-
cal one. Your other questions already
have been answered.

Miss Evelyn B.—Charlotte Burton
was the wife of William Russell. He is

not married. Does that straighten that
up for you? Mary Pickford lives at
Beverly^ Hills, California. She has an-
other big - home in Los Angeles, where
her mother and sister, Lottie, with Lot-
tie's baby girl, reside. Mary Pickford
does a great deal for different orphans'
homes.

A Lover of Stars, Screen, and Stage.—
David Powell was bofn in Scotland. Lew
Cod}' plays the part of Reggie in Mabel
Normand's "Mickey." Henry Olive
played the part of Frank Clayton in "As
a Man Thinks." You will find all your
other questions already answered.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:

Marv Hav, Richard Barthelmess. Dorothy
Gish, and Ralph Graves, at the Griffith Stu-
dios. Mamaroneck. Orienta Toint, New York.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven, care of
Charles Chaplin Studios, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia.

Lila Lee, Clara Horton. Jack Mulhall,
Walter Hiers. Ann Forrest, Conrad Nagel, and
Wallace Reid, at the Lasky Studios. Holly-
wood, California.

Ruth Roland, George Larkin, Charles
Hutchinson, at Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Marguerite Clark, Dorothy Dalton. Mae
Murray, and Elsie Ferguson, at the Para-
mount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York City.

Doris May, Douglas MacLean, Louise
Glaum, and Hobart Bosworth, at the luce
Stu aios. Culver City, California.

Pauline Frederick, at the Robertson-Cole
Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Norma, Constance, and Natalie Talmadge

and Harrison Ford, at the Talmadge Studios.
0I8 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

Shirley Mason. Tom Mix. Louise Lovely,
Eileen Percy, and Pearl White, at the Fox
Film Corporation. New York City.

Buster Keaton. Alice Lake. May Allison,
Viola Dana. Nazimova. Casson Ferguson, and
Bert Lytell, at the Metro Studios, Hollywood,
California.

Charles Ray. at the Charles Ray Studios,
Fleming Street, Los Angeles, California.

Charles Murray. Louise Fazenda, Marie
Prevost, and Phyllis Haver, at the Sennett
Studios. Edendale, California.
Eva Novak, Marie Walcamp, Jack Perrin.

Priscilla Dean, Eddy Polo, and Frank Mayo,
at the Universal Studios, Universal City.
California.
Mary Pickford. Mary Thurman. Lew Cody,

Josie Sedgwick, Emory Johnson, Bettv Comp-
son, and Mae Marsh, at the Brunton Stu-
dios. Melrose Avenue. Los Angeles, California.

Corinne Griffith, at the Yitagraph Com-
pany. 469 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

William S. Hart, at the William S. Hart
Studios. Los Angeles, California.
Mary Miles Minter. Constance Binney,

Wanda Hawley. and Bebe Daniels, at the
Realart Pictures Corporation. 4G9 Fifth Ave-
nue. New York City.

Ressie Love and Mariorie Daw, at the
Hollywood Studios, Hollywood, California.
Mabel Normand, Tom Moore. Cullen Lan-

dis. and Molly Malone, at the Goldwvn Stu-
dios. Culver City. California.

Elaine Hammerstein. Zeena Keefe. Eugene
O'Brien, and Owen Moore, at the Selzniel;
Pictures Corporation. 729 Seventh Avenue
New York City.

Jane Novak. Winifred Westover. Kathleen
Kirkham. Eileen Sedgwick, Charles Clary
Wallace MaeDonald, Kathleen O'Connor. Niles
Welch, Seena Owen, Bertram Grassbv, and
Hal Cooley, in care of Willis & Inglis Los
Angeles, California, or the Mabel' Condon
Exchange. Hollywood, California.

Hale Hamilton, the Lambs' Club, New
York City.

Mildred Harris and Anita Stewart care
of Louis B. Mayer. Los Angeles California

Douglas Fairbanks, Fairbanks Studios.
Melrose Avenue. Los Angeles. California

Mildred Davis. Harold Llovd and Harrv
Pollard, at the Rolin Studios, Culver Citv
Californ'a. :

Antonio Moreno. George Behan. Albert Rav
James Kirkwood, and Thomas Meighan at
the Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los Ang'eles,
California.
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More"InsideDope"

By the World's

Highest-Salaried

Humorous Writer .; H. C. Witw»r
He is spending the winter in California to be near
the studios and the stuff that Annette Kellermann

made famous.

H. C. Witwer, with his uproariously funny fiction and won-
derful slang, has become famous in every country that

reads the English language. So great has been the demand
for his stories that he has become by far the highest-paid

humorous writer in this or any other country. And
n ' he is such a versatile genius that you'll find series of his

stories in three or four different magazines at a time.

But for readers interested in moving pictures, the
best fiction series Witwer ever wrote is the one
about " I he Camembert Film Company" now
appearing in PEOPLE'S MAGAZINE.

It's the "inside story" of life in and about the
io and the director's office, and although it's

classic fiction, there's more truth than fiction

in. it. If you want to know how it really

feels to be in the movies, you can't afford

to miss these remarkable yarns, each of

which is complete in one issue.

In the March PEOPLE'S Witwer tells the story

of "Young Mother Hubbard," who helped
turn a hopeless dub into a famous film star.

And that's only one of

man}" great features in

—

the March issue of

—

One of the "'waterproof bathing beauties" in Witwer's hilarious yarn about "Young
Mother Hubbard"

PEOPLE
FAVORITE |

MAGAZINE
j

25 cents a copy $2 per year
jj

(Note the big saving on annual rate) g
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Announcing KATHARINE HAVILAND TAYLOR'S Newest Story

"UNDERCURRENTS"
To appear in two big installments in the April and

May issues of SMITH'S MAGAZINE

The charm, the humor,

the brilliance of Miss

Taylor's work is known
to all the regular

readers of SMITH'S.

If you do not know
her, you will enjoy
getting acquainted.

"Undercurrents" is not

humorous, but is likely

to rank as the strongest,

most significant story

Miss Taylor has yet

written.

KATHARINE HAVILAND TAYLOR

Author of "Cecilia of the Pink Roses, 1

"Barbara of Baltimore," "Yellow Soap, 1

"Between Wives," etc.

The fiction appearing

in SMITH'S has ever

been distinguished
for its interest and

variety. The April issue

contains a great collec-

tion of unusual short

stories. There is Love,

Romance, and Adven-

ture. Some of the stories

will take you to the far

corners of the earth,

and others to scenes

you will recognize.

7

"The Lamp of Destiny," the greatest novel of the year, by Margaret

Pedler, will reach its conclusion in the April number. At its end will

be found a most interesting and important announcement.

The short stories by Arthur Tuckerman, Philip Merivale, W. Douglas

Newton, Arthur Crabb, R. O'Grady, and Jessie McGriff, are all

unusual and worth reading.

It would be a good idea for
you to order your copy now

SMITH'S FOR APRIL
On the news stands March Sth

c 3 r
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Whether on the silver screen or

in plain print, a good story is a

good story—about as enjoyable a

thing as there is in the world. The
best stories published appear

every two weeks in

Pi

It is the greatest all-fiction magazine in the

world. It contains no pictures, no special

articles, nothing but stories. Stories of action,

love, adventure, mystery; dramatic, vital, thril-

ling stories. Frank Packard, Theodore Seixas.

Solomons, Caroline Lockhart—almost all of

the great writers of film productions have their

stories appear originally in THE POPULAR.
It costs twenty-five cents at any news stand.

It appears on the seventh and twentieth of

each month. ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
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The rare Oriental fragrance of Colgate's Florient won first place in a

l • famous perfume contest. This marvelous perfume may be had also in Toilet Water,

/ / \Jll ft I Face Powder, Talc Powder and Soap.

I TiOWQTS offflC Ovi£Yl~h *f7"" <'f'<"'5 °/'*f Contestand materials for this per-

\( J fume test will be sent on receipt of2 cents in stamps.

Dept. 22, 199 Fulton St.COLGATE fl£ CO, NEW YORK
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MORALS OF THE
MOVIE FOLK
ARE THEY
GOOD OR BAD?

Herbert Howe turns
the spotlight on
movie colony life.

. 4
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"ELECTRICAL EXPERTS" Earn $12 to $30 a Day
What's YOUR Future?

Today you are earning $20 to $30 a week. In the same six Then why remain in the "small pay" game—in a line of work
days as an Electrical Expert, you can make from $70 to $200, that offers—No Big promotion—No Big income—No Big future,
and make it easier—not work half so hard. Fit yourself for a Bossing Job. % 'SKj

BE AN ELECTRICAL EXPERT!
Today even the ordinary electrician—the "screw driver" - tricity—the "Electrical Expert"—who is picked out to

kind—is making money—big money. But it's the trained man "boss" ordinary electricians—to boss the big jobs—the jobs
—the man who knows the whys and wherefores of Elec- that pay.

$3,500 TO $10,000 A YEAR
Get in line for one of these "Big Jobs" by en-

rolling now for my easily-learned, quickly-grasped, right-up-

to-the-minute, Spare-Time Home-Study Course in Practical
Electricity.

AGE OR LACK OF EXPERIENCE NO DRAWBACK
You don't have to be a College Man; you don't have to be a man, regardless of age, education, or previous experience, the

High School graduate. My Course in Electricity is the most chance to become, in a very short time, an "Electrical Expert,"
simple, thorough, and successful in existence, and offers every able to make from $70 to $200 a week.

I GIVE YOU A REAL TRAINING
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, I I not only know, but I give you' that training—I will train

, , • j r . • • 1 , 11 1 • vou as I have trained thousands of other men who, todav, areknow exactly the kind of training a man needs to enable him t , , , . • , ... u 7v.^av.nj uiiv. ^ ^ r, holding splendid electrical positions, or are in business for

to get and hold good positions, and to earn big pay. themselves as Electrical Contractors.

YOUR SUCCESS GUARANTEED
So sure am I that you can learn electricity— so sure am I guarantee uuder Bond to return every single penny paid me

that after studying with me, you tco can get into the in tuition if, when you have finished my Course you are not
"big money" class in electrical work, that I will satisfied it was the best investment you ever made.

FREE—ELECTRICAL WORKING OUTFIT—FREE
L. L.
COOKE,
Chief En?., Chicago

Engineering Works,
Dept. 444

1918 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago,

Dear Sir : Send at once
Sample Lessons, your Big
Book, and full particulars of
your Free Outfit and Home Study
Course—all fully prepaid, without
obligation on my part.

With me you do PRACTICAL work—AT HOME
You start right in after the first few lessons to

WORK AT YOUR PROFESSION in a practical

way. For this you need apparatus, and I give
it to you, ABSOLUTELY FREE.
For a limited ] eriod, besides making a

slashing cut in the Cost of my tuition, T will GIVE
each new student, ABSOLUTELY FREE OF COST,
a complete Electrical Working Outfit, consisting of

Voltmeter, Ammeter, Electric Motor, Bells, Wire-
Gauge, Wire for Wiring, Tools, etc., for home and
construction work.

BUT YOU MUST ACT TODAY
This offer is positively limited, and may

shortly be withdrawn. Fill in and send
me the coupon, or drop me a Post-Card,

giving me your full name and address, and
receive full particulars of this great offer. But
do it NOW—TODAY—before it is too late.

Name.

L. L. COOKE,
Chief Engineer,

Dept. 444
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS

1318 SUNNYSIDE AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Address
Electricity Means Opportunities
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Was $100
Before the War

Now $64
In these days when the

cost of many things is

higher than before the

war, it is a distinct con-

tribution to business-

economy to offer through
more direct selling meth-
ods such a great and de-

cided saving on so popu-
lar a typewriter as the

Oliver.

Over 900,000 Sold

A Finer Typewriter

at a Fair Price

Send No Money!
No money in advance. Not a cent ! Simply make

your request via the coupon below if you want this

brand new Oliver Typewriter for five days free

trial in your own home or office. Use this Oliver
for five days as if it were your own. Type all your
letters or any other work with it. Put it to every
conceivable test. Compare it with any $ioo type-

writer on the market. Compare it for simplicity of
construction. For beauty of finish. For ease of

operation. For speed. For neatness of work. Then

if after 5 days free trial you do not wish to keep the

typewriter for any reason whatsoever, simply send

it back to us and you won't be out one cent for the

free trial. If, on the other hand, you decide that it

is the finest typewriter, and you wish to keep it,

then pay us at the easy rate of only $4 a month.
This is the open, free trial offer we make to you on
the Oliver to let you see for yourself that if any type-

writer is worth $100 it is this splendid, speedy Oliver

No. 9, our latest model and the finest we ever built.

Famous
Users of the

Oliver
Columbia Grapho-
phone Co.

Otis Elevator
Company

National City Bank
of N. Y.

Boston Elevated
Railway

Hart, Schaffner &
Marx

U. S. Steel Corpo-
ration

New York Edison
Company

AmericanBridge
Company

National Cloak &
Suit Co.

Save $36 For $64 you can now obtain the
identical Oliver Typewriter formerly
priced at $100. We are able to save

you nearly half because of our radically new and eco-
nomical method of distribution. During the war we
learned many lessons. We found that it was unneces-
sary to have such a vast number of traveling salesmen
and so many expensive branch houses throughout the
country. We were able to discontinue many other su-
perfluous sales methods. Result—we can afford to se'l

at $64 the very same Oliver formerly priced at $100.

Mail the Coupon Now
Cheek the coupon to get the Oliver for five days' free trial in

your own home. If you decide to keep the typewriter you cau
pay for it on terms so easy that you won't miss the money—only
$4 a month. If you prefer to have further information before or-
dering, fill in the coupon for our free catalog. Avoid disappoint-
ment—Order now to secure immediate delivery.

Canadian Price, $82

OLIVER
Typewriter (pmpantf

1254 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, 111.

g THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
1254 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, HI.

I I I Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days free inspec-

, I I tion. If I keep it, I will pay $64 at the rate of $4
I per month. The title to remain in you until fully paid for.

1

| My shipping point is

I
This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I

choose to return the Oliver, I will ship it back at your

|
expense at the end of five days.

I I 1 Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me
I I your book—"The High Cost of Typewriters—The

J
Reason and the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and

i further information.

| Name

;
p Street Address

I

I City State

I

Occupation or Business
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Advice for the amateur writer.

What the Fans Think ....
An open forum of discussion about motion pictures.

Flowers Are for Easter .......
The Morals of the Movie Folk . . Herbert Howe

The searchlight is turned on the life of the movie colony

The Old Swimmin' Hole . . . C. L. Edson
A "back-to-boyhood" story, based on Charles Ray's latest picture.

More Genuine Than Usual . . . Barbara Little
Catherine Calvert lives up to the impression of a fan.
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His name is Hobart Bosworth, and his career is an interesting one.
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America's premier humorist gets a page of laughs out of a visit to Harold Lloyd's
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES

listed in order of release

March I, 1921, to May 1. 1921

"The Faith Healer"
George Melford's Pro-

duction of
Wm. Vaughn Moody's

famous play.

"The Call of Youth"
Hugh Ford's Production
Henry Arthur Jones' Play.

Thomas Meighan in
"The Easy Road"
Another splendid

Tom Meighan Production

"Straight is the Way"
A Cosmopolitan Production

of the story by
Ethel Watts Mumford Grant

Wm. S. Hart in
"O'Malley of the Mounted"
Mr. Hart's own production

of a story of the
Northwest Mounted Police.

Mae Murray in
"The Gilded Lily"

A flashing story of New York
at its gayest

A Robert 2. Leonard
Production.

Dorothy Dalton in

"The Teaser"
An absorbing story of
Alaskan dance halls.

*"Beau Revel"
Louis Joseph Vance's great

story.

A William D. Taylor
Production

"The Witching Hour"
Elliott Dexter in Augustus
Thomas' greatest drama.

Wallace Reid in
"The Love Special"

From Frank Spearman's story.

Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle In
"The Dollar-a-Year Man"
Mystery and melodrama

chock full of laughs.

A William De Mille
Production

"What Every Woman Knows"
Sir James M. Barrie's play
charmingly produced and
acted, with Lois Wilson and

Conrad Nagle.

A Cosmopolitan Production
"Buried Treasure"

Marion Davies in a novel and
colorful romance.

A John S. Robertson
Production

"Sentimental Tommy"
Sir James M. Barrie's won-
derful Tommy and Grizel

brought to life.

•Douglas McLean in
"The Home Stretch"

A Thomas H. Ince Produc-
tion from Charles Belmont

Davis' story.

Count me in on that!"
NOT one member of the family

wants to be left home when
it's Paramount night at the
theatre.

That's the night you are all

sure to get your money's worth.

Paramount schedules romantic
trips for you every few days-
trips into the adventurous lives
of the rich, the bold, the brave
and the fair.

Some strange drama of life

which might happen in a mansion
of Mayfair, a chateau in Nor-
mandy, a bungalow in Calcutta, a
country club on Long Island, or
the savage depths of Africa, is

all visible in Paramount Pictures.

Your craving for healthful ad-
venture is being well planned for
by Paramount.

Never forget that the very
greatest motion pictures, the
kind you wouldn't care to miss,
can only be made by an organiza-
tion of world-wide scope, such as
Paramount's, which counts no
cost and shies at no difficulty or
danger to make your Paramount

schedule an unbroken tale of
thrilling entertainment.

Don't be among those people
who let their photoplays choose
them; that is, they go to the
theatre without knowing what's
on.

Choose the Paramount Pic-
tures, choose the Paramount
Nights.

Those nights are as great as
the nights called Arabian, nights
of pleasure so enthralling as to
take you completely out of your-
self into the enchanted land of
Let's Pretend.

It is a simple matter to follow
the Paramount schedule. Keep
tab on the newspaper advertise-
ments of your theatre and look
for the phrase "A Paramount
Picture."

You will notice this also in the
theatre's lobby and on the
posters.

Those are the nights to go!—
The nights your theatre shows
Paramount Pictures !

(paramount ff*ictur&s
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are a to begin the most interesting feature concerning

which any magazine has ever offered its readers!

This is an extreme statement,

we know, but it will be borne
out in the next issue of Pic-

ture-Play Magazine.
The article in question is the

story of the wife of a motion-
picture star. She had married
him before he became famous.
And during this long period

of his rise to fame the two

had lived, and seen, all that

goes on behind the scenes in

the life of the motion-picture

world. All of the emotional

joys and sorrows of her own
experiences, as well as those

which she saw around her, she

has set down in an amazingly
interesting and frank human
document.

THE REVELATIONS OF A STAR'S WIFE
Which star's wife wrote it? This will be the question on thousands of lips next

month. Perhaps you will guess. At least you will recognize, in all probability,

some of the famous characters discussed in this remarkable story, which will begin

IN THE MAY ISSUE OF PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE.
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Two whole months I planned for my wed-
ding day. It was to be an elaborate church
a/fair, with arches, bridesmaids and sweet
little flower-girls. Bob wanted a simple cere-

mony—but I insisted on a church wedding.
"We are only married once, you know." I

laughed. "And Oh. Bob." I whispered, nestling

closer, "it will be the happiest day of my life."

Gaily I planned for that happy day and
proudly I fondled the shimmering folds of my
wedding gown. There were flowers to be
ordered, music to be selected and cards to be
sent. Each moment was crowded with an-
ticipations. Oh, if I could have only known
then the dark cloud that overshadowed my
happiness

!

At last the glorious day of my marriage ar-

rived. The excitement farm ed the spark of

my happiness into glowing and I thrilled with
a joy that I had never known before. My
wedding day! The happiest day of my life!

I just knew that I would remember it forever.

A Day I Will Remember
Forever

How can I describe to you the beauty of the
church scene as I found it when I arrived?
Huge wreaths of flowers swung in graceful

fragrance from ceiling to wall. Each pew
boasted its cluster of hlies. and the altar was a
mass of many-hued blossoms. The bridesmaids,
in their flowing white gowns, seemed almost
unreal, and the little flower-girls looked like

tiny fairies as they scattered flowers along the
carpeted aisle. It was superb! I firmly be-
lieved that there was nothing left in all the
world to wish for. The organist received the
cue, and with a low, deep chord the mellow
strains of the triumphant wedding march
began.
Perhaps it was the beauty of the scene.

Perhaps it was the strains of the wedding
march. Perhaps it was my overwhelming
happiness. At any rate, the days of rehearsal
and planning vanished in a blur of happy for-

getfulness, and before I realized what I was
doing, I had made an awful blunder. I had
made a mistake right at the beginning of the
wedding march, despite the weeks of careful
preparation and the days of strict rehearsal!

One Little Mistake—
and My Joy is Ended

Some one giggled, I noticed that the clergy-
nan raised his brows ever so slightly. The
sudden realization of the terrible blunder I was
making caused a pang of regret that I had not
read up, somewhere, about the blunders to be
avoided at wedding ceremonies. A hot blush
c: humiliation surged over me—and with
crimson face and trembling Up I began the
march all over again.

It all happened so suddenly. In a moment
it was over. And yet that blunder had
spoiled my wedding day! Every one had
noticed it, they couldn't help noticing it. All
my rehearsing had been in vain, and the event
that I had hoped would be the crowning glory
c: my life, proved a miserable failure.

Of course, all my friends toid me how pretty
I looked, and the guests proclaimed my wed-
ding a tremendouj success. But deep down in
niy heart I knew that they did not mean it

—

they could not mean it. I had broken one of
the fundamental laws of wedding etiquette and
they would never forget it. After the cere-
mony that evening I cried as though my heart
would break—and, incidentally, I reproached

I myself for not knowing better.

I Buy a Book of
Etiquette

After the wedding there were cards of thanks and
"at home" cards to be sent. The wedding breakfast
had to be arranged and our honeymoon trip planned.

I determined to avoid any further blunders in
etiquette, and so I sent for the famous "En-
cyclopedia of Etiquette."

Bob and I had always prided ourselves on
being cultured and well-bred. We had always
believed that we followed the conventions of
society to the highest letter of its law. But oh,
the serious breaches of etiquette we were
making almost every' day!
Why. after reading only five pages I dis-

covered that I actually did not know how to
introduce people to each other correctly 1 I

didn't know whether to say: Mrs.
Brcrn. meet Miss Smith: or Hiss
Smiih, meet Mrs. Bremen. I didn't know
whether to say, Bobbz?. ikis is Mr.
Blank: or Mr. Blank, this is Bobby. I

didn't know whether it were proper for
me to shake hands with a gentle-
man upon being introduced to
him, and whether it were proper
for me to stand cp cr remain

,|j
seated. I discovered, in fact, .

,

that to be able to establish an
immediate and friendly under-
standing between two people
who have never met before, to
make conversation flow smooth-
ly and pleasantly, is an art in
itself. Every day people judge
us by the way we make and

Blunders in Etiquette

at the Dance
Bob glanced over the chapter

;ai;ed itiquette at the
Ihince. "Why, dear," he ex-
claimed, "I never knew how to

Spla^ed'soJmgy.^We read

the polite and courteous way for
her to refuse it. We found out
how to avoid that awkward mo-
ment after the music ceases and

We ev

= .rl :

"W

what i

scrv-r-c- ...e c_rr-c; z::xr.g tor a yi'ir.g

find invaluable aid in our "Encyclopedia
:e,"' I said to Bob. "It tells us just
,
what to say, what to write and what to
times. And there are two chapters, I
eign countries that tell all about tips,
ng cards, correspondence, addressing
1 addressing clergy abroad. Why. look,
en tells about the dinner etiquette in
gland and Germany. And see. here is a
wedding etiquette—the very mistake I

inted out! Oh, Bob, if I had only had
rful book, I would never have made that

My Advice to Young
Men and Women

The world is a harsh judge. To be admitted to
society, to enjoy the company of brilliant minds
and to win admiration and respect for oneself, it is

essential for the woman to cultivate charm, and for
the man to be polished, impressive. And only by
adhering to the laws of etiquette is it possible for
the woman to be charming and the man to be what
the world loves to call a gentleman.

I would rather lose a thousand dollars than live
through that awful moment of my wedding again.
r.ven now, when I think of it, I blush. And so. my
advice to young men and' women who desire to
be cultured rather than coarse, who desire to im-
press by their deicacy of taste and finesse of breed-
ing, is

—

"send for Ike splendid tec-volume set of
the t-neyclopedia of tJiqueile."
Send for it that you may know the correct thing

to wear at the dinner, and the correct thing to
wear at the ball. Send for it that you may know
just what to do and say when you overturn a cup of

coffee on your hostess' table linen. Send for it

that you may know the proper way to remove fruit

stones from your mouth, the cultured way to use a
finger bowl and the correct way to use napkins.
Send for it, in short, that you may be always, at all

times, cultured, well-bred and refined; that you
may do and say and wriie and wear only what is the
best of form and utterly in accord with the art of

etiquette.

"Before I realized
what I was doing, I
had started the wed-
ding march with an
awful blunder in

Etiquette. 11

Encyclopedia ofEtiquette
In Two Comprehensive Volumes

Sent FREE for Five Days
Encyclopedia of Etiquette is excellent in quality,

comprehensive in proportions, rich in illustrations.
It comes to you as a guide, a revelation toward
better etiquette. It dispels lingering doubts,
corrects blunders, teaches you the right thing to do.

For a short time only the complete two-volume
set of the Encyclopedia of Etiquette is being
offered at the special price of $3.50. Don't wait
until your wedding, your party, your dipner is

spoiled by a blunder. Don't delay—send for
your set NOW before you forget.
The coupon below entitles you to a 5 days'

FREE examination of the two-volume set of
Everyman's Encyclopedia of Etiquette. At the
end of that time if you decide that you want to
keep it, simply send us $3.50 in full payment—and
the set is yours. Or, if you are not delighted,
ret'jm the books to us and you won't be out a cent.
Send for your set of the Encyclopedia to-day!

Surprise your friends with your knowledge of the
correct thing to do, say, write and wear at all

times. Just mail the coupon—don't send any
monev. Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 404
Ovster Bav. Xew York.

XELSOX DOUBLEDAY, IXC,
Dept.404 Oyster Bay, Xew York.

Gentlemen:
You may send me the complete two-volume

set of the Encyclopedia of Etiquette. After 5

days I will either return the books or send you
$3.50 in full payment. This places me under no
obligation.

Xame

.

Address Picture-Plav 4-21



We Accept

the

Challenge

If there were no opportunity for an

unknown writer of plots to sell his ma-
terial, then this entire department would

be misleading, to put it mildly, and

should never see printer's ink. The
writer would be holding out false hopes to hundreds

of beginners in literary work. After years of experi-

ence and of observation in the movie game, the editor

of this department contends that the future hope of

material for the screen lies in the "amateur," so called,

of to-day. He believes in the ancient adage that one

cannot "make a silk purse out

of a sow's ear," meaning that

the beginner who has no plot

conception, no sense of the dra-

matic or humorous, no talent for

putting observations and ideas

on paper, will never write mo-
tion-picture scenarios. He does

contend that there are many
workers to-day in the newspaper

editorial rooms who will be the

scenario writers of to-morrow,

that there is many a man and

woman with an inherent talent

for writing who will be selling

movie stories before many
months—that those who strive

to-day mav become successful

to-morrow.

QUESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,

are advised first to procure our "Guide-

posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

their stories, and what possible chance has a poor, unknown
straggler, even if his story happens to be good?

"It seems to me to be wrong to encourage the thousands

of struggling people who are spending so much precious time,

energy, and hope on an almost hopeless case. I do not be-

lieve that all the stories which five hundred thousand people

are writing are hopelessly poor, old stuff, or imitations. Now
if I am wrong in regard to the little chance which scenario

writers now stand of having their work accepted, I will be

glad to be corrected. If only three persons—beginners, of

course, or unprofessionals—would write in your department

saying they had scenarios accepted for five-reelers within the

last two years by any reliable studios, or if Mr. Wright can

tell us of three amateurs who with-

in the past two years have sold five-

reel plays, then I will cheerfully

say I was mistaken and will gladly

go to work again myself."

Quoting

from Scena-

rio Editors

The Letter
In response to a letter from Mr. J.

D. Davis, a beginner, the editor of this

that Start- magazine queried the scenario depart-

ed It All ments of the large movie companies

asking for opinions—as to whether

there was hope for the amateur writer of screen stories.

I shall first present Mr. Davis' letter, then quote from
these scenario editors, and then give some other opin-

ions and comments. I sincerely hope that this will

close the argument, and that it will convincingly prove

that there is an opportunity, and a big opportunity to

those who have real ability.

"I heartily indorse R. J. Trebor, of Los Angeles, when he
asks in your magazine that some one be candid and tell us

that there is very little hope for an outsider to dispose of

his stuff," writes .Mr. J. D. Davis, of Rochester, New York*
"My own experience consists of a few scenarios, some re-

ceiving favorable personal mention, but none were ever ac-

cepted by any studio. Although ' encouraged by the letters

mentioned, I am through with scenarios for the present, not

because I am peeved, but because there seems to be almost

no chance for an outsider who is not a noted, or at least,

a professional writer.

"Mr. Wright tells us the original story is coming back, and

it certainlv is, but it is the well-known story of the well-known

author. Maeterlinck, Rex Beach, Mary Roberts Rinehardt,

Gertrude Atherton, and a few of those who are now, or have

been, at the studios to study conditions there, and then write

Scenario edi-

tors from a

number of the

companies writ-

ten to replied

to the inquiry as to whether, in

their opinion, there was hope for

the beginner, and if they knew

of beginners selling stories. I

will begin by quoting Mr. John

C. Brownell, of the Universal

Film Manufacturing Company,

who said, in part: "During my
five years with Universal, I can-

not recall but one instance where

we bought a story from an unknown writer. We pur-

chased 'Hitchin' Posts' from Harold Shumate. Later,

I learned that, though unknown as a writer, he was an

experienced newspaper man. The opportunities now
for the screen writer are greater than ever before, but

it is far more difficult for the amateur with a faint

heart, the kind that gives up after two or three rejec-

tions."

Possiblv no concern has done more for the develop-

ment of the unknown or "amateur" screen writer than

Universal. Giles R. Warren, who aided in organizing

the Universal scenario department ten years or more

ago, uncovered ten promising writers in one month.

C. B. "Pop" Hoadley succeeded Warren and came from

the wilds of the Michigan peninsula to become a New
York editor. He was formerly a newspaper man and

took up picture-play writing unhonored and unsung.

A youth down in Boonville, Indiana—wherever that

i s_read that plots for picture plays would bring as

much as twenty-five dollars each. He began to write.

His stuff sold. President Laemmle went to French

Lick Springs, Indiana, one fine day and Monte Katter-

john accosted Laemmle and asked for a chance. Kat-

terjohn later became editor of Universal, and his career

Continued on page 10
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Fres Book
Containing' completi
Btory of the origin
and history of thai'

wonderful I n
strament—the

with the free chart
yoa will be playing
are because of qaic

This Book tells yoa when to use
Saxophone—singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes or in band; howtotran
spose cello parts and things yon
wonld like to know. Unrivalled for
home entertainment, school, church
and lodffe. In big demand for orchestra dane
music. Most beautiful tone of all wind insti

ments. Yoa can learn to

PLAY THE SCALE IN ONE EVENING
dyon. andinafew week
irairs. Practice is a pie
Ha. Send for coDy of book.

THE FAMOUS

Buescber-Grand Cornet

The biggest tone and the most perfect of any Cornet
made. Doable yoar pleasure, popularity and income by
playing a Boescher-Grand Cornet or Trombone.

6 Days' Free Trial
Yon can order any Buescher Instrument and try it 6 days
In yoar own home, withoat obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay
for it on easy payments. Ask as to send yoa names of asera
In yoar locality. Big illustrated Catalog of True-Tone Band and
Orchestra Instruments sent free.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
245 Buescher Block ELKHART, IND.

Ask your dealer for

PEOPLE'S FAVORITE MAGAZINE
Only 25c the copy, but a great pleasure and a

big surprise !

1$2
Here is an amazing value.
Think of it! A wonderful GEN-
UINE Susquehanna SILK POP-
LIN skirt of most becoming
style for only $2.98. DIRECT
TO YOU at wholesale
price. Compare with
skirts offered for $&
elsewhere. Only one
to a customer during
this introductory sale.
Notice the remark-
able high lustre.
Two chic nov-
elty pockets of
self material,
lined and
trimmed with 1

silky tassels and i

silky buttons.
Skirt gracefully I

set off with self
belt and gather-
ed all around
under waist. Cut
roomy and
full. Made of
w o n d e rful
genuine
Susque-hanna
Silk which con-
tains a percentage
of cotton for dura-
bility's sake.

SEND NO MONEY
Just pay postman
S2.9S plus post-
age, then see and
try on this skirt-

It not delighted
in every way.
your money will
be returned in full

at once. Color?

:

Black. Nary Blue
or Taupe Gray.
Sizes 22 inch to
40 inch waist; 34
inch to 40 inch
length. Extra waist
sizes 32 to 40

—

35c. extra. State
size and color. Or-
der by number
SP 1543. Send no
money but write
now.

For This Stunning
Susquehanna

Silk Poplin

Skirt

WAREWELL COMPANY
Dept. SP 1543, Philadelphia, Pa.

LEARHMUSIC
"ME.

Wall Flower

Piano, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Guitar,
V Banjo, Mandolin, Harp, 'Cello, Trom-

bone, Flute, Clarinet, Piccolo, Saxo-
phone, Ukelele, Sight Singing, Tenor
Banjo, Hawaiian Steel Guitar, Harmony
and Composition, Drums and Traps.

Xo longer need the ability to play be shut out of your life. Just mail coupon
or postal today for our new Free Book. Let us tell you how you can easily,
quickly, thoroughly learn to play your favorite musical instrument by note in
your own home, without a teacher, by our new Improved Home Study Method.
Different, easier than private teacher way—no tiresome, dry exercises—no
inconvenience, no trick music, no "numbers," yet simple, wonderful, amazingly
easv for even a mere child.

AMAZING OFFER 4 U.S. School

f of Music
We want to have OXE PUPIL IX EACH LOCALITY AT f 534 Bra°swick

OXCE to help advertise our wonderful, easy svstem of teach- „,
Blde" NewTork

FOR A LIMITED TIME we therefore offer our marvel- fSriiook ""Samounting merely to xJ^L fn°°Yoar o™Beginners or / Home," and particulars of

mg music.
ous lessons at practically no cost—charges
about the cost of sheet music, postage, etc
advanced pupils. Get all the proof, facts, letters from nnnilsAMAZING OFFER and fascinating New Book just issued * your special oner.

ALL FREE! "Write postal to-day. Instruments Supplied /when needed, cash or credit. * Name—
f Please Print Name

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 534 Brunswick BIdg., New York Address

ftWWftffTl^^^M^/ Cit State.

BLA\K CARTRIDGE %\
PISTOLSd Only A

7 Inches long, real revolver style. For
protection and sport, every man, woman and
boy should have one. Order at once. Get an

American flag FREE. Monev refunded if desired.
M. H. LEWIS CO., 1402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Yon assmne do obligation by accepting' oar invitation '

* Gem for 10 oars. Send your name and address, ine
ring; you select will be shipped for your approval, charges pre-
paid. Upon arrival, deposit only $4.50 with the postman and
then wear the gem for 10 full days. If yon can tell it from
a diamond, send it back and your money wiil be refunded.
Either satisfaction or no sale. If yoa decide to bay. send only
$3.00 monthly until the amount of 516.50 is paid. The price is

the same for any of the five rings showo. The mountings are
solid gold and are set with guaranteed Hexnite Gems weighing
almost 1 carat.

Decide on the ring you want. Order by number and do not
forget to state the nsger size. Send TODAY for oar 32-page
catalog illustrating hundreds of bargains. Write to Dept. 605-A.

THE HEXNITE CO., 116 Nassau St., New York, N.Y.

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Magazine now ready.
Price S3.00 per volume. Address Subscription Department
Street & Smith Corporation, Seventh Avenue, N. Y

EowfoLeara
toArt for
theScreen

No. 9, $4.50. No. 16, $5.50.

you were to purchase rings like these illustrated
above in Platinum, they would cost from ?400 to
?500. We are now manufacturing exact reproduc-

tions in Ladies, Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket
setting, pierced designs set with a carat size Genuine
"Egeria Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of 3
diamond. Send your name now and receive this wonderful Gem.
Put it beside a diamond, stands ail tests. This Gem is a wonderful dis-
covery, only an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
WRITE today. Give size of finger and number of ring. Pay on arrival.
If not satisfied in 5 days, return for money refund. This Is a wonderful
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to yoo,

EGERIA GEM CO., A-113 Point St., Providence, R. L

ES,
DU SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK II

HOME. It is foil of many Barg-ains, Diamonds. Watches. Jewelry, etc. Select
cle desired, have i" sent ti yoa, ail charges prepaid. If satisfactory, send

one-fifth of purchase price and keep it. balance in e:pht monthly amounts. No
,
interest charred. N"o secority required WriteTodayinrBicFreeCataloffNo.il

1 JAMES BERGMAN, LjaoiiiiM 159S. 37-39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY

Whoever you are—wherever you
are

—

you may have the qualities
that will make vou a picture star.

Read Mae Marsh's

SCREEN ACTING
The only authoritative book on the art
of motion picture playing.

MAE MARSH, the little heroine of "The
Birth of a Nation." the child-mother of
"Intolerance" ("The Mother and The
Law"), the star of "Polly of the Cir-
cus." "The Cinderella Man." and other
screen classics, defines

the SEVEN QUALITIES necessary for success
before the camera;

discusses

—

Costumes, make-up, camera-consciousness.
Fihotographic "angles," expression vs beauty,
ong "shots." intermediates, close-ups and
a thousand other details of SCREEN ACTING.

This is your chance to learn how to act before
the camera. For children and grown-ups. Send
for Mae Marsh's book today, direct from the pub-
lisher. Price SI.50 in the United States and
Canada; S2.00 in foreign countries.

"A book of delightful instruction."

Photo-Star Publishing! Cc
Chamber ofCommerce BtfudmS
Los Angeles. C^ilomia

PIease"s<mdmeMae Marsh"? bock. ScreenActing
ParVJUch I enclose p]~50l-[>2-OOJ

. :

HJras* 1
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Here They Are!
Real Photographs of Motion
Picture Stars (3%xil4) for
your room or dea or for your
f riends.
5c. each; 6

for 25c;
25 for SI;

300 for
$10; (any
assort-
ment de-
sired ~)

postage
prepaid.

S--nd your order to-day with
money-order or currency to

EGBERT BROS.
Dept. P, Buena Vista & Temple Streets, Los Aageles, Cal.

SEND

NO

MONEY

DOWN

SET IN

SOLID

GOLD

RINGS

BRILLIANT ^)I.A"GEIM[S FIREAND
SPARKLING B-r *'^»' RADIANCE 1

Compare a DIA-GEM with your diamond. Can you tetl the dif-
ference? See the same fiery radiance, glean. ing brilliance, fas- I

cinatins sparkle. DI A-GEYIS are absolutely perfect in colora
*

cutting. Stand all diamond tests. Your friends will think it is

expensive diamond. Even experts think they are diamonds. The
|

snappy, fiery sparkle is guaranteed forever. DIA-GEKS ai

the closest Scientific reproduction of high priced diamonds.

Wear Your DIA-GEM 30 Days FREE!
Select your ring and give finger size. We'll send about one carat

|DIA-GEM set in a solid jyold ring to you by parcel post at once.
You deposit only $4.00 With postmaster. It is only a deposit. It
is still jour money. If you or ^our friends can tell a DIA-
GEM from a perfect sparkling white diamond, we'll refund your
money. If satisfied pay $2.00 monthly for seven months.

DIA-GEM CO.. Div. 601-628 World Bid?., New York, N.Y.

MAKE MONEY AT HOI
You can make from $1 to $2 an hour
writing show cards in your spare time,
quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method. No canvassing or soliciting. We sell

your work and pay you cash each week. Full
particulars and booklet free. Write today.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
236 R rie Building, Yonge & Shu^r Streets, Toronto, Canada

GET
INTOTHE MOVIES

We show you how. New faces always in demand.
Fame and Fortune mayjbe yours in this fascinating
and profitable profession. Send 10c for descriptive
booklet. Write today.

UNtVERSAL
MOTiOrt PICTURE INSTITUTE

Suite 66A, 158 West 45th St., New York

MenWanted
to become Draftsmen

Salary $-50 to 5300 a month wb
will train you personally unti
sition. The day yon start I

draftsmen's complete workn

rlagavltalmepsasetc yon. Sent free. No.obligation. Write today.

ompetent. Utiiel Draftsmen
l are placed in Inch salaried po-
I pive you aDSolutely FREE a
Dtfit. Thousands of draftsmen

Chicago, Illinois

IfYou Car* Tel I it-from a
GSIHUINE DIAMONDSendifhck
To prove oar blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND elosel?
resembles a genuine diamond with sameDAZZLING RAIN-
BOW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4.98) for HaU Price to in-
troduce. $2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price S6.26) for $3.23. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We will mail at once G.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back lesa

handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. 0ept.CD2 Las Cruces, N. ffa
(exclusive controllers Umcan Diamonds}

as a writer from then on is history.

Lucien Hubbard, a newspaper man,
walked into the Pathe offices in New
York three years ago with an origi-

nal plot for a feature film. He had
never been heard of before in the
industry. To-day he is scenario edi-

tor for Universal at Universal City,

California.

Florence L. Strauss, writing as

scenario editor of Goldwyn Pictures

Corporation, states that Goldwyn has
not purchased a single scenario in

the past year from an amateur
writer. "In so far as I know," she

continues, "there is no prejudice
against amateur writers as such, it

is only that these stories offer so

little in the way of well worked out
situations and characterizations that

it is scarcely worth our while to work
them up to feature-picture stand-

ards."

Mr. J. E. Burk, representing Hope
Hampton Productions, writes : "We
have not yet purchased any story by
an unknown writer. However,
should such a story of exceptional

merit be offered us, we would most
assuredly not reject it. / think it

a very big mistake to turn down all

writings of amateur writers, as some
very good ideas may be lost in this

way."

Here Are
New

Writers

Melville Hammitt,
of the Selznick Pic-

tures Corporation,

writes : "In answer
to your letter re-

garding stories purchased from peo-
ple who are not professional screen
writers, would say that we recently

obtained from George Hodenpyl, Jr.,

an original story, 'The Fob;' from
Garret Elsden Fort the story, 'Don't

Trust Your Husband,' and from A.
Guisti a story entitled 'Charlie's

Ward.' I consider that much in-

teresting material can be obtained
from original writers who fashion

their product for screen use. For
picturization, it is the plot more than

the literary dressing of a story that

interests us, and, consequently, I can
see no obstacle that would prevent
any person with well-developed fac-

ulties of imagination and ability to

set forth his thoughts in a fairly

logical manner, from becoming an
important contender in motion-pic-

ture writing."

Beulah Livingstone, of the Norma
and Constance Talmadge Film Com-
pany, writes that they get their ma-
terial from the Emerson-Loos com-
bination, the Norma productions be-

ing mostly adaptations from novels

or plays. One story purchased solely

on its merits was submitted by Stella

George Perry. It was the first mo-
tion-picture play the author had ever

written. Miss Livingstone explains,
however, that the author had had
some experience in the magazine
world.

Edward C. Marsh, of Cayuga Pic-
tures, Incorporated, believes that the
tendency at present seems to be to

pass over original work for stories

taken from current published fiction

not designed in the first place for
the screen. Mr. Marsh thinks this

tendency is all wrong and believes a
change will come before long.

The Hal E. Roach studios do not
purchase stories from outside
sources, but maintain a staff of
writers who prepare the material for

the comedies. We might also state

in passing that much of the original

business always found in Harold
Lloyd comedies is originated by
President Hal Roach and Mr. Lloyd.

Mr. J. B. Chapman, of
Federal Photo Plays,

Chapman's in a letter states that

Experience he thinks most pro-

ducers are relying
entirely on their continuity writers,

who take any fiction story, however
remote from screen possibilities, and
build a scenario from it. In other
words, they write their own story.

They use a touch of the published
story to justify the use of the title

and for advertising purposes. "A
reputable producer who maintains
his own continuity staff does not care
for stories written in continuity,"

he says. "No scripts have been pur-
chased by any producer from non-
professionals or unknown writers

during the past year, so far as I

know."
Two years ago Mr. Chapman

wrote an original story in synopsis

form. It was his first real effort.

It was purchased by a producing
company, and is certain to make a
strong production. At that time Mr.
Chapman was virtually unknown to

the scenario field. His story did not

run over two thousand words. Mr.
Chapman's assertion that "the con-

tinuity writer puts most of the busi-

ness into a story is true—not only

with novels but with originals. Very
rarely is there a book or a manu-
script submitted for screening that

carries enough action. This is true

of any manuscript whatsoever,

whether prepared by a professional

writer, or otherwise. And the

writers of continuity are going lsme
on invention. Business and situa-

tions are repeated, and, when the

unknown comes across with an origi-

nal idea and also most of the de-

tailed business, he will soon be wear-

ing diamonds.

Continued on vagc 12
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MAKEYOUR BEAUTY
DREAMS COME TRUE
A Science has rivaled nature. Chemists have applied their magic wand.

An The medical profession has expended its greatest effort in scientifically solv-
f ing and mastering the problem of beauty for women in all its forms. It is no longer necessary

to envy this priceless charm. You can possess it—make your mirror reflect sunshine and radiance of supreme
beauty that will be envied by your dearest and closest friends. Age is no barrier. You can be 15 or 60 and possess
every charm of beauty that nature intended. Regardless of the present condition of your complexion, hair, scalp,
mouth, nose, ears, chin, neck, chest, breast or entire form—regardless of your weight—too stout or too thin

—

regardless of what improvement you desire to enhance your beauty—from the top of your hair to the tips of your
toes you can now, for the first time in history possess any or all of these charms. "SCIENCE OF BEAUTY" in
eieht volumes— eight marvelous books on this vital subject—beauty—contains over 70,000 words. These books
cover completely and scientifically in excess of 250 subjects on beauty, diet to grow thin, diet to gain weight and
beauty of form through exercising. Every line—every page—every one of these seven books from cover to cover is
scientifically written on this one vital subject—beauty. It took in excess of six years constant research work and

investigation and cost over $20,000 to prepare these wonderful books
for the press. They are complete. They have been passed upon by
leading eminent American and European authority as being the most
marvelous books ever written on the treatment of beauty and should
be in the hands of every woman who appreciates the value of charm,
attractiveness and genuine beauty that nature intended. These wond-
erful books contain hundreds of receipts, formulas and complete direc-
tions for overcoming and eradicating every known barrier to beauty,
form and health.

A FEW OF THE MANY
SUBJECTS COVERED

Complexion; Make-up; Ears; Eyes; Eye
lashes; Eye-brows; Mouth; Hands; Mani
cure ; Itching Hands; Red Hands; Chapped
Hands; Thin Hands; Enlarged Veins on
Back of Hands; Reducing the Wrists; Ex-
ercises of the Face; Wrinkles on Forehead;
Mouth and Laughing Wrinkles; Face Lift-
ing; Pimples; Blackheads; Exzema, Rash;
Irritation; Freckles; Sun-burn; Preventing
Tan; Superfluous Hair; Moles; Warts;
Discolorations; Conspicuous Nose-pores;
Double Chin; Breast Reducing; Breast De-
velopment; Perspiration; Treatments for
Greasy Skin, Scally Skin, Pale Colorless
Skin, Sallowness, Rough Course Skin, Oily
Skin, Sluggish Skin, Tender Skin, Blem-
ishes, etc. Filling out Sunken Cheeks;
Rounding out thin Face; Sagging Muscles
of the Face; Making the Face Younger;
Skin Beautifier; Rounding out Neck and
Chest; Reducing the Ankles; Bringing quick
Color to the Cheeks; Refining the Tex-
ture of the Skin; Rough Skin and Pimples
on Back; Local Face Treatment after Out-
ing; Beautiful Feet; Care of the Feet; Re-
moving Corns; Fallen In-step; Tired Ach-
ing Feet; Exercises for the Neck; Cold, Hot,
Sponge, and Turkish Bath; Teeth; Gums;
Acid Mouth; Treatment for Red Nose;
Superfluous Fat; Health Suggestions; Hair;
Shampoo; Growth of Hair; Dandruff, Oily
Hair; Dry Hair, Stubborn Hair, Kinky Hair,
Falling flair, Grey and Faded Hair; Blonde
Hair; Silver Shades of Hair, Checking
Grayness; Advantages of Short Hair; The
Bob Hair, Casque Effect; Classic Effect:
Vermin in the Hair; Corset, etc.—Beauty
Formulas—over 200; Table of Weights;
Diet to Gain Weight ; Menu to Gain
Weight; Diet to Grow Thin; Menu to Grow
Thin; Beauty Through Exercising; Physi-
cal Culture for Women: Chest Exercise;
Upper Trunk and Lung Exercise; Shoulder
and Back Exercises; Wind-mill Movement;
Striking-out Movement; Deep Breathing
and Chest Expansion Exercise: Exercise
for the Foot and Leg Muscles: Side Bend-
ing Exercise; Chest, Back and Biceps Ex-
ercise; Side Bending Exercise No. 2; Chest,
Shoulder, Back and Arm Exercise; Neck
Exercise; Body Bending Exercise; Rear
KickingMovement; Trunk SwingingMove-
ment; Forward Bending Exercises; Side
Bending Exercise No. 3; Knee Bending Ex-
ercise; Side Swinging Exercises; Chest
Exercises; Side Bending Exercise No. 4;

Front Bending Exercise; The 1, 2, 3 Move-
ment; Double Wind-mill Movement; Side
Bending Exercise; Upper Arm Exercise;
Trunk Rolling Movement; Stepping Out,
Shoulder and Chest Exercise, etc.

Mae Murray, one of America's
foremost Motion Picture Stars,
says of"SCIENCEOFBEAUTY"-
"This is the most wonderful col-

lection of beauty secrets it has ever
been my privilege to read. I have
been using the exercises and sug-
gestions contained in these books
and have found them all that you
claimed for them. I hope many
women will obtain the happiness
which comes from new beauty and
youth and which these books make
possible."

\

Yours very truly,

BEAUTY'S CHARMS
AND HOW TO OBTAIN THEM
You can nowhave at your finger tips the secrets
of beauty, charm and grace that have been jealously

guarded for years by the most beautiful women of America,
Europe and the Orient. Every woman can easily, in the privacy of her own home acquire the beauty and
charm, the gracefulness and graciousness and the magic personality heretofore enjoyed by a very few who
learn the simple secrets that govern beauty of skin, form and poise. Never before have such wonderful
books been placed in the hands of women. Every one knows that beauty is woman's birthright. Every
one knows that beauty is what gains friends, popularity and social position. And, invariable business

success. Use these books for five days free—begin at once to apply the methods suggested. You will

marvel at the remarkable improvement in your complexion, in your general power and poise, in
;

your
increased friendship and popularity. Decide today to turn from the path of the faded rose—don t let

others cast you aside. Place yourself in the lime-light—read the books, they will pave the way to a sure,

safe, simple and easy method of beautifying the skin, scalp, hair, face, chin, neck, chest, breast and entire

form. And remember, there are no internal treatments—everything is external.

DIET TO GAIN WEIGHT DIET TO LOSE WEIGHT
You can gain weight—take on flesh—im-
prove the stature—add to the form—fill out the
sunken parts—become stronger—and have a per-
fect figure. Proper eating—the selection of the
diet—the use of flesh-building foods should enable
you to quickly and easily accomplish all of these
things. Volume No. 7 "SCIENCE OF BEAUTY"
explains it all. The flesh-building foods it tells

you to eat have been carefully selected by eminent
authority.

Volume No. 6 "SCIENCE OF BEAUTY"
dwells extensively and scientifically on reducing
weight through eating. Remember, obesity is a
disease. It is dangerous. It causes heart trouble,

apoplexy, diabetes, etc. Rid yourself of it—grow
thin through nature's method. This marvelous
book tells you how—no self-denying—no medicines
—no violent exercises—no fasting. Eat appetizing,

delicious foods properly combined. Vigor and
energy will return—superfluous fat will disappear
and the flesh will become firm and hard.

COMPLETE BEAUTY EXERCISES
Volume No. 8 contains 72 pages of beautifully illus-

trated physical culture exercises—correct scientific
movements for reducing and building the body—the producing of
perfect form—perfect health and perfect beauty of figure. Famous
beauties—perfect formed actresses—leading movie stars attribute their charm of

attraction to the use of these exercises. They posed for the exercises— they
endorse their use. You can benefit by their experience—make your fondest dreams
come true—correct your figure—weigh exactly what you should weigh.

5 Days Trial—Books Can Be Re-
turned At OurExpense

You assume no obligation—you make no promise—the books can be
returned at our expense. Your 5 days free examination will cost you nothing. We
want you to see the books—read them, then judge for yourself. Every one of

these books will tell you in simple, understandable English how to quickly and
easily banish any and all obstacles that now stand in the way of your conception
of perfect beauty, weight and form. Remember, beauty in all its forms is now within your reach.
Mail the coupon for convincing proof.

Special Limited Offer
Send for free interesting literature—learn full particulars of our
special limited low introductory offer on the entire set |of the eight books on
beauty, health, dieting, reducing and gaining weight, and perfect form of

figure. The edition is limited—extremely limited. The price is liable to ad-

vance without notice. Write today—now—clip the coupon or mail a letter |
' \ J| /

at once while this remarkable low introductory offer is open, u

—

;—ig> Jry /'
1

BURLINGTON PUBLISHING CQ. Ym?W
Dept. 80 15 Park Row New York cp—tCf

w
-/y Burlington Publishing Co., Inc.

FREE
Coupon

Dept. 80 J5 Park Row
Gentlemen:

—

Without obligation on my part, please mail
free full particulars of your special offer on

"SCIENCE OF BEAUTY" in eight (8) volumes.

Name.

Address.
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$95 an Hour!
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.

Course has been worth $95 to me! My
position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness—I owe it all

to my spare time training with the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools
!

"

Every mail brings letters from some of

the two million I. C. S. students telling of

promotions or increases in salary as the

rewards of spare time study.

What are you doing with the hours
after supper? Can you afford to let them
slip by unimproved when you can easily

make them mean so much? One hour a
day spent with the I. C. S. will prepare
you for the position you want in the work
you like best.

Yes, it will! Two million have proved it. For29
years men in offices, stores, shops, factories, mines,
railroads— in every line of technical and commer-
cial work—have been winning promotion and in-

creased salaries through the I. C. S. More than

130,000 men and women are getting ready right now
with I. C. S. help for the bigger jobs ahead.

Your Chance Is Here!

No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will come
to you. No matter what your handicaps, or how
6mall your means, we have a plan to meet your cir-

cumstances. No matter how limited your previous

education, the simply written, wonderfully illus-

trated I. C. S. textbooks make it easy to learn. No
matter what career you may choose, some one ol

the 280 1, C. S. Courses will surely suit your needs

When everything has bcsn made easy for you—
when one hour a day spent with the I. C. S. in the

quiet of your own home will bring you a bigger

income, more comforts, more pleasures, all that

success means—can you let another single price-

less hour of spare time go to waste? Make your
start right now! This is all we ask: Without cost,

without obligating yourself in any way, put it uc

to us to prove how we can help you. Just maris

and mail this coupon.—————
' TEAR OUT HERE————

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 3231-B SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me. how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card and Sign Pig.
Railroad Positions
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Ooramon School Snhjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILES
Mathematics

(Navigation IDSpanlsh! AGRICULTURE IDTeaeher! Ponltry Raising I DBanking

electrical engineer
Rleetrlo Lighting and Kys.
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone V. o.k
mechanical engineer

_ Mechanical Draftsman
I Machine Shop I'raotlco
~ Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER

HSurveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN or ENti'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER

_ Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Rnllder
Architectural Draftsman

BConcrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

B Textile Overseeror Snpt.

CnF.MIST
~2Pharmacy

Name —
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

Mr. Felix Orman, of the J. Stu-

art Blackton Feature Pictures, In-

corporated, states that the Blackton

production, "Respectable by Proxy,"

now very popular throughout the

country, was based on a story sub-

mitted by an author we have never

heard of before. The script came
from Chicago. Commodore Black-

ton read the story, liked it, the con-

tinuity was then written, and the

picture made. There is a feeling on

the part of independent writers

throughout the country that,, under

present policies, they have little

chance of selling their stories to the

producers. There are many pro-

ducers who want "themes." They
feel—and I sometimes think mis-

takenly—that the momentary flash

of a novelist's name heightens the

interest of the audience in the photo

play, also the use of such a name
in publicity attracts patronage. The
same theory held good some years

ago regarding actors. Yet you can

go over the list of the most popular

stars of to-day for yourself and see

that most, if not all, have little if

any stage experience or promise. So

it is, in my opinion, with writers. The
name of a widely read author has

its drawing power, for he has an

established following, but that is true

in a few cases. Mr. Blackton has no

policy of clinging to names. Dra-

matic merit and literary quality are

what he demands. If those essen-

tials are met by a struggling school-

teacher in an Iowa village, they are

just as sure to be rewarded by pur-

chase and production as they would

be if written by an established author

in New York City.

. . i T-, About two years
Other Be-

ago Kate Corbelay
ginners'Ex- was unknown to the

periences

Business
^Address .

City.

Canadians may send this coupon to International
"

Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada

picture game. The
wife of a civil engi-

neer who had been called to China,

she cast about to occupy herself dur-

ing the hours her children were in

school. A nonprofessional writer,

she just brought good sense, and tal-

ent, of course—to her work. Mrs.

Corbelay came to the editor of this

department with a story in synopsis

form, entitled "And the Desert Shall

Blossom/' In the story she had em-
bodied some of the adventures she

had heard her husband relate of his

civil-engineering experiences and to

these adventures she had added

drama and love interest. The story

was exceptionally good. She sold it

through Jack Cunningham, author

and continuity writer, who was do-

ing scenarios for Frank Keenan.
Mrs. Corbelay was brought to the

star's attention. He asked her to

submit some material for him—for

Keenan is not easy to write plots

for. She did so. The result was
that she was the authoress of a series

of Frank Keenan stories with Mr.
Cunningham doing continuities. To-
day Mrs. Corbelay has a number of

feature picture plays to her credit

and is prominently identified with a

photo-play brokerage company at

high salary. This is one recent in-

stance of the success of an unknown
writer.

C. L. Haynes wrote a Western
story and submitted it for Mr. Dustin
Farnum. The writer of this depart-

ment opened the story in the usual

course of business. The first two
pages told him here was something
fresh and original. Five hundred
dollars was paid for the idea, the at-

mosphere, and several good situa-

tions. C. L. Haynes proved to be

the wife of an author resolved to

show friend husband that he was not

the only one who could do it. She
had never before written for the

screen.

Robert B. Kidd, a former news-
paper man, had never written for

the screen in his life before he wrote

a story entitled "When Dawn
Came." It was a story on a danger-

ous topic, too. It involved a lot of

religious elements. The fact that this

story was accepted and made into a

big, successful production speaks

mighty well for a man who, until

that time, had never sold a picture-

play plot.

An Englishman came to America
after the Great War. He wandered
out to Los Angeles and received em-
ployment playing types in pictures.

He had a good wardrobe and looked

the English gentleman that he cer-

tainly is. He had never thought of

writing for the screen or elsewhere.

The editor of this department was
engaged that summer in helping in

the making of an expensive serial

picture. L. C. Wheeler, vice presi-

dent of the company, requested the

writer to read a story submitted by
an Englishman "name of Clayton."

Not connecting him with the Captain

Crosoe Clayton who had been en-

gaged in the cast the story was care-

fully considered. It was purchased.,

and a top price paid to Captain
Crosoe Clayton who, in odd mo-
ments, had written some of his ex-

periences, weaving through them the

plot of a strong love story.

I could go on for pages citing the

stories of beginners, but space will

not permit.



What the Fans Think
An open forum of discussion by our readers, which you are invited to join.

High Praise for Bert Lytell.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
For a long time now I have waited patiently to see if any

one would write a word of appreciation for a certain star.

In the February issue I was rewarded for my waiting. Un-
der the heading of "What the Fans Think," Joan Harcourt,
of Chicago, Illinois, says she considers Bert Lytell as the

best actor next to John Barrymore.
John Barrymore is wonderful, but, in my opinion, he is no

better than Mr. Lytell.

I think an actor's worth is to be judged by the number of

entirely different roles he or she can play. That is why I

have so high a regard for Bert Lytell. There is nothing he
cannot play. Until I saw the "Price of Redemption" I never
dreamed he could play a drug fiend.

I always thought he was too young
and good-looking. Now I think he
could play any role. Contrast the
crooks of "The Lone Wolf" and
"Alias Jimmy Valentine" with the
struggling young minister of "The
Lion's Den" or the country boob in

"One Thing at a Time o' Day," with
the temperamental man modiste in

"Lombardi, Ltd.," with the brilliant

but cynical lawyer in "The Right of
Way," or with the young woman
hater in "The Misleading Lady."
Has any other star such a variety of
parts to his credit? Comparisons are
odious, I know, but I can't resist this

one: When Charles Ray tried something different, in "Forty-
five Minutes From Broadway," than the country-boy roles

in which he is almost a genius, he failed. On the other hand,
Bert Lytell in "One Thing at a Time o' Day" equaled anything
Ray ever did in that line, I think. True, Mr. Lytell is one
of the few that deserve the name of star.

Nazimova is. the most versatile woman. Every time I see
her she is different. I have seen her as the bewitching apache
girl, Joline, and later the Red Cross nurse in "Revelation,"
the gypsy girl in "Toys of Fate," the mother, maddened by
her fanatically religious brother until she drowned herself,

and later the daughter, brought up by her uncle at the lonely
lighthouse and never permitted to see other people in "Out of
the Fog," as the Chinese goddess and the white girl in "The
Red Lantern," as the pathetic little chorus girl in "The Brat,"
as the dancer in "Stronger Than Death," as the Russian prin-

cess in "Billions," as the vanity-stricken actress in "Madame
Peacock," and others—every one a different role.

Though Nazimova is older than Norma Talmadge, Pauline
Frederick, or Clara K. Young, I'd like to see any of them
skip and jump around the way she can when she is playing
a child's part.

Viola Dana is another versatile star. And she is adorable.
I could go into raptures over her.
The stars I care for the least are Norma Talmadge and

Mary Pickford. My friends accuse me of being crazy or a
bolshevik. But I earnestly assure you and the hundreds of
your readers who will let forth a cry of indignation when
they read that, that I am neither. There was a time when
I worshiped both, but I became heartily tired of them because
they were, and are, to me, always the same. To me, their

pictures are but endless repetitions of each other. I also

refuse to waste my quarters on Eugene O'Brien, J. Warren
Kerrigan, or Louise Glaum.

Alice Joyce, Shirley Mason, Corinne Griffith, Elsie Fergu-
son, William Farnum, Richard Barthelmess, May Allison, and
Constance Talmadge are stars I like, but I don't care for them
nearly as much as I do for Bert Lytell, Nazimova, Viola
Dana, and Lillian Gish.

I really think that "What the Fans Think" is the most
interesting feature of your most readable magazine. In one
letter a star may be praised to the skies, and in another^ she
will be roasted all over the department. And I think it is

good for all of us to get different persons' points of view

—

even when, at times, they irritate us.

Well, I've said all I want to, except that I think Katherine
MacDonald is the most beautiful actress in pictures, and the
least talented.

With all best wishes for your magazine, I am yours sincerely,

Hartford, Connecticut. Rosalie Marsh.

A Tribute to a "True Old-Home Girl."

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Tell me why it is that so many fans have so much praise

for a certain few of the stars, and completely ignore some
others. I think it strange that I see so few references to

Ethel Clayton, who, to me, is the sweetest, the most beautiful

"home" girl we have on the screen to-day.

I am not educated well enough to express my sentiments

as others, but our friend from the
Philippines, whose letter appeared in

the February number of Picture-
Play, expressed my sentiment pre-
cisely—if only you change the name
of Elsie Ferguson to Ethel Clayton.
Elsie is a beautiful girl, but in my way
of thinking, Ethel Clayton comes first

of all. Mary Pickford and Bessie
Love are next in a neck-and-neck
race, so -to speak. I like our little

Mary for the reason she was good
-

j
to her mother, brother, and sister.

Bessie Love looks so good and kind
I know she would be the same if she
had been in Mary's shoes.

Ethel Clayton I know is good. She
could not be anything else in everyday life than what she is

on the screen—a good-hearted, sweet-tempered, true old-home
girl, and I sure wish her all the good luck she can possibly
have. I know if I were a young man and worthy of Ethel,
she would not be single long, or she would know that W. R.
Foster had tried. W. R. Foster.
Logansport, Indiana.

In Defense of Mr. Griffith's Policy.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I have just read with a great deal of interest a letter in

your magazine from Frederick C. Davis on that much-dis-
cussed subject, "Way Down East." He seems to be under
the impression that this play will be shown only in the large
cities until 1923. Mr. Griffith has announced that "Way Down
East" may be shown in any town—large or small—provided
that it is shown as a regular theatrical production—that is,

not as a continuous show, but only twice daily, matinee and
evening—and at regular theater prices, from twenty-five cents

to two dollars and a half.

As for the ten-dollar seats at the opening in New York

—

they were not all the seats. Plenty were sold for fifty cents.

In this contract for showing "Way Down East" Mr. Griffith

is not working to prevent the small towns from seeing the
play, but he wants them to see it right. He wants it shown
with the special music, just as New York and Chicago saw
it, and not cut down to fit the usual movie program, with a

Mack Sennett "comedy" thrown in to "lighten" it up. The
picture is entirely too long to be shown in a "program," and
Mr. Griffith wants it shown by itself.

_
Not long ago he said,

"The ideal show for which I am working requires from eight

to twelve reels—an evening's entertainment—the audience

should be seated before the picture is started, for a great

deal of harm results when persons enter and leave when the

picture is half over or almost ended." No one would think

of taking a good book and reading from the third last chap-

ter to the end before beginning at the first

!

Nashville is not so small, but it isn't large. The motion-
picture theaters are certainly not as good as they might be.

I recall that when "Broken Blossoms" was shown here it

was accompanied by a "Mutt and Jeff" cartoon comedy and
"canned" music by the player piano. I think that was the

second time it was shown. The first showing was better, but

certainly far from perfect.
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Wanted!
Buyers of Genuine
Photos of Movie
Stars—50c Each, 12 for $5

These are the real Photos. All
original poses by the Stars.
Beautiful and Artistic and
they are sure to please you.
If not, we refund your money.
Size 8x10. Exceptional value.
50c each, 12 for $5.
MAKE YOUR SELECTION FROM

THIS LIST
Theda Bara Clara K. Young
Alice Joyce Frank Mayo
Mary Miles Minter Katheiine
Mabel Normand McDonald
Olga Petrova Mae Murray
Mary Pickford Charles Ray
Blanche Sweet Nazimova
Anita Stewart Charles Chaplin
Pearl White Mildred Harris
Earle Williams Richard Bartheln

or any of the other popular stars.

SO Cents Each— 12 for $5.00
Check those you want and enclose money covering your pur-
chase together with this advertisement, with vour name and
address written plainly thereon and mail TODAY to

209 W. 48th St., N. Y. Agents Wanted

Movie Acting!
A fascinating- profession that pays bijr. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work ? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Taleut-Tester or Key
to Movie Acting Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,
instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE

!

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. R. Jackson, Mich.

Learn to Dance
You can learnFox-Trot ,One-Step,Two-

Step, Waltz and latest "up-to-the-minute" so-

ciety dances in your own home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no

music needed; thousands taught successfully:
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today for

FREE information and surprisingly low offer,
WILtlAIW CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.

Room 232 4737 Broadway, Chicago, III.

SuBMET YOUR SONG-POEMS ON ANY SUBJECT FOR OUR ADVICE .^"tM El
iV/E REVISE POEriS.COMPOSE MUSIC OF ANY OESCRIP-^-jTH N^"|t
TION.SECURE COPYRIGHT AND EffPLOY ORIGINAL _^f<P| B^CONTAINS
METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREEftlBUCA-^rfnJ •Vj*valUABLE INSTRUC
HON OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF SDN&S^fim^>^mmU6mllsi
UNDER THIS SUCCE5SFUL^-^-rt«(l>*'

Tfit TRUTH CONCERNING EVERY BFANCH

CONCERNS GUARANTEE^-^J
Jj IFHIIS ESSENTIAL AND FACINATING PROFESS

OfSATISFAC-^T.J I^-^ION.THE GREAT WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE POP-

^<fn\il*r^1AR50I1GINWINNINGTHEWARISONLYAN INDEX TO THE MU01

rf^ll kUA*wlDERSCOPEAN.D GREATER OPPORTUNITIES AffORDEO BY PEACE.

Wtll^YM 1CKERB0CKER STUD1OS201 Galety Bldg,N.Y. City

SS VCARS THE STflNOflKD TH/VWIHO
SCHOOL FOR THEATRE ARTS

AI^VBBISjBSCMOOI/
J3HAMATIC ARTS

FDUI? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK"""-
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

'

"Write lor catalog mentioning study desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
1 43 W. 72d St. New York City
Between B'way & Central Park

Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how you cnn become a
skilledplayerof piano or or/gran in
your own home, at one-quarter usual
cost. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method is endorsed by leading musi-

cians nn<t heads of State Conservatories. Successful 25 rears. Play
chords at once and complete piece in every key. within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand Fully illustrated. For beginners or
teachers, old or young. All music free. Diploma granted. Write
today for 64-page free hook. "How to Learn Piano." M. L. Ouinn
Conservatory, Studio PP24. 598 Columbia Rd, Boston, 25, Mass.

Plays can be ruined by being shown
in this manner, and this is what Mr.
Griffith is working against. 1 don't know
whether we will get to see "Way Down
East" in Nashville or not. It does not
look like it now, but we are doing all

wr e can to get it here, and to have it

shown as it should be shown.
I also noticed a letter from one of

your readers defending Dorothy Gish. I

wish to say, too, that I think Dorothy
Gish is by far the cleverest comedian on
the screen. She has been unfortunate
sometimes in not having as good plays

as she might, but I don't think I will ever
forget The Little Disturber in "Hearts
of the World," "Boots," or "Remodeling
Her Husband." Very sincerely,

Esther Fleming.
Nashville, Tennessee.

More Praise for Pauline Frederick.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

Like countless other "fans," I have
perused your February issue, and the best

information received is in the form of
an advance notice of your forthcoming
story about Pauline Frederick, which I

presume will have gone to press before
you receive this letter. I am sure that

your story will be wonderfully interesting.

Words are but a mild form of ex-
pressing what one feels, but if Miss
Frederick could mingle among her "Ma-
dame X" audiences, she would fully real-

ize that she has taken the greatest step

to fill the void in motion pictures, namely,
the lack of the speaking voice.

May 1921 mirror only the best for her,

and with best wishes for Picture-Play
and its staff and those who make the mo-
tion pictures worth while, I remain, their

well-wisher, Miss Agnes Robinson.
Syracuse, New York.

We Appreciate Letters Like This One.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I have been reading the Picture-Play
Magazine, and I will tell you how I hap-
pened to get acquainted with it.

I live about ten miles from town, and
the roads, especially in the wintertime,
are very bad. I seldom get to town, so

I do not see many movies. I like them
very much, and would go to see them
every night if I could. But as it is, I

do not get to see a show once a month.
This does not satisfy me.
To-day I bought a copy of the Decem-

ber Picture-Play Magazine, and have
been reading it all day. I am beginning
to think that if I bought a copy of the
magazine once a month I would not no-
tice the fact that I couldn't see a show
as often as most people do.

I think the Picture-Play Magazine is

the best movie magazine published. I

hope that you will publish this so as to

help others out who can't get to see a
show as often as they hoped.
Thanking you in advance if you should

publish it, L. E. F.

Millerville, Minnesota.

The "Serial Fan" Writes Again.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I have just come from the theater

where "The River's End" was showing,
and for once I have seen a picture that

was just exactly like the book from which
it was taken.

A picture is advertised as "Zane Grey's
great novel," or James Curwood's or
some other author's. We go, for we
have read the book and enjoyed it. But,
alas ! It has been rewritten and so made
over we. do not recognize; it. Why can't

we have more pictures like "The Riv-
er's End?" That picture has shown that

it can be done.
I can only think of one other picture

that was like the story 1 read, and that

was "Lasca," with Edith Roberts.
Some of the pictures have part of the

original story with just a few changes.
I don't say all of them are not good, for
they are. For instance, "The Lone-Star
Ranger" was good. It wasn't exactly
like the book, but it was well made over,

and I enjoyed it very much.
But I am a great reader, and I always

try and see the story I read in the movies.
That's why it disappoints me so to see

them all made over.
A word about critics. They don't knowr

anything about what is good and what
isn't. The public is the best critic. Some
of the pictures the public enjoyed most
were marked "no good" by critics. Ban-
ish them ; we don't want any. We know
what is good and bad, what we like to

see, and what we don't, without them.
Thanking you for putting my last let-

ter in your department, I again sign my-
self A Serial Fan.

P. S.—I don't want to forget the serial.

Have just seen the last of "Daredevil
Jack," and thought it was great.

Why Doesn't Lew Marry?

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I want to know why Lew Cody always
gets "left" in his pictures. Why doesn't
he ever marry? I have just seen "Oc-
casionally Yours," and it was a fine pic-

ture in every way but one, and that is

that it ended bad. Why couldn't he
learn to love one of the girls? Mr. Cody
is a good actor, and I think he deserves
better pictures, so why can't he be given
a picture in which he marries? C. M. D.
Birmingham, Alabama.

From An Admirer of Dick.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

Different fans have different opinions,

and although Wallace Reid, Thomas
Meighan, and Niles ' Welch are mighty
fine chaps, I think that Richard Barthel-
mess beats them all.

Dick is getting more popular every
day, and why? Because his wonderful
black hair and soulful eyes are enough
to make any young girl adore him. The
first play I saw Dick in was "Boots"

—

Dorothy Gish playing the lead. This
play impressed me so that I went to see

every play in which he appeared

—

"Three Men and a Girl," "Scarlet Days,"
"The Love Flower," and "Broken Blos-

soms," in which I decided that Dick was
my favorite.

I am looking forward to "Way Down
East" as being a great success, because I

know Dick will play a good part. G. C.

Indianapolis, Indiana.

An Appreciation of Elaine.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I would like to voice an appreciation

of Elaine Hammerstein. Any one who
has seen "The Daughter Pays" and
"Pleasure Seekers" can have nothing but

praise for her beautiful characterizations

in these charming silversheet offerings.

The fine, modest, and noble characters

she has contributed to the screen should

make the stanchest advocate of censor-

ship bow his head in shame. Censorship
would never be thought necessary if all

pictures were as free from vulgarities as

those in which she has been featured.

Miss Hammerstein, through the medium
of the screen, has furnished me with

many happy hours ; and, in return, I
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Flowers are for Easter, and Easter is for hats ; Wanda Hawley, the pretty

Realart star, would add to the old saying an explanation that flowerlike, Easter
hats, when not on heads, should rest in exquisite boxes. She is thoroughly
satisfied with this one. Wouldn't you be?



INTO the midst of the giant indus-

tries, which slowly have grown to

the top of the world, there sud-

denly sprang, full grown, an Aladdin
with magic lamps whose rays flooded
gold upon all they touched. Paupers
became princes in a single day, and the

Frangois Villous had their wish. From
tenements and agrarian wilds, from
circuses and fly-by-nights, Cinderellas

rose up from their ashes ar.d became
the queens of the ball, and beggar boys
were plumed and knighted as favorites

of the world.

Thus arose overnight the magic
realm of the movies, as fascinating in

its sudden glitter as any fairyland.

Mere youngsters realized that universal

dream whose condition is "If I had a
million." Never in the extravaganza
of life was Youth so showered with
largess. In other industries men have
amassed fortunes, but not until age
crept upon them to play the ghost at

the banquet. In movieland wealth
comes in the spring of life, before ex-
perience has urged moderation. So it

is not strange that in the ecstasy of

gold many grow heady and fall. The
industrial parvenu quite naturally has
the manners of the nouveau riche,

whose extravagances appear to some as

Dionysiac revelry and to others as

censurable immorality. Whatever the

category of this waywardness, it has
sufficed to throw a scarf of glamour
over filmdom, to invest it with an
orgiastic splendor, an enchantment that

is the charm of sin. From every side

come queries as to the immorality of
the Cinemese, a natural curiosity in

this Era of the Great Suppression.
During one of those happy days be-

fore the war, when we had free speech
and drinks, a friend and I had attained
that round where talk inevitably turns
to matters of morality—and immoral-
ity. My friend, esteemed in the home
town as a church pillar and poker
player, remarked that he always had
been a great admirer of a certain screen

star until he had learned through the

newspapers of her amorous transiency.

This lady was accredited with intrigues

similar in motive to those of Du Barry,

Montespan, and other historic gold

diggers.

"I can no longer enjoy her," sighed my friend, who
recently had been divorced for infidelity. "She al-

ways represented to me a fine virtuous woman. Not
that I'm a Puritan, but I thought she was. Motion-
picture people are a pretty immoral lot, aren't they ?"

Not knowing the definition of morality I couldn't

reply with any degree of certitude. Since then I have
given pious reflection to the whole gamut of synonyms:
right thinking, righteousness, virtue, rectitude of life,

conformity to the standard of right. Furthermore, I

have risked my chances both of entering heaven and of

being President of the United States by becoming a

citizen of the movie colony. While dwelling amid the

Cinemese I have been able to analyze their will-to-

THE MORALS OF
Like Galahad in search of the Grail, the

colony, where such orgiastic spectacles

By Herbert
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raise-merry-hell, as James Huneker terms the com-
plex. Yet I am vague still as to the stuff which con-

stitutes morality. So much depends upon one's train-

ing.

In view of all the lurid light of sensationalism play-

ing fancifully over the Cinemese it was not strange

that my dear ones should have been agitated when I

determined to take the broad highway which leads

straight to the Hollywood colony. Yet they felt, and
rightly, that one with sound moral training could not

go wrong, however sirenic the temptation. Our fam-
ily is very old and distinguished. An aristocratic and
high-church aunt, whose great grandfather was one

of the first to gyp the Indians out of land, had our an-
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writer sets out in quest of Sin in the movie

as depicted below are said to abound.

Howe
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cestry traced by the Daughters of the American Revo-
lution. My ethical training was exemplary. I attended
Sabbath school every Sunday for six months and won
a gold medal—which turned out to be brass. When
only a sophomore out of college I wrote an editorial

concerning morals, my maiden effort on becoming edi-

tor of a special page on a mid-Western paper. Imme-
diately upon its publication an extra man had to be
added to the circulation staff just to take care of can-

cellations of subscriptions. Soon afterward I left the

paper, with the good wishes of all, and determined upon
a career of adventure. I hesitated in my choice of

destinations between Paris, Greenwich Village, and the

Hollywood movie colony, these three being the centers

of sin, according to the Sunday supple-
ments and the fiction moonshined by
Middle Westerners. I do not regret

my choice.

I arrived at night in the City of An-
gels, so named, I presume, in honor
of those who back motion-picture
flivvers. My first impulse upon alight-

ing was to turn tail and retrace the
rails to New York, so disappointing

was the quietude of atmosphere. Night
in Los Angeles is like unto that of the

town in Dakota, where I was born, ex-

cept that it hasn't even the yowl of

coyotes for merriment. Indeed, I soon
learned that the chief quota of popu-
lation was supplied not by the Cinemese,
but by the Dakotans, the Iowans, the

Minnesotans, and the Nebraskans, who
had grown rich and old in the commerce
of Holsteins and Plymouth Rocks.
On the day after my arrival I was

invited to go to the Hollywood colony,

an hour by trolley from Los Angeles,

where a dance was in progress at the

chief caravansary of the movie folk.

That night I set forth.

I got off the trolley six blocks too

soon and had to walk the lonely streets.

It was nine o'clock. My heels clattered

on the pavement, sounding for all the

world like a fire horse in a sepulcher. I

wondered where all the sinners were.

Then I arrived at the hotel and saw
their gleaming chariots parked all about
the drive under the sheltering shadows
of the palms. Music was leaking out

from the gay-lighted interior.

My friend rushed down from the

veranda to greet me. As we ascended

the steps, a lady, who seemed to be

a composite of all the scents of Cali-

fornia flowers, was introduced. When
her name was mentioned I recognized

it as the property of electric lights.

"I'm mad at you," she said, with

pouting lips as crimson as the rouge of

poinsettias. Amours progress rapidly in

the movie colony, thought I. I meet

a beautiful dame, and at first sight she

gets mad at me ! True love never runs

smooth, but in Hollywood it certainly

runs swift, so I argued. Without ex-

plaining the reason for her wrath, she

smiled, turned, and took the arm of a

foreign-looking youth, who some time

in his career must have been a contor-

tionist, judging by the way he folded

over the belt line when he bowed. Breathless with ex-

citement from this first encounter, I permitted myself

to be led into the melee du danse within.

Later, when I took up my habitat in this maison. I

learned that the dance is held once a week and is the

one social event open to all entries in Hollywood. In

the tavern dwell numerous players and likewise numer-

ous female veterans who sit on the piazza and rock.

On dance nights, when the film laborers gather, the

venerable dames move their rockers indoors and form
at the ringside. Miss Texas Guinan describes this ag-

gregation as a lot of plush horses sitting around bury-

ing their dead. A self-appointed chaperon, with so

Continued on page 102
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Just a simple

By C.

But Ezra wasn't happy, though his eyes were riveted on his bobber, his mind was elsewhere.

EZRA sat on the rude railing of the bridge that

spanned Blue Creek on the Sleepy Hollow road,

idly watching the cork bobber that floated on
the little stream below. The warm, June sunshine,

streaming down through the foliage, the lazy, fragrant

atmosphere of early summer, the peace and quiet of

his surroundings—all of these things, according to all

traditions of "barefoot boyhood," should have made
him as light-hearted and carefree as his dog, Whisk-
ers, who sat beside him.

But Ezra wasn't entirely happy. And though his

eyes were riveted to his bobber his mind was else-

where. There was a joke that the kids always sprung
for a laugh at the swimming hole, which ran, "I can

swim like a rock and dive like a feather." What was
worrying Ezra was that in the swimming hole of local

Boyville politics Ezra had some way always "swum
like a rock."

The main trouble with Ezra was that he was too

honest. Now, honesty is all right in its place ; of such

is the Kingdom of Heaven, But Boyville has slightly

different standards.

Ezra's honesty wasn't the

sort that would keep him
from robbing orchards, steal-

ing watermelons, or writing
notes of excuse when he
wanted to skip school. He
was born with a taste for all

of these things, like any
normal boy. The trouble

was that he wasn't foxy. And
Skinny, his rival, was. This
was what was puzzling Ezra
as he sat on the bridge rail.

"Look at the big slob," he
said to himself. "I can out-

run him, outdare him, and
outsvvim him. I bet I can
lick him. And yet he's——

"

It wasn't quite clear to

Ezra just what Skinny was
doing. He only knew that

the fat boy always seemed to

be beating and tricking him
in one way or another, and
had from the time they both
started going to the same
school. And Ezra began to

make up his mind to see if

he couldn't play that game
himself.

His chance to try came
soon, for down the road came
"the gang," barefooted, like

himself. As they drew up on
the bridge Ezra was about to

suggest a fishing expedition

farther up the creek, when
Skinny suddenly cried:

"Hey !
- Swimmin's the

game ! The last feller in is

a sissy! The last feller in is a sissy!"

Skinny bolted for the hole, and the gang followed,

pulling off their shirts as they ran. Ezra started along,

but while he was grabbing up his fish, he got the pole

between his legs, and the hook caught in his trousers.

He was the last to reach the swimming hole, but gamely
he began shucking off his clothes as fast as he could.

They all got in ahead of him, even the clumsy Skinny.

Ezra had been outwitted again by the foxy fat boy. But
this time it dawned on him that the deal was crooked.

So he put his clothes on again and hollered:

"Aw ! Skinny was the last one in.
1 He's the sissy.

I ain't going in. That hole's full o' snakes. I seen a

bunch of water moccasins in there while I was fish-

ing. You fellers will all get bit."

Ezra called his dog and hastened away from there.

The kids knew that he was lying, even the foxy Skinny
recognized the trick; it was just the kind of bluff that

be himself was always making. But he was a coward
al heart, and all he could think of was snake bite, so

he crawled out shivering like a wet dog, and the gang
followed him.



Swimmin' Hole
old-fashioned story of Boyville.

L. Edson

Ezra began to feel that he was learning how to play

the game. He hoped the gang realized that his trick

had showed up Skinny for a cowardly calf. Surely

they could see who was the real leader and who was
the faker. But it was not only in gang leadership that

Skinny was his rival. There were girls in the world
—Ezra had noticed this odd fact with a peculiar buzz-
ing in his breast. And Skinny was a whirlwind with
the ladies.

There was Esther, a pretty-enough girl, even with
her hair so plainly done in two stiff braids. She seemed
to think a lot of Ezra, for she made every effort to

catch his attention, and when she met him in a narrow
lane or at the stile, she naughtily blocked the way in

an effort to make him stand and chat with her. This
terrified poor Ezra, and he used to jump hedges to get

away from her. Myrtle was a different sort of girl.

Myrtle was coy, even if she was a howling beauty,
with her hair all frizzled and curled, and her frocks
the fanciest kind ever seen on a

schoolgirl. Myrtle shied away from
Ezra, and scarcely glanced out of

the corner of her eye when he did

handstands and flip-flops which
were good enough for a circus. The
more she tried to ignore him, the

more Ezra was convinced that he
had to make a hit with her or admit
that life was meaningless and that

he ought to have been born a prairie

dog with a deep hole into which he
could crawl and dig deeper and
deeper until the end of the world.
One day at school he looked across

the aisle and saw Myrtle glance at

him out of the corner of her eye.

In sudden confusion Ezra looked the

other way. And there he saw some-
thing that gave him an idea. Skinny,

the big boob, had a geography standing up in front

of his face, and behind this screen he was feeding him-
self candy hearts. He had the hearts spread out be-

fore him on his desk, so that while he was munching
the one in his mouth he could devour the others with

his eyes. On each of the hearts was printed some
lovely legend such as: "If You Love Me, Smile," "Oh,
What Bliss Is In Your Kiss," "Be My Queen, Fair

Laurine," and other choice bits of the literature of

love. Skinny was a hog for literature, and he was
putting these choice thoughts where they would do him

. the most good. But Ezra saw a better use for the

messages. He bantered Skinny for a trade and finally

got two hearts in return for his peg top.

Now he would have a chance to tell the coy Myrtle
what his heart had murmured, but his tongue had
dared not speak. He slipped one of the candy mes-
sages across the aisle to Myrtle. It said: "I Love
You." The young lady giggled, and Ezra almost had
a conniption fit. The girl saw he had another candy,
and she raised her pretty eyebrows appealingly. Ezra
was jubilant as he passed over the other message. It

said: "Kiss Me Quick." The haughty little beauty was
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insulted, and she showed her spite by jabbing her

pencil into the heart and twisting it around. Poor
Ezra was smothered with an incomprehensible woe.
Why had the first message pleased her and the second

one thrown her into a rage? Ezra was not foxy enough
to discern that the girl was a flirt, and that his mes-
sage avowing his love for her was just what she wanted
to feed her vanity. But when he asked her to give

love in return, she "wouldn't trade." It was the old

gag of getting the candy first and then pretending not

to like it. Would Ezra never get wise to the ways of

foxy cheaters ?

When he started out for recess he found a big, sweet

Jonathan apple in his desk. He didn't stop to reason

out that the true-hearted Esther had put it there. All

he thought of was that surely Myrtle would like this

apple—what daughter of Eve would not ? So he hunted

out the charmer on the playground and gave her

Esther's apple. Esther saw the transaction, and her

heart was wrung most cruelly. But Ezra's own heart

was to be wrung in turn. For, as Myrtle stood under

the tree, with the apple in her hand, Skinny saw her.

He had a nose for foodstuffs that could shame a French

hog trained to snout for truffles. How was he to get

that apple? His foxy stomach soon thought of an

idea, and he came lollygagging over to Myrtle and sug-

gested that they play Adam and Eve. So Myrtle fed

the apple to Skinny, under the guise of acting in a

play. Ezra had to be the audience and pretend to ap-

plaud it. His applause was feeble

enough, and as to an encore, he said

to himself there "ain't goin' to be

no encore."

But there was an encore. After
Myrtle had fed the fat boy the last

bite of the apple, she took out of a

corner of her handkerchief the two
candy hearts with "I Love You,"
"Kiss Me Quick" lettered in red ink

on their saccharin whiteness, and
one after the other she dropped
them into the bottomless pit of

Skinny's gullet.

Ezra was wild inside, and his brain

was reeling. The whole world seemed
to be going round and round in a

cyclone. Trees, houses, people, and
everything seemed to be scooped up
in a whirlwind, funnel-shaped cloud,

scrapped into a hash, and then poured through the fun-

nel again, and the funnel poured the whole debris into

Skinny's insatiable gizzard
!"

That afternoon Ezra couldn't sit still at his desk.

Lessons meant nothing to him now, for he had learned

the great lesson of his life—the lesson that an honest

man hasn't got anv chance against the politicians and
the ladies.

Ezra had a white mouse in his desk, and he turned
it loose, hoping it would run down the everlasting rat

hole of Skinny's throat. But the mouse ran under the

desks of the girls, and soon the school was in an up-

roar. Everybody tried to throw books and rulers at

the terrible beast, and Skinny's flying geography hit

the schoolmaster right on the nose. To save himself,

Skinny hastened to inform the infuriated master just

which boy it was that turned the mouse loose.

The master called Ezra up front, and telling him
to hold out his hand, the old codger brought down a

vicious blow with his brass-lined ruler. While the blow
was descending, Ezra was thinking fast on the ques-

tion of whether it was the part of a brave man to

take a licking- in front of the ladies. Or should he
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There were girls in the world—Ezra had noticed this peculiarfact with a peculiar buzzing in his breast.

balk and be expelled like a regular fellow? He didn't

have time to think it all out, but he jerked his hand
away just as the hot edge of the ruler went by.

And Ezra was expelled;

It is an awful thing to be expelled for disobedience,

thought Ezra, as he dropped, pining, just outside the

door. For there is no way to get back in school until

your dad sends a note saying he has licked you, and
that hereafter you will be good. While he was think-

ing what a whaling his dad would give him, he heard
the schoolmaster telling Skinny to take a note to Ezra's

parents. Ezra immediately fled down the wooded lane

and lay in wait for the messenger.

"Now, at last, Skinny Voorhees, we stand face to

face !" Ezra glared at his enemy with a gaze he hoped
would melt the leaf lard on the' big slob's backbone.
Ezra had arisen from behind a bush and advanced
on Skinny like the hero in a melodrama. He wanted
to say to Skinny, "Draw, varlot, and defend yourself,"

even though he didn't know just what this meant.
Skinny began to whine : "I never done nothin' to you.

Leave me alone." And Ezra, who had been scared weak
himself, saw he had him and began to feel stronger.

"Give me that note before I

black your eye and bloody
your nose !"

"Who's a-goin' to bloody
my nose?"

"This here," said Ezra,
brandishing his fist. "This
one's name is Sudden Death,"
waving his right knuckles.

"And this one's name is Six
Weeks in the Hospital."

"You don't dare to hit me,"
pleaded Skinny. "Leave me
alone."

"They's just going to be
two hits in this fight," swore
Ezra. 'Til hit you, and you'll

hit the ground."
Skinny had collected his

scattered wits, and he saw-

that the best bluffer would
win the fight. Suddenly his

face wrinkled, and his eyes

glared like a maddened bull.

He threw off his coat with

surprising speed for a fat boy,

snorted, spat, jumped up into

the air, and cracked his heels

together. He came down in

a cloud of dust, and crouched,

sawing his fists back and forth

like a wild gorilla as he yelled

between his grinding teeth

:

"This is the ground I

growed on. I can lick my
weight in wild cats. I'm a

howling wolf from Bitter

Crick, and this is my night

to growl. I took an alligator

under each arm and swum up
the river where the snags was
so thick that a fish couldn't

squeeze through 'em. It

scraped all the hide offen the

alligators, but I never got a

scratch. I eat nothin' but hu-

man blood, and I ain't been
fed for a year. Come on and

get me, before I get any wilder."

This outburst so frightened Ezra that his knees
collapsed under him. He fell forward and took a pass

at Skinny. Skinny batted his eyes and swung wild.

Both boys staggered around, fanning the air with mighty
blows, but neither landed within a foot of the other.

Both were fighting a defensive fight and keeping away
from each other. Finally the fat boy's wind gave out,

and he sank to the ground. Ezra was glad, for he had
just made up his mind to run as soon as he could trust

his legs. But though no real blow had been struck

on either side, Skinny felt that he was licked. Ezra
made him dig up the note and forge an answer signed

by Ezra's dad, and this forgery Skinny took back to

the schoolmaster.

Ezra had won his first victory over his craftier rival.

That afternoon the whole gang went swimming right

after school, but Ezra's mother sent him to the store

to get some flour. She was baking a cake for him for

the picnic on Old Settlers' Day and found that she

lacked material to complete it. Ezra was sulky and
sullen because he didn't want to be the last feller in

swimming, for "the last feller in has got a frog in

his stomach." But as Ezra was departing from the
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store with his twenty-five pound sack of flour, he no-
ticed that the storekeeper had received a stock of

"shipped in" watermelons for the picnic. It would be
a month yet before the home-grown melon patches
would be ready to raid. Ezra thought what a killing

he would make if he appeared before the gang with

a stolen melon. He kicked one of the melons off the
side of the store ' porch, and it rolled down the path
behind a tree. Ezra followed, picked it up when he
was out of sight of the storekeeper, and with his melon
and his sack of flour he hastened to the old swimming
hole.

The kids were diving and splashing, and they started

to jeer him for being late, as they saw him coming
through the bushes. Ezra set down his flour and came
up to the bank holding the green-ribbed watermelon
over his head. He tripped over a log and fell back-
ward. Did the melon break? They always do. But
the worst of it was that it broke right in the fallen

hero's face. As the fall of a stone makes a hundred
unseen frogs dive into a pool, so the bursting of the

melon caused a flock of human frogs to dive out onto
the bank. And before Ezra could wipe the juice out

of his eyes, the kids had grabbed every fragment of
the melon, and the fat boy, as was to be expected, had
got the big, red, honey-dripping heart.

As Ezra looked hopelessly around for a piece of

his melon, his face wore such a rueful look that the

gang began kidding him

:

"Don't worry, old Sock," they told him. "This
watermelon won't hurt us none. You're afraid we'll

get cholera morbus from eatin' the melon. But it

prob'ly won't hurt us a bit. Cheer up, old Sock, the

guy that ate the most melon will get the worst stomach
ache if it's poison."

Then the mud fight began. Ezra had slipped out of

his clothes and paused at the edge of the hole and
gathered a nice handful of black, slimy mud. He pasted

Skinny in the ear and made his head ring. Skinny
grabbed a handful of clay and threw it at Ezra, but

Ezra wasn't there, and another kid who had just come
up from a dive got the full dose right in the eye.

Then the mud fight was on in earnest. White bodies
suddenly turned speckled and then black, and the air

was as full of flying mud as a swamp is full of black-

birds in the fall flocking days. The kids in the middle
of the pond dived for the mud on the bottom and
those at the edges scrambled for the easiest handfuls.
Skinny got crowded clear out onto dry land where
there wasn't any mud. He became the target of the

whole gang, for his fat carcass offered a mark as big

as a barn door. While he was skirmishing around
with both eyes plugged shut with mud, he stumbled
onto Ezra's sack of flour. Lucky find

!

He began pelting the mud slingers with the puffy
flour and soon put an entirely different color on the

situation. The ugly ducklings of a moment before
now blossomed out as white as swans. The mud fight

had been good, but the flour fight had it beaten to a
custard. In vain Ezra pleaded that the flour was for

his picnic cake. They were having the picnic right

then. And Ezra found his "cake was dough." It was
a tragedy, and Ezra in a panic of despair could find

only one ray of consolation. The cake that he should
never eat had been swallowed up by the swimming
hole ; for once it had escaped the gullet of the all-de-

vouring Skinny

!

The morning of the picnic dawned bright and fair

—which is to say it was bright and fair to every one
in the world except Ezra. Ezra was in about as bad
a case as it is possible for a sixteen-year-old man to

be. He was forbidden to go to the picnic—that's about
the size of it, and yet that isn't the half of it. He
had been whipped, disgraced, betrayed by the gang,
and made a fool of in the presence of the ladies. Now
for fuller details. The whipping was administered by
his father, who was a blacksmith

The morning of the picnic was no picnic for Ezra.

No cake had he to take to the festivities, nor could
he sit quietly at home and brood about it, for his lick-

ing had rendered the idea of sitting quiet entirelv out

of. the question. His folks all went to the picnic in

Continued on page 99



More Genuine
Catherine Calvert presents the unusual spectacle

By Barbara

opyriffht by Lum:

At home, Catherine Calvert prefers robes of classic simplicity

I HOPE that I never read an interview with Cath-

erine Calvert," the irrepressible young thing just

home from boarding school announced emphat-

ically.

And to my "Why?" of surprise, she explained, "I

don't want to be disillusioned. They would probably

say that she wore tailored suits, drove her own car,

and liked chocolate cake. I couldn't bear it. There's

little enough romance in the world as it is."

Thus spoke the wisdom of sixteen.

We were "doing" the Metropolitan Museum of Art,

that wonderful art gallery that is located in Central

Park, and before at least one painting in every room
my enthusiastic companion stopped, and said: "She
looks just like that sometimes," following it with the

curt explanation, "Catherine Calvert, I mean."
"But she couldn't, honey. One of them was a Span-

ish dancer, another was a colonial belle, and another

a medieval Madonna. They were absolutely different."

"Well, so is she. Every part is as differ-

ent and as filled with romance as those pictures

back there. And I am scared to death that

some one will tell me that in real life she is not

romantic, or-that she reads humorous weeklies,

or that she chums around with other stars."

My young friend can stop worrying, for I

have met Catherine Calvert, and she does none
of those things. She is as real and as differ-

ent as her characters on the screen.

You would no more think of being jocular

about some persons than you wojdd of jazzing

"Pomp and Circumstance," or drawing a cari-

cature of your favorite screen star. That is

the way you would feel about Catherine Calvert

if you met her. I had supposed that she shed
the grand manner she wears on the screen, and
became just like one of us, when she wasn't

working before the camera, because I have
known lots of other stars to be like that. But
Catherine Calvert isn't. Not that she is cold

or distant or anything of the sort—she is just

exalted. You can't imagine her putting on a

bungalow apron on the cook's night off and
getting dinner ; you can easily picture her in

an old English garden clipping roses. You can't

imagine her clinging to the seat of a chummy
roadster, but she seems perfectly at ease in a

luxuriously appointed limousine. She is the

very antithesis of the girl who says, "Give me
a good jazz band and a crowd of friends, and
that's all I'll ask." Such a thought could never
occur to Catherine Calvert.

"Well, as a matter of fact, my life is just

one costume after another," Catherine Calvert

told me, when I repeated to her the episode of

the pictures in the museum. "I really ought
to believe in reincarnation or something of the

sort, because when I put on old colonial cos-

tumes, such as I wear in 'The Heart of Mary-
land,' or mantillas, such as I wore in 'Dead
Men Tell No Tales,' Catherine Calvert ceases

to exist, and I become a colonial belle,, or a

Spanish girl. I even find that my taste in reading

changes with my parts. When I was down in Natchez,
Mississippi, doing some of the scenes for 'The Heart
of Maryland,' I found some novels written at the time

the action of that story took place, and I was so de-
lighted with them, I read nothing else the whole time."

Even my critical young friend from boarding school

would have been satisfied. I doubt, though, if she would
have heard what Miss Calvert was saying, for she

would have been so enchanted with the broad band
bound around the lovely star's head, the deep rose-col-

ored negligee of almost classic simplicity that she wore,
and the lace-covered chaise longue on which she rested,

that her whole attention would have been occupied with
them.

Miss Calvert was forced to rest in a semidarkened
room, because the studio lights had burned her eyes,

so she had sent word by her maid and her irrepressible

four-year-old son that if I didn't mind she would see
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of a star who off-screen is as romantic as she is on.

Little
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me in her boudoir. Mind ? I was delighted, for if

there is anything more revealing of a person's real per-

sonality than the room in which she keeps her most in-

timate belongings, I have not yet found it. Catherine

Calvert's room is a pearl-gray, with ivory furniture,

and rose-colored hangings—as serene, and dignified as

herself. But it is the walls that give the most interest-

ing key to her character. On them there is a profu-

sion of colorful pictures—some dancing figures by Von
Stuck, some water-color sketches by Sargent, and many
of the well-known posters of Maxfield Parrish. The
pictures are all hung low on the wall, so that a person

sitting down can see them without any effort. The
deep blues and vivid oranges of the Parrish

pictures are like the vivid personality of the

real Catherine Calvert.

"There's one advantage in playing out on
location," Miss Calvert said, after the entrance

of the maid with tea had interrupted my scru-

tiny of her pictures. "You can live in the

character you are playing most of the time.

But here"-—and she extended her fingers

slowly in one of the flowerlike gestures so

familiar to her audiences
—

"here there are a

thousand interruptions. There are so many
dinner parties to go to, new plays to see, and
always the lure of the shops, Catherine Cal-

vert can't resist returning to life out of studio

hours. I like better to go away to make a

picture—and just live the part I play until

the picture is finished. Then I like to have
a month or more of vacation, so that I can

see my friends, go about and get new impres-

sions, and read plays.

"Not scenarios," she reiterated, "plays.

And if I ever can find one that I think is

really big, I am going back on the stage. I

haven't seen a part that seemed just what I

wanted since " Her voice dropped to a
whisper, and she didn't finish the sentence. I

knew that she was thinking of big Paul Arm-
strong, her playwright-husband who died, and
involuntarily my eyes turned to the picture of

him on her dressing table.

"He was wonderful, wasn't he?" she said,

with a little huskiness in her voice. It was
two days later that I heard something about
Catherine Calvert from a member of her com-
pany that revealed her real self to me more
than anything she had said. When her com-
pany was making scenes near Natchez, Mis-
sissippi, for "The Heart of Maryland,"
throngs of people motored out from the city

to watch, just as people always will when they
hear of movies being taken. Catherine Cal-

vert is gracious, at heart, but she thought
that if those people really

wanted to stay, they would When she puts on her

pay for it. So, every day "Heart of Maryland"

a hat was passed through costume, she forgets

the crowd^resulting in a Catherine Calvert and

collection of several hun- becomes a colonial belle.

dred dollars. More than a hundred little orphans are
more warmly clad now, and there's a rug on the living-

room floor at the asylum just because Catherine Calvert
wouldn't be a free show.

Catherine Calvert never talks long about motion
pictures or acting. She talks about her home, the new
plays in New York—she simply won't make pictures in

California because of missing them—and flowers. The
latter subject is inevitable after you have seen her home.

"Yes, I always have lots of them around me," she

said, holding out her hands to her little boy who had
come in staggering under an enormous box. He set

it down on the floor and began to fumble with the

strings.

"American Beauties," I groaned, thinking that at last

I had found a point of similarity between Catherine

Calvert and many other stars. But they were not

American Beauties. The box contained wild flowers

of all kinds, sprays of jasmine, great bunches of snap-

dragons, and clusters of pink roses and mignonette.

In a few minutes there were vases of them all over

the room. Sweet and informal and varied they were
—quite like Catherine Calvert.



Romances of Famous Film Folk
The story of the recent elopement of the two most beloved comediennes
in motion pictures, and what their families had to say about it.

Bv Harold Russell

IT was the night after Christmas and all over Green-
wich, Connecticut, was that air of premonitory
stillness which invariably suggests that the little

village is again about to crash into the New York
papers.

Something was about to happen.
Lights gleamed cheerfully from the windows of the

Pickwick Inn, and around the fire the villagers had
their cups of after-dinner coffee and spoke in whis-

pers. Old Pop Green in the corner drug store

pushed another strawberry sundae across the bar

and cocked his ear toward the door that opened
on the old post road.

"I remember it was a night

just like this " Pop began,

when an automobile shot tip

to the inn steps, and a young
man jumped out and ran in-

side.

He leaned far over the

counter toward the clerk,

and, after glancing nerv-

ously at the villagers,

each with a coffee cup
poised between saucer

and lips—in that raptly

indifferent way which
these old villagers adopt

when any one bustles in

from the big world

—

asked timidly

:

"How do you get mar
ried in this town?"

"Justice of the peace,"

answered the clerk.

"Shush," said the young JH
man, "don't talk m> loud."

He leaned over and
ff|§f

whimpered something that

brought a look of amaze- jj
j

ment to the clerk's face.
|

"Not really," said that Wm
young man incredulously, a
as he edged over toward
the window and peaked
out.

"Yes, both of them," WM
the stranger assured him. I

"Can you "
i

But before he could fin- rcgj

ish speaking, the clerk in
j

an awed tone assured him
that even on Sunday the jus-

tice of the peace would do any-
thing to oblige some people.

Then he picked up the tele-

phone and called the city clerk.

And the city clerk called

the J. P., and in a few kSj-.

moments, even though it

jvas Sunday, Dorothy ^gj
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Gish, she of the dark locks and elfin manner, the
youngest of the family, and Constance Talmadge,
who has two sisters, Norma and Natalie, also rather
well known, were married to James Rennie and John
Pialoglou.

Now it is natural to suppose that any one who has
been married as many times as Miss Gish
and Miss Talmadge before a camera
would know how to conduct themselves

when it came time for them to startle
a few million fans by a real marriage.
Such things call for proper notification

of the newspapers, and an opportunity
to provide for a movie of the scene
which would have far more attraction
for many of our best citizens than
even the inauguration of President

• Harding.

Did they do it? Well, hardly.
When it comes to getting mar-
ried motion-picture stars are
just like other folks. They
don't want a lot of fuss and
delay. They don't want the

occasion dedicated to guests
and caterers, when all that

really matters is a bride,

a groom, and a minister

or justice of the peace.

So Constance and Dor-
othy took matters into

their own hands.
There were no trousseaus,

no bridal bouquets, no end-
less lists of friends who must
be invited to the wedding.
And best of all, to the four

romantic youngsters, there

were no photographs.
This one moment of
their lives—and a more
precious one will never
come to them, they are

sure — belonged en-

tirely to them. No
one else has even a

memory of it.

The two grooms blushed

as determinedly all after-

noon as though they were
facing a church full of people,

with the wedding march halting in-

excusably just before the notes for the

bride's entrance. And the brides, quivery

as two young misses eloping from board-

ing school, were so nervous that they

Dorothy Gish plays the part of James Rennie's

wife much more convincingly in real life

than she does on the screen. Wouldn't

you know they were bride and groom

If if vou met them looking like this?
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Miss Gish was sitting

unknown to her hus-

were both afraid of calling out enthusiastically, "I

do/* when the other one was getting married.
It only goes to prove that no matter how often

one may be married one never gets used to it.

And for days afterward Miss Gish and Miss Tal-
madge were just as full of mystery and excite-

ment as the)7 could hold, until their families were
forced to believe that something out of the ordi-

nary had really happened.
There was never a more honest-to-goodness,

happy-go-lucky elopement in all the history of
Greenwich. And that is a very sweeping statement.
When three days later word began to trickle

out into the world that something had happened
in the Gish and Talmadge households, I went
down to Mr. Rennie's dressing room, as the proper
starting point. There was no doubt about being
on the right track, when on the wall beside his

dressing room a picture of Dorothy Gish laughed
at this seeker after romance with a big R.

Mr. Rennie was playing Pancho in "Spanish
Love." He is one of the most ardent lovers that
ever stalked through a hacienda. Xo man has
any right to be so good looking. Also he is

young and altogether boyish. I was almost sure
I was on the right trail.

He threw up his hands and laughed through
his make-up.

"Honest, old man," he protested, "I can't say
anything about it. I really can't, you know. Why
don't you see Miss Gish?"
So I traveled up to the Savoy Hotel, not know-

ing that just at that time
out in a near-front row,
band, watching him act.

"I guess she likes to

look at him," laughed sis-

ter Lillian. And it was
from Lillian and her

mother that most of the

story came.
There was a big Christ-

mas tree in the corner of
the Gish apartment, and
it didn't need the tale of

that Christmas night to

confirm the impression
that it had been a merry
festival in the Gish family.

Lillian Gish was curled up
on a couch in a corner
of the room, alternately

opening a letter and an-
swering the telephone.

"Yes," she said to an
inquirer who rang up.

"Yes, there's a man in

the house."

John, the parrot, was
gnawing away on a
cracker and making
sounds which suggested
intense mental excitement. It turned out later that

John was laughing, sometimes to himself and some-
times audibly. He's a droll bird. He has been a play-

mate of Constance and Dorothy ever since they were
little girls, so he has been trying to pretend ever since

the wedding that they told him about it in advance.
Mrs. Gish, who, ever since her girls were six years

old, has been guiding them through their stage careers,

came in. It is not hard to understand why the Gish
family is such an inseparable unit after meeting Mrs.

Photo by Pach Brothers

John Pialoglou spends almost as much time

and ingenuity nowadays in helping his

wife Constance dodge photographers, as

he once did in courting her.

Constance wanders off the sets nowadays looking

into space enraptured, and wondering how she ever

lived before she met John.

Gish. Her quiet and kindly manner, her great

affection for her daughters, which they re-

turn to her measure for measure, is reflected

in her every word and look. It is impossible

to help liking the Gish family.

She folded her hands in her lap and smiled
faintly. It was evident that the elopement
had rather dazed her.

"I didn't really believe it until this morn-
ing," she said. "I thought Dorothy was just

joking when she first told me about it. But
I guess it is true, for Mrs. Rennie has just

been over to see me. She didn't know it until

to-day, either, nor did Mrs. Talmadge. We have all

been rather upset.

"Not that I don't like Mr. Rennie," she added hastily,

and emphatically. "I do, very much. He is a charm-
ing and cultivated young man, a gentleman in even'
way, but—well, we have been together a long time
now, you know.

"Christmas night the)' were all here, Dorothy and.
Mr. Rennie, and Constance and Mr. Pialoglou. And

Continued on page 100
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James Rennie in this Spanish costume is one of the most admired actors on Broadway.

The Master of Spanish Love
You know that James Rennie is Dorothy Gish's husband, but there

are other interesting things about him that this story will tell you.

By Harriette Underhill

IN addition to being- Dorothy Gish's husband, James
Rennie is also the handsome hero who shouts his

way through "Spanish Love" at the Maxine Elliott

Theater. Now, if Mr. Rennie doesn't like our descrip-
tion of his performance we shall admit that we never
could have thought of putting it that way if it hadn't
been suggested to us by Miss Gish herself. "Have
you seen my husband?" she said, "He is the one who
shouts his way through 'Spanish Love/ " It isn't that
Mr. Rennie is given to shouting—no, indeed. But

"Spanish Love" is laid in that
far-distant - corner of Spain
called Murcia, and there, in

spite of the heat, they do
things strenuously. Mr. Ren-
nie doesn't shout when he
makes love, of course, but most
of the time he is defying the

whole township and refusing to

let Migaio, his rival, shoot him
offhand.

Our first view of Mr. Ren-
nie was a celluloid one. He
was Miss Gish's leading man in

"Remodeling a Husband."
Next came "Flying Pat," where
Mr. Rennie appeared again as

Miss Gish's husband, and this

time we could no longer resist

him. As Mr. Rennie was play-

ing in New York it wasn't

necessary to resist him. We just

called up Messrs. Wagenball
and Kemper, the owners of

"Spanish Love," and told them
our story, and that night found
us at the Maxine Elliott The-
ater getting our first view of

the real James Rennie. We
may as well say right at the

start, and so get it off our
mind, that in his Spanish cos-

tumes he was the handsomest
thing we ever had gazed on,

and if we were Dorothy Gish

we should take him out of that

show at once. Why, when he
shouts and raves it is probable

that every woman in the the-

ater is trembling for fear he

won't leap off the stage, seize

her in his arms, and rush off

with her.

And if he did do this the

rest of the people would think

it was just part of the show.

The actors play their parts all

over the theater, and they make
three entrances from the wings

or- out of the boxes or down
the aisles, in "Spanish Love."
Well, anyway, after Mr. Ren-
nie had shouted his last shout

and had carried Maria del

Carmen away on his horse we
went backstage to ask him
why, when, and where he be-

became an actor, and whether

he preferred the silent or the

noisy drama.
"I became an actor nine

years ago, with two years out

for the war, and I became a screen actor about one

year ago, when I first met Miss Gish."

"And how did you happen to do that?" we said, avid

for facts. Mr. Rennie smiled broadly, showing all of

his dazzling white teeth. "I didn't happen," he said.

"Nothing ever just happens. Mrs. Rennie and her

sister Lillian Gish went to see me playing in 'Moonlight

and Honeysuckle,' with Ruth Chatterton ; and Dorothy
said, 'Lillian, there is my leading man I've been look-

Continued on page 97



About two years ago The Observer

The Skv forgot his usual caution and because the

weather was fine or because he had
Rocket for a]i {jig Liberty bonds or for

some other reason that makes men full

of pep and recklessness—he ventured to make a

prophecy.

He decided to tell the world a few things about com-
ing big stars, and he announced that there were three

young ladies who composed the bunch out of which
the public would choose Mary Pickford's successor.

These three were Dorothy Gish. who had just made
the country chuckle at her charm in "Hearts of the

World ;" Madge Kennedy, fresh from a quick rise to

fame in the stage production of "Fair and Warmer,"'
and Constance Talmadge, known mostly as Norma's
sister.

Constance Talmadge was the long shot in the race.

And the long shot has won.
Not that she has taken Mary's place. Nobody has

yet done that. Constance is not yet the favorite that

her sister has proved to be. But she is so close to the

front in this contest in which youth always is the victor

that we are willing to come right out in print now and
predict that a vear from now—there we go, getting

reckless again—Constance will have a ticket entitling

her to wear the queen's crown at least on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays.

Constance Talmadge has rushed to the front faster

than any other motion-picture star, except Douglas

Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin, who were overnight

successes. She has progressed because she has had
good stories—something her older sister has often

lacked—and because she looks to be a lovable lass, own-
ing a heap of common sense. Folks like her, and they

like her stories. That's why she draws the crowds.

A simple formula—but difficult to fill.

Perhaps Constance Talmadge's suc-

A Rare cess can ^e cnarted so that others can

. profit by her course. Perhaps we've
Discovery made a rare discovery that could act

as a test for all would-be stars.

Constance Talmadge, to The Observer, is the kind

of girl who, despite her success, would be genuinely

tickled to shake hands with the grocery boy who used
to deliver the potatoes at her house when she was a

kid. She's the kind of a girl who would marry the

man she loved, even if he didn't own a dime, and who
would be happy in a four-room flat where she'd have

to do her own cooking and pull up the dumb-waiter
herself.

Constance has just married a man said to be wealthy,

but that doesn't change the situation.

Take the test we have devised and try it on any mo-
tion-picture star. Mary Pickford and Norma Talmadge

are that sort. Try it on some of the other stars who
are in the medium-good class. You'll find that a lot

of good actresses, who are supplied with excellent

stories, have never reached the very top, and the rea-

son is that they lack warmth. They don't appear to

be one of us. They belong in show cases. You can't

imagine them happy in a cottage. Glorious creatures,

but not at all interested in the troubles and joys of

the millions who go to see them.

Following the same clew, we come

TlVO Real to two b reat screen mothers—Vera
' Gordon in "Humoresque" and Mrs.

Mothers Mary Carr in "Over the Hill." Each
is a real star, made so by vote of the

public. Each of these women earned her laurels.

A good many months ago, The Observer, at the re-

quest of one of the readers of Picture-Play Maga-
zine, started a search for a real screen mother. The
search was futile. There was no such thing.

This one letter from a reader evidently was indic-

ative of an unfulfilled desire on the part of many for

a screen presentation of another type of genuine hu-

man being.

Until Vera Gordon did "Humoresque" there had
been no screen mother who really typified what thc

word "mother" means to us. But nOw the producers

are paying a good deal of attention to the mother roles.

Following the success of "Humoresque" and "Over
the Hill" there will be a flood of "mother" pictures.

Selznick will put Vera Gordon in one to be named
"The Great Love." Ince is to do one called "Mother."

It is our recollection that George Loane Tucker, be-

fore he became famous, made one by that title.

rp, r, 7 Like a rush to newly discovered
1 he KUSh

gold fie]d? ig the dash of the im i tators.

to the "The Miracle Man" was a new note

Gold Fields m P'ctures an<^ a profitable one. Fol-

lowing the lead came the imitators.

And some of them were terrible. "Humoresque" and
"Over the Hill" and "Way Down East" are now being

copied.

Imitations usually are unsuccessful, like sequels to

stories. The first idea is welcomed because of its

novelty. The imitation kills itself.

There are plenty of chances left for producers to

make money by using their own ideas. The mother

theme was an obviously popular one, but it was over-

looked for years. The faith idea in "The Miracle

Man" has been in existence since the world began.

A big production must have a big theme. "Mother,"

"faith"—both elemental words and big in meaning.

There are many other themes based on feelings that

are to be found in every heart, "Hope." for instance.

But a great play is more than a theme. That is
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only the starting point. Authors and directors must
give the theme the proper treatment.
The other clay we saw a picture in which a boy

died, and we wept through the entire scene. A few
clays later we saw another picture in which a boy
died, and we sat dry-eyed and only mildly interested.

The difference was in direction. The first director
transported us to the little home that the stout-hearted
little boy was leaving forever, and we felt the mother's
grief as bitterly as she. The other director did noth-
ing more than have a few actors go through the mo-
tions of a death scene. It was cold, and we would
have no more felt like weeping over it than had we
read in the newspaper that "Jimmy Jones, six years old,

died yesterday afternoon at the home of his mother,
Mrs. Jennie Jones. Funeral notice later."

Original ideas become great ideas only in the hand
of a master, Treatment is the big thing.

There always will be imitators of successful pic-
tures, soap, safety razors, and motor cars. There al-

ways have been.

It is easy to imagine an English publisher who saw
how popular was becoming Dickens' "Christmas Carol,"
published by. a rival, calling in his staff.

"Gentlemen," he probably said, "this fellow Dickens
has caught the public's mind with a story about a fel-

low named Scrooge, who saw a lot of ghosts. Get me
out a ghost story at once and we'll make a lot of money
selling it as 'Better than a "Christmas Carol."'"

The theater manager now and then

Other does a bit of imitating on his own.
Two theater owners in Union Hill,

Imitators New Jersey, recently were arrested on
a charge of fraudulent advertising when

they advertised an Ince production as "Homespun
Folks, a Story of Way Down East."

Doesn't look like a crime, does it ? But the theater

men put "Way Down East" in type twenty times as

large as "Homespun Folks," so that people would
think they were seeing the Griffith production. Mr.
Ince, whose picture was showing, and Mr. Griffith whose
picture wasn't, are both equally interested in stopping
this sort of thing.

A man who poses as a big mind in

Profound tne motion-picture business announces
•r^- ; with all the solemnity that Moses must
vv isaom have used in announcing the Ten Com-

mandments, that "the motion-picture
public is tiring of the same old thing and will reward
only the producer who gives them things that are

new and better."

If he had just left out the words "motion picture"
he might have produced an epigram. We pause to

point out to the great philosopher that the same old
thing tires everybody, whether it is food, scenery, con-

versation, or amusement.

We don't know the name of the

Out With camera man who first discovered the

(i . "soft-focus" effect. Whoever he was,
he brought to the industry an annoying
and pestiferous mechanical effect.

Everybody is soft-focusing these days, and if they
don't stop it The Observer is going to stand right up
in a theater some time and yell out his rage.

Perhaps it will be futile, but so is applauding a pic-

ture, which is regularly done.
Properly used, by a master like Griffith, the soft

focus is very effective. It is not bad on long shots
where a hazy scene is wanted. But the director who
uses it, hit or miss, off and on, now and then, irri-

tates us.

The big thing about photography is naturalness.
When the photographer gets in the way of the story
he should be dropped. The work of the photographer
never should be obvious. Like good acting, good pho-
tography is marked by the absence of the appearance
of effort.

Some of the soft-focus fellows are ready to stop a
story at the high point in order to get over their fuzzy
stuff. You become all excited over the heroine who
is about to tell the man she loves that she cannot
marry him. They are standing beside a babbling brook
in the sunshine. She starts to speak, tears come into
her eyes, then suddenly a heavy fog envelops the pic-

ture. You rub your eyes, you look back at the ma-
chine to see if something has broken. Nothing has,
except the photographer's common sense. He has
stopped in the telling of his story, and has announced

:

"Ladies and gentlemen, instead of continuing with
this drama, I will now show you a few tricks. Watch
me closely, for I'm a bear on this stuff. See! Look!
Isn't that immense? That's all, for a few minutes. I

will now take the heroine's head out of the tank of

pea soup and continue the story in the sunshine."

rj It is some satisfaction to know that
" our recent series of articles on "Crooks

Expose the that Follow the Movies" served as a

Crooks warning to several persons who were
about to be victimized. This we have

learned by the grateful letters that have been reaching
us from all parts of the country.

The agitation that has been started concerning the
charlatans and sharks who ply their crooked games
under the pretense of being members of the movie
profession has recently caused an investigation to be
started by the district attorney's office in New York.

According to Assistant District Attorney O. W. Bo-
han, the fake schools located in New York City alone

which pretend to train people for screen work are reap-

ing one hundred thousand dollars yearly.

Fake institutions of this sort, as many of our readers

know, are not confined to New York. They are scat-

tered all over the country.

If you happen to have been one of the victims of

these institutions we suggest that you make a complaint

to the prosecuting attorney of your county, and that

you tell the story to your local newspapers. You will,

in this way, be able to assist in ridding the country of

these scoundrels.

The
The day of the Spanish picture

seems to be upon us, just as a year
Spanish or so ago pictures with Chinese settings

Invasion were the order of the day. Alma
Rubens in "The World and His Wife,"

ushered in the Spanish influence some time ago ; now
we have the George Seitz serial "Rogues and Romance,"
a part of which was actually filmed in Spain ; "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," one of the most
pretentious pictures yet made ; Viola Dana's "Puppets
of Fate," and Edith Roberts' "The Fire Cat." Still an-

other picture that testifies to the popularity of Span-
ish atmosphere is "The Passion Flower," a Norma Tal-

madge production. The play "La Malquerida," on

which this picture is based, was the work of Jacinto

Benavente, the greatest living dramatist in Spain.



The Four
Horsemen
A glimpse of one of the biggest pro-

ductions of the

season, which is

soon to be released.

By
Charles Carter

Tchernoff, the Russian philosopher,

visions to Julio and Argensola, the

coming of "The Four Horsemen":

War, Conquest, Famine, and
Death.

PRINTING presses on two
continents rumbled for two
years or more grinding out

copies of it
;
publishers wore out

computing machines keeping tally

of how many million people were
reading it

;
squads of cameras

clicked while armies of photo play-

ers moved to and fro in Hollywood
translating it from the printed word
to celluloid—IT meaning Vicente
Blasco Ibanez's world-popular
novel, "The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse."
When the celebrated Spanish au-

thor startled the world with ''The

Four Horsemen," and it started on
a career that culminated in winning
for it the distinction of being one
of the most widely read books to-

day, there was a race among the

big producing companies to secure
the screen rights. Metro won. And
having won, Metro undertook the
production of a screen spectacle

that resulted in the shattering of a

whole flock of records and set new
marks in the lore of motion pic-

tures.

It took more than six months to

translate the epic of Ibanez's into

moving pictures—the picturesque
earlier scenes in the Argentine, the
gay, luxurious life of Paris that was
darkened by the advent of war, the
epochal sweep
of the grappling Don Madriaga, the

armies across rugged " Centaur"

the peaceful lit- of the Argentine.

tie village on the Marne—the com-1

edy and the drama and tragedy that

throbs through the pages of the

novel.

Blasco Ibahez himself went out

to the Metro studios in Hollywood
and spent weeks conferring with

June Mathis on the preparation of
the scenario. When he got there

he didn't have any notion of pic-

ture making, but he soon learned.

He found out how the pages of the

book that had made his name fa-

mous on both sides of the Atlantic

was being transformed by Miss
Mathis into terms of screen action,

and soon the screen won him. In-

cidentally, when he left Hollywood
he had become one of the screen's

most formidable converts and is

going to write a novel direct for

motion-picture production.

But it was when the actual film-

ing of "The Four Horsemen
- '

started that records began to fall.

Rex Ingram, who directed the pro-

duction, was given a free hand. To
select a cast that would success-

full}- visualize on the screen the

characters of Ibanez's story

—

Don
Madriaga, the rugged old "Cen-
taur" of the Argentine; Desnoyers,
the Frenchman ; Von Hartrott, the

German
; Tchernoff, the Russian ;

the handsome, tango-dancing hero,

Julio; the lovely Marguerite, the

impetuous Chichi, and the other fig-

ures familiar to millions of readers

—this alone was no easy task. Be-
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Don Madriaga twits Julio about the beautiful Spanish tango dancer in the Buenos Aires cafe.

the Germans it was shot to pieces while a corps of fourteen camera men recorded

the various angles of the action, sometimes all shooting at once. Twelve assistant

directors under Mr. Ingram marshaled the forces that were employed. In order to

keep these armies supplied, an extensive costume factory, an armory, and two ma-
chine shops were established, and special field kitchens and a complete com-
missary were organized.

Over one hundred and twenty-five thousand tons of masonry, steel,

lumber, furniture, and other construction material are said to have been

used in the various settings of the spectacle, an excess of the materials

used in the Woolworth Building, and as much as goes to build up all

of Main Street in some towns.

Don Madriaga entertains an itinerent dancer at his hacienda.

A picturesque Argentine cafe type.

sides the long list of principals, several

regiments of "extras" were mobilized for

the big Marne scenes, and, in all, sev-

eral thousand persons were ultimately

utilized in various phases of the produc-
tion.

Then came the settings for the far-

flung scenes of the book—the pampas
of the Argentine, Buenos Aires, Paris,

the historic locale on the Marne. An en-

tire French village capable of housing

six thousand persons was built in the

hills near Los Angeles, and there amid
the roar of artillery and the clash of the

contending "armies" of the French and
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The elder Desnoyers helplessly watches the ini'aders despoil his beautiful chateau on the Marne.

More important, however, than the bulk of materials used in building these

massive scenes are the art treasures which were required for them. South
American curios, rare musical instruments, paintings, and tapestries were
needed to present the scenes as they were described in the book

—

treasures that could not be bought. At first, it was thought that

copies of these paintings and tapestries would have to be made for

use in the picture, but the museums and private owners who had them
were finally interested in the picture stifnciently to lend valuable parts

of their art collections. While these were in the studio they were
closely guarded, and heavily insured.

More than half a million feet—five miles—of film were exposed in

the photographing of this picture. In trying to give some idea of the

The French retreat before the invaders through the little village on the Marne.

Julio bids farewell to his mother as he

leaves for battle.

length of this film, before it

was cut for presentation, the

Metro statistician figured that

it would require eighteen work-
ing days of eight hours each to

run this film through a projec-

tion machine.
The leading roles are enacted

by Rudolph Valentino as Julio

Desnoyers ; Alice Terry as

Marguerite Laurier; Pomeroy
Cannon as Madfiaga, "the

Centaur ;" Nigel de Bruiller as

Tchernoff, the Russian vision-

ary, and Mabel van Buren as

Elena, while other prominent
parts are taken care of by
Prinsley Shaw, Wallace Beery,

Edward Connelly, and Harry
S. Northrup.



THE MOVIE ALMANAC
APRIL Edited and Illustrated by Charles Gatchell 19 2 1

/ remember, I remember the town where
I was born.

They did not know the picture show with

a phonographic horn!

But now the awnings have come down;
Main Street's paved up slick;

The town's alive—a sure beehive—the

movies did the trick!

MOI5QN cecile 1;^ \ ân k

1—Fr.—Elsie Ferguson, Bull Montana, and Fatty Arbuckle
appear in an all-star cast of "Tea for Three," 1921.*

2—Sa.—Cecil De Mille made his first performance in the lead-

ing male role of "Hearts Are Trumps," a New
York stage success, 1900.

3—Su.—William G. McAdoo, former secretary of the treas-

ury, resigned his $iOO,ooo-a-year job as counsel for
United Artists, 1920.

4—M. —Sessue Hayakawa formed his own company, 1920.
5—Tu.—Famous Players-Lasky's annual report showed a total

business for the year of $27,000,000, 1919. Ten mil-
lion persons, reading this, decide to get into the

picture business.
6—W.—Nine million, nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand,

nine hundred, after trying for a year, decided that

the field was too crowded for them, 1920.
7—Th.—Chaplin fans began to ask, "Why isn't Charlie making

any more pictures?" 1920.
8—Fr.—Mary Pickford born, 1893.
9—Sa.—Enid Bennett resigned a position as stenographer in

a business office in Perth, Australia, and decided to

become an actress, 1911.
10—Su.—George Arliss born, 1868. Sidney Drew died, 1919.

11—M. —The Strand Theater, the first one to offer a complete
motion-picture program with orchestration, etc.,

opened, in New York City, 1914.

12—Tu.—Billie Burke became Mrs. Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., 1914.

13—W.—Tully Marshall made his debut at the Winter Garden,
San Francisco, 1883.

14—Th.—Mary Pickford appeared on the stage in support of

Chauncey Olcott, in "Edmund Burke," 1904.

*April Fool!

15—Fr.—Theodore Roberts took command of the schooner
S. E. Perry, of which he was master for two years
and a half, making voyages on the Pacific coast,
1885.

-Elsie Ferguson made her stage debut in "The Lib-
erty Belles," at Madison Square Theater, New
York City, 1901.

Illustrated songs began to be considered passe in the
best movie theaters, 1912.

Wallace Reid threw up his job as a newspaper re-
porter to become assistant editor of a New York
magazine devoted to motor cars, at a salary of fif-

teen dollars a week, 1912.
-Constance Talmadge born, 1900.
Wallace Reid's first automobile picture, "The Roaring

Road," released, 1919.
-D. W. Griffith began experiments that led to his adopt-

ing, later on, the close-up, 1908.
Taylor Holmes, Henry Kolker, Harrison Ford, and

Robert Edeson all appeared in the New York stage
production, "Strongheart," 1905.

Elliott Dexter was acting in a revival of the old
stage melodrama, "Siberia," 1905.

The public decided that Mary Garden was a better
opera singer than film star, 1918.

Clarine Seymour died, 1920.
Clara Kimball began her work in motion pictures, 1912.
Pauline Frederick was playing a part in the musical

comedy, "It Happened in Nordland," 1905.
Bryant Washburn born, 1889.
William S. Hart appeared in the role of John Storm

_
in a stage version of "The Christian," 1904.

Viola Dana created the star role in the Belasco suc-
cess, "The Poor Little Rich Girl," 1912.

16—Sa.

17—Su.-

18—M.

19—Tu.
20—W.-

21—Th,

22—Fr. -

23—Sa.-

24—Su.-

25—M. -

26—Tu.-
27—W.-

28—Th,
29—Fr.-

30—Sa.-

THE MONTH'S RECIPE.

Spiced Peaches.

Choose perfect fruit only. Cling vari-

ety best. Simmer in piquant sauce made
of saccharin, roof-garden spice, and
generous dash of sherry. Garnish with
very light French dressing and serve.

Delightful accompaniment to stag dinners.

Fluffy hair, eyes of blue.

Make the movie ingenue.

HISTORICAL FACT.
Eight years ago, two men lunched to-

gether at the Claridge, in New York, and
throughout the meal the waiter eyed them
balefully, because they were spoiling a
perfectly good menu card by figuring all

over the back of it with a pencil. When
the finger bowls were brought on, the
two men began to feel through their

pockets, and the result of their combined
search was just enough to pav their
check. For they were theatrical men.
and each had just been connected with a
colossal stage failure that had left him
very nearly dead broke.
One of them further disgusted the

waiter by folding up the menu card and

placing it very carefully in his inside
pocket.
The next week one of the men started

out to California with the menu card and
some borrowed capital. He bought some

land back of a garage in Hollywood
and commenced building a motion-picture
studio.

This man's name was Cecil B. De Mille,

his • luncheon companion was Jesse L.

Lasky, and from the arithmetic on the
back of the Claridge menu started the

business that is now the $25,000,000 Fa-
mous Players-Lasky Corporation.

INTERESTING FACTS.
Emma-Lindsay Squier receives as many

fan letters as some of the stars. Not re-
ceiving a star's salary, however, she is

unable to comply with requests for photo-
graphs.

Antonio Moreno is of Spanish descent.

Alan Dwan was once a professional
wrestler.

Richard Barthelmess, since living in the
country, has become very much interested
in farming.

D. W. Griffith was once a reporter on
the Louisville Courier-Dispatch.

Pearl WT

hite once played the role of
Anna in one of the companies that played
"Way Down East" on the stage.

Douglas Fairbanks worked in a broker's
office early in his career.

William Fox began life as a sponger
in a New York East Side tailor shop.

Man wants but little here below

—

Just four bits and the tax for the movie

show

!



FAVORITE PICTURE PLAYERS

PhoU> by Hoover Art Co.

C\VI0T10NAL power, beauty, and extreme vouth did not
*—

' satisfy Betty Compson; she yearned for still more
laurels. So she supervised the making of "Prisoners of
Love," the first of her star pictures.





JACQUELINE LOGAN is another girl whom Alan Dwan
has spirited away from the Follies to appear in pic-

tures. Her first appearance is- in "The Perfect Crime."

with Monte Blue.





ClarenM S. Bull

MOLLY MALONE is much too young to !>e
l;

Just Out

of College," but that didn't keep her from playing

a leading role in the George Ade story of that name pro-

duced by Goldwyn.





CHARLIE RAY is all ready to set out on his first visit

to New York! Can't you imagine the size of the

crowd that would gather at the Grand Central station if

they only knew when his train was due?



TSURU AOKI wishes that this beautiful vase could ap-

pear to better advantage in her pictures. She has
almost decided that she would like its design reproduced
in embrodiery on one of her wonderful kimonos, about
which you may learn some very interesting thing9 by
reading the story on the next page.

•^4



To One Lot of Kimonos—$25,000
Such an item on a bill would stagger even an American millionaire, but Sessue Hayakawa

paid it cheerfully, thinking how well his wife would look in them on the screen.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

I HAD almost decided to move to Japan and be-

come a geisha, or a jinrikisha, or a ten don; not

that I know exactly what these things are. but

they sound delightfully Oriental and no doubt some-

thing that one could be without loss of dignity or

prestige. My Nipponese inclinations were increased

by hearing a missionary tell how rice is bought

at two cents a keg ; shoes at six cents a pair

;

parasols three cents per each, and lollipops,

Japanese variety, at five for a cent. In view

of the high cost of everything in America, it

sounded attractive, and I might even now
have been in the land of cherry blossoms and
oigeon toes had it not been that Tsuru Aoki,

who in private life is Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa,
crushed my Oriental tendencies into utter

oblivion under a huge pile of kimonos just

brought from the flowery land of Japan
Not that she intended to discourage my
craving for two-cent rice and six-cent

shoes, but—wait and you shall see.

"This is very nice kimono for go-
^

ing to call," she told me, spreading

out a butterfly garment in which the

hues of the rainbow, Joseph's coat

of many colors, and sunset in the

Grand Canon mingled flauntingly

and audaciously.

''It isn't so very expensive, it

cost me one hundred and sixty yen
—about forty dollars American
money, but the obi," she wrinkled

her olive-tinted nose in an effort to

recall the amount paid for the won-
derful sash of heavy gold embroid-

ery, "one hundred and fifty dol-

lars American money."
"One hundred and

'

gasped, and eyed with awe
golden five-yard sash that

across Tsuru Aoki's knees like the

glittering skin of a Midas-touched
serpent.

"One hundred and fifty dollars,"

she repeated calmlv, "just for

sash."

Her pronunciation, I noticed,

was punctiliously correct, with only

the faintest accent to remind one

of her Japanese origin. Occa-
sionally, she omits articles such as

the, a, or an, but her vocabulary is

a complete one, and her use of

slang is thoroughly Occidental.

"It seems very ^expensive, does

it not?" she continued. "But you
cannot get one of any quality or

beauty for less." She spread it out

for me to admire. "The gold em-
broidery is all done by hand,

and." she finished, as a clinch-

ing argument, "it is the same
on both sides."
p p 3

I

the

lay

It was indeed so ; inside and out, from top to bot-

tom, and from stem to stern, the Japanese sash was a
network of golden threads upon heavy crimson silk.

Its weight, as I held it in my hands, was tremendous

;

and when I thought of being wrapped in that five yards
of gold-and-crimson grandeur, perhaps on a hot sum-
mer day—somehow the charms of Japanese life be-

gan to fade.

We were in the spacious library of the Haya-
kawa home. Tsuru Aoki, correctly and effec-

tively tailored in i\merican style, had spread out
for my inspection a dozen or so of the ravish-
ing kimonos and obis she had brought with her
from Japan, where she had been visiting her

parents after an absence of twenty years. Her
jet-black hair was coiffed simply, but

smartly, and there was nothing in her
dress or manner to indicate her Orien-

tal birth. Her bull terrier, whose
Japanese name means "Fire-eater,"

was also very much interested in

the entrancing sartorial collection,

and would have taken a more pas-
sive interest had his mistress per-

mitted.

"I don't know why it is that peo-
ple think Japanese dress is cheap,"
she went on, unfolding a symphony
of gray and blue for my inspection.

"You cannot get nice one for less

than fort}' dollars, and many of
them are as high as three hundred
dollars ; then the obis, as I have told

you, are so expensive, and one must
have a great many to keep in style."

"To keep in style?" I echoed. "I

thought Japan was a place that Dame
Fashion didn't bother with."

"Indeed not." she said decidedly. "A
foreigner perhaps would never notice

the change in style, but to Japanese, it

is very apparent. The shape of the

kimono and the width of the obi do
not change from year to year, but the

designs and materials differ almost as

much as they do in America ; for in-

stance, this design"—she indicated the

garment in her hands—"is very popu-
lar this year. These silver streaks are

rain falling into the sea, represented by
this gold embroidery, the white is for

clouds, and these brown leaves mean
that it is autumn, and the wind is

blowing the leaves into the sea. It is

a poem if you know how to read it.

Next year, this design may not be used
at all, and a lady wearing this kimono
would be behind the times."

She held up another, a rhapsodic

melange of gold-
Sessue must also

have kimonos of
beautiful fabrics.

tailed roosters, vivid

pink plum blossoms.

dignified storks.
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ligfht-green pine trees, writhing dragons, and zigzag

ning flashes.

The lining was of more fiery red than ever a boiled

lobster or a ripe tomato could hope to achieve and was
quilted heavily around the bottom.

"This is old court dress," she explained. "When a

Japanese lady is called to court, the empress presents

her with a dress like this which she wears on ceremonial

occasions. It has woven into it all the Japanese sym-
bols of good fortune; stork for long life, dragon for

wealth, plum blossoms for virtue, rooster for wisdom,
and pine tree for a happy home.
"The pine needles, you see"—she indicated the em-

broidery with a tapering olive-hued finger
—

"are always

in threes. That signifies to us the father, mother, and
the child. And if a lady wore this dress at court, she

might give it to her daughter to be married in. It

would be very appropriate."

When Tsuru Aoki visited the shops of Japan she

found the merchants were ardent picture fans and very

keen about selling her kimonos and obis for pictures,

but they deducted not a yen from the original price

—

in fact, Mrs. Hayakawa suspects that some slight

amount of profiteering was indulged in when it became
known who she was.
Her collection of kimonos is valued at twenty-five

thousand dollars, and she paid a duty of sixty per

cent upon each garment and obi brought to this conn-

try.

"But it was worth it," she assured me. "I purchased
material in Japan that is impossible to get in America,
and many of these kimonos will photograph beauti-

fully. I will wear them in my next pictures."

She showed me a marvelous garment of dull blue
shading into old rose, which gave it the effect of batik.

A gold-embroidered circle with a three-leaf clover

on the shoulder was the only ornamentation.
"It is our family crest," she said. "It is always cor-

rect to have the crest embroidered on the kimonos one
wears for evening." She pulled from the pile a heavy
black kimono of marvelous crepe silk. The crest of

the House of Hayakawa gleamed upon the shoulder.

"This is nice dress to wear for evening or for formal

reception," she told me. "In this country the greater

the occasion, the more brightly you dress ; in Japan,
the greater the occasion, the more plain is the kimono."

So now I know two things ; one is why rice, shoes,

and parasols in Japan are so inexpensive. When a

Japanese husband finishes paying for his wife's yearly

wardrobe of kimonos and obis, rice and shoes have
to be cheap, or Nippon would go foodless and shoeless.

The other thing I know is that I shall remain in

America.
"How many dresses would a Japanese lady of fash-

ion have a year?" I inquired, still with a lingering

Nipponese thought in the back of my mind.
"Oh, perhaps sixty—and, of course, each one would

have an obi to match," she added.

The Discovery of Dickson
He's a youngster who's been making big strides of late.

By Celia Brynn

A DIRECTOR at Lasky's was talking about
"Dickson," and I thought it was a town
where the company had gone on location.

I was about to ask what the population was and
what part of the State it was in, when the director

interrupted my obvious ignorance by saying, "In

twelve months from now that name won't be so

unfamiliar. I consider that Ted Dickson is one
of the discoveries of the year."

And still I was completely in the dark about

him—except that I knew he was a person instead

of a place. Then Mary Miles Minter paused in

passing and contributed a statement to the fact

that Ted was the dearest boy ; that he had worked
with her in "Sweet Lavender," and that she was
crazy about him.

So naturally I was anxious to meet this new
discovery and to "discover" for myself the quali-

fications which had made the conservative La sky
director predict for him such a bright and shin-

ing future.

Over the phone hi? voice had in it the suspicion

of a Southern drawl. And when he appeared at

my office in response to an invitation to come
down and get interviewed, I was positive that

my long-distance estimate was correct. Some-
how he looked as if he'd been born down in

"Ole Kaintuck." He has crisp, curly, black

hair, big brown eyes, and the most perfect array

of teeth which I have seen for some time. Add
to that that he is almost six feet in height, is

just twenty-one, dresses cor-

Dickson as he ap- rectly, but not flashily, and
peared in ''Sweet you have a picture of what

Lavender." Continued on page 91



The Tempera-
mental Blonde

'*No ingenue stuff for me," says

the fair but stormy Mae Murray.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

IT looked like the Rubiayat beside

the subway
;
Bagdad, New York

;

a caliph on an omnibus ; Sche-
herezade dodging a Ford. This impres-

sion of the Famous Players studios

will be better understood when it is

chronicled that George Fitzmaurice
was spooling a Turkish-harem-and-
mosque romance on the one side, with
Dorothy Dalton spurning the villain's

very modern advances in a Riverside-

wise apartment set on the other side

of the barnlike building. The enter-

ing guest, then, was reminded of "The
Arabian Nights" with an O. Henry
obbligato : Fifth Avenue, Cairo, and
divers similar conflicting thoughts.

"You're luck}- if you find Miss
Murray working," my studio guide
assured me, as we dodged in and out
among wires, Klieg lamps, backings,
and miscellaneous odds and ends of
scenery. "She used to be in the
Follies, y'know, and when they've
once been in the Follies, you might
as well try to film the telephone di-

rectory as get them on the set before
twelve?'

It was eleven. We found our cir-

cuitous way to Mr. Fitzmaurice. He was directing two
electricians.

"That moon." he said, "must be smooth, calm, steady,
not like a spotlight. You understand? Dim it. Dim it!"

He turned to me, and showed me the photograph in

his hand. It was a still of a scene that had been shot
in Florida for the picture now in course of construc-
tion, and it was his task, and that of the electricians

to "match up" the moonlight they had registered there,
with the moonlight streaming in through the window
of the set.

In the midst of his explanation, Mae Murray made
her blond appearance. She was the Harold MacGrath
heroine to the life: fluffy, golden hair billowing about
her slender shoulders, eyes wide and wistful, lips red
and pouting. Whosoever christened hers the "bee-stung
lips" had an eye for metaphor, or simile, or whatever
it is. Her lips do look bee stung. More provocatively
bowed lips would be hard to find.

She came in, incased from head to foot in shimmer-
ing gold cloth, and wearing a barbaric headdress of
feathers. The make-up box that she carried seemed
crude and out of place, as did the big armchair that
she sank down in. The chair looked like a comfort-
able home and fireside, and Mae most emphatically did
not. She looked more as though she could break up
any happy home

!

"I heard that you were waiting for me," she said,

"so I came out here to finish making up. What's the
good word?"
"That was what I wanted to know."

"Well," she smiled, letting her eyes half close in

a distinctly fetching manner, "there's a consolation in

breaking away from ingenues and getting into some
real heavy emotional parts, where I get shot, and shriek,

and all that sort of thing. Emotion is the true test of
the actress."

I couldn't refrain from a chuckle. It seemed so ab-

surd to have a piquant little figurine like Mae Murray
handing out such a stock phrase in all seriousness.

Mae and platitudes didn't seem to go together. But
she was apparently most sincere.

"In 'On with the Dance' I had my chance," she

said. "Then they decided to keep me in the heavy
stuff, and gosh, how I love it ! Ingenues, you know,
are all very well for them as likes 'em, but deliver

me ! I've been ingenuing ever since I left home to

be a Brinkle)- girl in Flo's Follies. I've had e-Jiougli"

she finished emphatically.

"Being a blonde did it all," she confided, as she deftly

applied her lip stick. "Blondes are always in distress.

They look so helpless, too. Luck was against me when
it decreed that I should be a blonde."

I couldn't sympathize with her. She is one of those

rare, ash blondes, whose appearance in any lobby is

greeted with Ohs ! and Ahs ! and Lookits

!

"Of course." she reconsidered, "I would never have
landed the Follies job unless I had been a blonde. The
Brinkley girl had to be, you see. And not to have
landed in the Follies might have meant never getting

into pictures. It was in a screen scene of the "Folies of
Continued on page 92



"Here you are between the devil and the deep sea," Bert Lytell said to Ethel Sands.

"Will you look at Mr. Karger or me when the picture is taken?"

A Girl s Adventures in Movieland
Part III. On this trip she acts in a picture, meets two celebrities,

and finds out some of the studio secrets you would like to know.

By Ethel Sands

'HEN the editor of Picture-Play Magazine
telegraphed me to come to New York to ap-

pear in a picture with Bert Lytell, the rest

of the people in our town were almost as excited as I

was. How the news got around is a mystery to me,
because I didn't show the telegram to a soul. But
even the bov who delivered it seemed to know what
was inside. On my way to the movies that night sev-

eral people stopped me and asked about it. It was
e::sy to see that some of them didn't believe that I was
being sent so as to write about it afterward for Pic-

ture-Play. Some of them didn't believe that I was
going at all. They seemed to think that I had sent

the telegram to myself, though goodness knows if I

had done such a thing I would have shown it to even-

one instead of trying to keep it a secret. Maybe I

would have been suspicious if some one else had re-

ceived that same telegram ! Anyway, having every

one know where I was going made me feel awfully

self-conscious when T hurried down to the railroad

station to take the train to New York the next morn-

ing. I felt as though jealous eyes were peering out at

me from behind every window curtain.

I was almost as much excited about going out to see

the Metro company working on scenes for "A Message

from Mars" as I was the very
first time I saw the movies
in the making. This time I

was going to see Bert Lytell,

whom I have always admired
immensely, ever since his first

appearance in "The Lone
Wolf." You always get the

greatest thrill when you meet
your particular favorites, of

course, and I was terribly

anxious to see what he would
be like in real life. I was
almost afraid that he would
be "actorish," or just bored

to death, though goodness
knows why I should. All of

them I have met have been
friendly and pleasant as could

be.

But even the possibility of

disappointment in him wasn't

all that worried me. I was
to have a chance to play as

extra in this picture, too

!

Everybody knows that work-
ing as an extra is the only way
that a person without experi-

ence can break into the mov-
ies, so, of course, I always

had an idea that I might get

to play "atmosphere" some
time. But now that the time

had come, I almost wished I

could put it off.

No matter how you've

planned and looked forward
to it, when the chance finally

arrives to do something like

that, you can't help feeling a

little nervous and fidgety

about it. So I really was quite

a bit excited when I met
Louise Williams at the Pic-

ture-Play office, and we set

out for the office of the Metro
company. We stopped at a

drug store in Times Square and bought some make-up

;

powder, lip stick, and mascaro—the stuff players put
on their eyelashes to give that starry effect. Goodness

—

there seemed to be enough make-up in that store for

all the actors in the world

!

The Metro offices are in the Longacre Building, and
so are several other companies. Lots of girls who come
to New York to get jobs on the stage or in pictures

find that address in the telephone book, and make the

mistake of going to the business offices instead of the

studios to see the casting director. Maybe I would
have found my way there some time on the same quest.

My, how nice it is to be warned about little mistakes

like that that any one might make.
We reached the eleventh floor of the building in no

time. In a cozy little office where there were pictures

of Bert Lytell and Viola Dana in their newest pro-

ductions just heaped on the desk and table, we waited
for the people who were going out to the studio with

us. There was Fleta Campbell Springer, a woman who
was so pleasant and friendly that I could hardly believe

that she wrote stories for magazines, and Mr. Balch,

the press agent. If the fans only knew how good look-

ing he is, they would write for his photograph as well

as for those of the stars.
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As the Lytell company was not working at the studio

but in a big armory far uptown, it was decided that

[we would have luncheon first, so we went to the Cla-

ridge. It was close to noon, and a lot of people were
(arriving, some waiting in the lobby to keep appoint-

ments evidently. I looked at the corner where Lillian

Gish, Jerome Storm, Herbert Howe, and I had sat the

|last time I was there, and I was a little disgusted to

isee perfectly ordinary people that you might meet
jany time sitting there now. This time we had a table

more in the center of the room, and we seemed to be com-
pletely surrounded by waiters who gave us great, huge
menu cards or poured water or wrote our orders
down in little books. The waiter said we would have
to have breakfast, as it was only quarter of twelve

j

and too early for lunch ! I just gasped at the idea of

j

any one eating breakfast at that time. In the hotels

out our way they close the dining-room door and
|
don't let any one in to breakfast after nine o'clock

!

But Mr. Balch just said as unconcerned as could be,

"Well, you can take our order now, and we'll chat
until lunch time."

There were so many things on the menu that I didn't

know what to order, so I just chose chicken salad.

My, but it was delicious. We had some other things
and then ice cream for dessert, and it was the best
ice cream I had ever tasted. No wonder—this was
from a big metropolitan hotel,

where they do things grandly

—

mot just a corner drug store.

It was like trying to watch
every one on the stage at the

Hippodrome or at a three-ring

circus at the same time. Miss
Springer is the most interesting

woman—she told us some clever

Stories, and a lot about books and
some movie stars. An orchestra

up on a little balcony played such
wonderful music that I could

hardly sit still. Not being used
to music like that with my meals
I forgot all about eating. Then
who should walk right past our
table but a movie actor I recog-
nized instantly. I nearly shouted,

"Oh, look," so every one else

would see him, too. It was
Crawford Kent, who played so

well with Alice Joyce in "Dollars and the Woman."
The Eighth Coast Artillerv armory, where the com-

pany was working, is way up in that part of New York
City that is called the Bronx. It is a huge gray stone

affair with narrow barred windows. From the outside

the place looked just like a prison—and on the inside,

well—I never saw such a big place in all my life. In-

side, an amazing sight greeted our eyes. Enough build-

ings had been put up in there to form a whole city

block, and this huge set—the biggest set by far that

I had seen, except the Scotch village, which was out

of doors—took up only about a third of the floor. At
one end there were a lot of fire engines standing around.

I learned later that the Metro company had purchased
a whole fire department especially for this picture, be-

sides paying thousands of dollars for the use of the

armory
! And we fans only have to pav fifteen or

twenty cents to see the result of all that work and
expense.

When we got around to the front of the set, I saw
the most realistic reproduction of houses I have laid

eyes on since the "Sentimental Tommy" village. It was
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to represent a street in the fashionable district of Lon-
don. On one corner was the side and front of a regu-
lar three-story, brownstone house which was to be the
residence of the hero in the play. The rest of the
houses were not completed yet, but would be in a few
days, so they were taking scenes that only required the
hero's house to show.
The whole story happens on Christmas Eve, and

that set just breathed such a Christmasy atmosphere.
Real trees had been cut down and set up with plaster

sprinkled on to look like snow. Typical London lamp-
posts were on the corners, and the ground was covered
with tons and tons of salt that represented snow.
Christmas wreaths hung in the lighted windows of

glazed paper which looked exactly like frosty panes.

Every little detail was correct, even to having the lights

in some of the windows a different tone from the rest.

The illusion was absolutely perfect. Even standing

there in the studio, with carpenters hammering and
calling to each other, you couldn't believe that there

wasn't real furniture and rooms behind the fronts of

those houses, yet the only real interior was the hall

of the corner house, which could be seen a little as

butlers or maids opened the door. Even the salt-snow

made me feel as though I were really outdoors, be-

cause it absorbs moisture, and gets almost as cold to

stand on as the real thing.

The technical director was re-

sponsible for all this and he cer-

tainly did a wonderful piece of

work. Sometimes we fans com-
plain when a great long list of

names of people responsible for

a picture are flashed on the

screen. But now that I've seen

what wonderful work all these

people do, I wish that every car-

penter and electrician and cos-

tumer could have credit.

Crowds of extras were standing

around, some in character make-
up to represent poor slum peo-

ple, who were to be rescued from
a fire, some half clothed, or in

tatters, with their cheeks shad-

owed and hair scraggly. "You
ought to be with us when we
film the tenement fire in a set

they're going to build down on
Long Island," one of the assistants told me. I've no

doubt that would be thrilling.

I couldn't help thinking to myself how I would have

felt had I been there "on my own." A beginner couldn't

help feeling timid. Any one would feel small and
unimportant in such vastness. It surely does take a

lot of hope and courage to break into the movies and

stick at it. Even always working as an extra, it is

hard to get steady work, and as for "stardom," well,

it is much farther away from merely getting into a

studio than movie-struck girls realize. I know I re-

fused to believe that that was the case until I saw it

all. If you are very much like every one else, there

isn't a chance of your being picked out of the crowd.

Directors are always entirely too busy tearing around

watching out for flaws to give even a passing glance

or thought to the extras. You might photograph like a

million dollars, but your chance of showing up in the

rest of the background would be awfully small. As

for displaying your talent—the greatest asset of all

—

there isn't much chance in a "walk through" part.

And that is all that an extra gets. So there you

are!

Haven't You Often Wondered
how they ever manage to handle big scenes
when they have a street full of people ?

Ethel Sands learned how great crowds
of extras are handled so that there is no
confusion.
She learned how it feels to be an extra

and to act in a big picture.

She became acquainted with another big

star—one who is one of the biggest favor-

ites in her home town, and she met a
director who lived up to all that she had
expected a director to be.

In reading this account of her visit to the

big armory where Metro's "A Message
from Mars" was being made you are prac-

tically taking the trip with her, for her
impressions are simply those of a typical,

enthusiastic fan—they are the ones that

you would experience.
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Mr. Lytell suggested to Mr. Karger—on the left—that the horses' noses should be powdered to look frosty.

The trouble with us is that we became movie struck

too late. The field is overcrowded now. Maybe if

some of us had been born ten years sooner, we would
have had an opportunity to work our way up like

Anita Stewart and the Talmadge girls.

I began to wonder if we had arrived too late for

me to appear in any of the scenes when I heard an
assistant director say to some elderly ladies who had
been hanging around all made up since goodness knows
when, "We won't need you to-day. Report to-morrow
at nine." Oh, the patience movie stars must have.

While our party was busy chatting, my eyes wan-
dered around. I simply can't keep my eyes on one
thing in a studio—I am always afraid that I am miss-

ing something else. I saw a car arrive, and a man get

out. Though he was quite far away and had a cap
pulled low over his forehead I was sure that it was
Bert Lytell. And it was! Sometimes I catch myself
feeling a little proud of being able to recognize every
one of the movie stars the moment I spy them. But
then, I can temper my pride—any other fan could do
the same. The players all look like they do in pic-

tures, except that sometimes they look prettier or thin-

ner. Strange to say. the screen doesn't flatter people.

As soon as Mr. Lytell had a chance he came over

to us. I was glad that he conveyed the same impres-
sion that he does in the movies ; he seems polished and
gentlemanly, without in the least being stagy or actor-

ish. He looks just like a regular man, only he's much
more handsome, tall, and dark, with a slight mustache,
and he keeps his eyelids half lowered over gray eyes

that have a trace of sadness .in them. And that way
of throwing back his head and then looking down at

his feet while he's talking—you've noticed those man-
nerisms in his photo plays.

I don't believe that Mr. Lytell or the rest of the

movie stars that I've seen will care for the way I've

raved over their looks. But then they must remem-
ber that I'm a movie fan, not a regular interviewer,

and I can't help describing things the way they im-
press a fan.

Bert Lytell had just come from the West Coast, and
he seemed rather depressed by the gloomy weather.

"You can be outdoors all the time in California," he
told us. "You can't stand that here. Here you die

physically, and out on the Coast you die mentally, so

what are you going to do. Live in Omaha and do
both, I suppose.

"Working in picttires is all right, but you never get

the enjoyment of playing on the stage. The thrill and
feeling of your audience out there in front of you

—

there's nothing like it." He paused dreamily and
shook his head. "When I like a play I go to see it

over and over again, sometimes five times.

"I've been on the stage ever since I was seventeen,"

he went on, "and my father, mother, and grandfather

were actors, too, yet I never realized until now—from
the time I was a young fellow on the stage and just

ran around having good times—how much I had to

learn. When men become actors or doctors the}' study

for years—why shouldn't actors do the same thing?"
Then he told us about how foolish and self-conscious

he felt a few days before when he was "snapped" by
a news camera man. He was officiating at the laying

of a corner stone with Ina Claire. I just couldn't im-
agine Bert Lytell feeling that way. He takes a tremen-
dous interest in his pictures, I noticed, even in the

scenes where, he doesn't appear. Every little while he

would go over to the director to make suggestions.

For instance, he thought the cab horse running in cold

weather would have frost around his mouth. So flour

or powder was duly applied, much to the" distaste of the

horse. The pedestrians, too, walking along the snowy
streets would have snow on their shoes, so since salt

wouldn't stick, plaster was smeared over them.
Mr. Lytell seems to have a thorough knowledge of

every branch of the movie business, yet he never cares

to cut his own pictures. He says : /'Every scene seems
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Inside the armory enough buildings had been put up to form a whole city block, and it took up only about a third of the floor.
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too long and dragging to me. I want to cut this short,

and that short, until I'd have the picture jumping all

nver, from one scene to another." He believes that

every one on the staff contributes something toward
the success of a motion picture. "You always hear
argument over which one had the most to do with a

good production," he explained. "The director wants
to claim all the glory, the star thinks he is the whole
thing, the camera man says, 'Where would you be with-
out me?' and so on. It's like trying to decide which
one of the four wheels of a wagon does the most work.
If you took away one wheel you'd have a tricycle, two
wheels, and you'd have a bicycle; three, and you have
a wheelbarrow. And there vou are."

They were beginning to take a scene now. This time
,1 learned something new. Haven't you often wondered
how they ever manage to handle those big scenes when
they have a street full of people? Well, I found out
how it is done. Each person in this scene was given a

number and told to walk into the scene and what to

ido when their number was called. The character actor
ftaking the part of a gangster came down the street,

[looked up at the house, and started mounting the steps.

Then the director called, "One," and an elderly man
walked briskly down the street

; "Two," and a Bobbie
came and watched the man on the steps ; "Three," and
a cab came toward the camera, and "Four," and a
couple started up the sidewalk. So it continued

—
"five

\

—six—seven " and so on, until the street was
swarming with people, each one doing what he had
been instructed to do at just the right time, so that

there was no confusion, no getting in each other's way.
Later on it was explained to me that in some of the
big location scenes where there are hundreds and hun-
dreds of actors, they have a whole lot of assistant di-

rectors stationed at different points, each of whom gives
orders to a certain group of actors who are responsible
to him, in somewhat the same way that an army is

directed during a battle, according to plans that are

mapped out beforehand. I was surprised, though, that

they didn't rehearse the scene much, but just filmed it

over and over instead, with the idea of using the best

"take." I had supposed that they shot a picture only once.

Of course, filming a scene five or six times is sort of
rehearsing, but it seems an awful waste of film to me.
Raye Dean is the leading lady in this picture. The

press agent took me over to speak to her. It was
awfully nice that I had seen her just a few days be-

fore in a picture—it was the first time, too. She's a
pretty girl, awfully little, with light hair and brown
eyes, and she doesn't seem at all like an actress. And
she's been on the stage, too, before trying the movies.
"I've only been in pictures since January last year,"

she told me, "and this is the first time I've worked for

the Metro company and Mr. Lytell. I like them so

much." Raye Dean does not want to go back on the

stage, because as she expressed it, "I like having my
evenings off." Sounds as though there were a man in

the case, doesn't it ? These motion-picture actresses

are a lot like the rest of us, and what would we do
if we never had any but Sunday evenings for receiving

company ?

Bert Lytell came back then, all made up "in char-

acter." They had a "still" camera set up, and the lights

arranged, so I went over with him on the set to have
some pictures taken. I'm not half as self-conscious

as I was at first while posing for "stills." I'm gradu-
ally getting used to it. Yet I was stupid enough to

move and spoil the first picture. But any fan can

understand how thrilling it is to pose for pictures with

your favorite movie stars. To have crowds of extras

standing around wondering who you are to be so priv-

ileged, makes it doubly exciting. Mr. Lytell called

Mr. Karger, his director, to get in the picture, too.

I remembered his name from the Nazimova produc-
tions, of course—he's the director general of Metro

—

but he was very nice and friendly to me. Here I stood
Continued on page 90
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Hobart Bos worth's smiles are rare—and genuine.

A Man Who
Refused to Die

In spite of the dictates of doctors, Hobart
Bosworth wouldn't let an incurable ailment

keep him from rising to stardom.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

IF you knocked about from pillar to post in Holly-

wood for a couple of months meeting stars and
directors, supers and camera men, juveniles and

ingenues, carpenters and critics, you would find that

the race is almost always to the swift, contrary though
that may sound. The stars are young, beautiful women,
and young, handsome men, the majority of them little

more than girls and youths. The average star is a

personable, friendly, carefully dressed individual with

youth and a certain definite irresponsibility about life

and its problems. You will find it exceedingly diffi-

cult to induce one of these spotlit creatures to discourse

intelligently on anything foreign to diffusers, fat parts,

or upstaging. You will find them a singularly easy-

going set—worried neither by the rising cost of gaso-

line nor even the income tax.

Once in this fluffy, languid climate, imagine meeting

a different sort of star. Imagine meeting a middle-

aged, gray, stony-faced man with massive shoulders and
glinting eyes and a determined jaw. It would
strike you as a distinct novelty, just as it

struck me.

You need only one good look at Hobart Bos-
worth to realize that you are looking at a man who
has encountered life not once, but many times ; a
man who has met life on more than one plane,
and who is now fairly convinced that life means
fight. That's the thought you get as you look at

this Bosworth man. If you saw him on the
street you would never set him down as "one
of those movie actors." Tweeds, a golf cap, and
a sandy little mustache indicate the wary busi-

ness man rather than the weary actor. And he
doesn't talk about himself.

When he does talk, it's in a slow, bitter sort

of drawl. He has had such a stiff struggle to

stardom that now it seems almost too little a

reward. He never intimated as much, but judg-

ing solely from his attitude and manner, I would
hazard the guess that I'm right.

First of all, a malignant disease sent him West
with the pioneer Selig troupe, disrupting what
was undoubtedly a promising stage career. After

a few successful years in Selig celluloids the call

of the calcium proved strong enough to lead him,

against his better judgment, on a vaudeville tour,

from which he emerged a broken man.
"Go back to California and die," advised his

physicians.

He obeyed the doctor's orders only partially.

He came back to California, but he didn't die.

Instead he started working in pictures, doing

character bits for Lasky.
"Every one thought I wras about through," he

explained. "But Lasky's were willing to take

me on for characters."

He flashed forth with the old-time vigor in

"Joan the Woman," and an offer

followed from Universal. It was a

starring offer, and a step upward,
so Bosworth accepted. For over a

year he was half submerged in

shoddy, cheap melodramas.
Then the tide of fortune

changed. Thomas H. Ince

saw in Bosworth the ideal

man for a series of sea pic-

tures he was planning, and

accordingly offered him a

contract. It wasn't a gilt-

edged, platinum-lined contract.

It stipulated, as a matter of fact,

a smaller salary to start than

Bosworth was then getting at

the "U." But he saw the possi-

bilities in an Ince engagement,

and joined the Culver City pro-

ducer to make "Behind the

Door."
Then the new generation of

fans began to talk about Hobart

Bosworth. Did you see him in

"Behind the Door?" If you did,

you will understand why his

name became a byword where-

ever films were shown. His

power and force coupled with

his bitterness and experience

rendered his characteriza-

\ tion of the apostle of

g£) vengeance one of the

most stirring ever

». Continued on
^_;JT29* page 92



Childe Harold
A famous humorist visits a comedy factory, and discovers some very amusing things.

By H. C. Witwer
Author of "From Baseball to Bodies," the "Ed Harmon" stories, etc.

To The Generally Public,

Dear Madam: Well, I have just got back from a

voyage to the hoopskirts of Loose Angeles, where I

pestered the life out of Harold Lloyd, the handsome
young gent which has already made more out of a

set of spectacles than the guy which invented 'em.

Harold makes the movies which has got the nation

hysterical, at the Hal Roach studios, a brisk walk from
the town. In honor of Mildred Davis, Harold's

charmin' leadin' lady, the place is called Culver City.

The now famous conference was arranged through
the courtesies of the jovial Monsieur H. M. Walker,
which was my interpreter, guide, and friend throughout

the interview and which also acted as the castin' di-

rector for the "stills" which accompany this novel.

-In a handsome, luxurious tourin' car, furnished by
myself, I was whisked to Culver City bright and early

one mornin'. The mornin' was bright, and I was early.

Mister Walker met me at the portals of the Roach
studios and immediately escorted me to his private

office, where we discussed the possible effects of pro-

hibition in Califilmia, provided it ever gets out this

far. I hope, gently reader, you will not get the idea

from this that we indulged in no forbidden brews,

for such was far from the case. I am a strict teetotaler

myself, whatever that is, and Monsieur Walker tells

me he has not seen his famous
namesake, "Johnny," which we
all loved so well, in years. Well,

after we have both sit down and
boosted Loose Angeles to each

other for about half a hour,

I give vent to a po-

litely cough and re-

mind my genial host

that I have came for the purposes of stagin' a inter-

view with Harold Lloyd. Monsieur Walker looks a
bit uneasy and says that he's terrible sorry, but it seems
that Harold has been interviewed to within a inch of
his life durin' the past couple of days and is now a
trifle gun-shy. This also goes for Mildred Davis and
Hal Roach, the latter a big bug out here. Mr. Walker
goes on to say that he will be tickled silly to show me
around the lot and let me get my picture taken lookin'
through a movie camera, et cetera, or somethin' equally
original. I says I have came out to see Harold X.
Lloyd in the flesh, and they is no use tryin' to appease
me with somethin' else. In desperation, he says the
Vanity Girls is workin' on a comedy not thirty feet

away and how about treatin' my eye to them, but I

shakes my well-shaped head and says they is no use
to try bribery, either

!

Well, as we stepped out of Monsieur Walker's volup-
tuous office I seen two well-set-up and comely young
men talkin' with a little blond representative of the
adjoinin' sex which wouldst of made Romeo throw
Juliet's phone number out of the window. The min-
ute they seen me they all gasped, and one of the men
whispers somethin' to the other, and the next instant

the trio has reached down and picked up some work-
men's tools which is layin' around, and then they all

start across the lot, like they was hurryin' to get back
to the job. One of the men was no less than Harold
Lloyd, which I recognize from his

glasses ; the girl was Mildred
Davis, which I recognize from
her beauty, and the other

man was Hal Roach, which
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I recognize from a director passin' him and
sayin', "Good mornin', Mister Roach !"

Harold has got a box on his shoulder, Hal
Roach is carryin' a carpenter's lumber mani-
curin' set, and the delightful Mildred
is strugglin' along with a bucket of pitch.

They thought they was gettin' away with it,

but I stepped up to them smartly and held

up my hand.

"Just a minute," I says, "I see you are all

set for a home-brew party
!"

Weli, you should of seen their faces fall

!

Harold explained to me afterward that for a
minute they was sure I was a revenue officer,

because I looked too thirsty to be anything
else.

At this point Monsieur Walker stepped into

the breech, and explanations flew back and
forth like sea gulls. For the next hour we
all played around together and had a boocoo
time. Like all the other dumb-bells which vis-

its the studio I stuck my finger through
Harold's glasses to find out are they real or
not, and he let me read the scenario for his

next rib-splitter, and they is some hair-raisin'

stunts therein for Harold to do that I

wouldn't personally consider if they give me
Continued on page 95
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/ stuck my finger through Harold's glasses to

see are they real.

Jumping Back to
This sounds impossible, but

you see "A Connecticut

By Emma-

THERE are times when you and I together

with the rest of the vox populi get fright-

fully sick of civilization and sigh for what

we choose to term "the good old days" of knight-

errantry and chivalry. We love to kick about

paying income taxes and six-cent car fares, and
wish that we could transport ourselves back into

the days of sweet simplicity in the sixth century,

let us say, when nineteen dollars was a year's in-

come for a belted duke—or whatever it was that

dukes girded themselves with in those days

—

and the high cost of living was thought of in terms

of pennies and not dollars.

But if you could drop into the sixth century as

Mark Twain's Connecticut Yankee is reported to

have done, browse around mid torture rooms and
underground prisons, live in a castle which lacked

clocks, electric lights, windows, and bathtubs, go
out to fight your next-door neighbor in a suit of

armor plate weighing three pounds less than a

ton—all this, mind you, with your twentieth cen-

tury ideas and tastes—and you'd be mighty glad

to sneak out of the sixth cen-

tury's back door, creep into lit-

tle old nineteen twenty-one and
shake your income tax lovingly

by the hand.
How do I know so much

about it ? Ods bodkins ! I have

If the hero had
not become ab-
sorbed in reading
about the days
of old, all the

following adven-
tures would not
have befallen him.
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Herein ye Yankee encountereth a gallant knight, much

to his displeasure.

the Sixth Century
it isn't, as you will learn when
Yankee in King Arthur's Court."

Lindsay Squier

but recently returned from a visit at King Arthur's
Court, and per adventure if this seemeth passing

strange, cry me mercy while I do hereby expound
the seeming mystery—if you know what I mean.

Unlike the Yankee whom Mark Twain has im-
mortalized, I did not fall into the sixth century, I

was invited to enter therein. The invitation came
from no less a person than Emmett Flynn, the Fox
director, who is responsible for the filming of "A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court."
They had reconstructed King Arthur's castle at

Camelot in the wilds of the Hollywood mountains,
he told me, and didn't I want to take a little flyer

back into the days of the Round Table, meet King
Arthur, Merlin the Magician, and that beauteous an-
cestress of vampires, Queen Morgan la Faye? Of
course I did. Who wouldn't? I had had a row with
the income-tax collector that very morning, the price

of gasoline had gone up three cents per gallon, and
at the bootery they had assured me that I couldn't get

high shoes for less than twenty-two dollars a pair

A quiet little jaunt into the sixth century looked good
to me.
At the end of a forty-minutes' He learneth that

ride by motor it was indeed as if love runneth much
we had left the twentieth century the same at all

behind, for in front of us loomed times and in all

a gigantic castle with stately tur- lands.

rets crowned by pennants that flut-
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tered in the breeze. The structure was surrounded by

a moat across which a huge drawbridge lay. Hun-
dreds of people swarmed about the courtyard in front

of the mammoth building, dressed in the quaint holiday

garb of long ago. There were knights in shining armor
and plumed helmets. There were silk-tighted pages

leading horses richly caparisoned. There were maidens
of r.oble birth, with conical hats, well-nigh a yard in

height, and buxom village wenches in short skirts and
tight bodices. There was a general air of festivity in

the spacious courtyard, for over at one side was a

gaudy pavilion already occupied by King Arthur, who
in modern life is Charles Clary, with Queen Guinevere

and her ladies-in-waiting. In front of the royal booth

was a platform with a stake affixed upright upon it,

and piles of fagots grouped around the base.

"Is the king giving a party?" I asked, and Director

Flynn nodded.
"Well, you might
call it that. The
Connecticut Yankee
is to be burned at

the stake, following

a few minor execu-

tions in which a cou-

ple of criminals have
their heads cut off."

I started to tell Di-

rector Flynn that I

wasn't partial to hot

stakes, or cold chops
either, for that mat-
ter, but what was the

use of springing

nineteenth - century

wit on a twentieth-

century man in a

sixth-century set-
ting? Anyway, he

left me to attend to

the cheerful details

of getting the fagots

piled up just right,

and I found myself
face to face with a

young man dressed

in a Tuxedo coat and
purple silk tights.

This person had a

misplaced eyebrow
on his upper lip, and
in his hand he car-

ried a high silk hat.

"Oh, you're the

Yankee, aren't you?"
I said at once.
"Would you mind
telling me what is

your name in real

life? I don't think
Mr. Flynn men-
tioned it."

"Forsooth, fair damsel, I hight Harry Myers," he re-

sponded, with a sweeping bow.
"Forsooth, you what?" I demanded, considerably

taken aback.

"Oh— I—er—I mean my name .is Harry Myers," he
explained. "I take the part of the Connecticut Yankee
who finds himself back in the court of King Arthur,
and I've gotten so used to talking in medieval subtitles,

that I'm hardly modern any more.
"When one of the extras steps on my toe, it's all

'Ha!" thinketh ye Yankee, "this sixth century is not so slow.

De Mille never visioned a more sumptuous scene.

"

I can do to keep from telling the director to 'Hail me
yon varlet into durance vile.' By the time we finish

this picture, I'll be able to hold down the professorship

of old English in any university in the country."
Mr. Flynn and his assistant were shouting mega-

phone directions for the holiday crowd to gather around
the platform.

"The party is going to get rough," I remarked to

Harry Myers, and he assented somewhat ruefully.

"Rough ! Ods bodkins ! It's been rough from the

first day of the picture. I have been y-brasted on the

bean, y'thumped in the ribs, and y 'rolled in the dirt

until I'm sore as a boil all over."
" 'Tis well they have not y-brake thy neck," I re-

joined. Then I looked foolish and tried to pretend
that I had been purposely facetious. There's no doubt
about it. The medieval atmosphere was catching.

"They're going to

try to burn me at the

stake in a couple of

minutes," the Yan-
kee remarked cas-

ually, "but I fool

'em ! I pull an
eclipse of the sun
which absolutely

takes the tissue-pa-

per hauberk for

miracles in this

country and
"

"Tissue - paper
hauberk?" I re-
peated, bewildered

by his archaic sim-

ile.

"Tissue - paper
coat of mail," he ex-

plained patiently.

"You know, equiva-

lent to barb-wire

garters and celluloid

fire tongs."

I said I got the

idea, and at that in-

stant a clarion call

rang out for Sir

Yankee, and he

hailed him away—

I

mean he went away
—to take his place

upon the platform.

"Ready, camera
!"

shouted the director,

and instantly the

courtyard was alive

with vigorous and
ominous activity.

The Yankee, still

nonchalant in the

face of approaching

disaster, was bound

to the stake, and two swarthy individuals approached

with torches to fire the fagots which surrounded him.

Merlin, like the crafty old parlor magician that he

was, egged on the men for more speed, and the fair

damsels in the royal pavilion were smiling with girlish

delight at the spectacle. Clarence, the page, who in

real life hight—I mean is called—Charles Gordon, was
wringing his hands despairingly ; for he liked Sir Yan-

kee, you see, and was loath to see him seered sore unto

the marrow—I mean—well, you know what I mean.

A battery of cameras clicked ceaselessly, but even

Even Cecil
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I

'" he waileth now. "Would I

this and the presence of directors and camera men in

caps and puttees could not dispel the illusion of an-

tiquity with which the whole scene was imbued. In-

deed they seemed like outsiders who, like the Yankee
himself, had passed backward through the centuries

and ended up at the court of King Arthur of the Round
Table.

Suddenly the Yankee raised his hand commandingly
and pointed to the heavens. "Behold!" he cried to the

astonished king and the frightened multitude. "In
punishment for not receiving me in accordance with
my rank and power, I will blot out the sun forever,

and you shall dwell in perpetual darkness, so help

me, Hezekiah !"

There was a murmur of dolorous alarm, and slowly

the scene began to darken. The king put forth a trem-
bling hand and begged the mighty Sir Yankee to stop

his enchantment.
"Thou shalt have anything, even unto the halving

of my realm," he promised. "Thou shalt be clad in

fine raiment, and thou shalt have power in the king-

dom, second only to mine own."
The Yankee shrugged his shoulders.

"O. K., king," he responded. "I will dissolve the

frightful darkness presently, but remember thy prom-
ise, old scout, or it will be the worst for thee and thy
kingdom, believe me!"

I promised Director Flynn that I would not reveal

the secret of the eclipse which was as perfectly ar-

ranged as any real one photographed from the Lick
Observatory. It was accomplished by a feat of cinema
magic as great as any of that by which Merlin the

Mighty made a living in days of yore, or by which
Sir Yankee, "The Boss," gained the awe and respect

of King Arthur and his Court.

Noontime came, and I had lunch at the Round Table.

King Arthur was complaining that his whiskers would
not stay on, Queen Morgan la Faye—Rosemary Theby
—was smoking a cigarette—which by rights she should

have known nothing about, they not having come into

were back in those dear old modern days!"

vogue until some nine hundred years later—and Sir

Sagramor—George Seigman—dressed in full armor,

was demanding of the assembled knights, also done
up in tin packages, what they did when they had—a

—

well—an itch midway between their shoulder blades.

Sir Lancelot suggested tapping it with a hammer, and
Merlin wanted to know why a can opener wouldn't
be useful.

After lunch the tournament scenes were filmed

wherein the wicked Sir Sagramor, having challenged

Sir Yankee to mortal combat, appeared at one end of

the courtyard fully bedight—that is to say—dressed, in

his cumbersome armor. The Yankee on the other hand
appeared from his tent completely outfitted in cowboy
regalia with broad-brimmed hat, leather chaps, and a

brace of pistols at his belt. He rode a wiry little steed

—I mean horse, and a coil of rope was looped around
the horn of the saddle. The scene had been rehearsed

the previous day, so it was all over but the shooting.

Do you remember Mark Twain's description of that

tournament ? Here it is as told by the Yankee himself :

The king made a sign, the bugles blew, Sir Sagramor laid

his great lance in rest, and the next moment he came thun-

dering down the court. When that formidable lance point

was within a yard and half of my breast, I twitched my
horse aside without an effort, and the big knight swept
by, scoring a blank. We turned, braced up, and down we
came again. Another blank for the knight, a roar of ap-

plause for me. Then Sir Sagramor lost his temper, changed
his tactics and set himself to task of chasing me down. Why,
he hadn't any show in the world at that. It was a game of

tag with all the advantage on my side. I whirled out of his

path with ease whenever I chose, and once I slapped him on

the back as I went to the rear. Finally I took the chase into

my own hands, and after that, turn or twist or do what he

would, he was never able to get behind me again, so he gave

up that business and retired to his end of the lists. I slipped

my lasso from the horn of my saddle and grasped the coil

with my right hand. The moment he was under way I started

for him. When the space between us had narrowed to forty

feet, I sent the snaky spirals of the rope cleaving through

the air, then darted aside and faced about and brought my
trained animal to a halt with all his feet braced under him

Continued on page 96



Right Off the Grill
A medley of up-to-the-minute observations and opinions, suggestions

and satire, praise and protest—aimed at those who make the movies, act

in the movies, who write about the movies, and who see the movies.

By Herbert Howe

THE movie industry is the goat for a swarm of

journalistic cooties unscrupulous as to prey.

Small as are these insects they are quite as

irritating as the film star who believes in his divine

right as the God-ordained grace of creation. When an
interviewer is treated to fol-de-dwaddle by some poser
who thinks he's casting pearls there may be reason to

hang the ham in effigy. There's no need of reverence
toward a conceited bruiser whose only service

for humanity is the wholesaling of his mug.
Nor is there any reason for the existence of

a writer who can only earn his sinker and
coffee by throwing ink on a white char-

acter.

A press yarn recently went out across

the continent concerning Lillian Gish. It

stated she was begging for a job and inferred

she was in dire want of employment. Only
an ignoramus would swallow such a pill.

Unfortunately there are a lot of ignora-

muses, in whose eyes the star's value might
be depreciated. As a matter of fact, it

would be a reflection upon the American
public if the finest tragedienne of silent

drama were not appreciated. No star on
the screen to-day seems more deserving of
esteem, both as an individual and an artist,

than Miss Gish. Certainly no one has
more loyal advocates among men and
women of the press. Because Miss Gish
would be the last to ridicule another it

seems particularly disgusting to find her the

subject of a witless jest.

At present writing Miss Gish's problem
is to choose between the offers made her. She
may appear in a film, sponsored by Anne
Morgan, for the benefit of devastated France,
and she may sign a contract with William <

Randolph Hearst to become a Cosmopolitan
star. Congratulations await any company
fortunate enough to secure her.

Interviewers generally had the opinion
that Madame Nazimova disdained the press

because she would not, until recently, re-

ceive its representatives. They did not

know of her experiences with some of the

tribal hams. Upon one occasion a newspaper woman
remarked at the termination of an interview

:

"Madame, I am sorry I have to do what I must,

and I w?ant you to know that I, personally, admire
you."

"What do you mean ?" asked Nazimova.
"My paper has asked me to write an interview ridicul-

ing you," was the reply.

"But you wouldn't do that!"

"One must earn one's bread and butter," replied the

noble scribe.

"Very well, go along and ridicule me," said madame.
"I only hope you can eat that bread and butter."

The interview, of malicious inference, was published

several years ago.

Theda Bara has been considered legitimate prey by
the same sisterhood. Because the fictitious character

given her by manufactured publicity early in her ca-

reer has been exploded, various writers have taken the

license of weaving other fiction concerning Miss Bara
personally. Several times she might have retaliated in

such a way as to cost these reporters their jobs, but

she generously refrained.

What sort of complex has a person who will malign
charming, cultured women and then pound out ful-

some rhapsody anent a gold-digger salvage from a

Broadway show? I presume this ilk of literary

street walker would reply in character: "It's the

easiest way."

Predictions Fulfilled.

Whenever, by some freak of fortune, one of

my predictions in Picture-Play's annual Fore-
cast is fufilled there's a celebration at the

Grill.

Robert Gordon, w:hom I proclaimed
the best bet of the unstarred, is soon to

dawn on the First National horizon with
his own company, according to present

weather reports. Therefore we open
with that familiar anthem, "There'll Be
a Franchise—Everywhere."
And Paramount, not to be outdone,

has negotiated with D. W. Griffith for

the services of another sure bet, Rich-
ard Barthelmess. This jcune premiere
will play the role of Youth in Fitz-

maurice's edition of "Experience." If

Paramount can secure a permanent lease
LJ
" on his talents, he may also appear in

"Amos Judd," "Peter Ibbetson," and other

choice literature which was selected for John
Barrymore prior to that star's deflection from the

Paramount way.
Negotiations for the starring of Betty

Blythe, whose ascension was also predicted,

are being made in various quarters. At
this moment William Fox and First Na-
tional are said to be the highest bid-

ders.

The heralded procession of for-

Negri's "Carmen," one of the record

holders on the Continent, is to be

released very soon by First National,

which also is editing "Sumurun," starring Negri under
the direction of Ernst Lubitsch. Paramount has made
a deal for the entire output of the German Ufa com-
bine, producers of "Passion," "Carmen," and "Sumu-
run." And several hundred films are being sent over

by other Continental countries. It will be a strenuous
year for the American director

!

Masks for Movie Actors.

I earnestly advocate the Benda masks for movie
players. Agnes Smith, our tigerish critic, grants that

these false faces, now worn by Broadway dancers and
pantomimists, might improve screen appearances, but

objects that they would permit of no expression. On
the contrarv, where a movie actor now wears the same
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expression throughout a picture he could easily change

it by a mask.
A Beauty Problem Solved.

The Benda mask would also solve the star's prob-

lem: how to be beautiful while expressive.

Critical Conventionalities.

Rules to be observed if you would be considered a

picture critic

:

Never admit that Wallace Reid is a good actor, but

always refer facetiously to his female following.

Never admit liking Marion Davies, even though you
do think she is more attractive than various other film-

flaneurs.

Never fail to use the word ''human" and "hick" in

eulogizing the histrionic ability of Charles Ray.
Never admit that Katherine MacDonald is as good

an actress as a homelier star ; hence never is as good.

Never refer to a player as rotten, but use the term
'adequate" as much as you like.

Never say what you think of a picture, but say what
you think the most ignorant portion of the public will

think of it.

Never criticize.

Exhibitors' Comments.

Critical comments made by exhibitors concerning any
picture

:

"The Curse of the Cuspidor" : A humdinger, knocks
'em dead, star popular here, book it if you have to

crawl to the exchange on your knees.

"The Curse of the . Cuspidor" : Rotten, had to take

it off, star unknown, pass it up if you have to break
your contract and close your house.

Why, Oh, Why?
Whenever the picture industry gets a financial cramp

a lot of homeopathists rush forward with the patent

prescription—a cut in salaries of stars and directors.

In reality what is needed is a major operation upon
the business brain of the elephant. For instance : Can
any one explain the economic theory of those pur-

chasing a famous play by a famous author at a fabu-

lous sum and then producing an abortive version un-
j

der a different title, with the author's name sub-

merged or omitted utterly? Why not let Sadie
Guggenslaughter, the scenario wizard, do the whole
cheese and save the expense? We grant that the \

plays of Barrie and Schnitzler may not be suitable for

screen purposes, and that the titles possibly may not

have a lure for the Jinky-Dink theater. Then why
waste money on them? Schnitzler's famous
"Affairs of Anatol" is being De Milled. It ^ttjl&v

will come forth as "Five Kisses," Mr.
Schnitzler's name subordinate, of course, to

that of the producer. I suppose this is a neces-

sary precaution lest any Schnitzler admirer creep -'
'

in and raise a hullabaloo as did the Barrie fans %
over "The Admirable Crichton" yclept "Male and
Female." But why—oh, why again

—
"Five Kisses?"

There was much more in the affairs of Anatol. Can
it be that even De Mille is going back on us?

Verily the ways of the movie might}' surpasseth all

understanding. Why not have the business heads and

the actors change
jobs for a while?

Certainly nothing
could be lost

in the transac

tion, and we'd
have the

(

much -needed
novelty.

Pola is Coming, Hurray!

Pola Negri accepted the invitation of the Inter-

viewers' Union of America, extended last month from
the Grill, and she's coming over, she's coming o-ver.

Paramount has signed her as a star. Her salary per
annum, translated to marks, is said to be the equivalent
of Germany's debt to the Allies. Let us hope she'll

bring her own director, otherwise some member of the

local brotherhood may decide to Americanize her.

Is Public Favor Changing?

A short time ago producers believed that the public

would not accept the mature woman as a star. Mary
Pickford had established the ideal. Because of her
preeminence in popularity it was fancied that the pub-
lic wanted only the little golden locks with the knock-
knees and pigeon toes. Recent events seem to point

to a change in type, or, rather, a lifting of restriction

as to ideals. Pola Negri, the lush dark Latin, was re-

ceived with ovation. The womanly Norma Talmadge
seems gaining steadily in popularity. Katherine Mac-
Donald, of a statuesque dignity, has proved a winner.
That Junoesque Patrician, Betty Blythe, is considered a

reigning beauty of potential power. And there's not

an angel child in sight ! Since the time of my first

favorite—Betty Nansen, a middle-aged Danish actress

whom William Fox introduced to this country—I've

wondered at the intolerance toward women of legal

age and mentality. There's no use going on looking

for more Man7 Pickfords. There never will be an-
other. Besides, we've grown up to the- height where
we are ready to say : bring on the women

!

Chaplin's Conceit.

Charlie Chaplin boasted recently that "The Kid" is

the finest performance of the screen. Before we could
make sarcastic retort, he added, "And the credit goes

to my costar, Master Jack
Coogan." Here is a unique
type of stellar character, one
who not only finds inspira-

tion in the work of a sub-
L ordinate player, but openly

. \ press agents it. It is re-

| ported that Chaplin has

| |
made the precocious

j
youngster the chief bene-
ficiary of his will.

Long Live the King!

"Who is this new star, Chap-
lin, that First National is trying

to put over?" we remarked
facetiously, at the

preview of "The
Kid." Then the film

flashed on and a

| mighty roar arose as two pedal

f dreadnaughts carried the panta-

loon into view. Who said the

king was dead ?

The Fairbanks Team for Europe.

Douglas and Mary Fairbanks

plan to leave this month for Europe.

Doug to do "The Three Musket-

eers" and Mary "Little Lord
Fauntleroy." Other stories may

also be produced abroad,

which indicates a protracted

absence of the well-known

Continued on page 104
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Marguerite Courtof may not look Spanish in the laces she brought

from Spain, but she certainly looks stunning.

WHAT do you suppose has happened?"
Fanny hurled the question at me as she

dashed into the lobby of the Alexandria Hotel,

her henna-colored suit and hat quite putting to shame
the minor brilliance of the Los Angeles sun outside.

Blinking a little, I murmured, "What?" though any
one could have seen that what I really wanted to know
about was her clothes, where she got them, and why.

"I've discovered that T am related to Dick Barlhel-

mess !"

Fanny heaved a triumphant sigh, and then rushed
after me into the cafe. I wanted to sit down comfort-
ahly, hefore I he long and tortuous tracing of their re-

lationship began.

"His wife's sister went to college with me," Fanny
almost sputtered in her eagerness. "So that makes us
sort of related, doesn't it?"

1 didn't argue; one can't with Fanny. Signaling a
waiter, I said "Tea" exhaustedly, and then waited while
Fanny described the particular varieties of French
pastry that she wanted, all pink, topping
off the list with a mundane ham sandwich.

"But why the ham?" I asked.

"It has a red tone in it." Fanny explained
airily. "Red expresses my personality. Mary

Mary Hay rushes home

to the country after every

evening performance in

"Sally" in New York.

OVER THE
Fanny the Fan won't favor pro-

as it gives her an opportunity

By The

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Miles Minter said so. She knows a lot about

color; I'll tell you about it later. What do

you think—my cousin in New York visited the

Griffith studio one day last week. Dick was
over there and Lillian Gish and a lot of other

players who just can't resist visiting the studio

now that they are not working there any more.

She wrote me all about them."
Fanny leaned back and looked at me dream-

ily through half-closed lids. For a moment I

didn't recognize it as a tribute to Pauline

Frederick, it is so hard to keep up with

whom Fanny is trying to be like at the mo-
ment.
"You know Dick and his wife, Mary Hay,

have the cunningest little house imaginable

up in Mamaroneck. It is three stories high,

and has just two rooms on each floor. It is

a real honeymoon cottage. Mary is playing

in 'Sally' in New York, but she dashes to the

train after the performance and gets home
fairly soon after midnight. Dick goes to New
York with her in the afternoon, goes to a

show with his mother, and then plays stage-

door Johnny, waiting to take Mary home.
They have an old negro servant

who runs the little home in the

country. Dick wouldn't stop read-

ing even long enough to eat if

there weren't some one there to

remind him that it was custom-
ary. He is simply devouring

H. G. Wells' 'Outline

of History.' He was
so excited over the

chapter on the reli-

gious history of China
that he carried the book-

around with him, and almost

got run over reading it on
the street. You know a lot

of his ancestors were mis-

sionaries and all that sort

of thing. One great-un-

cle that he is particularly

i

proud of was the Bishop
I of China!"
I At last the tea came,

| interrupting Fanny, and

H thus saving me that

H trouble.

"I hear that Blanche

Sweet and Marshall

Neilan are going to be

married," I said tri-

umphantly. Fanny was
appropriately aghast. "Some
day you will read in the papers

that Blanche Sweet is in New
York on business—that will

mean buying her trousseau.

Then you will see that Marshall



TEACUPS
hibition of tea, so long

to tell the latest gossip.

Bystander

iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

Neilan has rushed to New York with

the original print of his new picture,

or something like that, and you can

just take the first train East then if

you want to be on hand for the cere-

mony."
"Speaking of weddings," Fanny re-

marked breezily, "Larry Semon is also

going to be married. Lucille Carlisle

—she was his leading woman, you
know—will be the bride. I always
hate to think of comedians getting

married," and she sighed. "Suppose
they took to rehearsing at home !"

"Well, you don't expect an actor

to act all the time, do you?"
"Just because a banker doesn't bank

all the time, or a broker isn't always
broke?" Fanny answered facetiously.

"Don't shatter my pet illusion. Fve
always thought that it would be won-
derful to be married to an actor, be-

cause whenever you thought you knew
all his ups and downs, he'd just change
his whole character, and you'd have
the fun of getting acquainted all over
again. Imagine Bert Lytell

"

"Or Hohart Bosworth," I broke in.

"Incidentally, he married Cecily Per-
cival, his secretary, a while ago. Per-
haps you could persuade her to tell you if he changes
as much off screen as on."

"Speaking of changing," Fanny took up eagerly.

"You ought to see Marguerite Courtot. Of course, you
can't, because she is in New York, or more likely in

Weehawken, New Jersey, where she lives. She's
grown so Spanish. She bought some beautiful lace

mantillas and embroidered shawls while she was in

Spain making 'Rogues and Romance.' She sent me
her picture in one of them. She doesn't look really

Spanish, of course, because she is too light, but then
I suppose there are places in South America where
there are brown-haired and green-blue-eved people who
are sort of Spaniards. And if there are not, well—she

may not be Spanish, but she's stunning.

"Oh, there's Alice Lake." Fanny motioned fran-

tically, until Alice came over, but she just paused long
enough to say in a hoarse whisper, "Don't tell anybody
that you saw me. I've been reminiscing with some old

school friends ever since luncheon, and now I'm going

out and tell my director that I was held up in a traffic

jam."
She was hardly out of sight when Fanny asked,

"Did you know that she may play 'Tess of the d'Urber-
villes?'" I hadn't, so Fanny went on. "The Metro
company had the funniest experience with that picture.

They gave the book to a continuity writer about a year

ago, and he worked over the scenario for weeks. When
he finally finished it, he was all enthusiasm. It looked

to him like a masterpiece. Be that as it may, it didn't

look like 'Tess' to the scenario department. They
thought it was a wonderful story, though, the way he

Photo by Evans

Alice Lake always wears what is just right for her type, according to Fannv.

had adapted it, so they put the characters in modern
clothes and settings and called the picture, 'Should a
Woman Tell ?' Alice Lake appeared in it last year.

Now, they hope to start all over again, get a continuity

writer who will really preserve the original story of

'Tess' in his scenario, and have Alice Lake play it."

"It may not have been 'Tess,' " I remarked, "but
the modern clothes were prettier, anyway. Did you
notice the dress she had on when she was here?"
"Did I? I always notice clothes," Fanny ejaculated.

"Hers was just the right color for her. She always
ought to wear salmon-pink, though I suppose she really

couldn't have serge suits that color
"

- "What is all this mysterious talk about color and
Mary Miles Minter?" I demanded, finally unable to

restrain my curiosity any longer.

"I don't know that you'll understand it," Fanny re-

plied, in an attempt to be superior. "It is something
that can't be explained

; you have to feel it. Mary
rarely ever tells any one about it, because they prob-

ably wouldn't understand, or if they did they would
call her a precocious child. And you know how that

provokes Mary. She wants to be judged on her merits

irrespective of age. It infuriates her to be reminded
that she is a mere child.

"But about her color theory—when Mary was a

tiny youngster playing in 'The Littlest Rebel,' she trav-

eled a great deal. So, to amuse herself she invented

a game that consisted of trying to pick out the colors

that reminded her of the people around her. She was
a keen analyst even in those days. She grew so fasci-

nated with the idea that she still thinks of people as
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Mary Miles Minter is trying her best to outgrow the precociom

child stage.

colors. Her director, her leading- men, her friends

—

everybody is represented in her mind by a color. She
thinks a girl looks much better dressed in a color that

suits her personality than in one that matches her eyes

or hair. She wouldn't tell me what the color of her
own personality is, but I think it is a beautiful emerald-

green. The dress she had on the last time I saw her

was the loveliest emerald-duvetyn you ever saw. She
wore pale-gray suede slippers with it and a deep collar

of tan lace. It was awfully becoming, but if I were
choosing her color, I'd take forget-me-not blue or sun-

set-pink or orchid. And some one must agree with

me about Mary and orchids, because there were great

bowls of them all over the room. I wonder who sent

them."
Fanny is an incurable romantic ; she would be much

happier if every one would get engaged.

"There haven't been many weddings lately," Fanny
commented sadly. "But there have been some terrible

fires
"

I sometimes wonder if Fanny's insatiable liking for

comedies is affecting her polite conversation. I asked
her, but she ignored me.

"First there was a terrible one at the Fox
studio. A big street set had been built for the

Louise Lovely picture, 'While the Devil Laughs.'

It caught fire one night, and about fifteen thou-
sand dollars' worth of 'props' were burned. Thank
goodness, it wasn't Louise Lovely's dressing room.

"And then the amusement pier at Venice
burned. Any one would have thought it wasn't
a million-dollar disaster, but a party especially

planned for the motion-picture people. Frank
Lloyd, the Goldwyn director, saw the flames,

rushed to the scene with a camera man, and took
a thousand feet of film of the fire. It just

happened that he needed a fire in the picture he
was making, 'A Tale of Two Worlds.' Claire Du-
brey, who appears with Louise Glaum, saw the
flames from her house, and called up several of
her friends to join her in a sight-seeing tour.

King Baggot, Louise Glaum, Marcia Manon,
Helen Jerome Eddy, and Pell Trenton all went
along with her and enjoyed the fire."

"But what about Lillian Gish? What has she

been doing of late?" I finally asked, wondering
how Fanny could talk so long without even men-
tioning her favorite.

"Oh, haven't you heard?" Fanny was breath-

less as ever at mention of her name. "Just a short

time ago Joseph Hergesheimer. the author, and
his wife gave a house part)' for her at their home
in West Chester, Pennsylvania. The Hunt Club
gave a ball, simply every one in that part

of the country entertained, and Lillian fairly

danced her slippers away, like the princess in

the fairy story. I wish that the companies that

are going to make pictures from Mr. Herges-
heimer's stories would hurry up. If they don't,

I'll simply have to read them. I felt badly enough
out in the cold when Lillian Gish and Richard
Barthelmess simply raved over his stories all the

time, but now that Harrison Ford and a lot of

other players have started, something will have
to be done about it. Maybe I can get Mary Al-

den to tell me the stories of them. She's so clever,

I'd feel just as though I had read them.

"Oh, I nearly forgot to tell you !" Fanny
paused dramatically.

"Norma Talmadge is in Palm Beach, resting

up for her next production, 'The Sign on the

Door.' And guess who is to play the villain in

that ? None other than Lew Cody ! Won't that be
gorgeous ?"

Fanny was so enraptured that she failed to see the

waiter bringing our bill. It was as long as an anni-

versay-week program, but then if Fanny hadn't a young
and healthy appetite she wouldn't be strong enough to

keep up with the last word in filmdom the way she

does.

"Let's take a taxi and charge it," Fanny suggested.

"That's the way Viola Dana does when her own car is

in the shop. She says the bill doesn't seem nearly so

big when the first of the month comes around. We
can go out to Vidor Village and play with the

dogs."

"Dogs, nothing," I retorted. "It has just occurred

to you that Florence Vidor's color ought to be grape,

and you're going out to ask if she ever wears it."

I was sorry afterward that I refused to go with her.

"You never could guess what I ran into," Fanny tele-

phoned me excitedly a few hours later. "Let's have

tea together soon, and I'll tell you all about.it. I never

was so thrilled in my life."



You Can't Tell

Marguerite
Friends have tried to warn and

advise Marguerite Clark, but she
never heeded until her public spoke.

By Caroline Bell

DON'T do it," her friends urged,
years ago, when Marguerite
Clark insisted that she was

going to act in motion pictures. "It

will ruin your career."

It took more bravery than one
would expect of four-feet-ten of

piquant laughter and curls to disre-

gard their advice, forsake a success-

ful stage career, and go in for motion
pictures when most people were still

quite dubious about them. But Mar-
guerite just cast her advisers one of
her droll little smiles that says, "Wait
and see."

The next they knew of her every
one was saying, "Have you seen Mar-
guerite Clark in pictures ? She's ador-
able." Or perhaps the adjective would
be "wonderful," or "exquisite." or
any of a dozen others. Almost from
the first she was ranked with Mary
Pickford, and there were some, of
course, who liked her even better.

"Just play fairy stories and kid
parts," her friends advised when she
had made several phenomenal suc-
cesses in such pictures. "Don't try

fo change your type and do grown-up
stories."

This time she answered with an
airy little twirl and a bow that would
have been a credit to a prima ballerina.

It was her sweet little way of not refusing them. The
next they knew of her she was playing flapper parts.

The "Bab" stories introduced a new Marguerite Clark
to the screen, a Marguerite as captivating as the dear
little girl in the first fairy stories. And still people
didn't stop advising her.

"To your public you are just a charming little girl.

You owe it to them never to marry." She heard that

on all sides. But, of course, she did. And the public

loved her more than ever.

The great disappointment, the only disappointment,
that Marguerite Clark gave to those vast audiences that

love her was when she stopped making pictures about
a year ago. She went down to her home near New
Orleans then, forgot all about pictures for a while, and
became just a little lady of the old South. She wan-
dered through her gardens that she had known before
only during hasty visits, learned the names of the dif-

ferent varieties of roses from the old gardener, explored

the treasures of her linen chests, and gave big enter-

tainments in a charming, leisurely way. She became
as much the darling of society in a few months as she

had been the darling of theatergoers. And she loved
the peace and quiet of it all.

For a time her friends stopped advising her, but her
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Marguerite Clark returns to the screen as captivating as ever.

public didn't. They clamored for her as strongly at

the end of her year of retirement as they had at the

beginning. They begged her by letter, by telegram, and
in person, not to retire permanently from pictures. She
had always been as unwilling to tell her plans as she

had been to take advice, but she didn't like the assump-
tion that she had retired. She had been playing stead-

ily on stage or screen since 189(5—twenty-one 3-ears.

Couldn't she be allowed to seek a change for a while?

She really hadn't the slightest intention of retiring.

But she gave her audiences the satisfaction that she

had never given to her personal friends—she appeared

to take their advice. She came to New York, bought

the screen rights to "Scrambled Wives," a successful

stage comedy, and organized her own company. Soon
you will see her on the screen again.

She wants to take the public into her confidence

now, so that there won't ever be another serious mis-

understanding about her plans. "I am not ever going

to retire permanently from the screen," is her message

to her friends.

So in the future, won't you let her have a few months

of rest at the lovely old home in the South, let her

have plenty of time to find the stories she wants to

screen? If you will, then she will always come danc-

ing back to you as merrily as ever.



The delicious humor and whimsical pathos of the scenes between Chaplin

and Jack Coogan in "The Kid" would do credit to Barrie.

The Screen in Review
Our critic, quite unrestrained, tells you about the best,

and some of the worst productions of the month.

By Agnes Smith

THE chief difficulty of the screen critic in review-

ing the average output of the month is to con-

ceal a certain lofty disdain—a disdain of the

stars who will insist on doing the same old things over

and over again like tiresome trained dogs ; a disdain

of the directors who seem bent on spending much
money and little thought; and a disdain of the authors

who, for the sake of large checks, allow themselves to

be taken in on the old shell game of "What the pub-

lic wants."

In writing a review of "The Kid," which
I mentioned prophetically in the last paragraph
of last month's Screen in Review, I wrote
two stories about the art of Charles Chaplin

and then tore up both of them. Or rather,

so plastered were they with heated enthusi-

asm that they blew themselves up. In the

case of a picture like "The Kid," the re-

viewer has to guard against, not disdain, but

indiscriminate laudation.

It would be so easy to rush right in and
declare that "The Kid" is the greatest picture

ever made, to announce that Chaplin is the

finest artist now brightening the world, and
to proclaim that "The Kid" is the sort of film

that ought to be made part of the curriculum
of every school and college in the country'.

"The Kid" evokes smiles, tears, and superla-

tives. It is a dangerous picture. It leads

cool-minded critics into hysterics.

However, let us face the facts about "The
Kid" and then proceed to consider it with
due regard for law and order. It is five thou-

sand two hundred and fifty feet long—meas-
uring a little less than a mile. It took Charles
Chaplin nearly a year to make it, and its ca-

reer was nearly ended by a certain widely
advertised divorce suit. It was purchased by
First National for eight hundred thousand
dollars, which sounds like a lot of money;
but wait until you have seen "The Kid."

"The Kid" has a plot, and some of its in-

cidents are so serious that Chaplin himself

was a little doubtful about the success of the

picture. In fact, he showed it before an au-
dience of women in Salt Lake City just to try

it out, and the women cried harder than they
laughed-—which was puzzling to a comedian.
The plot concerns a little boy who is one of

the world's unfortunates—born in a charity

hospital and a social outcast from his birth.

John's mother deserts him. There is noth-
ing else for her to do. He is found in an
ash barrel by Charlie, the tramp glazier who
adopts him as partner, valet, cook, and com-
panion. When the boy is five years old, he
is wise enough to break windows for the

glazier to mend. He is a man of the world,
with a wide acquaintance among policemen
and back-alley toughs.

The delicious humor and whimsical pathos
of the scenes between Chaplin and Jack
Coogan, who plays the boy, would do credit

to Barrie. The fun is knock-about enough to

catch the loud ha-ha of the vacant mind, but
it is also fantastic, imaginative, and unreal.

And in such a blending of qualities lies the
artistic future of Chaplin. His comedy is

simple enough to tickle the five-year-old

Jackies in the audience, but it is also subtle

enough to make the intellectual pause and con-
nect it with the classic humor of the Eng-

lish stage and English literature. The other comedians
who bounce about the screen merely have the knack
of pulling snappy gags and of satisfying the popu-
lar craze for speed. Even in his early days, Chaplin
surpassed his rivals in technique. In "The Kid," he
proves that he is a humanitarian; that is, a man of
deep sympathies and definite social purpose. Whereas
a few years ago Chaplin outdistanced his rivals bv his

astonishing technique, in "The Kid" he rises as their

superior through his wide understanding.
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This braimvork is evident in the direction, for Chap-
lin both wrote and directed "The Kid." While Chap-
lin's fun is unbounded, his pathos is restrained. The
brevity of the pathetic scenes saves them from sentimen-

tality. In his subtitles. Chaplin does not gush. He
limits himself to- half a dozen words. The story of

the unhappy mother is told in such a way that it could

not offend either a child or a censor.

To most persons, the best part of the picture will be
the tramp's dream of Heaven. Here, literally, the fun
soars. The inhabitants of the slums go about looking

like winged choir boys. Even the policeman is equipped
with wings, while a dog floats celestially about. But,

alas, Sin enters, and the feathers fly.

Picture-Play Magazine has already told you the

story of the boy. Jack Coogan. Chaplin says that he

is the star of the picture. He is a miniature Charlie,

a bit grave and serious, but with none of the abominable
cutey tricks of the usual screen "kiddie."

I have devoted much space to telling you about "The
Kid." It is unnecessary space, too, because most of

you will see the picture. After having sobbed over

Chaplin, his art and his intellect, let us proceed to

some other picture and give it a good, old-fashioned

panning.

"FORBIDDEN FRUIT."

Looking -about at random, we pluck "Forbidden

Fruit." It was directed by Cecil B. De Mille, and I

have just a small prejudice against Cecil B.

'Way back in my family tree, there is a

Yankee ancestor. Every time I see one of

De Mille's pictures, this ancestor crops up
and whispers in my ear: "This person wastes

a lot of monej- to make an unjustifiable ap-

peal to the senses." Whereupon, I tell the

ancestor that he is old-fashioned, that Mr.
De Mille's pictures sell very well, especially

in the small towns where there are no caba-

rets to run in competition, and that a thing of

beauty is a joy forever.

"Forbidden Fruit" is the new title of an
old story called "The Golden Chance," written

by Jeanie MacPherson and produced by Mr.
De Mille when you and I were young, Cecil.

"The Golden Chance" was an excellent pic-

ture, with plenty of melodrama and an ap-

pealing love story. At that time, Mr. De
Mille was doing fine, clear, and artistic work.
In fact, he was contributing a lot in the way
of lighting, story development, and stage-

craft to our budding art.

The story relates the adventures of a mod-
ern Cinderella—a poor girl married to what
is known in many sections of the country as

a "bad lot." The girl does sewing for a

wealthy society woman who has oodles of cash
and absolutely slitheringlv gorgeous clothes

and jewels. The husband of the above-men-
tioned society light is engaged in the oil busi-

ness. . When the story opens he is trying to

interest a handsome and also immensely
wealthy young man with curly hair in an oil

deal which is most important to the society

folk. But the young man is kind of indiffer-

ent and hang-offish, and he won't sta}- to dis-

cuss the matter until the wife tells him that
she has invited the
most beautiful girl in For unconservative

town—or the most audiences , "Passion

beautiful girl in the Fruit," with Doraldina,

world—to meet him. is recommended.

But the beautiful girl fails to show up, and, at the

last minute, the poor seamstress is asked to take her
place and ensnare the young man. The young girl is

all dressed up with her hair marceled when she meets
the young man. Bang ! Right off starts the love story.

Everything is all orchids and champagne until the
seamstress has to go home and wash the supper dishes

for her husband.

The climax of the picture comes when the husband
sets out to get some of the De Mille jewels. When he
learns the role that his wife is playing, he tries to

turn the situation to good account ; he attempts to black-

mail the impeccable young business man. The happy
ending is easily achieved when the butler, partner in the

crime, kills off the husband.

Instead of filming "Forbidden Fruit," I wish that

Paramount had revived "The Golden Chance," with its

original cast of Wallace Reid, Cleo Ridgeley, and
Theodore Roberts. A great deal of good money would
have been saved. "Forbidden Fruit" is a riot of ex-

penditure. The clothes and the house decorations look

as though they had been designed by a fifteen-year-

cld girl who suddenly had been left a million dollars

and told to do with it as she liked.

Perhaps you have noticed Mr. De Mille's extreme
aversion to a nude telephone. To him the sight of a

naked and unadorned telephone is as shocking as the

sight of a bathing girl is to a censor. "Forbidden
Fruit" boasts the latest thing in telephone decoration.
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no elaborate wardrobe. Even the hero of a De Mille picture

merely dons the conventional black. By the way, the theater was
simply jammed when I saw it, and I understand that it's breaking

records for popularity.

"BLACK BEAUTY."
When "Black Beauty" is shown in your neigh-

borhood be sure to go to see it. Do you remem-
ber Anna Sewall's classic book, the autobiog-

raphy of a horse ? Children of all lands have
sobbed oceans of tears over it. In an era when
automobiles are taking the place of horses, and
when the screen is running to showy and sexy
stories, Vitagraph had the courage to produce
Miss Sewall's well-loved story.

Of course, the picture isn't all about the

horse, Black Beauty. George Randolph and
Lillian Chester have woven another story

about the human beings who own Black
Beauty. The interpolated story is a romance
that might have walked out of any Victorian
novel. It has a thrilling climax which smacks
of a serial, in which the hero, mounted on
Black Beauty, races the villain for the hand
of the heroine.

In every respect "Black
Beauty" is the most refresh-

ing picture of the month. The
saddest parts of Anna Sew-
all's book have been glossed

over, but the picture carries

a real and sincere message of

kindliness and humaneness.

Out in the wilds of Holly-

wood, David Smith, the director, has managed
to find some glimpses of English scenery. And

he shows us an old-fashioned railroad train in

action. The details of the costuming and setting

give the picture a flavor that is quite unique.

Jean Paige is seen in the leading role. You remem-

ber that she recently married Albert E. Smith, presi-

dent of Vitagraph. Mr. Smith has excellent taste.

Miss Paige is a charming and ingenuous girl,

and the studio doesn't seem to have spoiled

her. In "Black Beauty" she looks as

though she had just stepped from
an English print.

Dorothy Dickson ornaments the lovely

settings of "Paying the Piper."

The modern instrument of torture is caged in a Queen
Anne sedan chair. What could be more discreet?

Having treated "Forbidden Fruit" so cruelly, I shall

not mention the atrocious wording of the subtitles nor
the way that the society folk talk and act. Some short

flashes of the story of the original Cinderella are staged
with the lavishness of the latest roof garden show.
Agnes Ayres, the simple and delightful heroine of

the 0. Henry stories, is the Cinderella of "Forbidden
Fruit." She is not another Gloria Swanson, but she

is quite beautiful. At times, she looked just a bit

ashamed when she appeared in her gorgeous gowns.
She seemed to realize that she was part of an appeal

made to the least admirable side of the American pub-
lic, and that she was encouraging the national vices

of extravagance, snobbery, and vulgar showiness. For-
rest Stanley plays the hero with a happy smile and no
signs of any twangs of conscience. However, he wore

"MAN-WOMAN-MARRIAGE."
From the delightful and un-

affected "Black Beauty," we jump
into Allen Holubar's superhodge-

podge, "Man-Woman-Marriage."
I want to be fair to Mr. Holubar,

but in my opinion, he is not a director of the first cali-

ber, and therefore most of the money spent on "Man-
Woman-Marriage" was tossed away. These are hard
words, but I have been urged to be frank.

The story was written by Ida Scholl, and is a plea

for feminism. All very well and good. I do not quar-

rel with the theme. But the picture itself is the weird-

est mixture of good and bad that I have ever seen.

Mr. Holubar has a certain gift for filming spectacular

scenes, but when he tries to show us something simple

like a child saying its prayers, a jealous wife, or a man
getting religion, he uses the most banal and obvious

terms of the screen.

The plot, in brief, runs thusly: Innocent young girl

who refuses to be forced into an unwelcome marriage
elopes with ambitious lawyer who has the urge for

uplift. Several years of married life ensue with con-

siderable cooling- of the ardor of both love and ambi-
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tion. Husband sells himself to political interests and
immediately is elected to the senate. Upon becoming
a senator, he develops a taste for flappers and orgies.

Wife tries to attract him by joining the merry whirl,

but the game doesn't work—the flapper is still trium-

phant.

The wife leaves him and opens her own law office.

She also goes into politics. With the coming of woman
suffrage, she is elected to the senate and her husband
is defeated. Not only is he defeated, but he is sent

to jail. Behind prison bars, with no orgies or flap-

pers to distract his attention, he gets religion and even-
tually returns home to the lady senator and the kiddies.

All of this plot would have been most simple if Mr.
Holubar had not been seized with a wild urge to do
a D. W. Griffith and get all entangled in history. He
must have seen "Intolerance," and therefore he should

have known better.

The history is ladled out in flashes. Flashes show-
ing the triumphant Amazons, the willful women of the

Middle Ages, the Christian martyrs of the fourth cen-

tury, and the cave women of the stone age. In spite

of the pretentiousness of these visions, they are ex-

tremely distracting. For instance, we are shown the

husband in jail getting religion and getting it hard.

Then we are transported to a Roman orgy. Does Mr.
Holubar really believe that he can mix religion with

scenes of licentiousness and drive home a good clean

moral? Or did he merely do it to be sensational?

Moreover, while we are on the subject, I object to

the modern revel. The sight of a lot of intoxicated

men and women is not a pleasant one. In spite of

some of its beautiful scenes and a few bits of good
feminist propaganda, the picture leaves you with an
unpleasant feeling. More good effort wasted in an
attempt to be sensational.

Dorothy Phillips, an intelli-

gent actress, is the Amazon,
and the popular James Kirk-

wood is seen as the roving

husband. The picture is pre-

sented by First National.

"THE LOVE LIGHT."

By this time you probably

have seen Mary Pickford's

production, "The Love Light,"

which was written and di-

rected by Frances Marion.
Mary is, as always, the great

artist. She plays the role of

a full-grown woman—an Ital-

ian girl—and she suffers and
suffers and suffers. The pho-
tography is good, but the

agony is something terrific.

"The Love Light" actually

left us wishing for another

"Pollyanna" so that we could

be glad, glad, glad. The story

is long drawn out
;
every time

you think that it is going to

end, some one else dies, and
Mary suffers some more. If

it were not for Mary's admi-
rable artistry, the plot would
be outra-
geously inane.

But we take

off our hat to

Mary's cam-
era man.

"THE DEVIL."
That naughty and sophisticated play, "The Devil," has

been made into a movie and is released by Pathe.

George Arliss plays for the camera his original role

of the evil one, the suave society gent who is danger-
ous to ladies. Mr. Arliss is not quite at his ease be-

fore the camera. He has not caught the knack of

making his best points register. But he is a young fel-

low, and he will learn.

The screen is not the medium for a play like "The
Devil." On cool celluloid, it loses some of its bril-

liancy and wit. Still, "The Devil" is worth seeing, be-

cause, if you have not seen Mr. Arliss on the stage,

you cannot afford to miss him on the screen. The set-

tings are very fine, and the colorful and vivid acting of

Sylvia Breamer is an added point in favor of the pic-

ture.

Adaptations of stage plays flock upon us from all

sides. There is "Cousin Kate," with Alice Joyce as

its star. It is a pretty and demure romance for a

pretty and demure star. It was directed by Mrs. Sid-

ney Drew, and you know what that means ; it means
that the titles are clever, that the characters behave
naturally, and that the picture is free from the vulgar
and the obvious.

"MAMMA'S AFFAIR."
No one knows why Constance Talmadge chose to

play "Mamma's Affair." The play, by the late Rachel
Barton Butler, was one of the cleverest presented in

New York last season. But the role of the down-
trodden and much imposed-upon daughter is not one
for Constance. You cannot impose on Constance. The
star of the picture is really Effie Shannon, who gives

Continued on page 87

Priscilla Dean
makes the most

of some dramatic

moments in"Out-

side the Law."



They say she looks like Mary Pickford; what do you think?

Louise Lovely— Is
Even the studio carpenters say so, and
when they compliment a star—it's genuine.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

IN spite of the fact that Louise Lovely was having a

frightful row with her husband when I went out to

the Fox studio to interview her, I liked her immensely.
In the first place she had grounds for complaint, he hav-

ing left her flat on a desert island, and in the second place

the quarrel was only a scene from her latest starring ve-

hicle, "Partners of Fate."

I may as well admit right here as later that I hadn't

been particularly anxious about interviewing Miss Lovely.

I didn't like her name for one thing. Somehow the sirupy

appelations such as "Pretty," "Darling." "Love," and "Joy"
give me a perverse desire to say acrid and biting things,

the desire being in direct proportion to the ration of the

name's sweetness.

But this time I'm wrong. I admit it.

Louise Lovely—is. I don't blame Carl
Laemmle for applying the adjective to her as a
name to be worn throughout her screen ca-
reer.

" 'Carbasse' was my real name," she said to
me during a lull in the quarrel scene, in which
we ensconced ourselves on a sofa behind the
battery of mercury lights and exchanged a
series of rapid-fire and constantly interrupted
questions and answers.

Louise isn't quarrelsome by nature, of that
I'm sure. But her director, Bernard Durning,
would call her back to the set ever and anon
to give her screen husband the deuce for leav-
ing her on that desert island—and he had gone
off with Rosemary Theby to boot.

"But Carbasse seemed to be an absolutely
impossible professional name," she continued.
"They called it 'Garbage,' 'Carbarn,' and even
'Carbuncle,' so finally Mr. Laemmle—I was
working at Universal then—said I'd have to
change it."

"Oh, yes, I know," I interrupted eagerly.
"He saw your work on the screen in the
projection room and said: 'Isn't she lovely!'
And the name clung."

Lovely Louise made a little grimace.
"That's just publicity," she said. "He simply
thought it would be euphonious, and I agreed

;

although I didn't like it

very well at first."

That was one of the
things I liked about her,

her lack of affectation.

She could have let me go
on believing that publicity

story, you know, but she
wouldn't, and she didn't.

Her real name, "Car-
basse," is documentary
evidence of the much-
mixed lineage which is

hers. Her father was
\ French and her mother

Italian—or maybe it's the

other way around—and
she was born in Sydney,
Australia. Even now she
speaks French like a na-
tive of Paree, and her
English has, it seemed to

me, a slight, almost in-

9 tangible, continental
flavor. It is not an ac-

cent any more than the

; scent of a violet is a fra-

grance, but you feel that

[
if it went just a bit far-

ther, it would be.

Although not exactly

} born on the stage, she was
I at least born for it. She
commenced playing in

stock companies when she

was nine years old, and
they called her "Dolly
Nicholson," which is the

pet name of the Austra-
lians for Mary Pickford.

V No doubt you yourself

^**s«^ Continued on page 96
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Dame Fash-
ion's Smartest
Daughter

You can learn what to wear

and how to wear it, if you

will only study Irene Castle.

By Louise Williams

SHE'S not exactly pretty
"

"You mean not essen-

tially pretty. She's attrac-

tive, of course, and then being so

slim, and wearing even that little

gingham dress so well—oh, my
dear, I have it—she's Irene Cas-

tle's type!"

The train pulled on out of the

little California town, on its way
from San Francisco to Seattle.

And I turned and surveyed the

two girls who, occupying the ob-

servation platform with me. had

thus commented on a girl whom
we'd all seen standing near the

railway station. They were quite

right—she was Irene Castle's

—or rather. Irene Tremain's

—type. And, of course,

you know what that is.

It's not simply dependent

on being very slender, or

on standing and walking in

a nonchalant, limber-spined

manner— which, inci

dentally, can be
achieved only

by swim-

Ik

J
Photo by Ira L. Hill's Studio

Irene Castle proves

with embroidery, lace,

and stiffened veil

\ that it's the

\ little thin°s

ming and dancing and riding so much that

your whole body is perfectly fit. It's

rather the result of knowing how to wear
clothes ; of making them show that they've

been put on carefully, and of being sure

that each article of apparel is just the

right thing to wear with everything else.

You have noticed that when you have
seen her on the screen, of course. Her
shoes, hats, belts, gloves—everything

—

look as though they had been designed and
made to be worn together. And they are

all worn with that insouciant air that is

Mrs. Castle's greatest charm. It is due
to this extreme individuality that Mrs.
Castle's pictures are still in demand, for

the producers for whom she has played

seem to have gloried in providing her with

poor stories. Each one was worse than
its predecessor, but through them all Mrs.
Castle danced and smiled and won the

hearts of her audiences. Now she has her
own producing company, and in the fu-

ture you will not only go to see the charm-
ing Irene Castle in beautiful clothes, but
you will see her in interesting pictures as

well. She will make four pictures a year
from now on for the Hodkinson Corpo-
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Photo by F. E. Geisler

In her coat-dress of white polo cloth striped with blue, Mrs Castle lives up

admirably to her reputation for wearing striking clothes.

ration, and they will all be stories suited just to her. Of course,

that means that the pictures will have a sort of Fifth Avenue
atmosphere, that they will give her a chance to ride and swim $|
and dance, and that—best of all—she will show you the newest
creations of the great fashion designers, and the way they ought
to be worn.
Now you may not be as slim and vivacious as Irene Castle Tre-

main is. Very probably you haven't a wardrobe as extensive as

hers—few people have. But you can profit both by her selection

of gowns for the early spring and by her choice of accessories to

wear with them.

Just the other evening, at the first night of one of New York's
big theatrical productions, I saw three girls who had done this very
thing. They were in evening dress, and each of them wore on her
head a little wreath of leaves—dark-gfeen leaves, sprinkled with dia-

mond dust. It's a charming fashion which the piquant Irene intro-

duced not long ago, and a very becoming one as well. Such a wreath
may be of ribbon, of silk, or of tiny enameled leaves.

Occasionally Mrs. Castle lets her wreath act as an accessory

to- the smartest dancing frock that I've

seen in a long time. It is of apple-

green crepe meteor, made with green
Georgette crepe of the same shade.

The skirt, which is made without a
seam, is of pieces so shaped that when
she dances they fly out like the petals

of a flower unfolding. These pieces

overlap, the heavier ones, on top, hold-

ing the lighter ones down.
Even the girl whose looks convince

her that she's anything but the popu-
lar Castle type can profit by the Cas-
tle method of selecting other acces-

sories. For example, there's the ques-

tion of the fluffy blouse or equally

fluffy chemisette. Even if a girl has

but one new suit a year, she can see

how smart an effect is gained by wear-

ing really beautiful lace and embroid-

ery as a supplement to it. Mrs. Cas-

tle is shown in the large photograph

on the preceding page wearing such

a blouse, with a strand of Oriental

pearls to detract from the very white

effect. Incidentally, the rage for dis-

tinctive veils finds expression in this

same costume—for with her little em-
broidered hat Mrs. Tremain wears

one whose edge is stiffened by a nar-

row, gilt ribbon. The embroidered

hat is another proof that Mrs. Cas-

tle's wardrobe has space for only the

newest creations of Dame Fashion

—

it is of satin which matches her suit,

and is embroidered all over in braid

and heavy silk thread. Some of these

little embroidered hats are of silk,

some of soft straw, and one exceed-

ingly smart one was of soft, shiny,

black leather,

reds,

embroidered in vivid

and yellows.

A soft, duvetyn
wrap, plain in front

and full in back, de-

mands all of Mrs.

Castle's smartness

of manner.
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Only the girl who wears her clothes with some of the smartness

of manner which distinguishes Mrs. Castle can wear a wrap such

as one recently designed for her. The front widths are not very full,

but the back, which hangs from a yoke, is very full indeed, and is

embroidered in fine threads. The wrap is of silk duvetyne and is

edged all around with kolinsky.

Even before she became a national figure and bobbed her hair, Mrs.
Castle was noted for wearing daring clothes, and she is still most
capably living up to that reputation. So the girl who is her type will

be delighted with a new coat-dress of white polo cloth striped with

dark blue, which will prevent its wearer ever remaining in the back-

ground. It is rather simply made, with a vest and deep pockets, and
has a narrow belt of red leather, just by way of variety. With this

costume Mrs. Castle wears a smart little hat of light-gray astrakhan
cloth, which is trimmed with yarn flowers.

For afternoon wear she chose recently a dark velvet frock which
should have a prototype in the wardrobe of every schoolgirl in the

land. It is very simply made, on straight lines, and has a small white

collar of Irish crochet and Valenciennes and a light leather belt. Its

most interesting feature is the row of buttons which runs up the

inside of either sleeve to the elbow—both the buttons and the long
buttonholes being white. With this frock goes a rounded toque, banded
with an ostrich feather, which hangs down in "King Charles" fashion.

A similar frock, which a friend of mine dubbed "a perfect ingenue
dress," is of blue serge, with a wide embroidered skirt panel and a

becoming oval neckline. Incidentally, it will pay you to study the

necklines of Mrs. Castle's gowns—there's not an ugly one among
them. She is a perfect artist when it comes to knowing exactly what

She likes the unexpected, so she puts her sleeve buttons up the inside, and wears

an ostrich feather more off', than on. her hat.

Photo by F. E. Geisler

Fhoto by F. E. Geisler

Mrs. Castle can also lend distinction to perfect

ingenue clothes.

she can wear and what she can't. Would
that more of us followed in her footsteps

in this respect

!

The burning question of the spring suit

is solved easily, of course, when, like Mrs.
Castle, one can have many of them. But
even those of us who will have but one will

be perfectly happy if it is as attractive as

a certain blue serge suit which Mrs. Tre-
main selected not long ago. It is braided

Continued on page 98
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Russell Simpson hopes that some day a director will

want him without any whiskers.

Have You Any
Whiskers?

Maybe you can trade places with Russell Simp-

son, who's getting tired of his crape hair.

By Edwin Schallert

times in a mattress store or rug dealer's shop. It

depends a great deal on the part. Here's some I

bought to-day at Woolworth's. Very good hair,"

he remarked, as he showed me a package. "Think
I'll use it."

"That woman I was just talking to is going to

cut off her hair, and she gave me first chance on
a purchase. I generally pay pretty well for good
hair," and Simpson commenced draping on a beard
with the Woolworth switch.

I began to see that there was something in this

hair stuff after all. And I recovered some of my
equipoise, or whatever it is.

"You see, whiskers are my specialty," Simpson
went on, as he surveyed the patriarchal beard that

appeared on his chin in the looking-glass. "I've

tried to get away from them, but I can't. They
make such a lot of trouble.

"My wife, for instance, has objected from time

to time at the disappearance of her switches. But
perhaps I shouldn't say that, because she doesn't

wear them now.
"I've had the misfortune to be cast in many roles

where I had to wear a beard. Sometimes, when
the part allows, I raise my own. I did that in

'Godless Men,' the new Goldwyn picture. Other
times, I have to glue on the whiskers with spirit

gum, which I obtain from the East—a special kind

that doesn't show.
"I used a beard like

that in 'Lahoma,' also

in 'The Brand.' The
one in 'Lahoma' was
the longest—eighteen

and a half inches," de-

clared Simpson, with
the precision of a

mathematical expert.

"In 'Bunty Pulls the

Strings,' of course, I

wore only side-burns.

That was easy. By
the way, that picture

gives me my best

chance at acting—that

and 'Godless Men.'

Continued on page 93

The dirt-stained natives

think that Simpson is one

of them when they see him

out on location.

WILL you pardon me a moment? There
is a lady waiting outside to show me
her hair."

Russell Simpson gave me a nod and a half

smile and walked out of his dressing room at

Goldwyn studio, while I gave vent to a repressed "Oh—I see !" wonder-
ing what sort of piquant adventure was in store for the character actor
whom I had come to interview.

Evidently the lady's hair was bobbed, or Simpson's taste for admiring
tresses was dulled that day, for he very shortly ended the interruption

—which I had considered rather frivolous—by coming back and seating

himself before his dressing table, where he started to make up as if

nothing unusual had happened.
"I suppose you are rather a connoisseur on hair," I remarked by way

of opening the conversation, and with a certain curiosity concerning his

odd penchant for beholding a woman's coiffure. I had visions of him
selling dye or hair restorer, when he was acting.

"Oh, yes, I suppose I am. I do pick up a lot of hair that way," said

he, nodding toward the door through which he had just returned.

"You say " And I know my surprise was as

wide-mouthed as the entrance of a subway. "You say "Bunty Pulls the

you pick up hair " Strings" gave him

"Oh, yes, now and then," he broke in. "Down at oneofhis best parts.

the ten-cent store, around the beauty parlors, and some- Photo by ciarence s. &>ii



Those Cowl ess

Cowboys!

OH, those cowless cowboys of the mo-
tion pictures ! Those guys that

go 'round all dolled up like a

merry-go-round in the cowboy scenery, but

who never seem to have any work to do

!

Pictures are so educational, aren't they ?

You know, I always used to think in my
artless Japanese way that cowboys really

were on speaking terms with cows—that

they were a bunch of hard-working guys
that got up early in the morning, worked
hard all day at cow-punching, and played
cards at night for relaxation, drinking liq-

uor, if any. But now I know differ-

ently. Cowboys probably wouldn't
know a bossy if they met one in the

lane. Cowboys never work. They
don't have time. The hero keeps
'em too busy.

And how sympathetic and inter-

ested they always are in the hero's

affairs ! We wish sometimes when
we are in trouble and things go
wrong with us that we had a flock

of sympathetic folks as devoted and
helpful to us as that gang of cow-

boys always is to the hero. Take a William
Russell picture I saw not long ago, for
instance ; when the boss of a mining engi-

neer refused to give the hero more salary,

the cowboys tied him up, gagged and bound
him, and made him come through. Snappy
service, I'll say

!

But when the hero's girl gets lost or kid-

naped—oh, boy ! That's when the cowboys
have a chance to show the stuff they are

made of. They never seem to have
a girl of their own. They couldn't

!

They're too busy looking after the

hero's girl, for she has a natural

genius for getting into trouble. And
even if a cowboy gets him a girl,

in a dance hall—or some place like

that—it always turns out she's

really the hero's girl, and he has

to give her back to him. That's

how it was in a recent Tom Mix
picture. Even after the cowboy
had rescued Tom's girl from a

burning building, he never even

got to hold her hand.

Yes'r, heroism, not work, is the cowboy's life job.

I saw a bunch of cowboys at a round-up of cattle,

all fitted up with lariats and things, in a Bill Farnum
picture the other day, and I thought to myself, they

really are going to work this time. Next minute,

though, along came the hero and told the boys his girl

had been stolen and his bank robbed, and—whoopee!

off they rode. Those cows could go jump in the kike

for all they cared. That ranch owner could just go

whistle for his cattle. I wondered why he kept on

paying the cowboys, but he did, judging from their

handsome carved saddles and sombreros. Probably

he was afraid of them.

But I will say for those cowboys they're a clever

bunch when they get to sleuthing. If ever I lose a

mine or a relative, I won't employ a detective. I'll

get a bunch of cowboys to trail the criminal. They're

so careless about where they go a-horseback, for one

thing. They prefer tops of mountains in the sunset

glow, for pictorial effect;^ but you will remember

that when duty called the cow chaperons in one of

Mix's late pictures, the boys never hesitated—they

Continued on page 94



| News Notes From the Studios
|

1 Some information about the productions that are being made and the players who appear in them. |
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Two old favorites who have not been seen in motion

pictures of late are coming back. Florence Lawrence,

famous as "The Biograph* Girl" and Mary Pickford's

early ideal, returns as the star of "The Unfoldment,"
a Producers' Picture Corporation production. J. War-
ren Kerrigan announces that in the future he will make
five pictures every year. The first one will probably
be an adaptation of a Richard Harding Davis story.

New stars, too, are coming to the fore every day.

Charlotte Greenwood, who for three years has delighted

theater audiences from coast to coast in the musical
comedies, "So Long Letty" and "Linger Longer Letty,"

is starring in a motion-picture version of the first

"Letty" play.

Wilfred Lytell, brother of Bert,

is playing opposite Pearl White in

her forthcoming production.

A near-riot was caused at Ellis

Island, the immigrant station of the

port of New York, recently, when
it was learned that Mary Pickford's

company was filming some scenes

there. Crowds rushed to the scene

and watched anxiously for Mary,
but Mary never came, for although

the scenes were being made for her
picture, "Through the Door," Mary
herself did not appear in them. If she had known
how disappointed the crowd would be she might have

rewritten the scenario and come on from California to

appear in those scenes.

After studying classic dancing for years, in the be-

lief that she would some time find it useful in her

pictures, Norma Talmadge's first fancy-dancing role

came in "Passion Flower," her newest picture. Un-
fortunately, she was called upon to do a Spanish dance

utterly different from anything she had learned. For
weeks she was as busy forgetting the rules of classic

dancing as she formerly was learning them.

Apropos of Constance Talmadge's marriage it is in-

teresting to note that two of her future pictures will

be "Wedding Bells" and "A Butterfly in Harness."

Dorothy Dalton has withdrawn from the cast of

"The Money Master," the first picture play written by
Sir Gilbert Parker.

Roscoe Arbuckle does not want his admirers to get

unduly excited over the title of his next picture, "Crazy
to Marry."

Pauline Starke will play the title role in "Salvation

Nell," a Whitman Bennett production of the famous
play in which Mrs. Fiske appeared on the stage.

Metro has recently indulged in the popular pastime

of changing the names of several of their picture plays.

During production, Viola Dana's most recent vehicle

was known as "Sorrentina," but it will be released as

"Puppets of Fate." "More Stately Mansions," a short

story by Ben Ames Williams, which was called "Are
Wives to Blame?" when its script first reached the

studio, is now titled "Extravagance." Jack London's
popular novel, "The Little Lady of the Big House,"
is to be screened as "What's the Matter With Mar-
riage ?"

Ethel Clayton's next appearance will be in "Sham."
Mabel Normand, having finally succeeded in gain-

ing ten pounds, has declared her rest cure at an end,
and is back at work in the Goldwyn studio on a pic-

ture as yet unnamed.
On the completion of "East Lynne," her husband's

production in which she plays the leading role, Mabel
Ballin retired to Lakewood, New Jersey, to rest.

Marcia Manon and Richard Dix will play the prin-

cipal parts in "The Bridal Path," a motion picture to

be made by Goldwyn from the play of the same name
by Thompson Buchanan.

In "A Divorce for Convenience," a Selznick produc-
tion, starring Owen Moore, a vam-
pire part is played by Nita Naldi,

who won her first laurels in motion
pictures when she appeared with
John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekvll

and Mr. Hyde."
"The Love Special" is the title

of the latest Wallace Reid picture.

In this he plays the part of a rail-

road engineer, and needless to re-

mark, the heroine, played by Agnes
Ayres, has eyes for no one else in

the cast.

Several big productions are listed

among the current releases of the Famous Players-
Lasky Corporation. They include "The Faith Healer,"
a George Mel ford production of the famous play by
William Vaughn Moody; "The Call of Youth," a pro-
duction made at the London Famous Players studio;
Thomas Meighan in "The Easy Road;" Mat Moore
in a crook story, "Straight Is the Way;" William S.

Hart in his own production, "O'Malley of the Mounted;"
Mae Murray in "The Gilded Lily," "a Robert Z. Leon-
ard production

;
Dorothy Dalton in "The Teaser" and

"Beau Revel," a Thomas Ince production written by
Louis Joseph Vance.

"The Opened Shutters," a popular novel by Clara
Louise Burnham, has been purchased as a screen ve-
hicle for Edith Roberts. Carmel Myers, her neighbor
at Universal City, will next appear in "The Dangerous
Moment."

Rudolph Valentino will play Armand Duval in Nazi-
mova's production of "Camille."

A heavy blizzard at Truckee, California, sent May
Allison and twenty other members of the "Big Game"
company scampering up there to film snow scenes.

Naomi Childers, a leading player in many Goldwyn
productions, will play the leading role in "Courage," a
Sydney Franklin production to be released by First

National. Sylvia Breamer, formerly the leading
woman in Sydney Franklin productions, has signed a
contract to appear in productions sponsored by the

Rubiayat Press and Publishing Company.

The title of the first motion picture by Elinor Glyn,
the celebrated author of "Three Weeks," has been
changed from "The Sheltered Daughter" to "Her Great
Moment."

Among the prominent people soon to make their mo-
Continued on page 101



Our New
Temples of

Art
How the motion-picture pal-

aces developed, the problems
that their further development
will solve, and a glimpse be-

hind the scenes, showing how
their wonderful programs are

put together.

By John Addison Elliott

SHORTLY after the close

of the war, almost be-

fore any peace-time ac-

tivities had been resumed, I

remember seeing in Picture-
Play the following comment
by The Observer

:

"What is the finest new
building that is going up in

your town? In nine places

out of ten the answer is, 'The
new motion-picture theater.'

"

In a great many places

that answer still holds good.

Scarcely a week passes but
in some city a new pic-

ture palace opens its doors.

And in connection with these

new theaters and their meth-
ods of showing pictures, may
be seen the solution of some
of the problems that have
been vexing the producers,
the theater managers, and the

picture-loving public.

Like everything else in con-
nection with the industry, the
history of fine presentation of
pictures has been one of brief

and rapid development. It

began only seven years ago,
when S. L. Rothapfel came to

New York from a small town
in Pennsylvania, and with a
vision of what was to come,
induced capitalists to erect

the famous Strand Theater
on Broadway, the first the-

ater to be devoted exclusively
to pictures, embellished by
orchestral music, artistic

lighting, and incidental bits

Photo by White.

Just a tiny corner of the huge Capitol Theater, the largest building of its kind in

the world, and one of the most beautiful.

of song and dance.
Soon after that theater became an established success,

the Rialto was built, replacing what until then had been
the most famous home of vaudeville, and into this new
cinema temple moved Rothapfel, there to develop fur-
ther his now well-known theories of a "unit program,"
in which everything from manner of raising the cur-
tain until its final . fall was carefully worked out to
combine in a unified and satisfying performance.
The success of the Rialto Theater, added to that of

the Strand, started the building of these picture palaces
all over the country, which culminated, a year and a
half ago, in the opening of the Capitol, the largest
theater in the world—a huge edifice that requires the

services of three hundred employees, that seats fifty-

three hundred persons, and. where, each week, from
sixty to one hundred thousand persons are entertained.

These great amusement centers have accomplished
two things of note. They have inspired an interest

in pictures on the part of thousands of persons who
would not have been content, a few vears ago, to visit

the old-fashioned "store show," and this encouraged
the producers to strive for higher quality in production.
Second, they have done more for the popularizing of
fine music than any other single institution.

An example of this last statement lies in the fact

that at the Rialto, Rivoli, and Criterion Theaters, in

New York, all under the direction of Doctor Hugo
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Riesenfeld, five hundred thousand dollars a year is

expended for music. It may interest the countless thou-
sands of persons who have visited these theaters to

know that out of every admission they paid, ten cents
was applied toward the musical part of the program.
And it may be of further interest to know that, thanks
to their patronage, Doctor Riesenfeld has been able
to found a school for the development and training of
professional singers
and dancers. Nor are

these pupils confined to

appearing in motion-
picture theaters. Their
training and experience
before the picture audi-

ences is but a stepping

stone toward grand
opera and the concert

stage. Already a large

number of them have
been graduated from
picture-theater work,
and have found places

in the Metropolitan and
the Chicago Grand
companies.

The very latest development
in picture theaters is now in

quite another direction. Hith-

erto the movement had been
toward larger and larger the-

aters. It is not likely that any
theater will exceed the huge
Capitol in size. And so, the

opening of the Criterion The-
ater as a picture house, a year
ago, answered a new need

—

the need for a theater in

which a program of an inti-

Opera
Photo by Campbell

THESE TWO MEN
have done more, perhaps, than any others, to
develop the art of motion-picture presentation.
The one above is S. L. Rothapfel, a pioneer in

this line of work, who rose from running a small
picture show above a saloon in a Pennsylvania
mining town, to managing the largest theater in
the world.
Doctor Hugo Riesenfeld, below, was a musician

of note before he became interested in picture
theaters. A composer as well as a conductor, he
forsook the symphony orchestra to join Roth-
apfel, whom he succeeded. He has done much to
improve the artistic quality of motion-picture
programs.

mate and exquisite type might
be presented, and in which a picture might be placed

for an indefinite run.

The problem which this and other theaters of its

kind is expected ultimately to solve is the most vex-

ing problem that the producers face to-day : the neces-

sity of making every picture a sort of greatest common
divisor for the tastes of every one who patronizes

pictures.

As Doctor Riesenfeld recently explained it. under
the present system a producer is fortunate if his pic-

ture shows for a week in the largest house in the

largest city. In the smaller cities, and in the smaller

theaters, a picture is shown for only one day. Under
such a system, in order to get back the cost of pro-

duction and to make a profit, every picture must be
shown everywhere, in almost every town and city of

every size.

But the taste of theatergoers varies in different lo-

calities. Pictures that succeed in the large cities do
not always interest the patrons of the smaller places,

and vice versa.

Doctor Riesenfeld contends that if a chain of little

theaters like the Criterion, irr which pictures can be
given an indefinite run, can be established throughout
the country, a producer can then make pictures which
will not need to have this universal appeal. And it

does not severely tax the imagination to vision several

such chains of small theaters, each devoted to a differ-

ent type of picture, so that different classes of persons,

having different likes and dislikes, can choose a cer-

tain theater as always having the type of picture which
he or she most enjoys.

The picture palace will remain, however, no matter
how extensively the chains of small theaters are de-
veloped, for so interesting and colorful are their pro-
grams that they appeal to practically every class of
patrons—as does the huge New York Hippodrome,
and the great circuses that year after year play to
thousands every day, drawing the same sort of enthusi-
astic patronage from city, town, and country.
No one can visit one of these picture palaces with-

out wondering by what ingenious method the differ-

ent elements that go to make up the programs are fused
together into a harmonious and blended whole. Per-
haps this unity is the most remarkable in the case of
the huge Capitol—not because it is any finer than the
others, but because it is so much larger.

"We never can relax for a moment in our striving
for absolute perfection," said Mr. Rothapfel to me,
recently, while discussing this phase of presentation.
"With an audience of more than five thousand per-
sons you can't slip up for a second. Thus the smallest
details of every program are gone over and over until

they are as near perfect as they can be made. Take
such a matter as opening or closing a curtain—you
wouldn't think there was much of a trick to that, would

you? Well, our men who
do that work are as care-
fully trained as our singers

and dancers. Every move is

timed to the exact second, and
every move must be done

—

just so."

"But how is the whole pro-
gram put together?" I asked,

"your huge orchestra playing
music that seems to flow along
in exactly the same mood and
rhythm as the picture?"

"Come around to our pro-

jection room at ten to-night

and I'll show you," he said,

projection room that night I found Roxy,
as he is called, sitting,

in his shirt sleeves, be-

hind a high desk that

looked as though it be-

longed in the pilot

house of a steamer. .AH
along the top of it were
instruments of preci-

s i o n — chronometers,
speedometers, and
other mechanical de-

vices to tell him just

how fast his film was
being run off, at ex-

actly what moment the

film would reach a

given point in the story, and the like.

Beside him sat the librarian, whose sole duty is to

care for the theater's great collection of orchestral

music, and other members of his staff. At the piano

sat the principal conductor of the orchestra, who had,

for the last performance, turned over his baton to an
associate.

From a great stock of selections which had been

brought to him Rothapfel selected one and handed it

to the conductor.

"Try this one," he asked, signaling for the operator

Continued on page 83

On the following three pages are examples of fhestage settings and
scenic effects used in recent programs at the different theaters men-
tioned in this article.

In the tin\
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Desha danced into the
hearts of Criterion audi-

ences with an airy creation

called "The Bubble." Her
success brought her an ex-

tended engagement there.

This rollicking scene from "Falstaffs Dream," which was pre-

sented at New York's Rivoli Theater by the New School of Opera
and Ensemble, made this theater more than ever the delight of

music lovers. Below is shown the pretentious spectacle which
ushered in "The Garden of Allah," at the Strand Theater, also

in New York City.



Maria Gambarelli, t h e

ballerina of the Capitol

Theater, is only seventeen

years old, but she success-

fully creates dances for

every type of feature pic-

ture on the Capitol
program.

Pboto by Floyd

Photo by Apeda

Refinement and delicacy reign throughout the prologues at the

Criterion Theater. There gentility holds sway, leaving more
dramatic effects for the larger theaters. One of the most striking

and effective prologues ever seen in New York was staged at the

Capitol Theater as an introduction to "Passion." The finale

of it is pictured below.
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You may be able to equal the achievement of

one of these remarkable youngsters—if you
start young enough. The motion-picture in-

dustry demands extraordinary talents—and hard
work—but recognition, when it comes, comes
swiftly, as this sextet holding important posi-

tions proves. Sarah Y. Mason, the young
woman above, claims that she is twenty-five,

but she is probably reckoning her age by con-

tinuities written, not birthdays passed, for she
looks younger than that.

She started her screen career writing sub-

titles for C. Gardner Sullivan, then did con-

tinuities for Douglas Fairbanks, Metro stars,

and ZaSu Pitts. Now the Selznick company
has her under a long-term contract.

Irving Thalberg, to the right, is only twenty-

one, and all the cares of being general manager
of Universal City don't seem to make him ap-

pear older. When everything goes right in the

film city, the credit goes to whoever can claim

it first, but when anything goes wrong, it's a
case of "See Thalberg about it."

Walter Wanger, at the bottom of the page,

became production manager of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation at the age of twenty-six. He
has charge of their studios in Hollywood, Long
Island, London,^, and Bombay—and he has all

the qualifications for the job except a pair of

seven-league boots.
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fhnto by White

Kathryn Stuart, whose photograph is shown
at the top of the page, has been appointed to

adapt to the screen ''Star Dust," the novel by
Fannie Hur9t, author of "Humoresque." Three
years ago she was a novice in the Famous
Players-Lasky scenario department; one year

ago she had become one of their most capable

scenarioists. She went to Realart then, where
she has prepared the scenarios tor all the Con-
stance Binney pictures. "Everything comes to

her who
.
writes," is Miss Stuart's sincere con-

viction.

The distinction of being the youngest mo-
tion-picture director belongs to Marcel de Sano.

whose picture is shown above. He is only

twenty-two years old, and has had but a year's

experience in a studio, but he is already a full-

fledged director for the Universal company. He
came to pictures by way of the French army
and the Roumanian diplomatic corps. His first

picture is "Beautifully Trimmed."
At. the right is Robert M. Haas, whom you

would have known as a brilliant young archi-

tect if Famous Players-Lasky hadn't come along

and persuaded him to become head of their

arts and decoration department in the East.

He is still in his twenties, but he commands the

army of workers at the big Long Island studio

like a veteran general.

Jt looks like a young man's—and a youne
woman's—game.



SNAPPED
WARN

Intimate glimpses of movie

The wondrous gardens of the Al-

hambra in Spain provided such ex-

quisite settings as this for Mar-
guerite Courtot in "Rogues and

Romance."

Not the setting for a pie-throwing comedy, but the pie

counter adjoining a motion-picture 9et where some big

scenes were being taken, all ready for the extras' drive

when the director called, "Time for lunch!"

Raymond Hatton plays

"At Home5
' with his char-

acteristic finesse. The
dog wishes he would play

it more often.

Pboto by C. HeUthton Monro*



WITHOUT
ING
folk, at home, and on location.

minium

A striking silhouette from Marshall

Neilan's "Bob Hampton of Placer,"

the great spectacle that revivifies

frontier-days history, the small

boy's delight.

Fortifications are not always as strong as they seem when you slip

around and get a side or a back view, as the photographer did when
he snapped this picture of the big set in George Seitz's "Rogues

and Romance."

Anita Stewart is as ro-

mance-loving as ever

;

she won't go to the party

until the story's heroine

is safe.
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Our New Temples of Art
Continued from page 74

to begin running off the picture, the

lone which was scheduled to be

shown in the theater on the follow-

ing week.

j

But after a few bars he cried out

rto stop. "It isn't right," he observed,

jas he waited until the operator could

i rewind the film he had run off, and
make ready to begin again. "Not
quite the right swing," he explained.

"Try this."

The second apparently was as un-

suitable. But the third selection

seemed to meet with his approval.

As the end was reached he ex-

claimed, "Fine ! fine ! The finale

comes at just the right place, too.

Heaven's with us. Now let's see

—

what key is it in? We'll see if

Heaven is really with us."

The key was given. Then, after

digging out another selection which
he had in mind as one which was
suitable for the next few feet of

the picture, he cried, "Well, Heaven
is with us ! Same key—what do you
think of that?" And he signaled to

try it out.

For two hours I watched him se-

lecting, fitting together, rejecting

—

now jumping up and rummaging
through the piles of music—now
rushing over to the piano and with

wild gesticulations, singing—in a not

too pleasing voice—a few bars to

show how he wanted a certain bit

played. Never have I seen any one
work more intensely. Not only he,

but the entire staff that assisted him
were tired out when they had fin-

ished.

At midnight they went out for a

bite to eat, and thence home and to

bed. All except Roxy. He was back
in the theater at one o'clock ready to

go through two hours of just as

vigorous rehearsals with the staff

that manage the lights—a feature

that is almost as essential to the

success of his programs as the music
itself.

I did not stay for this rehearsal,

but I did attend his final rehearsal

that took place on Sunday morning,
just before the theater opened for

the first showing of the week. Dur-
ing the week preceding every execu-
tive—such as the ballet master, the

orchestra conductor, the chief scenic

artist, and the electrician in charge
of the lighting—had been working
out, with the help of those under
them, the details of the general in-

structions they ~had received from
Mr. Rothapfel. Now the time had
come to see whether it would weld
together properly.

Never have I seen a more interest-

ing rehearsal. Though to the av-

erage person everything would have
seemed smooth enough, there was

scarcely a phase of it that Roxy
left untouched. First, the brasses

in the orchestra seemed to him
to be too loud, and he ordered
their position changed. The playing

of several passages he criticized, and
ordered different tempo or shading.

The ballet did not suit him in every

respect, and he ordered changed the

stage setting for the prologue to the

feature picture. In a last, final burst

of temperament, he discharged the

bass drummer. This came about be-

cause the poor drummer, smarting
under a tongue lashing in which
Rothapfel had charged him with hav-
ing no style in handling his tambou-
rine while the orchestra was playing

the marimba, to accompany a beau-

tiful tropical travel picture in color,

N O W—F OR A
NOVELTY!

Herbert Howe has done
a personality story that
is different. It's a cameo
of Corimie Griffith—

a

series of brief impres-
sions of this most charm-
ing of the cinema stars,

which will reveal her in

varied moods and set-

tings. It will appear in

the next issue of
PICTURE-PLAY MAGA-
ZINE.

the man had, in desperation, tried

thumping his tambourine on his

head.

Rothapfel, standing down in the

orchestra of the theater, and shout-

ing through his megaphone, like a

picture director, stopped the orches-

tra.

"Two weeks' notice !" he said to

the hapless drummer. "I'll have no

smart Aleck stunts
!"

I have a sneaking notion that

Roxy never really intended to en-

force the two-weeks' notice, for I am
quite sure that I recognized the same
drummer in his orchestra some
weeks later. However, the criticism

seemed to be not without its effect,

for I never heard so much pep shaken
out of a tambourine as I did when I

sat in the same theater later in the

week and listened to the marimba.
And the drummer did not rap his

head with it, either.

Pep ! That was the word that

characterized the whole program, be-

ginning with the burst of applause

that followed the crashing finale of

the overture, when the soft tints that

flooded the stage tapestries—rose and
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gold, blending into a soft green-
suddenly were transformed into a

blaze of vivid yellow, and ending

with the last strains of "The Good
Old Summertime," which concluded

a short picture showing a trip

through some odd corners of old

New York.
That- picture had been chosen as

a light diversion intended to dispel

the emotional state in which the au-

diences were expected to be in after

the feature, "Madame X," and to

lighten it still further Rothapfel had
scouted the town to get some of the

old songs of a generation or two ago.

How he had chuckled on the night

of the rehearsal when his librarian

finally came in with them: "The
Sidewalks of New York," "A Bi-

cycle Built for Two," and several of

the others. He knew how those

would hit a New York audience!

It became more clear, too, why he

had slashed the news reels the way
he had. At the rehearsal he had had
run off for him all the week's issue

of each of the big news reels—there

were some forty or fifty subjects in

all. From these he picked about six

subjects. They included no monu-
ments being unveiled—no groups
standing on the steps of the Capitol

at Washington. They were pictures

of animation and thrill—such as the

new artillery tanks performing
strange maneuvers, a picture that de-

manded the call of bugles, deep-roll-

ing drums, and the crash of the brass

choir as the huge tanks on the screen

went crashing through a forest of

underbrush.
Then, by way of preparing the au-

dience for the feature, the master
program builder had prepared a deli-

cately tinted travelogue bit, "A Trip
Through Marimba Land," a picture

languorous and tropical—save for

that one place which had been so

unfortunate for the drummer.
Was it any wonder, I thought, as

the soft strains of the violins intro-

duced the first scenes of the feature

picture, that the audience is so car-

ried away beyond the world of ras-

calities, to love and to suffer with the

heroine ?

Some day performances—not so

huge or quite so fine, but perform-
ances that will be perhaps quite as

satisfying—will be given in the the-

aters in every city of any conse-

quence whatsoever. It is not the

size, but the quality that counts. The
little Criterion seats only six hun-
dred persons, and its orchestra is but

a small one. Yet some of the finest

productions have had their premieres
there, and audiences continue to pack
the tiny house each week, paying a
higher admission, by the way, than
is charged at the larger theaters.
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There is subtlety in veils and silks and satins— and in Louise Glaum's eyes.

EMPIRE gowns, the fashion editor tells me, are

cut square. And, she adds, some decolletes are

V-models. This inside information on modes
and models does not help me a little bit in describing

what Louise Glaum was wearing when I saw her be-
ing saved from violent death in the J. Parker Read
studios and, more specifically, "Love." I saw her from
the back at first glance, and in my meager way, I

But seeing Louise Glaum in decollete

By Malcolm I
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should classify the costume she wore
as a distinctly O-model. From the

waist up, her back was as bare as

Mrs. Hubbard's cupboard. A strand

of determined-looking pearls disap-

peared over her left shoulder: that

was all. It stood between Louise and
the National Board of Censorship, so

to speak. But it probably stood her

in good stead. The picture is being

shown at all of the best theaters.

My second meeting wTith Miss
Glaum was a less sensational one.

Her mother was there, and a digni-

fied maid, and a tableful of cosmetics,

perfumes, lotions, soaps, and salves.

The table interested me immensely. I

asked Miss Glaum whether she used
half of the things I saw there, whereat
she laughed long and loudly, and as-

sured me that in addition to what was
on the table, she used some ten other

preparations regularly.

"Watch me make up," she invited.

But I think that it would be more
apropos to describe to you what she

looked like before donning the grease-

paint. You can see her on the screen

any day.

Her figure is short and inclined to-

ward the embonpoint, but not, as yet,

anywhere near the fatal point of fat-

ness. Her hair is bobbed, brown, and
boisterous, if you follow the meta-
phor. It is snarly and carefree and
impudent, framing her face roguishly,

albeit alluringly. Her lips are the

most attractive of her features. They
are inviting. Her chin has a cleft

that resembles Wally Reid's, and her

eyes are rather narrow and vampish.
There is a come-and-play-wiz-me tilt

to the Glaum head, and an eternal

challenge in the Glaum manner. She
is the single Califilmienne I have met
who impressed me as a person sim-

ilar to her screen-self—and yet so dif-

ferent ! When she talks the siren in

her stops abruptly, and the American
woman steps to the fore.

"I guess I'm the last of the Mo-
hicans at this vamp stuff," she re-

marked as she touched up her eve-

lashes deftly. "It's interesting work,
too, I think. This vampiring isn't the deadly boring
stuff you would expect it to be. I make the lady use
different methods every time. Dressing the part helps
so much !"

There followed a detailed analysis of how Miss
Glaum had dressed her last part and how she was un-
dressing—that is to say, how she was dressing "Love."
Louise Glaum is wrapped up in dress and style and
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and in private are two different matters.

H. Oettinger
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! costuming. She designs everything

she wears, and her mother often

makes many of the costumes. When
Louise talks she uses her expressive

forefingers to illustrate her points, and

the result is as graceful as it is help-

ful. She leans forward, with chin

thrust out, and eyes often staring up
and beyond, as if dreaming. Her
poise is complete and her pose effec-

tive.

Her ambitions are concentrated

upon acting and writing.

"I want to be an emotional star on
the speaking-stage some day," she

told me. "And I want to publish a

book of love poems that I've been
working on for ages and ages.

They're not Ellawheelerwilcox in any
way. They are sincere, and I see no
reason why they shouldn't be given to

the reading public. I'd like to do a

book on spiritualism, too."

I raised my eyebrows in polite sur-

prise. There is nothing spirituelle

about Louise Glaum.
"Honestly," she smiled, narrowing

her eyes in what might have been a

supremely earnest manner. "I believe

in communication with the other
world. I've done it. And I intend
to write about it some day.

"Then," she concluded ambitiously,

"there are the pictures. No one has
done them justice yet, in print. I

have in preparation a history of the
photo play."

"I shall look for an autographed
first-edition copy," I assured her
gravely.

"And you shall have it!" she ex-
claimed. But she didn't take my ad-
dress.

The pet Glaum aversion is visitors

on the set during the making of one
of her pictures. Signs are promi-
nently displayed around her sets

warning off "Admiring Friends" as
they are classed in the notices. I

don't know whether I came under
that category or not, but I did see
Louise in action. She is an intense
worker, and an energetic one. After
each scene, her mother or maid hur-
ried over to her with a great big tin box full of make-
up utensils. Miss Glaum readjusted her eyes and lips

after each scene, and every once in a while covered
her arms and back with a white liquid soap that would
register a gleaming tint, she told me, that would render
her vampire-characterization the more vivid. Veils,

she assured me were invaluable aids to the silver-

sheet siren. And silks.

Photo by Abbe

Gleaming shoulders and bizarre costumes make her every move effective.

"There is a subtlety in veils and silks and satins,"

she said, "that register one hundred per cent, where

other materials flop woefully. That's why you see so

much filmy stuff all around this scene—it was the in-

terior of a temple— it heightens the suggestion of ro-

mance and adventure."

She held out a beauty spot, with a smile, as she mas-
Continued on page 87



PLAYING BOTH ENDS
By Ed

IN southern California you can swell your bank
account suddenly by entering into either of

two professions—the motion-picture business

or real estate. And recently a little yellow-haired,

blue-eyed girl deserted- the camera just long enough
to meet the real-estate crowd at its own game and
prove herself the equal of any agent in it.

"People go to movies—and they go home," Mary
Miles Minter had reflected. She was already in

the movies—if she went into real estate, too, she

AGAINST THE MIDDLE
na Foley

could play both ends against the middle, as you
might say ; she'd have the upper hand of the money
market.

So she and sister Margaret formed an invest-

ment company, bought a tract of land adjoining

the California Country Club, divided it into resi-

dence sites, and promptly sold two of them for

money enough to cover the original investment.

And here you see the two principal members of

the company, as they appear "on location."
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an amusing portrayal of a perfectly

healthy woman rushing from one

rest cure to another. Anita Loos
and John Emerson have tried . to

brighten things a bit for Constance.

The picture is good enough, but you
need not go out of your way to see it.

"THE INSIDE OF THE CUP."

"The Inside of the Cup," pro-

duced by Albert Capellani for Cos-
mopolitan, was adapted from Win-
ston Churchill's novel. It is a

rather solemn treatise on religion and
socialism—a film sermon. The man-
ner of its presentation is praise-

worthy, and it is a good, sound pic-

ture for conservative audiences.

"PASSION FRUIT."
For unconservative audiences we

recommend "Passion Fruit,". Doral-

dina's first picture for Metro. Her-
bert Howe has already described to

you the domestic life of Doraldina,

the hula-hula dancer, the cabaret fa-

vorite, and the excellent wife. Leav-
ing the "excellent-wife" part of it

out of consideration, "Passion Fruit"

is just what you might expect. It is

a lurid melodrama of Hawaii, and
every time a smashing climax is

needed Doraldina gets up and flings

a couple of dances. In spite of the

dancing and wild goings-on, "Pas-
sion Fruit" is not so bad. If you
live in the city and are used to hula-

hula dances and Hawaiian cabarets,

"Passion Fruit" will mean nothing
at all to you. But if I were living

on a lonely Nebraska farm, I should
dash into the flivver and rush to the
nearest Bijou Dream to see "Passion
Fruit." I think it would interest me
in the same way that a simple, pas-
toral play interests the person who
leads a hectic city life.

"THE GREAT ADVENTURE."
"The Great Adventure" is a fairly

amusing picture if you have not read
the book from which it was adapted.
"Buried Alive," by Arnold Bennett,
contained a rare screen plot; but

Whitman Bennett, the producer, pre-

ferred to turn it into a plain, ordi-

nary movie. The story of the shy
artist who "plays dead" to avoid

fame is burlesqued beyond all rea-

son. The chief offender is none
other than Lionel Barrymore. With
a chance for a genuine comedy char-

acterization, he gives us a routine

portrayal of a vaudeville English-

man. Lionel was "off his game"
when he made "The Great Adven-
ture."

"PAYING THE PIPER."

I am ashamed to say anything

more about George Fitzmaurice and
Ouida Bergere. But I am obliged

to report that they have not re-

formed in their newest production,

"Paying the Piper." It is an idle

story of an idle society girl

who learns that "money isn't

everything." Yes, the settings

are lovely. Dorothy Dickson, an-

other dancer, is the featured player,

but she fails to make the grade.

HowTever, she ornaments the settings

and flits gracefully hither and yon.

"THE MOUNTAIN WOMAN."
Working against the handicap of

a familiar locale—the Cumberland
Mountains—Pearl White manages
to give us something different in

"The Mountain Woman." She plays

the part of a gal who has been raised

as a boy, and the story has the swing
and the zest of the old Pearl White
serials. Miss White is an active-

minded, active-bodied young woman.
Everv day she lives, she grows more
like Mary Garden. The fans know
Pearl, and they know her worth.

Maybe some day William Fox will

encourage her to do something in the

way of dramatic acting that will

make us all sit up and take notice.

A GENERAL SURVEY.
Constance Binney's new picture is

called "Something Different," but it

is not. Mae Marsh's first picture

for Robertson-Cole is called "The
Little 'Fraid Lady." I got as far

as the theater, saw the title, and ran

the other way. Perhaps some day I

will be brave enough to see the pic-

ture. Just now I have a sentimental

feeling about Mae Marsh, and I hate

to think of her as a little 'fraid lady.

"The Highest Law," with Ralph Ince

playing his favorite role, that of

Abraham Lincoln, is worth your kind
patronage. Another Selznick pic-

ture, with Vera Gordon as its star,

is called "The Greatest Love." It is

Mr. Selznick's "Humoresque," and
is full of tears and laughter. Gladys
Walton, a new Universal star, proves
that she is a star by playing a dual

role in "Rich Girl, Poor Girl." Have
you heard that Paul Helleu has pro-

claimed Rubye de Remer the most
beautiful girl in America? Miss de

Remer adorns the screen. The title

of her current picture is "The Way
Women Love." It was adapted from
a story called "Behind the Green
Portieres." Dear me

!

I should like to be able to tell

more about George Beban's produc-
tion, "One Man in a Million." It is

a kindly, wholesome story, human
and sentimental. Helen Jerome
Eddy and "Bob White," who is

George Beban, Jr., are in the cast.

Unfortunately, I failed to see a

picture called "Women Men Love."
But the title is a masterpiece, and
the cast, which includes William
Desmond, Marguerite Marsh, Mar-
tha Mansfield, and Evan Burrows
Fontaine, sounds interesting. The
picture is described as the "story of

a girl's passion for gambling."

Addenda : Since completing the

Screen in Review and after having
shown justice to all and mercy to

none, I met an intelligent woman who
told me that "The Kid" was disgust-

ing, and that Charles Chaplin ought
to be ashamed to wear such dirty

clothes. And I met another intelli-

gent woman who thought that "Man-
Woman-Marriage" was a noble

blow for the cause of feminism, and
that "Forbidden Fruit" was a perfect

dream of a picture ! It is great to be
a critic.

L

saged a final gob of cold cream into

her face.

"And that," she said. "See that?

Well, one little bit of court-plaster

placed judiciously—or should I say

injudiciously—will get across the

lure of a siren lady more than all

the cigarettes in the world."

Following the cold cream, rouge

was deftly applied, and finallv an

ow and Behol
Continued from page 85

overcoating of skin enamel. (So, at

least the box was labeled. It looked

to me like floor wax.) With a final

pat of the powder puff, and a last

rearranging of her carmined lips.

Miss Glaum arose from her dressing

table and started toward the door.

"Have to slave some more," she

smiled. "And when I get through

there's a dinner to go to, and a dance

d!

and a local appearance and letters

that ought to be written and Heaven
knows what else."

She helped a slipping shoulder-

strap back onto her gleaming white
shoulder. Somewhere outside some
one with a megaphone was howling
for Miss Glaum.

"It's a great life !" said Louise, as

she left me.
I have my doubts.



PEGGY REBECCA.—Here you are,

right at the head of The Oracle

department! If at first you don't suc-

ceed, eh? No, that was not my picture

you cut out. Sadly unlike me, in fact.

You will have to guess again. Mary
Pickford was born in Toronto, Canada,
in 1893. She wears her very own hair,

no one else's. Jack Mulhall has just

signed a long-term contract with Lasky,
and will appear opposite the Paramount
and Realart stars in future productions.

Bebe Daniels' first starring vehicle for
Realart was "You Never Can Tell." He
has been on the screen for the last four
years. Louise Fazenda is not with Mack
Sennett's forces any longer. She is now
touring the country for the Special Pic-

tures Corporation, and will begin work in

a series of comedies for them immediately
upon her return to the coast.

Miss Julia S.—You must write direct

to the players for their photographs, not
to me. All addresses at the end of The
Oracle.

Lasca.—Where have you been keep-
ing yourself? Cecil B. De Mille lives in

Hollywood, where he has built himself a
beautiful home in the hills. He has a
wife and two children.

R. S. B. C.—Are vou any relation to

R. S. V. P.? "The Kid" is the title of
Charles Chaplin's latest picture. It will

be released by the First National Exhibi-

tors' Circuit, the organization that has
handled all his other recent pictures.

Frank Keenan was born in Dubuque,
Iowa. You are right; they did go_ to

Europe for their honeymoon. You might
write them and try. Probably they would.

Melttng-Pete. — Douglas Fairbanks'

first wife was Beth Sully, a nonprofes-
sional. He has an' only child, a son ten

years old. Write to her at the studio.

We do not give the personal addresses

of the players. If you believe everything
you hear, you will soon be in the same
fix, don't you think? I'm sure I would
be if T did".

Lonesome L. J. Mc.—Being married
doesn't interfere with their sending pho-

tographs to the fans. You will probably
hear from her before long. Some of

them will and, again, some of them won't.

It all depends on how many requests

they have and how much time to take

care of them. None of the stars you men-
tioned are married, with the exception of

Wanda Hawley. Constance Talmadge
was born in Brooklyn, New York, in igoo.

Mary Miles Minter was born in Shreve-
port, Louisiana, on April I, 1900. Bebe
Daniels was born in Dallas, Texas, in

iqoi. Constance Binney, in New York.
Marjorie Daw, in Colorado Springs, Colo-

rado, in 1902. Wanda Hawley was born
in Scranton, Pennsylvania. Shirley Ma-
son arrived on this earth at Brooklyn,
New York, in 1901. Mary Thurman, in

Richfield, Utah, in 1894. Never heard of

the other two you ask about. Dorothy
Dalton is not married at present. I am
sure I cannot answer that. Why is any
one homely or pretty? Just because they
weren't made any different, I guess.

Just Me.—You are another of my regu-

lar old-timers who have been hiding out
on me lately. Where have you been
keeping yourself? William Duncan re-

cently married his serial leading lady,

Edith Johnson. He was born in Scot-

THE ORACLE will answer in

these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a limited
number of questions—such as will

nit require unusually long answers
— will be sent if the request is ac>

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine. 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

TheOracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those

who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of ihis

department.

land, and she in Rochester, New York, in

1895. Do you watch the magazines
closely? You will find several pictures of

him in them if you do. No, not every
month. There are no stars who manage
to have a likeness of themselves published
in every issue, no matter how popular
they are.

The Thunderbolt.—Olive Thomas was
born in Charleroi, Pennsylvania, in 1898.

Pearl White hails from Springfield, Mis-
souri, where she arrived in 1889. Alice

Brady was born in New York City.

Douglas Fairbanks first saw the light of
day at Denver, Colorado, where he was

born in 1883. Doris May hails from Se-

attle, Washington. Mary Miles Minter
is five feet two. Shirley Mason just tips

the beam at five feet. Their ages have
already been given in the answers pre-

ceding yours. Jean Paige was born in

Paris, Illinois, in 1898. Edith Roberts
was born in New York City. Madge
Evans is also a New Yorkite, and 1909
is the year of her birth. Yes. I have been
in Chicago several times. It's a fine city.

You are certainly most welcome to write

to The Oracle at any old time.

An Admirer of Bebe and Wally.—
Write to the stars themselves, not to me.
You will find all the addresses you asked
for at the end of The Oracle. Wallace
Reid is married to Dorothy Davenport
and they have one little boy. Bebe Dan-
iels is not married. Yes, that is her cor-

rect name. Her latest picture is called

"Oh, Lady, Lady !" Wallace Reid's next
starring vehicle for Paramount will be

"The Daughter of a Magnate," from the

novel by Frank H. Spearman.

A Lover of Art.—Casson Ferguson was
born in Alexandria, Louisiana, in 1891.

He received his education there and in

Paris, France. His early career consisted

of ten years on the stage in Shakespeare
and in musical comedies in America. His
screen career has been with Morosco,
Lasky, Incc, Universal, Triangle, Hamp-
ton, Goldwyn, and Metro. He is five feet

eleven inches tall and weighs one hun-
dred and fifty pounds. His hair is brown
and his eyes are blue.

Sassy Jane.—You will find your ques-
tions already answered in this issue.

B. K. L.—You, too. All addresses at

the end of this department. Your last

question cannot be answered. It's en-

tirely too personal and none of my busi-

ness.

Alkali Ike.—I guess you don't read
up much on motion pictures. The Alkali

Ike comedies have not been made for sev-

eral years. The character was first in-

troduced by Augustus Carney in the old
Essanay days, and later he left that com-
pany and continued in his character for

the Universal. The comedies were known
as the Alkali Ike brand. I don't think
that they will be revived.

Sister Sue.—William S. Hart is work-
ing on his last picture for the Artcraft
program, and has announced that he will

retire from the screen at its completion.

T do not know whether Bill means to

make it a permanent affair or not. It

looks that way from all appearances, but
let us hope not. He has a sister, Mary
Hart, but not a wife.

Continued on page 106
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When EyesA re Close
(^L^nai^u^ Is Your Complexion at Ease

Does your complexion wince under the appraising gaze? Does it

fear the verdict
—"make-up"—"coarse"

—"muddy"? Or is it a com-
plexion of confidence—one that delights in close inspection? It is the

latter if you use Carmen! For Carmen gives the beauty, the youth-

ful bloom, the satiny smoothness that craves scrutiny, knowing that

the more critical the gaze, the more pronounced the praise.

Carmen, the powder that stays on, is also Carmen the powder whose charm-
ing natural effect on the skin is never lessened under dampness or glaring light.

It is truly the face powder extraordinary, as a test will show.

?/WifiL O/V/ov Send 12c to cover postage and packing for purse size
yJUTYipiC kJJJCT box with three weeks' supply— state shade preferred.

STAFFORD-MILLER CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

CARMEN
COMPLEXION

POWDER
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream and new

Brunette Shade, 50c Everywhere
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Hair Remover
Genuine— Original

BY actual test genuine De Miracle is

the safest and surest. When you
use it you are not experimenting with
a new and untried depilatory, because
it has been in use for over 20 years,

and is the only depilatory that has ever
been endorsed by Physicians, Surgeons,
Dermatologists, Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines.

De Miracle is the most cleanly, because
there is no mussy mixture to apply or
waeh off. You simply wet the hair

with this nice De Miracle sanitary liq-

uid and it is gone. De Miracle alone
devitalizes hair, which is the only
common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Try De Miracle just once, and if you
are not convinced that it is the perfect

hair remover return it to us with the
De Miracle guarantee and we will re-

fund your money. Write for book free.

Three sizes: 60c, ?i.oo, $2,00

At all toilet counters, or direct from us,

in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c,

$1.04 or $2.08, which includes war tax.

iraefe
Dept. Y32, Park Ave and 129th St.

Nsw York

instant Relief
Don't send me on© cent—just

let me prove i. to you as I have
done for over 72,500 others in the
last six months. I claim that
"Fairyfoot" is an absolute suc-
cesful bunion remedy. Hundreds
of thousands say so and I want
you to let me send it to you
FREE!, entirely at my expense.
I don't car ,, now disgusted you
feel with yourbunion—you have
not tried my remedy and I have
such absolute confidence in it
that I am going to send you
this treatment absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet
simple home treatment which
relieves you almost instantly of
all pain; it removes thecause of
the bunion and thus the ugly
deformity disappears—all this
while you are wearing as tight shoes
as ever. I know it w i II do all this and
I want you to send for "Fairyfoot"
FREE because 1 know you wiil then
tell alt your friends about it just as _
these 72.500 others are doing. Write now
announcement may not appeal' in this pap
Just send your name and addre.snand "Fairyfoof
will be sent promptly in plain sealed envelopi

Foot Remedy Co.. 2207 Millard Ave., Dep. 133, Chicago

A Girl's Adventures in Movieland
Continued from page 49

between a famous actor and direc-

tor general! "Now, which one are

you going to look at?" said Mr.
Karger. That's what I had been try-

ing to decide. And Mr. Lytell said,

"It's like being between the devil

and the deep, sea." But I never could

agree with him on that. I was wish-

ing that I could be like Ben Turpin
and look at them both.

Then the big moment of the after-

noon arrived. Mr. Karger said that

I was to "walk through" the next
scene. I'd had a feeling almost of

relief when I thought they weren't

going to take me in any scenes that

afternoon, and yet I wanted it more
than anything else in the world. The
scene was one where Bert Lytell

brought home in his limousine

the poor people he had rescued from
the tenement fire. We were to be
passing on the other side of the

street, and stop to stare at the un-
usual sight. The technical assistant,

who was just getting in the picture

for the fun of the thing, walked with

me.~ Our number was "two." It

took the "prop" men so long to fix

the lights and cover the wires with

snow, that I thought the time for

us to go on would never come, and
it made me terribly nervous and
shivery. Finally the director called

out, "one," and the couple at the

other end of the street walked to-

ward us. "Two," and we started.

"Keep on going," the director called,

and I almost turned around to look

at him when he said this, but just

caught myself in time. Four times

we went over this same thing.

Mr. Karger is more like my idea

of directors than some I've seen.

He wears high boots, and slams his

hat on any way it happens to land

on his head, and uses a megaphone.
"Step lively there, you people in the

car !" he called in regular dream-
director fashion. "Don't be so

wooden ! Remember, you've just

had all your belongings burned

—

you're homeless. Don't come in

grinning as though you were coming
to a party."

Somehow you're never surprised

to hear that great actors were law-

yers or physicians or artists or

something else awfully educated be-

fore they became actors, but I'll con-

fess I was surprised to hear that Mr.
Karger had been first violin of one
of the big New York symphony or-

chestras before he became a motion-
picture director.

He and Mr. Lytell seem to be aw-
fully good friends. I am not sur-

prised that they plan to go on work-
ing together. Sometimes you wouldn't

know which one is director and
which one star just by watching
them.

It was getting late now. Mr. Ly-
tell had already gone off for supper

at some little store in the vicinity.

"Be sure not to ask for anything but

ham and eggs," some one warned him.

"That man nearly threw a guy out of

his store last night for asking for a

roast-beef sandwich." I couldn't

picture a star like Mr. Lytell eating

ham and eggs in some out-of-the-

way store. It seemed as though he

ought always to go to places like

the Claridge.

Just before we left we were in-

troduced to George Spink, who is

playing the valet in the picture, and

who wrote a song famous a few

years ago. He has been engaged to

write the music for Marion Davies

pictures—a new idea that they are

trying out—and he told us just how
he is going about it. It won't be

like the old music that used to ac-

company all pictures, "Hearts and

Flowers" for sad scenes, and popular

songs for comedies. It is going to

be a symphony composed specially

to accompany her next picture. I

hope it will have some effect on the

music in the theaters in our town

—

surely something ought to be done
about it.

It was six o'clock before we left,

and there was no apparent let-up in

the work. Mother tells me that I

saw "A Message from Mars" years

ago when it was a stage play. I

don't remember that, but I'll never

forget this version. Even if I did

play only a bit of the background, I

have the satisfaction of knowing that

I was in a real picture play, to be

shown in a real movie theater

!

TO BE CONTINUED.

WOULD YOUR FAVORITE FILM STAR—
be your favorite in real life, if you had an opportunity to know a
lot of them? In "A Girl's Adventures in Movieland" next month
Ethel Sands tells how she felt when she met her favorite. She also
tells about the Rehearsal Club, a place in New York City where
girls who are just beginners on the stage or screen live; what a
casting director's office is like, and how some actors feel about
playing love scenes. You will find this one of the most interest-
ing chapters in the series.
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The Discovery of Dickson
Continued from page 44

Ted Dickson looks like off the

screen.

"But I'm not from the South," he
drawled, contradicting my spoken
guess. "I was born in New York
and lived there most of my life. If

I ever resided in the South it must
have been in a previous incarnation."

When I asked the young man
where he was working he hesitated,

tried to speak with offhand non-
chalance, and failed.

"I'm the leading man of the Van
Curen Company." He said it in ex-

actly the same tone your kid brother
would use when announcing that he
had licked the school bully twice his

size
;
trying to be modest about it, but

intensely proud just the same.
I gasped.

"Why you were only an extra six

months ago !" I exclaimed—having
had this much data from the director.

And Ted Dickson blushed like a

schoolboy and twirled his hat in his

hands.

"Luck, just plain luck," he said

apologetically. "This company was
going to make a series of Westerns,
and for the lead of the first one they

wanted a young fellow who didn't

look like a 'native son,' as the story

called for a boy who is an Easterner.

The casting director was considering
different free-lance actors, when I

just happened to come along. And
just by luck, at that moment the big

boss himself came out of his office,

stared at me for a minute, then said

out of the side of his mouth to the

man who stood by him, 'That's the

fellow we want, right there !' And
I was hired out of hand on the spot,

as you might say."

The interview was over, and the

door was closing upon cinema's new-
est leading man, but suddenly, he
flung it open.

"Say !" he said breathlessly, "I for-

got to tell you I got a fan letter to-

day ! What do you know about
that? It's from a girl in Iowa who
saw me in a 'bit,' and she wants my
picture. Do you think I ought to

send it to her?" He finished anx-
iously.

I told him it was customary, in

fact quite the usual thing.

"Well, it gave me one of the big-

gest' thrills I've had since I started'

in the movies," he said.

"The other two were when 1

landed the lead in the Van Curen
Company, and when you told me I

was a discovery.

"I hope," he added earnestly, "that

I won't disappoint that director. If

I do
"But I won't," he finished firmly.

And I don't believe he will.

TO describe in detail the versa-

tility of Nabisco Sugar Wafers

would be to name beverages, ices,

sherbets and fruit-desserts almost

without end.

But versatility is not the only

consideration: You must consider

also the added enjoyment when-

ever and wherever these popular

table aids make their appearance.

A supply in the pantry antici-

pates and solves many a problem

of what to serve.

Sold in the famous

In-er-seal Trade Mark package

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
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Have You a

Creative Mind?
Make This Test and See

This is an opportunity for you to test yourself

in the privacy of your home without cost to learn

if you have creative imagination and dramatic in-

sight—for if you have, the great motion picture

industry offers you a wide field for your endeavors
and perhaps a larger income than you could earn

in any other way.
This courageous test, originated and put into

practice by us for the first time in connection with

any correspondence course, was prepared for us by
Professor Malcolm Shaw MacLean, formerly in-

structor in short story writing at Northwestern
University and University of Minnesota, and H. H.
Van Loan, America's most prolific photoplay
writer.

Its purpose is to find those who really have the

natural qualifications of a successful photoplaywright

and to save the time and money of those who lack

them.
Its purpose is also one of self-interest—to main-

tain a university standard for the Palmer Plan of

teaching photoplay writing by correspondence. For
the Palmer Institution represents the best interests

of the producers, who look to it for the development
of new writers of new photoplays, now the industry's

most pressing need.
Are you fitted for this work—have you a creative

mind? If so you can be trained in the technique
of photoplay construction during spare time at

home.
On the Palmer Advisory Council are Cecil B.

DeMille, Thos. H. Ince, Rob Wagner and Lois

Weber. Our advice to you, endorsed by them, is

worth your while.

Will you make this home test if we send it free?

Pass it, and we will then send you two interesting

free books "The Secret of Successful Photoplay
Writing" and "Students' Own Letters of Success,"

in which the Palmer Plan is described in detail.

But first, mail the coupon for the Palmer Ques-
tionnaire. It may be a most important step for

you.

Palmer Photoplay Corp.,
Department of Education,

6011 I. W. Hellman Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Please send me your New-Method Confidential
Questionnaire which I am to fill out and return
to you for your perusal and subsequent advice to
me without charge. If successful, I am to receive
further information about the Palmer Plan without
any obligation on my part to enroll for the course.

Name _

The Temperamental Blonde
Continued from page 45

Address..

(4-1)

City State
{All correspondence held strictly confidential.

)

Mail This Coupon!
And learn how to Restore
Gray Hair in 4 to 8 days
This coupon brings you a free

sample of MARY T. GOLDMAN'S
HAIR COLOR RESTORER and a
special comb to apply it. Test it on
one lock of hair. Watch the gray
disappear and the natural color re-
turn. Note how dainty and clean it

is, how easy to use. How it leaves
your hair soft and fluffy. It won't
wash off.

Then get a full sized bottle from
your druggist or direct from us.

Don't accept imitations— there is

nothing "just as good." Insist on
the one and only MART T. GOLD-
MAN'S HAIR COLOR RESTORER

Mary T. Goldman, 338 Goldman Bldg.. St. Paul. Minn.

m Please send me your FREE trial bottle ot Mary T. Gold- .
man's Hr.il Color Restorer with special comb. I am not »

I obligated in any way by accepting this free offer. The natural |
color of my hair is , B

black jet black. dark brown
medium brown light brown

Name Street
J

* Town Co State I

1915' that Jesse Lasky saw me. I

went West to do some pictures for

him then. And if I hadn't gone
West I shouldn't have met Bob
Leonard, which would have meant
that I might have missed a perfectly

good husband. So, after all, perhaps
I'm glad that I'm a blonde."

She was doing The Plow Girl in

the picture of that title when she first

met Mr. Leonard. And you must
take. her word for it that it was a

case of L. at F. S. And what is more,
they are living happily, strange

though this must seem to those wise-

acres who speak of "these incompat-
ible temperaments."
"And it is lots of fun," said Mae,

daubing her neck with a gigantic

powder puff, "working under Bob.
He is some little director."

As a victim of the sex-titled pic-

ture play, Miss Murray took up an
active cudgel against the practice of

tacking luring labels on otherwise

circumspect photo plays.

"At Universal I did some six or
eight pictures, and the one thing I

am thankful for is that I didn't

do more, because when they got to

the last the title had become 'Her
Body in Bond.' The board of cen-

sors alone knows what the next one
might have been called.

"If pictures can't draw through
merit and real magnetism, it hardly

seems justifiable from any sane point

of view to wish such hectic titles as

that on them, and scare a lot of peo-

ple away. I'm for pictures strong,

and I'm against that sort of exploita-

tion of them with equal emphasis."

But her conversation didn't run
entirely along such serious channels.

For instance, she assured me that

life in the Follies wasn't the cham-
pagne-colored existence that popular

fancy paints it. Far from it, says

Mae.

"Ann Pennington and I shared a
dressing room together. We drank
milk night and day to get pleasingly

plump. We never saw the primrose
path winding anywhere near the

Follies' stage door. Ann's a great

little pal. We still drink milk to-

gether whenever we meet, just to

recall our Follies days.

"There was a training to be de-

rived from that musical-comedy
work, too. You know how grace-

fully every- girl in a Ziegfeld show
carries herself. You've noticed that

ball-bearing glide, haven't you ? Well,

it's a cultivated art. Calisthenics,

practice, and Ned Wayburn are the

recipe. Ned isn't with Flo any more,
but he was a wonder in his day.

And it was there that I acquired

whatever grace I possess. Then,
too, I did a lot of interpretative danc-

ing in the Follies. That aided me
enormously when I came to the

screen."

"You will insist upon being emo-
tional, won't you?"

She smiled and pouted.

"I want to do strong, heavy
drama," she said. "I want to be

one of those high priestesses of

passion. I want to do stories that

let me suffer and sacrifice and strug-

gle and—love. I like the sort of

play that gives me the tragic touch

in the earlier parts and then winds
up with a strong climax—and a

happy one. Give me a part with

depth and emotion and feeling, and
I'm happy," said Mae, with her big

eyes looking at me earnestly.

"Don't you think I could do that

heavy stuff?" she asked suddenly,

her carmined lips curving coaxingly.

There was. of course, only one
answer that a susceptible young man
could make to such a lovely ques-

tioner.

A Man Who Refused to Die
Continued from page 50

projected on the silversheet. In "Be-
hind the Door" he had to play an
oldish man who had suffered. It

was easy for him, he told me.
"When people tell me how good

that was or the next one or the one
after that, I smile to myself and
think of what the doctors told me to

do. It hasn't been any soft snap for

me, this starring game. I like to do
pictures just as much as I ever did,

of course. I was born a trouper,

and a trouper I'll die. But don't,

please don't let any one tell you it's

an easy life ! I've lived through
enough to fill three other lives as

well. And I'm not young any more."

After his sea stories with Ince,

Bosworth went over to the J. Parker
Read forces—on the Ince lot—and
starred in "Bucko MacAllister,"

"MacNeir," and "His Own Law."
After that came "The Brute Mas-

ter," a Hodkinson picture, which
was considered by some the finest

work of his career, but those who
have already seen him in "A Thou-
sand to One," a new J. Parker Read
production, declare that that is Bos-
worth at his best.

His comeback should be enough
to give even a Jess Willard hope.
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Have You Any Whiskers?
Continued from page 70

That one is a sea story, with a
strong thrill interest. You may find

it a bit gloomy in theme, but I think

you'll like the fight and the excite-

ment."
I said that I was sure I would, but

I made a mental reservation that it

would be chiefly because I would
have a chance to see what kind of

whiskers Simpson could produce
himself. Also I could easily visualize

him in the part of Bunty with his

thick, Scotch-looking hair and whisk-

ers to match.

Simpson is really a virtuoso at

make-up. Up around Ticonderoga,
so his friends tell, and he reluctantly

admits it himself, the visitors were
willing to bet ten dollars that he
wasn't made up at all, when they saw
him in full beard working in pic-

tures. And he frightened tender-

hearted women to death by pulling

hair out of, or rather, off his chin.

That was before he had returned

to California. You see he was born
out West—on the bay near San
Francisco, in fact. He worked up
and down the coast at various em-
ployments, and then finally sought to

fulfill a juvenile ambition. He got

a job in Ralph Stuart's company in

"By Right of Sword." He avers

that he was a very poor actor at that

time, but at the close of the tour a

critic in St. Louis gave him a puff

that kept his ambition from choking
to death.

He later tried comic opera
—"The

Count of Luxembourg." "I didn't

have a singing role, though," contin-

ued Simpson. "I can't sing and I've

got sense enough not to fry. I had
one of those incidental talking parts.

It helped.

"Later I did Bub Hicks in 'The
College Widow.' That was just be-

fore I went into the pictures. Frank
Wonderly, who was playing Silent

Murphy in the stage show, got

me in. That was in the days when
you slid around to the back door of

a studio so your friends wouldn't
know you were acting in the movies."

It almost looks as though Simpson
were going to register a rise to stel-

lar fame in the near future. Both
in "Bunty Pulls the Strings" and
"Godless Men" he plays featured

roles. He also has the lead, sans

whiskers, in "Out of the Dust," an
independent production that ranks
highly among the new Westerns.
Film fans first became acquainted
with Russell's penetrating eyes, his

incisive features, and his keen dra-

matic vigor in "The Brand," the Rex
Beach story, which was released

about two years ago.

Give Her Help
Then see what Nature does for teeth

This new method of teeth cleaning gives

needed help to Nature. High authorities

have evolved the principles behind it.

Leading dentists everywhere now advise

its adoption. And millions of people daily

see and feel its good effects.

This is to offer a ten-day test so you
may know the benefits.

That dingy film
The chief object is to fight the film on

teeth, the cause of most tooth troubles.

You feel it now—a viscous coat. It clings

to teeth, enters crevices and stays.

The ordinary tooth paste does not end
it. Old-wav brushine has left much film

intact. So, despite all care, tooth troubles
have been constantly increasing.

It is the film-coat that discolors, not the
teeth. It is the basis of tartar. It holds
food substance which ferments and forms
acid. It holds the acid in contact with the
teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyorrhea.

Must combat it

Dental science long has realized that we
must combat that film. After years of re-

search it has found the ways. Those ways
are combined now in a dentifrice called

Pepsodent. And a 10-Day Tube is offered

all to show the good effects it brings.

Watch the five effects

Each use of Pepsodent multiplies the

salivary flow. That is Nature's gTeat

tooth-protecting agent.

It multiplies the starch digestant in the

saliva. That to digest the starch deposits

which otherwise cling and form acid. It

multiplies the alkalinity
-

of the saliva.

That to neutralize the acids which cause

tooth decay.

Two factors directly attack the film.

One of them keeps teeth so highly pol-

ished that film cannot easilv adhere.

These effects come from every applica-

tion. The result is cleaner, whiter, safer

teeth than old methods brought.

Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film. See
how teeth whiten as the film-coat disap-

pears.

The results, plus the scientific reasons

for them, will bring to your home a new
era in teeth cleaning. Do not delay this

important test. Cut out the coupon now.

521

10-Day Tube Free

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant com-
bined with two othermodern requi-

sites. Now advised by leading den-
tists everywhere and supplied by
all druggists in large tubes.

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 362, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Learn the Secret
Wonderful ae it seems, you cannow learn,

without one penny of cost, the amazing
secret of the marvelously srrjooth, velvety,
soft skin free from wrinkles possessed by
famous Oriental beauties.
Every woman who now worries and frets over

the appearance of tiny lines and crowsfeet in the
skin of her face and neck ia her own enemy if she
does not at once obtain a FREE copy of the
wonderful Princess Tokio Beauty Book.

Ittelis how, in the privacy of your own room,
you can remove these dreaded blemishesas though
by magic without massage, rollers, exercise,
masks or other such unsatisfactory means, but
by the simple, easy, quick Princess Tokio Treat-
ment which has accomplished such astonishing:
results for so many thousands of women.

Get This FREE Book Today
: you have wrinkles you are depriv-

ing yourself of the full benefit

t
of yournaturalbeauty if you

" do not send yourname and ad-
dress today for a free and
postpaid copy of this famous
book and learn for yourself the
wonderful secret of a smooth,
beautiful skin entirely free from

age-telling wrinkles. Send today!

Princess Tokio Company
159 ». Stale SL Cept41 Chicago

OS:

Those Cowless Cowboys!

11 IfhIaIa Hawaiian Guitar, Violin. Mandolin,
URM16I6 Guitar.CornetJenor Banjo, Banjo. Ukulele

Wonderful new system of teaching note maslc by mall. To first

pupils In each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin.
Ukulele, Goitar, Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo abso-
lutely free. Very small charge for lessons only. We guarantee sue*
cess or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write cow- No obligation,

SLINGEBLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Inc. Dept.605 CHICAGO, ILL.

Get the Drop
on that Cough

Why cough ? There's sure pleasant relief

'round the corner at your nearest dealer's.

Deans, the first menthol cough drops,
have just the necessary menthol to make
breathing easy— stop irritation instantly.

Effective and very pleasant.

There is no ingredient so generally used
by nose and throat specialists as menthol
Deans are as carefully compounded as a
prescription.

^MENTHOLATED

CoughDrops

Continued from page 71

rode right into a lady's boudoir, and
from there onto the stage of a the-

ater. Attaboy!
When it is Mix or William Far-

num or Duncan or Hart or Carey,
the hero himself is a cowboy. I'm
not talking about the king-pin cow-
boys, but about the common or
garden variety that hunts in packs
and takes care of him. He's such
a reckless guy, that cowboy hero. I

don't know what would become of

him if it weren't for his faithful

henchmen.

Why, that cowboy pack never
seems to need food or sleep. They
never seem to get their natural rest,

at least in bed. Sometimes the hero
lets 'em drop down all exhausted
on the ground with their boots on,

after days of hard riding, as I saw
in a William S. Hart picture the

other day. But a cowboy gang never
does know when it's going to get its

sleep out, because the hero does take

the most ungodly times to find out

that somebody has stolen his mine
or that he has mislaid his girl. And
as for food—away with it ! The
cowboys will start out on long trips

across the desert in the hero's cause
without a bite to eat. I don't know
what keeps 'em Up. Maybe their

sense of duty well performed. Water
they seem to take along in just suf-

ficient supply so that one of their

number can give his away and die

nobly with his head on the hairy

chest of Spike Robinson, who has a
mother and five little sisters—pard-
ner—and who doesn't' forget any of
the family census, either, when he's

telling about it.

Cowboys, we learn from pictures,

are natural ascetics. They never
have any wives. And this is the

more surprising as their paternal in-

stinct is simply astonishing. Oh,
how cowboys do love little children

!

I saw a Harry Carey picture not long

ago, in which Carey had a perfect

passion for adopting stray brats and
bringing them up to charm the whole
camp with their sweet, childish

tricks, such as yelling out in the mid-
dle of the night and letting the In-

dians know where they were. One
of the sweet little things drank up
the supply of water when they

reached the middle of the desert,

playfully spilling in the hot sands

what he didn't drink. In real life

these artless pranks might annoy a

cowboy, but not on the screen. Carey
just looked on with a fatuous smile

and then went out and paged an-

other kid to adopt.

Cowboys in pictures have three ac-

complishments. They can ride

horseback, they can roll cigarettes

with one hand, lighting matches with

their thumb nails, and they can' play

the accordion—or the guitar. That
accordion playing is one of the

things that reconciles us to the si-

lent drama being silent.

But, after all, picture cowboys
have their rewards. Theirs is a free,

workless, wild life. They don't have

to associate with the rich relatives

of the hero who live in the great

mansion on the hill with iron lions

on the front lawn and a general look

inside as if it had been furnished

with trading stamps. They don't

have to be buttled by a film butler;

they don't have to wear b'iled shirts

;

they don't have to meet screen vam-
pires on tiger skins ; and last, but not

least, they don't have to get tied up
for life to the rag-doll heroine.

Another compensation a cowboy
has: He can kill, whenever so

minded, and the law never does a

thing about it. He can kill a wife-

beater or a story-telling drummer or

a prohibitionist, and still keep on

having his health.

Finally the noble fellow dies with

his boots on, after giving that-ar

hell-hound what wuz coming to him,

surrounded by all his reverent fel-

low cowboys with their hats in their

hands and with the sun going down
over yon hill. They take up his guns
reverently—kind, good guns, that

never done no harm to nobody
that was on the squar', pardner

—

never killed more'n ten men. Bury-
ing him under the cactus he loved

and cussed so well, they inscribe

above the noble fellow's grave

:

"Here lies our pal, the killer of

eight

;

He mighta got more, but now it's

too late."
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Childe Harold
Continued from page 52

I the ice-cream soda concession in

Hades

!

Mr. Roach called Harold away for

a minute to go over a piece of "busi-

ness" for a scene they was goin' to

shoot that afternoon. So's in order

that I wouldn't hear it, they went out

in back of one of the extry women's
cars. Like a real reporter, I sneaked

up behind, and Hal Roach was
showin' Harold Lloyd a block of

wood in a vise, and he's sayin' that

he thinks it wouldst get a laugh if

he bounced it off of my bean as I'm
leavin', but Harold says he won't
stand for that, and I am thinkin'

what a good guy he is, when I hear
him say the reason he won't stand

for it is because he has already ar-

ranged to have me walk over a

busted trapdoor as I go out.

But seriously speakin', as is my
custom, I made a close-up study of

Harold Lloyd whilst he was showin'
me over the lot, and I can't remem-
ber when I've met a more regular

guy. Harold's a kid which has never
growed up—a clean, fun-lovin', big-

hearted boy that's absolutely

wrapped up in his work and gets

as many giggles out of makin' his

movies as you do seein' 'em on the

screen. They's no temperamental
quirks or upstage affectation about
this healthy kid's make-up—he's all

on the surface, nothin' concealed. I

don't know whether he ever did this

or not, but I'm sure he wouldst grab
a passin' stage hand after he's shot

a scene and ask earnestly: "Did that

hit you all right? Think it's funny?"
That's Harold Lloyd, and that

may also be the reason he's a suc-
cess. I know that on the lot, from
camera man to Hal Roach himself,

they swear by him

!

Before leavin,' I doped out a list

of questions to ask Mildred Davis.

I found she had hid away from me
in a sleepin' car used in one of

Harold's scenes, so I left her the list.

She sent it back filled out to-day,
and I am inclosin' it herewith:

Name Mildred Davis.
Born Certainly.
How long have you been in pictures ? . . Yes.
Married or single? No.
Do you like being in pictures?

Philadelphia.
Favorite flower? Buckwheat.
Favorite fruit? Since 1918.
Favorite book? Very seldom.
Favorite sport ?. Neither.

Well, that's that, and my next in-

terview will be with no less than
Priscilla Dean. Fawncy that

!

Yours and the like,

H. C. Witwer.

Loose Angeles, Cal.

Jim!"
"They made him manager today, at a fine increase

in salary. He's the fourth man in the office to be
promoted since January. And all were picked for the
same reason—theyhad studied in spare time with the
International Correspondence Schools and learned
to do some one thing better than the rest of us.

"I've thought it all out, Grace. I'm as good a man
as any one of them. All I need is special training

—

and I'm going to get it. If the I. C. S. can raise other
men's salaries it can raise mine. If it can bring a
better home with more comforts to Jim and his fam-
ily it can do it for us. See this coupon? It means my
start toward a better job and I'm going to mail it to
Scranton tonight! "

Thousands of men now know the joy of happy, prosperous
homes because they let the International Correspondence
Schools prepare them in spare hours for bigger work and
better pay. You will find them in offices, shops, stores, mills,

mines, factories, on railroads—everywhere.
Why don't you study

. TEABOUTHERE

reaxfy f?r ttzS\ job? at a ' INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

salary that will give your
wife and children the
things you would like them
to have.
You can do it! Pick the

position you want in the
work you like best and the
I. C. S. will prepare you for
it right in your own home,
in your spare time—you
need not lose a day or a dol-

lar from your present occu-
pation.

Yes, you can do it ! More
than a million have done it

in the last 29 years. More
than 130,000 are doing it

right now. Join them with-
out another day's delay.

Mark and mail this coupon

!

BOX4560-B SCRANTON. PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify tor the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting and Railways

Q Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer

Q Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Q Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PI.UMRING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST
Pharmacy

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card and Sign Ptg.

Railroad Positions
ILLUSTRATING

Q Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Q Private Secretary
Q Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railwav Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILES
Mathematics
Navigation ! Spanish
AGRICULTURE [Teacher
Ponltrj liaising ! Banting

Name-
Business

-Address-

City.

Canadians may send this coupon to the International ,H ^a'

Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canada
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Mrs. Margaret Sanger, the great birth

control advocate, and her two sons

"WOMAN
AND THE

NEW RACE"
By Margaret Sanger

This book, just published, is Margaret Sanger's
greatest effort for the birth control movement. It

contains the very essence ot her life's work. It

pleads and instructs the women of the world in the
greatest step of their emancipation. "WOMAN AND
THE NEW RACE" contains the sum total of her
experience— the knowledge she dared to utter and
print! The knowledge for which she faced jail and
fought through every court to establish as woman's
inalienable right to know.

HAPPINESS IN EVERY MARRIAGE
If you fail to read this book do not ever complain

of any unhappiness that may be yours, resulting
from lack of knowledge of the married state, be-
cause "Woman and the New Race" contains the
knowledge every man and woman must and should
have.

PART OF CONTENTS
Woman's Error and Her Debt Continents: Is it Practicable or
The Strusk'le for Freedom Desirable ?

Two Classes of Woman Contraception or Abortion ?
Immorality of Unwanted Large Are Preventive means certain'

Families Battalion of Unwanted Babies
rvtoa of tipflmir Cause of Warw™=„ and Morality
W.
When

having children ? in A
Any One of the above chapters alone is worth the

price of the book

lead for Abortion Legislating Woman's Morals
i avoid Why Not Birth Control Clinic

THE KNOWLEDGE IS PRICELESS
This book, "Woman and the New Race," by

Margaret Sanger, contains so much that is vital,
thorough and necessary to every married counle;
that it would require a book to
explain it. The knowledge be-
tween its covers Is priceless.

Send $2 today for "Woman
and the New Race," and if you
are not satisfied it is worth its

weight in gold we will refund
your money. Order before this
first edition is exhausted and
the price advances—and while
we still have the privilege of
sending it to you. Order direct
and at once—don't delay.

" Woman and the

New Race"
Sent Prepaid

Anywhere. Only

2
TRUTH PUBLISHING CO.

1400 Broadway. Dept. 4-A, New York. N. Y.

Louise Lovely—Is
Continued from page 66

have noticed the resemblance. I did.

Her profile is like Mary's, her eyes

are the same color, and the expres-
sion of the mouth is the same. At
times the resemblance is uncanny.

"It was much worse when I was
a child," she said, in response to my
comment. "I had yellow curly hair,

and I used to get lots of letters from
people who had seen me on the stage

and thought that Mary and I must
be one and the same person. In

those years I played all the standard

child roles, Li'V Eva, Lord Fauntle-

roy, and the child in 'Ten Nights
in a Barroom,' who pleads for her

papa to 'come home with me now.'
I grew up in Australia and came over

to the States in a vaudeville act with

which I toured the country. When
I reached California I went out to

Universal with some friends to see

them make pictures. I remember I

was watching Frank Mayo in a

scene, and though I didn't realize it

Carl Laemmle was watching me. He
asked me point-blank if I wouldn't

like to work in a picture for Uni-
versal, and I said, 'Well, I might,

providing the salary was enough.'

That's how I started; and following

my first picture with Universal I

was William Farnum's leading

woman for seven pictures. Now
Fox is starring me, and I feel that

my career as well as plenty of trou-

ble is just ahead of me."
"Why trouble?" I asked. I had

never heard a screen star speak of

her career by that name.
"Well, it's such a responsibility.

It's just next door to having your
own company. Your fans expect

you to make good, the company ex-*

pects you to make money for them,
and way down deep inside your heart
you say to yourself, 'But can I make
good? Am I really big enough to

do all that they expect of me?'"
There is a wistfulness about her

when she talks like that which is

more than ever reminiscent of Mary
Pickford. The resemblance is the

bane of Louise Lovely's life.

"Of course, I'm glad that I look

like Miss Pickford," she said, "be-

cause I can't think of any one who
is quite as charming, but honestly,

I don't want to look like any one.

I've tried to overcome it in every

way imaginable. I've drawn my
hair straight back from my face, I've

changed my make-up, I've tried to

choose a different style of dress, and
still I look like her."

The indefatigable Mr. Durning
wanted Louise to quarrel all by her-

self for a close-up, and while she

was monologuing before the camera,

one of the carpenters touched me on
the arm.

"Interviewing Miss Lovely, ain't

you?" he asked me, and I said I was.

"Well, here's something you can

say for all the people who have ever

worked around her : She's got the

nicest disposition of any girl I ever

saw. Never loses her temper or

swears at the director, and she al-

ways has a smile and a nice word
for every one. She is kind even

when she is tired out. Believe me
she's

"

"Lovely?" I suggested.

"You said it \" he replied promptly,

and I think he's right.

Jumping Back to the Sixth Century
Continued from page 55

for a surge. The next moment the rope

sprang taut and yanked Sir Sagramor
out of the saddle. Great Scott, but

there was a sensation.

Sensation is right! It was as

pretty an exhibition of cowboy skill

as I have seen in some time, and the

bulky Sir Sagramor clanged down
upon the earth like a cast-iron stove

thrown from a second story window.

"Bravely smitten, forsooth !" ex-

claimed a voice in my ear, and I

turned to confront Emmett Flynn,

who blushed and pretended that he

had been reading the script out loud.

They sent me home at sundown
that day in a machine belonging to

the Fox Company. The driver asked

me where I wanted to go.

"Marry, good sir, an' ye will but

hail me townward," I commenced,
and the driver looked at me in a star-

tled way and threw in the gears with

a jerk. I heard afterward that he

complained to Mr. Flynn that I had
asked him to marry me and that he

suspected me of being addicted to

home brew ; but that is untrue. In

justification to myself, I want him
to know that the only thing that ailed

me was a six-century hangover.

i Select your own 1^^^^
subject, then sub- WtH^
mit your poem to f^/V
us- We write the
music andguaranteepublication. LEO
FRIEDMAN, Composer to the Amer-
can people is at the head of our staff. Among
his great successes are "MEET ME TONIGHT
IN DREAMLAND," "LET ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART." Sales ran into the millions

of copies. Send us a poem today.

Seton Muiic Co., 926 S. Michigan. Dtpt.gtrEIC'jicago
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The Master of Spanish Love
Continued from page 28

ing for. You'll have to direct him
with me in my next picture.' When
they sent for me and asked me to

sign a contract I signed without even

reading it over. I wanted to be in

pictures, and I wanted to support

Miss Gish."

"And"now you've got a chance to,"

we interrupted irrelevantly. "Well,"

he continued, "I hadn't been working
for more than a day when I con-

cluded that being a screen actor was
a pretty pleasant sort of thing.

Fancy having Dorothy and Lillian

for leading woman and directress.

In our first scene, Lillian, who is

very serious when she works, said

:

'Ready, take her in your arms

!

Closer, closer, closer
!'

" 'No,' piped up Dorothy. 'He's

crushing me now !'

" 'All right,' said Lillian, in a

businesslike tone, 'unhug.' And after

that we all felt pretty well ac-

quainted. And then I stayed on and
made two more pictures with Dor-
othy, and now I'm making one with

Lillian, and that's the extent of my
picture acting."

"And did you always want to be

an actor?" we asked.

"Always," replied Mr. Rennie. "I

went on the stage straight from col-

lege and played in stock until the

war broke out. I was for several

seasons with the stock company at

Northampton, Massachusetts, and
was playing there when I left to en-

list in the Royal Flying Corps. You
know I was born in Toronto and
had a theater of my own there. I

must tell you about that theater. My
father was a grain merchant, and
when I was thirteen I persuaded him
to let me have one of his old ware-
houses to turn into a playhouse. We
built a stage in one end and rigged

up a curtain and called it the Ren-
nie Theater, and when that was fin-

ished I wrote the play. It was
adapted from Sir Walter Scott's

'Lady of the Lake,' and was a very
pretentious production. I was also

stage manager and leading man, and
at that time I wasn't quite sure

whether I wanted to be an actor or

a playwright. I just wanted to be
noble and didn't care how I accom-
plished it."

"You sing, too, don't you?" It was
an assertion rather than a question

;

for we were sure that any one with

such a wonderful speaking voice

must surely sing.

"Well," said Mr. Rennie, "I

thought I did, but I guess I don't.

Not long ago the man with whom I

had been studying voice culture said,

'I'm giving a benefit, and I wish you

W L.DOUGLAS
Quality of Material
and Workmanship

Maintained

Retail Price f\f\ QTT/^CC
Reduced OmXJKJ OOV/EjO
Special Shoes $1 (\ f|0 II

Special Shoes AA
Hand Workmanship -LA/.W

|| Stylish and Durable \J»\J\J

MEN JIND WOMENFOR
THE STAMPED PRICE IS W. L. DOUGLAS PER-
SONAL GUARANTEE THAT THE SHOES ARE
ALWAYSWORTH THE PRICE PAID FORTHEM

YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
W L.DOUGLAS SHOES

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY
TO YOU ATONE PROFIT

They are the best known
shoes in the world. Sold
in 107 W. L. Douglas
stores, direct from the fac-

tory to you at only one
I profit, which guarantees
to you the best shoes that
can be produced, at the
lowest possible cost. W.L.
Douglas name and the
retail price are stamped
on the bottom of all

shoes before they leave
the factory, which is

your protection against
unreasonable profits.

W.L.Douglas shoes are absolutely the best shoe values
for the money in this country. They are made of the
best and finest leathers that money can buy. They
combine quality, style, workmanship and wearing qual-
ities equal to other makes selling at higher prices.

They are the leaders in the fashion centers of America.
The prices are the same everywhere; they cost no more
in San Francisco than they do in New York.

W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the highest paid,

skilled shoemakers, under the direction and supervision
of experienced men, all working with an honest deter-
mination to make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.

f% All TP I f\ Itl Insist upon having W. L.
\j %J I I \Jr MM Douglas shoes. The name
and price is plainly stamped on the sole. Be care-
ful to see that it has not been changed or mutilated

$4.50&$5.00

W.L.Douglas shoes are for sale by over 9000
shoe dealers besides our own stores. If your
local dealer cannot supply you, take no other
make. Order direct from the factory. Send
for booklet telling how to order shoes by
mall, postage free.

President u
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,

194 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.

Money in Photoplays!
Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind.
Can you write them? Here is an easy and sure way
to find out. Send 10c for our Test-Lesson and Talent-
Detector, which will quickly show whether or not you
are adapted to this work. Get this unique and in-
structive publication at once and learn if you have
or have not the necessary imagination and ability to
produce picture-play scenarios. Delay may mean lost
opportunities Send dime or Iflcts in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE, Dept. 3, Jackson, Mich.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Millions of copies

of his songs have been sold. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
I04H Fitzgerald Bids., Broadway at Times Sqnare. NEW YORK

You can be quickly cured, if you

/i
m Send 10 cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
B Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure." It tells how ]

%ff cured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogus,

H> 3io:iBogue Bldg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

'STAMMER

Keep It 10 Days Free
Wear a LIZNITE GEM RING and
be the envy of your friends. See if you
can tell it from a hieh priced diamond.
Send your Name, Address and Number of
Ring you select, and one of these won-
derful LIZNITE GEM KINGS, with all

the fire and sparkle of the finest diamond
will be sent you by return mail.

Solid Gold Mountings
And all ring:
with full cat

Select the one you like best:

No. 1—$21.50 2—$17.50 3—S15.50
No. 4- 15.50 5— 12.60
Size must be included when ordering.

When your LIZNITE GEM KING comes,
pay the mail man 54 60. balance $3.00
monthly until paid. Money back any time
within 10 dayB if not perfectly satisfied.

Get a Liznite Gem Ring Today

THE LIZNITE GEM COMPANY
•The House ol Quality and Price"

Dept.432- 128 N. Wells St. .Chicago, 111,
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etcr from Us

Reveals the Hidden Beauty of Your Eyes
More than all else, well defined eyebrows and
luxuriant lashes create the beauty and expression of your
face. The slight darkening-

, the accentuation of line and
shadow, is the secret. Instantly and unfailingly the eyes
appear larger, deeper and more brilliant.

"MAYBELLINE" is absolutely greaseless and de-
lightful to use. Perfectly harmless. Famous actresses of
the stage and screen, beautiful women everywhere consider
It indispensable. Applied daintily with a brush, in one
minute. No mussy rubbing or smearing. Scant eyebrows
and lashes are made to appear naturally long and luxurious.

Genuine"MAYBELLINE" comes only in the familiar
purple and gold box, bearing picture of "The Maybell
Girl." Demand this box and avoid disappointment. Every
box has convenient mirror in cover and contains two
brushes, one suitable for the eyebrows and one for the
lashes. One box will last for months. Two shades—Brown
for Blondes: Black for Brunettes.

Price 75c. At your dealer's—or direct from us, post-
paid under plain cover. Purchase a box of "MAYBELLINE"
and if not perfectly delighted with results, your money will
be promptly refunded. Send 4c postage for **Maybell
Beauty booklet"' containing valuable beauty hints.

J|g
MAYBELL^LABORATORIES, 4305-47 Grand Blvd., Chicago^||
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Reduce Your Flesh

Bust

Chin

Exactly where desired
by wearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated

Reducing

Rubber Garments
For Men and Women
Cover the entire body or

any part. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Send
for illustrated Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue, New York

Reducer. Price $6.00
..

Keducer, Price $2.50 Son Francisco. Cat.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Millions of copies

of his songs have been sold. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
104 F Fitzgerald BIdg., Broadway at Times Square. NEW YORK

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

In this dav and age attention to yotir apoearance is an absolute necessity

if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging

you greatly, if not whollv, by your "looks. " therefore it pays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will iniure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make res's

the failure or success of your life—which is to be your ultimate destiny?

My new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Wrile today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1478 Ackerman BIdg., Binghamton, N. Y.

could take part, but you don't sing.'

So after that unkindest cut of all I

stopped trying."

So we found Mr. Rennie just as

delightful and just as handsome be-

hind the scenes as he is behind the

footlights. He is thirty years old,

tall and broad-shouldered, and he has

the whitest teeth and the bluest eyes

and the blackest hair ! We wondered
if he knew how handsome he was,

so we asked him. He said no, he

didn't. And let us add right here

that he also has a marvelous sense

of humor, and that is why he is such

a good actor. We believe that a

sense of humor is manifested, not

so much in what it makes a man do

as what it prevents him from doing.

And Mr. Rennie plays his screen

comedy with delightful repression.

He told us that he always wondered
what would happen if, when this

question is put to him in "Spanish

love," "Do you swear to shoot this

man on sight?" he should reply,

"No, I was only joking!" Bm
"Spanish Love" is serious business,

and nobody says anything he doesn't

mean. So, in the daytime, Mr. Ren-
nie has to get rid of his exuberance

of spirits by playing comedy in front

of the camera.

Dame Fashion's Smartest

Daughter
Continued from page 69

with black soutache, and the coat is

lined with apple-green, achieving a

delightful note of color. The blouse

worn with this suit is of heavy white-

corded silk, and the hat worn with

the suit is of white felt and black

satin.

Much of what I have told you in

this article I told a college girl friend

of mine not long ago. When I'd fin-

ished she said

:

"But I'm not Irene Castle's type

—I'm fatter and heaps blonder, of

course, and a little younger, too. But

I've learned something just the same.

Everything I buy after this is going

to belong with something else, or

I won't buy it. And if she gets that

zippy, smart effect by putting her

clothes on carefully, as you say she

does, and then wearing them as if

she liked to, instead of just because

a person has to wear clothes or get

arrested"—my own unfortunate ex-

pression
—"why, I'm going to be her

type inside even if I'm not on the

surface
!"

May the girls who read this article

follow her example

!
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The Old Swim mi n' Hole
Continued from page 23

a livery carryall, and Ezra decided

to go on foot, and to be there even
if he didn't have anything to eat.

He could see the girls and hear the

speeches, and that would be some
fun. But when he started out on
foot, he soon found he was assailed

by a new woe. His dad had cob-

bled a new pair of shoes for him, and
since his dad was a horseshoer by
trade instead of a cobbler, it can be
imagined how well the shoes he made
fitted the human foot. Ezra saw that

he would never get there in those

seven-league boots and had sat down
in despair, when suddenly he
thought of his boat. His new boat

!

He had built it in secret to surprise

the gang, and it was all painted and
complete, hidden in the old water
mill, all ready for launching.

Ezra limped hurriedly to his boat,

shoved off into the creek, and gayly
floated downstream two miles to the

picnic grove. Triumph, hurrah

!

His was the only boat there, for the

creek was narrow and shallow and
not worth while for man-sized boats.

Myrtle, the curly-haired beauty,

was watching for Ezra, expecting to

wheedle cake and candy from him,

and when she saw him sailing along
in his little green rowboat, with a

barrel stave for a paddle, she was the

first to-greet him and ask him for

a ride. "At last I have won her
!"

thought Ezra. For no other boy had
a boat, and they couldn't make one
on the spot, so he felt that he would
have no competition. Myrtle
stepped into the boat, and Ezra
shoved off from shore. But shov-

ing off from shore in a brook eight

feet wide doesn't get a sailor far

from land. Skinny came up grin-

ning like a hobgoblin. "The ever-

lasting Skinny !" thought Ezra, "the

woods are full of him. Everywhere,
afloat or ashore, I am always run-
ning plump up against Skinny Voor-

hees."

Skinny picked up pebbles and fol-

lowed the boat, splashing the oars-

man with his rudely flung stones.

Ezra leaped out of the boat and be-

gan fighting. It was the old battle

all over again, with wild swings and
grunts and terrible threats by both
boys. Ezra hoped to wear the fat

boy out and win a glorious victory

before the eyes of Myrtle, but this

time he was handicapped by his new
shoes. They weighed a ton and made
him heavier on his feet than Skinny
was with his weight of human blub-

ber. Ezra lost all control of his

feet. »It was like fighting with a ball

and chain on each leg. Finally one
of the shoes turned clear around

on his foot, and the next thing he
knew he had fallen backward into

the creek. He came up like a

drowned rat and saw Myrtle stick

out her tongue at him and yell

:

"Goody, goody, ghee, out goes he !"

Those words cut him to the heart.

There was no mistaking the mean-
ing of that cruel sneer. The girl

was a heartless flirt and had been
using Ezra only for what she could

get out of him. Now that luck had
gone against him, she had given him
the horse laugh and had gone off

with the victorious Skinny, leaving

Ezra-to his fate.

"I am done with wimmin'," vowed
Ezra, as the tears of humiliation ran
down his cheeks, mingling with the

muddy creek water that was flowing

from his hair. But an angel had
come to his rescue. A pretty girl

was wiping his face with her hand-
kerchief and saying:

"Never mind, Ezra. They're noth-

ing but a couple of smarties !" It

was Esther. Was it possible that

this girl who had always teased him
was his true friend after all? Could
she come to him, in the face of his

defeat, and wipe away the muddy
tears with her own sweet-scented

lace handkerchief?
"Now you're all right," the loyal

girl declared, "and we'll sit right

down here and eat our dinner."

The girl's face now gleamed with

a light that Ezra thought was only

seen on the faces of the holy angels.

She opened her basket and took out

two whole mince pies. She had two
chicken drumsticks, two bottles of

coffee, two of everything from ham
sandwiches to fat dill pickles. She
had known of his disgrace and his

lack of food, and she had come pre-

pared to feed him like a king. He
saw in a jiffy that he was not "done
with wimmin," he had only just be-

gun.

Skinny and Myrtle watched Ezra
eating olives out of Esther's hand
and turned up their noses in malice.

Then Skinny, overwhelmed with

that appetite of his, said:

"Let's us go eat."

"All right," said Myrtle. "Where
is your lunch basket?"

"Where's yours?" asked Skinny,

his eyes "opening in alarm.

Skinny was a mooch, and he had
figured entirely on Esther's basket.

Esther was a flirt and she had fig-

ured that Ezra would fill her with

his usual cake.

But Ezra had found his own true

love, and he and she dined royally,

while Skinny and Myrtle looked on
with wolfish eyes.

Get TKe JOY Out
OP LIFE

STRONCFORT
The Perfect Man

What's tliu good of liv-

•fam-at all. if Life is just
one miserable day after
another, full of discomfort
and failure, often' of ac-
tual suffering? You can't
enjoy life, or make a suc-
cess of anything, while you
are undeveloped, weak, ail-

ing; a sickly grouch whom
nobody wants to help
along or even have around.
When . you wake up in the
morning with a rotten taste
in-- your mouth and a-
weight in "your chest: with
your brain woozy and your
nerves all .on edge-, tired
out before you even begin
the day. YOU ARE IN A
BAD WAY.

Forty per cent of Amer-
icans, it is estimated, die
before their " time, of PRE-
A'ENTABLE diseases. No-
body, knows, how many men
;and womeni' break down in'

early "and middle life and
live out years of miserable
uselessness in the scrap-
heaps of wornout humanity.

Put Your Human
Machine in Order

Dyspepsia, indigestion,
biliousness, constipation,
nervousness, and a host of
other ailments are simply
signs that your internal
machinery is not running
right—that REPAIRSARE NEEDED — fresh
blood, new and vigorous
body and brain tissues. It
isn't the discomforts you

suffer from such chronic ailments that is important;
it's the serious internal condition that they indi-
cate. Meed those warnings of Nature. Make the
needed repairs before it is too late. You never
will be well and strong and capable until you do.

Make Yourself Fit
You can do it. if you will only make up your

mind to get out of the way of putting the matter
off "until tomorrow" and begin at once to Build
Up yourself. Patent medicines, won't put you right.
Druggist's dope won't do you any good. . Pills and
powders may give you a little temporary relief and
stimulation, hut they won't eradicate the CAUSE
of your troubles, and when the inevitable reaction
comes you will be even worse off than before.

Let Me Show You Nature's Way
I have spent my life studying Nature's methods

of building up anil revitalizing wornout. broken-
down humanity. Her laws are fixed, immutable,
absolute, operating for every individual alike, i I

KNOW what they can and will do for YOU. through
my own experience and that of thousands of my
pupils, who came to me weak, ailing, discouraged,
and are now strong, well. able, ambitious men and
women. It makes no difference what your present
condition is: it makes no difference whether or not
it was caused by your own early indiscretions or
excesses. Let me show you the straight, sure path
back to health and strength and happiness. It's
Nature's way. and there's no more doubt about the
operations of Nature in the human frame than there
is of the daily rising and setting of the sun. 1
GUARANTEE to improve your condition 100 per
cent, if you will only WILL to build yourself up
and follow my methods for a few months.

Send for My Free Book
It will tell you all about Strongfortism. the

Science of gaining and maintaining vitality and
vigor in Nature's way—NOT through any iron-clad
courses of muscle-tiring exercises, starvation diets
or any other fanciful fads—but by Living Life as
Nature meant it to be lived, and thereby getting the
greatest enjoyment out of it. Write now for a
copy of "Promotion and Conservation of Health.
Strength and Mental Energy." It will tell you
what Strongfortism will do for YOU. if you will
devote fifteen or twenty minutes a day to it. in
the privacy of your own chamber, if you like.
Don't put off sending for it. Fill out the coupon
below and enclose it with a 10c piece, "one dime,
to cover packing and postage.

LIONEL, STRONCFORT
Physical and Health Spa

Dept. 252

•m t- —. <=>CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON"

Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Newark, N. J.—Please send me
your book "PROMOTION AND CONSERVATION OF
HEALTH. STRENGTH AND MENTAL ENERGY."
for postage on which I enclose a 10c piece (one dime).
I have marked (X) before the subject on which

delist

Newark, N. J. I

COUPON "" =»— "J

want special information.

. Colds

. Catarrh

. . Hay Fever

. .Asthma

. . Obesity

. . Headache

. . Thinness

. . Rupture
. . Neuritis
. . Neuralgia
. . Flat Chest
. . Deformity
. . Insomnia

Name

.

Age...

Street.

. . Heart Weak-
ness

. Short Wind

..Flat Feet

. . Constipation

. . Biliousness
. . Torpid Liver
. . I ndigestion
. . Nervousness
..Weak Eyes
. . Pimples
. . Blackheads
. . Rheumatism

(P. P. 252)

. . Poor Memoiy

..Falling Hair

. . Poor Circula-

tion

. Skin Disorders

. . Despondency

. . Round Shoul-
ders

. . Lung Troubles

. . Increased

Height

Ocetipation .

City State.



Genuine

Aspirin
Name "Bayer" means genuine

Say "Bayer"— Insist I

Advertising Section

Say "Bayer" when buying Aspirin.
Then you are sure of getting true "Bayer
Tablets of Aspirin"—genuine Aspirin
proved safe by millions and prescribed by
physicians for over twenty years. Ac-
cept only an unbroken "Bayer package"
which contains proper directions to relieve
Headache, Toothache, Earache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Colds and Pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost few cents. Drug-
gists also sell larger "Bayer packages."
Aspirin is trade mark of Bayer Manufac-
ture Monoaceticacidester of Salicylicacid.

freckles
are 'as a cloud before the sun," hidin
your brightness, your beauty. Why not
remove them? Don't delay. Use

STILLMAN'S cream
5

Made especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the skin clear, smooth and with-
out a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of experience. Money refunded
if not satisfactory. 60c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet —

fWonldstThouBeFair?' 1

Contains many beauty hints,
and deacribea a number of ele-
gant preparations indispensable
to the toilet. Sold by all druggist,

STILLMAN CREAM CO
Dept.

i i Aurora, 111

Do You Dare
to raise your arms freely in this sea-

son's thin waists and gowns lowcutf
Your mind will be at ease if vou use

DDhA-TONI
It is a preparation made scientifical-

ly correct for the purpose of safely
removing hair from the face, neck or
under-arms.

It leaves the skin clear, firm and
perfectly smooth— and is easy
to apply.

Druggists sell Delatone, or an
original 1 oz. jar ivill be mailed
to any address on receipt of £2.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.

Dept.NZ, 339 S.Wabash Av.,Chicago

Romances of Famous Film Folk
Continued from page 27

Dorothy said then, 'I'm going to be
married to-morrow.' I thought she
was fooling, and didn't pay much
attention to it. The next day they
all went out for an automobile ride,

and when they came back after din-
ner, they danced around and told us
they were married. I didn't believe
them, for Dorothy has been with me
ever since, and Constance has been
with her mother also."

"Lillian ripped open another letter,

and said decisively

:

"They couldn't fool me. I was
out in Pittsburgh, and when I got
back Monday I knew something was
up. Dorothy may be able to fool
mother, but not little sister."

"Well, she did very successfully,
so far as I was concerned," said
Mrs. Gish. "On Monday I couldn't
believe it had really happened, but
that night we went out to dinner and
then to the Frolic, and Mr. Rennie
showed me the rings and the cer-
tificates."

"Who was the justice of the
peace?" asked the seeker after facts.

"His name was Meade. I remem-
ber, because I looked him up in the
telephone book," laughed Mrs. Gish.
"I was going to call him up and make
sure."

"We really didn't suspect they
were seriously in love," said Lillian.

"All they did was sit around here
and giggle and laugh."

"But that's one of the signs, isn't

it?"

She nodded her head vigorously
and shook one finger wisely in the
air.

"I know now. I'll know what to

look for next time."

The thought would pop in that

perhaps the next time Miss Gish
recognized the signs, she might have
to stop and say to herself, "Look
here, young woman, are you slip-

ping also?" But it seemed tactful

to suppress the thought.

"They were just like a couple of

kids," she added, and laughed to her-

self. John chuckled on his perch,

and then let out a cackling laugh.

"It was funny, wasn't it, John ?"

she agreed. "Even he is amused.
It has its funny side, even though
it is rather a shock."

"We haven't been able to get a

thing out of them one way or the
other," Lillian continued, with a
smile. "They are living in a sort

of trance."

"I really think Dorothy is more
afraid of having to leave me than
anything else," said Mrs. Gish.

"Lots of times when we have talked

of her some time getting married, she
has asked if she would really have
to leave me. She used to stamp her
foot and say she just wouldn't do
it. So Mr. Rennie is keeping his

bachelor quarters, and she is living
here. But she spends most of her
time with him."
Dorothy first saw her hero of the

Greenwich elopement nearly two
years ago when he was playing with
Ruth Ghatterton in "Moonlight and
Honeysuckle."
"She liked him so much that she

said she must have him—for a pic-

ture, you know," said Lillian. "And
so when she was to put on 'Remodel-
ing Her Husband,' she had Rennie
sent for, and he played opposite her.

The}' were married early in the pic-

ture.

"That was the first picture I ever
directed. It was made in the Grif-

fith Mamaroneck studio, and they
billed and cooed all through several

weeks—in their parts. Constance
Talmadge has always been a chum
of Dorothy, and she used to come up
there with Mr. Pialoglou. The four

began to go around together, and I

guess that is where the romance
started. They have been together

now for several months, most of the

time."

Which naturally led me to go
down to the Talmadge apartment a

few floors below in the same hotel.

There was not so much serenity

there. The elopement had been a

startling surprise to the Talmadges.
Constance, or Mrs. Pialoglou, was
in bed with a headache, becomingly
reclining on a lot of pillows. Her
brand-new husband was near by, full

of concern.

"How in the world did you hear

of it?" exclaimed Miss Talmadge.
"That justice of the peace said he
would keep it a secret until the first

of the year, or later, and that he

would put off filing the papers."

Mr. Pialoglou scowled. He also

wanted to know how the news leaked

out. Oh, there was no doubt about

this elopement being the real thing!

"How did it happen?" said Miss

Talmadge, in answer to my ques-

tion. "It would have happened
eventually, so why not now?" with

an arch look at her husband.

He agreed that in the natural

course of human events it would in-

evitably have occurred.

"We just went out riding and de-

cided to get married. What's all the

fuss about?
"Miss Gish and Mr. Rennie were

married first, and we acted as wit-
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nesses, and then we were married,
and they witnessed our wedding.
Theirs was at six o'clock, and ours
at six-three, if you must know the
exact time," she laughed.

"And are you going to keep
house?" I couldn't help asking, in

view of Miss Gish's indecision.

''Who knows?" coyly replied Miss
Talmadge. "For the present I am
here, and Mr. Pialoglou is at the

St. Regis, and we are very happy and
see each other just as much as we
want to, which is a lot. Isn't it,

Jack ?"

"Right," agreed Mr. Pialoglou.

So there is the account of how
two young men acquired wives and
fame in the little town of Green-
wich, where extraordinary things do
happen, and the reason why you will

never see pictures of the Gish-Tal-
madge weddings.

A few days ago I called up Lillian

Gish and asked her if her sister had
made up her mind yet as to what
she is going to do. She laughed as

she said:

"Oh, she is going to stay with
mother."

It takes more than matrimony to

break up these two moving-picture
families.

News Notes From the Studios

Continued from page 72

tion-picture debuts are Lady Diana
Manners, who will appear in J.
Stuart Blackton productions ; Mar-
garet Beecher, great-granddaughter
of Henry Ward Beecher and niece
of Harriet Beecher Stowe. who will

be seen as the star of "Sunshine
Harbor." Raymond Brathwayt, a

noted English journalist, plays the
part of an aged British peer in the
screen version of Arnold Bennett's
"Sacred and Profane Love," in

which Elsie Ferguson appears. And
best of all, to lovers of outdoor
sports, Snowy Baker, the Olympic
games hero, and wealthy sportsman
of Australia, will appear in a series

of five and six-reel pictures. These
are to be made under the supervision
of one of the veterans of the motion-
picture industry, Colonel Selig.

During the filming of "Mr. Barnes
of New York," Tom Moore avoided
society, as he didn't care for the side-
burns that he had to grow to fit the
role.

Doris Kenyon is returning to mo-
tion pictures in "Get-Rich-Ouick
Wallingford," which is being made
under the direction of Frank Bor-
zage, who directed "Humoresque."

Charm that has a Single Source
IN beauty which serenely stands the scrutiny of repeated glances,

artifice plays small part.

A clear, radiant, youthful complexion, the brightness of the eyes and
the sheen and lustre of the hair have but a single source—internal

cleanliness. Internal cleanliness is the originator of charm, the hand-
maid to beauty, the basis ot personal attractiveness.

Nature uses the blood as a means of feeding the skin. Each one of
the millions of skin cells lies as it were on the bank of a tiny blood-
stream, whose function it is to bring nourishment to the cells.

If the organs of elimination do not function properly, poisons are
formed, absorbed by the blood; and these tiny streams bring .ontami-
nation, not nourishment, to the skin cells. Do you not seethe danger?
It is these poisons that are the most common cause of unatrractiveness.
Facial blemishes, muddy skin and sallowness are all traceable to them.

Nujol has been found by many women to be an invaluable aid to a
clear, radiant complexion. It encourages the bowels to regular and
thorough evacuations, thus keeping the body free of those poisons
that mar the skin and endanger health.

Nujol relieves constipation without any unpleasant or weakening
effects. It does not upset the stomach, cause nausea or griping, nor
interfere with the day's work or play.

WORKS ON A NEW PRINCIPLE
Instead of forcing or irritating the system, Nujol simply" softens the food waste,. This
enables the many tiny muscles, in the walls of the intestines, contracting and expand-
ing in their normal way, to squeeze the food waste along so that it passes naturally
out of the system.

Nujol thus prevents constipation because it helps Narure maintain easy, thorough
owel evacuation at regular interval: he healthiest habit inthe world, and the

single source of beauty, attractiveness and personal charm.

Nujol is absolutely harmless and pleasant to take. Try it.

Nujol
REG. U-S. PAT..OFF.

Nujol is sold by all druggists in sealed bottles only, beating the Nujol trademark.
How and why internal cleanliness will bring beauty and attractiveness is told in a plain, in-
structive and authoritative way in the booklet "A LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM WITHIN".
Fill out and mail the attached coupon today.

Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Jerseyl, Room 713 , 44 Beaver Street, New York.
Please send me a copy of "A LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM WITHIN".

Name - • .

address •
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YOUR FAVORITE S
PERSONAL LIFE,

The Morals of the Movie Folk
Continued from page 19

Intimate Stories of the

Greatest Movie Stars

Know your favorite star as inti-

mately as a good friend. All the

little personal things that make
them so human and lovable, their

problems, joys, loves, their work

and their play. Be an authority

on their lives.

NOW FOR THE FIRST TIME
The "Movie Mirror" Library lays bare

in their own words the personal lives of

the greatest stars. Wrilten by them

—

for YOU.

READ THESE NAMES
The first 12 books issued contain the

life stories, full color pictures (on cover)

pen and ink portraits and personal

letters from these great stars:

Lillian Gish Colleen Moore
Harriet Hammond Doraldina
Viola Dana Wesley Barry
Corinne Griffith Mae Murray
William S. Hart Ben Turpin
Wallace Reid Bert Lytell

SHORT TIME OFFER
You must act quickly before edition is

exhausted—NOW. Send only one
dollar today and start your movie
library at once. All 12 books will be
sent by return mail.

WELLER SERVICE
Dept.D, Binghamton, N. Y.

Special prices and proposition

agents and bookselle rs.

WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers *%
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

Send for "Water Wavers (patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-
ety'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
1 1 7- B West Seventh St. Cincinnati, Ohio

DR. LAWTON'S Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
will show reduction FOR MEN AND WOMEN
taking place in 11
days or money re-

funded. The Re-
ducer (not electrical)
reduces unsightly
parts promptly, re-
ducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method
dissolves and elimi-
nates superfluous fat
from the system.
Easily followed di-
rections do not re-
quire exercises, starv-
ing, medicine or
treatments : not only
rids you of fat. but
improves appearance
and general health,
brings physical and
mental vigor, and
enables you to re-
gain and retain your
normal Weight. Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) re-
duced from 211 to 152 pounds. This reducer and gen-
uine method have been the means whereby a great num-
ber of fat people throughout the United States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfig-
uring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or
woman can obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better. The com-
plete cost is $5 00. Send for your reducer today. Re-
member it is guaranteed. Office hours. 10-4 daily.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 West 70th St. Dept. 186 New York

many chins that her face appears to

be taking a landslide, keeps an ath-

letic eye on the trotters. Although
near-sighted, she can detect a
shimmy clear across the floor in two
shakes. Sometimes the dancers
laugh. If they laugh three times it

is whispered they have a bottle se-

creted somewhere. Dancing ceases

at twelve. The wilder revelers then

go over to a confectionery store

across the street and imbibe heavily

of fizz hootched with strong lemon.
There's only one place open after

twelve-thirty in Hollywood. That's

John's cafe, where, as I've mentioned
before, the strongest thing you can
get is catchup.

Exhausted from my trip across-

continent, and the meeting with the

maid who was mad at me, I sank
down on a rocker next two of the

plush monuments, who wore double-

barreled glasses and a disapproving

look. Before me whirled various

players. Even though I had never
seen them on the screen, I recog-

nized them by their consciousness of
being recognized.

"There is Anastasia Prunella," I

heard the dormer-eyed lady next to

me remark. "I suppose you've heard
she is getting a divorce. Her hus-

band used to beat her something ter-

rible ! The other night he tried to

hang her out of the window by her

hair. She said he was going just a

little too far, and so she's getting a

divorce."

"And there's the Lopdoodles,"

said the companion, by way of reci-

procity. "I suppose you've heard
that he is in love with the star he's

directing. His wife wouldn't pay
any attention to the rumors. But
the other night she got to thinking

about them after she went to bed,

and she made Lopdoodle get right up
and go with her over to the" star's

house. They got the star and her

husband out of bed. 'Now,' said

Mrs. Lopdoodle to Mr. Lopdoodle,

'choose between us.' Mr. Lopdoodle
chose the star."

"Then what happened?" wheezed
the lady next to me.

"Mrs. Lopdoodle said, 'You can't

have her. You come right home
with me.' I hear they've been get-

ting along very nicely ever since."

Just then the lady of my romance
whizzed into view. I tried to catch

her eye to ascertain if she still were
mad at me.

"Ah, there's Lulu Lastew," came
an exclamation from the lady next.

"Isn't she beautiful?"

"Yes," said the other. "But I

suppose you know she's a dope!"

I staggered from the room and
found my friend on the veranda. I

told him what I had heard.

"You poor prune," said he, in a
contemptuous tone. "You've been
getting clubby with the gossips.

When those old ghouls have ex-

hausted their scandalogue they bury
the remains with the final epitaph

—

a Dope. That's the last word in

movie malediction. Before you leave

here you'll be a dope."
"I believe that," said I wearily.

"I've got all the symptoms now."
Thereupon I adjourned to a quiet

retreat along the hall which leads

from the dance floor to the lodgers'

rooms. Over a cigarette I pondered
as to why the lady was mad at me.

It seemed so blamed unreasonable.

Maybe she was a dope. But, then,

so must be the birds who sang of

the gay night life in Los Angeles.

I decided I must be in the City of

Beautiful Nonsense. Just as I ar-

rived at that conclusion the window
opposite me slowly lifted and over

the sill came a satin slipper and a

beautiful silk-lace stocking. Both
were occupied!

I rubbed my eyes. Looked again.

The hose and slipper, looking as

though they were fitted on one of

those artificial forms in department-

store windows, hung over the sill. I

looked at my watch. It was just

midnight. The slipper seemed to be

struggling to gain the floor. The
sash of the window wouldn't budge
higher. I took another glance at the

sample on display and decided to

see the rest. I crossed the room and

raised the window. A wave of per-

fume dizzied me as a golden head

popped through the aperture. Be-

fore me stood the mad lady.

"I didn't want to go through the

lobby," said she, without offering

thanks for my service.

"That's evident," I remarked

dryly. "But tell me, why are you

mad at me?"
With what must have been an ef-

fort on the part of her optic mus-
cles, she raised her eyelashes,

weighted with mascara, to their full

height. Her eyes resembled twin

heavens, done by Maxfield Parrish,

into which I had the sensation of

falling. Her perfumes were rapidly

going to my head, and I wondered
vaguely that she were not indicted

for coming under the head of an in-

toxicant. Then came her voice,

which obviously had been toned by
incense of nicotine.

"Mad at you?" she repeated, with

a smile which misfit have been a

threat or a promise. "Why, you



cluck, I never saw you before in mv
life!"

Thus ended my romantic illusion.

My friend put me to bed, I believe,

asking where I had gotten it. He
never would believe I hadn't quaffed

of the forbidden. "When I told him
my tale, his only remark was : "Why
don't you write another Thousand-

and-one Xights?"

"I shall, if I live," I replied.

But I never again met the mad
lady; hence nights have been less

Arabian. Of course. I patronized

the nocturnal resorts at A'enice on

the Pacific, just a half-hour's dash

by speedster from Hollywood. Ven-

ice has the reputation of being a

veritable Montmartre and the ap-

pearance of being a peewee Coney
Island. In some Xew York hotels,

I'm told, you can have your drap if

you are a relative by blood or money
to the head waiter and if you know
how to do the licker semaphore. But

I don't think you could get a drink

at Sunset or any other Venetian re-

sort even if you could turn six som-

ersaults in the air and fall on your

cerebellum as deftly as Buster

Keaton. Some may bring their own.

If they do, they must keep it in their

overshoes under the table. Of this,

of course, I cannot vouch, as I have

been trained never to look under

tables.

A clique of film society regularly

visits these cafes. But the larger

toll is taken from the immigrants

from mid-Western prairies who
come to see the famous filmers as

the}r cavort to strains of Tents of

Arabs and cream of tomato. I have

visited these resorts several times

without catching a glimpse of Chap-
lin, Fairbanks, Reid. Ray, Mary Pick-

ford. Xazimova, or Anita Stewart.

Even though I had seen them there,

hanging heavily over their third cup

of coffee, I feel I could have for-

given them and continued to pat-

ronize their pictures.

The players even have to bring

their own cabhooraying. These acts

performed by persons known as

comedians are replicas of those you
see on the screen. The last night I

was there it was rumored that a

young fille de cinema had become
incandescent. Everv one became
very excited. The women asked,

"Who is she?" And the men,
"Where did she get it?" The next
day, the president of the gossips'

union was retailing the news on Hol-
lywood Boulevard. She was so
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sorry for the girl. She said she

hoped it wouldn't get around.

After visiting all the public re-

sorts, I besought my friend and

guide to tell me where I could find

Sin, for which I had come in quest.

I confessed my disappointment in

the samples I'd seen. He apologized

and assured me that he'd heard there

were private parties staged occa-

sionally which were humdingers. I

was invited to one of these. They

played charades. I went to another

given by a gentleman to celebrate his

divorce : his former wife was guest

of honor. We didn't play charades

because no one seemed to know any

words. It was an owl-eyed affair,

toward the end of which there was

a yawning contest.

Thus, like Irvin S. Cobb seeking

atrocities in Belgium, I went about

always with the promise that soon

I would see the real thing. At the

end of a year a physician told me I

was suffering from something resem-

bling sleeping sickness, quite com-

mon to the Coast, and which in the

East is known as ennui. I hastened

back to Xew York, where in moral

society I soon recuperated.

I understand clearly why there

are so many divorces among film

players in the colony. There's noth-

ing to do but to quarrel.

The only shocking thing I dis-

covered is that, despite strict sup-

pression of the news, there is a real

aristocracy arising in the filmarchy.

I understand an effort is being made

to offset this bad influence to the

reputation for immorality by an at-

tempt to create a Greenwich Village.

It will never succeed. Picture peo-

ple have too much money and van-

ity. They would never eat from un-

clothed boards, nor wear rubber-

tired spectacles, nor read Freud.

How, then, can a Greenwich Village

be created?

The liveliest places in Hollywood

are the churches.
- They play to

standing room. If you want to get

vour weeklv portion of gospel, even

on a mid-week night, you have to

go early.

It is my conviction that Holly-

wood, like Xew York's Bohemia, is

a matter
-
of press-agentrv. based on

the antics of a select few. who. like

college boys, try to play hob by
making noise.

Nevertheless I intend to keep my
promise and publish a book on "Hol-
lywood Xights." It will be a volume
of blank pages.

Mother's Worries
are lessened when she is prepared to

guard against the ill-effects that may
follow exposure or accidents.

makes an effective gargle for prevent-
ing or helping sore throats— cleanses
and heals cuts and bruises. Will ease
pain and reduce inflammation caused
by strains and wrenches.
Let the children play, but be pre-

pared for emergencies.

$1.25 a bottle at your druggist's, or a
liberal trial bottle sent for ten cents,

W. F. YOUNG, Inc.
33 Temple St., Springfield, Massachusetts

ACFI ELD'S METAPAD
It Supports , S-» BiiifpS-
The Front Arch
Instantly Relieves .Metatarsal Arch Affections

Morton Toe, cramping of toes
larged little toe joints, sole callous-

es and spreading of toes. Worn^
in the Shoe, under or over
stocking. Any other foot
troubles? Write
tor full par-
ticulars.

C. R. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties
Dept.V.C. 132S B'way and 47 West 34th St. N. Y.

. FOREHEAD
I WRINKLE

REMOVES '

i

IMPROVE YODR APPEARANCE
WRINKLES ON YOUR FOREHEAD
OR BETWEEN YOER EYEBROWS

'No matter how small" are deceitful marks that
make vou look weak, ugly ard many years older

WHY NOT REMOVE THEM-ean be done in a few nights
by using a FOREHEAD WRINKLE REMOVER
which elastiely press and smooth the skin of the
forehead to its original form—Order One To-Day
PRICE "Post Paid" S2.00. Send for FREE BOOK
FACIAL SPECIALTY CO. 66 Warremon S^eet BOSTON, MASS

A delicately per-
fumed powder;
removes hair,
leaves skin
smooth, white :

for arms. limbs,
face: 50c and $1
sizes, (containing
complete mixing
outfit* in U.S. and
Canada: 75c and
SI.50 elsewhere.
At drug and de-
partment stores.

^mm/WMJf Depkory

for removing

Send 10c for
trial sample and

booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL
104 Waverly Place, New York
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Right Off the Grill
Continued from page 57

ear Liear _
If you are hard of hearing you have

embarrassing moments—so do your
friends. Is it not worth while to see if

all this embarrassment can be avoided?
400,000 persons are now hearing

clearly by aid of the Acousticon.
A New York Physician says : "It is

of great value to me. I should have
been obliged to give up the practice of
medicine long ago if I had not obtained
this best of all devices for the aid of
hearing." We offer you the

1021 Acousticon
For lO Days' FREE TRIAL

No Deposit—No Expense
Just write, saying "I am hard of hearing and

will try the Acousticon." Give it a fair trial

amid familiar surroundings—thus you can best
tell what it will do for you.
Remember, however. that the Acousticon

has patented features which cannot be duplicated.
So no matter what your past experience has
been send for your free trial today.

Dictograph Products Corp.
1442 Candler Bldg., New York City, N.

A Single Drop
MMMt^-SL Week

Flower Drops the most exquisite
perfume ever produced. Mane from
flowers. A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture with long glaBs

stopper, Li lac or Orabapple, $1.50; Lily
of the Valley, Eose or Violet, $2.00;

Bomanza, our latest Flower Drops,
$2.50. Above odors in half oz. bottles
$8.00, one oz. $15.00. Send 20c stamps
or Bilver for miniature bottle.
Bieger's Flower Drops Toilet Water

$1.75 large 5 ounce hexagonal bottle.

Bieger's Mon Amour, ounce $1.50;

Garden Queen. $2.00; Alcazar. $2.25;

Parfum Bienzi, $2 50, nothing finer;

Honolulu Boquet $1.00 At druggists or
by mail. . „ „
Send $100 for souvenir box of five

„ 25c bottles, different odors.

--, PAUL RIEGER &C0. 293 IstSt. SanFrancisco

I^^£ace Powder ^
Standard for 50 years, and never excelled,

LABLACHE is a safe powder for the com-
plexion.

Millions of fastidious women use it. It is

the powder of undisputed refinement ana
stylish to use. Always
sold in the plain,
fashioned box.

Refuse Substitutes

They may be dan-
gerous. Flesh,White,
Pink or Cream, 75c.

a box of druggist or

by mail. Over two
million boxes sold

annually. Send 10c.

for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.

French Perfumers. Dept. 48 WJ.
12S Kingston St., Boston, HI—

Kill The Hair Root

couple. Miss Pickford is quoted as

saying that if she ever made a bad
picture she would either shelve it or
send it to Russia. If other stars were
to adopt this policy the Russians
might haul down the red flag and run
up the white. It seems to me, how-
ever, that Russia has taken about
enough punishment from the world,

and maybe that's what Miss Pickford
thought when she decided to release

"The Love Light" here. At that,

"The Love Light" was the peer of
any other picture shown on Broad-
way at the same time.

Star Salaries Coming Down.

Star salaries certainly are taking

a tumble, so the wiseacres tell us.

Anita Stewart, whose contract with

Louis B. Mayer expires in Septem-
ber, has been offered the mean sum
of six thousand dollars per week

—

American money. But then some
star would shine in any weather.

No Work, No Gas.

The financial quakes have shaken
a lot of actors off the cushions.

Now's the time to buy a used car.

Screen Needs Man Power.

The word "personality" is about

as explicit as the word "bolshevism."

Yet it is the substance which makes
or breaks an actor. The way an ac-

tor parts his hair, hoists a teacup, or

snatches a smack from the inky

bazoo of a chicken determines his

power of attraction. There's Eugene
O'Brien with the corrugated hair

and the gentle loving touch, Wallace
Reid looking like a gridiron Apollo

and with thel-don't-give-a-hang man-
ner which gets the wimin—such are

the perennial parfaits in popularity.

And, as every one knows, the stellar

election is controlled by the female

contingent attending the theaters.

The ladies determine screen idols. If

My method is the only way to prevent the hair fror

Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet £n
enclosing 3 stapms. We teach beauty cultui

D. J. Mahler. 184-X. Mahler Park, Providence, R. I,

men exercised any interest in the

matter what a revolution would take

place in the male personnel ! But
even with the women folk in con-
trol, most any ordinary he-male can
walk on to the canvas and make the

present incumbents look sickly. H.
R. H. Prince of Wales, even in a
news reel got across more real mas-
culine "personality" than most any
celluloid Narcissus does in eight reels

of hot love-making. And for the

once I agree with my lady friend and
the hired girl on the personality ques-

tion—that Georges Carpentier was
the most likable and male-convincing
figure that has gone through the lens.

The trouble is that such males won't
stay on because they can make good
off. There's real opportunity for

young men on the screen—and they
don't need to know a darn about the

technique of screen acting, if there

is such a thing. The trouble is that

fellows of the Carpentier mold won't
take the opportunity except as an
outing. But the fact remains we do
need more man power. Give it a
thought, gents, only don't send the
producers a pastel of your mug; that

stunt alone let's you out.

Ouija Oaths Expected.

Metro has changed the title of

Jack London's story, "The Little

Lady in the Big House," to "What's
the Matter with Marriage?" thus

giving it a De Mille question mark
and the lilt of a college yell. Grace
Kingsley says she bets the late Mr.
London is looking frantically for a
ouija board.

Mary Hay on Stage.

Mrs. Richard Barthelmess is ap-

pearing on the New York stage in

"Sally," a Ziegfeld musical show,
likewise on the screen at another
New York theater in "Way Down
East."

A Ten Strike!
By Vara Macbeth Jones

In days of old

Ere robbers bold

Caused prices' high inflation,

Our family spree

Would always be

A photo-play migration.

Nor did we chant
EXTRAVAGANT

!

After each expedition,

The baby, we
Could take in free,

The rest
—

"Five Cents Admission !"

But now, if we
En famille,

Dared movieward go flitting,

They would demand
Four bits each—and

Our baby's not admitted

!
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Classified Advertising
Agents and Help Wanted Patents and Lawyers Songs, Poems, Etc.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories'' anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange, N. J.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

SONG-WRITERS GUIDE SENT FREE !

Contains valuable instructions and advice.
Submit song-poems for examination. We
will furnish music, copyright and facilitate
publication or sale. Knickerbocker Studios,
301 Gaiety Bldg., New York.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig, 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries ; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

SALESMEN—CITY OR TRAVELING.
Experience unnecessary. Send for list of lines
and full particulars. Prepare in spare time
to earn the hig salaries—$2,500 to $10,000 a
year. Employment services rendered Members.
National Salesmen's Training Association,
Dept. 107, Chicago, 111.

$10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427. St. Louis. Mo.
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn

from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples. Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to use and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Plv
Tires. (No seconds, i Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co.. 976 Oak. Kan-
sas City, Missouri.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor .1. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love, Mother,
Home, Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send words
today. Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block,
Chicago.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS, Trademark, Copyright—fore-
most word free. Long experience as patent
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-
sonable. Correspondence solicited. Results
procured. Metzger. Washington, D. C.

WRITE A SONG POEM—I compose music
and guarantee publication. Send poem today.
E. Hanson, 3810 Broadway, Room 102, Chi-
cago.

PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate
Fees. Best References." Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law,
1SF, Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We
write the music, publish, and secure a copy-
right. Submit poems on any subject. The
Metropolitan Studios, 914 S. Michigan Ave.,
Dept. 210, Chicago, Illinois.

INVENTIONS WANTED. Cash or Royalty
for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 223, St.
Louis, Mo.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG! We
will write the music and guarantee publica-
tion on a royalty basis. Submit poems on any
subject. Seton Music Company, 920 S. Michi-
gan Ave., Room 109, Chicago, 111.

PATENTS SECURED. Prompt Service.
Avoid dangerous delays. Send for our "Rec-
ord of Invention" form and Free Book telling
How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch or
model for examination. Preliminary advice
without charge. Highest references. Write
Todav. J. L. Jackson & Co.. 135 Ouray
Bldg., Washington. D. C.

DO YOU WANT YOUR SONG POEMS ac-
cepted? Send them to-day for best offer, im-
mediate publication, and free examination.
Song writing booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co., Suite 566, 1433 Broad-
way, N. Y.

PATENTS— Send for free book. Contains
valuable information for inventors. Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its patentable nature. Prompt service.
(Twcntv years experience). Talbert & Tal-
bert. 4929" Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler. D102, 4040 Dick-
ens Ave., ( hicugo.
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Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, Amer-
ican Detective Svstem 1968 Broadway N *v

MEN, get into the wonderful tailoring
agency business, big profits taking orders and
your own clothes free. We furnish fine sam-
ple outfit and everything free. No experience
needed. Write today. Banner Tailoring Co.,
Dept. 796, Chicago.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We
compose music and guarantee to secure pub-
lication on royalty basis by New York pub-
lisher. Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor
is a song-writer of national reputation and

t
has written many big song-hits. Submit poems
on any subject. Broadway Studios, 233 Fitz-
gerald Bldg., New York.

Stammering

ST-STU-T-T-TERING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.
\\ aitei jMcuonneti, ou 1 otomac ±>anK IjUHq-
ing, Washington, D. C. EXPERT ADVICE by Famous Composer,

How to Write and Sell Popular Songs. Free.
Song Specialists, Box 494, New Britain, Conn.

MEN WANTED for Detective Work. Ex-
perience unnecessary. Write J. Ganor,
iuiuit_i u. 0. vtu\ 1 ueLecii\e, i^u, or. louis.

Short Stories and Photoplays

AGENTS, $60 to $200 a Week, Free Sam-
ples. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Of-
fice windows. Any one can do it. Big de-
mand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Big prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
particulars. Rex Publishers, Box 175—P 21,
Chicago.

ATTENTION SONGWRITERS ! Our inter-
esting pamphlet explains our method of Pro-
fessionally placing your work before the re-

liable publishers. Manuscript examined with-
out charge. Superior Song Studios. 1547
Broadway. N. Y.$50—$100 weekly writing Moving Picture

Plays. Get free book : valuable information ;

prize offer. Photo Playwright College, Box
278 XY 26. Chicago.

BE A DETECTIVE—Wonderful oppor-
tunities; particulars free. Write Wagner, 1S6
East 79th, New York, Dept. 302. Mail Order Business

BIGGEST MONEY MAKER IN AMERICA.
I want 100 men and women quick to take
orders for raincoats, raincapes, and water-
proof aprons. Thousands of orders waiting
for you. $2.00 an hour for spare time. Mc-
Donough made $813.00 in one month. Nissen,
$19.00 in three hours. Purvience. $207.00 in
seven days. $5,000 a year profit for eight
3 VP1*!1 fff* Or(iPT*s; a fl n v ^Vr* rlplivorintr n i*u v v 1 uj,t vi uvi a. vl<\ \ . 1.11 \j U trl 1 V t 1 1 JL1 UL LUI
lecting. Beautiful coat free. No experience or
capital required. Write quick for information.
Comer Manufacturing Co., Dept. M-35, Dav-
ton. Ohio.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn, N. Y.

I MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet.
Stamp. Alss Scott. Cohoes. N. Y.

Pe rsonal

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether you
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse? Scientific, convincing in-

formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
I leywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg.. San
Francisco.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (4061, St.
Louis, Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS : $25—$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.AGENTS—200% profit. Wonderful little

article ; something new ; sells like wildfire
;

carry in pocket : write at once for Free Sam-
ple. Albert Mills, Gen. Mgr., 3145 American
Bldg.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

a.ui»i 1 JUL n \\ ivl 1 ii.Ko ot 1 uoiopiays.
Short Stories, Poems, Songs, send to-day for
Free, valuable, instructive book. "Key to
Successful Writing," including 65 helpful sug-
gestions on writing and selling. Atlas Pub-
lishing Co., 509 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

ASTROLOGY—STARS TELL LIFE'S
story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy 4307 Jefferson. Kansas City.
Missouri, Apartment 74.YOUR NAME on 35 linen cards and ease

20c. Agent's outfit free. Card and leather
specialties. John Burt, Coshocton, Ohio. WRITERS ! Stories, Poems, Plays, etc., are

wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal Mo.

KNOW YOURSELF, YOUR FRIENDS,
your fate Mail 15c money or stamps for
Book containing 12 Birth Readings, one for
each month. Forewarnings, personal advice,
16 illustrations, reference chart. 12 in 1.

Send .today. Mark Jackson, 39 West 27th
St., N. Y.

Wanted to Bay

MEN—BOYS WANTED. Railwav Mail
Clerks. $135 month. Particulars free." Frank-
lin Institute, Dept. H2. Rochester, N. Y.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS are desirable.
$1400. $1600 and $1800 at start. Railway
Mail Clerk and other "exams" soon. Let our
expert, former Civil Service Examiner, pre-
pare you Write Today for free booklet. Pat-
terson Civil Service School, Box Y, Rochester.
N. Y.

PHOTOPLAYS, IDEAS, WANTED Tor Cali-
fornia Producers. Also Stories, Articles.
Criticize free, sell on ('ommission. To Be-
ginners. Plot Chart Free—Correspondence
Course or Experience unnecessary. Submit
MSS. or write. Harvard Company, 400, Mont-
gomery. San Francisco. WE PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for dia-

monds, platinum, watches, old or broken jew-
elry, old gold, silver, magneto points, old false

teeth, gold and silver ores or nuggets. War
Bonds & Stamps. Mail them to us to day.
Cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10
davs if you're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelt-
ing & Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

GET PERMANENT CUSTOMERS for
Guaranteed Hosiery and Underwear, easy by
our new Sure Success Plan. Quickest intro-
ducer ever—opens way to $10—$20 a day
profits. Beautiful sample outfits—liberal
commissions, prompt deliveries. Wonderful
opportunity. Write quick. C & D Company,
Section B. Grand Rapids, Mich.

SHORT STORIES. Novels. Photoplays
edited, criticised, typed and marketed. Fred
Willenbecher, Literary Editor, Allentown, Pa.

MANUSCRIPTS CORRECTLY PREPARED
for publication. Copying—50c per thousand
words. Copying with revision—75c per thou-
sand words. Ruth G. Taylor, Allendale, N. J.
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Classified Advertising—Continued.

For the Home
BUY XOUR FAINT DIRECT from manu-

facturers! Save money List 37 free. Mar-
tinets, 405 Lexington Avenue. New York.

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how !

Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
particulars. E. La Delle. Bos 557, Los An-
geles, Cal.

Miscellaneous

5 MASTER KEYS and novel key chain
$1.00. The world's most wonderful set of
keys, opening thousands of different locks.
Each key different. Used by locksmiths, jani-
tors, firemen, detectives. Master Key Co., 3
Manhattan Bldg., Milwaukee, Wis.

IF YOU WANT to sell or exchange your
property write me. .John J. Black, 250th
St., Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Farm Lands

LOOKING FOR A FARM? If you are, an
opportunity is before you. Hardwood land in
Antrim. Kalkaska, and Utsego counties. Mich.,
at only .$15 to $35 per acre. Small down pay-
ment, easy terms. Excellent location. Special
features and ways of helping settlers. Write
for big free booklet. Swigart, X-1265, First
National Bank Bldg., Chicago. 111.

Female Help Wanted

$6—$18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary : particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 110. La-
Grange, Ind.

Lame People

THE PERFECTION EXTENSION SHOE
for any person with one short limb. No
more unsightly cork soles, irons, etc., needed.
Worn with ready-made shoes. Shipped on
trial. Write for booklet. H. U. Lotz, 105
E. 28th St., N. Y.

Old Money Wanted

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of
coins. Keep All old money. You may have
valuable pieces. Send 10c for Ill'st Coin Value
Book, 4x8. It may mean your fortune. Clarke
Coin Co., Box 2. Le Roy. N. Y.

Business Opportunities

FOR SALE : Patent 1,260,900. Moving Pic-
ture Scenery. Patented March 26. 1918. R.
Hartwig, 900 Brannan St., San Francisco, Cal.

Ven t riloquism

VENTRILOQUISM Taught Almost Anyone
at Home. Small cost. Send to-day 2-cent
stamp for particulars and proof. O. A.
Smith, Room 746, 801 Bigelow St., Peoria, 111.

Ask your dealer for
PEOPLE'S FAVORITE MAGAZINE
Only 25 cents the copy, but a great
pleasure and a big surprise

La Goutte-a-Goutte
RESTORES ££&rd £ GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application. Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Makes a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after
shampoo necessary.
You can apply it in the
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.

Anyone of 32 shades given from ONE package.
S1.67 postpaid. Order direct, or

Send me a Little Lock ol Your
Hair—I'll color ItWitnoutCharge
Cut it close to head and say what color you wish.
I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald, etc.
Write fully. No charge for frank opinion.
"SECRETS of BEAUTY," my new booklet,
mailed free on request.

L. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th St., New York

The Picture Oracle
Continued from page 88

Wallace Reid Fan.—Barbara Castle-
ton was Margaret Hill, John Bowers was
John Ordham, Sydney Ainsworth was Al
Levering, Doris Pawn was Mabel Cut-
ting, Elinnr Hancock was Mrs. Cutting,
Lawson Butt was Lord Bridgeminster,
Edythe Chapman was Lady Bridgemin-
ster, Ashton Dearholt was Walter Dris-
combe, Carrie Clark Ward was Teddy,
Lincoln Stedman was Sir Reggie Blan-
chard, and Clarissa Selwyne was Lady
Rosamond in the Goldwyn production,
"Out of the Storm." Madge Kennedy's
latest picture is called "The Girl with the
Jazz Heart," in which she plays a dual
role. She has finished her Goldwyn con-
tract and has returned to her first love,

the stage. She has announced that here-
after her screen appearances will be
made in her own productions. She is

playing in "Cornered," on the stage.

"The Wonderful Chance" is Eugene
O'Brien's picture.

Jean E. B.—That is her correct name.
Alice Joyce was born in Kansas City,

Missouri, in 1890. You will find your
other questions already answered in the
above replies.

D. B. I.—Mabel Normand has brown
hair and eyes. She tips the beam at just

five feet.

Jimmy Lou.—Douglas MacLean and
Doris May are not married to each other.

Douglas is married to a nonprofessional,
while Doris is still a Miss, and lives with
her mother. Harrison Ford is not mar-
ried. "Food for Scandal" is his last pic-

ture released. He is going to alternate

for a year, playing first with Norma,
then with Constance. You must write
to each one separately. You can't write
to just one and get everybody's photo-
graph.

The Imp.—Theda Bara is not dead.
Constance Talmadge is still as free as
the air. Richard Barthelmess was born
in New York City in 1895. He received
his education at Trinity College in Hart-
ford, Connecticut. There are several
companies who make postal cards and
photographs of the players, who can sup-
ply you with one of her pictures.

Louise M.—Casson Ferguson is not
with any special company. He is free-

lancing around the different studios in

California.

Ruthie.—Mary Miles Minter's hair is

natural, so is May Allison's. Write to

the editor of Picture-Play Magazine,
same address.

Kurious Kate.—Likewise.

C. Fred G.—You, too.

Mae B.—No, "Midsummer Madness"
was not made by Cecil B. De Mille. It

is a William De Mille production for
Paramount. You're not the only one
who has the two De Milles confused.
They are brothers, being the sons of the

late Henry De Mille, a playwright and
coauthor with David Belasco in several
stage successes, and Beatrice De Mille,

a play broker. William is the older
brother. Both brothers attended Colum-
bia University, and when they graduated
started writing plays for the stage. Wil-
liam's first play was "A Mixed Four-
some," in 1900, and the De Mille broth-
ers and Bessie Barriscale were in the
cast. Cecil B. and William later com-
bined in writing "The Genius," in which
Charles Richman and Nat Goodwin
starred. This was produced by David
Belasco.

A. B. C.—You will find the addresses
you want at the end of The Oracle de-
partment.

Y. C. Q.—Charles Ray has no children.
Wallace, Jr., is two and a half years old.

Betty.—Katherine MacDonald was born
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She lives in

California. Elaine Hammerstein was
born in 1897. She works at the Eastern
studios of the Selznick Pictures Corpo-
ration. Ethel Clayton was born in Cham-
paign, Illinois, in 1890. She has never
married again. She is five feet five inches
tall and weighs one hundred and thirty
pounds. Elaine weighs one hundred and
twenty. Their pictures appear in the
magazine from time to time. You will

have to keep watch for them. Those are
their correct names. She is the grand-
daughter of the late Oscar Hammerstein.

Eddie Denver.—Betty Blythe is an em-
phatic brunette. Sorry you didn't care so
much for that particular interview". That
is just the way it was given. Perhaps
there will be one in the near future which
will suit your taste better. That is all

a matter of opinion. Personally, it

doesn't matter with me about favorites,

as I like them all. I couldn't possibly do
it if I valued my life very much—and I

do. "The Penalty," featuring Lon Cha-
ney, has been released for some time.

"Outside the Law*," in which Priscilla

Dean has the leading feminine role, is

his most recent feature. He is considered
about the best character actor on the
screen to-daj-

. Wallace Beery is appear-
ing in Frank Lloyd's latest Goldwyn fea-

ture, an adaptation of "The White Lily."

He plays the part of a Chinaman. Cer-
tainly, they furnish their own clothes,

and you are right that it must cost a
nice little pile of the filthy lucre. No,
they don't have to be any special color.

Anita Stewart's next film to be released
is "The Tornado." Herbert Rawlinson
has the leading male role opposite her.

Thanks very much for the good wishes.

Down and In.—I never heard of any
picture by the name of "Hearts and Sil-

ver." You must have it mixed up with
something else.

Mrs. Ira S.—Ann Little played opposite

Wallace Reid in "Believe Me, Xantippe."
L. C. Shumway with Bessie Barriscale
in "Two-Gun Betty." You refer to Al-
bert Roscoe with Theda Bara in "Cleo-
patra." "M'liss" is the Mary Pickford
picture you are thinking of.

Miss Inquisitive.—Pauline Frederick
was the wife of Willard Mack, but they
recently were divorced. Pearl White was
born in Springfield, Missouri, in 1889.

She is the wife of Wallace McCutcheon,
who used to direct pictures, back in 1908,

at the old Biograph studios on Fourteenth
Street in New York City. They have
no children. Mack Sennett's studios are

situated at Edendale, California, a few
minutes' ride from the downtown of Los
Angeles.

Vivien ne.—Frank, Pete, and Josie are

not married. Eddie is.

Jesse Faulkner Heard.—Charles
Clary is not with any particular com-
pany. He plays in pictures for nearly

all of the studios on the Pacific coast.

Miss Ethel B. L.—You will have to

write to the editor about the publication

of pictures in this magazine, as I have
nothing to do with that end

_
of it.

_
I

have a hard-enough job as it is keeping
up with my Picture-Play correspond-

ence.
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Browx-Eved Bessie.—Certainly I'll ex-

cuse you. I don*t mind how you address

me. Colleen Moore is not related to the

Moore brothers nor to Mildred Lee
Moore.

Pearl White Admirer.—Wallace Mc-
Cutcheon played the part of Frederick

Vaux in "The Black Secret." Walter
McGrail has been playing in Selznick

features lately.

Lazy Lew.—Larry Semon is not mar-
ried. He looks just the same. Constance
Talmadge's latest picture is called "Dan-
gerous Business." Your other questions
already have been answered.

Nina M.—That's part of my work.
If the fans didn't have a lot of questions
to ask, there wouldn't be any job for me,
so you see why I like to answer them.
Viola Dana's husband died during the
first influenza epidemic in New York.
The accent on the second syllable.

Miss Mary S.—Eddy Polo was born
in California of Italian parents. Wil-
liam and Edith are married. Write to

the editor about the publication of pic-

tures. That is not in my line. Your
other questions have been answered.

Maretta.—Highly honored, I assure
you ! Richard Barthelmess is five feet

seven inches tall and weighs one hun-
dred and thirty-five pounds. He has
dark hair and eyes. If you look in the
replies preceding this one, you will find
the answers you desire.

Rod and Gexe Admirer.—Rod la

Rocque is appearing on the stage in Xew
York at present. He also finds time to
keep up his picture work. Katherine
MacDonald's latest picture is "Curtain."
Eugene O'Brien is still single. Other
questions will be found already answered.

Ethel M. W.—Winifred Westover re-
cently returned from Sweden, where she
went to star in pictures for a Swedish
motion-picture company. She says she
enjoyed the trip immensely, but is very
glad to be back in the U. S. A. She is

going to be leading woman in Conway
Tearle's pictures. Tom Moore has light-
brown hair and blue eyes. His latest pic-
ture is the well-known stage farce "Offi-
cer 666," which was made in pictures sev-
eral years ago with Howard Estabrook
in the principal role.

Gloria.—Betty Compson is now a star i

and has her own company, the Betty
Compson Productions. Her first picture
for her own firm is "Prisoners of Love."
"Ladies Must Live," a George Loane
Tucker production in which she has the

j

principal role will shortly be released.
Gloria Swanson is musical. She is con-

|

sidered quite beautiful. Virginia Brown
is not a star. They can't all be stars,
you know. Some one must plav the
other parts in a picture. The popularitv
of the players with the fans decides their
starring ambitions. Frank Mayo was
born in 1886. Richard Barthelmess has
brown hair and eyes. Ralph Graves has
light-brown hair and eves. "The Deli-
cious Little Devil" included Mae Murray,
Harry Rattenbury, Richard Cummings.
Rudolpho de Valentino, Ivor McFadden.
Bertram Grassby, Edward Jobson, and
Y\ illiam Mong. You refer to Bertram
Grassby. He was born in Lincolnshire.
England, in 1880. He is six feet and
weighs one hundred and seventy-five
pounds. He has black hair and eves" He
is married. ZaSu Pitts is married. Her
husband is her leading man in pictures
also. Blanche has no brother Jack in

|

the navy. You have your magazines all
twisted.

few Easy Way to
Become An Artist

THIS wonderful new method makes it possible for anyone to

learn Illustrating, Cartooning, or Commercial Art. Hun-
dreds of our students are now making splendid incomes.

And most of them never touched a drawing pencil before they

studied with us.

The simplicity of this method will

astound you. 1 ou will be amazed at your
own rapid progress. You learn by mail
-—yet you receive personal instruction

from one of America's foremost Com-
mercial Artists—Will H. Chandlee. Get
into this fascinating game NOW. You
can easily qualify. A few minutes' study
each day is ail that is needed.

Crying Demand for Trained
Artists

Newspapers, advertising agencies,

magazines, business concerns—all are

looking for men and women to handle
their art work. There are hundreds of

vacancies right this minute! A trained
commercial artist can command almost
any salary he wants. Cartoonists and de-

signers are at a premium. Dozens of our
students started work at a high salary.

Many earn more than the cost of the
course while they are learning! YOU

—

with a little spare-time study in your own
home—can easily and quickly get one of

these big-paying artists' jobs.

No Talent Needed
This amazing method has exploded the

old idea that talent is an absolute neces-
sity in art. Just as you have learned to

write, this new method teaches you to

draw. We start you with straight lines,

then curves. Then you learn how to put

them together. Now you begin making
pictures. Shading, action, perspective,

and all the rest follow in their right order,

until you are making pictures that bring
you from S50 to S500 or more! Many
artists get as high as S1000 for a single

drawing!

Write for Interesting Free Book
Mail coupon now for this interesting

free book "How to Become an Artist."

Explains about this amazing method in

detail. Tells of our students—and their

wonderful progress—and how we can
qualify you for a high-salaried artist's

position. Also tells of our free artist's

outfit and special low offer to a limited
number of new students. Mail coupon
NOW!

Washington School of Art, Inc.

Room 1599, Marden BIdg., Washington, D. C.

. -FREE COUPON
j WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc..

Room 1599 Marden BIdg., Washington, D. C.

I Please send me, -without cost or obligation
on my part, your free book, "How to Become

I an Artist."

Name

Address .

ro rr diamondEE RING OFFER
Just to advertise our famous Hawaiian im.
diamonds—the greatest discovery the world
has ever known. We v. ill send absolutely
free this 14k gold f. ring, set with a l-2k
Hawaiian im. diamond-ln beauiiful rinK
box postage paid. Par postmaster SI.48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell
it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10.00O given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Pend size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because I'was Deaf and had Head Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stcoped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphor.es.
Cannot be seen when won). Effective when Deafness
is c2used by Caurrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Eooklet and my sworn
statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite l-5 70 5th Avenue New York CitJ

FOR EYEBROWS AND LASHES
^e

i

c\

li

F^-
T
Li^i,dt

'

s COL -Y-BROW
Brings out their full beautv: harmless: will not mn .

Colors: Black, Brown. At dealers or mailed. S1.00,
HUM SPECIALTY CO., Dept. E. -2i E. 21st ST., .NEW YORK

Ladies Let Cuticura

Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Young
Soap,Ointment.Talcum ,23c.everywhere. Forsamples
address: Cuticura Laboratories. D'ept.D, Haldep.Ma.flS.
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Two Inches in One Month

That Is My Guarantee
I will increase

the size and de-
velopment o f

your chest at

least two inches

in 30 d a y s .

Sounds impossi-

ble, doesn't it?

Well, come on
and make me
prove it. And
what's more. I

will enlarge

your arm and
your neck at

least one full
1 n c h in the
same length of

time.

Seek Proper

Guidance
By following

my instructions
you are bound
to receive
these benefits

and a thousand
more. Any one
can give you a
series of move-
ments to go
through every
day. But will it

get you any-
where ? I have
made this my
life work. As a
doctor prepares
himself in the
study of medi-
cine and its ef-
fect on the vital
parts of your
body, so have I
studied the bu-
rn a n anatomy
and the benefits
derived from
various forms of
exercise. 1 do
not promise to
cure disease, but
I absolutely will
prevent it.

Latest photograph of EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Taken Oct. 10, 1920

The Man Who Knows
Tex O'Rourke is one of the best authorities on

physical culture in the world to-day. He has trained

more world champions than any other. He knows
every training device worth while, and he says
"Earle Liederman has absolutely the best."

Charles Atlas, known throughout the country as

one of the strongest men ever produced, gives full

credit to Earle Liederman for his present condition.

Is the Best Too Good?
What you want is a perfect physical develop-

ment and you want it in the quickest time possible.

That is what you get from my course. And with
It you build up a condition of health which makes
you fit for any position in life. I will broaden
your shoulders, deepen your chest, develop your

arms to an enormous proportion. But I will also

strengthen every vital organ so that you will feel

the vim and pep of youth and have the buoyant
spirit and flash of eye which shows a clear active

brain and a perfect functioning body.

Come Then—Let's Get Busy
I've got it. It's yours for the asking. Don't

hesitate. Join the armv of strong men who are

doing the big things in life. It means both busi-

ness and social success to you. It means self-

confidence, abounding health, and the full pleasure

of life. Make me prove it! I like it.

Send for my new book

"Muscular Development"
IT IS FREE!

It tells the secret and is handsomely illustrated

with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained,

also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.

The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent

you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping
and mailing. Sit right down now and fill in the

coupon. The sooner you get started on the road

to health and strength, the easier it will be to

reach perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day
longer—mail the coupon to-day.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1404, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1404, 305 Broadway. N. Y. City

Dear Sir:—I inclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me. without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscu-
lar Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name .

.

Address

City

Frances Brawner.—Anita Stewart is

not dead. She has been taking a vaca-
tion. "Sowing the Wind" is her latest

picture.

M. B.—I am glad that I don't care what
I am called or I am sure that I should ob-
ject to being called "A dear old thing,"
as I am not very old—yet. Clarine Sey-
mour was. just about to be starred by
D. W. Griffith when she passed away.
"The Idol Dancer" was her last picture.

She took sick and died while working in

"Way Down East," and all the scenes she
had appeared in had to be retaken, with
Mary- Hay playing her role. It was cer-

tainly a loss to the screen. If I undertook
to name all the photoplays those stars

have been featured in for the past two
and a half years, the other readers would
not be able to get an answer in Picture-
Play for a couple of months. Have a
heart, M. B., and let them come a few
at a time. She has appeared in nothing
since she supported Dorothy Gish in "Re-
modeling Her Husband." I don't know
whether she intends to continue her screen
work or not. On the contrary, I should
probably go crazy if I didn't have the
letters to answer, now that I have become
so used to them. Such is the force of
habit, once acquired, and also the neces-
sity of eating once in a while.

Fulla Howles.—That was a Para-
mount picture featuring Robert Warwick.
It was not Eugene O'Brien. I managed
to read your letter all right, but, of
course, it could have been a bit more legi-

ble.

A. R.—George Cheseboro has never let

me in on it, so I can't tell you. I never
heard of your friend Frank. Juanita
Hansen was born in Des Moines, Iowa, in

1897. No bother at all, I assure you.
Come again when you have nothing bet-

ter to do.

Bobby's Admirer.—You ask which I

am, man or woman. I am one of the

two, so if you take two guesses, you will

certainly be right in one of them. Which
one I leave for you to guess. Harry
Houdini was born in Appleton, Wis-
consin, and is not the foreigner you think
him to be. He is not working in any
picture at the present time, but I expect
him to shortly make his appearance on
the silversheet once more. Robert War-
wick was born in Sacramento, California,

in 1881. He is a real native son, as they
call them. He is not married. He did

his first screen work for the World Film
Corporation. Then he made several pic-

tures for Selznick before he enlisted in

the United States army and received the
commission of major. He is six feet tall

and weighs one hundred and seventy-five
pounds. He has brown hair and eyes.

Upon his return from the war he was
signed to a long-term contract by the
Lasky Company, and made quite a few
starring vehicles for them. He is not
making any pictures at the present time,

as he is having a court action against

the Lasky company, charging a breach of
contract. The case has not as yet been
settled. Yes, I have met him.

Agnes From Frisco.— I thought all San
Franciscans disliked having their fair

city referred to as "Frisco?" I suppose
there are exceptions to every rule. You
should address all questions pertaining to

scenarios to William Lord Wright, who
has charge of that department for Pic-
ture-Play Magazine, and who will be
glad to give you any advice that he can
to help you. Send six cents in stamps to

the editor for a copy of the "Market
Booklet." Nazimova has not retired from
the screen. She is still making pictures
for Metro.

A. & F.—You will find your questions
already answered in this issue.

Wanna No.— If I could get positions
for my readers as actors and actresses,
I would certainly open up a motion-pic-
ture employment agency and quit being
an oracle. I'd eat more regularly, too.

Bessie Love Fan.—Bessie Love's latest

picture is called "Bonnie Bay." It is be-
ing released by the Federated Exchanges.
Carter de Haven's newest film is "The
Girl in the Taxi," taken from the stage
farce of that name. Carter also appeared
in the leading role in the legitimate pro-
duction.

C. & B. & M.—Harrison Ford is in New
York at present, working in Norma Tal-
madge's latest picture. Charles Ray is

married. His latest pictures are "The
Old Swimmin' Hole" and "Scrap Iron."
Albert Raj' has deserted the screen as an
actor and is devoting his time to direct-

ing these days. He is with Charles Ray.

A Minneapolis Girl.—Harold Lock-
wood has been dead for over two years.

You should write to some of the firms

who sell photographs of the players.

They probably have pictures of him in

their stock. Don't ask me to give my
reasons for the number of divorces in the
United States these days. I don't know
anything about the causes or effects. It's

no different in the acting profession than
in any other; it's only that you are more
interested in the players, and it seems so
to you. "Way Down East" has been re-

leased for some time. It is having won-
derful runs all over the country, and is

some picture. Charles Chaplin and Mil-
dred Harris were recently divorced.

Hoot Gibson and Eugene O'Brien Ad-
mirer.—I never heard of your friend
Mamie in pictures at all, so I can't help
you one bit in trying to locate her. Hoot
Gibson was married to Helen Gibson, of
the railroad thrillers, but they have been
divorced. He was born in 1892. Neither
Eugene O'Brien nor Ruth Roland is

married. Yes, she is considered very
beautiful. I agree with the considerers.
Francis MacDonald has no children.

Katherine MacDonald is not married.
Your questions concerning Constance Tal-
madge have already' been answered.

R. M. S.—Douglas MacLean is married
to a nonprofessional. Your other ques-
tions have already been answered. Ad-
dresses are always printed each month at

the end of The Oracle department.

W. H. S.—Owen Moore is not married.
Your other questions have already been
answered.

Skating Kate.—They have plenty of

snow in California when the season comes
around, but they have to go away from
Los Angeles to get their snow scenes.

Truckee is the favorite place with the

film companies to go for all their snow
pictures.

Halclare.—Mae Marsh and Billie

Burke are not related, and they don't look
alike off the screen.

Jackie.—No, Tom Moore has not left

the Goldwyn Company. He is still mak-
ing features for that company. He took
a vacation after finishing "Officer 666,"

but is back at work again at their Culver
City studios. Robert Gordon is married.
Billie Rhodes is in California. Her latest

picture to be released was "His Pajama
Girl."

Helen M". R.—Mary Miles Minter is

not married. She is a decided blond.

You will have to write to her yourself
to find that out. Your other questions
will be found answered in the replies

ahead.
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Hoxey Girl.—Xaomi Childers was born
in Pennsylvania. She received, most of
her education at the Maryville Convent
at St. Louis, Missouri. Her early career

was spent on the legitimate stage, where
she appeared in "Madame X," "Ready
Money," and with H. B. Warner in

"Among Those Present." She was a star

with the Yitagraph Company in the early

days, and then she joined the Metro
forces. Lately she has been appearing in

many of the Goldwyn features, opposite
Tom Moore and in their specials. ''Earth-

bound" is one of her latest successes with
that concern. She is five feet six and
one-half inches tall and weighs one hun-
dred and thirty-five pounds. She has
dark-brown hair and blue eyes. Xot too
far, but not much time.

Harrisox Ford Admirer.—Harrison
Ford was born in Kansas City, Missouri.
He was educated there and in Los An-
geles, California. His stage career con-
sisted of stock in Baltimore, Maryland,
and in Syracuse, Xew York, during the
years of 1913-14-16. His screen career has
been principally with Paramount. LT

ni-

versal, and First Xational He is five feet

ten inches tall and weighs one hundred
and sixty pounds. He has brown hair
and eyes.

Joserhixe E. M.—Yes, '•Smiling'' Bill

Parsons is dead. He passed away over
a year ago. Pell Trenton was born in
Xew York City. He is not married. Joe
Moore is still working in pictures. He
is with the L-Ko Company at the present
time. Bert LytelPs wife is not a profes-
sional.

A. X. H.—Send six cents in stamps to
the editor for a copy of the "Market
Booklet." It will give j

_ou the names
and addresses of all the film companies
and the type of stories they are in the
market for. You are enrirelv welcome.

NoMore
an An Qcjse

Wrinkles
Pimples, Blackheads Or

Superfluous Hair
"It seerrs like Magic, but Helen Clare's resv.~~.ts,

though swift, are simply Nature's own."
"LJELEN Clare's famous quotation,
iJ- "Wrinkles are the footprints of

Neglect, not time," is supported by
her oner to help any and every woman
who writes to her, '"I removed my
own wrinkles," says M'me Clare,

You will see no Blackheads, no
Pimples, no Superfluous Hair on
my fair skin, for in their place I

brought back Loveliness, a Beautiful

Figure andiong, EndearinsEvelasb.es.

XJELEN Clare's methods are per-
sonal, simple, direct and prompt.

Her results are attested by thousands
of letters. Helen Clare says, "What
I have done for others I will gladly do
for you. Instead of Pimples, Black-
heads, Superfluous Hair, let me bring
to you Beautiful Complexion, Beau-
tiful Figure, Beautiful Eyelashes and
Eyebrows ar.d the Blessings of
Beauty and Happiness."

T TAKE credit to myself for my cvrn

figure. I be. ieve in what I have done
for myself—that much I hunu. I wel-

come the opportunity to help anywom-
pn in thelandwhowrites to me. Letmy
own Beauty Book tell its own story.

XJELEN CLARE'S friends call her
LJ

- "Beauty Book" her "Book of
Magic," though there is no magic in

it. It is a true story of Beauty-Cul-
ture sent free to any woman who la

willing to write for it.

Here are some of the chapters in the Free Beauty Book
How to remove dari circles under the Host to remove wrinkles.

eves. How to develop figure.
How to remove donbls chin. How to mate long-, thick eyelashes and
How to build up sunken cheeks. eyebrows.
How to darken gray hair and stop hair How to remove rupprflnons hair.

falling. How to remove biackheads, pimples and
How to stop perspiration odor. freckles.

Send today for Free Beauty Book to

HELEN CLARE, Suite D-26 , 3311 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, I1L

Delivered toynu free
i:~ ' :a7?tr:a :n approval.Y ~r

choice of 44 Styles, .

of famous Ranger Bicv
to-Ria'er lets yon baj

Dardaxella.—Where have you been
all this time, that you have just discovered
Picture-Play and The Oracle? I shall
expect to hear from you regularly, now I2^5l!^sIS^5[
that we have become acquainted, to make

j
^z^^^LJS^Vri.

up ior lost time. Those scenes were
really taken on a boat and not at the
studio. Where do you suppose they got
that ocean at the studio? Thanks for
all the nice things you have to say about
us.

Tires ^±Sv££
SEND NO MONEY. Sim

traxed ires Ranger c^^-c^

%£A±A Cycle Company
intrO11 Dcnt.LlOlShiCfl^O

lele!

yon will be in demand. ProL
Harry J. Clarke's latest method
now enables you to play the
Ukulele in a few weeks. As easy
Xo previous knowledge necessary.

Famous Movine Picture Stars have learned to play it.

We give you FREE a handsome Ukulele if you enroll
now. Write for free XarratiTe of Hawaiian Music and
offer. Xo obligations: Send now!
Hawanan InsSWe of Music. 1400 Brcadwar. Der1

- 4-A. New York

Faribo.—Jack Pickford is the youngest
member of the Pickford family. Lillian
Gish is not married. Clarine Seymour

|

died in a Xew \ork hospital on May 26,
1920. Xorma Talmadge is the eldest of
the three. Xatalie is not as famous as
her sisters, but may be in time. Who
can tell? "The Branded Woman" is

Xonna's latest starring vehicle to be re-
leased. Charles Ray is married to Clara
Grant. She is not in the profession. Yes.
Albert Ray is also married. He recently
became the proud papa of a baby boy.
Charles Albert Ray. Wanda Hawfey has
been on the screen for several years. She
has been featured in Lasky productions,
but it is only in the last few months that
she has become a star in her own right
for the

_
Realart Pictures Corporation.

May Allison was never a Mack Sennett
bathing beauty. She was Harold Lock-
wood's costar at the American Film Com-
pany and also, later, at Metro. Lew
Cody was the husband of Dorothy Dal-
ton. Chester Conklin is married. That
is his correct name.

Alma Reubexs Admirer.—Your favor-
ite was born in San Francisco, Cali- !

fornia. She would be called a "native
daughter.'' You hit the nail on the head.
She is.

On Trial
YOTT may have any instrument with complete musical

outfit, for a week's iree trial at home. No obliga-
tion. Return it at our expense after trial if ycu wish.

Outfit includes velvet lined case, self instructor, music
ana all accessories at factory cost. A tremendous saving.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day win pay for instrument and outfit

if you decide to keep it, "Wuriitzer instruments are
known ail over the world for anzstic cuautv.

Send Coupon for Beautiful New Catalog
Every instrument known illustrated with price, easy
terms and free trial blank. Catalog; absolutely free.

No obligation. Send this coupon now.

TheRadolphWurlitzerCo.. Dept. 175*
{

117 E. -itz. S~ C = - - S.Yr^r^r. Ave., L::^:
;

LOO W. -i^a St.. NVv ¥crk. K. Y.
Ssr.5 ~e y?zr cs.ta !

- '
'.'-z*trz.tc z in rr'rr wftfc fell ce- •

rs; « - .'. ;r :_;:C;r, C -Ulii ezc :r=e tri^ *=a e*Mj •

2CO
'StaU irjtt-B—^nt v-~u are r
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Jfrtfai'r Was
Quite Grd.y

"It was falling out, getting brittle and
stringy. My scalp was filled with dandruff
and itched almoBt constantly.
"A few applications of Kolor-Bak pro-

duced a wonderful improvement. The itching
stopped instantly. There was no more dandruff.
And—marvel of marvels— it is now restored to its

original color—not a gray hair shows anywhere!"
Kolor-Bak is not a dye or stain. It is color-

less, stainless, harmless and restores original
color to gray hair simply by putting hair and
scalp in a healthy condition.
Send for our special trial offer; also Free

Book on Hair which explains how Kolor-Bak
restores gray hair to its original color.

HYGIENIC LABORATORIES
3334-3338 West 38th Street, Dept. 4317 Chicago

Send Your Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

DON'T send a penoy. Just send your name and Bay: "Send me
a Lachnite mounted in a solid trold ring on 10 days' free

trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When it
comes merely depcsit J4.75 with the postman and then wear the
ring for 10 full daya. If you. or if any ot your friends can tell
fit from a diamond, send it bach. But if you decide to buy it
—send ub $2.50 a month until $18.75 bas been paid.

VKTVifa TnHaV Send your name now. Tell as wblcb of theWrite IWlrty BO ltd gold rlnK ii Illustrated above uouwlrtl
(ladies' or men's). Be sure to eend firger size.

Harold Lachman Co.

GLORIA SWANSON
Cecil B. DeMille Artcruft Player

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will sfay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mu?sy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in any
of the prevailing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer or Direct
If your dealer can't supply you we will send it direct

prepaid upon receipt of price. Use it 5 days. If dis-
satisfied return what is left and your money will be re-
funded in full. Thousands use it daily. Try it once,
you will never be without it.

HERMO CO.. 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 64, CHICAGO
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Another Fan.—Fannie Ward is in
London, England, making features for
the Joan Film Sales Company. She was
born in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1875.
Francis Ford and Harrison Ford are not
related. Jack Ford, the Fox director, is

a brother of Francis. Olga Petrova was
born in Warsaw, Poland. Vivian Martin
is married. She is Mrs. Jefferson in pri-
vate life. Bill Hart and Neal Hart are
not related. William and Dustin Farnum
are brothers.

_
Baby Marie Osborn has

not been making any pictures lately. Her
mother won the custody of her. Mary
Miles Minter's correct name is Juliet
Sjielby. That is Margaret's correct name.
No, she is not a star. She is younger
than Mary. Ralph Bushman is Francis
X.'s oldest son, not his brother. Charles
Ray has no sister on the screen. Eileen
is no relation. You see him just as he is.

Mary's hair is all her very own.

Ernest and Frank:—Priscilla Dean is

still making features for the Universal.
"Outside the Law" is her latest release,
and also her first since she made "The
Virgin of Stamboul." Tod Browning is

still directing her. Eddie Lyons and Lee
Moran have been making five-reelers for
Universal, but will make a series of spe-
cial two-reelers for that concern during
1921. They are the only team working
in pictures at present, and started in for
the old Nestor company with Al E. Chris-
tie in the old days when the Universal
was but a pup, and the whole industry, as

well

!

Mrs. T. W.—Norma Talmadge's latest

feature for the First National is "The
Branded Woman." Vivian Martin is still

very much in pictures. Her latest effort

is a Goldwyn feature, "The Song of the
Soul," taken from Robert W. Chambers'
famous novel, "An Old-World Romance."
Mae Marsh's baby girl is about a year
and a half old.

St. Cloudyminn.—Norma Talmadge
was born at Niagara Falls, New York, in

1897. Three of her Select releases were:
"The Way of a Woman," "She Loves
and Lies," and "The Isle of Conquest."
"A Daughter of Two Worlds" was her
first First National feature. The six pic-

tures that Constance made for Select

were: "Up the Road With Sallie," "A
Pair of Silk Stockings," "Mrs. Leffing-

well's Boots," "Sauce for the Goose,"
"Romance and Arabella," and "Happiness
a la Mode." "Saturday to Monday" was
released some time ago. You must have
missed it. Charles Ray has not deserted
his rural characterizations by any means.
His "Forty-Five Minutes From .Broad-
way" was something different, to be sure,

but his following film, "Peaceful Valley,"
showed him as the country youth again.

'"A Little Vamp."—Seena Owen is the

wife of George Walsh. They have a lit-

tle baby daughter. Seena has just signed

to be featured in a story for Cosmopoli-
tan. Pearl White has deserted the ranks

of the serial queens and is confining her

efforts to making feature films for Fox.

Her newest film is "The Thief." "The
Silent Avenger" is the title of William
Duncan's latest Vitagraph thriller.

Ezra—You will find that all your ques-

tions have already been answered in this

issue.

Erma.—John Bowers was born in In-

diana. He is not a bachelor. Your ques-

tions concerning Mary Miles Minter have

already been answered. She is a decided

blond. It was decided from the time

she was born and not in later years. John
Bowers has dark hair and eyes. I riave

no special favorites. I like them all.

I
Sixty-ThreeYears

in Business /
Confidence in the

I honest? of the great
I Common People is

I the corner stone on i

which the bnei-
nesa of LOFTIS

I
BROS. & CO. was
"ounded and 00
7hich it has

I grown until to-
Ida? it is the larg-
I eat Diamond and
I Watch Credit
I House in the
world. Oar im-
nense buying
power enables us

I to make the very

I SEND

Loftis

Mr Lady Louise

Dwest prices. \\—\ 1
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N
R
DCatalogf4

Whatever you select

Diamond Ring
A masterpiece in de-

1

/s/ sign. 14-karat Solid\
^7 Green Gold. The setting\,

is White Gold. No. 218 is\
our great leader at

$1 AA $20 Down ...

1UU $10 a Month
|

Also Epecial bargains in /fcffi

other new engraved
r^X pierced Rings, and Dia- fimH

mondLaValheres, Bap /wi
Whatev... .

will be sent prepaid.
1 You see and e
I the article right in your
A own hands. If satisfied pa?
3 one-fifth of purchase priceand
[keep it; balance in eight equal
|
monthly pay

Pins, Ear Screws,- Mr
Scarf Pins, Watches, *'

Wrist Watches.
tc. Liberty / '"'/A

Bonds / £r
Accepted

ILOFTIS BROS.& CO.
THE NATIONAL CREDIT JEWELERS

BPept,M927 IPS N. State St.. Chicago. III.

DESTROY HAIR
AND ROOTS ON FACE,

arms or body Perma-
nently with ZIP.
No Electricity.

Unlike depilatories
which merely burn off

surface hair, leaving
the roots to thrive.

ZIP is the rapid,harm-
less, painless and fra-
grant compound used
by actresses.debutantes.
beauty specialists. Easily
applied at home. ZIP instantly removes all un-
desirable hair without pain, leaving the skin soft

and smooth.
At your dealers or direct by mail in plain wrapper.
Treatments at better class Beauty Shops represent-
ing me. Write for FREE Illustrated i OOKLET:
"A Talk on Superfluous Hair." Call at office to
have FREE DEMONSTRATION.

REGISTERED Hi PAX Off.

ITS OFF Izcaccdt IT S OUTAW^' 12W
D
e

e
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(gj~ Specialist New York City

I The highest grade cold
cream made is Pearl La
Sage. You note the dif-

' ference immediately.
The bland, soothing in-

gredients used, not only
cleanse, but nourish the
skin. The beneficial
effects of a face bath

each night with Pearl La Sage cream are re-
markable and definite. You are not left in
doubt, because your skin tells the story—of
new and surprisingly exquisite texture and
softness, 50c or 75c, of your dealer or by mail.

Send for Samples
For liberal samples of Pearl La Sage Toilet
preparations, send 10c to cover cost of
postage and packing. Please give name
of your favorite dealer. Write today.

PEARL LA SAGE, Inc.

4325 Drexel Blvd., Chicago
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Seth H. K—Send six cents in stamps

to the editor for a copy of the "Market
Booklet." The other booklet you refer

to is the "Guideposts for Scenario Writ-

ers." Send all your questions concern-

ing scenarios to William Lord Wright,

who has charge of that department for

Picture-Play Magazine.

Handsome Harry.—See answer to "A
Little Vamp" and Harrison Ford Ad-
mirer for your replies.

F. G.—Most of the cameramen in the

business began as assistants to the cam-
eramen with the different companies and
gradually worked themselves up. That
is the only course that I

_
would suggest

for you to try- The various companies
do not take on cameramen unless they

have had actual experience in photograph-
ing motion pictures. It is entirely too

risky, as a cameraman can make or ruin

any picture.

Charles Ray Fan.—All addresses at

the end of this department. Your other
questions have already been answered.

Goldwyn Inquirer.—The Goldwyn
Company do not limit themselves to the

making of star's pictures. They also fea-

ture their authors or else their directors,

as the case may be.

Viola Forever and Shirley, Too.

—

Flugrath is the family name. Viola
Dana's correct name is Flugrath. Shir-

ley Mason was chistened Leonie Flugrath.
She is married to Bernard Durning, who
is directing Fox films at present. They
also have a sister, Edna, who works in

pictures. She is being featured in Eng-
land by a British firm. Viola is still with
Metro.

Miss Nina J.—Keep on the lookout
for your answers and you will find them.
They may not have gotten in the issue

you wanted them to appear in because
they were received too late. All letters

are answered in the order in which they
are received. If you will look at the end
of The Oracle, you will find the addresses
of the players you asked about, and that
will also give you the names of the com-
panies they are employed by. I can't

say for sure whether you will receive the
pictures j-ou want or not. You will have
to wait and see.

E. Stevens.—You will find all addresses
at the end of The Oracle.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:
Mary Hay. Richard Barthelmess. Dorothy

Gish, and Ralph Graves, at the Griffith Stu-
dios, Mamaroneck, Orienta Point, New York.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven, care of
Charles Chaplin Studios, Los Angeles. Cali-
fornia.

Lila Lee, Clara Horton. Jack Mulhall.
Walter Hiers. Ann Forrest. Conrad Xagel, and
Wallace Reid. at the Lasky Studios. Holly-
wood. California.

Ruth Roland, George Larkin. Charles
nutchinson. at Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street, New York City.

Marguerite Clark, Dorothv Dalton. Mae
Murray, and Elsie Ferguson, at the Para-
mount Pictures Corporation, 485 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York City.

Doris May. Douglas MacLean. Louise
Glaum, and Hobart Bosworth, at the Ince
Studios, Culver City. California.

Pauline Frederick, at the Robertson-Cole
Studios, Los Angeles, California.

Norma. Constance, and Natalie- Talmadge
and Harrison Ford, at the Talmadge Studios.
318 East Forty-eighth Street, New York City.

Shirley Mason, Tom Mix. Louise Lovelv.
Eileen Percy, and Pearl White, at the Fox
Film Corporation, New York City.

I

Buster Keaton. Alice Lake, May Allison.
Viola Dana, Nazimova, Casson Ferguson, and
Bert Lytell, at the Metro Studios, Hollywood,

|
California.

Charles Ray, at the Charles Ray Studios,
Fleming Street, Los Angeles, California.

Charles Murray, Louise Fazenda, Marie
Prevost, and Phyllis Haver, at the Sennett
Studios. Edendalc, California.

Eva Novak, Marie Walcamp, Jack Perrin,
Priscilla Dean, Eddy Polo, and Frank Mayo,
at the Universal Studios, Universal City,
California.

Mary Pickford. Mary Thurman, Lew Cody,
Josie Sedgwick, Emory Johnson, Betty Comp-
son, and Mae Marsh, at the Brunton Stu-
dios, Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

Corinne Griffith, at the Vitagraph Com-
pany, 409 Fifth Avenue. New York City.

William S. Hart, at the William S. Hart
Studios, Los Angeles, California.
Mary Miles Minter. Constance Binney,

Wanda Hawley, and Bebe Daniels, at the
Realart Pictures Corporation, 460 Fifth Ave-
nue. New York City.

Pessie Love and Marjorie Daw, at the
Hollywood Studios. Hollywood, California.
Mabel Normand, Tom Moore. Cullen Lan-

dis. and Molly Malone, at the Goldwyn Stu-
l dios. Culver City, California.

Elaine Hammerstein. Zeena Keefe, Eugene
;
0"Brien, and Owen Moore, at the Selznick

; Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue,
|
New York City.

Jane Novak. Winifred Westover, Kathleen
Kirkham, Eileen Sedgwick, Charles Clary,

I

Wallace MacDonald. Kathleen O'Connor, Niles
Welch, Seena Owen. Bertram Grassby, and
Hal Cooley, in care of Willis & Inglis, Los
Angeles. California, or the Mabel Condon
Exchange, Hollywood. California.

Hale Hamilton, the Lambs' Club, New
York City.

Mildred Harris and Anita Stewart, care
of Louis B. Mayer, Los Angeles, California.

Douglas Fairbanks. Fairbanks Studios.
Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

Mildred Davis. Harold Lloyd, and Harry
Pollard, at the Rolin Studios, Culver City,
California.
Antonio Moreno, George Beban. Albert Ray.

James Kirkwood, and Thomas Meighan, at
the Los Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles,
California.

MakeMoney
asa Beauty Specialist

| / §f%ffifiO/ffl ^ * YoQ czn carn a splendid Income diviney|#»^****"*^ • Beauty Treatments among: your friends" and neighbors—or start your own Beauty Parlor. No previ-
ous experience necessary. In your spare time at home yon can
easily learn the Becrets of all Beauty Parlor treatments : skin
treatments, hairdressing, manicuring, massage, chiropody, elec-
trical treatments, etc.n?P BQfiK Write today for illustrated Book. See how easy
r nts" BUWI* it is to become a Beauty Specialist and earn big
money fa this fascinatingwork with our help. Mail posted, or letter to
ORIENTAL SYSTEM OF BEAUTY CULTURE. DeptS4 537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

LessThan 7c a Day
If yon are pleased when
the watch corr.es send only
id 95 as :

- i payment.
Then wear the watch for
tenfulldaya. Ifyoudonot
consider It the greatest

value in America, return
ft at uur expente and your
deposit will be refunded
immediately. If you de-
cide to buv SAnd $2.26 a
month until $24.Hit paid.

Order Today g

—OnTrial

_ emetnber, you
are not obligated
to buy when von
order on trial.
Just send your
name end ad-
drees. No red
n yon wiBh. This
le to Dept. 1754

Our 128 --page catalog shows more than
2000 bargains in Diamonds, Watch's
end Jewelry. Writs for it NOW.

J.M.LYON &C0., Mftft

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the only way to prevent the hair

from growing again. Easy, painless, harmless.

No scars. Booklet free. Write today, enclos-

ing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.

D. J. MAHLER
863 PP Mahler Park, Providence, R. I.

BE A SUCCESS:
The quickest way is to know your

qualities and possibilities. Personality

reading by birth date $1.00; Character
read by photo $1.00; Revealing the key
to j-our success. ORILLES, Interna-

tional Falls, Minn.

$128
1/2-1/ 32 carat

Blue White Diamond
_ Try to match for 60/

percent more.

sav: The DIFFERENCE
Under Full Prices

B

Through theDiamond ClearingHouse

This 75 year old Diamond BankingHouse, rated more than
$1,000,000.00, has thousands of unpaid loans it can sell
now at unheard of bargains. This is the chance of a life-
time for a diamond bargain. Take advantage of this. See our
bargain list of unpaid loans and other special advantage diamonds.

Why Pay Full Prices Now
Down, Down, Go Onrs
Unequalled Diamond Values
Never have we offered such bargains.
Right now we have listed the bigsest
values in our 75 years of bargain giv-
ing. Our customers write they can't
match our bargains for 40 per cent,
60 per cen*" and even 100 per cent more.
Stronger claims than even we make.

/

Send for Latest List
Different from ordinary catalog. Every
gem described in derail with weight to
smallest fraction. We ship for FREE
examination. No risk. No obligation.
No expense. Get these details. Just
send your name for latest list NOW1

JOS. DeROY & SONS /
Only Opposite Post OSice W

?973DeRoyBldg.,Pittibargh,Pa. /
References by permission—Bank / fjam,
of Pittsburgh- if. A. Marine / «<""•-

Rational Bank- Union Trust /
Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa. Your *
bank can look us up in f Aiiress^.
mercantile agencies.

FREE Diamond Expert
New service FREE to you.
World recopnized diamond
authority will value any dia-
mond for yon. Has backed
his judgment of diamond
valo.es by actual cash out-
lays in loans and other deals
in excess of £50.000,000.00.
Write for details.

/""!iosT
/ 2973 De F

DE ROY & SONS
Roy Btdg.,Pittsburg, Pa.

Gentlemen:—Please send me abscx
lutely free and prepaid your new bar-
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Do you know that Clear-Tone
—the wonder-working lotion

—

used like toilet water

—

Clears

Your Skin
of Pimples, Blackheads. Acne
Eruptions, Enlarged Pores, Oily or
Shiny Skin? Elegant after Shaving.
Indispensable for sensitive and re-
fined women.
GUARANTEED to banish unsightly
blemishes easily and quickly, and
leave the skin clear and smooth.

'/I Clear-ToneSkin
This Free Booklet tells how you can
easily and quickly at home obtain a
clear skin, free from all blemishes,
like Nature intended you to have.
Thousands of copies of this interest-
ing book are distributed every month.
filgtafmTnilP is not a cure-all or raail-g*fear- ' °"e order treatment, but a
scientific, reliable SKIN LOTION, perfected
after 16years personal experience by Mr. E. S.
Givens, who knows every embarrassment one
has to suffer with a bad complexion. Endorsed
and prescribed by physicians, druggists, and
thousands of enthusiastic users, and sold on a
direct and positive guarantee of satisfaction or
money back! The marvel of Clear-Tone is that
it clears the complexion so quickly, no matter
what the cause.

EICSII*-TOIIC has hadan unprecedented
success as evidenced by

thousands of voluntary letters written by men
and women who had very bad blemishes and
tried various soaps, ointments, and doctors
without relief.

Read These Letters!
From 13. S. Hospital-- "Find myself improving
wonderfully. Any one I see that has skin trouble
your wonderful Clear-Tone will be recommend-
ed." Chas. A. Rein, U. S. Hospital 41, Staten
Island. N. Y.

From a Barfoer=-"Have been a barber for 30 years
and never saw anything as good as Clear-Tone.
All barbers should know about it." Otto Van
Burin. Kansas City, Mo.

From a Musician--' I am obliged to be in public
a great deal and my complexion was a great em-
barrassment. Clear-Tone improved me so greatly
that I strongly recommend it." C. H. Lindeman,
Steubenville, Ohio.

From a Lady-- "I cannot thank you enough for all
the good it has done me. One bottle has cleared
my face wonderfully." Miss Mary Yonks, Haver-
straw, N. Y.

From a Soldler--"Itis certainly wonderful. "Louis
Langer. Troop F.3rd Cavalry, Ft. Ethan Allen Vt.

From a Flyer--"Cleared my face of Acne." H. J.
Howald, N. H. Station. Pensacola, Fla.

People Amazed -"Has cleared my skin completely
of pimples and blackheads. Everybody who sees
me is amazed." R. R. Wilson, Pearson, Ga.

Thousands off Others--men and women—praise
Clear-Tone. We'll gladly send copies of most
interesting testimonials.

FIJI?!? Simply send name today forFREE
1 *%.£-ilLi booklet, "4 Cleat-Tone Skin"
telling how I cured myself after being afflicted
for 15 years, and my $1,000 Guarantee to clear
your skin of the above blemishes.

E. S. GIVENS, 237 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City, Mo

Buddie and Dot B.—A high flyer, eh? I

should say you are curious. Inquisitive,

I should call it. Mary Thurman's correct

name is Von Thurman. Olive Thomas
accidentally poisoned herself. Tom Mix
is still with the Fox Film Company, and
Margaret Loomis is with Lasky. Yes,
her home has been completed. Jane and
Katherine Lee are in vaudeville now, and
are not making any pictures. Mary Pick-
ford Rupp does not appear in pictures.

She is four. Mary Pickford's correct

name is Gladys Smith. She is married
to Douglas Fairbanks. Does that answer
your question?

Mickey, the Aviatrix.—Yes, she is of

Irish descent. Her death was a sad blow
to motion pictures. "The Chicken in the

Case" is Owen Moore's latest Selznick
picture. Not that I know of. I think

you are the only one so far. You would
have to get a photograph of Olive
Thomas from some concern that sells pic-

tures of the players. There are several

of them. Look in the advertisements.
However, it could not be personally auto-

graphed, of course.

I. O. U.—Agnes Ayres appears in De
Mille's "Forbidden Fruit." Yes, George
Stewart, Anita's young brother, had a

part with Douglas Fairbanks in "The
Mollycoddle." Yes, that was a George
Barr McCutcheon story. Douglas Mac-
Lean was born in Philadelphia, Pennsyl-
vania. Gloria Swanson started her career
with the Essanay company supporting
Ruth Stonehouse. She then went to the

Mack Sennett studios, and was featured
in his comedies before going to Triangle
to star in dramatic productions. The
others are their correct names. It is

Natalie. Both those novels have been pic-

turized. Selig made a special feature out
of Rex Beach's "The Ne'er-do-well." No,
my name is not Mabel or Mamie. Bet-
ter guess again. I think the boy wanted
to tell you something different, so he told

you that story. You are a girl. Not that
it makes a bit of difference I assure you.

Miss Irene la V.—The editor has al-

ready mailed you a copy of the "Market
Booklet." You will find the addresses
you want at the bottom of The Oracle.

Eugene O'Brien Admirer.—Your fa-

vorite was born in Colorado, in 1884. He
is not married. I am not running a mat-
rimonial agency, so I am afraid I could
not help you with any "affair" you may
have. Eugene has light-brown hair and
blue eyes. He is six feet tall and weighs
one hundred and sixty pounds. "Speak
for yourself, John."

Edith Irene.—All of your questions
are simply matters of opinion, so you will

have to answer them to suit yourself.
Mary Hay will not appear in pictures

with her husband, Richard Barthelmess.
She has returned to the stage.

This and That.—Bill Hart is still as
free as the air. He is not buying any
scenarios, as he has retired from the
screen._ For how long I can't say. That's
for William to decide, not me.

Miss Lucy G.—You will find the ad-
dresses you requested at the end of The
Oracle.

Miss Etta A.—You forgot to inclose

the self-addressed, stamped envelope you
mentioned. Gaston Glass was born in

1895. Your other questions have already
been answered. Addresses will be found
at the end of The Oracle.

Heaven Helpus.—You will find plenty
of addresses at the end of this depart-
ment ; enough to keep your pen busy
working overtime for a good many nights.

Youthful Charm
in National Bob

All the winsome beauty of a real

Bob—but your own hair safe and
snug underneath!

Combs slipped into place, an invisi-

ble hairpin here and there—and your
National Bob is on and off in a jiffy.

And so perfectly will the pretty mass
of soft curls match your own hair, that

no one will know the difference.

Send a strand of your hair and a

money-order for $10.00 and the Na-
tional Bob will be
sent to you at once,

postpaid. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
Your money back promptly if you are

not thoroughly pleased.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. L, 368 Sixth Ave, New York

W V/2% Yearly Increase Guaranteed

1 SPECIAL TERMS—Ten months
[9 credit on any article selected from the SWEET
|ja catalog. No money in advance. Shipment
I made for your examination. First payment to

^ be made only after you have convinced yourself
that SWEET values cannot be equalled. If not
what you wish return at our expense.

Any diamond bought of
us may be returned for

exchange at an increased
value of TV2% more
than you paid.

NO RED TAPE—NO DELAY

Every Transaction Confidential

You don't do justice to
yourself and yourdollars
unless you inspect our
unusual values in Dia-
monds, Watches, Jewel-
ry, Silverware, Leather
Goods, etc. Send TO-
DAY for SWEET De
Luxe Catalogue. Write
NOW to Dep't. 501 -J.

» .' THE HOUSE OF QUALITX

LWSWEET INC
1650-1660 BROADWAY. NEW YORK.

esjtttiti i-iUjiiiitJM UJiiiiiiiMffjfjfiuiuiiifjNiHutinMfirrrujJiiiiiiujfffjjfiiNriitiirf niiimrt^a

Sweet's Cluster
7 Fine Diamonds set in
Platinum. Looks like

1% carat Solitaire. Price
S62.50.

- ONE
CARAT

BLUE WHITE DIAMOND
Dazzling, brilliant, full cut, genuine blue white diamonds, full
of fiery sparkle and fascinating radiance, now sold direct to
the public by diamond importers at the lowest prices in vears.
Diamond prices are cut in half. INVEST IN DIAMONDS.

WRITE FOR 128 PAGE BARGAIN JEWELRY CATALOG!
Set in 14 carat solid gold, plain or exquisitely engraved ring,
men's or ladies*. If you can duplicate it for less than S275.00,
we'll refund your money. Our guarantee protects yon.
Other weights at same rate.

B. GUTTER & SONS 'fiSH"?
& 172 Nassau St.. Div. 190. New York #
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Thaxkfully Robert.—D. W. Griffith's I

"Way Down East'' has been completed,
I

and has been showing all over the United
States at good prices for some time. The
Griffith organization announces that it will

not be shown at cheaper prices, due to

its enormous cost. Lillian Gish has been
in motion pictures since she started at

the Biograph studio 'way back in 1908.
-

John M.—I'm sorry, but I can't help

you even a little bit. 1 am only employed
by Picture-Play Magazine to answer

(

questions concerning the motion-picture
plays and players, and not to secure po- !

sitions for ambitious photoplayers. More-
over, there isn't anything I could do which
would help you to get a position as a
motion-picture player. You would have
to apply yourself, in person, at the stu-

j

dios. Your other questions have already
[

been answered in this issue.

Lones6me L. J. Mc.—Ruth Stonehouse
|

and Josephine Hill are the two girls you
refer to in Metro's "Parlor, Bedroom,
and Bath." Eugene Pallette had the lead-
ing male lead in that picture. You re-

fer to Mary Miles Minter. Alice Joyce 1

hasn't a sister who is playing in pictures. I

I don't know what musical comedies will :

come to Xatchez this season. That is out
of my line. Also, I am not a weather

|

prophet, so I can't help you along that
line, either.

_
An Admirer.—William Duncan is mar-

ried to his serial leading lady, Edith John-
son. He was born in Scotland and she 1

in Rochester, Xew York. They live in
California.

The Blonde.—You must write to them
personally for their pictures. Kenneth
Harlan was born in Xew York City in

1895. He is married to a professional of
the stage. His hair is dark and his eyes
are brown. Ralph Graves is not married.
He is twenty vears old. His latest pic-
ture is "Polly With a Past," in. which he
supports Ina Claire. Write again when-
ever you have the time. That happens
to be your opinion, but I am sure you will

j

find plenty of people who will not agree
with you.

Miss Madeline C.—William Farnum's
wife does not appear on -he screen with

|

him. "The Scuttlers" is his latest photo-
play. Tom Mix is. His wife has ap-
peared opposite him in pictures, but is

not playing on the screen any more. She
j

was Victoria Forde before she w~as mar-
ried. She used to play in Al E. Christie's

j

Xestor comedies.

Emma P. R. S.—That was a Griffith !

production called "The Greatest Thing in
Life." Carol Dempster and Richard

|

Barthelmess had the leads. Robert Har- •

ron's death was purelv accidental. You
;

might try"- I'm sure I couldn't tell you. ,

You could get a photo of him from the
!

firms that sell pictures of the players. I

don't think I would like it. I am not
very fond of cold weather. All addresses
at the end of The Oracle.

E. R. S.—Antonio Moreno is still man-
aging to dodge Cupid's darts. You will
find the answers to your other questions
in the replies above.

m
Horace C.—Your Olive Thomas ques-

tions have already been answered. Ad-
dresses at the end of this department.

Rena A. D.—Harry Morey was born
in Michigan. He lives in Xew York. He
is. There have been several announce- I

ments about the forming of his own com- !

pany._ Jack Holt was born in Winches-
j

ter, Virginia. Bryant Washburn was born i

in Chicago, Illinois, in 1889. You're wel-
come. I

Have you ever considered the opportunities that await men and
women with ideas and who can put them into written form? Then
why don't YOU grasp them and win Success ? It CAX be done

!

It IS being done! YOU HAVE IDEAS. Perhaps you can write.

If not. you can learn—quickly, easily, inexpensively. Then you can
combine your ideas with the written word and enter the Profitable

Profession of Photoplav Writing. Thousands are doing it. And,
with the aid of a simple, understandable svstem. prepared by an au-

thor of world renown, YOU. too. can YYRITE YOUR WAY TO
SUCCESS. The possibilities are great, the field unlimited, the work
delightful. AND THE PROFITS EXORMOUS. Thousands of

new photoplavs are needed by the big producers. YOU can help

supply them.' AXD YOU CAX START TODAY! For all you
need is a pencil, paper and working knowledge of where to begin,

how to proceed and what to do.

The Adrian Johnson Photoplay System tells you these very things

—gives you the simple yet necessarv "inside information" without

which you cannot succeed. Written by Adrian Johnson, author of

300 Produced Successes, including "April Folly." "The Typhoon,"
"The Tiger Woman." "Camille" and the "Yliracle of Love,-' and
endorsed by Artists, Producers and Directors. It contains the fun-

damentals of Plot Creation and Construction. Two Model Scenarios

of Actual Productions, a Dictionary of "Studio Language," 200
Scenes of Continuity, Cast of Characters, Scene Plots, the Synopsis

and Twenty- Lessons in permanent form for immediate use and future

reference. Also the membership card, entitling you to submit your
work to the Advisory Board for Criticism and Consideration.

YOU can secure this valuable course NOW at the LIMITED OFFER
of S10 for trial examination. If. after three days, you decide to

keep it you may send $5 monthly for three months. If not, return

the course and your monev will be refunded. St OFF FOx^ CASH
IX FULL.
If, however, you feel that you want to know more
about this course before ordering:, ask for the beauti-

ful souvenir book, "A FASCINATING CAREER."
It contains 100 photographs of Artists, Directors. Pro-
ducers. Studio Interiors, Scenes in the Making, etc.,

and describes fully The Adrian Johnson Photoplay
Svstem. The coupon below will start vou on the road
to better things. USE IT TODAY

!

'Persons under IS should have parents sign.

Adrian Johnson Photoplay System, Inc.

410 ROMAX BUILDING

245 West 47th Street, New York

Please send me the book, "A Fascinating Career," by return mail.

Name Street

City State
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6 Piece Set
Fumed Solid Oak

A Room Full of
Furniture

Send only $1.00 and we will ship you this
handsome 6-Piece Library Set. Only $1.00 down-
then $2.70 a month, or only $29.90 in all. A positively
staggering value on this special, reduced price ojfer.
Send the coupon below and have this massive set shipped
on approval. Then see for yourself what a beautiful set it is.
If you do not like it, return it in 30 days and we will return your

money together with any freight charges you paid. All yoo have to do is to send the coupon wi
$1.00. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog. The value is so wonderful
and) the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so send today—sure.

6^^J This superb six-piece library set is made of selected solid oak throughout, fin-

B^BCCGS »shefl in rich dull waxed, brown fumed oak. Large arm rocker and arm chair are
36 inches high, seats 19 x 19 inches. Sewing rocker and reception chair are 36 inches

high, seats 17 x 17 inches. All four pieces are padded, seats upholstered in brown imitation Spanish leather.
Library table has 24 x 34 inch top, with roomy magazine shelf below, and beautifully designed ends. Jardiniere

stand measures 17 inches high, with 12 inch top. Clip the coupon below, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship you the entire six pieces,
subject to your approval. No C. O. D. Shipped knocked down to reduce your freight charges considerably. Easy to set up. Shipping weight
about 175 pounds. Order by No. B6259A. Send $1.00 cash with order, $2.70 monthly. Price $29.90. No discount for cash.

Special Reduced Price Offer—Act NOW!
supply everyone. First come, first served.
Costs you nothing if you are not entirely pleased. Send at once

!

Prices down, at last! Rock-bottom prices for you. You can now get this wonderful 6-piece library set direct from our own factory at the lowest'»
price since before the war—and for only $1.00 down, a year to pay! This set is such a wonderful bargain at this special reduced price, that we + STRAUS&SCHRAM
have reserved the limited number we have on hand for new customers only. The set is not shown in our regular catalog. We haven't enough to Jf Dent 1754

' Order your set on 'his low price offer now. Remember, thirty days' trial in your own home. f West 35th Street Chicago

+ Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special ad-
vertised 6-piece Fumed Oak Library

<r Suite. I am to have 30 days' free trial.
If I keen the suite I will pay you S2-70

monthly. If not satisfied, I am to return the
suite within 30 days and you are to refund^ my money and any freight chargres I paid.

<» 6-Plece Library Set, No. B6259A, $29.90

/
J> Name

fT St.,R.F.D.

Easy Payments! Qpnil fnillMllOpen an account with us. We trust honest people any- §^#%^Jftil%fl B*fi B«^^^fift
where in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain mL
Open an account with us. We trust honest people any-
where in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain
shown above, or choose from our big catalog. One price to all,

cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not one penny extra
for credit. Do not ask for a special cash price. We cannot offer
any discount from these sensational prices. No C. O. D.

30 Days'Trial Free Bargain Catalog
Our guarantee protects
you. IS not perfectly satis-
fied, return the article at
our expense within SO days
and get your money back— also any freight you paid.
Could any offer be fairer?

Send for it. Shows thousands
of bargains in furniture, jewelry,
carpets, rugs, curtains, silver-
ware, stoves^ porch and lawn fur-
niture, talking machines, wom-
en's, men's and children's wear-
ing apparel. Send coupon today.

STRAUS & SCHRAM gs&JEL«

along with $1.00 to us
now. Have this line library

set shipped on 30 days' trial.

We will also send our big

Bargain Catalog listing thousands
of amazing bargains. Only a small
first payment and the balance in

<

monthly payments for anything
you want. Send the coupon to- j>
day—now. Don't delay.

or Box iVo.

Shipping
Point

CHICAGO, ILL.
Post

JT Office^ If you ONLY want catalog put X in proper box below.

J> O Furniture, Stoves and Jewelry Men's, Women's and Children's Clothing



F NOTE: The object of this advertisement is to have you send for YOUR FREE COPY of the Hamilton low-price Catalog for Spring!

Hamilton's Prices for Spring Show Tremendous Reductions!
Our Spring prices have been readjusted to practically a pre-war basis!

As these reductions were brought about by an advantageous
purchase of material when prices went below the actual cost
of production, we believe our prices are now as low as they
will ever be. We wantyou to take advantage of these savings.

We guarantee the prices to be

Lower Than Any House In America!
If at any time before June 1st, you are offered the same merchandise for less money zve

will refund the difference! And we will let you be the JUDGE!

SEND FOR YOUR HAMILTON CATALOG TODAY!

^ Hamilton Quality is Never Reduced
FIFTH AVENUE STYLES—DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

ery latest Spring styles—the same styles that are being sold in our five story
Avenue building, tailored and finished in finest quality of materials, can
bought direct from the manufacturer at least 40% less than last year.

We Please You or Refund Your Money Without Question
Postage is Prepaid

DRESSES - SUITS - COATS - MILLINERY
SWEATERS - WAISTS - SKIRTS - SHOES

AMILTON GARMENT C©<
S&rSSSS K3, 307 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK CITY

Send for this

beautiful
Catalog-

it'* Fr?e.r Even if

you need nothing
atpresem.justmail
a post card with
yournameand aa-

dress. Do it nou-.'

Thank, you!



To the

Dorin Clientele
Without exception the

(jenuine Dorin prepara-
tions made especially for
tlte women of America
are labeled "F. R. AR-
NOLD & CO., New
York." Do not buy any
tliat are not so labeled.

h'speciul attention is
railed to the fact that
there are ready for im-
mediate delivery in New
i ork, 10 distinctive
Rouges and 8 shades of
La Dorime Compact l

Jou-
dres, each supplied in 6
sizes, from the large bu-
reau size (h in.) to the
smallest vanity size (%
in.), also a complete line
of facial preparations
such as eyebrow crayons,
lip pomades, etc.
Remember to identify

the genuine by the mark
(or name) "F. R. AR-
NOLD <£ CO., New
York" on every article.

Sinned.

Q
11]land haiulij orthe o/iamiA q

A)f chidiij luiir and Akin /

L'A,
de Triomphe

Zridme Decembre, 1920.

iRUNETTE" one man will insist, and
jthen belie his statement by displaying

an intense interest in the fairest blonde.

"Blonde" another will claim unwaveringly as

his preference, and then promptly reverse it

by succumbing to the graces of a dark-eyed
olive-skinned brunette.

The trulh of the matter is that men are at-

tracted by distinct types—by young women
who stand out definitely in their general col-

oring, whether fair or dark.

Intensify your type of beauty
The coloring of your hair, eyes and skin is

so subtly blended by nature that to disturb

the color scheme by the slightest shade, de-

tracts from the beauty of your type.

So closely does the smart Parisienne observe
this, that she selects the shade and texture of

her rouge and poudre with the utmost care.

Even the occasional dabs on the shiny nose
from her compacte must leave no jarring note.

The touch of color that she applies so ar-

tistically must harmonize perfectly with the

tint of her poudre—must be unobtrusive in it-

self, yet so becomingly tinted that it makes
her eyes appear more brilliant, throws into

rel'ef the gleam of her hair, accentuates her
individual type of beauty.

It is only natural that the study of skin col-

orings and skin textures has reached its zenith

in the century-famed ateliers of Dorin of Paris

—in the heart of France. There, poudres

and rouges, of exquishc softness and refine-
ment, have been perfected for the man) types
of brunettes and blondes—for the "indefinite"
type (the brune-blonde)—for the Titian
beauty.

These poudres and rouges are imported
from Paris and sold throughout America—in
the better drug and department stores in the
handy-sized compactes (originated by Dorin)
for all sizes of vanity cases and your dressing
table.

Study your own coloring

As an aid in selecting the tints that will
emphasize your particular kind of beauty,
we have prepared a booklet, "What is Your
Coloring?" It defines the various types of
beauty and recommends harmonizing combi-
nations of poudre and rouge for each type.

For 25c. in stamps or coin, this booklet, to-

gether with two miniature compactes (La
Dorine Poudre and Dorin's Rouge) will be
mailed you. Tell us the color of your eyes,

hair and skin, so that we can select the exact
shades for you.

Or send 10c. in coin and you will receive

the booklet with two Dorin packets (one of

poudre and one of rouge) en poudre (loose

powder form). (Remember to send descrip-

tion of your coloring.)

Address vour letter to F. R. Arnold & Co.,

Sole Importers, 5 and 7 West Twenty-Second
St., New York.

Look for this
label on the
bottom of
ever; box DORIN OF PARIS

c^/budtvL ^mhactel (dalDorine) ~9louqel ^hinhadeA,
I V REO US PAT OFF ' /

There is only one Dorin, and each article he makes for the U. S. A. also
bears the name F. R. Arnold & Co.



AmericasfavoriteMagazine of the Screen

May-1921
25 Cents

THE. REVELATIONS OF A STAR'S WIFE
woman's own, story, disclosing for the first time the real, intimate heart

! j£bs in th€ lives Oj those Whom Wn „r,on thn .r,-,,,^^^^.



Be a Certificated

"Electrical Expert"

"ELECTRICAL EXPERTS" Earn $12 to $30 a Day
WHAT'S YOUR FUTURE

Trained "Electrical Experts" are in great demand at the highest salaries, and the opportunities for advancement and a
big success in this line are the greatest ever known.

"Electrical Experts" earn $70 to $200 a week. Fit yourself for one of these big paying positions.

BE AN "ELECTRICAL EXPERT"
Today even the ordinary Electrician—the "screw driver"

kind— is making money—big money. But it's the trained man
—the man who knows the whys and wherefores of Elec-

tricity—the "Electrical Expert"—who is picked out to

"boss" ordinary Electricians—to boss Big Jobs—the jobs
that pay.

AGE OR LACK OF EXPERIENCE NO DRAWBACK
You don't have to be a College Man

;
you don't have to be a

High School graduate. My Course in Electricity is the most
simple, thorough, and successful in existence, and offers every

man, regardless of age, education, or previous experience, the
chance to become, in a very short time, an "Electrical Expert,"
able to make from $70 to $200 a week.

I GIVE YOU A REAL TRAINING
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works I know

exactly the kind of training a man needs to get the best positions

at the highest salaries. Hundreds of my students are now

earning $3,500 to $10,000.

TRICAL CONTRACTORS.
Many are now successful ELEC-

YOUR SUCCESS GUARANTEED
So sure am I that you can learn Electricity— so sure am I

that after studying with me, you, too, can get into the
"big money" class in electrical work, that I will

FREE—ELECTRICAL WORKING OUTFIT—FREE

guarantee uuder bond to return every single penny paid me
in tuition if, when you have finished my course you are not
satisfied it was the best investment you ever made.

L. L.
COOKE.
Chief En?., Chicago

Engineering Works,
Dept. 445

1918 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago. 111.

Dear Sir: Send at once
Sample Lessons, your Big
Book, and full particulars of
your Free Outfit and Home Study
Course—all fully prepaid, without
obligation on my part.

I give each student a Splendid Outfit of Electrical

Tools, Materials and Measuring Instruments
absolutely FREE. I also supply them with
Drawing Outfit, examination paper, and

many other things that other schools don't furnish.

You do'PRACTICAL work—AT HOME. You start

right in after the first few lessons to WORK AT
• YOUR .PROFESSION in a practical way.

GET STARTED NOW—WRITE ME
I want to send you my Electrical Book them. 'Make the start today for a bright

and Proof Lessons both FREE These future in Electricity. Send in coupon

—

cost you nothing and you'll enjoy NOW.

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
Name.

Address

1918 SUNNYSIDE AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

OB 1E3
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The Letter that Saved Me 36%
on Typewriters

Received by a Business Man from a Buyer Friend
Chicago, Nov. 2, 1920.

Dear Henry:
I hear that you are down in New

York to open a branch office for
your firm. You'll be buying a lot

of things for the office, not the
least important of which will be
typewriters.
And that's what I want to talk

to you about—typewriters. I want
to give 3'ou the benefit of an ex-
perience I had some time ago, and
thereby, I hope, save you some
real money.
About a year ago I decided to

buy a typewriter for home use. My
first thought was to purchase one
of the makes we were using in the
office, which had been put in be-
fore I became buyer for the house.
But when it came to digging up a
hundred dollars for the machine—
I just couldn't. Somehow or otherit
looked like too much money to me.
Then I thought about picking up

a second-hand machine, but the

price was about as high, and I had
no assurance of service.

I was undecided as to what to

do, when one evening at home I

ran across an Oliver Typewriter
ad in a magazine. I remembered
then having read the advertising

before and being impressed with
the story.
"Why pay $100 for Any Type-

writer"— "When You Can Buy a New
Oliver for $G4?" read the ad
—then it went on to explain how
The Oliver Typewriter Company
had cut the price by selling direct
and eliminating costly selling
methods. It was clear to me as an
experienced buyer how they could
well afford to top off $36 of the
$100 by their new economical sell-

ing plan.

The ad brought out the fact, too,
that I didn't have to pay the $64 in

a lump sum. I could settle at the
easy rate of $4 a month. Naturally
that appealed to me, for it was as
easy as rental terms.
But the thing that decided me

was their free trial offer. Without
my sending or depositing a penny,
they would ship me an Oliver for
five days free trial. I could use
the typewriter for five days just as
if it were my own, and if I wasn't
satisfied, all I had to do was to
ship it back at the Oliver Com-
pany's expense. Well, I mailed in

the coupon and got an Oliver for
free trial. To make a
short story shorter, I

was more than pleased with the
Oliver. I fully agreed with The
Oliver Typewriter Company that

if any typewriter was worth $100
it was this splendid Oliver.

Well, later when we found it

necessary to replace some of the
typewriters at the office, you may
be sure I put in Olivers, saving the
company a nice $36 on each. At
first the girls were reluctant about
changing machines, but after a
week or two with the Oliver, they
wouldn't have any other.

Naturally now we are all Oliver
enthusiasts— that's why I write
this letter to you.
You just give the Oliver a trial

and you'll be more than willing to
buy me a good dinner when I ar-
rive in New York next month.

Yours, J. B.

Was $100
Before the War

Now $64

That is the letter that saved me
$36 on each of my typewriters. I

not only equipped the office with
the Oliver, but like my friend I

also bought one for home use. Yes,
I am more than willing to buy my
friend a good dinner for his valuable
advice.

Any reader may order an
Oliver direct from this ad by
mailing the coupon. No money
in advance. No deposit. No
obligation to buy. Return or
keep the Oliver as you decide
after five days free trial. If

you decide to keep the type-
writer, you may take a year
and a half to pay at the easy
rate of $4 a month. Mail the
coupon today— NOW.

Canadian Price $82

A Finer
Typewriter
at a Fair
Price
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listed in order of release

April 1, 1921, to July 1, 1921

Ask Your Theatre Manager When
He Shows Them

George Melford's production "The Faith Healer."
From the famous play by

William Vaughn Moody.

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in

"The Dollar a Year Man."
A roaring farce written especially for the

great comedian.

Cosmopolitan production "Buried Treasure,"
With Marion Davies.

A thrilling modern story of
romance and adventure.

William D. Taylor's production of Augustus
Thomas' famous play. "The Witching Hour,"

With Elliott Dexter.

Wallace Reid in "The Love Special."
With Agnes Ayres.

A spectacular production of
Frank Spearman's exciting story.

Hugh Ford's British production
"The Great Day," with Arthur Bourchier,

From the Drury Lane Melodrama.
Filmed in England, Scotland,

Paris and the Alps,

Sir James M. Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy."
An immortal masterpiece brought to life

by an all-star cast. Directed by
John S. Robertson, who made
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."

Douglas MacLean in "The Home Stretch,"
A Thos. H. I nee production.

Another comedy triumph from the lovable

star of "23M Hours' Leave."

Thomas Meighan in "The City of Silent Men,"
From Frank Moroso's story "The Quarry."

The story of a hunted man. filmed
partly in Sing Sing prison.

Cosmopolitan production "Proxies."
From the story of Frank R. Adams in

Hearst's Magazine.

Dorothy Gish in "Oh Jo!"
A small town comedy as real and funny as

"Seventeen."

Sydney Chaplin in "King. Queen. Joker."
Written and directed by the famous comedian:

the biggest laugh spectacle ever made.

Lois Weber's production "Married Strangers."
An intimate study of a universal problem,

Elsie Ferguson in

"Sacred and Profane Love."
William D. Taylor's production

of Arnold Bennett's play in which Miss
Ferguson appeared on the stage.

William DeMille's production of
Sir James M. Barrie's famous play
"What Every Woman Knows."

with Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel.

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in

"The Traveling Salesman."
A screamingly funny presentation of

James Forbes' popular farce.

Cosmopolitan production "The Wild Goose,"
By Gouverneur Morris.

One of this writer's best stories.

Thomas Meighan in "White and Unmarried."
A whimsical and out of the ordinary

romantic comedy.

"Appearanees," by Edward Knoblock,
A Donald Crisp production.

Made in England. With David Powell.

Thomas H. Ince Special "The Bronze Bell,"

By Louis Joseph Vance.

A thrilling melodrama on a gigantic scale,

Douglas MacLean in "One a Minute."
Thos. H. Ince production.

Fred Jackson's famous stage farce.

Ethel Clayton in "Sham,"
By Elmer Harris and Genevieve Bonner.
The play in which Henrietta Crosman

made her greatest triumph.

George Melford's production

"The Money Master."
By Sir Gilbert Parker.

A drama of the northwest, by the author
and director of "Behold My Wife!"

Something to tell thefolks

ON the way home from busi-

ness take your cue from the

lobby of any theatre that dis-

plays the line "It's a Paramount

Picture."

That's the big news to take

home and tell the folks. That's

the thing that will make them all

say "Good! We'll go tonight!"

This idea of shopping for their

photo-plays is gradually taking

hold of people.

Just the way they shop for

suits, rugs or motor cars.

It may seem strange to shop

for such a romantic thing as a

motion picture but good business

methods turn out as well in buy-

ing entertainment as in buying

anything else.

When you buy an automobile

that bears the proud brand name

of one of the greatest firms in the

industry you are sure of the fin-

est.

Why? The name!

When you go to a theatre

which is showing a motion pic-

ture made by the foremost con-

cern in the industry you are sure

you are in for a great time.

Why? The name. Paramount!

The birds sing not more sweet-

ly in early summer dawns than

your heart when you see a Para-

mount love scene.

The terrible roar of tropic

thunder is not more filled with a

sense of awe than the greatest

Paramount dramas.

To get entertainment so thrill-

ing that boredom is dispelled like

mist before sunshine, see Para-

mount Pictures.

They are announced in the

newspaper advertisements, and

in the lobbies, as Paramount Pic-

tures.

That is how the best theatres

everywhere may be d i s t i n -

guished: it is the pride of deliv-

ering the best.

If it's a Paramount Picture it's

the best show in town.

paramount (pictures
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Look Out—the Censors Coming!
In many States and cities censor-

ship bills are pending which would

make motion pictures safe for the

weak-willed, the feeble-minded, and

for the seven-year-old child.

Never before have the producers

had to fight censorship as they are

righting it to-day.

The results that would follow the

general acceptance of censorship

throughout the country would be

almost disastrous to the greatest

form of entertainment which peo-

ple have ever known, for. being

bound up with rules and political

red tape, the censors would ruin

most of the best productions, if

they did not forbid them from be-

ing publicly shown. It is very

r
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doubtful if "Way Down East" or

"The Kid," for example, would

escape their shears.

What caused this widespread

agitation for censorship ? As a fan,

you ought to know, for, as a fan,

you are interested in anything

vitally affecting motion pictures.

The causes of the present condi-

tion are many, and complex.

In the June issue of Picture-

Play Agnes Smith will explain the

censorship situation, will tell you

what the producers are doing to

fight it. Her article, "The World,

the Flesh—and the Censor," is a

most timely one. You'll be repaid

for reading it.
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How I Ate A Pound A Day
Off My Weight

An Amazing discovery in weight reduction, no
starving, no medicines, no special foods, no
course of baths, no exercises, no "mind cure."

A REN'T you heavier than you used to
be?" This would nearly always be
the first remark I'd hear whenever

I met an old friend or acquaintance. And
they were right. No doubt about it. I

was fast putting on weight to a noticeable
extent
At first I took it as a sure sign of vig-

orous health. I had always thought that
the accumulation of fat was Nature's way
of storing up health and energy—a sort of
reserve to draw upon in time of need. So I

revelled in my good fortune and felt genu-
inely sorry for my friends who were not so
favored by Nature.
But soon my condition began to be seri-

ous. I was getting altogether too fat. My
increasing stoutness began to be about all I

could think of—it entirely occupied my
mind. My friends began to mention it. I

couldn't walk a block without puffing. My
heart became affected.

I Gave Up Pleasures to

No Avail
I had always led an active life, being

fond of athletics, horseback riding and other
exercises. My increasing weight made it

difficult for me to "go in" for these things.

I simply couldn't get around as fast as the
others—even my walk was differ-

ent ; and besides any sort of phys-
ical exertion became unpleasant
to me. I don't need to go into
details, for any one with a tend-
ency to stoutness will well know
what I mean.

This lack of exercise could lead
to but one thing ; I took on weight
to an alarming extent, and I shall
never forget the day when I real-
ized that I was slowing down
mentally as well as physically. I

lost interest in my work and all
social affairs. Anything requir-
ing exertion was passed up. Un-
derstand me, please, I am not try-
ing to praise my former self arid
figure : I'm simply telling how my
mental and physical powers anil
pleasure decreased as fat was increased.

Starving Only Made Things
Worse

You can probably guess my next move

—

nearly every "fat" woman has taken it. I

became a follower of the "simple life." I

cut down on my diet—and felt hungry all
the time. Then I took a course of baths.
According to weights taken "before and
after" the baths cut down my weight. But
within a day or so the weight was back
again. The baths had only a temporary ef-
fect. And it seemed to me that they were
sapping my vitality.
Then I tried the plan of going without

liquids ; omitting certain food from my all-
too-meager diet ; of eating widely advertised
"reducing foods," and finally of taking
medicine.
By this time life had lost much of its .ioy

for me. As my weight increased so did my
distress. I simply had to do something. So

I started to find out
all I could about
obesity. I pes-
tioned physicians,
surgeons, army doc-
tors, health special-
ists and a lot of
women and men who
were similarly af-
flicted. Soon I be-
came a walking en-
cyclopedia of weight
reduction. But still
I continued to put
on weight.

Fat People Die Young
.One day Inexperienced a shock. I was

reading some health statistics by life insur-

ance companies. These showed conclusively
that in addition to causing mental and
physical inefficiency fatness brings on a se-
rious chain of illnesses, such as heart trou-
ble, diabetes, stomach and intestinal trouble,
apoplexy and the like. And then I read that
fat people die young. No supposition about
this. Plain, cold, hard facts, drawn from
life insurance statistics, covering the ex-
periences of tens of thousands of people
and several generations.

At Last I Found the Secret
My lucky star must have been working

for me about this time, for I ran across just
the kind of practical help I was looking "for.
A friend advised me to read "Weight Con-
trol, the Basis of Health," by the famous
Food Specialist, Eugene Christian.

This course, in the form of simple little
lessons, completely upset my own personal
opinions and all that I had learned about
obesity and health. It shows that when
one starts to put on weight it is not a sign
of health, but of ill-health. Obesity is ac-
tually a disease. Then it showed that most
of the tables of weights indicating what a
person of a certain age and height should
weigh are all wrong and why.
Then there were some startling new ideas

about the maintenance of health
and of mental and physical vigor.
No theories, but hard, practical
facts, drawn from the experiences
of thousands of men and women
in all conditions of life.

The remarkable part of it all
was that there were no fads in
Eugene Christian's methods, no
special baths, no self-denying diet,
no medicine, no exercises—nothing
out of the ordinary. Simply go
on living a normal life, eat appe-
tizing, delicious foods, properly
combined, do pretty much as you
please. And still one could re-

duce his or her weight to normal
in a very short time by entirely
natural methods.

A Pound Less a Day
Without the Slightest Hardship

It all sounded too good to be true, but I

decided to give the methods a fair test.
Right from the start my former figure and
energy began to return. The very first
week I reduced my weight by a pound each
day. Not the slightest hardship was in-
volved—a most unusual thing in weight-re-
duction. I had always enjoyed my meals,
but now my food tasted even more delicious
than ever. Working became a pleasure to
me again, instead of a grind. I was bub-
bling over with life and energy. My flesh
grew hard and firm. And soon, very much
to my surprise. I was able to wear fabrics
and colors which my stoutness had forced
me to abandon.

A Famous Scientist's Greatest

Work
When I now look upon my former con-

dition of stoutness it all seems like a hor-
rible nightmare, for not only did I quickly
regain my normal weight, but I've main-
tained it ever since. To look at me today
no one would realize that not so long ago I

was a "fat" woman. My quick reduction in
weight, my vigorous health and active mind
of today I owe all to Eugene Christian. I

only wish I had the means to distribute his
remarkable Course to every woman afflicted
with obesity, for I feel that Eugene Chris-
tian is rendering a great and genuine serv-
ice to humanity through his wonderful
work. I have recommended Eugene Chris-
tian's Course to many others and have had
the satisfaction of seeing it produce results
just as remarkable . as in my .case.

,

How You Can Try This Method
Without Risking a Penny

Much could be written about the cause
and the remedy for excessive stoutness and
Eugene Christian's methods. But that is

unnecessary ; for you can now test them
out in the privacy of your home without
risking a penny. These methods are not
new and untried theories, for more than
200,000 people in all walks of life have
used and are using them and indorse them
in the most enthusiastic terms.
The publishers have left on hand just

1,296 sets of Eugene Christian's Course,
which they wish to dispose of before the
New Edition comes off the press. The price
at which thousands of these sets have been
sold is $5. But these few remaining sets
are being offered at only $2 for as long as
they last, so if you act quickly you can get
these wonderful secrets at a saving of $3.

Send No Money!
Simply put your name and address on the

coupon below and mail it NOW. Give the
postman only $2 in complete payment,
when the course arrives.
Look the course over carefully. Put it to

the test. Weigh yourself before you start,
then weigh yourself daily. Judge by re-
sults. If you don't notice a great improve-
ment within five days
after starting, send
it back and your
money will be refund-
ed. You can clearly
see that an offer like
this could not be
made unless the pub-
lishers were eoufident
that Eugene Chris-
tian's methods will
produce remarkable
results for you, as
they have for thou-
sand's of others who
gladly paid $5 for the
course.

But immediate ac-
t i o n is necessary.
There is no need for
you to suffer from su-
perfluous weight any
longer — and remem-
ber, that special price
can be held only as
long as the few sets last. "Weight Con-
trol" will be sent in a plain container.

Cut the coupon now and send it at once
and be sure to avoid disappointment. You
will surely agree that health, happiness and
comfort are worth the trial. Write todav.

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY
Dept. 1955, 43 West 16th St., New York City

Corrective Eating Society,

Dept. 1955, 43 West 16th St., New York City.

You may send me, prepaid, in plain con-
tainer. Eugene Christian's Course. "Weight
Control—the Basis of Health," in 12 les-
sons. I will pay the postman only $2 on
arrival. If I am not satisfied with it I

have the privilege of returning it to you
after a 5-day trial. It is, of course, under-
stood that you are to refund my money
($2) if I return the course.

Name

Street

City

State Picture Plav 5-21



The
Waning of

the Stars

Q'

"Star worship is no longer the spon-

taneous action of the populace," writes

Guy Price, the Los Angeles Observer

of photo-play happenings. "The real

stars may be counted on the fingers,"

he adds. "To be a star nowadays, a girl must be beau-

tiful. Then she is placed before .a suffering public.

But the big pictures of the year are not star pictures.

'Way Down East,' 'Over the Hill,' and 'Humoresque,'

have no stars. And to these we might add 'A Connecti-

cut Yankee.' The story that pulls is the big' box-office

success. The players in the story may be admirable

players
;
they may be stars in

name ; but it is the story, and

the story alone, that pulls the

romance-loving public into the

theater and the shekel into the

money box. So twinkle, twinkle

little stars while you may. Soon
you will be entirely in constella-

tions, as members of a group,

and your personality will be con-

fined to your role in the story."

And we might add that those

who are striving to-day to write

acceptable plots may be those

who will be writing the all-star

or no-stair stories of to-morrow.

They should be looking ahead

and planning for better photo

plays—photo plays in which the

stories will not be warped and

twisted to fit the whims or stronger points of individual

thespians.

UESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,

are advised first to procure our "Guide-

posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

Scenarios

by the

Bushel

Eight thousand scenarios a week are

submitted to the big producers, accord-

ing to an estimate made by W. Stephen

Bush. The number is appalling, but

should not discourage the amateur

writer who feels that he has real talent. There are

thousands of people playing the violin in the ETnited

States, but that does not obscure such men as Kreisler,

and Heifetz. We take the libertv of reprinting a recent

article by W. Stephen Bush which should be of inter-

est to every writer of scenarios:

It is estimated that the motion-picture producers in the

United States turn out fifty new subjects every week. The

average weekly output of the vast army of volunteer scenario

writers is not less than eight thousand a week. One company

alone receives on an average five hundred unsolicited scenarios

every seven days.

This would make the chances of the scenario writer one in

one hundred and sixty, but his chances are reallymuch smaller.

Out of the fifty companies producing pictures either regularly

or irregularly, only about twenty-five buy outside "scripts."

Consider now the undoubted fact that even the buying com-

panies have their decided favorites, and the chance of the out-

sider becomes too elusive for arithmetical pursuit. This it not

written to discourage the amateur scenario writer—that is im-
possible.

Scenario editors will tell you that the amateur's first effort

is often good and acceptable, embodying in all likelihood some
original dramatic event in the writer's life. The utter lack of

art in dramatic composition does not entirely obscure the dra-

matic values in the "script," and it is accepted. Immediately
the idea takes possession of the writer that he is a newly dis-

covered genius, and nothing can thereafter make him doubt

himself. He remembers that Ibsen was well past middle life

when he scored his "best hits." He keeps on trying. There
have been instances of determined scenario writers sacrificing

their savings in an effort to produce their scenarios at their

own expense.
One of the most exacting tests of

scenarios is the ending of the "script.''

The rule is that the ending must be
'

happy. The minimum is one. When
works of standard fiction are to be

filmed and there is no happy ending,

it is the duty of the adapter to pro-

vide for it by force majeure—thus
"The Tale of Two Cities" in its

screen version ends happily.

Budding playwrights with a trend

to tragedy will never reach the

screen. On the other hand many a

poor scenario has been saved by the

chances it offered to the heroine to

wear sixteen different gowns. It

must be remembered that women,
who were no part of the audiences

in classic antiquity and a negligible

part in the days of Shakespeare,

form at least sixty per cent of the

audience in a motion-picture thea-

ter. Wedding ceremonies are, there-

fore, tremendously popular, and cover

a multitude of sins against the hoary

definitions of the drama. It is an undoubted fact that the so-

called vampire films and all the screen plays that have dealt

with such subjects as the starved maternal instincts of woman
and the white-slave traffic and birth control, have aroused the

interest of women, for if they had not, they" would have been
financial failures instead of unqualified financial successes.

One of the successful scenario writers is the one who can

outguess the audiences. Scenario editors are always on the

alert for that kind of dramatic genius. A clever short-story

writer devoted some effort to a motion-picture scenario, tak-

ing his work quite seriously. He had everything declined with

thanks. He consulted his literary partner. Then the two
evolved a scheme which brought excellent results. First "A"
got his heroine into an impossible situation, where, according

to all appearances, she would either have to jump from the

cliff or marry the villain. No other extrication seemed ^hu-

manly possible. Then he turned the "script" over to_ "B."

whose duty it was to get the heroine out of her trouble in the

most plausible way that could be found. Taking turns in tying

and untying impossible knots, they succeeded in securing a

gratifying flow of checks payable to their order.

Before the "feature" came into vogue and the unit of mo-
tion-picture entertainment was the single reel—one ^thousand

feet—there was naturally a greater number of subjects and

the chances of the scenario writer were a little better. The
compensation in those days, however, was ludicrously small.

Very little was paid for a scenario. Indeed, the average direc-

tor always felt competent to write his own scenario on short

notice. The story is told of one director who used to gather

his players in New York and then take the ferry to Fort Lee,

Continued on page 3
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A Queer

World

\"ew Jersey, where the studio was stru-

tted. He started to write his scenario

j>c his cuffs after the boat left the New
tork side. To-day even a scenario of

average quality brings from two hundred
to five hundred dollars. Much larger sums
have been paid and are being paid tor

available "'scripts.'" Most scenarios are j

Bought on the story. No detailed "script"

is submitted until the editor has seen the

stjry. If the story has the right possi-

bilities, the building of the scenario is an
leasy matter.
The weirdest of all scenarios are the >

Dcomedies. Of these probably the most in-

tteresiing are those written by one who has
<long been absent from the screen. Char
lie Chaplin for some time has been writ-

iing his own stuff, trusting to gusts of in-

spiration. The famous comedian would
:
c ften get up in the middle of the night at

.'the Los Angeles Athletic Club and jot j

' down pad after pad of notes. These were
then filed awav.

Some of the most
interesting letters re-

ceived by this de-

partment are un-
signed, or lack a

complete address, which makes it

impossible for us to send a replv. or
a Market Booklet/ as requested.

Here is one that we found interest-

ing. Xo name was signed.
Queer world, this, isn't it? A number 1

of years ago a friend of mine put in five

years" apprenticeship learning a trade—

a

trade at which he never was or never
will be a howling success. He took on
writing as a side line—I met him the
other day—he had broken into the movie
game and had just received his second re-
jection. There was no arguing with him
—the producers were a lot of mnnies who
couldn't appreciate a masterpiece when «

they saw it! I tried comparisons—tried I

to make him see thai he was serving an
apprenticeship at a new profession, but
he would have none of it Anybody could
write movie stories—good ones, too—but
what was the use when a lot of brainless
hicks were passing judgment on their ef-
forts?

I know a stenographer in this city-
she s a good one, too. Some years ago,
she was bitten by the movie-wririn' bug

—

in the, then, good old two-reeler days she
got by with one or two. Then feature
pictures came on, and she realized she
was not equal to their demands, and for
four years she has studied and worked
—worked and studied. She showed me a
letter from one of the editors—a big one,-

too—in which he praised her work though
asking that she make some changes in the
story. In six years this girl has sold
thirty dollars' worth of stories, and yet
she is not at all discouraged nor "soured"
on the producer!
Being an amateur myself, these two in-

cidents count for much. At no time could
I bring myself to berate the editor be-
cause he saw nothing available in the
MSS I had sent him At no time have I

been laboring under any thought that
'"anybody can writejem. one every week."
It can't be done, and the sooner we ama-
teur scribes get this into our noodles the
quicker we are going to '"arrive." It

means work—study—more work and
more study—write and rewrite—most of
the latter at the editor's suggestion. And
the editor generally gives a reason for his

suggestion—if we would stop and analyze
the reason instead of cussing the editor

we would get where we are trying to go
a litue sc.r.er.

Can You Write a Photoplay?
Neither could Martha Lord—at
least so she thought until—

Martha Lord, a "novice," did cot know
that she could write a photoplay, but she

desired to try, and so decided that she -srould. Six
weeks later she sold her first play, ""Hold Your
Husband," to Selznick.
Then came "A Gamble With Innocence. ' to the

same organization. Then. *"The Inner Sight" to
Inee. Each one brought a handsome check But.
more than that—those "undreamed of" successes
began a brilliant nezc career for her.
Can you do as well as she—will you, man or

xomaa. make a simple test to try your fitness

—

free?

Will You Make—

This Home Test
If We Send It Free ?

THE Palmer Pian of Instruction in

Photoplay Writing now introduces for

the first time in the history of education

by correspondence, a nev: nezv method of
discovering in men and women who may
least suspect it, the presence of CREA-
TIVE IMAGINATION—that fundamen-
tal qualification which is the photoplay-

Wright's "key to success."

If you have it in you, you should de-

velop it.

If you lack it you should give up the

idea of ever writing photoplays, for crea-

tive imagination is inborn and cannot be

acquired.

Our simple test comes to you in the

form of a confidential questionnaire pre-

pared especially for us by Professor Mal-
com Shaw MacLean, former instructor in

short story writing at Northwestern Uni-
versity and University of Minnesota, in

collaboration with H. H. Van Loan,
America's most proline photoplay writer,

author of "The Virgin of Stamboul," "The
Great Redeemer," etcetera.

You simply send for it and try it in the
privacy of your home and without ex-

pense.
* * * *

' 1 10_those who answer it successfully, will be
M. offered an opportunity to obtain competent
Training in photoplay authorship through the
Department of Education of the Palmer Photo-

We will tell you frankly if you have or if

y:u "irk the esser-tials id success—for in-

stitution serves the great producers who buy
photoplays, as well as those who wish to learn
the art of writing them: and. therefore, we
must seek only those who are Sited for real

We are now beginning a search of the nation
through this New-Method Test. And this is

tj?m are fitted for this profitable work. A new
career awaits those who are so fitted and who
will develop their inborn abilities by studying
icrir.c stare lime at heme.
Thousands of new stories for photoplays are

needed :rr r.erct year's production and the pres-
ent writers cannot possibly supply this large
number of scenarios.

Your chance, therefore, if you succeed, is

ar.d insures an ever vraitir.e:

market for your plays.

* * * *

UtX your creative imagination is deter-
» ' mined, the Palmer Plan is available to

you. It then teaches you the technique of
photoplay construction. "Technique" is the
form of writing which producers insist upon
in the scenario before they will even read the
nlav.

The Palmer Plan is Frederick Palmer's
method of instruction—a method conceived and
perfecied by a man who. himself, wrote, sold
and had produced fifty-two scenarios in one
year. This course is of university calibre
throughout and turns out fully equipped and
finished writers.
The Palmer Advisory Council—the men and

women who direct the policies of this recog-
nized institution—consists of Cecil B. DeMille.
director general Famous Players-Lasky Cor-
poration: Thos. H. Ince. head of luce Studios;
Lois Weber, foremost woman director, and Rob
Wagner, widely known writer and film expert.
The Palmer Plan includes the largest photo-

play sales bureau in the world, through whic'"
students sell and producers buy their plays.

The Plan has already developed many ne^-
writers and is developing new ones constantly.
G. Le Roi Clarke, a former minister, sold his
first play for §3000 before he had completed
the Palmer Plan, and he is but one Palmer
student whose name has been but lately placed
upon the screen.

THESE are facts, and yet there are more to
tell which we can disclose to yon. however,

only after you have sent for and completed the
Palmer "New-Method" Test.

Succeed in this preliminary test, the most
courageous test of this kind ever adopted by
an educational institution, and we will send
you two intensely interesting books, "Essen-
tials of Photoplay Writing." which describes
the Palmer course in detail, and "Little Stories
of Success." containing the stories of success-
ful students written by themselves.
Remember, the new Palmer Confidential

Questionnaire is not a "literary" test. Clever
"style" and polished diction are of secondary
importance in the writing of acceptable photo-
plays. Hardly a word of what you Trite ap-
pears upon the screen.
Many have ability who do not know it. The

thing to do first is to learn if you have cre-
atine imaginafioti.

If you have .yon should leam to write
scenarios. The Palmer test will telL Since it

costs von but two cents to find out. it is cer-
tainly worth whi
it now.

|
Palmer Photoplav Corporation.!

1 dVrc'r-:r-;r .-- Z:: .-<-.

J
6012 L W. Hellman Bide.,

I Los Angeles. California.

[
Please send me your Xew-Metfcod Con- |

j
fidential Questionnaire, which I am to nil

j

J
out and return to you for your perusal and .

I subsequent advice to me without charge. If I

I successful. I am to receive further infor-
J

. matter, about the Pa'— er Plan without any
I obligation on my part to enrol! for the I

course.

Xame

I Address

(5-1) I

City.. -State..

All correspondence si vil; : t
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Must a Star Be a Type?
A review of the current favorites indicates that the public will not allow

them to break away from those parts with which they are indentified.

10

A review of the current favorites

indicates that the public will not al-

low them to break away from those

parts with which they are identified.

If we combed the hayseed out of

Charlie Ray's hair, and separated

Bill Hart from his six-shooters; if

we made Mary Pickford vamp
through a five-reeler, and limited

Doug Fairbanks to one jump per pic-

ture ; if we put Dick Barthelmess in

whiskers, and Charlie Chaplin in

beaunash clothes—would these stars

still be stars in your eyes?

You chorus "Yes !" but a grave
doubt remains.

The stars of today have become
established by the individual style of

their respective roles, and by the

unique manner in which they have
stuck to these roles.

The classic example is that classic

comedian, Charles Spencer Chaplin.

Never has he dared to remove the

brushy mustachios, never has he dis-

carded the ludicrous derby and baggy
trousers. In "One A. M.," true

enough, he wore respectable shoes,

but his "type" remained distinctly his

own. When so great an artist as

this feels it imperative to stay in

one, well-defined part, the necessity

of creating a type and sticking to it

becomes apparent.

Stepping from the ridiculous to

the ridiculed, consider for a moment
such a lurid trio as Theda Bara, Lew
Cody, and Louise Glaum, vampires
all. Whether or not they will con-

tinue to be successful is very much
a question, at least in the case of

the first two, but even the most
biased observer will admit that each
at one time created a vogue : a sexy

sort of vogue, but a vogue withal.

On the direct opposite hand, the pre-

miere blonde of the galloping pastels

has won her impregnable position in

the hearts of the celluloid-scanning

populace by adhering to "glad" parts

:

Pollyanna and Pickford are now as

inseparable as ham and eggs.

Continuing on through the list of

flickering favorites, we come to the

sisters Talmadge. Both of these tal-

ented actresses have realized the

wisdom of "typing" themselves, and
have profited thereby in no small

measure. Norma has established

herself as the young wife : Constance
as the nationally emulated baby
vamp. Norma has clung to the more
emotional sort of thing; Connie to

the brisker, friskier style of farce-

and-bedroom comedy. The sym-
pathy that was Norma's in her "Isle

of Conquest" continues to be hers in

"Yes or No," while similarly, those
'

who have capered through "The
Veiled Adventure" will be prepared
to chuckle again when they see Con-
stance do the same sort of thing in

"The Love Expert." There is more
real logic than mere chance con-

nected with this "one-part type" idea.

Two of the stanchest types the

perpendicular platform can produce
are Charles Ray and Bill Hart.

Charlie is the clodhopping yokel, the

bashful farmer boy ; Hart the two-
gun Centaur of the Califilmia plains.

Before he struck this metier Ray was
all but unknown, an inconspicuous
actor doing "juveniles" for the old

Kay Bee Company. He tried to get

away from it in "Forty-five Minutes
from Broadwa)^" and the result was
a failure. Hart has attempted more
than once to shelve the flapping Stet-

son and the flnnel shirt, but in "The
Poppy Girl's Husband" the fans

were able to see him only as a West-
ern gentleman doing a Jimmy J'al-

entine, so Bill returned, in his next

release, to the broad highway, where
men shoot straight and the sunset is

always on hand for a final fade-out.

Dick Barthelmess is a rising young
meteor now heading his own com-
pany, and giving all the advance
signs of doing it extremely well. He
is the well-bred, not overdressed col-

lege man of the capering chromos.
Here is no sport-shirted, peg-trou-

sered, high-jinksing college carica-

ture ; here is a quiet, aristocratic man
of manners doing the college man as

he should be done. As a character

actor he would undoubtedly be an

artistic success, but it is as the col-

lege "type" that he will reap baskets

of daily mail.

Fairbanks is, of course, the jump-
ing hero of the titillating tintypes,,

the physical-culture boy of the silver-

sheet. As uch he has rooted him-

self firmly in America's heart; a

change in the slightest degree is in-

variably the signal for a storm of

protest. Wallie Reid is another

highly popular exponent of the speed

idea in pictures, having devoted him-

self recently to a series of automo-
bile stories concerned almost exclu-

sively with "speed." In regard to

Reid, it is pat to note that he has

maintained a style all his own : a per-

sonality dominating all of his pic-

EVA NOVAK, tlie "Universal Star"—lead-
ing motion picture actress, says of "Science
of Beauty":

—

"Science of Beauty" is a treatise that
should lie on the dressing table of eyery
woman who takes pride in her appearance and
physical well-being.
By following the yarious suggestions in

"Science of Beauty." every woman will be
able to not only improve her looks but also
keep in better physical trim. Not the least
attractive phase of the books is the interest-
ing way in which the subject is presented."

(signed) EVA NOVAK.

WANTED
Beautiful Women
Do you possess this priceless charm? Does your

mirror reflect sunshine ami radiance of supreme
beauty? Have yuu an uu-marred complexion, beau-
tiful hair, perfect form and normal weight? These
are the present day requirements of beauty. Can
you qualify? Will your beauty charms pass the
supreme test ? If not. remember there is a short
pleasant method of eradicating every known barrier
to beauty. You can easily possess every one of these
charms.—"Science of Beauty" in eight (8) volumes—8 marvelous books on this vital subject will en-
ahle you to quickly and easily make every beauty
dream come true. These wonderful books contain
in excess of 70,000 words—scientifically cover over
250 suhjects on beauty; diet to gain weight; diet
to lose weight and beauty of form and health
through exercise. Nothing like them ever printed.
It took over 6 years of research work and cost in

excess of $20,000 to prepare these wonderful books
for the press. They are endorsed by eminent medi-
cal authority; used by motion picture stars; recom-
mended by specialists; consulted by society and
should be in the hands of every woman.

5 Says' Free Examination
You assume no obligation—you make no promise

—the books can be returned at our expense. The 5

days' free examination will cost you nothing. We
want you to see the books—read them, then judge
for yourself. Every one of these 8 books will tell

you in simple, understandable English how to quickly
and easily banish any and all obstacles that now
stand in the way of your conception of perfect
beauty, weight and form. Remember, beauty in all

its forms is now within your reach. Mail the cou-
pon for convincing proof.

Special Limited Olfer
Send for free, interesting literature— learn full

particulars of our special limited low introductory
offer on the entire set of the 8 books
on beauty, health, dieting, reduc- J — —
ing and gaining weight, and per- /
feet form of figure. First edition /
of 10.000 sets will be sold at a / LIILL
fraction over the cost of a novel. / *

f our /

special, limited, low. rock- /
beautifully" illustrated" folder / i^flfTPAlWand full particulars of our / \^"Urvlll
bottom, direct advertising / Burlington Pub-
offer on the entire set. ' lishing Co., Inc.
Do it now while this spe- / n Q_ 170AD ,

cial money-saving offer ,
Uept 93, 1780 Broadway

is open to you. / Gentlemen:-
/ Without obligation on my

BURLINGTON / j&^SSsSsiB^SSiSJUlMjll'iU 1 Wll / "SCIENCE OF BEAUTY" in

PUBLISHING /
*htl8)™—

CO., InC. / Name

Address.

.

/

Dept. 93 /

1780 Broadway

New York
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tures : a peculiarly Georgemcohan
sort of tempo that marks his work
as definitely as one unique character

would "type" him.

A totally different type has ap-

peared in the six-foot person of

Thomas Meighan. He has entered

stardom with the characterization

with which he apparently intends to

stay—that of the not too young lover,

the thirty-five-year-old hero. "The
Miracle Man" was in part responsi-

ble; "Male and Female" paved the

way; "Why Change Your Wife?"
helped along; "The Prince Chap"
aided in making a decision ; and
"Conrad in Quest of His Youth"
fairly clinched the argument.
The public may sit back and de-

mand something new, but just as

surely as the star gives it to the pub-
lic, just so surely will his or her ad-

mirers beg for a speedy return to

type. After "The Man from Painted
Post" Fairbanks received more let-

ters imploring him to get back to

the "real Fairbanks stuff" than he
had ever received asking him to "get

away from the usual line." The vast

majority of the stars of to-day are

such because they have appreciated
the value of "type" and capitalized

it. Whether you think so or not,

offhand, careful study of the film

field will reveal to you in short order

a convincing assortment of proofs
going to show that a star must be a
type.

Fugitive Flashes

By A. Split Reel

While Henrietta Potee was swing-
ing idly in the hammock, thinking
out a happy ending for her film play,

"Adenoids," her mother fell down
the laundry steps with the family
wash.

What would happen if

—

The "Heavy" smoked stogies in-

stead of cigarettes ?

"Meg o' the Mountains" wore a

hat and brogans, instead of a sun-
bonnet and bare feet.

In snow pictures some one failed

to mishandle an Eskimo dog team.
In all rural dramas the interior of

the general store and post office was
missing.

What has become of

:

vamps.
Tiger-skin rugs.

Puttees and riding crops.

Artificial flowers in movie
aters.

Illustrated song singers.

Three-reel wild-animal dramas.
Bow-legged Indians.

the-

S100 22 inPRIZES
Do you like to write songs? This contest is for amateurs
(fifteen years of age or more) . Do not hesitate to enter

through lack of experience. Select your own subject and
then submit your song-poem to us.

First Prize, $40.00— and guarantee of publication

by either a New York or Chicago publisher without cost.

Second Prize, $25.00 Third Prize, $15.00
Ten Prizes, each, $2.00

Our business is to compose and arrange music for songs, and to secure

their publication. If you enter this contest and we find that your
song'poem is adapted to musical setting, we shall offer to compose
music and secure publication of your song.

Details of Contest
This contest open to amateurs. IMPORTANT— Only two verses and a
chorus wanted. Music publishers insist on publishing songs with not more
than two verses and a chorus. Look over all popular songs and you will

find this true. Write your song in either longhand or have it typewritten.
Songs will be judged and prizes awarded by the Staff of the Seton Music
Company. Awards will be made on the basis of merit. All contestants will

be notified of the prize winners. This contest will close JANUARY FIRST,
1922. All song-poems must be in our office before midnight, DECEMBER
THIRTY-FIRST, 1921. Send us a song-poem WITHOUT DELAY!
SETON MUSIC CO., 264 ContestDept., 920 S.Michigan Ave., Chicago

Susnrr your Song-Poems on any subject for ouradvice>^"<U;H
We revise poems.compose music or any descrip-^-j'S [i^n
TI0N.5ECURE COPYRIGHT AND EP1PL0Y ORIGINAL ^f^TM} B^"[TMTAINS
METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREEPUBllCA-fl-rfH H>M»LUABLE INSTRUC
TION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF SON6^^jjfflPP>TraNS To BE6INNERSANDTELLS
UNDER THIS SUCCE55FUL^^^«CT!JJ,**r

THETRUTH CONCERNING EVtRT BWNCH
CONCERNSGUARANTEE^g-J * &r )FTH15 ESSENTIAL AND FAClNATING PROFESS

OFSATISFAC-YYpJ IjP^lON.THE GREAT WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE POP

><tuk lU^^jlarsong IN WINnINGTHE war is only an indextothemuoi

^2\\ iM^^WIDER SCOPE ANO GREATER OPPORTUNITIESAFFORDEDByPeACE

IHiJ-^KN ICKERBOCKER STUD1OS201Gaiety Bldg.N.Y.City.

reamMowtowite
% SllOft SfOfieS There is a

big demand
I for short stories, photoplays and feature arricles. You can learn how
to write at home in spare time. Jack London said so. He
and other great writers have endorsed our home study course. The

Jcourse is fascinating and takes only a few of your spare hours.

Write for Free Book
and detaJto,our L,m,ted lnm

SriOOSIER INSTITUTE
ductory oiler. Nl o obligation.

5. S. Dcpt 17J I Ft. Wayne, Indiana

Write the Words for a Song!
Write the words for a song. We revise song-poems, com-

pose music for them, and guarantee to secure publication on

a royalty basis by a New York music publisher. Our Lyric

Editor and Chief Composer is a song-writer of national

reputation and has written many big song-hits. Millions of

copies of his songs have been sold. Mail your song-poem on

love, peace, victory or any other subject to us today. Poems

submitted are examined free.

Broadway Composing Studios

251 FITZGERALD BUILDING

Broadway at Times Square, New York, N. Y.



What the Fans Think
An open forum of discussion by our readers, which you are invited to join.

"More Power to Biting Pens!"

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I wish to say a word in praise of Herbert Howe, whom I

regard as always intelligent, thoughtful, and original. His
style is richly colloquial and sensibly vivid, with dash, easy
opulence, and keen humor. It is not necessary always to agree
with him in order to appreciate him.
My own prejudices are not antagonizing; my passions are

restrained and amiable; I prefer always the pupils, the stu-

dents, rather, of the quiet, the wholesome, the sane, instructive

American school—Miss Mary Alden, Miss Helen Eddy, Miss
Kathlyn Williams, Miss Bessie Barris-
cale, Miss Dorothy Phillips, Aliss Lillian

Gish, Miss Miriam Cooper, Aliss Blanche
Sweet, Miss Naomi Childers, Miss Jose-
phine Crowell, Aliss Mae Marsh, Aliss

Dorothy Gish, Aliss Ruth Stonehouse,
and Aliss Ann Forrest. Alany of them,
unfortunately, are young women not
wholly known to opportunity ; many of
them, perhaps, fortunately, not favor-
ably recognized by fortune. Women of
varying talent and type, they possess the
highest attribute ;

they are clever, natu-
ral, unaffected, sincere, wholesome, hon-
est, able—and artistic. AHss Alden is

the screen actress unexcelled—approxi-
mating most nearly Air. Warfield of the

stage ; Ahss Gish, Bernhardt in her
youth, most decidedly; Aliss Williams,
Miss Crews—perhaps Aliss Barrymore

;

Miss Dorothy Gish, Lotta or Aliss

Mitchell ; Miss Crowell, Airs. Gilbert;
Aliss Barriscale, Rcjane and Airs. Ken-
dall; and again Aliss Gish, the winsome
Ellen Terry.
Admirable Aliss Alden and reliable Ali^s Eddy suggest to

me Portia and Cordelia. Tender Aliss Gish, Ophelia; Aliss

Williams, Hermione, and Aliss Sweet, the gay Perdita and
Juliet; Aliss Childers, Galatea, and the Barriscales, Rosalind.

Score one for The Observer as he notes the passing of Aliss

Pickford as the leader of them all in popularity. I do not
cheer her passage ; but it simply appears to me to be a long-
hidden fact.

Picture-Play AIagazine gains much with the acquisition of
Aliss Underhill. I invariably find her interviews amusing,
clever, and sufficiently personal to avoid triteness or that dis-

agreeable, disgusting quality of the "lady" interviewer—lush-
ness. The Bystander, also, is intelligent. She possesses inge-

nuity and creative skill, and her col-yumizing is always clever.

Aliss Kingsley is another interviewer who can write, whose
copy is always refreshing.

It is a grievous fault, and grievously hath the Caesars of the

cinema world answered it, that the ability of these who write

of the "movies" surpasses the intelligence of many of those
who write for the "movies." It is the cinematic tawdriness
of plot and subtling that makes the step from the sublimity of
"Broken Blossoms" to the ridiculous "Sins of Suffering Souls."

It is to Air. Howe, to Aliss Underhill, and to Aliss Kingsley
that we look for correction of these evils. Alore power to

your "biting" pens! J. M. H.
Fall River, Alassachusetts.

A Protest from Texas.

To the Editor of Picture-Play AIagazine.

I would like to offer you an opinion from a Texas fan.

Last year I was in New York and was fortunate enough to

see life in the great metropolis from all angles, from the lowly
little factory girl down on Spring and Alacdougal Streets to a

fashion shop on the Avenue, and ever and anon such ques-
tions as these were put to me : "Do you live on a ranch_ and
are there any good-looking cowboys like those in the movies?"
"Is Texas wild and woolly, and do they have dance halls and
wild women?" "Are there any large towns in Texas, and do

you have to flag a train to make it stop?" One girl asked me
if I had ever seen an automobile before I came to Gotham !

I was frankly insulted, for I thought, as they say up there,

"They are trying to 'kid me,' " until I found out that they were

really in earnest, and when I asked where they formed such
opinions they always replied, "From the movies."

At first I tried to explain that, although I was raised on a

ranch, my father was the proud possessor of a big car and
several "Lizzies," besides some very tine horses; that I had
spent a great part of my life in a near-by city with a popula-
tion of about one hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants—

a

far prettier city than Jersey City, not to mention Hoboken
and like leeches that cling to New York. I explained that I

had attended high school and gone to a girls' boarding school,

where I learned everything except practical knowledge, and
that fashionable clothes like those which
Norma Talmadge wears can be pur-

chased in San Antonio also. Although
I tried to impress this upon their minds,
the movie idea was so firmly impressed

• upon their brains that they could not get

away from it, and I saw that my ex-
planations and descriptions of Texas
were in vain. After I had taken four
hours to explain to one girl all about
Texas, when I left for the Southwest
she wanted to know- if she could send
me some magazines when I reached
home, as she knew that they never saw
such things there. Do they study geog-
raphy and history in the New York pub-
lic schools?

I wish that sometimes the movies
would produce a picture of the real

Texas as it is to-day. Of course, we do
not have elevated roads and subway
trains down here, because we have
plenty of room on the surface to travel;

but we do have trolley cars, jitneys, and
automobiles by the thousands. Poor men in Texas have cars

where poor men in New York will never have them, because
there is no room for them—there is scarcely room to live your-
self. We have theaters and cabaret cafes and even grand
opera, so I can't see that we are still in the primitive state of

carrying a gun on our hips and riding wild mustangs. Why
do the movies persist in showing such pictures? Whenever I

pass a theater and see a "Western" poster, I get so disgusted

I want to tear it down. William S. Hart is not very popular
in San Antonio. There are lots of ranches in the vicinity of

San Antonio, and the boys wear their wide-brim hats and boots

on the ranch for protection against sun and thorns, but when
they go to the city they "dress up," and you could not tell some
of them from a midnight son of Broadway, and although now
and then you may see one that sticks to his conventional rags,

he never fails to drive into town in a car. I wonder how the

movies get it that even- cowboy rushes into town on a wild

horse. As for a stagecoach, why a stagecoach in Texas is as

much a curiositv as it would be on Fifth Avenue in New York!
South San Antonio, Texas. A Texas Blonde.

Some Serious Thoughts Concerning "Wallie."

To the Editor of Picture-Play AIagazine.

Don't you find the accounts of "Popularity Contests" enor-

mously suggestive and amusing? I've been wondering, espe-

cially of late, whether Wallace Reid is helped or harmed by
"wearing his halo carelessly," as Picture-Play puts it. It may
be his defense against the charge of conceit, and results would
for the moment seem to justify it, as he is genuinely and de-

servedly popular.

But human nature being a little prone to value lightly what
seems to come easily, is it unquestioned wisdom to let his

admirers forget that he is capable of big things?

Alary Pickford and WT

illiam Hart, who have held a more
enduring regard than most popular idols, have always im-

pressed their public with the fact that they were working hard

for its approval; and a large share of the charm of Charles

Ray and Richard Barthelmess lies in their appealing earnest-

ness.

I suspect that a larger amount of thought and care than

appears on the surface goes into the making of those appar-
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face goes into the making of those appar-

ently effortless comedies that are "just

Wally Reid/' and if, as we are told, the

greatest art is to conceal art, they merit

more consideration than they often re-

ceive. They should not be decried in any

case, as they are wonderfully deft exam-
ples of the clean, wholesome comedy
which is one of the most valuable influ-

ences in the motion picture of to-day.

But it seems a pity that the modern
audience should know Mr. Reid only as

a clever Satevepost young man, forget-

ting entirely, if it ever saw, his Eric

Trent. A. B. M.
New York City.

A Disagreement About Dick.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I should like to say a word as to the

"suggestion for Dick Barthelmess" by

R. W., Mount Vernon, New York.

R. W. has a "wild, wild crush" on Dick

B., and would like to give him a little

advice as to what kind of roles he should

play. But hasn't Dick climbed to star-

dom by playing character parts in such

pictures as "Broken Blossoms," "Scarlet

Days," and "Way Down East?" Then
why should he turn to society pictures ?

It's true, as R. W. says, that every

girl is crazy about him. I am, too. But
I wouldn't care to see him playing so-

ciety roles. I learned to like him just

as he is, and as far as I am concerned,

I don't care to see him change.
_

The girls who have a "wild, wild

crush" on him must have acquired said

crush by seeing him as the Chinaman,
the desperado, and the farmer boy. And
also by seeing him with his hair parted

in the middle. Perhaps if he changed to

society pictures and parted his hair on
the side, those same fans would care no
more for him.
Of course, every one to his own opin-

ion. But I'll wager that if a vote was
taken up among Dick's fans, the_ major-
ity would be of my opinion. We want
"our Dick" as we have known him.

Here's hoping Dick don't take R. W.'s
kindly offered advice.

Gladys Shoemaker.
Princeton, British Columbia.

Oh, for the Days of the Old Serials!

To the Editor of Picture- Play Magazine.

Being a constant reader of your maga-
zine and also a lover of the moving pic-

tures, I thought some of your many
readers might enjoy my few lines. I have
been going to the pictures ever since the
number of stars in the field were very
few. Among the most popular then were
Arthur Johnson, Lottie Briscoe, Maurice
Costello, Broncho Billy, Earle Williams,
Crane Wilbur, and others whom space
will not allow me to name.
While I realize that the pictures of to-

day are far superior to those produced
by the old Kalem, Biograph, Essanay,
Lubin, and other companies, I must say
I certainly did enjoy lots of those pic-

tures as well as some of the ones I see
to-day, and the serials of a few years
back seemed to draw a larger crowd the
days they were shown than those of to-

day. One of the theaters in my town
doesn't seem to have the large-crowd
serial nights now it did when they ran
"The Black Box," "The Broken Coin,"
"The Trey of Hearts," "The Perils of
Pauline," or "The Clutching Hand."

I agree with one writer in the De-
cember number, who says that the greater
number of people who visit the movies
get used to seeing- certain teams and hate
to see them split up. I long to see a
picture again with Pearl White, Crane
Wilbur, and that good old villain, Paul

Panzer. My favorite actors are Wallace
Reid and Crane Wilbur, but I like Wal-
lace as a villain, like the part he por-
trayed in "Carmen," and 1 like Crane
Wilbur as a leading man. Sorry he has
deserted the screen and returned to the
speaking stage.

Robert Kay Hutton.
Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Why Change a Good Title ?

To the Editor of Picture-Play A'Iagazine.

May I take a few moments of your
time by sounding the praises of Harold
Lloyd? I think he is without a doubt
one of the best, if not the best real come-
dian the screen has yet produced. The
last picture we saw him in, "Get Out
and Get Under," made me want to tell

every one I knew to go and see it, not
only for the story, but Lloyd's facial ex-
pressions alone are well worth all the
money you pay for the show. Why
can't we have a few more like him, or
doesn't the public care for anything as
clean as his fun is?

Then there is Pauline Frederick. To
me she is perfectly wonderful; not just
for her gowns, but for her real acting.
Am I a good critic when I say she was
wonderful in "Madame X?" She made
me want to clasp her hand and tell her
just what I thought of her.

In the December issue of Picture-Play
you mention changing the titles of plays
or stories to fit the pictures, and let me
say right here that in lots of cases I

think it all wrong. For instance, Viola
Dana in "A Chorus Girl's Romance"
sounded very much like a very cheap
story, whereas if we had known what
it was taken from, we would all have
been very eager to have seen it. As it

was, few of my friends would go be-
cause the title did not appeal to them,
and when I told them how good it was
and what it was taken from, they said,

"Well, why do they change those names
like that?" Miss Olivia Lowndes.

Stamford, Connecticut.

Better Plays for Norma.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I want to say something about Norma

Talmadge. To me she seems to be rest-

ing on her reputation. Her work is

still more admirable than that of most
of the stars, but it seems to me that she
isn't putting her heart into her work.
With each succeeding picture I am more
and more disappointed in her. I had
an opportunity last week to see her in

"Panthea," a picture at least four years
old. What glorious work she did in

those days ! One lived the picture right

through with her. Then just a few days
later I saw "The Branded Woman."
Even in the most touching scenes I felt

no sympathy or pity for her, only a sort

of tolerance. She is so good to look at

that I could look but I couldn't feel with
her or for her. This is a serious thing.

She is an artist, but she is wasting her-
self. "The Branded Woman" was good,
nevertheless, because of the general ex-
cellence of the cast, the beauty of the
settings, and Norma's looks and gowns.
What a lovable old fellow George Faw-
cett is ! Some day, I hope, he will have
a real part. He always seems to be
playing just bits. The man who played
Craft—I did not get his name—was one
of the most fascinating villain 1

; I have
ever seen. I was certainly glad to learn

that Harrison Ford is to play again op-
posite the Talmadge girls. Constance
needs him most. Her last few alleged

"comedies" have been sad affairs indeed,

in comparison with those sparklingly

Home Study

Business Courses
Do you want an important, high-salaried

position? You can have one if you can do
the work. LaSalle experts will show you how. guide
you step by step to success and help solve your per-
sonal business problems. Our plan enables you to
train during spare hours without interference with
your present duties. Give us your name and address
and mark with an "X" below the kind of position you
want to fill. We will mail catalog and full particulars
regarding our low cost monthly payment plan. Also
our valuable book for ambitious men,i"Ten Years'
Promotion In One." Tear out, mark and mail the cou-
pon today. No obligation to you. Let us prove to you
how this step has helped thousands of ambitious men
to real success.— ——— Coupon
LaSalle Extension

University
Dept.5377-R Chicago, 111.

Please send me catalog and
full information regarding the
course and service I have
marked with an X below. Also 1

a copy of your book, "Ten /
Years' Promotion in One,"
all without obligation to me.

HIGHER ACCOUNTANCY: Training for posi-

tions as Auditor, Comptroller, Public Account-
ant, Cost Accountant, etc.

LAW:
Training for Bar; LL. B. Degree.

COMMERCIAL LAW: Reading, Reference
and Consultation Service for Business Men.

EXPERT BOOKKEEPING:
Training for position of Head Bookkeeper.

BANKINGAND FINANCE: Training for execu-
tive positions in Banks and Financial Institutions.

PERSONNEL AND EMPLOYMENT MAN-
AGEMENT: Training for Employers, Employ-
ment Managers, Executives, Industrial Engineers.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT: Training for
Official, Managerial, Sales and Executive Posi-
tions.

MODERN FOREMANSHIP : Training in the
direction and handling of industrial forces—for
Foremen, Sub-foremen, Contractors, Shop
Superintendents, etc.

BUSINESS LETTER WRITING: Training for
positionsas Correspondent, Mail Sales Director,
and executive letter-writing positions.

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT EFFICIEN-
CY: Training for Production Managers, Depart-
ment Heads, and all those desiring training in the
48 factors of efficiency.

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT—FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC: Training for positions as Railroad
and Industrial Traffic Manager, etc.

BUSINESS ENGLISH: Training for Business
Correspondents and Copy Writers.

EFFECTIVE SPEAKING: Training in the art
of forceful, effective speech for Ministers. Sales-

men. Fraternal Leaders, Politicians, Clubmen, etc.

C. P. A. COACHING FOR ADVANCED AC-
COUNTANTS : Prepares for State Board and
Institute Examinations.

COMMERCIAL SPANISH: Training for posi-

tions as Foreign Correspondent with Spanish-
speaking countries.

Name.

Present Position.

Address..

Here They Are!
Real Photographs of Motion
Picture Stars (3%x4%) for
your room or den or for your
friends.

Send your order to-day with
money-order or currency to

EGBERT BROS.
Dept. P, Buena Vista & Temple Streets, Los Angeles, Cal.
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LOOK! Genuine Photos
ol Movie Stars

—

50c Each, 12 for $5
* Here is a chance to secure gen-

uine, real photos of your movie
favorites. All original poses bv
the Stars. Beautiful and Artistic and
they are sure to please you. If not,
we refund your mouey. Size 8x10.

Exceptional value. 50c each. 12 for $5.

Theda Bara
Alii

and
Marv Miles Minter Kuth
Mabel Ni
Ul^ i I'etrova
Mary Piekford
Blam-he Sweet
A nita Stewart
Pearl White
Earle Williams

McDonald
Mae Murray

'

i Rayt'huile
Nazi.
Charles Chaplin
Mildred Harris
liiehard Barthelme

i of the other popul

SO Cents Each

209 W. 48th St.,

12 for $5.00
a money covering your pi
lement, with your name a
ind mail TODAY to

Agents Wanted

You can learnFox-Trot,One-Step,Two-
Step, Waltz and latest "up-to-the-minute" so-

ciety dances in your own home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no

music needed; thousands taught successfully:
success- absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today 'or

FREE information and surprisingly low offer.

WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M . B.
Room 233 4737 Broadway, Chicago, III.

Money in Photoplays!
Big demand and high prices paid for the right kind.
Can you write them? Here is an easy and sure way
to rind out. Send 10c for our Test-Lesson and Talent-
Detector, which will quickly show whether or not you
are adapted to this work. Get this unique and in-
structive publication at once and learn if you have
or have not the necessary imagination and ability to
produce pirture-play scenarios. Delay may mean lost
opportunities. Send dime or lOcts in stamps today.

PHOTOPLAY INSTITUTE, Dept. 3, Jackson, Mich.

ALYIENE SCHOOL
DRAMM1C ARTS

FOUf? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK""'?.
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write lor catalog mentioning: study desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
43 W. 72d St New York City
Between B'way & Central Park West

RING OFFER
to advertise our fan
nds—the greatest d

: know We
very the world
end absolutely
et with a l-2k
beautiful

"-.ni*:,

an tell

1-Jk gold f. ring
auan irn. diamond— in ueauuun n
postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.
. D. charges to cover postage, b
tising, handling, etc. If you
m a real diamond return and money
d«d. Only 10, OIK) given away. Send no
y . Answer quick . Send size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

Make More Money

!

PfJCC Sen 1 address today and we will mail to you
1 I\L£ ABSOLUTELY FREE a book containing: many
helpful suggestions on writing and selling Photoplays,
Short Stories, Poems. Popular Songs, etc. You may
devote all oronly spare hours to this fascinating work.
Hundreds of publishers and film companies are con-
stantly in the market and paying liberally for good manu-
scripts. If you want to become a successful writer and
increase your income -Send for this free book today.

ATLAS PUBLISHING CO., 540 Butler Bldg., Cincinnati, 0.

Bound volumes of Picture-Play Magazine now ready.

Price $3.00 per volume. Address Subscription Department,
Street & Smith Corporation. 79-89 Seventh Avenue, N. Y.

No. 9, $4.50. No. 16, $5.50.

TT7 you were to purchase rings like these illustrated

I jn above in Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
"y $500. We are now manufacturing exact reproduc-
tions in Ladies, Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket
setting, pierced designs set with a carat size Genuine
"Egeria Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of a
diamond. Send your name now and receive this wonderful Gem.
Put it beside a diamond, stands all tests. This Gem is a wonderful dis-
covery only an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
WRITE today. Give size of finger and number of ring. Pay on arrival.
If notsatisfied in 5 days, return for money refund. This !s a wonderful
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to you.

EGERIA GEM CO.. A-113 Point St., Providence, R. I.

clever comedies she and Harrison Ford
used to play in. Constance seems of late
to be trying so hard to be naughty that
it's positively painful.

'Wishing your magazine every success,
A Movie Pan Who Thinks.

South Bend, Indiana.

Another Champion for Dorothy.
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Regarding the letters sent in defense of

Dorothy Gish, I should like to give my
opinion also. Dorothy Gish is a great
actress, and should be given credit for
all that is due to her. Though her pictures
are not exactly what older people wish
for, she is the idol of most girls in their
teens. I believe she is the best and
brightest little actress, and those that do
not agree with me—I challenge you.
Three cheers for Mrs. James Rennie

!

May she continue making pictures much
to the satisfaction of

A Thirteen-year-old Girl.
Chicago, Illinois.

From Another Loyal Griffith Fan.
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.

I notice a letter in the February num-
ber of "What the Small Town Thinks
About It," and am surprised to learn how
little some people know about making and
booking a picture. What difference "does
it make how old a picture is when you
see it if they show it in first-class shape?
"The Birth of a Nation" was out three
years before I had a chance to see it, and
I would go again to-day if it were in
town. A good picture is the same as a
good book : it never gets to be an "old
thing," and if you read it ten years after
it is published, it is new to you.
We are anxious to see the best pic-

tures, and I have no doubt that "Way
Down East" is one of them. But Mr.
Griffith and his managers know more
about how a picture should be made and
put on the market, so we should not try
to tell them how to run a picture, but see
it when we can. Elmer C. Morris.

21 19 Eakin Street, Dallas, Texas.

Poor Old New York

!

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I can't resist the temptation to come to

your open forum and tell of a situation
that perplexes me more every day. I

think that something ought to be done
about the cabaret scenes in the movies. I

am not a crank or a prude, but I do feel

that something will have to be done to re-

strain motion-picture directors from put-
ting such wild scenes on the screen, sup-
posed to occur in New York public res-
taurants. It never bothered me much un-
til last summer; I confess that I even de-
liberately sought such pictures sometimes
when I felt I wanted to see something
sensational. But now they have become a
real problem for me. Last winter I went
to my cousin's, up in New Hampshire,
for the winter sports, and while I was
there we talked about movie stars, of
course, that being one interest that girls

both in the country and the city have in

common. I happened to mention that
Dorothy Dickson was the hostess at the
Palais Royal, and probably didn't make
another picture after "Paying the Piper,"
because her duties there began for the
season and kept her up so late nights.

And I remarked that I had seen Dick
Barthelmess at the New Amsterdam Roof
with his wife, and probably I enumerated
some of the prominent stars that I've seen
at the Century Roof. Well, you should
have seen the looks those girls gave me.
They simply froze !

_
Finally, after a

deadly silence, my cousin spoke up, "Well,
if I did go to places like that, I wouldn't

talk about it." Finally I dragged it out
of them that they thought it was a dull
evening in any of the big New York caba-
rets when at least one man didn't come in,

discover his wife with another man, and
shoot them, or when women at dinner
parties didn't get up and dance on a ta-
ble. They simply wouldn't believe that
those places are awfully select and quiet,
and that any girl is mighty lucky to get
taken there.

That incident was amusing, but when I
came back to town I didn't think any
more about it, except sometimes when
I saw wild scenes in the movies that were
unlike any cabarets I had ever been in. I

asked my Uncle Ned if he had ever seen
a cafe where people acted like they usu-
ally do in the movies, and he just laughed
and said: "Bless you, no. Not in New
York, anyway."

Well, it still struck me as funny, until
a few weeks ago, when Charlotte came to
New York to visit mc. Her father is my
lather's oldest friend, and we have cor-
responded ever since we've been able to
write. Of course, I simply wanted' to
turn the town inside out to show her a
good time. Well, the first night Uncle
Ned and a college boy I know took us to
see "Sally," the musical comedy Mary
Hay is playing in, and then, afterward,
we went up to the New Amsterdam Roof
to see the Midnight Frolic. I thought it

was simply gorgeous, but would you be-
lieve it, Charlotte was as blase as could
be? "When do they start?" she whis-
pered to me excitedly once between
dances. "What?" I asked her right out,

but she wouldn't explain. And do you
know that no matter where we took
Charlotte or what we did for her, she
seemed to think that the places were aw-
fully stunning and the shows good, but
the people dull. And it was all because
the people didn't jump on tables or the
parties mix with each other or angry hus-
bands stride in the way they so often do
in movies. Other New York people must
have had similar experiences. Don't you
agree with me that people are getting the

wrong impression about the way we New
Yorkers live and act? E. J. J.

New York City.

In Praise of Agnes Smith.
To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
Although I have been a reader of your

magazine for a long time, I only recently

began reading "What the Fans Think,"
and now I always turn to it first. It sim-
ply thrills me to find people all over the

country feeling, just as I do, that Her-
bert Howe is a sort of safety valve who
lets off steam for all of us, that Fanny
the Fan is a friend we wouldn't miss for

worlds, and that Louise Williams is sim-
ply invaluable in teaching us how to dress
like the stars. But what I can't under-
stand is wrhy the fans who write in seem
to take Agnes Smith for granted ! I

think she is simply great. There isn't an-
other reviewer that can compare with her.

Most reviewers make me tired ; they set

themselves up as authorities, and write in

a lofty, inspired way that makes one won-
der how they ever came to descend long
enough to be a part of a mere movie
audience. And then there are others who
never see a picture as a whole, because
they are so intent on running down tiny

discrepancies in the plot or the furniture

or the heroine's etiquette. But worst of
all are the ones—and the majority are
like this—that are wishy-washy. They
speak of films being "amusing," "ade-
quate," or "moderately good." Dear edi-

tor, can anything be "moderately good"
without being mediocre? And if it is

mediocre, shouldn't they say so?
But Agnes Smith is different. She has
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a friendly, chatty way of telling about the

pictures, and she always makes me smile,

whether she is praising or panning a pic-

ture. She is the rarest thing in print—

a

writer who can give information and
amusement at the same time. Sometimes
the things she says about my particular

favorites hurt—but then, I couldn't ask
for her to always agree with me per-

fectly. I wonder how many fans there

are who feel as I do about her reviews?

Logansport, Indiana. B. A. S.

Mary Pickford Forever!

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I have just read your section in the

March, 1921, number of Picture-Play,
particularly the part entitled "The New
Champ Is Coming." You say the New
York and Chicago newspapers indicate
that Mary Pickford and Douglas Fair-
banks are no longer the champions in

motion pictures, and that their places
have been filled by Norma Talmadge and
Wallace Reid. I beg to differ. New-
York and Chicago do not constitute the
United States, and as Herbert Howe very
aptly says in "Right Off the Grill," "Con-
tests are not criteria, because even- one
does not vote." Personally I do think
that Mr. Reid is more popular than Mr.
Fairbanks—due partly to the latter's

"fewer and better pictures"—not because
of the "better," but the "fewer," part.

And I'm an ardent admirer of Miss Tal-
madge—of both of them, in fact—but I

absolutely agree with Mr. Howe that Miss
Pickford is at the head of the list. She
is to the screen what Sarah Bernhardt
is to the stage—only more so. There is

only one "Little Mary," and there will

never be another to take her place. So
keep your Sweepstakes medal—for her
conqueror has not arrived ! Mary Pick-
ford forever! Sincerely yours,
Washington, D. C. Betty- Hersey.

A Word About Viola Dana.

To the Editor of Picture-Play Magazine.
I always read "What the Fans Think,"

and I have not seen many letters praising
Viola Dana's good work. Surely nobodv7

can play more like Mary Pickford than
Miss Dana. She is very popular here,

and I believe she is the best actress on
the screen to-day. There are others I

like, too, but none as well as Viola Dana.
Black River Falls, Wisconsin. P. M.

A Letter from England.

To the Editor of Picture- Play Magazine.
By chance a magazine dated November,

1920, came into my hands, and I have
been reading with interest the letters you
received. I have sent requests for photos
to show- the audiences here, especially of
the stars who are the chief interests in

the serials which we run. I must say they
have been most kind in replying. I have
had a lovely photo and messages for the
youngsters from the following artists:

"Eddy Polo, Antonio Moreno. W. S. Hart
—who has been just grand in sending
me no less than four different positions
—Monroe Salisbury, and Jack Holt, who
looks equally well as villain or hero. But
the ladies are not so generous. I often
fail to get an answer!
My hall is the old dance hall near Shot

Y\ ick Aerodrome, of which no doubt a
few of the doughboys will have hanpy
recollections of wearing their tootsies'
soles off doing the one-step. My word,
how those boys used to sweep every one
off their feet

!

Wishing you a prosperous New Year,
I remain, sincerely yours,

Helena Grundy-
.

Queen's Ferry, near Chester, England.

I Teach Piano a Funny Way
So People Told Me When 1 First

Started in 1891. But now, after over
twenty=five years of steady growth, I

have far more students than were ever
before taught by one man. 1 am able

to make them skilled players of the
piano or organ in quarter the usual
time at quarter the usual cost.

To persons who have Dot previously heard
of my method, this may seem a pretty bold
statement. But I will gladly convince you
of its accuracy by referring you to any
number of my graduates in any part of the
world. There isn't a state in the Union
that doesn't contain many skilled players of
the piano or organ who obtained their train-
ing from me by mail.

Investigate by writing for my 64-page
free booklet, "How to Learn Piano or Organ."

My way of teaching
piano or organ is en-
tirely different from all
others. Out of every
four hours of study,
one hour is spent en-
tirely away from the
keyboard, learning
something about Har-
mony and The Laws of
Music. This is an aw-
ful shock to most teach-
ers of the "old school,"
who still think that
learning piano is solely
a problem of "finger
gymnastics." When you
do go to the keyboard,
you accomplish twice as
much because yon un-
derstand what you are
doing. Within four les-

sons I enable you to
play an interesting piece
not only in the original
key. but in other keys
as well.

I make use of every
possible scientific help—many of which are
entirely unknown to the
average teacher. My
patented invention, the
COLOROTONE. sweeps
away playing difficulties

that have troubled stu-
dents for generations.
By its use, Transposition—usually a "night-mare"
to students—becomes
easy and fascinating.
With my fifth lesson I

introduce another im-
portant and exclusive
invention, QUINN-DEX.
Quinn-Pex is a simple,
hand-operated moving-
picture device, which
enables you to see, right
before your eyes, every
movement of my hands
at the keyboard. yon
actually see the fingers
move. Instead of hav-
ing to reproduce your
teacher's finger move-
ments from Memory—
which cannot be al-

ways accurate—y o u
have the correct models B
before you during every
minute of practice. The
COLOROTONE and
QI'INN-OEX save you
months and years of B

wasted effort. They can be obtained onlu
from me and there is nothing else anywhere I
even remotely like them.

Marcus Lucius Quinn Conservatory of Music i

Studio PP 25, 598 Columbia Road, Boston, 25, Mass. |

DR. QUINN AT HIS PIANO—From the famous sketch

by Schneider, exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.

Men and women who have failed by
other methods have quickly and easily at-

tained success when studying with me. In
all essential ways you are in closer touch with
me than if you were studying by the oral
method—yet my lessons cost you only 43
cents each—and they include all the many
recent developments in scientific teaching.
For the student of moderate means, this

method of studying is far superior to all

others : and even for the wealthiest student
there is nothing better at any price. You may
be certain that your progress is at all times
in accord with the best musical thought of

the present day, and this makes all the dif-

ference in the world.

My Course is endorsed by distinguished mu-
sicians, who would not recommend any Course
but the best. It is for beginners or experi-
enced players, old or young. You advance as
rapidly or as slowly as you wish. All neces-
sary music is supplied without extra charge.
A diploma is granted. Write today, without
cost or obligation, for 64-page free booklet,
"flow to Learn Piano or Organ."

f FREE BOOK COUPON
I QUINN CONSERVATORY, Studio PP 25

I 598 Columbia Road, Boston. 25, Mass.

* Please send me, without cost or obliga-
B tion, your free booklet. "How to Learn

Piano or Organ." and full particulars of
B your Course and special reduced Tuitiou

Offer.

Name

Addr

MAKE MONEY AT HIM
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The Revelations of a Star s Wife
Her own story, in which she reveals, as no one else could possibly do, the lights and shadows, the intima-

cies, and many of the secrets of the lives of those whom you know only as they appear on the screen.

ILLUSTRATED BY EDGAR FRANKLIN \V I T T MACK

:

Weil, if my husband was a young chap with half the women in the country

in love with him. I'd be jealous."

CHAPTER I.

PERHAPS I am too daring in drawing aside the

curtain and letting you see life behind the mo-
tion-picture screen as it really is. Yet I know

that rumors of the truth have reached you. I know
that you have wondered why this beautiful star mar-

ried the man she did, why that handsome, clever young
leading man suddenly left motion pictures and has

never been heard of since. And I know that frequently

the public, ignorant of the facts in such cases, resorts

to fiction. Some of the stories which I have overheard

concerning not only my friends in the film world, but

even my husband, have made me feel that I must leap

to my feet and cry out to gossiping strangers in train

or theater or restaurant, "That isn't so ! This is what
really happened."

I've never clone it ; I couldn't. But now, protected

by a promise that my identity will not be revealed, I

am going to tell you some of the things which the

public never has known about motion-picture folk. I

cannot mention names, of course, but doubtless you

will recognize the persons most con-

cerned, in some instances, at least. And
even if you do not, you will gain a real

insight into the lives of those who en-

tertain you on the screen.

"Well, if my husband was a hand-
some young chap with half the women
in the country in love with him, I'd be
jealous."

I settled back in my beach chair and
smiled a little ; I had been forced to

listen to that sort of remark at least

a dozen times in the three days that

had elapsed since the company had
come to that little Florida town, and
each person who had tried, as this

woman had, to see if I was jealous,

had seemed disappointed when I an-

swered, "Well, I'm not."

"You see," I went on that afternoon,

trying to explain, "Hugh has been in

motion pictures three vears now, and
I've grown accustomed to the thousands
of letters and "

"And the love scenes with pretty

girls," she interrupted, with a little

laugh. She lived next door to the cot-

tage we'd taken, and I'd thought she

was going to be the nicest sort of neigh-

bor, but I began to dislike her. "He
and that Miss Burnet seem to like act-

ing together awfully well." she went
on. a minute or two later.

"Yes ; this is Carol's first picture

with Hugh, and she's doing wonder-
fully," I answered, gazing out across

the water at the yacht where the com-
pany was shooting scenes that after-

noon. "She's been in comedies till re-

cently—just a pretty bathing girl, you
know—and I think she's going to do

some good work in this picture."

"Well, she certainly got in some good work yester-

day when they were doing that love stuff down on
the beach," she replied, with a significant smile.

I wanted to explain to her that to Hugh and Carol
Burnet a kiss was just one of the tools of their trade,

like a tape measure is to a tailor. Why, often when
Hugh's going to play a big love scene he makes me
come to the studio and make suggestions. At first it

hurt me a little when I had to offer up to the great

god Success all the beloved little characteristics that

had so endeared Hugh to me in the days when we
were engaged. The way he would lift one of my
hands and brush my fingers across his cheek, the way
his arms would draw me up closer and closer to him.

till all the world seemed shut out, the way his eyes

half closed when he kissed me—all these I have given

to you, the public. And yet, when I realize that Hugh's
wonderful love-making on the screen is all the romance
that many starved hearts know, I feel that the sacri-

fice has been justified.

I couldn't explain that to my neighbor, Mrs. Deane,
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of course, so I just watched the yacht and said noth-

ing. And finally she went off down the beach, and
Hughie junior came and scrambled up into my lap,

and I forgot her insinuations.

But that night she came to me again. It was rather

late, about half past eleven, but I was waiting up for

Hugh and sewing while I waited. I had made Hugh's
shirts since the days before he went into pictures, when
he was a bond salesman in Chicago, and we lived in

a four-room apartment out on the North Side and
thought we were the happiest bride and groom in the

world. And I'd never felt that our having heaps more
money than we had then was any reason for my not

continuing to do it. So I sat there sewing, and glanc-

ing up at Hugh's picture occasionally, for company.
It's a photograph that he's never sent out for publicity,

or given to the fans, but has kept just for me, and
it's a wonderful likeness of my handsome husband,
with his sturdy six feet of height, his square, cleft chin,

and the laughing dark eyes that inspire such affectionate

mash notes from girls who don't know he's married
or hope he's unhappy with me.

Mrs. Deane came running in just as I picked it

up to brush a bit of dust from the frame.

"I just came over to bring you some of the ice

cream my daughter had for her sorority party," she

began; then as I thanked her she rattled on, "I've been
downtown to the movies with Sister Kate, and what
do you suppose happened? It was a picture of your
husband's that they were showing, and who should

be there but your husband and Miss Burnet. They
weren't making those night scenes out at the beach
at. all!" .

"Something must have gone wrong then—the lights,

probably," I answered. "You never can count on any-
thing when you're making pictures."

"Well, maybe that was it," she admitted. "Anyway/
they were there, and when the crowd recognized them
and cheered they finally went up on the stage, and-your
husband made a little speech. My, but they look well
together—she's so blond and little. Afterward they
went into the Willoughby House for supper, and some
of the crowd followed them over
there, but they seemed too in-

terested in each other to see

any one else."

I don't know what else she

said; she just talked on and on,

and I sat there hemming one
of Hugh's cuffs and wishing

she'd go. My throat felt dry
and hot, and I couldn't seem to

think. I'd never been jealous

of Hugh before, not even when
I first saw him play a love

scene—I knew that his whole
heart was wrapped up in Hughie
and me, and that all the time

he was thinking of how soon

he'd have money enough to buy
the home he wanted for us. But
now suddenly I remembered so

many little things—the way
Carol Burnet "had clung to him
when he was teaching her to swim, that morning, the

realism she put into their love scenes, the queer, pre-

occupied way Hugh had been acting the last few days.

Mrs. Deane went home at last, but I couldn't go

on sewing; my thread snarled so, and I kept losing

my needle. At last I just stopped and stared at Hugh's
picture. I wouldn't believe that he was untrue to me,

- even in thought. But he's such a boy that any woman
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could wind him around her little finger. And Carol

Burnet is amazingly pretty; her yellow hair lies in

little ringlets all over her head, as a baby's does, and
she has the biggest, bluest eyes I've ever seen.

I went into the bedroom to undress, and studied

myself in the mirror of my dressing table. I'm not

blond, and my hair isn't curly; it's thick and straight

and so long that I can't do anything but wind it in

braids around my head. My eyes aren't a limpid blue,

but hazel ; almost green sometimes. Hugh has always

said I was the prettiest woman in the world, and I'd

believed that to him I was, because he loved me so

much—now I began to wonder. And finally I just

walked the living room in a perfect agony of wretched,
jealous fear.

• Sometimes, when the clock struck twelve and one

and two, I grew panic-stricken for fear there had been
an accident. ;

' The company had come down to Florida

to do a feature picture the scenes of which were laid

in India, and I "knew there was to be a big mutiny
scene. Perhaps one of the guns had been loaded with

real bullets—perhaps Hugh had been shot ! Then other

times I'd just feel sure that Carol Burnet had won
Hugh away from the boy and me, and broken up our

home. And every time that I'd hear a car coming I'd

run to the window to see if it was going to stop at

our house, and then stand there wretchedly and watch
it go on down the street. ,? ->': c

But at last a taxi came chugging along and stopped,

and Hugh got out. He didn't come right up the walk,

though, but stood there talking, and through the win-

dow the prettiest little white arm was held out to him.

I knew it was Carol's. He took her hand in both of

his, and I heard him say

:

. "Now, don't you worry, little girl ; I'll see that this

comes out all right."

My heart thudded so that it seemed to me it would
burst right out of my body, and I crept off to bed and
slumped down in a heap. I almost wished he hadn't

come home at all. Anything would have been better

than what had happened, I thought.

Hugh came whistling up the path a moment later

and let himself in. calling me
softly. Then . he tiptoed into

the bedroom and said, - "Sally,

dear !" again, but I didn't an-

swer. Then he turned and tip-

toed out to the kitchen, and I

felt better as I lay there and
listened to him rummaging in

the ice box ; a man who's been
feasting royally with a siren he's

infatuated with doesn't come
home and fill up on corned beef

and doughnuts. I stood it as

long as I could, and then I put
on his bath robe and went out
to the kitchen ; our new cook
had moved the bread box, and
from the sounds that came to

me I knew he couldn't find it.

"The bread's in the food safe

;

Lindy thinks there are mice in

the cupboard," I told him, curl-

ing up with my feet under me. I was on the verge
of beginning with "Where have you been?" but I knew
that would start me on a perfect harangue, and, any-

way, I just couldn't do it. When he saw me his eyes

had crinkled up the way they do when he smiles—if

you're a fan you know that smile—and he'd hugged
me up to him with one arm while he reached for the

pickles with the other. There may not be as much

WE BELIEVE
that this narrative is the most remarkable

document of its kind ever written or pub-

lished about the lives of motion-picture

folk.

Told, as it is, simply, and with no effort

or intention either of concealing anything

which may, with propriety, be revealed, or

of dragging to light things which had better

be left in darkness, it enlists the reader's

belief in the sincerity of the writer, whose

only motive, as she explained to us, was to

give the movie-loving public a true picture

of the life behind the screen, which only

such a person as she—under pledge that her

identity be not revealed—could give.
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wild romantic zest about married people's love-making

as there is about an engaged couple's, but there's some-

thing awfully comfortable about it.

"Gee, what a night I've had!" he ejaculated, when
he came back from the pantry with the bread and
half an apple pie. "We got way out there to the beach

and found that the set was wrong
;
according to the

story, my house should have had two doors, and for

some reason it had only one. No carpenters there

—

electricians all union men ; couldn't touch a hammer.
So Bingham"-—the assistant director

—"and I fixed it,

and he succeeded in dragging a saw across his wrist

and cutting a vein or something; it looked as if he'd

bleed to death before we could get him to a doctor.

"Then we shot a few scenes, and were just getting

into the swing of it, with the mob putting on a mutiny
that was a peach, when all at once—blooey ! the lights

went out. There was some hitch about fixing them,

and Drake said he'd have to go to town for something
or other, so Carol and I drove in with him, and then

had an hour to kill. So we dropped in at that little

theater next the hotel ; they were running my last pic-

ture, and she wanted to see it, to get what I'd been
trying to tell her ; she works too fast—doesn't do a

thing and then stop before she does another
;
you know,

I was trying to show her about it yesterday, but she's

sort of dumb."
"Sort of dumb!" If he'd said she was cross-eyed it

couldn't have sounded sweeter to my ears.

And so I heard the whole story of the evening's

events, told as naturally and innocently as a boy ex-

plains why he's been late getting home from school.

They'd gone over to the hotel for a sandwich, met
Drake, and gone back to the beach to finish the mutiny

;

when you've engaged a hundred extras and have to

pay them no matter what happens, you work till you
get through, no matter how late it is.

"And Carol's in an awful jam, Sally." Hugh told

me, over the last of the. pie. "She's in love with Dan
Gardner, and he's crazy about her, but her mother
says lie's nothing but a juvenile making three hundred
a week, and the woods are full of 'em. She says

they can't live on his salary, and that Carol ought
to wait a while—the secret of it is that she wants
Carol to sign a contract to star in bla-bla stuff ; curls

and rags and pouts and smiles—she'd be nothing but

an imitation of Mary Pickford, and a poor one at that.

But her mother thinks it's her big chance. And it's

in the contract that she's not to marry—personally I

think Mrs. Burnet had that clause put in herself, for

if Carol had a man's-size husband to look after her,

Mother Burnet would be out of a job. These profes-

sional mothers make me sick
!"

"What does Carol say?"

"Oh, she says she adores Dan, but doesn't dare dis-

obey her mother. And she doesn't just know whether
they could live on Dan's salary or not. She and Dan
are coming over to-morrow—I thought you could help

'em out. I talked to her like a Dutch uncle at supper

—

told her how we were married when you were younger
than she is—she's nearly twenty ! Remember how big

two hundred a week looked to us when I first went
into pictures? Why, we bought the flivver and began
saving for a house—and were sorry Junior wasn't

twins
!"

Indeed I did remember. And I .thanked Heaven that

he couldn't see my tear-stained eyelids.

Hugh turned out the light and put one arm around
me, I gathered up the tail of his bath robe, and we
slipped in to have a peek at Hughie before we went
to bed. And, oh, how I wished I could tell every woman
in the world not ever, ever to be jealous!

ot a Star's Wife

CHAPTER II.

The next afternoon I learned the reason for Hugh's
preoccupation of the last few days—and blushed to

remember how readily I had accepted an imaginary
affair with Carol Burnet as its cause.

The company was making some scenes that Hugh
wasn't in, so he and I were getting out his photographs.

That's the most awful task, if a star's popular. Of
course, many stars have their secretaries autograph
and mail their pictures, but Hugh has always said, "If

a person thinks enough of me to write for my picture,

the least I can do is to scrawl my name on it myself."

He had been so busy before we left New York that

the requests had piled up dreadfully, so when we were
leaving for Florida his secretary had jammed one large

suit case full of the letters, and sent a great packing
case full of pictures and photo mailers after us by ex-

press. So there we sat, Hugh scrawling, "Sincerely.

Hugh Beresford," on picture after picture, and laying

them near him to dry, while I addressed the photo
mailers. Perhaps it was undignified of me to do that;

I know several women, wives of stars and leading men,
who think it's disgraceful of me to do such menial
work. But I've always loved to work with Hugh, and
intend to go right on doing it.

"Feel like hearing my troubles, Sally?" Hugh asked,

when we'd been at it about fifteen minutes.

"Our troubles, dear," I corrected him, and he leaned

over and dropped a kiss on the top of my head be-

fore he settled down to tell them.

"It's this way," he began. "You know how it's been
these last six months I've been with the Magda Film
people

;
they've found, especially since I did 'Heart o'

Mine,' that they can coin money on films I do a lot

of love-making in, and now they won't let me do any-

thing else. My contract says that I can have a voice

in selecting my stories—but you remember that thing

I wanted to do, where the hero was a bum who made
good—that was a peach of a role, and they turned it

down for me and gave' it to Larry Lane, and the critics

said that because of the story it made one of the big-

gest pictures of the year. Well, I'm sick of it
!"

"Yes, but what can you do? Your contract runs a
year and a half longer," I reminded him.

"Break it," he answered, leaving the photographs and
beginning to tramp up and down the room. He waved
his fountain pen around so that I trembled for the white
suit he was wearing, but I wouldn't have interrupted

him for a dozen suits' spotlessness. "I've got plenty

of cause, and if I keep on this way I'll be nothing but

a Simpering Susie till I'm too old to do anything else.

Nobody'll believe I can act, though in the pictures

where I've had a chance, things like those I used to

do, I got corking good reviews. I can do something
else than kiss the heroine and wear evening clothes, but
they won't let me ! They say the public doesn't want
anything else. Weil, I'm going to find out whether
they do or not

!"

"How?"
"By leaving them and signing up with some people

I heard from the other day, The Independent Era Film
Corporation. I didn't want to bother you with it till

I'd investigated and found out whether they Avere re-

liable or not. They made me a pretty good proposition

:

they'd give me my own company, let me pick my stories,

and back me. I wouldn't get the salary I do now, but

I'd get a royalty on the pictures. What do you think?"

Now, having his own company is the ideal of nearly

every star. It's like giving the helper in a garage an
establishment of his own, or letting a young lawyer
hang up his own shingle. I knew what Hugh wanted
me to say. and yet I hesitated.
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"How are they going to release their pictures?" I

asked. You see, you might make the best picture in

rhe world, but if you couldn't be sure of selling it to

:he men who own the motion-picture theaters all over
rhe country you might just as well not make it.

'"They're dickering with one of the big organizations.

Of course, a good deal will depend on the stars who
sign with them. They figure on getting me, on having
Sonia Gerard for their big emotional star, Dick Bur-

dette and Mariorie Craig

what do you suppose that fool of a director did?
When I turned away from Carol he said, 'Wait a min-
ute. Go back and kiss her again—hold her close and
gaze into her eyes and tell her how much you love

her—take out the rosebud and press it to your lips

and then kneel down and ask for her blessing in fare-

well—it's moonlight, you know—this effect is going to

be great—it's good for a hundred feet, and the audi-

ences'll eat it up.'

"I tried to argue with him. 'You're crazy !' I told

him. 'No man worth his salt

He tip-toed inio -**

the bedroom and

said "Sally '

dear?" again,

but I didn't answer. Then he

turned and tip-toed out to the kitchen

for light comedies, and a good stock company for all-

star pictures. Pretty good range, isn't it? Sonia had
already signed with them, and Dick and Marjorie are

pretty favorable. So—what do you think?"

"Just what would it mean to us?" If I'd been the

only one concerned I wouldn't have hesitated so long,

but it meant Hughie, too.

"It would mean economy for a _ while—till my first

picture, and maybe my second, was released. WT

e could
rent the Los Angeles house for a good figure, now
that the swimming pool's done, and you and the boy
could go on location with me. Then I figure we'd
make a killing, and could buy the ranch most any old
time, instead of having to Avait for it. It's a gamble,
of course—but it looks like a good one to me.
"And the way things have been going lately I feel

that I've got to clear out, even if it meant going back
to selling bonds. Why, yesterday it was awful. We
were doing one of my big scenes

;
you know, the one

where I dash off through the jungle full of hostile
natives, to bring help to the besieged garrison. Carol
slips down to the secret gate with me, kisses a rose-
bud, and gives it to me as a talisman. I'm supposed
to be in an awful hurry, every second precious.

"Naturally, I played it that way; caught Carol irp

and kissed her once, and ran through the gate. And

would dawdle around making love when a minute's

delay might mean death for a hundred people. Think
of the plot

!'

'' 'The plot be damned !' he answered. 'It's you in

a love scene that people want to see.'

"That's what I've got to get out of, if I'm going
to go on making pictures. I'm not standing out for

real character stuff, but if the}7 tie me down to that

sort of thing I'll be ashamed to have decent men know
my name when I meet 'em. What I'd like to do would
be to wire the Magda people, to-day, that I'm quitting

them as soon as this picture's finished, and to send
another wire to this new concern, that I'll come over

to them. It's a gamble, I know—but what do you say,

dear?"
There were voices just then, outside, and steps on

the porch. I heard Carol Burnet exclaim : "Oh, Danny,
I hope they're home !"

I turned to Hugh quickly.

"Scoot out of the back door and telegraph !" I whis-
pered. "I'll burn your dress suit while you're gone."

And his look of despair vanished in a broad grin as

he caught up his hat and ran.

"We've come to you for sanctuary," Carol told me
laughingly, as the maid brought them into the living

room. "It seemed to me that I couldn't spend another
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minute at the hotel. People keep pointing me out as

a motion-picture actress, and Danny and I never have
a chance really to talk because some one's always rush-

ing up to ask if we can't get them into the movies."
"And Mrs. Burnet is coming to-night on the New

York flyer, so we've got a lot of things to settle this

afternoon," Danny added, with an appealing glance at

me that was anything but difficult to fathom. Hughie
junior gave me an excuse to leave them alone, but the

house was so tiny that I couldn't get very far away
from them, so finally I settled down on the side veranda
with the baby. They could see that I was there, and
would know that I could overhear their conversation,

but I knew that they'd tell me about it later, anyway.
"You'll simply have to decide, Carol," I heard Danny

say. "If we wait for your mother's permission we'll

both be too old for anything but character parts by
the time we get married. Come on—let's get a license

and get Hugh and Sally to stand up with us this aft-

ernoon !"

"Oh, Danny, dearest," Carol cooed, "I'd love to, of

course—but truly, it wouldn't be fair to mamma. You
know how she's slaved for me ; I'd still be standing

around in the backgrounds of comedies if she hadn't

worked so to get me out and into something better.

And now she's got this starring contract for me—if

I married yon that would never go through."

"No—but you wouldn't lose much. In the first place,

you aren't going to look like a kid much longer, Carol

;

you're nearly twenty now, and even though you are

so little, you can't get away with that stuff forever."

(That was an awful mistake, telling her that; I wished
I could have stopped him.) "Then, too, after you've
had three years of that sweet-and-sissy stuff you won't
be good for anything else. Why not stay on and do
the kind of thing you're doing now; learn to act, and
when you are starred, in a year or so, you'll deserve
it because you really have ability, not just because
you're pretty. That way you'll last as long as you
want to make pictures. Hugh's helped you a lot since

you've been working with him—he'd teach you no end
of things. Come on, honey—be sensible."

Well, Carol wanted to, of

course, but she couldn't quite see

doing it. She loved Danny more
than anything else, but she

didn't feel that she ought to dis-

appoint her mother. And as she

prattled on and 011 I saw the

whole thing so clearly. She
wanted to hang on to Danny,
because she knew that he was
looked on as a comer. She
wanted to keep him on the

string. If it would help her

she'd marry him—but she

couldn't see that it would. I

HAVE YOU RECOGNIZED

was reminded of a girl Hugh
and I had known several years

before, a girl who had come out

of comedies and started in

straight pictures a good deal as

Carol had. She'd married a

man she thought could help her.

just for what he could do for her, and then she'd dis-

covered that he couldn't do much -'but teach her to act.

So she learned all she could from him and then left

him. That seemed to be all the incentive he needed;

he pitched in and worked, and a month or so ago, in

New York, I went to see one of his pictures one after-

noon, at the Rialto, and saw her sitting in a back seat,

alone, so forlorn that I felt sorry for her.

any of the characters as yet? It is possible

that you may be able to penetrate behind

the veil with which the writer has shrouded

the persons and events about which she has

written, for you will find, as the succeeding

chapters are unfolded, that since the narra-

tive touches upon almost every phase of

the experience of a motion-picture actor's

wife, it brings in an endless procession of

players, some of whom you must already

know on the screen. But, whether or not

you succeed in identifying the different

persons whose stories are woven into these

reminiscences, you will be convinced, be-

fore you reach the end, that you have been

taken behind the screen and into the real

lives which the picture people live.

After a while I heard Danny say, "But, honey, even
if you left the screen, we'd get along. I'll have a big

chance soon now—I know it's coming to me. It takes

just one big picture to make a man; look at Tom
Meighan and 'The Miracle Man.' And I think this

thing we're doing now is the one for me
;
Hugh says

it is. Of course, he's done it ; he should have had
that big jungle scene, but he deliberately played it into

my hands—he's the best fellow I've ever known ! Come
on, dear—let me take care of you."

I couldn't hear what Carol answered, but I could

picture her, with her golden curls flying, and her big,

floppy pink hat drooping down so that it made a be-

witching background for her pretty little face. She talked

luite a lot, and then I heard a wicker chair creak as

Danny slumped down into it. I could see him, too

—

dear, boyish Danny, who was almost as tall as my
Hugh, and who kept his crisp black hair cut so tight

it looked shingled, because he hated the way it curled.

Danny was an Irishman, with blue-gray eyes that could

charm the heart right out of anybody but a selfish lit-

tle thing like Carol. Hugh and I had known and loved

him for two years, ever since they took him out of

the ranks of the extras and cast him as Hugh's younger
brother in a comedy drama. Danny 'd gone through
many hard times with us. When we were way off in

the mountains on location, and Hughie junior woke up
one night almost choking to death with croup, it was
Danny who rode ten miles to the nearest town for a

doctor, at breakneck speed. It was Danny who al-

ways went along on our little vacation trips between
pictures, and who saved us one time in a San Fran-

cisco hotel when a mob of souvenir-hunting fans

camped outside our suite and refused to leave till Hugh
came out and gave them each something to remember
him by—the fact that it was one o'clock in the morn-
ing and he'd been working like a slave since ten o'clock

the night before made no difference to them. Danny
had to turn in a fire alarm to get rid of them.

And Hugh and I had nursed him through grippe,

and became so attached to him that that afternoon I

felt my eyes filling with tears when I heard him finally

say to Carol

:

"If that's what you really

want, sweetie, I guess we're

through." His deep voice

dragged like a dog that's been

hurt. "I can see how it looks

to you, of course—this seems

like your big chance, and I'm

not worth giving it up for.

Well, go ahead, and we'll say

good-by. You've got only a few
more scenes here, and then

you'll be going back to New
York; I'll take that offer to

make a serial, and go to the

Coast, and then on to China,

where they're going to shoot

most of it, so we won't see each

other for a good while."

To me it was simply heart-

breaking. My tears brimmed
over when I saw him tramp

down the path to the street, his hat jammed down over

his eyes, but when Carol joined me a moment later,

and sat down on the top step and began powdering

her nose, she was as calm as a May morn.

She explained her point of view to me, and. of

course, I ought not to have blamed her so much—she

had one of those professional mothers whose job would

be gone if their daughters married and put them out
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"You'll simply have to decide, Carol," I heard Danny say. "Come on—let's get a license and get Hugh and Sally to stand
up with us this afternoon

!

"

of a job. And it really wasn't her fault that she'd

been brought up the way she had. But it was too

much for me when she began to babble on about the

wonderful contract Danny wanted her to turn down,
and what a kid he was, anyway.

"If Danny were rich, like that man Cleo Phillips

married, and could have given you a company of your
own, you wouldn't think he was such a kid," I told

her. I shouldn't have been so rude to her when we
were in my house, of course— I excused myself to my
conscience by remembering that it was just a rented
house, anyway. "And you'll find that Danny's got

a big future ahead of him."
"Yes, in serials," she cut in contemptuously.
"Maybe, for a while," I admitted. "But serials are

the best means in the world of getting a following in

the small towns, and that's the part of the country that

makes or breaks a star, you know. Look at the fol-

lowing Tony Moreno worked up that way. I'll tell

you, Carol, there's more to this game than just this

year's releases."

She gathered up her vanity bag and parasol and
turned to go, as Hugh came whistling up the street

and cut across the lawn.
"Perhaps," she answered, with a fluttering little

laugh, and tossed him a kiss as she ran down the steps.

"And there's more to it than just making love—in pic-

tures, Mrs. Beresford."

CHAPTER III.

"Well, I wired Madga and the Independent people,"
Hugh told me, as we settled down on the porch and
watched Carol Burnet drive off aown the street. "So
now our bridges are burned behind us. Do you mind
very much, honey?"

"Mind? Why, I'm glad—it brings the ranch and
our trip around the world and everything else that

we've wanted so much nearer," I answered. But in

reality my heart was just a bit troubled. You can't

ever tell much about these independent organizations

—

sometimes, even when they have lots of capital, they

blow up. higher than a kite.

"Well, we've got to get to work right off the bat,

finding a story ; I'll finish up here this week, and be-

gin on this new contract the minute I've got something
to work on. Seen any good stories for me lately?"

"Only one or two—and the}' weren't anything ex-

tra," I answered. Of course, with the Madga people

Hugh's stories were usually picked out by the scenario

department, but the best picture he ever made was
based on a story I'd found in an old magazine, and I

always kept an eye out for anything I thought might
suit him.

All the rest of the time we were down in Florida

I read stories like mad, but you've no idea, until you've
tried it, how hard it is to find a good story. You have
to go over all the action before you can tell anything
about it, and evening after evening Hugh and Danny
and I would rehearse stories, playing all the parts, and
then have to throw them aside because the}- just

wouldn't do.

The picture Hugh was working on had been held

up ; the character woman had broken her ankle and
couldn't walk, and nobody could double for her, so

things were hopelessly delayed. And the director de-

cided to improve the shining hours by traveling up
the coast about fifty miles with Hugh and Carol and
getting a bit of scenery that was particularly beautiful.

Then he'd get back in time to catch the character

woman's stuff, and so not completely lose the time

after all. (Continued on page 83)



[ustine Johnstone is so beautiful that she makes you want to say

act. [ust stand still so that I can look at you."

T USTINE JOHNSTONE, the very newest Realart

I star, is the sort of girl who wouldn't put powder
on her nose or have her hair marcelled if her

husband didn't approve of it. Walter Wanger is the

sort of man who could say: "Don't have your hair

waved. You look prettier with it plain," or "Don't
put powder on your face—I don't like it," and have
his wife flattered to death because he noticed whether
her hair was plain or undulated and whether her nose

was natural or dull finished. And, as -Justine Johnstone
is Walter Wanger's wife it looks to us like one of

those very rare matches which are made in heaven.

When it was reported, more than a year ago. that

Justine Johnstone was going on the screen every one
seemed a bit skeptical. There are times when perfect

beauty is a handicap rather than otherwise, for people

are likely to think that when a woman has that God-
given thing it will see her through any crisis in life

without the slightest effort on her part. However, Miss
Johnstone does seem to have been singularly success-

ful in everything she ever undertook. In the first place

she was an infant prodigy in kindergarten and then she

graduated from high school when- she was only four-

teen years old. Miss Johnstone was born in this coun-
try in the city which is famous for its beans and its

broad "a"—Boston, but she is of Scandinavian descent

and perhaps that is where she gets her spun-gold hair

and her peaches-and-cream complexion and her forget-

me-not eyes.

In Spite of Her
Success of a sort came to Justine John

insisted on working hard and being more

By Harriette

iiihilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliH

When Charles Hanson Towne saw Miss
Johnstone he wrote the following lines

:

When God made you
He took the sunlight and dew,
Star dust and dreams,
Moonlight and mist,

Roses morn-kissed.

That does describe Justine, although to us

it is strangely reminiscent of the little verse

we used to say as a child ending, "Sugar and
spice and everything nice, that's what little

girls are made of."

But we left our heroine back a paragraph or

so graduating from high school. After that

she was sent immediately to a finishing school

—charm schools the}- call them now—to learn

all of the things that a young lady mirt know
before she can make her debut. But little Jus-
tine had other plans ; she wanted to be an ac-

tress, and so she came to New York and al-

most immediately she did make her debut,

though not as her parents had intended. It was
in the Ziegfeld "Follies of 1915." She was
one of the sensations of the season, and she

was featured in the Follies for two years. But
all the talk was of her beauty. It seemed to

be because of her beauty, too. that a theater was
named for her and then a popular club on
Forty-fourth Street. Miss Johnstone was the

club's hostess and had her name out in electric

lights and everything. From there she went to

the musical comedy stage, but no one ever asked

Justine Johnstone to act. She is the sort of person
to whom you would be inclined to say: "Don't act.

Just stand still so I can look at you." Miss Johnstone
realized this, and, with a determination worthy of a

plainer woman, she resolutely left New York and went
to work in a stock company in Waterbury, Connecticut.

It was after nearly a year of this hard work that Miss
Johnstone became a star in the Realart Company. She
has made only two pictures so far

—
"Blackbirds," a

crook story, and "The Plaything of Broadwav."
Mr. Wanger is extremely anxious—pugnaciously so

we might say—to have no one believe that he and his

wife get anything without working hard for it. So
instead of beginning at the beginning and thus having
our construction and continuity beyond reproach we
shall plunge right in and get it off our mind. Mr.
Wanger hasn't a cent of money invested in the Famous
Players. He is only the general-production manager,
with twenty-six companies working under him.

"I haven't any money to put in it," he said emphat-
ically, "and if I didn't make good I'd be fired to-morrow,
same as any one else. Then I'd be out of a job." This
was in answer to our timid query: "You are starring

your wife, aren't you?"
And immediately we learned that he had nothing to

do with starring his wife.

"She was selected by a jury of twelve persons, and
I was not one of them," he added.

So now that we have chronicled that fact we mav

'Don't



Beauty
stone easily, but she

than a famous beauty.

—
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begin at the beginning. The
beginning was nearly four

years ago when we met Mr.
Wanger just as he was about

to go across with La Guardia's

flying corps. It isn't neces-

sary to tell about how hand-
some Miss Johnstone is. be-

cause those who haven't had
the pleasure of seeing her in

person will soon have the

chance to view her loveliness

on the screen. But no one
ever has seen Mr. Wanger on
the screen, and as they never

will we must put in how he
looks, because he is Miss
Johnstone's leading man for

life. He is twenty-five years

old and dark and so good
looking that when we saw
him in his aviator's costume
we thought he was the hand-
somest man we ever had
seen.

Although we had known
Mr. Wanger for so long we
never had met his wife until

the day that he took us both

to luncheon at the St. Regis.

Even before we had ordered
our grapefruit, Mr. Wanger
began to discuss pictures and
stars and directors with us,

for no matter how often we
are warned not to "talk shop"
we never get far away from
the subject which interests us
most. Miss Johnstone is very
gentle and sweet, and she just

smiled as her husband talked.

"You're not giving me a

chance to say a word," she

said at last, "and I've got lots of things I want to say,

too. You know the last time I was interviewed, the

man said to me : 'Miss Johnstone, what do you con-

sider the most important thing in pictures?' 'My hus-

band,' I answered without stopping to think. And Mr.
Wanger said: 'That wasn't the right answer.'

"

"Well," we said, "it probably wasn't the answer the

interviewer expected, but it was the right answer."
And Mr. Wanger didn't look very much displeased.

"I really don't believe you realize what a very hard-
working man my husband is. Why they don't engage
a star or a director nor any one without consulting

him."

Miss Johnstone looked so happy and proud when she

said this that we hated to stop her. but we had to make
her talk about herself else how could we write it. She
is a perfectly natural beauty without artificial aid of

any sort, and that is so rare in this age when even

Justine Johnstone considers her husband the most important thing in motion pictures.

the lily is painted. Elegant is the adjective which we
should choose to describe Miss Johnstone. She is so

quiet and simple in her dress and manner and so very

young. To see her you never would dream that she

could be Justine Johnstone, the professional beauty
of the Ziegfeld Follies, a popular hostess, and owner
of a theater. The "Nora Bayes" was originally named
for Miss Johnstone, and the "Little Club" was Justine

Johnstone's club. Miss Johnstone smiled when we told

her this.

"I started in young." she said. "You know I was
only fourteen when I made a picture with Marguerite
Clark, and I was cast for the vampire part. I don't

believe I even knew what it was all about."

"My wife was president of the dramatic society- when
'she was in finishing school, and I think she had an idea

that she would make her debut as Portia or Ophelia or
Continued on page 93



Every one remembers beautiful Florence Vidor after they have once seen her.

Romances of Famous Film Folk
The love story of King Vidor and Florence Arto,

which you'll find was very romantic indeed.

By Grace Kingsley

SAW an awfully pretty girl downtown to-day. Fel-

low with me said her name was Florence some-
thing. Do you know her?"

It was a regular city slicker from New York—in

Houston on business—who spoke and King Vidor
looked up from some ads of motion-picture cameras
he had been examining.

"I guess you mean Florence Arto," drawled King
in his nice Southern way. "Yes," he went on rather

proudly, for you see Florence was something of a

belle in the just-out-of-high-school set. "Yes, I reckon
I know her well enough to call her up on the phone
and go to see her if I want to."

"Take me with you," quickly demanded the city

slicker, following up his advantage.

But, of course, that New Yorker never did make
good with Florence Arto. And let me say right now
it's hard to create suspense in a story like this, because,

of course, you all know how it comes out. But just

read on, for even though you do know, there's some
exciting stuff coming pretty soon.

King Vidor, of course, had to show that he really

could call on pretty Florence Arto, even if he didn't

feel very keen about taking a fellow along who knew
all the jokes from the New York shows and wore silk

shirts every day. He himself didn't think so much of

silk shirts—they seemed a bit sissified to him, but how
could a fellow ever tell what unreasonable notions a
girl might take?
He was just a great big boy, was Vidor, same as

he is now, and always will be, I reckon, kindly and
courteous, with that fine Southern courtesy, and talk-

ing with that nice little Southern drawl that is so dis-

arming, and as he spoke the city slicker thought to him-
self he was going to have an awfully easy time of it

with Florence Arto.

But King Vidor was a canny and resourceful youth.

Not for nothing did he come of pioneer stock. When
he accompanied the other fellow to the Arto home, he
took along with him the script of one of his scenarios,

a bit of film, and last, but not least, a mighty good
hunch.

Miss Florence herself answered the door when the

young men called, and they went in and sat themselves
down on the horse-hair furniture of the Arto front

parlor. Naturally among three young people the

weather didn't last long, and then the metropolitan
youth launched forth into his most brilliant jokes
gleaned from the New York shows, which naturallv

dazzled the feminine part of his audience a bit.

Sitting quiet meanwhile, Vidor listened a while, and
then he hauled the bit of film out of his pocket and
began looking at it.

"What's that?" demanded Florence, interrupting the
New York youth right in the midst of one of his best

jokes.

"Oh, just a little piece of film \" answered Vidor
nonchalantly, pretending he was going to put it back in

his pocket.

"And so," went on the New York man, swelling with
triumph, and not knowing that he was riding for a
fall, "and so when somebody asked the chicken why a
chicken crossed the street she said it was nobody's
busi-

"

"Let me see that film, please !" coaxed pretty Miss
Florence, in her most wheedling Southern belle manner.
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Nothing is allowed to interfere with Suzanne's bedtime hour with her parents.

"Oh, all right ; it isn't anything much.
-

' explained
King Vidor, handing it over.

"Why, you're making moving pictures!" cried Flor-

ence.

Suddenly the New Yorker found himself all out in

the cold. He gave a little surprised blink, glowered
a little at his rival, and finally hid his face from the

ignominy of defeat behind the family stereopticon.

After all these small-town girls really didn't know how
to appreciate a regular fellow. Why, he could have
looked himself cross-eyed through that stereopticon

thing for all that Arto girl cared

!

Florence and King sat with their heads together,

looking at the film, and once his hand closed over hers,

but she drew it away pretty quick. Then he began
talking about his latest scenario, telling her the story,

and not letting her in on the fact that he had written
fifty-two and had sold only one—to the Vitagraph for

thirty dollars ; and though the New York caller coughed
twice King never looked his way once, and Florence
merely glanced around, suggested a cough drop, and
said in that artless, Southern way which goes to the
head if one doesn't watch out: "'Why, you've got an
awful cold. I'm so sorry. Don't you want to listen

to Mr. Vidor's story? It's wonderful." Then she
turned around and promptly forgot him in her absorp-
tion. "And what did the heroine do then?" she de-

manded of King. But King Vidor knew then just

as he knows now, how to strike when the iron is hot.

Instead of answering, he demanded in thrilling tones

:

"Would you like to play in pictures?"
Miss Florence was a very quiet and cool-headed

young lady, even if she did come from an old Southern

family, but she had always wanted to go on the stage,

and even if she didn't exactly clap her hands now, she

did exclaim softly, in intensely thrilled tones and with
sparkling eyes: "Oh, do you think I could?"
Then more than ever engrossed in King's plans, they

chattered along until the New Yorker coughed again
and said he guessed it was time to be going, and the

two young men went away together, but not until King
Vidor had pressed Miss Florence's hand in entire un-
derstanding.

But he got an awful jolt next day, when he met
Florence's brother on the street.

"What do you think," demanded Florence's brother,

"some guy had the nerve to come to the house last night

and ask my sister Florence if she didn't want to go
into the movies

!"

"You don't say so!" echoed King, swallowing hard.

"Why, I wouldn't let that kind of a fellow into my
house if I were you !"

The remainder of Miss Florence's family didn't ap-

preciate the honor, either.

"I thought my family would be delighted that I had
the chance to become a picture actress," said Mrs.
Vidor, when she was telling me about it, "but when I

broached the subject, next morning at breakfast, they
surprised me by putting their foot down hard on the

idea. I didn't say anything more, but
"

She and young King Vidor used to go out together

a good deal after that. They used to drive and walk
together, and she entered into all his enthusiasms about
moving pictures, till all of a sudden she found herself

all wrapped up in her lover's bright dreams and am-
bitions. But she went quietly on in her own fashion,
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saying nothing at all at home about their ambitions.

So, through several months, the two young people grew
to be closer and closer friends.

But it was a long while before young Vidor dared

aspire to kiss his goddess because there was something

about Miss Florence that somehow kept a fellow at his

distance, even when near.

"Will you kiss me?" he asked her suddenly, one
night when they had come home from a party.

"How dare you ?" demanded Florence Arto, just as

any girl would have done, but probably secretly wish-

ing all the time he hadn't asked, but had just done it.

"He wasn't a cave man, I must admit!" laughed his

wife, in telling me about it.

"Aw, I just did that to give her confidence—let on

I hadn't had any experience !" chuckled King in his

own unctuously droll, twinkling way.
Anyway, next time he didn't ask. He just did it.

And neither remembers when he proposed. Anyhow,
they say they don't. Maybe he never did. Maybe
the friendship and companionship just grew naturally

into love, and somehow they just took marriage for

granted. They did get married, too. as soon as King
Vidor had finished some pictures which he wanted to

take to New York to sell.

So their New York trip was their honeymoon, and
the month was lovely September.

"I went around to the studios to see how pictures

were made after I had been making them !" chuckled
Vidor. "I was only twenty years old then, but I had
already made a great many pictures. I had no studio.

I made 'em with all the interiors front porches"-—Vidor
grinned humorously. "My father gave me some money,

I earned the rest, and I used the simple village folk in

most of my stuff. Lots of bits and incidents I use now
in my small-town pictures are adapted from people and
things I really saw either in Houston or in some sleepy

town near by. I made some industrial films and a few
stories with the meager facilities I had. I directed the

stories, and sometimes I acted in them, too, and then

I'd get some kid to turn the camera while I performed.
It got so the kids would pay for the chance to grind."

He has a droll little wit all his own, has Vidor, and
many of the flashes of this native and always kindly

humor appear in his screen stories. He has a shrewd,
keen mind, which, however, is singularly free from un-
kindly criticism of anybody. Mrs. Vidor is sweet,

homey, conventionally nice and well bred and charm-
ing, thoroughly interested in her husband's work and
in her own, but with a marvelous gift for home making
despite her work. Though both accomplish so much,
they never seem to be in a hurry.

In short they're real folks, the Vidors. Baby Suzanne
is just two years old. She's a brilliant tot with big,

brown eyes and yellow hair, and the evening I was out
there her beauty had been somewhat damaged by the

fact that she had a swollen lip due to having tumbled
down on her inquisitive little nose and knocked two
of her front teeth down her little throat. But though
this hampered her style a bit, it didn't keep her from
giving a very graphic rendition of that childhood epic

concerning Mary's lamb, nor did it subtract greatly

from the inherently dramatic effect of Jack and Jill's

adventures. If the Vidors are going to a party or to

the theater. Baby Suzanne has to be put to bed by them
Continued on page 85

A Home-Made Star

Y

Long before she saw a studio Alice

Calhoun was destined to be a star,

because she couldn't be anything else.

By Barbara Little

OLT would like Alice Calhoun, I know," an

official of the Vitagraph Company told

me. "She is the most genuine, most un-

affected girl I ever knew. There is no pretense

about her—she didn't acquire a new manner when
she became a star. She

"

I interrupted his effusive description of the

little lady at that point to ask what seemed to

me a pertinent question.

"Who made her a star?"

"Nobody," he answered, unruffled. "She just

was one."

A few days later he telephoned to ask if I

would have dinner with her. "Gladly," I mur-
mured. "And where?"

"Oh, at her home, of course," he answered.

"Home? Don't be funny, you know we're in

New York, and no one has a real home here."

But Alice Calhoun is different. If you don't

live in New York you can't realize how unique

she is, and if you do, you have a right to be

as skeptical as I was. "Real
Alice Calhoun's home folks," he had said. It

greatest gift is hardly seemed possible in what
her genuineness, has been called the citv of a
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thousand homelike hotels and a hundred thousand

hotellike homes.

A few nights later when my taxi had successfully

'buffeted the frosty wind that was rushing down the

Hudson and Riverside Drive, and had successfully

climbed the hill at One Hundred and Fifty-first Street

I looked out. Before me was a huge, white stone

building, impressive in its simplicity, and domineer-

ing in its height, but hot very inviting, or homelike.

"Well," I sighed, "this may be his idea of a cozy

little home, but it's not mine.''

"Alice ought to be here right soon," her mother ex-

plained, a few minutes later. She had taken me into

Alice's room to take off my things, and then we had
gone into the parlor to wait for her. On the way I

stopped to look at a large photograph of a very beau-

tiful girl in Old English costume. "To" my darling

mother," it was autographed, "the dearest woman in

the world, my guiding star, from her little girl."

Something tugged at my heart then ; here was a

girl who did things in a whole-hearted way. even
though she did live in an age of disdainful flappers.

If Miss Alice had stayed away five minutes longer,

I should have hugged the rubber plant or Mrs. Cal-

houn or Uncle Joe or all of them. YYe three were
sitting there comfortably in deep, leather rockers, with
the leaves of the rubber plant nodding benignly at us

in benediction, as though we had known each other

always. And the glow from the lamp gave a warm
look to everything without being too bright, and a
tempting odor of broiling beefsteak hovered in the

air. It was the sort of scene that, put on the stage,

makes hardened New Yorkers break down and weep.
It was home—the sort of home one dreams of after

years of studio apartments and buffet suppers, and
meeting one's family only at breakfast.

The scene was disturbed at last by a series of sharp,

staccato raspings of the doorbell. Mrs. Calhoun rushed
away, and in came Miss Alice like a gust of wind.

"Hello-o-o-o, everybody," she called from her moth-
er's shoulder, as she twined her arms about Mrs. Cal-

houn's neck and kissed her tempestuously.

"She always comes in just like a hurricane," her
mother explained, when little Miss Alice had gone to

take off her things. "We'd know something was wrong
if she acted dignified."

It was a more subdued Alice who returned to us,

an Alice demure in a simple black satin dress, and with
her wavy hair brushed primly back.

WT

hen I finally persuaded her to tell me how she
happened to go into pictures, she curled up into a cor-

ner of the big davenport looking for all the world like

a girl at boarding school, preparing to tell about her
vacation adventures.

"I never went to a dramatic school or anything like

that," she said. "I just went to picture shows all the

time. When mother wanted to find me, she went to

our neighborhood theater, down to the very front row,
and there I'd be.

"In those days whenever I was trying to persuade
my brother to do something, I'd say: 'You'd better,

or I'll run away and marry Maurice Costello.' He
was my favorite. Imagine how funny it was to play
opposite him in my very first picture."

"But hoAV did you start?" I insisted, wondering what
could bridge the gap between this home and a motion-
picture studio.

"That was awfully funny. One evening, about two
years ago we went over to spend the evening at a
friend's house, and there we met a Mr. Thompson.
He told me that I was just the type he needed for a
motion picture he was directing. I thought he was

She would like often to play such emotional roles as she had in

"The Sea Riders."

joking, but next morning, sure enough, he sent for

me. It was for a Bessie Love picture, 'How Could

You, Caroline?' And my part took just two days.

But almost right away another director sent for me,

and then another and another—and that's all there is

to it. I just became a motion-picture actress without

knowing it.

"Some of the pictures I played in were 'Belle of

New York,' 'Echo of Youth.' and 'The Thirteenth

Chair.' Then I was costarred with Charles Richman
in 'Everybody's Business.' That picture made lots of

friends for me in England. 'Princess Jones' was my
first star picture.

"I think people ought not to study acting before

going in pictures," she went on. "If their hearts

don't tell them what to do. and if the click of the

camera doesn't just change them into another person

—

then I think they can't appear natural on the screen.

And I can't understand some actresses practicing ex-

pressions before their mirrors. They can be sure of

looking prettier when the time for the scene comes, of

course, but not nearly so natural or intense."

There is a newspaper man out West who calls Alice

Calhoun "The girl with the thousand faces," because

her pictures look so unlike each other. As I looked

through a scrapbook in which she had pasted some, of

them I agreed with him. "That one is you!" I ex-

claimed. "But who are the others?" And later, "That
looks like May McAvoy, and that one like Ethel Barry-

more, and Pauline Frederick
"

"But I don't want to look like them," she exploded.

"If I am just like something people have already seen,

what's the use of my going on?"
At dinner she looked distinctly relieved when the

Continued on page 101



WHAT DO YOU LIKE
If you like thrills, action, suspense—you are

sort of person; if you like sweet and simple

one. This article tells you the reason for that,

most popular in

By Helen Klumph

The screen is a sort of magic mirror in which people see themselves as they would like to be

IF socially you are a dud, if your solitaire no longer

outshines those of your friends, if you want to

keep little Rollo's croup and grandpa's own idea

of the League of Nations out of the conversation, or

if for any other reason you want first-aid to the cen-

ter of the conversational arena, just step forward
snappily some evening and say: "What do you like in

the movies?" The age of theorizing about movies is

hard upon us, so you will be an instant success. Most
people do not know what they like in the movies, but

they love to tell you.

For several weeks the writer asked that question of

every one she met—though not for any of the above
reasons, of course. She asked it of the corner boot-

black, a prominent evangelist, the owner of a chain of

theaters, some chorus girls, and a convict—not to mention
thousands of persons engaged in less colorful professions.

A college professor could have a beautiful time with

the data thus gathered. He could write a weighty tome
on psychology that proclaimed among other things that

vice and crime pictures are excellent for children, as

they make them too blase to want to steal ; that sac-

charine ingenues are a preventive

of divorce, because the sight of

them makes a man love his sar-

castic wife—the more sarcastic, the

better ; and even that democracy
means romance for every one. To
understand that last we must look

at case No. 3027, who is none
other than Columbia the gem of

my kitchen. Since arriving in this

country and becoming a devotee of

the movies, she is convinced that

some day she will sprain her ankle

in front of a hero with patent-

leather hair, who will forthwith

carry her off in his arms, and they will live like peo-

ple in a fade-out in the movies ever after.

Some nice old professor could do that, but I have
to be brief, so I will skip the first eighty-two chapters

of my adventures and let you in oh the summary. But
first let me remark that this wholesale cross-examina-

tion of audiences was not original with me. The Gold-
wyn company has been carrying on such an investiga-

tion since last September, for their guidance in pro-

ducing pictures in the future, and other companies are

constantly doing it in one way or another. But

they aren't telling what
they found out, and I

am. Any producer who
finds himself a million

dollars richer because
of what he learns from
this article can send his

autographed photo-
graph to—to—well, to al

most any one but me.
But to go on to the carefully

collected data

:

Heroines, to please women who
are inclined to be stout—I am told

there is no such thing as a fat woman

;

do my eyes deceive me?—must weigh in at the ringside

at not more than one hundred and twenty pounds. Alice

Brady, Estelle Taylor, and Rubye de Remer are the

particular favorites of this group.

The wild antics of Douglas Fairbanks are the par-

ticular joy of the most conservative business men. They
like to see him leap across an office

desk and hit some dignitary a re-

sounding whack between the shoul-

der blades—even though they

wouldn't allow young blood so

much freedom as changing the color

of the blotters in their own office.

Pillars of the church, and min-
isters, fancy desperadoes of the

William S. Hart variety.

Brisk women lawyers, and wel-

fare workers approaching tie

dead-line of thirty, like their hero-

ines guileless, and no older than

Bessie Love or Mary Miles Minter.

Newspaper men like news films or crude melodrama,
or any story in which there are explosions, wrecks, or

disasters. You remember the story of the retired work-
man who bought an alarm clock, set it for five o'clock,

and when it went off said: "I don't have to get up,

darn you," and then turned over and went to sleep

again. The case of the newspaper man at the movies
is similar. In real life, any big occurrence is the signal

for him to get out and dig up the facts about it, but

at the movies anything can happen while he smiles in

rest and content.



IN THE MOVIES?
probably a trustworthy and placid

things on the screen, don't tell any

and also something about what is

motion pictures.

ILLUSTRATED BY LUI TRUGO

Romance is demanded by the distracted housewife who never has time to call her husband by a pet name.

The ingenues of the rural districts

like depictions of the perils of the city,

while the city flappers like a simple tale best.

"Bunty Pulls the Strings," is said to have
gone begging outside of the big cities, and
"While New York Sleeps" was a veritable

knock-out.

Romance is the particular field of the sub-
urban housewife, whose days are devoted to
getting children to school on time, and hus-
bands through breakfast and off to the city

on the early train. The mere introduction of
anything so crudely utilitarian as a broom, a
mop, or a dustpan completely ruins a picture

for her.

Statisticians, chemists, and other workers with facts,

like movies that are highly improbable. Historical plays
that disregard history, heroines that disregard conven-
tion, and plots that, like the Mack Sennett animals run
all over the place—suit their taste.

In the interests of this article I should have ques-
tioned a few crooks, but I couldn't

get any one to admit that he came
under that classification. I can,

however, quote a murderer who was
serving a life sentence in prison.

"I don't care much for pictures like

that," he said, pointing to the ad of

the semi-weekly prison movies, a

garish poster depicting high life in

the metropolis, "I like stuff about
home in the country and boys who
find out that their mother is their

best friend." That same statement
goes for the typical Broadwayite,
who apparently has that much
sweetness and light, at least, in common with a mur-
derer.

Having surveyed these facts, you will agree with me,
I am sure, that the producer's job is not an easy one.

Motion pictures cannot be put up in packages, plainly

labeled, and sold to individuals. And with preferences
so decided, it looks as though one picture couldn't please

more than two or three of these classes at the outside.

But the worldly-wise men who are concerned with the

business of making motion pictures look at it this

way.

You can have your favorite stars, you can have your
favorite directors, you can even have your favorite

screen writers, but it is not vour keen interest in them
that takes you to the theater, even though you may
think it is. It is something more fundamental

—

it is

xour interest in yourself. What you reallv go to see

in pictures is

—

yourself. But you've never been in the

movies, you say? That doesn't matter a particle. You
go to see yourself, nevertheless. The screen is a sort

of glorified mirror in which you see yourself as you
would like to be.

A star's likeness to you is the measure of your in-

terest in him—or her. A daring statement, that. You
can now proceed to argue that the most timid and
shrinking young woman you know simply adores Louise

Glaum, and that her one regret is the temporary ab-

sence of the supercilious Olga Petrova from the screen.

You can even tell me that phlegmatic Uncle Oscar cares

for none but Douglas Fairbanks ; that your minister

prefers the bold bad men of William S. Hart ; that the

"Do a good deed daily" scout master of your neigh-

borhood is never happier than when some one wallops
some one else with a custard pie

or a panful of bread dough. That
all proves my point. These people

all go to see themselves as they

would like to be.

You know our national joke

about the tired business man and
his taste for the risque. It must
disappoint some of our best up-
lifters and reformers to find the

aforementioned tired business men
finding more real enjoyment and
relaxation in watching the athletic

-exploits of Tom Mix and the stunts

of Charles Hutchison than in all

of the Holubar orgies or Fitzmaurice spectacles. But
even granted that the tired business man does like the

Sennett comedies, I'll wager—with a round dozen or

more psychologists backing me up—that it is the spirit

of recklessness, of gayety, and most of all irresponsi-

bility, that appeal to them more than the costumes—or

rather the lack of them—on the comely maidens.

As for the feminine counterpart of the tired business

man—the distracted housewife, and the tired-of-being-

sensible business woman, they flock to such ecstasies

of sartorial delicacy as the De Mille and Fitzmaurice
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concoctions. After all, two thousand yards of chiffon

might as well be two thousand yards of burlap, so far

as most men are concerned. Seeing chiffon does not

make them feel chiffon. But show a woman such a
boudoir as Fitzmaurice—or rather Paul Iribe, the de-

signer—has contrived for Dorothy Dickson in "Paying
the Piper," and she knows how she would feel in the

midst of it. And since most women, even some of the

tailor-made ones, have an innate longing for soft and
perishable things about their person—Mae Murray,
Gloria Swanson, Elsie Ferguson, and all the other ex-

ponents of luxury that transcends even the dreams of

most women, draw them to the theater.

An interesting experiment was recently made at Yale

University to determine just what caused a sober and
steady business man to seek melodramatic thrills for

relaxation. A man was put on a table delicately bal-

anced to tilt to the slightest move. Then passages from
various stories were read to him. So long as they

were concerned with emotions, he remained unmoved.
But as soon as they gave him a story replete with ac-

tion and thrills, his reactions were so violent that the

table dropped where his head rested, and the experi-

menters decided that mentally he was going through the

experiences of the hero.

Motion pictures, it is believed, have the same effect.

The man who gets little or no physical exercise all day,

can see a motion picture crowded with action and go
home to bed with much the same refreshed feeling that

the exercise would have given him. And at the risk

of offending that large part of the population which
is made up of theater owners, I will add that though
the mind is satisfied by this secondhand exercise, the

body isn't. It is like giving up a week in the country,

and buying instead a phonograph record and a bottle

of perfume
But to go back to the producers and the ever-present

problem of giving the public what it wants

:

"The most successful motion picture that could be
made would be one in which every man, woman, and
child in the country appeared." This statement was
made by a producer who knows his

business to the extent of several mil-

lion dollars in profits. "But since

that isn't possible," he continued,

"the most successful pictures pro-

duced are those that are based on
such universal traits that something
on the screen is bound to remind
every one in the audience of himself.

"What is every one's most vital

aim?" he asked then, answering him-
self with, "Self-preservation, of

course. Doesn't that explain at least

a part of the popularity of serials,

and a certain type of melodrama,
which are mainly concerned from
start to finish with the struggles of

the heroine or the hero or both to

escape destruction?"

And after self-preservation, he
listed among those vital things that

carry a sure appeal to everv one

:

love of woman—particularly mothers ; love of home

;

love of country ; love of justice
;

anger, jealousy, re-

venge, lust, and treachery
;

ambition, self-sacrifice,

et cetera.

These are the fabrics from which the screen produc-

tions of widest appeal must be cut, he believes. The
Goldwyn company, producing "Madame X" as sort of

an experiement, found it a sensation. It was built on
the "mother-love" theme, a factor whose power the

company hadn't adequately gauged. Considering its

success, the Goldwyn scenario editor was moved to

amend the foregoing list of themes to include only the

"mother-love" theme, the "Cinderella" and the "Prince
Charming" type of story. Every one can find himself

in one of those.

A successful screen author lias a different point of
view. He maintains that people go to motion pictures

to get entirely away from themselves, to see either

very wonderful or quite bizarre people. In other words,
he agrees that the screen is that magic mirror referred

to before, that reflects people as they would like to be.

But what says the director, who after all, is the man
who makes the picture? What does he think that peo-
ple come to see? What little points does he stress in

the conviction that they are what the public really likes ?

A massive scene, in which hundreds of extras ap-
peared, was being filmed when I asked these questions

of one of the most successful directors. "These big
scenes mean nothing," he said emphatically. "Here we
have a lot of actors that photographed individually

would be wonderfully expressive, but altogether are
mere figureheads. It is the little intimate scenes be-
tween two or three people where souls are stripped bare
—scenes without much movement, but with action of
tremendous significance, action from within people's

hearts, that people go to see. They want constantly to

be reminded of the big moments in their lives. Or
if their lives have been so plodding and even that there
haven't been any big emotional moments, thev want to

suffer some vicariouslv."

So—it all narrows down to this : people go to see a
highly idealized version of themselves thrown into

strange and exciting situations. And the people are
saved by doing just what every-day sort of people

—

to wit, ourselves—hope that we would do under the
same circvuustances

!

But the old showman—what has he to say? The
old showman, wise with the poignant memory of un-
expected successes and colossal failures, says, "Hokum.
W"hat people want is sure-fire stuff."

"Sure-fire stuff?" I can almost
hear incredulous fans say: "What is

that?"

And, in spite of the peril of smash-
ing their tender illusions. I will tell

them what the veteran showman told

me.

"Some people have an idea that

they go to motion pictures to see

something new. They don't; they

go to see something old, frequently

something with which the}' are en-

tirely familiar. There are certain

old stock situations that get the

heartiest response from the audience,

and hardly a producer of worth but
knows them by heart. He may scoff

at them, may affect superiority to any
such cut-and-dried method as incor-

porating a certain number of these

sure-fire situations in every picture

play. But if he has his fingers on
the pulse of the public he knows that a picture must
have a certain resemblance either to the spectator's own
life, his aspirations, or something he has seen in pictures

so often that he accepts it as true.

If you went into a producer's office and found him
highly elated over a story he had just bought, you
might assume that he had found something new and
original. Most likely, you would be wrong. He prob-

Continued on page 92

Three Big Surprises!

When Ethel Sands visited the

Griffith studio she had three big

surprises. She found that D. W.
Griffith was a real person, not a

trade-mark for the best in motion-

pictures, like "Sterling" on silver.

She found that she couldn't de-

ceive Dick Barthelmess when he

asked her if she had ever written

him a fan letter.

But, most startling of all—be-

cause it was so unexpected—she

met Theda Bara.

Never had she spent such a day!

Never had she known such thrills!

In the next number of PlCTURE-
Play she will tell you all about it.



Your Name
i May Help
Alan Dwan says that promise of

success may be there, as it was

in the case of Jacqueline Logan.

H
By Helen Rockwell

AYE you ever wondered, as

you watched some littie queen

of the silversheet, whether

vou couldn't do as well yourself?

Have you ever had the idea you could

show up Louise Glaum or Marguerite

Clark or Dorothy Gish?
Well, what is your name?
Xow, this is not a trick or hoax of

any kind. It's the first question that

Alan Dwan asks of every aspiring

young person who comes to him with

an idea that he or she can act.

Dwan actually says: "Tell me your
name:—your real one—and I'll tell you
if you can act."

According to Dwan, it seems that

if you're a Calahan or an O'Toole or

a Jacques or a Benoit. or a Francesca

on your mother's side and a Clancy

on your dad's, or a Tappe on your

dad's and a Murphy on your mother's,

your career is almost an established

fact before you begin.

"The reason is simple," says Dwan.
'"Certain nationalities possess certain

temperaments, and histrionic ability is

largely a matter of temperament.
When your ancestry combines certain

nationalities a certain temperament
naturally results. If you have the

temperament—an emotional nature

—

then ^you can act
!"

Of course the question as to

whether your nose is in the center of

your face, and other such trifles, may
also enter into the problem, but such
matters are of minor importance.

For instance, if you're a Clancy we'll

bet on your getting there, anyhow

!

And so will Dwan.
The French have fire and spon-

taneity and make capital actors. They
are quick to imitate. On the other

hand the Germans are too stolid and
too serious minded to throw them-
selves successfully into the profession.

The Irish are keen at mimicry, The
combination of French and Irish is

ideal for the stage. The fact that both the French,

and Irish are_ tenacious is a help in their winning suc-

cess and keeping it.

Any nationality that plays hard is usually adept in

the silent drama, or the stage. The Yankees for in-

stance seldom know how to play. Their outlook is

serious and their manners solemn, and it is rarely that

a real Yankee takes to the stage or screen.

At least, that's what Alan Dwan says.

Recently Dwan was struck by the beauty of Jacqueline
Logan, who was tripping the light fantastic in the

Phcto by Alfred Chenev Johnston

- The Ziegfeld Follies can claim Jacqueline Logan no more, for after

Crime" she became Thomas Nei°han's leading woman.

:A Perfect

Ziegfeld Follies. He asked her name, and on being

told immediately annexed her to play the leading role

in his newest picture, "A Perfect Crime."
"The name can't be beat," said Dwan. "A girl with

a name like that is bound to battle her way to success."

Her role in the Dwan picture was her first in motion
pictures, and she is now playing opposite Thomas
Meighan for Famous Players

!

So get out the family tree if you think you can act,

and if there's a histrionic branch protruding somewhere,
wave it in the face of the next director vou see

!
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PREDICTIONS FOR MAY.
Many protests will be launched against

"The Kid" this month by persons whose
windows are broken accidentally by small
boys. Producers are said to be. taking
special precautions against censorship
blight this season. Although stars' sala-
ries and prices paid for scenarios have
declined sharply, there is no sign that
admission to movie shows is to be any
less.

1—Su.

2—M.-
3—Tu.

4——W.

5—Th.

6—Fr.
7—Sa.

8—Su,

9—M.

io—Tu.
n—W.

is—Th.—

S

13-Fr.

14—Sa.

rS—Su.

—Douglas Fairbanks, at the age of five, mastered the™d stand and the double backward somersault,
1 888.

-Norma Talmadge born, 1897.
—Irving Cummings, heroine menacer, appeared on the

stage in support of Lillian Russell, 1908.
—Famous Players-Lasky organized a $3,000,000 corpo-

ration to produce pictures in India, 1919.
—Mary Pickford, who began working for Griffith at

five dollars a day, was raised to the hitherto un-
heard-of figure of one hundred and fifty dollars
a week, 191 2.

—Ann Forrest, unlike Hamlet, left Denmark, 1913
—Theodore Roberts made his debut at the Baldwin

Theater, San Francisco, ]88o.
-Madge Kennedy started on tour in her first really big

stage success, "Little Miss Brown," 1912.
—The famous Italian film, "Cabiria," was given its

first showing in the United Slates in New York
City, 191 4.

—Will Rogers joined the Goldwyn forces, 1918.
—Wallie Reid was learning how to conjugate "amo,

amas, amat" at the Freehold Military Academv,
New Jersey, 1904.
L. Rothapfel, founder of fine motion-picture pres-
entation, look the management of the Capitol The-
ater, the largest theater in New York City—and,
incidentally, the largest in the world, 1920.

•James Montgomery Flagg decides to abandon mak-
ing motion-picture comedies, and to return to
making drawings of pretty girls, 1919.

Viola Dana reached the height of her stage career,
Playing the title part in "The Poor Little Rich
Girl" in a New York theater a block from the
one in which Mary Pickford appeared in "The
Good Little Devil," 1913.

Monte Blue denied being the author of the blue laws,
1921.

16—M.

17—Tu
18—W.

19—Th.

20—Fr.

21—Sa.

22—Su.

—

23—M.

24—Tu.

25—W.

26—Th.

27—Fr.

28—Sa.-

20—Su.

—

30—M.

31—Tu,

—Dorothy Dalton's father told her he was going tomake a lawyer out of her. Dorothy said' she was
going on the stage, 1904. (Guess which won the
argument.)

—Barbara Little born, 1896.

—Universal Film Manufacturing Companv wa= organ-
ized, 1912.

—Charles Ogle left his law practice in Hammond, In-
diana, fiat to become an actor, 1897.

—Blanche Sweet and Thomas Meighan were featured
together in "The Silent Partner," 1917.—Mr and Mrs. Chaplin, of Capetown, South Africa
alarmed because their boy, Sydney, aged one
year, swallowed a diamond in the rough, 1888

•Raymond Hatton, while playing a Russian mob scene
for Mack Sennett, set his crepe whiskers on fire
1912.

"B™ken Blossoms" opened in New York and estab-
lished a new top price of three dollars a seat for
a motion-picture performance, 1919.

-William Faversham made his American debut at the
Union Square Theater, New York, 1887.

Dorothy Gish made her stage debut at the age of
four, 1902.

Gloria Swanson's first Paramount starring picture,
"The Great Moment," finished, 1921.

Clarine Seymour died, 1920.

Mack Sennett starts filming the Congressional Rec-
ord, 1925.

William and Cecil De Mille made their stage debut
in the cast of "A Mixed Foursome," written bv
William De Mille. Bessie Barriscale was also in
the cast, 1900.

Mae Murray was turning 'em away by appearing as
The Nell Brinklev Girl in the Ziegfeld Follies
I9I5-

Bebe Daniels became a Realart star, 1920.

Mother, may J go out to sivim?
Yes, my darling daughter;

Be a Sennett bathing girl

And don't go near the water.

A SCREEN LITANY.
From leading men with marcelled hair,

Oh, screen, deliver us!

From stars who flaunt a baby stare,

Oh, screen, deliver us

;

From male vamps with a rakish air,

From sirens weird and sirens bare,

From close-ups of stars in despair,

Oh, screen, deliver us.

RECIPE FOR ANY MACK SENNETT
COMEDY.

Hero and Girl,

Villain and Girl,

Custard Pie,

Girl and Hero.

HINTS TO HOUSEWIVES.

If your husband doesn't believe you are
responsible for his success, drag him out
to see "What Every Woman Knows."

HISTORICAL ANECDOTE.
One hot afternoon in the summer of

1912, two slender little blond birls climbed
the long stairs that lead to the studio of
the great David Belasco. Their foot-
steps lagged, partly because the stairs

were rather high and the girls very little—but more because they were very much
frightened at meeting such an important
theatrical producer. Up in his studio
even-thing was swathed in linen to keep
out the summer dust. Big statues looked
like ghosts, and even fireside chairs had a
fearsome aspect in their white coverings.
The girls felt very little and shy, indeed.
Mr. Belasco had to urge them to step
forward. One ducked behind the other
and pushed her ahead, hoping to escape
being the spokesman. The one ahead
slipped behind her sister. They repeated
the performance until they were almost
back at the door.

Mr. Belasco stopped them before thev
fled, and told the more fragile one that
she could have the part in "A Good Lit-
tle Devil" that they had come to applv
for. The name of "the little girl who got
the part was Lillian Gish.

Blessings on thee, little man.
Barefoot boy with cheeks of tan;
I know the time is nearly ripe
To hail you as a new "screen type."
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YOU can dress Elaine Hammerstein in the most exqui-

site chiffon and lace, but she is still the same wistful,

wholesome girl who has steadily grown in popularity ever

since she became a star.





THE unfailing favorite, Thomas Meighan, keeps up his

spirits in spite of the vigorous screen life he is lead-

ing. His next picture is "White and Unmarried.'
7







DORIS IJENYON can't decide between screen ana

stage, so she made 'Get- Rich -Quick WaHingiord"
for Cosmopolitan Productions while she rehearsed a stage

play. After the play opens, she will return to films.



ALICE TERRY didn't particularly want to act, but she

was just the right type for a leading role in "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," so her career was

determined for her.



AS Acacia, in "The Passion Flower," Norma Talmadge
has one of the most powerful and appealing roles of

her whole career.



NEVER before was Elsie Ferguson so beautiful and so

exquisitely gowned as in her forthcoming produc-

tion, "Sacred and Profane Love."





In the Mirror of La Belle Corinne
Reflections en passant, with the flash of gems, the sheen of

satin, the colors of the bird of paradise, and—a baffling per-

fume, the secret of which will hold you in suspense to the end.

By Herbert Howe

SHE paused before a little mirror.

A lovely lad}- thus enamored is a fascination.

Like a nymph in flower posture drooping toward
a pool, she all but dips her beaut}- in its crystalline re-

flection. Never may we call her vain for never is she

satisfied. Unlike the complacent lily, she would im-

prove.

And so Corinne, displeased with her lucent pallor,

rouged flame to her cheeks with quick-circled touch

—little disks of crimson such as grace a doll from the

Rue de la Paix. The jewels on her taper fingers winked
giddily at their own reflections, like fireflies in an ec-

stacy of pride. Around her face a bird of paradise

formed an arch of golden spray, its

color dropping high lights upon the

oronze of short-curled hair. A fin-

ger flecked over the lips—already

much brighter than rouge—and Co-
rinne took from her maid a cloak of

sable.

I call her Corinne not in famili-

arity, but in respect for her am-
brosial persuasion. Would one
speak of the fair Phryne as. say,

Miss Phryne Jones? It isn't done
in Olympian circles. So I claim the

right to waive mortal propriety in

favor of the godly in presenting the

reflections of Miss Corinne Griffith.

If you met the maid, and you be
male, you'd understand the license.

"Webster, did you call the car?"

she drawled, a truly Southern and very charming drawl.

Webster had. Webster is not the butler. He's the

director, both on the "set" and at home.

At the Theater

I admit I can reproduce scarcely a single pearl dropped
by Corinne in conversation. One loses grasp on sober

topics under her satin spell. Perhaps it is her per-

fume which sets up a clangor of the senses—rich, heady.

Oriental fragrance—distilled. I fancy, in a seraglio by
magic incantations. One may achieve a pleasant in-

toxication just by sitting next to her. In a moment of

audacity, perfume-maddened, I told her so. She opened
her eyes very wide, amber eyes, with facets of gray
and green. Yes, she certainly comes under the head
of an intoxicant. H. G. Wells may say what he pleases

about us all coming up from ooze and being ninety

per cent water, Corinne springs of different stock.

As I say, I lost all grasp upon such interviewing leads

as "Nicotine and Its Effect Upon the Complexes of

Future Generations." I'm sure the subject would have
evoked only a wide-eyed wonder anyhow, for Corinne
does never touch nicotine. As for that other invincible

line, "How to Hold Your Husband While Looking for

Others," Corinne doesn't need to ponder and. unfor-

tunately, isn't looking. She seems devoted to her di-

rector, a devotion unusual in a star—-toward her direc-

tor, I mean.
She analyzed the structure of the play. "The Meanest

Man in the World" I believe it was, and found it

unconvincing. Until then I thought it rather good.

But as I sav. the perfume
3PF

At Home
The play passed, as all things do. and we returned

to the Griffith apartment in the Hotel des Artistes to
idle and refresh until the hour for the "Midnight Frolic."

The apartment reflects the mistress quite as effec-

tively as does the mirror. The amber light from parch-
ment shades blends into a mellow harmony the tints

and textures: the sheen of rich embroideries and bro-
cades hanging lazily from the balcony above, the long
silken folds at tall studio windows, the cloth of gold
flung over an ebony piano, cushions fanciful and frothy
on a deep divan, and flowing through all the theme of
faint seductive fragrance.

There were some pretty volumes,
too, upon a table, some with mark-
ers in them. But the one that at-

tracted my attention was a somber,
well-worn book of black leather,

looking like a Cinderella among gay
sisters.

"You once quoted from that in a
story.'' said Corinne. "Can't you
find a quotation that suits me?"
"Not unless it contains a recipe for

beauty," was my chivalrous retort.

"But it does!" she exclaimed.
" 'The recipe for beauty is to have
less illusion and more soul.'

"

And another reflection passed over

the mirror.

"Ah ! Soul " I murmured, and
then the maid handed me a cheese

sandwich. For the time I forgot all about soul.

It was just as well. One doesn't need soul for the

"Midnight Frolic." but one may need a sandwich be-

fore it's over.

At the "Midnight Frolic"

Our table was the central gem of the horseshoe which
borders the open floor atop the Amsterdam Roof. When
Corinne entered the poor girls dancing on the stage

might just as well been home in bed. EA_en after we
took our seats I feared lest attention would never again

turn toward the stage. But with that admirable non-
chalance, which only beaut}- owns. Corinne smiled.

"I feel so woozy," _she said, in those tones of rich

languor which typify her. "You know I never go to

cafes and not often to the theater. This is my wildest

dissipation in a long time."

I recalled an observation made only the day before.

A cafe habitue who calls all stars by their first names
—that is. most all stars—remarked :

"One person you never see even at Montmartre is

Corinne Griffith. It's just as well for those present

:

they'd go into eclipse—and mayhap, in the going, slay

her."

The curtains of the vast stage parted for another

number, and we were drawn into a vista of sun-bright

blue which only LTrban can paint. There were tall

dark pillars which cast their shadows across the stage

:

bevond them the blue stretched on indefinitely.

"Look, Webster !" exclaimed Corinne, the languor

ruffled with enthusiasm—as ruffled as that languor can

be. "That is something like the idea I had for the

SOMETHING NEW !

Other interviewers have told

you what Corinne Griffith wears,

what she says, and how she im-
pressed them—but there is an
elusive quality about the little

star that defies embodiment in

words. Herbert Howe sensed this

intangible grace in her person-
ality—and succeeded in getting

it into words. He gives you an
impressionistic picture of her,

a vivid portrait of her inner self.

It is a real novelty among inter-

views.
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dream scene
;
only a night scene—great white pillars

against the black sky, touched ever so slightly by moon-
light. Don't you think," she observed, turning to me,

"that simplicity is needed on the screen?"

"Certainly," I declared without the slightest hesita-

tion. "There!" she said, turning to Webster, who was
offering some foolish argument for a "set" already

erected for the scene.

"But, my dear," he protested, "do you realize the

time it will take to tear that all down and build one

after your ideas?"

"I think it well worth the time if we gain something

truly effective. Don't you?"
"Certainly," I reechoed. The eyes and. the perfume

were upon me.
There were several such discourses during the Frolic,

for Corinne was plucking ideas more abundantly than

any scenarioist. The "Spirit of the Revolution," a

tableau arranged by Ben Ali Haggin, with its stirring

accompaniment of "La Marseillaise" quite melted the

languor.

"Isn't it wonderful!" she exclaimed. "Oh, Webster,

you never get enthusiastic. I always want to stand and

scream when they play the 'Marseillaise.' don't you?"
"Always," I declared.

"I think some of my ancestors must have been revo-

lutionists," she opined. "Maybe they were executioners

at the guillotine——

"

"Most likely they were some of the lovely ladies who
lost their heads," thought I. Yes. Marie Antoinette

—

she it was whom I saw in the mirror, a sort of fade-

back to a previous incarnation of La Belle Corinne. It

is quite possible. Corinne came to efflorescence in

slumberous New Orleans among the French and Span-
ish families—her own of French descent. I believe. And
she has that sort of unconscious lure which is the charm
of the French girl, the naive candor, the faculty for

concentrating a sympathetic attention upon you which
makes you feel you've made a conquest—until you dis-

cover, an instant later, the same concentration fixed

upon another. How the French girl is misjudged,

simply because she is more attentive, more considerate

toward a squire than the haughty American lady-on-the-

pedestal ! No wonder we lose our heads and hearts to

France.

"I love the French women." I declared passionately,

keeping my eyes fixed steadily upon the "Spirit of the

Revolution."

"Do you?" Corinne, surprised. "The French men,

too, are nice, but I love American men above all others."

"You're a French girl all right," I declared positively.

There was no further chance for personal parley with

La Belle that evening, for she became engrossed with

the "Ballet of Lights." She liked Night best—the lady

swathed from head to foot in misty black, with just

a sparkle here and there, like a muffled star.

At the Studio

A few days later I visited the Yitagraph studio in

quest of further reflections. Other interviewers, male

gender, have found it necessary to call several times to

get a satisfactory interview with this star.

"She's difficult to interview calmly," said one editor

I know, who would hold up his presses rather than get

out an issue without her portrait. "Strange—I think

the perfume "

Corinne waved from the set, where she was bullying

her director with ravishing smiles.

"Mr. Campbell," said she. "Your star is leaving at

once for luncheon."

"But just one more scene, Miss Griffith," he begged.

"Not another one. You come right along to the

dressing room and amuse us while I touch up my
make-up."
The dressing room is a confection in orchid. I felt

like a worm in the heart of a violet bon bon. The floor

is velveted in orchid ; the walls are powdered with the

same faint hue; on a shelf were French hat boxes
adorned with rose and orchid and fleur-de-lis ; a cream
enameled dressing table, orchid-topped ; a chaise longue

in a pattern of violet with blending cushions. The very

air was tinged with orchid, in terms of fragrance.

Corinne's fingers fluttered airily over the fragile glass

and silver on the dressing table, lifted a powdery puff

and touched it to her face without leaving a trace, made
a thousand little motions dc toilette without visible effect

yet doubtlessly of great significance.

"Now if you boys must, you may have a cocktail

—

only one
!"

Then she led us down a spiral staircase, which, if

one should be so bold as to take a cocktail, would prove
nothing short of a death trap. Our entrance to the din-

ing room caused an agitation quite as significant as that

on the Amsterdam Roof, for the charms of Corinne
lose nothing of potency upon association. On all sides,

fellow players and studio employees offered quips and
compliments for the delectation of her stellar majesty.
What a vote she'd poll in popularity contests if all the

world worked at her studio—or interviewed.

"Tell me," she commanded at luncheon. "Did you
see Betty Blythe in California? She's doing marvelously
and grows more beautiful. The producer who signs her
as a star is a wise man."
Then I recalled what Miss Blythe had once remarked

of friend Corrinne.

"Did you ever behold any one so ravishing!" she
exclaimed with the Blythe vivacity. "She is the quin-
tessence of femininity."

Ordinarily when a lady liberates praise of her femi-
nine friend, the male is suspicious of friend's qualifica-

tions. But beauty ennobles a woman. And there are
at least two, I find, so beautiful that envy has been
eliminated. Or perhaps, inversely, the elimination of
pettiness induced the superlative quality so indefinable
in their charm. Alas, 'tis only given to a woman to
know a woman. There may be secret wisdom in La
Betty's define of Corinne
Eureka !—that baffling perfume
"Quintessence of Femininity "

La Belle Corinne !

A MARVEL
T^HE movies are the wonder of the age."
* This statement from my husband I o'erheard.

"I saw a woman in an awful rage,

And yet, thanks be, she couldn't say a word !"



Mice of

Old Vincennes
When she left her historic surroundings

she was whisked into Pictureland, where

she soon found the ladder of success.

By Mamie Thayer

iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilW

EVERY once in a while we stumble upon
the exception that proves that old rule

about industry, constant plugging, and

burning the midnight oil offering the only av-

enue to success.

This particular exception is the flaxen-haired

Alice Terry, who actually sauntered into the

movies and found a place waiting for her just

as if it had been her birthright.

For some good fairy took that tall, steep,

rickety ladder that is supposed to carry one

on .the long journey to success, knocked out

all the rungs but three, and then placed it in

such a position that Alice coitld trip right to

the top.

And here are the three graceful steps

:

1. Extra girl, three months.

2. Juvenile lead, two months.

3. Chief feminine lead in one of the most
ambitious productions ever attempted by any
company.
Of course, the film industry abounds with

stories of success that sound as if they might
have been plucked bodily from the Grimm's
or Hans Christian Andersen of our childhood.

But, at the risk of making a trite remark, I

must say that never have I found a more com-
plete parallel to my favorite fairy tale than the

life story of the fortunate Alice.

In the gentle-voiced Alice I discovered a com-
plete antithesis of the film queen of popular
fancy. But I did find the queen of the screen
as she is idealized by those of us who still make
use of our imaginations.

For Miss Terry has no high-powered car with
the latest devices for attracting the eye and tor-

turing the ear. She does not drive a car and
—believe it or not—she has no desire to do
so. She does not go in for violent sports, does
no dare-devil deeds before the camera, and

—

wonder of wonders !—makes no pretense that

she does.

Alice has wandered far from the Old Vin-
cennes of fiction and fact, but she has retained the
ways of her early girlhood. She carries a hand
bag that is crowded, not with lip-sticks, make-
up, cigarettes, and the other supposed tools of
her profession, but with just the sort of fiction one
might expect a normal girl of nineteen to consume.
On the eventful day that marked the beginning of

my acquaintance with Alice, T found her seated in one
of the towering sets on Metro's Hollywood studio
grounds, embroidering violets in a dainty centerpiece
while waiting to go before the camera for one of the
scenes for "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
My first big surprise came with Miss Terry's in-

troductory remark:

Am
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effort that Alice Terry mav have made to succeed in her

new profession, has been so quiet and unassuming

that it was unnoticeable.

"No, I never had the slightest ambition to get into

the movies," she said, anticipating my opening question

by a full minute. "I didn't lie awake nights dreaming
of a call from some great director, and I never have
had the slightest desire to see how my name would
appear in electric lights."

"Then—then how did you get here?" I asked, waving
my hand toward the splendor of the make-believe world
that every girl at some time or other yearns to inhabit.

In reply, Alice told me the story of her sauntering
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into movieland. I use the word "sauntering" advisedly.

For any effort that this self-contained, perfectly poised

girl may have made to succeed in her new profession,

has been so quiet and unassuming that most of us

would not have noticed it at all.

Alice was born in Vincennes, Indiana, nineteen years

ago. She spent her early girlhood in the quaint old

city of pioneer history and Indian legend, and there

acquired the gentle ways that set her apart from the

average worker before the camera. Five years ago
she moved to Los Angeles with her parents. But this

move into the capital of the film world did not cause
her youthful heart to skip a single beat. For Alice's

plans did not include a campaign against the offices of

the casting directors.

A few weeks after she had passed through the try-

ing stages of acclimation- so necessary to the acquisi-

tion of one's sea legs in this land of oranges and late

sleepers, Alice encountered a girl friend who invited

her to make a tour of a studio

where the girl friend was playing

the part of an "extra."

"And who knows? They might
put you on !" gushed the friend.

Alice wasn't anxious to be "put
on," but she went. She chatted

with the director, and, a few min-
utes later, she actually "had been

"put on." Alice of Old Vincennes had come to the

movies

!

"Somehow. I didn't get the thrill out of work-
ing before the camera that one is supposed to ex-

perience," said Alice. "I enjoyed it, however.
I realized that I had become a mighty small part

of a mighty big production. The director passed cer-

tain orders along to an assistant, who bawled them into

a megaphone, and we carried them out as carefully

as we could. Of course, as 'extras,' we had not read
the script; we simply obeyed orders and waited until

the picture was exhibited at our favorite theater to

Continued on page 95

She didn't know what

gave her such assur-

ance, but Alice Terry

felt quite natural play-

ing in
'

' The Four Horse-

men of the Apocalypse."

OVER THE TEACUPS
Fanny the Fan counts that day lost whose low descending sun finds no

tea party and exchange of gossip about motion-picture players in progress.

By The Bystander

THERE'S simply nobody in Hollywood," Fanny
exclaimed, as she pushed her way through the

crowded lobby, and perched on the arm of my
chair. "Elsie Ferguson has finished 'Sacred and Pro-

fane Love' and gone back to New York. She plans

to make her pictures there after this, as she always has

done before. Viola Dana has gone. She is coming
back, though, with a long-term contract with Metro,

just as soon as she has seen all the shows, and danced
and shopped to her heart's content. Marjorie Daw has

gone East to play in 'Experience.' Ruth Roland and
Carmel Myers have both gone East on shopping tours,

and Betty Compson is in New York on a visit. Good-
ness only knows how many more have gone."

But she seemed to forget that sentiment a moment
later when the head waiter said that we would have
to wait for a table. Hollywood is getting so English
that it is more exclusive to go shopping in a ten-cent

store than to have tea in a hotel.

"When do you suppose Lew Cody will come back?"
Fanny asked despairingly, when we finally succeeded
in getting a table. "We'll go over to his studio to tea

then, and not be bothered with these crowds. He al-

ways has tea served to the girls in his company, you
know. I should think that they would miss it when
they go to work with a star who is less gallant. But
then, nobody else could be quite so gallant as Lew
Cody is."

I stared at her in amazement. I can't keep up with

Fanny's favorites
;

besides, it has never been a man
before.

"But what was it?" I demanded.
"What was what?" Fanny answered, as wide-eyed

and innocent-looking as Shirley Mason at her best.

"Have you forgotten, Fanny, that you had something
so exciting to tell me, that you simply couldn't talk

over the phone?"
"But you've probably heard it by this time. 'Buster'
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veaton and Natalie Talmadge are going to be married.

The wedding's to be in June. Were you ever so sur-

prised in your life?"

"Yes; when Tom Moore and Renee Adoree were
parried. They had just finished a picture called 'Made
In Heaven,' and I suppose that made them think of

marriages."

"You'll admit he has good taste," Fanny announced
airily. "If I had as pretty feet as hers, I'd probably

wear bright red shoes and black clothes, and
"

"People would think you were an advertisement for

a Cecil De Mille picture and follow you to the nearest

theater."

Just then Helene Chadwick came in, and everything

else was forgotten. "Isn't she beautifully thin?" Fanny
almost wailed. "But I suppose that having pneumonia
is a heavy price to pay for the loss of a few pounds,

i And did you know that when she was first able to get

up and go to the studio she had to do the most awful
things? All the nice, quiet scenes for the picture had
been taken. She had to be rescued from a terrible

tire the first day; Tom Moore was the rescuer, and
he was so enraptured by having Renee Adoree there,

that Helene wasn't sure that he would remember to

save her. But he did.

"Oh, I nearly forgot," she ejaculated, fishing around
in her bag. "I had a letter from my friend, Jane.

It's the most interesting thing. She lives in Cleveland,

you know, where they have just opened the Loew State

Theater, that's said to be the finest theater outside of

New York. She says that, of course, she expected me
to be there for the opening, but apparently Mr. Loew
didn't, because he didn't ask me. Dorothy Phillips and
Allen Holubar were there ; she looked so charming that

no one heard what she said. Zena Keefe was the envy
of all the girls because she had played with Eugene
O'Brien. But a lot of young fellows who sat in front

of Jane said that they envied Eugene."
Fanny spread the letter out on the table. "Just lis-

ten to whaf Jane says : 'When Lew Cody came out

on the stage I saw one young man take a firm hold on
his wife's arm. I guess that he thought Lew was dan-

gerous. Hope Hampton was radiant as ever, in a won-
derful fur wrap and a dream of a gown. She had a

terrible scare that evening. When she returned to the

hotel she found that one of her bracelets was missing,

a diamond-set one, worth fifteen hundred dollars. At
first she thought she had lost it going out of the the-

ater, but the next day it was found on the stage. She
probably dropped it as she was throwing flowers out

to the audience.
" 'Ruth Roland was intending to sing for us that

evening, but she had laughed so much at the jokes and
tricks that Will Morrissey the vaudeville actor, and
"Torchy" Hines put on, that she lost her voice.

" 'When Lillian Walker came out on the stage she

received a loud cheer, and she found out that even
though she had been away from pictures for a long

time, she was not forgotten.
" 'Montague Love, Creighton Hale, and Crawford

Kent were present, but they didn't have much to say.

Rex Ingram, who did 'The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse,' when introduced, said he agreed with
Allen Holubar that directors should not be heard off

the set. Then he went over and sat down next to Zena
Keefe. I don't blame him, either.

" "Bert Lytell was the last to be introduced, and I

just wish that you could have heard the cheering he

received. He is one of Cleveland's favorites. He gave

a splendid talk about Marcus Loew, all about how Mr.
Loew had made good in spite of his struggles and dis-

appointments in business ventures. I had never seen
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Priscilla Dean originated a hat that scores of girls

are now wearing.

Mr. Loew, the originator of all the wonderful Loew
theaters, before, but after meeting him I agreed with

Bert Lytell that he is a wonderful man.'
"

Fanny folded up the letter and sighed. "She stopped

her letter suddenly because she was going to see W ay

Down East' again. Jane is almost as bad as I am. I

don't see how any one else ever gets to see it, because

the people who went first night keep going over and

over. Lillian Gish has seen it dozens of times, and

even she gets so excited when the ice scenes come on

that she can't talk about it. Every one she knows begs

her to take them, and tell them about the different scenes

while the picture is being run. She is so obliging, she

always does it. But when the picture gets well started

she is simply speechless. Louise Williams went with

her once, and Jerome Storm and David Belasco and

Paul Helleu. Did you know that the etchings Paul

Helleu made of her were on exhibition in New York
and that every one simply raves about them? I can't

wait to see them. And did you know that Griffith is

going to make 'Faust' in pictures? He wants Lillian

to play Marguerite, but she can't make up her mind

about it."

"Oh, I hope she will," I said fervently, and then the

terrible thought assailed me that Fanny might start

wearing her hair in long braids over her shoulders in

order to look like Marguerite. "But promise me," I

added, noticing her new tam-o'-shanter for the first
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Betty Compson 's beauty recipe has changed Fanny's whole philosoph y

time, ''that you won't imitate her? And where did

you get that hat?"

"Priscilla Dean," Fanny told me, heaming with joy
that I had noticed it. "In 'Outside the Law,' she plays

a female thief who is noted for her taste in hats. She
looked all through the shops and simply pursued de-

signers trying to find the sort of hat she wanted for

the part, hut she couldn't find anything to suit her.

So one afternoon she rushed home from the studio

early, cut a pattern from brown paper, and started out

to make a hat for herself. She wanted it made of

unusual material, so she ripped up an old leather sofa

cushion and made a hat of the soft, suedelike stuff.

It was so good looking that the next day a millinery

manufacturer asked her permission to make copies of

it. Of course, he named the hats for her. I saw
every one wearing them, and noticed them in the shops,

hut I wasn't happy until Priscilla said that she would
make me one just like hers. The chief difficulty was
that she didn't have another old leather cushion in the

house. The onlv one she had was quite new and was
in her husband's favorite chair in his study. But
Priscilla's nothing if not good to her friends. Without
a moment's hesitation, she ripped up that pillow and
made my hat. Don't you think it's becoming?"

"Yes, but blinking your eyes like that will never

make you look sparkling like Priscilla. You'd
j

better make the object of your imitation some
one fairer."

"And speaking of having things named for
|

you," Fanny went on, quite undaunted. "A big f

jeweler in New York has just named an imita-

tion pearl for Norma Talmadge. The pearls are

simply beautiful, but I really don't see why !

Norma should be pleased about it. The pearls

look as though they were genuine and aren't

—

but that's an awful sentiment to think of in

connection with Norma."
Fanny is so particular about her favorites.

"Have you heard about Betty Compson?" she

went on, as she airily waved a fork at Bebe
Daniels, who had just come in wearing the smart-

est little toque I had ever seen.

"Yes," I assured her, glad that I wasn't to

play audience to her monologue all afternoon.

"She went to New York and hadn't been there

a day before she signed a contract to make pic-

tures for Famous Players-Lasky. She's to be

starred in her own productions, or appear in

their all-star specials, whichever she prefers.

And her first picture is to be written by Henry
Arthur Jones."

"Do you suppose it will be a comedy?" Fanny
asked eagerly. "I could die happy if he would
write the sort of comedy that I am sure he can.

When he first came over from England to write

for Famous Players, I went to the library to

get some of his plays to read, so that I wouldn't
be quite so ignorant about them. I found out

that I had seen nearly all of them—just hadn't

remembered the names—so I took out a book of

his essays called 'The Theater of Ideas.' I

laughed so hard over it that I thought my taxi

driver would drop me at the nearest insane hos-

pital for observation. Oh, I hope it will be a

comedy."

"But Betty Compson is so wonderful in dra-

matic roles," I protested.

"My cousin in New York wrote me that she

went up to the Plaza Hotel to see Betty Compson
the Tuesday after she arrived. She had left

word that she would be in the tea room, but she

was nowhere to be found. Finally, my cousin saw a
crowd of people at one end of the room. It was Betty

completely surrounded by interviewers and friends

—

though the former are all friends of hers, of course.

She had on a sweet little pale-gray Georgette frock, all

embroidered in blue and old gold, and a gorgeous sable

cape that came to her heels. She's so beautiful, though,
that I am surprised my cousin knew what she had on.

I never would notice anything but her eyes and her

complexion."
"Well, you know what made her eyes so wonder-

ful," I insisted. "If you would onlv
"

" 'Early to bed and early to rise,' I suppose you're

going to say," Fanny answered, rather bitterly, I

thought. "Well, I know some people," and she looked
squarely at me, "who could sleep forever and their

eyes wouldn't be lovely."

Sometimes I think that Fanny is catty.

"Betty Compson was born, not made, beautiful."

Fanny finished triumphantly. Then she called the

waiter to tell him that our tea was all cold.

"She has finished two pictures for Goldwyn since

'Prisoners of Love,' " Fanny went on. "And 'Ladies

Must Live' is at last going to be released. It has been
held up for almost a year because the director, George
Loane Tucker, was taken sick before he finished cut-

oflife,
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ng and titling it, and he only recently re-

overed sufficiently to work over it."

'But Betty Compson doesn't like her part

i that picture very well. She told me so.

-he likes more genuine, more vivid, people."

"Oh, well, " Fanny answered airily, "she

ouldn't be expected to enjoy just going to

ook at herself. She's not that kind of girl.

Jut she is so beautiful that all I ask is to go
nd look at her regardless of the part."

" The 'Better Films' movement wouldn't get

jnuch support from you then, would it?" I

Lsked, trying to sound caustic.

"Mercy, no," answered Fanny, as unruffled

is a May morn or Gloria Swanson in a new
rock. "We'll keep the authors and the di-

"ectors, because they seem to be nice people,

ind if they enjoy talking about 'The play's

he thing,' let them do it. But you know as

well as I do that most of us go to pictures

>ecause we like to see our favorites. There's
jne exception to that rule—Rupert Hughes,
)ut at the Goldwyn lot. He has written one
picture, at least, that makes me shriek with
oy. It is 'Dangerous Curve Ahead.' Just
wait until you see it."

Fanny is always distressingly superior when
she has been lucky enough to see a pre-release

showing of a picture out at the studio.

"Speaking of scenario writers," I spoke up,

have you heard about Harriette Underhill,
[the girl who writes those sparkling interviews ?

Well, two years ago she wrote a scenario in

her spare time—she works on a newspaper,
you know—and then just after she had fin-

ished it, she lost it. She searched everywhere,
but it couldn't be found. And after that she
was so busy that she never wrote another. A
short time ago, a new man came to work on
the paper—the son of the man who wrote
the 'Torchy' comedies, incidentally—and when
he cleaned out the desk they gave him he
found the long-lost scenario. He gave it to
M iss Underhill, who was just starting for
Hope Hampton's house. They read it over
together, and Hope Hampton liked it so well
that she bought it."

"W'onders never
cease," Fanny mur-
mured, looking over at

Bebe Daniels' hat. I

couldn't tell whether
she meant that or the

scenario. "Bebe is a
colonel now," Fanny
mentioned abstractedly,

sketching the Daniels
hat on the back of the
m enu. "When she
went home to Dallas to

visit, the Ninth Infan-
try Officers' Club made
her honorary colonel

!"

There was a terrible

commotion just then.

Every one seemed to

be getting up.

Constance Talmadge mislaid
the films she and Dorothv
Gish had abroad last sum-
mer, and onlv recently found

them.
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Mabel Normand returned to the Coast, livelier than ever

after her resi cure.

"Oh, it's Mabel Normand," Fanny told me
excitedly, calling down from her vantage point

as she kneeled on her chair to see better over
the heads of the crowd. "She's just come
back from the East, and everywhere that she

goes she causes a sensation. She's been in a
sanitarium, recovering from nervous prostra-

tion ; she's still thin as a rail, but she looks

wonderful. Her Goldwyn contract expired a
few days ago, and guess what she did. She
signed a five-year contract to make comedies
for Mack Sennett. Oh, how I hope that she
will go back to slapstick. Her first picture is

to be called 'Molly-O.' Doesn't sound very
slapstick, does it ?"

But Fanny was consoled a minute later,

when coincidentally Wanda Hawley and a
waiter with some wonderful French pastry
arrived.

"Don't offer me any," Wanda begged. "I
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Alice Joyce acquired a stately dignity from acting among the art

treasures in the Jacob Schiff mansion.

hate the sight of anything sweet. In 'Sweetie Peach,'

T play the part of a fat and sleepy wife, and the strain

is terrihle. It makes me want to go home and drink

lemon juice."

"Don't." Fanny commanded in what seemed to me
a high-handed way. "There are enough thin stars on
the screen now. Just look at Constance Talmadge.
Look, I beg of you, at the risk of weeping. Every-
body who loves Connie, and that's everybody, almost,

is worried to death over her being so thin. I always
want to rush back to New York when I see a new
picture of her looking thinner than ever, and pursue
her with glasses of hot milk, and soft-boiled eggs,

oatmeal, and everything like that. Oh, I hope that

her husband is firm with her, and will make her take

care of herself."

Betty Compson has certainly revolutionized Fanny's
whole outlook on life. Her motto seems to have

changed from "Eat, drink, and be merry," to "Sleet,

stop being catty, and be beautiful." If allowed to do

just as she pleased, she would probably go around
tucking her favorite stars into bed at nine o'clock.

"Speaking of Constance," Fanny went on. "When
she was down in Palm Beach taking some scenes for

'Wedding Bells,' she got out her kodak and went to

take some pictures. But there was a roll of film al-

ready in it that she had apparently forgotten. She
took it out, had it developed, and found some pictures

of Dorothy Gish and herself that they thought thev

had lost. The kodak had been packed away all that

time. Probably it was packed with some of the dresses

that she bought in Paris, that she's keeping until the

styles catch up. You know when Norma went to

Palm Beach this winter she found that the 'latest

thing' was knitted dresses. So she delightedly ignored

her new gowns, telegraphed for some of her Paris

things that she had left at home, and as usual was
in the height of style. Every one simply stared at

her—but. of course, they always do."

"Speaking of styles " I started.

"I know that you're going to say something about
Alice Joyce." Fanny interrupted. "She does look

wonderful in her new pictures, doesn't she? But I

never think of her as being stylish. She just wears
beautiful things that are perfectly suited to her type,

no matter what the styles are. I've heard that she is

making scenes for her next picture, 'Her Lord and
Master,' in the Jacob Schiff house in New York.
She ought to be perfect in such a setting."

"And speaking of settings " I am always about

to speak of something when Fanny takes the words
out of my mouth.

"Camille's boudoir," Fanny interrupted, running

true to form. "Nazimova helped to design it for her

production of 'Camille.' I went out to the studio the

other day. and I never expect to see anything so

stunning as the set she was working in. It was cir-

cular, and the bed in it was circular, and the canopy
overhead looked just like a big basket. She is going

to make Camille ultra-modern, you know."

"And with Rudolph Yalentino as Armand she will

have to do something startling to make girls even no-

tice her," I added.

"How many times have you seen 'The Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse?'" Fanny demanded.

I didn't answer her; I couldn't, though goodness
knows I am not ashamed of it. I just drop in at

the theater where it is showing whenever I have half

an hour or more to spare.

"Have you ever been to a crying contest," Fanny
asked me, a moment later, and then without waiting

for me to answer went on. "I was out at the Gold-

wyn studio the other day when Mabel Normand. Helene
Chadwick, Leatrice Joy, and Irene Rich were having
one. The idea was that whoever started crying last

had to pay for lunch. It looked as though Irene Rich
would be the first, but just then her director came
along and told her that her salary was to be raised.

Of course, she couldn't cry then."

"There's nothing new about that," I answered scorn-

fully. "Years ago Mary Pickford and Blanche Sweet
and the Gish girls used to do the same thing. Blanche
Sweet almost always won—but the victory wasn't great.

A thirty-cent lunch check was as high as any of them
plunged." {Continued on page 89)
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Brief Ch^ts v)ith ^you on Interesting Topics
concermni the Screen

The Forty

Best

There seems to be no law against

picking ail-American football teams,

all-star baseball teams, or all-best mo-
tion pictures, and so. the National

Board of Review is entirely within its

rights in announcing its selection of the "Fort}- best

photo plays of 1920."

Some folks, like our own Herbert Howe, not only

tell us about the best past performances, but furnish

us stable information telling us what our favorites can

be expected to do next year. The National Board does

not go so far as that. It only speaks of the past, and
it opens up great room for argument.

The board does not single out any that it considers

unusually good in its list, carefully avoiding a bit of

controversv by naming the plays in order of release.

It's a list the board says, of forty, take it or leave

it, write to the editor if you must, but there it is, says

the board, forty—count 'em—forty. So you do count
'em. and find only thirty-nine, which may or may not

be an important error in a list of '"Forty Best."'

Here is the list for you to pick to pieces

:

"The Mark of Zorro." with Douglas Fairbanks ; "The Devil s

Garden,'' with Lionel Barrymore ; "The Last of the Mohicans ;"

"The Sin That Was His," with William Faversham; "The Girl

of My Heart," with Shirle}r Mason: "Way Down East,'" by
Griffith, with Lillian Gish and Richard Barthelmess ; "Godless
Men," with Helene Chadwick; "The Leopard Woman;' with
Louise Glaum and House Peters ; "Over the Hill," with Mary
Carr; "Passion," with Pola Negri; "Deep Waters:" "Homespun
Folks," with Lloyd Hughes ; "Earthbound." with Wyndham
Standing; "If I Were King," with William Farnum; "The Jack
Knife Man;" "Something to Think About:'' "Conrad in Quest
of His Youth," with Thomas Meighan; "The Soul of Youth;"
"The Great Redeemer," with House Peters; "The Dwelling
Place of Light;" "Crooked Streets," with Jack Holt and Ethel

Clayton; "The Invisible Divorce;" "Jes' Call Me Jim," with
Will Rogers; "Humoresque," with Vera Gordon; "The Devil's

Passkey;" "In the Days of St. Patrick;" "The Bottom of

the World;" "Desert Love," with Tom Mix: "The Toll Gate,"

with William S. Hart; "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," with John
Barrymore ; "Down on the Farm :" "Shore Acres," with Alice

Lake: "Treasure Island," with Shirley Mason; "My Lady's
Garter;" "The Copperhead," with Lionel Barrymore ;

"Stronger
than Death," with Xazimova; "The Cup of Fury:"_ "The
Bloomin' Angel," with Madge Kennedy ;

"Huckleberry Finn."

Few persons ever will agree with any expert's selec-

tion of an ail-American football team, so it is safe to

assume that the Xational Board is already in trouble

with the fans.

Please note that these judges of good shows do not

include Norma Talmadge. Constance Talmadge, Mary
Pickford, or Wallace Reid. Out of the thirty-nine

pictures, onlv sixteen stars are named : Douglas Fair-

banks, Lionel Barrymore. William Faversham, Shirley

Mason, Louise Glaum, Pola Negri. William Farnum.
Thomas Meighan, Ethel Clayton. Will Rogers. Tom
Mix. William S. Hart. John Barrymore, Alice Lake,

Nazimova, and Madge Kennedy.
Also observe that the leading director in the business.

according to this list, is Maurice Tourneur, with "The
Last of the Mohicans." ''Deep Waters." "Treasure
Island." and "My Lady's Garter"—four out of thirty-

nine.

Probablv you will disagree violently with these selec-

tions. The Observer has not seen all the pictures listed,

but he has seen a good many of them and frankly he

could pick out at least six that failed to rouse him to

any such state of enthusiasm that would make him get

all flustered and call thirty-nine pictures a list of forty.

What do you think about the list? Any good pic-

tures left off? Any bad ones on it?

To those who say the}" never come

Chtitolin back, let us point our accusing finger

_ at one Charles Chaplin who has per-
ls rSac/i formed the old trick of the barnstorm-

ing hypnotist who allowed himself to

be buried and then dug up. to the astonishment of all

and to the confusion of those who said he was a dead
one, came back to life and seemed to be as hearty as

ever.

Chaplin has been in a comatose state for so long that

we experts of the pulse of public performers almost
made up our minds that he had overdone his buried-

alive act, and that when he was finally dug up that he
would prove to be a mummy.
Some of us went so far as to say that Harold Lloyd

and Fatty Arbuckle had entirely crowded Chaplin out,

and that he would have to fight his way back.

Well, he has fought his way back, with all the hard-
ships of battle experienced by a gentleman in killing

a mosquito that has settled on the gentleman's nose.

One slap and the fight was over.

"The Kid" is that one slap, and here we have a leading
comedian again. It is the old Chaplin, the master of
pantomime, the comedy genius who knows that the

greatest comedy is that sprinkled with tears, and that

the greatest acting of all is to show people as thev reallv

are and as they really feel.

Chaplin is at work again. He will turn out about
three two-reelers in the next few months, and in the
fall, they say, will be at work on longer comedies, like

"The Kid" regularly. Welcome back. Charles! We
never did find out exactly why you've been off the lot

so long, but we're glad that whatever it was, is all over.

The

Methodist

Tribute

The Methodist Episcopal Church, so
long a foe to the theater, is getting back
of good motion pictures and is urging
that its members support them. The
Committee on Conservation and Ad-

vance of the Church is issuing a list of recommended
films—a list chosen evidently by a committee of solid

citizens who are not going to insist on mush-and-milk
entertainment for their church members.
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The committee suggests that churches showing these

recommended films inspect them for small cuts that

may be necessary in order to make them entirely ac-

ceptable to church members, but there is nothing narrow
in their attitude.

They recommend, for instance, Bill Hart in "The
Toll Gate"— Bill the two-gun man who, in spite of the

fact that no one ever found anything suggestive or

immoral in one of his pictures, has been pointed out

by the Ladies Sewing Societies as an influence that

might be responsible for the depressing fact that the

youth of the country hungers for the life of a cowboy
and a shooter-up of gambling dens.

They choose "Way Down East," which was not all

the silly Canadian censors thought it should be, and
they call "The Love Flower" "a very clean and charm-
ing romance," and do not recommend cuts, although,

as we remember "The Love Flower," there are glimpses

of unclothed feminine knees, which are so abhorred
by the Ohio censors.

They praise Wallace Reid in "Excuse My Dust,"
even though it shows a young man who has disrespect

for the laws of the commonwealth and who deliberately

violates a law against speeding.

Truly there is genuine encouragement in the attitude

of this committee. It is more liberal than the censor

boards, and it strikes a constructive note in a sentence

used in its recommendation of "Sweet Lavender." a

Mary Miles Minter picture. Says the committee

:

"Church people should disprove the statement that an
absolutely clean picture will not pay." Which is the

big idea that is going to increase the production of

good pictures.

As The Observer has repeated many times, the way
to get good pictures is to patronize only the best ones.

The
There has been a bit of gossip going

about predicting that the year to come
Clean-Up was going to be a bit of an undraped

Is On one
'
as ^ar as P'ctures are concerned.

The Observer, hearing such scandals,

went so far as to put in writing his prediction that the

gossip was all wrong, that even though there might be

in work in a number of studios productions that threat-

ened to be a bit scandalous, these pictures would not be

offensive when they reached the screens.

The flowers that we tossed into the air are now drop-

ping upon our brow. The power has been turned on,

and the cleaner is at work.
Producers realize that the public as a whole does

not want suggestive pictures, and they are getting into

the cutting rooms and ripping out the bad stuff. The
news has reached them that the folks who live in the

medium-sized towns are not in favor of suggestive

titles and suggestive scenes, and the producers know
that these substantial families are the people who elect

our presidents and make our laws.

Even though their consciences may not be their

guides, they are going to keep the screen clean, for

their bank rolls are their compasses, and the bank rolls

point the way toward clean pictures.

Directors, in a misguided effort to be sensational,

often put into pictures scenes which are absolutely con-

trary to the policy of the producer. These scenes are

being tabooed now in Hollywood, for the orders have

gone out from the bosses of the better companies, at

least, that this is not what the public wants.

This is one of the most important movements that has

ever been started in connection with motion pictures.

Just why it is so important, to the fan. as well as to

the producer, will be explained at length by Agnes Smith,

in our next issue.

The Observer has no sympathy for

The "Sex tne re f°rmer wno says that all sex
.

,
appeal shall be eliminated from motion

Appeal pictures. There is offensive sex appeal
and inoffensive. The proper sort is a

reflection of life and love, of the problems that are
before us every day.

\\ e have never been convinced that the young peo-
ple of our generation are so easily led and so weak in

ambition and so morally inert that a screen kiss lasting

ten feet will send them to perdition while one that is

half a second shorter will save them for service in the
army of wholesome manhood and womanhood.
That is why we are opposed to censorship, for cen-

sorship has to make its decisions, not according to the
spirit of the picture, but according to just such absurd,
arbitrary rules.

Pola
We have seen the Negri, and we are

hers ! What a thing these Germans
Negri have done to us ! They send us a stu-

Conquers pendous picture like "Passion," and
they put in the leading part a Polish

charmer who makes us forget everything except the

fact that here is an actress of tremendous appeal. Not
a German frau of heavy features and ponderous move-
ment, but a girl of great charm who can act! Get that.

This Negri is an artist unequaled by any woman we
have had in motion pictures. Only is the great Chaplin
to be compared with her in skill of pantomime. Nazi-
mova we thought was an artist ; Pauline Frederick, we
thought had great moments of emotional appeal, but
these two—probably our greatest screen actresses—fade
before the Negri.

It is reported that she is to come to this country to

appear in pictures. We hope not. Rather would we
have her stay on the Continent for fear the change in

atmosphere, the noise of the jazz bands in Hollywood,
the crowding for publicity, and the other side lines

of the creative art might make her less a great actress

and more just a motion-picture star.

The German films are here. They will be shown
throughout the United States, and we might as well

accept them, for we understand that in order to get

American films distributed in Germany we must show
German films here.

We wait anxiously for "Sumurun," which seems to

be held up by some mistakes in contracts. Paramount
disputes First National's claim to what is said to be

the greatest work of the Negri. It seems that Para-
mount owns the right to produce "Sumurun" in

America, but that First National has some word of

claim on the film itself.

It is to be hoped that the difficulties will be straight-

ened out soon. We're tugging at the leash for another
look at the glorious Pole.

An First National is instituting for the

first time a "Grand Picture" season,
Interesting which is supposed to bear the same re-

Innovation l ation to regular feature or program
pictures that grand opera does to the

less pretentious productions on the stage. They con-

sider that the year-round motion-picture season of more
or less even tenor, should be changed in favor of a

season of tips and downs. And since they are more
interested in the "ups" than in the "downs," they are

offering to exhibitors five pictures of exceptional merit

to constitute a first "Grand Pictures" season. These
five are Charlie Chaplin in "The Kid," "Passion," Dor-
othy Phillips in "Man, Woman. Marriage." Anita
Stewart in "Sowing the Wind." and "The Oath," an
R. A. Walsh production with practically an all-star cast.



A Girl's Adventures

in Movieland

The fourth installment of what a fan saw and

heard in the Eastern Motion-Picture Studio.

By Ethel Sands

HOW would you like to meet Pearl White?"
For a minute I couldn't speak. Pearl

White ! The actress I'd had a crush on
since I first saw her on the screen, in "The Perils

of Pauline." It seemed too good to be true.

You know how it is with your crush. You like

other actresses or actors, too, but the one you
picked out in the beginning is the one you love

to watch always, and see develop as motion pic-

tures improve. Ever since I was thirteen I've

been reading everything I could find about Pearl

White, and saving her pictures, and going to see

all of her releases, some of them two or three

times. I've tried to do my hair the way she does,

of course. I've envied the people who interviewed
her. And I used to think that if I could just

live in New York and have a chance to walk past
the place where she lived I'd be perfectly happy.
Now I was being asked in an offhand way, "How'd
you like to meet Pearl White?" as if she'd been
like anybody else

!

The new Fox studio is a great big building,
covering a whole block on Tenth Avenue, New
York. Just inside the door sits a young man. at
a desk, and when I saw what difficult}- people had
getting beyond him and into the building I cer-
tainly did feel sorry for people who want to get
into pictures and think that if they could just
get to a studio their troubles would be all over.
W hy, we had to tell him who we were and whom we
wanted to see and why, and even then we had to wait
and wait till he got the person on the phone.
The press agent, an awfully nice girl named Miss

Peterson, came down right away and took us up to
the floor, as they always call the part of the studio
where they take the pictures. There was a lot of
scenery around, so that we couldn't see far, but the
most blood-curdling shrieks came to us, mixed in with
screams and thuds, and with a man's voice shouting
orders. My, but I got excited. We hurried toward
the sounds, stumbling over electric-light cords, finding
ourselves in places all shut in by scenery—some of
them very stunning rooms, too—and suddenlv coming
out in front of a lot of lights that just blazed down
on us. I never saw anything so bright as those lights
are

!

And then, all of a sudden, they went out, and the
shouting stopped, just as a bell rang somewhere. I

stared at the press agent, bewildered.
'"Union labor—stops promptly at twelve," she ex-

plained, laughing. "But let's look up the serial com-
panv—thev're doing 'Fantomas,' and it certainlv is

lively."
'

They came trooping out of the set just then, quite a
lot of men and one pretty little, yellow-haired girl.

Mr. Sedgwick, the director, was such a nice man, very
jolly and full of fun. The more I see of directors the
better I like them. He introduced me to the company
—John Walker, who played the male lead in "Over
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I've tried to do my hair like Pearl White's and I used to think that if I

could just walk past the place where she lived I'd be perfectly happy.

the Hill to the Poorhouse," was there, and the pretty

girl was Edna Murphy, who was in that picture, too.

"I'll show you how we choke the heroine," announced
Mr. Sedgwick, and he put his hands around Miss
Murphy's throat and just about did choke her—anyway,
she screamed. The}- all seemed to be having such a

good time together ; I wondered if people who did

serials didn't have more fun than the ones who do
just feature pictures.

After that we went to luncheon, at such an interest-

ing place. "The Rehearsal Club," it was called, and it

is run for girls who are on the stage. It is in a big,

old-fashioned house, with a front porch and a yard

—

I hadn't supposed there was a house like that in New
York, much less so near Broadway. The dining rooms
were full of girls who all seemed to be actresses—they
chattered back and forth from one table to another,

about how this one was rehearsing in such and such
a play, and somebody else was going out on the road.

They all seemed to be so interested in their work—that

was the only thing they talked about at all.

The food was awfully good, but, somehow. I just

couldn't eat. I kept remembering that I was going to

meet Pearl White that afternoon, and I felt sort of
scary about it, eager as I was to have it happen. You
know how it is—when you've wanted for years and
years to have a thing happen, and never supposed it

would, you feel sort of afraid at the last minute, and
almost want to put it off. I don't suppose I'll feel

any more panic-stricken the last few minutes before
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She has a way of opening her eves so wide, that when she looks at you
you're thrilled clear through.

I get married than T did that clay when I was going
to meet Pearl White.

She hadn't come yet when we got hack to the studio,

which gave me a few minntes' grace. We went in at

a. side door, and through the casting director's office,

and I just wish that everyhody who wants to get into

pictures could have been with me. There were quite

a lot of people there, sitting on the long benches in

the hall, waiting to see the man who engages actors

—they were all sorts of types, and most of them had
photographs with them. It seemed to me to be such

a hopeless thing to do—just sit there and wait hours,

perhaps, before they even saw the man, and then have
to go away and wait till he sent for them. I was glad

I didn't want to be an actress.

We went into the extras' dressing room then, and
I was surprised to find it so nice. Mirrors ran the

length of the walls, with long tables beneath, and rows
of chairs. There were lots of electric lights, and there

was running water in the room—you couldn't want a

cleaner or more comfortable place.

And then—the fatal moment came. We went back
up to the floor, and I saw over at one side a door
marked "No. i—Miss Pearl White." And the press

agent went over and knocked and walked right in.

We waited outside, and I gulped down the lump in

my throat and took one or two long breaths— I won-
dered if Pd be able to speak at all when I really met
Miss White, or if Pd just stand there like a dummy.
The press agent came out in a minute or two, laugh-

"Pearl White and I use the same kind of cold cream
—we're going to form a club," she said. Guess how
long it took me to find out what it was ! I knew how
interested all the girls at home would be—and I could
just see the man who keeps our drug store ordering it

by the hundred jars

!

"I told her that you said she'd always been your
favorite," the press agent went on. "And she said,

'Probably that's what she tells them all !' So you'll

have to convince her."

Well, I just slumped. Here Pd been wondering if

I could get up courage enough
to tell Pearl White how much
I liked her—and now Pd got

to prove to her that she

really was my favorite. I

sort of wished the press agent

hadn't said anything about
me.

We walked back to the set

she was to use—the cabin of

a ship, just a small place. And
then she came. I saw her

before the others did, and I

knew her in a minute—just a

little figure, picking her way
over the light cords, with

long, yellow hair hanging
clear below her waist. She
had on a black blouse and
short, black trousers, and was
barefooted. Pll bet those

clothes brought back to her

the wild childhood she de-

scribed in her book. "Tust

Me."
I couldn't really see her

face for quite a few minutes,

her hair sort of concealed it,

and there were a lot of peo-

ple between us—electricians,

two camera men, the director, the leading man, and
the villain—both very handsome, but with Pearl White
around I had no eyes- for handsome men.

It was a love scene they were making. Pearl White
was a girl who had been brought up on shipboard, in

a sort of uncivilized way, and the villain was a city

man. The hero, of course, was big and rough. They
rehearsed the action and tried different positions over

and over till the director was suited, and every few
minutes he'd step in and do the thing himself. You
can't imagine how funny it was, when the villain had
rehearsed putting his arms around Pearl White, to see

the director go in and take her place—the actors didn't

laugh, but I could hardly keep from it.

They began with Pearl lying on the floor, reading a

book. Then the villain came in, sat down in a chair

near her. and spoke to her. She looked up, and then

he knelt down beside her and caught her up in his

;>rms and kissed her, very hard and passionately, while

she fought with him. And then the hero rushed in.

caught him by the shoulder, and hurled him back against

the wall.

The first time they did the kissing part I just couldn't

look, I was so embarrassed and sort of ashamed for

them. I put my hands over my face and turned away.

It didn't seem possible that they could do it with so

many people looking on. But when I looked back the

villain was looking in a little pocket mirror and smooth-
ing his hair, and Pearl was sitting on the floor, prac-

ticing different expressions. I needn't have been so

sensitive. Of course, I'd known that sort of thing was
all in the day's work for them, but I hadn't realized

how it would be.

They did that scene over and over again, trying to

get it just right where the hero hurls the villain against

the wall. The first time they did it he threw him back

so hard that the walls of the set shook, and they both

laughed. But finally they got it. Then they shot it

several times, and afterward the legs of the camera
tripod were shortened, the lights were changed—you've

no idea how much time they spend fixing the lights

—

and they took some close-ups. (Continued on page 96)
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Critical comment on recent releases.

By Agnes Smith

THE late James Gibbons Huneker once wrote

that all criticism is personal ; that is to say,

the critic cannot tell you what you ought to

like or what you will like. He can only tell you
what he likes himself. If your critic is a frank per-

son who openly admits his prejudices, his partialities,

and his other defects in critical vision, you are able

to make allowances for the personal bias and draw
your own conclusions. If your critic disclaims any
personal prejudices and hides behind the mask of

academic authority or an impartiality which he does

not feel in his heart, you are apt to believe that it is

the mask and not the man behind it speaking.

Although some critics are such skilled ventriloquists

that they can make you think that their own voice is

a voice from heaven, every man or woman who has
written about art, music, the drama, and motion pic-

tures has written as an irrational and unreasonable
individual. As a reviewer. I am willing to confess
that I am both irrational and unreasonable and that

I have certain prejudices which I cannot Overcome.
For instance, many persons, I feel sure, think that

I have been too severe in speaking of the recent pro-
ductions of Cecil B. De Mille. If this is so, it is be-

cause I think Mr. De Mille too good a dramatist to

waste his time as a glorified fashion artist.

I dislike "intensely dramatic sex dramas" and
''gripping problem plays," because most of them do
not even attempt to deal frankly and honestly with
the subjects they set out to tackle. I have a predilec-

tion for slapstick comedies, provided that thev are
not vulgar or cheap, because I believe that they are
honest in their purpose. And I like most serials and
good blood-and-thunder melodramas, because they
make no false pretensions and because they do not
try to masquerade as "art."

A letter which appeared in Picture-Play Maga-
zine last month made me extremely uncomfortable. It

was signed "Serial Fan." and it said, among other
things, that all critics should be abolished. I was afraid
the editor would take it seriously. But in a way I

agree with the serial fan. The critic who tells you what
pictures to see and what pictures not to see ought to
be abolished. This reviewer merely selects the most
interesting pictures of the month, says a few words
about them, expresses a few personal opinions and
allows you to decide for yourself whether or not you
will like them.

"THE FOUR HORSEMEN."
' However, let's not talk any more about reviewers

;

let us talk about pictures. And. just now, the picture
most worth talking about is "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse." Very likely, in the heat of the war
fever, you read the book and were tremendously stirred

by it. As a Spaniard and as a mere innocent bystander,
Vicente Blasco Ibahez wrote the most vivid and power-
ful story of the war—it was written brutally in the
fire of an intense hate. Its claim to distinction lay in

the fact that the verbose old Spaniard brought prophetic
insight and spiritual significance to a hideous chaos.

Because it is a story of the war. you may say that

"The Four Horsemen" comes too late. As a matter of

"The Four Horsemen" is an artistic triumph; it is a great '

achievement for the screen.

fact, it comes too soon. Five years from now. it will

be a greater picture than it is to-day. During the war.

we did a lot of shouting, but we did not feel the im-

mensity of the situation. We are just beginning to

feel the emotions of the conflict. In five years, our
memories of the summer of 1914 will be more poignant

than they are to-day.

Artistically, "The Four Horsemen" is a great achieve-

ment for the screen. It brings into prominence a young
director named Rex Ingram, who made the picture for

Metro. And it also brings into prominence June
Mathis, who visualized the story and wrote the scenario.

The picture is such a literal and exact translation of

the book that it might have leaped from the covers of

the novel. It is so vivid, colorful, and stirring that

it makes most pictures look like feeble shadow shows.

The story opens in the Argentine, where Madriguara,
an old Spaniard, has settled and grown rich. He and
his family are cut off from the Old World. One of

his daughters has married a German and has three
sons ; the other has married a Frenchman and has a
son and a daughter. It is Julio Desiwyers. half French
and half Spanish, who is the hero of "the story. After
the death of his grandfather and before the beginning
of the war, Julio goes to Paris, equipped with plentv
of money and exact knowledge of how the Argentine
tango should be danced.

While Julio is interesting himself with intrigues and
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with dancing, the first of the horsemen appears in the

world. It is War. Julio's place on the cabaret floor

is taken by a singer who shouts forth the "Marseillaise."

The Frenchwoman whom Julio loves answers the call

and joins the Red Cross. Julio returns alone to his

studio and there encounters a Russian—a stranger

—

who expounds to him the prophecy of the Apocalypse.
The scenes which tell of the first outbreak of the

war fever in Paris are the most dramatic in the pic-

ture. Even D. W. Griffith has not filmed such stirring

scenes as these. After them comes the interpretation

of the prophecy of the four horsemen who follow the

Beast—War, Famine, Pestilence, and Death. Mr. In-

gram has lit these symbolic scenes with the fires of a
rare imagination. He has followed

the designs of Albrecht Durer and
summed up in a few minutes the

whole tragedy of the war.

The last part of the picture is not

as fine as the first. It shows the

sheer brutality and horror of war.

Julio, the man without a country, is

drawn into the conflict and dies face

to face with his German cousin. The
destruction of the chateau, the orgies

of the German soldiers, and the ter-

rors of battle are dramatically pic-

tured, but they leave you with a

feeling of revulsion. Perhaps one

cannot love the Germans ; but one
cannot go through life hating them
as Ibahez did when he wrote the

novel.

The amateur soothsayers along

Broadway are doubtful about the

popular success of "The Four Horse-
men." But none of these prophets

are doubtful about the quality of the work of Mr.
Ingram or Miss Mathis. Signor Ibahez ought to thank

his lucky star that his novel fell into the hands of two
such fine artists. "The Four Horsemen" might have

been a spectacular and million-dollar flivver. As it is,

it is an artistic triumph.

In awarding the large bunches of cut flowers to di-

rector and scenario writer, I have forgotten the actors.

Rudolph Valentino plays the role of Julio Desnoyers.

He is such a fine actor that you forget how handsome
he is and how well he dances. Alice Terry as Mar-

guerite Laurier acts and looks like another Blanche
Sweet. In plain and simple words, tbe cast is a won-
der.

"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE."
After going into a fine frenzy about a perfect adap-

tation, I will now grow equally enthusiastic about a

bad adaptation. William Fox has filmed Mark Twain's

story "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court."

Bernard McConville, who wrote the scenario, read the

book through once and then went out and forgot the

story. Emmett Flynn, the director, read the scenario

through once and then went out and forgot it. Then
somebody, under the influence of George M. Cohan

and Ring W. Lardner. came along

and wrote the subtitles. The result

is simply great.

"A Connecticut Yankee'' has been
battered beyond recognition, but it

is one of the funniest pictures I have
ever seen. It is full of harmless non-

sense and loud, long laughs. In spite

of the fact that Mark Twain has

been treated irreverently, the picture

sticks closely to the spirit of the story.

It is a travesty on the costume play,

it is a burlesque of royalty, it is a

practical joke on romance, and moon-
shine chivalry. If Mark Twain were
alive and saw the picture he might

not recognize it. but he would en-

joy it. After all. why take a book
like "A Connecticut Yankee" and
try to embalm it as though it were
some boresome old classic? WT

hy
not bring it up-to-date and make it

snappy? What could be funnier

than the sight of a lot of knights in full armor dash-

ing from the castle at Camelot on motor cycles? And
what is more comic than the thought of Sir Lancelot

earnestly rushing into battle in a Ford?
Harry Myers is seen as the Connecticut Yankee.

Mr. Fox has made the Yankee a handsome young John
Barrymore, who goes to King Arthur's Court wearing

a dinner suit. Pauline Starke is a piquant Sandy.

while Rosemary Theby is Morgan le Faye, a regular

Fox vampire. Doesn't it seem like old times to see

Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby in the same picture?

PITY THE POOR PRO-
DUCERS!

Westerners don't like the way the
West is represented on the screen;
and New Yorkers would like to
catch the producers who put on
gay cabaret scenes and prove to
them what a nice homey town
New York is. See "What the Fans
Think" for details. But Texas and
New York have no monopoly on
screen misrepresentation. Canada,
Minnesota, New Orleans, Nevada,
and Vermont are only a few of the
other districts that have registered
complaints. Something is surely
wrong, somewhere. Is it the pro-
ducer? Or you? Next month Helen
Klumph will tell you some startling

facts in answer to these questions.
Don't miss "Pity the Poor Pro-
ducers."
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"LYING LIPS."

""Lying Lips," which comes from the Thomas H.
Ince studio, does not inspire me to give three cheers.

It was supervised by Mr. Ince and is presented as an
Associated Producers release. It must be fine for Mr.
Ince just to sit around and supervise all day. But,

because "Lying Lips" is creating some sort of com-
ment, it might be well to give it passing and patroniz-

ing mention.

The story tells of an aristocratic English girl who
meets a rough diamond, a pleasant sort of Canadian
chap. In the excitement of a shipwreck, she decides

to marr\- him. But when they are rescued, she repents

and begs the man to deny that they are married. Can
you be interested in a heroine like that? She uses up
six good reels trying to

make up her mind
whether or not she will

acknowledge the im-
promptu husband. As
House Peters is the hus-
band, I don't see why
she was so uncertain.

Mr. Peters is the bright-

est spot in the picture.

Florence Yidor is the

wabbly heroine : it was
unkind to make her play
such a part. The ship-

wreck scenes are excit-

ing and well staged.

'•BURIED TREASURE.'
Life on the ocean

wave also figures promi-
nently in "Buried Trea-
sure," a production that

is ornamented by Marion
Davies. The picture is

interesting because Miss
Davies wears a black
wig part of the time.

She appears as a girl

with a double soul, sec-

ond sight, a Spanish
past, and a belief in re-

incarnation. As the psy-
chologists say. it is an
interesting case.

"Buried Treasure"
has a dual plot. The
story about the tough
ways of the pirates is

good and contains some
excellent romantic melodrama. But the modern story

is pallid and farfetched. However, you don't have to

believe everything you see on the screen. Both as a
blonde and as a brunette. Miss Davies is prettv, and
she acts with unusual vivacity; in fact, she romps
through the picture as though she were enjoying her-

self. The settings by Joseph Urban are lovely. George
D. Baker directed the production which is presented
by Paramount.
The same Mr. Baker also directed "Without Limit"

for Metro. I can hardly believe it. "Buried Treasure"
has lots of swing ; "Without Limit" is plunged in gloom.
It is the awful story of a minister's son who behaves
just exactly like the ministers' sons of the popular
songs. He breaks all the commandments and the eight-

eenth amendment. The picture shows us the under-
world and sin. and it is a dismal sort of underworld
and an unmerrv sort of sin. In the end the cast

—

Dexte

except the villain—gets religion. As Mark Twain would
say, the ending is all full of tears and flapdoodle. Anna
O. Nilsson and Robert Frazer play the leading roles.

•THE OLD SWIMMIN" HOLE."

Charles Ray springs a neat little surprise in "The
Old Swimmin' Hole." The picture was adapted from
James Whitcomb Riley's poem. But that isn't the sur-

prise. The surprise is that Mr. Ray and Joseph de
Grasse, his director, have made a picture which has
no subtitles. Moreover, it hasn't even a plot. When
you see "The Old Swimmin' Hole." you realize how
nonessential a plot is to a popular young man like Mr.
Ray. Plots spoil a lot of otherwise good pictures.

"The Old Swimmin' Hole" is an idyl of youth—

a

screen poem. It pictures

a few events in the life

of an old-fashioned boy.

It tells of the days
when the youth of In-

diana went barefooted
and hooked apples

and attended picnics.

With Mr. Ray at

his very best, this

charming picture de-

serves your kind atten-

tion.

•THE CONCERT."
While Mr. Ray's pic-

ture is all innocence and
youth. "The Concert," a
Goldwyn adaptation of

Herman Bahr's comedy,
is all middle age and
sophistication. Leo Dit-

richstein gave the stage

a memorable picture of

the pianist whom all

women adored and
whom only his wife un-
derstood. The comedy
is a neat little lesson for

those who pursue the il-

lusive matinee idol. But.
in spite of some flashes

of its original clever-

ness, it proves a rather

hazy sort of screen

play. Neither actors nor
adapters have caught the

nice shadings of its com-
edy. Lewis Stone is a

capable actor, but it takes a man with a tinge of genius

to play in "The Concert." Myrtle Stedman and Mabel
Julienne Scott are the other sides of the inevitable tri-

angle.

"WHAT WOMEN WILL DO."
How is that for the title of a good, clean story of

mother love? I will award the prize for bad titling

this month to Edward Jose. In the story of "What
Women Will Do." he had a fine, heart-interest melo-
drama: it is one of those "pictures with a sob and a
tear" that most motion-picture patrons enjoy. But then
he slams a title on it like "What Women Will Do"
and spoils it all.

In acting, directing, or plot, there is nothing cheap
about the picture, as you might expect from the title.

It is a story of a mother who tries to communicate
with her son who has been killed in the war. She be-

ippears to good advantage u
Witching Hour'"

'I lie
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"Buried Treasure" is a romantic melodrama, ornamented by

Miss Marion Da vies.

comes the victim of a band of crooks, but her kindli-

ness wins over even the worst villain. Jane Jennings
gives a dignified and delightful portrayal of the mother.

"STRAIGHT IS THE WAY."
A similar story is told in "Straight Is the Way."

Again the sweet smile of an old lady wins over a

couple of bad men who were out for her money. This

Paramount picture reminds us of a George M. Cohan
play; it concerns the adventures of two charming
crooks in a small town. Do they rob the innocent
rustics? No, they are completely reformed by the
country air.

• "Straight Is the Way" is a good comedy, pleasantly
played. Matt Moore is seen as the engaging crook.
Since it is the fashion to star the Moore brothers, why
doesn't some one star Matt ? His performance in this
particular film deserves recognition. Gladys Leslie,
whom I haven't seen for a long time, is the blond,
wide-eyed heroine.

"THE EASY ROAD."

And while we are on the subject of the crime wave,
it is well to tell you something about "The Easy Road."
Thomas Meighan's very newest. "The Easy Road''
is not as good as the two other pictures I have just

mentioned, but then, it boasts the presence of Mr.
Meighan. Mr. Meighan is one of my partialities.

There is nothing original, however, about liking Mr.
Meighan. He is a fine actor and a regular person.

But you may be disappointed in "The Easy Road."'

Mr. Meighan is capable of traveling a much harder
road. That is to say, he needs a big storv.

As for the others: Alice Lake again is seen as a
chorus girl in "The Greater Claim." Because she first

came into prominence as a comedienne, Metro gives

her nothing but sad stories. Motion-picture producers
evidently believe that all great emotional actresses

once worked in Sennett comedies. "Colorado." filmed

by Universal, is a screen version of an Augustus
Thomas play. It has one or two good thrills, but the

melodrama is extremely conventional. Frank Mayo
is starred in it.

Bebe Daniels. has her little fling in "She Couldn't
Help It," which is just a new title for the play "In
the Bishop's Carriage." Our old friend Tom Mix
goes his merry way in "The Road Demon" and tries

to train a wild Ford. It's very funny. William S.

Hart is his same rugged self in "O'Malley of the

Mounted." Another Western thriller is "The Killer,"

which tells a wild but entertaining tale of a gentle-

man whose hobby is murder. Frank Campeau is the

blood-thirsty person. He gives a fine performance,

but I know he has a kind heart.

"The Saphead" is a Metro-ization of Bronson-How-
ard's comedy "The New Henrietta." William Crane
and "Buster" Keaton are costarred. It is a pic-

ture that you don't want to miss because both Mr.
Crane and Mr. Keaton are two rising young artists.

Mr. Keaton is seen in the role once played on the

stage by Douglas Fairbanks. Realizing that he couldn't

beat Mr. Fairbanks at his own game, he gives an

original portrayal of Bertie, the Lamb.

"The Black Panther's Cub" is W. K. Ziegfeld's

first adventure in film land. And, what is more im-

portant, it brings Florence Reed back to the screen.

All actresses who aim to play emotional roles should

watch Miss Reed and take a few lessons. Miss Reed
has intelligence and beauty, and she knows her busi-

ness. The picture is an excellent dramatic vehicle

for her talents.

Conway Tearle is now a real star and is doing nicely,

thank you. "The Road to Ambition" and "Society

Snobs" are his current productions. Do not confuse

"Society Snobs" with "Society Secrets." The latter is

a light little story from Universal with Eva Novak as

the featured player.



D. W. Griffith Pre-

sents

—

Unusual Carol Dempster

in an unusual way.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

I WENT to see "The Love Flower." because

D. W. Griffith had made it, and because I

would no more think of missing one of his

pictures than I would think of missing Christmas
dinner on December 25th. The picture proved
to be frank melodrama, but Carol Dempster
lifted it for me to what some people might call

art. She held me. anyway.
When the picture was over, an elaborate notice

was flashed, stating that Mr. Griffith and Miss
Dempster were scheduled to appear in person at

eight that evening. I looked at my watch. It was
six o'clock. I sherlocked within myself as fol-

lows : there are two places where celebs dine in

Boston, and D. W. G. would be at one of them
with his little star. I made for the Touraine first,

because it was nearest. Hardly had I stepped in-

side the lobby when I spotted the man who made
"The Birth of a Nation" strolling toward the ele-

vator. A slender, squirrel-coated girl accompanied
him: Carol Dempster. I hurried over to him.
"Pardon my intrusion, Mr. Griffith, but the

readers of Picture-Play Maga-
zine want ten minutes of Miss
Dempster's time."

He turned and smiled and said

:

"All right." Then D. W. Griffith

presented—not in the usual silver-

sheet way, but in a highly informal
manner—Miss Carol Dempster in

"Ten Minutes." We stood chatting
for a minute, whereupon the direc-

torial genius left to greet a delega-
tion of exhibitors, and we were
alone.

The elusive, antelope eyes are ex-
actly the same in lobby life as on
the screen. And her ' hair is the
color brown that you would expect,
but her height surprised me. The
whole girl can't be more than five

feet two, and as for weight—she
hasn't any! Ninety-one light

pounds, but her personality is there.

She wasn't used to being inter-
viewed, she told me. and she simply
felt that she wanted to be with
Griffith always, and stay in pictures
forever, and do things' as interest-
ing as she has been doing.

Carol Dempster has a slender lit-

tle face, with delicate features, and
big, expressive eyes. Her hair is

crinkly and a deep, serious brown;
her hands are long and slim, and
so are her ankles. In her squirrel
coat and squir-

rel turban, she In "Flaming Lamps"

looked like she is rollicking and

nothing quite so winsome.

Photo by Victor Geore - . . - '
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Carol Dempster looks like a boarding-

school product^
~

much as a boarding-school product, in town for

tea and fuh.~ " It's next to impossible to sit and

ask such a girl about her "future," there is ob-

viously so much of it, and it's evident that she

would rather chat about the Follies, and "whether

the music is good for dancing at the Copley-Plaza.

She did tell me, however, in a very low, quiet lit-

tle Voice, how she started to flicker.

"I'm about the luckiest girl in the world, I

think," she said. "I was studying under Ruth
St. Denis out at Denishawn when Mr. Griffith

came over one day to get some dancing girls for

the bacchanale in 'Intolerance.' He liked me well

enough to tell me that he would really use me in

a picture part some day, and for two years I

didn't hear a word from him. Then, just as I

was finishing high school, he offered me a part

in 'The Girl Who Stayed at Home,' and I almost

went wild with joy.

"He's been perfect to me, and he has taught

me absolutely everything. Since that first picture

I've done 'Scarlet Days' and 'The Love Flower.'
"

"And some day," I suggested, a bit cynically,

"you'll be a star, who merely 'started with Grif-

fith.'
"

She shook her head vehemently in denial.

"I'll stay with Mr. Griffith," she assured me,
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She swears by Ruth St. Denis, Kipling, George M. Cohan, and
parfaits—any flavor.

"just as long as he'll have me. He's an in-

spiration, not only to the actor and actress, but
to every one on the set, from camera man to
prop boy. I've never met such a remarkable
man before. I never expect to again, either."
she added.

It has been said that Griffith robs his people
of their personality and substitutes his own in-
stead. I asked Miss Dempster about this.

"It depends upon the individual," she replied.
"If the actress has no originality, she will simply
do as Griffith does. She will mimic him. He
is a wonderful pantomimist. I've seen him do
everything, from a child to an old woman. He
gets the conception across remarkably. Now to
an intelligent actress it seems to me, this is a
help, but not a substitute for her own methods.
It is always possible to utilize Mr. Griffith's

suggestions. But he does not make you sacri-

fice your own ideas. The idea is to blend your
personality with his hints on how it might most
effectively be done. The result is true to life,

usually. And there is no doubt that he should
receive a major portion of the credit. His in-

spiration is invaluable to all of us."

Besides being deeply appreciative of the
Griffithian art. Carol Dempster swears by Ruth
St. Denis, Kipling, George M. Cohan, and par-

faits, any flavor. I didn't hear her rave about
her work, although she did rave about her dis-

coverer, in no uncertain terms. And she re-

quested that I mention one thing for her, as

a special favor.

"It's a little thing, I know," she said, "but
I do want people to know that I made that high
dive in 'The Love Flower,' and that no one
doubled for me in the underwater scenes, either.

It's just a childish matter of pride, I guess.

But I was scared to death at the thought of

that dive, and after I did muster up enough
courage to go through with it, and then heard
people assuring me that I couldn't have been

Continued on page 99
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Don't Change Your Language
So our well-known interviewer advises, but though she did that very thing

she managed to learn several interesting things about Max Linder.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

INTERVIEWING a foreign comedian proves many
things to one ; that one's French vocabulary leaks

like a sieve ; that an interpreter is the better part

of valor, and that if one thinks one speaks French, a
few moments with a native of that so dear France dis-

illusions one ; it even makes one wonder what was the

language they taught that passed for French in high

school.

By this preamble you may know that I went, I saw,

and that I was conquered. Of course, I knew that

Max Linder was from Paris, and that he and the Eng-
lish language are scarcely on speaking terms, but what
of that? Had I not wrestled for two years with la

belle langue. Fraser and Squair's grammar being the

referee, and had I not emerged from the final round
with an "A" for a grade, and a flock of irregular

verbs harnessed meekly to my chariot wheels? Also,

had I not read "Cyrano de Bergerac" in the original

and bragged about it openly? I could even order
meringue glace at dinner without a quiver, and once
I said "Bon jour" to a French head waiter, who looked
properly impressed. Why then, I ask you, should I

have had any qualms about a mere interview with Max
Linder? As I remember the details of the sad affair.

I upstaged the interpreter who wanted to translate Max
into English and me into French. I told him airily

that I was quite proficient in French myself, oh, yes.

quite

!

Being a man, he took me at my word. Being a

woman, I afterward resented it. He should have
known

!

Anyway, the place was Universal City, the time very
slightly in the past, and the scene was a table in the

cafeteria. The participants in the linguistic duel were
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Max Linder and myself. A sym-

pathetic publicity man hung around

the conversational outskirts, but he

wasn't much of a help. He thought

pomme de terre was the French way
of saying, "What'll you have?"
Max is small of stature, with

brown eyes of amazing brilliancy and
vivacity. His face is marvelously ex-

pressive, and his hands speak every

language in the world. He illus-

trates everything when he talks, from
dying with the fever to sewing on
a button. He is always on the alert,

quick of speech and action, and a

born pantomimist. He has a friendly

way of putting his hand on your
arm in moments of emphasis. He
dresses in a manner essentially Con-
tinental, gaining an effect of smart-

ness without ostentation. He has
very small feet, and his shoes haA^e

sloping military heels.

I suppose, too, I should add a word
as to who he is, though perhaps it

is an unnecessary precaution. I had
always heard of Max Linder, of

course, but I did not know that he
is the most famous of all Continen-
tal comedians, and that he is the idol

of the French people just as Charlie
Chaplin is ours. He has kept his

place at the top of the European
comedy ladder both in stage and
screen work, and he finds it a little

difficult to understand why Ameri-
cans do not know more about him.

So much for that. This is what
happened

:

Me (on being seated) : Oh, mon-
sieur, je suis so glad to meet vous.
He (a little blankly) : Comment,

mademoiselle?

His face is marvelously

expressive.

Max is small of stature, with brown eyes of amazing

brilliancy.

Me: I say

—

(aside to the publicity ma",)—how do you say "glad

to meet" in French?
P. M. '(helplessly) : Gosh, 1 don't know!
Me (snappishly) : Well. I should think you'd find out. (To Max) :

Tell me, monsieur, how many years—er

—

ans, avcz vous been in this

country

—

er-pays?

He (with a Gallic shrug) : Oh, mademoiselle, je suis ici depuis

He was off, going at sixty miles a sentence. I held my hat and
stuck to my seat, occasionally grabbing a word as it zipped past,

and nodding my head rhythmically like a mechanical bear to give

the impression that I was right at his heels. He finished up
by saying something with a rising inflection of voice which

I took to be a query if I had understood everything. I

nodded vigorously. Fie said something to the waiter in

French, who brought me a side order of beans. It

appeared that I had given my consent.

"Mr. Linder has been in America this time

about two years," said the publicity man ingrati-

atingly. "He was in the war for two years
serving as a private, and after he recovered
from being gassed and wounded, was sent

to Italy to do propaganda work. Then
Continued on page 98



Where Do They Get

Their Storms?
By Marjorie Charles

Photo by Witzel

John Wilder is storm, fire, shipwreck, and general marin

expert of the Pacific Coast for motion-picture purposes

WHEN the weather man says

that it may rain to-night

it sometimes does. When
John Wilder announces that at

precisely eight o'clock there will

be a violent rainstorm, half a

gale, and possibly a few snow
squalls, there isn't any doubt

about it. The rainstorm, gale,

and snow arrive exactly accord-

ing to schedule. Wilder makes
them.

When the dauntless hero stag-

gers through the clouds of flame

aboard the burning brig and stag-

gers back with the heroine in his

arms, the chances are that Toh

Wilder and his assistants were artfi

hidden somewhere, helping the clou

flame on their heated way.
When sailors aboard the ships of filmland

Dozens of directors know Wilder's abilities. He
has assisted with so many pictures that he has for-

gotten the names of half of them until some incident

recalls them. But just offhand he remembers "Way
Down East," for Griffith; "The Sea Wolf" and "The
Mutiny of the Ehinore," for Ted Sloman ; "Under
Crimson Skies," starring Elmo Lincoln and directed

by Rex Ingram ; "Shore Acres," another Rex Ingram
picture, starring Alice Lake ; "What Women Love,"
starring Annette Kellermann and directed by Nate
Watt ; "The Silver Horde," the Goldwyn-Rex Beach
feature ; "Beneath the Mast" and "Below the Sur-

face," starring Hobart Bosworth, with Roy Marshall

directing; "When the Clouds Roll By," the Fairbanks

picture; "Behold My Wife," the George Melford
production; "End of the. Trail," an Edwin Carewe
picture, starring Jane Novak ; "The Purple Cipher."

with Earle Williams as star and Chester Bennett as

director.

Knowing the sea from long experience in all kinds

of weather and on all kinds of vessels. Wilder is in-

valuable when it comes to checking the accuracy of

marine detail. No sailor will wear Kollege Kut
clothes or pointed toe shoes on board ship, if Wilder

sees him. No ship will struggle along with nautically

horrible things the matter with her rigging

or her canvas. No sailor in an audience
will burst into scornful laughter

over a picture in which Wilder
helped. Directors know this

and accept his suggestions

accordingly— most of
them. Those who cling

to the notion that

knowledge of rbwboat
navigation fits them to

order the affairs of a
ship, find Wilder per-

fectly courteous and
calm, but unaccount-

ably swamped with
other work the next
time they seek his

services.

Take the matter of

fires, for instance. Some-
times ships are actually

burned, but not every time

that an audience thinks they

are. Many a ship that apparently

has been swept by devouring flames

look like real sailors and act like real sailors, han- For"Below theSurface" one night puts out to sea the next day.

die their oars like oars and not like brooms, and Wilder was called upon none the worse for wear. It's all due to

run up the rigging without looking as if they to provide a submarine. Wilder and his fire contrivances.

were climbing stepladders, it's a safe guess that

Wilder has provided the real article from down on San
Francisco's water front.

In other words, John Wilder, who has his regular

business as outside man for the Crowley Launch and
Tugboat Company of San Francisco, is the storm, fire,

shipwreck, undersea and general marine expert of the

Pacific Coast for motion-picture purposes.

Suppose that the scene calls for a fire

in a ship's hold, flames pouring from the hatchway and
licking the deck. Very well. In the open space of the

hatch, Wilder suspends a wooden box lined with tin

or sheetiron, a shallow box just a little smaller than

the hatch so that it fits comfortably out of sight. The
box is loaded with smoke bombs, fire pots, and other

visually deadly contrivances. Neatly concealed about the



Motion-picture directors can't

wait for weather to fit their

scenarios, so they send for John
Wilder who delivers storms,

fires, and wrecks to order.

Driscoll

scene are half a dozen assist-

ants armed with flame torches.

These torches are very much
like the torches carried in the

old-time political parades. A
tube filled with alcohol, cot-

ton, or some easily inflamma-

ble material provides the kin-

dling. The rest of the torch's

head is filled with lycopodium
powder, a particularly spec-

tacular, but comparatively

harmless fuel. The men, ly-

ing behind the shelter of the

hatch with their torches in

place, blow vigorously on the

end of a tube which is the

shank of the torch. The
lycopodium powder promptly
shoots out over the burning
cotton, catches fire, and up
leap the flames. Sometimes
compressed air works a whole
string of fire torches at once

too neat and regular a fire

storm in "Shore Acres" was the best one ever II 'ilder declare:

but that makes rather

not to be compared with

the irregular and spontaneous outburst of flames that

result from half a dozen men with varying lung power,

each working his own torch.

Are fires so created realistic? Well, one night, not

so very long ago, the navy tug Vigilance and the har-

bor board tug Governor Markham of San Francisco
came racing at full speed to put out what their captains

thought was a genuine blaze. It happened during the

filming of "Beneath the Mast." The schooner Lily

was "working." The big scene was on, and everything

Photo by W.R. Scott

Wilder gathers his genuine shellbacks from the San Francisco water front

was going at top speed, including the flames, when the

two tugs dashed up alongside the supposedly blazing

vessel and turned unexpected and very cold streams of

water on her. It took a personal appearance on the

part of Wilder and the evidence of the cameras to con-

vince the tug captains that the Lily was not about to

burn to the water's edge.

Storms at sea are frequently called for. "Shore
Acres" and "The Mutiny of the Elsinorc" are two re-

cent and particularly lively storms of filmland. The
"Shore Acres" storm is the best that has ever been
made, Wilder declares.

Wilder's storms are not

merely water pumped through
a perforated pipe or anything

so simple as that. Every
storm is a matter for careful

individual consideration. The
rain must come in gusts. If

the wind is from the east,

the rain must move accord-

ingly. There must be no dry

spots nor a calm and peaceful

background while the fore-

ground is filled with furious

rain. In fact, such an appar-

ently ordinary thing as a rain-

storm takes on new complica-

tions when Wilder describes

it.

To provide for those sud-

den gusts of rain or snow that

make an audience shiver in-

voluntarily. Wilder depends

on a motor working a wind
machine, which is not unlike

a set of airplane propellers.

It must be a motor of high
Continued on page 94
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To The Generally Public. Dear Madam

:

Well, I am now in a position to announce the results

of the world-wide votin' contest I recently staged with

the ideas of gettin' a line on which type of movie star

my brace of admirers wouldst prefer me to interview, to

the viz. male or female. The complete figures is in

with the exceptions of Ireland, who I understand is

terrible busy right now and can't be bothered. It seems
they are shootin' a picture of their own over there

entitled "The Birth of a Nation," which when it comes

By H. C.

Author of "From

to action, wouldst make the movie by the same name,
which Griffith tore off, look like a "still" of Arlington

Cemetary.
How the so ever, the results is as thus

:

Interview males only i

Interview females only 2

Don't interview nobody 238,651

Not voting 27,738,003

As the votes of my three constant readers showed
such a decidedly preference for female interviews, and
as your correspondent dislikes stallin' around with

beaucoup lookers the same way Rockfeller dislikes the

oil business, I cast about for a victim the minute the

Prince of Wales called me up and announced the re-

sult of the ballotin'. Never havin' been in the auto-

mobile, jewelry, or law business, I have not had the

advantages of meetin' movie stars daily, so like Adam,
I was at the loss where to begin. How the so ever,

havin' heard that they was a plot on foot to make
movin' pictures out at Universal City, and that a comely

young man by the names of Chas. Hertzman was one

of the chief conspirators, I called him up with a phone
and made known my modest wishes. To say Chas.

was delighted wouldst be doin' his emotions a injustice,

and fin'ly he says

:

"How would you like to interview Priscilla Dean?"
"How would you like to have Yanderbilt's bank roll?"

I answered demurely.

So that was all settled.
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Clubbing with the Kliegs.

BACK in California

!

Land of static sun and Klieg light

!

The last stop was the first stop. That is, I

started in where 1 left off when I went to New York
—Wally Reid's dressing room, which I'm pleased to

call the Great Oasis. It's just as illicit looking as when
I left it. And Kelly, the plenipotentiary extraordinaire,

just as efficient.

Kelly is my favorite artist of the Lasky atelier. He
knows secrets of lost arts. He's something of a magi-

cian, able to produce just what and when you need

;

therefore he cannot be termed a valet, since valets never

can. If all the world were Kelly s, Wally Reid would
win every popularity contest by an overwhelming major-

ity of all the votes. As it is, Kelly has a great deal

to do with Wally's popularity among pilgrim scribes.

Also among those present upon our arrival was Hezi
Tate.

Hezi, I believe, thinks he's an assistant director or

something of the sort. In reality he is a personality

worker, unlike a confidence worker in that no one has
any confidence in him. In a previous incarnation Hezi
no doubt was the king's favorite jester. Even as he
stands he's not so bad, not so bad. He talks copy
equaled only by Ring Lardner, Texas Guinan, and
Elinor Glynn.

I give Hezi this space because he says he reads this

Grill. And laughs.

He asserts—ridiculous, is it not?—that he even knows

RIGHT OFF
Our intrepid commentator, having

East, returns to the West where

he regales you with news, rumors.

By Herbert
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the sources from which I crib my original wit and bon
mots. All of which shows he's a student of literature.

In the future he may even become a source.

Meet Bill Reid.

Wally Reid recently took to new diggings alongside

those of Bill Hart and Bill Desmond.
The Reid domus is of Moorish architecture, the prin-

cipal features of which are a swimming pool in the

backyard, a son, and the charming Mrs. Reid of Titian

piquancy.

There isn't any butler.

But at the head of the stairs leading to the upper
drawing-room I encountered a gentleman in overalls,

who accosted me thus

:

"I'm Bill Reid; who are you?"
I passed his grave survey, was admitted, and allowed

to see if I could tear his strongfort breeches. He as-
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Baseball to Boches."

Those which has nothin' else to do can imagine my
astonishment at breakfast the next mornin', when a

valuable tourin' car tooled up to my door, and after

hastily gulpin' down my Arroyo Seco—native dish of

Sunkist stewed eggs with sparrow's kidney—I was
whisked out to Universal City. Before proceedin' to

the sensational parts of this essay, I wouldst like per-

mission to say that of all the interestin' and dumfoundin'
places I have ever been in, not barrin' Philadelphia,

Universal City leads the league ! They is Indians and
Iguanas, cowboys and Mexicans, lions and elephants,

palaces and huts, Igorrote villages and Parisian boule-

vards, frigid Alaskan towns and sizzlin' South Ameri-
can hamlets, Russian—but they is no use goin' into

the matter further as this place wouldst baffle the guy
which first baffled description. To describe it with a

word, Universal City, with its dazzlin' and eye-widenin'

wonders, can only be appreciated by a globe trotter or

a guy which has enjoyed Delerium Tremens. And the

last named does take one a few places and show one
some strange sights, you must admit

!

Honorable Monsieur Hertzman met me at his mag-
nificent office, and after showin' me the acoustics

therein he suggested that I sit down and read over
some scenarios, on the chance of shop-liftin' a original

plot for one of my stories so's to give my readers a
shock. Ignorin' the compliment, I says why do I have
to wait, and Chas. says he is tryin' to excavate a
good man on "stills" for the oil paintin's which illus-

trates this vest-pocket novel. Well, I remarks, that

since the prohibition-enforcement guys has raised their

prices for confiscated hooch I have become a fairly

good mechanic on stills myself. We exchanged laughs,

with neither havin' a decided advantage, 'and then I

says, like you are prob'ly sayin', "Well, what about

Priscilla Dean?" (Continued on page 97)
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THE GRILL
scooped up all of the news in the

Filmhood is in Flower. This month

and bright sayings of the film stars.

Howe
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sured me he had a still tougher pair which he would

wear out, for all that, in a single day.

I met Max, the dog, who in an interview some time

ago declared young Reid a greater actor than Reid

pere. Young Reid evidently thinks the dog has histri-

onic gifts as well. Only that day he had applied an

elaborate and fearful make-up to the canine counte-

nance. Traces of eyebrow pencil still remained on the

fur, and the last lump of rouge was being licked from

the upper lip.

Bill has discovered that he has a talent for writing

and that he has a message to give the world, his first

effort being a writing on the wall of his mother's

boudoir. He assured me that the rights to his next

literary work would be given to Picture-Play, since

his loving mother did not appreciate his maiden attempt.

This contribution is to be an impression of his famous
parents.

Missionary Meighan.

Tommy Meighan in make-up was partying in

a cabaret of a Lasky set, the principal fixture of which
was an enormous caldron full of devils—gentlemen in

red tights who resembled crabs with a fever.

Tommy had just returned from San Francisco, where
he and Tony Moreno had been competing with the

Golden Gate and the seals as civic attractions. Both
were exceedingly popular with the Friscans according

to their own unbiased accounts. Theirs was a noble mis-

sionary call on behalf of the good name of movie play-

ers, left in bad odor by Wally Reid on his visit when
he threw eggs at hoary citizens. Wally says it's a lie,

that another party did it, and he got the blame. Being

an upright journalist I give the denial the same promi-

nence as the libel. Just the same I'd never take a

chance of passing under a window where sat sweet

Wally with a basket of sour eggs. Reid elder hasn't

the dignity of Reid younger. He's excessively irre-

sponsible, although the}- do say he hasn't been late a
single clay for his "Five Kisses," surnamed "The Af-
fairs of Anatol."

Dizzy Stuff.

While still conscious I left the Lasky lot.

It is not to my discredit if I were a bit dizzy. Ethel

Sands, our adventuring Alice in filmland, says she al-

ways gets that way around stars. If Ethel ever visits

Wally they'll have to carry her out. The day she met
Dick Bartbelmess and D. W. Griffith she admits she
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went dazed. Then in came Theda Bara, and out passed

Ethel—cold. No discredit ! I got all fuddled myself

;

tried to think of my birthday date to see if it would
synchronize with Theda's, as it would have to if I

wanted to be favored ; couldn't remember a single con-

founded date except 1492, which Dick said made me
appear a trifle old even for vamping ; turned around as

Theda entered just in time to catch Dick before he
swooned ; Theda was so much more charming in the

flesh than on the screen that even the steel-cased, com-
bination-locked heart of the coeur-de-lion Richard didn't

keep time for hours afterward.

Tony and Havanas.

From the Lasky fastness the parade formed to the

right and turned toward the Vitagraph studio. There
was Tony Garrido Monteagudo Moreno, the most regu-

lar guy who ever carried around an irregular name.
He was dictating to two secretaries at once in two
languages, the Spanish coming from
the left and the English from the

right of a Havana cigar. Owing to

a four weeks' vacation Don Tony
was looking so handsome that Adela
St. John, my accompanist, went away
and wrote a story called "The Twen-
tieth Century Don Juan." That's

giving Tony speed, I'll say. She de-

scribed his color as being like unto
a Rembrandt canvas, which, as I re-

call, is something like a russet shoe.

"And they say men aren't cats !" said

my friend. Well, to prove there's

nothing feline about me I'll say Tony
looks like a synthesis of all the Greek-

gods—with the muscles of Hercules
beneath the skin of Antinous. Dog-
gone, there goes that good line I was
saving to describe mon ideal Georges
Carpentier.

After I had delivered to Tony all

the sweet messages with which I had been freighted

by Harriette Underhill, Gladys Hall, Louella O. Par-

sons, and all the other Far Easterners whom he so

ardently admires, I helped myself to a handful of

Havanas, shoved the dog off the day bed, and proceeded
to read the story of Tony's next screen play. Tony
said he would tell it to me. If there's anything I hate

worse than war and scenics it's the guy who tells me
stories. But say, Tony could tell you the life story

of a paralytic jellyfish and have you in a sweat of ex-

citement. I never tell who my favorite screen actor is ;

my life is hard enough in these dark days of thirst and
hunger, but I must say that offscreen, at least Tony
is the male Bernhardt. Fie could recite "Poor Little

Ice-cream Soda" and make you weep as intemperately

as does Margaret Anglin, only I don't think Tony's
ice-cream soda would be that kind. It would probably
make you climb a tree and throw coconuts at your an-

cestors. Well, just to show how excited he can get

you, I caught myself passing him the very cigars I'd

lifted with so great trouble a moment before. After
this faux pas, I adjourned with him to the projection

room to see his first feature since he swore off serials.

Since Agnes Smith would send me a bonbon fronted

with ground glass if I dared review the picture before
she put her lorgnettes to it, I'll say no more. But go
and see it—no matter what Agnes says. You may ex-

pect some big Moreno masterpieces to ensue. (Adv.)
A final hasty pass over the cigar box and I adjourned
to the Goldwyn Parthenon, which is as full of eminent
authors as z^thens was of philosophers.

We were late getting there owing to my thirsty

chauffeuse, who stopped at every stand along the road
for apple cider. Luckily none of it was as strong as

that brewed by George Stewart. George heard that if

you put three raisins in a quart of cider you'd get a

kick. George is nothing if not magnificent. He threw

in a pound. That night the cork kicked out of the

bottle and hit the ceiling with such a deafening report

that Sister Anita screamed wildly, believing her delight-

ful brother had been shot.

We found Will Rogers wearing a talkative waistcoat

that quite out-talked that of Joseph's. Will was deliver-

ing an oration to a circle of visitors.

The Reverend Rogers said in part

:

"Some of our soldier boys are still in Germany.
They're being kept there to receive the mail sent to

them during the war.

"I understand we also have some soldiers in Siberia,

and they can't be sent home, because nobody in the

war department knows where
Siberia is.

"I am one of the few motion-pic-

ture actors who has the original wife
he started out with. She's not brag-

ging about it, but I am.
"I understand the police author-

ities are going to be more severe

with murderers and holdup men. I

hear that if they keep it up their

names will be published in the

paper."

When he finished, Mary Alden ap-

plauded wildly and screamed in-

dorsement :

"Hurrah for Bill ! He never stut-

tered nor blushed once."

Bill ignored this evocation of ec-

stacy aroused by his eloquence and
solemnly shook hands with his audi-

ence, bidding them go home and be

good citizens and supporters of Sarn

Goldwyn, which they all promised to do.

The only other star remaining within the Goldwyn
mosque is Tom Moore, who was away getting his

marriage license and planning the Valentine Day's

party when Cupid, with benefit of clergy, would rivet

his heart and hand to those of Renee Adoree.

Cullen Landis was whistling around and acting demo-
cratic, not knowing perhaps that Goldwyn is planning

to star him in boy roles of the type which Jack Pick-

ford used to do. Jack, as you know, has quit support-

ing the Goldwyn lion to appear under the equally brave

domination of his mother. The announcement read

"With his own company," a line which has become the

favorite epitaph of so many good little stars.

Mary Roberts Rinehart was just leaving for New
York after showing one of her famous stories through

the camera. She was entertained at a farewell publicity

luncheon at which she told this quip

:

"I always believed firmly in publicity, as firmly as

the lady who wanted to join the Baptist church until

she learned of the baptism. 'Complete immersion, did

you say?' said the lady. 'No, -no, that's impossible. I

couldn't afford to be out of the public eye that long.'
"

Another interesting character of the literary world

was present. She is Anzia Yezierska, author of

"Hungry Hearts." Miss Yezierska was an immigrant,

later a sweatshop worker. She lived in an East Side

tenement on crackers, mush, and milk for a year while

writing her great series of human-vibrant stories. She
still lives in the most severe simplicity.

Continued on page 87

NEW YORK'S LOWER
EAST SIDE

That famous melting pot of Occi-
dent and Orient, that land of buried
hopes whose dirt and misery bal-
ances all the grandeur of other
parts of New York—the district of
the Bowery and Chinatown, long
famous in fiction— is being repro-
duced for the screen version of
"Salvation Nell." Helen Bullitt
Lowry, a newspaper writer who
has long delved into the secrets of
New York's darkest slums, visited
the studio where the making of
the picture was in progress and
saw the East Side as it was repre-
sented there. She contrasts this
setting with the real one in the
next issue of PICTURE-PLAY in
a vivid story of the most colorful
section of New York.



Touch Up Your

High Lights

That is what every gown of Elsie Fergu-

son's does; this article tells you how.

By Louise Williams

ELSIE FERGUSON has the most exclam-

atory hair I've ever seen !" remarked a

friend of mine the other day, as we
turned again to our luncheon after having

paused to watch Miss Ferguson cross the great

hotel dining room. "Somehow, you always no-

tice it, don't you?"
"You do," I agreed. "Yet it isn't so bright

colored or so curly as Constance Talmadge's or

Anna Nilsson's or several other girls'. But, of

course, Miss Ferguson makes her hair an ex-

clamation point."

She does, you know. Just recall the times

you've seen her on the stage, or at a theater or

hotel, or on the screen. You remember her

charm, her air of fragility, of good breeding,

of course—but the beauty of her golden hair

is one of the first things you recall when you're

considering just her physical appearance. For
in coloring, in line, subtly yet effectively, she

emphasizes its beauty always, by means of her

clothes.

Then, too, her cos-

tumes always have

one particular high

light, supplementing

that of her hair.

Sometimes it's a fan,

sometimes it's a brace-

let of deep-green

jade, or a pendant, or

perhaps a very beau-

tiful strand of pearls.

It claims vour atten-

tion instantly. Now,
if you'll stop and
think a moment, you'll

see the value of that.

Study Miss Fergu-
son's coloring and
you'll realize that her

deep-blue eyes and the

delicate gold of her

hair, though effective,

are not vivid. Her
features are delicate.

There is nothing ob-

vious about her ap-

pearance that shouts

from the housetops,

as it were
;
you know

instantly when you
look at her that she

is lovely, but it is an
impression of charm
and aristocracy that

you get first, rather

than one of intrinsic

beauty.

•
*****

A bracelet of jade and the bead trimming on this frock

are its high lights.

Very well. Now, when we consider such a type in

a designer's studio, we immediately begin to plan for

a high light, some one note that will attract attention,

though not necessarily hold it. If the girl is of vivid

coloring—Dorothy Dalton and Pearl White are good
examples of this type—this note can be obtained by us-

ing brilliant color in the costume itself. But for a more
delicate type of girl, it is well to provide something
quite independent of the wearer's personality, that will

make no demands on it, but will be self-sufficient.

For example, if a girl wears a bright-colored hat she

can't afford to look tired ; let her lose her enthusiasm
for a moment, and she'll seem old and haggard. But
attract attention to some one good point—some high

light in her appearance by means of a brilliant-hued

string of beads, and she needn't live up to them if she

doesn't want to. If they are amber beads, and her hair

is golden, they send the beholder's eye straight to it.

Blue eyes and turquoise beads, a pale, clear complexion

and pearls, a pretty mouth and a twisted strand of

garnets—one can stay "Stop, look, and listen" in so

many, many ways

!

But to return to Elsie Ferguson and her high lights.

Her recent sojourn in Paris resulted in the creation

of many a frock which carried out her remarkably good
judgment in matters of dress.

"I simply spent all my time
Elsie Ferguson's figure choosing gowns, wraps and
is so beautiful that she hats," she told me shortly after

must wear simple gowns she returned home. "I went to

to do it justice. the modistes' the first thin? in
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The coarse texture of monkey fur

emphasizes the delicacy of Elsie Fer-

guson's complexion.

the morning and stayed till they closed

at night. Then I came home and went

to bed."

But the results were worth it. In

those sanctuaries of the best-known de-

signers she selected—well, here are

photographs and descriptions of some of

the gowns which Miss Ferguson paid

duty on when she returned to the States.

You will see her wear them in the

screen version of "Sacred and Profane

Love," the play in which she made such

a success on the stage last year, and in

"Footlights," a picture based on a story

of stage life, on which she is working

now.
One of these new gowns, for evening

wear, is of gold brocade, a shade which

is unusually good for Miss Ferguson,

because of her hair. Incidentally, the blond girls who have always
regarded yellow as a color meant especially for their darker-haired

sisters will do well to follow her example and take to the various

golden shades, if they wish to emphasize the beauty of their hair.

This evening gown is particularly interesting because of the trim-

ming. It is embroidered in beads, in two tones of green, coral, and
garnet. Ropes of pearls combined with pink topazes create an
especially good effect, and a very new one. You can do a great deal

by combining beads of different colors in this manner.
Beads play an important part in several of these new frocks.

Much of the charm of one stunning creation of black satin depends
on bead trimming, which is developed in crystal and black onyx
beads. Long strands of them are brought down across the frock,

crossed in front, then brought down under the gown from front to

back. This use of long strips of trimming has been in great favor

this year, and indications are that it will be equally popular for

summer frocks.

Of course, it is necessary to remember that in selecting her gowns
Miss Ferguson had to bear the screen in mind. Because she had
to discount the color value of her gowns, you will find them notable

for their lines. Of course, her beauty is of the type which does

not lend itself to fussy trimming; her figure is beautiful and there-

fore she must let the lines of her gowns do it justice. They must
not be broken by ornaments of the sort which
we use when we wish to disguise a bad waist

line or create a good corsage effect.

This appreciation of beauty of line cannot be

better illustrated than by calling your attention

to another evening gown, a Callot model—the

three gowns described are all the work of this

famous French modiste—which was developed in

white and silver tissue. This gown also is

trimmed with beads, pearl ones being strung

on gold thread and applied in a striking de-

sign to the front of the gown. With this

gown Miss Ferguson wears a Bacchante
headdress of silver flowers and grapes,

and carries a fan of white peacock
feathers—these two accesories are

the high lights of the costume.
Another gown which Miss Fer-

guson wears in "Sacred and Pro-
fane Love" holds many suggestions

for the young woman who wants a

simple, smart frock which she can
wear on the street in summer with-

out a coat. The girl who needs a

dark, cool frock to wear to the of-

fice cannot do better than copy this

one of Miss Ferguson's.

It is made of crepe de Chine

—

black, since she wears it when the

heroine is in mourning. Its lines

are extremely simple, and the trim-

ming, the only unusual feature, is

of dull black, triangular-shaped

beads. For the belt and sash they

are sewn to a strip of the silk

:

otherwise they are sewn flat on the

gown itself. I would suggest that,

if one did not wish to use beads,

button molds be covered with the

material of the gown, or small

shapes of flannel can be so used, if

it is desirable to avoid the hard
effect of buttons.

If you are interested

in seeing what
sort of
gown Elsie

This is the sort of gown Elsie

Ferguson designs for herself.

F e

son

r g u -

designs
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for herself, study the tea gown which she had made from a piece

of embroidery which she bought in Shantung, China, when she was
there last summer. And if you have a silk shawl, or a piece of

embroidery or an embroidered robe which you wish to have made
up, you will find that this gown, without the sleeve draperies, of

course, is just what you have been looking for.

It is made in a straight gown, caught in at the waist by a gold

girdle. The embroidery is black, gold and Chinese red—a color

scheme which is excellent for blondes of the delicate type—and there

are long, flowing draperies of black satin chiffon which fall from
the armholes. This is a gown which has distinct personality, and
its girdle and color scheme are worth remembering whether you wish

to adapt the gown for yourself or not.

A cloak which Miss Ferguson brought from Paris suggests inter-

esting possibilities for making a new wrap or remodeling .an old

one. It is black velvet, trimmed with monkey fur, and is lined with

rose-pink quilted satin—and as Callot made it. it bears the stamp
of authority.

Not only can a girl or woman of Miss Ferguson's type benefit by
following her example, but any one whose coloring is more neutral

will profit by her choice of gowns. For example, a girl with gray

eyes and light-brown hair can learn much from Miss Ferguson, since

she gets her effects frequently with pale-colored gowns.

Not that Elsie

Ferguson never

wears brilliant

colors. I recall

a velvet gown
of deep rose

color which she

wore last winter, in

which she was ex-

quisite. But I think

she appears to the best

advantage in the gowns
which blend with her rather

delicate charm, and I would
advise any one who even

faintly resembles her type to

follow the principles which

have made Elsie Ferguson one

of the best-dressed women
screen.

It is needless to remark that the

frocks which Miss Ferguson selects to

wear on the screen are usually much
too extreme for a girl to wear who is

less in the public eye. The young ma-
tron who attends nothing more elabo-

rate and formal than a dinner dance

at the country club would hardly care

to appear in a duplicate of Miss Fer-

guson's silver-cloth gown, for instance.

Yet the lines of that gown can be

successfully copied in some less osten-

tatious fabric; black satin, for example,

or wine-colored charmeuse. And the

deft manner in which she emphasizes
her high lights is certainly worth noting.

Not long ago a rather pretty, but not

actually attractive girl was successfully

made over by just this very plan of

playing up her high lights. I think

you'll be interested in hearing how it

was done.

She was rather tall, but well built;

especially about the

waistline her figure

was good. Her face

was very round, and
she had pretty
brown eyes, but she

on

A jet fan, and the

bead trimming on this

frock bring out the

high lights in Elsie

Ferguson's hair.

The girl who wants a dark, cool frock to wear with-

out a coat cannot do better than to copy this one.

parted her hair in the middle—the most trying

type of coiffure there is!—and so made her face

even more round and less attractive.

So—she was taken straight out of her coat

and skirt suit and told never to buy another.

Instead, she was given dresses, so fitted at the

waist that even a critical modiste would exclaim:

'"What a pretty figure that girl has." She had
been dowdy in her suit—really, it takes gen-

ius to wear a blouse and skirt and look smart
in them. In a frock of midnight-blue duve-

tyne, with a vest of cream-colored net, she

instantly attained distinction.

That took care of one high light

—her good waistline. We still had
her hair and eyes to deal with. And,
properly handled, the former would
take care of the latter.

Her hair was parted at the side

Continued on page 102
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Lois Weber is a white crusader bearing on her shield the flaming cross

of her convictions.

What Do Men Need?
Lois Weber has some very definite views on this sub-

ject, with some of which the producers do not agree.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

WHAT men need," said Lois Weber, "is to see

themselves as they really are. What they

need is to face the truth about themselves

—

but they won't do it. It is too bitter a pill."

If you are a man, you will smile cynically at this

statement made by the famous woman director. If you

are a woman, you will smile sadly, perhaps grimly. But

however you smile, you will agree with her. Being

a woman, I agreed ; not because of a blasted romance

or a trusting heart deceived, but just as a matter of

principle. We women have to stick together.

Lois Weber, as you perhaps may know, has been

called the "yellow journalist" of the screen. The photo

stories which she has written and directed are con-

sistently daring in their nature. They deal generally

with sex.

Until I met Lois Weber I thought her daring was
of the box-office variety. I thought she skated on thin

ice because there is a certain type of public which will

pay more for thin ice than for solid ground.
But now it is my honest belief that Lois Weber
makes the pictures she does because she wants
to tell the truth about life as she sees it

:

because she believes that people should not

hesitate to look facts in the face, and because
she rebels at man-made morals being thrust

upon womankind through the medium of man-
made pictures.

Lois Weber must be seen to be appreciated.

None of her photographs do her justice, nor
do the word sketches drawn by typewriter

artists. Many of the pictures she has made
bear the stamp of the yellow journalist. But
to know Lois Weber is to know that she is

a white crusader bearing on her shield the

flaming cross of her convictions.

It was to learn the inside facts concerning
the much-mooted picture "What Do Men
Want?" that I went out to interview her.

I had heard upon good authority—masculine
authority I might add—that the picture was
too utterly risque for even the most hardened
exhibitor to take a chance on. I heard that

it had traveled from west to east and from
east to west half a dozen times, arousing ex-

clamations of horror each time from the di-

rector general producer down to the director

general producer's assistant secretary's office

boy. On each trip the shears of the cutter

snipped virtuously and now that the lily-

minded powers that be have sufficiently safe-

guarded the young and innocent picturegoing

generation—the same generation that sits spell-

bound through such naive little screen stories

as "Sex," "Don't Change Your Wife," and
"The Thunderstorm"—the moral lesson con-

tained will have all the terrific punch of a

warm-milk cocktail.

I went, as I have said before, to get Lois

Weber's version of the much-traveled picture.

I thought to find a woman belligerent, tear-

fully resentful, sternly masculine in her con-

viction that she had been bitterly wronged. I

found a woman who radiated charm, not only

from her own personality, but who managed
to surround the whole studio with a home-
like and feminine aura. She is of medium
height, and her dark hair lies in graceful waves
around her face. Her eyes are green and
turn up at the corners ever so slightly. Her
mouth is firm and humorous and her hand-
shake is as steady as a man's. But she is

intensely feminine. So is the studio. It is an old

house converted into a screen-craft shop with a tennis

court at one side and a green lawn in front. There is

a fireplace in the outer office, which is furnished with
rocking-chairs like a living room and in Miss Weber's
own sanctum there is another fireplace with a huge
couch before it, piled with pillows. She told me that

she made practically all her scenes away from the

studio. If she wanted to film a kitchen, she rented one
in somebody's house; if she wanted a drawing-room, a

jail, or a church, she didn't build the sets on the stage

behind the studio, she went where they really were,
taking her lights, electricans, and actors along.

"Then what do you use the stage for?" I asked.
"To give dances on," she replied quickly.

She was not the least bit vindictive about the way
her pet brain child had been manhandled. It seems
to me that she stands outside of herself looking on at
life, not as a participant, but as a spectator. She does
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not believe that anything is worth 'grieving terribly for;

she thinks that loss of poise destroys one's sense of

values.

"They said to me after seeing the picture"—she

always refers to it as the picture
—

" 'It shows that a

woman made this.'
"

"I said to them: 'Yes, it does show that a woman
made it. And it also shows that men are afraid to see

themselves as they really are.'
"

The story in brief, concerns a young man who mar-
ries his high-school sweetheart. He tells her he loves

her; but what he really loves is her mouth, her long

lashes, her cream}' skin. He wants her, and he gets

her. But married life palls, although children come to

bless the union. What docs he want? Perhaps it is

money and power. Through a fortunate deal in stocks

he achieves wealth, and later, the power he has sought.

But after a while life again takes on a dusty look and
a musty taste. What does he want now? He meets

a fascinating woman, a drug addict, whose conversa-

tion is racy, and whose attentions are flattering. Ah

!

That's what a man wants ! The companionship of a

woman who "understands"' him. He goes to her again

and again. His wife and children are neglected, his

conscience goes vagabonding. Then somehow the

woman's charm fails. He discovers that her voice is

high-pitched, that to maintain her vivacity she must have
drugs, that she is ready to give her favors to the high-

est bidder. He leaves her, disgusted with everything

in life, and with the thought of his quiet fireside sooth-

ing his fevered mind. But grief has done its work
with the lovely girl he married. When he comes to

plead forgiveness, her mind is so dulled by pain that

she no longer cares whether he goes or stays. She
accepts him again, dutifully, but without pleasure. "Do
you know what men want?" he asks her, as the}' sit

before the fire.

"What they haven't got," she says quietly.

"No," he replies, "they want the intelligence to un-

derstand that a home, honorable responsibility, and the

companionship of a true woman are the greatest bless-

ings of life."

I have left out the touches that make—or rather,

made—the picture such a widely discussed feature.

There was a scene, for instance, where ' a pool-room

hanger-on, ogled a girl on the street corner, and men-
tally disrobed her. The outlines of her body were
made to show through her clothes—in a double expo-

sure, of course—and the powers-that-be fairly stuttered

in an effort to express their horror.

"But men do it," Miss Weber told me. "I have

seen them do it numberless times ! It struck home,
that's all."

There was another scene where the "other woman"
is using her seductive powers to entrap the man she

wants." She undressed—behind a curtain—and donned
a black chiffon negligee. It was handled delicately, but

it was bold. The cutters' shears haven't left a remnant
of that episode.

But aside from the bits—which, I frankly think

should be left unscreened—are pictured fragments taken

from life, so gripping, so analytical, and so real, that

one is amazed at the caliber of the intelligence which
would censure them. For instance : Miss Weber heard

an actor on the lot telling of his "system" for winning
the hearts of women. She eavesdropped without shame
—and gave his "system" into the hands of the pool-room
character. The powers that be thought it "dangerous."

After she had read the script to the assembled cast

—including also the electricians and carpenters, for it

is her custom to have every one who works with her

familiar with the story she is making—one of the

voting men came to her in private, and told her with

worried amazement, that she had him in the story. If

she had taken scenes from his own life, he maintained,

she could not have hit more squarely upon the truth.

Then another came and told her with awe in his voice

that in that story she had things from his own life,

and after that one of the carpenters wanted to know
how much she knew about him, because there were
things in that story—et cetera.

This really happened; It simply goes to show that

whatever objectionable features Lois Weber had in

"What Men Want," she at least had several grains of

universal masculine truth—and the truth hurts.

"When I delivered the picture to the producer who
had contracted for it," said Miss Weber. "I waited

expectantly to hear the praise I was sure I would re-

ceive. Then one day a phone call came. It was the

producer. He said in a slow voice weighted with

portent. 'Mrs. Smalley' "—she is Mrs. Phillip Smalley
in private life

—
" T have just seen your picture.'

" 'Yes ?' I said eagerly.
" 'And I want to tell you that I am shocked ; I have

never been so shocked in my life! It is lewd; it is

disgraceful ! It is altogether impossible !'

"And so," said Lois Weber to me with her humorous,
understanding smile. "I say that what men want, is

flattery. What they need, is to be told the truth about

themselves."

[A.s we go to press we are inform* d that the title of Miss Weber's
forthcoming picture referred to in this article is to be changed.
The new title has not, at this time, been decided on.

—

Editor.]

News Notes from the Studios
About players and forthcoming productions.

JOHN BARRYMORE, who has refused a number
of offers to make motion pictures since his sen-

sational success in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
attributes the long wait to a search for a director to

his liking. He finally decided upon Marshall Neilan.

obtained his release from another contract, and has
agreed to make pictures for the next five years for a
company bearing his own name.
James Young will direct Kipling's "Without Benefit

of Clersrv" for Pathe.

Hope Hampton will next appear in Hobart Henley
productions released by First National. The first one
will be a screen adaptation of "Stardust," the first novel

by Fannie Hurst, author of "Humoresque."
Mary Pickford's next production will be "Little Lord

Fauntleroy." Her brother Jack will assist in directing

it. after which he will form his own company and make
"Garrison's Finish." a racing story.

Three famous beauties will appear with Eugene
O'Brien in a picture that is as yet unnamed. The story
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is by Ralph Ince, and the three beauties are Martha
Mansfield, Kathryn Perry, and Nita Naldi.

The first picture in which Lady Diana Manners, the

famous English beauty, will be featured depicts the

traditional romance of the first Duke of Rutlantl, one

of her ancestors. The most prominent scenes occur

in Haddon Hall, ancient home of the Manners family.

The period of the romance is the time of the London
fire.

Carmel Myers will be the star in a Universal produc-

tion called "The Heart of a Jewess."

When Lucy Cotton walked out of the Metro studio

after finishing all of her scenes in "The Man Who," a

Bert Lytell picture, she felt a little tired.

In front of near-by theaters, she saw her-

self advertised in "The Devil," "The Sin

That Was His," and "The Misleading
Lady," and decided that she had a right

to be tired. So she refused to talk busi-

ness for a month, and embarked for

Havana with her mother and some
friends for a long cruise.

Helen Christine Bennett, who for the

past ten years has been well known to

readers of the big women's magazines
as a writer of special articles, has begun
writing scenarios. Her first motion pic-

ture has been produced by Universal,
with Eva Novak in the leading role. It

is called "Society Secrets."

When Mary Pickford wants to retire,

there will be some one ready to step into

her shoes. Her little niece, Lottie, five

years old, has already started her mo-
tion-picture career. She appears as an
extra in "The Nut," a picture in which
her Uncle Douglas stars.

Mack Sennett's first romantic comedy,
"Heartbalm" has Ethel Grey Terry,
Herbert Standing, and Noah Beery in

the leading roles. These players were
all borrowed from other companies for
the occasion, but Mr. Sennett also gave
parts to some of his regular players, including Charlie

Murray and Katherine McGuire.
"Why Girls Leave Home," is soon to be presented

in motion pictures with Anna O. Nilsson in the leading

role.

Wheeler Oakman is going to be starred in a series

of Western dramas, to be known as The Broncho Kid
Films.

Elsie Ferguson's next picture is to be "Footlights,"

adapted from a story of that name by Rita Weiman.
It will be directed by John Robertson who directed

"Sentimental Tommy" and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Marshall Neilan plans to make a screen version of

"Penrod" with Wesley Barry in the title role, as soon
a> that young actor finishes an engagement on the stage

in the same play.

In "The Sky Pilot," King Vidor has not only used
color to suggest different hours of the day, but also

to induce certain moods he has scientifically played upon
varying degrees of happiness and sorrow with sugges-
tive colors.

Enid Bennett, former Ince star, will appear as the

leading woman in "Keeping Up With Lizzie," a film

version of the famous story by Irving Bachellor. Later
she will form her own company.

Three graduates of the slapstick comedy school,

"Fatty" Arbuckle, "Buster" Keaton, and Alice Lake
recently held a reunion at the Metro studio in Holly-

wood.

Mary Miles Minter plays

a roguish role in "The

Little Clown."

Apropos of Alice Lake, a Metro bulletin announces
that her mother has gone West to chaperon her. This
bulletin is most circumspect, and does not explain why
a chaperon was necessary.

Will Rogers visited his home town, Claremore, Okla-
homa, where he was accorded a big reception. His
home-town paper gives the following account of it

:

Will Rogers Had Time of His Life.

Speechless for the moment for possibly the first time in his

career, and with his eyes welling with tears, Will Rogers,
world-celebrated trick and fancy roper, humorist, and motion-
picture actor, faced his friends at the Pocahontas banquet at

the Elks Club Tuesday and felt deeply the sentiment that, after
all, there is no place like home. Gathered to
do him homage were those among whom he
was reared.

Calling a square dance as in the days of
yore, dancing the same dances with his friends
of yesterday, the man who is paid thousands
of dollars a week to amuse the public was a
light-hearted boy having the time of his life.

There are some gray hairs, but Bill is man-
aging to keep young, and the spirit of this

occasion was youth. Doctor Bushyhead him-
self "shook a wicked ankle" and swung his

partner do-ce-do with the grace of twenty
years ago.

The color scheme was red—the color of the

old Pocahontas Club. The banquet itself was
one that will never, be forgotten by those who
partook of the eats. There, were many coun-
try' hams, home cooked, and the tables fairly

groaned with expressions of the culinary art

of the members of the club. Ham and navy
beans, a favorite dish, were on the menu.

After the banquet a public reception was
held and the fun proper started. The music
struck up and the guests, with great fun,

danced the quadrilles and square dances, added
to the pleasure of which was an Indian war
dance led by Mr. Rogers. Over the floor, Bill

would bend and then up with a war cry that

took the roof. Chief Bushyhead also partici-

pated in this part of the festivities, together

with a number of the other old guards. Mr.
Rogers, Mrs. J. Herbert Moore, and Mrs. C.

L. Lane gave fancy exhibitions of buck-
and-wing dancing. The dictates of strict con-

vention were removed, lost in the discard, and
the guests, with light hearts, enjoyed them-

selves to the utmost. It will long be remembered.

Corinne Griffith wears a gown made almost entirely

of pearls in "What's Your Reputation Worth ?"

When Jackie Coogan completed "Peck's Bad Boy."
he was invited to go to San Francisco, make personal

appearances at the theaters where "The Kid" was show-
ing, and be entertained by the mayor. On his return

some one asked him if he found mayors interesting.

"Yes," Jackie admitted, "but our ash man's better. He
can wiggle his ears."

When Joe Ryan finishes the last episode of "The
Purple Riders," a Vitagraph serial, he is coming East

on a visit. He is a real Westerner, having been born

on a Wyoming ranch, and never having been east of

the Rockies.

Some of the beautiful homes in Santa Barbara, fa-

mous as the citv of many millionaires, were photo-

graphed in scenes of "The Bridal Path," a Goldwyn
picture directed by E. Mason Hopper.

Alice Calhoun's second star picture for Vitagraph is

called "False Colors."

Ethel Clayton will star in "The Almighty Dollar," an
original story by Cosmo Hamilton which will be directed

by William D. Taylor.

Winifred Westover made such an impression on the

officials of the Selznick Company by her work as Con-

way Tearle's leading woman that they signed her up
Continued on page 104



She Makes Stars Feel at Home
Artists in motion pictures, always quick to recognize talent in others, have found an

interior decorator who can express their personalities in their homes. How she ex-

presses theirs—and a suggestion of how you can express yours, is told in this article.

By Helen Klumph

SUNBEAMS dancing through chiffon of azure hue
cast a glow on pillows shimmering with
silver ; overhead embroidered Chinese

figures silhouette against the bright

ness of a silken shade. On table

scarfs dance dim grotesqueries,

that merge into a swirl of soft

Batik. And over all, predom-
inant, there stands a vase
that brings a little of the

majesty of empires passed
away.
Do you wonder that

motion-picture stars
want Hazel Adler to

decorate their homes
when she can create

effects like these ?

The longing for a
beautiful home is felt

even more keenly by
motion-picture ac-
tresses than many
other women, for day
after day, and week
after week, their work
puts them in surround-

ings designed by the

world's greatest artists.

Rare fabrics of softest

texture vie with decorative

panels to create the most
entrancing pictures on the

screen. Lights, ingeniously
™

shaded, throw in relief the strik-

ing outlines of furniture, designed

by artists.

Can a motion-picture star go home,
after being- a part of such exquisite sur-

,.
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roundmgs to a home any less beautiful?
Hazel Hvman Adler, well

She can, perhaps, but m most cases she
]mown as an interior dec-

doesn't. And often the credit for the beauty orator, lecturer, and writer

of her home, whose decorations held her of books on American art,

fancy even against the steady change of has found motion-picture

wonderful surroundings in which she works,
belongs to Hazel Hyman Adler. For
Hazel Adler does one thing superlatively

well—she catches the personality of an artist, and ex-

presses it through the medium of home furnishings.

And artists in motion pictures, always quick to recog-

nize unusual talent in others, have sought her out, and
commissioned her to work for them.

Hazel Adler lives in a big studio apartment on Cen-
tral Park West, in New York City, in a building owned
by famous artists, writers, and actors. There are many
beautifully furnished studios there, but Hazel Adler's
has an inviting and comfortable home atmosphere that

is rarely achieved in such artistic elegance. Because of

that, and because she is always exhibiting interesting

works of art in her studio, it has come to be the meet-
ting place for people interested in beautiful home dec-
orations. "And no other people I have ever met,"
declares Mrs. Adler, "have half the interest and en-

actors enthusiastic over
modern ideas in home dec-

oration.

thusiasm for interior decoration that the motion-picture

actors who live here have. For a while I

thought that their eagerness and devotion

was a whim that would pass in time.

But it hasn't. I dare say that it

you complimented some motion -

picture stars on their art, they

would think that you meant
interior decoration.

"George Fitzmaurice and
his wife spend almost as

much energy studying an-

tiques and working out

decorative schemes for

their home, as they do
in making motion pic-

tures. Of course, any
one would know from
seeing a picture directed

by Fitzmaurice that he

had marked ability as

a decorator. The same
is true of Edmund
Goulding. Marguerite

Clark and Eugene
O'Brien are wonderfully

enthusiastic over modern
art, and, of course, it is

reflected in their charming
homes. Oh, yes, and Nazi-

mova is remarkable, too.

When an art dealer gets some-
thing particularly beautiful, if

Nazimova is in New York, he is

likely to offer it to her before show-
ing it to any one else."

Mrs. Adler's studio is decorated in pea-

cock colors—varying shades of blue-green,

orange, and violet, and is furnished in old

mahogany and walnut. It is so beautiful

that it is an inspiration to artists, many of

whom consult Mrs. Adler about color har-

monies. Alfred Cheney Johnston—whose
charming photographic studies of motion-
picture stars every fan knows—and Penrhyn
Stanlaws, who recently forsook his paint-

ing to become a director for Famous Plav-

ers-Lasky, have both used it as a background for their

work, and Eugene O'Brien and many other popular
stars have entertained there.

Her wonderful success in decorating her own home
made Mrs. Adler one of the most sought after interior

decorators in the country. It proved that she had a
distinct gift for creating beautiful surroundings that

were not merely charming in themselves—but that

brought out charm in the people in them. Her studio

had beauty of an unobtrusive sort. It made a perfect

background to live in—and that is what every home
should do.

When Rubye de Remer saw this studio, she immedi-
ately asked Mrs. Adler to decorate her apartment for

her. Luckily Mrs. Adler's next lecture tour was not
scheduled to begin for several weeks, so she turned



74 She Makes Stars Feel at Home
her wits to the problem of creating a fitting background
for the famous beauty.

"All beautiful women need a carefully selected back-

ground to make the most of their charms," Mrs. Adler

savs. "A woman whose coloring is delicately blond

needs a dark background as a foil. The pale pinks

and blues that were once considered so dainty and taste-

ful are a thing of the past so far as blondes are con-

cerned. To-day beautiful blondes—if they are clever—
select the rich, warm shades of the Orient as a back-

ground for the pale gleaming gold of their hair, and
the blue and rose of their eyes and skin."

Rubye de Remer, being artistic and of a decidedly

original turn of mind, wanted to discard all comren-

tionalities in her home decorations, so she commissioned
Mrs. Adler to strike out in new fields and create a home
atmosphere for her that would be distinctive. All that

she stipulated was that peacock coloring should be used,

and she already had some Circassian walnut furniture

which she preferred to anything else. The result was
a radiantly beautiful home—one that mirrored in every
detail the exquisite loveliness of

Miss de Remer herself.

The walls were painted opal-

escent blue and lavender, and
hangings of peacock-blue satin

bordered with black and gold

were used. The side lights on
the wall were shaded with small

screens, with appliqued Chinese

figures, and the lamp shades

throughout the apartment were
of orange filet veiled in black

lace and bound with black and
gold. The rug was black edged
with orange, the window seat

covered with black velvet, and
the table tops covered with deep

peacock-blue satin bordered with

black and gold. Against this rich and somewhat somber

background a wealth of warm colorings was introduced

in luxurious floor pillows of Batiked velvet in black,

violet, and terra cotta, and smaller cushions on the

window seat of violet and gold.

For her bedroom, a dressing table set of enameled

copper in peacock, violet and orange was procured, and

a bed throw was made of peacock-blue chiffon velvet

with a deep flounce of violet chiffon. On this were

heaped pillows of black and gold Chinese brocade and

one of brilliant orange with an appliqued Chinese fig-

ure. This made a strikingly original bedroom, but Mrs.

Adler was not quite satisfied with it. She wanted some
beautiful pictorial effect to attract Miss de Remer's at-

tention when she first woke in the morning. So she

curtained the windows with orange gauze with an ap-

pliqued design simulating a branch of a tree with gay

blossoms. This was veiled in violet chiffon—which

gave the effect of looking at a distant landscape through

violet haze.

Miss de Remer always has her rooms filled with

flowers. They vary with the season, but they are al-

ways simply arranged and colorful. Iris, marigolds,

hydrangeas, salmon-pink snapdragons, and deeply

shaded zinnias are her favorites. She puts them in

pottery jars and Venetian glass vases—and except for

two candlesticks of amethyst Capri pottery, this is the

only bric-a-brac in the room.
Now every one can't have Mrs. Adler to create a

background for them, as Miss de Remer and many
others have, and few people can afford such luxurious

homes as Mrs. Adler provides for most of her clients,

but everv one can learn something from the way she

handles decorative problems. In the story of how she

expresses other women's personalities, are hints for

every woman, for the furnishing of her own home, par-

ticularly in the color harmonies.

"The human mind has always reacted to human char-

acteristics in terms of color," Airs. Adler explains. "A
person whose personality is rather negative seems col-

orless ; a noble, trustworthy person makes one think

of white
;
cowardly—yellow

;
loyal, courageous—blue

;

envious—green, and so on all through the range of

colors." It is largely through deft selections of col-

orings that Mrs. Adler suggests those same intangible

qualities that go to the making of a personality.

Particularly interesting to motion-picture fans is the

color combination she selected to express the personality

of Dorothy Dalton, for Mrs. Adler knew her only as

the fans do—through her work on the screen. The
colors she selected were orange, jade-green, wistaria,

and gray—and the story that precedes that selection is

as interesting as the combination itself.

When Dorothy Dalton signed a contract to come East
to appear on the stage and in

pictures, there was one drawback
for which no amount of money
could compensate. She had to

leave her home. All of the lit-

tle treasures that she had been
collecting for years, her furni-

ture, and the house that seemed
so integral a part of her life

had to be left behind. She could
have packed up most of the fur-

nishings and shipped them East
—but she didn't want to do that.

In New York people live so dif-

ferently that she thought she

would want a different kind of

a house, and besides she intended

to return to California in a year
or two and she wanted her home there intact then.

So she asked several of her friends who had lived

in New York what she should do. She didn't want to

live in a hotel, even for a short time, and she knew that
she would be too busy to go house hunting on her ar-

rival in New York. What should she do? As an an-
swer, some one gave her a copy of "The New Interior,"

a book by Mrs. Adler. It was a description of Mrs.
Adler"s studio in this book, and an account of how she
had selected the furnishings for it and why, that made
Dorothy Dalton decide that her troubles were over.

By telegraph she commissioned Mrs. Adler to rent an
apartment for her, buy all of its furnishings, and have
it ready for her to move into when she arrived in New
York.

That provided one of the most interesting decorative
problems Mrs. Adler had ever tackled. She went where-
ever she saw a Dorothy Dalton film advertised, and
saw some of them several times, in an effort to grasp
something of Miss Dalton's personality. Then she ques-
tioned several acquaintances of Miss Dalton's about her.

to make sure that it was Dorothy Dalton's personality,

and not that of the parts she had played, that had im-
pressed her. Finally, she felt that she knew her well

enough to design her home.
"To form a suitable background for Miss Dalton's

energetic and strikingly individual personality," Mrs.
Adler says, "it was necessary to choose a type of dec-

oration that would be simple and restrained and at

the same time be imbued with vigor and individuality.

You couldn't very well imagine her amid the frivolous

gold and glitter of a Louis XIV. or XV. interior, and
Continued on page 89

YOU CAN DO IT, TOO!
A famous decorator furnishes apartments

for motion-picture stars so as to emphasize

their charm. No mere background of beauti-

ful objects is provided them; each home
is made a veritable mirror of the person-

ality of its owner. In reading this article

which tells how Hazel Hyman Adler selected

colors and decorative schemes that would
emphasize the individuality and charm of

Dorothy Dalton and Rubye de Remer, you
will find many hints of how to make the

most of yours.



A corner of the big studio belonging to Hazel

Hyman Adler, where many film stars have en-

tertained, and where impromptu debates on

interior decoration—a pet hobby of film stars

—have inspired many to go home and beautify

their homes. Often Mrs. Adler only advises

them, but sometimes she designs their home
decorations throughout. Rubye de Remer is

one of the fortunate ones for whom Mrs. Adler

has decorated an apartment. The accompany-

ing photograph of Miss de Remer, from a paint-

ing by Penrhyn Stanlaws, suggested the deco-

rative scheme and the color harmony that was
used.



One end of the spacious studio

living room in Dorothy Dalton's

apartment is shown above, and
at the left another corner of

the studio, showing her quaint

old mantel with Chinese wood
carving. Miss Dalton wears

house gowns of Batik velvet,

that harmonize with the fur-

nishings.

—

-
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A studio is silver and amethyst which Mrs.
Adler decorated was Mae Murray's home for

a while. There she rested in a gown of soft-

est rainbow-hued chiffon. Below is shown
Dorothy Dalton's breakfast room, a refresh-

ing harmony in Pompeian red and Chinese
gold.



One of the important

by R. A. Walsh from

When the work of one of 001

best directors is not seen on the

screen for months and months,

rumors are rife. Either he is

said to have lost his cunning or

his work at the time is said to

be the "biggest and most signifi-

cant production ever attempted."

R. A. Walsh- forestalled both of

these comments by telling every

one he was making a picture

called "The Oath," and letting it

go at that. He wanted the pic-

ture to stand or fall on its merit,

not on its advertising. It does.

It is one of the big successes of

the year. Almost unheralded, it

was selected by First National to

be one of theiF"Big Five," which
includes such pictures as Charlie

Chaplin's "The Kid" and "Pas-

sion," the foreign production.

It's photography, alone,
would mark it as a

big picture.

"You are a splendid liar,

Irene."

Humiliated, Minna de

cides that "The Oath'

was a bitter mistake,



OATH
ductions of the year, made

J. Locke's novel, "Idols."

iiwaitii^^

The story of "The Oath" con-

cerns Minna Hart, the daughter

of an orthodox Jew, who marries

a Christian. Because of her fa-

ther's prejudice, the young cou-

ple bind themselves by oath

never to tell of their marriage.

When Minna's father is mur-
dered, her husband is under sus-

picion, and almost the only way
that he can be saved is for her

to break her oath and tell that

Hugh, her husband, was with

her the night it happened.

Minna will not take this chance
to save him, but Irene, a former

sweetheart, willingly perjures

herself for him. There follows

untold suffering for Minna,

which is ended only when she

sees what a cruel mistake the

oath was. The cast includes

Miriam Cooper, Anna Q. Nils-

son, Conway Tearle, and Robert

Fisher.

"Just a Little Bit of

Heaven," then they
vowed to part.



SNAPPED
WARN

IN AND AROUND

Below is Wallace Reid, who modestly

refrains from calling attention to the

vast amount of fan mail he receives.

Oh, well, this is the only letter that

really counted, anyway. Is it yours?

Theodore Roberts, affectionately known as "Pop," is willing
to bet he could surprise Lois Wilson if she would only shut

her eyes.

Antonio Moreno is still

the subject of matrimonial

speculations, but the dog
is here to say, "No brides

wanted."



WITHOUT
ING
THE STUDIOS

You all know his methods on the screen, but

would you suppose that Harold Lloyd would
try to win Mildred Davis this way in off hours?

"Why let a mere mountain change one's style

of dress?" asks .^lice Lake as she starts out

for a hard climb in tight skirt and French-heeled
shoes.

Wesley Barry was ju?t

indulging in a star's

prerogative—tempera-

ment, but Marshall

Neilan, holding him,

and James Kirkwood,

hitting him, called it

plain temper, and
treated h like this.





Revelations of a Star's WifeThe
Continued from page 23

He reached that decision in a great

hurry, and Hugh barely had time

to rush home and pack a suit case.

"There's no chance that we'll be

gone more than a few days—but why
don't you come along on the after-

noon train, anyway?" he urged, as

I sorted out his make-up and got to-

• gether what I thought he'd need.

"They tell me there's another conir

j

pany somewhere in that locality—

j
Bert Lytell, I think they said it was

;

|

perhaps somebody we know will be

along."

I couldn't help smiling a little at

Hugh's transparency ; he never

wants to be away from Hughie and
me, but he always covers up his sug-

gestions that we follow him by some
such inducement as that.

"I'm very fond of Bert," I told

him. "But, somehow, I'm fonder
of you, and Hughie and I will take

the afternoon train, because we're

tagging along after Hugh Beresford,

and not because we want to see

Bert Lytell."

He laughed, too, at that, and
dashed for the taxi that was waiting

at the gate. Just as he leaped into

it he turned and called back to me

:

"Oh, I forgot to tell you where
we're going—the name of the town's
Onowanda."

I hope there's no town anywhere
by that name—I made it up just now
on the spur of the moment, because
I should hate to have any one iden-

tify the persons who are most con-
cerned in what follows. And to tell

it properly, I'll have to go back six

months and relate an incident that

happened there.

We were home, in Los Angeles,
and I was out in the garden planting

some rosebushes that my mother
had sent me from my old home in

the East, when a woman I'd never
seen before came up the drive. She
went to the door, and the Jap let

her in and then came down and told

me that it was a lady asking for Mr.
Beresford. I had on gardening
clothes and was a bit earthy, so I

told him to tell her I'd be in imme-
diately, and went up to my room by
way of a side entrance.

It must have been fifteen minutes
later when I went down to the liv-

ing room, and there I found, not just

a woman caller, but a man, too. He
was one of these men you just can't

help liking
; many a time when

Hugh's been on location in a little

country town Hughie and I have
made friends with just such men as

he was. Usually they're prosperous
farmers or keep the main store, and
they're middle-aged, and maybe a
little bit bald, and—oh, they're so

dependable and nice that somehow
3PP

they represent the very backbone

of America, to me, at least.

However, this man wasn't being

quiet and dependable ; he was simply

raging up and down the room. I

paused on the stairs, wondering
whether I ought to go in or not.

"Just as I thought," he stormed.

"You've followed this actor to his

home—had an appointment with

him, I suppose—going to run away
with him, maybe. Oh, Florence,

can't you see the truth of this thing?

Can't you see that these fellows are

all alike, that to him you'll be just

one more pretty girl, and that when
he's through with you—my God ! I

can't stand it
!"

Well, I was beginning to feel that

way myself, what with his raving

around till the cloisonne jar on the

piano simply danced. The woman
was huddled down on the window
seat, staring out toward the moun-
tains, and just hunching her shoul-

der occasionally, in contempt, while

he talked.

"It's my business," she answered
sulkily,- when he stopped. "I've been

writing to him for a long time, and
I knowr him intimately. If I want
to come here and meet him person-

ally, that's my own affair. If I want
to go into the movies, I don't see

that you can do anything about it."

"But, my heavens, Flossie, you're

my wife. I've got that much to do
about it. Doesn't it mean anything

that you're married to me? I tell

you, rather than have you take up
with this picture actor I'd see you
dead right here. I know what the

life of these studios is ; I've read

about 'em. And you'll go back with

me or
"

"I'll never go back with you. I

tell you, I'm in love with Hugh
Beresford ! And I'll stay here—I'll

stay here, I tell you !"

For an instant I slumped down on
the bottom step. That last an-

nouncement of hers simply took the

wind out of my sails. Then, even as

I gathered myself together and
started across the hall to the living

room, I pieced the facts together.

It was so plain. She'd been writing

to Hugh, didn't know he was mar-
ried, and had lost her head. I had
a sneaking desire to laugh as I en-

tered the living room ; it was such

a very big tempest in such a tiny

teapot. Hugh and I had often said

that we'd like to see some of his

correspondents ; his secretary wrould

come in with a pile of letters for him
to sign—you see, he had to dictate

most of them, because he'd never
have had time to write all of them

—

and he'd say, "Wouldn't you like

to see all these people, Sally, and
know them intimately? Some of

83

them are old friends, it seems to

me." I wondered which one of them
this woman was.
The scene that I walked into cer-

tainly looked melodramatic ; the man
had the woman by the shoulder, and
she was cowering down on the win-
dow seat in anything but a defiant

attitude. As I crossed the room he
let go of her, and she moved to the

other end of the window and turned
to me with a hauteur that I envied,

under the circumstances.

"You wanted to see my husband?"
I asked her. "He's at the studio this

afternoon, but he'll be home at five."

There was a frigid silence. Then,
"Your husband !" she repeated icily.

"I wanted to see Mr. Hugh Beres-
ford."

"Yes—that's my husband," I an-

swered. "He'll be back soon now."
The fat little man began to beam.

He drew down his vest and straight-

ened his tie and looked as if life had
begun to be worth living. But the

woman had stalked across the floor

to me, red with fury.

"I don't believe he's married !" she

snarled at me, and I shrunk away
from her. "Why, the letters he's

written me—I've got them here!"

Now, Hugh has never written a

misleading letter to any of his cor-

respondents. He gets an unbeliev-

able amount of mail, from girls all

over the country, from women, from
boys, from men—truly, people you'd
never believe would write to an ac-

tor they don't even know write to

Hugh. Women tell him how tired

they are of their husbands—Hugh
always consults me when he answers
those. Young girls sometimes offer

to leave their homes and come and
work for him, just to be near him.

That's terrible, of course; I some-
times wish I could turn their letters

over to their mothers. It's just

puppy love, but it ought to be re-

strained; what if their letters went
to a man who would take advantage
of them ! And there are thousands

of really nice letters, of course, that

it's wonderful to receive.

Well, I looked at the letters she'd

had from Hugh. They were just

nice, friendly ones, of course, writ-

ten by the secretary and signed by
Hugh. Never once had he intimated

that he was an unmarried man, or

unduly interested in her, or any of

the other things that she seemed to

have read into them.

"I'll wait and see him," she an-

nounced defiantly, when I told her

that. "We'll see who's- right."

And at just that moment, most
dramatically, Hugh's roadster came
humming up the drive, and a couple

of minutes later he came dashing

into the house.
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I can't describe the scene that fol-

lowed. Hugh told the poor, mis-

guided woman how mistaken she'd

been, and she wept on her husband's
shoulder, and that delighted little

man told us he was awfully grate-

ful to us—I don't know just why,
unless it was because his wife's wild

dream had been shattered—and that

if he wanted us to be sure to look

him up if we ever came to Ono-
wanda, Florida. His name was Silas

Huggins. And because it was such

a queer name I'd remembered it. So
that spring afternoon, as I jolted

along toward Onowanda, I thought

of Silas Huggins and decided that

Hugh and I must go and call on
them

;
probably Mrs. Huggins had

recovered from her disgust at find-

ing Hugh married, and would be

glad to see him.

It was late when we got in—late

and very dark. I hadn't brought

Hughie's nurse with me, and he was
asleep in my arms when the train

stopped at Onowanda. I gathered

up my traveling bag and made my
way out of the train, wishing I'd

brought the nurse, and with the con-

ductor's help got down to the sta-

tion platform. There were one or

two cabs waiting in the street, and
there was a telegraph operator in

the station, yet everything seemed
very dark and quiet. The air was
heavy with the scent of flowers, and

I thought I could hear the murmur-
ing of the sea. I set down my bag
and called to one of the cabmen

—

and then suddenly, as the train pulled

out, I realized that I had dropped
my purse in my seat in the car and
hadn't picked it up again

!

I was furious at myself, of course;

it was such a ridiculous thing to do.

Hughie had awakened and clutched

his fat little arms around my neck

as he realized that he was in a

strange place, so I couldn't put him
down. My hat was sliding down in

my eyes, the cab driver was asking

where I wanted to go, and for a mo-
ment or two I felt helpless and lost

and just a little bit put out with

Hugh because he hadn't met me.

He might have known I'd take that

train.

But the telegraph operator said

he'd have the station agent at the

next town see if my purse was
turned in there, and I went on up
to the town's one hotel ; as we jog-

gled along through the sleepy streets

I reflected that Hugh would take

care of everything for me, and T

needn't worry, anyway. That's one
of the wonderful things about Hugh ;

tremendously popular as he is, and

despite the flood of adoration that

might swamp a less sensible man,
he's always the dear, big, dependable

Revelations of a Star's

husband that I used to dream about
when I was a girl.

At the hotel I asked for Hugh.
The clerk shook his head, then

looked at the register again and
yawned. No, there wasn't any Mr.
Beresford there.

"But there must be! He came
this morning. Is Mr. Daniel Gard-
ner registered? Mr. Bingham?
Miss Burnet and her mother?"

No, none of them. Evidently the

clerk recognized Hugh's name. He
looked at me suspiciously.

"I'm Mr. Beresford's wife," I told

him. "And I've left my purse on
the train, so I've simply got to find

him. I have to pa)r the cabman who

HOW DO THEY DO IT?

Is it fifty times as hard to direct

fifty people as one? What does a

director do to make hundreds of

extras laugh or cry or hurry or

dawdle? How do the extras feel

about it? "Making the Mob
Emote," by Edwin Schallert, an-

swers all of these questions in the

next issue of PICTURE-PLAY.

brought me here. The company was
to be here to-night. There must be

some mistake." I tried to be digni-

fied, but I'm not very tall, or very

old, and when the clerk began to grin

I thought I'd die of shame and em-
barrassment.

"Oh, Chet !" he bawled at the man
in the pool room at one side of the

lobby. "Here's a dame says she's

Hugh Beresford's wife—ain't got no
money !"

Chet, evidently the manager, came
out of the pool room, cue in hand,

followed by two or three other men,
all in their shirt sleeves, all chewing
tobacco. They looked me over with

sly, leering eyes. I could feel my
cheeks blaze.

"Guess you'd better try that some-
where else, girlie," Chet told me.

"Can't get credit here with a story

like that ; too old. Pick somebody
else beside a movie actor and maybe
you'll have better luck."

I picked up my heavy bag, held

Hughie closer, and marched out with
my head high, though my knees wT6re

shaking. To think they'd be so in-

sulting, not merely to me, but to

Hugh's profession. Of course, there

are all sorts of people making pic-

tures, and a few of them do terrible

things—but there are so many of

the right kind of people in it, so many
who are just trying to earn their

living by good, hard work, that I

can't bear to have them judged b;

the others.

The cabman was waiting for me

I

but I hardly knew what to do a

first. Then, like a ray of light, cam<
the remembrance of Silas Huggins
The driver knew of him, luckily

And once more, as we joggled alon£

through the warm night, content-

ment came to me. Just to be able

to put Hughie down on a bed anc

lie down beside him would be per-

fect bliss. I could borrow money
and get home the next day, if Hugh
didn't turn up. Probably the com-;
pany had been delayed somewhere.

Every one seemed to have gone
to bed at the Huggins home; it was
all dark. The driver rapped on the

door with the handle of his whip,
and finally from an upper window
there was thrust a head, wrapped in

a shawl. I recognized Mrs. Hug-
gins. Somehow I wished it had been

her husband.
As brief!}' as I could I explained

my errand. I reminded her of the

time she and I had met, when she

and her husband were touring Cali-

fornia.

"I'm sure he'd remember me," I

concluded falteringly, as she re-

mained forbiddingly silent. "If you
could just take me in for the night

—or lend me money enough to get

home "

"Huh ! Nice way to come around
at midnight and want to borrow
money from a man!" she snorted at

me. "He's out of town, anyway

—

wouldn't lend you money if he was
here. Nice person you are, after

the way you treated me in Los An-
geles, telling me your husband didn't

mean what he said in his letters, and
that you'd helped write 'em your-

self !" And she slammed the win-

dow.
Never before had I known what

it was 'to be perfectly helpless. No
money, nobody to turn to, no knowl-
edge of where Hugh was—it was
ghastly. It was the cab driver who
came to my aid.

"I've seen your husband in pic-

tures," he told me reassuringly, as

I sat huddled up on the horse block.

"And when my little girl wrote and
asked for his picture, and didn't send

no quarter nor nothing, he sent her

one and wrote her a nice note. too.

I guess if you're any kin of his I

can take you home with me."
As we drove back through the

town I looked up at his bent back,

hunched on the seat in front of me,
and thanked Heaven that my hus-

band believed in answering his fan

mail. Where would I have been
without it ! And as we straggled

past the hotel, I caught sight of a
Continued on page 102
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irst, and any old party can wait,

too, for she has to have her little

Jiour with her parents after dinner,

,'he only time they have to give their

iiabv. when she tells them in very

food English all about the things that

. nave happened to her during the day,

lings to them, plays with her dollies,

ind hears one or two records on the

Jjhonograph. Father and mother

. (nay have to be up at six in the morn-

ing, but they never steal any time

Way from that after-dinner hour

Jvith their baby. Of course, unpro-

fessional mothers may think that's

in awful thing to do with a two-year-

old—letting her stay up until nine

j/clock or half past—and maybe it

Is; but one thing is certain, they are

establishing a companionship with

~:heir little one which can neA-er be

.broken, a precious thing not to be

bought with all the gold in the world.

Being put to bed by Mamma Flor-

ence, small Suzanne fell asleep at

once, and then I heard the rest of

their story.

Theirs was a real story of adven-
-uire, for after they had sold the pic-

tures they decided they must go to

California. And for that trip they

bought a flivver and traveled all the

way to the Coast in it

!

"We camped along the way, cooked
out-of-doors, and slept in the open
or in barns, and. of course, we made a

travel picture by the way. At one
place in Montana we were held up
by gypsies, and everything but our

. flivver and fourteen dollars in money
we had hidden was taken away from

i
us."

It was late fall, and was beginning
to be very cold in the mountains, as
the travelers made their way through
Nevada and Colorado. Once in Coh
orado they had to push their flivver

up a steep mountain road to the very
top, and both just about passed out
before they got there. But they were
young, and everything that happened
was merely an adventure, so thev

laughed and went on. They were
hungry sometimes, because it was a
long time between towns, and once
:hey stopped and actually—well, yes.

they did—they stole some fruit and
vegetables from a ranch ! That was
when they discovered their provisions
were all gone, it was nearly night,

and the nearest town was twenty-five
miles awav.

It began to rain, one night, after

a miserable day spent in the Nevada
• mountains, and they were beginning
to feel very woe-begone. wondering
where they could camp for the night.

Suddenly as they topped a hill, they
spied a schoolhouse. They made for
it. and inside they found a stove and
plenty of wood and coal. They made

a fire, cooked some meat and po-

tatoes they had bought in a village

that day, and spreading their blan-

kets they said a prayer of thankful-

ness for shelter, and fell asleep.

Bright and early, before school

opened the}' went on their way, and
probably the school children and
teachers up there are wondering to

this day who occupied the school-

house that night.

The plucky pair had found when
they reached Salt Lake City that

they had only fourteen dollars to last

them till they could reach San Fran-
cisco. That money Mrs. Yidor had
tucked away in one of her shoes, and
the gypsies hadn't found it. But

A PROPOSAL BEFORE
THE CAMERA

Priscilla Dean is never serious

in real life. So, when Wheeler

Oaskman proposed to her in a

picture, he seized the opportunity

and made it a real proposal. What
happened then will be told by

Grace Kingsley in the next of the

"Romances of Famous Film Folk"

series. Don't fail to read it.

the}" never even thought of turning

back.

"I had told my father I was go-

ing to California to make pictures

as good as anybody's," said Yidor,

"and it would have taken a good deal

more hardship than we suffered to

have made me turn back."

Even the delicately nurtured girl,

who had never known hardship be-

fore in her life, bore every burden
uncomplainingly, though lots of times

during the journey she must have
thought of the banker's son back
home who had been devoted to her,

and of the half dozen other young
men who were her slaves, with none
of whom would she have had to

travel a couple of thousand miles in

a flivver, often cold and sometimes
even hungry, but if she did she never

let on to her young husband ; and as

for King Yidor, his good nature

never failed.

Twenty cents was all the money
they had in the world when they got

into San Francisco. Thev got there

at night, and King found a pawn-
shop where he pawned his revolver

to pay a night's lodging in a hotel.

"It was a modest little hotel," said

Mrs. Yidor, "but never, never. I am
sure, shall I forget how wonderful
it seemed to sleep in a real bed once
more, and to ha\'e a warm bath be-

fore retiring."

"The trip had been one of sus-

pense." -said Yidor, "because every

town we struck we had expected to

receive a check from the New \ ork

firm to which I had sold my pictures.

But in every place we were disap-

pointed. In San Francisco finally we
did get the money.. Then we came
down to Los Angeles by boat."

That was just six years ago. King
Yidor was engaged by Yitagraph to

write scenarios, after they bought one
of his old stories. Mrs. Yidor went
to work for the same company at ten

dollars a week. But that seemed a
wonderful thing at the time, she says,

as she tells about it laughingly now
—to be a real actress with a real

salary ! She stayed with Vitagraph
about eight months, getting exactly

the experience she needed.

Then King Yidor went with Uni-
versal as property man, at twelve

dollars a week, because he wanted
to learn every angle of the picture

business. After that he became as-

sistant director to Carter de Haven,
and next was engaged to direct the

first picture ever made on the Chris-

tie lot, and then became director for

Tudge Brown, making twelve boy
pictures.

Next Mrs. Yidor made a spectacu-

lar hit. Everybody was talking of

the beautiful girl in William Far-

num's picture. "A Tale of Two
Cities," who appeared with Sidney
Carton on the scaffold, giving such

a remarkable performance of the

mere bit of a role that her success

was assured from that moment. She
played leads always after that, being

almost at once engaged by Lasky. and
making a special impression in the

roles she played opposite Sessue
Hayakawa.
Then we lost her for a while from

the screen, after she had whispered
something to King Yidor. Her hus-

band in the meantime wrote. "The
Turn in the Road," and produced the

picture which made him famous all

over the world. He went to New
York after that, and got offers from
literally every producer in the film

business, signing up finally with
First National. That was just four

years after he had come to California

in his little old flivver. And he's

only twenty-six now.
That was a red-letter year for

King Yidor, anyway. For the very
night of the opening of "The Turn
in the Road." when all the critics

were buzzing its good qualities, lit-

tle Suzanne was born. So King
Yidor's cup of happiness was full.

Mrs. Yidor returned to the screen,

prettier and sweeter than ever, and
the future looks very bright for these

two. Not only has Mr. Yidor built

a big studio which is one of the

show places of Hollywood, but the

Continued on page 101



How s the Simple Life?
"Great!" says Elliott Dexter, who is

living it right now in Hollywood.

By Edwin Schallert

WHEN I met Elliott Dexter he had just returned
from a trip to the Northwest, and the first

question that flared into my mind was one
about duck hunting, for I had heard around the Fa-
mous Players-Lasky studio that he had been engaging
in the sport while he was away.
He laughed when I asked him about it.

"No," he said, "there's nothing to that. Most of
the time I was up there it rained. There were no
ducks where I was except tame ones. I wouldn't have
had the heart to shoot them, even if Ed wanted to.

You see I was enjoying a quiet vacation on a farm near
Seattle, and most of the time I spent indoors reading."

Then he went on to explain that the climax of his

stay had been a picnic high up in the fir-clad and snow-
banked mountains—something he had not indulged in

since his youth. His dark eyes not only flickered, they

flashed at the recollection of how much fun it had been
to motor up the pine-pillared mountain highway, build

fires in the open, and prepare an al-fresco lunch-

eon.

"You see Em leading the simple life," h»|
mentioned, by way of explanation.

"Yes," I said, trying to fit this in with mj'j
usual conception of the leading man's eccen
tricities and hobbies, which range from gol:

j

to reading Epictetus, and sometimes a little

beyond. "How do you like it?" I queried
still trying to solve the problem of his appar-
ently wild enjoyment of a dismal two weeks
in the duck country.

"Oh, it's great!" And he paused. "The!
best part of it is that Eve found I can live

it right here in Hollywood."
"How do you do it?" I asked inadvertently.

But he was too enthusiastic to notice my skep-

ticism, and went on to relate how beneficial

he'd found the quiet influence of the sur-

roundings in his sequestered retreat on a nar-
i

row side street in Hollywood, whither I had
come to visit him.

Meanwhile, I took a glance around his liv-

ing room at the homely but well-cushioned
furniture, at the cheese cloth curtains which
refracted sunlight and reflected optimism, and
saw through the windows the more preten-

tious dwelling behind which the cottage of

Elliott Dexter was sheltered. Even a hope-
ful young real-estate agent would hardly call

his house a bungalow. And while I knew thfe

Famous Players-Lasky actor could, if he

wished, corner a suite in some plush-carpeted

hotel, or luxuriate in some alabaster-fronted

apartment house, I began to perceive as he

went on talking that he really did prefer her-

miting in his story-and-a-half home. And I

had to admit that possibly there was some-
thing in the simple-life business after all,

even though I myself, being still barely thirty,

am rather fond of the gay and giddy, mad
and mellifluous whirl of a Broadway, with

its brightness, beauties, and brilliantine.

I noted that he was not entirely without

entertainment, however. There was a mini-

ature victrola on the sideboard, and he men-
tioned that he had the latest records, too.

This took my gaze to the dining room again,

where I observed Mary, the colored maid,

who seemed to be smiling ebonied joy over

something or other. I learned afterward it

was because she had found some strawberries

out of season for her master's luncheon.

I made up my mind as I went along that Dexter
was really having a glorious time, and that while I

might feel in a kidding mood at the mention of the

simple life in the film colony,"- he. was really perfectly

sincere in his joy over his interesting if ingenuous ex-

istence, which you might associate with an eclogue of

Vergil or a poem by James Whitcomb Riley. He had
even gone so far in his enthusiasm as to dispose of

the two aristocratic cars that his chauffeur formerly

piloted and bought a Ford coupe, which he flivvers

himself.

"I suppose it really does fit in better with the width

of the street," I remarked.

"Oh, yes," he smiled, in answer, "I can turn on a

dime and have a nickel for change."

Dexter's perspective is really like that of a neophyte

who for the first time has found himself in tune with

the infinite. He freely admits a change. The illness

which overtook him about two years ago, just after

he had finished "For Better, For Worse," left him an
Continued on page 100
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Continued from page 66

"Once," said she, "I was a cook."

"Were you a good cook?" we
isked.

"'I do not know," she replied. "But

J was a most intense cook."

Mabel Comes Back.

Mabel Xormand has returned to

the Mack Sennett pie counters to do

f*MolIy-0," another "Mickey" type of

istory. doubtless under the direction

of Richard Jones, the Sio5.ooo-a-

vear fun-maker.

May Allison tells this on herself

:

May was at the races recently

when she beheld a radiantly beauti-

; ful girl a few yards away.
"Look at that beautiful girl in the

green dress !" she exclaimed. "She
: looks just like Mabel Xormand be-

• fore she was ill."

It was Mabel with all the verve

and sparkle and witchery of bloom-
ing health-beauty.

Elinor Glynn, of the Lasky literary

world, also visited the Goldwyn do-

main. As she was being conducted
about by one of the reliable battle-

field guides she saw a girl wearing
, an orange scarf.

"Ah, what a healthy color !" ex-

claimed the lady who made a week-
end last three weeks.
"Whad-yuh-mean healthy?" asked

the unimaginative guide.

"Yes. a healthy color," said Mrs.
Glynn. "When alone in my room
and wean.-. I gaze up at the ceiling

and behold a shaft of orange light

which I let fall full into my face.

It soothes the soul."

"Well, I heard of seein' red, but
it sure takes genius to mix it wid
yellow and make soul food," grum-
bled the guide.

Infinite Possibilities.

Speaking of genius. The time is

near when we all may acquire it,

just as we now may acquire a pleas-

ant personality- like that of Dorothy
Dalton. in 'ten lessons. I'm told that

"The Affairs of Anatol." recently

filmed by De Mille. will be adver-
tised thus

:

A Cecil B. De Mille Production

"The Affairs of Anatol"

By JEANNIE MACPHERSON
suggested by Arthur Schnitzler.

So you may expect most any day to
behold the following:

Picture-Play. Inc. Presents

"Macbeth"

By HERBERT HOWE
suggested by William Shakespeare.
Now go ahead and choose your

own work. Remember, all is possi-
ble to him who will.

Another Prediction Fulfilled.

No matter how wild my forecast

of some months ago, producers in-

sist upon fulfilling it to the letter.

Now it is Mr. "William Fox to whom
I'm indebted. He is starring Harold
Goodwin, first in "Oliver Twist,

Jr." It was no wild prediction I

made about the nineteen-year-old

Goodwin. I've been watching him
ever since he played with Bessie Love
in "The Sawdust Ring." four years

ago. Since then he has achieved long

pants, but he's still just the unspoiled

kid, with loads of sincerity and talent.

I said in the forecast for 192 1

:

"Harold Goodwin is one of the

best bets among the younger genera-

tion. He's a Ray in the making."
Remember them words ! And

watch young Goodwin!

The Grill Dictaphone Says:

Wallace Reid will start on a world

tour this year. Cecil B. De Mille

plans to make "The Prisoner of

Zenda," with Wallace as the star.

Mildred Harris, erstwhile Chaplin,

has been signed by Cecil B. De Mille

for the leading role in his next pic-

ture.

King Yidor is negotiating with

Marshall Neilan to secure Colleen

Moore, who so distinguished herself

in Mr. Yidor's "The Sky-Pilot" that

her services as a star are desired for

a term of years.

Wallace MacDonald and Doris

May positively will be married, if

they have not been by the time that

this appears. No doubt you have

been worn ragged by such rumors in

the past and have had nervous pros-

tration under the fire of assertions

and contradictions. Be at rest, 'twill

happen at once. I know, because

Wally and Doris just called to look

at an apartment next to mine, wish-

ing to start upon their wedded life

by breaking right in among the

swells. Miss May has signed to star

for an independent concern.

Maurice Tourneur is doing "Fool-

ish Matrons." by Donn Byrne.

Our old friends. "Foolish Wives."
still are fooling around the Universal

lot to the distraction of Carl

Laemmle and the other Universal

spendthrifts. Eric von Stroheim. the

imperturbable director, has been
working on the picture since last

Tune, during which time he has built

a Monte Carlo that will endure as

a monument to the gambling spirit

of the prodigal Mr. Laemmle. Many
miles before the end of the produc-

tion, Rudolph Christians, leading

man, passed away, and A~on Stro-

heim was confronted with the task

of finding a double to carry on the

part. In the Ambassador Hotel he

nailed a gent who was just the type.

but to his flabbergastion the gent re-

fused to work in pictures—said he

was a banker and had never wanted
to be an actor. I believe he was
taken before the board of insanity,

which, of course, will incarcerate

him.

Jesse Lasky. having robbed Lon-
don of its intellectuals for his au-

thors' colony, is making amends by
sending over Agnes Ayres. She will

star.

Now Mary and Douglas Fair-

banks announce it is to Mexico they

will go. They seem bent on getting

out of the country, but somehow
can't hit upon the route.

Gareth Hughes will make his stel-

lar debut in "Barber John's Boy,"

by Ben Ames Williams.

Lillian Gish has returned to D.

W. Griffith's establishment to appear

as Marguerite in "Faust."

Corinne Griffith is coming West.
California is not such a bad place

after all.

Tommy Meighan is doing "White
and Unmarried"—a novelty for a

movie star.

The recent depression has not af-

fected the divorce business, and no
one has gone to jail thus far for fail-

ing to pay alimony.

No, Marie. I am not the author

of the famous poem

:

"Count that day lost, whose low de-

scending sun.

Finds in movie land no divorce suit

lost or won."
Fanny, the orange-pekoe socialist,

wrote that, I fancy.

Breaking the Silence.

A number of the silent workers
of ye drama are breaking out vocally

upon the stillness of Hollywood by
appearing on the various stages here-

abouts. The Hollywood Community-
Theater, which is to this village what
the Greenwich Yillage Theater is to

New York, claims some distinction.

Marion Morgan presented Oscar
Wilde's "Salome" recentlv with

Betty- Blythe playing Herodias. Sir

James Barrie's "Dear Brums" is to

be presented at the little playhouse
on Ivar Street with a cast which in-

cludes Helen Raymond. Wedgwood
Nowell. and other filmers. Olga
Printzlau, Lasky- scenarioist. has done
a one-act play for the Mummers'
Workshop in Morgan Place. Conrad
Nagel. and Claire MacDowell have
the leading roles. On the same pro-

gram is "The Lily of Fire" -with

Florence Deshon. Attempts are be-

ing made to inveigle Wallace Reid
into doing "The Affairs of Anatol"
at the Egan Little Theater about
the time the De Mille film of the
Schnitzler dramas is released.

Continued on page 103
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You might go to see her the first time in fear and trembling—but not the second time.

Enter—A Deep-Dyed Villainess
She is the '1921 successor to the vampi

know if you have seen her with Von

By Helen Ogden

IN the good old days—which weren't so particularly

good when you stop to think about them—vam-
pires had only one mission in life. Thev wanted

to make some man love them, against his will. Taken
by and large—which as you may have noticed is the

way that nature intended most vampires should be
taken—vamping was a comparatively easy job in those

days. Now, luring one man is just the beginning of

the first reel of a modern vampire's evening. Before
it is over her craftiness and guile must have deflected

the harmonious courses of a dozen lives, made reason
totter, and empires fall. She must be subtle and re-

lentlessly cruel. She must be thin and wiry, or she

never could stand the strain.

That is the sort of part that Mae Busch plays on

the screen, and she does it ex-
ceedingly well. She does it

so well, in fact, that when you
go to see her, you want to

take a lorgnette along to hide
behind. That is, the first time
that you go to see her. The
next time you would be more
likely to take your pet Pe-
kingese along to play with

hers.

She was sitting carelessly

on the very edge of a chair

just inside a big set in the

studio when I first saw her

in real life. She was poised

with the easy grace of a

dancer, one hand on her hip,

as though she were just about

to glide off into the slow

movements of an apache
dance. She looked dreamily

through half-closed lids and a

haze of cigarette smoke, and
the jangling noise of the

studio no more disturbed her

reverie than it would have
had she been in some distant

Parisian cafe.

To that extent she lives up
to the impression created by
the wicked roles she plays.

But the angular, insinuating,

and beautifully gowned crea-

ture of dynamic moods that

she made Odera in "The
Devil's Passkey" is forgotten

when she comes to meet you.

Her voice is a little husky,

not hard, as might be ex-

pected, and she receives her

friends as graciously as

though she had never had ex-

perience in plotting and de-

ceit. The Mae Busch of real

life is a girl you might have
known. She went to St. Vin-

cent's Academy in Madison,

New Jersey, having come all

the way from her home in

\/ 'illQiKl^QQ Australia alone at the age of
V llldl I ICoo nv e. At sixteen her stage

career began, and a few years

later she went into motion
pictures. As she looks back
over her stage career she can

see where she made wrong
She is studious, and has the

greatest respect for the people she works with. Not
much like the haughty Odera, is it? And not much
like the Princess Vera, the equally wicked part she

plays in "Foolish Wives."
"How did I happen to be cast in 'The Devil's Pass-

key?' " She smiled. "It was just another lucky hit for

me. I had heard that Stroheim was looking for a suit-

able girl, so I went out. They showed me into a room
where there were gathered about twenty other girls.

"I looked once and said—flippantly I must admit

—

'What's this? A tea party?'

"Then I saw Stroheim standing dapper and stiff and
eying us all in a most melancholy way. I spoke up again.

Continued on page 100
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he would seem out of place sur-

ounded by cumbersome English or

mate Italian furnishings. She

aeeded brightness, spaciousness, a

ecisive use of color and the careful

election of rare and beautiful ob-

ects, and since the most beautiful

ibjects which are unusual, choice, and

Limple are those of the Chinese, it

vas Chinese art adapted to modern
leeds and environment which gave

he decorative idea for Miss Dalton's

. tpartment."

Since the furnishings of the studio

iving room were to be colorful, Mrs.

Adler selected gray, stippled in

darker gray, for the walls of the

apartment. The woodwork was
painted jade-green, and yellow fur-

niture with Chinese decorations was
used. The rug was an old Mahal, of

orange, gray, and blue tints, and a

Chinese brocade altar cloth in orange

and blue was used as a table scarf.

Center and side lights were all shaded
with emerald-green metal cloth,

showing linings of orange brocade,

and at' the windows curtains of crin-

i'Jkled orange gauze edged with lav-

ender beads was used. Over these

j hung curtains of wistaria silk, edged
with Chinese braid. "Oh," said

Dorothy Dalton in awed delight when
;
she saw this room, and you would

i have, too.

Miss Dalton's bedroom was made
as unusual as the studio. It was fur-

• nished with dull old blue furniture

of quaint, old-fashioned design. The

bedspreads and window valances are

of an old Colonial floral pattern on

a cream-colored ground. The hang-

ings are of cherry-colored satin,

while the glass curtains are of cloudy-

blue organdie. On her dresser which

has a marble top and an oddly deco-

rated mirror, is a cover of blue or-

gandie with cherry-colored ruffles.

There are Chinese prints on the walls

and rare bits of Chinese embroidery

in cushions and table cover.

Adjoining the bedroom is a study

furnished in dark walnut and hung
in black and green chintz. It is this

little room that Miss Dalton likes to

rest in after a strenuous day's work.

Another striking and unusual room
in Miss Dalton's apartment is the

breakfast room, which is decorated

in Pompeian colorings. The furni-

ture is old gold stippled with bronze

and with a painted decoration in

Pompeian red and green. The
curtains are of light Pompeian
red striped with green and
white, and the rug has Chinese fig-

ures on a gold-colored ground. No
room could be more pleasant or

bright, more capable of making a

Californian forget that she is break-

fasting in New York on a raw win-

ter morning. The quaint porcelain

wall pockets filled with fresh flowers

and trailing plants even provide the

fragrant and refreshing atmosphere
of the out of doors, which does much
toward making Miss Dalton feel that

she is back in California breakfasting

in her garden.

Perhaps the most interesting room

to housekeepers is the kitchen, and
Miss Dalton's would inspire even the

most tired housewife to cook. Per-

haps if Miss Dalton had been fur-

nishing her own apartment she

wouldn't have attached so much im-

portance to the kitchen, since there

was a dumb waiter leading to the res-

taurant downstairs, but Mrs. Adler
decided that when Dorothy Dalton
became a stage star she might, like

many of the rest, want sometimes to

bring some of her friends home for

an informal supper after the theater.

So she put red and yellow calico cur-

tains at the cupboards, had the wood-
work painted gray with a red stripe,

and put a Swedish peasant design on
all of the cupboard doors. Then she
stocked the cupboards with Swedish
peasant pottery, and put in table lin-

ens of dull yellow bordered in blue

and orange. Her prophecy was right.

Every one who saw that kitchen

wanted an invitation to go home with
Dorothy and just take "pot luck."

There are many other motion-pic-

ture stars who rejoice in surround-

ings perfectly suited to their indi-

vidualities—thanks to Hazel Hyman
Adler, but these two homes show
how differently she decorates for

different personalities. She plays no
small part in the happiness of the

motion-picture stars for whom she

decorates. She doesn't provide them
with miniature museums, she doesn't

fill their homes with certain colors

or styles of furniture simply because
they are the fashion—she makes
stars feel at home.

"Is that May McAvoy?" Fanny
asked, looking up as a girl passed
us. "You know she was expected
to arrive yesterday. She has signed
a contract with Realart to be starred

in pictures."

"Can't tell until I see her eyes,"

I muttered, staring at the girl. "Oh,
why did she wear that lace veil—

I

can't see her eyes through that."

"Probably because it is becom-
ing," Fanny answered flippantly.

"Come on, let's go shopping. Clara
Kimball Young has the most mar-
velous new Louis XVI. ring, and I

want to see if I can get one like it.

She wears it in all of the scenes of

'Straight from Paris,' her newest

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 50

picture. She didn't get hers here

;

it was sent to her by an admirer in

India, who had inherited it from a

colonist of the early French revolu-

tionary period. But I'll find some-

thing like it."

Our waiter was nowhere in sight,

of course.

"Mildred Harris has her own com-
pany now," Fanny remarked. "She's

building the most gorgeous new
home ; I should think that it would
take all of her alimony, but appar-

ently not, for she is hiring directors,

writers, and all sorts of luxuries for

her company."
"But how about Cecil De Mille?"

I asked.

"I can't understand." Fanny ad-

mitted. "Every one admits that

some sort of an offer has been made
to Mildred Harris to appear in Cecil

De Mille specials and other Famous
Players-Lasky productions, but she

won't tell what her answer is. and
she goes blissfully along with ar-

rangements for her own company.
"Mary Alden and Dwight Critten-

den age twenty years during the

course of their new picture, 'The Old
Nest,' " Fanny remarked languidly

then. "But I'll grow old faster than
that if our waiter doesn't show up.

Every one interesting has gone home.
Come on, let's start without paying.

That will bring him fast enough."

WOMEN DON'T HAVE TO ACT
in order to attain success in motion pictures. They can write, they can direct, they can design costumes and
scenery, and they can act as agents—supplying actors, writers, or whatever a studio happens to need. A few
women in these lines of work have forged their way to the top, made big reputations for themselves, and shown
other women, ambitious to get into the motion-picture business, ways to do it, if they can't—or don't want to

—

act. The story of who these women are, and what they do, will be told next month by Celia Brynn.



FKENCHIE.—Here you are, right at

the very top. Creighton Hale was
born in Cork, Ireland. He was .educated

in Dublin and London. He is of a fa-

mous theatrical family, and his stage

career began when he was a tot. He
first came to America with Gertrude El-

liott's "Dawn of a To-morrow." He ap-

peared in many Broadway productions.

His screen career has been principally

with Pathe, Metro, World Film, and Grif-

fith productions. He is under contract

to D. W. Griffith at present. "Way Down
East" is the latest picture in which he ap-
pears. You will have to take that up with

the honorable editor, as I have not a

thing to do with that end of the depart-

ment. As a rule pictures of that kind are

not very good likenesses. You will see

Harrison Ford in First National features

for a while, as he has been signed by
Joseph Schcnck to appear in Constance
and Norma Talmadge's features for the

present year. Come as often as you like.

Virginia Dare.—Ann May and Doris
May are not related to each other. June
Walker is not starring in any picture.

The Lightning Bug.—On the contrary,

I enjoy hearing from new readers all the

time. Yes, I have heard of your foot-

ball team, and even managed to follow
some of your games. It's a very inter-

esting sport. That is her natural hair she
wears, and not a wig. Sylvia Breamer is

rather noted for her wonderful hair. It

is dark brown and so are her eyes. She
is not married. She is being featured in

Sidney Franklin's features for First Na-
tional. You might write her and see.

Perhaps she doesn't care to have photo-
graphs taken like the one you mention,
and even if she did, we couldn't print it,

so there you are.

E. J. O.—Pearl White was born in

Springfield, Missouri, in 1880. She
weighs one hundred and twenty pounds.

Her eyes are blue. Norma Talmadge
has brown hair and eyes. Gloria Swan-
son was born in Chicago, Illinois. Enid
Bennett was born in York, Western Aus-
tralia. All addresses at the end of this

department.

D. G.—You will find the addresses at

the end of The Oracle.

S. B. O. F.—The weather you describe

certainly sounds inviting enough. Wish I

had time to take advantage of your invi-

tation and come down there and_ enjoy
some of it. Yes, it is the same Winifred
Greenwood who used to appear opposite

Edward Coxen in the American Film
Company productions. Betty Bouton has

had quite some exnerience. She was with

Nat Goodwin in "The Merchant of Ven-

ice'' and in stock. Clara Kimball Young
has been married but is not now. James
Young, the director, was her husband.
Pearl White is married to Wallace Mc-
Cutcheon. I managed to enjoy the holi-

days very nicely, thanks.

E. G. T. Lafayette.—The snow scenes

for the Antonio Moreno serial, "The
Perils of Thunder Mountain," were
taken at Truckee, California. Joe Ryan's
beard is all his own, and not one he can

THE ORACLE will answer in

these eolumns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing I he movies as spaee will allow.

Personal replies to a limited
number of questions—-sueh as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle. Picture-Piay Magazine. 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those

who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

take off and put on at will. He is mar-
ried. Thanks for all the nice things you

have to say regarding Picture-Play.

Daxaris.—Madlaine Traverse was born
in Boston, Massachusetts. She is five

feet nine inches tall and weighs one hun-

dred and sixty-five pounds. She has dark-

brown hair and hazel eyes. That is her

correct name. She is not married. You
will have to write to her personally. All

addresses at the end of this department.

Dorothy Harris.—Winifred Green-

wood is appearing in Lasky productions.

Eugene O'Brien was born in Denver,

Colorado, in 1884, and not in Ireland, as

you supposed. Your other questions have

already been answered.

May E.—Ethel Clayton was born in

Champaign, Illinois, in 1800. Marguerite

Clayton is not related to Ethel. Franci
Ford was born in Portland, Maine, in

1882. He is making pictures for his own
company at the present time. Helen and
Elsie Ferguson are not related.

Oscar Wildman.—That is merely all

matter of personal opinion and not a
|

thing any one can judge correctly. The
]

nearest approach one can have as to the

popularity of certain stars with the pub-

lie is on the sales of the various stars"

films. They don't all sell as well, you 8

know. Mary Pickford is still the biggest !

drawing card with exhibitors. William
S. Hart is not making any pictures at

j

the present time. He has announced that

he is going to retire from the screen, for i

a while at least.

S. & S.—Dorothy de Vore is not mar-
ried. Yes, she is the girl you saw in

Christie comedies and with Charles Ray
in "Forty-Five Minutes From Broadway.''

"Scrap Iron" is the title of the latest

Charles Ray feature.

Ornament.—Your Pearl White ques-

tions have already been answered. You
will find his address at the end of The
Oracle.

Shakespeare's Friend.—Robert Man-
tell and his wife, Genevieve Hamper,
have appeared on the screen together in

several Fox photoplays. Forbes-Robert-
son played the title role of "Hamlet" on

the screen for the Knickerbocker Films

several years ago. The Fine-Arts made
the screen version of "Macbeth," and
John Emerson directed it.

Margaret G.—Elsie Ferguson was born

in New York City. She is Mrs. Thomas
Clarke in private life. Alia Nazimova
was born in Yalta, Crimea, Russia. Kath-
erine MacDonald was born in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. Clara Kimball Young is

a product of Chicago, Illinois. Both
Annette Kellermann and Wyndham Stand-

ing are married. Viola Dana was born

in Brooklyn, New York. You will have

to write to some concern that handles

the photographs of the various stars to

get a picture of Olive Thomas. You will

find a number of them in the advertising

section of Picture-Play. Yes, there is

such an actress as Grace Darling. She is

the one you refer to. Mildred Harris

has obtained a divorce from Charles Spen-

cer Chaplin. No, Madge Evans is the

only star of that family. She has a sis-

ter "and two brothers. The lady-in-wait-

ing in Dorothv Gish's feature, "Little

Miss Rebellion.." was played by Mane
Burke. Your riddle certainly did cheer

me up. When you think up any more of

them send them along.

Continued on page 106
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Everybody will

wear them

Y*ou will look good-

Oh—because it's

it has a charm

Distinctive ! And
the wide variety

of colors covers

every preference.

What is yours?

Becoming from
every angle ! No
matter which
way it falls, it

drapes gracefully.

in a Priscilla Dean Tarn,

attractive

—

chic, because

that's distinctive.

For sport wear it's just the thing, and for

school wear, or street wear generally.

Priscilla Dean Tarns are made of "Suede-

Like," that wonderful fabric so closely re-

sembling suede leather. Picture your tarn

in your favorite color, trimmed with band
and bow of grosgrain ribbon. It drapes

gracefully—looks good from every angle.

Miss Dean designed it. Looks good on
her, doesn't it?

It will look just as good on you. And the

price is only $2.50.* You can get it in the

color you prefer at your dealer's.

If they haven't it at the store, of course you
can get it direct from us by sending the

coupon and the price. * In Canada , $3 .00 .

CI e&n la,'

TRADE MARK COPYRIGHT

'Uhis trademark appears

in every 'Priscilla Dean
cUam; it guarantees your

satisfaction.

BAER BROS.
904 W. LAKE ST.

MFG. CO.
- CHICAGO

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.
904 West Lake Street, Chicago, 111.

h Enclosed is $2.50 (Canada, $3.00)

i for which please send me a

!

|
Priscilla Dean Tarn in

§ postage prepaid.
I

' NAME .

ADDRESS

Dealers—write for information—our proposition will interest you. Money Refunded If Desired,
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CWk'ick is tkeWoikor?
It is good health which keeps

womanly beauty fresh. Cos-
metics can only hide the traces

of the years in a once pretty
face.

Mothers who are still young
at the age of forty can teach
their daughters the value of a
gpod aperient in keeping the
blush of youth in their cheeks.

Nl Tablets (a vegetable aperient)

act pleasantly and naturally to

clear the skin of blemishes and
preserve a healthful, youthful
appearance.

All Druggists

sell the dainty

25c. box of

N? Tablets.

"New Edition"

Nature's Remedy-

Smaller tablets, one-third the
dose of the regular tfl. Made
of the same ingredients, then
candy - coated.

Ideal for children and adults.

36 JUNIORS in the OC
blue and yellow box, --

To have and to hold a fair complexion,

—

use Lablache. Delicate skins welcome
its gentle caress. It's a sweet tribute

to lovely women. It

goes farther, and
is 50 natural.

Refuse Substitutes

They may be dan-
gerous. Flesh, White,
Pink or Cream. 75e.

a box of druggist or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send 10c.

for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
Trench Perfumers. Dept. *8

125 Kingston St., Boston, Ham,

What Do You Like in the Movies?
Continued from page 32

Shampoo with one

Soap.— Cuticura
Cnticura Soap is the favoriteforsafetyrazorshavfag;.

ably had just procured a story so

filled with tried-and-true situations,

that it couldn't fail."'

These situations are almost num-
berless, but there are a few that are

more used, and may therefore be as-

sumed to be a little surer fire than
the rest. Here they are

:

1. Hero rescuing girl on run-

away horse. Tom Mix uses this in

his new picture, "Prairie Trails."

2. Hero breaking in door to res-

cue heroine held captive. Usually
this scene is taken showing both sides

of door ; hero frantically trying to

get in, and villains on other side pre-

paring either to kill the heroine or

to get her out by a secret passage.

The Griffith variation of this situa-

tion is to show the girl almost hope-
less in the villains' hands, and then
cut in a scene showing the hero rush-
ing to the rescue, alternating these

scenes so as to produce high tension.

3. Parent and child situation,

where one saves the other from ruin.

This is usually more effective if they

have long been separated, and the

relationship is not known to both.

"Heliotrope," devolped this situation

in one way; "Madame X" in an-

other.

4. All mother stuff—such as girl

finding locket with mother's picture

in it just as she was packing up her
belongings to elope with the villain.

5. Innocent person serving prison

sentence to save some one dear to

him whom he believes to be guilty.

Peggy Hyland is the self-sacrificing

one in her English-made picture,

"The Price of Silence."

6. Impersonation stuff. This in-

cludes all those stock situations

where the hero or the heroine change
places with somebody, usually to

avert a marriage that has been ar-

ranged by a guardian. The inevi-

table result is, of course, that the

two for whom the marriage was ar-

ranged, really fall in love with each

other, and the deception is confessed.

Madge Kennedy in "The Girl with

the Jazz Heart" uses this situation.

7. Desert island stuff, where ap-

parently the real work of the day is

not housework and food chasing, but

finding one's true mate. Eva Novak
in "The Torrent" is the most recent

of these, and De Mille's "Male and
Female," the most famous.

8. Girl forced to masquerade as

boy, falls in love with man who res-

cues her. Blanche Sweet in "That
Girl Montana" is a new variation of

this.

9. Fugitive from justice who im-

personates priest. William Faver-
sham in "The Sin That Was His,"
strikes a new note of sincerity in this

old chord.

10. Reformed outlaw who nearly

loses his wife and child through mis-

understanding. A typical Bill Hart
theme.

11. Dealers in worthless stock or

real estate, outwitted by novice they
hoped to trim. Sometimes what they
considered worthless turns out to be
good ; sometimes the hero or heroine
beats them at their own game by sell-

ing them something worthless in re-

turn. Charlie Ray made this situa-

tion ring true in some old pictures,

and Carmel Myers suffers under bad
handling of the theme in "Beautifully

Trimmed."

12. Faith of orphan reforming
and saving every one in sight. This
has always been a favorite. Shirley

Mason does it in "Girl of My Heart."

13. Race between a locomotive
or a high-powered automobile and
a homemade contraption, or contest

of any sort between an invention of

the hero's and something backed by
the villain. Almost any struggle be-

tween wealth and poverty—with pov-

erty winning, of course. The exclu-

sive rights to this situation ought to

belong to Charles Ray.

14. Forgiveness scene—where
hero or heroine tears up incriminat-

ing letters or other evidence, and a
clinch follows.

15. Almost am- love scene in the

moonlight.

16. Child praying for the safe re-

turn of his mother or father, whom
the audience knows to be dead.

17. Dying hero kissing flag.

18. Priest laying crucifix on dead
hero, who had been mistaken for a

villain all through the picture.

But what about comedies ? That is

a story in itself, too long a story to

be condensed in less than fifty vol-

umes. There are enough sure-fire

comic situations packed in one Sen-
nett comedy to keep the old show-
man talking for—well until he got

so interested that he ran out to the

first theater where there was one
showing.

And that proves that the sure-fire

stuff in motion pictures is sure-fire.

Even the veteran showman who can

recognize an old situation at any dis-

tance, in any newly contrived disguise

—likes it as well as you and I do.

So that's what you go to see in the

movies. You don't want movies

made any more like life ; if anything

must be changed, let life be changed
to be more like the movies.
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In Spite of Her Beauty

Continued from page 25

Juliet, and instead of that Flo Zieg-

feld saw her and persuaded her to

go in the Follies. That was the first

rime I ever saw her, and she was
j
dressed in an American flag. Miss

; Columbia they called her."

"Yes, and he came to me and told

I

me I ought to be on the dramatic

stage and offered me a part in his

company. He was then twenty years

old, and I didn't have much faith in

him."

"And I thought her a foolish and
misguided young woman not to pre-

fer my direction to any other."

''Then it was not love at first

sight?" we said.

"I should say not ! Mr. AYanger
finally decided not to save me from
rny musical-comedv career, and I

went from the Follies into 'Watch
Your Step.' Then followed 'Oh,
Boy,' 'Stop, Look, and Listen.'

'Betty,' and 'Over the Top.' Last
year I met with a change of heart

and about the time that I married
Mr. YVanger I decided that I would
go back to my first love—the dra-

matic stage. I think there is noth-
ing like stock work to build a sound
foundation, so when I got a chance
to play leads with the Poli Stock
Company in Waterbury. Connecticut,
I accepted it gratefully. It is hard
work, hut wonderful training. You
know I've made only two pictures

—

'Blackbirds,' and 'The Plaything of
Broadway.' "

"It's funny we didn't see "Black-
birds,' " we said, "how was that?"

"No, it isn't funny. I'm so new
at the game that I didn't want to
be foisted on the public with a
splurge. I wanted to be sort of eased
in and let them get used to me grad-
ually. My next picture. 'The Play-
thing of Broadway' will be shown at

one of the big theaters, I think."

"Is Miss Johnstone very good on
the screen?" We put this question
to Mr. Wanger, for he is such an
honest young person that we knew
he would tell us even if the verdict
wasn't favorable. But he was most
enthusiastic over his wife's work. In
fact he didn't hesitate to say that he
thought she was going to be ex-
tremely popular. "She is so beauti-
ful," we said enviously.

"Oh, it isn't her beaut}-," he re-

torted scornfully, with a man's ignor-
ing of a woman's greatest asset.

"Lots of people screen just as well
as she does. But she works with her
heart and her brain."

_
"Thank you. Walter," said Jus-

tine sweetly, "for believing that I

have both. That is one of the nicest

things you have ever said to me."

Age-Old Mistakes
Are still made in teeth cleaning

Countless people who brush teeth daily

find they still discolor and decay. The
reason is, they leave the film — that vis-

cous film you feel. It clings to teeth, gets

between the teeth and stays.

That film causes most tooth troubles.

To clean the teeth without removing it is

one age-old mistake.

Film rums teeth
Few people escape the trouble caused

by film. Those troubles have been con-

stantly increasing. So dental science has
spent years in seeking a combatant.

Film absorbs stains, making the teeth

look dingy. Film is the basis of tartar.

It holds food substance which ferments
and forms acid. It holds the acid in con-
tact with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyor-
rhea.

Combat it daily

Modern science has found ways to com-
bat that film. Able authorities have proved
them by many clinical tests. Now leading

dentists everywhere advise their daily ap-

plication.

The methods are embodied in a denti-

frice called Pepsodent. And to millions of

people it has brought a new era in teeth

cleaning.

Other essential effects

Pepsodent brings other effects to accord
with modern dental requirements. Right

diet would also bring them, but few peo-

ple get it. So science now urges that the

tooth paste bring them, twice a day.

Each use of Pepsodent multiplies the

salivary flow. That is Nature's great tooth-

protecting agent. It multiplies the starch

digestant in the saliva, to digest starch de-

posits that cling and may form acid. It

multiplies the alkalinity of the saliva, to

neutralize the acids which cause tooth de-

cay. Another ingredient is pepsin.

These results are natural and essential.

Millions of teeth are ruined because peo-
ple do not get them.

\v atch the change which comes when
you use Pepsodent. Send the coupon for

a 10-Day Tube. Note how clean the teeth
feel after using. Mark the absence of the
viscous film. See how teeth whiten as the
film-coat disappears. Read in our book
the reasons for each good effect. This test

will change your whole conception of clean
teeth.

Cut out the coupon now.

10-Day Tube Free

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every

application brings five desired effects.

Approved by highest authorities, and now
advised by leading dentists everywhere.

All druggists supply the large tubes.

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY.
Dept. 531, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago. 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Do you know that Clear-Tone
—the wonder-working lotion

—

used like toilet water

—

Clears

Your Skin
of Pimples, Blackheads. Acne
Eruptions, Enlarged Pores, Oily or
Shiny Skin? Elegant after Shaving.
Indispensable for sensitive and re-
fined women.
GUARANTEED to banish unsightly
blemishes easily and quickly, and
leave the skin clear and smooth.

71 Clear-ToneSkin'
This Free Booklet tells how you can
easily and quickly at home obtain a
clear skin, free from all blemishes,
like Nature intended you to have.
Thousands of copies of this interest-

ing book are distributed every month.

Clear*Tone is ?ot * cu'e
-a11 °r ™ail-

--—^ ,, „ i,— order treatment, but a
scientific, reliable SKIN LOTION, perfected
after 15 years personal experience by Mr. E. S.
Givens, who knows every embarrassment one
has to suffer with a bad complexion. Endorsed
and prescribed by physicians, druggists, and
thousands of enthusiastic users, and sold on a
direct and positive guarantee of satisfaction or
money back! The marvel of Clear-Tone is that
it clears the complexion so quickly, no matter
what the cause.

Cieaf-Tone has hadan unprecedented
tz„,~ . . ., .. .M//r.y.sv: as evidenced by
thousands of voluntary letters written by men
and women who had very bad blemishes and
tried various soaps, ointments, and doctors
without relief.

Where Do They Get Their Storms?
Continued from page 63

Read These Letters!
From U. S. Hospital-- "Find myself improving
wonderfully. Any one I see that has skin trouble
your wonderful Clear-Tone will be recommend-
ed." Chas. A. Rein, U. S. Hospital 41, Staten
Island, N. Y.

From a Barber--"Have been a barber for 30 years
and never saw anything as good as Clear-Tone.
All barbers should know about it." Otto Van
Burin, Kansas City, Mo.

From a Musician-- ' I am obliged to be in public
a great deal ami my complexion was a great em-
barrassment. Clear-Tone improved meso greatly
that I strongly recommend it." C. H. Lindeman,
Steubenville, Ohio.

From a Lady— "I cannot thank you enough for all

the good it has done me. One bottle has cleared
my face wonderfully." Miss Mary Yonks, Haver-
straw, N. Y.

From a Soldier--" It is certainly wonderful. "Louis
Langer, Troop F 3rd Cavalry, Ft. Ethan Allen.Vt.

From a Flyer—"Cleared my face of Acne." H.J.
Howald, N. H. Station, Pensacola, Fla.

People Amazed-"Hasclearedmy skin completely
of pimples and blackheads. Everybody who sees
me is amazed." R. R. Wilson, Pearson, Ga.

Thousands of Others—men and women—praise
Clear-Tone. We'll gladly send copies of most
interesting testimonials.

FffFF Simply send name today for FREE
1 iVJLiJj booklet, "R Clear-Tone Skin"
telling how I cured myself after being afflicted

for 15 years, and my $1,000 Guarantee to clear
your skin of the above blemishes.

E. S. GIVENS, 237 Chemical Bldg., Kansas City. Mo

speed, anywhere from eight hundred
to fourteen" hundred revolutions per
minute, and flexible enough to stand
the severe strain of throwing it wide
open from slow speed to its limit

of power. It would be very embar-
rassing if, in the middle of a big

storm scene, the motor suddenly
ceased from troubling and the storm
lav down and went to sleep. To
overcome certain difficulties that he
has met in the course of his storm
making, Wilder is now working out

a scheme for controlling the motion
of the wind machine's blades by fric-

tion so applied as to increase the re-

sistance of the blades to the impulse
of the motor, a device which will per-

mit fine shades of propellor motion
to be obtained.

Working out new mechanical con-
trivances for use in picture produc-
tion is, in fact, 'Wilder's hobby, and
he has a brain full of new ideas

waiting for a leisure moment to be
developed.

l'roviding at short notice, any
known variety of vessel is one of

the tasks at which Wilder has no
master. Motion-picture directors

are so unexpected in their desires.

One day Wilder gets a request for

a luxurious private yacht, available

for a week's use. The next day
somebody wants a whaler of a period
of a hundred years ago. The next
mail brings a request for a three-

masted schooner that can be run
ashore, a battered derelict, a sunken
steamer, and a ferryboat. But he

gets them ; that is the point. Bat-
tleships, ocean liners, yachts, sub-

marines, barges, canal boats—he gets

them somewhere and somehow.

The majority of the owners of

these various craft are obliging

enough in lending their property or,

more frequently, renting it. When
there is trouble it is due, as a rule,

to the carelessness or destructive

habits of some director or star who
has had previous use of the owner's
boats. Unfortunately not all com-
panies are rigidly careful in their

use of borrowed propertv. The com-
pany headed by a well-known femi-

nine star once made use of a Japa-

nese liner, and left it in such a con-

dition of disorder and actual dam-
age that it took many weeks of pa-

tient negotiation and many promises
and guarantees before the owners of

the line would give permission for

the use of another of their vessels.

Luckily it happened that the next
director to ask for the use of a ship

owned by this company was George
Melford, who was then producing

"Behold My Wife." Melford has
the reputation of leaving a location

actually in better condition than he
found it, and therefore the company
gave the desired permission.

In Wilder's opinion, realism is the

reef on which many pictures are

wrecked. Realism is what he seeks
in his suggestions to directors. For
instance, he knows that a ship's crew,
launching a small boat, will pull oars
like sailors, not like landsmen navi-

gating rowboats at a Sunday-school
picnic. Many is the time that he
himself has donned the garb of the

sea and has taken his place in a boat

to be stroke oar for a ragged crew.
If a boat is supposed to go straight

for the eye of the camera. Wilder
hates to see it skitter crab-fashion
all over the ocean, oars dipping any
old time.

If a ship is to be manned by a

crew of genuine shellbacks, Wilder
gathers them in from the San Fran-
cisco water front. Studio sailors are

all very well for close-ups, but when
it comes to handling a wheel or work-
ing out on a yard, anything less than

the real thing worries him, and he
manages to make it worry the direc-

tors.

There was a picture in which hero

and heroine were swept ashore, cling-

ing to a spar torn from a wrecked
vessel. The director was in a hurry,

so he shot the scene without paying
much attention to details and rushed
back to the studio.

A little later Wilder saw the pic-

ture and the scene. The first thing

that Wilder noticed was that the end
of the spar which had presumably
been ripped loose from the ship was
neat and square and smooth, just as

the saws had left it, instead of being

splintered and broken.

It is just such little things as that,

minor details perhaps, but none the

less important, that Wilder believes

can make or mar a picture. Per-

sonally he is never quite satisfied

with his own work, and he is always

planning to make his share of the

next picture just a little better. He
has been working along his own spe-

cial and decidedly unique line in pic-

tures for three years, and says that

he knows possibly one per cent of

what is to be known about picture

making. He would rather spend

hours of patient work to make a sea

scene correct in every detail than to

have his name on the screen in let-

ters a foot high.

Wherefore, his work is worth
while.
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Alice of Old Vincennes

Continued from page 46

find out what it was all about.

After that I was called for sev-

eral other pictures, in all of which

I appeared in the role of an 'extra.'

My parts were so small that I think

it little short of marvelous that I,

who had no more desire to climb out

of the ranks, should have been no-

ticed at all. But the unexpected did

happen.

"I was working at Universal City

one day, when I noticed a good-look-

ing young man who seemed to be

making inquiries about me. Feeling

that I ought to find out who was
seeking my name and address. I

asked the assistant director about the

inquirer.

" 'Why; that's Rex Ingram, one of

the big directors out here. You'll

probably hear from him,' he said.

''Sure enough, I did receive a note

from Metro's casting director a few
days later, calling me to appear for a
screen trial for 'Shore Acres.' which
Mr. Ingram was directing. I had
a very small part in the picture, but
I enjoyed it because I understood
the story and knew what I was do-

ing.

"Then I took a long rest. My
next call was for a real part. Mr.
Ingram asked me to play the lead-

ing role in 'Hearts Are Trumps,' a
big Metro all-star production. I don't

mind saying I hesitated before re-

sponding to the call this time. I

wondered whether I. as inexperi-

enced as I was. had any right to

take such a gambling chance with
somebody else's money. But Mr.
Ingram persuaded me that I could
make good in the part and—well,

some of the reviewers were kind
enough to say that I had.

''Then came 'The Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse.' and an invitation

to play the leading feminine role in

it. I wonder what gave me such as-

surance, but I felt quite natural play-

ing that part. Nobody can judge
their own work, but I hope the pic-

turegoers like me in that part. I

really worked migty hard in it."

On completing that role, Miss
Terry, acting like the little Alice of
her Vincennes girlhood, overlooked
applying to the casting directors of
other studios for such parts as might
be open to her. and went home in-

stead to resume her reading, her em-'
broidering. and her matinee going.
But one director after another sent

for her. So Alice of old Vincennes,
quite without willing it, continues to

be Alice of feature films.

. ..: .
. .

i

Don't cry, dear—I know

the way to clear your skin"

"M
"Y doctor has often said

that almost any woman
can have a clear, soft,

even radiant complexion, if she
will only obey a certain law of
hygiene.

"Your skin is poor because you
have disregarded that law. Mine
was too; until I observed the law;
and ever since, it has been clear

and fine.

"It seems that woman's besetting

trouble— clogged intestines— is

largely responsible for a poor
skin. When the food waste is

not regularly and thoroughly
eliminated, poisons form, which
the blood absorbs and carries to
the millions of tiny body cells.

These poisons are the most
common cause of skin troubles.

Blo'xhiness, eruptions. sallowness,

are some of the results.

"And not only the skin shows
the effects of this poisoning

—

the hair becomes dry and brittle,

the eyes are dull, and you lack
animation and life.

"My doctor told me that what

most women with poor complex-
ions need is Nujol, which in-

duces the good habit of regular,

daily evacuations.

"Instead of irritating or forcing

the system, Nujol simply softens

the food waste. This helps all

those tiny muscles in the intes-

tinal walls, contracting and ex-

panding in their normal way, to
squeeze the food waste along so
that it passes naturally out of the
system.

"And one of the things you
will like about Nujol is that it

is absolutely harmless and pleas-

ant to take. It works without
causing griping, or nausea, and
does not interfere with the day's

work or play.

"Buy a bottle of Nujol, my dear,

and take it regularly. It assures

internal cleanliness, the only se-

cret of a good complexion."

Nujol
REG. U-ST^PAT. OFF

Nujol is sold by all druggists in sealed bottles only, bearing the Nujol trade mark.

For authoritative booklet on how to remove toxins that mar the skin, mail this coupon today.

Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey). Room 719T 44 Beaver Street, New York
(In Canada, send to Nujol, 22 St. Francois Xavier Street, Montreal.) Please send me copy of "A
LOVELY SKIN COMES FROM WITHIN".

Name . .

Address .
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Miiracie
Every 'Womans 'De.pt/afor

Removes' Hair
Immediately—safely

BY actual test genuine De Miracle is

the safest and surest. When you
use it you are not experimenting with
a new and untried depilatory, because

it has been in use for over 20 years,

and is the only depilatory that has ever

been endorsed by Physicians, Surgeons,

Dermatologists, Medical Journals and
Prominent Magazines.

De Miracle is the most cleanly, because

there is no mussy mixture to apply or

wash off. You simply wet the hair

with this nice De Miracle sanitary liq-

uid and it is gone. De Miracle alone

devitalizes hair, which is the only

common-sense way to remove it from
face, neck, arms, underarms or limbs.

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, #2.00

At all toilet counters, or direct from us,

in plain wrapper, on receipt of 63c,

$1.04, or $2.08, which includes war t'ax.

iracie
Dept.Z-32 Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York

You can be quickly cured, if you

^STAMMER
'Send 10 cents for 288-page book 011 Stammering and
Stuttering. "Its Cause and Cure." It tells how J

eured myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Booue,
"'"I Bonne. Bldg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

Play the Hawaiian Guitar

Just LiKe the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so simple, plain and easy

that you hegin on a piece with your first lesson. In

half an hour you can play it! We have reduced the

necessary motions you learn to only four—and you ac-

quire these in a few minutes. Then it is only a matter
of practice to acquire tho weird, fas-

cinating tremolos, staccatos, slurs
and other effects which make this in-

strument so delightful. The Hawaiian
Guitar plays any kind of music, both
the melody and the accompaniment.
Your tuition fee includes a beautiful
Hawaiian Guitar, all the necessary
picks and steel bar. and 52 complete
lessons and pieces of music. Special
arrangements for lessons if you
have your own guitar. Com-
plete information and special
price offer sent free on re-
quest.

First Hawaiian Conserva-

tory of Music, Inc.
Dept. 129

233 Broadway, New York City

A Girl's Adventures in Movieland
Continued from page 54

Then, almost before I knew what
was happening, the press agent said,

"Here she is," and I was being in-

troduced to Pearl. I can't begin to

tell you how it felt to shake hands
with her, when I'd seen her on the

screen so many times. She seemed
like an old friend, a very intimate

one. yet to see her that way gave me
a sensation that I can't describe. I

don't know what I said to her, but

I hope it was the right thing. I

guess I wouldn't have known it if

somebody had pinched me, because

all the regular feelings you have all

the time seemed to have stopped.

I've never known anything like it.

Pearl was so natural, though, and
so awfully pretty. Her profile is

wonderful. Her eyes are her best

feature, though—they are a light,

golden-brown in color, and very big

and expressive, tawny eyes, with
long, curly lashes that give them a
starry effect. And she has a way of

opening them so wide—well, when
she looks at you you're thrilled clear

through.

She doesn't talk much, but when
she does she speaks directly to you.

Her sentences are short and clear-

cut, and she brings out her words
rather suddenly. Her voice is ex-

actly right—I mean, not awfully

sweet and affected sounding, the way
some actresses seem to think they

have to talk on the stage.

And she is so sort of like a child.

For instance, there were some board
railings about a foot high on the

floor near us, arranged like a ladder,

and she went over there and. holding

one foot in her hand, hopped OA'er

them. It made me think of the

lighthouse child Nazimova played in

"Out of the Fog."

There were so manv things I

wanted to say to her. but when you
meet your idol all the things you
meant to say seem so silly and gush-

ing. The star seems so sensible and
human that you feel that she'd laugh

at you if you -raved the way you'd

like to. Somehow, it was awfully
hard to talk at all. Pearl had a book,

a French one, that she was reading,

and she'd translate bits of it. It was
the letters of Napoleon and Jose-

phine— it seemed to me sort of a

school book, rather than something a
person would read for pleasure, but

she could hardlv be torn awav from
it. She even read it during part of

the picture, where she was lying on
the floor; you'll see it. Oh, I for-

got to say that the picture is called,

"Woman or Tiger."

She doesn't wear anv fancv clothes

in it; "Only in a few scenes I do,"
she said. "And then I get them on
upside down. In one scene I wear
a very beautiful gown, but have to

dash out in the rain in it. But, of

course, it doesn't make much differ-

ence whether you ruin your clothes

in a picture or not
;
they get so dirty

being trailed around the studio, and
get so full of grease paint, that they

aren't fit to be worn again. And,
of course, almost any star who gets

a decent salary doesn't wear a gown
in more than one picture, anyway."

"Do they sell them?" I asked.

"Oh, no—who is there to sell them
to? There are always servants or

poor relations who can use them, any-
way."

So that settled that question.

Her maid came to speak to her

then about a package, and Pearl

chatted away in French with her in

a way that made me resolve to get

out my books and go to work. She
spoke it beautifully. Then she took

us to her dressing room, which was
the last word in comfort and cozi-

ness. It was hung with pink cre-

tonne, and had a couch where she

could rest, and a big dressing table.

From the desk she took out half

a dozen big photographs and told me
to pick out the one I wanted—that

was a treat I hadn't expected, and
I just stood there and stared for

ages, it seemed to me. I simply

couldn't make a choice; first I'd think

I wanted one, and then I'd decide on
another. Finally I did select one I

fell in love with a while ago, when
I saw it in a theater lobby, and she

autographed it for me. I have ever

so many pictures of her that I'd writ-

ten and asked her for, but, of course,

none like this—it's my most prized

possession.

She had to go back to work then,

and we had to go on, so we told

her good-by.

"I just can't thank you for this,"

I told her, when she gave me the

stunning photograph, and she

laughed and said

:

"Well then, don't try."

T went away feeling perfectly sat-

isfied, and more devoted to her than

ever. I think perhaps it's because

she's so natural ; there's no pose

about her. I don't believe she'd do

anything in a different way from

what she was used to no matter who
was there ; she wouldn't try to im-

press anybody. She lets you take

her just as you find her—and that's

quite enough for me!
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Prise ilia Seen
Continued from page 65

Chas. explains to me that con-

trary to the wide-spread idea, mov-
in'-picture constellations is not

crazy about bein' interviewed, and

many has been known to scurry

wildly away in alarm when a typical

interviewin' pest pokes his head over

the transom. So Chas. thought it

wouldst be better all around if I took

Miss Dean by surprise, instead of

dashin' right over and askin' her

what chance she -figured Georgie

Carpenter had against Dempsey, and

the like.

Well, I learned through under-

ground sources that Miss Dean was
fond of apples, and as she is a pippin

herself they is no reason why she

shouldn't be, hey? At any rate, with

rare presence of mind I got hold of

a basket of the fruit which put Eve
over and tiptoed to the set where

Miss Dean and her retinue was
shootin' her latest and most success-

full picture. (Advt.) From where I

stood behind the scenes they was ap-

parently no way to get in on the stage,

but I have learned by experience,

how to always find the entrance to a

set which a star is workin' on. It

has a big sign on it which says

:

-KEEP OUT. THIS MEANS
YOU!" and you can't miss it.

I seen they was busy so I asked
Miss Dean's director if he wotddst

get mad at me if I staged a inter-

view with his star. I says it will

only take about a hour.

"Go right ahead," he says jovially.

'"You can have four minutes if you
want !"

Just then Miss Dean seen me with

the basket of apples, and she asks

how is it that hucksters is allowed to

roam wild on her set, and whilst

everybody, with the slight exceptions

of me, is laughin' at my blushin' con-

fusion Chas. introduces me. Well,
havin' seen Priscilla Dean in the

bvdk of her pictures, I was prepared
to meet a beautiful girl, but I was
not prepared to meet any such hash-

ish-eater's dream of loveliness which
smiled at me standin' there open-
mouthed and pop-eyed like a goof,

and tried to put me at ease. I had
a long list of questions all memo-
rized to ask her, but when Priscilla

placed a apple in her mouth and in-

vited me to have a bite I forgot all

about the questions and also several

gross other things. With one minute
of the round, or interview rather,

to go I was practically out on my
feet from gazin' into the most won-
derful eyes, I, you, or anvbody else

ever seen and after Priscilla revived
me with a few blasts on a saxaphone,
I was led off the set dazed.

I have sit up all night tryin' to put

W L.DOUGLAS
R£SSrs8.00 SHOES

Special Shoes $CZ
Stvls3h and Durable

Quality of Material
and Workmanship

Maintained

Special Shoes $1 A Af«
Hand Workmanship JL\J»\J\J Stylish and Durable

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
THE STAMPED PRICE IS W. L. DOUGLAS PER-
SONAL GUARANTEE THAT THE SHOES ARE
ALWAYSWORTH THE PRICE PAID FORTHEM

YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL DOUGLAS SHOES

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY
TO YOU AT ONE PROFIT

They are the best known
shoes in the world. Sold
in 107 W. L. Douglas
stores, direct from the fac-

tory to you at only one
profit, which guarantees
to you the best shoes that
can be produced, at the
lowest possible cost. W.L.
Douglas name and the
retail price are stamped
on the bottom of all

shoes before they leave
the factory, which is

your protection against
unreasonable profits.

SHOES
'/$4.50&$5.00

W.L.Douglas shoes are absolutely the best shoe values
for the money in this country. They are made of the
best and finest leathers that money can buy. They
combine quality, style, workmanship and wearing qual-

ities equal to other makes selling at higher prices.

They are the leaders in the fashion centers of America.
The prices are the same everywhere ; they cost no more
in San Francisco than they do in New York.

W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the highest paid,

skilled shoemakers, under the direction and supervision
of experienced men, all working with an honest deter-

mination to make the best shoes for the price that
money can buy.

CA | | f" I f\ IVI Insist upon Having W. L.
%Jf fl 1 \J III Douglas shoes. The name

and iprice is plainly stamped on the sole. Be care-
ful toseethat it has not been changed or mutilated

W.L.Donglas shoes are for sale by over 9000
shoe dealers besideB our own stores. If your
local dealer cannot supply you, take no other
make. Order direct from the factory. Send
for booklet telling how to order shoes by
mail, postage free.

President &
W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,

794 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays bitx. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work ? Send
lUc for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Ivey
to Movie Acting? Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel

,

instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE !

FILM INFORMATION BUPFAU, Sta. R, Jackson, Mich.

48 Photos of Movie Stars

reproduced in half-tono.
On cardboard suitable
for framing. Arbuckle,
Bara, Chaplin. Pick-
fords, Anita Stewart,
Pearl White, etc. Both
male and female STARS
arc all here in CLASSY
POSES. By mail post-
paid 15 cents. Stamps
or Coin. Ardee Pub-
lish ing Co., Dept. 148,

Stamford. Conn.

irOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE!

In this day and age attention to your apnearance is an absolute necessity
if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging
you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks. " therefore it pays to "look your
best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will injure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests

the failure or success of your life—which is to be your ultimate destiny?
Mv new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does
not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1478 Ackerman Bldg.. Binghamton, N. Y.
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fieauiyCream $ i

.
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The Miracle of

Makes Every Face More Beautiful
A toach of "MAYBELLlNE" to eyebrows and eyelashes
works beauty wonders. All the hidden loveliness of your
eyes—their brilliance, depth and expression—is instantly re-

vealed. The difference is remarkable. Even the most beau-
tiful actresses of the screen and stage consider "MAY-
BELLlNE" indispensable. Beautiful girls and women in all

walks of life use it regularly. Scant brows and lashes are
made to appear naturally dark, long1 and luxurious.

Remember that "MAYBELLlNE" ie unlike other prepara-
tions. It is harmless, absolutely greaseless and delightful to
use. No messy rubbing or smearing. Just a touch of the little

brush and the instant beautifying results will delight you. Try
"MAYBELLlNE" once and we know you will say it is the
most wonderful beauty aid on the market. One box will last

many months.
Avoid disappointment by accepting only genuine "MAYBELLlNE" In

the daintv purple and Kold box which contains a mirror and two brushes,
one for the lashes and one for bringing the eyebrows to a tine point.
Two shadea—Brown for Blonds, Black for brunettes.

Price 75c. At your dealer's—or from us prepaid, in plain wrapper.
Satisfaction assur. d oi money refunded. Send 4c postage for "MAY-
BELL BEAUTY BOOKLET" containing real beauty hints.

Maybe!! Laboratories, 4305- 47 Grand Blvd., Chicago

Free Book,
Containing: complete
story of the origin

|

and h iatory of that
wonderful In-
strument—the

Easy to Play

ia$ytoPay

New York's Latest Hair Fashions

Orielle Curls. $G.OO a set; Cecile
Puffs, $5.00 a set; Real Hair Nets,
51.00 a dozen — 10c each. Send
money-order and sample of hair.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Walter
HairGoods Co.,729A6th Ave.. N.Y.

This Book tells you when to use
Saxophone—singly, in quartettes,
in sextettes or in band; how to tran-
spose cello parts and things you
would like to know. Unrivalled for ,

home entertainment, school, church
and lodge. In bitf demand for orchestra da
music. Most beautiful tone of all wind ir

mente. You can learn to

PLAY THE SCALE IN ONE EVENING
with the free chart we send you, and in a few weeks
vou will be playing popular aira. Practice is a pleaB-
uro because of quick resultB. Send for copy of book.

THE FAMOUS

Buescher-Grarid Cornet

The biggest tone and the most perfect of any Cornet
made. Double your pleasure, popularity and income by
playing a Buescher-Grand Cornet or Trombone.

@ Days 9 Fre® Trial
You can order any Buescher Instrument and try it 6 days
in your own home, withoutobligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay
for it on easy payments. Ask us to send you names of users
in your locality. Big illustrated Catalog ofTrue-Tone Band and
Orchestra Instruments sent free.

Buescher Ba^a Instrument Go.
245 BMescS»©!P Bloofc ELKHART. §ND.

WhyDoiitYoil!
Wrttetb&rWwds
foraj Song?

, Our Composer will
/' write the music—we'll

/ have complete song
/ printed and copyrighted
in your name, according to

our special plan.

Submit Poems to

Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber&,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-
pearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as

Sembrich, Nordics and de
Reszke. Among his great-

est song successes are,

"IF I WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day go
fcy without submitting a
poem to us. Do it today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 253

916S. Mich. Ave.,Chicafeo

[

a adequate description of Priscilla

Dean on paper, and this is the result

:

Take Venus, Cleopatra, all the maga-
zine-cover girls, all the peaches in

Georgia, and a like amount of

whipped cream, J. P. Morgan's pin

j

money, a case of Haig & Haig pinch
bottle, Vincent Astor's future, and a
California sunset, and roll 'em all

into one. Elinore Glyn, which is

also out here for a three weeks-end,
[
could prob'ly dash off a better de-

!
scription of Priscilla than that, but

;

that's how good she looked to me!
My next travelogue will be on the

subjects of Allan Dwan. Take the
exits nearest your seats and walk,
don't run, to the street.

Yours and the like,

H. C. Witwer.
Loose Angeles, California.

Don't Change Your Language
Continued from page 61

he was released from service and
came over here to make a picture

that was called, 'Max Comes Across.'

He went back to France for a while,

but now he is over here on a two-
year contract with Robertson-Cole to

make eight comedies. He has fin-

ished 'Seven Years' Bad Luck,' and
is now making his second picture,

called 'Too Much Pep.'"
I thanked him rather peevishly- I

didn't like the way he was smiling.

Mr. Linder, whatever he may have
felt, was disguising his feelings

nobly. He even beamed upon me
when I attempted a question in per-

fect high-school French as to how
long he had been connected with pic-

tures.

The publicity man groaned. Even-
one in the world, it appeared, knew
that but me.

"Oh, mademoiselle,"' said Max,
with his infectious smile, "I am
what you say"—he thought deeply

for a moment—"pioneer—in picture

work. I commenced depuis dix-sept

ans en Paris before Ic cinematograph
was in I'Amcrique."

I nodded with sort of a set smile,

and took refuge in my beans while

I thought it over. After considerable

digestion I arrived at the conclusion

that Mr. Linder had worked in the

movies seventeen years ago in Paris,

considerably before America became
infested by the noiseless drama.

"Oil, nwii dew!" I said brightly.

"How intcrrcsant!"

"I made ze first

—

comprencz-vous—la premiere comcdie zat was evair

made, and we make one comedie a

day. We work from nine in ze

morning to four in ze afternoon, and
zen—she was fineesh!"

I could see that he was storming
the heights of the English lane;uatre
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in an effort to reach my mental ele-

vation. I tried desperately to ask

what was the difference between the

French and the American screen

comedies, but only managed to

make the word "risque" intelligible.

The publicity man cocked his ear

attentively. He recognized the ad-

jective as something pertaining to

lingerie farces.

''Ze French screen comedies

risque?" repeated Max, his whole
face expressing repugnance at the

idea. "Oh, mademoiselle, non, non,

je vous assure!"

He plunged passionately into a

pounding surf of tangled verbs, al-

lianced adjectives, and staccato ex-

pletives. His lamb chop cooled while

he splashed in the monologue. I

gathered that the French screen

comedies were not risque.

"Let me tell you," he finished,

emerging onto English sands, "in

France zey would not permit Cecil

De Mille to deesplay hees picture

like 'Don't Change Your Husband.'
On ze stage in France, ze risque is

all r-right ; but on ze screen—oh,

nevair, non, non!"
"Pourquazu pah?" I asked, having

taken a moment to think up the way
to say "Why not?" in French.
A series of shrugs, of voluble ges-

ticulations, and enlightening facial

expressions.

"Because, ze stage is expensive,

n'est-cc pas? Only ze people who
have plentee of money go. Alors,

bien; zey have, how do you say—

;

deescrimination, zey are not effect by
ze risque. But ze screen is for chil-

dren—for every one
;

comprenez-
vous? Eet is ncccssaire to be veree

careful. I never make a screen

comedie which is risque—jamais!"
The interpreter, who is also Max's

secretary came up just then, and
from the conversation that followed,

I gathered that the luncheon hour
was long past, and that the cast were
on the set awaiting Mr. Linder's or-

ders—for he directs as well as takes

the lead in his comedies.

Max was lovely, and pretended
that he had enjoyed the interview.

I think Frenchmen are the most
charming prevaricators in the world.

But the publicity man wasn't so

tactful. As I climbed into the ma-
chine which was to take me back

to town, he bowed very low.

"Bon jour, mademoiselle," he said

in atrocious French, "come again,

won't vous?"
And I'm not ashamed to say that

I stuck out my tongue at him. He
was adding insult to my injury.

D. W. Griffith Presents-
Continued from page 60

so foolish, I really want them to

know I did do it."

When I had seen it, I was a bit

skeptical about the identity of the

Kellermann queen in question, but

now I harbor nary a doubt. Carol
Dempster did it herself. She says

she did ! And if you had heard her

say that she did it herself, you
would be equally as convinced as I am.

Before leaving I asked her a very

personal question. And the answer
was short and whispered.

"Nineteen !"

Several weeks later when I

watched her at work in the studio

at Mamaroneck, near New York
City, I decided that she had exag-
gerated. She couldn't possibly be
more than sixteen

!

The scene she was working in was
a carnival, supposed to be in the

crowded streets of lower London.
There must have been two hundred
extras on the set, all rushing about,
blowing horns, and throwing stream-
ers in the air, but one little slim

person dominated the whole scene.

Unfortunately, the screen can never
record her sparkling laughter of that

day, but it will show such vivacity as
you rarely see on the screen or anv-
where else. Carol Dempster was
quite obviouslv having the time of

her life. She was irrepressible, irre-

sistible. And sixteen seemed almost
too many years to grant her

!

Later in the week I visited the

Griffith studio again, and discovered

one of the reasons for Carol Demp-
ster's amazing development as a

pantomimist. She never stops. No
matter who is working on the set,

Carol Dempster is somewhere near

by, watching Mr. Griffith and carry-

ing out all his orders. Hour after

hour while he worked with Ralph
Graves on some particularly difficult

close-ups, a party of visitors at the

studio—including, by the way. Ethel

Sands—were chatting and laughing

a few feet awav from the set. Most
young actresses would have fluttered

toward that crowd as naturally as a

bee toward honey, but not Carol

Dempster. She sat just outside of

the range of the camera and worked
over and over that scene, just as

hard as though it had been hers.

Late that afternoon, when almost
every one else had gone, she was
still there, flitting from one facile

expression to another, her hands and
feet, even, seeming to tell their part

of the story. Let the others be con-

cerned with the making of "Flaming
Lamps." Carol Dempster was busy
on "The Making of Her Career."
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H ow's the Simple Life ?
Continued ftorn pa^e 86

unquenchable optimist. He attrib-

utes his cheerfully caparisoned out-
look to a mental evolution very sim-
ilar to that in "Something to Think-
About." the Cecil B. De Mille pro-
duction. If you remember in this

picture the cripple learns the value
of serenity of mind only after a
struggle with the forces of skep-
ticism.

"When I read in the papers that
they were saying it would be impos-
sible for me to work again, I knew
that they were wrong," declared
Dexter. "I determined that some day
I was going to return and do greater
things. How this was to come about
I did not know, for at that time I

had not learned the philosophy of

mental control.

"It is only by cultivating mental
control—repose—that one can really

succeed. The mind is like a lake. I f

it is calm and unruffled it will reflect

everything in beautiful reality; if it

is disturbed it will reflect nothing.
If it is in commotion one cannot hear
the voice of inspiration. It is essen-

tial, therefore, not to worry or be
disquieted ; it is only by maintain-
ing harmony in yourself that you can
bring outside affairs into harmony
with yourself.

"When I used to have important
meetings I would rehearse what I ex-

pected to say, for instance, and
would try to anticipate the conversa-
tion of the other person. Then, most
of the time, he would not speak as

I had expected. My own view, more-
over, was distorted, and my expres-

sions of opinion prejudiced. Had I

laid the matter on the shelf until

the proper time I would have been
able to act properly and for good,
because I would have been free from
prejudice, and would have been
guided naturally in my actions and
answers.

"It is the same with playing a part

on the screen. I do not think about

what I have to do before I go on
the set. I maintain mental repose,
and when the time comes to act I

know I shall be properly guided."
"Personally I have no objection

to the type of part I play. I told
Cecil De Mille 1 would appear m any
picture that had a moral. I told
him I would even do Svcngali in

'Trilby,' because that play has a
moral. The evil is killed as it must
necessarily be in man's progression."

Mr. Dexter's picture career began
in New York some four years ago.
He played the leading male role in

Marguerite Clark's "Helene of the
North." Later he was lead with
Alice Brady, Mary Pickford, Marie
Doro, and others. Finally he became
associated with the De Mille produc-
tions, and had featured roles in "We
Can't Have Everything," "The Whis-
pering Chorus," "The Squaw Man."
"Old Wives for New," and then
"For Better, For Worse." Since
making "Something to Think
About," he has also, played the lead

in "The Witching Hour."

He is to take an important part

in De Mille's next picture, "Five
Kisses." a transcription of the Ana-
tol plays by Arthur Schnitzler.

This will feature an effulgent star

cluster, including- Wallace Reid.

Gloria Swanson, Wanda Hawley.
Bebe Daniels, Theodore Roberts,

and others. Later Dexter may go
to New York and then abroad, with

the privilege of making pictures in

Europe if he wishes.

As I was leaving his house I no-

ticed a brief inscription on a card on
his writing table. It carried a curi-

ous certainty of conviction in its

message, for it said:

"You do not have to fight,

You do not have to struggle,

You only have to know."

Which I am sure is now the Credo
of Elliott Dexter.
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Enter—A Deep
Continued j

" 'Are all these girls trying for the

same part that I am ?'

"Apparently they were, so I

turned about and said. 'I'll be back
later.'

" 'Oh, no you won't
!'

"Stroheim stopped me. considered
me for a moment, and then dismissed
the rest. The part was mine

!"

It is not Mae Busch herself, but
the type of role she has created, that

is unique. From the crafty smile on
her lips to the soft bracelet of

monkey fur twining about her wrist.

Dyed Villainess
rom pa°e 88

she makes the women she plays cal-

culating and hard, yet there is \ sub-

tle fascination about them. They
are brave and reckless and strong,

but not the least bit masculine. They
delight in soft silks and gold-and-

silver tissue. They are so built of

artifice themselves that they will

have nothing artificial around them.

Only the most resplendent jewels,

the softest furs can satisfy them.

It is impossible to reconcile the

Mae Busch of real life to the

haughty sirens she enacts.
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Romances of 'Famous Film

Folk

Continued from pa^e 85

very first home they have ever owned
is now being built in Laurel Canon,
Hollywood. The house is in the old

English style, picturesque, roomy,

sunny, and delightful, with a big

garden, sleeping porches, swimming
pool, and a large nursery for Su-
zanne. A feature of the house will

be an organ, for Mrs. Yidor plays

beautifully, while King Vidor has a

fine baritone voice ; he also writes

music.

If I have told a good deal about

their professional progress, it's be-

cause their work is so
.
inextricably a

part of their life romance, their

love and work and play all so essen-

tially a part of themselves, and their

lives so utterly interdependent, their

companionship so complete, that one
must tell about it all in order to give

any idea of their happiness and its

sources.

We took a good-night peep at the

rosy little Suzanne in her slumbers.

"Is she going on the screen?" I

whispered.

Mrs. Yidor started to shake her
head, then she smiled, remembering
her own family's objections to her
career.

King Yidor's eyes twinkled, and
he smiled.

"I s'pose she will," he drawled,
"if she wants to

!"

A Home-Made Star

Continued from page 29

large coconut cake her mother had
baked that afternoon was left uncut.

"Now I can take it over to the studio
to-morrow," she said. "And we'll

have a picnic with the electricians

and everybody on the set." Later
I learned that she takes one almost
every day. I learned other things,

too—some of which are : that she
doesn't know many other people in

pictures, that she puts her car in

storage in the winter and rides to

and from the studio—forty-four
miles altogether—in the subway, that

she keeps her Cleveland high-school
yearbook on the parlor table so that
she can glance it over frequently, that
she loves emotional roles—and would
like to play a real shrew just once,
and that she does not like being
kissed by actors

!

Later, when Uncle Joe escorted
me over to the Fifth Avenue bus, it

occurred to me what had made her
a star. It was her home.

NoMore
Has The American Woman An Dcuse For

Wrinkles
Pimples, Blackheads Or,

Superfluous Hair
"it seems like Magic, but Helen Clare's results,

though swift, are simply Nature''s own."
T-JELEN Clare's famous quotation,
J. A "'Wrinkles are the footprints of

Neglect, not time," is supported by
her offer to help any and every woman
who writes to her. "I removed my
own wrinkles," says M'me Clare.

You will see no Blackheads, no
Pimples, no Superfluous Hair on
my fair skin, for in their place I

brought back Loveliness, a Beautiful

Figureand long, Endearing Eyelashes.

TJELEN Clare's methods are per-
sonal, simple, direct and prompt.

Her results are attested by thousands
of letters. Helen Clare says, "What
I have done for others I will gladly do
for you. Instead of Pimples, Black-
heads, Superfluous Hair, let me bring
to you Beautiful Complexion, Beau-
tiful Figure, Beautiful Eyelashes and
Eyebrows and the Blessings of
Beauty and Happiness."

T TAKE credit to myself for my own
"figure. I believe in what I have done
for myself—that much I knonv. I wel-

come the opportunity tohelpanywom-
anin theland whowrites to me. Letmy
own Beauty Book tell its own story.

XJELEN CLARE'S friends call her
"Beauty Book" her "Book of

Magic," though there is no magic in

it. It is a true story of Beauty-Cul-
ture sent free to any woman who is

willing to write for it.

Here are some of the chapters in the Free Beauty Book
How to remove dark circles under the How to remove wrinkles.

eyes. How to develop figure.
How to remove double chin. How to make long, thick eyelashes and
How to build up sunken cheeks. eyebrows.
How to darken gray hair and stop hair How to remove superfluous hair.

fallins. How to remove blackheads, pimples and
How to stop perspiration odor. freckles.

Send today for Free Beauty Book to \„
>,HL v&HELEN CLARE, Suite D-32, 3311 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

Goutte -a -Goutte
RESTORES £°£rd *° GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application. Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Makes a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after
sham poo necessary.
You can apply it in the
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.

Anyone of 32 shades given from OXE package.
S1.67 postpaid. Order direct, or

Send me a Little Lock of Your
Hair_FH color It Without Charge
Cut it close to head and say what color you wish.

I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald. etc.

Write fully. No charge for frank opinion.
"SECRETS of BEAUTY," my new booklet,
mailed free on request.

L. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58tti St., New York
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Make Yom Wife Proud of You /
Does she look upon you in admiration as lier ideal

physically and mentally? Does she compare you with
other men and see if you are the noblest of them ail?
Or does she see in you a frail, hesitating, discouraged
individual for whom she is sorry—a weakling she has
to jolly and coax and prod to bo to work ami moke a
man of himself? Are you languid, tired out. disin-
clined to go out into social circles where both sexes
mingle and enjoy themselves? Or are you a croaker and
a grouchy, grumpy clod whom nobody wants around?

You Are
To Blame
You may not be wholly

to blame for being grouchy,
disheartened if you fee] all

"off" when you rise in the

morning and feel languid
and sluggish all day ; but
any one should be blamed
who permits such a condi-
tion of the body and mind
to ruin bis whole life and
the lives of those about
him without making an ef-

fort to throw off the mon-
sters — disease a n d ill-

health—when I stand ready
to help him in a way that
no other man in the world
can help him—when I of-
fer to place within bis
grasp a system of rehabili-
tation, upbuilding a n d
strengthening, that is lead-
ing the way in making bet-
ter men, happier men and
restoring the flagging pow-
ers and Manhood of thou-
sands who h a d counted
themselves hopeless fail-
ures.

You are doubly to blame
if you jefuse to listen to
the advice of the man who
first made of himself the
most perfect specimen of
manhood in the world and
who now extends his hand
to you and offers to point
the way to health, strength,
happiness and hopefulness.STRONGPORTISM

Will Make a Real Man of You
It is years ahead of any, other health building course.

It makes men new. It awakens slumbering ambition.
It puts pep into the languid fellow. It sends a new
thrill of energy thru the body—fills it with desire to
do, to achieve. It rids the system of disease without
the use of drugs or dope, clears the mind of despond-
ency—makes the world look brighter and life more
worth living for.

I guarantee to improve you physically and mentally, if

you follow my directions. It makes no difference where
you live, what your present condition is or what has
brought you to it. You can follow out my course with-
out interfering in any way with your present occupation
in the privacy of your own bedchamber if you like.

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK
My free book, "Promotion and Conservation of Health,

Strength and Mental Energy," will prove a revelation to
you. Asking for it does not obligate you in any way.
Just mark the items on the free consultation coupon on
which you want snecial information and send it to me
with a ten cent piece (one dime) to help pay postage,
etc. I will send your book at once and with it infor-
mation that will lead you to Health. Happiness and
Success. Send for my book Right Now.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Dept. 281 NEWARK, N. J-

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

Mr. Lionel Strongfor
send me your book,
TION OF HEALTH
EROY," for postage
dime). I hive mark
I am interested.
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Touch Up Your High Lights
Continued from page 69

and waved in very wide, deep waves.
It was brought down rather close to

her face—this took away from the

roundness, you see. Also, it directed
the beholder straight to her eyes, lie-

cause it framed them so effectively.

In the back it was drawn into a soft

puff, in order not to spoil the really

beautiful shape of her head.
So far she was all in one key. We

needed one more high light. We got

it by having her wear a string of
beads that came from a little Italian

shop—beads of dull yellow, apricot

and orange, shading into creamy-
coffee color and brown—the very
shade of her eyes, you see. And the

effect was so tremendously success-

ful that I'd like to have had her tour

the country, to show girls what they

can do with their looks if they just

touch up their high lights.

The Revelations of a Star's Wife
Continued from page 84

broad back, and a well-poised head
I'd have known anywhere. Without
waiting for the dawdling cab to stop

I clutched my sleeping son and
leaped to the street, crying, "Oh,
Hugh—Hugh !" as I stumbled into

that hateful lobby.

"You don't mean to tell me that

you let her go—without any money
—that you didn't believe her"—I'd

never seen Hugh in such a rage be-

fore. He wasn't shouting ; he was
just glaring at the white-faced Chet,

who'd been so scornful to me a while
before, while the blubby clerk hud-
dled behind his counter and said not

a word.
"Hugh! I'm here!" I cried, and

felt myself sort of crumpling up all

over. Faintly I heard Hugh say,

"Dan—grab the baby—I've got

her !" and then I didn't know what
was happening until I came to with

Carol Burnet simply deluging me
with water, and Hugh rubbing my
hands and swearing to have the life's

blood of Chet and the night clerk.

Even after we'd gone upstairs my
mind felt too hazy to comprehend
Hugh's explanations of how he hap-

pened to be so late in getting to On-
owanda, just being there and having

him to look after Hughie and me
was enough. But one thing I did

comprehend ; as he hung up his coat

a telegram fluttered out of it

:

"Sorry—capital gone back on us

—release you from agreement," it

read. It was signed by the presi-

dent of the Independent Era Film
Corporation.

TO BE CONTINUED.

Would You Risk Everything

| for Your Husband?
The writer of this remarkable story would—and

did. All the money that she had saved as a bulwark

H against times of trouble was contributed to his big

business venture. It was a gamble—but her faith in

jj him made it a glorious gamble.

g In the East, where they came to launch his com-

pany, the writer renews old friendships and makes

new ones among the motion-picture players. Their

stories are interwoven with hers.

IT IS THE MOST AMAZING AND GRIPPING
STORY EVER TOLD AROUT MOTION-PICTURE
PLAYERS. DON'T MISS THE NEXT INSTALLMENT.
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"V2% Yearly Increase Guaranteed

SPECIAL TERMS—Ten months
credit on any article selected from the SWEET
catalog. No money in advance. Shipment
made for vour examination. First payment to

be made onlv after vou have convinced yourself

that SWEET values cannot be equalled. If noi
what you wish return at our expense.

Any diamond bought of
us may be returned for

exchange at an increased

value ot TV2% more
than you paid.

NO RED TAPE—NO DELAV

Every Transaction Confidential

You don't do justice to
yourself and your dollars
unless you inspect our
unusual values in Dia-
monds, Watches, Jewel-
ry, Silverware, Leather
Goods, etc. Send TO-
DAY for SWEET De
Luxe Catalogue. Write
NOWtoDep't. 601-K.

Sweet's Cluster
1 Fine Diamonds set in
Platinum. Looks like

\% carat Solitaire. Price
$62.50. Capital $1. OOO. 000

LVV-sweetTnC
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GLORIA SWANSON WALLACE HL1D
Cecil B. DeMille Artcraft Player I 'aiamouM Star

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy
7
untidy

looking hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in any
of the prevailing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer or Direct
If your dealer can't supply you we will send it direct

prepaid upon receipt of price. Use it 5 days. If dis-

satisfied return what is left and your money will be re-

funded in full. Thousands use it daily. Try it once,
you will never be without it.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 65. CHICAGO

FOR EYEBROWS AND LASHES^«x
JuSdt '

s COL -Y-BROW
Brings out their full benuty; harmless; will not run.
colors: Black, Brown. At dealers or mailed. SI. 00.

HAIR SPrCIALTV CO., Kept. E. *24 T. 21st ST.. XKW YORK

Prof. I. Hubert's

CREAM
a safe aid to a soft,
lear, healthy skin.
Used as a massage it

vtTcomcs dryness
and the tendency
to wrinkle. Also
takes out the
Stins and sore-
ness caused by

wind, tan and sun-
burn. Use Mafuina

Lotionand teltthyet
Soap and Malvtna
Cream to improve your

"
.n. At all druf?-

ts, or sent postpaid on
iipt of price. Cream
Lotion 60c, Soap 30c.

I. Hubert, Toledo.
N. Y. Office—Bush

a\ Sales Bldg.
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Right Off the Grill

Continued from page 87

As We Would Like to See Them.

John Barrymore as Dorian Grey.

Betty Blythe as Flav'ia to Wallace
Reid's Rupert of "The Prisoner of

Zenda."

Mary Hay as Peter Pan.

Theda Bara as Olympias to

Georges Carpentier's Alexander in

"Alexander the Great."

Will Rogers as lchabod Crane.

Wallace Reid as Ivanhoe.

Betty Compson as Rosalind.

Charles Spencer Chaplin as Don
Quixote.

Rattling Good Education.

In the auditorium of California
j

University beneath an arch inscribed

impressively, "Education Is Learn-

ing to Use the Tools Which the Race

Has Found Indispensable." Mr.

Wallace Reid demonstrated the use

of his indispensable saxophone. Miss

Shannon Day shook her well-

creamed, ball-bearing shoulders, and

Miss Betty Blythe used eyes, voice

and tout ensemble in a way that

pleased even the classical professors.

The saxophone, the shimmy, and the

song were welded into one grand

synthesis for the benefit of the Uni-

versity, which is seeking to furnish

a new suite of rooms. The rooms

will be well furnished. Miss May
Allison, deterred from appearing be-

cause of illness, sent a Tiffany tea

set. Miss Blythe was introduced as

the Queen of Sheba, and caused the

manual training class to project

themselves at least a foot from their

collars. Mr. Reid was introduced as

the screen's premier actor and

scholar, and caused the domestic

scientists to burst several shoulder

straps. Miss Day, announced as

coming down directly from the Mid-

night Frolic roof, caused the collars

to melt and the shoulder straps to

shake in sympathy. Mrs. Wallace

Reid, sitting in the audience, was

compelled to arise and bow as the

first ladv of the evening. But both

sides had respect for the brawn of

Hercules-Adonis Reid. who noncha-

lantly tossed Miss Day over one

shoulder and bore her away to the

wings. Mr. Rupert Hughes' ad-

dress, which closed the evening, was

on censorshop. It seemed superflu-

ous after the program. The audi-

ence would have shot the first censor

who tried to snatch away the tools

of the race which had proved so in-

dispensable that evening.
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Good-bye to Gray Hair!
Here's the way to stop it

This way is easy, quick and sure,

and it works a transformation. You
simply comb a clear, colorless liquid

through your hair— in from 4 to 8

days the gray disappears and the
natural color returns. This colorless liqu;. 1

.

is the triumph of modern science, whicn
has produced a true restorer.

Mary T. Goldman's Hair Color Restorer
We prove the truth of these statements

•with a trial bottle, sent free if you fill out

and mail in the coupon. Full directions

and a special application comb come with

it Try it on a single lock— then get
.
a

full sized bottle from your druggist or di-

rect from us. Don't accept imitations.

Mary T. Goldman, 339 JJ";'^J™!mmm
F "lc,ae send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T. Goldman;

I HairCoY.r RestoM-r wilh Fi-™ 'l««b. I am not obligated i:

B any way by accepting this free otter.
" The natural color of my bsa is

black _ jet black dark brown
I medium brown light brown

Name... Street

' Town Co ..State

I instant Relief
if Don't send me one cent—just
j I

let me prove i* to you as I have
jj done for over 72,500 others in the

Jj
last six months. I claim that

II **Fairyfoot" is an absolute suc-

|j
cesful bunion remedy. Hundreds

j
i of thousands say so and I want J

1 1 you to let me send it to you f
II FREE, entirely at my expense. <3

; | I don't care how disgusted you
\l feel with yourbunion—you have
ff not tried myremedy and I have
||

such absolute confidence in it
*
I
that 9 asn going to send you

||
4hE£> treatment absolutely

?| TREE* It is a wonderful yet
jjj

simple home treatment which
| relieves you almost instantly of

j| all pain; it removes the cause of
[I the bunion and thus the ugly
;.j

deformity disappears—all this
>

; while you are wearing as ti^ht shoes
11 as ever. I know it will do all thisand

I want vou to send for "Fairyfoot"
FREE heeau.se I know you will then

t \ tell all your friends about il just as _

f
these 72. 500othei-saredoinn. Write now, as this

f \ announcement may not appear in tins paperaeain
| t Just send your name and addreseand "Fairyfoot*
1 1 will be sent promptly in plain sealed envelope.

ooi Remedy Co., 2207 Millard Ave., Dep. 133, Chicago,

1 Fooi Rem

Famous FRENCH Depilatory

for removing hair

A delicately per-
fumed powder;
removes hair,

leaves skin
smooth, white ;

for arms, limbs,
face. Price in

U. S. and Canada,
50c, and SI sizes
containing; com-
plete mixing: out-
fit. Elsewhere
75c and S1.50.

At drug: and de-
partment stores.

Send 10c for trial sample and booklet

Hall & Ruckel, 104 Waverly PL, N. Y.
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Fashion's decree
this season is light, filmy fabrics.

Delatone enables discriminating
women to wear tnem with perfect
freedom.

DIL-A-TOHI
is a well-known scientific preparation
for removing hair safely and surely
from neck, face or under arms.

Prepared scientifically, it leaves
the skin clear, firm and perfect-
ly smooth. Easy to apply.

Druggists sell Delatone, or an
original 1 oz. jar will be mailed
to any address on receipt of $1.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.

Dept Nl 339 S.Wabash Av.,Chicage

DIA-GEMS jSMIDAZZLING
BRILLIANT
SPARKLING ~ " «s.wm.m^ RADIANCE

|

Compare a DIA-GEM with your diamond. Can you tell the dif-
,

ference? Sue the same hery radiance, tfleituiinp l.nlliance, fas-
" ating sparkle. DIA-GEMS are absolutely perfect in colorand

|

cutting-. St.-ind all diamond tests. Your friends will think it is an
expensive diamond. Even experts think they are diamonds. The
snappy, fiery sparkle is guaranteed forever. DIA-GEMS are

|

the closest Scientific reproduction of high priced diamonds.

Wear Your DIA-GEM 30 Days FREE!
Select your rintr and give finger size. We'll send about one car;
DIA-GEM set in a solid gold ring to you by parcel post at one.

.

You deposit only $4.01) with postmaster. It is only a deposit. It

is still your money. If you or your friends can tell a DIA-
GEM from a perfect sparkling white diamond, we'll refund your
money. If satisfied pay $2.00 monthly for seven months.

DIA-GEM CO., Div. 641-628 World Bldg., New York.

<|f)Days
9Free Tai&t

^Jr^»^Select from 4 4 Styles e

colors axid sizes, famous Ranger
bicycles. Delivered free on approval,
from maker - direct - to - rider, at Factory
Prices, Save $10 to $26 on your bicycle.

IgMonthstoPay s^i;
d
o
iat
o
e
n
po«

*®*liberat Easy Payment plan. Parents
often advance first deposit. Energetic boys
earn the small monthly payments thereafter

.

T1E*©S Horns.wheels.Iamps. parts and
equipment at half usual prices.

TLfWsSitfi Cycle Company
FTCCM ©ept.LlOiChica^o

News Notes from the Studios
Continued from page 72

DR. LYWTO.VS Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
FOR MEN AND WOMENwill show reduction

taking place in 11

days or money re-

funded. The In-
ducer (not electrical)

reduces unsightly
parts promptly, re-

ducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawtpn Method
dissolves and elimi-
nates superfluous fat
from the system.
Easily followed di-
rections do not re-
itiire exercises, starv-
ing, medicine or
treatments: not on!
rids you of fat, but
improves appearance
and general health,
brings physical and
mental vigor. and
enables you to re-
gain and retain your
normal weight. Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) re-
duced from till to 152 pounds. This reducer and gen-
uine method have been the means whereby a great num-
ber of fat people throughout the United States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfig-

uring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or

woman car obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better. The com-
plete cost is $5.00, Send for your reducer today. Re-
member it is guaranteed. Office hours, 10-4 daily.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 West 70th St. Dept. 186 New York

on a long-term contract to play lead-

ing women's roles.

Evelyn Greeley, who has been ab-

sent from the screen for some time,

is William Farnum's leading woman
in the picture he is making under
the direction of J. Gordon Edwards.
Like many Fox pictures this one is

being made before being named.
The latest number of Good

Words, the monthly publication

edited and published by the inmates

of the United States Penitentiary at

Atlanta, Georgia, contained a review
praising Tom Moore in "Stop
Thief," a Goldwyn production.

Mary Glynne, a young English ac-

tress imported by the Famous Play-

ers-Lasky Company, will play the

leading part in "The Princess of

New York," the next Donald Crisp

production. Mr. Crisp, his assist-

ant, and David Powell, who will play

the leading man's role in the picture,

are all British born.

Three old favorites. Seena Owen,
Lillian Walker, and E. K. Lincoln

appear in Robert Vignola's latest

production. Grace Bonney, a mem-
ber of the Ziegfeld Frolic chorus

plays the ingenue role in the picture.

The next Cecil De Mille produc-
tion after "The Affairs of Anatol,"

will be "Laurels and the Lady." by
Leonard Merrick.

.

J. Robert Pauline, who for fifteen

years has been one of the most prom-
inent hypnotists on the American
stage, is going to direct comedies for

Educational Films Corporation. It

is said that he will hypnotize the ac-

tors under his direction. This de-

partment will furnish the names on

request of several actors whose work,
it believes, could be improved by that

method.
Barbara Castleton will play the

leading role in "Muffled Drums,"

which will be presented by First Na-
tional.

Richard Headrick, three years old,

the champion baby swimmer of the

world, has been engaged by Anita
Stewart's company to appear in a

forthcoming production, as yet un-
named.

King Vidor has joined the ranks

of Associated Producers. His first

picture for them will be "Love Never
Dies," part of which will be filmed

in Vidor village in Hollywood. For
the exteriors, the company will be

brought East, and scenes will be

taken in some of the most famous
sections of New York City, includ-

ing the Fifth Avenue shopping dis-

trict and Washington Square.

For the first time in history a

grand opera has been adapted from
a motion picture. "The Cheat." by
Hector Turnbull, in which Fannie
Ward and Sessue Hayakawa ap-
peared, was presented early in Feb-
ruary at the Opera Comique in Paris.

The operatic version is called "For-
feiture."

Agnes Smith, our intrepid re-

viewer, who once spoke of "Lila Lee,

once a star, but now an actress," in-

spires two similar comments. Louise
Lovely, once a Fox star, has become
an actress in "The Old Nest." a

Goldwyn picture by Rupert Hughes,
and May McAvoy, once an actress

—see "The Truth About Husbands."
or "Sentimental Tommy"—is now a

Realart star.

When William Russell's company
went north to film snow scenes for

"Bare Knuckles." they took with

them a wind machine. Hardly had
they arrived when a blizzard began,

and for several days they had all the

wind and snow they wanted without
artificial aids.

The Friendly Screen
By Alix Thorne

IAST night I saw a homestead old,

Among tall maple trees.

A garden full of fragrant blooms.
I almost heard the bees

—

Far off there rose the guardian hills,

My eyes grew dim with tears.

The country seemed to call to me.

As in my boyhood years.

I longed to take the winding path

And find an open door,

A gentle face must welcome me,

I'd seen it all before.

Far off the city's rush and din.

I watched great branches lean,

A wondrous visit I had had,

Upon the friendly screen.
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-Agents and Help ^Vanted A rrf> nl c artri Hp In V1//J n if ti Ci\ n1 in i • pf\/IgsOU allU iltSlfJ wraLMLC\M WUI/lJiiutU Stammering
WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-

ing everything ; men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories" anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange, N. J.

WANTED :—MEN—WOMEN, over 17,
$135-195 month. Huudreds U. S. Govern-
ment positions. Common education sufficient.
Influence unnecessary. Steady. No layoffs.
T icf" nocitirinc W'vitn inimn/H'itf'lvJ_iloL |f(JblllUIlJ> lllCi > \ I 1 1 1 .lil 111 l UldK lip •

Franklin Institute, Dept. .12, Rochester, N. Y.

ST -ST U -T-T-TER ING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.
Walter McDonnell. 80 Potomac Bank Build-
ing, Washington, D. C.

Songs, Poems, Etc.BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig. 436
Westover Building/ Kansas City, Mo. Patents and Lawyers YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll

compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries ; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

$10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427. St. Louis, Mo.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love. Mother,
Home, Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send words
today. Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block,
Chicago.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

WRITE A SONG POEM—I compose music
and guarantee publication. Send poem today.
E. Hanson, 3810 Broadway, Room 102, Chi-
cago.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train vou. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 2S, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples. Madison Mills. 503
Broadway New York.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to use and sell the new Mellinsrer Extra-Plv
Tires. (No seconds, i Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellingcr Tire Co.. 976 Oak. Kan-
sas City, Missouri.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write. Amer-
ican Detective System, 1968 Broadway. N. Y.

MEN WANTED for Detective Work Ex-
perience unnecessary. Write J. Ganor.
former U S Oov't T>efpeTive -i on < r r ^tne

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman. Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington. D. C.

vnt T wtmt't^ wrtT?nt: phr \ *20"Vfi w/p
write the music, publish, and secure a copy-
right. Submit poems on any subject. The
Metropolitan Studios. 914 S. Michigan Ave.,
t >enf- Ol f| ('Viien<rr» TllinrvioUc[Jl, _ 1 U, v-UlLilgU, llllllOlb-

PATENTS. Trademark. Copyright— fore-
most word free. Long experience as patent
solicitor. Prompt advice, charges very rea-
sonable. Correspondence solicited. Results
procured. Metzger. Washington, D. C.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG ! We
will write the music and guarantee publica-
tion on a royalty basis. Submit poems on any
subject. Seton Music Company, 920 S. Michi-
gan Ave., Room 109. Chicago. 111.

PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate
Fees. Best References. Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel. Master of Patent Law,
ISO Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best

J
J I UjJUol LIUXI* lv*l^ I11UULR1, — . fv^lu ±Jl\. n.

ens Ave., Chicago.

FATENTS SECURED. Prompt Service.
Avoid dangerous delays. Send for our "Rec-
ord of Invention" form and Free Book telling
How to Obtain a Fatent. Send sketch or
m nil fnr ( v:T m i n n f i iin T*rnl im i n i rv *i el r'OUlvlli, 1 l.\J L t_ .\ <11U L U il l HJH , 1 1U1 111 llitll J ild* ILt
without charge. Highest references. Write
Today. J. L. Jackson & Co.. 135 Ouray
1»1UJT.. liSD lUlil Oil. JL'. K..

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We
compose music and guarantee to secure pub-
lication on royalty basis by New York pub-
lisher. Our Chief Composer and Lyric Editor
is a song-writer of national reputation and
has written many big song-hits. Submit poems
on any subject. Broadway Studios, 233 Fitz-
gerald Bldg.. New York.

PATENTS—Send for free book. Contains ATTENTION SONGWRITERS! Our inter-
esting pamphlet explains our method of Pro-
fessionally placing your work before the re-

liable publishers. Manuscript examined with-
out charge. Superior Song Studios. 1547
Broadway, N. Y.

AGENTS, $60 to $200 a Week. Free Sam-
ples. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Of-
fice windows. Any one can do it. Big de-
mand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic-
Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street. Chicago.

valuable information for inventors. Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its patentable nature. Prompt service.
Cfwentv years experience). Talbert & Tal-
bert. 4929 Talbert Bldg.. Washington. D. C.

BE A DETECTIVE—Wonderful oppor-
tunities : particulars free. Write Wairner 186
East 79th New York, -Dept. ."<;:;.

A >ifnmon//pc
SONGWRITERS! Learn of the public's

demand for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers, obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.
Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and advice. We revise poems, com-
pose music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios. 304 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.

AUTOMOBILE owners. Repairmen and Ga-
ragemen. send address to-day for free sample
copy of American Automobile Digest, contain-
ing helpful, instructive information on over-
hauling, ignition troubles, carburetor effi-

ciency," engine knocks, wiring, storage bat-
teries simplified, etc. Clearly explained, pro-
fusely illustrated. American Automobile
Digest. 509 Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

BIGGEST MONEY MAKER IN AMERICA.
I want 100 men and women quick to take
orders for raincoats, raincapes. and water-
proof aprons. Thousands of orders waiting
for you. $2.00 an hour for spare time. Mc-
Donough made $813.00 in one month. Nissen.
$19.00 in three hours. Purvience. $207 00 in
seven days. $5,000 a year profit for eight
average orders a day. No delivering or col-
lecting. Beautiful coat free. No experience or
capital required. Write quick for information.
Comer Manufacturing Co.. Dept. M-36. Day-
ton. Ohio.

Y'OL R NAME on 35 linen cards and case
20c. Agent's outfit free. Card and leather
specialties. John Burt, Coshocton. Ohio.

LEARN SONGWRIT I NG. Complete Course-
By Mail. Send Today for information. Plaza
Music Service. 18 Hudson St., Worcester.
Mass.

Short Stories and Photoplays

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn, N. Y.

SONG WRITERS—Have you ideas? Send
for my guaranteed proposition. Casper Na-
than. Manierre Bldg.. Chicago.

Mail Order Business

I MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business. Sample article 25c. Free Booklet.
Stamp. Alss Scott. Cohoes. N. Y.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS are desirable.
$1400. $1600 and $1S00 at start. Railway
Mail Clerk and other "exams" soon. Let our
expert, former Civil Service Examiner, pre-
pare you Write Today for free booklet. Pat-
torton Civil Sr-wino ^r-hnnl Rnr V Pn/--lnactfji'

N. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAY S : $25—$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.

Personal

GET PERMANENT CUSTOMERS for
Guaranteed Hosiery and Underwear easy by
our new Sure Success Plan. Quickest intro-
ducer ever—opens way to $10—$20 a dav
profits. Beautiful sample outfits—liberal
commissions, prompt deliveries. Wonderful
opportunity. Write quick. C & D Company,
Section B, Grand Rapids. Mich.

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW whether vou
are to gain success, win friends, be happy,
or the reverse? Scientific convincing in-

formation. Wonderful results claimed by
patrons. "Key to Success" and personality
sketch for 10 cents and birthdate. Thomson-
Heywood Co., Dept. 300, Chronicle Bldg., San
Francisco.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS of Photoplays,
Short Stories. Poems, Songs, send to-day for
Free, valuable, instructive book. "Key to
Successful Writing," including 65 helpful sug-
gestions on writing and selling. Atlas Pub-
lishing Co.. 500 Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati. O.

WRITERS ! Stories, Poems. Plays, etc.. are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal Mo.

AGENTS—00c an hour to advertise and
distribute samples to consumer. Write quick
for territory and particulars. Albert Mills.
Gen. Mgr., 48S3 American Bldg. Cincinnati.
Ohio.

ASTROLOGY—STARS TELL LIFE'S
story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy 4307 Jefferson. Kansas City.
Missouri. Apartment 74.

PHOTOPLAYS. IDEAS, WANTED Tor Cali-
fornia Producers. Also Stories, Articles.
Criticize free, sell on Commission. To Be-
ginners. Plot Chart Free—Correspondence
Course or Experience unnecessary. Submit
MSS or write. Harvard Company. 460 Mont-
gomery. San Francisco.

WE WILL start vou in the cleaning and
dyeing business. little capital needed, bia prof-
its. Write for booklet. The Ben-Yonde Svs-
tem. Dept. A H, Charlotte. N. C.

Wanted to Buy

IT'S LIKE FINDING MONEY when you
mail us false teeth (with or without gold
fillings), old or broken jewelry, diamonds,
watches, old gold, silver, platinum, magneto
points gold or silver ores and nuggets—War
Bonds and Stamps. Highest prices paid. Cash
by return mail. Goods returned in 10 days if

you're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting &
Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg.. Cleveland,
Ohio.

$5,000 A YEAR is your profit from 4 sales
a day. Neptun the Automatic Servant, is a
sensation wherever introduced : every familv
wants. one : practically sells itself.

* Big op-
portunity for men arid women ambitious to
earn good income. Write for full particulars.
Neptun Products Co.. Dept. 585-E. Bingham-
ton. N. Y.

SHORT STORIES. Novels. Photoplays
edited, criticised, typed and marketed. Fred
Willenbecher. Literary Editor. Allentown, Pa.

YOU CAN WRITE Photoplays. Big prices
paid. We show you how : write for Free
outline. California Exchange, Sausalito, Cali-
fornia.
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Classified Advertising—Continued.
For the Home

DURABLE ROOF PAINT, shingle stain;
black, red, green, brown : 200 five gallon
cans, $10.00 each, freight included. Martinek
Paint Company, East Elmhurst. N. Y.

Vaudeville

GET ON THE STAGE. I tell you how !

Send stamp for instructive Stage Book and
particulars. E. La Delle. Box 557, Los An-
geles, Cal.

Miscellaneous

ZEET Beautiful Girl Pictures. 12 wonderful
poses .$1.00 Refunded if dissatisfied. Bairart
Co.. 125, St. Lou is . Mo.
.IE YOU WANT to sell or exchange your

property write me. John J. Black, 250th
St., Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Female Help Wanted

ifti—$18 a dozen decorating pillow tops at
home, experience unnecessary; particulars
for stamp. Tapestry Paint Co., 110. La-
Grange, Ind.

Old. Money Wanted

$2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of
coins. Keep All old money. You may have
valuable pieces. Send 10c for Ill'st Coin Value
Book, 4x0. It may mean your fortune. Clarke
Coin Co., Box 2, Le Roy. N. Y.

Business Opportunities

$10 MONTHLY invested in Florida oyster
culture pays estimated income $100 per
month until end of world. Free information—12.000 words—including U. S. Government
quotations, Government $10,000 survey,
sworn sfatemrnls. Florida Board of Trade,
Apalachicoln. Florida-.

National Bob
Youth and fashion is everything i am^wearinl
the latest National Bob. It's too lovely for words with its

soft, wavy hair falling teasin^ly over the combs that slip

so easily through my hair. Everyone thinks the Bob's my
very own— it matches so perfectly and I never sacrificed a
hair. I use invisible pins to attach the ends and its on and
off in a jiffy.

My picture shows the Bob charm. How did I pet it? I sen*
a strand ol my hair withSI O.O0, and it was promptly sent
—Postpaid. I'm as happy as a child with a new toy and
I never looked so well— you'll like it too.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. L, 368 Sixth Avenue New York

Originators of the Bob
U. S. Patent Office Keg. 1340718.

WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers *\
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

Send for Water Wavers (patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-
ety'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
117- B West Seventh St. Cincinnati. Ohio

Picture Oracle
Continued from page 90

Stasia R.—You failed to inclose the
self-addressed stamped envelope for a

personal reply. You will rind the ad-
dresses you are seeking at the end of The
Oracle.

Bennie Wm. N.—All addresses are
printed at the end of The Oracle each
month. That is, all the addresses that

are asked for during the month. Y'ou
will have to write to them personally for
their photographs. Clara Kimball Young
is not married now. What do you mean
you had the pleasure of seeing her little

"baby? She hasn't any children. Some
one was spoofing you. Roscoe Arbuckle's
new automobile is a Pierce-Arrow with
a special body. You refer to Bcbc Dan-
iels and Lila Lee.

Beebish.—From the opening tone of
your letter I must admit that I thought
just what you guessed I would think.

Glad to know different. You certainly

have been listening to an awful lot of ter-

rible untruths concerning several of our
very best stars. Let me tell you right

here that there is not one atom of truth
in any one of the statements made to

you by some scandal monger. You will

find out that you can never trace those
rumors to rock bottom. The one who
tells you will simply say, if questioned,
that some one told them. Gareth Hughes
has been doing very well since he played
opposite Viola Dana in "The Chorus Girl's

Romance." His latest picture is "Senti-
mental Tommy," a Paramount special pro-
duction. Antonio Moreno is not engaged
to be married to Viola Dana. George
Stewart is Anita Stewart's brother. He
made his first appearance with Douglas
Fairbanks in "The Mollycoddle" and then
with Mildred Harris in "Old Dad."

Miss Catherine R.—The addresses you
want will be found at the end of The
Oracle.

Miss Aline H.—The "Market Booklet"
has been mailed to you. I can't help you
about the titles of those pictures utjless

you can be more explicit. It is too bad
the picture was spoiled for you, because
"Humoresque" was a truly wonderful pro-
duction, but, as I say, I can't help that any,

when a theater manager has such peculiar

ideas about running a feature. Of course,

I am glad I served as a means to relieve

your mind, at least.

DESTROY HAIR
AND ROOTS ON FACE,

arms or body Perma-
nently with ZIP.
No Electricity.

Unlike depilatories
which merely burn off

surface hair, leaving
the roots to thrive.

ZIP is the rapid,harm-
less, painless and fra-
grant compound used
by actresses,debutantes,
beautv specialists. Easily
applied at home, ZIP instantly removes all un-
desirable hair without pain, leaving the skin soft

and smooth.
At your dealers or direct by mail in plain wrapper.
Treatments at better class Beauty Shops represent-

ing me. Write for FREE Illustrated BOOKLET:
"A Talk on Superfluous Hair." Call at office to

have FREE DEMONSTRATION.
Avoid Imitations

REGISTERED U.S. PAX OFE

IT'S OFF Jkazuat IT'S OUT

©" Specialist

562 Fifth Ave.

Ent. on 46th St.
(Miller Blder.)

Dept. 7

New Vork City

The highest grade cold
cream made is Pearl La
Sage. You note the dif-

ference immediately.

The bland, soothing in-
gredients used, not only
cleanse, but nourisk the
skin. The beneficial
effects of a face bath

each night with Pearl LaSage cream are re-
markable and definite. You are not left in
doubt, because your skin tells the story- of
new and surprisingly exquisite texture and
softness. 50c or 75c, of your dealer or by mail.

A Sample for a Name!
\

Just write us the name of your favorite
dealer and we will send you, free, a gen-
erous sample of this wonderful cold
cream. Write today.

r-r.-, PEARL LA SAGE, Inc.

iMjy 4325 Drexel Blvd., Chicago

inois Monarch
I 9 Jewels

19 genuine Ruby and Sapphire jewels,
solid gold center wheel, adjusted to
positions, isochronism and tempera-
ture. Includes such railroad require-

ments as dou ble roller escape-
ment, steel escape wheel.
':em set guaranteeing abso-
f" satisfaction. Substantial

guaranteed 20 - year
^old-filled case. Sent
without apennydown.

lO Days
FreeTrial
Wear this splendid watch
10 days free. No obliga-
tion. If you decide not
to bay return it at oar
•xpense.

Chain and
Knife FREE
A handsome, up-to-date,
gold-fillcd chain and knife
absolutely free. Choice of
Dickens. Vest or Waldo-

roar (shown in cut) chain.
State which chain you wish.

a Day
Just send your name and address. The watch, chain
and knife come t<> yon by prepaid express. Give the
expressman $8. B0. This is merely a deposit. Wear
the watch and chain 10 days. Then if you don't wish
to keep it return it at our expense and your deposit
will be refunded instantly. You are not out one
penny. Trial is absolutely free. If you keep the
watch pay $4.30 a month until full price 542.75 5s paid.

OrderTodayonTrial
Thesuppiyi3limited. Send yournamenow. No red tape
or annoyance . Yon take no risk. Take this chance to
have this watch lor less than 14c a dav. Send name.

J.M.LYON& CO. "̂gggg

Complete and Concise

History of the World War
By THOMAS R. BEST

Popular Priced Edition. Paper Covers. Postpaid for 25c,

You need this book.

STREET & SMITH CORPORATION
79-89 Seventh Avenue New York City

Send Ymr Name and We'll
Send You a Lachnite

f%ON 7T send a penny. Just send your name and say: "Send me
J^a Lachnite mounred in a solid gold ring on 10 days' free
trial. " We will send it prepaid right to your home. When It

comes merely deposit $4.75 with the postman and then wear the
Tint? for 10 full davs. If you, or if any of your friends can tell
it from a diamond, send it back. But if you decide to buy it
— send ue $2.50 a month until $18.75 has been paid.

^VritC TO(J<iy ®en
Jj

your name now. Tell qs wbfch of the

(ladies' or men's)
Harold Lac hman

i gold rings Illustrated above you wish

. Peoria S
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Learn the Secret
Wonderful as it seems, you cannow learn,

without one penny of cost, the amazing
secret of the marvelouely smooth, velvety,
soft skin free from wrinkles possessed by
famous Oriental beauties.

Every woman who now worries and frets over
the appearance of tiny lines and crowsfeet in the
skin of her face and neck is her own enemy if she
does not at once obtain a FREE copy of the
wonderful Princess Tokio Beauty Book.

It tells how, in the privacy of your own room,
you can remove these dreaded blemishesas though
by magic without massage, rollers, exercise,
masks or other such unsatisfactory means, but
by the simple, easy, quick Princess Tokio Treat-
ment which has accomplished such astonishing'
results for so many thousands of women.

Get This FREE Bock Today
If you have wrinkles you are depriv-

ing yourself of the full benefit

fej
of your natural beauty if you

Wj donotsendyourname andad-
7 dress today for a free and
postpaid copy of this famous
book and learn for yourself the
wonderful secret of a smooth,
beautiful skin entirely free from

age-telling* wrinkles. Send today!

Princess Tofks© Compaq
159 N. Stale St. Dept.51 Chicago

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because I'was Deaf and had Head Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Eat
Drums restored my hearing and 6topped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones,
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Eooklet and my sworn
Statement of how 1 recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
JO 5th AvenueSuite New York City

Let Mae Marsh
Teaeh Yon

Screen Acting
MAE MARSH has written a book for you—
whoever you are—wherever you are. Send
now, direct to the publisher, for

SCREEN ACTING
the only authoritative book ever written
on this new art.
Mae Marsh, the little heroine of "The
Birth of a Nation," the child-mother of
"Intolerance," and the star of many
other screen classics, defines

the Seven Qualities necessary for success
on the screen:

discusses
make-up, costuming, repression,
thousand other details essential
tain stardom.

Send for SCREEN ACTING today

"Chock full of good advice and sensible direc-
tion." — Los Angeles Times

Price $1.50 in the U. S. and Canada.
52.00 in foreign countries

Photo-Star Publishing Co.
Chamber ofCommerce Biradmg
Los Angeles . California

Pleascsetid meMae Marsh's book. Screen Acting I

J ForVTUch 1 enclose l<iSOI-l'2..ooi °<-

H Namc~<
;

The Thunderbolt of Illinois.—Of
course there are others, but not from Il-

linois. William S. Hart has made his

last picture for Paramount and has re-

tired from the screen. His sister, Mary
Hart, is not a professional. Olive Thomas
was born in Charleroi, Pennsylvania, on
October 20, 1898. Yes, I read nearly all

of Alger's works when I was young.
Mary Pickford's latest feature is an origi-

nal story from the pen of Prances Marion,
who also directed it. "The Love Light"
is the name of the picture. Perhaps some
day one of those books will be picturized.

Agnes • and Fred.—Thanks for the

stamps. The editor has mailed you a copy
of the "Market Booklet" and the "Guide-
posts for Scenario Writers," as you re-

quested. I am sure you will find them
very interesting and helpful.

Curious Me.—Antonio Moreno was
born in Madrid, Spain, in 1888. He is

not making any more serials. His latest

feature is called "Three Sevens." Sounds
as if the dice were good to him. doesn't

it? It depends entirely upon the story, not
on the amunt of words it takes to tell it.

Priscilla Dean's Double.—Alice Brady
was born in .\

T

e\v York City. House
Peters is still in pictures. His latest film

is "The Leopard Woman," in which he
plays opposite Louise Glaum. Yes, Con-
stance Talmadge is married. She married
a wealthy tobacco merchant of New York
very recently. Priscilla Dean was born
in New York in 1896. Her latest picture

is called "Outside the Law." Wheeler
Oakman was born in Washington, D. C,
in 1890. Richard Barthelmess and Mary-

Hay are married. Fannie Ward is not a

Russian. Thcda Bara has not returned to

the screen.

Beth -Jones—At present Evelyn Nesbit

is not on the screen. I do not think you
will see William Fox on the screen, as he

is not actorly inclined. Charles Ray has

been married for six years. I think you
have been listening to idle gossip. It is

not true that nearly all the screen stars

are of one religion. Each to his own be-

lief.

Sarah E.—All addresses at the end of

this department.

M. A.. P.—Buck Jones was born in

Vincennes, Indiana, so you see he is not

a Texan. Tom .Mix's early career con-

sisted of riding the plains as a cowboy
and as a deputy sheriff and special officer

on the trail of bootleggers. You will

have to write to him personally to find

out. You are great on the "Bills," are

you not?

Kutie Kutups.—-I think you must have
misread that article about Tony Moreno
and A^iola Dana in the January Picture-
Play. It stated that some one started

the rumor that the two were to be mar-
ried, but we have Tony's word for it that

such is not the case. Ralph Graves and
Eugene O'Brien are not related. No, I

can't say that I think they look alike.

Viola Dana is no relation, either. Her
latest picture is called "The Off-Shore Pi-

rate."

Mrs. J. F.—Am glad you enjoy the de-
partment so well. The editor has mailed
you a copy of the "Market Booklet."

Female Impersonator.—Gloria Swan-
son is five feet three inches tall. You
are correct. Bothwell Browne was born
in Denmark. His stage career dates back
twenty vears. He is forty-four 3'ears old.

Julian Eltinge was born in T88r T didn't

need to look, so you see I hadn't forgot-
ten you, as you imagined.

Join My Army
of Athletes

Picture, if
you can, a
t h o u s a 11 d
sturdy gym-
nasts parad-
ing down the
street. Every
man with the
arms and P-^.s

of a Hercules,
with d e e

p

massive
chests and
the shoulders
of a giant. A
wonderful
sight you say.

But it means
a small part
however f

the vast army
of fearless
men I ha ve
developed i 11

the past few
years.

This is t h e"

type of army
A m e r i c a
needs for
these re-con-
struction
days. These
are the men
w ho will
come out of
I his turmoil
having shown
their worth.
They will ho
the leaders of
men.

You Cannot Fail
Any man who faithfully follows my teachings can-
not be otherwise. The world can't hold him down.
He is just hound to take the front ranks, for he
is filled with new life, strength and ambition. It
is only the weaklings who are trodden down.

Step Up Then
Come ou and join this army which is going to con-
quer the world and all its obstacles.

' Put oh this
armor of strength and enter the battle. Decide
right new that you will be no longer classed with
the weaklings. Determine that you will have this
clean, perfect body that is rightfully yours; this new
ambition, this dauntless court) se. this fire and vim
of youth, this determination that you will succeed.

Come down to my headquarters tomorrow and let
me show you how easy it can lie done. It's a
crime to put it off another day. Remember what it

mean:; to you: Success or Failure. Now decide for
yourself. If you can't come in and meet me face
to face, sit down this very minute ami

Send for my new book
"Muscular Development"

IT IS FREE!
It tells the secret. Handsomely illustrated with 25
full page photographs of myself and some of the
world's best athletes whom I have trained. Also
contains full particulars of my splendid offer to
you. The valuable hook anil special offer will be
sent on receipt of only 10 cents, stamps or coin,
to cover cost of wrapping and mailing.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1405, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1405, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear Sir:— I enclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me. without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book. "Mus-
cular Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

Address

City



We do not expect those who are hard of
hearing to take our word that the Acous-
ticon will make them hear clearly once
more—No one's word should be taken
for that. We do expect, however, that
for their own individual satisfaction, be-
fore Riving up in discouragement, they
will permit us to loan them the

1 1 Acoustic©!!
For lO Days' FREE TRIAL,

No Deposit—No Expense

400.000 delighted users have given us
this permission to their relief and profit.
Most of them had tried many other aids
and treatments without avail—But the
Acousticon has patented features which
cannot be duplicated. So disregarding
your past experiences, write for your
free trial today.

Dictograph Products Corp.
1442 Candler Bldg., New York City, N. Y.

educe Your Flesh

Bust Reducer, Price $6.00

Chio Reducer, Price $2.50

Exactly where desired
by wearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated

Reducing

Rubber Garments
For Men and Women

Cover the entire body or

any part. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Send
for illustrated Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue, New York
/Hillings Building, 4th FloorN
lEnt. on 34th St.. 3d Door East/

Pacific Coast Representative:
Allele Millar Co.. SiSStecktmSt.,

San Francisco. Cat.

Freckles
arenas acloud bofore the sun," hidin

your brightness, your beauty. Why not
remove them? Don't delay. Use

STItLMAN'ScBf3
Made especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the skin clear, smooth and with-
out a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of experience. M<>ne/ refunded
if not satisfactory. 60c per jar. Write
today fur particulars and free booklet —

fWouIdstThouBeFair?"
Contains many beauty hintg,

and desoriboa a number of elo-

pant preparations indispen sable

to the toilet. Sold by all druggists

STILLMAN CREAM CO
Dept.

i l
Aurora, III

Down Go

FullPrlcesMOW
'This 75-year old Diamond Banking UAl
lnmil,,i;Z. r:,i .1 .»,.....- M. .>• H .'««>.<

is making thousands of loans, many oi ^ w
which are not 1 -:d end must be sold now. JSjjj^
Also other special advantage diamonds.

jJneqnaWejl Sfiaittond Values
In all our 75 yea-s we h;..

. 9Uch bargains. Cnstomcis write tt]

r can't match at even CO per cent more

Send (or Latest List. Different from

Advertising Section

Dear Maxy.—I'd be setting off fire-

works all the time if I had an explosion
every time I have a new correspondent.
They come thick and fast, but are always
most welcome. Yes, Wallace McCutcheon
was in the late war. He received a ma-
jor's commission before he was sent home
wounded. I think you must have been
mistaken in your interpretation of that

answer. There is a serial called "Ruth
of the Rockies," featuring Ruth Roland.
May Allison has not left the screen. She
is still making features for the Metro
Pictures Corporation. See the News
Notes Department. Don't make any bets

as to what gender I am, because you have
no way of proving your wager is right

or wrong, and why tie your money up
like that? You will find that all your
other questions have already been an-
swered.

C. D. H.—The editor has mailed you
copies of both the "Market Booklet" and
"Guideposts for Scenario Writers."

Ann and George.—I can't give you a
list of the pictures that are going to play
at your local theater. The best way to
find out is to inquire from the manager
of the house. I am sure you will find

him only too glad to give you that infor-
mation.

This and That.—Sylvia Breamer is be-
ing featured in the Sidney Franklin fea-
tures to be released by the First National.
She is not a Russian, and I don't agree
with you that she looks like one.

F. B. de G.— Yes, it was the lady her-
self who appeared in "Way Down East,"
and not some one merely using her name.
That isn't being done these days with any
degree of success. Lady Diana Manners
will soon be seen in some photoplays to

be produced by J. Stuart Blackton. The
first one has not been completed as yet.

Pearl White Forever.—You are cer-

tainly an ardent admirer, and I think you
deserve an answer ; but they have so many
fans just as enthusiastic as yourself ask-

ing for a personal reply that they couldn't

possibly answer them all, even if they had
all day in which to do nothing else.

Kathleen O'Connor is not married.

Perfect 39.— I never heard of that size

before. I'm always learning something
new. You will have to get the editor

to do that for you. It is not in my line.

He has charge of all articles and photos
published in this magazine. I have all I

can do to take care of The Picture Oracle.

Anna E. S.—Charles Ray was born in

Jacksonville, Illinois, in 1801. Richard
Barthelmess is four years younger than

Charles, and Jack Pick ford is one year
younger than Dick. Antonio Moreno was
born in 1888. Lillian Gish was born in

1896, and Dorothy Gish in 1898. Antonio
Moreno is going to make five-reel fea-

tures for Vitagraph instead of serials

His latest serial is "The Invisible Hand."
His first feature has been named "The
Three Sevens." Thomas Meighan is not

deserting the screen for the footlights.

His newest feature is "Conrad in Quest
of His Youth." That is the safest way.
I f you want a personal reply, be sure to

inclose a stamped, self-addressed en-

velope.

E. M. B.—Thanks for the letter. The
editor has mailed you a copy of the

"Market Booklet."

Lillian F.—I eat macaroni whenever I

have the wherewithal to get it. I am
not particular as to what day I partake
of it. Look for the addresses you want
at the end of The Oracle.

Mrs. Carrol A. M.—The cast for "Old
Hartwell's Cub" was : Bill Desmond as
Bill Hartwell, Mary Warren as Mary
Lane, Eugene Burr as Edward Jones,
Walt Whitman as Reverend David Lane,
Percy Challenger as Tom Hartwell, Doro-
thy Hagar as Mag Jones, Graham Pete
as Deacon Grimes, Ed Brady as Steven
Martin, and W. J. Ellingford was Benton.
In "A Man's World" Emily Stevens was
Frankie Wade, David Powell was John
Merkyl, Frederick Truesdale was Mal-
colm Gaskcll, Florence Short was Lione
Brune, and Walter Hiers was Larry Han-
Ion. Cullen Landis is married.

Little Curly Locks.—Welcome to our
midst ! Tom Moore was married to Alice
Joyce, and they have a little daughter,
Alice Joyce Moore. The youngster di-

vides her time with her father and mother.
Tom's latest film is "Officer 666." Jean
Calhoun appeared opposite him. Viola
Dana is not married. "Cinderella's
Twin" is her latest release. "The Man
Who Had Everything" and "Just Out of
College" are Jack Pickford's latest screen
efforts. Molly Malone played opposite
him. Bryant Washburn's wife was Ma-
bel Chidester, and they have two sons.
"Burglar Proof" is his latest Paramount
picture. He recently went to England to
film the scenes for his first independent
production for his very- own company.
"Brewster's Millions" is Roscoe Ar-
buckle's last film. Irene Rich has been
appearing opposite Will Rogers. In his
latest film, "The Guile of Woman," Doris
Pawn plays opposite him. Gloria Swan-
son is now working on one of Elinor
Glyn's stories, "A Sheltered Daughter,"
for Paramount. You asked your share.

Sinister.—All addresses at the end of
this department. Evidently you are going
to do some writing.

Lasca.—I can't regulate the month in

which your answers will appear. It just
depends on when your letter reaches me.
Every letter is answered in the order
in which it is received, and no favorites
are played in The Oracle. The veterans
and the newcomers are treated alike. I

never heard of your aviator friend. There
was no one by that name with the Orme
Locklear Company. "Skeets" Elliott was
the other prominent aviator with Lock-
lear, and met death with him in a film

stunt. Gloria Swanson has been married
over a year. She has a little baby daugh-
ter, named after herself. "Lasca" was
a Universal feature and has been re-
leased for many months. I should say
it was almost ready to be called in.

Edith Roberts and Frank Mayo were fea-
tured in it. It must have played in Phila-
delphia a long time ago. You probably
overlooked it when it was there.

King Baggot Fan.—King Baggot is

married and has a son. He was born in

St. Louis, Missouri. He must be a Re-
publican, because I know he voted for
Harding and Coolidge.

Anxious.—I do not send out photo-
graphs of the stars, so do not send me
any money for them. You should write
to the stars personally, and inclose a quar-
ter with your request, and I am sure you
will receive their autographed photo in

due time.

Lucille B.—There are four Moore boys
living. They are Tom, Owen, Matt, and
Joe Moore, and all of them are featured
on the screen. Not such a bad represen-
tation from one family, eh? Why is

every one so crazy about Mary Pickford?
Just go and see her in "Pollyanna," or
any of her recent plays, and you will be
able to answer that question yourself.
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F. E. S. Appleblossom.—Am glad to

hear that you found your answers all

right and that they were so satisfactory.

Theda Bara has been touring the country
in the stage production of "The Blue
Flame." If you haven't seen her in your
town already, you will not catch her in

that piece, as she has finished her tour.

That is a question Theda will have to an-

swer herself, if she will, so you had bet-

ter write to her. I think you have the

right idea about believing all you hear.

"Vice versa" ought to take care of it very
nicely. Some people have nothing else to

do but to think up a lot of scandalous
lies so other people will think they know
something, at least. "The Love Light" is

Mary Pickford's latest film to be released

by the United Artists' Corporation. "How
could any one look as pretty on the
screen, and still be so homely?" You
must think the camera performs miracles.

It does in cases of photography, but as

to beautifying one who is not, they have
not found out how to turn the trick. The
camera is a very severe critic when it

comes to a person's looks. Mabel Nor-
mand has been vacationing in New York,
but is now back on the Pacific coast.

"What Happened to Rosa" is the newest
Goldwyn film of hers to be released. So
you enjoyed Pearl White in "The White
Moll?" The Fox forces are claiming that

"The Mountain Woman," her most re-

cent picture, is her best. Ann Penning-
|

ton is still on the stage in the "Scandals."
Thanks for all the kind words.

Wm. E. A.—-The first time, but, let us
hope, not the last, eh ? Your letter was
truly very interesting and quite different.

Sorry, however, that there were no ques-
tions to answer for you.

Tuffy.—ZaSu Pitts lives in California.
She is not working on any picture at the
present time. There is only one Nazi-
mova. Viola Dana is now working on a
new picture for Metro called "Home
Stuff." She is not a blonde. Where did
you get the idea that she was? She has
dark-brown hair and green eyes. Orme
Locklear is dead. He was killed in com-
pany with Lieutenant "Skeets" Elliott

while they were filming the last scene for
his picture, "The Skywayman," for the
Fox Film Corporation. Addresses at the
end of this department. You will find

your other questions already answered in

the replies above.

Sylvia T.—A copy of the "Market
Booklet" has been mailed to you by the
editor. All addresses at the end of The
Oracle.

Alfred T. S.—There isn't any place you
can write where you can get the "real
particulars" on how to become a motion-
picture actor that will do you a particle

of good. I would suggest that you save
your money.

Myrtle G.—You would have to apply
at the various studios and register with
the casting director. There isn't any stu-

dio that uses expert divers any more than
another.

Patience, Pluck, and Perseverance.—
That would be a wonderful motto for
any one to follow. It would certainly
lead them up the stairs of success. If

you will send six cents in stamps to the
editor of Picture-Play Magazine, he
will mail you a copy of the "Market
Booklet." It contains the names and ad-

dresses of all the film companies and
states the type of stories they are in the
market for at the present time. It ought
to be of great help to you.

Bertha and Blanche.—You will find

all the addresses you asked for at the
end of The Oracle.

BE

POPULAR!

MAKE
MONEY!

Learn MUSIC at Home!
Be talented yourself. Make friends. Make

money. Teach your children.

You yourself can master any musical art right
in your own home with the greatest ease.

We have taught thousands how to play their
favorite musical instrument easily, quickly and
thoroughly without a teacher just by following our

New Improved Home
Study Method.
We do away with

the private teacher.
We banish dry, tire-
some exercises. We
teach you by note. No
numbers; no tricks; a
sound musical educa-
tion. We make it as
fascinating for you to
learn, as it will be fas-
cinating for you to
show your friends
what a good musician
you are. Our pupils are
in demand as enter-
tainers, and some of
them have written to
us that they are

making money through the musical talents they developed by
our Home Training Method.

Our free book tells you all about it. Read the letters in it, and
you will see that what others have done easily, you can also do
easily. More than 250,000 men, women and children have learned
by our system. Best of all—we give you all lessons free.

Write at once for particulars.

Learn to Play by Note (or

Beginners or Advanced
Pupils

Harp
Cornet
Piccolo
Trombone
Clarinet
Flute

Tenor Banjo Saxophone
Mandolin Cello
Guitar Harmonyand
Ukulele Composition
Hawaiian Sight
Steel Guitar Singing

AMAZING OFFER—ACT NOW
Just mail the coupon. Because we need one pupil in

each locality at once to help us advertise our marvel-
ously easy system of teaching music, we offer for a
limited time our lessons, charging an amount about
equal to the cost of sheet music, postage, etc. A
musical education in any instrument for the price of
a movie ticket each week ! Beginners or advanced
pupils.

This offer is too important to hesitate over. Get
the proofs, facts, letters from our pupils. Get
our astounding offer. All of these come to you
FREE. Just drop us a postal, or mail the cou-
pon today. I nstruments supplied when needed,
cash or credit.

U. S, SCHOOL OF MUSIC
535 Brunswick Bldg., NEW YORK

j"u. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
8 535 Brunswick Bldg., New York
| Gentlemen—Please send me your free book,

| "Music Lessons in Your Own Home." and par-

I
ticulars of your special offer.

J Name
Please Print Name

3

J

Address ,

! City : .
'. State. .

• *.

S,W
YCU SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK IN YOUR 1

HOME. It is full of many Bargains, Diamonds. Watches. Jewelry, etc. Select
jany article desired, have it sent t-> you, all charges prepaid. If satisfactory, ;

m one-fifth of purchase price and keep it, balance in eigrht monthlv amounts.
m mi-fv.'st i-hrirt'.-il. No seruritv required. Write Today i'oi Bijr I- 1 ce ('atalojr No. 11" JAMES BERGMAN, i; ,k,hti h-d ls*»C. 37-39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY

Ask Your Sweetheart
when he comes to your home to-

night to take you to the movies, if

the picture you are going to see is

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

First National pictures are

made by independent stars and

producers who are striving only

to please you

Ask your theatre owner if he has

A First National Franchise
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New Easy Way
To Learn Drawing

How you can earn big money in

Commercial Art, Illustrating, De-
signing, or Cartooning, without
being a "genius," and regardless

of your present ability.

Never was there such a need for artists

as today ! Business, revitalized, needs
thousands. Illustrated catalogs, adver-
tisements, posters, circulars, trade-mark
designs—countless pieces of art work are

needed by the busy business world. 48,868
periodicals are published in America

—

every one of them needs the services of
at least two artists for each issue. You
can't begin to realize the gigantic amount
of art work that must be done—and the
demand is increasing daily. Big money
is gladly paid—and big money is waiting
for anyone with foresight enough to pre-
pare for this pleasant profession. Thru
our new easy method of teaching, YOU
can earn $40 to $100 a week as an artist,

regardless of your present ability.

Learn in Spare Time
This new method is like a fascinating game.

No matter how little yon may know about
drawing, no matter whether people tell you.
'•yon have no talent." no matter what your
present ability may be—if you can write we
can teach you to draw. The new method
simplifies everything—all the red-tape, "art
for art's sake" teaching, and superfluous
theory is taken out and in its place is put
definite, practical instruction so that yon will
make money in the art game. The course is

the work of an expert—Will H. Chnndlee, an
artist of over 35 years' practical experience.
And all your instruction is under the personal
supervision of Mr. Chnndlee.

Write for Interesting Free Book
An interesting and handsomely illustrated

booklet, "How to Become an Artist." has been
prepared and will be sent to you without cost
if you mail the coupon below. Mail coupon
NOW for this attractive free book and full
details about our Special Offer of a FREE
ARTIST'S OUTFIT to every student. No
obligation whatever. Address.

Washington School of Art, Inc.

1608, Marden Bldg., Washington, D. C.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.

Room 1608, Marden Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Please send me without obligation, free book
"How to Become an Artist" together with
full particulars of Free Artist's Outfit to
every new student.

Name
(State whether Mr., Mrs., or Miss)

Address

Advertising Section

Mr. Delmar K. N.—The critics were
practically unanimous in their praise of
John Barrymore's acting in "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." It was a remark-
able document from that point, and one
that will live a long time in the memo-
ries of all who witnessed it. It was cer-
tainly gruesome, but it compelled your in-

terest throughout. He is not working on
any picture at the present time, but will

no doubt make another feature very soon.
Enid Bennett has hazel eyes. "Always
Audacious" and "The Charm School" are
considered very entertaining photoplays.
Lila Lee played with Wallace Reid in

"The Charm School." You will find the
addresses you want at the end of this de-
partment.

A. J. M.—Gloria Swanson is five feet

three inches tall and weighs one hundred
and twelve pounds. In private life she
is Mrs. Herbert Somborn. You think he
is a very lucky man? I agree with you.
Your other questions have already been
answered in this department.

Miss Beatrice W.—Ruth Roland has
been married, but is not in the sea of
matrimony at the present time. Matty
Roubert is a child actor of considerable
talent. He has his very own producing
company, and a short time ago was pre-

sented in a play called "Heritage" by
Willard Mack. I appreciate your want-
ing my photograph, but must disappoint

you. In the first place, it would give away
my identity, and that would not make
people wonder who I was, and so I would
lose my job. In the second place, I

never get time enough to even look at a
photograph, much less have one taken of
myself.

Tomma and Tony Worshiper.—You
can collect on your bet, for that was a

Metro feature with Bert Lytel in the

stellar role. It was a circus story called

"One-Thing-at-a-Time-o' Day" and was
released by Metro last July. Cecil B. De
Mille was born in New Washington,
North Carolina, in 1881. William De
Mille was born on July 20th, 1878, so

you can see he is the older. Antonio
Moreno is not married, and no one has
heard him say that he is going to be.

Alice Lake is still as free as the air, and
Viola Dana was married to John Collins,

who died during the first influenza epi-

demic in New York.

Mosquito Bite, Hornet's Nest, Yellow
Jacket's Lodge.—I'm afraid that the name
of your lodge is far from inviting, espe-

cially to any one who has come in per-

sonal contact with any of the three afore-

mentioned species, but maybe you want
to scare them away and make it exclusive.

Mahlon Hamilton played the title role op-
posite Mary Pickford in "Daddy Long-
Legs." He lives in Los Angeles. Lloyd
Hughes is a very likable chap, indeed.

Mutt and Jeff.—There were two he-

roes in the Pathe serial "Hands Up."
George Cheseboro was the first, but he

was called away to war when he was
half finished with the picture, so George
Larkin was then engaged to take his

place, and began where George left off.

Noble Johnson isn't working on a picture

at the present time. Creighton Hale has

not left the screen. He is still with the

D. W. Griffith forces. "Way Down East"

is his last picture.

Lucille S.—As you failed to inclose

a self-addressed stamped envelope for a

personal reply, I am answering your
question in the magazine. You will find

all the addresses you wrote for at the

end of this department.

Walock Ogarta.—Yes, the coupons to
the equivalent of twenty-five cents will

answer the purpose. You will find the
addresses requested at the end of The
Oracle.

Teishiro Takudomi.—Your questions
have already been answered in the replies

above.

Lonesome Etta.—Creighton Hale is

married. Carol Holloway is not dead.

She played opposite Antonio Moreno in

"The Perils of Thunder Mountain." Mary
Miles Minter has neither red hair nor
freckles. She is very fair complexioned,
with very blond hair. Nazimova has black

hair and violet eyes. Quite some combi-
nation, eh? You didn't guess right in

either case. Better luck next time. Doug-
las MacLean is married to a nonprofes-
sional. Pauline Frederick probably looked

sad in the picture in which you saw her

because her part called for her to be that

way. That is not any sign that she is not

happy in private life.

Arizona Bill.—I don't know anything
about your matrimonial theory, as I have
never tried to put your test in effect.

Francis Ford and Jack Ford are brothers.

Harrison Ford is not related to them.

Francis Ford is married to a nonprofes-
sional and has one child. You will find

your other questions already answered.

Harry F.—Those tricks are left to the

camera man. Wallace Reid's son is

named after his famous papa, Wallace
Reid, Jr. Harold Lloyd used to be billed

as "Lonesome Luke" in his early come-
dies for Pathe. He has dropped that

character entirely now.

Pinkey.—Bryant Washburn was born
in Chicago, Illinois, in 1889. He is mar-
ried and has two sons. He has dark-

brown hair and brown eyes. Constance
Talmadge is older than her sister Natalie.

Jack Pickford was born in 1896. Yes.

Mary, Jack, and Lottie are brother and
sisters. Their real familjr name is Smith.

Addresses at end of The Oracle.

Every Night Fan.—Yes, I said that

Mabel Normand was not married. She
is single and always has been. She was
never married to Mack Sennett. She
used to star in his comedies, and has just

signed another contract to appear in them.

Johnston, New York.—Marshall Nei-

lan was born in 1891. He has brown,

curly hair and brown eyes. He lives in

Los Angeles, California. Yes, he is mar-
ried to Gertrude Bambrick, the former
Biograph star, and has a son, Marshall

Neilan, Jr. Wesley Barry was born in

Los Angeles, California, and that is where
he resides at the present time. He is four

feet six and weighs eighty-four pounds.

His hair is red and his eyes are blue

and he is just as freckled as he appears

on the screen. He is being featured in

Marshall Neilan's features. Gloria Swan-
son was born in Chicago, Illinois. She is

the wife of Herbert Somborn, and has a

baby daughter. Gloria is five feet three

inches tall and tips the beam at one hun-

dred and twelve pounds. She has brown
hair and blue eyes. Blanche Sweet is also

a native daughter of Chicago, Illinois.

She is not married and makes her resi-

dence in Los Angeles. Patrick O'Malley

was born in Dublin, Ireland, in 1892. He
is five feet eleven and weighs one hun-

dred and sixty-eight pounds. His hair is

brown and his eyes blue. You were quite

inquisitive this time.

Theophiltous Thistlebones.—If we
but profit by our mistakes, it is often a

good thing that we make them. All ad-

dresses at the end of The Oracle.
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I. C.—Whatever that is you called me, I

trust it is something nice. I'm sure it

must be. Harrison Ford is not married,

and neither is May Allison, although it

has been rumored about that she and Rob-
ert Ellis were secretly wed. May is five

feet five inches and weighs one hundred
and twenty-five pounds. Katherine Mac-
Donald is five feet eight inches and tips

the scales at one hundred and thirty-four

pounds. Betty Compson is not married.

She has blue eyes and light hair. Edith

Johnson was born in Rochester, New
York, in 1895. She has brown hair and
brown eyes. She wears a blond wig in

her serials with William Duncan. Maybe
they think it is more becoming to them
than their own hair, or perhaps the color

of their own hair doesn't photograph i

well enough to suit. Mollie King is still

making pictures. Creighton Hale has
been loaned to play opposite her in her

latest release, "Her Majesty."

Daredevil.—Jackie Saunders was born
in 1893. Elinor Fair was born in 1902.

Harold Lloyd was born in the same year

as Jackie. They all live in California.

Some of the leading screen players have
never been on the stage, but they are few
and far between. We have several dare-
devil screen actresses. Helen Gibson is

being featured in a series of five-reel

photoplays by her own company. Helen
Holmes is not working in any picture at

the present time. Weren't their stunts

thrilling enough for you? You must be
immune. Constance Binney is a star in

Realart photoplays. Her latest release is

called "Something Different." Ward
Crane and Crane Wilbur both appear in

her support in this feature. Any old

time you like.

Helen G.—Baby Marie Osborne is not

dead. Mary Miles Minter was born in

Shreveport, Louisiana, on April 1, 1902.

She has been on the stage since she was
a tiny tot. One of her best-known por-
trayals was the child with Dustin Far-
nutn in "The Littlest Rebel." Charles
Ray was born in Jacksonville, Illinois, in

1891. He has been married for six years.

His wife is a nonprofessional.

Ruth H. M.—Because some one lives

in Los Angeles it is no reason why they
should be there every minute. The city

wouldn't move away if they left it for a

little while. She has been on a trip to

Xew York, but, nevertheless, her home
is in Los Angeles. Clara Kimball Young
was the wife of James Young, but she is

not married at the present time.

Dorothy P.—Texas Guinan is still on
the screen. She is making a series of
Western features, which are being di-

rected by Francis Ford. She is married
to Julian Johnson, the critic. All ad-
dresses at the end of this department.

M. O. R.-—You will haye to give a bet-
ter description of that picture if you want
me to help you. If you knew the name of
the company who produced it, some of
the plaj'ers in it, or the gist of the story,

I could perhaps then tell you the name
of it.

L. O.—I never heard it.

A Fax.—You will _ find that question
answered in the reply to Ruth H. M.

Ima Newone.—Welcome to our city

!

\ ou will have to write to the editor about
the pictures, you would like to see pub-
lished in Picture-Play, as I do not have
anything to do with that department.
The Oracle keeps me busy all the time.

Mildred A.—Addresses at the end of
The Oracle.

"You should have GOOD HEALTH and

a PERFECT FIGURE and you CAN"
says Annette Kellermann

I wish I could speak with you
personally, it would be so much
easier to convince you.

I could tell you all about my own
experience; how, as a girl, I was
punny and under-developed; how, by

myself to a study of my body, I gradually perfecteddevotin_
my figure, health and appearance to such an extent that

I became known the world over, as the PERFECT
WOMAN—Think of it.

I could show you how the very methods that did so

much for ME, can perfect YOUR figure, increase

YOUR energy and improve YOUR health and
general appearance; how they can do all this

without the use of drugs or apparatus,and
in the privacy of your own room, for only
fifteen minutes each day. I'd give you
proof conclusive from the thousands of
cultured and refined women who have
followed my methods with such re-

markable success.

Even if I can't meet
you personally, I can
do the next best
thing and write
you fully regard-
ing your condi-

tion, for I know
you want to find

out more about
a system that ^
can do so
much for

you. -<«a

How
you
can
find
out:
Send

for my
free
boo klet.

It con-
tains in-
formation

t h at is of
vital impor-

tance to all
women and I

want you to
read it.

It is called
The Body Beautiful"

and is illustrated with
photographs of myself.

This little book, which you
may have for the asking, out-

ines my system and explains

my methods frankly and clearly. It points the way
to good health and a perfect figure and proves that

you can be master of every muscle of your body.

Send a two-cent stamp now and "The Body
Beautiful" will reach you by return mail.

You owe it to yourself at least to investigate and NOW is the time.

ANNETTE KELLERMANN, 905P, 29 West 34th St., NEW YORK

Miss Kellermann enjoys the distinction of being accredited the most Perfect formed woman in the world

5ENDN0 MONEY
IfYou Can Tel I it-from a
GENUINE DIAMONDSendiibad
To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resembles a genuine diamond with sameDAZZLING RAIN-
BOW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price §4.98) for Half Price to In-
troduce. $2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price $6.20) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard orthisad. State Size. We will mail at onceC.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back Jess
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted*

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO. Dept.CD2 LasCruces, N. fc,
(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)

BLANK CARTRIDGE $|
PISTOL pfepaSd Only

7 inches long, real revolver style. For
protection and sport, every man, woman and
boy should have one. Order at once. Get an

American flag FREE. Money refunded if desired.
M. H. LEWIS CO., 1402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

1 New Faces

1 Wanted for

f the Movies
f'^^^y Get this Book Today
"W^ffc TT^ ffT* Tells why photoplay directors say
Eli v% h«* 1\j thereisagreatdemandfornewscreen
& #JSLrf faces and how you can place your
photograph in Directors* Gallery atHollywood, Cal-
ifornia—the heart of "Movieland"—where it may be
seen by directors seeking new screen faces. You maybe
just the person some director seeks. "Type" is sought
before beauty. Your photograph tells the whole story.
Send today for your free copy of "The New Door to
Movieland' 'containing complete information—it's Free-

CASTING DIRECTORS' EXHIBIT
8th FI., 20 E.Jackson Blvd. Dept. 323 Chicago, III.

VVATCHE5
5

There are 12S illustrated pages of Diamonds,; t
Watches, Jewelry, etc. Whatever you select\t
will be sent, all charges paid. You see and

examine the article right in yourown hands.
If satisfied pay one-fifth purchase price and keep

1

it; balance in eight equal monthly payments.
Rings,any style 14-K gold mounting. Special values

at $85,S1OO,$125,$20O up. LIBERTY BONOS ACCEPTED

LOFTISBROS.& CO.
THE OLD RELIABLE CREDIT JEWELERS
Dept. N-927 10© to 108 N. State St., Chicago

(Established 1858) STORES IN LEADING 0!TIE£
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Free Trial
YOU may have any instrument with complete musical

outfit, tor a week's free trial at home. lNo obliga-
tion. Return it at our expense after trial if you wish-

Outfit includes velvet lined case, self instructor, music
and all accessories at factory cost. A tremendous saving.

Convenient Monthly Payments
A few cents a day will pay for instrument and outfit
if you decide to keep it. Wurlitzer instruments are
known all over the world for artistic quality.

Send Coupon for Beautiful New Catalog
Every instrument known illustrated with price, easy
terms and free trial blank. Catalog absolutely free.
No obligation. Send this coupon now.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Dept. 1*55 I

117 E. 4th St., Cineinn.jii. <».- S.Wabash Ave., Chicago i

120 W. 42nd St.. New York, N. Y.
Send me your new catalojr illustrated in color with fall de* £

tails of Wurlitzer Complete Outfits and free trial and easy
t

payment offer.

Name |

Addrea*

Cowtrifiht 19.
(State instrument you are eveeiallv interested in. t

Secrets
BeautyParlors

Revealed

Formerly Closely

Guarded Secrets
Now Yours!

,
Find out how for-
tunes are made in

I Beauty Work. Cry-
ing demand every-
where for skilled
Man icurists. Hair
Dressers, Dyers.

Marceller:
"

nt-Wavei Chiropo-
dist, etc. We can make

you an Expert in every
branch in just a few weeks'

can earn a splendid income griving
ong your friends and neighbors, or

W
\ spare time at home. '

Beauty Treatments a

Start a Beauty Parlor.
FREE BOOK. Write NOW for Free Illustrated Book-
let. See how easy it is to become a Beauty Specialist and
make big money in this fascinatmjr work with our help.

Oriental System of Beauty Culture, DepL 85.
637 s

- $ff£™'
n St

NO MONEY DOWN

Send Your Name for a Hexnite Gem
Send no money. Simply select the style ring you want by
number, state the finger size and we will send you, charges
prepaid, a Beautifu' Hexnite Gem, mounted in solid gold
and weighing almost one carat. When it arrives, merely
deposit $4.50 with the postman, then wear the gem for ten
days. If you or your friends can tell a Hexnite Gem Irom
a diamond, send it back. If you decide to buy it, send only
$3.00 monthly until $16.50 is paid. Write for 32-page catalog
showing hundreds of wonderful bargains. Address Dept.6U5~B

The HEXNITE CO., 116 Nassau St.. NewYork

A Single Drop
Lasts °a WeeK:

Write the Words
For a Song!

Write the words for a song. We re-

vise song-poems, compose music for

them, and guarantee to secure publica-

tion on a roj-alty basis by a New York
music publisher. Our Lyric Editor

and Chief Composer is a song-writer

of national reputation and has written

many big song-hits. Millions of copies

of his songs have been sold. Mail

your song-poem on love, peace, victory

or any other subject to us today.

Poems submitted, are examined free.

Broadway Composing Studios,

252 FITZGERALD BUILDING,

Broadway at Times Square, New York, N. Y.

STRAIGHTEN YOUR TOES
BANISH THAT BUNION

m
Flower Drops the most exquisite

perfume ever produce:!. Mttue irom
flowers. A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture with long plaes

stopper. Lilac or Crabapple, $1.50; Lily
of the Valley, Rose or Violet, $2.00;

Romanza, our latest Flower Drops,
$2.50. Above odors in half oz. bottles
S8.00, one oz. $15.00. Send 20c stamps
or silver for mini ittu re bottle.
Rieger's Flower Drops Toilet- Water

$1.75 large 5 ounce hexagonal bottle.

Send
BO

Rieger's Mori Amour, ounce $1.^
Garden Queen. $2.00; Alcazar, $2,25;
Parfum Rifnzi, $2.50, nothing finer;
Honolulu Boquet $1.00 At druggists or
by mail.
Send $1.00 for souvenir bos of five

25c bottles, different odors.

PflULRIEGER&CO. 297 1stS»..SanFrancisco

ACFIELD'S

Perfection Toe Spring
Worn at ntg-ht, \

for day use.

Removes the Actual Cause
of the enlarged joint and bunion. Sent
on approval. Money back if not a3
represented. Send outline of foot.
Use my Improved Instep Support for
weak arches.
Full particulars and adin.ee fres in ^

plain envelope.

C. R. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties, (Estab. 190t)
Marbridfre Building

Depl. 252, 1328 Broadway, & 47 W. 34th St., New York

FRECKLES
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of These Ugly Spots

There's no longer the slightest need of feel-
ing ashamed of your freckles, as Othine

—

double strength—is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.

Simply get an ounce of Othine—double
strength—from your druggist, and apply a
little of it night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have
begun to disappear, while the lighter ones
have vanished entirely. It is seldom that
more than one ounce is needed to completely
clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear com-
plexion.

Be sure to ask for the double strength
Othine. as this is sold under guarantee of
money back if it fails to remove freckles.—Adv.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are
answered by The Oracle this month :

Address Ralph Graves, Dorothy Gish Carol
Dempster at the Griffith Studios, Mamaro-
neck, Orienta Point. New York.

Ethel Clayton, Billie Burke, Mae Murray.
Dorothy Dalton, Alma Tell, and Robert War-
wick at the Paramount Pictures Corporation.
485 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Francis Ford. Texas Guinan. and George
Cheseboro, at the Francis Ford Studios, Hol-
lywood, California.

Bessie Love, Marjorie Daw, Pat O'Malley,
Wesley Barry, and James Kirkwood, at the
Hollywood Studios. Hollywood. California.
Hope Hampton and Bert Lytell, at the

Metro Studios. New York City.
Gaston Glass, at the Green Room Club,

New York City.
Percy Marmont, at the Lambs' Club, New

York City.

Gloria Swanson, Ann May. Agnes Ayres,
Wallace Reid, Monte Blue. Lois Wilson, Jack
Holt, and Conrad Nagel. at the Lasky Stu-
dios, Hollywood, California.

Edith Roberts. Marie Walcamp. Wheeler
Oakman, Eva Novak. Eddy Polo, and Kath-
ryn Adams, at the Universal Studios, Uni-

"

versal City, California.
Mary Thurman. Mary Pickford, Mae Marsh,

Clare Adams, Niles Welch, Eddie Sutherland,
Lew Cody. Warren Kerrigan, Emory Johnson,
and Bessie Barriscale. at the Brunton Stu-
dios, Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles, California.

William Farnum and Pearl White, at the
Fox Film Corporation, New York City.
Wanda Hawley and Bebe Daniels, at the

Morosco Studios. Los Angeles. California.
Anita Stewart, Herbert Rawlinson. and Mil-

dred Harris, at the Louis B. Mayer Studios,
Los Angeles. California.
Martha Mansfield. Conway Tearle. Zeena

Keefe. William Faversham, Maurice Costello,
and Hedda Hopper, at the Selznick Pictures
Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue. New York
City.

Ruth Stonehousc. Buster Keaton, Viola
Dana, and Alia Nazimova. at the Metro Stu-
dios. Hollywood. California.
Tom Moore. Mabel Normand. Helene Chad-

wiek, Leatrice Joy. and Mary Alden. at the
Goldwyn Studios, "Culver City, California.

Justine Johnstone and Constance Binney. at
the Realart Pictures Corporation. 469 Fifth
Avenue. New York City.

Tom Mix. Shirley Mason. Buck Jones, and
Eileen Percy, at the Fox Studios, Western
Avenue, Hollywood, California.
Alma Rubens, at the Cosmopolitan Studios,

New York City.
Vivian Martin, at the Goldwyn Studios,

Long Island. New York.
Corinne Griffith. Alice Joyce. Robert Gor-

don, at the Vitagraph Company, 469 Fifth
Avenue. New York City.

Jean Paige and Earle Williams, at the Vita-
graph Studios. Hollywood. California.

Douglas MacLean, Lloyd Hughes. Louise
Glaum. Betty Blythe. and Doris May, at the
Ince Studios' Culver City. California.

Pauline Frederick and Sessue Hayakawa,
at the Robertson-Cole Studios, Los Angeles,
California.

Kenneth Harlan. Constance Talmadge,
Norma Talmadge. and Harrison Ford, at the
Talmadge Studios. 318 East JForty-eighth
Street. New York City.

Dorothv de Vore and Patricia Palmer, at
the Christie Studios, Gower Street, Holly-
wood. California.

Charles Ray, at the Charles Ray Studios,
Fleming Street, Los Angeles. California.

William Desmond. Antonio Moreno, Thomas
Meighan. and Albert Rav. at the Los Angeles
Athletic Club. Los Angeles. California.

Bettv Francisco. Jack Hoxie. and Grace
Cunard. at the National Film Corporation.
Gower Street. Hollywood. California.

Doris Kenvon. Ruth Roland, and Charles
Hutchinson, at the Pathe Exchange, 25 West
Forty-fifth Street. New York City.

Irene Castle, at the Hodkinson Pictures
Corporation. 527 Fifth Avenue. New York
City-

, „
Francis X Bushman and Beverly Bayne, at

Egan's Theater Los Anseles. California.

Katherine MacDonald. at the Katherine
MacDonald Studios. Los Angeles, California.

Address Mary MacLaren the same, m care

of her sister. Miss MacDonald.
Lionel Barrymore. Gladys Leslie. Dorothy

Phillips Miriam Cooper, and Anna Nilsson. at

the First National Pictures Corporation. New
York City. , x,
James Morrison. Paul Willis, .Tane Novak.

Seena Owen. ZaSu Pitts. Rosemary Theby.
Mary Anderson. Francellia Billmgton. Mar-
garita Fisher. Kathleen O'Connor. Wallace
MacDonald Bertram Grassby. and Hal Cooley,

at Willis & Inglis, Los -Angeles, California,

or the Mabel Condon Exchange, Hollywood,
California.
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Be a Farmer!
13 CENTS

=ir^Thomas R . Best

Price,

Fifteen Cents

From your news dealer,

or sent postpaid upon

receipt of nine two-

cent stamps by

Street & Smith

Corporation

83 Seventh Avenue, New York

TJAVE you a back yard,
A A or vacant lot, now
growing flowers, grass or

weeds ? If so, plant a

vegetable garden and be

independent. Last year

there was a shortage in all

crops and the demand was
the greatest m history.

That is why vegetables are

now expensive luxuries.

BACK-YARD

GARDENING
By Thomas R. Best, has

been published to help
avoid another shortage in

the vegetable crop. It tells

what can be done with a

small plot of ground; how
to lay it out and plant; what
to plant early and how to

secure a succession of crops

—and thus get double serv-

ice from the same ground

in one season.

J
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DOWN
An amazing aluminum set
value. Each piece is made of
heavy gauge, "Lifetime Ware,"

i pressed sheet aluminum at a grade
» never ottered at this price before Seamless.

Not thin like ordinary aluminum ware. All pelces
(except pie plates and bread pans) are highly polished,
made off genuine pure sheet aluminum, extra hard,
absolutely guaranteed for 20 years. Yours for only $1
down. $2.25 monthly. Price $21.90. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Everything In the Kitchen of Pure Aluminum
Combination tea kettle and double boiler (3 pieces) 5-quart size, 8}i-inch inside, with a
double boiler, 2-quart capacity; one Colonial design coffee percolator (2 pieces), 6-cup
size with welded spout, dome cover, fully polished; one roaster, consisting of 9 pieces,
measures 10M inches wide and 6 inches high. These 9 pieces have dozens of different
uses, including bread or bake pan (7-pint capacity), stew or pudding pan (7-pint ca-
pacity); pudding pan or mixing bowl (4-pint capacity); egg poacher, 5 eggs at a time,
muffin pan; biscuit baker with 5 custard cups or jelly moulds; deep locking self-basting
roaster; double boiler cereal cooker or triple steamer. This outfit also includes 6-quart
preserving kettle with cover, 2 bread pans, 1 lip stew pan (1-quart capacity), 1 Hp stew
pan 11%-quart capacity). Combination cake and pudding pans (2 pieces), consists of
2-quart pudding pan with cake tube; two 9-inch pie plates: two 9M-ineh extra deep
cake pans; 1 colander with 9-inch top, 6%-inch bottom and 2^-inch depth (can also be
used as a steamer). Shipping weight about 15 pounds. All pieces (except the pie
plates and bread pans) are highly polished, made of genuine pure sheet alumi-
num, extra hard, absolutely guaranteed foe* 20 years. Order by No. A5439JA.
Send Sl.OG with order, $2.25 monthly. Price of 27 pieces, $21.90.

Open a charge account
with us. We trust honest
people anywhere in -the

U. S. Send for this wonderful bargain or choose from our big catalog. One price
to all—cash or credit. No discount for cash. No C. O. D.

Free Bargain Catalog
Send for it. Shows thousands of
bargains in furniture,

t
jewelry,

carpets, rugs, curtains, silverware,
women's, men's and children's
wearing apparel.

Easy Payments

Our guarantee protects you
sner

If not perfectly
satisfied, return the article at our expense with-
in 30 days and get your money back—also any
freight or express charges you paid.

Send the Coupon
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiEiigisiiisiiiB isimt

STRAUS& SCHRAM, DJRrS&\2!HS£o f
Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special advertised 27-piece Aluminum ;
Kitchen Set. '1 am to have 30 days' trial. If 1 keep the set I Z
will pay you $2.25 monthly. If not satisfied 1 am to return the :
set within 30 days and you are to refund my money and any Z
freight or express charges 1 paid.

27-Piece Aluminum Kitchen Set No. AS439JA, $21.90 =

Name
Street, E. F. D.
or Box No
Shipping
Point.....

Post
Qffioe State

If You ONLY Want Catalog, Put X Below :

Furniture, Stoves, Jewelry Men's, Womeu's.Chilareu'sClothins

along with $1.00 to us now.
Have this 27-piece Alumi-
num Set shipped on 30 days'
trial. We'll also send our
big Bargain Catalog, listing

thousands of amazing bar-
gains. Only a small first

payment and balance in
monthly payments for any-
thing you want. Send the
coupon—NOW

!

Straus & Schram
Dept. 1755 ,

West 33th Street, Chicago



Whether on the silver screen or

in plain print, a good story is a

good story—about as enjoyable a

thing as there is in the world. The
best stories published appear

every two weeks in

It is the greatest all-fiction magazine in the

world. It contains no pictures, no special

articles, nothing but stories. Stories of action,

love, adventure, mystery; dramatic, vital, thril-

ling stories. Frank Packard, Theodore Seixas

Solomons, Caroline Lockhart—almost all of

the great writers of film productions have their

stories appear originally in THE POPULAR.
It costs twenty-five cents at any news stand.

It appears on the seventh and twentieth of

each month. ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
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N1E WORLD , THE FLESH .
- - AND THE CENSORA discussion of the biqq es t problem that motion - picture
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You, Too, Can Learn
to Boss This Job

"ELECTRICAL EXPERTS" Earn $12 to $30 a Day
WHAT'S YOUR FUTURE

Trained "Electrical' Experts" are in great demand at the highest salaries, and the opportunities for advancement and a
big success in this line are the greatest ever known.

"Electrical Experts" earn $70 to S200 a week. Fit yourself for one of these big paying positions.

BE AN "ELECTRICAL EXPERT"
Today even the ordinary Electrician—the "screw driver"

kind—is making money—big money. But it's the trained man
—the man who knows the whys. .and wherefores of Elec-

tricity—the "Electrical Expert"—who is picked out to

"boss" ordinary Electricians—to boss Big Jobs—the jobs
that pajT

.

AGE OR LACK OF EXPERIENCE NO DRAWBACK
You don't have to be a College Man

; you ^ion't have to be a
High School graduate. My Course in Electricity is the most
simple, thorough, and successful in existence, and offers every

man, regardless of age, education, or previous experience, the

chance to become, in a very short time, an "Electrical Expert,"
able to make from $70 to $200 a week.

I GIVE YOU A REAL TRAINING
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works I know

exactly the kind of training a man needs to get the best positions

at the highest salaries. Hundreds of my students are now

earning $3,500 to $10,000.

TRICAL CONTRACTORS.
Many are now successful ELEC-

YOUR SUCCESS GUARANTEED
So sure am I that you can learn Electricity— so sure am I

that after studying with me, you, too, can get into the
"big money" class in electrical work, that I will

guarantee uuder bond to return every single penny paid nie

in tuition if, when you have finished my course you are not
satisfied it was the best investment you ever made.

FREE—ELECTRICAL WORKING OUTFIT—FREE
L. L.

COOKE,
Chief Eng.

Chicago Engineering

Works, Dept. 446,
1918 Sunnyside Ave.,

Chicago, III.

Dear Sir : Send at once Sample
Lessons, your Big Book, and fall

particulars of your Free Outfit and
Home Study Course—all fully prepaid
without obligation od my part.

Name.

I give each student a Splendid Outfit of Electrical

Tools, Materials and Measuring Instruments
absolutely FREE. I also supply them with
Drawing Outfit, examination paper, and

many other things that other schools don't furnish.

You do PRACTICAL work—AT HOME. You start

right in after the first few lessons to WORK AT
YOUR PROFESSION in a practical way.

GET STARTED NOW—WRITE ME
I want to send you my Electrical Book
and Proof Lessons both FREE These

cost you nothing and you'll enjoy

them. Make the start today for a bright

future in Electricitv. Send in coupon-
NOW.

L. L. COOKE,
Chief Engineer,

Dent. 446
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS

1918 SUNNYSIDE AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Address

.
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A FINER TYPEWRITER AT A FAIR PRICE

Famous Users

of the Oliver

V. S. Steel Corpora-
tion

Boston Woven Hose
& Rubber Co.

National City Bank of
Xew York

Morris & Company
Encyclopedia Brit-

annica
Boston Elevated

Railway
Otis Elevator Co.
Corn Products Refin-

iiltr Company
Columbia Grapho-

pbone Co.

S. Y. Edison Co.
Hart. Scbaffner &

Slant
Holeproof Hosiery

Co.

Ward Baking Co.
American Bridge Co.

Pre-War Price $100
Now $36 Less

In these days when the
cost of man}- things is

higher than before the
war, it is a distinct con-
tribution to business econ-
omy to offer through more
direct selling methods
such a great and decided
saving on so popular a
typewriter as the Oliver.

Use the Coupon—Save $36
A new $ioo Oliver—our latest and best

model—now 3-ours for only $64.

The big saving comes from our new plan
with its new economies. During the war we
learned many lessons. We found that it

was unnecessary to have such a vast num-
ber of traveling salesmen and so many ex-
pensive branch houses. We were able to
discontinue many other superfluous sales

methods. As a result, we can now afford to
sell at $64 the identical Oliver formerly
priced at $100.

Free trial—No money down
Xot a cent in advance. Xo deposit of any

kind. Xo obligation to buy. The coupon is

all you need send. The Oliver comes to 3-ou
at our risk for five days' free trial in your
own home. Decide for yourself whether 3-ou
want to bu>- or not. If 3-ou don't want to
keep the Oliver, simph" send it back at our
expense. Then we even refund the outgoing
transportation charges—so 3-ou can't lose a
penm\

_
If 3-ou do agree that it is the finest

typewriter, regardless of price, and want to
keep it, take a 3-ear and a balf to pa3* at the
eas3r rate of only $4 a month.

Over a year to pay
Take over a 3-ear to pay for 3

rour Oliver
and have the use of the machine all the time.

Onh- $4 a month is all 3*ou need remit. Think
of getting a brand new Oliver Xo. 9 on terms
so eas3T as to average onh' about thirteen

cents a da3_
. Don't think of renting or bu}--

ing a second-hand machine when 30U can get

a new Oliver Xo. 9—our latest and finest

model—at a saving of $36, and on pa3rments
of $4 a month.

Mail the Coupon now
Act at once. Remember 3-ou have

lose. There is no cost to 30U for the
no risk cr obligation. So send
at once for the Oliver to try

free in 3-our office or home. If

3
_ou should wish our catalog be-
fore ordering, mark the coupon
accordingl}-. But whichever you
do, do it now. Clip the coupon
before 3-011 turn this page

—

Avoid disappointment—Order
now to secure immediate de-

liverv.

nothing to

free trial,

$100
Oliver

NOW
$64

Canadian Price $§2

Over 900,000 sold

TBe OLIVER Typewriter Gmpany
1256 Olive' Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, 111.

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY. •

1256 Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago. III. •

j
I Ship me a new Oliver Xine for fire days free in-

LJ spection. If I keep it. I will pay SS4 at the rate J
of per month. The title to remain in you until I
fully paid for. |

My shipping point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy.
If 1 choose to return the Oliver. I will ship it back
at rour expense at the end of five days. I

I I Do not send a machine until I order it Mail g
I—I me your book—"The High Cost of Typewriters—
The Reason and the Remedy," your de luxe catalog ?
and further information.

B

Xame I

I
Street Address I

City State E

Occupation or Business i
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A Cosmopolitan production
"Humoresque"

By Fannie Hurst.

Hugh Ford's British production
'The Call of Youth"

By Henry Arthur Jones,
Made in England's most beautiful
locations by an American director.

William DeMille's production of
Sir James M. Barrie's famous play

"What Every Woman Knows,"
with Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel,

Elsie Ferguson
In "Sacred and Profane Love."
William D. Taylor's production

Of Arnold Bennett's play in which
Miss Ferguson appeared

on the stage.

Sir James M. Barrie's "Sentimental
Tommy." An immortal masterpiece
brought to life by an all-star cast.

Directed by John S. Robertson, who
made "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."

"Appearances" by Edward Knoblock,
A Donald Crisp production.

Made in England. With David Powell.

George Melford's production
"The Wise Fool"

By Sir Gilbert Parker.
A drama of the northwest, by the author

and director of "Behold my Wife!"

"The Mystery Road."
A British production with David Powell,

from E. Phillips Oppenheim's novel.

William A. Brady's production "Life"
By Thompson Buchanan.

From the melodrama which ran a year at
the Manhattan Opera House, and
was acclaimed the biggest pro-

duction ever staged.

Dorothy Dalton in "The Curse."
an adaptation of the famous novel by

E. Phillips Oppenheim
"Jeanne of the Marches."

Gloria Swanson in Elinor Glyn's
"The Great Moment."

Specially written for the star by the
author of "Three Weeks."

William DeMille's "The Lost Romance,"
By Edward Knoblock.

A specially written screen story.

Ethef Clayton in "Wealth."
By Cosmo Hamilton.

A story of New York's artistic Bohemia.

"Bella Donna"
The thrilling colorful romance by

Robert Hichens, to be pro-

duced with a star oast

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle

In a specially written story by

George Pattullo.

The Greatest Living Authors Are
Now WorkingWith Paramount
PARAMOUNT has assembled,

and maintains, perfection and
completeness of personnel and me-

chanical equipment in its immense
studios in Los Angeles, Long Is-

land City and London.

But all this stupendous equip-

ment of organized resource, of

actors, actresses, directors and
their knowledge and art, and
science—all these things are not

enough to make one single Para-

mount Picture.

For Shakespeare was right when
he said, "The Play's the Thing."

And a play is not a mere physi-
cal chattel. A play must be an
utterance: it must be sentiment
and emotion: hope and fear: good
and evil: love and hate: laughter
and tears.

It is by the genius of great au
thors that plays are created. Many
of these people you know: for even
in spite of the cold limitations of
the printed page, they are famous:
through the unpicturesque me-
dium of printers' ink they have
already stirred your emotions,
evoked your wonder, inspired your
admiration.

Sir James M. Barrie you know: and
Joseph Conrad, and Arnold Bennett,
Robert Hichens, E. Phillips Oppen-
heim, Sir Gilbert Parker, Elinor Glyn,
Edward Knoblock, W. Somerset Maug-
ham, Thompson Buchanan, Avery Hop-
wood, Henry Arthur Jones, Cosmo
Hamilton, Edward Sheldon. Samuel
Merwin. Harvey J. O'Higgins and
George Pattullo.

All these famous authors are actually

in the studios writing new plays for

Paramount Pictures, advising with di-

rectors, using the motion picture camera
as they formerly used the pen. They
have every one of them realized the in-

finitely greater scope for expression of-

fered to their genius by the medium of
modern motion pictures when re-en-

forced by the stupendous producing
and distributing resources of the Para-
mount organization.

Paramount has first call, too, on the
greatest American stories in the greatest
American magazines when the stories

are suitable for the films.

Every form of printed or spoken
drama that might be suitable for Para-
mount Pictures is examined. Every-
thing useful published in Italian. Span-
ish, German or French is steadily

translated.

The interest and importance that these
facts hold for you this : A still greater
"Paramount." A still higher level of
artistic achievement.

It means that in the future, as in the
past, as you approach your theatre and
see the legend "A Paramount Picture,"

you will, as always. "Know before you
go" that you will see the best show in town.

^paramount (pictures
: FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION :i
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Do You Want Better Movies?
Helen Christine Bennett will tell you in the next issue of Picture-Play Magazine how

to get them. Incidentally, she will tell you many things about yourself—and motion-pic-

ture producers.

And As for the Men—
Get acquainted with two of the most ad-

mired young men on the screen through next

month's Picture-Play. Doubtless, you al-

ready know Eugene O'Brien, but perhaps you

do not know him as well as Harriette Under-

bill does. She can tell you many fascinating

things about him. Don't miss it. The other

young man is Gareth Hughes. Emma-Lindsay
Squier will tell you about him in her inimitable

style.

There will also be many other interesting features ; a day with Constance Binney at home,

by Ethel Sands ; an interview with Edith Roberts by the irrepressible H. C. Witwer, and an

enthralling story of Arctic City, where snow pictures are made.

Beauty on the Screen
If you were asked to select eight great beau-

ties of the screen, who would you choose?

Could you defend your choice? Could you

analyze the charm of your favorites? Opin-

ions may differ—but Herbert Howe thinks

that he has selected the eight foremost beau-

ties of the screen to discuss in next month's

Picture-Play. Make your choice—then see

Don't Miss the July Number of "Picture-Play"
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Mellin's Food, properly prepared,

furnishes every element a baby needs to

grow and develop as Nature intends.

That is why Mellin's Food babies grow

strong, robust and vigorous.

Send today for a Free Trial Bottle of Mellin's Food
and start your baby right.

Mellin's Food Company, Boston, Mass.



Heartiest

Congratu-

lations!

By William

The following letter, which I received

a short time ago, speaks for itself. It

is worthy, I believe, of a prominent

place in this department, to encourage

others who have been attempting to

Lord Wright

earnestly advise beginners to turn away from under-

world stuff which, along with sex plots, should be left,

to those studio staff writers who revel in such material.

Try to write material that will not offend the censor

—it's really a case of ''have to
!"

write for the screen.

Mr. William Lord Wright.
Dear Sir: For more than two years I have been a faith-

ful student of your column in Picture-Play Magazine, and
have written you at different times, asking questions in regard
to the work, although it is unlikely that you will recall my
name among so many. However, I thought that you might
be interested to know that I have had two stories accepted re-

cently, and that for my first one
which was accepted, "Ethan of the

Mountain," I was paid fifteen hun-
dred dollars. In my struggles for

success I have appreciated whatever
help I have received from others.

Often I gave up in despair. But
every time the new Picture-Play
would come out and I read the

"Hints for Scenario Writers'' I would
immediately start writing a new story

again. I have waited until I have
sold something before telling you
this, and I now take this opportunity
to thank you for your help.

Sincerely yours,
Sarah Waters.

Cumberland Hotel,
Los Angeles California.

As to

Westerns

Beware
of the

Censor!

Beware the

censor in this

day and age.

More and more
is he putting the lid on the good, old

ideas of the beginner in the art of evolving picture-play

plots—and also the ideas of the experienced plot writers

!

There has been a so-called "wave of crime" sweeping

over the country in the past few months. Whatever the

cause, the movies must suffer. The movies, you know,

are a ready utensil in the hands of the real and near

reformers. When anything is at all wrong with creation

—blame it on motion pictures.

And then, the more boards of censorship there are

created, the more political jobs there are to hand around

for those who hunger at the political pie counter.

To add to the gayety of it all, the boards of censor-

ship already functioning have passed more stringent

rulings. No cigarette smoking ad lib on the Kansas

screen for instance, no quaffing the bowl in Pennsylvania,

and no criticising of the powers that be, such as the

police, et cetera, in Ohio or Pennsylvania.

So be careful of what you write. Don't have kidnap-

ings—real or near—don't have drink or cigarettes, be

careful as to the bleeding wound which shows up with

the aid of paint when the hero is biffed one by the heavy.

All of this is no joke. If present stringent rulings

continue, the melodrama, the underworld story, and the

serial will have a hard struggle of it. And we would

QUESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guide-
posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet
covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read
or criticize scripts.

We have been chided by a few read-

ers because of our urging of outside

writers not to try Western stories. We
repeat that advice, which is sound.

There is little market for short-length

Westerns in this country. They go to the minor the-

aters and are profitable only as

program fillers. A lot of them
are being made right now—but

for export. When we cease be-

ing at war with Germany it is

hoped that we can cash in over

there with Western stuff—for

the Germans are said to like the

raging cow-puncher, the sheriff,

and the bad, bad foreman of the

Cross L Ranch. Better West-
erns can be built by the staff

writer than the outsider can
supply, because the beginner is

likely to stray into the old stere-

otyped stuff, and the skilled

writer, receiving only a small re-

muneration for short Western
plots, is apt to slight his job, or

stick to features. Five-reel

Western features are dead in England, and the quan-
tity will diminish before the year is out.

The photo-play writer who writes so

Dramatic g°°d a plot that he is offered royalties

„
1

. for its stage presentation is fortunate.
Koyalties Qne writes us to this effect and asks

regarding negotiations. We would
place the matter in the hands of a responsible agent.

The Girl
Sophie Irene Loeb, writes in the St.

Louis Post-Dispatch an interesting com-
WhoWould munication to girls who would write.

Write ar,d ner message is just as applicable to

men. It follows:

Many, many letters have come to me from young women
who want to be writers, journalists. Most of them want to
be newspaper writers. There is the girl in school who has
written splendid compositions, and who has been praised for
them. She thinks her vocation is writing.
There is another girl who has imagination and loves stories.

She thinks she can write better stories than she has read.
There is many a college girl who looks upon the writing busi-
ness as a means for livelihood because she has been able to
stand at the head of her class in writing essays and other school

features. (Continued on page 10)
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Two whole months I planned for my wed-
ding day. It was to be an elaborate church
affair, with arches, bridesmaids and sweet

little flower-girls. Bob wanted a simple cere-

mony—but I insisted on a church wedding.
"We are only married once, you know," I

laughed. "And Oh. Bob," I whispered, nestling

closer, "it will be the happiest day of my life."

Gaily I planned for that happ\- day and
proudly I fond.ed the shimmering folds of my
wedding gown. There were flowers to be
ordered, music to be selected and cards to be

sent. Each moment was crowded with an-

ticipations. Oh, if I could have only known
then the dark cloud that overshadowed my
happiness!
At last the glorious day of my marriage ar-

rived. The excitement fanned the spark of

my happiness into glowing and I thrilled with

a joy that I had never known before. My
wedding day! The happiest day of my life!

I just knew that I would remember it forever.

A Day I Will Remember
Forever

How can I describe to 3
-ou the beauty of the

church scene as I found it when I arrived?

Huge wreaths of flowers swung in graceful

fragrance from ceiling to wall. Each pew
boasted its cluster of lilies, and the altar was a
mass of many-hued blossoms. The bridesmaids,

in their flowing white gowns, seemed almost

unreal, and the little flower-girls looked like

tiny fairies as they scattered flowers along the
carpeted aisle. It was superb! I firmly be-

lieved that there was nothing left in all the
world to wish for. The organist received the
cue, and with a low, deep chord the mellow
strains of the triumphant wedding march
began.
Perhaps it was the beauty of the scene.

Perhaps it was the strains of the wedding
march. Perhaps it was my overwhelming
happiness. At any rate, the days of rehearsal

and planning vanished in a blur of happy for-

getfulness, and before I realized what I was
doing, I had made an awful blunder. I had
made a mistake right at the beginning of the
wedding march, despite the weeks of careful

preparation and the days of strict rehearsal!

One Little Mistake—
and My Joy is Ended

Some one giggled, I noticed that the clergy-
man raised his brows ever so slightly. The
sudden realization of the terrible blunder I was
making caused a pang of regret that I had not
read up, somewhere, about the blunders to be
avoided at wedding ceremonies. A hot blush
of humiliation surged over me—and with
crimson face and trembling lip I began the
march all over again.

It all happened so suddenly. In a moment
it was over. And yet that blunder had
spoiled my wedding day! Every one had
noticed it, they couldn't help noticing it. All
my rehearsing had been in vain, and the event
that I had hoped would be the crowning glory
of my life, proved a miserable failure.

Of course, all my friends told me how- pretty
I looked, and the guests proclaimed my wed-
ding a tremendoui success. But deep down in

my heart I knew that they did not mean it

—

they could not mean it. I had broken one of
the fundamental laws of wedding etiquette and
they would never forget it. After the cere-
mony that evening I cried as though my heart
would break—and, incidentally, I reproached
myself for not knowing better.

I Buy a Book of
Etiquette

After the wedding there were cards of thanks and
"at home" cards to be sent. The wedding breakfast
bad to be arranged and our honeymoon trip planned.

I determined to avoid any further blunders in

etiquette, and so I sent for the famous "En-
cyclopedia of Etiquette."

Bob and I had always prided ourselves on
being cultured and well-bred. We had always
believed that we followed the conventions of

society to the highest letter of its law. But oh,
the serious breaches of etiquette we were
making almost every day!
Why, after reading only five pages I dis-

covered that I actually did not know how to

introduce people to each other correctlyl I

didn't know whether to say: Mrs.
Broom, meet Miss Smith: or Miss
Smith, meet Mrs. Brcrjm. I didn't know
whether to sav, Bobby, this is Mr.
Blank: or Mr. Blank, this is Bobby. I

didn't know whether it were proper for
me to shake hands with a gentle-

man upon being introduced to
him, and whether it were proper
for me to stand up or remain

_,|

seated. I discovered, in fact,

that to be able to establish an
immediate and friendly under-
standing between two people
who have never met before, to
make conversation flow smooth-
ly and pleasantly, is an art in

itself. Every day people judge
us by the way we make and
acknowledge introductions.

Blunders in Etiquette

at the Dance
Bob glanced over the chapter

called Etiquette at the
Dance. "Why, dear," he ex-
claimed, "I never knew how to
dispose of my dancing partner
and return to you without ap-
pearing rude—and here it's all

explained so simply." We read
the chapter together, Bob and I,

and we found out the correct
way to ask a lady to dance and
the polite and courteous way for
her to refuse it. We found out
how to avoid that awkward mo-
ment after the music ceases and
the gentleman must leave his
partner to return to his escort.
We even discovered the correct thing for a young
girl to do if she is not asked to dance.
"We will find invaluable aid in our 'Encyclopedia

of Etiquette,'" I said to Bob. "It tells us just
what to do, what to say, what to write and what to
wear at all times. And there are two chapters, I

see, on foreign countries that tell all about tips,

dress, calling cards, correspondence, addressing
royalty and addressing clergy abroad. Why, look.
Bob, it even tells about the dinner etiquette in
France, England and Germany. And see, here is a
chapter on wedding etiquette—the very mistake I

made is pointed out! Oh, Bob, if I had only had
this wonderful book, I would never have made that
blunder!"

My Advice to Young
Men and Women

The world is a harsh judge. To be admitted to
society, to enjoy the company of brilliant minds
and to win admiration and respect for oneself, it is

essential for the woman to cultivate charm, and for
the man to be polished, impressive. And only by
adhering to the laws of etiquette is it possible for
the woman to be charming and the man to be what
the world loves to call a gentleman.

I would rather lose a thousand dollars than live

through that awful moment of my wedding again.
Even now. when I think of it, I blush. And so. my
advice to young men and women who desire to
be cultured rather than coarse, who desire to im-
press by their de icacy of taste and finesse of breed-
ing, is

—

"send for the splendid two-volume set of

the Encyclopedia of Etiquette."
Send for it that you may know the correct thing

to wear at the dinner, and the correct thing to

wear at the ball. Send for it that you may know
just what to do and say when you overturn a cup of

coffee on your hostess' table linen. Send for it

that you may know the proper way to remove fruit

stones from your mouth, the cultured way to use a
finger bowl and the correct way to use napkins.
Send for it, in short, that you may be always, at all

times, cultured, well-bred and refined; that you
may do and say and write and wear only what is the

best of form and utterly in accord with the art of

etiquette.

"Before I realized
what I was doing, I
had started the wed"
ding march with an
awful blunder in

Etiquette.*'

Encyclopedia ofEtiquette
In Two Comprehensive Volumes

Sent FREE for Five Days
Encyclopedia of Etiquette is excellent in quality,

comprehensive in proportions, rich in illustrations.
It comes to you as a guide, a revelation toward
better etiquette. It dispels lingering doubts,
corrects blunders, teaches you the right thing to do.

For a short time only the complete two-volume
set of the Encyclopedia of Etiquette is being
offered at the special price of $3.50. Don't wait
until your wedding, your party, your dinner is

spoiled by a blunder. Don't delay—send for
your set NOW before you forget.
The coupon below entitles you to a S days'

FREE examination of the two-volume set of
Everyman's Encyclopedia of Etiquette. At the
end of that time if you decide that you want to
keep it, simply send us $3.50 in full payment—and
the set is yours. Or, if you are not delighted,
return the books to us and you won't be out a cent.
Send for your set of the Encyclopedia to-day!

Surprise your friends with your knowledge of the
correct thing to do, say, write and wear at all

times. Just mail the coupon—don't send any
money. Nelson Doubleday, Inc., Dept. 404
Oyster Bay, New York.

I NELSON DOUBLEDAY, INC.,

|
Dept. 404 Oyster Bay, New York.

| Gentlemen:
You may send me the complete two-volume

' set of the Encyclopedia of Etiquette. After a
' days I will either return the books or send you

$3.50 in full payment. This places me under no
obligation.

Name.
I

I

| Address Picture-Play 4-21
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Our Composer will

write the music—w e'll

have complete song

r
printed and copyrighted

in yourname according to

our special plan«

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber&,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-
pearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. Among his great-

est song successes are,

"IF IWERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day go
by without submitting ot

poem to us. Do it today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 254

Q16S. Mich. Ave..ChicaSo

TfT^a Fail to buy these

iJllNT Real Photos"WA ^ * of Movie Stars
VOU admirers of thedover screen stars, just glance through thisA selected list of the BIG ONES. Wouldn't you like to r ceive

by return mail, genuine photos of
your Movie Favorites, size 8x10, in
original poses l»y tin- Stars? They are
beautiful and life-like. Wonderful
value for the money. SOc each, 12
for S>5.00. Make your selection
NOW from this list.

Theda Bara
All. Joyce

Clara K. Youne
Frank Mayo
Katherine
McDonald

Mae Murray
Charles Ray
Nazimova
Charles Chaplin
Mildr.-d Harrio

y Miles Minter
Mabel Normand
Olga Petrova
Mary Pickford
Blanche Sweet
Anita Stewart
Norma Talmadge
Pearl White Kichard
Earle Williams Barthelmess
or any of the other popular stars.

50c Each—12 for $5.00
Money cheerfully refunded if not satisfactory. Mail
at once with name and address plainly written to
S. BRAM, Dept. 109, 209 W. 48th St., New York Cityj

Affents Wanted

No. 9, $4.50. No. 16, $5.50.

TTTflT^ you were to purchase rings like these illustrated
1 |H above in Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
**--*- $500. We are now manufacturing; exact reproduc-
tions in Ladies, Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket
setting, pierced designs set with a carat size Genuine
"Egeria Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of a
diamond. Send your name now and receive this wonderful Gem.
Put it beside a diamond , stands all tests. This Gem is a wonderful dis-
covery, only an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
WHITE t..dav. Give size of linger and number of ring. Pay on arrival.
If not satisfied in 6 'lays, return for money refund. This Is a wonderful
offer, and to own one of these rings will be a revelation to you.

EGERIA GEM CO., A-113 Pcint St., Providence, R. 1.

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for ouradvice^^MJ
We revise poems.compose music of any descrip-^^H \i&\t
TI0K5ECURE COPYRIGHT AND EI1PL0Y ORIGINAL ^f^fl I^CCWAINS
METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREE PuBLICA^flrtrt H>^WLUABIE INSTRUC-

TION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF S0>OS^fjW^J^^mmmulsmfi}i
UNDER THIS SUCCE5SFU^^^]l^M3^Mti[ TRUTH CONCERNING EVERT BRANCH

CONCERNS GUARANTEE-^J «1 .p^cnHIS ESSENTIAL AND FAClNATING PROFESS

OFSATisFAC-^rfTJ IIP-Toiuhe GREAT WORK accomplished bythe pop-

Tl0N
' ^tfcV kjU*^LAR50Nt 1N WWNIN6THE WAR 15 ONLY AN INDEX TO THE HUCft

^^lA
\
[i^WIDEft SCOPEAND GREATER OPPORTUNITIESAFFORDEDW PEACE.

fcxi^KNICKERBOCKER STUD1OS201 Gaiety BLDq.N.Y.Ciu

Learn to Play the Violin

In Your OWN HOME
Our method of teaching is so simple, plain
and easy that you begin on a piece with your
first lesson. In halt an hour you can play
it. Complete course under personal
direction of Prof. A. Hinchcliffe. a musical
director and violin teacher of prominence for

the past forty years. Low price includes
Violin, Bow, Case, Chin Rest. Rosin. Tuning
Pipes for all strings, extra set of strings and
complete conservatory course of instruction.
Special arrangement for lessons if you have
your own instrument. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Write to-day for full particulars—free!

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

Dept. 238 233 Broadway, New York City

Hints for Scenario Writers
Continued from page 8

There is the married woman whose "life

would make a book." She thinks she
ought to write it. In fact, most anybody
believes he has a book to write.

Out of six million souls in New York,
I venture to say there are not more than
two hundred newspaper women writers
in the city.

Now, any young woman who thinks
that she can be one of this two hundred
must have something with which to be
encouraged except just the desire to write.
We might as well face the facts. The girl

who will face the facts cannot be dis-

couraged. She will accomplish her pur-
pose. No amount of disheartening criti-

cisms will keep her from her goal.

There is one consolation in the profes-
sion of writing. You can't become a
writer by influence or by favoritism or by
"backing." In the vernacular, you've got
to "produce the goods." Writing is one
profession which money cannot buy.
That is to say, you cannot become a
writer by paying for it in money. You
must be able to write—write what is

wanted.

The history of journalism and writing
generally shows invariably that the writ-
ers who have succeeded have been un-
known, unheralded, and have had to take
their chances at recognition.
That is why I believe so many people

want to be writers, especially young peo-
ple. I would say to them that the safest

rule to follow is this : that unless you are
perfectly unhappy in doing any other
work but writing, you might well choose
another profession.

This may seem severe. But when I see

the energy and enthusiasm and time
wasted by many, many would-be writers,

I am impelled to an effort to save them
unnecessary heartaches.

I repeat that there is room for the

writer who has something worth while to

give ; in fact, if there is no room, room
is made for such a one. And though he
hide himself in the innermost woods, as

the saying goes, "the world will make a

path to his door."

A Chance

for

Amateurs

W. Scott Darling,

of the Christie Film
Company, is one of

the veteran scenario

editors who finds an
occasional story from a beginner, and
whose letter, explaining the story sit-

uation from his standpoint, should

be of the greatest value to those who
are striving to write acceptable com-
edies. He says

:

During the last year we have made
about seventy one or two-reel comedies.
Of that number twenty-six were written

by writers outside of the Christie sce-

nario department, which is composed of

Frank Roland Conklin and myself, the

balance being credited to either one of us.

Of the twenty-six bought outside, four
were by bona-fide amateurs. By amateurs,
I mean persons who are not earning a

living or attempting to earn a living by
writing. Two stories were bought from
Clyde Campbell, Box 1302 El Paso,
Texas ; one from Margaret Sechler, 17

South Lime Street, Lancaster, Pennsyl-
vania: one from John Hall. Hotel Na-
son. Los Angeles, and one from Martha
B Waters, 2343 London Street, Los An-
geles.

The rest of the twenty-six- were bought
from the following: M. B. Havey, A. H.
Gooden, Nan Blair, H. Beers Loos, Jack
Jevne, Ben Cohn, Keene Thompson, and
Sam Taylor, with the exception of two
stories bought from actors in our own
stock company, Harry Depp and Jimmie
Harrison. With the exception of the
actors, all the others are professional
writers, either free-lancing or with other
companies in Los Angeles.

The Christie company receives a very
large number of scripts through the mail.

Since the first of the year, the total, I am
informed by our filing clerk, is six thou-
sand four hundred and seventy-six. Out
of this number of submissions we have
purchased four, so you can see the per-

centage.

Everybody who thinks he can write a
motion-picture story generally tackles a
one-reel comedy first. A large number
of the aspiring comedy authors, judging
by their stories, are under the age of six-

teen, and forty per cent of all submis-
sions are in continuity. Although all sce-

nario departments and you own depart-

ment steadily advise against this, they will

attempt to render their version of mo-
tion-picture continuity. This militates

very much against their serious considera-
tion. A reader will cheerfully go through
a four or five-page synopsis to see just

how it ends, but when you receive thirty

or forty pages of "continuity," the chances
a,re you are going to read the first page,

and if nothing develops there, to toss it

into the rejection basket.

There is a large amount of miscella-

neous thievery going on among the ama-
teurs. A recent story in one of the promi-
nent magazines was submitted to us,

shortly after it appeared, from three dif-

ferent parts of the country, very thinly

disguised.

A very frequent exclamation in the sce-

nario department is, "Ah, this gentleman

has been reading last month's issue of

the So-and-so Magazine." Just now we
are having a flood of ouija-board stories;

there is at least one a day in the mail.

Before that it was the monkey-gland
story.

Whenever we find a neat, workmanlike
script that has a real story,

_
we always

try and write a letter of criticism and en-

couragement, but they are few and far

between. The reading staff go through

the day's submissions, the stuff they like

is passed on to me, and I pick out the

material to submit to the directors.

Whenever a director needs a story, the

basket containing the "possibles" is passed

over to him. If he can find one he likes,

there are three hearty cheers ; but if he

cannot, then the department has got to

get busy and dig one up. Often the di-

rector has the beginning of an idea him-

self which starts the department off, and

there is a conference, and the storv is

built up around the round table. Then
some one is detailed to write a synopsis

of the story, which is submitted to Mr.

Al Christie for his O. K. If it is O. K.'d

by him, the story then goes into continu-

ity, and in two or three days shooting

has started on it.

In no sense is there competition be-

tween the writers in the studio and those

submitting through the mail. We have

quite enough work to dq in hunting for

material, continuity writing, subtitling,

and editing, without attempting to do any

original work at all.
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Fugitive Flashes
By A. Split Reel

A Cowlick never helped a close-

up.
if . . ; U

Movie-serial stars rush in where
angels fear to tread.

Scenes of custard-pie throwing al-

ways make instantaneous hits.

Babies are generally howling suc-

cesses on the screen.

Poney Mopps, the movie hero, has

been stricken with double exposure.

There should be temperance in all

things including the use of eyebrow
pencils.

Osmun Liles, who has completed

a course in motion-picture acting, has

four diplomas, a ton of mail, and no
job.

Our own Movie Mother Goose

:

Little Jack Horner won't sit in a

corner

Eating a Christmas pie.

He goes each day to some movie play

For he's an up-to-date guy

!

In a moment of mental abberation,

"Buckshot" Hennessey picked his

teeth with a fork, and the big dinner

scene in "Among The Four Hun-
dred" was spoiled.

"Diana of the Hollyhocks" played

to S. R. O. yesterday afternoon and
evening. The reel is doing one-

night stands through the oil fields.

Ebeneezer Potee, as "Bun Hampton,
a diamond in the rough," gave a

sparkling performance both on and
off.

Shiny elbows and twenty-sheet

posters are almost insurmountable
obstacles to reel success.

Allen O. Tush, the leading heavy,
smoked a stogie, instead of a ciga-

rette in the full shots of "Asthma,"
and a lot of retakes were essential.

Here's one

:

Jack Spratt would eat no fat.

His wife would eat no lean;

But they would go to the movie
show

With Norma on the screen

!

"The Reporter's Scoop," a thrill-

ing five-reel feature of newspaper
life, was unusually realistic. The re-

porters did not carry stenographer's
notebooks, and there were no job
presses in the composing-room scene.

S100 22 inPRIZES
t

Do you like to write songs? This contest is for amateurs

(fifteen years of age or more). Do not hesitate to enter

through lack of experience. Select your own subject and
then submit your song-poem to us.

First Prize, $40.00— and guarantee of publication

by either a New York or Chicago publisher without cost.

Second Prize, $25.00 Third Prize, $15.00
Ten Prizes, each, $2.00

Our business is to compose and arrange music for songs, and to secure

their publication. If you enter this contest and we find that your
song'poem is adapted to musical setting, we shall offer to compose
music and secure publication of your song.

Details of Contest
This contest open to amateurs. IMPORTANT— Only two verses and a
chorus wanted. Music publishers insist on publishing songs with not more
than two verses and a chorus. Look over all popular songs and you will

find this true. Write your song in either longhand or have it typewritten.

Songs will be judged and prizes awarded by the Staff of the Seton Music
Company. Awards will be made on the basis of merit. All contestants will

be notified of the prize winners. This contest will close JANUARY FIRST,
1922. All song'poems must be in our office before midnight, DECEMBER
THIRTY-FIRST, 1921. Send us a song-poem WITHOUT DELAY!
SETONMUSIC CO., 265 ContestDept., 920 S.Michigan Ave., Chicago

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating: profession that pays big. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Key
to Movie Acting: Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel,
instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE !

FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. R, Jackson, Mich.

Mailed in plain
wrapper. Table c

320 PAGES, ILLUSTRATED, CLOTH

By Winfield Scott Hall, M.D., Ph.D.

SEX FACTS MADE PLAIN
What every young man and

Every young woman should know

What every young husband and

Every young wife should know

What every parent should know

AMERICAN pU^CO.
r m636 Winston Bldg., Philadelphia

BLANK CARTRIDGE $|
PISTOL Only

•
7 inches long, real revolver style. For

protection and sport, every man, woman and
boy should have one. Order at once. Get an

American flag FREE. Money refunded if desired.

M. H. LEWIS CO., 1402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

Write the Words for a Song!
Write the words for a song. We revise song-poems, compose

music for them, and guarantee to secure publication on a royalty
basis by a New York music publisher. Our Lyric Editor and Chief
Composer is a song-writer of national reputation and has written
many big song-hits. Millions of copies of his songs have been sold.

Mail your song-poem on love, peace, victory or any other subject to

us today. Poems submitted are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
253 Fitzgerald Building

Broadway at Times Sq. NEW YORK, N. Y.



News Notes from the Studios

Items of interest about motion-picture

players and productions in which they appear.

ROLAND YOUNG, one of the most popular ac-

tors on Broadway—where he has played con-

secutively for almost four years—is soon to

make his debut in motion pictures. He will be fea-

tured in the first Ouida Bergere production, "Sweet-

hearts and Wives."
Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid will appear in the

screen version of "Peter Ibbetson" to be made by George
Fitzmaurice for Famous Players-Lasky.

Thomas Meighan will play in "Cappy Ricks," follow-

ing his appearance in "The Conquest of Canaan." In

the latter he is supported by Doris Kenyon and Agnes
Ayres.

Tom Terriss, who formerly di-

rected feature pictures for Vita-

graph, has been chosen to direct

Lionel Barrymore in International

productions. Marguerite Marsh, a

sister of Mae Marsh, will be his

leading woman.
Alice Terry, whose work in "The

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
brought her into prominence, has
been engaged by Rex Ingram for

a leading role in his next feature

picture.

Will Rogers' next picture, "Dou-
bling for Romeo," indulges in fun

at the expense of the motion-picture

industry in general and a few well-

known stars in particular. In this

picture Sylvia Breamer plays oppo-
site the star, and Raymond Hatton
and Sydney Ainsworth have impor-
tant roles.

Mae Murray will not appear in

Paramount pictures after "The Gilded Lily." She and
her husband, Robert Leonard, have formed a company of

their own which will release through Pathe. Their first

picture will be "Peacock Alley," which was written for

the star by Ouida Bergere, who was also the author
of "Idols of Clay" and "On With the Dance," two of

Miss Murray's greatest successes.

The motion-picture version of "The Bridal Path,"

Thompson Buchanan's stage play made by Goldwyn, will

be called "Look Before You Leap."
Richard Bennett, one of the foremost actors of the

American stage, has signed a contract with the Famous
Players-Lasky Company to study motion-picture making
at their Western studio with a view to becoming a di-

rector. Penrhyn Stanlaws, the famous illustrator, who
joined the company about a year ago, under a similar

agreement, is directing Betty Compson in her first Par-
amount picture, "At the End of the World."
The Methodist Episcopal Church has issued a list of

motion-picture players of whose work they approve.

William S. Hart heads the list, and the others are Lillian

Gish, Charles Ray, Wallace Reid, Dorothy Gish, Mar-
guerite Clark, Forbes Robertson, Robert Warwick,
Shirley Mason, Mary Miles Minter, Bryant Washburn,
Roscoe Arbuckle, and Elliott Dexter.

"Humoresque," one of the greatest motion-picture

successes of last year, is going to be adapted for stage

When Norma Talmadge finished "The Passion

Flower" she hated to cast aside her pic-

turesque Spanish costumes.

presentation by J. Hartley Manners. Laurette Taylor
will play the role of Mamma Kantor which was played

by Vera Gordon in the picture play.

Ann May will play a leading role in the first Oliver
Morosco production, "The Half-breed."
The latest famous melodrama to be transferred to

the films is "Human Hearts," which Rollin Sturgeon
is directing for Universal. With "Way Down East,"
"Shore Acres," "East Lynne," and "Why Girls Leave
Home" already made into motion pictures, "Ten Nights
in a Barroom" may be expected soon.

Grace Darmond, after appearing opposite Thomas
Meighan in "White and Unmarried," was engaged for

the leading role in "Renunciation,"

a Jacques Jaccard production.

In order to get some special snow
scenes for "Fanny Herself," the

Edna Ferber story, which Tod
Browning is making into a motion
picture, William Fildew, his camera
man, traveled from California to

New York. All along the way he

just missed the snow. Finally he

heard that there were vestiges of

winter covering left in Appleton.

Wisconsin, so he hastened there

and recorded the fast-disappearing

drifts.

"Hungn- Hearts," by Anzia
Yezierska, is being made into a mo-
tion picture by Goldwyn.

Louise Prussing will play the

leading role in the next Oliver

Curwood story to be released by

First National. Previous to her

appearance in motion pictures she

was hostess at the Vanderbilt Hotel in New York,
and before that at the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago.
She has appeared in six Selznick pictures and in one
with Corinne Griffith.

Rosemary Theby and William Mong, both of whom
appear in "The Connecticut Yankee." play the leading

roles in "Shame," which was also directed by Emmett
J. Flynn for Fox.

Bessie Love will play opposite Sessue Hayakawa in

"The Swamp."
Doctor James B. Scherer. a college professor who re-

cently joined the ranks of the literary colony at the
Lasky studio, has finished his first story for the screen.

It is called "Tall Timbers" and will serve as a starring

vehicle for Wallace Reid.

Gouverneur Morris' first story to be written directly

for the screen has just been completed. Wallace Wors-
ley will direct the picture, which bears the working title

of "The Ace of Hearts," and the cast includes Lon
Chaney and Leatrice Joy.
Mary Miles Minter will appear in a screen version

of "Moonlight and Honeysuckle." Many fans will re-

member this play as the one in which Dorothy Gish
first saw her husband, James Rennie.
One of the most elaborate sets ever built for a mo-

tion picture was constructed at the Famous Players
Continued on page 14
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Be a Farmer!

ThoihasR.Best

Price,

Fifteen Cents

From your news dealer,

or sent postpaid upon

receipt of nine two-

cent stamps by

Street & Smith

Corporation

83 Seventh Avenue, New York

I_JAVE you a back yard,
A A or vacant lot, now
growing flowers, grass or

weeds? If so, plant a

vegetable garden and be
independent. Last year

there was a shortage in all

crops and the demand was
the greatest in history.

That is why vegetables are

now expensive luxuries.

BACK-YARD

GARDENING
By Thomas R. Best, has

been publ ished to help
avoid another shortage in

the vegetable crop. It tells

what can be done with a
small plot of ground; how
to lay it out and plant; what
to plant early and how to

secure a succession of crops

—and thus get double serv-

ice from the same ground
in one season.
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New and Easy Way
To Learn Music

Learn to Play or Sing—Every Step Made
Simple as A B C

TRY IT ON APPROVAL
Entire Cost Only a Few Cents a Lesson

—and Nothing Unless Satisfied

How often have you
wished that you knew how
to play the violin or piano

—

or whatever your favorite
instrument may be—or that
you could take part in
singing.

How many an evening's
pleasure has been utterly
spoiled and ruined by the
admission, "I can't sing,"
or "No, I am
sorry, but I

can't play."
And now—at

last—this pleas-
ure and satis-

faction that you have so often wished
for can easily be added to your daily life.

No need to join a class. No need to
pay a dollar or more per lesson to a
private teacher. Neither the question
of time nor expense is any longer a bar

—

every one of the obstacles that have been
confining your enjoyment to mere listen-
ing have now been removed.
My method of teaching music— in your

spare time at home, with no strangers
embarrass y >u—makes it amazingly easy to learn to

sing by note or to play any instrument.
You don't need to know the first thing about music

to begin—don't need to know one note from another.

My method takes out all the hard part—overcomes
all the difficulties— makes your progress easy, rapid
ind sure.

For Beginners or
Advanced Pupils

Piano Saxophone
Organ Harmony and
Violin Composition
Banjo Sight Singing
Flute Ukulele
Guitar Cornet
Harp Piccolo

Cello Trombone
Drum & Mandolin
Traps Clarinet

around to

Whether tor an advanced pupil or a begiuuer, my
method is a revolutionary improvement over' the old
methods used by private teachers. The lessons I send
you explain every point and show every step in simple
Print-and-Picture form that you can't go wrong on

—

every step is made as clear as A B C.
My method is as thorough as it is easy. I teach

you the only tight way—teach you to play or siug by
note. No "trick" music, no "numbers." no makeshifts
of any kind.

I call my method "new" simply because it is so
radically different from the old and hard-to-understand
ways of teaching music. But my method is thoroughly
time-tried and proven. Over 250,000 successful pupils

—

from hoys and girls of 7 and 8 to men and women of
70—are the proof.

Largely through the recommendations of satisfied
pupils, I have built up the largest school of music in
the world.

To prove what I say, you can take any course on trial
—singing or any instrument you prefer—and judge en-
tirely by your own progress. If for any reason you are not
satisfied with the course or with what you learn from it, then
it won't cost you a single penny. On the other hand, if you
are pleased with the course, the total cost amounts to only

a few cents a lesson, with your music and
everything also included. When learning
to play or sing is so easy, why continue
to confine your enjoyment of music to mere
listening? Why not at least let me send
you my free book that tells you all about
my methods. I know you will find tins
book absorbingly interesting simply because
it shows you how easy it is to turn f
your wish to play or sing into an
actual fact. Just now I am mak-
ing a special short-time offer f
that cuts the cost per lesson f David
in two—send your name now. f f. Kemp,
before this special offer is f s

re
schooi

withdrawn. No obligation J *
off Music

-simply use the cou- f 536 Brunswick
pon or send your name > Nev^Yorfclity

and address in a letter or on V n ,

, T , W r lease send me your
a post card. Instruments sup- + free bonk "Music Les-

<r sons in Your Own Home, '

'

f and particulars of your
+w Special Offer.

U. S. School of > Name

plied when needed, cash
credit.

Music
536 Brunswick f

Bide. f

Please Print name

Address

City State.

Learn to Dance
Ybwcan learnFox-Trot,One-Step,Two-

Step, Waltz and latest "up-to-the-minute" so-
ciety dances in. youroum home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no

music needed; thousands taught successfully;
success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today for

FREE information and surprisingly low offer,
WILLIflHI CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.

Room 234 4737 Broadway, Chicago, lit.

25 yCAfi/S TH£ STANDARD TRAINING
SCHOOL WR THEATRE ARTSALVIENESCHOOL

DRAMATIC ARTS
FOUR SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK"™.'
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write lor catalog mentioning study desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
43 W. 72d St. New York City
Between B'way & Central Park West

C'mon! Let's Go!
There's a picture tonight that's a real show. It's line for

grown-ups and its fine for the kiddies. You'll all enjoy it

because there's love, romance and adventure, simon pure

entertainment of the highest quality. Of course it's

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Associated First National pictures are made by independent

stars and producers who are striving only to please y.ou.

Look for the theatre that has a First National Franchise and

Ask Your Sweetheart To Go!

News Notes from the Studios

Continued from page 12

studio on Long Island for George
Fitzmaurice's production of "Experi-
ence." Striking sets are also a fea-

ture of "The Lost Romance," an Ed-
ward Knoblock story which William
De Mille is filming.

"Ave Maria," a story written by a
Dominican nun, is to be made into

a motion picture by Hugo Ballin with
Mabel Ballin in the leading role.

The announcement that Rosemary
Theby is to star in pictures made by
her own company will grieve many
of her friends, for many a star is

lost to the screen for months at a
time when she forms her own com-
pany and starts work without the ad-

vantages a big organization offers.

Charlie Chaplin's picture, "The
Kid." established a record in New
York City that theater owners believe

can't be beaten. The picture was
shown simultaneously in seventy the-

aters, all of which played to capacity.

Montague Love, who has been ap-

pearing in pictures for the past four

years, has returned to the speaking

stage.

During the making of "The Light

in the Clearing" Clara Horton re-

ported to the studio every day for

six weeks only to find that she was
not needed that day. She drew her

pay checks just the same, but she re-

quested her friends to announce that

she had not retired.

King Baggott is making a series

of feature pictures for Universal.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter de Haven,
whose screen comedies "Twin Beds"
and "The Girl in the Taxi" have

proved big successes, are going to

make "Marry the Poor Girl" into a

motion picture. This was played on

the stage by Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne.

Anita Stewart has changed the title

of her picture "The Tornado" to

"Playthings of Destiny." Since com-
pleting that picture she has made
"The Invisible Fear" and started

work on "The Price of Happiness."

Louise Glaum is making-

a picture

called "Daughters of Joy."
"The Son of Wallingford," which

is being directed by George Randolph
Chester—who also wrote it—requires

a whole city for some of its scenes.

Several towns in southern California

are bidding for the honor. Tom Gal-

lery plays the part of the Son.

Marion Fairfax, who has prepared

the scenarios for the Marshall

Neilan productions, is trying her

hand at directing a picture which she

wrote. Marjorie Daw hastened West
as soon as she had completed work
in "Experience," to play the leading

role in this picture.
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Helen Christine Bennett

You Will Want
|

to Know
the new feature writer for Picture-Play Magazine. |

Like you, she is a motion-picture fan. §

And like you, there are many things in motion pictures that j
she wants to know more about. |

Best of all-—she is fitted to find them out and tell them to you
in an entertaining way. She is a keen observer, a trained analyst,

a brilliant writer. Her introduction to motion pictures was
through the filming of one of her stories called "Society Se-

crets," a current Universal picture starring Eva Novak. Now
she is living in the motion-picture colony in Los Angeles, seeing

the things that you would like to see if you were there. She
has a fresh point of view—your point of view—so she notices

things that escape many other writers—things that you will en-

joy hearing about. She is an enthusiast, and she makes enthu-

1 siasts of others. j

1 For several years she has been one of the most prominent

j writers for the biggest magazines. She has moved in the van-

J guard of great movements, and kept the public informed on big

1 questions. Women all over the country have learned from her

1 about such varied things as simplified housework, professions for

1 women, gardening—and all sorts of cooperative movements. She |
jj has gone into the motion-picture studios with your point of view,

1 and in a series of articles—beginning next month—she is going

1 to tell you the things you would like to know. I

| Her Name is Helen Christine Bennett
|

§ Perhaps you already know her. Thousands of readers do, and

jj thousands more will want to. j

| Don't miss her article in the next issue of

| PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE 1

in

SIMPLIFIED

SHORTHAND
LEARN IN

5 Evenings
Absolutely astounding
l he quickness, the cer-
tainty and ease with
which you learn K. I.

Shorthand. Spare-time,
pastime study — here"s
the genuine SIMPLI-
FIED n.ethod. No ruled
lines necessary; no
shading. Mental friction eliminated.
WONnKRFITL SUCCESS. Free lesions,
and full course sent on 30 days* approval.
Lesions of testimonials. Try lesson below.

Taking Notes in
K. I. Shorthand

Here's\ p and.this is O a Write

the two together and yot. have

Here's C th To rr.eke path you sim-

ply write
V
*|o arid with these two easy

movements of your pencil, you have
rr.fde s word that needs 16 pencil
movements- when written in longh»nci.

Here's | t so it is easy to wr'ite

^ at, trip and
<

^> pat.

Already you have learned four K.I.
Shorthand signs you won't forget.

ffi'th the other signs and easy di-
rections you can learn to iridic ate

every word in the dietionaryin
quarter to twentieth of the time "re-

quired in ordinary writing, as rs p-
idly as words are spoken!

AMAZINGLY EASY
If you have learned the above in 5 min-

utes you sh uld learn the whole system
within 5 hours; after which you develop
speed with pleasant practice. 85,000 reward
on superiority of K. I. Shorthand.
Whatever your occupation is you may add

to your value and do better financially if

you le rn K. I. Shorthand. It will improve
your capability of action, your memory and
your general efficiency.

Take down speeches, dictation, talks,
telephone messages, orde'S, sermons; make
your memoranda quickly. Improve your
efficiency. Make notes of moving picture
scenes for future use. You'll be glad you
did s ).

FREE
To prove to you the

simplicity of the genu-
ine K. I. Shorthand we
would like to send you
FREE the new brochure
with two trial lessons,
guarantee, testimoni-
als, and further in-
formation about this
easily learned system.
Inexpensive as a box
of cigars or a few boxes
of Cindy! Recommended

by numerous readers of this ma azine.
Fill out or copy the coupon below and mail
t'i us promptly. You « ill be surprised and de-
lighted. Mention "Picture-Play Magazine."

" Talk as fust as
you like. I am
taking it down in
K. I. SHORT-

HAND."

EN-151, Station F, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Please send Free Brochure EN-151 of K. I.

Shorthand, with Two Lessons, Guarantee and
Testimonials.

Name

Address
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This dainty little

dress had been

worn and washed

52 times before

this picture was

taken!

F you saw this dress you probably
would say that it couldn't be washed

—

its French organdy is so sheer and its wool
embroidery is in such delicate shades of

rose, lavender, green, blue and yellow.

But the mother who bought it for her little girl has washed it fifty-two

times with Ivory Flakes, and everybody thinks it is brand new. Its lovely

green is as bright as ever—not a bit of color has run from the dainty wool
flowers or from the black yarn button-holing that trims sleeves and neck
—not a thread is broken.

Such records are the usual— not the unusual—thing with Ivory Flakes.

It is so remarkably and uniformly safe because it is simply the flaked form
of genuine Ivory Soap, the same soap that has been proving for forty-two

years that it does not harm any fabric that water alone does not harm.

A package of Ivory Flakes and your bathroom washbowl are all you need
to keep your pretty clothes and your children's garments fresh and lovely.

Try it and see how it prolongs their beauty.

IVORYSOAP
Makes pretty clothes last longer

Send for FREE SAMPLE
and simple directions for the care of delicate fabrics

and colors. Address Section 47-FF, Department
of Home Economics, The Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
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WHERE "WAY DOWN EAST" WAS MADE
A CAMERA MAN, flying high above the Griffith studio at Mamaroneck not long ago, snapped this picture of

the twenty-nine-acre estate where Mr. Griffith lives and works. The principal points of interest are as
follows

:

1. The old Flagler mansion, now used for the executive offices

of the Griffith organization.

2. The studio, where all the interior -scenes are taken.

3- The laboratory, in which the films are developed and printed.

4. An apparatus, consisting of two huge poles, connected by
a cable, on which an aeroplane was hung, so that close-up

pictures could be taken showing the plane apparently in

flight. This was used by Dorothy Gish in "Flying Pat."

5- The lodge house at the entrance to the estate.

6. The set used for the outside views showing the home of
Squire Bartlctt, in "Way Down East."

7- The orchard, which supplies fruits for the studio restaurant.

8. The garden, where vegetables are grown for the same
purpose.

9. The gardener's house.
10. The stables built for the Flagler family.

11. D. W. Griffith's house, fitted with private gymnasium,
library, et cetera.

12. The trees under which the snowstorm scenes for "Way
Down East" were taken. So terrific was the gale which
was blowing when some of these scenes were taken that
the trees, under which Lillian Gish had to stand, were
fastened with heavy chains for fear that they would be
broken by the wind and fall on her.

13. Mr. Griffith's private pier.

14. Summerhouse built by Flagler.

The estate is on Long Island Sound, about two miles from the village of Mamaroneck, which is an hour's

ride from New York City.
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A few who looked on films

Are you going to let them
formed on this problem of

tion of all sides of the

By Agnes Smith

T HE motion-picture industry is doing its spring

house cleaning. The windows are open, the

carpets are being aired, some of the old fur-

niture is being discarded, and a few skeletons are be-

ing dragged from the closets. And the reason for all

this cleanliness? The reason is simple. The neigh-

bors have complained and threatened to "have the law"

on the movies if they do not use a little soap and water

on the screen. The neighbors are the advocates of

legalized censorship.

Never, in the history of the industry, has the

agitation for censorship been so widespread or insist-

ent. At the time that this article was written there-

were bills before the legislatures or city councils of

twenty-three States. The actual number of the bills is

hard to state definitely because censorship measures

spring up in cities and little towns overnight, blossom,

wither, and die. Every little indignant group of "bet-

ter picture advocates" starts a movement all its own.

Some of these movements fail because they are so ri-

diculous ; others thrive. For instance, New York State

is the scene of a determined fight for a board of film

commissioners. Ohio, which already has a board of

censors, is asking for stricter supervision. The wave
of purity has even spread to England, where "Tay Pay"
O'Connor's semiofficial board of censors is coming in

for some hard criticism, and several members of the

House of Commons have suggested that England estab-

lish an official body. Wilbur Crafts, president of the

International Reform Bureau, is said to sponsor a Fed-

eral act to prohibit the showing of offensive pictures in

the United States.

I am telling you how widespread is the cry for cen-

sorship to show you why the producers are scared to

death and" why you should be more than casually inter-

ested in the subject. The primary cause for the agi-

tation is quite simple. The motion picture, accessible

to any one who can earn or borrow a dime, is the most
democratic amusement the world has ever known. You
don't have to learn to read or write to enjoy the mo-
tion picture. You don't have to have any taste, educa-

tion, or discrimination to become a "fan." The screen

appeals to the three-year-old child just as powerfully

as it does to the adult.

For that reason, uplift groups, and circles of serious-

minded individuals have grown afraid of the influence

that the all-

powerful movie
has upon the young,
the ignorant, and the im-

And so a wholepressionable.

flock of local bills, sponsored in many cases by well-

intentioned but short-sighted persons, have cropped up
and thrown the whole industry into a panic.

The reason that the public has not shown a greater

interest in these measures is because so few persons

realize how irresponsible, how autocratic, and how un-

reliable are the rulings of the small boards that try to

pass upon the entertainment made, not for the censors,

but for millions of normal and open-minded human
beings. The public does not yet realize that censor-

ship is not only wrong in principle, but slipshod, in-

effective, and unfair in practice.

Kansas, Maryland, Ohio, and Pennsylvania have long

enjoyed the moral benefits of censorship. These
boards have given the producers and exhibitors some
trouble, but they have become so firmly entrenched in

the industry that they are taken more or less as a

matter of course. The sudden crop of new bills, how-
ever, introduced in all sections of the country, has

given producers, stars, and directors something to worry
about. They are beginning to realize that censorship

is not the whimsical fancy of a little group of reform-

ers ; in other words, it is no laughing matter.

The producers, to put it frankly, find themselves in

the same position occupied by the brewers and dis-

tillers a few years ago when prohibition first became
a real political issue. Like prohibition, censorship is

not a movement backed by the majority. It is not pop-

ular with the public in general. But it is being forced

to the front by a solid, determined, and influential mi-

nority. And any one who knows the A B C's of poli-

tics is aware of the fact that a legislature is just as

likely to pass a minority measure as it is to pass a pop-

ular bill.

Before I tell you more about the causes that have
brought about this agitation, I should like to explain

to you the workings of a censorship board. As a rule

these boards are made up of three members. Every
film, with the exception of news reels, intended for ex-

hibition in the State where the censors rule, must be
approved by this board and must bear a tag explain-



the Flesh—and the Censor
and found them lurid seek to control your entertainment,

say what shall be censored? Every fan should be in-

censorship. and the following is a fair and frank presenta-

question. It is of vital importance to you.

ILLUSTRATED E Y
L U I T R U G O

that it is one hundred
per cent pure. In the cities,

distinction is sometimes made
between pictures suitable for

adults and those that are fit

to be presented before chil-

* ^ dren. Chicago enforces this

ruling. The Chicago cen-

sors gave "The Birth of a

Nation" the pink slip ; Mae Marsh, who played a lead-

ing role in the picture, was refused admission to a

theater showing it because she was under the legal age.

The chief object of these censorship boards is to

keep immoral, inhuman, sacrilegious, and crime-inciting

pictures from appearing before a sensitive and easily

influenced public. All of which sounds reasonable

enough. I do not believe that the majority of motion-

picture goers care to look at pictures that are immoral,

inhuman, sacrilegious, or criminal. W e would be only

too willing to have all such productions eliminated.

But who are these censors who have the power to

decide what is immoral and criminal? They are three

human beings, and like all human beings, they have
their prejudices, their faults, and their moments of

short-sightedness. And so they make mistakes. Some-
times their mistakes are merely silly and harmless errors

of judgment. The Pennsvlvania censors take especial

pleasure in cutting down love scenes. The hero may
not kiss the heroine for more than three feet of cellu-

loid. Because Chicago was recently enjoying a crime
wave, the Chicago censors, acting under the orders of

Chief of Police Fitzmorris, began to use the scissors

on crime. Several serials, fumigated by the Chicago
board, emerged as two-reel dramas.
To prove to vou that censors are human and fallible

creatures, I will tell you that it is seldom that two
boards agree on the same eliminations. "What is meat
in Ohio is poison in Pennsylvania. The Kansas board
of censors seldom agrees with the opinions of the Mary-
land board. For example. "The Battle Cry of Peace"
was refused admittance in the theaters of Pennsylvania
because it tended to incite a military spirit. This rul-

ing was made before the United States entered the war.
After we entered the war. the board of censors in

Man-land refused to pass ""War Brides" because it

gave too much encouragement to the pacifists.

Though the four States that boast of censorship
boards have ceased to give the producers much anxiety,

there are indications that these boards are not pleasing

the public. The censors are a constant storm center.

The public complains that it doesn't get the pictures

it wants to see. When "The Birth of a Nation" was
barreel out of Ohio, the action caused so much comment
that all good Ohioans who lived near the boundary of

that State flocked across the State line to get a glimpse
of the forbidden picture.

Just as the public complains because the boards are

too strict, so do the extremists complain because thev
are too lax. As I have said. Ohio is considering stricter

supervision. In Chicago a strong plea is being made
for more drastic censorship. A gentleman named
Timothy D. Hurley tried to keep "The Kid" from the

screens of Chicago because, he complained, it taught
small boys to break windows ! He also said that he
would like to do away with all pictures presenting stars

who had figured in divorce suits. Fortunatelv, Mr.
Hurley complained in vain. I merelv quote his opin-

ions to show you that censorship does not satisfy the

extremists and that it is not the safe and sane finality

that its advocates would have you believe.

Facing the prospect of catering to the whims of a
score of local censorship boards, the producers and the
distributors are worried. The producers are worried
over the problem of how to produce pictures that will

please all these boards. The distributors are upset be-

cause the censors throw monkey wrenches into their well-

oiled machinery. While the censorship boards are de-

bating the moral qualities of the pictures, the pictures

themselves are laying on the shelf. And the longer a
picture is delayed before coming before the public, the

greater is its depreciation in market value. Moreover,
suppose, for example, that the board of censors in

Mumalosa orders certain eliminations. The picture is

cut and sent to the theaters there. Then the picture

is pieced together again and sent to Kalabose where an
entirely different set of cuts is ordered. By the time
the picture has passed under the scissors of a number
of such local boards, the distributor has a hard time
collecting the fragments and assembling the original

story.

As you can see, censorship by cities and States is an
awkward and unwieldy machine. It represents a per-

fect patch-work quilt of local and petty politics.

However, at the beginning of this article I promised
to give both sides of the case. And here is the case
for the censors. For a long time the professional spiel-

ers against censorship have been telling you that those
who advocate reform are either in it for the graft or
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that they are crazy fanatics. As a matter of fact, most
of them are honest, and most of them are not only
sincere but absolutely sane. They are not "old maids."
"prudes" or "long-faced parsons." The producers are

going to lose their fight if they consider them as such.

The woman who induced Governor Nathan Miller

of New York State to give his approval to the Clayton-
Lusk censorship measure is Mrs. Clarence Waterman
of Brooklyn. She is young, charming, and well bred.

For five years she was at the head of the Better Mo-
tion-picture Alliance of

Brooklyn, and it was the

duty of her organization to

stamp out all the vice and
white-slave dramas that

crowded the theaters of a

section that is populated
mostly by
foreigners.

un-American
Mrs. Water-

man succeeded in keeping
these productions from the-

aters by appealing to the

license commissioner. In
New York City the license

commissioner has the power
to revoke the license of any
theater showing objection-

able entertainment.

But a change in the city

administration made Mrs.
Waterman's task harder,

and it became evident to

her that through the de-

partment of licenses she

could not cope with the problem. So she appealed to

Assemblyman Clayton, of Queens County, and now New
York State faces censorship.

When I talked with Mrs. Waterman, I found her

a likable and broad-minded woman. Moreover, to my
horror— for I did not want to sympathize with an ad-

vocate of censorship—I discovered that we agreed on
many subjects. She is a motion-picture fan, and she

enjoys going to the movies in the evening with her

husband and children. She even goes further ; she

has no objection to comedies, even if they are a trifle

obvious and low-brow, because she thinks it is wrong
to deprive an amusement-seeking populace of a hearty

laugh. The pictures that she objected to, I found, were
exactly the pictures that I had criticized most severely

in the Screen in Review of Picture-Play Magazine.
Mrs. Waterman, like the other men and women who

have worked earnestly for censorship bills, is not mak-
ing a lone fight. She represents the sentiment of thou-

sands of women—the women who have made their

clubs and their churches powerful in their communities.

From her experiences with the producers and exhibi-

tors, I realized that she had been treated tactlessly, that

the men whose duty it is to fight censorship had under-
estimated her intelligence and her political astuteness.

And, furthermore, they evidently did not know how
much understanding she had of the film industry.

Because I wish to be fair to the sincere advocates

of censorship and because I believe that Mrs. Water-
man represents the sanest element in this movement,
I will repeat some of her arguments in favor of State

censorship. In the first place, she wishes to protect the

children. Although there is a law in New York State

that forbids the admission of minors into motion-picture

theaters unless they are properly chaperoned, the ex-

hibitors have great difficulty in distinguishing between a

big boy of fourteen and a small boy of eighteen. Par-

ents who want to 2"o to the movies take the children

The answer to this problem is: Do your own censoring.

with them because they cannot leave them at home
alone. And so children do see pictures that are meant
only for the adult mind.

Mrs. Waterman also wants to make sure that the
great foreign population of New York City does not
see any pictures that will give the newcomer a false idea

of American life. She believes that the "society drama"
that presents the American woman as an idle, gro-

tesquely gowned and flirtatious person stunts any ideals

the immigrant may cherish about his adopted country.

She also believes that the young people
who are "keeping company" can derive
no good from the false ideas of sex and
morality that are often displayed on the

screen. She admits that

censorship is not an ideal

measure, but she claims

that it has been made nec-

essary by the persistent

refusals of the producers
to keep the cheap and the

sensational out of their pic-

tures.

In answer to Mrs.
Waterman, let us see what
the producers have to say.

Although they have made
some bad blunders in deal-

ing with the censorship

situation, and, although, in

many cases, appearances
are against them, I do not
believe that the majority of

producers have any desire

to make objectionable pictures. I believe that they
would rather present clean pictures than indecent ones,

and I also believe that they would rather make artistic

pictures than crude ones.

Just for the sake of truth and convenience, I will

assume that the average motion-picture company is in

the business to make money. In order to make money,
these companies are obliged to turn out pictures that
they can sell to the exhibitor.

The exhibitor, too, wants to make money, and so
he books the pictures that will draw the crowds to his

theater. Most of the exhibitors are running their the-
aters in the face of terrific competition, so if they want
to attract patronage they must offer something bigger,

more gorgeous, more sensational, and more eye-attract-

ing than the man who manages the theater just two
blocks away.

It is easy to see why the exhibitor flaunts sensational

advertising before our eyes. It is also easy to see why
producers rack their brains to find luring titles for their

productions. If the public is asked to chose between
a picture called "The Happy Farmer," and one called

"Why Girls Go Wrong," it is safe to wager that the

theater showing the latter production will gather in

all the quarters in the neighborhood.
Every reputable producer in the industry has tried

to make clean, beautiful, and artistic pictures. But.

at the same time, these producers have fed the public

foolish problem plays and silly sex dramas. The money
that they make from these cheap productions pays for

their artistic failures. To put it frankly, "Godless Men"
pays for "Bunty Pulls the Strings," "The Restless Sex"
pays for "The Inside of the Cup," and "Passion Fruit"

pays for "The Great Redeemer."

Unfortunately, if you want to gain a reputation for

morality, you must be good all the time; otherwise you

are apt to be misunderstood. And the producers have

been misunderstood. Thev have followed the incon-
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sistent policy of trying to cultivate a democratic, whole-

some, and popular art, and, at the same time, of en-

couraging a taste for the sensational. It can't be done,

and you must not blame intelligent persons if they mis-

understand the producers and accuse them of trying

to degrade the morals of the world.

The exhibitors, like the producers, have made the

mistake of listening to the call of quick and easy money.

Instead of trying to attract the best class of patronage

in their community, they have sought to draw to their

theaters the people who are tempted by anything that

looks as though it might be a bit naughty. While both
producers and exhibitors have tried, at financial risk,

occasionally to give the public something artistic and
really beautiful, neither the producers nor the exhibi-

tors have had the patience to force the public into ac-

cepting a high standard of artistry and moral outlook

by consistently and persistently keeping everything arti-

ficial, tawdry, gaudy, and distorted, off the screen.

Therefore they are faced with censorship. And they

bear only half the blame for it. They are threatened

with laws that make it impossible for the screen to

attain the stature of the other arts—music, the drama,
literature, and painting. To make a bad joke, at this

moment the producers are more to be pitied than cen-

sored.

As you can see, the exhibitors, themselves, are not

to blame for the censorship wave. They have been
placed in a difficult position. Almost any exhibitor will

tell you that his public fails to support the- best type of

pictures that he brings to his theater. Both producers
and exhibitors, consciously or unconsciously, are likely

to blame the faults of the movies on the public. Of
course, there is a certain, rather large, element of movie-
goers who demand the sensational. But there is a still

wider class that is kept away from the movies merely
because pictures like "The Supreme Passion" have been
exploited unwisely and too well. This particular pro-

duction caused a long word war. In reality, it was
simply a love story founded on the song "Believe Me
If All Those Endearing Young Charms."
The reputable producers—the men to whom we look

for our best entertainment—are doing their best to clean

house. You are probably aware of the ruling made by
Jesse L. Lasky. Mr. Lasky outlined fourteen points

for his directors. In many ways, this list of "don'ts"
is more drastic than the restrictions imposed by any
censorship body. Samuel Goldwyn, too, has taken a
stand against the story of the underworld and the sex
drama. The most important phrase in Mr. Goldwyn's
statement is that which says: "Nothing is to be pic-

tured which might instruct in the methods of commit-
ting crime." And Mr. Lasky has ordered his com-
pany to refrain from salacious titles or advertising.

I have said the producers have been unwise in their

methods of fighting censorship, but I am willing to give
them credit for seeing that any "clean up" of the in-

dustry must come from the inside. Censorship boards
can only eliminate the immoral and sacrilegious episodes

in pictures according to certain arbitrary rules. The
producers can do more good by seeing that the scenarios

and the productions themselves are moral.

just as the producers have made mistakes, so are

there facts that the censorship advocates overlook.

There are some questions about censorship that have
never been answered satisfactorily. Isn't censorship
unfair because it is class legislation? The stage, the

novel, and the magazines, to say nothing of the news-
papers, may go as far as the)* like provided that they

do not run afoul of the police or Federal authorities.

But because the motion picture is essentially a popular
amusement, and because it appeals to such a large pub-
lic, the well-meaning moralists in every Community step

forward and demand that a small board of similar well-

meaning persons be appointed to control the entertain-

ment of people who. they assume, have not the taste

or discrimination to pick their own amusement.
As class legislation, consorship is dangerous because

it may so easily become a political weapon. In fact, in

Europe and in provinces of European countries, cen-

sorship is almost entirely political. The censors and
police authorities are much more anxious to prevent
rebellions and uprisings than they are to erase immoral-
ities from the screen.

Many voluntary boards have tried to grapple with
the censorship problem and most of them have failed.

They have failed for the same reason that legalized

censorship Tails, because these boards are composed of

a limited number of human beings who are apt to make
serious errors in judgment. Take, for instance, the

National Board of Review. The National Board of

Review is in disrepute because it is subsidized, to some
extent, by the producers. The expenses of the board
are carried by the producing companies who founded
the board as a protection against legal censorship. The
National Board of Review works hard, and it tries to

be conscientious. It issues an elaborate system of bul-

letins and tries to sort and classify the various pro-
ductions that come before it. In most cases, its judg-
ments are correct, and it does its best to encourage
worth-while productions.

Those who are in favor of censorship do not trust

the ruling of the National Board of Review because
they feel that, being under obligations to the producers,
the board is too lenient in its decisions. But personally.

I feel that the errors of the board are due to the same
reason that cause the legalized censorship boards to

pull what are known as "terrible bones." No group of

human beings can ascertain what is right and what
is wrong for the public to see.

The National Board of Review placed "Godless
Men" on its merit list. One of the chief situations

in this picture centered about a revolting and unspeak-
able crime—the sort of crime that even the newspapers
do not write about. But because the picture was well

produced, technically correct and well acted, the board
gave it the stamp of "art." This same board also passed
"Idols of Clay," although "Idols of Clay" boasted a
heroine who took drugs and behaved in a manner that

Continued on page 89
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If you don't know Tom Douglas, watch for him on the screen. He's just as boyish

and human as this story proves him to be "off stage."

Springtime—and Dorothy
If this story doesn't make you want to become a screen actor, nothing ever will.

But even though it doesn't, you'll enjoy every word of it; that we guarantee.

I

By Tom Douglas

T hasn't been so very long since I "did" all my
movies from a regular seat in a small movie the-

ater down in Louisville, Kentucky,
then—loved them all the more be-

cause I either had to skimp on the

lunch money or choose between the

m. p. and a chocolate soda. But I

forgot the pangs of the absent eclair

and manfully passed up the regular

afternoon refreshment when Dorothy
came to town.

Dorothy Gish was my passion. I

fell in love with her as The Little

Distui in "Hearts of the World"
and have never quite recovered. I

was in high school then. Used to

cut my last class so as to see the first

afternoon show—and habitually sat

through the second one. I think I've

seen everything the younger Gish
ever did. Plopped down in my seat with my knees
punishing the nice old lady in front of me, I used to

sigh under the weight of my schoolbooks and wonder
if I should ever really see her—if her eyes could be
as blue as they seemed. And when Dick Barthelmess and

I loved them

IT ISN'T OFTEN
that a player is able to reveal as
likable a personality as Tom Doug-
las has done by sitting down at the
typewriter and pounding out a

story about some one else.

We're frank to say that we like

Tom Douglas, and that we know
you will, too, from the moment you
begin his story. He is, by the way,
a First National player, on the way
to being a star, and, just at present,
playing juvenile leads for the Fox
Company.

Ralph Graves were playing with her,

how I envied them—and hated them.

Upon finishing high school I spent

a summer in arguing my family into

allowing me to study for the stage.

As happens sometimes even in the

best-regulated families, they con-

sented. And the next thing I knew
I was deep in an academy of dra-

matic art. How I loathed that

school ! If there is anything which
can kill any acting instinct which is

born in you, it is a dramatic school.

Finally I decided that the only way
to keep from being a regular "Class

of 1920 Hamlet" was actually to get

to work. Fate must have been with

me, because, as luck would have it, I

lost my voice and had to leave school.

Voice gone, my only opportunity

for immediate activity seemed the

movies. The season which followed

brought much that is painful to re-

late. From one movie agency to an-

other I plodded, a bunch of newly
made photographs under my arm and

a nice little fib about previous experi-

ence well concocted. I believe I

visited every known motion-picture

agency in New York. They were all

exceedingly kind. The things they

said were very much the same.

"Good type—nice personality—leave

phone number, please—oall you as

soon as something suitable turns up."

I waited—and nearly starved.

Suddenly it dawned upon me that

there were several thousand other

people in the movie world just as

good as one Tom Douglas, and that

I should have a long sit if I intended

waiting for them to find me out. So
I did the rounds daily. I called on all

the agencies, and most of the studios.

Finally I got a bit to do, a nice bit

—

and more work followed. I tried to

be on time, behave myself, and look

and act intelligently. Nice little parts for me soon be-

came quite regular.

One night, to celebrate a particularly good week, I

gave a little party on one of the

roofs. Some one pointed out Dor-
othy Gish, a small girl in a very at-

tractive little lavender taffeta frock.

When she danced past our table my
heart nearly stopped beating. Dor-
othy Gish ! The only screen "crush"

I'd ever had. I could scarcely con-

tain myself. She was far lovelier

than I had ever dared hope.

I am a lucky bird. The boy who
pals around with me knew her ! Ten
minutes later I had met my divinity

—found her to possess a nice quiet

little voice—discovered that, though
not too voluble, the things she did say

were really clever. She was far

lovelier than I had ever dreamed her to be. The eyes

were bluer than even my ample imagination had dared

conceive—and though I missed the black wig, her blond

hair was fixed in approved flapper fashion with tiny

lavender bows on the sides which quite won me.
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Connie Talmadge was with the party. I knew
Connie, and we danced together, but I couldn't keep

my eyes off Dorothy Gish and Bobby Harron as

they glided about to the strains of Art Hickman's

best syncopation. She could dance, too

!

Deep down in my heart I'd always hoped that

some day I might play with Dorothy Gish. That
hope became a determination. There must be

something in concentration, for it wasn't many
weeks later that the Griffith studio sent for me.

I went. They wanted me for a picture with Dor-
othy. I accepted—accepted without even a thought

as to salary—and within a few days I was actually

making a picture with Dorothy Gish

!

How perfectly great she was to work with. It

was the very best part of the spring. The first

few days were given over to work on location.

We were using a tiny little farmhouse with its

garden, picket fence, and old well. Between shots,

Dorothy would flop down in the shade of a bloom-
ing hydrangea bush and talk. To hear her talk is

something to be grateful for. She knows life

—

remarkably for a girl of twenty-one—and she

knows her books. Books are the thing with Dor-
othy. How we used to laugh over Stephan Lea-
cock and F. Scott Fitzgerald. And she isn't afraid

of the deeper, finer works of which most of us
talk much but secretly hedge away from reading.

I remember giving her a copy of "The Happy
Prince." I watched her read it. I know just how
sincere is her appreciation of the finer things.

To be in Dorothy Gish's company is to be in

a flapper part. We were known as the members
of the "Kid Company," and from the prop man
to the camera man they all had it that our picture

should be entitled "Broken Bottles
!"

Photo by White

"Her eyes were bluer than even my ample imagination had dared con-

ceive, and though I missed the black wig, her blond hair was fixed

in approved flapper fashion with tiny lavender bows on the sides,

which quite won me."

What fun we had ! We'd start out in the morning in a big

car for some little town perhaps an hour's drive from the studio.

It was the greatest company I've ever seen together before or

since. Glenn Hunter, who "played in "Clarence" last year and

upon whom the heavy honors of the picture fell
;
Raymond and

Albert Hackett, of "Abraham Lincoln" and •'Charm School"

fame—two of the finest kids I've ever known—and Mildred

Marsh, Mae Marsh's younger sister. The
Tom and Dorothy on six of us were a riot. Sometimes we'd
the sea wall at the lunch in funny little village lunch rooms

Griffith studios. Continued on page 101



PROTECTED by a promise that my identity will not be revealed,

and inspired by the quite general misconception that many peo-

ple seem to have regarding motion-picture players and their work,

I started last month to tell you what I know about them. Mine is the

viewpoint of both an insider and an outsider, for while I do not act in

the films—my husband does. Our companionship has always been so

close that I share every detail of his work, even when it means offer-

ing up to the realism of his picture little hints on how he would have

handled situations in real life. I won't say that I have never been

jealous, but I can truthfully say that I do not believe that I will ever

be jealous again. Just once I believed idle gossip about my husband

—

circumstantial evidence bore it out so well—and it nearly precipitated

a serious misunderstanding. In the future he will be my Hugh until

he himself tells me that he loves another.

Long ago you probably saw Hugh in the sort of roles that made him
popular, without realizing that he was not quite happy in them. He
wanted to choose his own stories and supervise their production. He
wanted to prove that he could make pictures that were thrilling and

romantic, and yet as wholesome as the comedy dramas of Charlie Ray.

And he wanted to play character parts. That is why we were always

dreaming of the day when he would have his own company.

The Revelations

of a Star's Wife
The second installment of a remarkable

narrative dealing with the intimate
lives of motion-picture folk.

Illustrated by Edgar Franklin Wittmack

CHAPTER IV.

I shall never forget that next morning
—even the little details of the back-

ground are still clear in my mind.

Hugh and I had breakfast out on the

porch—the gallery, they called it down
there—that ran around the second story

of the hotel. Below us, in the court-

yard, a little pickaninny was marching
up and down, singing "Dixie" in a sort

of minor wail. And there was a mag-
nolia tree in blossom, its great, waxy
white flowers reaching out like ghosts'

hands, it seemed to me. Even with the

sunlight streaming across our breakfast

table I couldn't help shivering as I

looked at them.
"It's this way, Honey," Hugh ex-

plained, when we'd each had as much
of a cup of coffee as we could swallow.

(When you have a husband in the

movies you and he grab stray moments
for your important discussions ; we'd
found that breakfast was about the

only time we could count on, so we al-

ways fortified ourselves with coffee be-

fore the discussion began.) "The In-

dependent Era people have gone bust,

absolutely. This wire came yesterday

too late for me to let you know about

it, but I phoned them in New York, and
it seems that the jig is up. They had
half a million when they began, but

's first picture cost so much that

the men who were putting up the money
got cold feet and backed out. It seems
that she spent all they'd allowed her for

her first picture on just half of it; then
they put up fifty thousand more, and that

lasted till another quarter was done.

She asked for enough to finish it, but

the money wasn't forthcoming—so the

game is up. The company has a long

lease on a studio, and enough equip-

ment for two companies—and that's

about all. They can rent out space in

it, which will help some, of course
"

Now, as Hugh went on his voice

had dragged more and more. And his

eyes never moved from my face. I'm
not clairvoyant, of course, but any
wife who's loved her husband and con-

sidered him just about every single min-
ute for five years gets so that she can
tell pretty well what's coming when he
does that. And I knew what was in

Hugh's mind perfectly well. I knew.
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too, that he hoped I'd suggest it so that he wouldn't

have to. So I did.

"Then why don't you rent space from them and make
a picture yourself ?" I asked. "You could do 'Unre-

deemed;' form your own company—cast it to suit you
—take a hand in the directing

"

I'd said enough. To mention "Unredeemed" to Hugh
was like waving a scarlet parasol at a bull. He'd read

the book and fallen in love with it the year before.

But the Magda people couldn't see it at all as a vehicle

for him, and turned it down. Whereupon Hugh bought

the screen rights, and ever since had lived in hope of

producing it. Now at last he had the chance.

"The Independent Era people would give me a good
rate on the studio," he began tentatively. "And they've

got just about everything they need there—plenty of

lights, including a sunlight arc, some good stock sets,

all that sort of thing. But the industry's in rotten shape

they tell me, right now—it might be hard to get back-

ing, you know."
That was the time for the plunge. I took it. though

I could feel my teeth longing to chatter.

"We've got enough money saA^ed to back it ourselves,"

I told him quietly.

Xow, that may not sound so very daring to you
;
you

probably think that, with all the money stars earn, it

would be very strange if we didn't have a good deal.

I'll admit that Hugh had earned a lot, especially during
the last few years, but if you'll pause and consider

our expenses you'll see why we hadn't saved so very
much. We'd built a house—and we'd built the kind
of house we'd always wanted to have, which is saying
a good deal. Recently we'd added an extra sun porch
and a swimming pool. We kept two cars, a roadster
for Hugh and a sedan for me. Hugh helped support
his parents. And—no mean detail—whenever and
wherever he went on location, Hughie and I tagged
along. Hugh always claimed that it brought him bad
luck to leave us behind, and we both

liked to go, so we did—to Alaska, to

Honolulu, to the Bad Lands of South
Dakota, we went, with a train of

nursery refrigerators, specially pre-

pared milk, hampers of alcohol stoves

and cereals and all the other para-

phernalia that a young mother thinks

necessary in these days. Once, in

a much-tamed part of the wild West,
as I was preparing Hughie's dinner,

I looked about me and thought of the

mothers who had braved that same
country years ago in prairie schoon-

ers, with children even younger than

Hughie, never knowing when they'd

come to water, or be attacked by hos-

tile Indians. I felt a little bit

ashamed of myself for being so fussy

about my young son. Yet when I

saw anew how sturdy he was, how
big for his age, how perfectly healthy,

I felt justified even in the face of

memories of those prairie mothers.

Add to these expenses the fact

that motion-picture people get charged extra for just

about everything, and you'll have some idea of the

money we had to spend. Butchers, bakers, vegetable

markets, fruit dealers, dry-goods stores—every one

overcharges them. Once when I went over my butcher's

bill and found that I was paying just twice as much
for meat when the butcher knew who it was for as

when I sent a new maid for it, I dashed down to the

market and accused the meat man of robbery.

"Oh, but your husband is in the motion-picture busi-

ness," he told me coolly. "You people all have lots

of money—why shouldn't we have some of it?"

Needless to say, our marketing was done elsewhere
and in different manner after that. But it isn't always
as simple as that to straighten things out. Sometimes
one just can't protest. Of course, it's partly the fault

of the people in the industry. So many of them were
almost poverty stricken before they went into pictures

that when they finally had plenty of money it just went
to their heads, and they were like children turned loose

in a candy shop. And now all of us suffer for it.

But I've gone a long distance from the breakfast

table where Hugh and I were settling our future. We
talked the thing out from all possible angles. We
must consider Hughie ; had we any right to risk the

money that would safeguard his future?

"You've always taken care of us so far—you always
will," I told Hugh. "Besides, with a father like you
Hughie won't need a fortune."

Then we discussed the probable cost of the picture,

which was absurd, because we could tell nothing about
it. There was no knowing how hard it would be to

get a good leading lady, or whether any of the ones

we considered possible would be free or not. We
wanted some one who looked like Mary Miles Minter

and could act like Norma Talmadge—and would do it

for just about the salary of a Sennett bathing girl.

Modest, of course ! We wanted somebody else for the

part of an older woman—Mary Alden was ideal, but

we were sure we couldn't afford Mary. That was the

way it went. We needed stunning sets such as those

that Joseph Urban made for the sun room in "Humor-
esque" and the courtyard of "The World and Its W ite.'

Wr
e would have liked to have a director like Jerome

Storm.
"Yet the thing's got to be done well or it isn't worth

doing at all." declared Hugh at last, and the look in

his eyes begged me to agree with him.

"How about it? Shall we rent the

Los Angeles house and try to make
a go of this, or shall we go back to

the Coast and start over again?

wants me to sign again with
them

;
the)- heard about the Inde-

pendent's bust-up almost as soon as

I did, and they made me a corking

good offer to come back; it was for-

warded to me this morning. We
wouldn't lose anything then. If we
buck the game with our own organi-

zation, we may land at the bottom of

the ladder, or we may make the very

top. What's the word, pardner?"
Well, every woman whose husband

has given up a good job in a lawyer's

office or a hardware store or a gar-

age and gone into business for him-
self knows how I felt. I tried to be

fair to even-body—to Hughie, who
was playing train under my feet with

his father's hairbrushes, to Hugh,
who was standing there across the

table from me with his eyes begging for the answer
he wanted. He got it.

CHAPTER V.

"There's oae thing you've got to promise to do."

Hugh warned me a few days later, as our train scudded
along through the southland and on toward New York.
"You've got to buy some clothes."

"But we must economize," I urged, with a sinking

"DON'T TELL THEM
that I'm not a real vampire at

heart," a well-known portrayer of

siren roles begged the author of

this narrative. "The belief that I

am a wicked, dangerous woman is

my best protection. If people only
knew how scared I am when I go
into a strange town to make ex-
teriors, and have to stand around
having every one stare at me, men
might try to get acquainted with
me. And men frighten me—even
the best of them."
But the writer believed that the

public which has long listened to

the most unbridled gossip about
this woman, would like to know
the truth. Though her identity

will probably not be revealed, her
story will be woven into future

installments of these fascinating

recollections.
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"Just imagine being that girl," some one excitedly whispered.

heart. "I have heaps of things left from last spring,

and with a little freshening up, and a few new hats
"

"Never !" he interrupted. "I know you'd rather do
it that way, but see what would happen to me if you
did. The rumor would get around that we were broke

—that I was making a cheap picture—that I didn't

even have money enough to dress you decently.

And then where'd we be? No siree—your clothes are

like my long eyelashes ; when we retire I'll shave 'em
off and grow bald if I want to, and you can wear some-
body's cast-offs if you like—but just now they're both

money-makers for us, and we must cultivate them. So
buy everything in New York, child, and I'll pay the

bills with joy."

Well, I did—and he did. Oh, how I hated to! I

bought gauzy evening gowns that were like captured

rainbows and would last about as long, and tailored

suits whose lines made the general atmosphere of the

Ritz turn green with envy. My hats shrieked of Paris,

though they probably were made in Sixth Avenue. I

bought shoes enough for a centipede. My stockings

were of lace and gossamer, and my lingerie would have
done credit to Gloria Swanson.

"Where'll we stay?" I asked, hardly
daring to hope that he'd say what I

wanted him to. He turned to me with
that boyish grin that the screen fans
know so well.

"You'd like to pick out some little,

quiet, cheap hotel on a side street,

wouldn't you?" he laughed. "Or it

would suit you even better to take a
little apartment somewhere and do
light housekeeping. Well, it would
suit me better, too, but it can't be. In
order to economize we've got to be ex-

travagant in some things, and just

sensible in others. And we'll stay at

the Claridge. I'll have to be near the

people I need to see, and where I can
be seen easily. If we stop at the Clar-

idge or the Astor, everybody in the

industry will know where I am. If we
pick a small hotel, they'll have to scout

around and find me. No, my dear,

we'll have to be in the heart of

things."

Well. I like the Claridge, some-
times ; I like having Broadway roar up
at my windows, and having the lights

of the Great White Way stream into

my room at night. But I didn't like

to think of the bills.

"I hate your old profession!" I

told Hugh one evening shortly after

we reached New York, as he dressed

for a dinner we were giving. I should

have been dressing, too, but I just

couldn't face the gown I was going

to wear. I had on an old blue kimono
that had been part of my trousseau

;

a friend had brought it to me from
Japan, and now, with its cheery blos-

soms all faded and its edges all

frayed, I loved it better than anything
else I had. "I wish you were a grain-

and-feed merchant in a little country

town, and when we needed to be
economical I could get into an old

gingham dress and do the washing my-
self. I wish we were regular peo-

ple!"

"So do I. sweetheart," he answered, hunching up on
the foot of the bed beside me, with the ends of his

white tie dangling under his ears. "But we're not

;

we're the world's dancing fools, and we've got to suffer

for it. Don't you care, though; we'll clear out as soon
as we can—in three years, if this company of mine
makes good. Then we'll have a ranch somewhere, and
travel a lot, and the public will forget all about me."
Oddly enough, I didn't want the public to forget

about him. I sometimes hated sharing him with it,

and I usually resented the sacrifices we had to make
because he was everybody's property but his own and
mine, yet I did love having his pictures so tremendously
popular, and having people everywhere so fond of him.

I suppose all the money I'd spent was justified that

evening when I crossed the dining room of the Claridge,

for a little breathless silence fell over some of the tables

as I passed, and an occasional remark that was absurdly

flattering floated up to me as I went over to one of the

tables near the windows overlooking Broadway, where
our table was.

Of course, it was my gown ; of silver tissue and pea-

cock-colored gauze, it had one of those silly, snaky little
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trains weighted down with a heavy tassel, that you

have to tuck into a man's pocket when you dance with

him, so that it won't wind around your ankles and trip

vou. It was draped where no sane modiste would have

dreamed of draping it, and it was the most becoming

thing I'd worn in years. Yet I could have torn it to

shreds and hurled it into the wastebasket—which would

have been much too large for it—for the chance to spend

the money it had cost on getting a better leading woman
for Hugh's picture.

We were giving a small dinner—just six guests—but

there were a lot of people we knew in the dining room,

so we had a sort of progressive dinner party, with peo-

ple coming over to eat a salad with us and tell the

latest news they'd heard, and the members of our

party paying calls at other tables. Tony Moreno had

just made one of his impetuous dashes on from the

Coast, and came over to drink a demi-tasse at our

table while we ate fruit cocktails ; he'd just gone when
Hugh went over to the next table to talk with Dorothy

Dalton—they played together a long time ago—and
Kenneth Harlan took his chair for a few moments.
One of the people who joined us for a few moments

was Lorraine Tevis ; I must call her that, because it's

a name so unlike her own, and though I can tell you
her story, of course, I must conceal her name. She
is one of the most beautiful girls in pictures, as well

as one of the most capable actresses, though she's so

young. She has been on the screen for some time,

and I believe would have won her way to the top just

by her own merit, but, like many another girl, she had
a scheming mother. By way of trying to help her,

Mrs. Tevis married Lorraine to a man who owned a

big interest in one of the large motion-picture com-
panies. We were in Los Angeles when they were
married, and Lorraine talked the thing over with me
the evening before the ceremony took place.

"I don't exactly love him," she told me, "but I don't

care for any one else, either. And though I've done
pretty well so far, I'm out of a contract now, since

the Foursquare Company failed. Everybody tells me
I can do big things—but you know how it is

;
you've

got to have somebody behind you, some company to

work with, or you can't get anywhere. You can't just

sit in your own room and make pictures."

"But you'll get a new contract," I objected. "Just
hang on—you've been doing wonderful work, and every-

body knows about it, so something's bound to turn up
soon. Don't marry just to help your work."
"But mother thinks it's what I ought to do," she an-

swered thoughtfully. "I have to support her, you know.
Tom says if I'll marry him he'll absolutely make me
a big star within a year. And well, he says if in five

years I want to leave him I can. Besides, it's not to

be a real marriage, you see—just a business contract,

really."

I suppose I should have been prepared for such a

cold-blooded arrangement as that, but I wasn't ; I'd had
three years of life in motion-picture colonies by then,

but even so I wasn't really accustomed to the way some
of the actors did conjuror's tricks with the marriage
laws. I begged and pleaded with Lorraine, urging her
to wait six months at least. She knew how happy Hugh
and I were—that was why she had come to me, I think.

Ours was really the happiest marriage she knew of,

she told me. And I wanted her to be happy, too.

Of course, Tom Seward was not so impossible. He
was awfully clever—had begun life as a bootblack, and
fought his way up to where he owned a big interest in

one of the very biggest motion-picture companies, and
several theaters as well. He was awfully homely, and
about ten years older than Lorraine—ten years that

/ looked after her beautiful scarlet and gold figure, sorrier for

her than I had been for any one in a long time.

had meant a good deal of rather wild living. But he

adored her, and would do all he could for her. How-
ever, since she wasn't going into it for any but merce-

nary reasons, it didn't seem to me that there was much
chance of her getting much happiness out of the ar-

rangement.

And there was another man in the case, I learned

—

a young chap who was playing in Western pictures.

He was awfully likable, and Lorraine had made one
or two pictures with him, and was awfully fond of

him. But his future was a question, and her mother
did all she could to oppose the match. Of course, Lor-
raine wasn't really in love with him, either. Had she

but known it, he was to be one of the big stars of the

industry, but, of course, Mrs. Tevis couldn't look far

enough ahead to see that. So she did all she could to

make Lorraine marry Tom Seward. And late the next
afternoon, when I was sitting out on the veranda watch-
ing for Hugh, Lorraine phoned me. She and Tom
Seward had just been married by a justice of the peace.

"Happy, Lorraine?" I asked her. It was cruel I

suppose, and she just rang off, with a little sob that

came to me over the wires. . (Continued on page 92)



The heroine never seems to take a bit of comfort in her room, natty a place as it always is. Here is Gloria Swanson as Anatol's

wife, obviously looking for trouble.

WHOEVER spoke of a bedroom as a place of

sweet repose had a wrong hunch. We wise

picture fans know better. We know that bed-

rooms are used for everything except to sleep in.

I remember a time when sleeping was supposed to

be nobody's business but the sleeper's, but those times

are past. There was a time when a bedroom scene on
the stage, with the heroine merely coyly murmuring
something about retiring, brought forth stinging rebuke
from press and pulpit. It's different now. You don't

feel these days as if you really knew the heroine until

you have, so to speak, put her to bed.

Bedrooms in motion pictures are used preferably

to hold conventions in. E\^en the old maid with her

hair done up in curl papers is not exempt. But it's

the heroine's bedroom that's the favorite gathering spot

of all the rest of the family and even of her friends.

If there's a lightning storm pulled off or burglars break
in or a bad-luck telegram arrives, everybody in the

house and some of the neighbors forgather in the

heroine's room to chat about it. It's as if they had a

date there. The director's motto seems to be : When
in doubt, go to the heroine's room.

Sometimes you see the heroine when she seems to

be asleep, but only for a moment. Next minute she's

wide awake—so wide awake you suspect she has been
playing possum all the time. She never seems to take

a bit of comfort in her room, either, natty a little place

as it always is. Even if you see her asleep one minute.

you know that the next there's going to be an earth-

quake, or some other kind of trouble that will call the

family in.

The other people in the picture mostly do their sleep-

ing off stage. Maybe they go out into the garage to

get their rest. We know that they must sleep some-
where at times, because we often see houses robbed in

ribald fashion, with fights between the robbers and hero,

or there's a murder pulled off loudly, and yet not a soul

in the whole house wakes up. Even the servants seem
to have taken dope. But hold ! Probably this is the

first chance these folks have had to sleep in many a
week, so naturally their slumber is heavy.

Then there's the comedy relief. We know he sleeps

sometimes. And he always snores. Also he always

ducks under the bedclothes when the telephone rings.

This the directors consider is just too killingly funny
for anything.

But to get back to the heroine's bedroom. A pleasant

duty. For the room is always beautifully furnished with

a canopy bed and ivory furniture. The old folks, her

parents, probably sleep in a plain little room, but the

heroine always has not only a bedroom, but a whole
suite. So the family could hold its conventions in the

boudoir or the sun parlor ; but there appears to be some-
thing eternally piquant to a director in discovering the

heroine in bed. In the brief glimpses we catch of the

heroine asleep, we find that she always sleeps on her
back with no covers up over her above the waist. This
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Every one else in the picture may get disheveled, but the heroine's cap will be straight and her nightie uncreased.

Even the tempestuous Ruth Roland is conventionally calm in her boudoir.

sleeping on her back must cause the heroine to have
bad dreams. Often, in fact, the story that follows seems
like one.

As for the heroine's nightgear, her bills for that item

must be something enormous ! If she is in comedy,
she always wears pajamas; if in drama, she usually

wears a long, filmy nightie. Sometimes you can't see

where the light comes from, but it's always there, ^Ye
set the phenomena down as a dispensation of a kindly

providence and let it go at that.

And her night clGthes are never mussed up, nor her
hair in disorder. In real life a girl often wears a wrin-
kled nightie and does her hair in curl papers—the pret-

tiest of them do it—and by the time she's got on her
cold cream, well, you'd never know her for the same
girl you took to the party last night ! But as she grows
older, her hair seems to straighten out. Her mamma,
too, may once have been a heroine, but when you chance
to see her in the middle of the night, her hair is always
in curl papers. And, oh, that boudoir cap ! How chic,

it is ! And always on straight ! Any woman will tell

you that there's something impossible about that.

There's a peculiar cussedness about a boudoir cap which
takes a mischievous delight in making a lady look a

fright. It has a fashion of creeping over one eve in

a manner to make anybody look drunk ; or else it rears

back on her head in a way to give the mildest old soul

a fiercely warlike look. Even though the heroine be
ill. that cap stays on perfectly straight.

Everybody else in the bedroom convention is dishev-

eled and ruffled, but the heroine's hair is smooth, her

cap is straight, her lovely nightie is uncreased, and she

has a perfectly good dull finish on her nose.

Nobody except the heroine, even in rich families, ever

seems to own any nice-looking night clothes. Prob-
ably it keeps the rest of the family broke supplying
her. I saw a Norma Talmadge picture recently in which
that young lady wore five different sets of night clothes

and six negligees. No wonder her father was ruined.

And yet it didn't seem to occur to her to rush into the

breach and save the day by raffling off her lingerie or

her bedroom furniture.

Even when she is poor, she, the picture heroine, al-

ways has nice negligees. Seena Owen played a poor
shopgirl heroine in one picture ; but, oh, boy, you ought
to have seen her when she got into the bedroom scen-

ery !

Nature is kind in another way. too. It's always moon-
light in the heroine's room. This enables us to see her
lying there in her innocent slumber—on her back, vet

not snoring—with her bright hair showering her pillow,

and with her cbest uncovered. It may be as "dark as

the inside of an infidel" outside, but in her room the

sweet moonlight always sleeps. Ain't nature grand?
To some people that moonlight would be dangerous,

because it is said that moonlight affects people's minds

:

but the heroine doesn't have to worry about that, because
usually she hasn't any mind to affect.

But at that, the moonlight is the only thing that gets

a chance to sleep. As I said before, even if you catch

the heroine asleep for a minute, the very next thev're

bringing her a telegram to tell her that her dear old

saintly grandfather has been murdered for his store of

booze, so she isn't an heiress as she had hoped. Or
maybe the villains hold a convention in her room to talk

over their plans. Either this or they do it just outside

her door, so that the poor girl can't sleep. Or her poor

old father discovers in the middle of the night that he

is ruined, and takes the rest of the family into her room
to talk about it. Or else her lover isn't sure she's true

to him. and so he takes the straightforward, manly

course, bv going right to her room to find out.

How clubby indeed the heroine is about her bed-

room ! We know young women who are fussy about

having their rooms invaded. Not so the heroine. She

never even seems to lock her door. Any time anybody

has any troubles to tell, the parts- is on.
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I saw a picture the other day in which the hero meets

the heroine for the first time at a friend's home where

she is visiting, and next you know he's skipping up to

her room on the second floor. Never had to pause a

moment to find out where it was. I'll tell you, there

are moments when, if you didn't know the girl—oh,

well, we'll let that pass.

In real life lovers in the best circles do not seek the

bedchambers of their fiancees. It simply isn't done.

But in pictures it is different. If a man has a quarrel

with his girl, up he skips to her room to talk it over,

and they are as nonchalant about it as if they were
sitting in the front hall.

In short, the poor girl never seems to have any
privacy at all. You'd think she'd get nervous prostra-

tion. But such is that wonderful girl's constitution, that

no matter how great the stress and storm of the night

before, behold, she comes down to breakfast next morn-
ing looking as fresh as a daisy. Other people's trou-

bles, especially, seem simply to freshen her up and do
her good.

Picture heroines get so used to having people come
into their rooms that they seem to get hardened in a

way. While in real life the first thing a girl will do
if anybody happens inadvertently to stick his head into

the door or to come in to get the liniment to rub on
the cat is to cover herself all over and pull her gar-

ments up tight around her neck ; in a picture she hardly

ever seems to think of it. The whole family, including all

her male relatives, may decide to hold a convention in

her room; the police may come to ask her if it's true

her father has a gallon of whisky secreted in his safe

;

or the nearest villain-in-law may come to get her to

sign the papers, and it never seems to occur to her to

pull the top of her gown together. If she only had
a chest protector or something ! Or if she chance to

put on a negligee, by some odd chance it always seems
to be left open at the most becoming places.

Out in the street, say, or anywhere else, the heroine

When anything happens,

every one in the house, and
some of the neighbors,

gather in the heroine's

room and chat about it.

Lew Cody and Elinor Fair

act as though it were
quite the thing to do.

may be as shy and modest a
girl as you'll wish to see : but
once she's in her nightie, her
whole nature seems to change.

I saw Florence Vidor in a

scene in which she received

the hero in her nightie. Of
course, it was a shipwreck
scene, and it was thundering
and lightning, and the poor
girl didn't want to be left

alone ; but her hair was as

neatly flowing as though a

maid had just brushed it, and
even though the weather was
cold, she didn't drape over her

shoulders the coat the hero
had left her.

In a May Allison picture I

saw not long ago, there was
a lightning storm. Where did

the folks congregate when the

lightning hit the roof? Did
they go out to the garage or

take shelter in the library or

down celler? No, sir. It

was the heroine's room for

theirs. But May was all

ready for them. She had on
the sweetest nightie, which
nearly hid part of her figure,

and her hair was in the most
careful disorder, the trained

lightning having been in-

structed on no account to

make it stand on end, and her

little cap was smooth and

straight. She told the folks

she thought the storm was
over now, and if the roof

didn't leak she thought they'd

better all go to bed. They did. They hadn't thought

of that.

Speaking of storms, did you see that scene in Mil-

dred Harris' picture in which, while a tempest raged

outside, and doctors were gathered around the death-

bed of a little child, the villain opened the French win-

dows, letting the wind and rain swirl in, while he did

a little plain and fancy taunting of the hero? They
let him get away with it, too, those strong men, and
never even invited him in to get the taunting off his

chest while they shut the storm awav from the sick

child

!

Next to the heroine's bedroom, the college hero's is

the busiest bedroom of them all. It's all dolled up with

banners and steins and upright pianos—what would a

college hero be without a piano?—and the rah-rah boys

come in to smoke and play cards and sing till all hours
of the night. Some of these college boys look pretty

old, too. Probably it's the life they lead. They still

seem to have their beer, too. I wonder where they

get it? The temperance folks should get hold of some
of these college pictures to show the evil effects of a

wild life.

And oh, those bachelor apartments of the rich hero

!

You remember Lew Cody's sumptuous rooms? As big

as the high-school auditorium and as ornate as an an-

tique dealer's shop. Lew certainly is the bedroom boy.

He has nineteen smoking jackets, and all his girls visit

him in his rooms.

Then there's the adventuress. She usually dwells in

Continued on page 103
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rp ,t For several years The Observer has

hammered repeatedly upon what he be-

the lieved to be the one and only way for

Manager ^e PUDnc to improve the quality of

motion pictures. It is the quite simple

process of buying your motion-picture show as you
buy your groceries—tell the manager of the theater

what you want, and, if he doesn't give it to you, trade

elsewhere. But, if he does give it to you, spend your

money with him.

The theater manager has the power to regulate the

morals of his entertainment, to shape his shows as no

censor board ever can do.

The National Federation of Woman's Clubs is becom-
ing vitally interested in the "Tell-the-manager" idea,

and clubwomen everywhere are beginning to move
along the lines first suggested by Picture-Play Mag-
azine. They are finding that the process is simplicity

itself—that in several California towns, for instance, a

committee of clubwomen, through conferences with

the theater managers, have been able to change entirely

the policy of theater managers who believed that the

only way to make money was to run pictures full of

bloodshed and crime and wild women.
There comes a letter, however, from Nebraska. A

woman writes saying that she and her friends com-
plained to a theater manager about his shows and that

he offered as his alibi the statement that he had noth-

ing to say about his films—that they were booked by
him "sight unseen" and that he had to take whatever
the film exchanges sent him.

If this exhibitor believes he is telling the truth, he

is in a town that offers a great opportunity for a live

man who wants to start a motion-picture theater.

The lazy theater manager does take whatever his film

exchange sends him. He doesn't bother to try to find

out what is in the pictures. He does not read his trade

magazines nor the advertising matter furnished by
the producing companies. He is the sort of fellow who
can be reformed only by dynamite.

Every theater manager can find out with very little

effort just what he has booked in the way of pictures.

Throughout the United States are prosperous theaters

that show good, clean pictures regularly, and they do
so because their management buys its shows with the

same care that a department store buys its gowns. True,

even these theaters do not always show pictures that

are good for children to see. But when they get a

fine picture that appeals particularly to adult minds they

put into their advertising some line such as "this pic-

ture is not recommended for children." Thus do they

exhibit "Passion" and John Barrymore in "Dr. Jekyll

and Mr. Hyde" and other first-rate productions that do
not belong in the juvenile department.

Vulgarity that appeals to no one, they bar. Any
theater manager can do the same.

If your exhibitor tells you he has to show whatever
the exchange decides to ship him, buy him out. Then
you shop for the pictures you show, just as the public

should shop for the pictures it sees.

And if some film exchange does try to make you
take a vulgar picture, refuse it and do your best to get

the case into court and into the newspapers. The Ob-
server knows of no better advertisement for a theater

than that it refused to show a picture that the manage-
ment thought was indecent.

tt7 tit We have been asked to "lay off" our
P attacks upon the motion-picture stock-

for the jobbing schemes that for a time were

Salesman infesting the country. A stock sales-

man came in to see us the other day
and made, the appeal.

"I'm selling stock in the so-and-so proposition," he
said, "and your infernal magazine cheated me out of

a good commission. I had a prospect all ready to buy
this stock and then he saw an editorial by The Observer,
and now he won't spend any money with me. He's
suspicious. Lay off this thing, won't you? We've got

a great machine, and if you'll come around I'll show
you how it works. It's going to revolutionize the mo-
tion-picture industry."

We didn't have time to go see the machine, for the
reason that we had to sit down and write this editorial.

Every stock-selling scheme, beginning with perpetual

motion, is based upon a machine or a scheme that will

work—as long as the stock selling is in progress. Some
of the schemes turn out all right. There are a number
of legitimate buys in motion-picture production or

equipment stocks for persons who understand the busi-

ness and know what they are doing, but the average is

so low that the only safe way to do is to buy Liberty

Bonds.
If you must invest in motion pictures, choose a stock

that is listed on the New York Stock Exchange, a go-
ing concern that already is paying dividends. Then
you always are assured of a market if you want to sell.

Beware of the fellow who is selling stock in some-
thing that is contemplated. The dividends seldom get

past the contemplating stage. Consider the fact that

if a man has a real idea for a picture or for some mo-
tion-picture process, he seldom has difficulty in raising

the money through the banks, who give the proposition
a thorough test before they lend the monev or agree
to help sell the stock.

Ask your banker before you buy any stock—motion
picture or any other kind.

We're sorry Mr. Salesman, to cut you out of any
commissions, but we can't lay off this month.

Until the danger of people losing their monev in bad
investments is past we won't stop warning them against

motion-picture stocks.
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The Monev The Pictures that are g°'m8 to make
y the big money in 1921 are already com-

Pictures pleted, already released. What are

of 1921 they? "Passion," a German picture;

"The Kid," in which Charlie Chaplin
proved that he was not dead, only sleeping; "Humor-
esque." produced by a comparatively unknown director

with a cast of unknowns ; "Over the Hill," another hit

from unknowns; "Forbidden Fruit," Cecil B. De Mille
at his usual tricks; "Way Down East," D. W. Grif-

fith back again, and perhaps one or two others.

Why are these big pictures? Because they tell a
real story, every one of them.
The scenario department of every producing company

is the heart of the works. A bad scenario department,
made up of persons who write mediocre stuff and buy
mediocre stuff, means a mediocre producing company.

"Stories are mighty hard to get," the scenario depart-

ment will answer. "Even the best magazines and the

best book publishers get a good one only now and then.

And when we do get a good story, we never are sure

that the director won't botch it up. What are you
going to do about that?"

To which, in order to calm the scenario editors, we
hasten to reply that we care for no alibis, we motion-
picture fans.

If we find that the directors are balling up the good
stories selected by the scenario editors, we shall later

have a few words to say about the directors.

The case we are now considering is the scenario

scout who does deliver the stuff to directors who do
put over the stories in the proper manner.
One of the sickest spots in the motion-picture industry

is in the scenario department. One of these days some
Company will go out and get a super-judge of good
material who will never write a line, but who will just

pick and choose. He will be paid a staggering salary,

and he will be worth it, for never after he gets on the

job will his company produce and release a stupid pic-

ture.

When he goes to work it will take four pages, in-

stead of four lines, to list all the big pictures of the

year.

Here's
"If I had a boy who was just get-

ting out of college," a motion-picture
Oppor- producer told us the other day, "I

tunity would send him over to any studio and
make him get any sort of a job they

would give him—property boy, stage hand, wastebasket

emptier, or anything else. The big opportunities of the

world right now are in motion-picture studios for the

fellow who goes in at the bottom and works his way
up to become a director."

A few days later a young college graduate called

upon a scenario-editing friend of ours and asked him
for a job. There was nothing doing.

"They don't want college men in the movies," the

young man wailed, "I'm going to get a job in a bank.

I was over at the studio and told them I wanted to

learn to be a director, and they laughed at me. Now
I tell you I want to learn to be a scenario writer, and
you tell me you can't use me."

So away he went. And it is just as well, for he
showed he didn't have the spine necessary for success.

It takes plugging to get a start. We know of a

girl who is making a pile of money writing scenarios

who pestered the life out of a scenario editor for three

months until finally he gave her the job she asked for

—work as typist at twelve dollars a week. She planned
her campaign before she started, and she took the first

trench before she began to worry about the last one.

We know a young man who is now assistant to one

of the leading directors. He wrote twenty-six letters

and made eighteen calls at a studio before they accepted
his offer to work as a stage hand. He started at

twenty dollars a week and was delighted to get it.

Most young fellows want to get a job the first time
they ask for it. There are men being hired every now
and then in all studios, and the fellow who gets the
job is the one who has been aggressively after it for a
long time.

Here's opportunity, if you have the ability to make
the fieht.

The
George Loane Tucker's sleuths have

found that a horde of miracle men rose
Miracle up after the exhibition of his famous

Workers picture—-that forty-one different mir-
acle workers worked wonders after

"The Miracle Man" was released, where only three or
four had operated before.

Some of these men have actually performed wonders,
according to witnesses, as extraordinary as those of

the Tucker patriarch.

The motion picture's influence is not confined, re-

formers might be interested to know, to the making of

boys play bandit.

News comes from Kansas that the De Mille influ-

ence is being felt in the most isolated homes, and that

the demand for those old-fashioned plush envelopes that

used to be vised to cover a teapot to keep it warm, is

unprecedented. Investigation by storekeepers showed
that these are now being used in the De Mille manner
to cover up the telephones.

Wallace Reid, it is reported, has almost overcome the

Francis X. Bushman influence that had the college boys
wearing black-bordered white ties and white socks as

a part of their evening dress, and it is hoped that in

time from Maine to California, the Talmadges will,

through their example, be able to do away with the

tightly tied hair net.

Truly there are a lot of miracles worked ' by the

movies.

The Old-
The old-fashioned press agent is with

us again. We thought we had buried
fashioned him along with Theda Bara, but to our

PressAgent desk ^as
i
ust come some of his work.

The o. f. p. a. was the one who talked

in a careless way of millions of dollars. If he heard
of another production that cost half a million dollars

he announced that his cost a million. If a rival bought
a play for a hundred thousand dollars, his next scenario

cost two hundred thousand. If his company hired a

star, she never received less than a million dollars a year.

So that folks began to believe there were enormous
profits in motion pictures, and, when the congressmen
in Washington began talking taxes, the first thing they

picked on was the motion pictures, for the press agents

had told them that motion-picture people were rolling

in wealth, and they believed it.

The motion-picture business has sobered down, espe-

cially of late when money became hard to get and a

number of companies closed down their studios for

several months.
But the old-fashioned press agent evidently has come

back, probably after a sojourn in the oil or automobile

industry. And he sends us word that his production

up to February 20, 1921, has made $2,475,000, which
is the greatest number of figures that any press agent

heretofore has been able to think of.

We have to hand it to him. even though he was a

million dollars too high in his estimate. It is some
achievement to be able even to think of two million

dollars.



May and the
Bridal Path

Soon you will know May Collins on

the screen, but this story tells you

things that the screen never could.

By Celia Brynn

EVEN while I was being introduced to

May Collins on the Goldwyn lot, I won-
dered where I had seen her before. I

kept wondering about her even in the throes of

the first conversational banalities concerning the

weather and the latest pictures, then all of a

sudden it came to me. This brunet flapper,

this leading lady of "The Bridal Path" was

—

but wait. Let me follow the time-honored

movie custom and cut back a couple of months.

The scene was the dine-while-you-dance

salon of the Alexandria. The usual number of

stars, superstars, and near stars were cluttering

up the floor to the tune of the latest Broadway
syncopation, when all of a sudden Charlie Chap-
lin entered with a strikingly pretty girl on his

arm. Now Los Angeles is tolerably blase when
it comes to screen celebrities. The native son

or daughter merely raises a tired eyebrow when
Wally Reid, Frank Mayo, or Gloria Swanson
strolls by. But that night—well, Mr. and Mrs.
Alexandria and all the little Alexandralets

craned their necks with shameless elasticity.

Edna Purviance, I remember, was sitting at a

table in one corner and Mildred Harris Ch
that is to say, Mildred Harris, was dining with
a party of friends at another. You can see

for yourself that the entrance of Charlie Chap-
lin with a young lady on his arm was in the

nature of a sensation. Naturally I did my share
of earnest gazing, with the result that four

months later at the Goldwyn studio—yes, you've guessed
it. May Collins was—the girl.

I think I used the word "flapper" in describing her.

That was a mistake. To be sure that is the first im-
pression you get from her sparkling blue-gray eyes,

her saucy nose that has just the suggestion of a tilt,

and a mouth that a rosebud might envy. Then, too,

she is petite and terribly young—she made me promise
not to reveal her real age, or rather, the lack of it

—

and she is bewitchingly pretty. With such a combina-
tion you don't expect brains, but May is a deceptive
little person. She reads essays and things, discusses
heredity and environment. She doesn't smoke and she
doesn't drink.

"Not that I'm against other people doing it if they
want to," she explained, "but I made my resolution,

oh, years ago, and so far I have kept it intact. Smoking
injures the voice and drinking affects one's looks. It's

silly to deliberately handicap yourself, don't you think?"
I suppose I should start away back and tell how,

although so young, May Collins has appeared four times
on Broadway in ingenue leads ; how Anita Loos met
her at a tea and offered her the job of leading lady
in "Red-Hot Romance," and how, when that picture was
finished and she was on her way back to New York,
Goldwyn wired her to come back, and play the lead in

"The Bridal Path."
But I have an idea that all of the lady readers—and

maybe some of the gentlemen ones, too—are more in-

Anita

West

Loos met petite May Collins at a tea in New York and brought her

to play the lead in "Red-Hot Romance," an Emerson-Loos production.

terested in knowing how she got acquainted with

Chaplin, whether she goes about with him a lot and
whether the friendship is only that or whether—well,

they want to know all about it.

Concerning her friendship with Mr. Chaplin, little

May Collins is delightfully naive. She met him in New
York, she told me, and when she came West to work
at the Brunton studio he saw to it that she didn't have
any lonesome moments in the strange city. He intro-

duced her to Mary and Doug, who made her welcome
in their home and had her spend Christmas Day with

them. Her attitude toward him is very frank hero

worship.

"I stand in absolute awe of his genius," she said

earnestly, "and it makes me catch my breath to think

I actually know him well enough to call him 'Charlie.'
"

Of her own work she says amazingly little. Egotism
—even the entirely excusable variety due to youth—is

a trait which she does not seem to possess. She is

willing enough to talk of the screen success of others

and to delight you with her mimicry of filmdom's

higher-ups, but when it comes to speaking of herself,

she screws up her nose, and her blue eyes twinkle

at you.

"Oh, I'm not much to talk about. As an actress

I'm simply bla-a. I get stage fright almost every time

I go on the set. If I have the footlights before me,
I can carry off a scene beautifully, but with just the

Continued on page 93
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PREDICTIONS FOR JUNE.
Severe censorship eruptions will be ob-

served in the North Atlantic and Middle
West regions this month, the most severe
disturbances occurring in the State Cap-
itols. Motion pictures, showing scenes
from weddings or wedding preparations,
will be largely attended by prospective
brides in all sections of the country. News
reels will continue to show pictures of
new office holders in Washington, burn-
ing oil wells, railroad wrecks, and im-
migrants at Ellis Island, and will begin
featuring spring floods and early scenes
at the bathing beaches.

1—W.—Ibsen's "A Doll's House" was released, with Elsie 19—Su-
Ferguson as the star, 1918. Seven hundred and
forty-six exhibitors put the line, "Bring the Kid-
dies," in their advertisements of the picture. 20—M. -

2—Th.—Charlie Chaplin made his first appearance on the
London stage, at the age of six, 1895.

3—Fr.—Theodore Roberts broke into vaudeville in a sketch
called "The Sheriff of Shasta," 1913. 21—Tu.-

4—Sa.—Emma-Lindsay Squier arrived in New York on her
first trip East, 1921.

5—Su.—Wallace Reid got a job understudying a steam shovel
on the Shoshone Dam, Wyoming, 1909. 22—W.-

6—M. —Thomas Meighan began an engagement on the stage
with Willie Collier in "The Dictator," 191 1. 23—Th-

7—Tu.—Theda Bara began to notice that the boys seemed to

like her, 1903.
8—W.—Famous Players and Jesse J. Lasky merged their

motion-picture interests, 1916. 24—Fr.-
9—Th.—Constance Binney became a Realart star, 1919.
10—Fr.—Smith Center, Kansas, welcomes the biggest man who

ever came from there
—

"Fatty" Arbuckle, 1921.
11—Sa.—From four to twenty producers announce that, be- 25—Sa.-

ginning the following fall, they will make fewer
and better pictures, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919,

1920, 1921.
12—Su.—Mary and Doug sailed for Europe on their honey- 26—Su.-

moon, 1920.

13—M. —William S. Hart will turn his Pinto pony out to

pasture and begin his first real vacation, 1921.

14—Tu.—Channing Pollock sold the screen rights for his play, 27—M. -

"The Sign on the Door," to Joseph Schenck for

$75,000, 1920. Four million, scenario writers

groaned, "How do they do it?" 28—Tu.-

15—W.—Anita Loos and John Emerson were married at the

Talmadge home, Bayside, Long Island, 1919.

16—Th.—Hobart Bosworth ran away from home and enlisted

as cabin boy on the schooner Sovereign of the

Seas, at San Francisco, 1879.
"y

17—Fr.—Pearl White forfeited the world's serial champion-
ship by becoming a Fox star, with a contract to 30 jh.-
appear only in features, 191 9.

18—Sa.—Richard Barthelmess and Mary Hay were married,
1920.

-Eight hundred thousand young women admitted be-
ing heartbroken, and that life held nothing more
for them, 1920.

-The wise ones told Cecil De Mille that he would never
make another good picture without: Geraldine
Farrar, 1916; Mary Pickiord, 1917; Gloria Swan-
son, 1919; Agnes Ayres, 1921.

-Censors get after the film version of "Experience"
and order Paramount to cut the episode in the
third reel showing a fight between characters play-
ing Intoxication and Prohibition, 1921.

-Douglas MacLean appeared on the stage with Maude
Adams in "Peter Pan," 1912.

-Exhibitor in Mattoon, Illinois, announces a showing
of Cecil De Mille's film production of "The Af-
fairs of Anatol," with the Original All-Star Cast!
1924.

-Dick Barthelmess decided that he would play the
part offered him in Nazimova's "War Brides,"
instead of going back for his senior year at Trin-
ity College the following fall, 1916.

-Tex Rickard, the promoter, offers a' million-dollar
purse for a race at Belmont track, New York City,

between The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
192T.

-Lois Wilson, a Birmingham, Alabama, school-teacher,

earned a trip to the Panama- Pacific Exposition and
a try-out in the movies by winning a newspaper
beauty contest, 1915.

-Billie Burke made her debut on the stage in "The
School Girl," at the Prince of Wales Theater,
London, 1903.

-First hot wave of the season strikes New York, and
three directors from Paramount's Long Island

studio decide that Bar Harbor, Maine, is the only
suitable place for taking the exteriors of the pic-

tures on which they are working, 1921.

-Famous Players-Lasky signed Sir James M. Barrie,

Sir Henry Arthur Jones, Edward Knoblock, Ar-
nold Bennett, and H. G Wells, 1920.

-Tom Douglas cajoled the principal of the Louisville,

Kentucky, high school into giving him a diploma,

and began a hard summer's job of persuading his

parents that he was intended for an actor.

HISTORICAL ANECDOTE.
A young lady in Chicago wrote a letter

to Thomas H. Ince, the film producer, and
said: "I am very anxious to get into the

movies. I will come out to California next

week, and you will give me a part." Mr.
Ince- wrote back: "By all means don't."

The next day a telegram came from
the Chicago young lady. It read : "Am
leaving Chicago for your studio to-mor-
row."
Mr. Ince flew to the telegraph office

and wired back: "Stay home. Not a
chance for you here."

When the young lady arrived at the
Ince studio, Mr. Ince said helplessly: "I

told you to stay home. I haven't a thing
for you to do. You've had no experience.

You'll probably starve to death." But the

young lady said: "I've got a little money.
I'll hang around a while."

So she did. And the next day a girl

who was plaving with Bill Hart in a pic-

ture called "The Disciple" took sick. Mr.
Ince, hard up for somebody to put in her
place, decided to try out the Chicago girl.

To-day she is a star. Her name is

Dorothy Dalton.
Note: There are a lot of others who

tried the same thing and found it didn't

work out that way.

Poor old Robinson Crusoe,
However could they do so!

They filmed the hero of every tale

Save poor old Robinson Crusoe!



FAVORITE PICTURE PLAYERS

Photo by Edwin Bower Heaser ,/^OLLEEN MOORE so distinguished herself in "Dinty"

and "The Sky Pilot" that she earned an enviable

reward. She was chosen to play opposite John Barrymoie

in "The Lotus Eater."
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GRACE DARMOND lends her blond beauty to drama-

to comedy—and to drama again with equal effective

ness. Her most recent exxursion into drama was in sup

port of Thomas Meighan in "White and Unmarried."





'HERE is a depth to Naomi Childers' screen charac-

teriaations that surpasses even her haunting beauty.

Her charm is mysterious, ineffable. In the informal chat

with her which follows you may find the secret of that

charm—you may find the answer to what you have always

wondered about her.



Naomi—Future Tense
A player whose distinguished work has brought her renown, feels that her real success still lies ahead of her.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

AND," she continued while I hung breathlessly on
her words, "'you will always be able to hold

the man you love."

"Really?" I murmured, fascinated.

'"Absolutely." she reiterated. "And furthermore

—

you were born at midnight, weren't you? Well, you'll

have success about midway in life. At the age of fort}-,

I should say."

''How thrilling!" I sighed. "And do tell me if
"

Then it suddenly occurred to me that I was lunching

with Naomi Childers not to be told about my future,

but to get the facts about hers—also her past. But
she sort of took me off my feet.

The lunch had started out conven-
tionally enough with soup and ava-

cado salad—if that conveys anything

to the Eastern mind—and I was just

about to ask what she thought of the

future of the cinema or some other

time-honored query which even- in-

terviewer asks and which no fan
cares to read, when she. leaning over
the table to look at me intently, said,

in her soft lovely voice with its

soupcon of a Southern drawl : "You
were born in December, weren't
you ?"

I admitted it with pride. Also
with amazement. How in the world

Speaking of the Occult

We are mighty suspicious when-
ever we hear of a motion-picture

player who believes in Astrology,

Numerology, or any other unusual

cult. It sounds too much like a

pose. But this story rings true! We
are glad to present it to our readers,

believing that Miss Childers is as

sincere an advocate of Astrology

as this story makes her out to be.

"I can nearly always tell the month a person was
born in by looking at them," said Miss Childers. "I
have studied astrology ever since I was sixteen/'

"You really believe in astrology, then?" I queried.

Between you and me and the gatepost, I have lean-

ings that way myself.

"Of course, I do." she answered emphatically. "For
the simple reason that I have never known a well-cast

horoscope to fail. Even-thing that was prophesied for

me in my chart, has. up to date, come true. Every-
thing!" Her earnestness was in italics.

"Now, you " she generously began again, and I

interrupted her only out of sense of duty. I wanted
to hear about myself, goodness knows. Who wouldn't
rather discuss the great I Am rather than the lesser

You Are. But this was an interview. Besides she was
paying for the lunch.

"Tell me what has been prophesied for you," I urged.
She glanced down at a magnificent diamond, spar-

kling on the finger where a diamond ought to sparkle.

"Well," she said, reddening a trifle, "my horoscope
says that I am to be married twice, once at the age of
twenty-seven, and again when I am about thirty-five."

My inquisitive eyes asked a mute question, which
my tongue—although belonging to an interviewer—was
too polite to utter.

"I am twenty-seven now." she answered, in response
to my unspoken query, and she blushed again.
And what with the prophecy, and the ring—well,

astrology is a wonderful science

!

"I was born in October." she went on, "about two
o'clock in the morning. That means that if I will

achieve success, it will be late in life."
3PP

"That horoscope was wrong," I interrupted triumph-

antly. "What about your screen success—now? '

She looked at me in that peculiarly intent way she

has. She smiled, ever so little.

"I haven't done a single thing that's worth while,"

she said simply. "Perhaps I will amount to something

some day—but I doubt it."

That, if you please, from one of the best-known lead-

ing women of the films, a woman of whom I had re-

peatedly heard the assertion
—"She is a snob."

And right now. while the salad plates are being re-

moved, and the chicken giblets on toast are being waited

for, let me say that Naomi Childers

is not a snob. And she is not up-

stage. I take great pleasure in mak-
ing these two statements. One rea-

son is because I believe them.

Another is because she asked me to

make them.

"It hurts me so to be told that I

am considered snobbish." she said.

'"Heaven knows I don't intend to be

—I am just as human as any one

else, and I know that I haven't any
reason to put myself above a soul.

The whole thing is, I can't be bois-

terous, and act the part of what they

call out here in the West—'a good
scout.' I am naturally shy. A roomful of people ac-

tually frightens me. I can't rush in and call out: 'Hello,

old kid, how are you. I love that shade of hair you're

wearing -J
I can't do it. I am fond of my friends,

and fond of books. But I don't 'kid' the carpenters

and the electricians when I'm working on a set. I'd

rather read.

"I think most people take moving-picture work too

seriously. They think if they get fan letters, and the

newspapers begin to speak of them as 'stars,' that some
sort of a pose is demanded of them. It's nothing won-
derful, you know, to be a screen actress, and I can't

feel any loftiness of spirit about it. I'm just as I was
before I was ever on the stage or the screen, and I

don't think I'll change."

I didn't tell Miss Childers this—the arrival of the

chicken giblets prevented my doing so—but I believe

that one reason for the wrong impression people get

of her is from the kind of parts she has been made
to do. She is invariably cast as a patrician, a heartless

society woman or a sickening snob. Her aristocratic,

almost Grecian, features lend themselves admirably to

these roles. But off the screen she is an entirely differ-

ent looking person. She is much more youthful appear-

ing, and one misses entirely the suggestion of hauteur

which she inevitably is made to register in her pictures.

Her eyes are a wonderful gray that rest upon you
frankly, quietly, and sincerely. Her complexion is an
enviable cream and rose, and her mouth, which I had
never noticed as particularly attractive upon the screen,

is really charming in its contour. Her teeth are small

and white. Her manner is that of the gentlewoman,
natural, and unostentatious. I liked her immensely, all

Continued on page 97



AGiiTs Adventures in Movieland
Part V.—A visit to the D. W. Griffith studio. By Ethel Sands

ONCE, when I was a very little girl, mother took
me on the train up to Mamaroneck, so that I

could see one of the most beautiful parts of

Long Island Sound. I guess that

I hadn't ridden on trains much
then, because it seemed awfully

exciting. I fairly hung out of

the window to watch things rush-

ing past. It seemed as though
the train fairly flew. I couldn't

help thinking of that time when
I went up to Mamaroneck again

just a few weeks ago. This time

the train couldn't go fast enough
for me. I didn't see a single

thing that we passed, and kept

wishing that I could get out and
run. For I was on my way to

visit the Griffith studio. Would you care how many
millionaires' houses you could see from the train, or

what pretty views there were, or what stunning sports

clothes the girls had on who were waiting at the railroad

stations, if you were on your way there? Not if you
were a movie fan ! And I guess that most everybody
is a movie fan where Griffith is concerned.

When I had just about made up my mind that I could

get there faster if I got out and walked, the train

EVERY FAN
who has never seen the Griffith studio

grounds will be interested in the above pic-

ture, and in comparing it with the one on page
17. In the foreground of the picture on this

page may be seen Mr. Griffith's house, with
the greenhouses across the way. Further

back is the old Flagler mansion, and joined

to it, the huge studio. At the extreme right

is Mr. Griffith's bath house and the begin-

ning of his private pier.

drew into the station, and I rushed out. It was very

cold, so I was glad to find a bus marked "Griffith

Studio," at the curb right where I got off the train. I

climbed in and was no more than

seated inside when who should

come in but Ralph Graves ! My
day was beginning very well, in-

deed.

He sat over in the corner, and
it was awfully hard not to stare

at him. I just looked at the floor

and said to myself. "I'm going

to- meet him to-day." I felt sort

of superior to the rest of the

people in the bus, until it oc-

curred to me that they must be

connected with the company, or

they wouldn't be riding there.

After a short trip, we turned into the grounds of a

beautiful estate, and I realized that this was the famous
Flagler place where the Griffith studio is located. I had
read about it, of course, but this was much more gor-

geous than I had expected. There was a big iron gate

with stone pillars at the entrance of the grounds and
a little stone house where the gatekeeper lived. I won-
dered if he stopped every one who didn't belong there.

Probably he did. My, but I was glad that I was invited.



Adventures Movieland

Almost in the center of the spacious grounds were

the remains of the old farmhouse in "Way Down East"

—it had been terribly battered by storms—and at the

end stood the great white mansion itself. Built on

one end was the studio extension, a big ugly building,

like a factory. In the midst of all that grandeur, it

3eemed horrid. But then I remembered that to me

—

to all the fans—that studio was the most important part

of all.

Inside you find yourself in the most stately hall ; in

rhe center it reaches clear up to the roof with balconies

looking down from the different floors. Unless the

Flaglers had a lot of children, the house must have

seemed awfully big and empty to them. There was a

stairway with mirrors at the landings, and magnificent

carved posts at the bottom. It seemed a place fit for

princesses, so it was rather startling to see signs every-

where
—

"This Way to the Stage," "Men's Dressing

Rooms," et cetera.

Victor Georg, a photographer, whose name you have
probably often seen on stars' photographs, came and
took us into his office—a room that looked like a draw-
ing-room, except that it had desks in it. The walls had
beautiful woodwork, sort of like the

Claridge Hotel, and the ceiling wasn't

flat like our ceilings at home. It had
a thick design carved on it, and it was
gilt.

Mr. Georg said of course we'd
want to see the studio, but he wouldn't

show us around much, because Dick
Barthelmess was coming over later to

do that. My head just swam then,

and I was glad when he took us into

the rooms where the still pictures are

developed so that I could hide my
blushes in the dark. Dick Barthel-

mess ! Why, when the news went
around town that his mother was
stopping at Truell Inn in Plainfield,

once, half the girls in town went out
of their way to pass there two or three
times a day in the hope that he would
visit his mother, and they would have
a chance to see him.

I was terribly anxious for him to
come, because I kept getting more
nervous every minute—so nervous that

I was afraid that when he came my
knees would just cave in, and my
throat get so dry I couldn't speak.

While we were waiting for him I

saw the art department, where there
were beautiful sketches of scenes,

streets, and rooms covering the walls.

A young man there was working on
some clay models of sets. They were
the most perfect little imitations of
houses and streets imaginable—even
to the lamp-posts, cobblestones, and
little people. He makes them to show
to Mr. Griffith, then Mr. Griffith se-

lects the ones he likes, and the big
scenes are copied from them exactly.

The former dining room at the end
of the house is used as a rehearsal
room now.
There is red and
gold hand-

worth two hundred and fifty dollars a yard, but no one

seems to care. It is peeling off in some places. Air.

Griffith's own office is about the only room that seemed
to me entirely in keeping with the former atmosphere
of the old mansion. It was used for directors' meet-

ings in the old days, they told me, and is, of course,

awfully big—much bigger than you would think an

office would have to be. It is richly furnished in red

and green with a thick carpet on the floor, and a mirror
over the mantelpiece that reaches to the ceiling. The
enormous mahogany table, handsomely carved, was
filmed in the Dorothy Gish comedy. "Remodeling a
Husband." Everything seemed more interesting be-

cause of the romantic memories of bygone days. Mr.
Flagler, who built the place, was a millionaire, you
know, and Mr. Rockefeller was a frequent visitor there.

I don't suppose there's anybody now, though, who
doesn't think that Mr. Griffith is a bigger man than

even Mr. Rockefeller.

Then we saw the wardrobe room, where all the cos-

tumes are kept that belong to the company. It used
to be Mrs. Flagler's room—and I've seen whole cot-

tages that couldn't have been much bigger. All kinds

tooled

leather

walls

Spanish

on the

that is

A photographer came

over to take our pic-

tures, so Nr. Griffith

had the electricians

light up the big set.
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/ want to announce that Richard Barthelmess is everything that he seems to be on the

screen, and a great deal more.

of quaint, old-fashioned costumes lay in piles on tables

or hung in racks. In little cubby-holes on the shelves

that ran around the room there were odd little coats

and comical hats, something like the clothes Lillian Gish

wore in "True-Heart Susie."

"But these are only the rags," the wardrobe mistress

insisted when I started to rave over them. She took

us to a closet then and unlocked the door. My eyes almost

popped out of my head when I got a glimpse of what
was inside. Rows of the most gorgeous gowns of all

colors—mostly evening costumes of velvets, silks, and

satins. There was a beautiful gown of some kind of

gold material, and a little short velvet jacket that Doris

Keane wore in "Romance," another darker velvet gown
all embroidered in pearls that some extra wore in "Way
Down East," and a little pale-green taffeta dress that

just seemed cut out for Dorothy Gish. I could hardly

tear myself away from such splendor. Oh, what I

wouldn't have given to have the key to that room, and
a couple of friends from home ! I would have tried

those gowns on, every one. It's enough to make any
girl want to be a movie actress tp get a chance to wear
such costumes.

Something that interested me particularly was a little

room where the fan mail was answered. On the desk
I noticed a couple of letters which made me look around
to see if there was any evidence of my own photo-col-

lecting craze. It wasn't so long ago that I helped to

keep the overworked secretaries busy. On the walls

were lovely portraits of all the Griffith players, most of

them taken by Mr. Georg. Then I saw the kind of

photos that are sent out to the fans who inclose a

remittance, and the smaller ones that are sent free of

charge. I was sorely tempted to stick the latest picture

of Richard Barthelmess in my pocket, but I was saved

by the suggestion that Dick himself might give me
one.

I was sitting with my back

to the door, but when I heard
some one enter the room I

jumped to my feet, and faced

Richard Barthelmess and
Herbert Howe. Though I

knew that Mr. Barthelmess
was coming I was so rattled

that I acknowledged the intro-

duction without knowing what
I was saying. I leave it to any
girl—wouldn't you have been

dazed after raving over all

those Barthelmess pictures, to

be confronted bv the real

Dick?
In telling about him I waver

between getting him disgusted

with me—because I know that

he's the kind that hates being

raved about—and my natural

desire as a fan to be loyal to

the rest of the fans and tell

them what he is really like.

So here goes, girls. I want
to announce that Richard Bar-
thelmess is everything that he

seems to be on the screen and
a great deal more. Further
description is hardly neces-

sary, but to those who want
it—I don't know the exact

length of his eyelashes—but I

can tell you this. He's very

boyish looking, and he speaks

rather rapidly. He has dark-brown hair, and eyes ex-

tra large and expressive. He's really enough to take

any girl's breath away. I've met quite a few stars by
now, but I was never so sort of swept off my feet at

first glance, the way I was by him.

"I know we'll be friends," Mr. Barthelmess said jok-

ingly, looking around at all of the fan mail, "if you
never wrote me a fan letter."

I simply couldn't answer for a minute. So much
depended upon my answer. But he has the kind of

brown eyes you can't lie to, so I took a long breath and
said: "I have, though, twice. And I got pictures from
you both times. But they weren't mash notes, really.

Just requests* for your photo."

He acted sort of embarrassed then, and said with a

laugh, "Well, if you'll promise to tear them up I'll give

you a good one." I promised, knowing all the time I

wouldn't keep my word. And I couldn't help liking him
better because he was kind of shy about meeting some
one who admired him as much as he knew I did.

"What do you think of our studio?" he asked me.
but I couldn't find words to tell how magnificent it

seemed to me. "You should see it in summer," he went
on enthusiastically. "It is wonderful out here. There's

a fine drive to ride horseback on, and when we're not

needed in the studio we go swimming in the Sound."
Down in the studio the floor was.crowded with props

and sets, and the carpenters were putting up more. Mr.
Griffith was busy taking some important close-ups, so

his set was surrounded by big white screens. I couldn't

hear much noise from behind them, just the clicking of

the camera and sad music playing on a victrola. And
I might just as well make a confession about Mr. Grif-

fith right here—the truth is bound to come out some
time. I never used to think that there was any Mr.
Griffith! I sort of thought that a "Griffith" picture

was like "Sterling" silver, just something that guaran-
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iteed its quality. I had sort of an idea that a lot of men
'working together made those pictures. You see, a

friend of mine used to use cold cream that was sup-

posed to be put up by a woman. She wrote letters

jasking her advice about getting rid of freckles and all

Isorts of things like that, and got answers signed with

[the woman's name. And then there was a lawsuit in

[the papers that proved there never had been any such

'person, and that the cold cream was the invention of

ja French chemist! And then somebody told me that

the "Advice to the Lovelorn" column that a lot of girls

i I know read, was written by a young man reporter. So
after hearing of a few more things like that, that ob-

; viously weren't made by the people they were named
for, I just decided that there was no D. W. Griffith.

No one man could possibly do so many wonderful
' things. Of course, after I had begun reading about

him, I dismissed my old suspicions as childish, but be-

ing in his studio so long without seeing him made me
feel awfully funny. Just the way ghost stories that

you know aren't true make you feel on Halloween—all

creepy in spite of yourself.

When Mr. Barthelmess took me to see the projec-

tion room they were just running off a part of the pic-

ture that had been made a few days before. "No one
from outside is allowed to see part of a Griffith pro-

duction before it is completed," Mr. Barthelmess said.

'So that will be a treat for you. Go on in." I did,

and stayed until all the film they had, had been shown.
It was a carnival scene, several different "takes" of it.

I suppose the men who were having it shown, were pick-

ing out the best one, to save Mr. Griffith the trouble.

Carol Dempster was so good in it, that it was simply
tantalizing not to be able to see the rest of the picture.

You can bet that when "Dream Street" is shown in our
town that I'll see it first thing.

We found a little corner between the scenes and sat

down to talk, and Herbert Howe showed me the beau-
tiful gold cigarette case that Charles Ray gave him.
Then Dick—it's awfully long

to call him Mr. Barthelmess

every time, so you'll have to

excuse this familiarity

—

showed me the lovely silver

cigarette case, striped with

gold, that his wife gave him.

It was so wonderful the

way he spoke of her. "She's
always buying me things," he
explained. "You know she

doesn't have much time, sleep-

ing mornings, and playing two
matinees a week, but I think

that all the spare time she has
she spends shopping for pres-

ents for me. Every day has
been like Christmas since

we've been married."
"Did she give you Well's

'Outline of History?'" Her-
bert Howe asked. All of Mr.
Barthelmess' friends love to

tease him about that book.
They say he gets so enthusi-

astic over it that he's likely

to break into the midst of any
party to an-

Ralph Graves
and Carol Demp-
ster, from a scene

taken on the day

of Miss Sands'
visit.

nounce, "Did
you know
that Lao-tze

was a popular

revivalist in

China centuries ago?" or "Do you realize that there

were no newspapers in ancient Rome?" as though it

were late news about some motion-picture player.

Mr. Griffith came out from behind his screen then

and walked right over and shook hands without wait-

ing for any formal introduction. I couldn't have been
more excited if President Harding had shaken hands
with me. Nobody said much the first few moments.
They seemed to be waiting for me to speak, and I was
so awed with the mere thought of being in the presence

of D. W. Griffith that I was speechless.

He asked me if I had lost interest in movies since I

bad been behind the scenes, and I just shook my head.

Somehow, my voice had gone completely. "Well, the

movies are nice for everybody but the director," he
said, in a joking way. "If any one you know ever

says he is going to be a director, just kill him. He'll

be happier." I hoped that some one would ask Mr.
Griffith why he was in such a cynical mood, but no
one did, and I couldn't. My voice was still gone, and
I wondered if it would come back at all, or if I would
just have to go on all day nodding and shaking my
head.

A photographer came over to take our pictures, so

Mr. Griffith had the electricians light up the big set,

and took me over there. It was just like one of the

little models we had seen downstairs. Ordinarily, I

can talk better when I'm left alone with a personage,

but this time I had stage fright pure and simple. This
was no player I could talk to about his work on the

screen. For me to compliment Mr. Griffith on his work
would have seemed simply ridiculous after all the hom-
age he has had. And besides you don't want to just

waste time talking about things like that with him
;
you

want to say something brilliant so that he'll remember
you. He's so accustomed to brilliance around him that

I felt awfully out of place, and grew more tongue-tied

than ever. (Continued on page 88)



Nothing was overlooked that might heighten the realism—even to the broken

whisky bottles thrown on top of the battered ash cans.

Screening the Melting
New York's East Side has been reproduced

with remarkable fidelity in "Salvation Nell."

By Helen Bullitt Lowry

SLOUCHING East Side youths, with two days'

growth of beard, leaned against the only saloon

door left that can openly defy the Volstead Act

—

the saloon of movieland. I could see from the professional

make-up about their eyes that they were true actors,

and not merely "roughnecks" imported for a scene, to

give realism. One of them, without a collar and with

a bruise on the side of his face, took the cigarette from
the corner of his mouth and spat comfortably on the

pavement of the stage street. He saw me and red-

dened beneath the two days' beard and the make-up.

"Honest to gawd, miss, this here scenery
is makin' me forget all me manners.'' he
observed. "I was raised on the East Side,

an'—gee, this certainly takes you back."

It was just another tribute to the realism

of the modern movie setting.

"When the cops pulled the crap game this

morning," the youth continued, "I sure

. thought for a minute it was the real thing."

Reminiscently he stroked the bruise on his

cheek. This was not surprising, for the

director. Roy Webb, had just been telling

me of how the police who officiated had
been given permission, at their own sug-

gestion, to make the raid "the real thing."

No doubt you know something about
New York's East Side—the colorful dis-

trict with its opium dens, settlement houses,

queer foreign shops, pushcarts, great, seeth-

ing crowds of immigrants from every quar-
ter of the globe. One phase of it was won-
derfully depicted in "Humoresque." Now it

is being reproduced for Whitman Bennett's

screen production of "Salvation Nell."

I had been "behind the scenes" of the

movies before. I know that many feats of

realism are daily being achieved. But never
have I witnessed anything quite so real as

this huge set that occupied a goodly part

of a big uptown armory. Houses, street

cars, and cobblestone pavements—the very

underwear on the lines—had been put up
in exact replica of the immigrant quarter,

where New York's four million live and
breed and throw orange peels.

"How did you get it all so dirty?" I asked
of the art director, who grinned, with a

wave of his hand, 'at the persons who had
been assembled for the mob scenes, these

were squatting on the doorsteps, calling to

each other in Italian and Yiddish.

"I just brought up the inhabitants from
the real East Side and turned them loose

on our stage streets. I think it's the East
Siders that make the East Side dirty in-

stead of the other way round."

The Italian he pointed at took his pipe

from his mouth and spat—as my friend the

slouching-youth actor had found himself do-

ing in memory of his youth—upon the

pavement.

A group of child actors dashed across the

T3.~ .i- • cobbled street to the corner where a Yid-
X \J L dish pushcart stood full of oranges. The

bearded owner defended the raid—but.

while he cuffed two ragged children, the

other children knocked over a crate of over-

ripe oranges, smashing open their pulp on
the cobbled streets. The old dealer screamed
curses in Yiddish. A flash of light—and
the camera man had turned the handle that

preserved the scene for posterity. Again the art direc-

tor smiled knowingly.

"We brought these pushcart merchants with their

own pushcarts, right up from the real East Side

—

picked them up off the street and offered to pay them
six dollars for a day's work. But we told them that

we would not buy their stock. I guess we knew how
to make them "act" natural, when a raid of kids was
launched. The street is considerable mussed up. eh?
with that patch of bursted oranges. Of course, we'll

make the loss good—but they don't know it."



The scenes from "Salvation Nell" are exact replicas of that most interesting part of New York City known as the East Side.

He went on to tell the details of how the set had

j

Deen made. First, photographs had been taken of a

|

rypical corner on the East Side, where two streets meet
in that zigzag way which is relic of the days when old

New York was laid out two hundred years ago by acci-

dent and cow path. Then the builders of scenery were
\ told to reproduce the corner in wood and plaster. The
i :orner was actually reproduced, even down to the street-

|

:ar tracks and the street of quaint old secondhand cob-
i blestones, bought from one of those wrecking com-
:
panies that makes a business of tearing down old build-

ings and saving the pieces. These wrecking companies
furnish a good many details to the movie property man.
After the houses and streets were built, they were

told to look at the little birdie in the camera and get
their picture taken. And behold, a metamorphosis had
occurred. The years had dropped from those ancient
houses that date back to the days of Washington. The
windows shone cleanly as they had not shone in a full

:entury. Old doorways opened graciously under the
fanlight doors. One could almost imagine behind them
the butlers of the days when New York had negro slaves,

and her churches had slave galleries.

It was a ghost city that had been photographed by the
:amera—the ghost of aristocratic old New York—of the
days when the present East Side was the "smart" resi-

dential section and grand ladies were carried in sedan
:hairs across the cobbled streets. This, of course, was
no surprise, for such a set, like a modern pie^e of "an-

tique" furniture, is never finished until it has been
"aged." These first photographs showed the technical

staff what needed to be done, and they set to work.
They battered and crumbled the edges of the bricks.

The slab of perforated iron in the pavement that gave
entrance to a cellar was made to lose a few circles of

glass. The paint on the door was "antiqued." The
curbstone was nicked as if by the bumping wagons
of full half a century. The years were turned in on the

quaint old section and allowed to do their ravages.

The art director went down to the East Side and
made water-color drawings and mental notes of just

how the paint peels from a fire escape. He studied

just what specks the flies of a decade make on a restau-

rant sign of "Soup 10 cents." There is a man in each

motion-picture company whom they call the Go Get It

Man. They sent him down to Mulberry Street. He
parked his car on the Bowery and plunged into the

labyrinth of side streets to nose around in the old junk
shops.

"If they knew I belonged to a picture company they'd

boost up the price," says the Go Get It Man. "but it's

a piece of luck that I look ornery enough to be need-
ing secondhand window frames and secondhand fire

escapes for myself."

The art director watched how the "wash" hangs on
the lines slung from fire escape to fire escape across
the cobbled streets. Then the Go Get It Man dived into

the secondhand clothing shops and brought him out red
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flannel drawers and desperate-frayed wrappers and
slung them from fire escape to fire escape in his manu-
factured East Side. The very colors and discolorations

on the surface of the bricks were repeated verbatim, al-

though the camera can register only black, whites, and
grays.

By such careful study of detail was the East Side
reproduced. They even thought of such little touches

as the small heap of ashes near the entrance of the fire

department, where they naturally would be dumped from
the fire engine, and the whisky bottles thrown on the

top of a battered ash can.

And after the set was made—without life—even as

this world at the end of the fourth day of creation, the

art director had his work photographed again for the

twentieth time. But this time he declared his work
good. Then the East Siders themselves were turned

in.

For one half of the extras, you see, were simply East
Side inhabitants whom .the Go Get It Man had seen

on the streets and to whom he had offered a day's

wages to come up for the day and act natural. The
other half were professional actors, like my slouching-

youth friends—made up as East Siders—whose job

was to do things so that the non-English-speaking ama-
teurs would know, by imitating them, what things to do.

The things which they all did will come out when
"Salvation Nell" is released. With those things I am
not concerned— for I stood on the streets of this manu-
factured East Side when the camera man was not tak-

ing pictures ; where the familiar scene of the East Side I

daily life had been so completely reincarnated that the

East Siders fitted into the stage life as automatically

and comfortably as if each Italian or Jew were sitting

on his own front steps on Pearl Street. They loafed

about and spat and gossiped in foreign languages a :

if they were at home.
A hand grasped my sleeve as I picked my way over

the dirty cobblestones.

"Nice carpets,"' crooned a Yiddish voice, "for you,

lady, I will make the fine bargain." Pushcarts lined

the imitation streets, and the pushcart venders, true

to their traditions, were trying to sell their wares to

the professional actors and to their own East Side's

imported population. My Yiddish friend's pushcart

was loaded with rolls of cracked linoleum.

"How much?" asked I, , in a businesslike voice.

Slowly his eye wandered over my best tailored suit, as

if trying to size up whether I could be a star of fabu-

lous-salary—those stars who could afford to pay any-

thing for the linoleum for their bathrooms. Then
"Thirty-fif dollars," risked he brazenly.

"Nonsense," I snorted, as I had seen the women of

the real East Side snort, whose entire shopping, from
dried fish to lace-trimmed petticoats is done in the

department stores of these pushcarts which line the

crooked, dirty streets. I saw rising respect for me
gleam in his eye as he recognized a worthy combatant
in this favorite East Side game of striking a bargain-
instead of a mere uptown sucker. (Continued on page 95)
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The "Yankee
1

1

Talks About Himself
Harry Myers seems to have been born just to play his droll part in Mark Twain's sixth-century travesty; and

you'll find him just as whimsical while puttering around his own garage as he was in King Arthur's court.

By Grace Kingsley

THEY gave me the part of the Yankee in A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court'

simply because the}- couldn't get anybody else
!"

That's how Harry Myers, with a modest grin, ex-

plains it. But the remark cuts two ways. For a cer-

tainty the Fox people tried out a score of actors before

they assigned Myers to the role. It was found very

hard to secure an actor who could both play the part

and really look it.

Interviewing Harry Myers is like interviewing a

bush-league Thomas H. Edison, a budding cartoonist,

and a Will Rogers all at once. And he's likely to turn

into any one of the three characters without a moment's
notice. But always he refuses to take himself seriously,

outwardly at least, always he's as breezy as an after-

noon at the beach—a regular Yankee both in and out

of King Arthur's court.

It's a nice-looking house built in regular California

bungalow style, in which the Yankee lives, as I noted
while walking up to ring the front doorbell. There
was no answer to my ring. I waited a while and then

went around to the side of the house and looked up
the driveway. There in front of the garage I caught
sight of a man in working clothes. He had an eyeshade
pulled down over his eyes, and he was holding a two
by four on the back bumper of an automobile with
one hand while he sawed with the other.

I called out to him, "Are vou
Harry Myers al- Harry Myers?"
ways refuses to take "Well, that all depends," he said.

himself seriously. "What with that businesslike look in
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vour eye and those papers in your hands I don't be-

lieve I am. I just have a little room here, and the

oeople, rather than have me in the house, said I might
watch the garden, look after the garage, keep the
front yard clean, also the back yard, the

side lawns, the front porch, and the back
porch, not to mention the cellar. But I'll

:ell you confidentially they keep part of the

cellar locked when I am in it, and "

"Oh, then you're the gardener." I inter-

rupted.

•'Wait a minute. W hat do you want Mr.
Myers for?"

"Oh, just a little write-up," I answered.
"That isn't necessary." replied the psuedo-

gardener seriously, but with a twinkle in

bis eye. "I heard him say that he read a
lot of patent-medicine labels and sent tes-

timonials with some photographs to all the
firms, and now he's waiting for the ads to

come out with his pictures in 'em. But if

you're sure those papers you have in your
hand are not a summons I'll get Mr. Myers
for you."

I assured him the papers were nothing of
so painful a nature as that, so he said, "All
right, I'll get him."

Y\ hereupon he squeezed through the ga-
rage door, past the car. turned around,
squeezed back through the door again, and
exclaimed: "Sorry to keep you waiting!"
"Do you think you were fooling me?" I

demanded. "Who'd forget the Yankee's
grin?"

Then we settled down for a real inter-
view: that is, as much of a one as you
could expect with a person who refuses to
take anything, himself included, seriouslv.
For instance, when I spoke to him about
his stock experience in Philadelphia, he ex-
claimed frankly: "Oh. I was luckv to be
a decent-looking butler once in a while'
Say, I made all the cannon balls for "The
Girl I Left Behind Me.' And thev w^ere
good cannon balls, too. I invented 'em
myself."

That was where we got off onto the
mechanician side of Myers. In a min-
ute we were to meet the artist-designer.

'What were you sawing the wood
for?" I asked.

Myers said it was to make a dog
pergola. Asked what kind of a dog he had. he an-
swered whimsically that he hadn't any. Then I asked
him what he was building the pergola for, and he said,

pointing, that he was making it for the same reason
he built that little Belgian dog house over there. The
dog house was painted yellow, with a stencil of vines
over it. It had a Gothic door, round windows with
awnings and a black chimney, and on the porch was
nailed a little sign, "To rent—to some good dog

!"

Its interior was nicely decorated, and I thought how
I'd have loved it for a doll's house when I was a little

girl. Then he showed me a toy automobile which he
had also built. No wonder he knew how to turn old

suits of armor into Fords in "The Yankee !" It seems
that when not acting. Mr. Myers loves to putter about
with mechanician and carpenter tools, and that if he
weren't an actor he could choose from among a num-
ber of other callings.

About his acting career. Myers told the story in his

own whimsical, kidding way. His father was born, he

You simply can 't

imagine the pic-

ture without Harry

Myers in it.

said, in a little town in Connecticut, named Windsor-
locks

—"which you have to look on a railroad map to

find, and then it says 'tank town.'
"

Oddly enough, Myers, senior, knew Mark Twain. He
was a sort of master of all trades, and when he met
Twain it was as a seller of cigars, thinking he might
advertise his firm's goods by saying Twain smoked
them.

"But when I found the kind that Twain smoked, I

didn't insist," Myers, senior, told his son. "I was afraid

I'd do my firm more harm than good."
"It was in New Haven that pop met mom." said

Myers, "and then along came me, and as soon as I

was able to think about things, and long before I could

talk, instead of gumming things all up by trying to

speak. I pantomimed my dislike of New Haven.
" 'Say, mother,' dad said to her. 'this child just made

a good suggestion in pantomime. He says. "Let's get

out of New Haven and see something of the world."
'

Continued on page 96



fames Kirkwood is promising star material.

A THUNDER of righteous bulls

have been issued recently by

the movie mullahs enounc

ing the decline of the star system.

Some of the more fanatical have

declared that the great art would
attain salvation only by the de-

cease of this pernicious power.

They hailed the author as the

messiah whose coming would
obviate the need for stellar per-

sonages. This forensic attitude

may be a reason for the dearth

of new personalities on the cur-

rent screen. Time was when ^ ,

screen prophesying was a hum- ^p^.
ming industry, each season fruity ^||
with ripening personality. But of

late the pickings have been on a par

with those in China. I have had no

more use for the tripod and smoke pots

than the coolie has for chopsticks. Yet
remain steadfastly at the adytum, firm in the

theory of Mr. Oscar Wilde, who says

:

"I sometimes think that there are only two
eras of any importance in the world's history.

The first is the appearance of new medium
for art, and the second is the appearance of

new personality for art also."

Hence Signor Rudolph A^alentino comes as a Hoover
to the famine. His portraiture of Julio in "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse" is so vibrant in color

that I am moved to mid-year theomancy. If I wait

until the new year, my prophecy will probably already

be fulfilled. So, I hasten

RIGHT OFF
The prophet's toga and the cap and bells both

the first to enhance an addendum to the recent

By Her

IHIIIIIIM

Forecast Addendum.
Rudolph Valentino: This young signor, wafted from

Italian vineyards some eleven years ago, is worthy, I feel,

of being catalogued among the young masters of the cinema
Louvre. A dubious honor, perhaps, but the best that can be
offered. Jealous of my oracular power, lest the gods snatch

my charter, I have examined the master as well as his work.
His color is not etiolated under withering scrutiny. He brings

to the screen a desired type, as demonstrated by his engage-
ment, after a process of elimination, for the role of Armand,
companion to the Nazimova Cainille. He is, I might add, the

logical candidate for the tunic of Demetrios to the Chrysis
in "Aphrodite." No one, with the exception of Antonio
Moreno, could envisage so graphically the torero El Gallardo

of Ibahez's "Blood and Sand," which I understand that Metro
controls. A wealth of characters has been awaiting the in-

fusion of such Latin blood. Even the elephantine perceptions

of our movie comptrollers will in due time, I fancy, fix upon
the stellar fitness of this young Italian. Simple is my faith!

But faith has moved greater bulks than movie magnates. Fa-
mous Players let Dick Barthelmess slip away to Griffith when
many of us were extolling that young man's potentialities, now
to borrow him back for some nine times the sum they were
allowing him three years ago. Robert Gordon, whose fidelity

of characterization is second only to that of

Ray, has been permitted to graze about
while glossy lewcodies were seized upon
as popular deities. But let us turn

to another Olympian

:

James Kirkwood : I am re-

peating my prognostication of the

1 92 1 Forecast in declaring the

stellar eminence of Mr. Kirk-
wood, who turned from the

duties of director last year to

play in Alan Dwan's "Luck of

the Irish." I claim no Delphic

perspicacity in discerning his

power in that picture ; innu-

merable others felt it. Yet no
producer inveigled his signa-

ture. It was well for Kirkwood.
He was receiving seven hundred

and fifty dollars a week at that

time; to-day his salary is near two
thousand dollars. For a period he

was receiving twenty-five hundred
dollars each Saturday by playing in two

pictures simultaneously, such was the

y value of his presence. There is

no need for me to make testi-
It is hardly

necessary for
Douglas Fairbanks
to pin a rose on himself.

monial to his distinction and gen-

uine virtuosity ; the screen is doing

\ that with such late works as "Man.
Woman, and Marriage," "The

Scoffer," "The Heart of a Fool," "Bob Hampton of

Placer." and Sir Gilbert Parker's "The Money Master."

It is bruited that Mr. Jesse Lasky would like to secure

Kirkwood as a Paramount light, but Kirkwood is not

dazzled by any astral glory. He wants to be assured

that the pictures in which he appears will receive as

fine investiture as any production bearing the sticker of



THE GRILL
play their part as costumes for this number:

Forecast; the second befitting a dash of caviar.

bert Howe

"all-star special.'' He has agreed to appear in the principal

role of Oppenheim's "The Great Impersonation" which Mr.
Lasky will presently place before the cameras. Whether or

not a picture is placarded with his name in stellar point, it

will irradiate his stellar power.

"The Four Horsemen."

All about me the air is a-thrill with paeans from press

lutanists inspired by the Metro canvas of Ibahez's "Four Horse-
men of the Apocalypse." This pabulum seems to act as a

drug upon the critical senses, causing them to foam in a fren-

zied ecstasy. Hark ye to this psalmist:

"What Homer in his Iliad did to poetry, what Tolstoy did

in prose, what Yereschagin did in painting. Rex Ingram and

June Mathis have done in the great art of the cinema."

YVe are further impressed with the ''aside'' that Yale Uni-
versity is to confer upon Director Rex Ingram the degree of

Bachelor of Arts. True. Yale never did this to Messrs.

Homer, Tolstoy, and Yereschagin. but it has done it, I'm told,

to some estimable head waiters.

In the past critics have been accused of wreaking venom
on a work of art simply because they were in a gastric dis-

temper. Perhaps they were in the throes of starvation, as

critics invariably are, and sought to appease the mutiny in

their gullets by attacking the masterpiece. Such was not my
complex. I had dined like an epicure at the prodigal board

of the Mahlon Hamiltons. I had, on the afternoon of the

Los Angeles premiere, conversed with Miss Mabel Xormand
on the subject of Stephen Leacock. a combination for amiabil-

ity that cannot be topped. I had previously par-

taken of spaghetti with Signor Rudolph Yalen- ^gSSiSfeilt
tino and of watermelon with Miss Alice

Tern-

, foods and persons very much to my
liking. Metro had graciously reserved two
seats, when but one was needed, and I had
missed the mush prologue attending the

tableau. Could fortune have been kinder?

Yet "The Four Horsemen" left me as

cold as they tlid Julio.

I'm told that this picture is meticu-

lous film inscription of Ibafiez's prolix

novel. It cer-

tainly appears to In preparedness for a

be a novelized threatened jail term for

drama rather speeding, Bebe Daniels

than a dramatized practiced looking out

novel. Let me from behind bars.

confess at once

that I feel toward Ibahez as I do toward
Dickens, that his pages are not so much
for judicious reading as judicious skip-

ping. But the comparison is flattering

to Seiior Ibanez. whose pages I find

difficult even with skipping. I managed to

leap through his "Blood and Sand" with
some interest iniu's characterization of El
Gallardo, but in "The Four Horsemen" and
"Mare Nostrum" I was swamped somewhere
mid-stream. Naturally a film edition of "The
Four Horsemen" bogged me. I wanted to be

thrilled. I clapped mightily when the French tri-

color swept o'er the screen, for I am lustily pro-Franco

Photo by Woodbsry. L. A.

Claire Adams, the Bt B. Hampton star, carries an

and when "La Marseillaise" is played I feel,

in unison with Miss Corinne Griffith, the

|
desire to stand and shout. Had I known

I while witnessing the picture that its di-

i rector was to receive a Bachelor of Arts

1 degree. I might even have delivered a
college yell, for I flunked that very de-

1 gree. and I dare say I'll never be thus

3 honored if the condition is the produc-
1 ing of a "Four Horsemen."

Yet justice must be done the pro-
ducers, for they seem to have satisfied

the Ibanez admirers, and that is a great

deal. A director in reproducing a novel
or a drama usually is confronted with
two alternatives : he may literallv pic-

turize the work, or he may interpret it

pictorially so as to make a photo drama.
I Mr. Cecil B. De Mille was denounced
jf for taking liberties with Sir James Bar-

rie's "The Admirable Crichton." Mr.
William De Mille was adversely criticized

for making a conscientious and complete

transfer of Sir James' "What Even- "Woman
^ Knows," which, reviewers claim, is not good

photo drama. Thus a producer must make a

choice, sure in any instance of displeasing some
Continued on page 86



Wheeler didn't care for her at first; he thought she was awfully fresh

T ASKED her to marry me during the making of

I a scene in 'The Virgin of Stamboul'—had to say

it—it was in the plav—and she took it to heart,

that's all!"

Wheeler Oakman grinned with quizzical fondness
across the table at his wife, Priscilla Dean. It was
quite a long look, one that spoke volumes. Just the

same, Priscilla made a little «noue at him, exclaiming:
"Why, Wheeler Oakman, did you hear what you

said? I'll tell you what he really did,"' she went on,

turning to me first, and then leveling a sort of femi-
nine, well-you-drove-me-to-it, flashing glance at her hus-
band. "You used to say on an average of once a day:
'I'll steal you and carry you off up to the mountains if

you don't marry me !' And naturally, you just home
from the war, and so strong and everything, I was
pretty much afraid you might do it

!"

"Anyhow, you aren't sorry, are you, Mr. Oakman?"
I demanded.

"No, I'm not sorry—at least I think not. Depends
on the birthday present she gives me !"

At which, the honeymoon being nowhere near over,

even though they have been married a year, Priscilla

felt it incumbent to pretend to be very cross.

Romances
Film

The love story of Priscilla

By Grace
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Then I got at the truth

about the proposal. It seems

the first time Wheeler pro-

posed to Priscilla really was
while "The Virgin of Stam-
boul" was being filmed. He
and Priscilla had been going

about a good deal, and that

day, after he had proposed to

her in the scene, he came off

the set, went over to where
Priscilla was standing, quite

alone at one side, put one hand
over hers, and said, in quite

dramatic fashion: "I meant
it. Priscilla!"

"Meant what?" asked the

saucy Priscilla. Maybe she

thought that was too casual

a way to propose, when he had
been seeing her so often in

the moonlight.

"That I want to marry
you," declared Wheeler firmly.

But Priscilla had lots of

other admirers, one of them a

famous aviator, another a mil-

lionaire, and she wasn't in any
hurry to make up her mind,
or at least to let it be known
that her mind was made up.

"Oh. lots of people want
to," she rejoined, but evi-

dently gave him a glance from
her talkative eyes that bid

him not get discouraged. In-

deed she acknowledges now that the more she thought

of the idea, the better she liked it, because the more
she saw of Wheeler Oakman, the better she liked him.

For Wheeler Oakman is one of those genuine people

whom you either like very much or not at all. He is

forceful and magnetic, and there's not a bit of what
Dickens' Mr. Moddie used to call "begod nonsense"
about him. He was one of those actors who, during

the war, managed to forget all about their good looks,

giving up fine engagements to shoulder a gun. Oak-
man was in the engineering service, having studied to

become a civil engineer before fate made him an actor.

"But," said Priscilla, as she served the salad which

Wheeler had made himself—he learned to cook away
back home down South, he says, when he was a kid

and used to go on long hunting and fishing trips

—

"Wheeler finally made up my mind for me. In fact,

I began to think that if he did steal me, I'd stay!

"You know," she went on confidentially, "Wheeler
didn't like me much when he first knew me; did you.

Wheeler? He thought I was too fresh—didn't you

Wheeler? That was away back in other days, before

he went to war. We met often at parties and once or



of Famous
Folk
Dean and Wheeler Oakman.

Kingsley

Photo by FreulicbT

twice at Universal City, but

never thought of each other

at all. The very first time he

noticed me at all, in fact, was
the day out at Universal when
I had forgotten the key to my
dressing room, which was next

to his, and I had to break

into my room by breaking the

window. Wheeler was aw-
fully annoyed by the noise,

and he stuck his head out of

his door, calling out loud, so

I'd hear him: 'Who is that

loud-mouthed girl?'"

"But I didn't find out," put

in Wheeler teasingly, "until

after we were married. Or
I should never have married

her!"

"Oh!" cried Priscilla, "ask

me and see if I care!"

The real beginning of it all

was one day after Oakman
came home from the war, and

was working with the Ameri-

can at Santa Barbara. Pris-

cilla saw him one fine after-

noon, sauntering down one of

the suburban streets of that

picturesque city. Whether it was the wine of spring

that was in her blood, or whether it was Wheeler Oak-
man's beautiful and romantic background which made
him look so handsome to Priscilla, she doesn't know.
But at any rate, the minute she saw him she exclaimed
to herself : "The very man to play the lead in 'The
Virgin of Stamboul' with me !" Tod Browning, her

director, was driving with Miss Dean at the time. He
stopped the machine after Priscilla told him of her
inspiration concerning Wheeler, turned around and mo-
tioned to Wheeler, and when Wheeler caught up with
them asked him if he would be at liberty the next
week. Wheeler would be. And so it was arranged.

"And Wheeler used to come around and talk to me
every day at noon. He'd usually tease me, saying as

solemnly as an owl : 'Give me a nickel for lunch money.
Ruth Clifford always gave me lunch money.' " Priscilla

went on mischieviously. But Wheeler refused to be
teased.

"Yep," he admitted, "I'll bet I owe Ruth Clifford

a dollar and a half to this very day."

"Just imagine !" exclaimed Priscilla, blushing brightly.

"Anyhow," she changed the subject, "as I said before,

since I couldn't make up my mind about getting married,
Wheeler made it up for me. We were engaged three

months.

"We decided to go away and be married quietly. So,
though it was mid-winter, we went up to Reno. Mother
and I drove all the way to San Francisco. There we

Soon they will transport their household goods and animals over to their own house.

met Wheeler, and all three went over to Reno. We
were married at noon the next day by a justice of the

peace, patting ourselves on the back all the time that

we weren't going to be found out. But we were rec-

ognized, and that night it was in all the papers.

The Wheeler Oakmans live in a big ten-room house
in Hollywood, in which they declare they rattle around,

it's so large. But they're soon to build their own home,
and to it they'll transplant their dogs and turkeys and
canary bird.

"Wheeler just dotes on a kitchen," declared Priscilla,

"and he's even proud of the fact, aren't you, Wheeler?"
"Sure am," said Wheeler, who is a laconic person.

There's to be a ten- foot fireplace in the kitchen, to

cook over, and especially to barbecue meat. It will be
finished in red and white tile, and is to be furnished
with every modern appliance. In fact to hear them
talk, you'd think the kitchen will be built right in the

front of the house. Then there is to be a large patio

which will serve not only as a garden spot, but which
is also to be big enough to dance in.

Oh, yes, and it was just the very day that Priscilla

promised to marry Wheeler that he got his starring

contract with First National.

"Maybe she brought you luck !" I suggested to

Wheeler.
"I'll say so!" responded Wheeler, laconically slangy.

"Anyhow"—and he leaned over to pinch his wife's
pink cheek

—"anyhow she is!"



OVER THE TEA-
CUPS

Let others tell the news; Fanny the Fan passes on

the latest gossip about motion-picture players.

By The Bystander

YOU'VE got it, too," Fanny exclaimed as I

approached her table in the window of the

little Chinese room at the Algonquin. Not
a word of welcome, not a question about what called

me to New York so soon after she came.

"Got what ?" I demanded.
"The walk of the 'Four Horsemen,' " she re-

torted. "I watched you come all the way down the

room, and you do it perfectly. Like this." And
to the horror of the out-of-town gathering at the

next table, Fanny got up and circled our table with

a slinky-hipped, double-jointed knee effect.

"Oh, don't mind my noticing you; absolutely

every one is trying to do it," she murmured airily

as she sat down again and fanned herself with the

menu card. "Of course, it's that wonderful tango
that Rudolph Valentino does in the picture that's

responsible for it. Half the girls I know here look

as though they had the spring halt. But then,

Valentino
"

I didn't like the look in Fanny's eye. It con-

vinced me that she knew something about me that

I hadn't intended to tell, so I decided to make a
clean breast of it at once.

"I take back all of the things I've said about your
devotion to Lew Cody," I cut in hastily. "I'll ad-

mit perfectly frankly that I think Valentino's won-
derful, that I can't hardly wait to see him in 'Ca-

mille,' with Nazimova, and that I'll bet the baby
alligator Coleen Moore brought me from Florida

against your dingle-dangle earrings like Dorothy
Dalton's that there is one close-up of him in 'The
Four Horsemen' that's going to make him the

champion heart-smasher of the screen for at least

six weeks."

Fanny regarded me suspiciously, not even looking

away while she told the waiter that she'd have

strawberry ice cream and some little cakes like those

Conway Tearle, two tables away, had ordered for

the girl with him.

"Is it in the first part?" she demanded.

I maintained a discreet silence.

"You might just as well tell me. Is it—oh, well,

I don't care, anyhow. I like that picture well

enough, of course, though I must confess that the

strongest effect it had on me was to make me buy
a monkey. By the way "

But we'll never know what was on Fanny's mind.

She glanced out the window as she was talking, and
when she turned back she looked as though she had
seen a ghost. "It can't be," she said dramatically.

"But it is Elliott Dexter," I said, following her

glance. "Doesn't he look well? Oh, I wish that

he'd stop reading the concert announcements on the

side of the Hippodrome and look this way."
"Well," Fanny observed complacently, "Los An-

geles must be simply deserted. Every one is here."

And as though to prove it, Wesley Barry strode

by at that instant, trying to whistle Tchaikowsky's
"Danse Chinois," which proved that he, too. had
been to the Rialto Theater and fallen under the

spell of Doctor Riesenfeld's orchestra.
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'Well, I've always said," Fanny began in a manner
that was vaguely reminiscent of a school-teacher, though
I suppose that it was intended to emulate Constance

Binney's terseness: '"That if you sit at one of the win-

dow tables at the Algonquin, you soon see all the world

and his wife passing by."

''The world and some one else's wife, I think, you
mean." But Fanny pretended she didn't hear. She
probably regretted that she hadn't thought of it first—
she loves so to appear sophisticated. I don't know what
Fanny will do if censorship banishes vampires from
the screen; she won't have the same interest in imitat-

ing screen stars. I intimated as much to her.

"Oh, censorship." she repeated eagerly, quite as

though it were her latest hobby. "Aren't you amazed
at Louise Glaum? She started to organize all the play-

ers into a committee to act on censorship, but none of

them seemed to understand whether she was for it or

against it, so it hasn't progressed very far. One player

thought perhaps it was an invitation for the film colony

to censor Louise's new picture, but another one said

that the idea was to join the ranks of the censorship

movement and fight the enemy from within. That
sounds like intrigue. Wouldn't you love to see Louise
vamping all the nice old whiskered gentlemen at a cen-

sorship meeting?"
"But censorship enthusiasts aren't like that," I pro-

tested. "They're attractive clubwomen. I know because
I went to hear Agnes Smith speak on censorship at the

Woman's City Club, thinking that all the women who
were in favor of it would be hopeless frumps, and one
of them might have been Norma Talmadge herself. She
told me that she had brought up two children, saving
them from all harm, and that now she wanted censorship

to help save other women's children.
" 'Haven't you any social conscience ?' she asked me,

when I admitted that I hated the thought of censorship.

'Don't you want children saved?' She terrified me so

that I could hardly answer. 'No,' I finally gasped,

"Jackie Coogan is the only child I'd like to have saved,

and I think that he can take care of himself, thank
you !'

"

Fanny quite obviously wasn't listening. She doesn't

when you talk of women's clubs or anything like that.

"What was happening when you left California?"
she asked dreamily, looking out through half-closed lids,

which I recognized as a tribute to Mae Murray even
before I saw her just a few tables away.
"Oh, James Kirkwood was nearly drowned. Buster

Keaton was in the hospital with torn ligaments, Charlie
Chaplin hurt his foot, and "

"You're a perfect calamity Jane," Fanny interrupted.
'About as cheerful as the first reel of a serial episode.
And speaking of serials, did you see Ruth Roland? She
was here until two days ago wearing the most beauti-
ful sables you ever saw. She bought them up in Can-
ada where she went to make personal appearances with
her pictures."

"Mary and Douglas are taking a vacation," I contin-
ued, quite as though she hadn't interrupted me. "They've
gone to Mexico."

"And they mav come East before they start work
again," Fanny added. "Never mind who told me; just
wait and see if they don't."

"Well, if you're always right, how about the Marshall
Neilan-Blanche Sweet wedding you predicted?"

"That's coming," Fanny added airily. "She's ill with
appendicitis, but just as soon as she's well enough she's

coming East. And Colleen Moore is scared to death
that they'll go and elope. If they do she'll be cheated
out of going to a wedding, and you know how she loves
them." {Continued on page 106)

Nazimova found that she didn't look well in hoop skirts

so she made Camille a modern heroine.



THE STUNG
The famous humorist visits Alan

what it means to be a

By H. C.

The author and Mr. Divan mounted a pair of wooden horses and galloped all over the lot.

To the Generally Public.

Dear Madam

:

Last fall when I staggered off the train at Los
Angelasky, Calipickford, it was with the praiseworthy

intentions of spendin' a merely week-end—whatever

that is—in the land where all the actors gets from

$1,500 the week up, not countin' tips. Well, so far,

I have spent 32 week-ends in succession here and also

a amount of jack which they is no use mentionin' as

the income tax collector might smell a rat. It was
my idea to do no work what the so ever whilst in what
I have nicknamed the "Golden West," so's to give my
other constant reader a much-needed rest, but as the

bunk-alows out here rent for sums which wouldst cause

Jack Rockefeller to bite his nails I have been busier

than a three-headed rat in a cheese foundry, tryin'

to make at least one end meat.

How the so ever, I have man-
aged now and then to put the

cover on the typewriter, shed my
overalls and steal out to Holly-

wood to mingle hithers and yon
with the various stars of the deaf-

and-dumb drama, i. e., the movies.

It is quite a " experience, gently

reader, for a young man of my
type to be allowed to prowl about

the various lots at will, gettin' a

eyeful of this and a earful of that

and the like. You have no idea

how interestin' and excitin' it is

for a rank outsider like us to be

declared in when they are shootin'

a big scene like let us take for the

example, "The Mermaid's Dream"
or a replica of one of Nero's in-

door mixed bathin' parties. They
give the Prince of Wales the freedom of New York
City, but I was presented with the freedom of the movie
studios, and I wouldst like to see that guy try to swap
with me

!

Well, nAver mind the applesauce, you are prob'ly

sayin', but let's hear somethin' about what is the movie
stars doin', because we are no more interested in your
personal activities than we are in what is the wages of

a traffic cop on the Sahara Desert. Well, I wouldst like to

ruin a few reputations and oblige with some spicy scan-

dal and the et cetera like them little vest-pocket movie
journals does, but in the first place my imagination works
in a different direction and in the second place if Pic-
ture-Play shouldst lose a $100,000 libel suit it is in a
position to pay off the lucky winner, unlike the said

little vest-pocket movie journals. The wildest party I

have been on since I descended on Hollywood was one
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Mabel Normand could be described as a "funbeam."

Harold Lloyd might be called a "mirthquake."

Jack Pickford is an artist to Mary Pickford's finger

tips.

Alice Lake enjoys swimming in summer and skating

in winter.

Miss Frederick exerts such an appeal that no one

could possibly. say "Nay, nay, Pauline."

Mae Murray believes that one good "M" deserves

another.

Mary Miles Minter believes that one good "M" de-

serves two others.

Blanche is certainly Sweet.

Arlene is certainly Pretty.

Louise is certainly Lovely.

But Tom is certainly not Meighan.

"Are you a Mason?" Ask Shirley.

Photo plays featuring May Allison and June Caprice

are especially appropriate for the spring months.

FILM CLIP
Betty Blythe, Betty Compson, and Betty Hilburn are

leading ladies in the movies. It is hard to decide which
is "the one best Betty."

Sessue Hayakawa, although a native of the Flowery
Kingdom, has adopted the American golden-rod as his

favorite emblem.

Elsie Ferguson eats all her meals from fashion plates.

Billie Burke is as sweet as honey. In fact, she is

the Queen B.

Pola Negri came. We saw. And she conquered.

Harold Lloyd has gained popularity by leaps and
bounds.

Mae Murray, the dancer, is good in moving pictures,

because she jazzticulates.



VISITOR
Dwan and gets the real dope on

motion-picture actor.

Witwer

unforgettable night when I went
out to see a preview of a educa-

tional film, entitled "Making
Echoes in Switzerland" or some-

thin' like that. Still, I must ad-

mit that at no time since I been

here have I been in danger of

yaivnin' myself to death !

The latest victim of a interview

with me was no less than Alan
Dwan, the famous director, which

I have long wanted to meet be-

cause no matter how many supers

he uses in a picture he don't call

it a "Super-Production." Besides

bein' a artist in every sense of that

much-abused word, MonsieurDwan
is a regular guy both on and off the

lot—a combination which, for one
thing, has put him at the top of

a profession which is by no means as soft as the comic
weeklies wouldst have you believe. Dwan is a good
story-teller and a good listener, he's got personality and
a well-developed sense of humor instead of the up-

stage effectation which marks the small-timer, gettin' his

first taste of the mob's applause. Success hasn't doped
his ambition—he's got the assured poise that comes with

it, but he works as hard to-day as he ever did when his

name meant nothin' except to his immediate family.

I got all this as a result of a couple of hours spent

gambolin' with Hon. Dwan about his studio the other

day. I also got a thrillin' lesson in how to become a

movie star whilst I was a visitor there, and I will now
give you the low down on the way screen favorites is

made. They is no extry charge for this sensational

inside story—the most darin' expose of life on a movie
lot since Mack Sennett began layin' bare the facts and

The only survivors of a terrible shipwreck register everything from joy to osteopathy.

—eh—everything else. So hurl away your correspond-
ence course lessons, pull up your chair, and I'll tell you
how Alan Dwan taught me to register everything from
"stupidity" to "no sale." (That last one's rather deep,

but I can trust my audience!)

First of all, Mr. Dwan took me out and showed me
the private cemetery which is attached to all picture

studios, for the purpose of buryin' the daily slew of

handsome young shippin' clerks from Succotash Crossin',

Iowa, and the beautiful milkmaids, of Goofy, Nebraska,
which wouldst just love to crash into the movies. This
failed to discourage me, as I am neither of the above.

So callin' a near-by and grinnin' camera man, Mr.
Dwan begin the tests to find out whether I am a sec-

ond Fairbanks or a new Chaplin.

The most important requirement for a prospective
Continued on page 100

PINGS By Harold

Seton

Larry Semon receives a high salary for a low
comedian.

Mack Sennett and his bathing girls get along swim-
mingly.

Mary Miles Minter lives on a diet of skimmed milk.

That is what makes her so kittenish.

Mabel Normand suffers from "cute indigestion."

The scenarios- used by William S. Hart are written

with a pen-point stuck in the muzzle of a revolver.

De Milles of the gods grind slowly, but they grind

exceeding small.

One good Tourneur deserves another.

Alice Brady begins well, at any rate, for her initials

are A. B. C, her husband being James Crane.

Handsome is as Eugene O'Brien does.

Pauline Frederick, whether in or out of the films,

presents a series of moving pictures.

John Barrymore is said to be haunted by the ghost

of Edwin Booth.

Marguerite Clark is such a tiny little creature that we
always want to see more of her.

Three cheers for red, white, and Monte Blue.

Dorothy Dalton generally has a film before her eyes.

Everything about Tom Moore is free and easy except

his professional services.

Viola Dana is so sweet that audiences flock to her

like bees to a rosebush.

William Farnum, being a man of weight, has acquired

a substantial reputation.

Miss White is the "Pearl of great price."

Mack Sennett believes that instead of saying "the

female of the species is more deadly than the male,"

we should sav "more lively."



The strong contrast of light and
shadow on the face of the figure on
the right was deliberately produced in
order to heighten his sinister ex-

pression.

The accompanying pictures show what
wide varieties of expression and form
may he obtained by different lighting.
The same plaster cast was used for

each illustration.

The Witchery
In the making of motion pictures the lighting is

Here you are shown how beauty may be en

how you may find some knowledge of this sub

PHOTOS BY LEWIS W. PHYSIOC,
Superintendent of the Goldwyn laboratory

MOST of us use a mirror, under ordinarv

conditions, for the practical purpose of

seeing that our hair is properly arranged,

and we're generally presentable. There's no un-

usual fascination that accompanies a glance in the

glass by plain daylight.

But who—at least, what girl—has never felt the

thrill of delight when, pausing before a dressing

table which was lighted only by candlelight, she

has seen, standing out cameolike

against the dark velvet shadows, a

face—half familiar and half

strange—-a face dramatic in its

intensity—a face upon which the

expression and even the form
changed as the one who looked

moved the candle from one posi-

tion to another.

That fascinating, ever-changing
face in the mirror was given its

mystery and charm by the way in

which the light was thrown upon
it. It is an interesting study, that

of lighting, and nowhere has it

been worked out more effectively

than in the motion-picture studios.

It is not always the dramatic
power of the star that makes her
look more old and haggard as the
picture progresses. Nor is it al-

At the left is an example of
what is called "flat lighting."

The face is stupid and ex-
pressionless. It is bad and in-

effective lighting.

In the picture above, the head
is lighted from below and from
one side. Such lighting is

dramatic. It is effective for ac-
centuating a sinister ex-
pression, but tends to make the
features appear rather gross,

hard, and angular.

At the right we have the per-
fect lighting for bringing out
feminine charm and beauty,
and the true characteristics of

the face.



of Lights
one of the most important features,

hanced or destroyed by lighting, and

ject of use in everyday affairs.

This is an example of a bad effect ob-
tained by conflicting lights. A back
and a front light, meeting in the center
of the face, destroy the roundness and
give an angular structure to the head.
The counter front light brings out all

the defects.

ways youthful beauty that shines on
her face. Frequently these appear-
ances are but the result of clever

lighting. Xot only will a change
of lighting alter completely the
character and expression on a face,

it may make a stout person appear
thin, a thin person stout., and add
on, or take off . almost any number
of years. As the stars grow older,

and their youthful freshness begins
to wane, more and more care and
skill has to be exercised by the
camera man and director to see that

they are shown in the most favor-
able light possible.

You mav wonder what value all

Here is a more successful arrangement
of the same kind of lighting used in

the picture at the left. It is procured
by the same back light, and with just

enough reflected light to prevent ab-
solute shadow. Note the gradual
blending of tones from extreme light

to the deepest shadow on the forehead
and neck, giving perfect roundness and
presenting the correct drawing of the

features.

of this is to you. If you study motion pictures closely for a while,
and observe closely how the different sets are lighted to produce dif-

ferent effects you may pick up a good many pointers to be used in
arranging the lighting in your own home. And if you study the way
in which the lights are thrown on the players you will be able to get
some new effects with your kodak. You will not, of course, have the
advantage that the director has in the way of every kind of lighting

apparatus obtainable, but you can do a good deal with sunlight alone
as it streams in through a window or doorway. And by way of pre-
liminarv experiment, don't foreet the candlelight.

The picture below shows the effect

of a strong light from above and
from one side. This is a good light

to use for accentuating masculinity

and strength of features. It shows a

breadth of nose and an appearance
of cheek bone which is not in the

model itself, as you can see by com-
paring it with the other illustrations.



The Maker of Queens
Presenting the Plutarch of the picture-play and his latest royal lady.

By Herbert Howe

HE'S a queen maker in a dual

sense.

He has made Cleopatra

what she is to-day, and he has been

the high priest at the coronation of

current queens.

No mortal alive knows so many
royal ladies intimately—not even

Elinor Glynn.

He has been tyrant in the regimes

of Cleopatra, Salome, Du Barry

He has known males as well,

though not as many ; Solomon and

Francois Villon

He's the Plutarch of the photo play.

Before he has finished he will

have outlined history as complete

pictorially as H. G. Wells

has outlined it typographic-

ally.

J. Gordon Edwards.
Mr. Edwards is a direc-

tor, yet unlike any director

I have met. Perhaps it is

the royal asso-

ciations which
have given

him a cer-

tain dis-

tingue. If

he were casting himself for a role in a picture

I think it would be that of a foreign diplomat

with a red ribbon across snowy linen or perhaps

a scholar of to-day with dignity of mien. It

would be judicious casting.

You would never cast J. Gordon Edwards as

a motion-picture director. Yet after you have
talked with him you would go forth convinced
he is a great director, even though you never
had viewed his celluloids. Tall, with gray-

toned hair, deep, dark eyes, and the manner at

once aristocratic and democratic which is the

exclusive attribute of the gentleman, he is of

the prime-ministerial order which one would
desire in an escort of royal dames.

I have spoken of his intimacy with the Egyp-
tian siren, with the dancer seven-veiled, with the

mistress of Louis XV. There's still another,

who, to us at least, is quite as much a figure of
the imagination—Theda Bara.

While Mr. Edwards was unveiling Salome, and
undoing the mummied garments of Cleopatra,

he likewise was bringing forth into the clear

light of the Kliegs, the full charm of Theda
Bara, than whom there has been no character of

fiction more ensnaring.

When I first encountered Mr. Edwards he was
planning the coronation of yet another queen

—

two queens to be exact.

They were the Queen of Sheba and—Bettv

Blythe.

He had spent weeks of research in the pages
of biblical lore and ancient history. All about
his bungalow office on the Fox lot in California

were old prints representing Solomon and Sheba
with scenes from the great epoch. Across the

street great walls and temples were being reared

and in the hills beyond a huge amphitheater was
being constructed for a chariot race. Mr. Ed-

wards had just accomplished the most diffi-

cult feat of all, the selection of the queen.
He would talk of nothing else.

The next time I visited

him he was in his office at

the Fox studios in New
York.

"Well, well, it has been
several months since we
met," he exclaimed, holding
out his hand. "And in the

meantime 'Sheba' has ar-

rived. You know I told

you that we hoped to sur-

pass 'Salome' and to come
close to the suc-

cess of 'Cleo-

J. Gordon Edwards

is the director who
has made former
queens live and given

living ones promi-

nence.



ueens

patra.' Mr. Fox has just told me that the unanimous opin-

ion is we have not only overtopped 'Salome,' but gone way
beyond 'Cleopatra.'

"

Mr. Edwards was exhilarated with success, yet it was "we"
who had succeeded, not "I." He never uses the ego pronoun.

Taking up the conversation where it had broken off in

California six months previous, he continued.

"From the first I could see Miss Blythe as Sheba—beauti-

ful, magnificent, sensuous yet patrician, the very embodiment

of the queen. What I did not realize were her dramatic po-

tentialities. Again and again she amazed me with her vir-

tuosity, the depths and heights of her emotion and the facility

with which she ran the scale. When 'Sheba' is released she

will be unanimously proclaimed a new queen of the photo

play
"

"But the interview is with you this time," I interrupted.

"Every time I've made the attempt I've come away with a

lot of fine impressions about your players."

Mr. Edwards paused, a trifle surprised.

"Why shouldn't I talk of them ?" he said. "They are re-

sponsible for my success."

As I said, one would never suspect Mr. Edwards of being

a director.

I insisted, however, upon a chapter concerning his own ca-

reer.

For several years he managed the Academy stock company
in New York, then under the management of William Fox.

About seven years ago Mr. Fox became interested in the

motion picture then stirring into life. He sent Mr. Edwards
abroad to observe the work which was going on there. Upon
his return, with enthusiastic reports, he was appointed general

manager to inaugurate the William Fox films. Among the

first stars was Betty Nansen, the Danish court actress. With
something like Delphian perspicacity, Mr. Fox declared that

Mr. Edwards was the one to direct the celebrated lady. As
I said, Mr. Edwards has the prime-ministerial bearing which

augured his success with royalty. His pictorial translation of

Tolstoy's "Resurrection" with Miss Nansen still lingers in

the memory. Particularly do I remember it because until then

I had been among the scoffers of the foundling art. Miss
Nansen was my first film favorite.

And then came Theda. Mr. Edwards directed her for some
four years—in "Carmen," "A Fool There Was," "Du Barry,"

''Romeo and Juliet," "Salome," "Cleopatra," and all of her

repertoire.

Many stories have circulated since the day of Theda's ascen-

sion to the celluloid eminence, hailed as a mysterious lady from
the hot Sahara. To-day Miss Bara's name is famous the world
over, as widely known as that of Mary Pickford. The com-
ing dictionaries may incorporate her name as a synonym for

siren. Every one has his own version of this strange deity

of lens light. Hence I was interested in knowing her through
the mind of the one man who has known her intimately dur-

ing all her career. I approached my subject warily, having
heard that Miss Bara had been extremely "temperamental"
with her director, indeed unbridled in her eccentricities.

"Miss Bara is temperamental," said Mr. Edwards. "Miss
Blythe is temperamental. Any actress who has any quality

is temperamental in the true sense. It is the high-strung, sen-

sitive woman who can best portray emotion. Temperament in

the real sense is the most desirable possession of the artist.

Indeed, it is a requisite. Oftentimes I would tell Miss Bara
to take her horse and go for a ride of an hour or two before
commencing work, just by way of invigoration and refresh-

ment. That, perhaps, is the reason for those stories which
have been spread concerning her tardiness on the 'set.' There's
no truth in them. She always gave me splendid cooperation.
I consider her a remarkable woman, an extraordinary per-

sonality. The public does not like her in namby-pamby roles,

but if she returns in a part suited to her individuality she

will be as popular as ever, I feel."

"I am enthusiastic concerning Miss Bara," he said. "Why

Mr. Edwards, in directing his historic pictures,

brought out the full charm of Theda Bara. »

shouldn't I be? I feel she put me on the map.
I am enthusiastic concerning Miss Blythe. be-

cause she has given me finer portraiture than

I ever expected, more than fulfilling my imagi-

native conception of Sheba. No other actress
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When Betty Blythe is seen as "Sheba," Mr. Edwards believes that she will be

acclaimed as a new queen of the photo play.

could have equaled her in this part. And I feel that

it is to her we owe the lifting of 'Sheba' to heights we
never before attained."

While other producers were pronouncing the requiem
for the dead over the costume play, Mr. Edwards main-
tained his faith in its eternal life. And his faith was
with works, the success of which never faltered. Across
the screen his spectacles continued to flow in brilliant

pageantry. In Europe, particularly, where appreciation

of historical romance is ever alive, his "Cleopatra" and
"Salome" swept in a golden whirlwind. To him more
than to any other individual do we owe the renascence

of the costume play as predicted in our Forecast of

1921. It is the case of one man's faith—and enthusi-

asm—which finally won the world to history's banner.

Necessarily he is a scholar, one whose imagination

is whetted by real people and real events of a previous

era. Because he is a scholar, something of a poet

dreamer, endowed with ability to recreate we have the

privilege of looking into the glorious yesterdays athrob

with the human life of to-day. It is a great work ; its

influence incalculable. A time is com-
ing, I believe, when history will be

taught to the young by pictures, pic-

tures created by such a master. Al-

ready masses of people who never

would have pored over drab text

books, even were they able, have been
brought into touch with vital charac-

ters and vital moments of world life.

As I read H. G. Wells' "Outline of

History" and came upon the thrilling,

sweeping, magnificent story of Alex-

ander the Great, I wanted to communi-
cate with J. Gordon Edwards at once

that I might see the fascinating char-

acter as I mentally visualized it.

"Yes, Alexander fires the imagina-

tion," he said. "And there are innumer-

able others I want to bring forth.

This seems to me the greatest work
of the films, the recording of history

as human documents that all may un-

derstand. When I finish the picture

I'm now directing with William Far-

num I may return to California to do
a big biblical story. And, of course,

I want— I hope to have—Miss
Blythe

"

Again he was free of the reserve

with which he talks of himself and
was impressing me with the talents of

the new queen. But it is repetition;

therefore I turn to Miss Blythe's pic-

ture of Mr. Edwards in action. I

met the new queen upon my return to

California. She had just received a

letter of congratulation and praise

from Mrs. Edwards then in New
York. Miss Blythe said:

"I never knew a director who could

accomplish such vast work in such a

short time and with such quietness.

He never seems to rush his players,

yet accomplishes so much with them.

He seldom laughs, yet has a marvelous
sense of humor. Only once did I see

him break that quiet reserve. It was
after our chariot race in the great

amphitheater. It really was a thrilling

thing, one which I believe will bring

to mind that great chariot scene in

'Ben Hur.' Upon the completion of the scene, Mr.
Edwards threw down his hat and shouted. The occa-

sion certainly warranted the wildest applause, for he

had created a mighty spectacle that amazed even the

sophisticated extras. While directing, Mr. Edwards sits

quietly in a chair and speaks in an even tone, employing

the megaphone only when necessary. He never shouts.

I do not believe in hypnotism, but I do believe that a

person can control and inspire by thought. Mr. Ed-
wards has this mental magnetism. If I prove as great

a queen as he believes, it is because of his belief in

me and because every moment I was treated as a queen

by him and his associates. I never had a more pleasant

experience in my life."

Such coordination between units of pictorial creation

is the true secret of the photo play's ultimate success.

Without striving for personal honors, but seeking only

to create in a faithful, and reverential manner a perfect

representation of a great moment in the life of the

world—that is the motive behind "The Queen of

Sheba."



Gloria with
Reservations

Because she believes that the public

should know only her screen personality.

By Willis Goldbeck

IT was outrageous of me, of course.

Luncheon with Gloria Swanson
should have made me ecstatically

unexacting. But it didn't. I kept re-

turning to the possibilities of deliber-

ately spilling my ice cream. I won-
dered, madly, what would happen. I

wondered if in that way I couldn't make
her start up, or exclaim, or do some-
thing impulsive. I wondered whether
she had ever known the silly joy of

giggling, or of sticking out her tongue

at people. I thought furtively of what
I might accomplish with a pin. Men-
tally, I was impossible. Actually I was
concerned with the careful manipulation

of my spoon and with timing my nods
to the various things that Gloria was
saying.

We were in the dining room of the

Beverly Hills Hotel. Gloria, her hus-

band, and little Gloria occupy one of

the several bungalows clustered in the

grounds. Her husband was there, just

across the table, apparently unconcerned
over the stupendous miracle of being
her husband, and there were two others,

pleasant guests. They were all going
over to the automobile races after lunch.

Gloria, stunning in a subdued sort of

way, was wearing a heavily feathered

hat and large fur coat, which she had
flung back over her chair. She was
passing up a perfectly good meat course
to expound to me the inadvisability of

taking the public into your home. And
I, being one of the public, was fidgeting

and interjecting a few futile "Yes,
buts !" and wishing that the feather
fringe wouldn't persist in covering her
eyes. And she was telling me, without
a great deal of enthusiasm, that, as one
of the public, I didn't have any right to be having lunch
with her, to know her husband, to be poking questions
at her about her baby, that the only thing I had the
right to know about her was her screen self. She said

it all politely, indirectly, graciously—but beyond a doubt
she said it. It was the one subject upon which she

permitted herself to be positive.

"So many times," she said, "the postman or the

milkman have come to my door, expecting probably
to find me in a train, a towering coiffure, and my screen

mannerisms. And when I answered the bell in a simple
little house dress their disappointment was almost funny.
But"—she raised her shoulder ever so little

—
"I am

absolutely different off the screen. I have not the same
way of dressing, of manner, or even of walking. And
I don't think the public should know it. I think they
want to be fooled. They love illusion."

Thus Gloria. Right or wrong you must decide.

Photo by Melb

Gloria Swanson's grace is of manner as much as of beauty.

She did talk generously about the baby and sighed,

as other mothers have, over the prospect of its first

unsteady steps. But somehow, I don't know exactly

why, I wanted a more sumptuous response, a flash of

fire. Gloria seems always remote. Her eyes, widelv
beautifully gray, return your look curiously, in a de-

tached way that admits of no interest. I could imagine
that, with Agnes Ayres she could sigh, "I'm so tired

of interviews." But Gloria never would. She is, above
her detachment, her stillness, unfailingly considerate.

Her grace is of manner as much as of beauty. But
again, there is that unavoidable something, as though
she had dropped a curtain of glass about her, that gives

one a distinct sense of removal, of being outside.

She was generous, too, in her praise of Elinor Glvn,
who has written her first starring vehicle, "The Great
Moment." She even ventured so far as to wish that,

Continued on page 100



Harrison Ford and Norma, snapped away from

the studio while on location in the West Indies.

DO you remember when the circus

came to your town bringing in

its wake a flood of twenty-sheet

posters that proclaimed the wonders of

the show? And do you remember that

line, beloved of circus men: "Five—count

'em—five !" or perhaps it would be

"Fifty—count 'cm—fifty!" It didn't

matter whether they referred to bare-

back riders, clowns, or elephants—the

ecstasy of the ballyhoo was put across

in that phrase "Count 'em," as though

only in that way could you appreciate

the magnitude of what was being of-

fered.

That is the way a visit to the Talmadge
studios makes one feel nowadays. Play-

ing opposite Norma and Constance in

their latest pictures are five of the most
distinguished men playing on the screen

to-day. Charles Richman, Courtenay

Foote, Lew Cody, Harrison Ford, and
Kenneth Harlan are all on the job at

the Talmadge studios. And like the cir-

Count Em—Five
Count Em!

A visit to the Talmadge studios discloses an

unusual aggregation of attractive and alluring

masculine talent, gathered there to enhance the

charms of Constance and Norma.

By Helen Klumph

cus ballyhoo, other words fail me. I can only

beg of you in approved circus fashion to "Count
'em, five."

Perhaps it is an injustice to introduce them
that way, for they are not circus performers

—

they are artists. There isn't one of them who
has a brass-band disposition, who likes the mad
fanfare of publicity that his work has forced

upon him. If you don't believe it, just try some
time to interview one of them—Harrison Ford,

for instance. You will probably find him en-

grossed in a volume of Joseph Conrad. If you
want to talk about Conrad, well and good. Or,
if you want to argue about who the greatest

violinists are, Harrison Ford will enter into the

conversation with zest. The cleverness, beauty
and charm of the Talmadge girls is another sub-

ject on which Harrison Ford is eloquent. But
ask him about himself, and you will probably

find that Harrison Ford has been hurriedly called

away, or that he has a script which he simply
must study. In the latter case, he is graciousness
itself in the way he does it. He would be glad

to have you stay and discuss the script with him.

But stay and discuss Harrison Ford? It can't

be done.

The presence of these five actors in the Tal-
madge studios gives the old buildings the air

of a house party. They had it before to a cer-

tain degree for the wit and charm of the Tal-
madge sisters and Anita
Loos would make any one
forget that she was in a
workshop, not a home.
What does it matter that

the studios are two ugly
old buildings near the ugly

East River ? What does
it matter that wherever
one stands or sits that is

the one spot in the world
that the carpenters must
have ? The company
makes you forget the

place. Norma has been
called "The perfect host-

ess," Constance "The per-

fect companion." Grant-
ing that, then these five

men surely make it "The
perfect company."
A scene of "The Sign

on the Door" was being

Photo by H o over Art Co.

Charles Richman is as attractive

as he was twentx-one years ago,
when he was leading man in

Daly's company.



taken when I went out on the balcony at the Talmadge studios and looked

down at the stage floor. Likewise hanging over the railing to watch were
Mrs. Talmadge and Xatalie. At the other end of the balcony stood a slight

ngure topped by a mass of curly, blond hair. Xo one but Constance could

be so thin—but Constance was in Palm Beach making a picture. The thin

one passed, and fluttered an airy greeting—you know those fingers that

are rarely still—and smiled. Her own smile is not the thousand-candle-

power one you know on the screen. It is more subtle, more confidential.

"But you're in Palm Beach." I protested.

"I was," she corrected. "But we worked hard and finished the scenes

so that I could come back. You see, my husband was here."

It is a more sweetly romantic Constance who speaks now. but it is still

Constance with the incomparable flash in her eyes.

Down on the stage floor I found a scene in progress.

"Gentlemen, a toast," the sturdy voice of Charles Richman called out.

"Lew—where are you Lew? Come in here and have a drink. Wait for

him, boys."
- "And any one would know," Lew Cody remarked to me quietly, "that in

real life they wouldn't have to wait for me to come and have a drink. I

would have been the first one there."

Only a man with such clear eyes, and the ruddy, healthy glow of an ath-

lete, could afford to

joke so about drinking.

A few minutes later

the scene had been
shot

;
but the men still

held their glasses.

"Why, John," one of

them called to the prop-

erty man, "you've given

us the real stuff !" And
the rest of the com-
pany, taking up the

joke, drained their

glasses of cold tea, and
then thanked John effu-

sively for giving them
whisky. The actors

put it over ! For, five

minutes later, Charles

Lew Cody wants it known
that he is not a "male

vamp."

Photo by Melbourne Sparr

Courtenay Foote has the distinction of

being able to make Charlie Chaplin

laugh.

Richman and I saw one ot the

stage hands crowd on the deserted

set to taste what was in the bot-

tle!

"Norma Talmadge is just as

delightful to-day as she was five

years ago," Charles Richman told

me later. "She played my sweet-

heart in the Yitagraph production.

'The Battle Cry of Peace' then.

She's one of the highest-paid art-

ists in the business to-day, and
she must have been among the

lowest paid then—but she hasn't

changed a bit. Last month she

took my wife and me to Palm
Beach for a week, and gave us a

wonderful vacation. My entire

week's work consisted of getting

in and out of an automobile twice

one morning. She is the most

generous person I have known in my entire career—generous with every

one. One afternoon I found her and her mother having an argument

in the lobby of the hotel at Palm Beach. I was stunned, because Xorma
and her mother are the best of friends and never disagree. But I

soon found out that they were at odds because Xorma wanted to buy

her mother a little jeweled tassel that cost ten thousand dollars!"

Herbert Brenon strolled up then, and before he could speak Rich-

man hailed him. "Going to call me again, are you? Can't get out of

the habit." And Herbert Brenon explained that twenty-one years ago

he had been call boy at Daly's Theater, one of his duties being to call

the leading man in time for his cues. The leading man was Charles

Richman. Ever since then they have been close friends, and Richman
has rejoiced over even- step of his young friend's success. And when
Brenon came back from abroad and started to direct Xorma in pictures,

one of the first things he did was to telegraph to Richman to come on

from California to play in his company. (Continued on page 102)

Kenneth Harlan is playing opposite Con-

stance in "Beautv or Brains."



"Dr. Caligari and His Cabinet" is something absolutely new in pictures.

A STRANGE, new type of picture has been shown
recently in New York City. Originally pur-

chased by the Goldwyn Company merely to be

studied as a model for possible new effects, it finally

has been tried out on the public. Having seen it pre-

vious to its first public showing in America, I am some-
what baffled by it. I know what I personally think of

it, but what the motion-picture public will think of it

is another matter. If I come right out and say that it

is one of the most important and significant productions
of the year, some Picture-Play reader is likely to mis-

understand me and ask the editor to have me committed
to an insane asylum.

"Doctor Caligari and His Cabinet," as the picture is

called, is a German production. It is an excellent ex-

ample of the workings of a morbid, scientific Teutonic
mind. And it is also an example of the imaginative

stagecraft that has made the German theaters the finest

in the world. No American director would have
had the cold nerve to produce a futuristic picture

with settings inspired by the drawings of Picasso and
Matisse. In this country, futuristic art is a joke—and
an old joke at that.

But to the reviewer, a picture with a story that might
have been conceived by Edgar Allan Poe, and with set-

tings that are both weird and effective, is a dazzling and
beautiful novelty. To the average motion-picture patron
who takes his wife and children for a quiet evening at

the movies, all this scenery cut on the bias is likely

to be as pleasant as a trip through a lunacy ward. And
so "Doctor Caligari" may not reach the theaters through-
out the country. That, I presume, will depend largely on
its reception at the Capitol Theater, in New York.

Although you may never see "Doctor Caligari," you
ought to know about it because you will feel its influ-

The Screen
Critical comment on

By Agnes
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ence in other pictures that are

to come. It contains the germ
of a great production idea and
while American directors have

not had the courage to blaze

new trails away from conven-

tion, they probably will not be

slow to follow a good road

once it has been pointed out

to them. "Doctor Caligari"

may seem queer and ridicu-

lous to those who have been

trained to enjoy the routine

movie, but it is only by experi-

menting with the queer, the

ridiculous, and the out of the

ordinary, that motion pictures

can hope to escape from ma-'

chinelike precision and utter

banality.

I have told you that the

story suggests Poe. Its hero

is a lunatic, and the narrative

of the picture is his autobi-

ography. He tells you the

story of a Doctor Caligari, a

magician who goes about to country fairs exhibiting a

somnambulist. At the instigation of Doctor Caligari, the

corpselike sleep walker suggests and commits all kinds

of crimes. Investigation of the strange tale proves that

the hero is an inmate of an asylum, and the man he

has imagined as the sinister Caligari is really a doctor

of abnormal psychology. At the end of the picture,

you learn that the terrible stories of crime, the night-

mare backgrounds, and the whole tale of horror are the

ravings of a lunatic. In other words, for six reels the

picture gives you a fairly accurate and psychologically

correct idea of the workings of an insane man's mind.

It is not a pretty idea, but you must admit that it is

something absolutely new.
From, the public's point of view, "Doctor Caligari"

will be interesting because of its bizarre settings. It

has no natural scenery ; its backgrounds are the distorted

inventions of an imagination gone mad. It is so ex-

treme that you may take it either as a weird mystery
story or as a comic novelty.

The significance of the production to American di-

rectors is the fact that it hints at a new way of telling

stories on the screen. Most pictures are presented

merely in terms of action. That is to say, the director

tells his story in the way that the average hack fiction

writer tells his story. American directors, especially,

have developed a habit of dealing in externals. In

adapting novels and plays to the screen, they have care-

fully followed the action and have told us merely what
the characters did and how they looked. But they did

not indicate what these characters thought, what they

felt, or how their minds worked.
"Doctor Caligari" unfolds its story as a series of

impressions. It tells, not the story- of a man, but the

story of a man's mind. You see the events of the plot,
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not as they happened, but as the

lunatic imagined they occurred.

D. W. Griffith succeeded in get-

ting some impressionistic ef-

fects in "Broken Blossoms"

and in "Way Down East." In

"Broken Blossoms" you saw
Battling Burrows, not as he

looked in real life, but as he ap-

peared to his terror-stricken

daughter. In "Way Down
East" you see, in flashes, not

Anna Moore, but a' picture of

idealized innocence. ;

"Doctor Caligari," with its

weird and terrible story, is a

consistent development of an
idea that has been only half

realized by American directors.

It is an idea that is worth en-

couraging, because it brings to

the, screen a third dimension
that it has hitherto lacked. It

shows us that motion pictures

can be made of mental as well as physical action.

If you take the children to see "Doctor Caligari" just

because I have said it is an interesting picture, don't

blame me if they have nightmares.

"GYPSY BLOOD."
At the risk of being accused of a lack of patriotism,

I am going to pin a medal on another "foreign-made"
picture. Pola Negri, the Du Barry of "Passion," has

gone and done it again. "Gypsy Blood" is the name of

her second picture for First National. The picture is

called "Gypsy Blood" because the distributors assume
that the public has had three Canncns and is no longer

interested in the story.

You may have seen Geraldine Farrar, Theda Bara.

and Edna Purviance play the role, but until you see

Pola Negri you never have seen a real, honest-to-bad-

ness Carmen. Ernst Lubitsch. who also directed "Pas-
sion," has drawn the screen story from the novel by
Prosper Merimee and not from the "doctored!" libretto

of Bizet's opera.

Carmen, as she is depicted on the operatic stage, is

a beautiful, elegantly gowned and high-spirited gypsy
girl who is just a bit of a flirt. Triana, the gypsy
quarter of Seville, is a colorful but clean place. The
cabaret, conducted by Lillas Pastia, looks like a modern
Palais de Danse and the smugglers are like irreproach-

able gentlemen garbed for a fancy-dress ball.

Lubitsch and Pola Negri haAre discarded all the tinsel

and trappings. La Carmencita, as played by Miss Negri,

is a disreputable, low-down and rowdy gypsy girl. Her
iothes are in atrocious taste, her finery is shabby, and
her morals are unquestionable. That is to say, they
are unquestionably bad. Miss Negri doesn't try to look

pretty, play to the camera, or attempt to be alluring.

She simply gives a marvelously faithful picture of a
vulgar, ignorant, and wanton gypsy girl.

'''The Little Fool," featuring Ora Carew, is a mediocre version of a good Jack London story.

Triana is shown as a down-at-the-heels and filthy

slum. The cabaret of Lillas Pastia is transformed into

an ugly saloon, and the smugglers are a set of regular

crooks. Even Don Jose is no hero. He is merelv a
Spanish peasant who is foolish enough to be taken in

by the wiles of an elemental and primitive girl. "Gypsy
Blood" isn't as beautifully finished and technically cor-

rect as our American productions, but it has fire, dash,
and flashes of real inspiration.

"SENTIMENTAL TOMMY."
However, it isn't fair to hand all the laurels to enemv

directors. So let us place the biggest wreath of all on
the deserving head of John S. Robertson, scholar, gen-
tleman, and director of "Sentimental Tommy." If vou
don't like "Sentimental Tommy," you ought to join

'Doctor Caligari's" cute- little insane asylum, because
something is wrong with your finer feelings.

To my knowledge, "Sentimental Tommy" is the first

of J. M. Barrie's stories to reach the screen. It is the
first to reach the screen in full possession of both body
and soul. Several of Barrie's stories have come out in

celluloid form, all dressed up and "adapted," but I will

not dwell on the subject. "Sentimental Tommy" is so
good that the producers are afraid it won't make much
money. But they have sent a print to the author.

Mr. Robertson has combined two of Barrie's novels
in the picture

—
"Sentimental Tommy" and "Tommy and

Grizel." The story is quite simple. It tells of the tragic

romance of Tommy, who looked at life through his

mind's eye, and of Grizel, daughter of the "painted
lady," who saw life through her own eyes and through
the eyes of her mother. It is a tale of Thrums, which
you cannot find on the map of Scotland because it ex-
ists only in Barrie's imagination.

The story begins when both Tommy and Grisel are
children. The romance starts as a childish comedy:
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'Oliver Tivist, Jr.," introduces the new
Fox star, Harold Goodwin.

it ends in the poignant tragedy of

a man and a woman who suffered

because they found out that love

is the elusive spirit that is always

just around the corner. Mr. Rob-
ertson has given the picture a

"happy ending," but those who un-

derstand Tommy and Grisel know
that happiness is not something that

can be achieved in one hundred feet

of film. Tommy and Grisel are

haunted souls
;
they have what psy-

chologists would call the Peter Pan
complex—they do not know how to

grow up. To use a Scotch term,

they are slightly "daft."

"Sentimental Tommy" is not all

tragedy, but its pathos lingers in

your memory, because Mr. Robert-

son has caught so truly the softest

and most gentle note in the Barrie

stories. And he has been just as

successful in bringing the real Bar-

rie humor to the screen. The hu-

mor in "Sentimental Tommy" is

shrewd, delicate, and canny. It

falls as lightly on the story as sun-

shine falls on the leaves of a tree.

The atmosphere is not just the conventional "Scotch loca-

tion stuff." The Thrums of the screen is Barrie's dream vil-

lage. And the persons who dwell there are strange and un-

real beings who have a knack of acting human. They are

Barrie fantasies who stir our emotions because they are like

shadows of ourselves. Mr. Robertson is the first motion-

picture director to comprehend the obvious fact that Barrie

is an unrealist, and that his stories must be told like fain-

tales.

The acting in "Sentimental Tommy" is so good that I have
no doubt but that all the players will soon be stars. Gareth
Hughes, for instance, is already being featured. Mr. Hughes
is Tommy. He is the only actor on the stage or screen who
could have played Tommy.
May McAvoy is Grisel. A few months ago I told you that

Miss McAvoy was a promising actress. She has kept her

promise. Do you remember Mae Marsh when she played in

Griffith pictures? Miss McAvoy 's acting has the same illu-

sive and wistful quality. As the little girl Grisel, she is de-

lightful ; as the woman Grisel, she gives a performance that

taakes you think of Maude Adams. If I were a producer,

I would trade six "stars" for Miss McAvoy.
Although she plays in only a few scenes, Mabel Taliaferro,

as the Painted Lady, does some memorable and exquisite act-

ing. In casting the picture, Mr. Robertson probably was aware
that Miss Taliaferro and Miss McAvoy resemble each other.

This astuteness in selecting the players is responsible for some
of the most effective moments in the picture. George Fawcett
is seen as Doctor McQueen, the dear, dour old bachelor who
rescues Grisel. Leila Frost is excellent as Elspeth, Tommy's
adoring sister, while Virginia Valli, a miniature Olga Petrova,
is seen as Lady Alice.

I hope that Famous Players-Lasky makes more pictures like

"Sentimental Tommy." And I also hope that Mr. Robertson
is chosen to direct "Peter Pan."

"The Gilded Lily"

is the most human

story with which

Mae Murray has

been blessed.

"THE OATH."
In praising three pictures right in succes-

sion, I have broken all critical records. So
to vary the monotony of pseans of praise, I

shall consider, more" severelv. "The Oath."
"The Oath" was directed by R. A. Walsh,
and is released by First National. I think
Mr. Walsh is a good director when he sticks

to melodrama. But "The Oath" was too
much for him. It was adapted from a
novel by William J. Locke called "Idols."
The scenario is incoherent, not to say

hectic. The story is constantly boiling up
to a climax and then cooling down again.
The idea of the plot is good, but it has
been battered beyond recognition.

Miriam Cooper is seen as a beautiful
young Jewish girl who is in love with

\
a poor Christian gentleman. Because
she fears the prejudice of her father,

she entices the helpless suitor into
a secret marriage. When she

a bit irritated because
her husband is so

spineless that he
doesn't dare
face father

with the bad
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tosses him from her home and makes Kim

will not divulge the fact that they are mar-
news, she

swear he

ried.

The unfortunate man promises, and, alas, that night

father is murdered, and the husband is arrested for the

crime. Because he cannot tell about his marriage, he

cannot prove that he is innocent. The girl is so stub-

born that she refuses to testify in his behalf. Just as

the unhappy jellyfish is about to be sentenced to death,

the girl changes her mind and rushes to the court. But

another lady has beaten her in the race. A casual

friend of the doomed man jumps up and

sacrifices her honor to save him.

When she tells her husband that her

motives were entirely noble, he re-

fuses to believe her. You can't blame

the husband for being a bit doubtful.

Just at that point in the picture, I was
a little suspicious myself.

Mr. Walsh has a terrible time

straightening out the tangle so that the

four persons concerned can live hap-

pily forever and ever. He should

have allowed them all to die miserable

deaths, because I never met such a

set of careless characters in one pic-

ture. The production is "richly

furnished," and Miss Cooper and

Anna O. Nilsson, who play the

leading feminine roles, wear beau-

tiful clothes. Conway Tearle is

seen as the hapless husband and

has a wretched eight reels of it.

"EAST LYNNE."

I don't see why Hugo Ballin

felt that he had to produce "East
Lynne." Perhaps ,he was trying

to do another "Way Down East."

Anyway, he has taken the novel

by Mrs. Henry Wood, brought it

up to date, and made it into a pic-

ture that is easy to look at, but not

particularly exciting. Mr. Ballin

can do wonders with settings and
with lighting. He also gives his

pictures a sympathetic and human
touch. But when he tries to work
up a big dramatic scene he gets

wabbly. Personally, I should

have liked to see ''East Lynne"
presented in old-fashioned clothes

and as an old-fashioned melo-

drama. Mr. Ballin' s production

has refinement and charm, and
it is worth seeing. However,
Mr. Ballin has yet to hit his

stride as a director. Mabel
Ballin and Edward Earle are

seen as our old friends, Mr.
and Mrs. Carlyle.

"OLIVER TWIST, JR."

Another old story has been mod-
ernized. William Fox offers "Oliver

Twist, Jr.," suggested by the

Charles Dickens. The idea of

Americanizing Dickens is a

quaint one. Shorn of its at-

mosphere and its character

drawing, the story looks like

cheap melodrama. It intro-

duces a new star, a boy named Harold Goodwin. Mr.
Goodwin is said to be about eighteen years old. He
is over six feet tall. But he plays Oliver Twist. Mr.
Goodwin may be a good actor ; I didn't see him do any
acting in this picture.

Norma Talmadge's

latest production
'

' The Passion

Flower."

It

"SNOWBLIND."
'Snowblind," a Goldwyn production, is another one

powerful stories. Katherine Xewlin Burt
plot and Reginald Barker carefully shifted

it to the screen. The picture has some well-

developed dramatic situations ; it is not too

of those

wrote the

nove

obvious, and it has streaks of being inter-

esting. But it is rather gloomy, and its gloom
is impenetrated by any vital human appeal,

relates the story of a dance-hall girl in the
Northwest. She is stricken by snowblindness
and is befriended by a terrible old man who
lives in seclusion because he is. wanted for

murder. He allows the girl to believe that

he is young, noble, and handsome, and so
she falls in love with him. But, unfortu-
nately for him, she recovers her sight and
-ees his young brother. And then—oh,

dear me

!

Russell Simpson, Pauline Starke, and
Cullen Landis make up the eternal

triangle. Mary Alden has a small
part and does the finest acting in

the picture. Won't some one
please write a good scenario for

Miss Alden and turn her into

the Mrs. Fiske of the screen?

H "A SMALL-TOWN IDOL."

fkjj If you want a loud but hon-

| est laugh, go and see Mack
h Sennett's new comedy, "A
| Small-Town Idol." It isn't

$ art, but it is funny. See Ben
Turpin as the handsome cross-

eyed hero, see Charley Murray
as the Sheriff, and see James Fin-

layson as the wicked villain. And
while you are looking don't forget to

cast a glance or so at Phyllis Haver and
Marie Prevost. "Love, Honor, and
Behave," another Sennett picture, is also

recommended to those who like to see

their movies move.

"SCRAMBLED WIVES."
"Scrambled Wives." a farce pre-

sented by First National, is as wel-
come as flowers that bloom in the
spring, because it brings Marguerite
Clark back to the screen. Miss Clark
is younger, prettier, and more
sprightly than ever. The farce is

concocted after the usual Broadway
recipe, but Miss Clark can make
any picture seem lively and snappy.

The picture, produced by the star

herself, is charmingly staged.

POOR DEAR MARGARET KIRBY."

"Poor Dear Margaret Kirby." of-

fers fair material to Elaine

Hammerstein. The story of

a frivolous woman who is

obliged to face some of the

Continued on page 87



What the Fans Think
An open forum for discussion of questions pertaining to

the screen, in which you are invited to participate.

The Domestic Weather Vane.

It was interesting to read the Meighan fan letter

from one of the group of eighty admirers, and fun

to guess which one wrote it.

Thomas Meighan seems to be the married people's

favorite. During the ten plus years of my married

life I have found it more pleasant to omit any favor-

able comments about males. Imagine my own surprise

and delight to find that I could really discuss Thomas
Meighan within the family circle without causing a

cooling of the atmosphere, and without having to exert

myself to cook enough rice puddings—favorite food—
to "coal up" the situation. But womanlike, I

also wondered about it and became very curi-

ous. So I cut one of Thomas Meighan's pic-

tures out of a magazine and waited anxiously

to hear what Husband would say when he dis-

covered the conspicuous placing of it. Hus-
band came in and saw the picture. He moved
it where a better light might fall upon it and
said : "I like that picture of

Thomas Meighan. Where did

you get it?"

That night I went upstairs,

turned up all the lights, and
studied my reflection in the

mirror. Finally I decided that

I had either lost my charm,
or had better buy a new hat.

Best wishes to Picture-
Play.

Of Course I Can't Sign My Name.
P. S. I.—I bought the new hat and the

other things that go with it.

P. S. 2.—Husband has made unfavorable
criticisms about one of the married women
who raves about picture people. He hopes I

won't do it.

P. S. 3.

—

Do you think men are subtle/

Mount Vernon, New York.

Norma Can't Pass This Censor.

I am, I know, one of Miss Norma Talmadge's great-

est and most earnest admirers, but as I am only a young
girl my mother forbids my seeing her pictures. Mother
says Miss Talmadge's pictures are not suitable for my
mind. I agree with mother, for if I had a daughter of

my own I am sure I would not care to have her see

Norma's pictures, but I just love Norma Talmadge,
she is one of my favorites, and I do like her pictures

even if they are a little speedy. I think she was won-
derful in "The Branded Woman."

Can't some one, maybe Miss Constance or her hus-
band Mr. Schenk, persuade her to play in something a

little tamer? Sincerely.

A. B.—Garden City.

What One Woman Wants.

If producers are honestlv inter-

ested in what people out in front of

the theater want, then I hope that

this letter will come to their notice.

I am only one unimportant person in

a town they probably never heard of, but I dare say
that there are a great many people just like me. No
one—m my entire life—has accused me of being "dif-
ferent." I believe that no one ever will. And for that
reason I feel that there must be hundreds of other
people who long for the same sort of motion pictures
that I do.

I want the romance of every day. I want the poignant
tendernesses of my childhood days recalled to me. I
want people who are not great, nor heroic, except in
intention. And I want to see pictures in which the
little, every-day unrelated actions of simple people are

sublimated and made a part of some great
eternal plan. Now I'll admit that dishwash-
ing is just dishwashing to me; furthermore it

is drudgery. But somewhere there must be
a motion-picture director who sees in the con-
tinual drudgery of hundreds of thousands of
housewives a heroic gesture.

I'll admit that I must be hopelessly middle-
class, for many pictures on
the screen in nowise hold the
mirror up to the nature I have
known—human or otherwise.
Underworld pictures show me
a society of which I know ab-
solutely nothing, and which
interests me about as much as
a dreary educational portray-
ing the customs and habits of

Society pictures carry nothe Hottentots
more real sentiment to me than the plaster
wedding cake which has stood for twenty-odd
years in the window of our town caterer's
establishment. But somewhere between those
two extremes, there must be thousands of
gripping dramas that concern people like me

;

dramas in which husbands and wives remain
devoted to each other and find strength in each

other to meet every crisis—dramas in which the spar-
kling gayety of a houseful of romping children makes
one forget that up the road a little way there are peo-
ple who live comfortably upholstered lives. And I be-

lieve that this can be done without getting drowned in

the sea of sentimentality where so many motion-picture
directors have floundered.

I don't mean to say that this has never been done.

It is being done all the time by certain players who have
a flair for that sort of thing. But they are only isolated

cases in an industry that is largely given over to glitter

and to dross.

After writing all this, it has occurred to me what
I want motion pictures to do. / want them to give me
perspective. My life is made up of

little things, which however neces-

sary, seem trivial. I want some mo-
tion-picture director to come along
who can mirror lives like mine, and
show us to what end we are dedicat-

ing ourselves.

M. R. B.—Douglas. Indiana.

Continued on page 104



Ladies' Day
Women have gone into the motion-picture business and

found that all that flickers on the screen is not acting.

By Celia Brynn

WHEN equal suffrage was still a debatable subject in high schools

and at hearthstones, one big argument was that women going

to the polls to vote would be "contaminated" by the roughnes?

of masculine politics. I remember when I went to cast my first ballot

—suffrage had been in vogue then for several years—I half dreaded

to enter the polling place. I dimly expected to find men in hot, sul-

phurous disputes ; men with their feet up on tables ; men blowing thick

clouds of venomous smoke in my direction.

Of course, there was nothing of the sort, the men were mild-man-

nered persons who showed me to the balloting booth with the utmost

politeness, and who took off their hats when they talked to me. It

was almost disappointing. I confided my anticipatory fears to one of

them. He smiled.

"Woman's influence." was what he said.

Perhaps you think this has nothing to do with the movies. Perhaps

it hasn't. But I can't help but believe that there is a parallel.

Whether you are a feminist or a masculinist. yon will have to

admit that woman's influence

is generally for higher ideals

and general betterment of

conditions. Women are

adepts at picking flaws. I

grant you that, but just now
what the screen needs is a

hearty dose of fault-finding

tonic.

This story does not con-

cern itself with movie queens.

They have had a prominent
part in uplifting the silent

drama. But just at present

I am thinking of those

women behind the screen,

the women who never don
grease paint, yet who have a

might}- share in guiding the

footsteps of the infant eighth

art, of directing its morals
and solving its problems.

In the early days of mo-
tion pictures, it was consid-
ered that woman's place was
in front of the camera. The
restless sex was not sup-

posed to know much about
the stuffing of the movie pie.

If Dotty Dimples emoted
six hours a day and drew her
weekly pay check of fifteen

dollars, the better halves of
mankind were supposed to

be adequately represented in

the studio world. Of course,
there were women script-

holders,
s t e n o g - Mabel Condon

raphers, and is business
wardrobe manager for

mistresses, manv success-

but the writ- fill stars.
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Betty Brown, as an independent

art director, has designed sets and

costumes for several companies.

tures, the direction, and the

thousand and one technical-

ities which have become a

vital part of the industry's

internal mechanism, were in

the hands of the masculine
gender. In those pioneer

days, the cinema was not an
art, it was a business. And
business is the domain of

man.
Then woman suffrage

quietly sneaked in through
the side door of the studio,

and was established before

the men woke up to what had
happened. Lois Weber was
one of the first to demand
equal rights in sharing the

directorial megaphone. She
commenced her career as a

stage artist, but gave up that

work because it entailed long

periods of separation from
her husband. When he

—

Phillip Smalley— decided

that motion pictures had a

future, she sort of trailed

into the business with him.
acting once in a while, writ-

ing one-reel stories, and mak-
ing useful suggestions gen-
erally.

Later on. she thought she
could direct. That was ten
years ago. when for a woman
to believe" she could handle a
megaphone was as foolhardy
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Louise Lowell is the only news camera woman in the world.

as for Susan B. Anthony—at a somewhat earlier period

—to think she had intelligence enough to cast a ballot.

Miss Weber—was poo-poohed and piffle-piffled, but with

friend husband to back her up, she got a job at Gaumont
directing one and two-reel "features." And right there

was when the feminine touch began to be felt ; for she

proceeded to do things in a woman's way. Miss Weber
was the first director to work her players to the strains

of an orchestra. She invented an electric-light gen-

erator for use in her pictures. She was the first woman
in filmdom to get twenty-five hundred dollars a week,

and was the first woman to own and manage her own
studio.

"The feminine influence is needed in the films," says

Miss Weber. "In the direction of pictures alone there

is a wonderful field for women. A good physique is

the first requisite. I often work sixteen hours a day.

I never remember when lunch time comes, and some-
times I work my people unmercifully simply because

I am unconscious of the passing of time. The next
big requirement is dramatic instinct. I do not hesitate

to say that the average intelligent woman, gifted with

the same sense of dramatic values as the average in-

telligent man, will make a better picture than he, for

the reason that the woman, in addition, will have an

eye for detail. She will know instinctively the proper

dress for every pictured occasion. A woman director

would not have allowed the vampire wife in 'Earth-

bound' to go to court in the morning wear-
ing a decollete evening gown.
"Women should be successful in direct-

ing motion pictures because they have a
lighter touch. They notice little things

that escape the average masculine eye.

They catch mannerisms, feminine tricks

and masculine blunderings, and are able

to put them on the screen."

Closely allied with the director is, of

course, the camera man. I do not know of

any studio camera women as yet, but on
the staff of the Fox News there is a camera
woman, Louise Lowell, who not only
equals any of the men in covering difficult

news assignments, but who excels many of

them in daring. She recently has been
given a roving assignment by Fox News

—

an assignment that suits her adventurous
spirit, for since childhood she has been the

constant companion of her father, well-

known globe trotter and writer. She was
born in Samoa, educated in India and
China, and has traveled widely.

It is in the department of original writ-

ing that women have found the greatest

opportunity so far. Many of them have
been lured away from magazines and best

sellers to contribute their efforts to the

screen. Mary Roberts Rinehart stands
preeminent among the feminine scenario-

ists. She is, 1 understand, the highest-paid

woman writer in America, yet she believes

deeply enough in the future of the silent

drama to become one of Goldwyn's con-
tracted authors and put her stories directly

on the screen.

In the same category of already suc-

cessful novelists are Gertrude Atherton,
Kathleen Norris, Elinor Glynn, and Rita

Weiman.
But there are many women who have

won screen fame as scenarioists without
ever having a published story to their

credit. There is Frances Marion who has so long been
connected with Mary Pickford, always in the double
capacity of best friend and scenario writer in chief, and
in one of her recent pictures. "The Love Light," as di-

rector. She is one of the highest, if not the highest-

paid woman scenario writer in the business, and it is

because she knows how to put in the feminine touches
where they will do the most good. She is directing a
picture for International, after which it is said that she
will return to Man- Pickford's company.

Carol Kapleau is another living example of what a
girl can do if she has perseverance, combined with writ-

ing talent. Miss Kapleau is the chum and business

manager of Helen Eddy, and the one is rarely seen

without the other. She is now a free-lance scenario

writer, but was formerly connected with Ince and C.

B. De Mille. She wrote a succession of pictures for

Enid Bennett, and "Love," featuring Louise Glaum, is

one of her latest releases. Last year she made thirty-

seven thousand dollars. She commenced writing sce-

narios while attending the LTniversity of California. In
her case necessity was the mother of inspiration, since

she had to put herself through college. She commenced
writing one and two-reel scenarios for the old Triangle
Company, and holds the unique record of never having
had a rejection.

Anita Loos was the first woman to inject feminine
Continued on page 98



Frances Marion, who is said to be the

highest-paid motion-picture writer, recently

added to her laurels by becoming a direc-

tor. Under a new contract it is said that

=he will receive one hundred thousand dol-

ars a year, a record star salary only a

few years ago.

Ethel Chaffin, the costume designer for the

Lasky studios, prefers designing clothes on

Margaret Loomis to designing them on pa-

per. On a recent trip abroad she bought

fabrics and jewels worth a king's ransom,

but soon they will all have been used in

costumes for Paramount players.

KG





Olga Printzlau, above, is scenario .writer

for William De Mille and author of a

great number of screen successes. At her

right is Lois Weber, writer-director-actress,

considered by many the foremost woman
in the motion-picture business. At the

left is Claire West, costumer for the Cecil

De Mille productions. She has the unique

distinction of having had some of her mo-

tion-picture costumes exhibited at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York

City.



Clothes Make
Old-fashioned furbelows

the most modern

i::i!ii'iiiii;"'iiiiiiu;;::: ^iii^itiiiaiiiiiiiM

Lei whoever thinks that motion-picture players grow.,

up survey this evidence of their liking to put on

fancy dress and play they lived a long time ago.

Priscilla Dean acquires a new dignity in period

dress, while Mary Miles Minter remains ber irre-

pressible self



Photo br Hoover Art Stndic

Clara Kimball Young, clad in the crinkly silks of

Victorian times, reminds one less of the vivid Qara
than of some old portrait of a veil-remembered an-

cestor. Naomi Chi'ders, when she- dresses up, ac-

quire* the hauteur of a court beauty of olden times.

Photo by Clarence S. Boll



THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL

Wanda Hawley plays the part of

a stenographer to whom wealth

and advantages come— but not

always happiness.



The most celebrated cast ever as-

sembled for a single motion pic-

ture appears in the Paramount
production, "The Affairs of Ana-

tol." Into the famous old play

by Rudolph Schnitzler new ele-

ments are introduced to make
more vivid screen material, but

the engaging character of Anatol

—whose mind was a mausoleum
of his dead loves and a magnet

to his new ones—is preserved.

"The Affairs of Anatol"' is ex-

pected to be one of the outstand-

ing features of the year's motion

pictures.

Elliott Dexter, as Anatol's dearest friend, is shown
at the top of the page with Vivian, Anatol's wife,

played by Gloria Swanson. Below, and to the left,

is Theodore Roberts, who plays his usual wicked
part, and at the right Wallace Reid, as Anatol, and
Julia Faye, as maid to the wickedest woman in New

York, appear.





The types that formed the "atmosphere" for "The Four Horsemen" were chosen with the greatest care, and a study of their

faces will convince you that they were made really to act.

Making the Mob Emote
Extras are more than mere ornaments now; they are learning to act en masse.

By Edwin Schallert

EVERYBODY down to the booth at the end of
the street to have pay checks cashed," bawled
a stentorian voice through a megaphone. "Step

on it. too
!"

The last admonition was un-
necessary, for before it was ut-

tered there was a mad stampede.
The motley throng surged,

swirled, eddied, and tore down
between rows of false-front

houses. Clad in habiliments that

might have come out of a giant

grab bag, they looked like a huge
crazy-quilt caught in a tornado.

With shoutings and cries, bump-
mgs, and jostlings, they hurtled
forward in a free-for-all race.

In a moment a fast sprinter

had reached the window of the
booth with a crash that made
the structure sway, and, follow-
ing the impact of those behind him, almost topple over.

The mob swarmed around, buzzing and clamoring,

pushing and scrambling, each member struggling for a

better place.

The man with the megaphone shouted to them to

form a line, after the manner of a duty sergeant.
3 P P

Gradually, under his beratings they made a ragged

file; their faces meanwhile were electrified, their mien

was joyous, their conversation boiled and gurgled over

the prospect of pay.

I heard the man with the meg-
aphone remark—"Well, we got

some action out of that, don't

you think, Mr. Holubar?"
"Til say we did." answered

Allen Holubar, rubbing his

hands. "It pays to make them
wait for their money. I never

saw a better chase by the mob
in my life."

Which lets you. the picture

fans, in on one of the secrets of

making recalcitrant extras regis-

ter excitement. If a director

can't manage it one way, there

are, as in the instance of check-

ing a feline's career, various other

tricks to stir a mob's dormant feelings.

You've heard, of course, how an obstinate star has
been kept on the set until four o'clock in the morning
by a director who was determined to make her cry.

Don't imagine that this method is good only for the

solo actor ; it is quite as effective with the extras.

DID YOU EVER

think that perhaps some day you'd be

breaking into the movies by beginning as

an extra, and rising from the ranks, as

more than one star has done ?

If so, you'll find this article unusually

interesting, for it tells of how the extras

work. If you have no ambitions, you'll

still be just as interested in learning how
some of the big scenes in the new pic-

tures were made.



One of the extras became so affected in "The Faith Healer" that she was picked out by the director and brought fonvard
to lay her head on Miss La Rue's shoulder.

Director Holubar had tried for two days to make
his mob stage a frantic pursuit in his new spectacle,

"Man, Woman, Marriage." And they simply wouldn't.

They limped, loped, and trotted, but, either because the

weather was hot, or California mariana bacteria were
busy, they declined to do the required football rush.

So, in disgust and despair, Holubar told them they'd

have to wait for their pay.

After their fashion, they immediately went through
all the display of temperament usually asso

ciated with a star. First they sulked. Then they

grumbled, grunted, and growled. The bolsheviki-dis-

positioned, an ever-present quota, threatened bombs
and barricades—rocks and revolutions.

All morning the crowd sat around in muttering
groups, while the principals went through some special

scenes. Finally, in the afternoon, when everybody was
worked up to more or less of a frenzy, Holubar had
the news flashed about money and shot the scene.

This is to be a mobbish season in pictures, the rea-

son being that the spectacular feature has come into

temporary vogue again. Some of the new releases will

show small armies of extras. Ordinary sources for

this talent were several times exhausted during the

making of such features as "The Queen of Sheba"
and "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," and
untrained reserves were used to fill out the ranks.

Even with its raw recruits, the mob has become
something more than a mere ornament in recent pic-

tures. They've had to engage in real action, and lots

of that. In the battle scenes that are a notable part

of new specials, the fighting had to look as if it was
fighting and not a game of polo or a Fourth of July
fireworks. Consequently the massed extras were urged
to do their utmost to "win the fight." Some of them
did, too, leaving off the quote marks from "fight." In

the "Queen of Sheba" two zealous foot soldiers bat-

tling on a tower got so mad at each other that they

had to be dragged apart after all the rest had declared

peace and started to eat lunch.

Certain directors have been successful in stimulating

massed extras to finer emotional expression. This is

work for a Tantalus, but it can occasionally be very
convincingly accomplished. It is possible to conceive

of developing a high degree of esprit among extras, by
keeping them constantly on the qui vive, through well-

organized disciplinary tactics and affording special op-

portunities to those who manifest talent; but tricks like

that employed by Holubar generally bring a quicker
and more vivid result.

The chance effect, too, is often picturesquely realistic.

In "The Four Horsemen," for instance, the entire mob
wept while Rose Dione recited the poem of the "Mar-
seillaise," to the accompaniment by the band, which
played the French national anthem. Miss Dione had
stood on a table in a Paris cafe and voiced this same
poem at the outbreak of the European War, and she

renewed the pathetic thrill of her previous inspiration.

The thunders of cannon, the trampings of soldiers,

the explosions of mines and bombs brought extras in

this picture to a feverish state of mind. One young
girl who had been in the war-torn area in France, found
it impossible again to go through scenes that so closely

resembled her own experiences. A shell-shocked youth
had a collapse under the strain of mock warfare.

Violent causes for emotion are not always present.

Sometimes the extras have no other stimulus than the

acting of the principals, but they will often react to

cries, tears, or laughter of some star who possesses

especial magnetism, or who is a particular favorite.

Mary Pickford, because of the widespread admiration

for her, is unusually successful in obtaining real acting

from the minor characters in her plays, or even from
groups of extras. So, too, are Douglas Fairbanks,

Charlie Chaplin, Lillian Gish, and Charles Ray.

Sometimes, when no particularly favored star is

present, the scenes will carry a heart appeal. In "The
Faith Healer," for example, the mob manifested in-

tense astonishment and wonder over the supposed cur-

ing of a permanently injured child. Again they regis-

tered the semblance of anger in the storming of the

house of the faith healer with a barrage of rocks, when
he failed in a cure. The presence of many cripples

among the extras probably produced the needed sym-

pathetic harmony with the theme.

The mob in "The Faith Healer" was a rare and col-

orful panorama of life in itself. The types were drawn

from all the highways and byways. They ranged from



Making the Mob Emote

Von Stroheim's original sallies and retorts, together with his precise military manner, apparently won the sympathy of his

society extras, who appear in the Monte Carlo scenes in "Foolish Wives."

six-year-old pickaninny with sharp-pointed pigtails

o kind-faced patriarchs. There were lazy Mexicans,
onorous-voiced Swedes, and gesticulating Frenchmen,
he lame, the halt, and the blind, usually seen on down-
own street corners in Los Angeles selling papers and
'encils, were on hand, with their ailments temporarily

urned into assets. Men who might double for Buf-
falo Bill, Abraham Lincoln, or David Warfield stood

.bout in solitary grandeur.

|

The women were clad in dresses that might have
iriginated in the mid-Victorian or even pre-Elizabethan

)eriod. Most of them called each other "dearie," re-

gardless of age or appearance. Coy old ladies in-

jenued their way from group to group, gushing gossip

,md reciting a hundred reasons why they should have
^een starred instead of the principals. These, of
course, were among the "experienced atmosphere."

Those more sincere and less ambitious generally took
the forward rank before the camera, occasionally, even,

gaining the coveted place in a close-up.

One little woman became so affected by the acting

of Grace la Rue, a principal, that her weeping attracted

the attention of Director George Melford, and he made
her step out of the group and lay her head on Miss
La Rue's shoulder. Another burst into hysterics at the

wrong time and was sent back into the crowd.
The intelligent extra often knows the moment of op-

portunity, and some good minor actors have been "dis-

covered" just through such chance revealments.

When large mobs are employed, naturally the direc-

tor has to be relieved of some of the responsibility

of managing them. A regular general staff is then

established. When the mob goes on location sergeants

and corporals are appointed for apportioned groups.

These noncommissioned officers are required each to

look after the welfare of the people in his charge, see-

ing that they are properly fed and report for duty.

It is well known that you have to watch some of

your recruits carefully to see that they work. There
is always a certain percentage of stragglers and "gold

bricks." Especially at lunch time will the slackers seek

to evade further duty and spend their time taking a

siesta or loafing. They will take their lunch to some
distance from the scene, hoping to be forgotten.

Each director has his secret-service agents who look

after such cases, and generally they are disposed of

by permanent elimination.

It so happens that in rough scenes, occasionally, ex-

crooks and yeggmen will be used. And this necessi-

tates even greater precautions. Recently, I know, a

director kept a force of detectives busy seeing

that no robberies or pocket-picking stunts hap-

pened while he was on location. He had difficulty,

though, in preventing gambling sharps from fleecing

the unwary.
Instructions to the mob are generally intrusted to

an interpreter who is accustomed to use the mob ver-

nacular—some man who knows the game of handling
men, and who can keep them interested and amused.
Not the least distinctive feature of the "Queen of
Sheba," with its giant towers, its sweeping iridescent

palaces, its flying chariots, champing horses, and cos-

tumes rich as Solomon's mines, was the Irish assistant

of J. Gordon Edwards, who stirred the crowd to ac-

tion. Gifted with a voice that carried all over the five

acres of the biggest "Sheba" set, he would stand in

front of the listless crowd, and, wildly waving his arms
to portray enthusiasm, would yell : "Do it this way.
Look as if ye were up and awake !" Then giving a
feeble wabble in imitation of the mob's indifference

would yell again : "Not like this. That's cheating. Re-
member, ye're not at a fancy-dress ball

!"

Then he would probably do a series of capers and
frantic maneuvers that would start the mob laughing
and liven up their laggard disposition.

His recipe is: "Keep them smiling. If ye cross a mob,
it will hand ye the raz." But he gets away with a lot

of strong talk incidentally.

Not always is it the rough exterior that has to be
penetrated. Quite different, for instance, were the
sightseers at Eric von Stroheim's Monte Carol in

"Foolish Wives." Half of San Francisco's elite took
part in the scenes staged at the fashionable seaside re-

sort, Del Monte.
Von Stroheim's original sallies and retorts, occa-

sionally arid as the desert, and his precise military man-
ner, apparently, won the proper appreciation and sym-

Continued on page 94
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Continued from page 53

faction. I can appreciate Mr. Wil-
liam De Mille's determination to use
only original stories from henceforth;

it is, on the whole, the safer policy.

"The Four Horsemen" impresses

me as being a somewhat rambling,

burly omnibus carrying some ade-

quate players, a lot of film and an
introductory title almost as abstruse

as an inaugural speech. I think the

continuity must have been con-

structed as the director went along.

In plan it suggests the house that

Jack built. There are the customary
"human-interest touches" provided
by the customary animals. I live in

the hope that some day the human
actors may put across the human in-

terest. But at present it would seem
Will Rogers is right : we need the

animals. Then there was a delight-

ful touch of color which first ap-
peared on a rose. Later it skipped to

the candles and flickered brightly.

This vagrant dab of red did hold me
in suspense. I was wondering
whether it would land on the nose of

Julio or that of Marguerite.
The picture undoubtedly is in-

vested with a "Belasco realism," a

realism that seems unreal. No doubt
the Paris salon full of furniture is

according to a Paris salon, but it

only reminded me of the lobby of

the Ambassador Hotel, which Miss
Katherine MacDonald describes as
''An Iowa hotel under a magnifying
glass." The four horsemen, them-
selves, seemed as real as Ku-Klux
Klan riders, whereas I felt the sym-
bolism might have been more sym-
bolic. A close-up of one of these
scriptural jockeys made me think of

Hubert Stowitts of the Pavlowa bal-

let in his "Brigand's Dance."
The chief fault of the picture

seems to be vagrancy. It roams amid
many scenes and characters. I didn't

have time to get acquainted with any
one of them. Had there been a con-
centration of interest, by a careful

elimination of nonessentials as in

"Passion." my sympathies might
have been intrigued. Julio, who had
the greatest claim to sympathy and
who carried the theme, is allowed
to meander on long vacations from
the camera. That he is vivid is due
not to the Mathis-Ingram Julio, but
to the Valentino Julio. No player
could have been so completely in

character as Signor Valentino, and
credit should be given Mr. Ingram
for this wisdom in casting. The di-

rector and scenarioist might have
done better had they followed Julio

more closely. Once he escaped from
sight, and all we ever saw of him
again was his grave. I felt a deep
regret that I couldn't drop a tear over

it. The only moment that I felt any

pathos seeping under my tough hide

was when Valentino-/u/fo bid his

parents good-by before setting off

for the front. Here the actor showed
a masculine emotion which was not

afraid to reveal tears. I wanted to

accompany Julio to the front and ob-

serve his regeneration under fire, for

this seemed rather important to me;
but I had to stay behind with the old

man, about whose floppings I didn't

give a centime.

The scenes of carnage with shot,

shell, and shuddersome Germans
seemed like Halloween in compari-
son to the inferno that Griffith raised

in "Hearts of the World." I could

watch these scenes impersonally be-

cause no one that I cared about was
in danger. The Germans haven't im-
proved a darned bit since "Hearts of

the World," but we've hated them
so long and so hard that now there

doesn't seem to be any more kick in

hating them than in hating the devil.

Hearken not to my lamentation,

for no doubt I am a hard-boiled

Pharisee ; but list to the press Davids,
of whom, I believe, my sage neigh-

bor, Miss Agnes Smith, is one. If

you enjoyed the Ibahez novel you
probably will be satisfied with it in

illustration, even though I think more
feeling might have been injected.

Furthermore I'm told that the print

shown at the premiere in Los Angeles
is not the best, yet it elicited the rhap-

sodies to which I have referred.

Anyhow, it is worth while making
the acquaintance of Signor Valentino
and of Miss Alice Terry, who has

ability and a golden charm.

The Promising Year.

This year has opened with a much
finer flourish than that of last. "Pas-
sion," which I now view in calm re-

trospect, is on a plane with D. W.
Griffith's "The Birth of a Nation"
and "Broken Blossoms." Mr. Chap-
lin's "The Kid" is of the same level.

"The Connecticut Yankee at King
Arthur's Court," a Fox visualization

of Mark Twain's tale, is another no-

table contribution.

I have not vet seen King Yidor's

"The Sky Pilot," but I'm told it sur-

passes all previous Vidor works.

This assurance keys my curiosity.

A number of ensuant tableaux bid

for my expectancy. They include

:

Yon Stroheim's "Foolish Wives."

Cecil B. De Mille's version of Ar-
thur Schnitzler's "The Affairs of

Anatol."

J. Gordon Edwards' "The Queen
of Sheba."

Marshall Neilan's "Bob Hampton
of Placer."

D. W. Griffith's "Dream Street"

and promised "Faust."

Douglas Fairbanks' "The Three
Alusketeers," by Alexander Dumas.

Nazimova's "Camille," by Dumas
fils.

Mabel Normand in F. Richard

Jones' "Molly-O."
Mack Sennett's serious comedy

"Heartbalm."
Pola Negri's "Gypsy Blood" and

"Sumurun," the latter directed by
Ernst Lubitsch, who made "Pas-

sion."

And. by no means last, "The Lotus
Eater," a contribution from John
the Magnificent, Barrymore.

William Fox Evicts the Vampire.

We used to look askance at Wil-
liam Fox's house of sensationalism

where lodged the vampire. Now we
find Mr. Fox has evicted the vam-
pire and cleaned house with shining

results. Without heralding any re-

generation through Eminent Authors
or superstar convocations, he has

gone about producing some well-se-

lected pieces of literature and history.

I do not esteem his "Ch'er the Hill"

as a masterpiece, but the public cot-

tons to it. The Mark Twain picture,

"A Connecticut Yankee," has been
shivering records in Los Angeles.

"Oliver Twist, Jr.," Dickens' tale

brought up to date with young Harr
old Goodwin introduced as a star, is

about to be presented.

New Thespian Paradise.

The Hollywood players have a
new nocturnal plaisance ; that is, they

have if they have the stellar wage.

It is a white pachyderm diplomatic-

ally named the Ambassador Hotel.

It awed me from the first when
George Stewart had to pay seventy-

five cents for the privilege of parking

his bolshevist-colored speedster, thus

leaving George a monetary wreck.

The white marble corridors remind
me of New York's subway without

the aid of the green line. Without
this line to guide one's pumps, one

is liable to wander for hours and
end in the Turkish bath when one
intended the movie theater. The the-

ater, somewhere in the maze of

marble, is very swell, patronized as

it is by the film elite and showing the

works of same.

On the night of my inauspicious

entry via the seventy-five-cent park-

ing place, Anita Stewart and husband
Rudolph Cameron were in attend-

ance, thus I did not regret the one-

fifty I paid for admission. Anita
was superradiant, as the film chron-

iclers would say, after two weeks of

rest and milk diet. She fell asleep

during the exhibition of the picture,

which shows just how human a star

can be. She assured us, however,
that this was no reflection upon the
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merits of the picture. She always

alls asleep at the movies. Although
uttering insomnia for weeks, she

Iran, in a single reel's time, sink into

ihe most profound coma. Refreshed

by this soporific hour, she was ready

{lor a dance in the patent-leather

jrill. I am not heing facetious ; the

^rill is actually lined with patent

eather or imitation thereof, exactly

matching one's classy walk-upons.

Harold Lloyd, sans specs, was danc-

ng in support of his leading woman,
Mildred Davis, who is a blinding

rustard blonde. "Texas" Guinan. sans

six-shooters, was also apparent.

Srace Kingsley was vying with Texas
in diamond brilliance. Each of the

Kingsley fingers carries at least one
diamond, representing. I suppose, the

stories she has sold Picture-Play.
Carmel Myers, otherwise Mrs. I. K.
Kornblum, was revealing her hus-

band for the first time in Los An-
geles.

I might have had more to report of

the patent-leather evening had not

1M. Stewart insisted upon dashing oft

to put in a long-distance call for Xew
York, to which he got a sweet "hello"

lat eight a. m.

Colleen Moore to Star?

Another of our predictions threat-

ens fulfillment. First Xational is ad-
vertising Colleen Moore in its stellar

ensemble. Her work in "The Sky
Pilot" is said to have charmed the

might}'.

"Texas" Guinan's Political Demands.
A party of players visited at

Marion while President Harding was
entertaining on his front porch prior

to election. They were asked to put
on a performance, which they did.

When they had finished. Mr. Hard-
ing said:

"Xow I am going to ask each of

you what you would like me to do
for you as a return favor when I am
in the "White House."

Various favors were requested.

Finally the president to be reached

Miss "Texas" Guinan.

"And what would you like, Miss
Guinan?"
Then up spoke the valiant Texas.
"I would like," said she, "the priv-

ilege of shooting craps in the Blue
Room."

The Classic of the Month.

The following poetic thriller in the

advertisements of "Sowing the

Wind," with Anita Stewart is. in my
opinion, the most noteworthy literary

contribution of the month

:

"From Love's First Kiss to Hell's

Abyss

—

It Hits the Heart Like a Hurricane."

Quelle horreur!

Producers' Aids.

Inasmuch as the motion-picture

trade papers give helpful aids to the

exhibitor—such as "when showing
an Alaskan picture, fill your lobby

full of ice and freeze your patrons

out"—I've decided to aid the pro-

ducer. As every one knows, the

chief work of the producer is chang-
ing the bad titles, which authors pick

out for their works, to good ones

which will please all exhibitors. I

don't see how authors ever sold their

books without the aid of the picture

producers. Such stupid titles. For
instance, "The Admiral Crichton"

—

as one of our most intellectual ex-

hibitors remarked—"now who wants
to see a naval war story?" But
with a nice, sexy little thing like

"Male and Female"—hot dog, boy

!

that sure am going to jazz their

trailin' feet right into the box stalls.

And so "The Profligate." thus

stupidly named by an author by the

equally inept name of Jones, was
changed to "The Truth About Hus-
bands." I forget, but maybe they

changed Jones' name, too. Mo-
tion-picture producers will sacrifice

all for art. Didn't Samuel Goldfish

change to Goldwyn in honor of the

Selwyn gold? And there was some
talk of his changing it to Goldpont
as a courtesy to the Dupont powder
capital, but it blew out of the organ-

ization before there was a chance.

By the way, that Dupont capital is

like dynamite in a picture organiza-

tion ; the least little fooling and it

blows out the works. But, as I was
saying, producers have it hard with
titles, but they've been doing nobly:

"My Lady's Dress." which some-
how stumbled into success on the

stage, was transformed into "Blind

Wives ;" "Du Barry." who managed
to do a tremendous business in her

day even to hoodwinking a king and
nation, became "Passion:" "Carmen,"
who goes over the top every time

she shakes a castenet in opera, stock,

or amateur show, has become "Gypsy
Blood," Schnitzler's "Affairs of

Anatol" was to have been the "Five
Kisses" until we pointed out that

we were being cheated out of a lot

by getting only five kisses. Since

I've done so much knocking of titles

it's only fair I become constructive.

I suggest the following changes:

"Macbeth"—"Her Bloody Hand."

"The Merchant of Venice"
—"His

Heart at Stake."

"Faust"
—"A Regular Devil."

"Othello"—"Whv Kill Your
Wife?"
"The Vicar of Wakefield"

—

"What's Your Daughter Doing?"
"Peter Pan"—"The Eternal Flap-

per."

(Others Upon Request.)

The Screen in Review
Continued from page 71

serious facts of life was written by ing notice. It is the sort of picture

Kathleen Xorris. who is wise to the that you ought to welcome when it

ways of her own sex. Miss Ham- comes to your neighborhood theater,

merstein gives a sincere, thoughtful, Milton Sills. Ann Forest, and Fon-
and convincing picture of a sympa- taine la Rue are the players most
thetic woman. conspicuous in a fine cast.

"THE FAITH HEALER."
"The Faith Healer," filmed by Fa-

mous Players-Lasky. comes as an
anticlimax' to "The' Miracle Man."
But it is unfair to blame it. because
it was produced too late. William
Vaughn Moody's play is one of high
principle and sincerity of purpose.
George Melford has produced it in

a reverential spirit. I am sorry I

haven't space to tell more about it

because it deserves more than pass-

"A MESSAGE FROM MARS."
"A Message from Mars" disap-

pointed me. The story of the re-

formation of an absolutely selfish

man. it has unusual pictorial inter-

est. It was inspired by an old Eng-
lish melodrama, and Metro has wisely

kept it in its original locale. The
fantastic scenes in which the mes-
senger from Mars fisn-ires and the

views of London are fascinating, but

the performance given by Bert T y-

tell is too exaggerated, too inhuman
to be interesting. Cheer up, Mr.
Lytell is a good actor, and one bad
performance cannot blight his ca-

reer. He may yet be one of the

screen's finest.

"A TALE OF TWO WORLDS."
Gouverneur Morris may have tried

to write an original storv when he

wrote "A Tale of Two Worlds." But
I doubt it. I think he was just try-

ing to put over all the old hokum he

could remember. "A Tale of Two
Worlds" is decidedly reminiscent. I

am getting awfully tired of Chinese
girls who are really Americans in dis-

guise. To make his melodrama effec-

Contimied on page 89
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While we were having our pictures

taken, Mr. Griffith kept bursting out

into song. He has a merry twinkle

in his eye, and has a great sense of

humor^-he was kind enough not to

laugh at my embarrassment though.
You wouldn't expect such a person
to be the master builder of tragedies,

would you? Perhaps he's different

when he's making sad pictures.

"Dream Street," has a happy ending,

he told me.
Then we rejoined Dick and Her-

bert Howe and went to luncheon in

the cozy little lunch room at the end
of the studio. I spotted Carol
Dempster right away at a little table

near the door. I was glad that no
one was very hungry, because, though
I wasn't as frightened as at first, I

knew that I couldn't swallow. I just

sort of played with my sandwich the

way I've seen actresses do when they
aren't hungry, and watched Mr.
Griffith. Of course, he's not hand-
some like Dick Barthelmess, but
there's something about him that

makes you love to watch him. I

think that even if he were with a

crowd of famous stars you would
prefer to watch him. And my, how
he talks. It just seems as though
he knows everything, and he can tell

things that you've studied about in

your school histories so that they're

so interesting you just wish he'd go
on. He told us about a carpenter

who used to work for him out in

California who went back to Russia
to live because he thought he was a
Bolshevist. But he's back with Mr.
Griffith now, "a sadder and a wiser
man," as somebody said. That started

Mr. Griffith talking about reformers
—he doesn't like them, as you prob-

ably remember from "Intolerance."

Then somebody asked him if it was
true that in Canada "Way Down
East" had been criticized severely,

and he said : "Yes, but that will be
good advertisement for it." Isn't

that queer? But I'm sure he knows,
so I'm not going to get vexed any
more when I read about some one
condemning a favorite picture of

mine.

After a while Mr. Griffith said to

me: "So you're going around to meet
all the movie people, are you?" And
I said : "Not all. Just the most in-

teresting ones." Then he turned to

the others and said: "See—she's get-

ting diplomatic already. That's the

way I used to be. I'd say, 'We're
only interviewing the important peo-
ple, so I came to see you first.'

"

"Did you write, too, Mr. Griffith?"

I burst out, so surprised that my
voice came back.

"Started as a boy," he answered.
"Wrapped papers first, and later

wrote recipes. Then I'd take a pic-

ture of a lot of cobblestones to illu-

strate the puddings."

Hereafter, I'll have little faith in

the recipes I see in the newspapers.
I've met so many gentlemen, now
press agents, who confess to business
like that.

When Mr. Griffith had to hurry
away to get back to work, I had a
good chance to talk to Dick Barthel-

mess.

"What sort of role do you like me
in best, character or juvenile?" he
asked me.

That was rather difficult. The
matinee girl side of me remembered
the Marguerite Clark and Dorothy
Gish comedies, but the thought of his

wonderful work in "Broken Blos-

soms" and "Scarlet Days" made me
waver. I had to say that I liked him
best in whatever I saw. That's one
nice thing about Dick Barthelmess.

He really seems to give some thought
to what his fans like best. Somehow,
I got the impression from some stars

that they thought the public ought
to be glad to have them play any-
thing at all for them.

Then, when I asked him what kind
of parts he was going to play in his

own company, he said: "Just now
I've accepted an engagement with
the Famous Players-Lasky Company
to play Youth in 'Experience.' It's

too good a chance to miss. But I

can hardly wait to begin with my own
company. I'm going to play char-

acter parts, young character parts,

though I'll get old quick enough."
When we went back to the studio,

Mr. Griffith let us come inside the

screen to watch him direct. Some
one explained that in the morning
they had been making love scenes
with Miss Dempster, and that she
would never let any one watch her.

I thought that was sort of nice

—

she's been acting such a short time,

she couldn't be expected to be accus-
tomed to it like some of the older
actresses. Mr. Griffith came over
every little while and spoke to us
in the most friendly way. I was so

proud of knowing him like that.

After a while something some one
said about Mr. Griffith made me un-
derstand that his friendliness was one
of his greatest gifts. If people didn't

feel like telling him all their secrets,

he'd never know just how to put char-
acters on the screen in any situation.

When Carol Dempster came off the
set, she was introduced to me. There
were two chairs off in one corner, so

we went over there and talked.

You'd be surprised to see how differ-

ent she looks off the screen. You'd
think she was dark, wouldn't you?
Well, her hair is the prettiest/ odd
brown—a sort of tawny color. And

she has eyes of the same color—so

bright that they fairly dance. She
was dressed in character for her part,

and she looked awfully cute. You
don't feel a bit strained with actresses

like Miss Dempster who are sc

young, and not a bit conceited. When
I praised her work, she said: "Oh,
thank you—thank you," just as if it

pleased her awfully that I should like

her.

Some one started the victrola then,

so I asked her if music helped her

very much. "Not very much," she

told me. "It's getting yourself into

the spirit of the part that counts.

Then she asked me if I knew Mary
Hay and Ralph Graves, and I said

"No, but I hope to," and asked her

if she ever played before she came to

Griffith, and she said "No, do you
think I seem inexperienced?" We
went on like that asking each other

questions, and I found out that she

didn't like pictures at all, at first, bu:

likes them better all the time now.
And that she is awfully happy to

work with Mr. Griffith because she's

sure he brings out all the best in her.

She had to go on the set then. Mr.
Griffith sat by the camera right up
close to them.

I had always longed to see how
he worked—and here I was at last.

The music was dreamy and sad, and
Mr. Graves started to act—not mov-
ing around at all, but just changing
the expression on his face—and the

camera clicked away. It was a very
dramatic scene. I didn't know the

drift of the action, but Mr. Graves
was evidently supposed to be feeling

awfully badly about something, any-
way. Mr. Griffith kept talking to

him. very low, but distinctly. He'd
say only a few words, in drifts, for

Mr. Graves to repeat after him, and
as he lowered his head, Mr. Griffith

said, "Slowly—slowly—that's it!"

And that was all. Yet eA-erything

was so tense that I just sat, hardly
breathing.

In another bit of action Mr. Graves
suddenly looked over my way with a
horror-struck gaze. I was startled

and shifted uneasily. My goodness,
what was there about me to startle

Ralph Graves so, I wondered. Then
I discovered that he wasn't noticing

me at all; I was in the line of his

vision, and he was rehearsing a scene
where he had to look that way.

I began to wonder if my boast in

the bus would not come true, for I

hadn't met Mr. Graves yet, but the]

first time that he came over my way.
I was introduced to him. I'm begin-

1

ning to lose patience with the camera. I

because it doesn't half do justice to

some of the players' good looks that

I have seen. And that goes for
I

Continued on page 94
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live, Mr. Morris has borrowed a de-

ice from Edgar Allan Poe. If you

fiave read "The Pit and the Pendu-

um," you will recognize the "big

brill" of this Goldwyn picture. Lea-

irice Joy appears as Ming Toy—

I

ijeg your pardon—as Sui Sen.

Now for the good, the bad, and

he different. Among the good ones

il shall list "Beau Revel," an Ince

production, with Florence Yidor and
Lewis Stone in the leading roles.

Fine acting, a story with an attrac-

:ive flavor and beautiful settings

make "Beau Revel" a picture that is

a little better than good. "The Love
Special" stars Wallace Reid, but

Theodore Roberts runs away with

some of the honors. Another favor-

ite, Pearl White, has an interesting

picture in "Know Your Men." "The
Gilded Lily" stars Mae Murray and

The Screen in Review

proves that you mustn't blame it all

on Broadway. It is the most human
story that Miss Murray has been

blessed with. Robert Leonard di-

rected it. Please give it your kind

applause. Miss Murray and Mr.

Leonard will henceforth produce pic-

tures in collaboration. "Guile of

Women" has Will Rogers for its

star. That is enough recommenda-

tion for any picture. "The Magnifi-

cent Brute," presented by Universal,

stars Frank Mayo and has some
beautiful scenery as an added attrac-

tion.

The bad ones include "The Scof-

fer," by Alan Dwan. Mr. Dwan
ought to blush for shame. This is

the sort of picture that simply cre-

ates censorship boards. "The Su-

preme Passion" has a bad title, and
it has been unwisely advertised. But

89

what do you think is the leit-motif

of the story? The whole plot is

based on the song "Believe Me If

All Those Endearing Young
Charms."

As for the indifferent ones, you
might try "Playthings of Broadway,"
in which Justine Johnstone struggles

against a mediocre story; "Out of

the Chorus," in which Alice Brady
struggles against a mediocre story;

"The Little Fool," which is a good
story by Jack London made medi-
ocre ; "Jim the Penman," in which
Lionel Barrymore proves that he
likes to act—once in a while ; "Ex-
travagance," starring May Allison,

which is a light bit of dessert served

up as a whole meal, and—but why
go on?

Addenda : Don't forget to go and
see "Sentimental Tommy."

The World, the Flesh—and the Censor

was most revolting to the sensitive

persons who saw it.

When "The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse" was brought up be-

fore the National Board of Review,

certain members wanted to cut out

the tango scene. If you have not

seen this picture, I must assure you
that the tango as danced by Rudolph
Yalentino is not half as bad as the

dances that are performed before

chaperons at any boarding-school

hop. But because it was beautiful

in a sensuous and tropical way, the

board thought it immoral. And
so you can see that it is humanly
impossible for individuals, acting

in a censoring capacity, to distin-

guish between good art and gutter

art. Theoretically, it would seem as

though this would be possible, but in

actual practice it never has worked
out satisfactorily ; the experiences in

every State or community in which
censorship has been tried have proved
this conclusively.

So far, I have considered the mo-
tion picture merely as an industry,

but when I get into discussion about
such pictures as "The Four Horse-
men" and "Way Down East." I am
obliged to point out the difference

between routine and commercial pro-

ductions—which comprise at least

seventy-five per cent of the releases

—and pictures that have honesty of

artistic purpose. When the censors
attempt to regulate a commercial in-

dustry, they have some right to their

stand ; the meat-packing and the au-
tomobile industries are regulated
by strict laws. But when they at-

tempt to curb an art that is just

beginning to feel its power, they

Continued from page 2
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are going beyond the limits of their

legal rights.

The censors of Montreal, Canada,

banned "Way Down East" for rea-

sons which I hesitate to repeat be-

cause you might doubt my word.

For one thing, they objected to a

scene showing a man drinking liquor

out of a bottle labeled "Life Long
Bitters." because it encouraged
deceit. The entire story of

"WT

av Down East" was condemned
and all of D. W. Griffith's efforts

to make the picture a beautiful

and human story was looked upon
askance.

In a suburb of Chicago, Winnetka,
to be exact, the censors refused to

allow "Kismet" to play at the local

theater. Instead, the farce "Twin
Teds" was substituted. Though
"Twin Beds" is an entertaining

enough bit of rowdy humor, there is

no comparison between its value as

an artistic performance and the value

of a picture like "Kismet." When
art and the censors meet in a friendly

bout, in nine cases out of ten, art

is counted out, and the censors come
out as champions.

As a motion picture "fan" you
stand on neutral ground, and it is

up to you to choose between censor-

ship and a free screen. Naturally,

you want to protect your children

and your foreign neighbors from the

cheap, misleading, and ridiculous pic-

tures that occasionally are brought
out by fly-by-night companies. Even
if you do not have censorship in

your community, you have the legal

and moral power to ban these pic-

tures. There is a Federal statute

that prevents the sending of objec-

tionable and immoral films from one
State to another. Moreover, you
maj- appeal to the police depart-

ment or the license commissioner
and ask him to have removed any
picture that goes beyond the limits

of decency.

The most effective weapon that

you possess is the good old-fashioned

personal complaint. Do your ozvn

censoring. If you don't like the type
of pictures that are being shown at

your theater, tell your manage." that

you object to them. Or remember
the name of the producer as it flashes

by on the screen. Write to him and
tell him that he ought to be ashamed
of himself. Both the manager and
the producer will listen ; you need
not be afraid that your complaint will

fall on deaf ears. In the past, you
have written many flattering letters

to the directors and the stars, telling

them how wonderful they were.
Now is the time to write criticisms

as well as compliments. Just at this

moment, the motion-picture folk

realize that their only hope of kill-

ing censorship is by winning the

right sort of public opinion to their

side.

If you see a theater advertising
something like "Her Greatest Sin,"

don't let your curiosity get the better

of you. Stay away from the theater

and let the manager know why vou
stayed away. Go to the rival theater

and see Mary Pickford, Charles Ray.
or Will Rogers. Remember that the

censorship of public opinion means
something more than stamping out

the bad pictures; it means that you
must do all you can to encourage the

good ones.



BOIS OF THE WEST.—I guess this is

the first time you have ever landed
at the top of The Oracle department, isn't

it? It just so happened that your letter

was the first one that I opened this month.
Hence the position. Katherine MacDon-
ald was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
She is five feet eight inches tall and
weighs one hundred and thirty-four

pounds. She has blond hair and blue

eyes. Alia Nazimova was born in Rus-
sia on May 22, 1879. She is five feet

three and weighs one hundred and six-

teen pounds. Her hair is black and her
eyes are violet. Katherine MacDonald's
latest release is called "My Lady's Latch-
key," taken from the novel "The Second
Latchkey." Bebe Daniels was born in

Dallas, Texas, in 190T. Viola Dana was
born in Brooklyn, New York, in 1898.

"Dana" is pronounced with first "a" given
long sound and the last "a" short. Her
correct name is Flugrath. Did you hap-
pen to see Gloria Swanson in "Something
to Think About?" She was decidedly a

different Gloria in this. Many people
thought as you did until they saw the pic-

ture, and then they changed their minds.
That ought to help some. Surely, write

any time you care to.

Frances S. Wisconsin.—Edith Johnson
and William Duncan were recently mar-
ried. You see, the answers were all cor-

rect, even if they did seem a bit confus-
ing. William was married before, and
then divorced, which made him unmar-
ried again, and then he married Edith, so

there you are. Does that straighten it out
for you? You will have to write to them
personally to find out.

Percy.—Carol Holloway was born in

Williamstown, Massachuetts, in 1892. Fler

last serial with Antonio Moreno was
called "The Perils of Thunder Moun-
tain." Antonio has deserted the ranks of

the thrillers, for the time being, at least.

He is now devoting his time to making
features for Vitagraph exclusively.

"Three Sevens" is the title of his first fea-

ture since quitting the episodical serials.

Carol is not working at present. Some
persons think that Lillian Gish is prettier

than her sister Dorothy, and others think

the opposite. It is merely a matter of

opinion and taste.

Trtxie.—Mar}' Pickford was born in

Toronto, Canada, in 1893. She is jus.t five

feet tall and weighs but one hundred
pounds. She has golden hair and hazel

eyes. Viola Dana is four feet eleven and
weighs ninety-six pounds. Constance Tal-
madge was born in Brooklyn, New York,
in 1900. She is five feet five and weighs
one hundred and twenty pounds. Her
hair is golden and her eyes are brown.
Viola Dana has dark-brown hair and

green eyes. Norma Talmadge has dark
hair and brown eyes. Dorothy Dalton
was born in Chicago, Illinois, in 1893.

Marguerite Clark was born in Cincinnati,

Ohio, in 1887. One of Pauline Starke's

latest pictures is "The Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court," by Mark Twain.
She plays in Maurice Tourheur's "The
Life Line" and "The Broken Butterfly,"

and in Alan Dwan's "Soldiers of For-
tune" and Jack Pickford's "The Little

Shepherd of Kingdom Come." At pres-

THE ORACLE will answer in

^ these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies to a limited
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

— will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

sbould be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those
who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

ent she has left California and come East
to appear in the new Whitman Bennett
production, "Salvation Nell." You will

find your other questions already an-
swered.

Rachel R.—Conway Tearle was born
in New York in 1880. You will have to

write to him personally to find out. He
is now starring in features for the Selz-

nick Pictures Corporation, and his most
recent film is called "Society Snobs." He
wrote it himself.

M'ltss Manila.—-You are wrong. Con-
way Tearle did not appear with Mar-
guerite Clark in "Let's Elope." Frank
Mills played the part of Hilary Farring-
ton, her husband, and Gaston Glass played
the part of Barrel] McKnight, the gentle-
man who eloped with her. You will find

your other questions concerning Conway
Tearle answered in the reply above your
own. Wallace Reid's latest picture is an
adaptation from Frank H. Spearman's
novel, "The Daughter of a Magnate,"
which will be released under the title of

'

"The Love Special." He also appeared
in Cecil B. De Mille's all-star production.
"The Affairs of Anatol," playing the role

of Anatol.

Dizzy.—Clara Kimball Young has nc
understudy. Why should she,? Clara is

perfectly capable of starting and finishing

her productions, and where do you sup-

pose you could find the exact double of

Clara to fill her place in case something
should prevent her from completing a pic-

ture? Fay Tincher is still making Chris-

tie comedies. Wallace Reid was born in

St. Louis, Missouri, in 1892. He is mar-
ried to Dorothy Davenport, and they have
a young son, Wallace, Jr., who is just

four. See addresses at the bottom of

The Oracle department. You will find

your other questions already answered.

Miss Willaimine B.—Anita Stewart
makes her films on the Pacific coast at

the studios of Louis B. Mayer, in Los An-
geles, California. Her latest feature is

called "The Tornado." You will have to

expect more than two weeks to elapse

before you hear from her, if you hear at

all. Just remember that the stars get

several hundred letters each week, and
ninety-nine out of every hundred ask for

a personal reply. Can you tell me how
they can all be answered? You have
guessed right. They can't.

Betty.—Look at the end of The Oracle
for the various addresses that you desire.

Seldom Seem Sad.—Hello, yourself!
The cast for the Cosmopolitan feature
"On With the Dance" was Mae Murray
as Sonia Varinoff, David Powell as Peter
Derwynt, Alma Tell as Lady Joane, Rob-
ert Schnable as Jimmic Southerland, and
John Miltern as Van Vechten. Two of
Mary Miles Minter's latest releases are
"Eyes of the Heart" and "All Souls'
Eve." Two of "Snub" Pollard's latest

comedies are "Whirl o' the West" and
"Open Another Bottle." Buster Keaton
was born in Kansas. Madaline Traverse
wears a wig in her features. She is not
working at present. Write to them for
their pictures, and not to me, as I have
none to send out to fans.

X. Y. Z.—Meaning what? Ruth Roland
was born in San Francisco, California, in

1893. She has been married and divorced.
Her latest serial to be released by P?the
is called "The Avenging Arrow." That
is her correct name. "Fighting Fate" is

the other William Duncan-Edith Johnson
serial. (Continued on page 108)
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How I Ate A Pound A Day
Off My Weight

An Amazing discovery in weight reduction, no
starving, no medicines, no special foods, no
course of baths, no exercises, no Mmind cure."

'A
REN'T you heavier than you used to
be?" This would nearly always be
the first remark I'd hear whenever

I met an old friend or acquaintance. And
they were right. No doubt about it. I

was fast putting on weight to a noticeable
extent. ^ .

At first I took it as a sure sign of vig-

orous health. I had always thought that
the accumulation of fat was Nature's way
of storing up health and energy—a sort of
reserve to draw upon in time of need. So I

revelled in my good fortune and felt genu-
inely sorry for my friends who were not so
favored by Nature.
But soon my condition began to be seri-

ous. I was getting altogether too fat. My
increasing stoutness began to be about all I

could think of—it entirely occupied my
mind. My friends began to mention it. I

couldn't walk a block without puffing. My
heart became affected.

I Gave Up Pleasures to

No Avail
I had always led an active life, being

fond of athletics, horseback riding and other
exercises. My increasing weight made it

difficult for me to "go in" for these things.

I simply couldn't get around as fast as the
others—even my walk was differ-

ent ; and besides any sort of phys-
ical exertion became unpleasant
to me. I don't need to go into
details, for any one with a tend-
ency to stoutness will well know
what I mean.

This lack of exercise could lead
to but one thing ; I took on weight
to an alarming extent, and I shall
never forget the day when I real-
ized that I was slowing down
mentally as well as physically. I

lost interest in my work and all
social affairs. Anything requir-
ing exertion was passed up. Un-
derstand me, please, I am not try-
ing to praise my former self and
figure ; I'm simply telling how my
mental and physical powers and
pleasure decreased as fat was increased.

Starving Only Made Things
Worse

You can probably guess my next move

—

nearly every "fat" woman has taken it. I
became a follower of the "simple life." I
cut down on my diet—and felt hungry all
the time. Then I took a course of baths.
According to weights taken "before and
after" the baths cut down my weight. But
within a day or so the weight was back
again. The baths had only a temporary ef-
fect. And it seemed to me that they were-
sapping my vitality.
Then I tried the plan of going without

liquids : omitting certain food from my all-
too-meager diet ; of eating widely advertised
"reducing foods," and finally of taking
medicine.
By this time life had lost much of its joy

for me. As my weight increased so did my
distress. I simply had to do something. So

I started to find out
all I could about
obesity. I Ques-
tioned physicians,
surgeons, army doc-
tors, health special-
ists and a lot of
women and men who
were similarly af-
flicted. Soon I be-
came a walking en-
cyclopedia of weight
reduction. But still
I continued to put
on weight.

Fat People Die Young
One day I experienced a shock. I was

reading some health statistics by life insur-

ance companies. These showed conclusively
that in addition to causing mental and
physical inefficiency fatness brings on a se-
rious chain of illnesses, such as heart trou-
ble, diabetes, stomach and intestinal trouble,
apoplexy and the like. And then I read that
fat people die young. No supposition about
this. Plain, cold, hard facts, drawn from
life insurance statistics, covering the ex-
periences of tens of thousands of people
and several generations.

At Last I Found the Secret
My lucky star must have been working

for me about this time, for I ran across just
the kind of practical help I was looking for.
A friend advised me to read "Weight Con-
trol,, the Basis of Health." by the famous
Food Specialist, Eugene Christian.

This course, in the form of simple little
lessons, completely upset my own personal
opinions and all that I had learned about
obesity and health. It shows that when
one starts to put on weight it is not a sign
of health, but of ill-health. Obesity is ac-
tually a disease. Then it showed that most
of the tables of weights indicating what a
person of a certain age and height should
weigh are all wrong and why.
Then there were some startling new ideas

about the maintenance of health
and of mental and physical vigor.
No theories, but hard, practical
facts, drawn from the experiences
of thousands of men and women
in all conditions of life.

The remarkable part of it all
was that there were no fads in
Eugene Christian's methods, no
special baths, no self-denying diet,
no medicine, no exercises—nothing
out of the ordinary. Simply go
on living a normal life, eat appe-
tizing, delicious foods, properly
combined, do pretty much as you
please. And still one could re-

duce his or her weight to normal
in a very short time by entirely
natural methods.

A Pound Less a Day
Without the Slightest Hardship

It all sounded too good to be true, but I

decided to give the methods a fair test.

Right from the start my former figure and
energy began to return. The very first

week I reduced my weight by a pound each
day. Not the slightest hardship was in-
volved—a most unusual thing in weight-re-
duction. I had always enjoyed my meals,
but now my food tasted even more delicious
than ever. Working became a pleasure to
me again, instead of a grind. I was bub-
bling over with life and energy. My flesh
grew hard and firm. And soon, very much
to my surprise, I was able to wear fabrics
and colors which my stoutness had forced
me to abandon.

A Famous Scientist's Greatest

Work
When I now look upon my former con-

dition of stoutness it all seems like a hor-
rible nightmare, for not only did I quickly
regain my normal weight, but I've main-
tained it ever since. To look at me today
no one would realize that not so long ago I

was a "fat" woman. My quick reduction in
weight, my vigorous health and active mind
of today I owe all to Eugene Christian. I

only wish I had the means to distribute his
remarkable Course to every woman afflicted
with obesity, for I feel that Eugene Chris-
tian is rendering a great and genuine serv-
ice to humanity through his wonderful
work. I have recommended Eugene Chris-
tian's Course to many others and have had
the satisfaction of seeing it produce results
just as remarkable as in my case.

How You Can Try This Method
Without Risking a Penny

Much could be written about the cause
and the remedy for excessive stoutness and
Eugene Christian's methods. But that is

unnecessary ; for you can now test them
out in the privacy of your home without
risking a penny. These methods are not
new and untried theories, for more than
200,000 people in all walks of life have
used and are using them and indorse them
in the most enthusiastic terms.
The publishers have left on hand just

1,296 sets of Eugene Christian's Course,
which they wish to dispose of before the
New Edition comes off the press. The price
at which thousands of these sets have been
sold is $5. But these few remaining sets
are being offered at only $2 for as long as
they last, so if you act quickly you can get
these wonderful secrets at a saving of $3.

Send No Money!
Simply put your name and address on the

coupon below and mail it NOW. Give the
postman only $2 in complete payment,
when the course arrives.

Look the course over carefully. Put it to
the test. Weigh yourself before you start,
then weigh yourself daily. Judge by re-

sults. If you don't notice a great improve-
ment within five days
after starting, send
it back and your
money will be refund-
ed. You can clearly
see that an offer like
this could not be
made unless the pub-
lishers were confident
that Eugene Chris-
tian's methods will
produce remarkable
results for you, as
they have for thou-
sands of others who
gladly paid $5 for the
course.

But immediate ac-
t i o n is necessary.
There is no need for
you to suffer from su-
perfluous weight any-
longer— and remem-
ber, that special price
can be held only as
long as the few sets last. "Weight Con-
trol" will be sent in a plain container.

Cut the coupon now and send it at once
and be sure to avoid disappointment. You
will surely agree that health, happiness and
comfort are worth the trial. Write todav.

CORRECTIVE EATING SOCIETY
Dept. 1955, 43 West 16th St., New York City

Corrective Eating Society,

Dept. 1955, 43 West 16th St., New York City.

You may send me. prepaid, in plain con-
tainer. Eugene Christian's Course, "Weight
Control—the Basis of Health," in 12 les-
sons. I will pay the postman only §2 on
arrival. If I am not satisned with it I

have the privilege of returning it to ydu
after a 5-day trial. It is, of course, under-
stood that you are to refund my money
($2) if I return the course.

Name

Street

City

State Picture Play 5-21
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Containing- complete,
story of the origin
and history of that
wonderful f n
strument—the

This Book tells you when to use
Saxophone—singly, in quartettes, ^|
in sextettes or in band ; how to tran- *

spose cello parts and things you
would like to know. Unrivalled for
home entertainment, school, church
and lodge. In big demand for orchestra dand_
music. Most beautiful tone of all wind instru

"
(PLAY THE SCALE IN ONE EVENING

with the free chart we send you, and in a few weeks
you will be playing popular airs. Practice is a pleas
are because of quick results. Send for copy of book

THE FAMOUS

Buescher-Grand Cornet

The biggest tone and the most perfect of any Cornet
made. Double your pleasure, popularity and income by
playing a Buescher- Grand Cornet or Trombone.

G Days' Free Trial
Yon can order any Buescher Instrument and try it 6 days
In your own home, wit hout obligation. If perfectly satisfied, pay
for it on easy payments. Ask us to send you names of users
In your locality. Bier illustrated Catalog ofTrue-Tone Band and
Orchestra Instruments sent free.

Buescher Band Instrument Co.
245 Buescher Blood ELKHART, INO.

means luxuriant lashes
Long dark lashes make your eyes
deep and luminous. UseLASHLUX
to stimulate the growth of sweep-
ing lashes and to make the eye-
brows fine and smooth. LASHLUX
darkens the lashes immediately,
beautifies them with a satiny gloss.
In addition it nourishes them. Dark,
Brown, Colorless. Tiny brush with
each box, 50c. At dealers or direct.

ROSS COMPANY
26 East 23d Street New York

This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a
skilledplayer of piano or organ in
yourown h<>me. at one-quarter usual
COSt. Dr. Quinn's famous Written
Method is endorsed by leading musi-

cians and heads of State Conservatories. Successful 25 years. Play
chords at once and complete piece in every key. within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand. Fully illusfrated . For beginners or
teachers, old or younn. All music free. Diploma srranted. Write
today for 64-pai;e free hook. "How to Learn Piano." M. L. Quinn
Conservatory, Studio PI'2G. 598 Columbia Rd. Boston, 25, Mass.

Cuticura Soap
IS IDEAL*

For the Hands
Soap,Ointment,Ta1cum,25e.everywhere. Forsamples
address: Cuticura Laboratories, Dept.D, Maiden,Mass.

The Revelations of a Star's Wife
Continued from page 27

However, she had seemed to be

fairly contented with Tom, and I'd

begun to wonder if perhaps I'd been

wrong. She wore wonderful gowns,

and her husband bought the best

stories for her and gave her every-

thing that could be desired in the

way of good directors and wonder-
ful publicity. Publicity does more to

make a star than you'd think, too.

Of course, with some one like Norma
Talmadge or Mary Pickford, it can't

count so much, because they're really

big enough to reach the top just be-

cause of their own ability, but with
most every one it's of the greatest

importance. And Lorraine certainly

got enough of it. Her pictures were
shown in all her husband's theaters

—he bought enough so that he owned
a chain of them all through one sec-

tion of the country, and you could

hardly pick up a paper without read-

ing that Lorraine Tevis had won a

popularity contest in some town or

other. Some of these, of course, she

j
won honestly enough. Others were

j

won because there was plenty of

money to help her win them. I don't

believe she knew anything about that

;

she was working very hard, and try-

ing just as hard to have a good time;

night after night you'd see her at

theaters and restaurants and dance
clubs—that was the only thing that

made me suspect that she wasn't very
happy with Tom. And yet there was
never any breath of scandal about
her.

That evening at the Claridge she

was looking simply wonderful. Her
gown, which was cut lower than al-

most any one else could have worn
one, was of flame-colored gauze,

weighted with embroidered butter-

flies of gold. It was very short in

front and very long in back, and it

wound around her lovely, slim body
like a gorgeous sheath.

She was dining with her husband
and a very handsome young leading

man who had been playing with her

for some time. He had a remarkable
personality, apparently, though it had
never been so noticeable until he be-

gan playing with Lorraine. He was
good looking in an unusual sort of

way, and they made an ideal couple

on the screen. Their love scenes

were marvelous ; even I, staid mar-
ried woman in love with her husband
that I am, and knowing all I do about
love scenes on the screen, wouldn't
have missed one of their pictures for

worlds. And people all over the

country were crazy about them ; in

fact, I think that the support which
Bruce Kildare gave Lorraine had

been largely responsible for the suc-

cess of her pictures.

Lorraine paused beside me at the

table, after she had spoken to the

others, and presently she moved the

man, who was sitting next me, into

Hugh's chair, which he'd vacated to

dash across the room and exchange
greetings with Robert Gordon and
his wife. Lorraine slipped into the

chair beside me and leaned her head
on one hand; the flexible diamond
bracelets that she wore slipped down
her slender arm like a shower of

drops of water.

"Sally, I'm in a terrible mess," she

told me, almost in a whisper. "It's

ghastly, and I don't know what I'll

do. You'll have to help me. Where
are you people going from here?"

"To see that musical comedy that

Dick Barthelmess' wife is in; they

say she sings a song that's a parody
on the movie version of 'Way Down
East,' taking all the parts herself

—

Lillian Gish told me that it was
screamingly funny, and I want to

hear it. Then we're going on to

dance somewhere—at the Midnight
Frolic, I think."

"I wish you'd make it the Century
Roof instead—see if you can't, won't

you?" she begged. "That's where
we're going, and I can't ask Tom to

change his plans. And I've simply

got to see you to-night for a few
minutes. Will you do it?"

"Of course, I will," I assured her

warmly, and laid my hand over hers

for an instant. She smiled at me
then—a pitiful, wan little smile, and
a moment later went back to her

own table, walking slowly, as if she

were very tired. I looked after her

beautiful little scarlet and gold figure,

sorrier for her than I had been for

any one in a long time.

And then I noticed a girl at the

next table, one of a group of people

who quite obviously were not New
Yorkers, but had come in from some
smaller place. In fact, I heard one

of the men mention going back home
to Battle Creek. They had been tre-

mendously interested in everything

that went on around them, especially

in our dinner party; they had recog-

nized Hugh and Corinne Griffith

right away. And, of course, they got

excited over Lorraine. One of the

girls looked after her as I did, and
then turned back and said to the oth-

ers, enviously: "Oh, just imagine be-

ing that girl !" It was that remark,

as much as anything else, that made
me want to write the truth about the

motion-picture world.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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May and the Bridal Path

Continued from page 33

•licking camera in front of me and

i director telling me what to do with

ny hands and feet, I get terribly

[self-conscious."

Little May Collins found no moun-
tains in her path to success. Not
=ven so much as a pebble of an ob-

stacle. She was going to boarding

school in New York and by chance

met a girl who was going the rounds

of the managerial offices looking for

work. Instantly May was stage-

struck. She asked the girl for a list

of the managers and the girl with a

|cynical smile gave it to her. The
next day she took the first one on
the list—Mother Collins knew noth-

ing of all this, by the way—and it

happened that this particular manager
|was about to stage Maeterlinck's

''The Betrothal." He wanted about

| forty girls of certain height and com-
jplexion as supers for the production

i|and when he looked May up and
:down he thought she'd do and told

her to come back the next day.

"And when I went back the next

day, what do you think happened?
One of the girls who had an impor-

tant part was ill or something, and
the manager had me read the lines.

He was satisfied and engaged me on
the spot. Talk about luck

!"

So little May Collins at the tender

age of—there, I almost gave it away
—opened on Broadway in a part

which many a more experienced ac-

tress might have envied. Then she
ingenued in two Broadway successes,

was engaged by a stock company in

I

Baltimore to do ingenue leads and
baby vamps and went back to New
York to play in "The Outrageous
Mrs. Palmer." That was when Anita
Loos found her and brought her to

the Coast.

Hollywood gossips are wondering
whether the fact that she is playing
in "The Bridal Path" may not be a
'prophetic coincidence. They won-
der if she will play the lead in an-
other "bridal-path" romance. One

• can't help wishing that it might be
so ; she is the kind of a story-book
girl of whom you'd like to read

—

"and she lived happily ever after."

For Warm Afternoons
Try a copy of next month's Picture-

Play. It will transport you to Arctic

City, where snow scenes are taken for

many big motion pictures. It will in-

troduce you to Dorothy Dalton and her
company on location, and it will give you
an enthralling picture of life "on loca-
tion."

Test
Told Millions the way to pretty teeth

Millions of people have already made
this simple ten-day test. And the glis-

tening teeth you see everywhere now are
largely the result of this method.
We urge you to make it. Then see

and feel how your teeth conditions
change.

Must fight film
You must fight film to keep your teeth

whiter, safer and cleaner. Film is that

viscous coat you feel. It clings to teeth,

gets between the teeth and stays. The
tooth brush, used in old ways, does not
remove it all. So very few people have
escaped the troubles caused by film.

It is the film-coat that discolors, not
the teeth. Film is the basis of tartar. It

holds food substance which ferments and

forms acid. It holds the acid in contact

with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of pyor-

rhea. And all these troubles have been
constantly increasing.

To daily combat it

Dental science has for years been search-

ing for a daily film combatant. It has
now been found. Careful tests under
able authorities have amply, proved its

efficiency. Leading dentists everywhere
now advise its use.

-

The methods are embodied in a den-

tifrice called Pepsodent. And to mil-

lions of people, here and abroad, it has
brought a new era in teeth cleaning.

Ask for this ten-day test
Ask for a ten-day test. Then judge by

what you see and feel how much this

method means.
Each use of Pepsodent brings five de-

sired effects. It attacks the film in two
efficient ways. It leaves the teeth so

highly polished that film cannot easily

adhere.

It multiplies the salivary flow—Nature's
great tooth-protecting agent. It multiplies

the starch digestant in the saliva, to digest

starch deposits that cling and may form
acid. It multiplies the alkalinity of the

saliva, to neutralize the acids which cause
tooth decay.

These results all accord with modern
dental requirements. Everybody, every
day, should get them.
Send the coupon for the 10-day Tube.

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film.

See how teeth whiten as the film-coat dis-

appears. You will be convinced. Then
the benefits to you and yours may be life-

long in extent.

Cut the coupon now.

H1^^ —'' ""'» ' B PAT. OFF a
567

10-Day Tube Free

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every

application brings five desired effects.

Approved by highest authorities, and now
advised by leading dentists everywhere.

AH druggists supply the large tubes.

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 658, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago, III.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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Do you know that Clear-Tone
—the wonder-working lotion

—

used like toilet water—

Clears

You? Skin
of Pimples, Blackheads. Acne
Eruptions, Enlarged Pores, Oily or
Shiny Skin? Elegant after Shaving.
Indispensable for sensitive and re-
fined women.
GUARANTEED to banish unsightly
blemishes easily and quickly, and
leave the skin clear and smooth.

71 Olear- ToneSkin'
This Free Booklet tells how you can
easily and quickly at home obtain a
clear skin, free from all blemishes,
like Nature intended you to have.
Thousands of copies of this interest-

ing book are distributed every month.

ffflaK.TniMi is not a cure-all or mail-°'Kdr £ order treatment, but a
scientific, reliable SKIN LOTION, perfected
after 15 years personal experience by Mr. E. S.
Givens, who knows every embarrassment one
has to suffer with a bad complexion. Endorsed
and prescribed by physicians, druggists, and
thousands of enthusiastic users, and sold on a
direct and positive guarantee of satisfaction or
money back! The marvel of Clear-Tone is that
it clears the complexion so quickly, no matter
what the cause.

GIf!

3

f*«TotlC ^as anunPrecedented
success as evidenced by

thousands of voluntary letters written by men
and women who had very bad blemishes and
tried various soaps, ointments, and doctors
without relief.

Read These Letters!
From U. S. Hospital— "Find myself improving
wonderfully. Any one I see that has skin trouble
your wonderful Clear-Tone will be recommend-
ed." Chas. A. Rein, U. S. Hospital 41, Staten
Island, N. Y.

From a Barber—"Have been a barber for 30 years
and never saw anything as good as Clear-Tone.
All barbers should know about it." Otto Van
Burin, Kansas City, Mo.

From a Musician--' I am obliged to be in public
a great deal and my complexion was a great em-
barrassment. Clear-Tone improved me so greatly
that I strongly recommend it." C. H. Lindeman,
Steubenville, Ohio.

From a Lady--"I cannot thank you enough for all

the good it has done me. One bottle has cleared
my face wonderfully." Miss Mary Yonks, Haver-
straw, N. Y.

From a SoSdier--" It is certainly wonderful. "Louis
Langer, Troop F,3rd Cavalry, Ft. Ethan Allen,Vt.

From a Flyer—" Cleared my face of Acne." H. J.

Howald, N. H. Station, Pensacola, Fla.
People Amazed -"Has cleared my skin completely
of pimples and blackheads. Everybody who sees
me is amazed." R. R. Wilson, Pearson, Ga.

Thousands of Others—men and women—praise
Clear-Tone. We'll gladly send copies of .most
interesting testimonials.

FOITI? Simply send name today forFREE
H^gjSLi booklet, **A GSear-Yone Skin 9 '

telling how I cured myself after being* afflicted

for 15 years, and my $1,000 Guarantee to clear
your skin of the above blemishes.

E. S. GIVENS, 237 Chemical Bide, Kansas City, Mo

A Girl's Adventures in Movieland
Continued from page 88

Ralph Graves. He is tall and blond,

and has nice blue eyes—and he's aw-
fully nice, beside that, too.

It was beginning to get late. Mr.
Barthelmess came to say "Good-by,"
and Pfavo :ne a 1 vvely big photograph
autographed. "To Our Own Fan."
I think that of all the stars I have
met he is the most perfect realiza-

tion of every fan's idea of what a

movie actor ought to be like in real

life. He's just a regular young man
who stands out because of his intelli-

gence, good breeding, and good looks.

A little later when I was busy
watching Ralph Graves repair his

make-up, I heard a commotion just

beyond the screens. Then Mr. Grif-

fith came and led in some one that

made me fairly rise from my chair

in astonishment.

There stood Theda Bara

!

If it had been Mae Marsh or Lil-

lian Gish I wouldn't have been nearly

so startled—I've heard they often
drop in. But Theda Bara ! It was
a final climax in the most thrilling

day I had ever known. I had met
the greatest director and some favor-
ite players—now here was the most
famous vampire.

She looked just as though she had
stepped out of one of her pictures

—

-

a rather young, slender Theda Bara
though, with her hair fluffed around
her face. She speaks in a very soft

voice—and, oh, those eyes ! So large

and dark, I actually got frightened

when I looked into them. I couldn't

help associating them with some of

the close-ups of her in wicked char-

acters. Her costume was very much
in keeping with a fan's illusions.

When she slipped off her fur coat,

I stared at he* dress of black satin

with wide henna-colored panels

edged with slinky monkey fur. Her
hat was very large and black. She
carried a beaded bag, and I noticed

an odd necklace around her throat.

She hardly spoke to any one, she was
so engrossed in watching Mr. Griffith

direct.

Perhaps the way I've described

everything will seem too good to be
true, but it is just the way things

seemed to me. I know that I shall

never forget any of the people I

have met, and particularly Mr. Grif-

fith, because he is the great master
of the screen. Now that I've met
so many stars, and had so many ad-

ventures in movieland, I'm really

happy to say that far from being dis-

illusioned, I'm a greater movie fan

than ever—if such a thing is possible.

Making the Mob Emote
Continued from page 85

pathy from his "Four Hundred" ex-

tras. He had trouble over their

make-up. though, for all the elite

arrived in the red used on the street

or stage. If he had allowed them
to work before the camera with their

faces thus adorned they would have
looked like a Nubian army. By dili-

gent explanation, however, he made
them see the matter in the light of
photography.
As he surveyed their ranks after

the necessary adjustment of view-
point and pigments, he caught sight

of a distinguished gentleman in the

background whose appearance did

hot please him.

"Take that red paint off your
nose, if you please," shouted Von
Stroheim to the notable who could

autograph a check for several mil-

lions.

"That is not paint, sir," said the

old gentleman testily.

"Well, then," replied Stroheim,

"take me to your cellar."

And even the millionaire San
Franciscan had to laugh at the ref-

erence.

"Who Is the Most Beautiful Woman in the World?"
If the camera hasn't found her, it will.

We claim the most beautiful woman in the world is in motion pictures.

And Herbert Howe has selected the EIGHT MOST BEAUTIFUL
WOMEN OF FILMDOM for next month's Gallery.

WATCH FOR THE FESTIVAL OF BEAUTY—and see if you
agree with his choice and what he has to say concerning it.

You'll receive a colorful word impression of eight celebrated beauties,

together with new and exclusive portraits of them, worthy of framing.

These portraits are the work of the foremost photo-portrait artists in

America.

THE NEXT ISSUE OF PICTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
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Screening the Melting Pot

Continued from page 50

'Tor you. lady, and for nobody

else will I make this carpet with a

border all round it tor t'ree dollars."

I turned away as I had seen Jewish

women in fur coats turn, who have

come down to the East Side from up
in the Bronx where they had moved
after they have grown rich and pros-

perous in this new land. Many such

women continue to do their shopping

and marketing down on the push-

cart streets, simply because there is

to them no adventure in shopping

where an article has just one price.

It's in the bargaining that the love

of the game comes in. "Too much,"
I murmured and turned away.

''Don' you need a nice broom?"
a little dark man asked ingratiatingly.

Then suddenly and passionately, be-

fore I could answer, he raised his

fists to heaven. "All this day have
I sold the brooms—thirty-five dol-

lars' worth of brooms have I sold

before that cam-e-ra—all pretend like

sells—not one penny do I get ! They
hand me air before that cam-e-ra

!"

Around the corner, ever searching

for his one customer came my
linoleum friend. "For you, lady, one
dollar—with the border all round !"

Up in the next street and around
the corner an old bearded Jew mut-
tered unknown Yiddish words as he
polished the apples in his pushcart
upon the knees of his trousers and
then wrapped them afresh in tissue

paper. "Do you like your new job?"
I asked him.
The three thousand years of

Israel's tragedies looked out of his

eyes. "For me, home I would go.

Home I would go." So sang the

Scribe of Judah beside the waters
of Babylon. "For here iss there the
adventure, no. Here there iss not
the excitement of how much you will

sell next never to know. Here, ah,

to sleep I would go but that the
children would steal my apples.

Therefore for the children I am glad.

When I was a boy in Poland. I

wanted to be the actor. Oi. oi
!"

"How much do you charge for

your apples?'* suddenly I ask him.
"For you, lady, for you I make

it three cents." The sorrows of
Israel dropped from his back. He
simply had not grasped the possibili-

ties of selling on the imitation East
Side. I paid him the three cents, and,
as if the pennies had been dropped i

in a slot, his boredom changed to:

joy. Down the cobbled streets over
the orange peels and the banana
skins, he pushed his cart calling:

"Xis fine apples, four cents apiece
!"

~ I had cone my one kind boy scout's

deed that day.

Jor every girl

who spends time out-of-doors, in

sports, motoring or boating, a tarn is

indispensable.

And here is a tarn—the Priscilla Dean
Tam, that is distinctive, becoming,
cleverly designed, and made of beau-
tiful, soft, serviceable, "Suede-like."

Fashion has sponsored the PriscillaDean

Tam; it is the vogue—the stylish out-

door headwear everywhere and for all

occasions. No wardrobe is complete
without it. The fetching drape, the

pliable softness, give it a charm that's

distinctive. It's becoming from every

angle, and on everyone.

You "will look good
in a Priscilla Dean Tam. You can get it

in your favorite color to harmonize
with any costume.

You will wonder how you ever got

along without one— you'll find it

appropriate for almost any informal

occason. And it will certainly enhance
your appearance. It's the ideal hat for

general wear—and only $2.50.

You can get it at your

dealer's; orsend the cow

pon and the price to us.

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.

lam.

This trade mark guarantees

your satisfaction

The Priscilla Dean Tam
comes in one size to fit all

heads. This is accom-
plished by means of an
elastic inner band at the

back, cleverly inserted.

In ordering, merely
specify color. Popidar
shades for Spring and
Summer are:

Bright Red Tan
Jade Qreen Coral

Silver Qray White
Navy Blue Lavender

Copenhagen Blue

904 W. LAKE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.
904 W. Lake St.,

Chicago, 111.

Enclosed is $2.50 (Canada,
$3.00) for whichplease send
me a Priscilla Dean Tam
in postage paid.

color

NT
am<? .

Mono refunded, if desired.
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The "Yankee" Talks About Himself

The Perfect HairRemover
WHEN you use DeMiracle there

is no mussy mixture to apply or
wash off. Therefore it is the nicest,

cleanliest and easiest way to remove
hair. It is ready for instant use and
is the most economical because there
is no waste. Simply wet the hair

with this nice, original sanitary liquid

and it is gone.

You are not experimenting with a
new and untried depilatory when
you use DeMiracle, because it has
been in use for over 20 years, and is

the only depilatory that has ever been
endorsed by eminent Physicians, Sur-
geons, Dermatologists, Medical Jour-
nals and Prominent Magazines.

Use DeMiracle just once for remov-
ing hair from face, neck, arms, un-

derarms or limbs, and if you are not
convinced that it is the perfect hair remover
return it to us with the DeMiracle Guarantee
and we will refund your money. Write for
free book.

Three Sizes: 60c, #1.00, #2.00

At all toilet counters or direct from us, in

plain 'wrapper, on receipt of 63c, $1 04
or $2,08, which includes War Tax.

DepU2A Park Ave. and 129th St., New York

You can be quickly cured, if you

'STAMMER
' Send 10 cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
Stuttering. "Its Cause and Cure." It tells how ]

cured mvself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Bogue,
3io» Bogue BIdg., 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

Reduce Your Flesh

Bust Reducer, Price $6.00

Chin Reducer, Price $2.50

Exactly ivliere desired
by tvearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated

Reducing

Rubber Garments
For Men and Women

Cover the entire body or

any part. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Send
for illustrated Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue, New York

/Billintrs Building. 4th FlooiA
\Ent. on 34th St., 3d Door EostV

Pacific Coast Representative:
AdeleMillar Co., SiSStocHon St.,

San Francisco, Cat.

Continued from page 51

"So we moved. I tried a number
of lines of work, all through my
youth, but finally decided I'd rather

act than do anything else. I romped
through five years in stock with the

Durban and Sheeler Stock Company,
at the Girard Avenue Theater, Phil-

adelphia, under direction of Drew
Morton. He was a wonderful man
was Morton. He was so outspoken

and sincere. I remember one day
my mother came to the theater and
asked him how I was getting on and
he looked up, half smiled, and said,

'Isn't there anything else the poor

boy can do?' My mother answered,

'If there is, I don't know what it is.'

He saw the pathetic look in her eyes

so he said, 'All right ; let him stay

here. It will keep him off the street,

and I'll put him up on the paint frame
where they decorate the scenery.'

''So I stayed there two seasons

more, and at the end of the second

season he complimented mother on
the way I played butlers and led the

mobs !"

As a matter of fact, though, de-

spite Myers' kidding, I've learned

from other sources, that while his

acting wasn't considered any great

shakes at the time, his designing of

sets and painting of scenery was con-

sidered one of the big assets of the

theater. But you couldn't wrest that

information from himself by hook or

crook. After that Myers had two
seasons with Forepaugh Stock Com-
pany, still in Philadelphia, followed

by experience in repertoire compan-
ies on the road. His first big part

was Charlie Anguish in "Graustark,"
in which he played throughout the

East, scoring a hit. His picture ca-

reer began with the Lubin Company,
with whom he stayed five years, but

he grew so stout that directors re-

fused to cast him for leads any more

;

so, to reduce, he went into training

by going to San Antonio, Texas, and
enlisting as a cowboy. He liked the

life so much that he remained six

months.
Then Myers went south with a

Universal company, wrote some sce-

narios in which he played the leads,

came to California, played heavies,

and though longing all the while for

comedy roles, never got one until

they needed somebody for "The
Yankee."

That was his big chance. He had
his test, but there were objections of

one sort or another from every quar-

ter—producer, director, and contend-

ing rivals. The part was actually

given to another man, who played in

it two weeks, but somehow he didn't

just fit. Meantime the optimistic

Myers had gone and purchased the

wardrobe for the part, and one day
he went over to see Emmett Flynn,

the director.

"Got the wardrobe, did you say?
: '

inquired Flynn. "Well, come along.

We'll give you a trial
!"

Even after he got started, nobody
believed so very much in him, and
Myers tells about it in his own kid-

ding way.
"Emmett Flynn had a grouch on

all the time we were making the pic-

ture," he explained. "I don't believe

he ever really could see me in the

part. He used to say, 'For Heaven's
sake stop clowning and act !' Every-

body else was running around all

dressed up, with all their eye paint

and lips on, and every time Flynn
looked at me he'd have a duck fit. I

just didn't belong to the outfit, that's

all. I was only the star walking

around playing the part. Take
Charlie Clary, who plays the king,

now. He was every inch a king. He
got to kinging around one day, and
accidentally threw out his arm and
knocked me right out of the scene.

I picked myself up and said to Mr.
Flynn, quite meekly, 'I'm in this

scene, ain't I, Mr. Flynn?' He said,

Why, certainly !' So I crawled back

into the camera lines again.

"And I'll never forget how all the

company acted when I came out with

my Boss suit on. It's a big hit in

the picture, all right, but the com-
pany kidded me to death. My legs

were lily-white, and Charlie Clary

sang out. 'You look like Shuberts'

best showgirl !'
"

"The Yankee," everybody agrees,

owes Myers as much as Myers owes
it, for you simply can't imagine the

comedy without Myers, now, can

vou ?

A STAR AT HOME
Almost every fan has wondered at one time or another what a motion-

picture star's home is like. Ethel Sands did often—but she never ex-
pected to find out. Imagine how excited she was over visiting Constance
Binney at home ! And think of all the little intimate things she found out
that a regular interviewer never would have thought of. She tells you
all about it in next month's Picture-Play. Don't miss it.
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Naomi—Future Tense
Continued from page 43

the more because I had half formed
ihe popular conception of her from
such snobbish roles as the society

girl in "Hold Your Horses" and
' The Gay Lord Quex."

Getting back to facts concerning

past and future, Miss Childers was
born in St. Louis—hence the authen-

ticity of the faint Southern accent.

Diana was the name by which she

was christened, but she didn't like

it, and so took Naomi, her middle

name, when she went on the stage.

There were several years of "troup-

ing," and, showing what an unusual

person Miss Childers is—she liked

the "one-night stands
!"

"I love adventure." she said in ex-

planation. "The never knowing
what is just beyond. Of course, I

disliked getting up at six in the morn-
ing to take a poky train to some
other town—but there was always the

thrill of the unknown, wondering
what the next place would be like,

what would happen—I'll always be

like that."

After the stage, came pictures,

with Vitagraph, Metro, and later a

contract with Goldwyn. She loved

best of all her role in Basil King's

production, "Earthbound," although

she was a wreck afterward from cry-

ing for sixteen weeks straight. If

you remember her role of the

wronged wife, you will realize the

emotional demands of the part. She
likes comedy, too—particularly her

part in "Hold Your Horses." Her
comedy is subtle, delicate.

"I just finished a picture for

Frothingham," she told me, "and
now I'm off to New York. Why ? I

don't know. I haven't the least idea

why I am going. Something in me
is urging me eastward—my horo-
scope says that something interest-

ing will come of the trip—and I'm
going."

I was curious to know more of the

future as predicted by Miss Childer's

chart.

"Hard work for the most part,"

she smiled, "a big offer, a disappoint-

ment, a lot of small successes, and
later on"—her gray eyes looked far

ahead into the years
—"something

really big. I don't know what, I

only have faith that it will come. If

I put myself into a receptive state of

mind for it, and do my best, nothing

can keep it away from me."
And I am certain that the big thing

will come to her. If the chart said

so, it surely will make good. I know
I wouldn't disappoint Naomi if /

were a horoscope.

CanYou Measure Up to Her Vision ofManhood
Do you look forward serenely, confidently to the day when you will win the girl you

cherish? Do you picture in your day dreams a happy borne with a loving wife and healthy
children of your own flesh and blood? This is the vision that every man should some day
realize, but you may be one of those who has fallen a victim to Youthful Folly, which has
undermined your manly powers and made you almost hopeless of ever being physically fit to
marry. You hesitate to propose lest you make a miserable mess out of some pure girl's

life. You must

Make Yourself Fit Before You Marry
It is a crime to marry when you know that you are not physically

and mentally fit. You know that you cannot measure up to her
vision of Manhood. You must not deceive her. You dare not marry
in your present physical condition. If you do, your wedded life will

be a miserable failure—your wife's and your own happiness will be
blasted and you may beget sickly, defective children that will be a
burden and a reproach to you as long as you live. The future looks
dark to you, but CHEER UP, my hand is always out to you in
friendship. I want to help you. I can help you with

STRONGFORTISM
The Modern Science of Health Promotion

Strongfortism has lifted thousands of weak, ailing, impotent, dis-

couraged men out of the bog of hopelessness and despair and placed
them on the Straight Road to Health. Happiness and Prosperity.
Strongfortism has aided Nature in overcoming such ailments as
Catarrh. Constipation. Indigestion. Rupture. Nervousness, Bad Blood,
Poor Memory, Vital Depletion, Impotency, etc., and the results of
neglecting and abusing the body. Strongfortism has restored the
Manhood they thought lost forever and gave them renewed confidence,
vitality, ambition, success and fitted them for the Responsibilities of
Marriage and Parenthood. It can do the same for you, irrespective
of your age. occupation or surroundings. I guarantee it.

My Methods Restore Men
Do not confuse the Science of Strongfortism with ordinary gymnastic

or so-called physical culture courses. My long years of study and research have taught me
scientific truths about the healing and correcting forces of Nature that are embodied ex-
clusively in the Strongfort Principles. That is why I am able to secure astonishing results

and banish the use of drugs, dope and numerous other unnatural materials that pretend to

restore Health, Strength and Vitality. |— _ _ _^ ^ lm— ^_

Send for My Free Book
The experiences and research of a life time

are contained in my wonderfully instructive

book. "Promotion end Conservation ol
Health, Strength and Mental Energy." It

will tell you frankly how you can make your-
|

self over into a vigorous specimen of Vital
Manhood. It will show you how you can |
fit yourself to be a father and be a credit to -

your wife and family. It is absolutely free.

Just check the subjects on the free consulta- |

tion coupon on which you want special in-
|

formation and send to me with a ten cent ,

piece (one dimel to help pay postage, etc.
J

I will do the rest. Send for my free book |
Bight No 10.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
'

Physical and Health Specialist

City.

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Dent. 300. Newark. N. J.—Please
send me your book. "PROMOTION AND CONSERVA-
TION' OF HEALTH. STRENGTH AND MENTAL EN-
ERGY." for postage of which I enclose a 10c piece (one
dime). I have marked (X) before the subject in which
I am interested.

Colds
Catarrh

. Asthma

. Hay Fever
Obesity

. Headache

.Thinness
. Rupture
. Lumbago
. Neuritis
. Neuralgia
Flat Chest

. Deformity
(Describe)

.Successful
Marriage

. Increased
Height

Pimples
. Blackheads
Insomnia
Short Wind
.Flat Feet
Stomach

Disorders
Constipation

. Biliousness

.Torpid Liver

. Indigestion
. Nervousness
. Poor Memory

Vital Depletion
. Rheumatism
Falling Hair
.Weak Eyes
.Gastritis
. Heart Weakness
. Poor Circula-

tion
Skin Disorders

. Despondency

. Round Shoulders

. Lung Troubles
Stoop Shoulders

. Muscular
Development

Impotency

Name

Age Occupation

.

Street

State ,
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Beauty Instantly Revealed by

Maybelline'smission is re#eaft«#beauty . Just aweetouch
to eyebrows and eyelashes makes a world of difference. It gives
just the needed help to define the brows and make the lashes
appear naturally long and luxurious. Then your eyes area
hundredfold more charming and expressive. Beautiful women
of the stage, screen and society realize this fact and depend
unon Maybelline to reveal hidden beauty. You, too, would be
delighted with the wonderful results obtained.

Maybelline is absolutely harmless and greaseless. Easy
and delightful to use. Applied with a dainty little brush and
with instant results. No messy rubbingor smearing. No matter
how great your natural beauty, Maybelline will enhance it.

Scant brows and lashes appear instantly long and luxurious.
One box lasts many months.

Avoid disappointment by accepting only genuine
"Maybelline" in the dainty purple and gold box which contains
a mirror and two brushes, one for lashes and one for bringing
the eyebrows to a fine point. Two shades—Brown for Blonds,
Black for Brunettes.

Price 75c. At your dealer's—or from us prepaid, in
plain wrapper. Satisfaction assured or money refunded. Send
4c postage for "MAYBELL BEAUTY BOOKLET" containing
real beauty hints.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES, 4305-47 Grand Blvd., Chicago

Freckles
are "as acloud before the sun," hiding
yourbriprhtness^yourbeauty. Why not
remove them? Don't delay. Use

STILLMAN'S cream*
Made especially to remove freckles.
Leaves the skin clear, Bmooth and with-
outablemish. Preparedby specialists with
years of experience. Money refunded
If not satisfactory. 60c per jar. Writ©
today for particulara and free booklet —

fWooIdstThou Be Fair?"
Contains many beauty hints,

and describes a number of ele-

gant preparations indiepensabli

to the toilet. Sold by all druggists

STILLMAN CREAM CO
Dept. |l Aurora, III

WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers 1
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

Send for Water Wavers (patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons ot twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-
ety'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
.send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
1 1 7- B West Seventh St. Cincinnati, Ohio

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

In this day and age attention to your appearance is an absolute necessity

if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should you wish to

appear as attractive as possible for your own self-satisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world in general judging

you greatly, if not whollv, by your "looks, "therefore it nays to "look your

best" at all times. Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it

will iniure your welfare! Upon the impression you constantly make rests

the failure or success of your life—which is to be your ultimate destiny?

Mv new Nose-Shaper "TRADOS" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and does

not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Write toJan for free booklet, which tells you how to correct Ill-Shaped

Noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1478 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

Ladies' Day
Continued from page 74

flippancy in subtitles. Every one is

doing it now, but there was a time
when a subtitle, to be in good stand-
ing with its union, had to read primly
and conservatively: "Later that
night" or "Geraldine then decided to
visit her mother." Never would the
well-bred film editor have thought of
introducing the heroine's husband
with such an irreverent subtitle as

"A husband is what is left of the
sweetheart when the nerve has been
taken out." It just wasn't done. But
Anita Loos didn't hesitate to prick
the bubble of tradition with her sharp
pen. The scenarios which she and
her husband. John Emerson, have
written in collaboration are famed as

much for the cleverness of the inter-

polated lines as for the originality of

the plots. For some time they have
been supplying Constance Talmadge
with vehicles, and now in addition to

that they are writing and producing
pictures of their own.

Jeanie Macpherson is another ex-

ample of the high place in the film

world which can be attained by the

woman who has brains, initiative, and
originality. Her screen adaptations

of "The Admirable Crichton" and
"The Prince Chap" are famous, as is

her work as a continuity writer.

Speaking of continuity, here is an-

other field in which women can and
do succeed. It offers perhaps the

greatest opportunity in the industry,

for women I mean, as fundamentally
it is a line of work which is made
up of detail. One hears little about
continuity writers ; there is a great

deal of drudgery connected with the

work ; at the same time the continuity

is one of the big reasons for the fail-

ure or success of a picture. The
writer must know instinctively what
scenes are to be grouped together

when a cut-back is necessary and
when a close-up is permissible.

June Mathis is easily near the head
of the list of high-salaried continu-

ity writers. She has just completed
what is probably the most ambitious
task ever undertaken by a woman
writer. She wrote the screen version

of "The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse," arranged the continu-

ity, passed upon the members of the

cast, the costumes, and even some
phases of the battle scenes.

It is not surprising, of course, that

women should be in charge of the

wardrobes in the large studios such

as Metro, Goldwyn, Lasky, and Sen-
nett. In many cases the wardrobe
mistresses have graduated from care-

takers of gowns to designers of

gowns. Claire West is one of these.

It is she who is responsible for the
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creations worn by Gloria Swanson,
Wanda Hawley, and Bebe Daniels.

Sophie Wachner, who heads the

Goldwyn wardrobe department, not

only costumes the women, but the

men as well. She does everything

from dressing ghosts and scarecrows

to creating de-luxe vamp gowns or

smart-tailored clothes. Under her is

a corps of cutters and fitters who are

constantly at work. To hold such a
position, it is necessary to know the

photographic value of. every material

from silk to burlap. Miss Wachner
can tell at a glance how colors will

register. She knows that a light yel-

low turns into white on the screen, a

dark yellow becomes a muddy black.

An art department is with many
studios a recent innovation. For-
merly it was not considered neces-

sary to have a separate department
in which to study the photographic
values of sets, furniture, and decora-

tions. But to-day it is considered a

necessity in the up-to-date studio,

and usually a woman is in charge.

Grace Lynch, head of the Goldwyn
art department, goes through the

script of every picture before it is

commenced and makes a study of the

period or character around which the

story revolves. Then she sketches

out the sets to the most minute de-

tail, with an eye to the photographic
value as well as to the beauty of the

furnishings.

Betty Huntington Brown, who ac-

cording to report, is soon to be made
art director of one of the big Eastern
companies, has worked independently
for some time making sets for several

producers. She has, perhaps, the

most through training of any woman
in such a position, for after studving
at the Art Students' League in New
York, she took courses in both in-

terior decoration and architecture.

Mademosielle Natacha Rambova.
formerly a Russian ballet dancer, has
forsaken the footlights to assist

Nazimova in the designing of sets

and costumes for her forthcoming
productions which will include "Ca-
mille" and "Aphrodite." She was
formerly with Theodore Kosloff.

both as dancer and designer of cos-

tumes, and is employing bizarre and
futuristic ideas in obtaining the ef-

fects which are necessary for Nazi-
mova's exotic personality.

Another line of work about which
one hears little, yet which in reality

is a sort of power behind the throne
iob is that of being secretary and
business manager to the stars.

Mrs. Maude Latham, the sister of

May Allison, has handled the vast

correspondence of the blond star ever

since her entry into the motion-pic-

ture field. Mrs. Latham also super-

vises a corps of clerical workers in

handling the voluminous fan mail,

and is Miss Allison's business man-
ager.

In this connection, Peggy Hager is

probably the best-known secretary in

the movie world. She commenced as

personal secretary to Nazimova and
gradually took on the supervision of

the correspondence and photo send-

ing of half a dozen other stars. As
a side line, she has accumulated a

small fortune by arranging inter-

views with stars and various corpora-
tions with investment schemes. It is

a tremendous responsibility, as she

must make sure that the propositions

are bona-fide ones, and that it would
be really worth the star's while to

grant the interview. Needless to

say, a generous commission follows
in the wake of successfully closed

deals.

Publicity, the much-abused, but

important step-child of Mamma
Movie, is never so happy and healthy

as when taken in charge by a woman.
Mabel Condon has perhaps made the

greatest success in the publicity line.

She combines the work with an em-
ployment exchange where she secures

positions for actors and actresses, ar-

ranges contracts, places scenarios,

and sells the screen rights of novels.

It was she who started Bessie Love
on her upward way to stardom. It

was she who took Gloria Swanson
to interview Cecil De Mille. For
many years she has been Bill Rus-
sell's business manager, and she has
handled publicity for William Dun-
can, Margarita Fischer, Carmel
Myers, and Anita Stewart.

There is one angle of the film in-

dustry which so far has been but lit-

tle invaded by the feminist move-
ment, the producing end of the game.
Women as a rule have been content

to let the men furnish and spend the

money for pictures. Cathrine Curtis,

is. so far as I know, the only woman
who is actually using her own money
to back a motion-picture company.
Miss Curtis is the High Mogul be-

hind the King Vidor productions.

And so, as I said before, woman
suffrage has invaded the silent

drama. It is Ladies' Day, and no
one with brains, perseverance, and
originality is barred. By this I do
not mean that the industry is putting

in want ads for female help. It is

not easy to break into any depart-

ment, but it is possible. As with

everv other worth-while business, it

is necessary to begin at the bottom.

But what these women have done,

others can do and are doing. It is

largely a matter of determination,

and of Work—spelled with a capital

"W."

Keep Your Eye on Jim!"
'It's not alone what a man does during

working hours, but outside of working
hours—that determines his future. There
are plenty of men who do a good job while
they're at it, but who work with one eye
on the clock and one ear cocked for the
whistle. They long for that loaf at noon and
for that evening hour in the bowling alley.
They are good workers and they'll always
be just that—ten years from now they are
likely to be right where they are today.
"But when you see a man putting in his

noon hour learning more about his work,
you see a man who won't stay down. His
job today is just a stepping-stone to some-
thing better. He'll never be satisfied until
he hits the top. And he'll get there, be-
cause he's the kind of man we want in
this firm's responsible positions. You can
always depend on a man like Jim.
"Every important man in this plant won

out in the same way. Our treasurer used
to be a bookkeeper. The sales manager
started in a branch office up state. The
factory superintendent was at a lathe a few
years ago. The chief designer rose from the
bottom in the drafting room. The traffic
manager was a clerk.

"All these men won their advancements
through spare time study with the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools. Today
they are earning four or five times—yes,
some of them ten times as much money as
when they came with us.

"That's why I say that Jim there is one of
our future executives. Keep your eye on
him. Give him every chance—he'll make
good !"

Employers everywhere are looking for
men who really want to get ahead. If you
want to make more money, show your em-
ployer that you're trying to be worth more
money. _ If you want more responsibility,
show him you're willing to prepare your-
self for it.

For 29 years the International Corre-
spondence Schools have been training men
and women right in their own homes after
supper, or whenever they had a little time
to spare. More than two million have
stepped up in just this way. More than
130,000 are studying now. Ten thousand
are starting every month. Can you afford
to let another priceless hour pass without
making your start toward something better?
Here is all we ask—without cost, without
obligation, mark and mail this coupon. It's
a little thing that takes but a moment, but
it's the most important thing you can do
today. Do It now!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4562-B SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can quallfyforthe
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER SALESMANSHIP

ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card and Sign Ptg.
Railroad Positions

ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
business management
Private Secretary

B Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and T;rpl£t
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railwav Mail Clerk

automobiles
Mathematics
Navigation 1Spanish
AGRICULTURE I Teacher
Poultry Raising | _Bai.klng

Electric Lighting and Kyi,
_ Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer

B Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating

_ CIVIL ENGINEER
BSurveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN or ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman

I
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Bnllder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATIKG

—Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Orerseeror Snpt,

B CHEMIST
Pharmacy

Present
Occupation
Street
and No

Business
.Address _

City. .
State

Canadians may send this coupon to International
Correspondence Schools Canadian, Ltd., Montreal, Canad4
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wr&s dBellet way
-ihan cosmeiiGs

forlceepinif

^ yotdhful color.

Cosmetics lend only temporary aid,
and, used indiscriminately, can be
harmful. Clear skin and youthful
color depend upon pure blood and a
healthy body. Internal attention
means more than external care.

You'll be surprised to find how
a good aperient will aid your
complexion.

Nature's Remedy (NJ Tablets), a
vegetable aperient, acts naturally
to clear the skin of blemishes and
preserve a healthful, youthful ap-
pearance. Improves the general
health and prevents headaches and
biliousness,

ALL DRUGGISTS
sell the dainty

25c. box of

The Stung Visitor
Continued from page 59

Little hf?S—One-third
the regular dose.

Made of the same in-

gredients, then candy coated. For
children and adults. KR JUNIORS
in the BLUE AND YELLOW BOX.

plain
your

Play the Hawaiian Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so simple,
and easy that you begin on a piece with
first les'son. In half an hour
you can play it ! We have re-

duced the necessary motions
you learn to only four—and
you acquire these in a few
minutes. Then it is only a
matter of practice to acquire
the weird, fascinating trem-
olos, staccatos, slurs and other
effects that make this
instrument so delightful.
The Hawaiian Guitar
plays any kind of music,
both the melody and the
accompaniment. Your
tuition fee includes a

beautiful Hawaiian Gui-
tar, all the necessary
picks and steel bar and
52 complete lessons and pieces of music
Special arrangements for lessons if you have your own

Send Coupon NOW
Get Full Particulars FREE

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

233 Broadway, NEW YORK
I am interested in the HAWAIIAN GUITAR. Please
send complete information, special price offer, etc., etc_

Name
Address

Town State p.p.m.-g.

Write Name and Address Clearly

screen idol outside of cast-iron nerve,

says Mr. Dwan, is the ability to reg-

ister the popular emotions with your
features so's that the customers, by
merely glancin' at your face as you
are flashed on the sheet, will know
exactly what has taken place before
your entrance.

"For example," says Mr. Dwan,
'"you are the star, we will say, and
according to the plot of the picture,

your wife has just eloped with a

chorus man, your house has burned
down, you have lost your fortune in

Wall Street, Afghanistan has voted
itself dry, dynamiters have blown up
the city hall at Fort Wayne, Indiana,

you have a raging toothache, and
putty has dropped twenty cents a
pound, wholesale. Now—let's see
how you would make all that per-
fectly plain to your audience, with
a single expression!"

I started to, and, thinkin' I was
enjoyin' a fit, the camera man took
the air.

The next subject was "action." Un-
der the able direction of Mr. Dwan I

was throwed into a cell and throwed
out of it, to the great enjoyment of

the guilty bystanders. Then we both
got on a couple of wooden horses and
galloped all over the lot. the idea of
this bein' to see what shape my sense
of the ridiculous was in. Next we
climbed into a rowboat half buried
in the earth, and I was told to im-
agine we was out in the center of

the ocean, the only survivors of a
terrible shipwreck. Whilst the cam-
eras clicked merrily away, Mr. Dwan
instructed me to register amazement,
derision, enjoyment, fear, grief, hap-
piness, insanity, joy, love, misery,

osteopathy, pain, relief, surprise, ter-

ror, vanity, and worry. He had a

chart in his hand, and, as I give vent

to each of the above emotions, he

give me a mark for 'em, one hun-
dred standin' for "perfect." Well, I

got 135 in "insanity," and zero in the

rest of 'em, and the comical part of

it to me is that when he called out

"Register insanity !" my features re-

mained absolutely in repose

!

Mr. Dwan promised to send out

broadcast the pictures he had made
of me, and he also says they is no
doubt but that in a few days I will

be swamped with offers that wouldst
startle Europe, from the various film

companies. So far, the phone ain't

rang once. He also claims that about
forty leadin' men will take carbolic

when they see my stills, and he like-

wise predicts a long and brilliant

future for me—provided I keep away
from the studios.

My next interview will be with no
less than Edith Roberts, the dainty

Universal star, unless somebody tips

the girl off in advance that I am
comin' out to see her.

Yours and the like.

H. C. Witwer.
Loose Ansreles, California.

Gloria—with Reservations
Continued from page 65

when she had attained the same age,

she might be as clever, as brilliant

;

that she might be like her.

I looked at Gloria, the richness of

her skin, the limpid gray of her
eyes—and didn't second her wish.

Somehow, though not strangely,

our talk turned to the subject of C.

B. De Mille. I suggested, with a
smile, that she probably looked back
on her days with him, from her pres-

ent position, with little regret.

"Stardom !" She swept it aside

with a gesture, a disdaining moue.
"It is nothing ! It means only in-

creased responsibility. No indeed

!

Given the chance I would go back to

Mr. De Mille in a moment. With
him I have always some one to fight

for me, to lift the burdens. Rather
than miss my last chance to work
with him I played in 'The Affairs of

Anatol,' six weeks after my baby
was born."

Speaking later of little Gloria she

said : "Of my own volition I shall

never place her in pictures. So long

as she is still a child I hope she may
never enter a studio. I have seen too

many movie children
!"

"But after that, when she grows
to have a mind of her own?"

"Then," said Gloria, "if she wishes

to take up pictures she may. I shall

put no obstacle in her path. I think

that every one has the final right to

his or her own life."

I was reminded of the story of

how De Mille had attempted to re-

model Gloria's nose when she first

went to him. He had insisted upon
an operation. Gloria had wept her

refusal. Since then her nose, with

its sweeping curve, has become world
famous.
Word came in again that friends

were waiting outside. Gloria be-

stirred herself to rise.

"I am sorry," she said, "that we
could not have met at the studio.

Here I am so like every one else!"

She smiled faintly, showing her

white teeth. I felt that she was miles,

courteous miles, awav from me.
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Springtime—and Dorothy
Continued from page 23

perched up on the counter stools

—

sometimes in lovely little roadside

tea rooms. The menu seldom varied.

Ham and eggs—with ice cream and
strawberries to finish, Dorothy liked

her strawberries squashed over the

ice cream. She taught me how to do

it. I shall never use my fork to

squash a strawberry without a grate-

ful thought of her.

The ice-cream cones that company
could consume ! Dozens of them.

Sometimes Connie joined us. The
fun really started when Dorothy and
'Connie got together. Connie often

brought us candy—big boxes of the

funny little butter cones that kids are

so crazy about. Connie is a practical

joker—but she is practical.

Work at the Griffith studio is the

easiest in the world. Certainly no

studio is more ideally located. The
long spring days there were picnic

days. Dorothy, Mildred, Glenn, and
I usually had luncheon together. Aft-

erward we would wander out to the

sea wall and watch the ships go out

to sea, or the birdlike yachts, in prep-

aration for the races, as they

skimmed across the water—or per-

haps we would swim, Dick Barthel-

mess and Mary Hay joining us.

Sometimes we simply stretched out

on the lawn and slept until some one

called "On the set !"—and we went
back to work which wasn't work at

all.

Often we drove home at night with

Dick Jones, our director, Dorothy in

the seat beside him, Glenn and I

perched on the running boards. And
the little Stutz roadster sped along
the shore road in a way to tantalize

the best natured of motor-cycle cops.

Dorothy says she loves to fly. If I

may judge from her face as we drove
along those nights, I can well believe

it. She is a sport—clear through.

Sometimes we had dinner at

Glenn's apartment, or at Delmonico's,
and then we'd drive up to the Savoy
and see Connie and "toddle" around
the apartment to Art Hickman's "a
la victrola." When we weren't too
tired we would dress up and really

dance up at the Club de Mont Martre.
The Mont Martre orchestra—and
Dorothy to dance with ! Gosh ! I've

often thought what a hit she would
make at a Southern school dance,
where the kids take dancing so seri-

ously. What a peach she is. How
well she could outflapper the best of

them

!

To Dorothy Gish I owe one of

the happiest experiences of my life.

With her I did the first worth while
bit of acting in my career.

W L.DOUGLAS
tsass**&oo shoes ssss*

Special Shoes $1 A AA II Special Shoes AA
Hand Workmanship ±\J»\J\J

\\ Stylish and Durable \J»\J\J

FOR MEN AND WOMEN
THE STAMPED PRICE IS VV. L. DOUGLAS PERSONAL GUARANTEE
THATTHESHOESARE ALWAYS WORTH THE PRICE PAID FORTHEM

YOU CAN ALWAYS
SAVE MONEY BY WEARING
WL.DOUGLAS SHOES

SOLD DIRECT FROM FACTORY
TO YOU ATONE PROFIT

THE FINEST SHOES IN
THE WORLD ARE MADE
IN AMERICA.
W.L.DOUGLAS SHOES
ARE LEADERS IN STYLE
FIT-WEAR AND COMFORT

They are the best known shoes in the
world. Sold in 107 W.L.Douglas stores,

direct from the factory to you at only
one profit, which guarantees to you the
best shoes that can be produced, at the
lowest possible cost. W.L.Douglas name
and the retail price are stamped on the
bottom of all shoes before they leave
the factory, which is your protection
against unreasonable profits.

W. L. Douglas shoes are absolutely the
best shoe values for the money in this

country.They are made of the best and
finest leathers that money can buy.
They combine quality, style, work-
manship and wearing qualities equal
to other makes selling at higher prices.

They are the leaders in the fashion
centers of America. The prices are the same everywhere;
they cost no more in San Francisco than they do inNewYork.

W. L. Douglas shoes are made by the highest paid,

skilled shoemakers, under the direction and supervision

of experienced men, all working with an honest deter-

mination to make the best shoes for the price that

money can buy.

CA I I *Tf* f% fkg Insist upon having W. I—« %J I I %J> IH Douglas shoes. The name
and price is plainly stamped on the sole. Be careful
to see that it has not been changed or mutilated.

W. L. Doug-las shoes are for sale by over
9000 shoe dealers besides our own stores.
If your local dealer cannot supply you,
take no other make. Order direct from
the factory. Send for booklet telling how
to order shoes by mail, postage free.

President /S

W. L. Douglas Shoe Co.,

194 Spark St., Brockton, Mass.

w
BY TEACHINC

DANCING
THIS COLLEGE STUDENT
EARNED $15,000 A YEArV

IN SPARE TIME.
I Gnod dancers interested in becoming success.
1 ful dancing teachers are invited to write for
1 details of mrmhi'i ship in the National Institute
1 ofSocial DancinK. Dept. 256 Dunn tilde., N.Y.
1 If you simply want to learn dancing, send 26c.
I for sample lesson.

MenWanted
to become Draftsmen

Salary $.50 to $300 a month when competent. Chief Draftsman
will train yon personally until you are placed in high salaried po-
sition. The day you start I will give you absolutely FREE a
draftsmen's complete working outfit. Thousands of draftsmen
are needed. Big pay, clean work. ... - .

Xlfoifl-A npirkHov Send your name ana HddreBO ror my booboWOie AUUdy
|et "Successful Draftsmanship.;' It car-

ries a vital message to you. Sentfree. No obligation. Write today.
CHIEF DRAFTSMAN DOBE, Dept. A128, 4001 Broadway
bmannraM, Chicago, Illinois , mmm «

Kill The Hair Root
My method ta the only way to prevent the hair from growing again.
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach beauty culture.
D. J. Mahler. 186-X. Mahler Park, Providence, R. I

Here They Are!
Real Photographs of Motion
Picture Stars (3%x4%) for
your room or den or for your
friends.
5c. each; 6
for 25c;
25 for $1;

300 for
$10; (any
assort-
ment de-
sired)
postage
prepaid.

Send your order to-day with
money-order or currency to

EGBERT BROS.
Dept. P, Buetia Vista & Temple Streets, Los Angeles, Cal.

1

Personal Magnetism
Is the secret of Mary Pick-ford's charm Charlie Chap
lin's wistful fun—Douglas Fairbanks* smile and Billy

Sunday's appeal. The compelling force of successful
business men is personal magnetism. Your success, your
happiness, your ability to make friends, to be popular,
depends on your personal magnetism. You can develop
this wonderful power by studying and practicing.

"The Art and Science of
Personal Magnetism"
written by that marvelous French Scientist Theron Q.
Dim- nt. Study this book chapter by chapter. Read It

in your own home nights. Practice these wonderful les-

sons day by day. Every young man, every young
womnn, every husband and wife should take advantage
of this special offer.

Send only $1 .50 for this great work
on personal magnetism. Study it

five days. Then if you are not
sure that it is going to bring
more power and happiness into
your life, send it back. Your
money will be instantly returned.

We guarantee this to you and to the Picture-Play
"Magazine. Send coin or money order to

H. E. GRIFFIN, 4652 N. Campbell Ave., Dept. 10, CHICAGO

FIVE DAY
TRIAL
OFFER

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Millions of copies

of his songs have been sold. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any
other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
254 Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Simare, NEW YORK
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Only 60
Day

Summer is

calling. Just
two months
to go and
then the good
old swim-
mine days.
Jump in your
suit and out
on the beach.
Oh boys!
Those are
sure the best
days in the
year.

LAST
CALL
Will you

be proud of
yourself when
others see
you in your
bathing suit?
Will you be
admired for
your splendid
physique or
will people
smile and
say : — "Look
at the freak" ?

This is my
last call to
get you in

shape for
Summer. If
you will
closely follow
m y instruc-
tions, I will
make you the
center of at-
traction. By
Summer time
you will have
the deep, full
chest of an
athlete. I

will broaden your shoulders and give you
the arms and legs of a Hercules. You can
justly be proud ; for the life-saver him-
self will have nothing on yon.

NOW IS THE TIME
You cannot have a fully developed body over

night. I won't promise you that, for what I

promise I fulfill. I do promise, however, to com-
pletely change you by Summer, if you will start

at once. The experts of today claim that my
system is the surest and the quickest means of

attaining physical perfection. Get busy then and
see for yourself. Make me prove my claims.

Send for my New Book

"Muscular Development"

It is FREE!
It tells the secret, and is handsomely illustrated

with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained,
also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent
you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping
and mailing. Sit right down now and fill in the
coupon. The sooner you get started on the road
to health and strength, the easier it will be to
reach perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day
longer—mail the coupon today.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1406, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1406, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith 10 cents, for

which you are to send me. without any obligation

on my part whatever, a copy of your latest hook,
"Muscular Development." (Please write or print

plainly.

)

Count 'Em—Five—Count 'Em!
Continued from page 67

Name

Address

City State.

The Talmadge studios are busy

places. A scene is finished, a set dis-

mantled, and one settles down to chat

with some of the actors, thinking that

every one is through for the day ex-

cept the ever-busy carpenters. And
then, hearing voices fiom the adjoin-

ing studio, every one hurries over

there and finds a rehearsal in full

swing. There is Norma, wrapped in

a light fur coat, and Lew Cody with

a resplendent blue and brick-red

checked velvet bath robe, going

through the action of the scene ; there

is Herbert Brenon, busily going about

and playing both parts to illustrate

how he wants them done. Tea ar-

rives, but does not interrupt the re-

bearsal. Only in the most dramatic

moments does Norma have to put her

cup down on the table; Herbert
Brenon handles his with the grace of

a magician, even gesticulating with

it. Perhaps he learned that during

his sojourn in England.
His part of the rehearsal over. Lew

Cody joined us at the tea table.

"The proudest moment of my life,"

he reminisced, as he looked some-
what disgustedly at the tea, "was
when Jack Dempsey, Benny Leonard,

Strangler Lewis, and Babe Ruth all

came to my house to dinner the same
night. I gave them corned beef and
cabbage. And for that one evening

I forgot the disgrace that this busi-

ness has brought me."
"Disgrace?" That is not the usual

way for an actor to speak of his

success.

"Yes," Lew Cody went on very

seriously. "There's one thing I wish

everybody knew about me. That is,

that the title 'Male vamp' was given

me through no doing of mine. An
acquaintance started calling me that

in the studio one day to annoy me.

He knew that nothing else could hurt

me so much. Then, in some unex-

plainable way, newspapers took it up
—and some exhibitors even adver-

tised me that way. People have

proved themselves real friends by not

dropping me. That gave them a per-

fectly good excuse."

This may not be the Lew Cody you
have imagined. But this real Lew
Cody is a much more likable and
charming chap than pictures or sto-

ries have ever made him. You will

have a chance to know the real Lew
Cody soon, for after finishing this

picture with Norma Talmadge, he
will go back to Los Angeles and start

working on his star pictures again.

In his new plays he will be a man
of the woods. And if any one feels

liks scoffing at the idea of Lew Codv

being an outdoors man let them
pause and consider that he has been
training with Jack Dempsey.
One of the most recent and trying

problems of the Talmadge studios

concerns Kenneth Harlan. He is

playing opposite Constance in a pic-

ture tentatively called, "Beauty or

Brains," and people insist upon ask-

ing him if he is playing Beauty. He
cannot be interviewed on the sub-

ject, as he is always in the midst of

a scene. When he is not in the midst

of a scene, he is leaving the studio

at a much higher speed than he would
mention to a policeman.

And that brings us to Courtenay
Foote. You ought to be very happy
to have anything bring you to Cour-
tenay Foote, for he bears the unique
distinction of being the man who can
make Charlie Chaplin laugh. In ad-

dition to that, he is an interesting ac-

tor.

Everything that he says sounds
perfectly sensible at first, because he
talks so fast. You find yourself

laughing at his remarks several min-
utes after he makes them. And that

makes you miss some of his witti-

cisms entirely.

"I was perfectly happy in my role

in 'The Passion Flower,' " Mr. Foote
remarked in one of his more serious

moments. "I wore old corduroy
clothes that were a joy to get into.

You know, putting on evening clothes

in the morning as we frequently have
to, makes you feel about as sensible

as getting into an empty bathtub. In
my last production, 'The Bronze
Bell,' I played a dual role. If I

could have changed the scenario I

would have had the hero chafe to

death from changing his clothes.

"One thing about pictures that

amuses me is the way directors tell

you that you are the perfect type for

a part, the one person in the whole
world whom nature has endowed to

fit a part perfectly. And then they

show you how to make up for it

!

But there are lots of amusing things

here, aren't there? A visitor seeing

me standing around the studio the

other day asked me if I had done
much that day. I thought it over

carefully and told her. I had broken
four glasses, two shotguns, and a

chair, shot my wife and kissed my
daughter-in-law. Anything further

would have seemed ostentatious."

These are the five men who—with

the Talmadge sisters—make up the

big show. Like a ballyhoo, I intro-

duced them—and now playing the

ballyhoo again I beseech you. "Count
'em, five."
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The Busy Bedroom
Continued from page 30

a. weird suite fixed up like the pea-

cock tea room of a Palm Beach ho-

tel. But she isn't satisfied to stay in

it. She just goes on visiting the

rich bachelor's apartments. But he's

little bobby bright eyes himself when
it comes to sartorial preparedness.

He always has on a nifty dressing

gown in which he looks just too tall

and handsome for anything, and he

usually smokes. He wears his hair

a la Hudson seal, and it's never been

mussed up. He must know the hero-

ine's beauty secret. Even when the

adventuress throws herself into his

arms and drags his head down to

kiss it, the performance does not

rumple his hair.

His living room always has six

doors to it, and is subject to inva-

sion without notice, just like the

heroine's. You'd think the pair of

them would get married and go live

on a desert isle.

Tearing ourselves away from the

hero's and heroine's bedrooms, we
come quite naturally perhaps to the

baby's bedroom. Oh, those baby
garages ! Most infants would have
the blind staggers if they had to live

in those overdecorated cells. Ani-
mals, like nothing the ark could offer,

gallop around the walls ; birds un-

known to science flit across the ceil-

ing, and Mother Hubbard is ravaged
for freak characters to decorate the

place. If their constitutions with-

stand the shock of the decorations,

the picture kids grow up to be heroes

and heroines themselves. But in

some cases they must pine away and
die, going to a better land where di-

rectors cease from troubling, and
camera men are at rest. In any case

we'll say one thing for the care of
them. They're always bathed—not
modestly, but right before the cam-
era. Can't you imagine how some
of those babies will feel, when,
grown up, they go to witness a re-

vival of some picture in which, in

the altogether, they prance on the
edge of a bathtub? But they hold
no grudge. While still babes of two
or three, they always lead papa and
mamma back to each other's arms.
Oh, it's just too touching. Yet
they're allowed a lot of freedom, for

do we not see them tipping over
great jars of jam, and pulling the

cat's tail? And aren't they allowed
the joy of going out and losing them-
selves in the woods?

Sly little minxes, they know they're

the directors' best bet ! If all else

fails, heave in a kiddie, and the film

is saved.

For a little child in its nightie shall

lead them to the picture theaters

!

NoMore
Has The American Woman An Excuse For

Wrinkles
Pimples, Blackheads Or,

Superfluous Hair
"It seems like Magic, but Helen Clare's results,

though swift, are simply Nature's own."
"LJELEN Clare's famous quotation,
Xi. "Wrinkles are the footprints of

Neglect, not time," is supported by
her offer to help any and every woman
who writes to her. "I removed my
own wrinkles," says M'me Clare.

You will see no Blackheads, no
Pimples, no Superfluous Hair on
my fair skin, for in their place I

brought back Loveliness, a Beautiful

Figure and long, Endearing Eyelashes.

"OELEN Clare's methods are per-ii sonal, simple, direct and prompt.
Her results are attested by thousands
of letters. Helen Clare says, "What
I have done for others I will gladly do
for you. Instead of Pimples, Black-
heads, Superfluous Hair, let me bring
to you Beautiful Complexion, Beau-
tiful Figure, Beautiful Eyelashes and
Eyebrows and the Blessings of
Beauty and Happiness."

T TAKE credit to myself for my own
•'•figure. I believe in what I have done
for myself—that much I knonv. I wel-

come the opportunity to helpanywom-
aninthelandwhowrites tome. Letmy
own Beauty Book tell its own story.

TJELEN CLARE'S friends call heriA ''Beauty Book" her "Book of
Magic,'' though there is no magic in

it. It is a true story of Beauty-Cul-
ture sent free to any woman who ia

willing to write for it.

Here are some of the chapters in the Free Beauty Book
How to remove dark circles under the How to remove wrinkles.

eyes. How to develop figure.
How to remove double enin. How to make long:, thick eyelashes and
How to build up sunken cheeks. eyebrows.
How to darken gray hair and stop hair How to remove superfluous hair.

fall i us. How to remove blackheads, pimplesand
How to stop perspiration odor. freckles.

Send today for Free Beauty Book toP HELEN CLARE, Suite D-37, 331 1 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Keep It 10 Days Free!
Wear a LIZNITE GEM RING and
be the envy of your friends. See if you
can tell it from a high priced diamond.
Send your Name, Address and Number of
Ring you select, and one of these won-
derful LIZNITE GEM KINGS, with all

the fire and sparkle of the finest diamond
will be sent you by return mail.

Solid Gold Mountings
And all rings are hand engraved, set
with lull carat weight LIZNITE GEM.
Select the one you like best:

No. 1—$21.50 2—$17.60 3—$15.60
No. 4— 15.50 5— 12.60

Size must be included when ordering.

When your LIZNITE GEM RING cornea,
pay the mail man $4 60, balance JS.00
monthly until paid. Money back any time
within 10 days if not perfectly satisfied.

Get a Liznite Gem Ring Today

THE LIZNITE GEM COMPANY
"The House of Quality and Price"

Oept 632- 128 N. Walls. St..Chicago.lll.

FOB EYEBROWS AND LASHES

2»x•tiS
1*"'8 COL -Y-BROW

Brings out their full beauty ; harmless; will not run

.

colors: Black, Brown. At dealers or mailed, $1.00,

HAIR SPECIALTY €0., Dept. E. 24 E. 21 8 t ST., NEW YORE

For over 50 years, fair women and fair skins
have paid homage to Lablache. As a safe
powder for the complexion, it has stood the
test of time unto the third generation. Popular,
pure, delicate — it clings.

Sold in the old fash-
ioned box.

Refuse Substitutes

They may be dan-
gerous. Flesh,White,
Pink or Cream, 75c.

& box of drugrgist or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send 10c.

for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
Freoeh Perfomer., Dept. 48

125 Kingston St., Boston,

Your gray hair can be restored
in 4 to 8 days

LET "S PROVE THIS STATEMENT. Fill out and
Bend u.e coupon—by return mail you will receive a free
trial bottle of MARY T. GOLDMAN'S famous HAIR
COLOR RESTORER with special comb to apply it.
Test as directed on a single lock. Watch the pray vanish! Note

how clean and dainty is this clear, colorless liquid. How nice it
makes your hair — how easy to applv . Then get a full sized bottle
from your druggist or direct from us. But —don't take anything-

maWt!goldmaSE6 JUSt
*°°

d
-

Insist on *** orisiaai

MARY T. GOLDMAN, S40 Goldman Bids., St. Paul, Minn

Please send me your FREE trial bottle of Mary T. Goldman's B
Hair Color Restorer with special comb. I am not obligated in I
any way by accepting this Iree offer.

The natural color of my hair is black jet black...
dark brown medium brown light brown

Name _

Street

Town

Co .State.
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What the Fans Think

Graduation Gifts
s
F
en

r
d Catalog

There are 128
i It u s trated
pages of Dia-
mond Rings,
La Vallieres,
Ear Screws,
Bar Pins, Scarf
Pins Watches.
Wrist Watches,
etc Every article
a real bargain.
Whatever you se

Iect will be sentpr
paid. You see and ex-
amine the article right
In your own hands. If
satisfied pay one-fifth o
purchase price and keep
balance in eight equal month-
ly payments. Liberty Bonds Accepted

LOFTIS BROS.& CO.
THE C S.St RELIABLE CREDIT JEWELERS
Dept. AS27 108 N. State St., Chicago, III.

Destroys / fj
Superfluous / /
Hair&Roots irs °ff -^oau^t <i% out

for FR^ ^^^^^^^^^^
Book: "A'Talk on ^jLy "'w '

Superfluous Hair." Or ^/CLOt^tJt VZt&jtt
call at my office- to ' C_ r

have FREE DEMON-- SPECIALIST
:

-

STRATION. Avoid Dept.!,. 562"Fiftk AVe.

Imitations. " New York. '

SPECIALIST'

Pept.1, 562'Fift.h AVe!

New York. '

AC FI ELD'S METAPAD
It Supports <&-» Binds
The Front Arch
Instantly Relieves Metatarsal Arch Affections

Morton Toe, cramping of toes, en-
larged little toe joints, sole callous-

es and spreading of toes. Worn
in the Shoe, under or over
stocking. Any other foot
troubles? Write
for full par-
ticulars.

C. R. ACFIELD, Foot Specialties
Dept.V.D. 1328 B'way and 47 West 34th St. N. Y.

Formerly Closely

Guarded Secrets

Now Yours!

Find out how for-
run nade
Beauty Work. Cry-
ing demand every-
where for skilled
Manicurists. Hair
Dressers, Dyers,

Vlarcellers, Perma-
._;nt- Wavers, Chiropo-

dists, etc. We can make
. _u an Expert in every

branch in just a few weeks'
spare time at home. Money Ba-k Guarantee. You can earn a
splendid income giving Beauty Treatments among your friends
and neighbors, or start a Beantv Parlor.

FREE BOOK. Write NOW for Free Illustrated Book-
let. See how easy it i3 to become a B auty Specialist and
make big money in this fascinating work witn our help.

1648 Belmont Ave.,
< hicagoOriental System of Beauty Culture, Dept. 86.

Continued from page 72

Those Misleading Titles!

Apropos of The Observer's remarks on
misleading titles in the March Picture-
Play, may I elaborate a bit on one pro-
duction you failed to mention? I refer
to the entertaining, the highly improbable
picture featuring Enid Bennett, "Silk
Hosiery."
A great many people were attracted by

the title, and were very much disappointed
when they did not see, as they expected,
a typical Sennett comedy—and as mam-
others stayed away because they predicted
the picture to be just that.

The result—people whose tastes enable
them to appreciate the acting of charming
Miss Bennett didn't attend, and a large
number whose support she does not need
or care for did attend. That is speaking
generally, of course.
The picture itself was very pleasant and

very well played. The fact that it is

hardly possible for such an adventure to
occur doesn't make its appeal less popu-
lar, because everybody appreciates "fain-
tales," and this one had all the trimmings.
But the only place where silk stockings

entered the picture, so as to be noticeable,
was when she put the trinket, given her
by the prince, into one of them. And no
part of the story was connected in any
way with that incident.

Yea, verily—all of us are with you in

the demand for correct "labeling," and
the quicker producers realize it, the
quicker they will see better returns.
Martin H. Bury—San Mateo, California.

She Started With the Stars.

I am one of the millions who have been
ardent fans for years but never felt an
urge sufficiently strong to make me want
to put my compliments down on paper.
But now I am about to enthuse, and the
urge came in no less a form than the
April issue of Picture-Play. It has al-

ways interested me, but this time it has
been just fine from cover to cover. I

found that I had no peace until I had
joined the regiment of "What the Fans
Think."
The Observer is most worthy of his

name. He doesn't miss a thing, and al-

ways talks about the right ones. His
paragraph on Constance Talmadge is espe-
cially true.

To me, H. C. Witwer means something
a bit less than hysterics. His interviews
are marvels.
Emma-Lindsay Squier is always delight-

ful, but her article on "The Yankee" was
cause for another case of hysterics, and
coming right after H. C. W., it made me
laugh till I laughed tears.

The person who says the screen lacks
many real stars seems to have overlooked
Tommy Meighan. Sureh' "The Miracle
Man" and "Crichton"—with that other
awful title—are unforgetable, though I

must admit that he-man qualities are
buried deep when Tommy is so utterly

miscast as in "The Frontier of the Stars"
—that wishy-washy thing! Now that I've

struck this much-worn trail, I'll follow a
bit and tell you that I think Richard Bar-
thelmess' appeal is his clean youth; El-
liot Dexter's a certain fineness that al-

ways reaches out. Of the women, my
favorites are Norma Talmadge, Nazi-
mova, Mae Marsh, Pauline Frederick, and
Lillian Gish. And I adored poor little

Clarine Seymour.
Fanny is a funny child. Always as jam-

full of interesting things as she is of pas-

try. Her aping the manners of first one

star and then another, finding it impossible
to be true to even one, is a tvpical pic-
ture of our flappers.

Agnes Smith has a wonderful effect on
my self-esteem. I find that I always agree
with her. "Forbidden Fruit,"" "Man,
Woman, Marriage," "The Love Light,"
all with their trashy titles are "messes,"
as our dark cook would saw I enjoyed
Mrs. Drew's "Cousin Kate" as well as
anything of late. In my estimation it is

directors like Mrs. Drew who will be the
salvation of the screen in the years to
come.

I am about to divert to the feet of the
esteemed editor some of the oceans of
praise that flow toward The Oracle. It

takes a canny head to pick from such a
vast store what will be most interesting.
Your novelties are winners. Miss Sand's
articles indicate a stroke of genius. Above
all things, a sense of humor is most de-
sirable on

_
this old earth, and that you

must certainly possess in full measure to
be able to choose the work of Miss
Squier, H. C. W., Miss Smith, and all the
others. And so I enthuse

!

This will probably be my one and only
letter to you—the length of this one
would make you beware of others—so I'll

risk the wastebasket and tell you the se-
cret of my life. Seven or eight years ago,
when Vitagraph's studio was the studio
in the East, I was an extra there for four
months, and then at Universal's old Imp
studio on Eleventh Avenue. Among the
extras were Constance Talmadge, Alice
Lake, and "Sunshine" Mary Anderson.
Those three and I were paly. Constance,
a tall, thin, gawky- kid; Alice, the studio
cut-up—and pet—as she no doubt is to-
day.

_
She was just beginning to get rec-

ognition then. That was in the days when
each director did his own casting. The
more you had a pull with, the faster you
got on. Mary got a stock appointment
just before I left. Norma, simply radiat-
ing charm, was doing two-reelers. I see
her as though it were yesterday, in a
snappy little bell-hop suit, doing a com-
edy under Van Dyke Brook's direction.
That lunatic, Fred Thompson, did "The
Christian" with Earle Williams and Edith
Story.

_
Anders Randolph, that perfect

villain, is an artist, as you no doubt know,
and was at the studio for the purpose of
doing several stars in oils, and so stepped
into a villainous career. Others there
were Naomi Childers, Mary- Charleson,
Kate Price, Flora Finch, josie Sadler,
Clara K. Young, Anita Stewart, Gladden
James, Bobby Connelly—a wonderful
baby then—Jimmie Morrison, Leo De-
laney, Hughie Mack, and handsome Don-
ald Hall. The directors were Maurice
Costello—he had just been getting un-
pleasant notoriety—Robert Gaillord,

George D. Baker, Ralph Ince, the Eng-
lishman, Captain Lambert, Jimmie Young,
Wilfred North, and a similar number of
famous folk at Universal. Can you im-
agine with what interest I have followed
the careers of all these people? Fate
took me away from New York and the
studios. Had I stayed, perhaps I, too,

might have achieved success. Who
knows? I was just getting a bit of rec-

ognition when I had to leave. So you see

why I so readily appreciate Miss Sand's
feelings, though, of course, my entry into

filmdom was hardly so auspicious as hers.

At that, my reminiscences of famous folk

would, I believe, make almost as inter-

esting reading as her present-day expe-
riences.

M. D. W.—Asbury Park, New Jersey.
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Classiiied Advertising
Agents and Help V* anted

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything : men and women $30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories'' anvwhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange, N. J.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay. travel. Write C. T. Ludwig. 486
Westover Building. Kansas City, Mo.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel : make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries : expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency. 114. St. Louis.

S10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassiafi
Co., Dept. 427. St. Louis, Mo.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions "fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute.
Buffalo. N. Y.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wanTs
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples. Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to g»« and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Plv
Tires. (No seconds.! Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co.. 976 Oak. Kan-
sas City. Missouri.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write. Am»r-
ican Detective System, 196S Broadway. N. Y.

MEN WANTED for Detective Work Ex-
perience unnecessary. Write J. Ganor.
former U. S. Gov t Detective. 120. St. Louis.

AGENTS. $60 to $200 a Week. Free Sam-
ples. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Of-
fice windows. Any one can do it. Big de-
mand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
Letter Co.. 431T N. Clark Street. Chicago.

BE A DETECTIVE—Wonderful oppor-
tunities: particulars free. Write Wagner. 186
E:ist 79th New York. Dept. 364.

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS are desirable.
$1400. $1600 and $1800 at start. Railway
Mail Clerk and other "exams"" soon. Let our
export, former Civil Service Examiner, pre-
pare you Write Todav for free booklet. Pat-
terson Civil Service School. Box Y. Rochester.
N. Y.

CASH in on bone-dry bill. Make $6 a day
easy. Will show you how with our concen-
trated pure fruit drinks. Wanted Every-
where. Small Package : just add water.
Here's the chance of a lifetime. Grab your
territory. Write quick. American Products
Co.. 4SS4 American Bldg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Lame People

THE PERFECTION EXTENSION SHOE
for any person with one short limb. No more
unsightly cork soles, irons, etc.. needed. Worn
with readv-made shoes. Shipped on trial.
Write for booklet. H. U. Lotz. 105 E. 2Sth
St.. N. Y.

Mechanical Drawing

LEARN MECHANICAL DRAWING at
home in your spare time. I am a Draftsman
working at the drawing board every day and
can teach you by mail, exactly what is re-
quired in a drawing room, without wasting
your time on needless frills, as some schools
do. C. O. Smith. Mechanical Draftsman. Box
ftfilS. South Philadelphia. Lester. Penna.

Patents and Laujyers

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412. Washington. D. C.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman. Patent
Lawyer. 624 F Street. Washington. D. C.

PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate
Fees. Best References." Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel. Master of Patent Law.
IS H Loan & Trust Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

PATENTS SECURED. Prompt Service.
Avoid dangerous delays. Send for our "Rec-
ord of Invention" form and Free Book telling
How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch or
model for examination. Preliminary advice
without charge. Highest references. Write
Today. J. L. Jackson & Co.. 135 Ourav
Bldg.. Washington. D. C.

PATENTS—Send for free book. Contains
valuable information for inventors. Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its patentable nature. Prompt service.
(Twenty years experience!. Talbert & Ta!-
bert. 4929 Talbert Bldg.. Washington. D. C.

INVENTIONS WANTED. Cash or Rovaltv
for ideas. Adam Fisher Mfg Co.. 223. St.
Louis. Mo.

Automobiles

Stammering

AUTOMOBILE owners. Repairmen and Ga-
ragemen. send address to-day for free sample
copy of American Automobile Digest, contain-
ing helpful, instructive information on over-
hauling, ignition troubles, carburetor effi-

ciency, engine knocks, wiring, storage bat-
teries simplified, etc. Clearly explained, pro-
fusely illustrated. American Automobile
Digest. 509 Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

Short Stories and Photoplays

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors" Press, Dept. 89. Auburn. N. Y.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis. Mo.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS : $25—$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis.

WRITERS ' Stories. Poems. Plays, etc.. are
wanted for publication. Literary Bureau. 175,
Hannibal Mo.

SHORT STORIES. Novels. Photoplays
edited, criticised, typed and marketed. Fred
Willenbecher, Literary Editor. Allentown. Pa.

YOU CAN WRITE Photoplays. Big prices
paid. We show you how : write for Free
outline. California Exchange. Sausalito. Cali-

fornia.

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED for California
Producers. Also Stories. Articles, for pub-
lication. Criticism free ; sell on Commission.
Experience unnecessary—Plot Chart Free.
Submit Manuscripts or write. Harvard Com-
pany. 460. San Francisco.

ST-STU-T-T-TERING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.

Walter McDonnell. 80 Potomac Bank Build-
ing. Washington. D. C.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We"ll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-day. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love. Mother,
Home. Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send words
today. Edward Trent. 625 Reaper Block,
Chicago.

YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We
write the music, publish, and secure a copy-
right. Submit poems on any subject. The
Metropolitan Studios. 914 S. Michigan Ave.,
Dept. 210. Chicago. Illinois.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG ! We
will write the music and guarantee publica-
tion on a rovaltv basis. Submit poems on any
subject. Seton Music Company. 920 S. Michi-
gan Ave.. Room 109. Chicago. 111.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler. D102. 4040 Dick-
ens Ave.. Chicago.

SONGWRITERS ! Learn of the public's
demand for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers, obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.

Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and advice. We revise poems, com-
pose music, secure copyright and facilitate

free publication or outright sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios. 304 Gaiety Bldg.. New
York.

LEARN SONGWRITING. Complete Course
Bv Mail. Send Todav for information. Plaza
Music Service, 18 Hudson St., Worcester.
Mass.

SONG WRITERS—Have you ideas? Send
for my guaranteed proposition. Casper Na-
than. Manierre Bldg.. Chicago.

ATTENTION SONGWRITERS ! Our in-

teresting pamphlet explains our method of
professionally placing your song poems be-

fore the reliable publishers. Superior Song
Studio. 1547 Broadway. New York.

Mail Order Business

I MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business Home. Sample article 25c. Free
Booklet. Stamp. Alss Scott. Cohoes. N. Y.

Wanted to Buy

MAIL DIRECT TO THE REFINERS any
old gold, silver, magneto points, old watches,
diamonds, platinum, old or broken jewelry,
false teeth, gold or silver ores or nuggets.
War Bonds & Stamps. Send them to us to-

day. Highest prices paid in cash by return
mail Goods returned in 10 days if you're
not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting & Refining
Co., 253 Lennox Bldg.. Cleveland. Ohio.

Farm Lands

TEXAS LAND $6.00 PER ACRE. In
tracts from ten acres up with warranty deed
and perfect title. H. J. McMullen, Bedell
Bldg.. San Antonio, Texas.

BACK TO THE FARM—Good living, suc-
cessful crops, choice selections. Michigan's
best hardwood land. Low prices. Easy
terms We help vou. Request Free book-
let. Swigart, X-1265, First National Bank
Bld"g.. Chicago, 111.

Personal

DO You want success? To win friends
and be happy? Wonderful results. "Suc-
cess" key and Personality sketch for 10c and
birthdate. Thomson-Heywood, 300 Chronicle
Bldg.. San Francisco.

ASTROLOGY—STARS TELL LIFE'S
story. Send birth date and dime for trial
reading. Eddy 4307 Jefferson, Kansas City,
Missouri. Apartment 74.
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u Can ^Become

(food 'Player
There is fun every miniate if you play
a GIBSON. Tou learn to play at home
in spare time without previous mu-
sical knowledge— and you will enjoy
every minute for there is no drudgery

about learning to play a Gibson. In a short time you
will be playing whatever your musical taste dictates,
from popular 'jazz" to the World's best music or
doing solo or ensemble playing excellently.

Instruments

Easy to 'Play

Easy to Pay

Representatives Wanted
Men or women can make
$5,000 or more yearly in ex-
clusive territory.

The ultimate in instrument construction. Guaranteed
for life. Features such as Stradivarius arching (violin
construction), tone of unexcelled quality and volume,
superb finish, make Gibson instruments the prefer-
ence of America's leading artists. And what a variety
of instruments to choose from.

$5 a fy&onth ^Buys a Qihson
Select the instrument you want:— ( ) Mandolin,
( ) Mandola, ( ) Mando-Cello, ( ) Mando-Bass, ( )

Guitar,( )Harp-GuitarJ jMandolin-Banjo,( )Guitar-
Banjo,{ )Tenor-Banjo,i )Cello-Banjo. Liberal allow-
ance made for an old instrument. In choosing an
instrument, we can also supply you with handsome
carrying Oase, Instruction Book, Pitch Pipe, and
Music Stand. Check the instrument above in which
you are most interested, give ns your name and ad-
dress and we will send yon FREE Gibson Book. 132
page catalog, Free Trial Offer and complete infor-
mation about the instrument you prefer. Tear this
out and mail it today. If you are teacher check here
( ); if would like agency, check here ( ).

Qihson fyfandoJin- (juitar Company
26 Parsons Street Kalamazoo, Jtfichigan
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DR. LAWTON'S Guaranteea

FAT REDUCER
Will show reduction FOR MEN AND WOMEN
taking place in 11
days or money re-
funded. The Re-
ducer (not electrical)
reduces unsightly
parts promptly, re-
ducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method
dissolves and elimi-
nates superfluous fat
from the system.
Easily followed di-
rections do not re-
quire exercises, starv-
ing, medicine or
treatments : not only
rids you of fat. but
improves appearance
and general health,
brings physical and
mental vigor, and
enables you to re-
gain and retain your
normal weight. Dr. Lawton (shown in picture) re-
duced from 211 to 152 pounds. This reducer and gen-
uine method have been the means whereby a great num-
ber of fat people throughout the United States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfig-
uring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or
woman car- obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better. The com-
plete cost is $5.00. Send for your reducer today. Re-
member it is guaranteed. Office hours. 10-4 daily.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 West 70th St. Dept. 186 New York

F~R E CKLES
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of These Ugly Spots

There's no longer the slightest need of feel-
ing ashamed of your freckles, as Othinc

—

double strength—is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.

Simply get an ounce of Othine—double
strength—from your druggist, and apply a
little of it night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have
begun to disappear, while the lighter ones
have vanished entirely. It is seldom that
more than one ounce is needed to completely
clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear com-
plexion.

Be sure to ask for the double strength
Othine. as this is sold under guarantee of
money back if it fails to remove freckles.—Adv.

Secrets of Beauty
All Movie Queens use
same method. -Send
only $1.00 for Complete

Course of Home Treatments and Formulas.
The Studio Cosmetique, Dept. B, 1548 Belmont Ave., Chicago, III.

FREE for 10 Days' Wear
Send no money—fast tell as which ring; to send-

No. 102 or 103. We will send you one of theBe genuine
sparkling Tifnite gemB mounted in solid gold— on
10 days' FREE TRIAL. Don't miss this offer. Send.

,
When it arri
postmaster.
w beautiful it __

.

(rom a diamond, send it back and we
refund deposit. .If you buy,, pay the balance at. $3.00 per
month until $12.50 is paid. Price smashed—terms lowest on
record—everything on pre-war basis. Write today. Send strip

T paper fitting end to end around finger joint.

TheTifniteGo.5t1S.PiymouthCl.Bepl. l415Chieago

bu can
lele!

Revealed!

you play quaint dreamy
fascinating Hawaiian music

latest souks on the Ukulele,
you will be in demand. Prof.

Harry J. Clarke's latest method
now enables you to play the
Ukulele in a few weeks. As easy

as reading a novel. No previous knowledge necessary.

Famous Moving Picture Stars have learned to play it.

We give you FREE a handsome Ukulele'_ if you enroll
now. Write for free Narrative of Hawaiian Music and
offer. No obligations! Send now!
Hawaiian Institute of Music. 300 W. 34lh St. Deot.4-N. New York

DEAFNESS IS MISER?
1 know because I'was Deaf and had Hfead Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Eai
Drum? restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones,
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially o*
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Booklet and my sworn
statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite 98 70 5th Avenue - • New York CtQt

Guaranteed
standard makes, fully inspec-

ted, strongly rebuilt, 85.00 down, 6
months to pay balance. SeDd us your address
and we will mail you at once details of the"

Most Starts a Big Offer
in typewriter values. Don't miss this een- /— f\

"

uine opportunity to secure yoor machine at a y> ^__T
price you'll gladly pay.

International Typewriter Exchange W~\ tf~\\Af\f
Dept. 75 177 North State Strent, CMeaeo A'v/rriV

YOU SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK IN YOUR
HOME. It is full of many Bargains. Diamonds. Watches. Jewelry, etc. Select
any article desired, have it sent to you, all charges prepaid. If satisfactory, send
one-fifth of purchase price and keep it. balance in ei»rht monthly amounts. No
interest charged. No security required. Write Today for Biir Free Catalog No. 11
JAMES BERGMAN, Established 1896. 37-39 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK CITY

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 57

"Why not have one of her own?"
I suggested, but apparently that ru-

mor hadn't got around to Fanny
because she didn't jump at my bait

She just said: "Oh, I do wish that

you would mention Betty Blythe be-

cause I am dying to remark that in

her Sheba costume it is hard to tell

what is hide and what is hid."

Fanny's voice sort of dwindled
away, the way it does when she sees

one of her favorite stars coming, or
when she wants to listen to some one
at a neighboring table.

"You know my nature, dear," a
saccharine voice at the next table was
cooing. I hoped that Fanny wasn't
considering any such vocal extrem-
ities, but to be on the safe side I hur-
ried to tell her that Mildred Harris
was really going to play in the next
De Mille picture and so was Dorothy
Dalton, and Conrad Nagel was to be
leading man—hoping to drown out
our neighbor.

"And the picture is to be Leonard
Merrick's 'Laurels and the Lady,'
isn't it?" Fanny asked. "I do hope
that Mildred will play the Lady. And
if that will only make her happy,
that's all I'll ask—I know of at least

a dozen people who would rather

have Mildred happy than to have any
good fortune for themselves. There's
Pauline Starke and Colleen Moore
and Lillian Gish and "

"What about Lillian?" I de-
manded. "You haven't said a word
about her for at least an hour."

"You know my nature, dear, al-

ways reticent," Fanny cooed in imi-

tation of her neighbor. "But if you
really want to know about Lillian, I

saw a prominent theatrical producer
the other day, and he told me that

he was getting a reputation for being
original by not making her an offer

to go on the speaking stage
"

Fanny remarked, twisting around in

her chair to see who had just come
in. "Lillian has turned down all the
offers, but apparently she is inter-

ested because she is having her voice

trained. For a whole week she had
to say every word very slowly and
carefully. Her friends kidded her
about it, and tried to make her for-

get, but they couldn't. And then one
of the elevator men at the Savoy,
where she lives, got on to it. She
would say, 'F-o-u-r-t-h f-l-o-o-r,

p-l-e-a-s-e,' so slowly that the ele-

vator would almost be there before
she finished. Then he'd pretend he
didn't hear. 'What floor, please?'

he would ask. 'Fourth,' she'd say
quickly, and then remembering, she'd

say it all over, sounding every syl-
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lable. It amused Marjorie Daw so

that she nearly collapsed in the ele-

vator."

"Is she here, too?'' I asked incre-

dulously.

"She was. And like every one

else, the first tiling she wanted to do
was to go to "Sally' and see Dick
Barthelmess' wife. There's Mary
Hay, just coming in now. Xo one

else could wear a hat as shapeless as

that and look pretty in it. If you
want to call the roll of the latest

motion-picture players to arrive in

town, just go to 'Sally' and then to

'Blue Eyes.' Carmel Myers' husband
wrote the music for that, so, of

course, even,- one wants to hear it

The voice from the next table

cooed again: "You know my nature,

dear."'

This time I recognized it—one star

that Fanny had never before imi-

tated ! I might as well expect the

worst. I tried to distract her at-

tention by telling her that Anita Loos
had just come in.

"She and her husband finished

their picture, "Wife Insurance.' and
decided that they wanted a new title

for it," Fanny announced. "So they
asked even- one to submit ideas, and
Basil Sydney, the leading man, won
with 'Red-hot Romance." If that

was the best title submitted. I'd hate

to know the worst one."

"What was yours?" I asked as

sweetly as I could, and for once
Fanny didn't call me down for being

catty.

"If yOu think you are going to see

your beloved Valentino all dolled up
in knee breeches and lace jabots or
whatever it was men wore in Ca-
mille's time, you're mistaken." she
rattled on, apparently forgetting the

dulcet-toned neighbor she had been
trying to imitate. "'Xazimova doesn't

look her best in hoop skirts, so presto

—she has moved CamiUe into this

century. Whoever said: 'The plav's

the thing,' lived before the days of
the star system. It's the costumes
and settings that are most important
nowadays. And speaking of settings,

do you remember that hideous sofa
that Lionel Barrymore had in '"The
Great Adventure?' "Well, even- one
agreed that it was the worst-looking
piece of furniture they had ever seen,

and they all congratulated Roy Webb,
the art director, on finding anything
so awful. And then Lionel Barn-
more discovered that it was comfort-
able! By theTime the picture was
finished he was so attached to it that
he bought it and put it in his apart-
ment in the midst of all his beautiful
things. His friends are thinking of
organizing a bandit crew to steal it

and burn it up, because only the man
who sits in it is blind to its faults,

and that is always Lionel himself.
|

Incidentally, he has signed a contract

with International and is going to

play 'Boomerang Bill.'
"

She seemed to have exhausted all

her news, and was looking around
the room for some one she could ask

to join us in time to pay the check
when she glanced out of the window
and saw a cream-colored limousine

gliding by.

"'Oh, dear, there's Catherine Cal-

vert." she lamented. "But we can

catch up with her, anyway. We're
sure to find her in the nearest book-
store, saying, 'I'll take this and this

and this,' as she strolls past the

counters. No one as beautiful as she

is needs to read or be clever, but it

doesn't seem to restrain her any. I

had luncheon with her yesterday at

the Ritz. and every one there just

stared at her. Paul Helleu. the

French artist, who did Lillian Gish's

portrait, was sitting at the next table,

and all through luncheon he kept

making sketches of her. She was a

vision in black and white and red. I

got so fascinated by the diamond
and ruby bracelets shimmering
against her ivory skin that I was al-

ways about three laps behind her

conversation.

"She always has luncheon at the

Ritz, and frequently dines there

—

and really you would think that

Oesar. the waiter, was her guardian.

He would be broken-hearted if she

dared suggest what she wanted to

eat. And for her guests—well.

Caesar evolves symphonies of food

for them. He is the Louise Williams
of food—he seems to read your per-

sonality and select food for you just

the way she selects clothes. I don't

know yet what I ate, but it was
vaguely reminiscent of Debussy's mu-
sic."

I stared at Fanny in amazement.
"'Are you getting to be a highbrow,
talking about Debussy and Tchai-

kowsky and "

"Well, you know my nature, dear,"

she retorted in her most casual man-
ner. "I have to keep up with Harri-

son Ford.
"Who is that man?" she demanded

a moment later, but I couldn't turn

around and stare at him. "It's some
one I know perfectly well, and yet I

can't place him/' she continued.

"It isn't Tommy Meighan or Dick
Barthelmess or Tony Moreno : it isn't

Herbert Rawlinson or Robert Gor-
don or Elliott Dexter "

"Fanny!" I exclaimed in horror,

as I turned around to look at the

man of mystery who was engrossing

Fanny's attention. "Pay the check

and come with me to the movies.

I think you are losing your mind.

That's the manager of the hotel."
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ASPIRIN

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Warning! Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin pre-

scribed by physicians for twenty-one
years and proved safe by millions. Take
Aspirin only as told in the Bayer pack-
age for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache, Lum-
bago and for Pain. Handy tin boxes of

twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few
cents. Druggists also sell larger pack-
ages. Aspirin is the trade mark of

Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacid-
ester of Salicvlicacid.

Picture Oracle
Continued from page 90

Do You 'Dare
to raise your arms freely in this sea-

son's thin waists and gowns low cut?

Your mind will be at ease if you use

It is a preparation made scientifical-

ly correct for the purpose of sajely

removing hair from the face, neck or

under-arms.
It leaves the skin clear, firm and
perfectly smooth— and is easy
to apply.

Druggists sell Delatove, or an
ori'iinal 1 oz. jar will be mailed
to amj address on receipt of $1.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.

Dept. NZ, 339 S.Wabash Av.,Chicago

Pearl's Faithful Fan. — "Sunshine
Sammy" is the little colored boy who plays

with Harry Pollard in his Rolin come-
dies. He used to play in the majority of

the pictures in which Baby Marie Os-
borne was featured before he joined the

Rolin forces.

Miss E. Chauncey. — Marguerite
Clark's hair is still the same color. I

guess you refer to the picture in which
she wore a blond wig. She is back on
the screeen with her very own company.
Her first release will be "Scrambled
Wives." She was born in Cincinnati,

Ohio, in 1887. That is her correct name.
Douglas Fairbanks' first wife was Beth
Sully, a nonprofessional. Mary Pick-

ford's correct name is Gladys Smith.

She was born in Toronto, Canada, in

1803. No, Justine Johnson has not dyed
her hair. She is still a blonde. The dif-

ferent light on it ma}" make it look darker
at times. The same applies to many of
the players. Every one doesn't always
look the same in pictures.

Whiskey Jug.—You make some very
rash promises. You had better be care-

ful or I might take you up and ask you
to fulfill some of them. Eddie Polo is

married. Kathleen O'Connor is very
much in the land of the living. She has
been appearing opposite Tom Mix lately.

Pearl White's hair is auburn. Dorothy
Dalton was born in Chicago, Illinois, in

1893. Thelma Percy is still in her teens.

Yes, it is true that Theda Bara has de-

serted the screen for the stage. I never
get any time to find out how I would be
if I had the time.

Jerry Anne.—Why does every one
come to me with their grouches? It is

comforting, however, to know that The
Oracle is used as a means of relief. There
was a short announcement of Dorothy
Gish's marriage in the March number of

Picture-Play and a much longer one,

with full details, in the April number.
You must write to the editor concerning
interviews and photographs in the maga-
zine. That is out of my

_
department.

You can sing at my funeral if you like

—

providing you outlive me. I warn you,

however, that the palmists all tell me I

have a terribly long life line, so I

wouldn't hold out too much hope, if I

were you.

Ruth.—May Allison's hair is golden.

All addresses at the end of this depart-

ment. You will find your other questions

already answered in the replies above.

Julia H.—Richard Barthelmess went to

Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.

He also went to the Culver Military-

Academy. Betty Blythe received her edu-

cation at the University of California

and in Paris. A stage career preceded
her work on the screen. She was with

Morosco for a year and two years with

Comstock & Gest.

Abe and Jake.—Your questions _ have
all been answered. Look for them in the

above replies.

Marion M.—Are you making a studv

of the player's heights? Your letter cer-

tainly sounds like it. Well, here you are:

Agnes Ayres is five feet five inches.

Helen Chadwick is two inches taller than

Agnes. Carmel Meyers is four indies

shorter than Helen, and June Elvidge is

six inches taller than Carmel. Rubye de

Remer is three inches shorter than June.

That ought to make an interesting puz-

zle for you to figure out.

Anna H. L.—You will find jour per-
plexities already unfolded before your
eyes in the answers ahead of this one.
I won't forget you. You are quite right.

Thomas M. Gun.—Yes, Olive Thomas
really passed away last September in
Paris. Mildred Harris Chaplin is no
more on the billboards. Since she has
secured a divorce from Charles Spencer
Chaplin, she will be billed as plain Mil-
dred Harris in her plays from now on. So
your two favorites are Mary Pickford
and Charles Ray. Mary Pickford has
golden hair and hazel eyes. She is five

feet seven and weighs just one hundred
pounds. She has been on the stage since

she was five years old. In private life

she is Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks. I thought
everybody knew that. She has no chil-

dren. Charles Ray is six feet and one
inch tall and weighs one hundred and
seventy pounds. He has dark-brown hair

and brown eyes. He was on the stage

several years before he went into pic-

tures. He joined the Thomas H. Ince
forces in December, 1912, and his first

picture was "The Favorite Son," in wThich
he played opposite Grace Cunard, Fran-
cis Ford directing. He has no children.

Your other questions concerning these

two have already been answered. His
latest picture is "Scrap Iron," from the

famous story of that name by Charles
E. van Loan. The price of a picture en-

tirely depends upon the production it is

given. Pictures don't all cost a like

amount. Indeed, letters are always wel-
come, whether they contain one or many,
many questions.

Mickey.—Wallace Beery played the

role of Magua in Maurice Tourneur's
"The Last of the Mohicans." You must
be right about the way he played the

part, because all the critics agree with
you that he handled the difficult role

splendidly.

Mrs. C. L.—I thought that every one
must know by this time that Wallace Reid
is a married man. His wife is Dorothy
Davenport, and the}- have a small son,

Wallace Reid, Jr. It is best to inclose a

quarter with your request for photo-
graphs from the various stars. It will

assure you of getting a good picture of

them, and even this amount will not cover
its cost and mailing. It shows good faith

on the part of the one requesting the

picture. Ruth Roland has been married,

but is not in the chains of matrimony at

the present time. Priscilla Dean is the

wife of Wheeler Oakman. Frank Mayo
is married. Grace Darmond is not mar-
ried, but Louise Lovely is.

Jerry.—Mabel Normand has not left

the screen. She has been taking a much-
needed rest and a trip to New York, but

is back in Los Angeles again, just as busy

as ever. Gloria Swanson has had no re-

lease since her picture "Something to

Think About." She will be seen in the

new Lasky all-star feature, "The Affairs

of Anatol," which Lasky has produced
with practically every star on his lot tak-

ing part in it. This should certainly make
a big hit with the fans. Of course, some
of them will say that they didn't see

enough of their favorites, but they can't

all be in the same picture and all on the

screen at the same time. Elliott Dexter

and Monte Blue played with Gloria in

"Something to Think About." The new
picture she is working on at the present

time was especially written for her by

the famous authoress, Elinor Glynm It's

up to you to make it last. Call again.
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Evelyn B.—Write to the editor about
the interviews you would like to see in
Picture-Play. He attends to them.

Raisin Jack.—I've been pretty busy,
as always, so naturally you didn't see me
at the party. If you had, you wouldn't
have known who I was, so what's the
difference? If I hadn't been in the best
of humor when I received your letter,

I certainly would have been by the tim <: 1

finished reading it. You certainly radiate
cheerfulness. Eugene O'Brien is starring
for Selznick. Perhaps he has been too
busy to write. Better luck next time.

His latest picture is called "Worlds
Apart." Olive Thomas' death was due to
accidental poisoning.

O. M. B.—Actresses do not discard
their clothes after each picture. They
keep them to wear again or have them
changed about. They really never get
through with them, as there will always
be some kind of a part they will be use-
ful for. Theda Bara is rumored engaged
to a Fox director. She is not in pictures
at the present time. Anita Stewart is

Mrs. Rudolph Cameron. She was born
in Brooklyn, New York, in i8g6. She is

working for Louis B. Mayer, and her
films are released by the First National.
Gloria Swanson is Mrs. Herbert Som-
born. Her baby is named after her.

Dimples.—You say Henry Walthall is

a cousin of yours? You ought to know
more about him than I do if such is the
case. He is not in pictures at the pres-
ent time, but touring the country in the
play "Would You?" which was formerly
called "Taken In." He started off on his

tour with Ibsen's "Ghosts," but switched
after a few months. His wife, Mary
Charleson, is playing the feminine leads
with him. William Desmond is married
and has a daughter. His wife is Mary
Maclvor. He was born in Dublin, Ire-
land. He and his wife are both on the
stage now, playing in Oliver Morosco's
newest play, "Slippy McGee."

Gem.—Douglas Fairbanks received his
education at a military acamedy and the
Colorado School of Mines. Harrison
Ford received his education at Kansas
City and in Los Angeles, California.
Cecil B. De Mille's latest picture is called
"Forbidden Fruit." "The Affairs of Ana-
tor' will be his next release, with all

the Lasky stars appearing in this produc-
tion. Anna Nilsson is a featured player,
but not a star—as yet. She was born in
Ystad, Sweden, and received her educa-
tion there. Her stage career was in Swe-
den and in America. She is five feet
seven inches tall and weighs one hundred
and thirty- five pounds. She is fair com-
plexioned and has blond hair and blue
eyes. She appears in "The Oath," a First
National picture, and "Temple Dusk," a
Metro production.

Colleen Moore Inquirer. — Colleen
Moore is not related to the Moore broth-
ers, Tom, Owen, Matt, and Joe. That
is her professional name. Her correct
name is Kathleen Morrison. You will
have to write to her personal^ for one
of her photographs. I can't send you one.

Sennett Fan.—"A Small Town Idol"
is the latest feature to be turned out by
the Mack Sennett studio, and, incidentally,
is his first release for the Associated Ex-
hibitors. Ben Turpin has a prominent
part in this and contributes his share to
the fun. "Love, Honor, and Behave"
was his last picture for the First Na-
tional.

Lewis Te. C—You will find the ad-
dresses you desire at the end of this de-
partment._ Anne Luther is not working
on any picture at the present time.

Blue Eyes.—Yes, I'm always glad to
have new comers. Anita Stewart has no
children. Her husband was a leading
man, but he is now her business manager.
Yes, I like her, too. "Sowing the Wind"
is the title of her latest picture to be re-

leased.

Miss Marie C.—You failed to inclose a
stamp with your request for a personal
reply, so 1 am answering your letter in

this department. Eugene O'Brien was
born in Denver, Colorado, in 1884. Clara
Kimball Young was born in Chicago, Illi-

nois. You must write to them person-
ally regarding that, as that is out of my
line. You will find their addresses at the
end of this department.

Tom Sawyer.—"The Lost City" was an
animal serial produced by the Warner
Brothers at the Selig Zoo in Los Angeles,
California. Juanita Hansen was the star.

She is still in pictures, and is making se-

rials for Pathe. Her latest picture is

called "The Yellow Arm." Marguerite
Courtot and Warner Oland are also in the
cast. George Cheseboro has been sup-
porting Texas Guinan in her films. Frank
Clark is an old-timer at the film game and
has appeared with many of the leading
companies, and with the old Selig com-
pany in the old days. Yes, the actors
really get as close to the lions as you
see them in the pictures. They just have
to take those chances, that's all.

The Bebe Daniels Worshiper.—Often,
before a picture is really started, they
change the cast, and that is probably what
happened in your case. They may have
a picture all cast, and even started, when
one of their players will be taken ill,

and some one have to be substituted in

the part and all scenes retaken in which
the unfortunate player appeared. Who-
ever told you that that was Theda Bara's
son liked to listen to his or her own mu-
sic. Theda has no children, so you can
use your own judgment when you meet
that party again. All addresses at the
end of The Oracle.

E. K.—If you did take a trip down to
my office to find out what I looked like,

you would only be wasting your time, as
no one in the whole place knows who I

am with the exception of the editor, and
he's afraid to tell. Robert Harron died
September 5, 1920. He was accidentally

shot when a loaded revolver exploded as
it fell to the floor. Clarine Seymour died
May 26, 1920. She had been ill but a few
days. Ormer Locklear died on August 2,

1920, when the plane in which he and
"Skeets" Elliott were flying crashed to
earth. Let me know which players' names
you wish, and I can help you.

Female Impersonator.—Julian Eltinge
has made pictures for the Lasky Company
and for Fred Balshoffer. "Over the
Rhine," "Countess Charming," "Clever
Mrs. Carfax," "The Widow's Might," and
"An Adventuress" are some of his pic-

tures. He is soon to return to the screen
at the head of his own company in "The
Fascinating Widow," to be directed by
Harry Beaumont. Bothwell Browne has
made only one motion picture, which was
Mack Sennett's "Yankee Doodle in Ber-
lin," in which he toured the country
making a personal appearance with the
Mack Sennett bathing girls as added at-

tractions.

Foolish Heart.—Jean Calhoun has the
leading feminine role opposite Antonio
Moreno in "Three Sevens." You will find

all your other questions concerning him
already answered in the replies above.

Evelyn K.—Betty Compson was born
in Salt Lake City, Utah. She has never
been married.
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19 genuine Ruby and Sapphire jewel*,
solid gold center wheel, adjusted to
positions, isochronism and tempera-
ture. Includes such railroad require-

ments as double roller escape-
ment, steel escape wheel.
Stem set guaranteeing abso-
lute satisfaction. Substantial

guaranteed 20 - year
^old-filled case. Sent
without a penny down.

lODays
FreeTrial
Wear this splendid watch
10 days free. No obliga-
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to buy return it at our
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Knife FREE
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factoryto Rider
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and sizes of Ranger bicycles. Delivered
free on approval, express prepaid, direct
from the Makers for 30 Days Free Trial.
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eral year to pap plan. Any boy or

girl can save the small monthly payments.

T_ wheels, chains, parts and
tl vS equipment at half usual prices.

BIG RANGER CATALOG FREE, with mar"
Vetous new prices, 30 day trial offer and terms.

Cycle ConwaiiylfilrilenT
Dept. Mioi.Chica^ogSSe? eam

You'll like this interesting, new profession. Meet
influential people. Travel, all expenses paid.
Something new every day.
Easy to qualify in three months' spare-time

—

Position guaranteed or money back. Start at $110-
aud-expenses per month. Advance fast with ex-
perience.
Be a Railway Traffic Inspector! Big demand for
trained men. Investigate NOW. Send for Free
Booklet D-554 to-day.

STANDARD BUSINESS TRAINING INSTITUTE, BUFFALO, N. Y.

I've the Monte Blues.—Write your
request to the editor personally, I think

there is not any place you can get an
originally autographed photo of Clarine

Seymour.

Miss Melba and Mabel A.—William
and Dustin Farnum are brothers, but

Franklyn Farnum is not related to them.
His correct name is William Franklyn
Smith. Eileen Sedgwick is married. She
has blond hair and dark-blue eyes. Ei-

leen Percy is the wife of Ulrich Busch,

but Thelma Percy is not married. Thel-
ma's hair and eyes are the same color as

her sister's. Marguerite and Ethel Clay-
ton are not related, neither are John and
Eugene O'Brien. You refer to Charles
Meredith. All addresses at the end of

this department.

Holmes H. Tampa.—Eric von Stroheim
is making a big new feature production
for Universal. He is also the star of the

picture, and he wrote it as well. Out-
side of this he has nothing to do with it.

Wallace Beery was the husband of Gloria
Swanson, but since their divorce he has
not married again. John Barrymore had
a nervous breakdown last season when he
was playing in "Richard the Third'' in

New York City, but he is quite himself
again. He is to co-star with his sister,

Ethel, in a new play by his wife, under
the Frohman management, this year, on
Broadwa)-. The play is written under
the name of Michael Strange, the nom-
de-plume of Mrs. Barrymore. This is

the first time in four years that John and
Ethel have appeared in the same play.

He has also just signed a five-year con-
tract with F. J. Godsol, and Marshal
Neilan is directing his first picture.

Emily C. B.—William S. Hart has re-

tired, for the time being, at least, from
motion pictures.

C. X. and C.—All your questions have
already been answered in this issue. All

addresses at the end of The Oracle.

Monarch and King.—Charles Chap-
lin's latest picture is "The Kid." He is

now at work on a new one at his Hol-
lywood studios.

Edna M.—Buck Jones is a compara-
tively new star. He has been starring for

Fox a little over a year. Before that he
appeared in support of William Farnum,
also of Charles Ray in "The Sheriff's

Son." "Just Pals" and "Trails to Two
Moons" are two of his latest Fox fea-

tures. I don't understand what you mean
about selling suggestions of ideas from
books. If you mean taking a story from
some book, you are not allowed to, for
most books are copyrighted to keep per-

sons from stealing the ideas.

Stillwater Movie Fan.—Huntley Gor-
don was born in Montreal, Canada. He
was educated at Bannister Court School.
England. His screen career commenced
with Vitagraph. Then he plaved leads

for Ralph Ince. Metro, Blackton, and
Selznick are some of the other companies
he has appeared with. "Out Yonder" was
not the only picture he played with Olive
Thomas, for he played the lead opposite

her in "The Glorious Lady." You are by
no means the only one who mourns her
death. She never appeared on the screen

with Jack Pickford in any picture. They
will probably reissue some of her old
pictures if the demand is great enough.
Then, perhaps, you will get your wish.

Wilhelmtna van B.—Eric von Stro-

heim and Valerie Germonprez have an-

nounced their engagement. His present

feature has not been given a final title

as yet.

GLORIA swanson
Cecil B. DeMille Artrrnfl Player

Wallace keid
Paramount Sta

Hermo Hair-Lustr
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more raussy, untidy
looking- hair. Adds a charming sheen and luster, insur-
ing the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in any
of the prevailing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer or Direct
If your dealer can't supply you we will send it direct

prepaid upon receipt of price. Use it 5 days. If dis-
satisfied return what is left and your money will be re-
funded in full. Thousands use it daily. Try it once,
you will never be without it.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St., Dept. 66, CHICAGO
,

/

A typical homeless Serbian
boy—stumbling toward man-
hood—one of the 200,000 war-
orphaned children. Unless
we lend him a hand he is

doomed to vagrancy, ignor-
ance, misery and bitterness.

Homeless!
unless you help

For $6 a month— $72 a year— you can support
the adoption of a homeless, parentless Serbian
child and give him a decent chance in life.

50,000 war orphans need this help. A $72 con-
tribution will place one child in a Serbian family
home for a year, give him clothing, medical
attention and schooling. Your aid— to whatever
extent — is desperately needed. Full accounting
returned. Send a month's contribution today to

Serbian Child Welfare Association.

7 West Eighth Street New York City
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Princess Korndyke.—If you mean Carl

Stockdale, he appeared in the serial "The
Fatal 30," with Jack Dempsey. He also

played an important part with William
Russell in "Brass Buttons" for the Amer-
ican Film Company, and "Up Romance
Road."

Lillian W.—Write to the editor of Pic-

ture-Play Magazine and inclose six

cents in stamps for a copy of the "Mar-
ket Booklet." Edith Johnson was born
in 1895. Your other questions have been
answered in this issue. Look in the other
replies for them.

Just Jean.—Lloyd Hughes was born
in Bisbee, Arizona, in 1899. He was edu-
cated at Polytechnic High School in Los
Angeles. His screen career has been with
King Vidor, Universal, Metro, and Ince.

Edward S.—Ralph Kellard is married.
Eva Xovak is not married. She is still

in her 'teens. "Bound in Morroco" was
a Douglas Fairbanks picture. Pauline
Curley played the feminine lead in it.

Alan Dwan handled the direction.

By the Rio Grande.—I'm afraid that

type of picture is about dead as far as

the film public is concerned. They don't

seem to want them any more. The mar-
ket was so overloaded with them at one
time that the public tired of them, and
there hasn't been any demand for the re-

vival of the old Indian and old settlers

films since, except, of course, by the
youngsters, who never grow tired of this

type of film entertainment.

Helen S. M.—Mabel Normand was born
in Boston, Massachuetts, and is not mar-
ried. She has never been married. She
has completed her contract with the Gold-
wyn Pictures Corporation, and is now
back under Mack Sennett's management,
making a feature film called "Molly-O."

Blue-eyed Pete.—You will have to ask
the editor for the pictures that you de-

sire to see on the cover, as I have noth-
ing to do with that end of Picture-Play.
What would you like to know about
Helen Jerome Eddy? You forgot to

mention what it was. Let me know, and
I'll do my best to satisfy your curiosity.

Baby Marie Osborne is not playing in

pictures at present. The players take such
chances to get realism into their films.

A fake always looks just like what it is

on the screen. Not all the players that

are married get a divorce at some time
or other. There are no more divorces in

the motion-picture profession than in any
other walk of life. It is just because the
players are in the public eye all the time
that you read about them. If you see

Mrs. Jones is getting a divorce, you think
nothing about it, but if you read that

some star is doing the same thing, you
sit right up and take notice.

Jean.—Creighton Hale is married. Cul-
len Landis is married and has a baby
boy. George Walsh is the husband of
Seena Owen. You will find the addresses
at the end of The Oracle.

D. L., Sacramento, California.—Prob-
ably that was an old picture of William
S. Hart's that you saw which had been
reissued and put out under a different

title so as to be misleading. Eileen Percy
was in the Fairbanks picture and not
Marjorie Daw. That was before Mar-
jorie's start with "Doug." Bert Lytell
was born in New York City. Jack Holt
had the leading role opposite Mary Pick-
ford in "The Little American."

Betty.—Pauline Curley is not married.
"Fighting Fate" is William Duncan's lat-

est serial for the Vitagraph. Your other
questions have already been answered.

Billie O.—All addresses at the end of
this department.

Checkers J. B.—Louis Bennison is mar-
ried. You will have to write and ask the

editor about the interviews you would like

to have published in Picture-Play Maga-
zine. I have nothi.ig to do with any por-
tion of this magazine wiih the exception
of The Oracle. That takes up all the
time they deal out in this little world of
ours. Al Jennings was a lawyer in Okla-
homa, and then became a famous outlaw.
It is no wonder he was so successful,

with the training he had as a lawyrer.

His screen career dates 'way back to

1914. Then he made a series of two-reel
pictures based on his life. Mary, Jack,
and Lottie Pickford are Mrs. Charlotte
Pickford' s own children and not adopted.
The family name was Smith, and Mary
was christened Gladys Smith. However,
they have taken the name of Pickford
legally as well as professionally.

Dick C. S. and Tucker E.—Frank
Mayo is married. Eugene O'Brien is still

single. Ralph Graves was born in Cleve-
land, Ohio, twenty years ago. His screen
career was with Essanay. Tourneur, Uni-
versal, D. W. Griffith, and Metro. His
latest picture is "Polly With a Past," in

which he supports Ina Claire. He is six

feet one inch tall and weighs one hundred
and sixty pounds. His hair is light

brown and his eyes are blue. All ad-
dresses at the end of The Oracle.

Beulah R.—You will find all the ad-
dresses you requested at the end of this

department.

Beatrice C.—Gloria Swanson first

started her picture career with the old
Essanay Film Company, and then joined
the Mack Sennett comedy forces. From
Sennett she went to Triangle, and from
the Triangle to Lasky, where she has been
ever since. You will have to write Lu-
cille Rickson and Johnny Jones person-
ally. You will find their addresses at

the end of the Oracle. Jane and Kath-
erine Lee are not related to Lila Lee. The
Lee kiddies are now appearing with great
success in vaudeville. Madge Kennedy is

back on the stage again at present. She
has her very own motion-picture com-
pany now, and when she again appears
on the silver sheet it will be under the di-

rection of her new organization. Alice
Joyce is married to James Regan, Jr.

Marguerite Clark is married to Palmer-
son Williams. The first motion picture
with a story is credited to Edison's "The
Great Train Robbery," which was around
five hundred feet long. G. M. Anderson,
who later became famous as "Broncho
Billy," played the leading role in it.

Miss Dorothy F.—If you wanted a
personal answer you should have inclosed
a self-addressed, stamped envelope with
your letter. As you didn't, I will answer
it in these columns. You refer to Wes-
ley Barry. He played with Mary Pick-
ford in "Daddy Long-Legs." Addresses
at the end of The Oracle.

Jimmy John, Tacoma.—You will have
to write to the concerns who make a
business of selling players' photographs
to get the pictures you want of Olive
Thomas and Robert Harron. You will
find some in the advertising section of
Picture-Play Magazine. I don't know
how long you will have to wait for a
personal answer from Billie Burke and
Gloria Swanson. I know they couldn't
possibly answer all the requests for per-
sonal replies, but there is alwavs the
chance that you may be one of the few
luckv ones.

Radiant Beauty

Glorious Health
Easily— Quickly— Inexpensively

A simple and delightful treatment
in the privacy of your own home.
Every brain and body cell re-created
and rejuvenated—every atom of
your being throbbing and vulsing
with the joy of glorious, radiant health.

Yes, you can now enjoy
the wonderful, en-

ergizing, health

giving power
of Violet Rays
in your own
home! This
famous treat-

ment, formerly
obtainable from

eminent physi-

cians and beauty
specialists at high

fees, is now brought
to you for your own

personal use, through
new Vi-Rex Violet Ray

Machine. You can make
your body alive with vi-

tality, your skin smooth
and fine of texture, free from

blemishes and sallowness.
Soothe your nerves, build up

your strength, feel the thrill of
real vigor and "pep," and have a

clear, unblemished complexion. All
this you can have by the use of Violet Rays.

VI-REX
VIOLET RAYS

TRY THEM FREE
You do not have to take any risk in giving Vi-

Rex Violet Rays a trial. You may use this mar-
velous machine—obtain practical demonstration
of its wonderful curative powers right in your
own home for ten days free.

If you do not find quick relief— if you do not
feel better, sleep better, send it back and you
will not be out one penny.

Startling Book Free
Write to-day for our free booklet describing

the wonderful Vi-Rex outfit in complete detail,
and particulars of our liberal 10-day trial offer.
Find out how
Violet Rays will
help you. Read
what hundreds
of users say
about the Vi-
Rex and aston-
ishing results
which have been
obtained.
Learn why it

is the most
economical
and practi-
cal machine
of its kind
available.
There is no
limit to its

beneficial powers,
postal. Do it now.

VI-REX ELECTRIC COMPANY
Dept. 156, 326 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Mail the coupon or send a

VI-REX ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 156.

326 W. Madison St.

Chicago, 111.

Please send me your free book and particulars of
your Trial Offer of the Vi-Rex Violet Ray Machine.

Name

.

Address.

City. State.
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BE
AN
ARTIST
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DRAWN BY^
14-YEAR-OLD BOY
The above cartoon was drawn by Master Bob Bren-
nan of the Washington School of Art. Bob writes
that lie is selling his work and that he is cartoonist
on a small paper in Evansvilie, Ind. He is but one
of our many students and graduates who are making
money as cartoonists, illustrators and designers.

Learn By Mail at Home!
By our new method of teaching drawing by mail
you can learn in your own home, in a short time.
Get into this fascinating work yourself and earn
$50 to $100 or more per week! The study is

fascinating. Only a few minutes a day! Have your
own studio or secure high-salaried position. Or
work in spare time. Many students earn while they
are learning.

CDCPf BOOK AND ARTISTS'
MT M^XZaSLi* OUTFIT! WRITE TODAY
A complete outfit free to all students. Includes
everything required to produce hundreds of dollars'
worth of pictures. Write today. Special terms to a
limited number of new students. Mail postal or
letter for beautiful Booklet, "How to Become an
Artist." filled with drawings and full particulars of
our extraordinary offer. Do it now—Before you forget.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.
1624 H Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

&Ae &}urlingtdt\.

11Jewels
See it first. We send it for yon to look at and examine
carefully. You are under no obligation to buy. A 21-
jewel watch sold to you at a price a great deal lower
than that of other high grade watches.

$5— amonth
The 21-JeweI Burlington Is sold to yon at a ve
and on the very special terras (after free esa
only $5.00 a month—do interest. Send for full

T low priee
nination) of
n formation.

njucedJOO designs and engravings
beautifully illustrated (n colors. Write for it today it is free.
-A letter or post card will do.

Burtington Watch Company, Dept. A-S28
10th Street and Marshall Blvd. Chicago, Illinois

Canadian Office: 338 Portage Avenue, Winnipeg

FREi ^!AMOND
RING OFFER

.Just to advertise our famo
diamonds—the greatest dis
has ever known. We will
free this 14k gold f. ring,

i Ha
ivery the world
end absolutely
et with a l-2b
beautiful ring

box postage paid. Pay postmaster $1.48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. If you can tell

it from a real diamond return and money
refunded. Only 10.000 given away. Send no
money. Answer quick. Send size of finger.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 412
Masonic Temple Chicago

Blank Cartridge Pistol
Well made
and effect-
five; model-
led on the
latest type
Revolver;
the appear-
ance alone
is enough to
scare a burg-
lar. Wh<

REVOLVER STYLE mm
50c &

Post
Paid

loaded it may prove jo9t as ef-
fective as a real revolver with-
out danger to life. It takes the
standard .22 Calibre Blank Car-
tridges obtainable everywhere. A Great Pro-
tection Against Burglars, Tramps and Dogs.
You can have it lying about without the danger
attached to other revolvers. PRICE 50c. Better
make and superior quality for $1.00, Post-
paid. Blank Cartridges .22 Cat., shipped by
express 50 cents per hundred.
J0HHS0H SMITH & CO., 3224 N. Halsted St., Dept. 47 5 CHICAGO

Have you seen

ALLENE RAY'S
Latest?

Allene Ray, the beautiful Bert Lubin Film
Star—pictured above—originated the new
style of dressing her hair over the ears in
clusters of dainty curls—delightfully femi-
nine—fetching. You can make yourself equally
smart by our reproduction of this style which
we have named

STUNNERS
because of their stunning effect to the face.

The curls are made of "Extra Quality" 12-inch hair,
curling to about 5-inch length and H inch thickness.
Made up in large or medium clusters to suit, 3 to 6
curls on each side. Send sample of your hair. Just
order "STUNNERS" and tell us how many curls you
want. Price 50c per curl.

MONEY BACK IF NOT SATISFACTORY

GUARANTEED HAIR-GOODS
MADE TO ORDER TO MATCH YOUR SAMPLE

Transformations, Pompadours, Switches, Wi^s, etc.

Frances Rotoerts Co-
. 96 Fifth Ave. Dept. 909

Joe Hook.—"Dead Men Tell No Tales"
is the name of a Vitagraph feature made
by Tom Terris, and starring Catherine
Calvert. That is just one way of calling

attention to it. Ulysses Davis directed
"The Hindoo's Way" for Horsley. I

don't know of any feature he has made
since that one.

Miss Beatrice C.—May Allison was
born in Georgia. Katherine MacDonald
was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
She is not married at present. She was
the wife of Malcolm Strauss, the artist.

Anita Stewart was born in Brooklyn,
New York, in 1896.

Maxine B. F.—More answers for you,
and in the same batch, too. Douglas
Fairbanks' first wife was Beth Sully, a
nonprofessional. You will have to write
to Dorothy Gish and Richard Barthel-
mess personally for their photographs.
Most of the stars that send their photo-
graphs to the fans autograph them.
Norma Talmadge has dark-brown hair.

Evidently the public acclaims Charles
Chaplin the world's greatest ' comedian,
judging from the fact that he outdraws
any other star in total attendance through-
out the world. There is no doubt but
that he is the big favorite with the chil-

dren, and the grown-ups largely use this

as an excuse to go and see him. Harold
Lloyd is very popular, and has come to

the front rapidly in the last two years.

Ima Newone.—There are a great many
people who have nothing to do with the
motion-picture industry who live in Hol-
lywood. It is not exclusively for the

use of motion-picture people by any
means. A great many of the players live

there so as to be near the various stu-

dios. Thomas Meighan was born in Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania. Your letter has
been handed over to the editor who is in

charge of that department. You will find

the answers to all your other questions
in the above replies.

Bobby.—Bryant Washburn was born in

Chicago, Illinois, in 1889. He is six feet

tall and weighs one hundred and fifty-

five pounds.

Rose L.—Pell Trenton is not married.
Ralph Graves has so far managed to
dodge Cupid's bow and arrow. Your
other questions have already been an-
swered in this issue.

Anna C.—Warren drops the "e" and
spells it Cook. He has been on the screen
for a number of years, dating back to
the old Edison, Vitagraph, and Kalem
companies. All the addresses asked for
each month are printed at the end of this
department.

One Who Waits.—It isn't that I don't
know when you are slamming; it's just
that I don't care. Get the point? I'm
not ashamed of my age at all. It's just
that I like to keep you interested that
I don't tell. Once you knew you wouldn't
ask again, and I make my living by peo-
ple asking questions. Gaston Glass was
born in 1895. He is still as free as the
air. You refer to Mabel Julienne Scott
opposite Milton Sills in "Behold My
Wife." Gloria Swanson is the wife of
Herbert Somborn, the producer, and they
have a baby daughter, Gloria Swanson
Somborn, who is all of six months old.

A Fan.—Clara Kimball Young was the
wife of James Young, but is unmarried
just now.

Statement of the Ownership, Manage-
ment, etc., required by the Act of
Congress of August 24, 1912, of
the PICTURE=PLAY MAGAZINE,
published monthly, at New York,
N. Y„ for April 1, 1921:

State of New York, County of New York, (ss.)
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the

State and county aforesaid, personally ap-
peared Ormond G. Smith, who having been
duly sworn according to law. deposes and
says that he is President of Street & Smith
Corporation, publishers of Picture-Plat
Magazine, and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true state-
ment of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown
in the above caption, required by the Act of
August 24, 1912. embodied in section 443,
Postal Laws and Regulations, to wit

:

1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and busi-
ness managers are : PublisJiers. Street & Smith
Corporation. 79-89 Seventh Avenue. New
York, N. Y. ; editor. Charles Gatchell, 79 Sev-
enth Avenue, New York, N. Y. ; managing
editors. Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue. New York, N. Y. ; business
managers. Street & Smith Corporation, 79-89
Seventh Avenue. New York, N. Y.

2. That the owners are : Street & Smith
Corporation, 79-89 Seventh Avenue. New-
York. N. Y.. a corporation composed of Or-
mond G. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New
York. N. Y. ; George C. Smith, 89 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y. ; Annie K. Smith.
89 Seventh Avenue. New York, N. Y. ; Grace
H. Smith, 89 Seventh Avenue, New York. N.
Y. : George C. Smith, Jr.. 89 Seventh Avenue.
New York, N. Y. ; Cora A. Gould. 89 Seventh
Avenue. New York, N. Y. : Ormond V. Gould.
89 Seventh Avenue. New York, N. Y.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees,
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages, or other securities are : None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above
giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
the security holders, if any. contain not only
the list of* stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company,
but also, in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of
the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or
corporation for whom such trustee is acting,
is given : also that the said two paragraphs
contain statements embracing affiant's full

knowledge and belief as to the circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold stock
and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona fide owner : and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, as-

sociation or corporation has any interest di-

rect or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or
other securities than as so stated by him.

ORMOND G. SMITH. President,
of Street & Smith Corporation, publishers.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 18th

dav of March, 1921. Francis S. Duff.
Notary Public. No. 239. New York County.
(My commission expires March 30. 1921.^
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Maxine B. F.—Welcome again ! Mary
Pickford's hair is really blond. Maxine
Elliott is not making pictures. Richard
Barthelmess was born in New York City

in 1895. He is five feet seven inches in

height. He has brown eyes. Dick's wife
is Mary Hay, and they are living in New
York. Harold Lloyd is not the husband
nor the fiance of Bebe Daniels. Mary
.Miles Minter made her appearance in this

world in 1902. Jack Dempsey is not
making pictures right now.

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:

Address "Fatty" Arbuckle, Gloria Swanson,
Thomas Meighan, Mildred Harris. IJetty
Compson, Forrest Stanley, Ann Forrest,
Mabel Julienne Scott, and Lois Wilson at
Lasky Studios, Vine Street, Hollywood. Cali-
fornia.

Douglas MacLean, Doris May. Louise
lilaum, and Betty Blythe at Inee Studios,
Culver City, California.

Cullen Landis, Leatriee Joy, Molly Malorte,
Johnny Jones, Lucille Uiekson, Helene Chad-
wick, Renee Adoree, Tom Moore, and Mary
Alden at Goldwyn Studios. Culver City, Cali-
fornia.
Eugene O'Brien, Owen Moore, Martha

Mansfield. William Faversham, Conway
Tearle, and Elaine Hammerstein at the Selz-
nick Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.

Gladys Walton, Frank Mayo, Carmel Myers,
f Eddy Polo, Edith Roberts. Peggy O'Dare,
Thelma Percy, and Eva Novak at Universal

: City, California.
Ralph Graves, Mary Hay, Richard Barthel-

mess, and Dorothy Gish at Griffith Studios,

j

Mamaroneck. New York.
Bryant Washburn, Anita Stewart, Walter

MacGrail, at Mayer Studios. Los Angeles,
California. Address Wh. .

ior Oakman, Mary
Anderson, and Ann Ma ; Die address, care
of Morosco Productioi

! Tom Mix, "Buck" r ieen Percy, and
Shirley Mason, or tiidios, Western
Avenue, Hollywo n'nia.

George Walsh Farnum. and Pearl
I White at Fox S1 <w York City.

Bobby Vel thy DeVore, Fay Tin-
eher, and P jaer at Christie Studios,

f II jllywood, California.
Mary Miles Minter, and
at Morosco Studios, Los

les. California.
:. nd, Phyllis Haver. Marie Pre-

vosr, and Harriet Hammond at Sennett Stu-
dios. Edendale, California.
May Allison, Alice Lake, Nazimova, Viola

' Dana. Alice Terry, and Rudolpho de Valen-
tino, at Metro Studios, Hollywood, California.

Bert Lytell, and Hope Hampton at Metro
Studios, New York City.
Address Marguerite Clayton, and Alma

Rubens at Cosmopolitan Pictures Corporation,
New York City.

Constance, and Norma, and Natalie Tal-
madge, Harrison Ford, and Kenneth Marian
at the Talmadge Studios. 318 East Forty-
eighth Street. New York City.
Mae Murray, Alma Tell, and Billie Burke

at the Paramount Pictures Corporation, 485
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Corinne Griffith. Alice Calhoun. Jean Paige,
Alice Joyce, at the Vitagraph Studios. 469
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Pauline Frederick, and Sessue Hayakawa,
Kenneth Harlan, and Bessie Love '

at the
Robertson-Cole Studios, Hollywood. Cali-
fornia.

Vivian Martin at Goldwyn Studios Long
Island New York.

Colleen Moore, Marjorie Daw and Wesley
Barry at the Hollywood Studios, Hollywood,
California.

Bessie Barriscale. Clare Adams, Milton
Sills, Mary Thurman. James Kirkwood Niles
Welch, Warren Kerrigan, Lew Cody. Mae
Marsh, and Mary Pickford at Brunton Stu-
dios. Melrose Avenue. Los Angeles, California.

Francis Ford. Texas Guinan, and George
Cheseboro at Francis Ford Studios. Sunset
Boulevard. Hollywood, California.

Irene Castle at Hodkinson Pictures Cor-
poration, 527 Fifth Avenue. New York City.
Warren Cook, and Gaston Glass, care of

the Green Room Club, New York City.
Louis Bennison and Percy Marmonf at the

Lambs Club, New York City.
Beverly Bayne and Francis X. Bushman,

care of Egan Theater. Los Angeles. California.
.

Charles Ray at Charles Rav Studios, Flem-
ing Street, Los Angeles. California.

Address Gloria Hope, Claire Anderson, Rose-
mary Theby, Kathlyn Williams. Elinor Fair.
Kathleen Kirkham, Vola Vale, and Paul
Willis, care of Willis & Inglis, Wright & Cat-
lender Building, Los Angeles, California.

THE END.

Everyone Admires a Slim Figure

Be Fashionable, Be Healthy, Be Comfortable

You may easily enjoy all these if you sprinkle your
daily bath with FLO-RA-ZO-NA, the substance of
pulverized soap—the delicate fragrance of the
softened water is a delight and the skin becomes
smooth and velvety.

FLO-RA-ZO-NA
BATH CARTONS

Takes off all superfluous flesh without dieting or violent ex-
ercise, which so many dislike, but i« a pleasant method. FLO-
RA-ZO-NA is guaranteed to contain no alum, Epsom Salts or
harmful ingredients, but is effective and healthy.

A pleasing and comfortable way to reduce.

Fourteen treatments .... $3.00
Sent postpaid anywhere in U, S. upon receipt of $3.00

Royal Pharmaceutical & Perfumery Co., Inc.

Dept. 235 49 East 102nd Street, New York

A:Si*i<>le Drop
Flower Drops the most exquisite

perfume ever produced. Maae from
flowers. A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture with long glass

stopper. Lilacor Orabapple, $1.50;Lily
of the Valley, Rose or Violet, $2.00;

ftomanza, our latest Flower Drops,
S2.50. Above odors in half oz. bottles
S8.00, one oz. $15.00. Send 20c stamps
or silver for miniature bottle.
Rieger's Flower Drops Toilet Water

$1.75 large 5 ounce hexagonal bottJe.

Sieger**
PERrtj»ME ftTOILJT-'wATEB

flower 7 Tops
Rieger's Mora Amour, ounce SI. 50;

Garden Queen. $2.00; Alcazar, $2,25;
Parfum Rienzi, $2 50, nothing finer;
Honolulu BoQiiet $1.00 At druggists or
by mail.
Send $1.00 for souvenir box of five

25c bottles, different odors.
PAUG- R1EGER & CO 300 IstSLSanFrancisco

Bobbed Hair Strikes a New
Note in Your Appearance

Ruth Roland, famous motion picture star, says,
"The NATIONAL BOB is not only smart but it

makes you look artistic and beautiful. "

It answers that perplexing question "How shall I dress my
hair becomingly?" It gives you all the beauty and youth-
fulness of bobbed hair. It falls alluringly in dainty little

curls around your head, making you bewitchingly lovely.
The two little combs on the inside of the Bob and a few
invisible hairpins attach it in a moment -off in a jiffy.

Send us a strand of your hair and $10.

You'll be delighted with the •wonderful change in your
appearance.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. L 368 Sixth Avenue New York

WEAR NATIONAL HAIR NETS
Send for pocket-size handy box of 6 of the famous
NATIONAL HAIR NETS so popular with smart
women in New York. PRICE 85c. State color and style.
Full box free with each order for a Bub before July 1 st.

$1800 for a Story!
RECENTLY an Amen„

single short story. By I

writer was paid $1800 for •«
arning to tell the etoriee of her 1

' dreams this woman haa found her way to fame and for-
tune. You can learn to write, too. A new practical course of
instruction will five you the training right in your own home
during your spare time. Endorsed by eminent writers in-
cluding the late Jack London,
Wriftn T/ifl'iv f°r Dew booklet '"How To Write.WT E file AUUrty No obligation3-the booklet is free.
Special offer now being made. Write Today—Now I

HOOSIER INSTITUTE* Short Story Dep?.
Dept. Ft. Wayne, Indians

MAKE MONEYMil
YOU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour

in your spare time writing show cards.
Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method. No canvassing: or soliciting; we teach
you how; sell your work and pay you cash each
week. Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOIL
236 Ryrie Building, Yonge & Shuler Streets, Toronto, Canada

SAVE The DIFFERENCE
Under Full Prices

Through theDiamond ClearingHouse

This 75 year old Diamond BankingHouse, rated more than
$1,000,000.00, has thousands of unpaid loans it can sell
now at unheard of bargains.* C*>isjp the chance of a life-
time for a diamond bargain. TaKc advantage of this. See our
bargain list of unpaid loans and other special advantage diamonds.

Why Pay Full Prices Now
Down, Down, Go Ours
Unequalled Diamond Values

_ _ffered such bargains.
Right now we have listed the biggest
values in our 75 years of bargain giv-
ing. Our customers write they can't
match our bargains for 40 per cent,
60 per cent and even 10<> per cent more.
Stronger claims than even we make.

Send for Latest Last
Different from ordinary catalog. Every
gem described in detail with weight to
smallest fraction. We ship for FREE
examination. No risk. No obligation.
No expense. Get these details. Just
send your name for latest list NOW!

IPS. DeROY & SONS ,
Only Opposite Post Office f

2975DeRoyBldg.,Pittiburgh,Pa. /
References by permission— Bank f Nn***
of PxtUhurah — N. A. Marine / «aWM -

National Hank-Union Trust M
Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Your f
bank can look us I

mercantile agencice*

FREE Diamond Expert
New service FREE to you.
World recognized diamond
authority will value any dia-
mond for you. Has backed
his judgment of diamond
values by actual cash out-
lays in loans and other deals
in excess of $50.000,000. 00.
Write for details.

SOS. D£ ROY & SONS
2975 De-Roy Bltig.,Pittsburg, Pa.
Gentlemen:—Please send rr,e abscx

# lately free and prepaid your new bar'
/ffain list of diamonds. watches and

othei jewelry. It is distinc'iy nnder-
etnod UiQt J assume c^ obUtr-uiuu ci any

kind.

f ~
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DOWN
Brings You This Dress

Silk Satin ™!

Write fo r our
latest free
Monthly Bul-
letin of men's,
Women's and
children's cloth-
ing and shoes.
Everything on
small monthly
payments.

Richly Embroidered
Send only $1.00 with the coupon for this

dress. Money back if you ask for it. This

stunning dress is a big special bargain.

Supply limited. Send coupon now.

Cut Price
Charming frock splendidly designed in a com-
bination of Silk satin and Georgette. Waist part
is fine satin, modeled in becoming circular neck
effect and richly embroidered in both front and
back. F'~?ves and overskirt are Silk Georgette,
edged w ; a folds of satin. Overskirt is elaborately
embroid led, while beneath is a lir.in!r of service-

able tussab silk. Dropskirt is 9atin to match
waist. Furnished in Navy Blue, Black or Brown.
Sizes 34 to 44 and Misses It-

wanted, also bust, belt, hip and length mi asure.

Order by No. S-35. $1.00down, $3.20 monthly

.

Total price reduced to $19.95.

6 Months To Pay
Buy the Elmer Richards way. Dress well and
pay in small monthly sums. Anything in cloth-

iDgand shoe9 for men, women and children. No
charge for credit.

SendCoupon
This special bargain sent on approval.
Don't miss this cut-price sale. If you don't
keep it you are not out a penny. Send
coupon with a §1.00 P. O. order or a dollar

bill. Mail coupon now.

Elmer Richards Co.
Dept. A175 ,West 35th Street, Chicago, III.
aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiRiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

i Elmer Richards Co.
I Dept.A175, West 35th Street, Chicago, 111. |

5 I enclose $1.00. Send Silk Satin and Georgette Dress, No S.35. =

I Color Bust Belt Hip Length §
S If I am not satisfied with the dress, I can return it and get my =

5 payment back. Otherwise I will pay special cut price, S19.95, on £
: your terms of $1.00 with coupon, balance S3.20 monthly.



Whether on the silver screen or

in plain print, a good story is a

good story—about as enjoyable a

thing as there is in the world. The
best stories published appear

every two weeks in

©

It is the greatest all-fiction magazine in the

world. It contains no pictures, no special

articles, nothing but stories. Stories of action,

love, adventure, mystery; dramatic, vital, thril-

ling stories. Frank Packard, Theodore Seixas

Solomons, Caroline Lockhart—almost all of

the great writers of film productions have their

stories appear originally in THE POPULAR.

It costs twenty-five cents at any news stand.

It appears on the seventh and twentieth of

each month. ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!

illllSlil^^



How Many Miles I

Is Your Complexion Good Fori
How does the powder you use meet the test of motoring? Does your

j

charm of complexion race away with the wind, leaving your skin red, shiny,!

rough and blotchy ? This is one of the tests that prove the difference betweeni

Carmen and the ordinary face powder. Carmen stays on, preserving as well!

outdoors as in, the clear, radiant color and alluring softness that it imparts!

to the skin. Carmen, too, excels in the other vital tests of a face powderJ

The glorious beauty that it gives to the skin is immune to dampness. And in

is just as enchanting under the brightest light as under the softest. Learn byone!

trial the vast difference between Carmen and the powder you are now using!

^/rmf»L> (~}$0Y Send 12c to cover postage and packing for purse size

OUTYipiQ VJJJCT DOX witn three weeks' supply—state shade preferred.

STAFFORD-MILLER CO., ST. LOUIS, MO.

^CARMEN!
COMPLEXION

POWDER
White, Pink, Flesh, Cream and new

Brunette Shade, 50c Everywhere I
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Be a Farmer!
15 CENTS

SOMEHOW©

Price*

FiSteen Cents

From your news dealer,

or sent postpaid upon

receipt of nine two-

cent stamps by

Street & Smith

Corporation

83 Seventh Avenue, New York

ITAVE you a back yard,
A A or vacant lot, now
growing flowers, grass or

weeds? If so, plant a

vegetable garden and be
independent. Last year

there was a shortage in all

crops and the demand was
the greatest in history.

That is why vegetablas are

now expensive luxuries.

BACK-YARD

GARDENING
By Thomas R. Best, has

been published to help
avoid another shortage in

the vegetable crop. It tells

what can be done with a

small plot of ground; how
to lay it out and plant; what
to plant early and how to

secure a succession of crops

—and thus get double serv-

ice from the same ground
in one season.
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Before the War

SAVE $36
Buy Direct From The Factory

Try the Oliver for Five Days at Our Expense

ZD

. The OlWcrTypewriter <p. Q

A Finer Typewriter at a Fair Price

Only $4.00
Per Month

Do not buy or rent any typewriter
until you know the Oliver. A five days'

trial will help you decide. Besides saving
you $36, we make the payments easy. We
ask no advance payment. But merely $4 per
month until the $64 is paid.

Do not confuse this offer with those for

second-hand or rebuilt typewriters. Our $64
Oliver is our brand new identical Model 9, for-

merly priced at $100. It has not been changed in

the slightest.

Over 900,000 Sold
Olivers are in use all over the world. Some of the

large concerns in the United States using Olivers are:

U. S. Steel Corporation, Nat'l City Bank of N. Y., Dia-

mond Match Company, Pennsylvania Railroad, Hart,

Schaffner & Marx, American Bridge Company, Encyclo-

pedia Britannica, Otis Elevator Company, Bethlehem
Steel Company, Boston Elevated Railway, N. Y. Edison
Companv, and a host of others of equal importance.
And thousands of Olivers are used by individuals—every

business is represented among our users. And every profession.

You can depend on this wide use of the Oliver as a guaran-
tee of its worth.

No Finer Built

This Simple Plan Makes It

Easy to Own an Oliver
This sales plan is a legacy of the war, which taught us

all new economies— ones we won't forget.

By reorganizing our method of distribution, we were
able to make a radical reduction in price.

We did not change the famous Oliver an iota. The ma-
chine we now sell for $64 is the identical one formerly
priced at $100— our latest and best model.
During the war we learned that it was unnecessary to have

great numbers of traveling salesmen and numerous, expensive
branch houses throughout the country. We were also able to
discontinue many other superfluous, costly sales methods. You
benefit by these savings.

Pre-war extravagances were ended. And our plan of selling
made simpler. We send the Oliver to you for free trial, so that
you may judge it, in solitude, without being influenced.

Send No Money
Merely send us the coupon. We ship an Oliver to you. Try it

for five days. Thr i if you agree that it is the finest typewriter at
any price, merely send us $4 per month, until the $64 is paid.

If you do not believe that this is the greatest typewriter oppor-
tunity, return the Oliver to us, express collect. We even refund
the outgoing transportation charges. You have not placed your-
self under any obligation to buy.

When the Oliver comes to you, you will admire its many ad-
vancements—all the refinements made possible during 24 years
of typewriter-making. A finer typewriter is impossible. The
coupon below gives you the opportunity to be your own sales-
man and save yourself $36.

Note that it brings EITHER an Oliver for Free Trial, or
further information. Check it accordingly.

Canadian Price, $82

Tfce OLIVEft Typewriter (pmpany

125A Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago, Illinois

Examine the Oliver carefully. It is built in a model factory

with a heritage of ideals. Only the finest materials are used.

And this accounts for the prolonged life of the Oliver, its dur-

ability, its, inbuilt service. It is simplified in construction and
built to withstand the hardest usage. The Oliver in war service

proved its fine design and construction.
You can't buy a better typewriter at any price.

Mail the coupon now, for either a Free Trial Oliver or further

information.

THE OTJVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
125 A Oliver Typewriter Building, Chicago, Illinois

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for five days' free inspec-
tion. If I keep it, I will pay $64 at the rate of $4 per

month. The title to remain in you until fully paid for.

My shipping point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If
I choose to return the Oliver. I will ship it back at your
expense at the end of five days.

Do not send a machine until I order it. Mail me your
book—"The High Cost of Typewriters—The Reason

and the Remedy," your de luxe catalog and further in-
formation.

Name
Street Address

City Staie

Occupation or Business
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Hints for Scenario Writers
Advice for the amateur writer.

News Notes from the Studios
The latest news about plays and players.

Off for a Rest. .'
-',

Bebe Daniels departs for an unwanted vacation.

The Movie Almanac

William Lord Wright

Charles Gatchell

Do You Want Better Movies? . . Helen C. Bennett
Some pointed suggestions about how you may help to get them.

The Revelations of a Star's Wife . . . . . .21
The third installment of disclosures about motion-picture players and their ex-

ploits off the screen.
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An amusing story of the faiths and foibles of a distinguished young player.
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Vivacious Miss Roberts entertains the well-known humorist.

The Yearnings of Eugene Harriette Underhill
Some interesting discoveries about "The Perfect Lover."

Something Different .... ...
Old friends of the silver sheet in new guises.

How They Do It—When It Can't Be Done Charles Carter
A studio story in which the carpenter stars.

Whose Beauty Reigns Upon the Screen? Herbert Howe
A panoramic answer in words and photographs to a question that dazzles even this

fearless and astute critic.

A Girl's Adventures in Movieland. Part VI. Ethel Sands .

She spends a rapturous day with Constance Binney at home, and visits a movie
palace.

Marjorie Daw—in Love.... Barbara Little

A new role that she expounds with enthusiasm.

He Grew a Foot in One Picture . . Jerome Weatherby
And you will want to know Harold Goodwin, who is also growing in public favor.

Romances of Famous Film Folk . . Grace Kingsley
The love story of Wallace Reid and Dorothy Davenport.

America's Maciste Gordon Gassaway
The real personality that is masked behind the ugly man of Hollywood.

Continued on the Second Page Following
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hen there s nobody home
but the cat

There's a Paramount Pic-

ture at the theatre, and puss is

welcome to the most comfort-
able chair.

A cat may be content with
dream pictures in the firelight,

but humans know where there's

something better.

What a wonderful spell Para-
mount Pictures exercise over
people's imaginations, to empty
so many thousands of homes in

every State every day for two
hours

!

And to empty them for a
beneficial purpose! Tonic for

spirit and body!

For you get the best in

Paramount Pictures

—the best in story, because
the greatest dramatists of
Europe and America are writing
for Paramount.

The best in direction, because
the finest directing talent is

attracted by Paramount's un-
equalled equipment to enable it

to carry out its audacious plans.

The best in acting talent, be-

cause Paramount gives histri-

onic genius a chance to reach
millions instead of thousands.

The modern motion picture

industry is the shrewdest blend-

ing of romance with business
that the world has ever seen.

At least five million people in

U. S. A. every day rely on
Paramount Pictures to satisfy

their urgent need of entertain-

ment.
Figure this, over a whole year, in

terms of either finance or entertain-

ment, and you begin to see what a
striking achievement it is to lead this

industry.

Two-thirds of all the theatres show
Paramount Pictures as the main part

of their programs, and that's why
those theatres are the best, each in

its locality.

For a great theatre is nothing but
a triumph of architecture until the
latest_ Paramount Picture arrives.

—and then,

—why, then,

there's nobody home but the cat!

Because that theatre is the home of

the best show in town.

(paramount pictures

Paramount Pictures
listed in order of release

May 1, 1921 to August 1, 1921

Ask your theatre manager

when he irill shore them

Thomas Meighan in
"The City of Silent Men"

From John A. Moroso's story
"The Quarry."

Cosmopolitan production
"Proxies''

From the story by Frank R. Adams.

Dorothy Dalton in

"The Idol of the North"
by J. Clarkson Miller.

Paramount Super
Special production

"Deception."

Sydney Chaplin in
"King. Queen. Joker"

Written and directed by the famous
comedian.

Lois Weber's production
"Too Wise Wives"

An intimate study of a universal
problem.

Elsie Ferguson
In "Sacred and Profane Love"
William D. Taylor's Production

of Arnold Bennett's play in
which Miss Ferguson ap-

peared on the stage.

Sir James M. Barrie's
"Sentimental Tommy"

Directed oy John S. Robertson.

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle In
"The Traveling Salesman"

A screamingly funny presentation of
James Forbes' popular farce.

Cosmopolitan production
The Wild Goose"

By Gouverneur Morris,

Thomas Meighan in
"White and Unmarried"

A whimsical, romantic comedy
by John D. Swain.

"Appearances," by Edward Knoblock
A Donald Crisp production.

Made in England. With David Powell.

Thomas H. Ince Special
"The Bronze Bell"

By Louis Joseph Vance
A thrilling melodrama on a gigantic scale.

Douglas MacLean in "One a Minute"
Tnos. H. Ince production of

Fred Jackson's famous stage farce.

Ethel Clayton in "Sham"
By Elmer Harris and Geraldine Bonner.

George Melford's production
"A Wise Fool"

By Sir Gilbert Parker
A drama of the northwest, by the authoi

and director of "Behold My Wife!"

Cosmopolitan production
"The Woman God Changed"

By Donn Byrne.

Wallace Reid in "Too Much Speed"
The ever popular star in another
Comedy novelty by Byron Morgan.

"The Mystery Road"
A British production with

David Powell
From E. Phillips Oppenheim's novel.

William A. Brady's production "Life"
By Thompson Buchanan

From the melodrama which ran a year
at the Manhattan Opera House.

Dorothy Dalton in "Behind Masks"
An adaptation of the famous novel by

E. Phillips Oppenheim
"Jeanne of the Marshes."

Gloria Swanson in Elinor Glyn's
"The Great Moment"

Specially written for the star by the
author of "Three Weeks."

William de Mille's "The Lost Romance"
By Edward Knoblock.
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We've Never Seen
His Satanic Majesty
in any of the news reels that are shown

each week at the movie theaters;

But II It Were Possible
to get a photograph of him, we know
it would already have been done. For

wherever human beings can go the news

camera men have gone. They are the

real soldiers of fortune of to-day, and

their exploits make those of the "Yan-

kee in King Arthur's Court" look pale. We're Going to Tell You
something about these modern adventurers and their

fearless undertakings in an article by Charles

Gatchell, which will give you added interest every

time you see their work on the screen. Don't miss

this article. It will appear in an early issue.
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A pound a day the very first week without
medicine, special foods, starving, baths or

exercise. Results in 48 hours!

A T last a simple secret has been
/A discovered by the world's great-

* est food specialist which en-

ables you to eat a pound a day off your
weight without the slightest discom-

fort. In fact you will enjoy your
meals as never before.

Thousands of men and women who
have tried strenuous diets, special re-

ducing baths, salts, medicine and vio-

lent exercising without results have
found this new scientific way a revela-

tion. A pound or more a day from
the very start can be counted in most
cases on and with each pound you lose

you will note a remarkable increase in

energy and general health.

Women so stout they could never

wear light colors or attractive styles

without being conspicuous, marvel at

the sudden change that has enabled

them to wear the most vividly colored

and huffily-styled clothes. Men who
used to puff when they walked the

least bit quickly—men who were rap-

idly becoming inactive and sluggish

—

unable to enjoy outdoor exercise or

pleasure, find their return to youthful

energy almost miraculous.

How the Secret Works
The whole thing about this wonder-

ful new way to reduce, which makes
losing flesh a pleasure instead of a task,

is a simple system of food combination

worked out by Eugene Christian.

Some of us eat food that is immedi-
ately converted into muscle, bone and
blood. Others eat food that is immedi-
ately converted into useless fat. In

this latter case, the muscles, bones and
blood are robbed of just so much
strength and nutrition. That is why
fat people succumb first in case of illness.

Eugene Christian, the famous Food
Specialist, while engaged in one of his

extensive food experiments, discovered

the perfect cure for the "disease of

obesity" as he calls it. He found that

merely by following certain little nat-

ural laws, food is converted into es-

sential tissues like bone and muscle,
while only enough fat is stored up to

provide the necessary energy. Elated
with his discovery and what it would
mean to thousands of men and women,
Christian has incorporated all his val-

uable information in the form of little,

easy-to-follow lessons under the name
of "Weight Control, the Basis of

Health," which is offered on free trial.

There are no fads in this course, no

II

Bpecial baths, no self-denying diets, no
Jk medicines, no exercises—nothing but

pure common-sense, practical help that
will do just what we say—take off

flesh "while you wait." Eat all the

delicious foods you like, observing of

course the one vital rule. Do whatever
you please, give up all diets and reducing
baths—just follow the directions out-

lined in Christian's wonderful course and
watch your superfluous weight vanish.

Nothing Like It Before
You've never tried anything like this

wonderful new method of

Eugene Christian's before.

It's entirely different. In-

stead of starving you, it

shows you how
to eat off weight

—a pound of

it a day! No
trouble, no
fuss, no self-

denial. All so

simple that
you'll be de-

lighted—and
amazed.

Here's what
Christian's
course in
Weight Con-
trol will do for

you. First it

will bring down your weight to normal,
to what it should naturally be. Then it

will make your flesh firm and solid. It

will bring a new glow to your cheeks, a
new sparkle to your eyes, a new spring to

your step. It will give you charm, grace,

attractiveness. And all naturally, mind
you! Nothing harmful.

We want you to prove it yourself.

We want you to see results, to see your
own unnecessary flesh vanish. We want
you to see why all dieting, medicines,

bathing and exercising are a mistake

—

why this new discovery gets right down
to the real reason for your stoutness,

and removes it by natural methods.

No Money in Advance
Just put your name and address on

the coupon to the right. Don't send any
money. The coupon alone will bring

Eugene Christian's complete course to

your door, v/here $1.97 plus postage paid

to the postman will make it your
property.

As soon as the course arrives, weigh
yourself. Then glance through the les-

sons carefully, and read all about the

startling revelations regarding weight,

food and health. Now put the course

to the test. Try the first lesson. Weigh

The shadow of her former se//-—

result of the new discovery I

yourself in a day or two again and notice

the wonderful result. Still you've taken
no medicines, put yourself to no hard-

ships, done nothing you would not

ordinarily have done. It's wonderful

—

and you'll have to admit it yourself.

Mail the coupon NOW. You be the

sole judge. If you do not see a remark-
able improvement in 5 days, return the

course to us and your money will be
immediately refunded. But mail the

coupon this very minute, before you
forget. Surely you cannot let so positive

an opportunity to reduce to normal
weight pass by unheeded.
Remember, no money—just the cou-

pon. As we shall receive an avalanche of

orders for this remarkable course, it will

be wise to send your order at once. Some
will have to be disappointed. Don't wait

to lose weight, but mail the coupon
NOW and profit immediately by Dr.

Christian's wonderful discovery.

The course will be sent in a plain

container.

Corrective Eating Society

Dept. W-1957, 43 West 16th St.

New York City

Corrective Eating Society,

Dept. W-1957, 43 West 16th St.
New York City.

You may send me prepaid in plain container
Eugene Christian's Course, "Weight Control—the
Basis of Health," in 12 lessons. I will pay the
postman only $1.97 plus postage on arrival. If I

am not satisfied with it I have the privilege of

returning it to you after a 5-day trial. It is, of

course, understood that you are to refund my
money if I return the course.

Name

_ Street >

City

State, .afSchool ~



Be Wary
of the

Censor

Not so long ago I warned you writers

of photo-play plots to be wary of the

censor. As Agnes Smith explained in

the last issue of Picture-Play, the

public has been sorely tried by revolting

scenes on the screen, and a wave of public opinion now
demands that scenario writers should clean up their

plots. Only a few States have boards of censors now,

but producers are establishing a voluntary censorship

which all stories will have to pass in the future.

Certain reformers have tried to lay the blame for the

recent crime wave on the movies, overlooking the well-

known fact that the motion-pic-

ture screen was largely respon-

sible for the abolition of the

saloon and its attendant evils,

thus striking the greatest blow

to real crime.

However, it is not my pur-

pose to expound my ideas on

censorship. Sufficient unto the

day is the evil thereof, and the

fact remains that censorship is

with us, and that you writers

must be more and more careful

of the kind of plots you submit

for picture purposes. No hold-

ups, no sex stories, no tortur-

ing, no knife play, et cetera.

The movie serial so beloved by
juveniles is the greatest sufferer,

and if recent drastic rulings are

enforced, serials will be a thing

of the past for they depend on thrills and action, and

yet more action.

Be careful of the kind of plots you originate and

keep them free from underworld atmosphere if possible.

There is plenty of good, clean drama in this world of

ours—so go to it

!

"T-T 11
"

t
Probably there is no better known

fiellO to
authority on screen stories than John

Original Blackwood. For years an editor with

Stuff! Thomas H. fnce, Universal, and other

well-known motion-picture concerns, he

has brought to movieland a wealth of experience gained

by years of work in the spoken drama. Many of the

best-known screen dramas are of his selection and. in

addition, he has written a number of stage successes.

Mr. Blackwood agrees with ,the editor of this de-

partment that original plots are in great demand and

getting more and more in demand as the months go

by. Mr. Blackwood gives you the following message:

If you are a writer of original stories for the screen—if

you have mussed up a ream or so of virginal copy paper typ-

ing your plot, and sent it scurrying to some studio—and if

you have eagerly and excited 1 " -—aited the daily coming of

QUESTIONS concerning scenario

writing, addressed to this depart-

ment, will be gladly answered, when ac-

companied by a stamped and addressed

return envelope. Beginners, however,
are advised first to procure our "Guide-
posts for Scenario Writers," a booklet

covering all the points on which begin-

ners usually wish to be informed, which
will be sent for ten cents. Those who
wish the names and addresses of the

principal producers, with statements of

the kinds of stories they want, may
procure our Market Booklet for six

cents. Please note that we cannot read

or criticize scripts.

the postman until the great visit is an actuality, and you find

that an unappreciative, unintelligent, and uneducated scenario

editor has returned your effort not with a personal letter

pointing out the defects as they may have occurred to him,

but merely accompanied by a frigidly worded, printed slip

— I say, if you have experienced all the misery, all the wor-
ries, all the heart pangs that come to almost every writer of

original material for the screen, don't lose your nerve, be

of good cheer, for what-ho ! the author of original stories

for the photo plays is about to come into his own

!

The day of the stage play, the era of the printed volume,

the period of the moss-eaten nonroyalty romance are all of

the past!

One of the best evidences of the paucity of first-class screen

material is the fact that some of the most important of the

producers are reissuing their for-

mer successes—sometimes badly do-

ing so, and in other instances hiding

their deeds 'neath new titles, but

never changing the story at all.

Eminent—and otherwise—authors

have been imported from abroad,

and writers that have achieved pop-

ularity in our own country have been

lured to Hollywood, Culver City,

and Fort Lee by the clink of the

celluloid kings' gold. Dramatists

that have one or two successful stage

plays to their credit have been im-

plored to turn their attention to

screen authorship and in divers

other ways have the screen emperors.

And have the eminent authors, the

successful dramatists and the other

intelligensia that have answered the

call of the coin made good in their

new line of endeavor? With a few
exceptions, not so you could no-

tice it

!

In fact, for the greater part, they

have flopped, and flopped most mis-

erably.

They have failed to shake hands with their new opportunity

with the proper degree of cordiality. They have looked upon
the screen as the exponent of easy money, and any one who
has had any studio experience will hasten to assure you that

there is no such thing as easy money—certainly, not this

season. That's all in the past, and no writer can hope to

sell his wares on the strength of what he did in the long,

long, distant past

!

But to the writer of original material who has acquainted

himself, or herself, with the requirements of the modern
producer, let me say in all verity that their day is here—that

if their stories are worth while they need_ have no fear of

the studio scenario departments not welcoming them

!

Don't bother the scenario department

"Words of ^°ur own contmmty- -*'s a Poor

. sort of a studio that does not boast of
Caution a sta ff f experienced continuity writ-

ers. Be content with submitting your

story in synopsis form, and do not go to any great

length with this synopsis. The average scenario editor

can tell if a synopsis of from five hundred to two thou-

sand words is what lie wa_?ts.

And another ching: there s nothing that quite upsets

the average scenario editor so much as to receive a
Continued on page 10
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^HELENE CHADW1CK CLARA WILLIAMS - LOUISE FA2ENDA - RUTH ROLAND • RUTH STONEHQUSE • MAY ALUSONJ

In "The Wonder Book for Writers," which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE, these famous Movie
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photo-plays and become a successful writer.

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and

Dorit Know It /
THIS 13 the startling assertion re-

cently made by E. B. Davison of
New York, one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonish-

ing statement true? Can it be possible
there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write,who reallycan and simply
haven't found it out? Well, ccme to think of

it.most anybody can tell a story. Why can't
most anyb ody write a story? Why is writ-
ing supposed to be a rare gift that few pos-
sess? Isn't this only another of the Mis-
taken Ideas the past has handed down to
us? Yesterday nobody dreamed man
could fly. To-day he dives like a swallow

ten thousand feet
above the earth and
laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms
of his fellow-men
below! So Yester-
day's "impossibil-
ity" is a reality to-
day.

LETTERS LIKE THIS
ARE POURING IN I

"I wouldn't take a million dol-
—!* for it."—MARY WATSON,
FAIRMONT. W. VA.
"It is worth itsweightm gold."
G. MOCKWTTZ. New Castle.
Wash.
"Every obstacle that menaces

access can be mastered through
this simple but thorough sys-
tem."—MRS. OLIVE MICHAUX,
Charleroi, Pa.

It contains a gold mine of
TAjab.s suggestions." — LLNA
BAILEY, Mt. Vernon, III.

I can only say that I am amased
that it is possible to set forth the
principles of short story and
pbotoplay Writing in snch a clear,
concise manner." — GORDON
MATHEWS. Montreal. Can.
"1 received yom* Irving Sy3tem

Hme time ago. It is the most
remarkable thing I have ever
seen. Mr. Irving certainly has
Bade story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."—
ALFRED HORTO. Niagara
Falls. N. Y.
" Of all the compositions I have

read on this sobject, I find yours
most helpful to aspiring

authors." - HAZEL SIMI-SON
N A Y LOR . Literary Editor.
Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume before him,

the veriest novice should be able
to build stories or photoplays that
Willfindaread7market, The best
treatise of its kind I have en-
countered in 24 years of news-
paper and literary work." —
H . PIERCE WELLER. Man-
aging Editor, The Bingeamp-
ton Press.
"When I fh-Bt saw your ad I

was working in a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. So itwaswith much skep-
ticism that I sent for your Eaty
Method of Writing. When the
System arrived, I carefully stud-
ied it evenings after work. Within
a month I had completed two
plays, one of which sold for S5O0.
the other for S460. I unhesitat-
ingly ear that I owe it ail to sne
Irving System."—HELEN KIN-
DON. ATLANTIC Cm. N. J.

"The time will
come," writes the same
authority, "when mil-
lions of people will be
writers — there will be
countless thousands of
playrights, novelists,
scenario, magazine and
newspaper writers —
they are coming, com-
ing—a whole new world
of them! " And do you
know what these writ-
ers-to-be are doing
now? Why, they are
the men—armies of
them — young and
old, now doing mere
clerical work, in of-
fices, keeping books,
Belling merchandise, or
even driving trucks,
running elevators,
street cars, waiting on
tables, working at bar-
ber chairs, following
the plow, or teaching
schools in the rural
districts; and women,
young and old, by
scores, now pounding
typewriters, or stand-
ing behind counters, or
running spindles in
factories, bending over

sewing machines, or doing housework. Yes

—

you may laugh— but these are The Writers of
Tomorrow.

For writing isn't only for geniuses as most people
think. Don't you believe the Creator gave you a story-
writing faculty just as He did the greatest writer?
Only maybe you are simply "bluffed" by the
thought that you "haven't the gift." Many peo-
ple are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try, and
their first efforts don't satisfy, they simply give up
in despair, and that ends it. They're through.
They never try again. Yet if, by some lucky
chance they had first learned the simple rules of
writing, and then given the imagination free rein,
they might have astonished the world!

BUT two things are essential in order to become
a writer. First, to learn the ordinary principles
of writing. Second, to learn to exercise your fac-

ulty of Thinking. By exercising a thing you develop
it. Your Imagination is something like your right
arm. The more you use it the stronger it gets.
The principles of writing are no more complex than
the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or any other
simple thing that anybody knows. Writers learn
to piece together a story as easily as a child sets up
a miniature house with his toy blocks. It is amaz-
ingly easy after the mind grasps the simple "know
how." A little study, a little patience, a little con-
fidence, and the thing that looks hard often turna
out to be just as easy as it seemed difficult.

Thousands of people imagine they need a fine
education in order to write. Nothing is farther
from the truth. Many of the greatest writers were
the poorest scholars. People rarely learn to write at
schools. They may get the principles there, but
they really learn to write from the great, wide, open,
boundless Book of Humanity! Yes, seething all

around you, every day, every hour, every minute,
in the whirling vortex—the flotsam and jetsam of
Life—even in your own home, at work or play, are
endless incidents for stories and plays—a wealth
of material, a world of things happening. Every
one of these has the seed of a story or play in it.

Think! If you went to a fire, or saw an accident,
you could come home and tell the folks all about it.

Unconsciously you would describe it all very realis-

tically. And if somebody stood by and wrote down
exactly what you said, you might be amazed to find
your story would sound just as interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the screen.
Now, you will naturally say, "Well, if Writing is as
simple as you say it is, why can't I learn to write?'

'

Who says you can't?

LISTEN! A wonderful FREE book has recently
i been written on this very subject—a book that
tells all about the Irving System—a Startling

New Easy Method of Writing Stories and Photo-
plays. This amazing book, called " The Wonder Book
for Writers," shows how easily stories and plays are
conceived, written, perfected, sold. How many
who don't dream they can write, suddenly find it

out. How the Scenario Kings and the Story Queens
five and work. How bright men and women, with-
out any special experience, learn to their own
amazement that their simplest Ideas may furnish
brilliant plots for Plays and Stories. How one's

own Imagination may provide an endless golcT»
mine of Ideas that bring Happy Success and
Handsome Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print. How to tell if you ARE
a writer. How to develop your "story fancy,"
weave clever woi d-pictures and unique, thrilling,
realistic plots. How your friends may be your
worst judges. How to avoid discouragement and
the pitfalls of Failure. How to WIN!

This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY FREE.
No charge. No obligation. TOUK copy is waiting
for you. Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'3
YOURS. Then you can pour your whole soul into
this magic new enchantment that has come into
your life

—

story and play writing. The lure of it, tha
love of it, the luxury of it will fill yoar wasted hours
and dull moments with profit and pleasure. Yon
will have this noble, absorbing, money making new
profession! And all in your spare time, without!
interfering with your regular job. Who says yon
can't make "easy money" with your brain I
Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams
come true! Nobody knows—BUT THE BOOK
WILL TELL YOU.
So why waste any more time wondering, dream-

ing, waiting? Simply fill out the coupon below—
you're not BUYING anything, you're getting It
ABSOLUTELY FREE. A book that may prove
the Book of Your Destiny. A Magic Book through
which men and women young and old may learn to
turn their spare hours into cash!

Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-
night. Who knows—it may mean for you ths
Dawn of a New To-morrow! Just address Ths
Authors' Press, Dept.46, Auburn, New York.

I THE AUTHORS' PRESS. Dept. 45, Auburn, N. Y.

Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE^'jTft* Wonder Book for

j

Writers." This does not obligate me in any way.

I Name .... .

j

|
Address .

I Cityapi StaU _ .

a al school l
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WHyDoittYou!
Wrttcth^mrds
fora#Song?

7 t Our Composer will
** J write the music—w e'll

/have complete song

/ printed and copyrighted
in your name according to

our special plan.

Submit Poems to

Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber£,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-
pearing in concerts with
such celebrated sin&ers as

Sembrich, Nordiea and de
Reszke. Amon& his great-

est sort£ successes are,

"IF I WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day go
by without submitting &
poem to us. Do it todays

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 255

916 S. Mich. Ave-.Chica&o

Notice-
regarding the gowns of

Marion Davies.

The Correct Address of

MARION DAVIES
is

Cosmopolitan Productions
127th Street and 2nd Avenue

New York City

Miss Davies will answer questions by

mail and at the above address only, re-

garding gowns of her own design, which

she wears in Cosmopolitan Productions.

Movie Star Photos
of the better kind

These genuine photos are the
best obtainable, specially posed
for by the various artists. Size
8x10, 50c each or 1 2 for S5. Any
of your favorites. Send stamp for list.

Money cheerfully refunded if not
satisfactory. Special prices to
dealers. Dept. ill.

S. Bram, 209 W. 48th St., N. Y. C.

1
——^

T-'D T? JT? AMBITIOUS WRITERS send to-

ff* tvtiCj ^ay ^or FREE copy of America's
* leading magazine for writers of

Photoplays, Stories, Poems. Songs. Instructive,

helpful. Writer's Digest, 624 Butler Bldg.,
Cincinnati.

IpHYDONTYof^

fflRITETHEMRD?

FOR A SONG
WELL HELP YOU ALONG

By composing the music FREE and
publishingsame. Send poems today.

D. J. LENOX CO.
271 West 125th St., New York

Hints for Scenario Writers

Continued from page 8

story that is not accompanied by a

stamped and self-addressed envelope,

unless it is to get a story that has

hitched to it a prolix letter from the

author, commending the story and
setting forth the kind criticisms it has

received from a host of well-inten-

tioned but obviously scantily experi-

enced friends, acquaintances and rel-

atives !

A t Sacramento,

A Scenario California, in March,
. the final State legis-

lative approval was
given a bill to pro-

tect the rights of scenario writers.

The bill provides that scenarios or

stories may be filed with the sec-

retary of state and thereafter be

used as prima-facie evidence in ac-

tions wherein theft of plots for mo-
tion pictures is charged.

The
Tabloid

Feature

A year ago I pre-

dicted that originals

were coming into

their own as stories

for the movie screen.

This prediction was greeted with

much merriment in certain places.

My prediction, to-day, is generally

acknowledged to be true. Now I will

go further. If the average five-reel

feature photo play does not pick up
in points of action, plot, and color,

there will be a return to short-length

photo plays. I do not mean the old-

style Westerns, but I look for a re-

vival in favor of two and three reel

features—in other words five and
six-reelers condensed. These shorter

productions will carry a modicum of

heart interest, action, a thrill or two,

and will go over fast. Good pho-

tography, color, atmosphere, and
high-class casts will make these

tabloid dramas popular.

There is too much atmosphere and

not enough action at the beginning

of many of the so-called five and six

reel features of the present period.

They do not open fast enough. The
reel and a half or two reels of in-

troduction are too slow.

Lets Be
Real

Burl Armstrong,
in charge of the

reading department
of the Universal

Company, at Uni-
versal City, California, gives some
valuable information to our readers

on the artificiality of some stories.

He says

:

If you had passed upon thousands of
screen stories in a year, and the proces-
sion of them had been like a sour blur be-

fore your jaundiced eyes, and you had
sought diligently for something meritori-

ous always with fading hope, and every
one from the boss down to the office boy
had expressed in no uncertain terms just
what stories we no longer want, and you
had given up all expectation of ever find-

ing anything suitable, and then along a
peach of a yarn came in about real people
who do natural things in a different way
(because they are natural)

—
"ain't it a

grand and glorious feelin' ?"

If you had nursed and coddled this

story as though it were your very own,
and you had built it up here and strength-
ened it there, and had brought it to the

point of almost absolute perfection, and
had blessed its author with silent fervor,

and then had discovered some obstacle to

its purchase, ain't it a

—

no it ain't.

An author in St. Louis wrote one story
—no more. He sold it. A writer in

Cleveland wrote a thousand—no less. He
sold none. The St. Louis fellow was not

a student of screen requirements and
couldn't talk the language. But he sold
his story. The Cleveland fellow writes
about people who don't live, except in

his misinterpretation of the characters he
sees on the screen. His stuff is full of
the nomenclature of the screen. The
difference betwen the man from Missouri
and the man from Ohio is that the former
told a plain story about plain people, and
naturally did not have to strain himself
to invest his characters with abnormal
motives.

In the striving to get something dif-

ferent, thousands of authors, old and
new, have created artificial people, arti-

ficial situations, motives whose psychol-
ogy is punk and the result is stories

"written especially for the screen" which
are futilities.

Your State passes thousands of stat-

utes beginning with "It shall be unlaw-
ful " and not one commencing with the

liberal line "You shall be permitted to
" Any editor of screen stories can

idle away an hour or so telling you off-

hand what is taboo. The "Don't" list. He
would stutter on the first syllable of a
speech telling you what he wants.

The answer is : Study human nature
and learn the method of translating to

the screen the natural human emotions.

Cut out the artificial, the so-called "kick"

and the sensational "twist." Let's go
back home!

Buying

the Title

In nine cases out

of ten when a mo-
tion-picture concern

buys a book—the

only items of value

are the book title and the name of

the author." The value lies in the

reputation of the author and the pub-

licity given the book over his name.

The humble writer of movie plots

must originate business and action to

carry the picture play five or more
reels, and the posters give the author

of the book all the credit. And yet

many of the novelists flatter them-

selves that they are indispensable to

the screen and never yet have we en-

countered one who is willing that the

movie staff man or women, be given

any credit for putting drama, color,

and action into the production.

Many readers complain that such and

such a book "was different on the

screen." The reason is that the book
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had not enough action to carry the

photo play anywhere.

Changing

Styles

There is no better

known individual in

the film game than
Hugh Hoffman, vet-

eran movie-trade
journalist, scenario writer, and gen-
eral expert, his observations are al-

ways interesting. He addresses this

department as follows

:

Niagara Falls never stops falling, and
styles never stop changing. So there is

only one thing to do, and that is, keep in

style. Style applies not only to clothes.

In a broad way it covers everything.
There are styles in street cars, machinery,
printing, dogs, automobiles, and every-
thing else, including the movies, which
not only have to keep up in all other
styles, but they have to devise new ways
of doing things all the time in the way of
presentation. Things that were right in

pictures a few years ago are all wrong
to-day, and vice versa. And this applies

not only to direction, it is equally true
of scenario writing. The motion picture

is a teacher and a leader and has to be
a few jumps ahead of the public all the
time.

Some sharp-witted person once said,

in reference to Europeans touring Amer-
ica, that they discover only the obvious.
And that is largely the misfortune with
those who aspire to be fictionists, whether
for movies or anything else. They dis-

cover the obvious. And then they rush off

and write about it after everybody is pretty
well aware of it. Styles are generally
the result of some radical change of hu-
man forces or economics. The late war
brought on more styles in more kinds of
things than any one agency ever did be-
fore, and that included the war fiction on
paper and on celluloid. The signing of
the armstice swept away a millon styles

in an instant, and incidentally millions of
dollars that were tied up in forthcoming
styles and stories and movies, and lots of
other things.

This shows how important it is for the
stylist in any line to be able to see further
ahead than his public. Novelty is the
watchword. And that brings us down to
what seems to be doing behind the scenes
in the movies just now. Prohibition
brought about a vast .change in treatment
and has had a strange effect upon Western
pictures in particular. It has introduced
a rich vein of comedy, and many of our
recent serious Western actors have be-
come comedians, due to the difficulty of
obtaining liquor even in a mining camp.
Prohibition has literally turned every-
thing upside down. The prohibition angle
on stories is going strong just now, but
it is likely to wear out soon or take a
sudden flop if something else comes along.

And so, the wise writer is looking ahead
for that mysterious something else. It

is a look into the future. The fellow who
guesses right is in right. He who guesses
wrong goes wrong. But we are living
in a radical period and anything is likely
to happen any _day that will sweep away
the old apd bring in the new. What the
moving-picture makers are trying to do
is to dodge the trite and the obvious.
That is the only trend that I know any-
thing about. They must keep ahead of
the public. And to do things because
everybody else is doing them is not being
a leader. It is very similar to discovering
the obvious. The answer to it all seems
to be to look ahead instead of looking
around.

§100 22 inPRIZES
Do you like to write songs? This contest is for amateurs

(fifteen years of age or more) . Do not hesitate to enter

through lack of experience. Select your own subject and
then submit your song'poem to us.

First Prize, $40.00—and guarantee of publication

by either a New York or Chicago publisher without cost.

Second Prize, $25.00 Third Prize, $15.00
Ten Prizes, each, $2.00

Our business is to compose and arrange music for songs, and to secure

their publication. If you enter this contest and we find that your

song'poem is adapted to musical setting, we shall offer to compose

music and secure publication of your song.

Details of Contest
This contest open to amateurs. IMPORTANT—Only two verses and a

chorus wanted. Music publishers insist on publishing songs with not more
than two verses and a chorus. Look over all popular songs and you will

find this true. Write your song in either longhand or have it typewritten.

Songs will be judged and prizes awarded by the Staffof the Seton Music
Company. Awards will be made on the basis of merit. All contestants will

be notified of the prize winners. This contest will close JANUARY FIRST,
1922. All song-poems must be in our office before midnight, DECEMBER
THIRTY-FIRST, 1921. Send us a song-poem WITHOUT DELAY!
SETONMUSIC CO., 266 ContestDept.,920 S.Michigan Ave., Chicago

MAKE MONEY AT HOME
YOU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour

in your spare time writing show cards.
Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method. No canvassing or soliciting; we teach
you how; sell your work and pay you cash each
week. Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
236 Ryrie Building, Yonge & Shuler Streets. Toronto, Canada

You can be quickly cured, if you

'STAMMER
' Send 10 cents for 288-page book on Stammering and
Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure." It tells how 3

cured, myself after stammering 20 yrs. B. N. Boguo,
Boque Bldg.. 1147 N. III. St., Indianapolis.

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays die. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work ? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour Talent-Tester or Ivey
to Movie Acting: Aptitude, and find whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting. A novel

,

instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. R, Jackson, Mich.

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song- poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Millions of copies

of his songs have been sold. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

255 Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway at Times Square, NEW YORK

MORE THAN $1009?A DAY
CLARE BRIGGS. the man whofdraws "WHEN A FELLOW NEEDS A

FRIEND," receives more than $100 a day. There are many other cartoonists

whose incomes would look good to a bank president.

If you have ideas and like to draw, you may have in you the making of a great car-

toonist. Developing natural ability is the surest road to success.

Federal training gives you the opportunity to develop your ability under the guidance of

60 of America's leading artists and illustrators. What this school

will do for you by mail in your spare time

is told in the 32-page book, "A Road to

Bigger Things." It contains studio pic-

tures of Briggs, McCutcheon, Sid Smith,
Fontaine Fox and many other stars on the

Federal Staff. Write for your FREE
COPY today. Just tear out this adver-
tisement. Write your name, address and
ag° in the margin and mail it now.
WRITE FOR THIS BOOK TODAY
FEDERAL SCHOOLS, Inc.

1722 Federal School Building, Minneapolis, Minn.



News Notes from the Studios

Items of interest about motion -picture

players and productions in which they appear.

THE incomparable John Barrymore has often been

suggested as the ideal actor to portray Oscar

Wilde's Dorian Grey on the screen, and rumor

had it that he had purchased the film rights to this

story. The rumor was without foundation, apparently,

for "The Portrait of Dorian Grey" is announced as the

initial offering to be made by a new company which will

feature Joseph Schildkraut, one of the most celebrated

actors in Europe. Mr. Schildkraut has appeared on the

speaking stage in New York and made a highly favor-

able impression. It is believed that he will take his

place as one of the foremost actors in America.

Maude Adams has been experimenting for some time

with a new color process for mo-
tion pictures, and intends to pro-

duce at least one feature film in

colors. The picture, which is to be

made from a story written by Miss
Adams will be called "Aladdin."

She will not appear in the picture

herself.

A film version of "King Lear" is

to be made by John M. Stahl.

Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks, after a vacation spent

in Yosemite Valley, are hard at

work on "Little Lord Fauntleroy"

and "The Three Musketeers."

Mary Roberts Rinehart's first

original story for the screen. "The
Glorious Fool," is being produced

at the Goldwyn studio.

"Who will play 'Peter Pan?'"
is the question which is at present

most discussed among both motion-

picture players and fans. It is said

that during the summer Sir James
M. Barrie will come to America
to advise the officials of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation in cast-

ing the production. Betty Comp-
son and Georgette Cohan, a daugh-
ter of George M. Cohan, have both

been mentioned as possibilities for

the part of Peter. The Morning
Telegraph, of New York City, be-

lieving that the public ought to choose the actress to

play Peter, has invited expressions of opinion on the

subject from its readers. Marguerite Clark is the

choice of most of the correspondents, and Shirley

Mason has a number of supporters. Heywood Broun,

of the New York Tribune, suggests Charlie Chaplin as

Peter and Jackie Coogan as the Pirate, but Fanny the

Fan won't be happy if Wesley Barry isn't given the

title role.

Viola Dana is appearing in "Life's Darn Funny,"
and says that it just expresses her sentiments.

Charlie Chaplin's next comedy is to be called "Van-
ity Fair."

Marjorie Daw will play the leading part in "The
Lying Truth," the first production to be made by the

Marion Fairfax Company. Miss Fairfax wrote the

continuity for several Marshall Neilan productions pre-

Pearl White, snapped just before she sailed, in

April, for a vacation trip to Europe.

vious to forming her own company. She will act as

codirector of her productions with Hugh McClung.
Mary MacLaren, the much-admired sister of Kath-

erine MacDonald, will play a leading role in "The Three
Musketeers" with Douglas Fairbanks.

Elinor Glyn has become so interested in motion pic-

tures since arriving at the Famous Players-Lasky studio

in California that she has decided to act in her picture,

"The Great Moment," which is Gloria Swanson's first

starring vehicle. She will play the part of a noble-

woman and have plenty of opportunity to wear her
famous jewels.

Hazel Daly, who was well known several years ago
as an Essanay player, will play op-
posite Tom Moore in "Beating the

Game."
Charlie Ray's next picture will

be "The Barnstormer." Charlotte

Pierce who has appeared in Benja-
min Hampton's productions will

play opposite him.

Myrtle Stedman's son, Lincoln,

is to be starred in a series of two-
reel comedies made at Universal
City.

Rita Weiman, who recently com-
pleted her first original scenario,

"The Grim Comedian," for Gold-
wyn, is now at work on a scenario

for William De Mille.

In Betty Compson's first star pic-

ture. "At the End of the World,"
Mitchell Lewis, Milton Sills, and
Casson Ferguson play leading roles.

John Harron, a brother of the

late Robert Harron, will appear in

the Goldwyn production, "The
Grim Comedian." The last picture

made by Rober t Harron before his

death is to be released by Metro
under the title "Coincidence."

"Hail the Woman" is the title

of the next Thomas H. Ince pro-

duction. Florence Vidor will play

the leading role, and others in the

cast are Theodore Roberts, loaned

by Famous Plavers-Laskv, Madge Bellamy, and Tullv

Marshall.

Alice Terry, the beautiful heroine of "The Four
Horsemen," will play the leading role in the next Rex
Ingram production. Rumor has it that this production

will be an adaptation of a Balzac story and will be as

ambitious an undertaking as filming "The Four Horse-

men" was.

In "Footlights," the Rita Weiman story which John
Robertson is filming, Elsie Ferguson casts dignity to

the winds and appears in a role utterly different from
anything she has previously attempted. During the

filming of a scene where she does an impersonation of

Eddie Foy, it was impossible to get carpenters, electri-

cians, or property men to work farther than fifty feet

from her set. (Continued on page 14)
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The Summer's
Best Fiction

is in the AUGL ST number
of

AINSLEE'S
MAGAZINE

Here are a few of the really fine stories

you will rind:

Seven Years By Josephine Meyer

Jambalava By James Francis Dwyer

Jilted By Rebecca Hooper Eastman

Summer Husbands By Charles Hanson Towne

The Importance of Being Pretty

By Paid Hervey Fox

and the beginning; of a great serial

"VENTURER'S LUCK'"
BY KATHARINE HILL
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What the First National

Trademark Stands For!

WHEN you see this trademark on the screen you know that the picture
has been produced by an independent artist in his or her own studio,

and has been accepted for exhibition strictly on its merits as the best in en-
tertainment.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is a nation-wide organization
of independent theatre owners who foster the production of better pictures
and who are working for the constant betterment of screen entertainment.

For this reason it handles none but the work of independent stars and
producers, because it believes that through their independence they are able
to devote their whole energy and all their talents to the artistic development of
pictures, unhampered by any thought other than to carry out their highest
ideals.

It is for this reason that the First National trademark stands for the

most fascinating entertainment and the best quality in production.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Ask Your Theatre Owner If He Has a First National Franchise

BE
AN
ARTIST

CHfcK from

Q—

>

DRAWN By£[
14-YEAR-OLD BOY
The above cartoon was drawn by Master Rob Bren-
nan of the Washington School of Art. Bob writes
that he Is selling his work and that he is cartoonist
on a small n:\per in Evansville, Ind. lie is but one
of our many students and graduates who are making
money as cartoonists, illustrators and designers.

Learn By Mail at Home!
By our new method of teaching drawing by mail
you can learn in your own home, in a short time.
Get into this fascinating work yourself and earn
$50 to $100 or more per week! The study is

fascinating. Only a few minutes a day! Have your
own studio or secure high-salaried position. Or
worlt in spare time. Many students earn while they
are learning.

PDCCf BOOK AND ARTISTS'r OUTFIT! WRITE TODAY
A complete outfit free to all students. Includes
everything required to produce hundreds of dollars'
worth of pictures. Write today. Special terms to a
limited number of new students. Mail postal or
letter for beautiful Booklet. "How to Become an
Artist," filled with drawing and full particulars of
our extraordinary offer. Do it now—Before you forget.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART, Inc.
1624 H Street, N. W. Washington, D C.

TEACHERS—PARENTS— INVESTORS
Send for sample copy of "Visual Education" and book-
let on "School Films," and the profits in Educational
Films, etc. Salesmen—We need good men. Write for our
unusual sales plan. Average Commission per sale $100.

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION, INC.
1225 Webster Bldg. Chicago, III.

FREE BOOK
ii t

• •••

i

HowTo , ^^S^tfty

5 Piano jSl^^i

Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a
skilledplayerof piano or orjran in
your oivn h- me, at one-quarter usual
cost. Mr. Quinn's la nous Written
Method is endorsed hi- lend ng musi-

cians and heads of State Conservatories. Successful 25 \ear*. Plav
chordo at once and complete piece in every key, within 4 lessons.
Scientific yet easy to understand. Fullv illustrated. Knr heirinneis or
teachers old or youn« All music tree. Diploma granted. Write
today for 64-pai;e free hook. "How to Learn Piano. " M. L. Quinn
Conservatory, Studio PP'27 . 598 Columbia Rd, Boston, 25. M

Personal Magnetism
I Is the secret of Mary Piekford's charm - Charlie Chap
lin's wistful fun—Douglas Fairbanks' smiie and Billy

Sundny's appeal. The compelling force of successful
business men is personal magnetism. Yoursuccess. your
happiness, your ability to make friends, to be popular,
depends on your personal magnetism. You can develop
this wonderful power by studying and practicing.

"The Art and Science of
Personal Magnetism"
written by that marvelous French Scientist Theron Q.
Di m' rit. Study this book chapter by chapter. Read It

! in your own home nights. Practice these wonderful les-

sons day by day. Every young man. every young
womnn. every husband and wife should take advantage

\
of this special offer.

Send only SI .50 for this great work
on personal magnetism. Study it

five day3. Then if you are not
sure that it is going to bring
more power and happiness into
your life, send it back. Your
money will be instantly returned.

I We guarantee this to you and to the Picture-Play
Magazine. Send coin or money order to

FIVE DAY
TRIAL
OFFER
H. E. GRIFFIN, 4652 N. Campbell Ave., Dept. 10, CHICAGO

ALVIENESCHOOL
DRAMATIC ARTS

FDUP SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK «m
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write lor catalog mentioning study desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
43 W. 72d St. New York City
Between B'way & Central Part West

Learn to Dance
You can learnFox-Trot,One-Step,Two-

Step, Waltz and latest "up-to-the-minute ' so-

ciety dances in your own liome by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction.

New Diagram Method. Easily learned; no
music needed; thousands taught successfully;

success absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today zor

FREE information and surprisingly low offer.

WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.
Room 235 4737 Broadway, Chicago, III.

Ir

CONTAINS

VALUABLE INSTRUC-

TIONS TO BF.6INNER5AND TELLS

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for our advice^

We revise poems, compose music of any descrip-

TI0K5ECURE COPYRIGHT AND EMPLOY ORIGINAL ^f^\ flj
METHODS FOR FACILITATING FREEPUBLICA-fl,

TION OR OUTRIGHT SALE OF SONGS

UNDER THIS 5UCI ES5FUL^rffMxlr' DIE TRUTH CONCERNING EVERY BRANCH

CONCERNSGUARANTEE^r-'J 2 IFTHI5 ESSENTIAL AND PAGINATING PROFESS

OF SATISFAC--*]. 1 flP^itHM GREAT WORK ACCOMPLISHEDBY THE POP
T ' 0N ^Ttl1\ajU^^ILARSONG IN WINNING THE WAR IS ONLY AN INDEXED THE rtllQI

^X\\ iL-J^WIDER SCOPE AND GREATER OPPORTUNITIESAFFOROEDByPeACE.

bxJ-^ICNlCKERBOCKER STUDlOS20lGuETYBLna.NY.Crnl

YOU SHOULD HAVE THE JAMES BERGMAN JEWELRY BOOK IN YOUR
HOME. It is full of many Bargains. Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry . etc. S

"

arti-'le desired, have it sent t<< you, all charges prepaid. If satisfactory. __.
fifth of purchase price and keep it, halance in eight monthly amounts. No I

interest charged, No srruritv required. Write Today for Big Free < lat.dog No. 11 I

JAMES BERGMAN. Kstahlished i.v,. 37-39 MAIDEN LANE. NEW YORK CITY

News Notes from the Studios

Continued from page 12

Ruth Roland's next Pathe serial

will be "The Golden Canon."
Bert Lytell has gone to the West

Coast Metro studio and is making a
film version of "A Trip to Paradise."
Virginia Valli is his leading woman.
Harry Myers, whose "Connecti-

cut Yankee in King Arthur's Court"
endeared him to the hearts of all

who saw it, has contracted to appear
opposite Bebe Daniels in "The March
Hare."

Charlie Murray is very much
elated because it has been decided
that he does not look old enough to

play Mabel Normand's father. He
will, therefore, not appear in

"Molly-'O," but will be seen in the

next Sennett comedy.

Ben Turpin has returned from a
hard-earned vacation and has started

work on a series of two-reel com-
edies.

"The Face of the World," by Jo-
hann Bojer, is to be picturized by
Irvin Willat, with Eddie Hearn in

the role of the doctor-hero.

George Bunny, a son of the late

John Bunny, is making two-reel com-
edies for Hodkinson release. "Angel
Feathers" and "Indigo Sunday" are

two of his most recent productions.

Will Rogers appears in doublet

and hose in "Doubling for Romeo,"
causing much comment on his shapely

legs. "Don't people know I was in

the Follies five years?" he asks.

Lon Chaney has a sympathetic
role in "The Ace of Hearts," which
ought to make up for all the months
he has been perpetrating villainy on
the screen.

Norma Talmadge's next picture,

under Herbert Brenon's direction, is

to be "The Wonderful Thing," an
adaptation of a play by the same name
which appeared for a short time on
Broadway last year.

Hugo Ballin felt that he had made
an astounding discovery when he
found an actor who had never ap-

peared in movies. He promptly en-

gaged the curiosity, whose name is

George Bancroft, for a prominent
role in "Ave Maria." Wyndham
Standing and Mabel Ballin play the

leading roles.

Betty Compson has been selected

by Sir James M. Barrie to portray

Lady Babbie in the screen version of

"The Little Minister."

Some autographed photographs

which Alice Calhoun gave to some
friends were left in a taxicab, and
neither Alice nor her friends ex-

pected to ever see them again. They
were returned to her at the Vitagraph
studio, however, with a note which
said merely, "Such is fame."
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Off for a Rest

Or you can spell it arrest if you prefer, for it is be-

cause of her arrest that Bebe Daniels recently said

good-by to her friends for a ten days' sojourn in jail.

SHE has led men astray, wrecked
countless homes, and danced

to the pipings of temptation.

For months, years almost, she has

been the bad little girl of the films.

And yet everybody loved her—that

is, everybody except Justice Cox and
twelve men on a jury who recently

sentenced her to ten days in jail for

speeding. They were heartless

enough to think that a nice young
girl—even so nice a young girl as

Bebe Daniels, the wicked charmer in

the films, is in real life—ought not

to drive at a rate of fifty-six and a

quarter miles per hour down the

Orange County. California, boule-

vards. And so, the vivid Daniels
smile was destined to languish ten

whole days behind the bars of the

Santa Ana prison.

She might not have had to serve
her term in jail, for her attorney

appealed her case and had hopes of
winning her acquittal. But Bebe
heard that the case might not be set-

tled for three whole months, so she
decided that ten nice, quiet days in

jail would be much better than that

long period of uncertainty. So after

a quiet dinner party at the Alexandria
at which her friends tendered sym-
pathy, and promised to remember
her when she was free again, she set

out for the Orange County jail at

Santa Ana. She arrived at eleven

p. m., thereby saving one day of

her sentence, as the hour before mid-
night counts as a whole day. Her
mother insisted on accompanying
her, as she was not accustomed to

allowing her daughter out alone

nights. They occupied a front cell

on the second floor which was pro-

vided with a bed and a cot, and Miss
Daniels' first important action on as-

suming the duties and privileges of

a jailbird was to seek a piece of

wood to knock on, while she re-

marked. ''It never happened before."

And, of course, she added fervently,

"And it never will happen again."

BE A JAZZ
MUSIC MASTER
Yes. yoa can. even if yoa have

never touched a piano. The
Niagara School of music has per-
fected a method of instruction
which will enable yoa to play all

the popular song bits perfectly
by ear. AH you need to know is

how to hum a tune. Our method
—only 20 lessons, which you can

ter in little

,ble you to transform the tune
' b is runnine thru your bead
actual JAZZY music on the
o. ALL BY EAR.

IS Easy to Learn
of Jazz and Rag-y mast e i

Be a Music Master yourself. Tt

is easy—the lessons interesting
and simple-no tedious ding-dong
dail_y practice with the do. re. mi,
until you think you will go crazy;
not at all. Just 20 brief, enter-
taining lessons and you have a
musical ability at which your
friends will marvel. YOU
SIMPLY PLAY BY EAR.

Hum the Tune, Play
It By Ear

Hear a new popular song hit.

bam the tune, play it yourself.
All by ear. Just think how many
dull hours this easily acquired
ability will make happy, how
many friends you will make
happy, how popular you will be
when you JAZZ the newest song
success of Broadway after hear-
ing it. All done by ear. Be a
JAZZ MUSIC MASTER.

send coupon rncp ROOKFOR DETAILS AND I T 1tC DVVI\
NIAGARA SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

Dept. 376 Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Withont obligation to me, please mail to address

below, your booklet, "THE NIAGARA METHOD."

New Faces

Wanted for

the Movies

FREE
Get this Book Today
Tells why photoplay directors say
there is a greatdemand fornew screen
faces and how yoa can place yoor

photograph in Directors' Gallery at Hollywood, Cal-
ifornia—the heart of "Movieland"—where it may be
seen by directors seeking new screen faces. Yon maybe
jnst the person some director seeks. '*Type" is sought
before beauty. Your photograph tells the whole story.
Send today for your free copy of '*The New Door to
Movieland"containingcomplete information—rfsFree.

CASTING DIRECTORS' EXHIBIT
8th Ft., 20 E.Jackson Blvd. Dept.326 Chicago, 111.

car*
lele!

you play quaint dreamy
fascinating Hawaiian music

latest songs on the Ukulele,
you will be in demand. Prof.

Harry J. Clarke's latest method
now enables you to play the
Ukulele in a few weeks. As easy

as reading a novel. No previous knowledge necessary.
Famous Moving Picture Stars have learned to play it.

We sive you FREE a handsome Ukulele if you enroll
now. Write for free Narrative of Hawaiian Music and
offer. No obligations! Send now!
Hawaiian Institute of Music, 300 W. 34lh St., DepL 4-L. New York

IfYou Can Tell itfrom a
GENUINE DIAMONDSendiiteck
To prove our bine-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resembles a genuine diamond with sameDAZZLING RAIN-ROW FIRE, we will send a selected 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price S4.9S) for Half Price to In-
troduce. S2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price S6.2&) for $3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We willmail at onceC.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back less
handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.

MEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING CO, DepLCD2 Las Crures, N. Mex,
(Exclusive controllers Mexican Diamonds)
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Actualphotograph ofsweater

after 55 washings with

Ivory Flakes. This sweater

and statement of original

owner on file in the office of
The Procter & Gamble Co.

Chicago giri wore this coral wool sweater and washed

it fifty-five times during the past three years. After

the first twelve washings she altered the neck and arm-

holes with some of the unwashed yarn. Much to her sur-

prise the new yarn could not be told from the old! And
through the other forty odd washings, the sweater has kept

its color, its woolly softness, and its original shape. It

looks good for another three years' wear.

Its owner credits this remarkable record to the fact that

she used nothing but Ivory Soap Flakes for every one of

the fifty-five washings. Ivory Flakes gave her the un-

equaled purity of Ivory Soap plus the convenience and safety

of rub-less laundering. She says each washing took only

five minutes.

You may never need to wash a sweater as often as this

one was washed, but you undoubtedly own garments which

you do not want to subject to the dangers of rubbing and

of doubtful ingredients in soap. For such delicate pieces,

Ivory Flakes will give you the utmost convenience and

safety. Use it for woolens, silks, satins, laces, chiffons.

It will harm nothing that water alone will not harm.

IVORYsoap FLAKES

This

wool sweater

had 55 washings

before this picture

was taken

Send for FREE SAMPLE
with directions for the caxe of del-

icate garments. Address Section

47-GF, Department of Home Eco-

nomics, The Procter & Gamble Co.

,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Makes pretty clothes last longer
* i
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V II E MOVIE A L M A N A (

JULY Edited and Illustrated by Charles Gatchell 1921
PREDICTIONS FOR JULY.

Pictures showing winter scenes in Alaska will be very popular wherever
shown this month. Discerning motion-picture lovers will begin to observe
that the titles of pictures are becoming somewhat less sensational, at least

at the better theaters. News reels will begin showing convention parades
and Fourth of July orators, and will continue to display pictures of ship
launchings and the exploits of structural steel workers.

1—Fr.—Prohibition went into effect,- 1919. 16—Sa.-

2—Sa.—Several motion-picture directors announced their in-

tention of going to Cuba, Bermuda, and different 17—Su-
parts of Europe in order to get the right atmos-
phere for location stuff, 1919. 18—M.

-

3—Su.—Alice Brady became a Realart star, 1919.

4—M. —Police reserves called out to disperse the mobs of 19—Tu.
feminine film fans gathered around Famous
Players-Lasky's Long Island studio when Wallie 20—W-
Reid arrives from the Coast to work on "Peter
Ibbetson" with Elsie Ferguson, 1921.

5—Tu.—Censors start a campaign against Mary Pickford's 21—Th.

—

appearing in "Little Lord Fauntleroy," because she
wears boys' clothing in the role, 1921.

6—W.—An interviewer writes a story about Betty Compson
without mentioning "The Miracle Man," 1926. . 22—Fr.-

7—Th.—Raymond Hatton born, 1892.
8—Fr.—D. W. Griffith, who had just been made a director 23—Sa.-

at the old Biograph studio, completed his first pic-

ture, "The Adventures of Dollie," 1908. 24—Su.-

9—Sa.
—"Queen Elizabeth," starring Sarah Bernhardt, the first

feature picture ever made by a famous stage 25—M. -

actress, completed, 1912.
10—Su.—A producer openly admits that he is releasing a

picture made in Germany, 1958. 26—Tu.
11—M.—Clara Kimball Young began her career as a motion-

picture actress by going to work at the Vitagraph
studio in Brooklyn, 1911. 27—W.-

12—Tu.—Vivian Martin and Sessue Hayakawa appeared to-

gether in a Lasky picture, "Forbidden Paths," 1917. 28—Th.
13—W.—Following the success of Penrhyn Stanlaws as a

movie director, Neysa McMein, Clarence Under- 2g Fr.-
wood, and Howard Chandler Christy start in as

apprentices, 1922. m—Sa -

14—Th.—The Einstein theory denounced by the Actors' Equity
'

Association because it attacks the star system, 1921. 3 1 Su.-

15—Fr.—Charles Chaplin and Gareth Hughes appear in rival

screen versions of "Hamlet," 1923.

Nazimova began her career as a Metro screen star,

1917.

Marguerite Clark appeared in a stage version of "The
Affairs of Anatol," 1912.

-Billie Burke, starring in "Love Watches," made
pajamas famous, 1909.

-Fred Stone appeared in a picture called "The Goat,"
1918. (This was no relation to The Kid.)

Will Rogers registered the broadest grin of his life

when the doctor came out into the living room and
said, "It's a boy," 1915.

An enterprising director observed Agnes Ayers in a
party of visitors at the Essanay studio, Chicago,
and offered her a job as an extra, which she ac-
cepted, 1915.

Theda Bara ended her career as leader of William
Fox's vamp brigade, 1919.

Thermometer rises to 90 degrees, and forty players ask
to be transferred to Cecil De Mille's company, 1921.

Gloria Swanson's first starring picture, 'The Great
Moment," by Elinor Glyn, released, 1921.

First scenario for a comedy based on home brew ar-
rived at the Christie Comedy Company's studios,
1919.

-Two hundred sweet girl graduates of schools of mo-
tion-picture acting return home and announce that
they probably won't be starred until fall, 1921.

Parents of aforesaid sweet girl graduates suggest that
they take up stenography, ig2r.

-Doug and Mary landed in New York, after a whirl-
wind honeymoon in Europe, 1920.

"Fatty" Arbuckle consumes seventeen ice-cream cones,

1918, 1919, 1920, 1921.

Wanda Hawley born in Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1897.

-The Oracle answers 415 letters, all asking, "When
was Mary Pickford born and are her curls her
own?" 1916, 1917, 1918, 1919, 1920, 1921.

OUR MONTHLY RECIPE.
Baste one critic with toothache or head-

ache,
And then keep him fast to his post;

Choose a good baking day
And no matter what play,

It is quite safe to count on the roast.

HINTS TO HOUSEWIVES.
Never go to see Pauline Frederick

without taking an extra handkerchief.
If you want to get on the good side of

your husband, don't dreamily ask him if

he doesn't think that Thomas Meighan
isn't simply wonderful, but say smilingly,

"I hear that Ben Turpin is being featured
in a new comedy. Don't you want to go ?"

HISTORICAL ANECDOTE.
Back in 191 1, a young man fresh out

of school was working as a cub reporter
on a Newark, New Jersey, newspaper.
The young man was very tall, good look-
ing, and green, and one day the editor
sent him out to cover a fire which he had
word had started in the biggest hotel in

the city. When the reporter got to the
hotel, the fire was apparently out. He
was disappointed, because he had wanted
so much to write a big story. Locating
the proprietor, the young reporter talked
to him about the fire. The proprietor was
a good talker and advertiser.

The reporter dashed back to his office

and tore out a story about the flames
dashing high, the guests fleeing "in scant
attire," the terrible damage wrought, and
what a hero the proprietor was.

After he had handed in his story, the
city editor called him.
"Young man," he said. "You possess

too much imagination for this sheet. We
had a phone message that that fire was a
false alarm. So are you. You're fired."

Afterward the young man went into
the movie business. His name is Wallace
Reid.

INTERESTING FACTS.
It is estimated that all of the "film that

has been taken showing Earle Williams,
Ruth Roland, and Mary Pickford,
if laid end to end, would reach from San
Francisco to Petrograd.
Very few motion pictures are made in

Iceland.

Mary Miles Minter has never played a
vampire role.

Richard Barthelmess is one of the most
popular young men on the screen.
Douglas Fairbanks is said to be very

well to do.

Elsie Ferguson is reputed to have a very
large and expensive wardrobe.

Visitors are seldom admitted to motion-
picture studios.

Mrs. Sydney Drew began her pro-

fessional career as an entertainer on the
Redpath Lyceum platform.
Rupert Hughes, who has made a for-

tune out of writing for magazines and
the screen, has never learned to run a
typewriter.

George B. Seitz is the author, director,
star, and business manager for his com-
pany.

THE L. C. M.

We can't afford to dine abroad,
Our purse is always low,

It's emptied by the cruel hand
Of H. C. L., you know.

We can't afford to go to games;
We wouldn't have a chance

Of buying proper clothing for
A tea or dinner dance.

If we should hear McCormack sing,

Or Kreisler play, I fear
We'd have to live like Becky Sharpe
On nothing for a year.

They've pushed our rations out of sight,

They've boosted up our rents,

But praises be ! the movies still

Are bought for 'leven cents.

ANSWER TO CORRESPONDENT.
Gertie.—You are quite right in break-

ing your engagement with the young man
who pronounces it "fillum."



Do You Want Better Movies?
If there is anything about the movies which you think might

be improved read this article. It will show you that you

have more influence than you realized— if you will only use it.

Helen Christine Bennett ILLUSTRATED BY
L U I TRUGO

BEFORE I started out for the Coast
I attempted to make a study of the

spectators at motion-picture theaters. The
object of this was to find out whether the folks who
go to see motion pictures were as dissatisfied with them
as I was. I gave the thing as fair a trial as I could,

visiting all kinds of houses from the dollar-and-a-half

house to the hfteen-cent one. And I came to the con-
clusion that most folks who attended motion pictures

felt just about as I did. I sat in the biggest motion-
picture house in the country one night—the Capitol

Theater, in New York City—and heard the people about

me titter at a picture which showed a man in a North-
ern village, at least the setting looked as if it were so

intended, assaulted and an attempt made to tar and
feather him because of a supposed political betrayal

:

There was a fourteen-year-old schoolboy sitting next
to me, a well-set-up, intelligent chap, and when it came
to this scene he sighed disgustedly.

"Oh, gee!" Something was
wrong ; he sensed it, and he com-
plained to his father about the bad
show during the rest of the picture.

At another time in a theater of equal

prominence, I was sitting next to one
of the most ardent fans of my ac-

quaintance. The story wasn't a bad
story, although half the spectators

drifted out before it was finished, but

at the conclusion, human credulity

was strained to the point where the

other half hastily rose, and my
friend the fan remarked in tones of

wonder, "Let's get out.* How on
earth do you suppose they figure on
getting away with anything as bad

as that ?"

I took these remarks and others

of the same kind with me to the

Coast, and since I have been here I have used them
judiciously in the studios which I have visited. To
my surprise every producer, director, and editor whom
I have seen at once admitted that pictures would have

to be better

!

I don't mean to intimate that any one admitted they

were bad. But every one concerned with pictures has

sensed this discontent among the people who go to see

motion pictures and admittedly is going to try to do
better in future. More than that most of them have

YOU—AND THE
MOVIES

That is the title which the author

had in mind when she began the

series of articles, of which this is

the first. They are written from
the point of view of a trained ob-

server, a keen analyst, a woman
who knozvs what the American
people like. For several years she

has been writing on timely sub-

jects, in the biggest magazines,

with ever-increasing popularity.

At pr£?ent she is devoting all of

hei ume to a study of the motion-

pt> ture industry. You will enjoy
seeing it through her eyes.

Very few persons realize what

letters can do.

admitted that they were going to make better pictures

because the people are demanding them.
Tt was pleasant to find every one in accord with me;

the only difficulty was that most of the persons con-

cerned in the production of pictures were quite vague
as to how they were to be made better. And before

I go any further with this article I want to state that

I am not using "better" to refer to morals. The mat-
ter of censorship is agitating the whole motion-picture

producing world. With five States possessing boards

of censors to guard the morals of the screen, and thirty-

eight bills pending in thirty-eight legislatures propos-

ing similar boards of censorship, censorship and morals
of pictures form burning and vital

topics of conversation. I have no
use for vulgar or indecent pictures,

but I have still less use for a board
of censors. No more idiotic insti-

tution could be founded than a board
of censors. If you don't believe it

look up the board in Pennsylvania.

In that State the censors have de-

termined that motherhood is im-
moral. If a perfectly respectable

woman is expecting a baby she can-

not work on baby clothes on the

screen ; the censors prefer her to

have the baby without warning and
to suddenly shock the spectators

rather than to give them any intima-

tion of the horrible impending feet.

Anything more immoral than to

make motherhood a hidden shame I

have yet to conceive. But having

thus registered myself as against censorship I reiterate:

I am talking of "better movies" in another sense.

In a picture play I saw recently, at a high-priced

theater, the lovely heroine, a dressmaker's model, tried

on some exquisite clothing consisting of an embroidered
chiffon evening gown over silk or satin and a light coat

trimmed with ermine. In the course of the evening

this young lady, in these clothes, was abducted, by mis-

take, gagged after a struggle, thrown into a motor car,

carried out to a small frame house, where she was locked
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in. The house was empty and dismantled and pre-

sumably pretty dusty, since houses in this condition

usually do accumulate dust. The hero arriving rescued

the young lady, but they had to grope their way in

the darkness about many rooms, and finally they climbed

out a second-story window, and the girl slid down a

water spout, entered a second car, and was driven to a

ball.

I give you my word that she entered the ballroom

with no more preparation than brushing back a vagrant

lock of hair! She looked fine, too. The chiffon dress

was not even marked up, and the cape was as good as

ever. Her white throat and neck showed no signs of

the rough hands of the men who had
gagged her. Still further on she en-

gaged in a struggle with the villain-

ess. This lady almost lost her dress

in the struggle, one shoulder came
off entirely. But when the strug-

gle was over the heroine, brushing

back the vagrant lock, returned un-

scathed to the ballroom, and the vil-

lainess, calmly buttoning the dress on
the shoulder strap—it had conven-

iently been made that way it seemed,

perhaps in forecast of this struggle

—smoothed back her dark locks and
went to the ballroom, too. At the

end of the play when the heroine

got back and removed her cape the

lovely dress was still perfect.

Now this would seem too ridicu-

lous to mention if it were not for the fact that this is

a recent picture, made by a first-class company, wideh
advertised, and foisted on an unsuspecting public. Rob
Wagner says that American spectators are the most
patient in the world, that in France and England the

people applaud when they like films and hiss when they

do not. I think a little well-applied hissing is much
needed in this country.

Would it have any effect? It would have a profound
one. The only method a producer has to tell whether
his pictures are liked or disliked is to watch the box-

office receipts. Managers of local theaters are invited,

urged, and almost implored to tell how pictures are

received by the spectators. As we do not often ap-

plaud, except in news reels, and do not hiss, except

the villains of serials, the attendance is the only criterion.

But there isn't a place in any industry where direct

connection between consumer and producer is more
needed than in the motion pictures. If for one year

a very small percentage of the motion-picture fans

would tell the maiden at the box office, or the local man-
ager, or better still twite to the producer every time a
bad picture was shown—or an exceptionally good one
—and sign an honest name and address to the com-
munication, I believe it would do more to hasten the
day of better motion pictures than anything else.

Why? Because a good many producers, perhaps all

of them are still basing their pictures on the idea of

the intelligence of the ten-cent audience, and yet these

pictures are shown first to, and make their reputation
on, the fifty-cent to a dollar audience. After this they

are shown to the

cheaper audience, but in

the case of the great

WELL, DO YOU?
We would like to know whether

or not you agree with Helen Chris-

tine Bennett when she says that

even the most ardent fans would
like to see "better motion pic-

tures."

We are so much interested in

what our readers think on this

subject that we have decided to

hold a contest, with prizes for the

best letters on the subject. You
will find the announcement of it

on page 69 of this issue.

majority of pictures it is this method of distribution

that is used, and it is the verdict of the first and high-

class spectator that makes or breaks the picture. Mo-
tion-picture producers and directors have reminded me
at every opportunity that they had to consider that

they were making pictures for a mass of spectators.

They are not
;
they are trying to capture the high-class

audience and then build up a reputation for a picture

that will carry it with any spectator at any price. In
the future there may be more distinction made in pic-

ture plays, but at present this is the general method.
A few hundred letters to producers would have a won-
derful effect, more wonderful than you would imagine.

Very few of the public realize

what letters can do. As a magazine
writer of years of experience I know
what they do in that world. Even

'

a single letter with regard to an ar-

ticle or story is regarded as- proof
that it aroused an especial interest.

A dozen letters on a story make a hit,

a hundred a big hit, because we don't

write often when we like a thing,

and still less often when we don't

like it. In the motion-picture world
letters to producers are rare things.

I sounded out one director general

on this matter, and he said warmly
he would welcome letters.

"The weakest point in this in-

dustry," he said, "is that we get our
barometer of public feeling second-

hand. We depend on the local theater man for infor-
mation. If we could develop a way to find out first-

hand what the public thinks we wrould be able to do
better work in suiting the public."

In justice to the producer, whom I have been treat-

ing rather badly thus far. it ought to be stated that
the picture you see is not always the picture he sent
out. In the first place the boards of censors—they
really cannot be kept out of this article it seems, delete
a picture according to their notions of morality. This
notion varies according to the people composing the
board of censors. In Chicago, where the board is com-
posed of police officers, it is easy to imagine that any
film permitting anything derogatory to a policeman is

cut at that point. Do not imagine that because your
State has no board of censors that this cutting may not
affect you. Chicago is a center for the releasing of
pictures which go to Michigan, parts of Wisconsin, and
of other States near, as sent out from Chicago, which
means cut to suit the whim of the Chicago police, from
whose decision there is no appeal. The picture you see
may have started out as a logical story, but it is cut
then and there, and the remains passed on to the public.

Now suppose that particular picture passes the censors,
what next ? Next comes the exhibitor. He has it with-
in his power to make or mar a picture. When I saw
the "Mark of Zoro" it was shown so fast that no one
could follow the picture except at a hop, skip, and jump,
which made it a painful

process. I reported the

thing in person to Mr. Fair-

banks, and he ordered word
sent at once to the operators
of that theater—it was one
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A little well-

applied hiss-

ing is much
needed in this

country. It

would have a

profound
effect.

of a chain—that if such a thing happened again he

would not release to them.

"They will do it," said Fairbanks in disgust. "It is

a little long, and they run it over."

They do more than run it over. Very often they

cut out a whole line of scenes because it is too long

or because they, the exhibitors, do not like them. One
theater owner cut a picture because as he said

:

"I don't like the man's face there; I'll just cut it

out." Sometimes an exhibitor does like a particular

part of a film so well that he keeps it for his private

and personal collection. What we see is often what
all these people have left of the original. There is

just one way to stop it. Com-
plain if your theater cuts films,

to your knowledge
;

you can
often tell by comparison with

other theaters. Complain if the

picture has gaps unexplained,

complain of anything that does

not suit you. It will not take

long for theater ex-

hibitors to find out

that a picture must be

shown as it leaves the

producers' hands.
Then we can take up
our quarrel with

faults with the pro-

ducer.

That is your part

and mine in helping

to get better movies.

If I have read the

people about me
aright in my visits to

study motion-picture
spectators the thing

the people want most
is a greater fidelity to

life. If a girl gets

disheveled we want
her disheveled even
if her beauty is less

for a moment. We don't care about all merchants be-

ing alike, all country folks looking alike, all mothers
being very old, and all fathers likewise. Would that

the stage or the screen would occasionally show us

parents of young folks of about forty-five instead of

about sixty-five ! I took several producers to task for

these aged parents of seventeen-year-old-daughters, and
they shrugged their shoulders and said,

"Oh, that is for contrast." Now I appeal to you if

the contrast that is so great as to be incongruous is

really effective. If I could see one motion picture with

a sprightly set of parents for the hero and heroine I

should feel immensely relieved as to the future of mo-
tion pictures. I want to see a captain of industry who
is not clean shaven, nor choleric, nor given to fits of

temper. I really know several captains of industry

who are none of these things. I want to see some
ingenues with brains as well as elastic joints that per-

mit them to do acrobatic stunts. Such young women
exist and are often good looking. In other words I

want to see the screen stop using stock types and to

use individuals in its picture plays. One scenario di-

rector whom I interviewed— I shall not use his name
as he might be swamped with objections to his pres-

ent products—says he is going to do it. He says the

day of stock types is over, and the day of individuals

has come. I hope for all our sakes that it has.

I want to see things happen logically. I don't want

them to happen as in life, because, as every editor

knows, life obeys laws too little understood to make
its happenings convincing. Take the example I gave.

Now it might have been that in life some man who
lived in a Northern village was tarred and feathered

as retribution for a political betrayal, but even if it

did actually happen—once—it could never be convinc-

ing to us, who know that it could not happen but once.

A thing that is true to life is true to life as we know
it year in year out, not true to life on New Year's

Eve. No one wants to bind the films to realism; we
love fairy stories and want them always, but we do
want to have them presented in a way that makes us

believe in them, and so w£ must^have the char-

acterization built on life as we know it.

I have arrived this far without a hint of sex.

What of sex stories, problem stories, and so on
in the motion pictures? Temporarily, as I am
writing, the big companies are preparing to fol-

low the fourteen points laid down by Lasky. At
present any sex picture is overladen with the

moral pointed out. Sex is going to survive. So
is sin. It al-

ways has in fic-

tion, and it has
enabled many
picturegoers to

get their ideas

of gilded vice a

bit more accu-

rately than they

ever could be-

fore, women
particu-
larly. Eagerness
concerning the

much-talked of

unknown demi-

monde accounts

for a large part

of the interest

in sex pictures.

That curiosity

has been largely

satisfied, and the vamp picture now has to have a real

story in addition to clothes and the vamp. Some of the

disgusting pictures will go. But. to my mind, the pic-

ture which is most in need of extermination is the

salacious comedy, the one or two reeler which is vul-

gar, suggestive, and often indecent. Under the guise

of humor these present matter that ought to make any
spectator hiss with vehemence.

There isn't any question but that the air out here

is full of statements as to "better motion pictures."

When you recall, however, how much the phrase,

"fewer and better pictures," has been used in the in-

dustry merely as an advertising catchword in the cam-
paigns of previous years, you are likely to distrust any
predictions of this sort which the producers put out

regarding their own particular wares. So what is go-

ing to come of it all I can't even guess. But of one
thing I am certain. This industry ought to be yours

and mine ; it depends directly on us and our kind for

support. We have every right to be considered.

Therefore if you want better movies get out your pen
and ink and paper and prepare to write and write 3 'id

write—and get all your friends to do the same. We
get legislation by this means ; even a minority can get

a measure passed in Congress or in a State legislature

if it is a determined-enough minority ; we can get bet-

ter movies if we are enough in earnest to kick and

boost until they arrive.



The Revelations of a Stars Wife
An intimate story of the joys and sorrows that make up the real lives of the players.

CHAPTER V.

FROM the Claridge we went to see "Sally," the

musical comedy in which Mary Hay, Dick Bar-

thelmess' wife, was playing; she's such an at-

tractive thing that I adore watching her. It was rain-

ing when we came out of the theater—a light, spring

rain that did little more than make the pavements wet,

so that the lights of Broadway were reproduced in a

beautiful, blurry reflection wherever there was a clear

bit of space. That was not often, however; the whole
theater district was jammed with automobiles, and in

each hotel entrance and theater lobby was a great crowd
of people—women with bare

heads, their evening cloaks gath-

ered close about them, waiting

while their escorts found their

cars ; men taking the opportunity

to smoke while some other, more
unlucky fellow chased a car for

their crowd. Every few mo-
ments a taxi would go by with
a man standing on the running
board, protecting his find from
the dozens of men who tried to

get it away from him, and the

uniformed doormen apparently

summoned autos out of thin air,

and coined money as a result.

Lorraine Tevis arrived at the
Century shortly after we did,

and a few moments later, when
I was dancing with Hugh, and
she with Bruce Kildare, she
maneuvered so that we were
near each other when the music
stopped.

"Please come with me after

this dance," she said, slipping

her hand into mine. "I need
you."

So I did. She and Kildare and
I made our way from the crowd
that faced the stage and out to a
secluded corner, from which we could look down across

Central Park. The rain had stopped, and the spring air

was very sweet and clear. From below, the roar of

the city7 came up to us, like surf breaking on a sandy
shore, and behind us the dance music lilted with its

broken rhythm.
I was not surprised to find Tom Seward waiting for

us; he was tramping up and down in the little corner,

an unlighted cigar between his teeth. Despite the per-

fect cut of his dinner coat he had a rumpled appear-
ance, as if the disturbed state of his thoughts had af-

fected even his clothes. He wasn't at all the quiet,

courteous-looking person he'd been at dinner.

"I'm glad you've come, Mrs. Beresford," he said,

holding out his hand to me. "Of course, people will

never know what really happens here to-night, but it's

just as well to have some outsider know, in case of
difficulties/'

I wondered why, if there was to be a scene, he hadn't
chosen a more private olace as the setting for it. Lor-
raine answered my thought as she stepped closer to me.

Well-known players, easily recogniz-
able to fans, drift in and out of this story
as their lives touch that of the writer, the
wife of a prominent motion-picture star.

Their struggles, hopes, and romances are
touched on, as she tells her story and that
of Hugh Beresford, her husband. At the
height of his success, a company offers to
back him in his own productions—a life-

long dream of Hugh and his wife—so it was
a bitter disappointment when the company
lost their money in another venture and
were unable to advance capital to Hugh.
Then it was that his wife proved her faith
in his ability, for she urged him to take
their savings, and risk all they had on mak-
ing his own productions. They came to
New York to make his first picture, and it

was here that the writer picked up the
threads of Lorraine Tevis' romance. Lor=
raine is one of the most popular stars on
the screen, partly because her wealthy
husband has spared no expense in sur-
rounding her with the best talent in the
industry, and by giving her wonderful ad-
vertising. But she does not love him

—

their marriage was little more than a busi=
ness contract. The writer saw Lorraine at

dinner one evening at the Claridge, with
her husband and Bruce Kildare her leading
man. She looked radiantly happy, but she
told Sally, the writer, that she was in
trouble and begged her to join them later

in the evening at the Century Roof so that
she could ask her advice.

"I told you at dinner that I wanted to see you this

evening, but I didn't know that it would be quite so

serious," she said, ignoring her husband and Kildare.

"I just wanted to ask your advice, but now it's toe

late. This—this meeting, if it can be called that, is

the result of an argument that came up quite suddenlv,

and I—well " -

"She's afraid that if we have it out in a more private

place I'll forget myself and shoot Kildare," Tom Se-

ward broke in bluntly. "That's a mistaken idea. I'm

a sane man, in the first place, and in the second, I know
that I have no cause for wanting to do such a thing.

But Lorraine seems to have
taken the plots of some of her

own pictures seriously, and was
afraid to go home."

Yes, I know that this seems
queer to you—but you must re-

member that motion-picture peo-

ple aren't like ordinary folk

;

they do things more impulsively,

their lives are less restricted than
most people's are, and settling

an important matter in public is

an every-day occurence to them.
So staging this little affair at a

popular after-theater resort, was
nothing unusual.

"Now, let's have this thing
out," Seward went on.

"You've admitted that you're
in love with each other, haven't

you?"
Lorraine merely nodded

;

Bruce Kildare squared his shoul-

ders and said, "Yes. we have

;

we've been in love for the last

year."

"But we tried not to be," pro-
tested Lorraine, twisting her
hands together so that her
bracelets clinked faintly; an ex-
travagant simile flashed into my

mind; they seemed like delicate but firm fetters. "You
said when I married you that you wouldn't ask much
of me, but that you would insist on my being true to
you. Well, I have been. As soon as we fell in love
with each other—that is, as soon as we knew that we
had—Bruce asked you to release him from his con-
tract, but you refused. We had to keep on playing
love scenes; all our pictures had :hem m. But Bruce
never kissed me except when he had to, and even-
time he took me in his arms—in every single one of
those moments that were so sacred to him and me

—

the director was saying 'Hold her tighter—kiss her
again ' and lots of people were looking on—you,
often enough, were there, too. And the whole world
saw it on the screen."

. felt suddenly ashamed. Think of it—you girls who
are in love—you and I shared with them the tenderest
moments of their lives. It seemed to me that I never
wanted to see another love scene.

"Yes, that's true, I know," Seward was staring
down over the city now. I wondered if he realized
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that it was the people in that city, and in the other cities and
little towns of the country, who had taken Lorraine away from
him. They had found romance in the love-making of his wife
and Bruce Kildare. and had demanded more and more of it ; that

had made these two a money-making team, turned them into a
veritable goose that would keep on laying the golden egg for years.

As a result of that, he himself had refused to separate them.

"We've got to end the thing, though," he went on, turning back
to her suddenly. "I can't have it—I won't let this thing go on.

You must decide whether you will give Bruce up and forget all

about him, or whether you will leave me and go with him. I'll re-

lease you both from your contracts, and you can get a divorce from
me and marry him. Or you can stay with me, and Bruce can go.

Which is it to be?"
Lorraine stared at him helplessly. She had never had to make

up her mind unaided before; her mother had done it for her for

years, and then Tom had done it after their marriage. She turned

to Bruce Kildare, who was leaning against the wall with his hands
in his pockets.

"If Bruce leaves, I'll put up the money to star him," Seward
offered. You see, he worshiped Lorraine, and was willing to bid

high for her. "That will put him on his feet, and you need never

regret having pushed him out of a snug berth. What about it,

Lorraine ?"

She turned from him to Kildare, and her arms went out to him
instinctively.

"I love you, Bruce," she said, and her voice appealed to him
to help her.

Back where the crowd was they had turned down the lights, and
on the stage two acrobats were performing, doing wonderfully

beautiful feats of balancing with a slow, unbroken grace of move-
ment, to the softly played strains of a waltz written in delicate

minor chords. They seemed unreal to me, but not half so much
so as did this scene of which I was a part.

Kildare straightened up for an instant and took a step forward

;

then he leaned back against the wall again.

"I don't believe you'd better choose me, Lorrie," he said quietly.

"First thing we knew we'd have to try to be happy together. I

couldn't give you even a decent car. I'd have to scout around for

a contract—so would you—and even successful as we've been, it's

a question what sort of deal we could make right now, with more
pictures on the market than can possibly be used."

I hated him for that ; I believed that he was just trying to get

the most he could out of the situation. But then I saw him turn

his head away from them and blink back the tears, and I knew
that he, like Tom Seward, was trying to consider Lorraine's hap-

piness first, and that he didn't believe she'd be happy with him,

without much money.
She turned to Seward, then, and began to sob; she'd had a

little glimpse of happiness for a short time, but the thought that

Kildare could even pause to consider having her come to him, in-

stead of taking her in his arms at once, had ruined everything

for her.

Cf course, it was a complete misunderstanding; being the only

one of them who was on the outside of the whole affair, I could

see that. Kildare thought he'd be doing Lorraine an injustice if

he deprived her of Seward's wealth, and she thought that he didn't

care enough for her to make the sacrifices he'd have to in order

to take her. As for Seward, his triumph was sorry enough ; I

knew as well as he did that Lorraine was no more his wife than

I was. But he smiled a little as he turned away from us, with

his arm around her. She leaned heavily against him as they walked
away, but Seward's air was one of victory. I think he felt that

he had taken a long step toward really winning her.

Kildare went back to her sister, who was with the party. But
he took me to my table first.

"Don't think me a cad, please," he begged me. "If you didn't

see how things were I can't explain them, but—well, I won't take

Seward's offer to give me my own company ; I'll hunt up a job

somewhere else."

"But why not take Lorraine with you ?" I urged him impulsively.

I couldn't bear to have these two parted. "You and I know what

'Now, let's have this thing out," Seward

her marriage to Seward has been—just a

nominal marriage, hardly more than a busi-

ness contract. She's leading a starved, empty
life, in spite of her gorgeous gowns and jewels

and all the rest of it. Are you going to leave

her to know nothing but that?"

"I've got to," he answered wearily. "Don't
you see—all the things that Seward's money
gives her she's come to expect ; they're part

of her life. Alone I couldn't make enough
to keep her happy. Of course, we could
probably earn a lot, together—but it would
be some time before she could do much. It

would take a year's residence in California

or somewhere like that before she could get

a divorce. Then, too—you know how fast

popularity wanes in the movies. She might
be almost forgotten in a year. And often

divorce hurts a star terribly. Lorraine's

quite different from some naturally—more
popular and all that, but people have been
devoted to her because thev knew there never
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went on. "You've admitted that you're in love with each other, haven't xou.

was any scandal about her. If she left Seward, even
though there wasn't any gossip about it—and there'd be
no real cause for any—people would wonder and talk,

and it would hurt her. In time they'd forget—but in

the meantime it would be hard for her. Oh, I know
that all this may sound to you as if I was hedging, but
I'm not; I'm just trying to show you why I didn't do
what I wanted to so terribly to-night—take Lorraine
in my arms and tell Seward that he'd lost her."'

I tried to show him that he was wrong ; that Lorraine
wouldn't have minded getting along on whatever he
could earn till she could help out. and that she wouldn't
care even then if they didn't have as much as she'd
been accustomed to. Of course, it was hard to tell how
good a market her pictures would find without Seward
to back them ; the fact that they were shown in all the
theaters he owned made some difference, and then, too.

with his money behind her she could always have the
best of everything when she made a picture, and the
exhibitors knew it. But even so, if she and Bruce Kil-
dare really cared for each other, I couldn't see why
they didn't risk it. It seemed to me that he was need-

lessly afraid of jeopardiz-

ing her future.

A week later she and
Seward were to sail for

France. She came to see

me the morning they were
due to go, and sat down
on the foot of my bed

—

I had been i: : late the night

before and was having
breakfast there—while she

told me about it. She
looked very lovely, in her

trim, closely veiled hat,

with a great bunch of or-

chids and lavender sweet
peas pinned to her blue

coat. But she was very

pale, and her eyes looked

as if she had cried until

something had died in her

heart.

"You think Bruce and I

made a mistake don't you?"
she asked abruptly.

"I do," I answered.

"Sometimes I think so,

too," she said slowly. "Yet
settling things this way
means that he's to be

starred ; that's a step up
for him. And evidently I

was mistaken ; he couldn't

have cared so very much,
after all."

Then I tried to tell her

the other side of the story;

that Bruce, quixotic chap
that he was, had felt he'd

be doing wrong in asking

her to give up the luxury

and success Seward gave
her and face the whole
world with him. Also that

he had refused Seward's
offer to star him.

"I suppose that was be-

cause I told him once that

when I was a youngster,

and we were awfully poor,

T used to have to help with the work, and that I had
to wash out the handkerchiefs and other little things."

she told me. "I said that I'd rather die than ever wash
bandkerchiefs again—and he must have remembered it."

Seward phoned her just then; he was waiting down-
stairs, and they had just twenty minutes to catch their

boat

"Am I

ing away from the phone.

"Bruce is stopping at the Algonquin," I answered.

"You could phone him—and stay here at the Claridge

with us for a while, and then go West and get your
divorce

"

She walked across the room to the window and stood

there staring down at Broadway. Just across from her,

on the top of a building, was a huge electric sign—

-

"Lorraine Tevis in 'Hearts Aflame,' "-it read. Only
a few blocks away was the hotel where Bruce Kildare,

who had made that very picture with her, was staving.

Continued on page 1 00

Was she coming?
going, Sally?" she asked me suddenly, turn-



A grin begins shyly, and finishes widely

Sentiment
"A queer little deevil, but a

not quite understand

By Emma-Lind
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Welsh players—looks at you wide-eyed
while he speaks of. starving in a garret

—

"yes, absolutely, my man, myself, and my
two dogs"—and then brings from his vest

pocket a cluster of useless, golden things,

and displays them proudly ; a fountain pen,

a pencil, a knife, and a toothpick that

screws in and out. "I call it 'Ebenezer,'
"

he says.

His voice is that of the typical actor,

low and vibrant, with an accent which one
would mistake for being French unless

one knew that he was born in a town in

Wales with an unpronounceable name. He

Sometimes he is

a blase man of
the world.

Photo by Hoover

I AM tired to-day, I was out late last night."

'Working?" This from me sympathetically.

"No, up on top of Mt. Lookout—in the moonlight, making
love."

And, gentle reader, the speaker was not Lew Cody or any of the self-

confessed Romeos of the screen. It was Gareth Hughes, the boy with the

face of an acolyte, he whom C. B. De Mille called "the young idealist,"

Barrie's choice for the picturized version of "Sentimental Tommy."
We were gliding along North Broadway toward Elysian Park in Gareth's

correctly upholstered sedan. A perfectly groomed chauffeur tended the

wheel. Gareth was garbed in ultra-modish things, loose fitting, Byronic.

His nails were polished to a pink glow; he toyed with an ivory-tipped stick

—a useless thing. Sophistication.

But, a golden cluster of daffodils flaunted their bloom from the cut-

glass vase at his side. Gareth grinned boyishly.

"I love them. They are the national flower of Wales. Spring makes
me crazy !" Naivete.

He is, somehow, a series of contradictions. You feel always that

wistful, youthful appeal for which his screen characterizations are fa-

mous, and yet you by no means think of him as an incurable idealist. In

an instant he changes from a blase man-o'-the-world to an eager, cred-

'tilous youngster. He peers at you from behind horn-rimmed spec-

tacles, gravely discusses the kind of a person that Hamlet really was
—and then offers you an orange-flavored lozenge. He tells you of

poverty in New York, in the days when he came to America with the



al Gareth
lad wi' charms." You may
him—but you'll like him.

say Squier

uses his hands a great deal, makes short,

abrupt gestures, illustrates his every mood
with his long, tapering ringers—is it affec-

tation, you wonder?
Then the orange lozenge again, and a

grin that begins almost shyly, and finishes

widely. He loi'cs Chinatown, he tells you.

And look at the amethyst ring he had made
up for "Sentimental Tommy." He dis-

plays it with the utmost candor, a huge
stone set in dull gold, too large for ordi-

nary wear—but he will wear it. just as

you used to wear rings from candy sticks

—no, it isn't affectation.

"How old are you?"' I demanded sud-

denly. He puzzled me. and I had to know.

At times he is an eager, credulous youngster.

PT>oto by Hoover

Photo bv Hoover

He illustrates even' mood with his long tapering fingers.

"Old enough to be rejuvenated by spring," he answered
gravely.

I looked at him almost respectfully. Was he really a vet-

eran? One of these old men who cheat time and retain their

youth ?

"I am twenty-three." he finished.

He was toving with the magnificent amethyst. He pointed

out the fact that a cross was engraved on each side of the

stone.

"If there is anvthing in reincarnation," he said suddenly, "I

was in some former life, a priest, or at least an acolyte. I

love altar cloths and stained-glass windows. I have the sym-
bol of the cross engraved on my rings—yet I am not religious.

I love the sen-ice of the Episcopal Church because of its dra-
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matic beauty. If I ever have a home of my own I will

have one room fitted up as a cloister."

He leaned forward toward the impassive chauffeur.

(If only I could have found out what his "man" thinks

of Gareth!)

"We must be turning back, I have to be at a little

red-headed girl's house at eleven."

The cloister—and red-headed girls

!

"I don't think I shall ever marry," he told me gravely.

"I am selfish enough to hate responsibility, and I

shouldn't like to have a baby."

If I was in a breathless state of mind by this time,

it was excusable. He made me feel young and unim-
portant when he spoke of having created the role of

the young son in Barrie's "The New Word," of having
played in Wales, London, and New York, of his triumph
as Ariel in the huge out-of-door production of "The
Tempest." Then he exalted me to a high pinnacle of
maturity when he said earnestly, "Tell me about the

Hollywood parties they say are so bad. I've never
been to one. And tell me, is Ben Turpin really cross-

eyed?"
His greatest screen idol, if you can stand the shock,

is neither Nazimova nor John Barrymore. It is Ben
Turpin. When I told him I would arrange for him
to meet the famous comedian, he gripped my hand in

an ecstasy of delight. He plied me with a dozen breath-

less questions about him. Was his neck really that way?
Was he well educated ? Could he have his picture taken
with him?

"I'm going to write him a fan letter," he told me.
"I went to see 'A Small Town Idol' eight times, be-

cause he was in it. I hate pictures generally—they are,

drivel. I never sit through the ones I am in—yet I

loved 'Sentimental Tommy.' That was a real master-
piece."

We had turned back and were headed for Los An-
geles and the red-haired girl.

"Do you know what Belasco told me about myself?"
he demanded with one of his wistful-impertinent grins.

"He said to me, 'Gareth, you remind me of green
fields, altar candles—and a brothel.'

"

I was startled, but Gareth was enthusiastic.

"Hot dog ! What do you know about that ? Don't
vou think that describes me exactly?"

"Well, I
"

"Put it in the interview," he suggested. "And please

put in, too, that I adore Mrs. Fiske. Every one does
who comes into contact with her. I was to have played

opposite her as Chopin to her George Sands. But I

was too young. She said it would appear to the audi-

ence more like an abduction than an elopement."

Gareth Hughes was playing on the Welsh stage when
only fourteen. Then the Welsh players went to Lon-
don and thence to New York. He entered pictures two
years ago. He played with Marguerite Clark in "Mrs.
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," with Clara Kimball
Young in "The Eyes of Youth," and has just completed

a picture with Metro.
Continued on page 96
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Little Edith
The heroine of many dare-devil escapades doesn't mind

being interviewed by the world's champion humorist

if she doesn't have to answer any questions.

By H. C. Witwer
Author of "From Baseball to Boches," "The Leather Pushers," etc.

To The Generally Public,

Dear Madam :

Well, since last I grabbed

hold of a typewriter I have
been to no less than South
America, where they shake a

mean volcano and hurl a nasty

earthquake. I made the trip to

the land of the Incas, tortillas,

revolutions, and frijoles in

fifteen minutes by auto from
my

.
Hollywood bungalow,

which you got to admit is fast

time even for Loose i\ngeles,

hey? On the way I passed

Monte Carlo, the South Sea
Islands, the African jungle.

Cripple Creek, Fifth Avenue,
Newport, and the Yukon. In

fact, durin' the last five min-

utes of the quarter-hour jaunt

from Hollywood to South
America, I saw Indians and
cowboys passin' the time of

day with bathin' beauties,

Zulus shootin' craps with

Mexican carrambas, Eskimos
hobnobbin' with Russian vod-

kas, et cetera, et cetera, and
even et cetera.

Before the gently reader

gets the idea that I have fell

a victim to delerium tremens
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or have just devoured a plate of hashish, I will ex-

plain that all the above, includin' the duplicate of South
America, is on view at Universal City where I went
with the idea of interviewin' Edith Roberts. As they

was exactly twenty- four companies at • work on two
dozen different pictures when I got there, the effect

on the naked eye was bewilderin' to say the least. Any
one which is inclined to let forth a sarcastical smile

when they hear about the dumfoundin' amount of jack

it takes to furnish "atmosphere" alone for the average
five or six-reel thriller, should make the pilgrimage to

Universal City. Let 'em gaze at

some of the brain-staggerin'

scenery built by scores of car-

penters workin' day and night

shifts, costin' sums which
wouldst startle Europe and then

maybe bein' used for but a

single "shot." For the example,

there's the remarkable repro-

duction of the gamblin' casino

and plaza at Monte Carlo, built

for Eric Stroheim's "Foolish

Wives," at a cost which wouldst
make Rockefeller gnash his

teeth. It is correct down to the

smallest astonishin' detail and a
beautiful thing to look at, except

perhaps to the baby which was
handed the bill for it. Amongst
the admirin' spectators I bandied words with as they

paused in their labors to watch the nervy Eric point

with pride to his Monte Carlo the day it was finished,

was Gladys Walton, lookin' cuter than the, word itself

with her hair down her back, a tattered and extremely

brief dress and her—er—stockin' fillin's bare. Tod
Browning, the proud father of "Outside the Law;"
Lyons and Moran, the incurable cut-ups ; Hoot Gibson

:

Frank Mayo ; Norman Dawn ; Walter Long, the world's

champion villain; Priscilla Dean of the dazzlin' eyes, and
her handsome and good-lookin' husband. "Wheeler Oak-
man.

I found Edith Roberts in the midst of the artificial

South America mentioned before, windin' up the last

scenes of "The Fire Cat." In this picture, by the way,
a typical South American town was erected in every

detail down to the smallest dobe hut, at Universal City
where it seems nothin' is impossible, and then blowed
to pieces by a mechanical earthquake. It made a won-
derful scene and what's two hundred thousand dollars

amongst directors?

Miss Roberts, a five-foot-one-inch brunette pulse-

quickener which wouldst of caused Paris to tear up
Helen of Troy's phone number, greeted me with a
charmin' smile and the assurance that she wouldst be

only too glad to be interviewed, provided I didn't ask
her any questions. This, of course, made it very easy

to write a intelligent interview, and Norman Dawn,
Edith's director, further simplified matters by remarkin'

that they was no hurry as he wouldst allow me a full

three minutes of her time. So with practically all day
to work in, I shot between six and one hundred and
seventy-five queries at the beauteous Edith and got the

followin' inside information which I am passin' on for

the benefit of her admirers, not that nobody asked
me to.

As no gentleman argues with a lady regardin' her

age, I will simply say that Edith is old enough to wear
short dresses, and has a couple of wonderful reasons
for doin' so. Although she has engaged in many dare-

devil escapades on the screen it's evidently all differ-

ent in real life as she is still unmarried, or was on the

day of our conference—since then I don't know—girls

will be girls, as Adam remarked. She resides with her

mother, and when you meet this dear lady it's easy to

see where Edith got her genuine womanly charm and
fascinatin' vivacity. (The first thing I know I'll be
speakin' English!) They live in Hollywood, where
Edith has just bought a beautiful house, with, I sup-

pose, three or four days' wages.
It might be interestin' to add, for the benefit of my

lady reader, that Miss Roberts has portrayed so many
South American and South Sea beauties of late that

she is seriously thinkin' of ap-

plyin' a permanent dark stain to

her skin. So if this is to be the

latest fashion set by Miss Rob-
erts, i.e., to have the skin you
love to touch stained a olive

color, why here's a chance to be

amongst the first to follow

Edith's lead. She giggled when
she told me this, so it's just pos-

sible that she was kiddin' me. I

wouldn't be surprised if she was
—it has been done before.

But all apple sauce to one side,

the most strikin' thing about
Edith Roberts apart from her

singular beauty, is her absolutely

unaffected and highly contagious

pep. She's as full of life as a

new kitten and certainly appears to act as a tonic on
her associates at the studio. You can't get that tired

feelin' within earshot of Edith's merry giggle or eyeshot
of her radiant smile. A composite impression wouldst
be that Edith Roberts is a awfully sweet and unnervin'ly

attractive little grown-up kid, unspoiled by either her
success as a artist or as a woman

!

I told Edith that I wanted to get a couple of stills

—

movin' pictures that don't—which wouldst not look as
if we stood around all day posin' 'em. Somethin' dar-
in'ly original such as her showin' me how to look
through a movie 'camera, assistin' me to put on make-up,
or standin' beside her automobile. Edith thought a
minute and looked around the scene she was then shoot-

in', which happened to be the interior of a South Ameri-
can igloo or whatever they call their domiciles down
there. They was a table in the center of the room
loaded down with tortillas and frijoles which was three

weeks old when Washington was playin' with a rattle.

Seatin' me at the table, Edith suggested that a picture

of me eatin' this stuff wouldst make a novel still. I

gazed at the soggy mass of antedeluvian beans and the

like, and says let's try somethin' else. The camera
man crept up and somebody hollered for lights. With
a polite, but inclined to be nervous grin, I started to

ease away from the table.

"Guess you needn't trouble about that picture," I

backslides.

"Readv," orders Edith.

"But I don't
"

"Eat!" snapped the fair Edith.

I looked up and the delightful Miss Roberts is cov-
erin' me with the largest revolver in the wide wide world.

"Eh—I " I begins.

"Eat !" she interrupts, takin' aim.

I eat.

In the oil paintin' which illustrates this novel you
will notice I have a garland around my neck whilst

Edith stands hard by smilin' merrily. She said it

wouldst make a strong finish. She said a nose full.

The garland was composed entirely of garlic.

Yours and the like, H. C. Witwer.

ARE THEY REALLY
CHILDREN AT HEART?

Haven't you wondered sometimes what
they are really like—these motion-picture
children? Haven't you heard that work-
ing in the studio ages them, makes them
affected, and robs them of the fun of
their childhood?

Most of us have. Our joy in them is

often tainted by pity. But it wouldn't be
if we really knew them.

Emma-Lindsay Squier will show you
these children in the next issue of
PICTURE-PLAY, show them to you with-
out make-up and without their company
manners. There' s a surprise in store for
you; don't miss it!



What a gorgeous apartment Eugene has—with its long French windoivs

overlooking Central Park.

TT AVING known Eugene O'Brien ever since he
was born—in a manner of speaking, of course,

meaning for the last ten years—we find every
time we interview him that there is so much about him
we never knew before. With each story we write

about "the perfect lover" we say, "There—that's the

last one. There's nothing more to say."

But Eugene has a wav of saying what he thinks

—

which is very unusual. Perhaps the reason more peo-

ple do not say what they think is because they don't

think anything. However, the last time we "did" Mr.

The Yearnings
Who scorns the title, "The Perfect Lover,"

playing Shakespearean roles,

By Harriette
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O'Brien he was all upset about his humil-
ity complex. Oh," tit was very strong ! We
called him up at the Town House Club,

where he lives, and said, "We hate to seem
importunate, but an interview is imminent."

"Fine !" came back over the wire. "Go
right ahead."

"But we haven't interviewed you yet,"

we remonstrated.

"Can't you write some of the things you
know about me?"

"Perhaps that would not be discreet, and
besides this has to be different. You must
give me your opinion on the future of the

motion picture and something about the

great American drama."
Mr. O'Brien laughed loudly. "As

though my opinion mattered !" he ob-

served.

"You mustn't say that! That's your
humility complex working overtime. You
must be conceited and haughty; what you
are now is very pleasant, but it doesn't

get you anything."

"You're right, it doesn't," answered
Eugene. "Come up to tea and we'll talk

it over."

Mr. O'Brien was born in Boulder.

That doesn't mean anything much, but it

really is twenty-five miles from Denver,
which, in a way. places it on the map.
Just at present his mother is visiting him.

She looks exactly like Gene and exactly

like the miniature of her which he has
standing on his desk. Eugene has her

voice, too, so when people speak scoffingly

of "Eugene O'Brien's English voice" and
intimate that his accent is an affectation,

they do not know whereof they speak. It

isn't English, it's Irish, and he gets it from
his mother. If you haven't a right to

anything you inherit from your mother,

what have you a right to in this world?
This isn't all that Eugene has inherited

from his mother, either. She is an ex-

tremely handsome woman. It may be in-

ferred that we rather like Eugene O'Brien
which is only half the truth. He is the

finest, truest, most generous gentleman that ever went
up in his lines. And Gene is prone to that, too. The
last time we saw him on the stage was in the tryout

of a play which was put on for a couple of perform-
ances. In a scene with Miss Varesi Mr. O'Brien for-

got his lines. It was a long speech about "Am I a

magician that I can pull a white rabbit out of the silk

hat of circumstances " he faltered, then stopped.

"Oh, the deuce!" he exclaimed. "What am I doing?"
"Taking a white rabbit out of a silk hat," said Miss

Varesi calmly.



of Eugene
and who wants to do big things—like

and getting married.

Underhill

Every one in the theater applauded.

That's why you love Gene. He is

so human. Every one who stops to

speak to him is cordially received. Of
course, being the perfect lover of the

screen, it is impossible for him to go
anywhere without being recognized.

The night that Francis Wilson and
De Wolf Hopper revived "Erminie"
at the Park Theater we attended the

opening with Mr. O'Brien. As we
stepped from the taxi in front of the

theater the usual crowd which gathers

on the sidewalk on an opening night

congregated around us. You could
hear: "That's Eugene O'Brien! Oh,
isn't he grand!" et cetera. Mr.
O'Brien was quite oblivious to it all.

He is used to it no doubt, but we
reveled in all the reflected glory. It

thrilled us much more than it did him.
Finally, one little girl, who was so
young that she should have been in

bed hours before, walked up and said

:

"I know you're Mr. O'Brien. Will
you give me a ticket to see your picture fer nothin'?"
She was bold, but she was pretty, and she will un-
doubtedly get on in this world. At any rate, Gene
thought she was cute and gave her fifty cents.

Well, the last time we saw him was that day we had
tea in his new apartment. And what a gorgeous apart-
ment Eugene has—with its long French windows over-
looking Central Park, and couches all around, and
heavy tapestries, and Chinese rugs.

"Yes, I like it," said Eugene calmly, in reply to our
exclamations of delight. "I thought I'd buy it outright
and be comfortable in my old age." Gene must be all

of thirty, but he talks about his old age as though he
really meant it, and probably he does. He has been
on the stage and on the screen for fifteen years now.
At one end of the apartment hangs a life-size portrait
of the owner. The artist whose name we have for-

gotten insisted on doing it and making Eugene a pres-
ent of it. It really doesn't look in the least like him,
but we didn't tell him this, and he never will know it,

because he never reads anything that is v ritten about
him. At the other end of the immense living room is

a huge fireplace and in the corner stands a grand piano
with a tall "replica of the "Winged Victory" on it.

Eugene's mother made the tea and toasted the muffins
while we talked.

"Now," we said briskly, "just a few words about the
future of the motion picture—not forgetting the drama."
Eugene regarded us with a faraway look. Then,

irrelevantly, "Do you know, I think all actors ought
lc marry."
Now, this was so diametrically opposed to every view

that the perfect lover had ever expressed before, that
we simply stared. Finally recovering our speech we
exclaimed, "You're not going to do it yourself !"

He thinks that man's place is in a good, comfortable home.

"Yes, I expect so. Why wouldn't you have me?"
As Mr. O'Brien's mother was present we couldn't

possibly construe this into a proposal. Beside, he didn't

mean, "Wouldn't you have me?" What he meant was,

"Wouldn't you have me get married?"
"Well, I don't know. Don't you think being wedded

to your art is enough?"
"No, and besides one can't think so much about his

art when he is meandering about the world and wast-

ing his substance in riotous living. Every man needs

a home."
"All right, my gentle Gene," we said, thinking it best

to humor him, "get married if you like, and I hope
you'll live happy ever after. And now what about
your work? Do you intend to go back on the stage

again?"
"Decidedly I do. You know there's money to be

made in pictures, and, while it isn't essential, it's handy.

But after my contract is up, in about another year, I'd

like to do a play."

"What sort of play, a society comedy or something
like that?" Gene shook his head, and then we learned

that he has changed in other ways as well as in his

views on matrimony. "No, there is only one man whose
plays I'm eager to do. His name is—

—
" "George M.

Cohan," we interrupted. "William Shakespeare," he
corrected.

"Not Shylock, or King Lear, or any of those horrid

old men with beards ?"

"I want to do Hamlet and Romeo."
"But vou " we faltered. "The perfect lover

—

why this sudden wish to do Shakespeare?"
"Isn't Romeo the perfect lover, the most perfect the

world has ever known?"
Continued on rage 94
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Society roles are all right for
those who like them, but Alice
Brady prefers to travel far and
wide in her characterisations. In
"Little Italy" she adopts the hope-

ful outlook of an immigrant.

Fans may never tire of Margue-
rite Clark as she is, but apparently
she likes variety even in her
countenance, for in "Scrambled
Wives" she assumes these

grotesque Benda masks.

Gloria Swanson, undemilled, is

still the fascinatingly aloof
charmer who reigned amid crystal

and chiffon. She dons this simple
costume in "The Great Moment,"

her first star picture.



Different
something new under the Kliegs.



How They Do It-When It Can't Be Done
The motion -picture studio carpenter provides

for such emergencies as Nature has overlooked.

By Charles Carter

essential to the picture, they
insisted. So they called John—and I might digress here to

add that all motion-picture
makers do not send for the
same John. "John" is as
much an accepted cognomen
for studio carpenters as

"George" is for quick-lunch
waiters.

"I've got to have two trees

fall together," the director

started, "and they've got to
match two 1 frees that I've used
in some other scenes."

John interrupted, "Any-
body can get that. Any kind
of tree that grows can be
found within a couple of

miles from here."

"Oh, but it is a snow
scene," the director added.
So John, considering that

winter was six months or

more away, volunteered to

supply the scene. "You can't

have it until Thursday," was
his only comment.
Thursday morning when

the director arrived at the

studio there had been erected

on a platform a miniature
model of his scene, exact to

the last detail, as shown in the

picture at the top of this page.

Salt, which is studio snow, lay

plentifully on the ground be-

neath and on the trees. Oblig-
ingly, when the word was
given the trees fell together.

That the illusion was perfect

is shown by the picture be-

low.

SOMETIMES scenario

writers seem like the

domineering potentates

of old, who, we are told, gave
orders just to see if their hap-

less subjects could in any way
contrive to carry them out.

These rulers asked for strange

flowers, jewels, and spices

—

and straightway knights were
sent into strange lands to

seek them. Scenario writers,

likewise, ask for strange won-
ders—and their knights are

the studio carpenters.

When one of the Selznick
companies returned from
Maine, where exterior scenes
for a picture had been made,
the director called his scenario

staff together. "We'll have
to cut out that stuff where
the two trees fall together,"

he informed them. "Couldn't
make it work, tried in the

woods for days."
But the scenario staff would

not relinquish that bit; it was



Whose Beauty Reigns Upon the Screen?

Times have changed since Paris awarded Helen of Troy the Golden Apple for loveliness;

the motion-picture screen presents such a wealth of beauty that our shepherd, turning

aside for the moment from separating the Cinemese sheep from the goats, to choose

the greatest beauty—finds himself dazed, and awards not one golden apple, but eight!

By Herbert Howe

SINCE I have withstood the ululations and fanged

threats pursuant to my annual forecast, the

Neronian editor of this scroll has elected me
as entrepreneur of an ambrosial" festival, the

object being to determine the fairest god-

desses of the cinema. 'Tis such an ordeal

as a Roman emperor might conceive for a

minister of the gospel, and as such an

apostolic martyr I face my fate, hymnal
in hand and megaphone at lips loudly im-

ploring the deity. Like Paris, the gentle

chauffeur of sheep, I'm summoned to bestow
the golden apple. But Paris played for a prett}

stake. Aphrodite offered him as bribe the

classy Helen, wife of some old Spartan
aldesman. Thus he had some compensation ^
for the grief which Hera and Athena
wreaked upon him. But I, right or

wrong, get nobody's wife. Therefore

I shall toss the apple high in the air #
and let the ladies scramble.

(WHO WILL SUPPLANT VENUS?
I do firmly believe that in some

hundred years from now Venus,
Psyche. Phryne. and all the sundry
classic drapes will be evicted from
Olympus by the great god Cinema and
their lodgings leased to Katherine.

Betty. Corinne. and other skirted fancies

of this age.

As feminine beauty of old was immor-
talized in marble to set the aesthetic stand-

ards of the future, so m this age it is

being preserved in gelatine for the delec-

tation and instruction of posteritv. The
Phidias and Praxiteles of to-day are the

Jesse Laskys and Sam Goldwyns. These
engravers of celluloid outmatch the sculp-

tors in the certitude with which they record
.ontemporary beauty, for their scalpel is the
soulless camera.
While the classic features of Greek in-

taglios- and those of medieval canvases are
the basic models of physical beauty, ideals

are constantly being altered by succeeding
artists. The modes of Angelo, Veronese,
Rubens, and Giorgione are already anti-

quated. We now get our laws of beauty
from the magazine covers painted by
Penryhn Stanlaws, or from the deft-

bmbed facades of Florenz Ziegfeld.
Far better be a Follies girl than a

Greek goddess if you want celluloid

immortality. Were Venus de Milo.
of copious curves, to seek film

work to-day she would be
turned down or placed on a
diet. Nor is her form
alone against her. As an
applicant at most any

film atelier she would be addressed somewhat in this

tender style: "Not a chance, Miss de Milo. You gotta

rotten shape in the first place, and you haven't got

sex attraction." You simply gotta have "sex at-

traction" in the movies. Venus, poor girl, didn't

have much, as she found out when she made
her play for Adonis. With this against her

she would have as much chance of becoming
a film star as Theda Bara has of becoming

president of the Y. W. C. A. Even though
some director with a Turkish strain did like

her liberal contours, her chance of longevitv be-

fore the public would be that of a schooner of
lager in dry Milwaukee. Nay, though she pondered
till eternity over the beauty secrets of Miss Dor-
othy Dalton. hoping by abstinence from potatoes
and nougat bars her excess pounds to shed away,
yet would she be condemned to servitude among

I the extras—and only to that oblivion on condi-

l tion she could ride, swim, and shake a shimmy.
I Mr. Penryhn Stanlaws backs me up in this sorry

picture of Venus at the film tribunal.

WHAT IS BEAUTY?
"We are always inclined to consider classical

features as a standard of perfection,"
he observes, "but as a matter of fact
the beauty of the Venus de Milo has

long since been relegated to the ash can

and what we really in our honest souls ad-

mire is a piquant little nose and 'smiley'

mouth. Venus would have a mighty hard

time trying to become as popular as Mar}'

Pickford. And who wants to imagine the

Venus burying her classic profile in his coat

collar and bursting into tears? But if it

were Betty Compson ! Ah ! that, as Kipling

would say, is a different story."

While the screen is gradually establishing a

standard for physical perfection, there still

is much dissension. The Sultan's favorite

would never be a Sennett. She would stand

no more chance of breaking into pictures than

Irene Castle of breaking into a swell Turk's

harem. There are broad lines of distinc-

tion. Even in America, where everything

is standardized from limousines to baked
beans, there are hot schisms over pulchri-

tude. No two pairs of eyes see quite alike.

In selecting, then, a patriciate from out

the screen seraglio. I hope
for nn salvation even

though I compromise
and follow expert coun-

cil. I have at hand the

warning of Dryden

:

that beauty, like ice, our

treading does betray. But
like the gobs who harkened

Nazimova in motion is a poem of

vR°ce mystic nuances.
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to the siren's song, I cheerfully hit the toboggan, vainly

clutching now and then at the opinions of others.

THE WORLD'S BEAUTY MARKET.
Although observers will disagree as to the eight most

beautiful cinema houri, they must admit that among
the picture fair are the most beautiful women of the

world. The screen has become the cosmopolitan beauty
market, a convenience we may well appreciate when we
think of the beauty-starved folk of the past. In the

fifteenth century the citizens of Toulouse obtained the

aid of civil authorities to compel the lovely Pauline de
Viguiere to appear publicly on the balcony at least

twice a week. In England, Elizabeth, Duchess of

Hamilton, was so famed for her face and form that

upon one occasion seven hundred people sat up all

night at an inn in Yorkshire to see her driving in the

morning. Now for two bits at a movie you can see

far more of Pauline or Elizabeth than you ever could

while they were driving or sitting on the piazza.

A MATTER OF PERSONAL RE-
FLECTION.

At this solemn moment of pitch-

ing the apple, I make no attempt to

define beauty. We all have personal

canons. I do feel that outline is but

one element, and the least. Beauty
without expression tires. A woman
may be pretty, graceful, and elegant,

but, until she speaks to the imagina-

tion, not yet beautiful. Nazimova
holds me in an optic trance far

longer than any of the vestals here-

with enthroned. Nazimova in motion is a poem of mys-
tic nuances. An enigma of variant mood and color

she holds the gaze. I confess a weakness for the

Oriental type, hence I prefer this Slav enchantress

to any Follies virgin, just as I prefer the Sphinx to

the Grand Central Station, the Fleurs de Mai of Beau-
delaire to the lilied verse of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. I

am a victim, too, of the toxic charm of Theda Bara.

The good and the pure are not always beautiful to my
eves. Emerson rules that all high beauty has a moral

element. But for me only a sensuous element is re-

quired. It matters not whether beauty be saintly or

satanic so long as it stirs the imagination. I think a

snake swimming in the water quite as beautiful as a

dove flying in the air. A crystal of champagne thrills

me a great deal more than a mug of Vichy. Yet my
prejudices balance. A candlelighted altar affects me
more profoundly than any brilliant stage.

Thus beauty seems not measured by a thing itself,

but by its reaction upon the senses. I am not in accord

with the young actor who recently showed me a por-

trait of himself with eyes uplifted. He assured me
that he had not attempted to strike a beautiful pose.

"I merely thought 'Beautiful,' " said he. "That's all

right," said I, "providing the guy who looks at it thinks

the same."

SCREEN BEAUTY SECRETS.
Character gives splendor, and thought molds char-

acter. I do not hold, however, that by thinking beauti-

ful I can convince Jesse Lasky that I'm a better bet

than Wallace Reid. But I can, by thinking of the

income tax and blue laws, attain a certain sinister ra-

diance that far outsinisters that of Theda Bara.

When I requested from Mr. Penryhn Stanlaws an

opinion of true beauty, particularly as reflected by the

feminine octet herewith presented, he remarked

:

Beauty so far as the screen is concerned is a mod-
erate amount of good looks plus a large amount of per-

sonality and charm. Of course, we must all bow down
and worship Anita Stewart's eyes, but for my own part
I think I do it as much for the way she uses them
as I do for the way God made them. And the loveli-

ness of Betty Blythe's figure is just fifty per cent the
way it is made and the other fifty per cent the grace
with which she moves. The sweetness of Mary Pick-
ford's personality is at least equal to her beauty, and
so, on the screen, is a far more valuable asset."

THE EIGHT MOST BEAUTIFUL.
In selecting the octet of Beauty, I have considered

actual beauty as well as photographic. There some-
times is a wide chasm between the two. Many a lens

charmer is a very plain creature when not bedizened
with fine raiment and aureoled with the light of Kliegs.

While the camera may glorify some, it fails to do jus-

tice to others and oftentimes tricks you into a false

conception. My impressions are derived from observ-

ing both the shadow and the real. After reviewing all

the elysian throng, weighing care-

fully the harmony of features, the

tints, texture, and charm of expres-

sion, I would choose for the inner

shrine of the temple to Aphrodite
these ladies

:

Miss Betty Blythe.

Miss Betty Compson.
Miss Corinne Griffith.

Miss Harriet Hammond.
Miss Katherine MacDonald.
Miss Mary Pickford.

Miss Anita Stewart.

Miss Florence Vidor.

The order is alphabetical, for there is no rank in

beauty.

QUEENLY BETTY BLYTHE.
The camera, I feel, gives a false focus on Miss Betty

Blythe's personality. She is not a lady of languor nor

of marble majesty. She is volatile, a reed of quick-

silver ; opalescent and shimmering as jewels in the sun;

sparkling with the golden ebullience of champagne
Epernay. Not the quiet lily of an Alfred Cheney
Johnston pose, but tall, pliant, an iris in the breeze.

A symphony by Praxiteles, she moves a goddess, looks

a queen. Her grace, as Mr. Stanlaws has said, infuses

with charm a perfect mold. Dark shining hair, lus-

trous gray eyes, nose retrousse, and rose-parted lips,

she is a favorite subject for portraiture, while on the

stage and silvercloth she is ever crowned a queen:

Hcrodias, Queen of the Jews, in Oscar Wilde's "Sa-
lome ;" voluptuous Queen of Sheba in the Fox canvas

by J. Gordon Edwards
;
resplendent Cleopatra, gliding

to the music of Cadman and the chant of her own
glorious voice, in the pageant for children's hospitals

at the Hotel Ambassador.

ELUSIVE BETTY COMPSON.
I agree again with Mr. Stanlaws that Miss Betty

Compson's beauty is the most difficult of all to describe.

Since Mr. Stanlaws recently put aside his pallette to

direct Miss Compson for the Lasky screen, I leave the

task of portraiture to him.

"Artists classify her beauty as 'elusive.' It is al-

ways changing in everything except its charm. We
make up our minds that it is the eyes that contain most
of the charm, and then the eyes close and the lips open,

and we realize at once that it is the mouth ; we wonder
how we could possibly have thought it was the eyes.

And then we look up and see the eye looking at us

and then—oh, well—then nothing matters, anyway."
Continued on page 43

STUDY CLOSELY
the eight portraits that grace the

adjoining rotogravure section, for

these are the eight selected by

Mr. Howe for his gallery of screen

beauties. Perhaps you might

choose differently.
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I 'HE grace of Betty BIythe infuses with charm a perfect

* mold. Dark, shining hair, lustrous gray eyes, nose
retrousse, and rose-partetL lips make her a favorite subject

for portraiture.







CALM, gracious, perfectly poised, Katherine MacDonald

is the American woman, from the polished tip of her

manicured nails to the last burnished strands of her

immaculate coiffure.

Itivto coprrirtt by Edwin Bower Hwtr



ANITA STEWART has the verve, the candor, and the

» flowerlike grace of perennial youth. Her charm is

that of a vivacious breeze in a woodland meadow filled

with flowers.



ONE thinks of Florence Vidor as the theme of harp

melodies in moonlight, scented with jasmine. Her

beauty cannot be defined in terms of lineaments or com-

plexion. It is an ineffable charm emanating a sense of peace.



ALLEGRI might have modeled the oval of Betty Comp-

ly son's face, the oval of a nymph or a saint, tinged the

flesh with that soft, warm whiteness, and fashioned that

angelic, yet seductive smile.
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I think Diana in her youth must have resembled Miss
Compson—a passionate purity with sex semitones

Allegri might have modeled the oval of her face, the

oval of a nymph or saint, tinged the flesh with that

soft, warm whiteness, and fashioned that angelic yet

seductive smile. To me she suggests the harmony of

the little gold girl in the gold room of whom "Wilde

sings so passionately:

"Her ivory hands on the ivory keys
Strayed in a fitful fantasy

"

CORINNE GRIFFITH-PERFUME.

Already I have borrowed from Miss Blythe a defini-

tion of Miss Corinne Griffith. She is the "Quintessence
of femininity": An ivory girl with amber eyes, "pull-

ing the leaves of pink and pearl with
pale green nails of polished jade."

She suggests those favorites of the

South one sees in paintings reclin-

ing on beds strewn with petals, be-

neath silk purple curtains, with
bracelets and necklaces of colored

gems, softly fanned by peacock
plumes while dreaming over their

little mirrors. Here is the lady of

languor, the perfumed languor of

night in Asia. More potent far than
any lineal features is the ineffable

fragrance of her personality, a puls-

ing perfume that floats to the soul

and throngs the senses.

Do You Agre or Not?

HARRIET REFLEC-HAMMOND'S
TION.

Harriet Hammond is a Burne-
Jones nymph gazing shyly in a sylvan mirror. A lily

snatched from a woodland pool to adorn Mack Sen-

nett's ! Hers is the virginal beauty- of white and gold

shaped with a dryad grace and delicacy. The fresh

bloom of health belongs to Rubens, while the chaste

lineaments, are from one of Raphael's divinities. She
has that perfection of form so typical of Sennett sprites,

and a sensitive, ethereal face which is not so typical.

Her pale-gold hair is of such wealth that she could

wear it as a mantle—and pass the censors. Her eyes

are of a tremulous blue completing the vestal harmony.
As illumined by James Abbe she appears an angel paus-

ing in heavenly flight to give the earth a final once

over.

KATHERINE MACDONALD, PATRICIAN.

Katherine MacDonald has long been celebrated in

advertisements as the American Beauty, which alone

suffices to fire one with patriotic ardor. And for once
a publicity metaphor is justified. Miss MacDonald is

a: typically American efflorescence. She couldn't possi-

bly belong to any other country. Hail Columbia, happy
land! This accomplishment alone should prove to the
world the superiority of American products. Calm,
gracious, perfectly poised, she is the American woman
from the polished tips of her manicured nails to the
last burnished strand of her immaculate coiffure. The
serenity of her beauty is never ruffled, nor is the calm
of her low-toned voice. Her mentality is as clear as
her cerulean gaze, as definite as her beauty. Her pro-
file is like chiseled Parian, the oval of her face as
exquisite as a Cellini medallion. Her eyes have the
brilliant intensity of Parrish skies. And the irregular
sweep of the brows accentuate their glory. Democracy's
patrician. The incarnation of America in blue and
gold and ivory.

If, in your opinion, a different

group should have been chosen

—

and beauty, of course, is largely a

matter of opinion—write us the

names of those whom you would

choose—and why. For in an early

issue, we shall run another gallery

of eight screen beauties, chosen

entirely by our readers, whose

arguments and peons of praise

shall be used to make a sympo-

sium, similar to Mr. Howe's article.

THE NOBILITY OF MARY.
Mary Pickford is the eternal Juliet. "Her beauty

makes this vault a feasting presence full of light." The
beauty of her face is but the mirror of her mind. No
one need expatiate upon the nobility of her character;

her face expresses all. Hers is a supernal loveliness.

"Does perfect beauty stand in need of praise at all?

Nay; no more than law, no more than truth, no more
than loving kindness nor than modesty."

ANITA STEWART, SLIM PRINCESS.
Anita Stewart

—

le printemps! When James Abbe,
who makes paintings with a camera, was going to pho-
tograph Miss Anita Stewart he asked me to describe

her personality. I replied. "She is springtime." Yes,
springtime is le mot juste. She has the verve, the can-

dor, and the flowerlike grace of pe-

rennial youth. Her charms is the

charm of a vivacious breeze in a
woodland meadow filled with flowers.

For all her stellar glory she is naive.

The picture which titled her best was
"The Wood Violet," but the wood
violet splashed with sun and spar-

kled with dew. Her features have
that slight irregularity which Poe de-

clares enhances beauty. Mr. Abbe
has photographed the most beauti-

ful women of stage and screen. He
declares that Miss Stewart's is a ra-

diance which the camera cannot com-
prehend. The brown-gold of hair

and eyes, the petal colors of the skin,

the rhythmic grace of supple form
are the prismatic expression of life

itself. No film can catch the spon-
taneity of springtime. Miss Stewart is the slim princess
of the silvercloth.

WOMANLY FLORENCE VIDOR.
When I once asked Miss Stewart whom she consid-

ered a beautiful woman, she replied, "My idea of a
beautiful woman is Florence Yidor." "Miss Betty
Blythe said the same. So it would appear that Miss
Vidor is a favorite beauty of the beauties. One thinks
of her as the theme of harp melodies in moonlight
scented with jasmine. She has the womanliness that
never goes out of fashion. To every man she suggests
the mother, the wife, the sweetheart, but never the
siren of fickle fancy. Her beauty cannot be defined
in terms of lineaments or complexion. It is an ineffable
charm emanating a sense of peace.

No evidence which I could marshal would serve as
extenuation for my crimes of omissions in this tournev.
My final words before facing the guillotine are: I did
not include some of my own particular favorites, as,

for instance, Nazimova. I tempered my own convic-
tions and reactions by current standards of beautv as

established by our foremost artists as well as by those
of classic days. The restriction to the eight superior
beauties is harsh. I might have listed sixteen or twice
the number. I personally delight in the golden glory
of Grace Darmond and of Rubye de Remer. Equallv
entrancing to my senses is the luscious, poppied Bebe
Daniels. The sparkling witchery of Mabel Normand
is so much a part of her comeliness that I cannot tell

where the one commences and the other leaves off.

Anna O. Nillson is a noble example of the Norse type.
Gloria Swanson is chic, Irene Castle both svelte and
chic. Marjorie Daw's level gaze and pure charm does
so appeal that I feel ere long I will be predicting her

Continued on page 97



A Girl's Adven
Part Six. In which our

inent motion-picture star*

her favorites under the most

By Ethel
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Constance Binney is such a real "Home Girl" on the screen that I wondered

if she would be like that in real life.

THERE is one thing that we motion-picture fans

never tire of discussing, and that is—not pic-

tures—but the kind of homes motion-picture

stars live in. Of course, all we have to go on is our

imaginations and pictures we've seen in magazines, but

that doesn't stop us any. It is hard to imagine some
of them at home at all ; others we think of as living

either on Riverside Drive or Fifth Avenue, and I've

even expected them to live on Broadway, though now
that I've been there I know that it's mostly theaters

and shops, not homes. I had pictured stars as living in

the midst of De Mille splendor, with lots of ceremonious

servants, but after meeting some of them and being

impressed by their humanness, I sort of modified my
notions a bit. And it wasn't as easy then for me to

imagine the kind of homes they had, as it was before

I knew them at all

!

I never supposed that I would be invited to meet an
actress in her own home, so when I got the news that

I was to visit Constance Binney, I was just as excited

as the first time I went to a studio. Constance Binney
is such a real "home girl" on the screen that I won-
dered if she would be like that in real life. I expected

that she would, just as some other actresses seem to

just fit in the atmosphere of a studio

or a big hotel. I was tingling with
excitement as I watched for the

number of her house on Sixty-second

Street.

Finally I came to a four-story,

white building with a rather odd front.

There were no steps, the vestibule

opening right off the street. A neat

maid, all in white, opened the door

and led me up a narrow, thickly car-

peted stairs, where a little girl came
forward and greeted me in a very

friendly manner. She said she was
just figuring out her income tax with

a gentleman, would I wait just a mo-
ment? And she led me into a large

drawing-room and told me to take

off my things, and she'd be with me
directly. The income tax man left,

and Miss Binney came back to me.
flung herself down alongside of me
on the divan, with one foot tucked

under her and began chatting gayly,

asking me how I happened to be do-

ing this—how I liked it all. I had
hardly recognized Constance Binney

|
at first, because she looks somewhat
different—though why, I couldn't just

decide. Her features are the same,

and she wears her hair just as she

I does in the movies, parted in the cen-

ter, waving loosely around her face,

and knotted simply at the back; that

is so becoming to her. She is very
small and dainty, but much slimmer

than she looks in pictures. Her dress was plain; it

was made of gray material with little touches of green
in it. Her eyes are dark blue : her voice is very sweet,

and her speech is beautiful. I have noticed that the

players who alternate between stage and screen have
the loveliest voices. Apparently stage work cultivates

it, and it's a pleasure just to hear them speaking, re-

gardless of what they are saying.

I felt at once that Constance Binney was just an
enthusiastic girl like myself—that I didn't have to stand
in awe of her in the least—and she made me feel at

ease at once with her girlish friendliness and interest.

Then, too—there wasn't any press agent around ! Of
course, all the press agents I've met have been very
nice and as interesting as some of the stars, and I don't

mean to say anything against them. But when you meet
a movie star you like to have them to yourself—you
feel bolder to say what you've stored up in years of

screen worship. You all know how we fans feel

toward our faA^orites. Even on first meeting, it seems
as if you've known them for years—that comes from
being so well acquainted with their screen selves, of

course. But saying the little things that you always
wanted to say to them doesn't come so easy before a
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heroine visits at the home of a prom-

and has a chance, at last, to see one of

natural and informal circumstances.

Sands

nice, but perfectly strange, press agent. So,

for the first time, I was alone with a star.

And such a lovely little unaffected actress to

be with. At last I had the chance completely

to unburden myself and tell her or ask all the

silly little questions a fan wants to know, such

as whether they love to wear those beautiful

clothes, and like to play with good-looking

leading men, whether or not it's exciting to

begin work on a new picture, and so on. The
answer was "yes" to most all of those ques-

tions.

"Now we can talk just like two girls,'' Miss

Binney said. "You have no idea how hard it

is to talk to some of those superior men in-

terviewers who ask your ideas on love, poli-

tics, marriage, and philosophy." I remem-
bered pondering over that some years ago. It

seemed to me to be one of the drawbacks to

a prospective movie career. How in the world,

I wondered, had all those little movie actresses

been able to speak so authoritatively on all

those hard topics the interviews were so full

of, and how any ordinary player could solve

all those problems, talk about their "souls re-

born," and think out philosophy all by them-
selves used to puzzle me. Xow I've come to

the conclusion that interviewers who write

such stories just make up a lot of what they

qu&te the stars as saying. I wonder, anyway,
whether the fans really care what their favor-

ite stars think about philosophy and politics

and all of those queer subjects? Of course,

with a person like Nazimova, who's been a

great actress for so long, and who's lived

all over the world and met brilliant people

everywhere and read a great deal—well, you'd
rather expect her to be -a bit unusual. But
none of the stars I've met talked to me about
their "soul reborn" or previous incarnations,

and I'm glad they didn't.

But to get back, the maid came in and an-
nounced that a photographer had come to take
our pictures, and Miss Binney asked me if

I would wait for her just a moment. "I sup-
pose I'm just like even- other girl," she said.

"I don't feel dressed until I've had a look in

the glass to see if my nose is powdered. I'll

get my dog and kitten to amuse you." She
went calling through the house for her pets
and brought them in to play for me. W nich
they did by the big brown dog rolling over while the
tiny handful of kitten made playful assaults on him
and pretended to nip his nose off.

In no time Miss Binney was down again with her
bat and coat on, a short, green velvet jacket, little,

round, burnt-brown-feathered hat, and fur piece. She
looked more like her camera self in this. We went
downstairs out into the back yard where the photographer
-awaited us. We stopped in the doorway and got so

We stopped in the doorway and got so interested in watching the dog
and the kitten that we quite forgot the camera.

interested in watching the dog and the kitten that we
quite forgot the camera—which gives you a very com-
fortable feeling when you're told that it's "all over."

When we were through with this she asked, "Do
you want to come up and see my room?" Of course,

I nodded eagerly, so we climbed three flights of stairs

stopping to peep in her mother's room which was very
large with thin purple draperies at the windows, until

we reached the top floor. "It isn't very nice," she said,
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"not as pretentious as some movie stars have." But
I thought it as nice as any one would want. We got

a glimpse of Faire's room next to hers, as cute and
tiny as a doll's, but Faire is little enough to fit in it.

Constance's room was so girlish, wholesome, and simple

that it just seemed to express her personality. It was
small and cozy, done in white, with blue chintz hang-
ings at the windows. Her bed was a small four poster

;

a bureau, chiffonier, and dressing table stood by the two
windows, and a writing table quite filled the room.
"Take off your hat, and if you want to rearrange

your hair here's a nice clean brush, and there's some
powder on the dressing table," she offered me, "and
if you'll sit over here we can talk. You see, this floor

is Faire's and mine, but we haven't much room up here

yet, because the servants occupy the back quarters. But
next year we're going to build an-

other floor over this, and then I'll

have all this part, Faire's room being

made into mine, and she'll have the

rest of the floor. This being a north

room, blue is the wrong color for it.

It should be done in rose or yellow

or some other warm color, you see,"

she explained to me.

I think she could see how tremen-

dously interested I was in every-

thing—and what girl wouldn't be?

—

so she asked me if I wanted to see

some of her things, and, when I

assented eagerly, she opened the

bureau drawer on top and showed
me her ribbons and veils, all very

neatly arranged. In the next was
lovely white crepe de Chine lingerie, chemises and cami-

soles trimmed with Irish lace, all so exquisite and dainty

enough to delight any girl. "Nanny, who has been with

us for years makes them all for me." she said. "You
see this?"—holding up a lacy, dainty pink and blue

piece. "It's a French one. but it's hardly any prettier

than those Nanny made me. do you think?" She took

out a pair of adorable, pink satin ballet slippers. "And
she darns these at the toes for me because the satin

is very slippery to dance on. Did you see 'Something

Different?' This is the black lace mantilla I wore in

that picture. Do you like to see me dance in my pic-

tures? I love to do it. I'm having a story writ-

ten for me now. In it I'm to take the part of a little

vaudeville actress, and it gives me a chance to dance.

You see, it happens that many stars have nice voices

—

Alice Brady for instance has a lovely voice—but few
can dance, and many of them often have to use a dou-

ble, so my experience and training comes in handy.

John Robertson directs me in my next picture. I'm to

start work on next week. He's so jolly and nice to

work with."

1 quite agreed with her on Mr. Robertson's being

so nice, because I remembered how favorably I had

been impressed with the first director I had met. That
was when he was directing "Sentimental Tommy." A
pile of manuscripts lay on the bureau. "Every single

day I am sent several of these manuscripts and scenarios

to read," Miss Binney told me.

"Oh, can you choose your own stories?" I asked.

"Well, I can pass on them—except when they pur-

chase a story especially for me—like '39 East.' But it

gets tiresome after a while having to read a scenario

or story every day."

She showed me a beautiful big photograph of her-

self, to show me the new way she was going to wear

her hair in the new picture. That gave me the inspira-

tion to ask for a photo so she brought out a whole

TO GO SHOPPING
on Fifth Avenue with any film

star would be a wonderfully inter-

esting experience for any girl. But
can you imagine any other film

star whom it would be as thrilling

to accompany on such a trip as

Elsie Ferguson? Ethel Sands spent

a day watching Miss Ferguson
select gowns for her next picture,

"Footlights," and she will tell all

that happened in our next issue.

handful of them all in different poses. They were all

very pretty, but I picked out the one I liked best, and
she sat right down at her little desk and autographed
it for me.
The bell rang for luncheon, but it was some time

before we got downstairs, and her mother spoke to

her about being late. Think of that! A movie star-^
and to be spoken to just as I, or any of my chums,
might have been spoken to for being late at home.

In the green decorated dining room her mother sat

at the table set for three. This was the first mother of

any movie player I had met, and she was very charm-
ing and gracious. Very pretty, too, she was, with lovely

blond hair and she looked almost as young as her own
daughter. She was gowned beautifully, in a heavily

beaded black Georgette dress, and she wore the most
wonderful diamond necklace and ear-

rings.

I sat between her and Constance,
and, throughout the dainty luncheon
of fish, potato salad, tea, and des-

sert, we all talked together almost
constantly about pictures, that being

the thing I'm most interested in.

This made me feel very much at

ease. Constance told me little inside

secrets about some stars, and that

she's going to do "The Bishop's Car-
riage," or was it "Such a Little

Queen?"—anyway, it was one of

Mary Pickford's old pictures. And
she said, "I hope they have the wed-
ding scene so that I can wear some
nice clothes. In '39 East,' I only

had about three changes, and they were very ordinary
costumes."

"If they do have that scene—tell them to show it

long enough on the screen and have some close shots

of it, Constance," advised her mother. "All those beau-
tiful scenes in 'Forbidden Fruit' were shown on the
screen hardly long enough to get a good look at them.
What's the use of going through all the trouble and
expense to make a beautiful scene and then just give
the audience a glimpse of it?" To which I heartily

agreed, for what is more aggravating than to see in

the movies just a flash of some exquisite setting or
gorgeous costumes and have it snapped off before you
can really take it all in?

"I've ordered all the papers for you, Constance," her
mother said. Miss Binney turned to me and explained,

"You see a play was written for me called 'Nice Peo-
ple.' but I refused it, because I wanted to stay in the

movies. It's opening in a few nights, and I want to

read what the critics say about it. If it's bad I'll be
glad I didn't play in it—if it's good, then I'll be sorry."

She asked me who were my favorite stars, named
hers—and we gave our reasons for our likes and dis-

likes about the different ones. When I mentioned
Pauline Frederick as one I particularly admired, she

said, "Oh, I always liked her!" and her mother re-

lated how at one time she had seen Miss Frederick in

a restaurant and how beautiful she was at the time.

We went on like this until we realized we'd be late

for the matinee at one of the Broadway movie palaces.

Constance asked me which theater I preferred to go

to—the Strand, Rialto, or Rivoli. "I'd take you to see

'Way Down East,' " she said, "but it's so long, and I

have to be back by four o'clock. When you see that

picture you just cry and cry. But I think it would be

better to see an ordinary picture at the Capitol than any

other theater showing perhaps a better picture—because

the theater is so beautiful."
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Of course, having heard so much about the largest

and most beautiful theater in the world I was eager

to see it.

I waited for Miss Binney in the drawing-room while

she ran upstairs to put her hat and coat on. It was
a very impressive room, being large and high-ceilinged.

the walls and carpet being gray, and the chairs, divan,

and hangings of plum color. Faire's picture was on
the grand piano, and a massive screen stood between
this room and the library—a very handsome screen, with

white flowers carved on it. As I sat there on the divan

I had to fairly pinch myself to realize where I was.

To think I was actually in a movie star's home! The
bright sun came streaming in from the library, the

rumble of the city only drifted in faintly, and it seemed
so quiet and peaceful—it hardly seemed possible for

it to be so secluded in rushing New York City. And
vet to hear one of the family calling to another about

little favors or duties, or the cat or dog strolling in.

made it all so perfectly homelike and livable. This was
all so different from my former ideas of their metro-

politan existence. Of course, maybe other screen play-

ers do live that way—but I like to remember the Binney
way, best of all. It has a more attractive appearance,

anyway. It would be admirable, I think if all the movie
stars could boast of such a comfortable, refined home
in such good taste, and live such a wholesome life as

Constance Binney does.

Miss Binney came down, and, as we left, I heard
Faire's plaintive voice floating down from above beg-

ging her mother to come and hook her up. Constance

told me that Faire—whom at home they call Fritzie

—

had intended to go with us, but wasn't dressed, and, as

we were already late, we couldn't wait for her. So all

I know of the younger Binney is her voice. She's to

appear in a stage play soon. Outside, Constance's trim
little car with the chauffeur waited. "I haven't a limou-

sine yet, and I do so love to drive myself that I got

this," she said.

We passed a big building that looked to be an apart-

ment building on Fifty-seventh Street. "That's where
I learned to dance," Miss Binney said. "There was a
very famous dancing teacher there that taught me."

"Did you ever have any ideas about being an actress

at first?" I asked her.

"No, I just wanted to be a dancer, but YYinthrop
Ames, the theatrical producer, noticed me dance at a
charity affair and suggested that I go on the stage.

When I demurred he said, 'Why, I believe you'd make
a very good actress.' So I danced in 'Oh, Lady, Lady!'
where Maurice Tourneur saw me and put me in 'Sport-

ing Life,' my first picture. Then I played in '39 East,'

which was written for me, and now Realart has made
me a star."

It seems as though all people had to do was get a

glimpse of Constance Binney, and, right away, they
wanted her.

"The hard part of being on the stage," she went on,

"is that you must work constantly whether you're sick

or not. And you have to save yourself for the evening
so much, keep all your vitality and spirits for your

Continued on page 90

We walked through such a grand lobby that the splendor of it fairly took my breath away; the marble floor, thick carpets, gorgeously dec-

orated ceiling, five large dazzling rock-crystal chandeliers looking like masses of diamonds, and rearing

up before us a broad flight of white marble steps.



Marjorie Daw—in Love
It is a new role for her, but—as she con-

fessed—she always likes things the first time.

By Barbara Little

HERE I am playing Love," Marjorie Daw re-

marked distractedly.

"And I'm not at all the

sort for the part. Tell me, do

I look like a person in an alle-

gory?"
She didn't. She hadn't any

of that stuffed with cotton and
mounted on stilts look that some
actresses achieve immediately

after being chosen to typify

Faith or Hope or Prosperity, or

any of those intangible things

that are so dear to the hearts

of allegory writers. She hadn't

any of that stark, staring mag-
nificence that made some of the

actors in the ill-fated film ver-

sion of "Everywoman" look

like animated monuments.
What she really looked like was
the younger sister of the pret-

tiest girl you ever saw, or a
composite picture of dozens of

boarding-school flappers in New
York on vacation.

Although she said, ''Here I

am playing Love," she wasn't

really at that moment. She
was in New York for the pur-

pose of playing Love in the

Famous Players-Lasky produc-

tion of "Experience," but at the

moment she actually was play-

ing hookey from the studio.

She should have been there

making up for work, but in-

stead, at twelve-thirty she was
just eating breakfast in her ho-

tel, some miles away.
"Love brought me to New

York," she remarked with mock
dramatic intensity, her eyes

twinkling. "But honestly it is

the theaters I am thinking of

all the time. I don't see how
any one gets any work done
here. Out on the Coast, our
work is the whole thing. There
isn't anything else so interest-

ing going on. But here

—

there's a different theater to go
to every night. I love the ex-

citement of it all, but I expect

that it gets tiresome after a
while. The first day that I

went shopping here I felt just

like a fairy princess who had
been granted several wishes. I

bought dozens of things that I

know will be perfectly useless,

but I couldn't resist them."

When Miss Daw finishes speaking, she looks at you
as though to say, "Well, what
next?" I suspect that she

looks at life that way. It has

given her so much while she

is so young. When she com-
pared herself to a fairy prin-

cess she did well, for she has

not only the beauty, but a lit-

tle of the queenly poise that

a princess should have. And
only a fairy princess, or the

Red Queen out of "Alice

Through the Looking-glass"

could have such a delicious,

ironic sense of humor.
Sometimes there is a faint

suggestion of a gleam in her

eye that says, "Go ahead and
size me up if you want to;

you're not perfect, you know."
And that proves that Marjorie
Daw has not acquired the mo-
tion-picture star manner.
That manner—as you may
know—is similar to the bed-

side manner of many physi-

cians. It makes you feel of

overwhelming importance, it

makes you beam and glow. It

makes you self-satisfied and
comfortable, and after the

flattering effect of the person

with the manner begins to

wear off, you say to yourself,

"What a fool she made of

me !"

Assuredly, Marjorie Daw is

not like that. She is just a
little bit brusque. I suspect

that when she is older she will

be more gracious, and that

will make her more popular

with people who like to be

flattered. But give me Mar-
jorie Daw as she is; some-
times her shrewd scrutiny

makes one squirm, but she is

genuine all through. "I don't

want to ask any one to cham-
pion me," Miss Daw insisted

when I asked her why she was
considered upstage and unde-
pendable. "But it would be
nice if the truth were told

about me once or twice. That
story about my utter disre-

gard of appointments with

important people all grew out

of one little incident. Some
one had arranged for me to

meet two writers one after-
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noon, and I understood that I was to meet
them at the McAlpin. It was a glorious aft-

ernoon, I had been invited to go yachting, and

I was a little bit nervous about meeting them
—I never got over that feeling, you know.
But I would have kept that appointment in

spite of anything. I went to the hotel and
waited and waited. Finally thinking there

must have been some mistake, I called up all

the hotels I could think of—but I missed the

Astor, and that is where they were waiting.

They didn't even try to find out if there had
been a mistake, but immediately put in the

paper that success had apparently gone to my
head. And all the time I was waiting, the
most forlorn-looking spectacle in the McAlpin.
"That one newspaper article might not have

made much difference, but since then those
writers have rarely missed a chance to criticize

me, and their remarks have been quoted in

other papers. It must be a disappointment
for you to meet me and find that I am not
so terrible."

She smiled at me roguishly as she said that

last sentence. It was as though she confided,

"See what a good imitation I can do of a
misunderstood ingenue who begs the dear rep-

resentatives of the press to be kind to her."

As a matter of fact she doesn't care much what
critics and interviewers think of her. It is

the fans out in the audience that she wants
to please.

"It's quite confusing coming from the Cali-

fornia studios here." She returned to the

subject of motion pictures after a lengthy dis-

cussion of desserts suitable for a twelve-thirty
breakfast. The argument—and the luncheon
ended with pineapple ice, incidentally.

"The studios here are so businesslike ! The
buildings are so like factories, that you feel

as though you'd come out in a can or a pack-
age, neatly labeled. Out in California they
are quite different, just great, rambling, in-

formal places. It seems to me that Mary
Pickford has the ideal studio, and Lois Weber next.

They are like big homes, and over at Mary's, even when
they are working hardest, it seems like a crowd of

neighbors on some one's front porch. I remember one
afternoon when I went over there some one had brought
Al Green, the director, a fox terrier puppy to take
home to his little girl. He stuck it in his pocket, and
all afternoon—all the while he was directing some very
serious and dramatic scenes, that fat little puppy, with
his front paws and nose hanging out of Mr. Green's
pocket, surveyed the world as placidly as could be.

There are always lots of animals around for every one
to play with, and no one seems to be too busy to stop
and chat. And yet they work awfully fast.

' That seems to me the best sort of atmosphere to

work in—best for the actors I mean. Anything that
makes your work more friendly, more human, ought
to be encouraged. That reminds me of Love. You
know Mr. Barthelmess and I are trying to play Youth
and Love as though they were Mary Brown and the
boy who lived next door. When we were rehearsing
we called each other Dick and Marjorie, and when we
changed and tried to say "Youth" and "Love" we acted
so stiff and unnatural that the scene was ruined, to my
mind.

"I don't suppose that I'm romantic enough for the
part. I've never been swept off my feet by the wonder-
ful big love scenes I have played in. Instead of look-

Marjorie Daw is so deliriously pretty that her director never has to

devise beautiful tableaux for her.

ing desperately in love and wide-eyed with wonder I

am always afraid that I will look cross-eyed and love-

sick. Once I did in a picture with Mr. Fairbanks. I

was trying so hard not to laugh at him."

And Marjorie Daw can say all of these things with

impunity. For she is ideal for the role of Love. She
is simple and unaffected, and under her pleasantries

there is a poignant tenderness that bespeaks hidden
depths. She pretends shallowness sometimes, I believe,

in an effort to hide things from an ever-prying public

that are precious to her. She is one of the most un-
mannered young actresses on the screen to-day. She
hasn't a single cute trick, and she is so deliciously

pretty that her director never has to devise beautiful

tableaux or striking backgrounds for her ; he can just

let her walk through her scenes naturally, knowing that

everything that she does will make a beautiful picture.

If you doubt this, just go to see her in "Bob Hampton
of Placer."

As for her not being sentimental, well—there is a

difference between sentiment and sentimentality, and
Marjorie Daw has lots of the first with none of the

latter. And as for romance—this has nothing to do
with it, but I just thought you might be interested

to know that the young man she goes around with is

so short that she has been shopping for all sorts of

beautiful slippers with flat heels. Even a beautiful

motion-picture actress has to compromise sometimes.
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Harold Goodwin, the new William Fox star, thinks acting is the

easiest job he ever heard of.

IF you saw Mary Pickford in "Suds" you haven't
forgotten the last scene—little Mary huddled on
the steps of the laundry, her romantic Sir 'Oracc

gone, and her dream dissolved. You thought it was to

be a sad ending. Then came a final flash—a boy's shin-

ing face at the window, two carnations in his hands. It

was a significant touch, fragrant with the

promise of those two blossoms.
The boy was Harold Goodwin, the new Fox

star, who scored a big success in his first star

picture, "Oliver Twist, Jr."
I've watched him since his knee-trousered

days with the old Triangle company. His first

hit was in "The Sawdust Ring," wherein he
shared honors with Bessie Tove. Since then
he has grown. "Grew a foot in one picture."

he says—both physically and mentally.

I met Harold Goodwin at the Lasky studio.

"Did somebody want me?" he asked, poking
an apologetic countenance through the door of
the publicity office. He is awkwardly tall,

aged eighteen, rosily tanned, was chewing gum,
and wearing a cap and fresh-laundered blue
shirt with cuffs which didn't quite make the
wrist bone.

"I'm glad to meet you," he

He Grew a Foot
in One Picture

And Harold Goodwin continues to grow
fast in public favor. As for acting, he

says, "Pretty soft."

By Jerome Weatherby
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of him draped informally over a table.

Although experienced for eight years as

a motion-picture actor, he was trying to

qualify for the first time as an interview

subject. I asked him if he intended to

continue acting. He jerked his hat from
his head and ran a long hand through his

hair which was of the same tawny sheen

as his skin. A glance at him and you know
he's a swimmer—one of the gang. As for

continuing as an actor

"I sure am," he said in answer to my
question. "It's the easiest thing I ever

heard of."

He realized then that his utterance

wasn't conventional. Pie inspected his cap

soberly, then suddenly thrust it back on

his head.

"Guess I better keep my hat on." he

muttered. "My hair isn't combed."
He just drifted into pictures, he told

me, at the age of ten, over at the old

Mutual-Reliance studios. For his first

work as an extra, he received fifty cents.

He played around at the various studios

for four years and then decided to go to

high school.

"I just got started at school when they

wanted me to play in 'The Sawdust Ring,' with Bessie

Love, and after that I kep' a-going. Let's see—I've

played with Mae Marsh, Bessie Love, Dorothy Gish,

Enid Bennet, Mary Pickford. Mary Miles Minter, Dor-
othy Phillips, Eebe Daniels

"

Continued on yage 94

_ s .au ^ you
said, his eyes as blue and clean

as his shirt. He sat down, part

of him on a chair, and the rest

If lie could al-

ways plav with
Mary Pickford ,

that's all he'd
ask.



Romances
of Famous Film

Folk
The story of the courtship and marriage

of Wallie Reid and Dorothy Davenport.

By Grace Kingsley
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MY word, but he's a rotten actor!

Where in the world did you get

him?"
That doesn't sound any way to begin

a romance, does it? But that was the

question that beautiful Dorothy Daven-
port asked of Jack Conway, her director,

concerning her new leading man, one Wal-
lace Reid, away back in the old Universal

days, seven years ago, to be exact.

The subject of her remarks stood a few
yards away, just outside the Western set,

and nonchalantly chewed a straw. He was
a very good-looking youth, was Wally
Reid—they began calling him "Wally"
right away—and while he heard what Miss
Davenport said quite plainly he really

didn't care a hang. Anyhow, he says he
didn't.

If she wanted to sting his pride into

making him work the way she thought he
ought to, she was losing her bet. He didn't

believe in the style of acting they were
doing, for one thing—scenery chewing and
all that. Besides, if she liked the curly

haired, dimpled-chinned style of leading
man, why hadn't they got her that kind? Maybe, he
reflected, if they thought he was bad enough as an
actor, they'd put him back into the scenario-writing end,

where he wanted to be, anyhow.
Besides he had a lot of other things to worry him

besides the whims of a mere hand-painted doll of an
actress. There were the Universal cowboys, for in-

stance. What were they going to do to him? To be
sure he had a good card up his sleeve; the only trou-

ble was. maybe they had a better one. . To-morrow
would tell.

So he let his leading lady rave on.

Would they, he thought, as Miss Davenport, giving
him a final look of disgust out of her dark-brown eyes,

turned on her heel to leave the set—would they spring
something new on him?
The "they" were the U cowboys aforesaid. Wally

knew he had to ride on the morrow, and he didn't know
what the cow larrupers might do to him. One thing

was certain—they would do something. But what they
didn't know was
Oh, well, it all happened next day. And while it does

seem quite awful to mix those roughneck cowboys up
with the romance of such an extraordinarily romantic-
looking person as Wally Reid, still it simply has to be
done. Because it was partly Dorothy Davenport's sym-
pathy and later her admiration for the leading man she

thought so "rotten," professionally speaking, which got
her, womanlike, a little bit interested in him later on.

As I was saying, Wally had to ride next day. He
came out on the lot prepared for something exciting.

He is a great big boy, is Wallie—and here he is with

his young son, "Bill."

Maybe there was a little extra padding in his clothes,

I don't know. They started in on the riding scenes.

The cowboys led a certain horse out for Wally to ride.

Perhaps I should say an uncertain horse. Wally noted

how much was visible of the white of the animal's eye,

and admits his heart had a tendency to drop down among
his other works. He saw that the auburn-tressed Dor-
othy was looking on. too. Her glance was a blend of

keen amusement with a tiny flicker of sympathy. That
settled it. He would do or die.

Onto the horse's back he bounded. The horse began
to buck, and the cowboys whooped. But he stayed on

!

During a lull he reached down and took a bur from
beneath the saddle. But the horse kept right on bucking
in all sorts of plain and fancy ways. And still the

good-looking boy from back East didn't fall off

!

I claim that's right where Dorothy Davenport began
to get interested. Though she thought of Wally as a
boy, and moreover considered his profile was far too

perfect to permit of his having any brains, she did

admire his pluck and skill ! Wally continued to stick

to that horse right through the whole proceedings ; and
the glint of admiration and astonishment in Dorothy
Davenport's eyes was a part of his reward.

But really there was nothing miraculous about it.

How could those cowboys know he had spent a whole
year on a ranch in Wyoming?

After that folks began to listen a little more respect-

fully to his views on acting, though, of course, this

was entirely irrelevant. Afterward he began plaving

star roles in Indian pictures.
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"He was playing G-string Indian roles," explained

Mrs. Reid, "and he used to sail up past my dressing

room a-horseback, dolled up in bolamena and not much
else. He used to kind of roll his eyes around to see

if I was looking. Well, I will say he looked well in

a G-string ! He was only twenty, and straight as an
arrow. Oh, yes, and I want to say right here, he had
carried his family since he was thirteen years old, and
this was the first time he had had a chance to get away
from them and do something for himself."

So it went on. But Dorothy Davenport was a great

belle among the players in those days. Her night at

Levy's cafe, down in Los Angeles, which was always
the place of round-up for the picture stars in the eve-

nings, was Tuesday. And it was the ambition of every
handsome actor and every other man who knew her

to take Dorothy Davenport to Levy's on that night.

Wally Reid's pride was touched. Also he admits he

was
-

beginning to fall very much in love with her.

Finally, one evening, the capricious and slightly haughty
Dorothy condescended to go with him, and they went
downtown in his funny little roadster, which was ca-

pable, when in good condition, of going all of twenty-
five miles an hour.

But Miss Davenport thought of Wally as a boy. She
liked older men much better. However, that boyish-

ness somehow began to appeal to her, just as it appeals

to everybody nowadays, and she began to go out with
him oftener. Besides it's likely his profile began to

get in its deadly work. There's simply no place in the

world for observing a profile like a

motor car, or riding abreast on horse-

back. And besides going out to-

gether, they used to ride back and
forth from their work at Universal

Ranch on their horses.

Finally, Wally somehow let it drop
that he hadn't a very good boarding

place. Dorothy Davenport and her

mother were living in a little home
on Alta Vista Street at the time. She
asked him to come and board with

them. He said all right, and Gene

Pallette, his pal, would like to come,

too. So that's how it happened the

four found themselves living in the

modest little cottage, with Wally tak-

ing care of the horses and building

the barn

!

They used to take long trips

a-horseback together, Wally and

Dorothy, after that. And it was
during one of these trips that Wally proposed. The
thing happened up in Griffith Park, where it would
take a far sterner nature than Wally's to resist the

combination of lovely girl, moonlight, and picturesque

background of hills and trees.

"But, do you know, I got the gravel from Dorothy's

horse's hoofs right in the eye!" explained Wally rue-

fully, but in a way which showed he had never quite

gotten over the surprise of it. "She ran right away
from me ! No, I'm sure I never proposed again. I was
awfully hard hit, I'll confess, but I was too proud for

that. I went up to Santa Barbara a short time after-

ward for the American—stayed a year, and
"

"And we kept up one of those proxy battles by let-

ter," explained Dorothy vivaciously.

"Anyhow," Wally went on, "when I came home from
Santa Barbara, somehow we were engaged. I'm sure

I don't know how it really happened. Dorothy doesn't,

either. I guess."

"And I insisted on being married on the thirteenth,"

went on Mrs. Reid. "I was just daring fortune to

throw me down, I guess. Ruth Roland was maid of
honor. We were married on Monday night and went
to work on Tuesday morning. When we got to the

studio, the company had put up banners announcing us.

The company was all standing en masse on the corner,

ready to greet us. And, of course, we were late!"

Mrs. Reid had begun telling me about the romance
over in their beautiful home in Beverley Hills, and
Wally had come in, togged up in an auto racer's gar-

ments. He had been making racing scenes for one of

his pictures, out at the saucer track, and had driven a

great many more miles than was necessary, of course.

Bill Wally, Jr., small son of Dorothy and Wally, had
begged to be allowed to take his father's lunch over
to him when the chauffeur went, this being only a ruse,

of course, to get a mad trip with his dad around the

racing course.

"Why, the very first word Bill ever said was 'wheel,'
"

said Mrs. Reid.

Enter, too, the family dog, Scotty Bob, whom every-

body falls over at least six times in the belief he is

a rug. Then Bill had to show me the phonograph which
is concealed in the head of the sofa, and which is the

pride of both masculine Reids' hearts.

That phonograph is right next to the library, with

its full cases of books, and maybe the combination typi-

fies Wally Reid in a way. It's such a combination of

intellectuality and boyishness.

In the magic land of films, where
one day you walk the streets looking

for a job, and the next you own a

fine house, three cars, and a sable

coat, and get 'em squarely, too, be-

cause you've happened to please a
few million people more or less

throughout the world in some par-

ticular impersonation, there's not a

more deeply interesting couple than

Wally Reid and Dorothy Davenport,

his wife.

There's a very wonderful palship

between these two. Both are fond of

good literature, for one thing, and
both have a tremendous sense of hu-

mor ; added to which there is that

subtle but potent something which

we will call compatibility, which has

its roots down deep in the vital

sources of life, without which no

marriage is a success.

"She's a great girl!" says Wally,

and there was warmth as well as admiration in his

voice when he said it.

And maybe all the big words in the dictionary couldn't

describe Mrs. Reid any better than that.

"No, I'm not going to Vancouver. Nobody wants

to see a wife along," explained Mrs. Reid with a cheer-

ful little laugh, when I asked her about her husband's

"personal appearance" trip to Canada.

Being the husband of a matinee idol isn't the easiest

job in the world. Maybe in fact it's the hardest. It

makes a mere foreign diplomat's job look like a street

cleaner's.

For there are many beautiful women in the world,

and there isn't one of them, I guess, who meets Wally

Reid who doesn't love him in one way or another,

according to her quality. He has mental brilliancy for

the Hypatias, good looks for the empty-headed, a

strongly vital appeal, and an easy and supremely appeal-

ing courtesy for every woman he meets.

HE'S A DEVIL
within the law—likely to break
out at any time. That's why the

ladies are going to like him.
He suggests romance with a

crimson thrill.

His narrow, Lotus-lidded eyes
are enigmatic. Another reason for

the interest of the curious sex.

That is the way in which Her-
bert Howe introduces Rudolph
Valentino, the magnetic young
Latin who is thrilling feminine
hearts wherever "The Four Horse-
men" is being shown.
Mr. Howe's pen portrait of Val-

entino—one of the finest inter-

views he has done—will appear in

the next issue of PlCTURE-PLAY
Magazine.
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Probably there has never been an
actor in the world who had greater

universal appeal to both men and
women, for that matter. And that

Wally's and Dorothy's matrimonial

bark remains steady through the tem-

pests and gusts of emotionalism which
sweep around the most appealing male
star in the most emotional profession

in the world bespeaks character as

well as genuine devotion on both sides.

For one thing, Wallace Reid, by
some miracle, remains unspoiled. That
means he has a fine sense of propor-

tion—as well as a sense of humor and
good horse sense. Everybody adores
him down to the very caddies who re-

trieve his golf balls, and whom he has a
hard time restraining from calling him
"Wally" right before the most im-
portant personages. Not that he
really cares a cent, only sometimes
such procedures embarrass the con-
ventions.

And on Mrs. Reid's part, she has

big brown eyes which look life

squarely in the face, and do not flinch

at what they see. She has beauty, a
brilliant wit, good sense, and a fine

sense of proportion in dealing with
life's problems, but most of all she
has a genuinely unselfish and wise de-

votion to the man she is married to.

He wouldn't think of going into any
business deal, for instance, without
her advice, and that advice has never
proven wrong.

And he is a great boy, too, is Wally.
If Mrs. Reid is thoughtful for his

comfort, without being prosaic, he on
his part is never failing in those small

courtesies which make home life pleas-

ant. And moreover, he has a keen
appreciation of the fact that his wife
is a very pretty, interesting woman.

She is a very wise woman in an-
other way, is Mrs. Reid. She never
allows herself to sink into the sofa-

cushion type of wife. She's as alert

as he is, she keeps abreast of the
times in matters of world concern: she is authoritative

as well as painstaking ; keen as well as kind.

The superficial observer might say that Wally was
the least bit afraid of his wife, but it isn't that, I'm
sure. Truly, he is slightly in awe of her keenness, her
wisdom, her efficiency. But beneath it all is a real un-
derstanding, a genuine companionship. And there's a

sort of charming girlishness about Mrs. Reid. too. that

never fails in its effect on her husband, and always
there seems the desire to please him.

"I planned our house." Mrs. Reid tells you with
pride, ''because Wally says he always like surprises.

'"And I always have to bring him something home
when I go shopping." she went on laughingly, but with
a shy pleasure in the telling. "The only trouble is,

there's not much left to bring him. He's been a mati-
nee idol so long, you see

!"

It's a very beautiful home in Beverley Hills, where
they simply can't help being happy, those three Reids.

Photo by Melbonrne Span-

Mrs. Reid, like Wallie, is as devoted to her son.

The house is built overlooking a quaint winding road,

and its back door looks right up at the eternal hills.

Bill Hart's pretty New England house is on one side,

while Bill Desmond's colonial home is across the street,

and Dustin Farnum's beautiful villa is right around
the corner.

The Reid home is in the Spanish style of architec-

ture, and has a beautiful patio ; and a swimming pool
is being built just outside.

"Do you ever want to go back to the films?" I asked

Mrs. Reid.

"No," said Mrs. Reid, without the least bit of wfst-

fulness in look or voice, "no. I like to stay at home."
"Oh, mother!" called out little Bill lustily, "nurse's

gone ; come play !•'

I'm sure the look of happiness in Dorothy Daven-
port's eyes was deeper at that childish call than at any
curtain call she ever took

!



'It was with some trepidation that I prepared to meet the great Montana,

but he is, I found, as gentle as a kitten."

America s Maciste
All Hollywood loves "Bull" Montana, who is one of the

most picturesque characters in the Western film colony.

By Gordon Gassaway

>f aHE has the heart of a child and the soul

shepherd, this ape-giant of Hollywood.
Hollywood loves him,- and denies that he

is the ugliest man in the world. It says that "Boot-
nose" Mullen and "Spike" Robinson, the other mus-
keteers of the famous trio taken West by Doug Fair-

banks fourteen months ago for picture purposes, are

both uglier men than "Bull" Montana, for it is of Bull

we sing-.

Rodin put Mr. Montana into the soul of
his Thinker, but Rodin never knew it. Mar-
shall Neilan put Bull into "Go and Get It,"

and, as a result, "Go and Get It" did go and
get the box-office receipts as well as a fair crop
of shivers from a lot of fair spines. You re-

member the Rue Morgue ape in that Neilan
picture, don't you? Of course, it was Bull
Montana—with a little make-up on.

It was with some trepidation that I pre-
pared to meet the great Montana out at the
Lasky lot, half believing some of the wild
stories current in Hollywood regarding his

playful tendencies to toss would-be interviewers

over the nearest studio just because once he
had once been annoyed by a reporter. But
he is, I found, as gentle as a kitten.

"Hey, you, Bull!" It was the genial Arch
Reeve, factotum of the Lasky lot, arranging
our formal introduction.

Bull separated himself from a group of peo-

ple, which proved to be Roscoe Arbuckle, and
came over. I was presented. A pair of
kindly but direct brown eyes looked me ovei

as our hands met. We withdrew to a quiet

corner away from the interruptions interpo-

lated by Wallie Reid and Roscoe, who were
seemingly thrilled by the fact that Bull was
being interviewed.

"Fourteen year ago I come from Milano,
Italy, to thees contry. My family, they giva

me three swell suits clothes—swell in Italee,

but in N'York? Well, anyway, I think I

pretty swell, an' I throwa out my chest and
walka up Broadway."
Here he threw out his- great chest, cocked

his hat on the side of his head and gave &

correct imitation of a young Italian gentle-

man but recently arrived from the old coun-
try, controlled by a spirit to conquer the new.

"I lasta about sixa block. Some fresh

N'York gink they maka beeg fight with me.

I smasha the face and getta keek in the rifc.

Soon I find good work up in Conne'ticut. I

work in a stone quarry. Then I was young
an' strong—jus' twenty. One day I quit that

boss and get better work. Nex' day I go back

to see some ol' fren' an' they got a beeg horse

at my ol' job.

"No, in Italy they do not call me Bull.

There I am Luigi Montagna."

Bull has had some interesting experiences

in renting apartments in Hollywood, for vari-

ous reasons. Finally he decided to try a

new system. He approached the proprietor

of our most exclusive community hotel in the

sacred precincts of his office.

"How do you do," said Bull correctly. "I

am Signor Luigi Montagna from Eetaly an'

I would lika the beeg apart'."

"Certainly," graciously responded mine
host, "with pleasure. Just step this way."
So at last, Bull was safely esconced in the

of his recent life—a twenty-thousand-dollar

But alas for well-meaning friends.

The next day a taxi rolled gayly up to the magnifi-

cent apartments and deposited on the curb two gentle-

men of uncertain visage. They were Boot-nose Mullen
and the redoubtable Spike Robinson, Bull's only rivals

for beauty. Immediately they besieged the office.

"Bull Montana live here?" cried the proper pro-

Continued on page 96

dream
home.



The

German

Pictures

They're springing up every day, these

German pictures. We have had '"Pas-

sion," followed by the shrill shades of

a spook on a spree, known as "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari." Close on the

heels of these two, First National is presenting Pola

Negri in a version of "Carmen" called "Gypsy Blood,"

and Paramount is giving us "Anne Boleyn" under the

title of "Deception," both made by Ernest Lubitsch, who
directed "Passion."

Paramount also is said to be considering the release

of "The Golem," a picturization of a Jewish fable about

a statue of a huge man that came to life and wrecked
a heap of expensive scenery.

Whether the war is over or not. it seems that Ameri-
can films are being distributed in Germany and that

some sort of reciprocity demands that German pro-

ducers be given a chance to sell their wares in America
in an attempt to earn money to pay part of the expenses

of buying the rights to show American films in Germany.
At least the rumor has it that trade in films is much
like trade in other wares, and that if Germans buy from
us we are supposed to buy from them.

So, no matter how you feel about it, you're going

to have a little German film in your town every now
and then. The Observer at one time was all net up
about this German invasion. However, after watching

the crowds go to see "Passion" and come running out

of the theater shouting praise, and, after watching them
go to see "The Cabinet" and learning from their very

lips that it was nothing that comes under the head of

entertainment, The Observer has ponderously come to

the conclusion that a show is a show, and that if it is

a good show it matters not if it was made by the seven

fiends of Hades—folks will go to see it. On the other

hand an uninteresting show, even though it were written

by such a moral gentleman as Major Funkhouser. di-

rected by Doctor Wilbur F. Crafts, and played person-

ally by the members of the Pennsylvania board of cen-

sorship, would be immoral, un-American, and a menace
to our civilization for the one reason that it wasted
the time of the folks who went to see it.

So let the Germans come with their pictures. To date

they have been able to interest us only through masses
of people, lavish settings and weird effects. They do
big things and startle us. for to our minds big things

like "Deception" impress us as being very expensive,

and what do we worship more than expense?
But in Germany they have been hiring extra people

for the price of three bad meals. They pay workmen
one tenth as much as we pay, so they can produce a
"Deception" for—it is reported—a sum equal to twenty

thousand dollars in American money. To make such

a picture in Hollywood would cost more than half a

million in real cash.

Germany has not turned out any good comedies nor

any picture of genuine heart interest. For one "Pas-

sion," they make a hundred impossible pictures impos-
sible, at least, from the point of view of the American
consumer. Hundreds of reels of film have been brought

from Germany to America, but seldom is one found
worthy of being released in this country. Several tons

of German films, entirely worthless pictures, of abso-

lutely no interest to Americans, have been junked by
the agents who had brought them here in the hope of

selling the American rights for anything from a hundred
dollars to a hundred thousand.

Much like searching for radium is the process of

trying to find a German picture worth releasing in

America. So we might as well take the good ones and
have a look at them.

The real European menace affects the inhabitants of

Hollywood. It is quite possible that American pro-

ducers may go to Europe to make some of their ex-

pensive pictures, in order to save money in the hiring

of extras, the making of costumes, and the building

of sets.

Metro, it is reported, could have made "The Four
Horsemen" in France cheaper than in Los Angeles, and
certainly Universal would have saved money had they

sent Von Stroheim to Monte Carlo to make his "Fool-

ish Wives."

Too

Realistic

In England, telegrams come on tapes.

A sort of ticker machine types it on
a thin strip of paper, which is clipped

off and pasted on a sheet of paper.

This is delivered as the telegram.

Recently a director, making a scene supposedly in

England, had genuine English telegrams sent to him
for use in the picture. He was rather proud of his

realistic touch in the close-up which showed a telegram
reading "You lost your fortune, so now the girl won't
marry you," or whatever the telegram was. This, like

all English telegrams, was printed on tape and pasted
on the blank form.

The picture was released. From a Nebraska city came
a wire from a theater manager, "We can't show the

crude picture you sent us. You were too cheap to have
a regular telegram made and instead used ticker tape

and pasted it up on a sheet of paper. You can't put
this stuff over on us."

Clara

Wont Be
a Star

After Clara Smith Hamon's trial

and acquittal by twelve good men, and
true, somebody offered her a lot of

money to go into pictures. She was in

the picture business just long enough
for the news to get through the United States and for

the theaters of the country to wire back the answer.
The theater managers rose in a body and said, "We
will never show Clara Smith Hamon's picture."
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So, since it would hardly pay to make the picture

just for the benefit of her friends in her neighborhood,
the thing was called off.

Motion pictures have passed the cheap vaudeville and
burlesque period of their existence. No longer is a per-

son who has nothing to offer but a burst of sudden and
temporary notoriety an attraction in films. As a mat-
ter of fact, the few pictures in which persons of that
sort have appeared never had any real success. Cer-
tainly now, since the motion picture has become family
entertainment, there is no room for such films.

The action of the theater managers, by the way,
shows what power they wield. They might do well to
get together and rule out a few of the folks already in
the business of making pictures. If they did that there
would be no more need of censors.

You know Pola Negri now. But

Another soon y°u w^ near °f an actress who
TV is said to out-Pola Pola. She is Fran-
rSeauty cesca Bertini, and she is Italian. In-

side dope from the stable says she is

a dark horse who is going to take the next international
derby. Paramount is said to have a scout on his way
to Italy to get the inside information and to see whether
she will do for America.
The information regarding the proposed importa-

tion of The Negri to America is as yet rather vague.
It would be interesting, though, to have The Negri,
speaking Polish, and The Bertini, speaking Italian, work-
ing on emotional scenes at the same time in one and
the same studio, each trying to out-emote the other

!

TJ*irh ?/7 HI
"'When Women Work," starring Car-

unctezam
Iyle EUiSj presented by the United

in the Show States department of labor, women's

Business bureau, is a production of the new year.

It is only a two-reeler, but it is one of

the most popular pictures that has been made recently.

It seems that when the women's bureau started out

to try to improve working conditions for factory women,
it decided that the motion picture was the best method
to use. A real picture was produced, with a real story.

It tells of women who work under bad conditions and
women who work under good conditions.

The women's bureau will send it free to organizations

who guarantee to show it under proper conditions.

p • 1 • The New York Times is now pick-
* ing the best pictures of the year, and

the First the Times list is interesting in that it

pjlie shows the broad viewpoint that is be-

ing adopted by even the most conserva-
tive newspapers. There was a time when all the news-
papers that appealed to a more or less intellectual type
of reader felt that "the movies" were beneath contempt.
These newspapers had a good deal to say about heavy-
weight prize fighters and thought it rather neat to write
funny things about women who were trying to get

votes, but "the movies" meant nothing in their lives.

Now the Times chooses the best five pictures shown
in New York in the first three months of 1921 and
starts its list with Charlie Chaplin in "The Kid." It

names Charles Ray's "The Old Swimmin' Hole," class-

ing this as an advance, because there were no subtitles

in the picture. The other three are "The Four Horse-
men," "Sentimental Tommy," and "The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari."

Truly a mixed list, but probably as interesting a list

—because of the varied types represented—as could be
found.

If we were going to see five motion pictures on five

successive days, probably these five would give us as
pleasant a week as any five we could select. There
are pickles and pastry, roast beef and salad in the mo-
tion-picture meal that the Times selects.

If you, for instance, were going to be cast away on
a desert island, what five motion pictures, shown in

the last three months, would you want to take with
you? There's something for you to think about, and
to write about.

An Edit
Rumor has it that a large and repu-

table scenario school took in four hun-
cational dred thousand dollars as payment for

Institution instruction last 3'ear. If this is true,

the profession of teaching scenario

writers is about equal to the profession of teaching al-

most anything else. There are a good many colleges

that take in less than four hundred thousand dollars in

tuition payments in a year.

Scenario schools, the first thing you know, will be
having college yells and football teams and fraternity

pins.

rp p Only a few States in the United
States have adopted motion-picture cen-

the sorship. Something more than thirty

Censors? turned down the censorship bills at the

last session of the legislatures.

In those States in which censorship is in force, or-

ganizations are being built up by reputable citizens,

including club women, authors, and members of vari-

ous societies, to censor the censors. These persons
watch carefully the eliminations made by censor boards
and, every time a ridiculous, narrow, or prejudiced

elimination comes through, trouble is started. Letters

are sent to newspapers, to legislators, and to the censors

themselves, pointing out the absurdity of the elimina-

tion, and it is hoped that in time the public of each
censorship State will be so sick of having a few per-

sons dictate what many shall see that action will be

taken to repeal the law.

Motion-picture producers and exhibitors have not

been asked to help in this movement, for it is to be
kept on an entirely unselfish basis, a movement for the

public good.

. We
Ask

Will some one tell us why practically

all serial pictures have to be wild and
woolly and full of violence, clutching

hands, masked men, trapdoors, and
spooks ? Much of the complaint against

the motion picture has been based upon the serial, and
most of all upon the posters that advertise the chapter

photo plays. Seldom are the pictures themselves as

harrowing as the posters.

Just because a picture is continued does it have to

be as violent as a volcano? We ask for information.

Reputable magazines publish in serial form stories by
good authors, but the motion-picture folks seem to think

that when a story is divided into chapters it must be a

tale of a crazy hero who is on the track of a bunch
of mad men.
Why doesn't some producer try the serial plan on a

real story?

Suppose "The Miracle Man" had been done in three

or four parts. Would you have come back for the

second, third, and fourth chapters? We would, and
we believe that there are many other persons who would.

They say that Universal's "Foolish Wives" is going

to be in forty thousand feet and hard to cut. Why not

try putting it out as a serial ?

We are serious about this. Why hasn't it ever been

done?



Over the Teacups
In Fanny the Fan's philosophy nothing is more
vital than a cup of tea, a listener, and plenty of

gossip about motion-picture players.

By The Bystander

Photo by Clarence Sinclair Bull

Everything in Tom Moore's home is being remodeled to his bride's taste, bat after that Renee- Adoree will

probably also be seen in Goldwyn pictures.

DON'T offer me food," Fanny begged dramatically,

as she sat down with us in a sunlit window
table at Sherry's. I'm the most overfed person

in New York." But a moment later I saw her glance

stray past radiant Justine Johnstone a few tables away,
and rest on the tables of French confectionery and
pastry that were on display. "I've just come from Co-
rinne Griffith's, and you know what that means—a tea

table heaped with tiny sandwiches filled with tropical

indigestibles you never heard of before, and little cakes
that are, well—just like perfume. She was so busy
sewing on a wonderful orchid-colored lampshade that she

had me pour. And, of course, I ate enough for both
of us. Still, I suppose it wouldn't be loyal to Lillian

Gish if I came here without getting some Boston cream
pie, so you might as well signal the waiter."

I didn't have to ; he was hovering right behind Fanny's
chair. He has seen her with so many celebrities that he
is dying of curiosity to know who she is. And since

she has taken to emulating Pola Negri and Nazimova
and Doraldina so strenuously, I am sure that he thinks

Fanny is the much-heralded Francesca Bertini from
Italy. Sometimes, I think that she deliberately en-

courages him to think that there is a mystery about her.

"Corinne has finished making 'What's Your Reputa-
tion Worth?' and is about to start another picture,"

Fanny babbled on. "And speaking of reputations have
you heard about those two men in the Famous Players-
Lasky Company who had such a terrible time?"

I stared at her incredulously : where does she hear
everything ?

"They had a beauty contest, you know, all over the

country to see who would play Beauty in "Experience."
Edna Wheaton, a music student in New York, won, and
Juliette Henkel from Detroit was such a close second

that they gave her the part of Charm. Well, of course,

the Famous Players company wanted to show those girls

a good time before they started work at the studio

so they assigned two men in the office to show them
the sights of New York, and buy them the clothes they

needed for the picture. That was where the trouble

began. Both men are young and good looking—and
recently married. They are so devoted to their wives
that they hardly give Gloria Swanson more than a pass-

ing glance when she comes to the New York office.

But, of course, their wives' friends kept bumping into

them with the two beautiful girls who were quite obvi-

ously having the time of their lives, and they drew their

own conclusions. The result was so tragic that only

an explanation from George Fitzmaurice himself saved
the two happy homes."

"But why didn't the men do something about it?"

"What, for instance ?" Fanny asked pertly, and I con-

gratulated myself that I recognized her imitation of Bebe
Daniels.

"Well, they could have explained to the girls, and
given them a signal whenever they saw any one they

knew coming into sight. Then the girls could have
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Fanny never hears of Eva Novak getting married or divorced or t

engaged. She seems to confine all her attention to getting

prettier and making more pictures.

saved the day by popping into the nearest doorway or

a passing limousine or a manhole or something."

"You've been haunting tbe Sennett comedies again,"

Fanny accused. "I know the signs. You get a per-

verted idea of what a perfect lady can do and what is

much worse you expect every girl to be as resourceful in

real life as Marie Prevost and Phyllis Haver are in

pictures. That's the difference between real life and

pictures
;
pictures are made up of the things you never

do in real life, because you think of them too late."

"When you say things like that you ought to hold

up two fingers to show that you are quoting," I remon-

strated.

"But I'm not," Fanny insisted. "I thought of that

all by myself while I was watching some of Carol

Dempster's scenes in 'Dream Street.' Did you ever

see anything so adroit as the way she kidded Ralph
Graves about his feet to distract his attention from
love-making ?"

"I didn't know that you even noticed the picture

at all," I told her, determined to be frank, "Be-
cause I noticed that Dick Barthelmess and his

mother sat in front of you."

"Wasn't she beautiful?" Fanny enthused, ignor-

ing my intended gibe. "I do wish that she would
make a picture with him some time. If it's true

that Famous Players is going to have him for

some more pictures, I wish they would hurry up
and do 'The Wanderer.' They've talked about it

long enough, goodness knows. Dick Barthelmess
should play the prodigal son, and his mother ought
to play the mother part. Wouldn't she be a won-
derful mother for the prodigal son to come back
to? I don't wonder that Dick himself never wan-
dered from home at all.

"Fanny! These mother pictures aren't making
you sentimental, are they?"

"Nothing could make me sentimental," Fanny
protested, choking a sniffle in her handkerchief.

"But every time that I go to see Mary Carr in

'Over the Hill' or Vera Gordon in 'Humoresque'
I want to go around pinning medals of honor on
all the mothers I know. I've followed 'Humor-
esque' from Broadway palaces to shacks on the

river front, and now if I want to see it any more,
I suppose that I'll have to cross to Jersey."

Fanny was never meant to be tearful, so I tried

to jazz the conversation back to normal by asking,

"Who's married now?"
She revived instantly, and quite ignoring the re-

enforcements of fresh strawberry ice cream,

French pastry, and limeade that the waiter brought,

launched into her favorite subject. "Tom Moore
and Renee Adoree went to Honolulu on their

honeymoon and had a beautiful time. They are

back now, and he is working on 'Beating the

Game.' She is tying bows of tulle on the gas-

logs or redecorating his house in some equally

interesting way to make it suit her exquisite

French taste, and when she is through she will

probably play in Goldwyn pictures, too. She is

the proud possessor of a gorgeous gold vanity

case that Mabel Normand gave her. Mabel was
at the Goldwyn studio the day the bride and groom
went away to get married, and she was so thrilled

with the romance that she dashed out to the near-

est jeweler's, bought the case, and had it engraved,

"To Renee on her wedding day from Mabel.' And
en speaking of weddings. I've heard that Tom's

brother Owen is thinking of marrying again.

Kathryn Perry of the Follies is the girl. He's

been around with her a lot lately. And the rumor

about Charlie Chaplin and May Collins keeps in circu-

lation even though they deny any engagement, and so

does the one about William S. Hart and Jane Novak.

But you see there's a reason. Their divorces aren't

final for a vear after they get a decree, so it wotdd

be unconventional to say the least to announce an en-

gagement.
"There's only one person I know who never seems

to get engaged or married or divorced or anything,

and that's Eva Novak," Fanny continued. "She just

goes on quietly getting prettier all the time and mak-

ing better pictures and growing more popular. I never

see her at parties, only occasionally at the theater. She

never seems to think of anybody but the fans. She's

playing 'The Evil Half,' now, though what bearing that

sort of title would have on her, I can't see."
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"Neither can I. but there are lots of things I

don't understand. And that reminds me of Jack

Pickford."

Fannv glared at me malevolently. Any one

related to Mary is to her mind beyond reproach.

But she couldn't resist telling me about him.

"He goes around a lot with Marjorie Daw. and

somewhat with Alice Lake., but rumor has it that

Mildred Harris is the real object of his affections.

That makes Hollywood romance terribly involved

because Gareth Hughes likes Mildred immensely,

too."

Our conversation came to a sudden end. as we
both stared out of the window. With mincing

steps a true Parisienne was crossing the street.

From the rounded tip of her tiny French-heeled

shoes to the fluttering ends of black paradise on
her hat, she was the picture of bored sophistica-

tion. A moment later and she had entered and
was looking at some favors and decorated candy
boxes.

"It's Constance Talmadge !" Fanny gasped
weakly. "I thought she was ill. And it's" really

true about her wearing a diamond anklet. See,

she has it on now ! Colleen Moore and I experi-

mented with a dog collar, but we didn't like it.

But Constance wears an anklet as carelesslv as

last year's wrist watch."

And true enough, she did. It was there for all

Fifth Avenue to see, and everv one to the last

bus driver was looking at it.

"She's probably just rehearsing for her next
picture." Fanny volunteered when she had suffi-

ciently regained her breath. "And she is trying
the role out on Fifth Avenue to see if people
will take it seriously." And having delivered that

opinion, she- took up her vanitv case, which was
almost as big as a traveling bag. and looked at

her reflection searchinglv.

'"I know you're going to ask me where I got
this," she offered. "It was Lon Chaney's idea.

It's a fishing-tackle case, really, but it's "wonder-
ful for a vanity box. So roomy! He decided
that he would never have leisure to go fishing
again, so he converted his into a make-up box
like this to earn- out on location, and now every-
body in 'The Night Rose' company, and almost
every one in the whole Goldwyn studio has them.
There's a run on the sporting goods store in Holly-
wood now."

"Is he really going to do "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame' in pictures?" I asked her. but she
was so busy executing a difficult curve around
mouth with her lip-stick that she merely nodded.
"And what is the idea of all that make-up?" I asked

despairinglv.

"That is the latest fad in countenances," Fannv an-
swered blandly, as though it were quite natural for one
to change her face to fit the season. "Just go out to
the Famous Players studio and look around if you
don't think so. With all those girls in 'Experience' out
there, it is the best place to catch on to the latest style.

The idea is not to make up your eyes, but to open
them very wide and innocentlike, and concentrate vour
drawing skill on your mouth. The eyes express ingenu-
ousness, and the lips are seductive, as though they illus-

trated the text—Let not your eyes know what vour lips

are doing. I don't know who started the fad. but I

suspect Mae Murray.
"And speaking of Mae Murray." Fanny continued.

"Did you see her at the opening of 'Dream Street?'
She had on a tulle dress that was just like rainbows

Photo by Melbourne Sporr

Colleen Moore looks so alive all the time that she makes every one

else look faded and old.

her coat that was one
I hope she wears

and mist, and she w-ore an ermine

rippling layer of fur over another,

them in 'Peacock Alley.'
"

"Yes : and I saw Carol Dempster and Ralph Graves

and a little, dark, bobbed-haired girl."

"Who is she?" Fanny asked. "Is that another ro-

mance ? They were at the Palais Royal after the show.

So was almost every one else, principally Colleen Moore.
Of course. I could hardly see any one else if she was
there.

"She looks so alive all the time, she makes every one

else look faded and old. She went to the Lambs Gambol,

and before the evening was over, every one was ask-

ing every one else who she was. Afterward she went

to a party at the studio of Ben Ali Haggin—who ar-

ranges the tableaux at the Ziegfeld Frolic—and at least

three debutantes decided that they would try to get

into motion pictures. They played wall flower while

Colleen, quite unconsciously, held court."

Continued on page 1 00



RIGHT OFF THE GRILL
Our free-lance critic pays his respects to blue-law enthusiasts and
other worthies, and tells many interesting things which happened
when the Hollywood film folk recently forgathered at a charity affair.

By Herbert Howe

CONSIDERING the patronage of several saints

and reformers, it is irreverent to say that the

film folks raised merry Hades. Yet that's the

only way one could account for the presence of certain

reprobate characters.

It was the pageant devised and presented in the ball-

room of the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles to ben-

efit the Children's Hospital. The principal participants

were the astral ladies and gentlemen from Hollywood
way.

If I go too far in saying that they raised the torrid

regions, at least I may say they raised the dead
Notorious shades of history passed in glittering

cavalcade. The Dark Ages certainly were lit up.

Contrary to historical gossip, the ancient auto-

crats were not at all upstage. They seemed
quite at home in democracy. Old Roman
emperors and New World diplomats acted

like Brother Moose. I did detect some envy on
the faces of Nero and Napoleon as they

chummed with Foch and Clemenceau, just

as I did when Shakespeare glanced at

Elinor Glyn. They say Csesar was furi-

ous at the reception given Jackie Coogan.
But there were no serious outbreaks

with the exception of those stirred by
Cleopatra and Gareth Hughes. Gareth
suggested to certain social climbers of

the industry that they admit the shade
of L'Aiglon. The ladies demurred,
not quite sure as to the social posi-

tion of LAiglon. Gareth informed
them that L'Aiglon was—well, I can't say

it as Gareth did ; but it was to the effect

that L'Aiglon was the son of a free-

loving king. Madame Pompadour there-

fore refused to consider him eligible.

I presume all the other characters had to

show their birth certificates. Cleopatra,

at least, concealed nothing.

The first tableau presented was that of

Shakespeare pleading his case before

Queen Elizabeth. It seems that the cen-

sors were after Will. The bard presentee

his case by calling his favorite characters

as witnesses. Kathlyn Williams came as

Rosalind. Juliet, subpoenaed, was no
other than Mary Miles Minter. But
Cleopatra, physically endowed by Betty
Blythe, really cinched the case for the

scenarioist. Her beauty created an ova-

tion that lasted until the Asp demanded
service.

The French processional came to a

crescendo with the appearance of the tri-

color, Foch, Clemenceau, and the poilus

marching to "La Marseillais." The vast

assemblage in the ballroom rose as

one, like the occupants of the bleach-

ers when the home team comes in,

and remained standing while the

French emblem passed through the

flowered aisle. Among the prominent ' frogs were
Napoleon and wife, Empress Josephine. Elinor Glyn
envisaged the empress. I wondered how Napoleon ever
managed to put her away. He was a great strategist,

Napoleon. Just the same, I'll bet if he tried the stunt
to-day he'd pay a pretty alimony. The prettiest figure
of the French was Mae Allison as a Watteau shep-
herdess escorted by Herbert Rawlinson, as the leading
striker of the sheep chaperons. Other graces of the
Watteau picture were Mary MacLaren, Doris Pawn,
Mrs. William Desmond, Conrad Nagel, Lloyd Hughes',
and Nigel Barrie. Irene Rich as the armored Jeanne
d'Arc, looked like a polished fire engine. In those
warlike days every fighter wore his own tank. No
turret ever held fairer contents. Any man who

wouldn't surrender to such as Irene would be
a coward. And any one who would desert

the flag when borne by Kathleen Clifford
wouldn't be worthy of a Y. M. C. A. emblem.

Priscilla Dean was the queen of the Italian
carnival. She came all surrounded by
patriarchal saints, popes, and nuns, but
her eyes were just as wicked as ever.
Helen Jerome Eddy, as a pale ma-
donna, made goodness quite as attrac-
tive. One of the most glorious mo-
ments of the evening occurred when
the Adriatic flowed down the ball-

room.
_

Its first wave was Margaret
Loomis, dancing in fluvial move-
ment. Behind her billowed a sea
of nymphs.
Gloria Swanson came in a palanquin

as a celestial queen. Marguerite de la

Motte skimmed and fluttered as a fire-

bird of scarlet and gold. Mrs. Robert
Brunton was borne on the shoulders of black
slaves amid the swirling incense and bar-
baric clangor of Indo-Persia. Agnes Ayres.
in the white splendor of a Russian bride,
stirred admiration.

It was a night of imperial purple.
Beauty thrilled the senses with all her
rapture of music, dance, and color. After
the velvet curtains had fallen on the iri-

descent past, the present came foxtrot-
ting forth to frolic. Most of the
revelers appeared in their carnival
costumes, but to the disappointment
of every one Cleopatra changed. The
diamond brooch had been replaced by
a jet and gold gown.

Fifteen thousand dollars was the
amount raised by this soiree for the
Children's Hospital.

hero are

see you

The initials of this

popular screen
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his name!suess

The Movies vs. Christianity.

It was well that Shakespeare lived
when he did and that his case was
tried before a tolerant tribunal
What would have been his fate had
he been reserved for this epoch?
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Miss Betty Compson has called my attention to a

copy of Signs of the Times, a magazine which de-

clares to be "A Champion of the Bible, God-breathed,

Complete, A Perfect Rule of Life." She asked me
to read an article by a Mr. Robert A. Thurber, titled

"Gods of America." Neatly paneled in this text is the

assertion

:

"The god 'Movie' makes crime less criminal, sin at-

tractive, and the Christian life a bore. But the gods
of America fatten on falsity."

Other "God-breathed" lines are :

"The movie presents very little of life as it really is,

and much less of what it ought to be. An investigation

of the great studios where the origi-

nal shows are staged, and an exam-
ination of the daily lives of the men
and women who play the characters,

will prove the artificiality and the

moral menace of the whole business."

I wonder who has investigated

"the daily lives of the men and
women" who appear in motion pic-

tures? And why has this investiga-

tion been limited to workers of the

fourth greatest industry of the

world? If secret sins are to be un-

covered and daily lives examined it

is only fair to give the same atten-

tion to bankers, brokers, editors,

farmers, merchants—yes, even the

reformers should have justice. If

only movie folks are to be tried at

the final tribunal, where are all the

rest going?
As in the army there was physical inspection, so I

suggest that we have soul-inspection if the blue laws

go through. Let all the populace line up and have
their souls X-rayed for sin. This spectacle will com-
pensate for the loss of movie amusement. It might
also draw business to those edifices which Mr. Turber
declares are now without attraction.

"What is the matter," he asks, "with our communities,
urban and rural alike, that they crowd the doors of the

theater and shun the portals of the church?"
The matter is, such attacks as "Gods of America."

Stoning does not drive sinners to church. It usually

drives them to the grave and thence straight to heaven.

The author is unfortunate in his communities. He
should move to the film colony. The churches here
are filled to overflowing.

The same faculty of messiahs are worrying about
the glimpses they catch of the feminine human form.

They agree with the serpent that it should be clothed

upon all occasions. Salvation, it seems, is largely a
matter of lengthening women's skirts. There is no ex-

cuse for nudity in art. Let us put a bathrobe on the

Venus de Milo and see to it that the angels wear avia-

tion togs.

But out of all this reshaping and reforming and "in-

vestigating of daily lives" great good may come. It

may give Charlie Chaplin a comedy idea.

The Barrie Heroine.

The eternal question of film row
has been, "Who will be the Barrie

heroine?" Maude Adams has re-

linquished Peter Pan to the film fair.

Sir James Barrie held such admira-
tion for Miss Adams, who created

his heroines on the stage, that he
made her their guardian. Miss
Adams found that she could not pre-

sent them effectively on the screen,

so she has tossed the prize to pic-

ture ladies. Betty Compson has been
elected to play Lady Babbie in "The
Little Minister." It is a judicious

election. She may also do Peter
Pan, desired by all ambitious stars.

Jesse L. Lasky would like to have Sir

James supervise the productions. I

wonder if he has thought to show the

author a picture of Miss Compson.
It might have the same effect it did upon Henry Ar-
thur Jones. The dean of English playwrights was
shown "The Miracle Man" to observe the work of
Thomas Meighan, for whom he intended to write a
play. Before the showing was over the venerable au-
thor volunteered to write one for Betty Compson.

Chaplin's "Vanity Fair."

Charlie Chaplin was not wasting his time last winter
at the social functions of New York's four hundred.
His next film is "Vanity Fair." Georges Carpentier
vied with Charlie as an idol of the New York social

season. I wonder if he has created a Vanity Fair wal-
lop for the delectation of M. Dempsey.

High-Brow Exhibitors.

In filming "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
Continued on page 103

YOU REMEMBER
that just about a year ago Dick
Barthelmess startled all of the

feminine fans by marrying pretty

little Mary Hay.
On their first wedding anni-

versary Harriette Underbill, who
has known them both for ever so

long, had dinner with them and
got them to tell her exactly how
it all came about. She is going to

take you into her confidence, and
theirs, by telling you, in her own
delightful way, what they told her.

The story of their romance will

appear in our next issue.

M'liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw

Somebody Did It!

\17HEN mortals err, as mortals will.
" And hectic tales the papers fill

With acts that shock, and facts that thrill,

From some reel of life's movies.

Then the reformers of the day
At some one's door the blame must lay,

And now it is the usual way
To blame it on the movies.

No matter what the case may be

—

If banks are robbed, or crooks go free,

If girls leave home, or boys dare flee,

They blame it on the movies.

A mine caved in the other day,
An earthquake rumbled in Bombay,
A new star struck the Milky Way,

They'll blame it on the movies.

Oh, I'm quite sure on judgment morn
When Gabriel loudly blows his horn,

These censors will rise up in scorn,

And blame it on the movies

!

Vara Macbeth Jones.



In "Dream Street" an outrageously absurd and sentimental melodrama is told in Griffith's own hypnotic way.

The Screen in Review
In which you are informed as to the relative merits of the big productions

which are now being brought out for late spring and summer entertainment.

By Agnes Smith •

THE flowers that bloom in the spring (tra la) on
New York's main street are the superdeluxe

motion-picture productions, the silent dramas
that replace the noisy dreams of the winter season.

When the theatrical season begins to wane, every film

producer, who has a little million-dollar spectacle in

his vaults, rushes out, leases a big theater, and puts on
his show as a rival attraction to the legitimate offerings.

You pay your money, and you take your choice.

Among those seized with this spring fever was D.
W. Griffith. "Dream Street" is his contribution to the

silly season. It is one of those pictures that Griffith

tosses off in his less-inspired' moments. But, as you
know, Griffith's less-inspired moments are, at least in

some respects, better than the topmost flights of fancy

of most of his rivals.

If you are looking for typical Griffith thrills in

"Dream Street," you will not find them. But you will

find much in it that captivates your imagination. The

story, like the well-known mattress, was built—not made.
The characters were suggested by Thomas Burke, the

London reporter who discovered the Limehouse district

—imported to this country in "Broken Blossoms." The
continuity of the alleged plot was written by Rose and
James Smith, who are not related to the reviewer. If

the personages in the piece were suggested by Burke,
the story obviously was suggested by Victorien Sardou,
who wrote "La Tosca."

However, it is not fair to judge a Griffith picture by
its plot. Griffith does not believe in plots ; he believes

in pictures. And, judged solely as a succession of beau-
tiful pictures, "Dream Street" is an enchanting enter-

tainment. Griffith has an eye for composition and
rhythm. By an adroit use of lights, by clever settings

and by skillful handling of his players, he can make
you laugh, cry, and get all excited over the silliest kind
of wish-wash, clap-trap situations. The master magi-
cian of the movies hypnotizes you, and, while you are
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spellbound by bis pretty pictures, be slams at your head
an outrageously absurd and sentimental melodrama. In

telling the simple story of a cheap vaudeville singer and
her rowdy suitor, he weaves an atmosphere that is

worthy of a tale from the "Arabian Nights."

Griffith exercises this hypnotism not only on his au-

diences, but on the players in his company. Take, for

instance, the case of Carol Dempster. Miss Dempster
is young, pretty, lively, and a beautiful dancer. After
seeing "Dream Street," you would go before a notary

and swear that she is an emotional actress. But she

is not; she is merely graceful and attractive. Although
she is a fascinating young person and more obviously

pretty than Lillian Gish, she hasn't Miss Gish's great

charm. Ralph Graves, seen as the rowdy suitor, was
only half hypnotized. Sometimes he acts, sometimes he
merely makes faces at the camera. Charles Emmett
Mack, another important member of the cast, is a clear

example of Griffith hypnotism. Before he was an actor,

he served his art as property man. Griffith made a

few mystical passes before his face, and, behold, he
gives a creditable performance of a difficult role. Two
old-timers, W. J. Ferguson and Tyrone Power, are also

seen in the cast.

That Griffith believes that visual appeal is more
powerful than the written word is evident in the sub-

titles of "Dream Street." They are perfect examples
of gawdy English. Whoever wrote them ought to be

presented with a handsome rubber plant. All the lovely

mush in the picture about love, religion, good influences,

evil spirits, and Hades probably was invented by Grif-

fith himself. Griffith is like the old

man in "David Copperfield," who
could not keep the head of King
Charles out of his conversation. The
magician of the movies cannot make
a picture without throwing in a few
biblical references.

In spite of some obvious faults.

"Dream Street" is worth seeing.

After all, it is rather fun to be hyp-

notized.

"DECEPTION."
Something ought to be done about

this German fellow, Ernest Lubitsch.

The situation is growing embarrass-

ing. With a lot of agitation on foot

to ban German films in this country,

the reviewer hates to praise a Ger-

man picture. But Herr Lubitsch makes such good pic-

tures that it is annoying to be forced to say that few

directors in this country can compete with him. Lu-

bitsch can do me a great personal favor by coming to

this country, taking out citizenship papers, and turning

into a one-hundred-per-cent American.

"Deception" is his latest. The title was made in this

country. In Germany, the picture was known as "Anne
Boleyn." Both names are unsuitable. The picture

should be called "Henry the Eighth." It is a marvelous
character study of the greatest husband in history, and
when you leave the theater you feel as though you had
been at the court of Old Harry himself.

Until I saw "Deception" I doubted the educational

value of the screen. I believed that all this talk about

educating children by showing them motion pictures was
part of a pleasant sort of propaganda. Most "educa-

tional" pictures seemed to me to be either animated

postal cards or boresome trash. But "Deception" is

history brought to life and made interesting and vital.

The court of the second of the Tudors lives before

your eyes.

When I went to see "Deception," I took my eleven-

year-old nephew with me. Because he is studying Eng-

lish history and making a hideous failure of it, I did

not tell him that we were going to see an historical

story. But when he got one flash at the screen, he

shouted, "Look, there's Henry the Eighth." And after

he had watched the picture for five minutes, he cried,

"Henry was some king. Those were the good old

days." When he reached home, he fairly demanded to

be allowed to read more English history.

The average director with a Hollywood night-school

education would have made the story of Anne Boleyn

a series of rampant spectacles and vulgar intrigues.

There is nothing cheap or tawdry about "Deception."

Lubitsch has Old World wisdom and Old World accu-

racy. His historical characters are not mummies in fancy

costumes
;
they are human beings. He waves his wand

and the London of the early sixteenth century lives

before your eyes. It is a gorgeous, dirty, half-civilized

capital governed by a hard-drinking, hard-eating, pleas-

ure-loving king.

The role of Henry is wonderfully played by Emil

Jennings, who might have walked out of a Holbein

portrait. Although you are supposed to sympathize

with Anne, you leave the theater with real affection for

the base Henry. The jovial monarch chopped off the

lady's head and found it empty. He was no fool him-

self ; he flirted too much, cared too much about eating

and drinking, hunting, tennis, and tournaments, but he

was a real king and the father of Queen Elizabeth, who
inherited his temper and his Mack Sennett sense of

humor. Jennings looks and acts so

much like Henry that you can almost

hear him swear in rousing old An-
glo-Saxon.

Henny Porten is Anne Boleyn.

She is an emotional actress of no
mean gifts and gives a sustained

characterization. Some of her scenes

are immensely effective, especially

the tragic ones.

"Deception" is released by Para-
mount. See it; you cannot be dis-

appointed in a picture whose hero

had six wives. It makes the average

production look like a Saturday
young peoples' club performing
charades. If this be treason, make
the most of it.

"THE QUEEN OF SHEBA."
History has hit Broadway and hit it hard. ' William

Fox's contribution is "The Queen of Sheba." It was
produced by J. Gordon Edwards, who loves to cut loose

with a million dollars and ten thousand "extras" and
make a smashing historical pageant. "The Queen of

Sheba" is a successor to "Salome" and "Cleopatra."

But Theda Bara is not among those present. Her place

in the royal line of wicked charmers is taken by Betty

Blythe, with whom you all are acquainted.

Miss Blythe steps into the beaded draperies of Miss
Bara with ease and grace. She is so beautiful that

she fairly glitters. Unfortunately, her costumes are

designed in such a way that they take your mind off

the plot. Her clothes are so scant that she has no
chance for acting. As soon as she begins to act. the

scene is cut. Whenever she moves, she takes an awful

risk. It is impossible to sit through "The Queen of

Sheba" with any feeling of certainty. What if the

beads should begin to unravel?

When one says that Miss Blythe has a pretty face,

one has not told the half of it. And when one praises

WE HAVE READ
a great deal about the golden op-

portunities which the author has

to-day in the motion-picture field.

But we have not yet read anything

else so convincing and interesting

on that subject as the article by

Helen Christine Bennett, which we
will publish in our next issue.

Whether or not you have ambi-

tions to write for the movies you

will be repaid for reading it.
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Catherine Calvert is appearing in an excellent production of that famous old play, "The Heart of Maryland."

her ability as an actress, one has not mentioned the

principal reason for her popularity. But fortunately,

Miss Blythe has a merry smile, and she makes you be-

lieve that her intelligence was such as to interest King
Solomon, the wisest man in the world.

The story is an elaborate romance built on a slight

legend. It was written by Virginia Tracy and is an
entirely adequate framework for a dizzy spectacle. Even
leaving Miss Blythe out of consideration, the picture

has spectacular appeal. The whopping thrill of the

piece is a chariot race. It is so stirring that it takes

the edge off any future productions that may be made
of "Ben Hur."
With remarkable restraint, Mr. Fox has neglected

King Solomon's nine hundred and ninety-nine other

love affairs. The famous harem is not in evidence.

Fritz Leiber plays Solomon and makes him a dashing
person. He might have been wise in state affairs, but

wasn't so canny in love. Solomon should have bor-

rowed some of the philosophy of Henry the Eighth,

who killed 'em off when they got to be troublesome.

"MOTHER ETERNAL."
Even Ivan Abramson has had his fling on Broadway.

"Mother Eternal" was his bid for electric-light fame.

For a long time, Abramson specialized in producing
heart-rending stories of domestic tragedies. He showed
us why homes are broken up and why husbands and
wives throw crockery at each other. "Mother Eternal"

is as pure as the driven snow. It is a story of mother
love and guaranteed to tug at the heartstrings of those

persons whose heartstrings are a little loose, anyway-
Naive, simple, and sentimental, it is like "Over the

Hill." It was made to please those who can break

down and sob over the old ballad, "She Was Happy
Till She Met You."

Vivian Martin plays the role of the mother, and in

the first part of the picture, when she is young, she

gives a delightful and appealing performance. The sin-

cerity of her acting does much to make the picture worth
seeing. As a woman of fifty, Miss Martin plays clev-

erly, but she cannot look the part. Make-up cannot age
her. Thurston Hall also does commendable work in

the picture.

"BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER."

Marshall Neilan deserves three rousing cheers for

filming "Bob Hampton ofJPlacer," a Western story by
Randall Parrish. It is just the kind of picture that

the whole neighborhood turns out to see. It tells the

story of Bob Hampton, officer in General Custer's regi-

ment. Hampton is court-martialed for a crime of which
he is innocent. Years later, after serving his prison

term, he goes West and becomes a professional gambler.

By a trick of fate, he is cleared of the charge that drove
him out of the army, and he joins Custer's regiment
just in time to put up a gallant fight against the In-

dians in the famous "last stand."

"Bob Hampton of Placer" has romance, pathos, thrills,

and plenty of action. Neilan can be trusted to give the

public its money's worth. Moreover, the production was
made in Montana, and it is a scenic treat and a great

relief after too much California. Neilan has corraled

hundreds of Indians, and so the picture has plenty of

atmosphere. The Indian fights are enough to drive a
small boy crazy with joy. Like "Deception," it is a

worthy educational picture because it mirrors faithfully

a stirring and picturesque period of history.

The cast is just one long list of favorites. James
Kirkwood is a fascinating Bob Hampton. Marjorie
Daw is Hampton's daughter. Miss Daw is youth and
innocence personified. As the lucky hero who marries
Marjorie, Pat O'Malley gives a convincing portrayal

of a regular fellow. Another regular fellow is Wesley
Barry, who acts as the imp of comedy in the picture.

Put "Bob Hampton of Placer" on your list.
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Marshall Neilan deserves three cheers for filming "Bob Hampton of Placer." The Indian fights are enough
to drive any young boy crazy with joy.

"THE SKY PILOT."

As a good outdoor story, "The Sky Pilot" also de-

serves recommendation. It is adapted from the novel

by Ralph Connors and directed by King Vidor, whose
work, like Neilan's, has distinction. "The Sky Pilot" is

a neat combination of Western melodrama and religion.

Vidor's pictures are clean and wholesome, and they
carry a message to those who are looking for messages.
"The Sky Pilot" gives evidence of Vidor's sincerity of

purpose and of his keen sense of character drawing.
Do you remember "The Jackknife Man?" "The Sky
Pilot" is just another such story. The principal roles

are played by Colleen Moore, John Bowers, and David
Butler.

"THE HEART OF MARYLAND."
Vitagraph has staged a revival of "The Heart of

Maryland." About six years ago, David Belasco's play

was filmed by Herbert Brenon, and Mrs. Leslie Carter
enacted the role she made famous on the stage. Un-
fortunately, the successes of an actress' youth are not

the successes of her maturity. Mrs. Carter played
Maryland Calvert with French trimmings and Bernhardt
costumes.

The new version of the play, directed by Tom Ter-
riss, is immensely successful. Ever since "The Birth
of a Nation," directors have shied away from Civil

War plays. Mr. Terriss neatly avoids the issue by cut-

ting short the battle scenes and by making the war a
nice, polite intrigue that is fought in the parlor of a

Southern beauty. If you believe in the Belasco play,

you will think that history was framed for the particu-
lar benefit of Maryland Calvert and that the whole war
centered on that lady's athletic feat of swinging on the
bell. The curfew did not ring that night and the
Union was saved.

The story itself is the work of a master mechanic,

and it runs like clockwork. The charm of the picture

is its settings. Mr. Terriss directed it with a soft

Southern accent. It is the gentlest-speaking piece you
all have ever seen. The backgrounds are all hung over
with Southern moss, and all the characters are perfect

ladies and gentlemen—except, of course, the villain,

who was thrown in to make things lively. Catherine
Calvert is a luscious, dark-eyed heroine. And who do
you think is the hero? None other than our old friend

Crane Wilbur, one of the original heart-throb matinee
idols of the screen. Softened by his experience as a
Broadway actor and playwright, Mr. Wilbur gives a

good performance. Another interesting member of the

cast is Buster Collier—now a grown boy and known as

William Collier, Jr. How -the children do grow up!

"THE PASSION FLOWER."
Speaking of Herbert Brenon, that energetic director

has come back to this country and is now guiding the

artistic destinies of Norma Talmadge. Miss Talmadge
is an astute star ; instead of resting on the glowing re-

ports of countless popularity contests, she insists on
gaining recognition as an actress. "The Passion Flower,"
a Spanish drama by Jacinto Benavente, was brought to

the New York stage last season by Nance O'Neil. It

is a really vital play, although to the casual theatergoer

it may seem a bit morbid. But the intensity and realism

of its drama make it a splendid screen subject.

Miss Talmadge is seen as Acacia, a young girl who
has the misfortune to arouse a tragic love in the heart

of her stepfather. The man fights it for years, but

the situation is brought to a climax by the announce-

ment of the girl's betrothal. Unknowingly, Acacia re-

turns his love, and so tragedy is the inevitable ending
of the drama. The play is a subtle and interesting

psychological study, made all the more effective because

it concerns simple peasant folk. {Continued on page 1 04)



BEAUTY IS AS
Not every one can be as beautiful as

woman can preserve her beauty as

By Mary
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used to visit my grandmother often. And she

had the loveliest garden—one of those with a
high brick wall all around it, and all sorts of

old-fashioned flowers growing everywhere.
But the herb bed was what I loved most—

I

used to hang over it, just adoring the scent of

sweet lavender and rosemary and all the other

plants.

"Grandmother did all sorts of things with
them ; some of them went into the kitchen,

and some to the linen closet, and some of them
were made into beauty preparations."

I left the dressing table and established my-
self on the foot of her bed. I wished that I'd

brought a notebook with me.
"I ought to stop right here for my favorite

sermon," she went on. "It's about the so-

called beauty preparations that are sold in the
shops. Oh, it makes me just long to speak to

Photo by Ira L. Hill

Anita Stewart's freshness and vitality are her chief charms.

ANITA STEWART'S dressing table is the most fasci-

nating one you ever saw; on it there are beautifully

shaped flagons of crystal, and squatty little jars of

terra-cotta pottery, and round bowls of irridescent glass, with
lids whose handles are clusters of flowers. Not long ago
I talked with her while she, curled up in bed, ate her break-

fast, and after I'd peeped into one jar and sniffed at the

contents of two flagons, the inevitable question came out, of

course.

"Won't you tell me what's in 'em?" I begged. "Please!

It's your business to be beautiful, so that dressing table must
simply bulge with secrets. Do you import cold creams from
Paris, and send to Persia for your perfumes, and "

I wish you could have heard her laugh ! She made me feel

amused at myself, somehow, though I couldn't see why until

she let the cat out of the bag—or the secret out of the dress-

ing table, if you prefer to put it that way.

"My beauty secrets all grew in an old- She goes right out

fashioned garden," she told me, with a final into the garden for

chuckle. "Every single one of them. You her beaut v prepa-

see, when I was just a very little girl, I rations.



ANITA DOES
Anita Stewart is, but every

Anita Stewart does hers.

Stuart

girls when I see them buying cold

creams and powders simply because

they like the box, or because the

salesgirl—who probably gets a com-
mission—recommends them. They
ought to be careful to buy only the

preparations that come well recom-
mended, or make them for them-
selves. I make some, you know."
"For instance ?" I waved my hand

toward a fat yellow jar that was tied

with black linen tape, so that it looked

like a little boy with the mumps.
"What's in that?"

/

Weariness is so

destructive to

beauty that she

believes in taking

even a moment's

rest whenever she

can between
scenes.

iui

Anita loves the

scent of growing

lavender and rose-

mary.

"That's for a foot bath," she retorted promptly. "And
now you've started me on another hobby. I believe

in taking plenty of rest, you know—I have to do it,

because I work hard during the time when I do work,
and too much work and not enough rest is what sends
the beauty doctors half their patients. You get aw-
fully tired, and then you get wrinkled, and your skin

gets gray, and your eyes look heavy—and then where
are you?"

"In a sanitarium," I commented, a recent visit to one
still fresh in my mind.

"Exactly. But it's so much easier to go to bed early

one night if you've been out- late the night before, or
to take a nap every afternoon if your work lets you,
and avoid all that trouble. Well, that foot bath is part
of my rest. It simply takes the wrinkles out of your

brain and so out of your face, if you're tired, I've

found. And it's so easy to make. You put an ounce

each of dried mint and dried sage, three ounces of dried

angelica, half a pound of juniper berries and one pound
of rosemary leaves in a jar, shaking them together well.

When you come home dragging one foot after the other,

too tired to think, if you just toss half a handful of

that mixture of herbs into a moderately hot foot bath

and keep your feet in it for fifteen minutes—well, you'll

be a brand-new person.

I jotted the formula down on the corner of my hand-
kerchief, and selected one of the impressive-looking

flagons as the next victim.

"Oh, that's for my hair," Anita told me.
"I don't believe in shampooing one's hair more than

once a week," she told me. "Yet when I'm out on
location a lot in warm weather my hair gets so dusty
that I can't do it so that it looks well. The remedy
for that state of things came straight out of a corner
of grandmother's garden—at least the orris root did.

Powdered orris root mixed with as much pure alcohol

or cologne as will shake up well with it is what that

flagon holds. I have my hair brushed with a brush
dipped in that solution, and the heavy, dusty look leaves

it at once. Try it and you'll be delighted
!"

A maid appeared just then to say that they were
phoning from the studio that they'd be ready for Miss
Stewart in three-quarters of an hour. Anita promptlv
slipped out of bed and went over to the dressing table.

"Bath salts?"' I asked, as she opened a big bowl.

"Rose geranium leaves," she answered, taking out a
handful, "dropped in hot water they make a bath the

most restful thing in the world. Oh, don't go—I'll be
back in a minute."

"I have to," I told her resolutely, pinning on my hat.

"My grandmother lives in a city apartment and never did

have a garden—but I know where there's a drug store.

If they don't carry herbs, they'll have to order 'em.''

Which they did, most obligingly.



He Really Can Smile
And strangely enough it was in the hospital that "Buster" Keaton first proved it. There's a

good reason for his smiling—and her name is Natalie Talmadge, soon to be Natalie Keaton.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

WELL, Mr. Keaton," I said kindly, "I'm sorry

to have to interview you here."

"Well, Miss Squier," said Mr. Keaton just

as kindly, "I'm sorry to have you."

That made it unanimous. I, the interviewer,

was standing at the foot of a bed. Buster
Keaton, the interviewee, was in the bed.

The bed was in a hospital. So was Buster.

All around the white walls of the perfectly

antiseptic room various sign cards were
posted, all typically Keatonesque. Having
one's ligaments wrenched out of place doesn't

deaden one's sense of humor—if one happens to

be a screen comedian.
"Standing Room Only." One of them

read. Other masterpieces were : "We
Close Saturdays at One O'Clock."

'!No Shooting Allowed on These
Premises. "Not Responsible For lost

Valuables." "Furnished Room For
Rent."

. One effusion was hand printed,

and was the result of Buster's bump
of poetry—which, however, is not

the bump that put him in the hos-

pital.

"Hi diddle diddle,

The cat and the fiddle,

The cow jumped over the moon.
If an old cow can do it

I thought I'd improve it

—

I'll be out of the hospital soon !"

Strangely enough, Buster Kea-
ton was smiling. And that's more
than you've seen Buster do, even if

you've watched him through his

sixteen years on the stage, and
his subsequent three or four
years on the screen. They call him
the "melancholy comedian" in pic-

tures, because his sadness never lifts.

Kicked or kissed, it is all the same to

him. His expression of gentle gloom
doesn't change. They tell me that when
he was in the army no one ever saw him
smile—but then, the army is no laughing
matter at best.

As I said before, he was smiling, though
his leg was in a cast, and his face was a

trifle wan. His sense of humor seems to

be always on the alert. His mother sat

beside the bed. She was smiling, too.

The joke was a page from a Muskegon,
Michigan, paper. It contained an ad
for one of Buster's comedies, and it

read, "Muskegon's Own! Buster Kea-
ton ! His latest picture to-night, straight

from the Capitol Theater, New York !"

"'Muskegon's Own!'" repeated
Buster. "Sounds like a bottle of

catsup."

"Were you born there?" I asked.

Buster and his mother grinned at each other. She
looks young enough to be his sister, and you can see
that they are great pals.

"No, but I lived there between seasons on the road
and went to school—oh, it's the old home town,

all right—I get an awful kick out of that

ad. When I come back from the East after

getting married, I'm going to stop off and
see all the gang. Maybe get up a little im-

promptu act for one of the theaters.

"The reason I smiled when you asked about
my birthplace," he went on, "was because the

place where I was born isn't there any more.
It was in Kansas, and shortly after I arrived,

there was a cyclone that demolished the

place. They never did build it up."

We talked some more about the

prospect of his returning to Mus-
kegon.

"I will probably have the same
experience that Will Rogers did,"

he said. "He went back to his

home town—somewhere in Wyo-
ming I think it was—and met one
of his old cow-puncher friends on
the street.

" 'Is that you, Will Rogers ?'

I the old friend said. Will owned
up that it was.

" 'Well,' said the other won-
deringly, 'where have you been
all these years?'

"

I I asked Buster when he and
Natalie Talmadge were going to

be married.

"I don't just exactly know," he

smiled, showing a long dimple in

his cheek that you'd never guess

was there. "That's up to my better

nine-tenths—meaning Natalie—and,

of course, the condition of my leg

has something to do with it. I've

been in bed now for five weeks, and
the doctors think that I'm in for

three more. Then I'll have to dash

around on crutches for a while—and
after that—New York!"
He sighed ecstatically. What he

really meant, was, "Natalie
!"

I was curious to know the details

of his accident—the first one he has

ever had—but he was reticent. On
a revolving stairway the mechanism
had gone wrong, his leg was caught

—that was all. His mother regarded

him with pride.

"He has never hurt himself in a

fall—and he has been doing acro-

batic tumbling ever since he was a

small child."

I wanted to know if the falls

he takes weren't rather painful.
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"They don't hurt," he replied. "Great Scott, if they

did, they'd kill me off. It's all in knowing how to take

the fall. It isn't nearly as difficult as it looks."

He picked up his ukelele from the foot of the

bed. He strummed a few chords softly and hummed
a tune. I had heard somewhere that Buster turns

out clever parodies of popular songs. I asked for

one.

He smiled, and ran a chromatic scale on the E
string. When Buster handles a ukelele it does

everything but speak in Scandinavian.

"Here's one," he said, and commenced

:

"A good girl is hard to fined,

You always get the other kind,

Just when you think you've got a regular pal

Lew Cody drives up in his Marmon,
And it's good-by, gal

!

And then you swear,
You tear your hair,

But it don't get you anywhere,
So don't go near Alex,
Take this little tip,

Stay away from Vernon,
Don't take her to the Ship,

For a good girl nowadays is hard to find!''

There were other parodies, too, "Rose of

Universal Square," and a paraphrase of "Here
We Are Together Again," that commenced,
"Here I am, together again, together again, to-

gether again,

They have called me the little iron man, .«?

But there are some things that iron

won't stand
"

On the set, they tell me,
Buster is the "life of

the party." He is never

at a loss for an origi-

nal song.

"Why don't you ever

smile in your comedies," I asked, when the concert was
over.

He insists that his stunts aren't nearly as difficult as they look.

"Oh, I don't know," he answered, "it's just

my way of working, I guess. I have found
—especially on the stage—that when I fin-

l ish a stunt, I can get a laugh just by stand-

ing still and looking at the audience as if

I was surprised and slightly hurt to think

that they would laugh at me. It always
brings a bigger laugh. Fatty Arbuckle gets

his humor differently. The people laugh
with him. They laugh at me."
Buster Keaton commenced his theatrical

career when he was just a toddler. He toured
the country many times with his mother and

father. They were billed as "The Three Kea-
tons," and later he traveled by himself. He

played in Roscoe Arbuckle's company for three

years, and is now making his own comedies under
the Metro banner. "Convict No. 13," "Seven
Days," and "Hard Luck" are some of the corn-

dies in which he has starred.

A screen comedian, he says, has little future.

About four years is as long as any one can hope
to keep on thinking up new ideas to make peo-
ple laugh.

"I made eight comedies in the last year. I

intend to make that many next year. And
each one has almost a hundred 'gags' in it

—just figure that out and see what happens
to your imagination at the end of

three years. That's why practi-

cally all comedians go sooner or
later into five-reel stories with a

comedy angle. It's easier

to let some one else worry
about the laughs. I string

all my stuff together—no,

not alone, because every
one in the company helps. But I mean that I've never
yet bought a scenario, and I've [Continued on page 96]
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DO YOU WANT BETTER MOVIES?
WE OFFER PRIZES FOR THE SIX BEST ANSWERS TO THAT QUESTION

HELEN CHRISTINE BENNETT, in her article which appears in this issue of Picture-Play,
says that the people who go to see motion pictures are not satisfied with what they are

£ettir?g-
We are interested in finding out whether or not this is true, and we are, therefore, offering,

for the best letter from our readers on this subject the following prizes

:

For the best answer ......... twenty-five dollars
For the second ten dollars
For the third five dollars
For the fourth, fifth and sixth, a year's subscription to Picture-Play Magazine

You may take either side of this question— the letters from those who are satisfied with the

movies as they are will be just as likely to be prise winners as those which demand "better movies."
The prize-winning letters are to be selected—not on literary merit—but on their novelty, original-

ity, sincerity, intelligence, and thoughtfulness. The contest is open to every one.

Mrs. Bennett has said that letters from the fans will do more than any other thing to influence

the producers. This, then, is your opportunity to register your opinion—whatever it may be—where
it will count, for the prize-winning letters will be printed in the issue that will be on the stands Sep-
tember 1st, and you may be sure that not one, but all of the producers will read them.

Letters should not exceed eight hundred words in length, and must be addressed to: Better

Movies Contest Editor, Picture-Play Magazine, 79 Seventh Avenue, New York City. Letters in-

tended for this contest must reach this office on or before July 15th.



Without Benefit
After years of waiting, Rudyard Kipling, like

at last consented to aid in the filming of his

article gives you a vivid glimpse at the first

while still in

By Edwin

It is a story of an episode in a man's life—ana of woman's

whole existence.

AS Kipling tells it, the pestilence "smote a walled

city and killed two hundred in a day. The
people crowded the trains, hanging on the

footboard and squatting on the roofs of the carriages,

and the cholera followed them, for at each station

they dragged out the dead and dying."

And these two, Amccra and Holden, the lovers,

"in the gray dawn saw the dead borne out through

the city gates, each litter with its own little mourners.

Wherefore they kissed each other and shivered."

View with me now a somber procession of strange

chants, mystic lights, ecstatic sorrow. We are on a

misshapen street, in the Indian city of Lahore. Rude
dwellings and shops are half visible in the eerie

glamour of the studio lights ; in the background the

towers of a temple glow with a subtle quiet radiance.

Slowly coming toward us and the camera a misty group
of figures, four together, carrying a dark object be-

tween them.

A light gleams in a window at our left. A fragile girl

steps forth on a balcony, her head and waist adorned by
the long flowing sari, her fingers bedecked with the many-
colored semblances of rubies, emeralds, and pearls. About
her neck a dangling necklace of similar precious stones.

Beside her now stands a tall adventurer. You associate

him immediately with the Orient. His tweed suit and rid-

ing breeches speak of the British subject ; he faces the

perils of the plague as he would face all other dangers in

the line of duty.

As the cortege nears we hear a low melancholy dirge.

The voices are chanting a death song. The black figures

are sharply silhouetted against the illumined

temple.

Even with the everyday conversation of the

director and camera man breaking the spell,

there is something ominous, sinister about this

pageant of death. One can feel the spirit of
fatality about it. Jimmie Young, the director,

yields to the witchery of the scene, his voice
in its intensity approaching the character of
a lamentation. There is a tremulous note, too,

in the voice of the girl as she speaks to the
man on the balcony. In the improvised studio
dialogue Holden is urging Ameera to fly the

plague-stricken district for the
peace and safety of the moun-
tains. She tells him that she can-
not leave him, would never for-

sake him to the possible care
of the mem-log—the stranger
white women—who were al-

ways the fear of her short
life.

Thus did two sentences
of Kipling become a dark
ceremonial wherein pathos
and tragedy blended with
the poetry of darkness,
just as they do in some
of Kipling's own re-

markable sketches of
the East like the "City
of Dreadful Night."

The material of

"Without Benefit of

Clergy" is primitive.

It is the story of an
episode in a man's
life—a thing apart,

as it were, and of
a woman's whole
existence. In the

original there was
no suggestion of a

e ceremony be-

tween the Englishman
and the native girl, thus

bearing out the title, but
to meet the demands of

censorship, a marriage
was introduced, al-

though this is only

the native Indian
rite. The most pic-

turesque part of this

only will be shown,

where the bride and

bridegroom are
bound to each other

The Ameera of

the storv was
selected only
after scores of

applicants had

undergone pho-

tographic

analysis.



of Clergy
the other great writers,

stories. This colorful
of these productions
the making.

Schallert

Mill

by a garland of yellow

marigolds, the marriage

flower of India, bestowed
by a group of dancing

girls.

Ameera's purchase by
Holden, but lightly men-
tioned in the story, is to

become a heated contest

between the idealistic

Englishman and the

greedy sheiks of the

Punjab realm. The slave

girl here appears in all

her childish youth, wear-
ing the airy raiment, the

anklets and bracelets,

spangles, silks, and rings,

even on her toes, that al-

lure the prospective buyer.
Here and elsewhere have
all the enriching bizarrerie

of the Orient been em-
ployed according to the

plan of the author himself.
For a long time Kipling was averse to having his

stories filmed. He would not consider the thought of
their being picturized elsewhere than in India. It was
only with great difficulty, I understand, that a meeting
was arranged between himself and Paul Brunet. presi-
dent of Pathe. The deal was settled at a dinner given
in London by Lord Beaverbrook, minister of communi-
cations during the war.

Kipling also detests interviews and
publicity. It is told of him that once
when a company desired to interest

him in pictures he visited a theater
to view a film. A box having been
set aside for his occupancy, he went
with his wife and daughter. Some
wily publicity agent of the company
arrived there in advance in order to

gather material for exploitation. But
his zeal proved dismal in its result,

for his first questions so aggravated
the author that Kipling left the box
in a rage.

Lest there be any similar disaster
in convincing him of the feasibility

of making "Without Benefit of
Clergy" in California, the Pathe
organization delegated Randolph Lewis, an experienced
writer and newspaper man who is now supervising the
filming of the stories, to visit Kipling at his Elizabethan
home in Sussex, England.
At that time the author was chiefly familiar with

the news weeklies, and had seen comparatively few
picture plays. Mr. Lewis pointed out to him that the

weeklies were pictures with action, but without art, and

All the details of dress and architecture were gathered at the Kensington Museum, in London.

THIS IS MAGIC!
The portals and towers of Bag-

dad have stretched their rugged
outlines against the azure for Otis

Skinner's "Kismet." The palaces

of Solomon have flaunted their

gilded grandeur in the sunshine of

"The Queen of Sheba." Now,
India and her people, and Kipling's

India and its storied wonders have
been re-created for that literary

masterpiece, and a story told in

less than forty pages has grown
into an iridescent spectacle of
heroic proportions!

consequently, but flat reproductions. He indicated that

the superior lighting facilities of the studios allowed

for perspective and a high degree of beauty, and en-

abled the producer to get the exact atmosphere and
spirit of a story more successfully than by attempting

to photograph just the natural background. And at

last Kipling was convinced. He then set to work and
wrote the scenario for "Without Benefit of Clergy" and
scenarios for two of his other stories which the Pathe

organization is to produce later.

Mr. Kipling, E. P. Kinsella, the

London artist, and Mr. Lewis then

spent several days in the India sec-

tion of the Kensington Museum,
gathering material on India dress,

architecture, and the plans of the

city of Lahore. The street bazaar

in the India city, Ameera's home,
which Kipling himself called the

"House of Love," are absolute repro-

ductions of native buildings. So,

too, are the shops in the bazaar, many
of them showing over the door a

cast of the Hindu god of the thresh-

old Ganesh. The same is true of the

earthenware, water jars, and baskets,

with which these are liberally sup'

plied. In the interior sets, the furniture gleams with

the lacquer finish, parrots, and other East Indian birds

of rich plumage are properly domiciled, and grilled

windows suggest the harem.
"In Lahore, where Mr. Kipling's story is laid, and,

in fact, throughout the Punjab, the European resi-

dences in the Bengal presidency are of thatch walls

and bamboo roof," Mr. (Continued on page 102)



A Fan's Confession.

When you started running the story of Ethel Sands'

adventures in the motion-picture studios, I just thought

to myself that some reporter was going to try to be
funny. I had a terrible suspicion that the whole thing

was a fake ! But before I had read very far in her

first article, I knew she was real. In fact, she was the

realest writer I had ever read, because she found out

just the sort of things I'd like to if I were in her place.

And now since she has opened our
eyes and told us what the studios

and the stars are really like, I can't

resist the temptation to tell you what
I thought they were like. Honestly,

I never would have known what an
imagination I have if I hadn't read

her articles and been set right about

some things.

In the first place I didn't believe

that stars were so human. Of
course, interviewers have told us that

they are—but most interviewers are

just as unreal to me as players are,

so I'm not sure that I'd bank much
on their opinions. They know so

much ! When a star says something

very lofty about art, they always

have a come back. And they always seem to have a

lot of questions up their sleeve like, "Would Hamlet
have made Ophelia a good husband?" or "If you read

your horoscope and your husband didn't fit it, what

would you do with him?" I love to read the things

they write—simply devour every interview I see—but

when I read Ethel Sands, I feel differently. I feel as

though I'd been there myself.

But now for my confession! I thought that if you

told a star you had written to her she'd just say, "Oh,

did you? Well, I couldn't be expected to remember."

And instead of that, they all seem happy over it. And
I thought if you raved about clothes or jewels they

wore in any production, they would just act bored and

say, "Did I? I had quite forgotten."

And wasn't I surprised to learn that they were so

businesslike ! I thought directors spent all the time

when they weren't actually directing to making love

to the star ardently. And I thought that she repulsed

him, saying something like, "You forget, sir, that I

M have a husband." And I thought all

the men in the studio mooned around,

looking soulfully at the star. I

wouldn't blame them if they did

!

But for them to be just friendly, and
stand around talking and joking like

we would between the quarters of a
football game, well, I certainly feel

more friendly toward them.

SOME PEOPLE
Wish that they could hear the
voices of the actors at a motion-
picture show. We wish for even
more than that, for we would like
to hear the voices of the audiences.
That is what these letters are—the
audiences' voices. W o n ' t you
chime in? We are sorry that we
can't print all of the many letters

that come in. Many of them, how-
ever, merely corroborate opinions,
previously expressed, and so—in-
teresting as they are—they have to
be rejected in favor of the letters
which bring up something new.
Here you find what others think;
what do you think?

But that isn't the worst of it! I also thought:
That leading men had Hindu servants who muttered

strange imprecations if you came near them.
That young stars always had a detective or a body-

guard go around with them.
That stars' dressing rooms looked like a De Mille

' set, with sunken bathtubs and all that sort of thing.

That studios were beautiful white buildings in the
heart of New York City, with uniformed flunkeys to

open auto doors, et cetera.

That policemen stopped traffic

when they saw any stars coming.
And that isn't the worst of it! I

thought that their maids always
walked ahead of them to announce
Miss is coming now, so that

every one would stand up and stop
talking. Was anybody else as fool-

ish as I was ? I wonder

!

Cora May Brentner.
Cairo, Illinois.

Better Plays for Women.
Is it easier to procure good vehicles

for the male stars, than for the

women ? There seem to be few good
stories for the actresses, and I have

wondered if that is the reason for the men climbing
higher than the women. Most of the women seem
to be standing still. To me the most promising and
most satisfying of all screen actors is Mr. Bert Lytell.

When I am an old old woman I shall still have the
wonder and pleasure of his great piece of work in
"The Right of Way," as a treasure in my memory
chest. That is one time that the audience sat spell-

bound, even the two old pests who always sit back of
me forgot to "rip any one up the back."

Mrs. Doris Doty.
Crockett Hotel, San Antonio, Texas.

Is Lubitsch Fair to Other Countries?

When I read in Picture-Play Magazine about
"Passion," the foreign-made picture which introduced
the glorious Pola Negri to American audiences, I could
hardly wait to see it. I went the first night it was
shown here, and enjoyed it immensely. Since then I

have read with the greatest interest about other pictures
directed by the same Mr. Lubitsch.

I want very much to see them, or

at least I did. But I am beginning

to wonder about them.

The first one, "Passion," was the

story of DuBarry, which showed
France at her worst, and made her

people seem weak and mean. The
Continued on page 106



"For outdoor settings England gives us what we lack—historic atmosphere."

The Road to London
Bryant Washburn traveled many miles in order to make a screen play in a real English setting.

By Edwin Schallert

WHEN I put in a query for Bryant Washburn
at his office in the Brunton studios, the stenog-

rapher glanced up snippily and replied : "Mr.
Washburn is very busy. He's getting ready to go over

the road to London."
"You don't say so !" I exclaimed. "I thought he

just came back from there. What's he going again

for?"

She tossed her head and said: "Well, you can't see

him unless you have an appointment."
"But I have. And I've got to see him before he

leaves," I answered with melodramatic emphasis.

After gazing at me quizzically and asking my name,
she clicked the lock on the door that led to the lot.

I caught sight of Mr. Washburn close by, surrounded
by a group of technical experts, and hurried up to him.

"How are you traveling, Mr. Washburn?" I asked,

with visions of everything in mind from an airplane to

a wheel cart, inspired by the stenographer's jauntily ex-

pressed information about the trip abroad.

"Traveling?" he exclaimed. "Traveling? I've had
enough of traveling for a while. After a five-thousand-

mile location trip to England, I'm glad to be back in

Hollywood. There's no place on earth like it. Why
—you can build your interior sets a thousand times

better here. And they look as good as any English
drawing-room or hotel lobby. That's a certainty. _ But
it is different with the exteriors. They're great abroad,

and "

I gasped, but managed to explode a question before
he got any further.

"Aren't you going to London again?" And I ex-
plained what the girl had told me.

"Right enough." he laughed. "We are going over
'The Road to London.' That's the film I shot in Eng-
land, and that's what she meant. She's a cute girl."

I made up my mind right then that Mr. Washburn
might know a lot about pioneering camera expeditions,

but that he didn't know much about women—even if

he was married—especially fresh stenographers. One
never can tell, of course, but I recalled that I had a
rather serene impression of him as a real home-loving
star. Incidentally, I made no my mind that his stenog-
rapher was off my calling list, until she mended her
manners toward interviewers.

"We've just been discussing subtitles," continued
Washburn, indicating his surrounding court. "We have
a picture here which is something of a scenic. So while
we're telling people the plot—we haven't slighted the
story—we're trying to acquaint them with the geography



74 The Road to London
and sights of London. And we want to do it without

being obvious.

"For instance, I've tried to edge in a line to the

effect that Piccadilly Circus is a sort of circular boule-

vard de luxe where fashionable Londoners spend their

spare time, as New Yorkers do on Fifth Avenue. I

don't want to take any chances on the unsophisticated

thinking it's a wild-animal show.
"It is the same with Pall Mall. That sounds like a

scramble. And it is—in a high-class way. But you've
got to get over the fact that it's a nifty London thor-

oughfare and not a game of hockey."

Since talking to Mr. Washburn I have had a feel-

ing that his enterprise of locationing in Great Britain's

metropolis may stimulate other picture stars to hazard
explorations in famous places, to enrich our knowledge
of the world, while they are enhancing their story back-

grounds. We may even have an era of photo-play

scenics. I know that Mary Pickford has been consid-

ering a Dutch picture on the Zuyder Zee, and Douglas
Fairbanks is thinking of doing the "Three Musketeers"
in France. Famous Players-Lasky has already estab-

lished studios in England and India, while various con-

cerns are looking toward Nice, Monte Carlo, Spain, and
Italy, and even such distant and widely separated places

as Egypt and Australia as objectives for their globe-

trotting activity.

Washburn's expedition was unique. He took with
him only members of his technical force and scouting

equipment. All of his actors were hired abroad, and
he depended on nature's endowments and aristocratic

concessions for his scenery and settings. Very little

studio stuff was incorporated in the picture, because,

he says, he found that the British are virtually in the

oil-lamp period as to interior lighting, and still fre-

quently use the painted drop.

He staged his picture largely in the open. The prin-

cipal sequence was an auto chase, during which he
whizzed up and down London thoroughfares in a motor.

On foggy days he managed to install a lighting system
on some of the prominent streets of the English metrop-

olis, where he took static episodes. This attracted mob3
of people to whom the camera, while not unknown, was
unfamiliar. He also obtained permission to invade the
vicinity of Windsor Castle, Buckingham Palace, The
House of Parliament, and other noted places, made
familiar to the reading public through the English
novels. All these privileges were accorded him because"
he was careful to avoid conflict with the British au-
thorities.

"The police of London told me that most of the

clashes between picture producers and themselves had
arisen through failure to obtain permissions," contin-

ued Mr. Washburn. "I found the police exceedingly

courteous, and they conceded practically everything I

asked. This gratified me, because I had heard so much
about the opposition to American film makers abroad.

"The people themselves were a joy. They were wild

to see us work, and we never had any trouble about
extras for our scenes. Sometimes we could hardly keep
the bystanders out of camera range.

I suppose I could have had dukes and duchesses in

my picture if I'd so desired, but I preferred to keep
to the script. One thing—however, I was married
abroad by a real minister."

"What's that?" I interjected.

"Oh, only for this picture," smiled Mr. Washburn,
quieting my qualms which viewed him as a possible

bigamist. "We had to have a wedding for the climax.

When we finished touring London, and secured some
shots on the Thames, we started out into the country.

" 'Oh, shucks,' said Eugene Mullen, my director, when
we had speeded a few miles, 'we haven't anybody cast

for the minister in this play.'

" 'I'll tell you what,' I replied. 'We'll drive up to

the first vicarage and ask the curate there to officiate.

Do you think he'd do it, Miss Morgan?' I said, turning

to my leading lady, Joan Morgan.
" 'Oh, yes,' she said, with a laugh in her voice. 'And

then we'll really be married.'
" 'No, no, that won't do. Mrs. Washburn might ob-

ject.' (Continued on page 95)

"While we are telling people the plot, we want to acquaint them with some of the sights around London."



THIS season the exquisite natural settings that England offers will become familiar

to picturegoers not only through American productions made there, but through

English picture plays as well. The Pathe Company has secured all of the productions

of the Stoll Film Company of England, one of the largest producing companies in the

world, and will release them in America. Until recently, the work of British producers

did not interest the American public, but now they are engaged in filming English novels

that have been popular successes in America, and it is believed that their pictures will

be received with acclaim, as other fine foreign productions have. The above scene is

from "The Four Feathers," a screen adaptation of the novel of that name by A. E. W.
Mason. It was directed for the Stoll company by Rene Plaisetty, an American who has

lived abroad for several years.



Many of the scenes for "The Four Feathers," an
A. E. W. Mason novel filmed by the Stoll com-
pany of England, were taken in Algiers. The
picture above, and the one below, which are
both from this production, suggest the wide
range of striking exterior scenes that this pic-

ture includes. More than three months were
devoted to the making of the exterior scenes in

the Algerian desert alone.

Another A. E. W. Mason novel which was filmed in the

Algerian desert is "The Broken Road," a scene from

which is shown above. No stage Arabs were employed

in this picture, but thousands of real Nomads of the

sands appeared, furnishing a colorful background for

the swift action of the story.



•Madge Stuart, said to be one of the prettiest
girls in England, plays the leading role in
"Innocent," a film adaptation of Marie
Corelli's novel of the same name. She is

often compared to Pauline Frederick, as she
has tremendous dramatic power in addition to
her regal beauty. Another of England's most
popular players, who will soon be introduced
to American audiences, is George K. Arthur,
who is called the English Charlie Ray. He is

here shown in "Kipps," a film adaptation of
the H. G. Wells novel. He rejoices in one of
the largest salaries ever paid to an English
film star, an honor that was forced by lively
bidding for his services between a prominent
American company and the Stoll company of

England.



The influx of foreign-made films continues,

and with each new production to arrive in

this country admiration for the technical

skill of our neighbors across the sea is

heightened. The scenes on this page are

from "Gypsy Blood," a German-made film

adaptation of "Carmen," presented by First

National, in which the fiery Pola Negri
is the star.
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Another production made by Ernest
Lubitsch, who was responsible for the

direction of "Passion," is "Deception,"
the story of Anne Boleyn, which is

being presented in America by Para-
mount. Helen Porten, who plays the
role" of Anne is one of the foremost
dramatic artists in Europe. Above Anne
is shown at the court of Katherine of
Aragon, and in the lower picture she

is shown with Henry VnL



Their Favorite

Setting—Home

The unassuming taste of two popular players

who might easily afford magnificence, is re-

flected in their simple ajid charming homes.
At the left are shown Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Barthelmess, who are never happier than when
they can idle away the long, drowsy summer
days on their vine-clad porch, or in the ram-
bling gardens that surround their little stone

cottage at Harrison, New York. Below is the

home of "Lefty" Flynn, the popular Goldwyn
player, who lives just a short distance from the

Culver City studio. In this picture he shares

honors with his wife, his daughter Barbara,
and his bull terrier, Cap.



"How Directors Spend Their Money"
might be illustrated by the two photo-

graphs on this page. The one above
shows Ralph Ince, the Selznick director,

and his wife just starting for their daily

hike across the broad fields that sur-

round their Long Island home, which is .

shown on the opposite bank of the

stream. At the right are Ouida Bergere

and George Fitzmaurice, on the terrace

of their sumptuous home at Great Neck,
Long Island. It is here that they work
over the scripts of his Paramount pic-

tures, and plan the many features that

make his productions notable.

HimMRIIPlllilKIIIP!
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ARD-RIDING, steel-muscled heroines of brisk manner no longer

* 1 move the serial hero to desperate exploits and thrilling rescues,

for the day of the dainty serial heroine has arrived. Lucy Fox, whose
flowerlike beautv adorns this rich setting of soft satins and plumes, will

play opposite Charles Hutchison in his' next Pathe serial. She was
previously seen in Leonce Perret's "Empire of Diamonds."



An Emotional Excursion
For five weeks Eulalie Jensen, accustomed to shallow vampire roles,

gloried in the tragic demands of her part in "The Passion Flower."

By Caroline Bell

EULALIE JENSEN, one of motion picture's most-

popular and most-hissed vamps and lady villains,

has bade farewell for the duration of one pic-

ture to making folks squirm and fidget and has turned

her art to making them sympathize with her most heart-

ily. She has made them weep copious tears and won-
der how such a wonderful woman could torment any-

one—even in a picture.

When it was an-

nounced that Miss Jen-

sen was playing the

highly emotional role

of Raimunda in "The
Passion Flower," the

same role that Nance
O'Neil made famous
on Broadway last year,

I decided that she

would have a lot to tell

of interest. I was not

disappointed.

Eulalie Jensen lives

in a cozy little apart-

ment right off New
York's busy theater

district, an echo's throw
from the noise of ve-

hicles and the glare of

myriad electric lights.

She chatted of inconse-

quentialities with con-

tagious friendliness

while I settled in an
embracing armchair.

"How do you like

mother roles, Miss Jen-
sen?" I asked. And
before she has time to

answer, just picture a
tall, regally graceful

woman in her late

twenties, an almost per-

fect Spanish type with
large black eyes that

are wont to flash in

moments of intensity

;

the sort of person
whose mass of soft, black hair, makes you want to pin

a red rose in it.

"Don't plural role," she came back, with a laugh of

negation. "I am not specializing in mother parts.

Frankly, I don't care for them. I much prefer being

a vamp, or something just as interesting, wearing stun-

ning clothes, and bearing cynical enmity against the

'sweet young thing.'

"I was undecided about playing even such a tremen-

dously dramatic role as that of Raimunda. Ror Rai-

munda is the young mother of Acacia, known as 'the

passion flower.' Miss Talmadge—Norma stars as

Acacia—and Director Herbert Brenon were so en-

thusiastic over the character, and I myself was so

prejudiced by Nance O'Neil's portrayal of her in the

play last winter on Broadway that I—well, I couldn't

resist. I simply went ahead and did it.

"And I'm glad now that I did. For it is a unique
role. Mr. Brenon declares it to be the greatest tragedy
role the screen has known since 'War Brides,' in which
Nazimova played several years ago.

"Raimunda still interests me extremely, even though
the picture has been
completed. She is a
tragedy type, a Span-
ish woman of a sweet,

calm temperament,
until the moment
comes when she real-

izes that her second
husband, Estaban,

loves her daughter,

Acacia. Then her

violent Latin .passions

rise in wave after

wave to a thundering
torrent. It is a cli-

max tense with a hys-

terical woman faced

with tragedy, and a
quiet, suffering girl

also faced with

tragedy. Between
the two stands the

man, husband of the

older woman.
"The hysterical

woman is Raimunda;
the girl is Acacia.

The man is Estaban.
The old, old triangle,

formed in a new way.
"One other reason

why I was happy to

play the role of Rai-

munda was that
neither Miss Tal-

madge nor Mr.
Brenon would con-

sider the idea of slic-

?

Eulalie Jensen is an almost perfect Spanish type—the sort of person whose

mass of soft hair makes you want to pin a red rose in it. ing this very impor-

tant character in or-

der to enhance that of Acacia.

"Each of us had to live our parts. There was no
going to theater and cabaret after a short day's work
—if we had one—was completed. I, for one, could

no more have done such a thing than I could get up
from this chair right now and fly across the room. I

was Raimunda. I ate as Raimunda, thought as Rai-

munda, walked as Raimunda, dressed as Raimunda, ges-

tured as Raimunda. Eulalie Jensen for five weeks, the

time necessary to make the picture, was a comparative

stranger to herself.

"But the picture is worth it. I consider my work in

'The Passion Flower' the best of my career."

And her career has been one crowded with good
Continued on page 102



Off the Gridiron Into the Films
That is the route that "Lefty" Flynn took—a good one, his admirers say.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

THE scene was the dining room of the Hotel
Maryland in Pasadena. The time was at noon
on Armistice Day of nineteen twenty. The

dramatis persona? included a Newspaper Woman, a

Magazine Lady, a Writer Man, myself, and a Fascinat-

ing Mystery Man dining all alone at a near-by table.

The conversation went somewhat like this

:

The Newspaper Woman : For the love of Mike, who
is that vampish-looking bird over there in the corner

^

The Magazine Lady: Vampish is hardly the word,
my dear. He utterly ignores our admiring glances.

The Writer Man (caustically) : Shows his good sense.

I (after an absorbed contemplation) : Isn't he impres-
sive He must be a per-

sonage of some sort.

The Writer Man
(still more caustical-

ly) : Prize fighter

probably. (A
chorus of scath-

ing feminine de-
nials envelops
him like a cloud.)

The Newspaper
Woman : He's probably

the managing editor of
some big Eastern paper

out here to

cover the

football
ame.

Lefty Flynn

is not hand-

some, but
there is

something
tremendous-

ly attractive

about
h i m .

The Magazine Lady (enthusiastically) : His profile

reminds me of Alfred Noyes. I'm positive he's a poet.

I (supplementing) : Or the author of a best seller.

The Writer Man (emerging from the fog) : Or a
movie actor. (The feminine triumvirate again ridi-

cules him into verbal obscurity.)

This scene took place as I said before, on Armistice

Day. We forgot all about the "Unknown God" as we
called the Mystery Man in the excitement of the foot-

ball game that afternoon, and it was not until months
later that the Writer Man, dropping in at the office

after a trip to the Goldwyn studio announced that he

had discovered the identity of the man I had raved

about at the Maryland. Of course, womanlike, I had
forgotten all about him and was inclined to resent the

statement that I had done any raving. But the Writer
Man assured me that I had. The Unknown God, he

told me was none other than "Lefty" Flynn, the erst-

while renowned Yale football star and famous athlete.

"So he was a movie star after all," he added. Which
is just like a man.
But what was unusual—for the Writer Man at least—he came very near to raving about "Lefty" Flynn,

whose real name it appears is Maurice. A regular

he-man, was what he called him, unlike any movie ac-

tor he'd ever met, not the least bit upstage, a regular

fellow—and a gentleman. All of which constitutes a

pretty strong recommendation.

So I interviewed him. And told him how we had
wondered about him.

"Oh, yes," he said, "that was the day of the Army
and Navy football game. I knew some of the fellows

on the Navy team. Marvelous backfield work,

wasn't it?"

Not one bit impressed because three women had

spent their luncheon hour making wild conjectures as

to who he might be.

We were at a table in the studio cafe. Mr. Flynn

looks—I refer you to my first impression of him

—

like a personage. He is not handsome in the accepted

sense of the word, but there is something tremendously

attractive in the contour of his strong irregular fea-

tures, the deep blue eyes, the rather high cheek

bones, and his finely modeled mouth. He is tall

and powerfully—although slenderly—built. One
can imagine him as a member of the North-

west Mounted Police, as a gentleman of for-

tune out for adventure, or, what conforms more
accurately to facts, as an ex-college man
who has retained all the physical and

mental stature which he acquired at his

Alma Mater.

We talked of Yale, of football, and of

athletics in general.

"I little dreamed in those days that I'd

ever be acting in the movies," he said. "I

thought when I was through with foot-

ball that I was finished with hard knocks."

"A case of getting off the gridiron into the

fire?" I asked.

"Well, I'd hardly call the films that," he re-

plied. "You know I'm tremendously keen about

pictures. I don't think I'll ever get out of them.

Continued on page 99



Just Martha

Fhoto by White

In spite of the fact that many artists have declared her

to be the most beautiful girl in New York, and that the

public wanted her to be a star, Martha Mansfield

remains simple and unaffected.

By Hortense Saunders

A SLIM, girlish-looking figure, wearing a heavy,

brown cloth coat and a little round hat that

was pulled down carelessly over her ears, shod
in flat-heeled shoes and brown wool stockings, carrying

an armful of berries and leaves she had gathered in

the woods on her way in from Fort Lee—that was the

Martha Mansfield that greeted me as I waited in her
apartment. I neglected to say that she was beautiful,

but perhaps it -was unnecessarv since everv one knows
that.

It was an important day in Martha's life. She had
just signed a brand-new contract which made her a

star and called for a star's salary. And as she talked

about her new contract and was so honestly surprised

at her own success and modest about her achievements,
I recalled that just six months before I had gone to

see her in the same little apartment, when she had
just signed a contract to appear in featured roles in

Selznick pictures. I remember she said then:
"It's such a wonderful opportunity. You don't

know how hard I'm going to work to make good."
In six months, she evidently had accomplished much,

for here she was a star. Her whole stage career
doesn't include more than five years, and here she is

at the top, where some actresses work half their lives

to get, and most of them never realize.

"I'm going to work so hard," said Martha in the
same earnest, unaffected tone she had used six months
before. "The higher you get. the more conspicuous
your work becomes—doesn't it, and the more people
expect, and the more personal responsibility you feel.

I'm going to work harder now than I ever worked
before in all my life. Things don't come without an
effort, do they?"
And yet, taking a bird's-eye view of Martha's

achievements, one would feel inclined to believe that
things come to her pretty easily. One might even say
that fate had practically prepared everything in advance
for her, then let her happen along at the psychological
time and perform. Her career has been a record of
successes.

"Early in life I decided to be an actress," she ex-
plained. "So when we moved from Ohio to New York,
one of the first things I did was to apply for a job on
the stage. I got it, too, and after that I never had
any trouble getting engagements, though offers came
more frequently after I had been in the Follies and
the New Amsterdam Roof.

"During that time I vibrated between the screen and
the stage," she continued. "My first experience in pic-
tures was with Max Linder, the French comedian. I

played opposite him in a series of six comedies. Then
I played with Eugene O'Brien in 'The Perfect Lover.'
A little later I had the part opposite John Barrymore
in 'Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,' and opposite Thomas
Meighan in 'Civilian Clothes.'

"

m

It was at this point in Martha's career that the Selz-
nick Company decided Martha needed the steadying in-
fluences of a contract, so they signed her as a featured
player, giving her to understand that stardom was the

Martha Mansfield is one of the few beautiful actresses who
doesn't tell you that beauty is a handicap.

natural step from leading woman, but also warning her
that sometimes it is a long step. But Martha was per-
fectly satisfied to appear in featured roles.

"Of course, I intended to become a star some day,
but I didn't expect it quite so soon," she said.

Neither did the Selznick Company, for that matter.
Continued on page 97



The gelatin edition of Charlie Murray retains all of those characteristic

touches that distinguished the Murray of the early music-hall days.

He Hasnt Changed Since 87
The same Charlie Murray with the same old jokes enter-

tains you just as he did your father. Only his leading

ladies change—they will grow up and become stars!

Bv Malcolm H. Oettinger

THE above caption does not refer to Charlie Mur-
ray's collars nor yet to more personal things.

Despite his chronic custard-pie tendencies he
dallies with the bathtub at really surprisingly regular

intervals, and his linen 4's ever spotless. Regardless of

the fact that he works in celluloid as his medium he
does not affect that kind of neckwear. However, he
hasn't changed since '87. It's this wav.
When your father used to go the varieties in what

lie probably terms the Goodoklavs. he always enjoyed
the funny man with the quizzical expression and the

Woolworth chin foliage. The funny man your father

enjoyed -is- the same funny man you chuckle at in the

current canned comics. The'-; gelatin edition of Char-
mis Murray retains all of those characteristic touches

that distinguished the Murray of the early music-hall

clays from the ordinary run of comedians.
With a fatherly arm encircling the eye-filling Made-

moiselle Hammond, with whom he had just finished

a scene, he told me how prohibition had affected his

work, what he thought of censorship, and
how he missed Mary Thurman, his former
vis-a-vis in the Sennett slapsticks.

"Put me down for an old-timer," said
Charlie. "It was back in '87 that I left 'Honest
John' Robinson's circus troupe, and formed a
vaudeville partnership with Billy Mack, an
old boyhood chum. That team of ours lasted
twenty years. We played every hall in these
here United States, including" Tulsa, Albu-
querque, and all the other trick towns. " And
we used to go big, I must admit." What's
more, he claims, they invented one of the five

standard jokes now circulating in vaudeville

with perennial success.

"Mack would ask me who the lady was he
seen me with last night and I'd sav, 'That
wasn't no lady, that was my wife!' and they'd

tear up their seats. And it's still pulled to-

day. And Mr. and Mrs. Audience still laugh.

It's the sure-fire old hokum that gets across

with the biggest bang. It's the same with picture

comedy. A pie in the face is worth three in

the oven, as laugh-getters."

From the footlight arena Murray was in-

veigled into the dancing daguerrotypes back
in 1910. Of course, he started with Biograph.
There he transplanted his Irish comic to the

screen and evolved a series of uproarious com-
edies with Skclly as the pivotal figure. Those
were the days of the split-reel, when half a

spool of celluloid packed twice the laughs of

the average two-reel comedy of to-day. "Hail

the King !" was what many considered the

star Murrav effort for Biograph. In it La
Belle Normand disported herself as a shapely

page, with a couple of excellent reasons for

being in the pictures. Fred Mace and Mack
Sennett were also drawing pay in the same
picture.

"It usta be great," sighed Murray, puffing

on his clay jimmy pipe. "We'd shoot whole
pictures in a da}-. The big idea was to get

private grounds and use as much out-of-door

stuff as possible. Nothing had to be set up
but the camera, so it all cost practically noth-

ing."

He beamed affectionately upon the petite

Harriett at his -side.- - .

"I train 'em all," he said proudly. "When-
ever they bring in a new chick to be a prin-

cipal, they turn her over to Uncle Charlie.

There was Mabel first, and then Mary Thurman, and
after she graduated into five reels I took little Phyllis

Haver under my wing. Now she's got her own com-
pany here, so I'm showing Harriet how to act. Nice
girl. Harriett."

The demure Miss Hammond smiled shyly. These
bathing beauties are the original blushing violets away
from the beaches and Kliegs.

Murray is the veteran fun maker on the Sennett

lot. having left the cradle of the creeping pastels with

Mack himself when that impresario departed to found

the famous Keystone brand of comedies. And when
the Keystone ceased to be. it was Murray who helped

Sennett found his present studios out on Allessandro

Street, Los Angeles.

"These studios," said Charruls. indicating the mass
of rather ramshackle structures around us, "have grown
from a single shack. That shack was a dressing room,

and now we've spread to all this. It isn't pretty ex-

Continued on page 102



They All Turn Him
Down

Intensive training in the art of propos-

ing has apparent^ not made Walter

Hiers any more acceptable. He is known
in Hollywood as "the rejection specialist."

By Celia Brynn

THEN I proposed to Louise Huff, but
she wouldn't have me. I asked Ethel
Clayton, and she refused me. And

when I proposed to Hazel Daly and Mar-
guerite Clark—at different times, of course

—

the}- both turned me down flat—for Tom
Moore. Can you beat it? Nobody loves a
fat man."

It was Walter Hiers speaking, rotund "po-
lite" comedian of the Lasky studio, and he
was relating for my benefit his misadventures
in screen romances.
Not that he was dejected in speaking of

the various ladies of the cinema who had re-

fused his heart and hand. It was all in the
day's work he gave me to understand, for
Walter Hiers is undoubtedly the most rejected
man on the screen. He always gets turned
down for a fellow with a matinee-idol face_
and brilliantined hair, and the public, heart-
less gang that it is, laughs riotously at Walter's
amorous avoirdupois and never wastes a mo-
ment's sympathy on him.
"The only time I've ever been married in

a picture," continued the comedian, who has
a pink kewpie face with a dimple in the top
layer of his chin, "was when I was Grace
Darmond's husband in 'So Long Lett}-'—and
that only happened because it was a 'married-life' story.
I guess they figured that the next funniest thing to
having a fat fellow turned down was to have him
married."

Walter Hiers started his "heavy" comedying on the
vaudeville stage. Then early in the picture' game some
one induced him to work at the Lubin studio in his
spare time for ten dollars a day—and lunch. Walter
always insisted on the last item.' That started him go-
ing, and he has been on the screen ever since as sort
of a rejected suitor specialist.

He played with Louise Huff in "Seventeen;" with
Pauline Frederick in "The Fear Woman." and with
Marguerite Clarke in "The Valentine Girl." He pro-
posed to all these ladies—and earned his salary by get-
ting turned down.

Furthermore, Walter Hiers has the unique distinc-
tion of never having had a fan proposal. All the other
Lasky heroes, Wallace Reid, Harrison Ford, Conrad
Nagel, and the rest of them, in spite of being perfect
private-life husbands, have been ardently proposed to
by hundreds of adoring ladies throughout the coun-
try. But Walter Hiers—who takes this occasion to
state most emphatically that he is unkissed and unmar-
ried—has never received a single letter from a member

Walter Hiers ace with a dimple in the top layer of his chin.

of the feminine sex saying how she loved those eyes,

that mouth, those dimples, and couldn't she hope to

be his blushing bride.

"No." said Walter Hiers, with a semblance of a sigh,

"they just write and tell me that they like my work on
the screen, that I look as if I was good-natured, and
will I please give them my picture. Sometimes they

even send the letters C. O. D. just because they think

I'm so good-natured that I won't mind."
Undoubtedly Walter Hiers has evolved an entirely

new type of fat man's comedy. There is nothing slap-

stick about his work. He has never done a fall in

his screen career. He has never thrown a pie or hurled

a papier-mache brick. He gets his effects by taking

advantage of the psychological premise that a fat man
is funny; that a fat man in trouble is twice as funny,

and that a fat man in love is a triple-plated, copper-

riveted riot.

Bebe Daniels floated by just then, and Walter Hiers
reached out a detaining hand, the size of a small ham.
"Come on over and get a soda. Bebe," he suggested.

And the young lady flashed her best baby-vamp smile

at him and accepted with alacrity.

"Who says I always get turned down?" beamed the

weighty Walter Hiers.

A SCREEN ROMANTIC
"Oh, young Lochinvar is come out of the West;
Through all the wide border his steed was the best,

And, save his good broadsword, he weapon had none;"
His double's the chap that needs a good gun.



But He Doesnt Look
Like Lincoln!

By J. B. Waye

THAT'S what you would probably exclaim if you
met Ralph Ince, who has represented Lincoln

so often on the screen that he has become iden-

tified with the role. And it is true that Ince doesn't

look like Lincoln, as the late Benjamin Chapin did.

His ability to make himself resemble the former
president lies in skillful make-up, and these pictures

show the principal steps in the transformation.

First, you see Mr. Ince entering his dressing room.
Below, in the circle, he is shown just starting to work.
All he has done is to build up his nose, and you will

notice that he still bears no resemblance to the char-

acter. In the next picture the "Ince" look has almost
disappeared, and the Lincoln characteristics are begin-

ning to show. And at last you see him, the counter-

part of the nation's idol, as he will appear soon in "The
Land of Opportunity."



Two
Irresponsible

Girls

By Edna Foley
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Passion and Pleasure are

two headstrong maidens
who almost wreak havoc
with the career of Youth in

"Experience." They haven't
any civic pride, they don't

belong to the Girl Scouts,
and it has been years since

they read the Ten Com-
mandments. And so

—

since they haven't any
other virtues— Director
George Fitzmaurice said

that the girls who played
those roles must be very
beautiful. As the accom-
panying photographs attest,

thev are.

Above is Nita Naldi who plays the part of Passion. Her
intense, haunting beauty is known to many film fans who
saw her as the vampire in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," in

which she scored a triumph second only to that of John
Barrymore. She has also appeared in several Selznick pro-
ductions. At the left is Libyan Tashman who plays Pleas-
ure. "He that loveth pleasure shall be a poor man," as is

pointed out in proverbs, so perhaps it is fitting that the
casting director found Pleasure playing in "The Gold Dig-
gers." Both Miss Naldi and Miss Tashman are famous
beauties of the Centurv Roof show in Xew York City.
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performance. At the end of the day
when other people are all tired out

and can relax, you must be full of

enthusiasm and keyed up to your
part to stimulate and amuse them at

night."

By this time we were on Broad-
way drawing up before what I knew
from the pictures to be the Capitol

Theater. A doorman standing at the

edge of the sidewalk opened the door

of the car for us white we stepped

out—which made it very impressive,

like arriving at the opera. I hoped
he realized it was Constance Binney
I was with—still it strikes me the

city people are rather slow at recog-

nition, because hardly any of them
recognize the movie stars even while

they're walking along the street. It

may be that city folks are immune
to celebrities, through so many of

them being always in their midst.

Two tickets had been left for Miss
Binney at the theater, and on ques-

tioning the man who takes the tickets

she had to repeat her name to him
several times before he understood.

And then he mispronounced it "Con-
stant" Binney. Which I thought was
rather stupid. The idea of his not

knowing her name ! No movie stars

would have to repeat their names
twice to me, I'd know them at a

glance. Still, I suppose that being

a ticket taker outside a theater leaves

little time for being acquainted with

those who appear on the screen in-

side. A young lady at the box of-

fice discovered Miss Binney, how-
ever, and we soon had the tickets.

We walked through such a grand
lobby that the splendor of it fairly

took my breath away : the marble
floor, thick carpets, gorgeously dec-

orated ceiling, five large dazzling

rock-crystal chandeliers looking like

masses of diamonds, and rearing up
before us a broad flight of white

marble steps. I had hardly recov-

ered from this when we passed
through an arched doorway into the

darkened theater, where I became

DID YOU KNOW—
That some directors so dislike work-
ing on location that they build every-
thing from a simple cottage to the
most lavish and spectacular street
scenes in their studios? And that
others will travel any distance to
make a scene in genuine surround-
ings? Gordon Gassaway will tell you
about some famous scenes and where
they were made in the next issue of
PICTURE-PLAY.

suddenly conscious of the most en-

trancing music floating over the

house. Far away in the distance I

saw the screen, a travelogue picture

all in colors was showing.

Several young ushers in grand uni-

form came for our tickets. They
must have recognized Miss Binney
all right, because they were wonder-
fully polite and courteous. They
were just in keeping with this palace-

like place. It was easy to imagine
they were the courtiers, Miss Binney
the princess, and I her lady-in-wait-

ing. Our tickets were for orchestra

seats, but Miss Binney wanted loge

seats, and we were told that the best

loge seats were upstairs. As we

mounted the thickly carpeted stairs,

I could feel my feet fairly sink in,

and I couldn't hear a sound. How
different from the best theater we can
boast of back home, where the sound
of the people coming up the stairs

grates on your nerves as you're try-

ing to get your mind on the picture,

and people getting into their seats

in the balcony have their shadows
reproduced against the screen and
bother your eyes.

The balcony of the Capitol seemed
to reach back so far I could hardly

see the end of it in the distance. The
size of the theater is simply enor-

mous. It seats considerably more
than Ave thousand persons, and you
can easily believe that when you
see it. "Where do they get enough
people to fill this theater?" I asked
Miss Binney.

"Oh, it's often filled to its utmost
capacity," she told me. "Sometimes
hundreds of people are turned away."
I wondered what it would be like to

sit in the last seat in that balcony.

I should think the screen would ap-

pear to be a mile away. We were
taken down to the first row where
the seats, instead of chairs, were al-

most as big as divans, with wide
arms and high back so you can re-

cline in perfect comfort. It was like

sitting in a big stuffed chair—only

you never saw a stuffed chair that

was so completely restful.

The boxes seemed fit only for roy-

alty to sit in, with their gorgeous
draperies and special glass chande-
liers. The ceiling had a large dome-
like center with another wonderful
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Dressing Up

When the picture on the screen
fades out, and a title lights in.

you have another picture before
you. Stately trees, dancing elves,

or a misty cloud rising from a
dank swamp frames the text and
evokes the mood of the scene that

is to follow. Such art titles some-
times play no small part in the ef-

fective telling of a story, and their

making is almost as interesting as
the making of the picture itself.

The accompanying photographs
show how some striking and un-
usual title frames were fashioned
of clay for use in a Selznick pic-

ture. These build up the ideas
suggested in the subtitles.
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big chandelier of glass showing a
thousand different colors, and around
that rows of smaller domes with
lights, too.

Then I noticed the enormous big

stage was filled with an orchestra

that had so many musicians I got

mixed up trying to count them.

There must have been nearly a hun-
dred. The music was simply won-
derful, and when the orchestra went
out for a brief rest, a pipe organ
was played, so softly at times you
could hardly hear it, then it.rumbled
so loud that it seemed to fairly shake

the house.

I reveled so much in the beauty
of the place, trying to take in every-

thing, and trying to get used to the

fact that I was really in a Broadway
screen palace with a movie star along-

side of me, that my mind was rather

distracted from the travelogue. But
when that was finished I was suffi-

ciently calmed to give all my atten-

tion when a pair of curtains behind
the orchestra were drawn back, dis-

closing a wonderful little setting of

the northern lights, and a girl and
man came out and did a dance in

quaint Scandinavian costumes. This
I later discovered was sort of a pro-

logue to the picture. We had missed
the first part of the show, but I saw
from the program that the Grand
Orchestra leads it—then there's a
dance with a ballet ; a mixed quar-

tet of singers; the Capitol News;
the travelogue, the prelude, and now
the feature—Will Rogers in "Guile
of Women."

First the dun outline of the pic-

ture was thrown on a thin dark cur-

tain which parted to each side and
then the picture appeared clear and
distinct on the white screen.

Constance Binney was as enthusi-

astic over the different parts of the

picture as I was. We laughed over

the comedy incidents, and both got

excited at the thrilling parts until I

almost forgot that I wasn't back
home with some girl friend fan, in-

stead of an experienced actress her-

self.

ARE THEY BORN

—

or made—these motion-picture cam-
era men? W here do they come from,
and how do they get their training?
The combination of magician-like
trickery and artistic skill that is vest-
ed in many of them has aroused great
interest in camera men, their profes-
sional schooling, and opportunities.
Do you want to know about them?
Fritzi Remont will inform vou in the
next issue of PICTURE-PLAY.

"I'm just like you," she told me.
"I enjoy seeing pictures so much. I

thought after I was in the movies
myself I would lose interest, but I

haven't a bit.'"

A great many people think they

are able to enjoy the movies just as

much in an ordinary movie theater

as if they saw them in one of the

picture palaces. But that is impos-

sible. You cannot, I know now.
You think you do—that is because

you've never seen a presentation in

a movie palace. Why, the quietness,

the luxurious comfort, the exquisite

lighting, and the entrancing orchestra

playing so well in keeping with the

picture—your senses are just steeped
in the story as they never can be in

an ordinary theater where the clat-

ter and inappropriate music detracts

from the best of the films. "Guile
of Women" was only a mediocre
picture, and yet it held the interest

and seemed ever so much more in-

teresting because of its presentation.

Going out, I noticed little lights

under the steps so that you could see

your way when the theater is dark.

All the lights being turned on, a lot

of people in the audience stared at

Constance Binney. They knew who
she was, I guess.

Walking along the mezzanine floor

that seemed almost as long as the

entire house, with its wonderfully
decorated ceiling, rows of divans and
chairs and beautiful mural paintings

on the wall, I was thrilled to the

depths with the magnificent splendor

of it all.

"To think of what the movies have
come to!" I had to gasp to Con-
stance Binney.

She joined me in my admiration.

"Yes, isn't it wonderful !" she said.

They surely are all that their name
suggests—those movie theaters on
Broadway—truly picture palaces in

ever sense of the word.
When we parted, Constance Bin-

ney said, "Now, next time we won't
be so partial to the movies, we'll go
to a regular theater."

Still, I hardly think anything could

ever come up to seeing just that

plain, ordinary picture, in the gor-

geous Capitol movie theater with

Constance Binney beside me

!
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the Subtitles

In order that they may fill the screen, the
miniature clay models are photographed at
very close range by a regulation motion-
picture camera, as shown in the picture
below.



I EVERRE F.—Here you are right at
*—1 the top of the heap on your first trip

to the plate. Not so bad, for a beginner,
is it? Texas Guinan is the wife of Julian
Johnson, the critic. Harry Carey is also

married. His latest film is called "If

Only Jim.''

The Opium Smuggler.—You should be
able to purchase Pearl White's book at

almost any bookstore. Mollie King is di-

viding her time between the legitimate and
the screen.

A. L. C.—I do all of my own treating
these days. Bebe Daniels is not married.
Clara Kimball Young was the wife of
James Young, the director, but they have
been divorced. Picture-Play will be sent

to you each month, no matter where you
live, if you subscribe for it.

Mrs. W. C. J.—Gladys Walton is star-

ring in features for Universal. Her lat-

est picture is "All Dolled Up."

J. M. C.—Look in the advertising sec-

tion of Picture-Play and you will find

out where you can get the pictures you
desire.

Anthony B.—Eileen Percy is being
featured by the Fox Film Corporation.

The Keazy Kat.—William Farnum's
wife does not appear on the screen. The
others are not married. Neither Anita
Stewart, Marguerite Clark, nor Priscilla

Dean have any children. Vivian Martin
is Mrs. Jefferson.

Peaches and Emerald.—Martha Mans-
field was born in 1899. June Caprice ar-

rived in the same year. Irene Castle came
six years before Martha and June.
Marion Davies was born in 1898. Olive
Thomas and Helen Weer picked the same
year for their birth. Theda Bara's ill-

ness interrupted the appearances she was
making on the legitimate stage. The oth-
ers are still in pictures. Lina Cavalieri,

it is reported, is to make pictures with
the assistance of her husband, Muratore,
to be known as the C.-M. productions.
June Caprice is appearing in Pathe pic-

tures. Neither Mabel Normand nor Vi-
ola Dana are married. Viola was mar-
ried, but her husband died during the
"flu" epidemic. Mabel's has never existed,
as yet. Dorothy Gish has recently be-
come Mrs. James Rennie. Mr. Rennie
played opposite Miss Gish in "Flying
Pat." Constance Talmadge is Mrs. John
Pialoglou. Helen Weer first saw the light

of day in Anderson, Indiana. Mabel Nor-
mand is not dead. She has been taking a
much-needed rest, but is back at the Gold-
wyn studios hard at work, where she is

finishing her pictures prior to returning
to the Mack Sennett fold. There she is to
make five-reel comedv dramas on the or-

der of "Micky." Her first is to be a pic-

tuiization of "Molly-O," an original story.

Sidney Drew, Olive Thomas, and Harold
Lockwood are dead. Olive died in Paris,

France, September 15, 1920, from acci-

dental poisoning. Harold Lockwood died

in New York, October 27, 1918. The rest

of your questions you will find have been
answered.

California Sunshine.—That surely

sounds good. Do you live up to your
name? No, I am not "Barbara." You
will certainly have to guess again. You're
not even warm. Sarah Bernhardt was

THE ORACLE will answer in

these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space -will allow.

Personal replies to a 1 im i te d
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should be addressed to The Picture

Oracle, Picture-Play Magazine, 79

Seventh Avenue, New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those

who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

christened "The Divine Sarah" by her ad-

mirers in Paris for her marvelous acting.

Elaine Hammerstein was born in 1897.

She is the grand-daughter of Oscar Ham-
merstein, operatic impresario. She was
educated at Armitage College, Pennsyl-
vania. Her stage career dates back to her
appearance in "The Trap." Later she

played the lead in "High Jinks." She
weighs one hundred and twenty pounds.
Elaine's hair is brown and her eyes are

gray. She has been on the screen only a
few years. "The Point of View," "The
Daughter Pays," and "The Pleasure Seek-
ers" are some of her latest releases for

Selznick.

Smiles.—No bother at all. Come as

often as you like. That's why I am here.

Harrison Ford has signed with Joe

Schenck to appear opposite the Talmadge
sisters in their latest pictures.

E. M. A.—You will find your questions
concerning Clara Kimball Young an-
swered elsewhere in the columns.

L. W.—Norma Phillips is not appear-
ing in pictures any more. I'm sure I

don't know why they don't bring her back.

Perhaps she is better satisfied where she

is. I can give you no address.

Shirley D.—Edith Johnson is married.
Her husband is William Duncan. Eddy
Polo is married. Write as often as you
like.

The Marchioness.—The surest way of
getting a picture is to inclose a quarter

to cover the cost of mailing. Antonio
Moreno's first feature is called "Three
Sevens." You didn't annoy me. Why
should you think so? Surely you may
write again if you like.

Miss M. P.
—"Amarilly of Clothes Line

Alley" was a Mary Pickford picture and
not a Vivian Martin, as you thought.

Juanita Hansen was born in 1897, Ruth
Roland in 1893. Write them and try, is

all I can tell you.

Grandma.—You will have to wait un-
til that picture is released. Even then it

may be the same story and you wouldn't
recognize it, for they are often changed
for picture purposes. Gaston Glass ap-

peared in "The World and His Wife."

Ruby D.—Kenneth Harlan is married.

So is George Cheseboro. He played in

the serial with Grace Darmond, "The
Hope Diamond Mystery." All addresses

are given at the end of this department.

Frances and Pansie.—June Caprice

has light hair and blue eyes. Mary Hay
is in her early twenties. There is no pic-

ture star of your description. Wesley
Barry was born in Los Angeles, Califor-

nia, about eleven years ago. He lives

with his mother. I can't see that Lillian

Gish and Monroe Salisbury are suited to

each other as leading man and woman.
They do very different pictures of utterly

different types.

Marie T.—You ' might write. I can't

tell as to results. A quarter is what they

generally inclose. Charles Ray and Bry-

ant Washburn were the first two "Ro-
mances of Famous Film Folk" to appear.

Douglas Fairbanks was born in 1883, Wal-
lace Reid in 1892. Pearl White arrived

in Springfield, Missouri, in 18S9. Olive

Thomas' birthday was October the twen-

tieth. Anita Stewart arrived in the year

1896, Viola Dana two years later, and

Marjorie Daw in 1902.

Continued on page 108
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A Room Full of
Furniture

1J»2 ^fe- * „ _ — — This superb rax-piece Library set is made of selected solid oak throughout, fin

_^S9 ^7 O M^BGGGS feked in rich doll waxed, brown famed oak. Large arm rocker and arm chair i

fjjS ^^^^^^ 35 inches high, seats 19 x 19 inches. Sewing rocker and reception chair are 36 inches
^^^^^^^ high- seats 17 x 17 rnebes. Ail four pieces are padded, seats upholstered in brown imitation Spanish leather.

Library table has 2A x 34 inch top, with roomy magazine shelf below, and beautifully designed ends. Jardiniere
stand measures 17 inches high, with IS inch top. Clip the coupon below, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship you the entire six pieces,,
subject to your approval. No C, O. D« Shipped knocked down to reduce vour freight charges considerably. Easy to set up. Shipping weight
about 17a pounds. Order by No. B6259A. Send Sl.00 cash with order, $2.70 monthly. Price $29.90. No discount for cash.

Special Reduced Price Otter—Act NOW!

* Send only $1.00 and we will ship you this
hands me 6-Piece Librarv Set. Only $1.00 down—
then S2.70 a month, or only £29.90 in all. A positively

w Btagg ring value n this special, reduced price offer.liy ™ Send the coupon below and have this massive set shipped
on appr val. Then see for yourself what a beautiful set it is.
If you do no i like it, return it in 30 days and we will return your

money together with any freight charges you paid. All you have to do is to send the coupon with
©..CO. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog. The value is so wonderful
end the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so send today—sure.

Easy Payments!
Ooen an account with us. We trust honest people any-
where in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain
shown above, or choose from our big catalog. One price to all,
cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not one penny extra
for credit. Do nut ask for a special cash price. We cannot offer
any discount from these sensational prices. No C. O. D.

3O Days' Trial Free Bargain Catalog
Our guarantee protects
you. Lf not perfectly satis-
fied., return the article at
our expense within SO days-
ana get your money back— also any freight you paid.
Could any oner be fairer?

Send for it. Shows thousands
of bargains in furniture, jewelry,
carpet3, rugs, curtains, silver-
ware, stoves, porch and lawn fur-
niture, talking machines, wom-
en's, men's and children's wear-
ing apparel. Send coupon today.

Send Coupon
along with $1.00 to us
now. Have this fine library

set shipped on 30 days' trial.

We will also send our big

Bargain Catalog listing thousands
of amazing bargains. Only a small
first payment and the balance in

<

monthly payments for anything J*
yon want. Send the coupon to-

day—now. Don't delay.

Prices* down, &t last! Rock-bottom prices for yon. Yon can now get this wonderful 6-pfece library set direct from oar own factory at the lowest
price since before the war— and for only Ji.ro down, a rear to pay! This set is snch a wond rful iScTgain at this special reduced price, that we STRAUS&SCHRAM
have reserved the limited number we have on hand for new customers only. The set is not shown in our regular catalog. We haven't enough to Dent £175
supply everyone. First come, first served. Order your set on this low price oner now, Bern ember, thirty days' trial in your own home. f ... . . ... _
Costa yoo nothing if you are not entirely pleased. Send at once I jT West 35H1 Street, Chicago

f Enclosed find S1.00. Ship special ad-
+ vertised 6-piece Fumed Oak Library

Suite. I am to hare SO days' free trial.
<r If I keep the suite. I will pay you S2.70

monthly. If not satisfied. I am to return tha^w suite withm 30 days and you are to refund
my money and any freight charges I paid.

f 6.pieceUbrarySet, N0.B62S9A, S29.99

Shipping
Point

STRAUS & SCHRAM %
eJhs*&Mt CHICAGO, ILL.

Office Sttfe

f If you ONLY want catalog put X In proper box below.

< Fnrmrare, Stores and Jewelry Hen's, Women's and Children's CbSai
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THE MAN YOU
WOULD LIKE TO BE
has a command-
I n g appearance,
a strong person-
ality and unlim-
ited energy.

He has broad
shoulders, a well
formed neck, a
powerful back,
arms of steel
and a deep full

chest. His mus-
cular legs, un-
tiring, give him
the springy step
of y o u t h. He
possesses the
very things you
lack but admire.
He is a master
of men.

Why Not Be
Like Him?
The man you

would like to be
never has indi-
gestion, but eats
whatever he de-
sires, for his
stomach is a
proper function-
i n g organism
which assimi-
lates his food,
turning it into
rich, pure blood.
He does not suf-
fer from any of
the common ail-

ments of other
people. Neither
is he a slave to
habits. He is

a master of him-
self.

Are You Master

of Yourself?

You cannot
expect to control
others or com-
mand their re-
spect, until you
first control
yourself.
The man you

would like to be does not heed the daily tempta-
tions in life. He does not waste his best years in
dissipation following the ignorant crowd. By taking
proper care of himself, he reaps his reward. His
offspring inherit his qualities. His mind and his

body are clean. He can do things that others would
not even attempt to do. He is a superman.

Why Not Be Like Him?
You are judged by your appearance. The world

sizes you up by your own opinion of yourself—as
expressed in your looks, your actions and the force

of your ambition. It is the strong, clean-cut virile

man. that gets to the top. You cannot be alert, or
have full control of your faculties, you cannot have
that inexhaustible supply of vitality and energy that
means success in life unless you have perfect health.
Your physical condition is the foundation of your
whole life. Build up your body with muscular
strength and you build up your mind and vitality,

and insure success.
Give me a chance to help you. I have helped

thousands—taken them out of the crowd of physical
wrecks and turned them into powerful athletes. I

am doing it every day and shall continue to do it.

for it is my life's ambition.
I have trained some of the world's strongest men.

My pupils are among the leaders of men. Let me
take hold of you and help you be like them. You
don't know what privileges you are missing by not
being an athlete. What a pleasure it is to h6
bubbling over with vitality always—never to feel

tired. Think of it! After hard day's work—and
still feeling refreshed!

The Eighth Edition of My Latest Book,

"MUSCULAR DEVELOPMENT,"
Has Just Come Off the Press

It tells the secret, and. is handsomely illustrated

with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained,

also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.

The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent

you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping
and mailing. Sit right down now and fill in the

coupon. The sooner you get started on the road

to health and strength, the easier it will be to

reach perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day
longer—mail the coupon today.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1407, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLEE. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1407, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear Sir:—I enclose herewith 10 cents, for

which you are to send me. without any obligation

on my part whatever, a copy of your latest book.

"Muscular Development." (Please write or print

plainly.

)

Name

Address •••

City State

The Yearnings of Eugene
Continued from page 29

"But he died—and so did Hamlet.
Oh, don't do the gloomy Dane
whose obstinacy drove Ophelia to

seek a watery grave ! You know he
murdered all of his relatives, like-

wise Polonins, and then killed him-
self."

"It is a great play," observed
Eugene solemnly.

"Yes, but even for the sake of be-

ing a great Dane you won't desert

the screen and all your humble wor-
shipers like us, will you?"

"Of course he won't," said Mrs.
O'Brien calmly. "Don't worry about

Gene. Ever since he was old enough
to talk he's talked like that once in

a while, and he's so convincing.

What a lawyer he would have made

!

You know we had him cut out for

a barrister from the time he was
born."

"No doubt many a perfect lover

has been nipped in the bud by aspir-

[

ing parents. But when did you learn

! that your hopes were futile?"

"Oh, he always insisted that he

was going to be an actor. I didn't

mind so much because he was so

I handsome. I wanted other people

:
to have a chance to see him. And
it doesn't matter what a lawver looks

like."

"Oh. was he good looking when
he was young?" we inquired in a

chastening spirit, though Gene hasn't

a particle of conceit about him even
if he is the handsomest bachelor on
the screen.

"It was Jennie Bailey who started

him wrong."

"That remark needs to be ex-

plained, mother. You see there was
a girl in our town who went on the

stage. She ran away to Denver and
joined a stock company and after

that no one would speak to her and
when she visited her parents they hid

her in the china closet if they had
callers. She fascinated me, and, one
day when she came to town, I talked

to her, and when she went back to

Denver I accompanied her. I left a

note for mother saying, 'Have gone
to be an actor.' You see, in those

days I was optimistic."

•'And did they take you?"
"They did. At eight dollars a

week ! Then some one told me that

I could get twenty dollars a week if

I went to New York. I started for

the metropolis with this unheard of

wealth in view, but I got stranded

and landed in the chorus of one of

Anna Held's companies. When,
finally I did reach New York I was
eighteen and had acquired nothing

but a little experience. No manager
seemed to think that I was worth
more than twelve dollars a week, and
I sang in a quartet for a while, the

only trouble being that we could get

booking for only about half the time.

I was appalled at the lack of consid-

eration which I and others received.

If the big people noticed me at all

it was only to be disagreeable and
then and there I made up my mind
that if ever the time came when I

could afford two rooms or if by any
chance I ever became a star that I

should spend my time being nice to

everybody."

"And you've kept your word.
Every one loves you, and you're a

regular little ray of sunshine."

"Yes, maybe so, but I still insist

that I shall before long become 'The

melancholv Dane.'
"

He Grew a Foot in One Picture
Continued from page 50

"Which actress do you like best?

"Gee, I'd better not say that around
here." He glanced around at the

publicity force. Then he blurted out.

"Well, all Eve got to say is if I

could always play with Mary Pick-

ford, that's all I'd ask for.

"It was in 'Heart of the Hills' that

I grew a foot all at once. Mary
kidded me about it, said I didn't

match up in some scenes, because I'd

grown so much since the picture

started."

As for the art of acting

"All I can say about acting," he

observed, leaning over on the table

and glancing away from me, "All I

can say about acting is you just put

your heart and soul in it and think

you are what you're supposed to be.

That's all I do, so I don't know
much about acting, I guess."

As Harold remarked, "It sure is

a good business with lots of good
fellows in it." And there's one good
fellow who is going to land right on
top, for the same reason that Charlie

Ray has. Harold Goodwin doesn't

know anything about acting. He just

puts his heart and soul in it, and be-

cause both are clean, young, and en-

tirely honest, they make friends with

other hearts and souls. The Fox
company was lucky enough to recog-

nize this promise in Harold Goodwin,
so they gave him a starring contract.

He will follow "Oliver Twist, Jr."

with "Youthful Hearts," a film

adaptation of Mrs. Southworth's
famous old novel "Ishmael."
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The Same Teeth
With film removed. See what a change

The Road to London

Continued from page 74

" ""Oh. it wouldn't be legal.' an-

swered Miss Morgan breezily. 'The
bans haven't been published.

!'

" 'Well. I'll take a chance." I said.

Striving to remain faithful and be j

game at once, but with expectation

of having to explain several things i

to Mrs. Washburn—who accom- I

panied me on my tour abroad—upon
my return to our hotel.

"We drew up at the vicarage of

the Reverend Doctor Batchelder,

whom Miss Morgan happened to

know personally, and he didn't mani-

fest the least opposition to perform-

ing the ceremony for the films, be-

cause it gave him a thrill to act in

them."

Most of the players engaged 1

abroad for ""The Road to London"
had had stage or screen experience.

Prominent parts were assigned to
j

Saba Raleigh, widow of the late Cecil

Raleigh, the writer, and Gibbs Mc-
j

Laughlin, an English actor. Miss
Morgan, the leading woman, had
been in the films in America, as lead

for Henry Miller in an early pro-

duction.

Among the nonprofessional peo-
j

pie who took part in Mr. Washburn's
photo play was Sir Bertram Hayes,
captain of the Olympic, who was in

some scenes staged aboard the

This ten-day test will show you some-

thing of whai Elm removal means. How
it beautifies the teeth—how it cleans and
gives better protection.

You should make this test. It is free

and delightful. To millions it has brought

a new era in teeth cleaning.

have amply proved them. Now leading
dentists everywhere advise their daily use.

These methods are embodied in a
dentifrice called Pepsodent. With it,

countless people, night and morning, now
combat that film.

Other essentials

Certain aids to Nature are also embodied
in Pepsodent.

Pepsodent stimulates the salivary flow.

It multiplies the starch digestant in the

saliva. That is Nature's agent for digest-

ing starch deposits. It multiplies the

alkalinity of the saliva—Nature's neutral-

izer of the acids which cause tooth decay.

Thus every use aids Nature to protect

the teeth.

Watch the change
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.

Note how clean the teeth feel after using.

Mark the absence of the viscous film. See
how teeth whiten as the film-coats disap-

pear. Watch the other good effects.

You will see and feel what Pepsodent

is doing. And you will realize quickly

what it means to you and yours. Cut out

the coupon now.

10-Day Tube Free
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY.

Dept. 774. 1104 S. Wabash Ave..

Chicago. 111.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

steamer.

"The Road to London" is Mr.
Washburn's first independent pro-

duction, following the termination of

his contract with Famous Players-

Lasky. He chose to film it abroad
because he wanted a distinctive be-

ginning to his independent career.

His experience was especially valu-

able in acquainting him with the op-
portune season for London^feature-
making.

"I would not advise anybody to go
to England to make pictures later

than May," he declared. "We set

out in June, and we had to race

against oncoming winter in the final

scenes. If we hadn't there would
have been flaws in our scenery ow-
ing to the falling of the leaves.

"The summer is fine abroad, and
England is enriched with natural at-

trations that are only to be compared
to a Corot landscape. The dwellings
and public buildings possess what we
lack in America—historic atmos-
phere. I am greatly elated over my
outdoor shots, because they soeak
so eloquently of aristocratic grand-
eur and picturesoue nature. In fact,

I should rather like to return to Eng-
land again this year to make an-

other picture."

Film dims the teeth

You feel on your teeth a viscous film.

It clings to teeth, gets between the teeth

and stays.

Brushing teeth in old ways does not

end it. So countless teeth brushed daily

still discolor and decay.

It is film-coats that discolor, not the

teeth. Film is the basis of tartar. It

holds food substance which ferments and

forms acid. It holds the acid in contact

with the teeth to cause decay.

Millions of germs breed in it They,

with tartar, are the chief cause of pyor-

rhea. Thus most tooth troubles are now
traced to film. And. under old methods,

very few escaped them.

Now two combatants

Dental science has now found two ef-

fective film combatants. Able authorities

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific fil-n combatant, whose every

application brings five desired effects.

Approved by highest authorities. 3nd now-

advised by leading dentists everywhere.

All druggist? supply the large tubes.
Onlv one tube to a family
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Remove
Hair

the Common-sense Way
U"OR immediate results use

De Miracle, the original sani-

tary liquid. It devitalizes hair,

which is the only common-sens©
way to remove it from face, neck,

arms, under-arms or limbs.

De Miracle requires no mixing. It is

ready for instant use. Therefore, most
cleanly, convenient and simple to

apply. Wet the hair and it is gone.

To know the difference between
De Miracle and other methods use it

just once, and if you are not con-
vinced that it is the perfect hair re-

mover, return it to us with the

De Miracle guarantee and we will re-

fund your money.

Three sizes: 60c, $1.00, $2.00

At all toilet counters, or directfrom us,

in plain wrapper, on receipt of 6Sc,

$1.0U or $2.08 which includes war tax.

Dept. 32-B, Park Ave. and 129th St.

New York City

A New
The most exquisite perfume in the world, send
for sample- sells at $16 an ounce and worth
it. Rieger's Flower Drops — made without,
alcohol; made direct from the essence of the
flowers themselves. The most refined of
all perfumes, yet concentrated in such a
manner that a single drop of the delicate

odor lasts a full week. Hence, an absolutely
superior odor becomes economical at $15 an
ounce I Never anything like this before !

Send for Sample
Send 20c (silver or stamps)
for a sample vial of this

precious perfume. Your
choice of odors. Lily of the
Valley, Rose, Violet. Lilac,
or Crabapple. Write now.

PAUL RIEGER & CO.
303 First St.. San Francisco. Cat

( Siur,- JS72)

Other Offers
Direct from ua or at dealers.

Bottle ofSlower drops with
long glass stopper contain-
ing SO drops, a supply for
80 weeks.

Lilac, Crabapple 81.60

Lily of the Valley, Rose,
Violet $2.00

Mod Amour Perfume
sample offer, loz. . $1.60

SOUVENIR BOX
Extra special box of five

26c bottles of five different
perfumes • • • • $1.00

%mn map* QcoioTSBto

PEROik^e & TOH-f.T-'wATEf*

iTowcrDrops

America's Maciste
Continued from page 54

prietor of his importunate callers. "I

should say not. I never heard of

him ! We don't have prize fighters

and wrestlers living here."

"Aw, g'wan," interposed Boot-
nose, "we knows you got a guy by
name Montana livin' here. We
dumped him here last night."

Then suddenly a horrible light

broke upon the consciousness of the

proprietor. "Did you say Montana?
There is a refined Italian sculptor by
the name of Luigi Montagna living

here, but surely—oh, dear me," and
just then Bull made his appearance,
pulling on a pair of gray suede
gloves.

"That's the guy," yelled Boot-
nose and Spike with one voice, and
Bull's dream of grandeur crumpled
to the ground.

The next picture in which Bull
will appear is Roscoe Arbuckle's
"Crazy to Marry." In this the emi-
nent matinee idol will portray the

part of an abject criminal. I sug-

gested "burglar," but Bull corrected

me and said no, that he was playing
a "criminal." If there is any more
criminal-looking white man in New
York or America, I should like to

see him.

For this picture they had to shave
Bull's head, to get him ready for an

operation supposed to be performed

by Roscoe in the role of a doctor.

When the lawn mower had done its

bit over the irregular terrain of

Bull's cranium the result came under

the Arbuckle gaze.

"Great scissors!" gasped Roscoe,

"no operation can ever do you any

good !"

No ultra-ultra movie ball or regal

benefit in Los Angeles is complete

without Bull, decked in evening's

splendor, and with the momentary
queen of his heart on arm, for this

big boy of thirty-four years likes

beauty above all else.

"I gotta the bum map," he ex-

plained to me, "so I v. eara the gooda
clothes." Now he has just pur-

chased himself a speedy car of late

design, and his parting moan to me
was

:

"All theesa sweet mama wanta to

ride weeth Papa Bull now he gotta

swell auto. I getta me the beega

blackjack
!"

The famous Maciste who charac-

terized Cabiria, and who was a coun-

tryman of Luigi's, was a mightier

man in weight—Bull weighs only one

hundred and sixty-eight pounds—but

when it comes to bull—oh, boy, I'll

take the Montana kid

!

Sentimental Gareth
Continued from page 26

"I am going back to the stage

some time soon," he said, lapsing

into his grown-up professional man-
ner. "Arnold Daly wants me to play

Hamlet. I want to play Dorian
Gray, Pcndennis, and David Copper-

field."

We had stopped at Fifth and
Spring Streets. I had to deposit

some checks, and he accompanied me
to the door of the bank.

"Why, this is my bank!" he ex-

claimed. "Yes, sir, I have twenty

shares of stock in this bank, I'm
going in to talk to the president right

now !"

And in he went, swinging that ab-

surd stick, flaunting the huge am-
ethyst ring—then he came running

back.

"Don't forget about Ben Turpin,

will you !"

I said I wouldn't, and bumped into

three people without apologizing. I

was trying to make him out. I

haven't done it vet.

He Really Can Smile
Continued from page 69

had thousands of them offered me. I

can't find funny scenarios. If I

could, I'd play a wonderful price for

them."

The nurse "ahemed !" politely. I

took it that the visiting hour was
over.

"Come and see me at the studio

in New York," he invited. "Or, bet-

ter still, stop off in Muskegon, Mich-
igan, on your way East. The folks

there are mightv nice to strangers

and "

But I don't think I will. If Bus-
ter was there, what chance would /

have? None, with "Muskegon's
Own" taking up all the attention.
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Whose Beauty Reigns Upon
the Screen?

Contumed from page 43

a star. Lillian Gish is a lily maid
whose beauty is perhaps too ethereal

for appreciation by mortal orbs, i

Elsie Ferguson is the grace of aris-
[

tocracy, but I feel she is her love- ;

liest on the stage. Mary Miles Min-
ter is the photographer's delight.

I

Her prettiness is camera-proof from
j

any angle. Agnes Ayres, too. is pho-

tographic parfait. The sprightliness
i

and piquancy of Constance Tal-
j

madge, queen of flappers, has optic

value, so, too, has the womanly
|

beauty of Norma Talmadge. And !

so I might go on—Mae Murray,
Alice Joyce, Marguerite Armstrong,
Madge Bellamy, Colleen Moore, :

Marie Prevost, Phyllis Haver. Lu-
cille Carlisle, Justine Johnston,

Martha Mansfield, Alice Terry, Pris-

cilla Dean, Mae Allison, Mae Busch
j—but why? The wrath of the fans ;

will rise up against me, anyhow.
Yet one name I must breathe in

rhapsody ere I pass on—Pola Xegri

!

A passion flower among anemones, !

a rajah's ruby flashing among pale

Puritan gems, the colors of old Bur-
gundy beside a lemon phosphate

!

But already I have hymned apothe-

osis to her—see any recent issue.

The golden apple bounces off!

I now leave to your optic judgment
the lady worthiest of being catcher.

Just Martha
Continued from page 85

But the public got ready and wanted
Martha starred, and it became simply

a matter of giving the public what
it wanted.

Martha Mansfield is beautiful

—

not with the sort of beauty that daz-

zles, but the sort that holds because
of its very perfection. She is as

lovely under the morning sun as by
candle glow. But if she herself real-

izes that she has an unusually high
percentage of pulchritude, she con-
ceals this knowledge wonderfully.
She has that gracious, unaffected
manner of a person whose head is

unturned by admiration. She has had
her full quota of artists who have
declared her to be the most beautiful

girl in Xew York, or some other

geographical limit, but she has a sense
of humor and a streak of common
sense in her makeup which keeps her
delightfully normal and unaffected.

She is one of the few beautiful ac-

tresses who doesn't tell you that she
thinks beauty is a handicap to an
actress and that she really wants to

play character parts.

She lives in an unassuming apart-
ment, characterized by a complete ab-

"SEW-ONS" for Corsets
The function of the Hose Supporter is to support.

Merely holding up the stocking is not enough if the

grip or clasp slips or rips, causing runs in hosiery

-

The Velvet Grip is the only Hose Supporter with the

All-Rubber Oblong Button

a feature which, because of its shape ana large hold-

ing surface, does

Prevent Slipping and Ruthless Ripping

Velvet Grip "Sew-Ons" can be bought separately and
attached easily to any corset. Ask for them at the

notion, hosiery or corset depart-

George Frost Company, Boston

Makers of the famous

Boston Garter for Men
and "Pin-Ons" for children. "Holds like Daddy'!

Also the "Baby Midget" for Infants, which not only "Holds" but
is made with the same care and of the same Quality as Daddy's.

La Goutte - a -Goutte
RESTORES gift £ GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application. Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Makes a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after
shampoo necessary.
You can apply it in the
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.

Anyone of 32 shades given from ONE package.
SI. 67 postpaid. Order direct, or

Send me a Little Lock of Your
Hair-I'll color ItWithoutCharge
Cut it close to head and say u-hat color you wish.

I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald, etc.

Write fullv. No charge for frank opinion.
"SECRETS of BEAUTY," my new booklet
mailed free on request.

L. PIERRE VAUJGNY, Room 98. No. 34 West 5Stfa St.. New York

Lablache is accepted in the most select

circles, as fashion's favorite powder for the

complexions of fair women. Approved
by the Four Hundred, used bv millions

—it's so natural and de-
lightfully fragrant.

Refuse Substitute!

They may be dan-
Perous. Flesh,White,
ink or Cream, 75c

a box of druggist or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send 10c.

for a eamvlt box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumer*, Dept.

125 Sinrstoa St., Boston, Man,"

WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
Water-Maid Wavers 1
Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

Send for WaterWavers ^patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-
ety'sleaders. I fyour dealer doesn't handle them
send $2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
117. B West Seventh St. Cincinnati

, Ohio

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

IN THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance is an absolute
necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not only should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for your own self-

|

,
satisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the I

world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your "looks,"!
therefore^ it pays to "look your best" at all times. Permit no one to see

|you looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression
]you constantly make rests the failure or success of your life. Which is
'

to be your ultimate destiny?

My latest Nose-Shaper. "Trados Model 2S." TJ. S. Patent, with six adjustable
pressure regulators and made of light polished metal, corrects now ill-shaped noses
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Diseased cases excepted. Is
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

Write todayforfree booklet, which tells her* to correct Ill-Shaped -Voses -x-ithoxt cost if not satisfjelory

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1478 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.
Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggett's and other First-Class Drug Stores
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Plain, Unattractive Eyes Instantly

Beautified with

NO MATTER how unattractive your
eyes may now be, "MAYBELL-

INE," like magic, will beautify their

instantly.

Just a touch of the little brush with
"MAYBELL1NE" will make light,

short, thin, uneven eyelashes and
brows appear naturally dark, long and
luxurious, thereby bringing out the
hidden charm, beauty and soulful

expression of the eyes.

The marvelous beautifying effect of "MAY-
BELL1NE " was first discovered by Stage and
Photoplay Stars. However, it is now being
offered to the eeneral public and many thous-
ands of beautiful girls and women in all parts
of the world use it regularly with the most
delightful results.

Please remember that " MAYBELLINE " is

entirely unlike other eyelash preparations. It is

absolutely harmless and greaseless, will not
smear or spread on the face.

" MAYBELLINE " comes in a dainty purple
and gold box, containing mirror and two
brushes for ap-
plying. Two
shades, Brawn for
Blonds, Black
for Brunettes.

Price 75c AT
YOUR DEAL-

'

ER'S or direct
from us in plain
cover.

When purchas-

ing be sure and
accept only gen-

uine "MAY-
BELLINE" as it

is different.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4305-47 Grand Blvd. • • CHICAGO

For Ideas. Photoplay
Plots accepted any form; revised, criticised, copy-
righted, marketed. Advice free. Universal Scenario
Corporation, 910 Exchange Bldg.. Los Angeles.

Advertising Section

sence of chaise longues and taffeta

covers and incense burners and by a

large number of comfortable chairs,

books and fresh air. She dances,

skates, rides, swims, and does all the

things a star should do well. She
also reads intelligently, can keep

house, cook, and sew. She has mas-
tered all the useful arts as well as

the more decorative ones.

In short, Martha Mansfield is a

regular girl, who hasn't let success

turn her head or beauty warp her

vision. And I believe we can depend
on Martha to keep her head, no mat-
ter what new triumphs she achieves.

Film Clippings
By Nat N. Dorfman

A most unusual thing happened re-

cently. A movie director produced
a story just as the author wrote it.

He was the author

!

It's a long lane that hasn't got at

least one moving picture theater on
it.

GONE ARE THE GOOD OLD
DAYS.

And with it

The old-fashioned moving-picture

theater that used to charge five cents

admission.

Mary Fuller who used to be the

most popular film actress in America.

The slide that used to be flashed on

the screen every few minutes during

the run of the picture: "One minute

intermission, please."

The fellow who used to sing illu-

strated songs.

The audience that used to join in

the chorus.

The ushers who used to order you

out of the theater at the end of the

show unless you could show him a

half stub of the admission ticket,

which proved to him that you didn't

see the entire performance.

The piano player who made a lot

of noise when the villain choked the

fair heroine.

The piano player who used to play

"Yankee Doodle Dandy" when the

soldiers came to the rescue of the

hero captured by the Indians.

The one-reel drama that used to

end any old way because only a cer-

tain amount of action could be

crammed into one thousand feet of

film.

John Runny who used to make us

laugh in spite of the nickel we paid

for admission.

The Indian-cowboy pictures that

showed the West as it wasn't.

The girls who used to think the

motion-picture theater wasn't a re-

spectable place to go to. And went.

GLORIA SWANSON
Cecil B. DcMille Artcraft Player

WALLACE RE1D
Paramount Star

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"
(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

For Men, Women and Children
The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, untidy
looking hair. Adds a charming: sheen and luster, insur-
ing- the life and beauty of the hair. Dress it in any
of the prevailing styles, and it will stay that way.
Gives the hair that soft, glossy, well groomed appear-
ance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen.
Guaranteed harmless, greaseless and stainless.

50c and $1 at Your Dealer or Direct
If your dealer can't supply you we will send it direct

prepaid upon receipt of price. Use it 5 days. If dis-
satisfied return what is left and your money will be re-
funded in full. Thousands use it daily. Try it once,
you will never be without it.

HERMO CO., 542 E. 63rd St.. Dept. 67, CHICAGO

True-Tone
Saxophone

A Buescher True-Tone Saxophone
opens the way for you to trreatly in-
crease your income, opportunities,
popularity and pleasure. Easiest
of all wind instruments to play
—you can learn to play the scale
in an hour and in a few days
be playing popular airs. Prac-
tice is a pleasure.

Saxophone Book FreeliL'lp^-!^
in sextettes, or in regular band; how to transpose cello parts
in orchestra and many other things you would like to know.
rr _A Tinal ^oa can or^er a°y Buescher instrumentr rcc E rial and try it six days without obligation. If
perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to suit your
convenience. Mention the instrument interested in and a
complete catalog will be mailed free. (26)

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers ofEverything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

2426 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana

Play the Hawaiian Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so simple, plain
and easy that you hegin on a piece with your
first lesson. In half an hour
you can play it ! We have re-

duced the necessary motions
you learn to only four—and
you acquire these in a few
minutes. Then it is only a
matter of practice to acquire
the weird, fascinating trem-
olos, staccatos, slurs and other
effects that make this
instrument so delightful.
The Hawaiian Guitar
plays any kind of music,
both the melody and the
accompaniment. Your
tuition foe includes a
beautiful Hawaiian Gui-
tar, all the necessary
picks and steel bar and
52 complete lessons and pieces of music.
Special arrangements for lessons if you have your own guitar.

Send Coupon NOW
Get Full Particulars FREE

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

233 Broadway, NEW YORK
I am interested in the HAWAIIAN GUITAR. Please
send complete information, special price offer, etc., etc

Name
Address ,.

Town State p.p.m.-g.

Write Name and Address Clearly

Destroys
Superfluous

Hair&Roots irs off irs out

"ZIP is indeed the

only
1

actual hair,

destroyer."
Faithfully,

rJMargaret Irving

Rapid, Harmless, pain-

less, fragrant. Praised

as the only effectual

remedy for perman-

ently destroying hair

and roots.

A r your' Dealer or

direct by mail. Write

for FREE Illustrated °V£f
Book: "A Talk on . jl. ,j, /

Superfluous Hair." Or ^ffaaC&ttt*
call at my office to (_

fe f
have FREE DEMON- s

•

ial jm
STRATION. Avoid Dept.1, 562 Fifth Ave.

Imitations. New York
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Off the Gridiron Into the Films
Continued from page 84

Xot as long as any company wants

me."

Mr. Flynn did not immediately

graduate from college into that other

school of experience, the silent

drama. He wanted his father to buy

him a ranch, but father wouldn't do

it until he was assured that his son

could hold down a job for a reason-

able length of time.

So Left}- migrated to Texas, where

he punched cows in the Panhandle

district.

•'The fellows in that outfit cer-

tainly were wonderful boys," he told

me with that enthusiasm which is so

characteristic of him. "At first they

were inclined to resent my being

there, but when they found I was

willing to take good-natured kidding,

beside being anxious to learn all

about cattle, they accepted me as one

of them. I could play the guitar

—

that helped some. too. They taught

me : cowboy songs that have from

thirty-five to forty verses. One of

them I remember told the sad story

of a cow-puncher who came to grief

through too great a hankering for the

bottle. The chorus was a dirge that

went something like this

:

'Carry me out on the -wide prairie

Play the drum soft as you bear me
along,

Bury me deep and put the sod o'er me,

For I'm a poor cowboy, I know I done

wrong !'

"They had a little tin phonograph

there, with cylinder records, and

each fellow cut his initials in the rec-

ord that belonged to him. If he

heard any one else playing his tune,

a fight started just that minute.

Mother sent us out a magnificent vic-

trola the first Christmas I was there.

Gee, how we did work that thing

overtime. It came on Christmas

Eve, and we played it steadily until

six o'clock Christmas morning."

Well, Father Flynn found out

what he wanted to know about the

sticking qualities of his son. and

bought a ranch for him in Colorado.

He would have been there yet had it

not been that the climate was bad
for his wife's health—yes. there is

a wife, a perfectlv charming girl,

and an equally charming little girl

of six years—and the Flynn family,

junior, came to California. He had
many friends in Los Angeles, and it

is not surprising that he finally met
socially one of the higher-ups of the

Goldwvn studio who knew the re-

nowned Lefty by his athletic ex-

ploits at Yale. He offered him a

chance in pictures, not only because

his football record was an excellent

exploitation angle, but because he

thought Mr. Flynn would screen well

and probably could act.

He did both to the entire satisfac-

tion of the Goldwvn authorities.

Thev found in him a man who was

game to do anything at any time.

"My very first picture was 'The

Spoilers.' " said Lefty, with a remi-

niscent grin. "I had several parts.

That is to say, I doubled for several

people. I jumped off a cliff for one

man. was knocked off a ship for an-

other, and drowned six or seven times

in that cold Puget Sound water, be-

cause no one else liked such a chilly

bath. I wrote mother about working

in the picture, and. of course, she

went to see it and tried to locate me.

She did finally—she recognized my
wrist when I poked it above the

water as I was drowning."

After "The Spoilers." Mr. Flynn

was put under contract with Gold-

wvn for a year and a half. He
played in "Just Out of College,"

"Stop Thief." "Crossroads of Des-

tiny," and is now working in a pic-

ture with Will Rogers, the title of

which is "Doubling for Romeo." His

role is that of a movie hero in the

studio where Will Rogers, as the ex-

cow-puncher, comes to get a job.

The script demands some honest-to-

goodness fights between the two.

"And we sure let each other have

it," said Lefty. ''We don't mind get-

ting knocked up a bit. only yesterday

Will jumped on my back with both

his feet, and I'm a little lame to-day."

As a raconteur. Mr. Flynn is with-

out equal. Everything you say re-

minds him of a story. Here is the

prize one related that day at lunch

:

Two Englishmen both in a state of

alcoholic haziness are traveling to-

gether in a railway coach. Says

Algv. leaning groggily toward Percy :

"I say, dear old thing—hie—have

you—hie—the time with you?"

Percy manages a blear-eyed smile

and reaches unsteadily for his watch.

"Oh, rawther. sweet old pet." he

stutters. "I—I always have the time

with me." Business of consulting

his watch intently. "It's just Thurs-
day !" he announces. Algy blinks at

him: "Thursday.

—

is it?" Then he
springs up. "Then this is my sta-

tion!"

"The Best Hunch
I Ever Had!"

"I was feeling pretty blue. Pay-day
had come around again and the raise

I'd hoped for wasn't there. It began
to look as though I was to spend my
life checking orders at $20 a week!

"I picked up a magazine. -It fell

open at a familiar advertisement, and a

coupon stared me in the face. Month
after month I'd been seeing that coupon,

but never until that moment had I

thought of it as meaning anything to

me. But this time I read the adver-

tisement twice—yes, every word. A nd
this time I tore out the coupon!

"Well, you've probably guessed what
happened. The Schools at Scranton

suggested just the course of training I

needed and they worked with me even'

hour I had to spare.

''Tn six months I was in charge of my
division. In a year my salary had been
doubled ! And I've been advancing ever
since. Today I was appointed manager of

our Western office at $5,000 a year. Tearing
out that coupon three years ago was the

best hunch I ever had.''

For thirty years, the International Corre-
spondence Schools have been helping men
to win promotion, to earn more money, to

get ahead in business and in life.

"i ou. too, can have the position you want
in the work you like best. Yes, you can!

All we ask is the chance to prove it.

Without cost, without obligation, just mark
and mail this coupon. Do it right now!

TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 4563-B SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for th9
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
Dele

Else
;lectrical engineer

trie Lighting and Hyi.
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

L_ Machine Shop Practice
Toolmakor
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Snrveving and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN or ENG'R

[^STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Rnllder
Architectural DrafUman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metalworker
Textile OrenccrorSapt
CHEMIST
Pharmacy

Name
Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

ALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING

ndow Trimmer
Show Card and Sign Ptg.
Railroad Positions
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and TrrUt
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER

_^ Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common Schcol Subject*
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

_! Arro?iaBiLES
Mathematics
Navigation ICSpanUh

Q AGRICULTURE [Teacher
Poultry Raising I _Banting

Business
_Address .

City State

Canadians mav send this coupon to International Corre-
spondence Schools Canadian, Limited, Montreal. Canada
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ASPIRIN

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Beware ! Unless you see the name
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin pre-

scribed by physicians for twenty-one

years and proved safe by millions. Take
Aspirin only as told in the Bayer pack-

age for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia,

Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache, Lum-
bago and for Pain. Handy tin boxes of

twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few
cents. Druggists also .sell larger pack-

ages. Aspirin is the trade mark of

Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacid-

ester of Salicylicacid.

Freckles
are "as a cloud before the sun," hidin.
your brig-htnes3,your beauty. Why not
remove them? Don't delay. Use

STILLMAN'ScrIa^
Made especially to remove freckles.
Loaves the skin clear, smooth and with-
out a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
years of experience. Money refunded
If not satisfactory. 60c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet —

|

44
WonWstThou Be Fair?"
Containa many beauty hints,

'*"^RfeoA anddeaoriboeanumberofele-
pant preparations indlspensabl
to the toilet. Sold by all druggists

'at&M STILLMAN CREAM CO
Dept. ii Aurora, 111

Reduce Yoer Flesh
Exactly where desired

by wearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated

Reducing

Rubber Garments
For Men and Women
Cover the entire body or

any part. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Send
for illustrated Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue, New York
/Billincs Building. 4th Floor\
\Ent. on 34th St., 3d Door EasU

R, n .<* aa Pacific Coast Representative:
educer. Price $6.00 Ade ,e MiliarCo...ii5Stocl,tonSt.,

Reducer, Price $2.50 San Francisco. Cal.

Bust

Chin

Prof. I. Hubert's h

MALVINA (§
CREAM
a safe aid to a soft,
lear, healthy skm.
Used as a massage it

ercomes dryness
jid the tendency
to wrinkle. Also
takes out the
sting and sore-
ness caused by

wind, tan and sun-
bum. TJse Malvina

Lotionand Ichthyol
Soap and Malvina
Cream to improve your

complexion. At all drug-
gists, or sent postpaid on

.
.eceipt of price. Cream

60c, Lotion 60c, Soap 30c.

Prof. I. Hubert, Toledo,
Ohio. N. Y. Office—Bush,

rminal Sales Bldg.

The Revelations of a Star's Wife
Continued from page 23

She stood there for a long moment,
and I held my breath, wondering.
She knew how Bruce would greet

her— I think she could even feel his

arms around her. She knew how
empty the days would be if she

turned away from him, how the long

nights would drag when she lay

awake and thought of him, how
heartbreaking would be the moments
when she awoke from a dream of

him and realized her loneliness.

The telephone jangled suddenly,
cutting across the silence like a bolt

of lightning across a summer sky.

And she turned away from the win-
dow and went toward it slowly. How
I hoped that somehow it would hap-
pen to be Bruce

!

But it wasn't. She listened an in-

stant, and then said, in a steady mon-
otone that went to my heart:

"Yes, Tom, I'm coming." And,
gathering up the trailing ends of her

sable scarf, she went slowly from
the room without a glance at me.
For a moment I longed to see the

conventions smashed to smithereens.
Probably lots of people will blame

me for wanting to break up this

marriage, simply because it was a
business contract sanctioned by a
minister instead of by a lawyer. But
I couldn't bear to have Lorraine go
dragging through her youth, just

making the best of things, as I'd

seen so many people do. I longed
to dash down the corridor after her

and drag her back.

"I could phone Bruce," I told my-
self, jumping out of bed. "He could

come over here, and "

But just at that moment the tele-

phone rang, and when I answered,

who should speak to me but Bruce
himself

!

"Will you pull me out of the mire,

please?" he begged. "I've got a con-

tract here to consider, and my mind's

full of just one thing, and I can't

think straight. Can I come over?"
"Come just as fast as you possibly

can!" I told him. And then I sat

down and made a face at fate. It

never occurred to me that tragedy

might come of a meeting between
Lorraine Tevis, the man she loved,

and her husband.

TO BE CONTINUED.

Over the Teacups
Continued from page 59

"There's one way to reform so-

ciety," I offered. "Put all the flap-

pers in motion pictures, and they

would be too busy to lead the gay
reckless lives that movies and news-
papers would have us believe they

lead."

"Everywhere I go I see Colleen,"

Fanny started.

"Because you're always tagging

along with her," I accused. Not that

I am jealous, but I've hardly seen

Fanny since Colleen came East. "Tell

me the truth—was there a day last

week when you didn't lunch or tea

or go to the matinee together?"

Fanny paused thoughtfully. "I

wonder if there was. Of course,

Monday we went to see 'The Sky
Pilot.' That was her picture—so we
wanted to listen to what people in

the audience said. But no matter

how many times we stayed to see

that picture, I'd get so excited watch-

ing her that I didn't even know there

was any one but me in the audience.

And then we saw 'The Bad Man'
and 'Nice People,' and the other days
she worked, so I went out to the

studio. It's really better than any
show in town to listen to Marshall
Neilan and Wesley Barry, but I sup-

pose that Colleen is used to it. She

and Wesley never talk like other peo-

ple
;
they have a sign language of

their own. They are always giving

each other peculiar signals with their

hands. It's terribly embarrassing,

you don't know when they are talk-

ing about you. And Wesley is so

shrewd, there is no telling what he
might find out about me."

I wanted to suggest that he might
find out about the false curls that

mark the days when Fanny is trying

to look like Mary Pickford or Mary
Miles Minter—Fanny's devotion to

vampires is anything but steady, you
know—or about the time that she

invited Marjorie Daw to luncheon
and Marjorie paid the check before

she even noticed that it had come.
But Fanny forestalled all interruption

by talking fast.

"The other day one of the musi-

cians came into the studio, wearing
a lovely new scarf. When she said

that a friend had given it to her,

Wesley signaled something to Col-

leen, and Mr. Neilan burst out laugh-

ing. 'Gold Digger !' he announced
triumphantly, and the guilty expres-

sion on their faces showed that he
had read the signal right.

" 'Aw, now we can't use that one

any more,' Wesley remarked dis-
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gustedly. 'At least not about any of
Mr. Neilan's friends.' And then he
ran before Mr. Neilan could catch

him. Most of the time when he's

in the studio he is running away from
somebody, or chasing them. He
looks like a human hurricane. Some
one ought to give to the world, the

fans, and the men who write catch-

lines for exhibitors' -posters a title

for him—Wesley, the Unchastened.

"Colleen told me that he was sur-

prised that the chorus girls at the

Hippodrome wore cotton stockings.

He got all excited over it, and said

'She made that up. She said that

she was going to tell it to somebody.
I wasn't looking at their stockings

at all.' And having thus settled his

innocence of that remark, he added
cynically, 'But weren't thev old

birds !'

'

"That reminds me of Jackie

Coogan. He arrived in New York
a few days ago, and was entertained

at the circus. Some one introduced

him to Mr. Ziegfeld. of Follies fame,

and Jackie politely, but firmly, in-

formed him that he looked like a cir-

cus. Mr. Ziegfeld will never wear
striped trousers again!"

"Speaking of Colleen," I cut in,

"if you expect to see her to-day you
will have to adjourn tea to the Plaza.

She is over there with Pauline
Starke."

"No, she isn't," Fanny announced
airily. "Because I saw them leave

there a few minutes ago, and come
over to the Savoy. I bet they are

at Lillian Gish's. talking over old

times. You know, Mildred Harris
and Colleen used to go into Lillian's

dressing room out at the Fine Arts
studio to see what kind of soap and
powder she used, and then they
would save to get the same kind."

"Colleen save?" I exclaimed, in

amazement.
"That was a long time ago," Fanny

admitted. "To see her now in those
wonderful gray and henna-colored
hats and coats and dresses she has
been getting you'd wouldn't know
that she had ever heard the word."

"Almost like a trousseau," I of-

fered, forgetting that the word al-

ways spurred Fannv on.

"Doris May is here,'' she an-

nounced explosively, "getting hers.

She's to be married as soon as she

goes back to California. She and
Kathleen Kirkham are here with the
Tourneur company getting some
New York exteriors for 'Bright

Lights.' Douglas McLean and his

wife had planned to entertain a lot

for her, but they were called away
just before Doris arrived. He was
invited to go to Washington to meet
the president. Nothing else would
have torn him away, I am sure. He

FamousMAC^Depilatory

for removing hair

A sweetly perfumed
depilatory powder that

banishes hair from face,

arms and limbs, leaving

the skin soft and smooth

as a baby's. Far from

having the unpleasant

odor characteristic of

ordinary depilatories,

X-BAZIN is delicately

perfumed. It is the

product of a famous
French chemist—always

effective and harmless,

does not encourage
growth of hair.

Send 10c for sample and descriptive Booklet. Simple directions and
complete mixing outfit with dollar size. Two sizes: 50c and $1 in U. S.

and Canada. Elsewhere 75c and $1.50. At drug counters everywhere.

HALL & RUCKEL
104 Waverly Place, New York

NEW YORK LONDON TORONTO SIDNEY

for 1 Days 'Wear
Send no money—juBt your name and ad-

dress. We will then send you one of these
genuine Tifnite gems to wear for 10 days.

Note its dazzling brilliancy. Put it alongside

the costliest diamond. If you can tell the
Tifnite from a real diamond send it back.

Like a REAL Diamond
A genuine Tifnite has all the fire and flash of a

real diamond. And like a real diamond, every
Tifnite is set in a beautiful solid gold mounting.

Gents' Ring No. 1 I
ladies' Ring No. 2

Genuine Tifnite gem. Newest stylemounting. Solid

Almost 1 karat in weight, gold and hand-made, gnaran-
Jjolidgoldmtg. Wideflat teed. GenuineTifnitegeni. al-

band. 8-prong setting to most 1 karat weight, id
hold itone •ecoxely. | eiouisitely neb setting.

Order Quick We have only 5,000 of
these ragra to quickly
introduce onrselvea to

customera. Prices specially low. terms very easy.
Everything on pre-war basis. Send strip of paper fitting
aroiiLid second joint of ringer for yonx Ting size. We will
send yoa your choice of these Tifnite rings. When iter-
rives, deposit $3. T.J with postmaster. Wear it 10 days at
our expense. If anyone can tell it from diamond, send it
back and we will refund your deposit. If you decide to buy.
merely pay the ba'an?e at £3.00 per month until the special
price -<£ *L2.l<0 is paid. Write today.

THE TIFNITE COMPANY
S11 S. Plymouth Ct., Dept. 1578 .Chicago, III.
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Send No Money!
Ladies' Solitaire

—

Examination Free
—10 Months to Pay

Examine ring
FIRST, then if

you decide to keep
it pay only §2.00.
Buying direct as-
sures you the Rock
Bottom Price. A
perfectly cut blue-
white Diamond in
ladies' solid gold
setting at only 32,81

Take advantage of this
amazing offer today. YOUR
MONE? BACK if you are

not sat-
isfied.

No Security-

No Red Tap,

FREE
A POSTAL BRINGS
YOU THE GREATEST
D'AMONO, WATCH
AND JEWELRY BOOK
EVER PUBLISHED.

Whether you order this ring or not,
let us send you this De Luxe Cata-

log FREE.
Everything Bent on FREE EXAMINA-

TION.
ADDRESS Dept. 501-M

Capital $1,000,000

"the house of quality"

bW-SWEET INC.
1650-1660 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Face Powder
Adheres until washed off. Dust, the

weather, perspiration even, will not affect the
delicately soft freshness of your complexion
when you use Pearl La Sage. Agrees with
every skin. Exquisitely fragrant and deli-

cate. 75c a box—of your dealer or by mail.

Send for Samples
Samples of Pearl La Sage Toilet Preparations 10c.

Write today. Please give name of your favorite dealer.

PEARL LA SAGE. Inc.. 4325 Drexel Blvd., CHICAGO

The Secret of Slenderness
Be Fashionable—Be Comfortable

Why use strenuous methods to reduce when
superfluous flesh can be "taken off" through the
medium of your daily bath byi'sprinkling it with

F LO-RA-ZO-NA
BATH CARTONS

a wonderful scientific discovery pronounced by
scientists as healthful and invigorating as well
as an effective flesh reducer.
FLO-RA-ZO-NA is guaranteed absolutely free
from Epsom Salts, Alum or any harmful ingre-
dient and is a great relief in cases of rheumatism.
In substance it is not unlike powdered soap and
is soothing and healing to the skin.

Fourteen treatments to a box—$3.00 postpaid

If your druggist cannot supply you send $3.00
($4.00 in Canada) direct to

Royal Pharmaceutical & Perfumery Co., Inc.

Dept. 235 49 East 102nd Street, New York

was so excited over showing Doris
around New York that the first time
I saw him he wouldn't tell me a word
about himself. Every time I asked
him about his last picture, he'd say,

'What should she see of Greenwich
Village?'

—
'Is Grant's Tomb still the

most popular memorial in town?'

—

'Is it true that after the roof shows
and dance clubs are all closed every
one goes to a delicatessen on upper
Broadway to get sandwiches ?'

"

"And when I saw him," I cut in,

"he and his wife were dining at the
Ritz, recalling their courtship days.

And they both looked simply radi-

ant."

"O-oh," squealed Fanny, as she
reached under the table. "Rudolph
Valentino, don't you dare to bite me,
or I won't bring you out in society."

And she held up the little monkey
that the one in "The Four Horse-
men" inspired her to run out and
buy.

"Fanny," I protested, "you're not

going to take that animal around with

you, are you? And where is your

pet alligator? What will you have

next?"

"I don't.jxist-knawi" she answered
slowly. "But I might as well warn
you that when John Barrymore came
back from Florida he brought a pet

raccoon and a kangaroo with him."

And at that I led as dignified an

exit as possible, considering that

Fanny saw Thomas Meighan's car

held up by traffic just ahead, and
seized that as an opportunity to prac-

tice Carol Dempster's hop-skip-and-

jump gait from "Dream Street."

He Hasn't Changed Since '87
Continued from page 86

actly, but it has all of the comforts

of home ! And that means a lot to

a trouper like myself."

The man is just what you expect

him to be : a jovial, genial son of

Erin, with a whimsical sense of hu-

mor, a broad form of wit that fails

to lend itself suitably to the printed

page, and a generous attitude toward
his fellow workers that explains his

universal popularity on the lot. He
has the same querying look, the

same meager chin warmers that im-

pressed your father's risibilities. In
short, he hasn't changed since '87.

Without Benefit of Clergy
Continued from page 71

Lewis told me, while explaining the

care that was used in the settings.

"The Punjab native lives in a mud
hut, while the Bengali lives in a home
of bamboo mats with a thin thatch

roof. In the picturization of 'With-

out Benefit of Clergy,' if the houses

had been of bamboo and thatch it

would have been as palpable an error

as if a huntsman's hut in Florida

jungles were thrown on the screen

and labeled an Iowa farmhouse.
"That is what we have had to

avoid, and therefore we employed an
India expert, Doctor H. R. M.
Maddock who has lived many years

in India as court physician to lead-

ing rulers. Mr. Young, the director,

also produced a picture in India some
years ago. Thomas Holding, who
plays Holden, was formerly an offi-

cer on an Oriental steamship line and
visited the Indian ports. Conse-

quently we have much expert opin-

ion to reenforce our efforts to carry

out Mr. Kipling's wishes for realism."

An Emotional Excursion
Continued from page 83

work. Only last year, Miss Jensen
appeared in such pictures as "Re-
spectable by Proxy," "Man and His
Woman," and "The House of the

Tolling Bell," all J. Stuart Blackton
productions ; "The Whisper Market"
and "In the Shadow of the Dome."
"How," we wanted to know, "how

did you work yourself up into a

frame of mind that was dynamic
enough to be called Latin?"
"Maybe because the 'frame' was

there already," laughingly. "My
great grandmother was of the Span-
ish nobility. And I always seemed
to have a generous portion of the

Spanish in me. Even as a child,

I was given to fiery outbursts and to

gesturing all over the place.

"Say that the spirit of my great-

grandmother permeated my being in

portraying the role of Raimunda in

'The Passion Flower.'

"And bidding farewell to my tem-

porary Spanish self and getting down
to earth again as Eulalie Jensen re-

sulted in a mental jerk that laid me
up for a solid week. I'm feeling in

fine fettle now, thank goodness," she

added emphatically.

Which is as it should be. For to

think of Eulalie Jensen being "down
in the mouth" would be rather in-

congruous—if we may put it just

that way. She's too peppery. She
is one of those personalities that

charm and win by sheer magnetism.
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Right Off the Gril

the director made two endings, one
happy and the other as written by
Ibanez. Metro then permitted exhibi-

tors to choose. Seventy per cent chose

the sad finale as against thirty for

the pollyannic. Xow the question

is: are the exhibitors -becoming too

highbrow for the public?

Choose Your Own Ending.

Nowadays a tragedy is always
filmed with two endings, one as writ-

ten and the other with the happy
dutch thrown in. Thus one version

of "Uncle Tom's Cabin"' would end
with Litde Eva going to heaven, the

other with her going to a cabaret.

Which do you consider the happier?

That Maeterlinck Scenario.

What has become of the photo
play which Maurice Maeterlinck
wrote? He traveled all the way to

this country to write it in the film

zone. When he set sail for France
he handed the script to an official of
the company. Since then, silence.

When queried, the official is said to

have replied:

"Ach! He writes me a story with
the chief character a bee/"

That, dear reader, is what is known
as delicate svmholism.

Historv Resumed.

much to reform the minds of the

movie mighty. It has turned the
eyes toward the jeweled wealth of
history's literature. The onlv pro-

ducer in this country who has been
true to the ancients is J. Gordon Ed-
wards, whose Queen of Sheba now
cooperates with Madame Du Barrv
in a renascence of costume drama.
Mr. Edwards has gone to Europe to

create "Mary; Queen of Scots'." He
may also bring forth a story of Xero
with William Farnum. "Toseph and
His Brethren." likewise is mentioned
as a part of his repertoire. Para-

|

mount is unfolding the story of
Anne Boleyn, renamed "Deception"

j

for the benefit of stenographic intel-

lect. First National yields "Gypsy
Blood," none other than the allur-

ing Carmen, jeweled with Pola Negri.

Xazimova Leaves Metro.

In "Camille" Nazimova makes her
j

Metro farewell. At this typing she
is not prepared to reveal her future
allegiance. She has the ambition to
do some pictures abroad. "Bella
Donna" in Egypt perhaDS. and
"Aphrodite."

N : I r^eru tci is
' B. V. D "

• .. :-.;5 .
r

: j V.'c. Lzbel

'B.V.D." Underwear developed an entirely new prin-

ciple which completely revolutionised summer underwear.

The foundations of the world-wide popularity of "B.Y. D."
Underwear are value and satisfaction.

The ''B.Y. D." ideal of service is expressed in the durable

fabric, made in our cotton mills, and in every successive

stage of manufacture— the result: proper-fitting, comfort-

giving, long-wearing Underwear—"BY7
. D."

"B.V.

St win
Sains (Pojl U. S. AJ Mas *

Wauis, Yau&'s$i.i5thsBin.

Quality Ever Isiaintaimd

The BY". D. Company
New York

"B.V.D.-CosCu

Drawas, qzc die <
-— ;

-

-

Have You
Ever Read Smith's Magazine? Entertaining

Short Stories
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DIAMONDS
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Graduation Gifts
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There are 128
1 u s trated

pages of Dia-
mond Rings,
La Vallieres.
Pearl Beads,
Cuff Links.
Watches. Wrist
_.:he9

Every art
real barjrair.

Whatever you se-
lect will be sent pre- \,
paid. You see and ex- \
amine the article right v

In your own hands. If
satisfied pay one-fifth o:

purchase price and keep
balance in eight equal mc
ly payments, liberty Bonds

Stores
in Lead

Ing Cities

LOFTIS BROS.& CO,
THE OLD RELIABLE CREDIT JEWELERS
Dept. B927 108 N. State St., Chicago, III.

Pimples* Blacltheads*
Acne or other unsightly erup-

i tiona on face or bod; quickly ^JJ^Ws
banished bj this new treatment. ^^is^
Don't have enlarged pores oily or shiny

S3 skin. You can have a clear, soft, healthy,
colorful skin by using \

Clieaflone i

a woruKrful soothing, healing, antiseptic lotion. |||
Clears the akin quickly. Equally beneficial for women, igf
children and men. Excellent after-shaving lotion. /.

Sold on $1,000 MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

"A CLEAR-TONE SKIN.
Contains valuable beauty information.

THE CLEAR-TONE COMPANY
581 Clear-Tone BIdg. Kansas City Mo.

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the only way to prevent the hair from growing again
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet free. Write today
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.
D. J. MAHLER. 187-X Mahler Park, Provider

The Screen in Review
Continued from page 65

IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE
WRINKLES ON YOUR FOREHEAD
OR BETWEEN YOUR EYEBROWS

"No matter how small" are deceitful marks that
make you look weak, ugly ard many years older

WHY NOT REMOVE THEM-can be done in a few nights
by using a FOREHEAD WRINKLE REMOVER
which elasticly press and smooth the skin of the
forehead to its original form—Order One To-Day
PRICE "Post Paid" $2.00. Send for FREE BOOK
FACIAL SPECIALTY CO. 86 Warrenton Street BOSTON, MASS.

Comfort Baby's Skin

With Ciitknra Soap

AndFra
Forsample CuticuraTMcum. a fnseinatintr fragrance,
Address CuticuraLaboi atones. Dept. D, Maiden, Maes.

''The Passion Flower" is Miss Tal-
madge's guarantee of good faith to

her admirers. It proves that she
doesn't mean to cash in on her pop-
ularity by throwing cheap and easy
successes to the public. She has the
great gift of combining intelligence

with emotional fire, and this gift is

brought into play in "The Passion
Flower." Mr. Brenon brings color,

charm, and feeling to the picture.

The cast is an especially fine one and
includes Eulalie Jensen, Courtenay
Foote, and Harrison Ford.

"SACRED AND PROFANE LOVE."
Another return to the fold, an-

other adaptation of a stage play-
Elsie Ferguson in "Sacred and Pro-
fane Love." The history of "Sacred
and Profane Love" is a long and a
sad one. First it was a novel, "The
Book of Carlotta," by Arnold Ben-
nett. Then it was made into a play

for Miss Ferguson, who appeared in

it before she took her trip around
the world. And now it is a movie.

The story, in all its guises, is par-

ticularly annoying because it con-

tains such a strange mixture of good
drama and weird trash. The heroine
is an English girl who defies Vic-
torian conventions and becomes in-

volved with a temperamental pianist.

A little Chopin and a little Wagner,
and she tosses herself at the poor
man's head.

Somehow or other, Miss Ferguson
manages to make the lady eminently
correct in direct contradiction to her
actions. Moreover, Miss Ferguson's
clothes are beautiful and her hair

dress is above reproach. And so we
are glad she has come back to our
simple movies. Conrad Nagel for-

gets that he is a nice young man and
plays the role of the pianist with
great abandon. The picture, pre-

sented by Paramount, was directed

by William D. Taylor.

"I AM GUILTY."
Louise Glaum is struggling with

the great problem of how to be in-

teresting though good. So, like

many other women, she compromises
by being misunderstood. She is mis-
understood all the way through "I
Am Guilty," and, what is worse, she
seems a bit hazy about herself. The
plot hinges on the fact that its hero-
ine doesn't know whether or not she
has committed a murder. Do you
believe that a woman can be uncer-
tain about whether or not she has
fired a revolver ?

"I Am Guilty," presented by As-
sociated Producers, is so illogical

that it is positively interesting-.

"MADE IN HEAVEN."
Those who follow the Romances

of Famous Film Folk—and who does
not ?—will want to see "Made In
Heaven," Tom Moore's new comedy
for Goldwyn. Tom Moore's mar-
riage to Renee Adoree was "Made
In Heaven." Although Helen Chad-
wick is the heroine of the story, all

interest centers on Mademoiselle
Adoree, who plays the role of the

hero's sister.

The comedy itself is a congenial
Irish story and tells how one bright

lad made good. Moore is seen as

a fireman who achieves wealth and
social distinction by inventing a fire

extinguisher. But before he dons
the golden wreath of prosperity, he
enjoys all the thrills of the life of

a fireman.

As for the others : Alan Dwan
atones for "The Scoffer" by present-

ing an original and clever story. It

is called "The Perfect Crime."
"The Scoffer" was only an unperfect

crime. Monte Blue's acting does

much to contribute to the entertain-

ment. "Desperate Youth" is a Uni-
versal picture that gives us another

chance to judge of the merits of

pretty little Gladys Walton. The
picture is one of F. Hopkinson
Smith's delightful stories of the

South, filled with mellow atmosphere
and clever character drawings.

"Proxies" is from Cosmopolitan

—

a light, fairly amusing crook comedy.
"The Shadow" serves as a starring

vehicle for Muriel Ostriche, who
doesn't seem to be able to make up
her mind whether she is an emotional

actress or an ingenue. It is an old-

fashioned melodrama.

"The Sky Ranger" is a new Pathe
serial with a touch of Jules Verne
about it. It is aimed to appeal to

the imagination, and its first few
episodes promise well for the rest

of the continued story. The adven-
tures center about George B. Seitz

and June Caprice. "The Tomboy,"
with Eileen Percy, concerns baseball

and bootlegging. It is as timely as

a topical review. William S. Hart
tackles a capital-and-labor story in

"The Whistle" and forgets his dear

but wild West. "Uncharted Seas"
is Alice Lake's latest and it is reason-

ably interesting. Perhaps if I tell

you that Rudolph Valentino is in the

cast, you may make an extra effort

to see it.

Confidential to the Picture Oracle

:

Is Rudolph Valentino married? Per-
sonally, I am not interested, but a
great many women have asked me.
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Classified Advertising
Agents and Help Wanted Patents and Lawyers Stammering

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything ; men and women §30 to $100
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories'' anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsdale
Co., Box 98, East Orange. N. J.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our opinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412, Washington. D. C.

ST-STU-T-T-TERING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.

tY unci Aicuonuen, ou roioinjL duuk i_*uhu-

ing. Washington, D. C.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

BE A DETECTIVE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay, travel. Write C. T. Ludwig. 436
Westover Building, Kansas City, Mo.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co., 767 Ninth,
Washington, D. C.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-dav. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St., New York.MEN—Age IT co 55. Experience unneces-

sary. Travel ; make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries ; expenses. American Foreign
Detective Agency, 114, St. Louis.

$10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc., absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Lacassian
Co., Dept. 427, St. Louis, Mo.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love, Mother,
Home, Comic or any subject. I compose mu-
sic and guarantee publication. Send words
today. Edward Trent, 625 Reaper Block.
Chicago.

YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We
write the music, publish, and secure a copy-
right. Submit poems on any subject. The
Metropolitan Studios. 914 S. Michigan Ave.,
Dept. 210, Chicago, Illinois.

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman. Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PATENTS promptly procured. Moderate
Fees. Best References." Send Sketch or Model.
George P. Kimmel, Master of Patent Law,
IS I Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS earn
from §110 to §200 per month and expenses.
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 28, Standard Business Training Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG ! We
will write the music and guarantee publica-
tion on a royalty basis. Submit poems on any
subject. Seton Music Company, 920 S. Michi-
gan Ave., Room 109. Chicago, 111.

PATENTS SECURED. Prompt Service.
Avoid dangerous delays. Send for our "Rec-
ord of Invention" form and Free Book telling
How to Obtain a Patent. Send sketch or
model for examination. Preliminary advice
without charge. Highest references. Write
Todav. J. L Jackson & Co 135 Ouray
Bldg.', Washington, D. C.

AGENTS—Large manufacturer wants
agents to sell hosiery, underwear, shirts,
dresses, skirts, waists, shoes, clothing, etc.
Write for free samples. Madison Mills, 503
Broadway New York.

HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best
proposition. Ray Hibbeler. D102, 4040 Dick-
ens Ave., Chicago.

SONGWRITERS ! Learn of the public's
demand for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writers, obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.

Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and advice. We revise poems, com-
pose music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outright sale of songs.
Knickerbocker Studios, 304 Gaiety Bldg., New
York.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive representatives
to use and sell the new Mellinger Extra-Plv
Tires. (No seconds.) Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Sample sections
furnished. Mellinger Tire Co., 9T6 Oak, Kan-
sas City, Missouri.

PATENTS—Send for free book. Contains
valuable information for inventors. Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its patentable nature. Prompt service.
(Twenty years experience*. Talbert & Tal-
bert. 4929 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work. Experience
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write, Amer-
ican Detective System. 1968 Broadway. N. Y.

MEN WANTED for Detective Work. Ex-
perience unnecessarv. Write J. Ganor,
former U. S. Gov't Detective, 120, St. Louis,

Automobiles

BE AN AUTO OR TRACTOR EXPERT.
Unlimited opportunity for advancement

; your
own business or working for others. 5000
successful graduates. Good board reasonable
near school. Catalog Free. Cleveland Auto
School. 1817 E. 24th St.. Cleveland, O.

WRITE the Words for a Song. We write
music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway
Studios, 159C Fitzgerald Building, New Y'ork.

DO YOU WANT YOUR SONG POEMS ac-
cepted ? Send them today for best offer, im-
mediate publication and free examination.
Song writing booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co.. Dept. 602. 1431
Broadway. New York.

AGENTS, $60 to $200 a Week, Free Sam-
ples. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Of-
fice windows. Any one can do it. Big de-
mand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic
Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

AGENTS—Sell Forman's Famous Cards,
visiting, professional, business. Social, com-
mercial stationery. Liberal commissions.
Write Forman Printerv. Box 75A Plantsville,
Conn.

GORDON AUTO BED. $11.50 rrepaid.
Any five passenger car. Carl Crawford, 322
Peyton Bldg., Spokane, Washington.

FREE to car owners, garagemen, mechanics.
Send today for free copy. American Automo-
bile Digest. Contains helpful, instructive in-
formation on overhauling, ignition, carbure-
tors, storage batteries, wiring, adjusting, re-
pairing, etc. Profusely illustrated. Amer-
ican Automobile Digest. 530, Butler Bldg..
Cincinnati.

ATTENTION SONGWRITERS ! Our in-

teresting pamphlet explains our method of
professionally placing your song poems be-
fore the reliable publishers. Superior Song
Studio. 1547 Broadway. New York.

Wanted to Buy
AGENTS—We offer you $8 a day selling

new concentrated soft drinks : great summer
hit ; 30c bottle makes 32 glasses : all flavors :

just add water : lightning seller ; small pack-
ages ; carry in pocket : outfit furnished free :

send postal today. American Products Co.,
4885 American Bldg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Short Stories and Photoplays
WE PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES for dia-

monds, platinum, watches, old or broken jew-
elry, old gold, silver, magneto points, old false
teeth, gold and silver ores or nuggets War
Bonds & Stamps. Mail them to us to-day.
Cash by return mail. Goods returned in 10
days if you're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelt-
ing & Refining Co., 253 Lennox Bldg.. Cleve-
land, Ohio.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

;

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors' Press, Dept. 89. Auburn, N. Y.WANTED—Railway Mail Clerks. §135

month. Write for list positions. Franklin
Institute, Dept. L2, Rochester. N. Y.

AGENTS—Our soap and toilet article plan
is a wonder ; get our free sample case offer.
Ho-Ro-Co.. 140 Locust. St. Louis.

WRITE News Items and Short Stories for
pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting Syndicate (406), St.
Louis, Mo.

rarm Lands

LAND OF PLENTY—We help you acquire
good farm home in Michigan. Send for Free
illustrated booklet. Swigart. X-1265. First
National Bank Bldg.. Chicago, 111.SPLENDID CLERICAL WORK opportunity.

Spare or whole time. No canvassing, good
money. Chautauqua Business Builders,
Jamestown, N. Y.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS : §25—5300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League, 439 St. Louis. Personal

Shorthand
WRITERS : Stories. Poems. Plays, etc.. are

wanted for publication. Literary Bureau, 175,
Hannibal Mo.

DO Y"ou want success? To win friends
and be happy? Wonderful results. "Suc-
cess" key and Personality sketch for 10c and
birthdate. Thomson-Heywood, 300 Chronicle
Bldg., San Francisco.SHORTHAND—Best practical system, learn

in 5 hours ; speed with easy practice. Proof
lessons, brochure free. King Institute EB-26,
Station F. New York.

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED for California
Producers. Also Stories, Articles, for pub-
lication. Criticism free ; sell on Commission.
Experience unnecessary—Plot Chart Fret?.
Submit Manuscripts or write. Harvard Com-
pany, 460. San Francisco.

AMBITIOUS WRITERS send today for
Free Copy, America's leading magazine for
writers of Photoplays. Stories. Poems. Sones.
Instructive, helpful. Writer's Digest, 605
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

TRY THIS FOR LUCK—Something really
worth while. How to be Happy and Success-
ful in vour love affairs. No Foolishness. Con-
vincing Information. Send stamp for
Valuable Free Literature. Woman's Educa-
tional Publishing Co. 7n—2nd St. San Fran-
cisco.

Miscellaneous

5 MASTER KEYS and Novel Key Chain.
$1.00. The only set of its kind that opens
and tests thousands of locks. Master Kev
Company. Milwaukee, Wis.

ASTROLOGY— Stars tell life's story. Send
birth date and dime for trial reading. Eddy.
Westport Station. Kansas Citv. Missouri.
Suite 74.

Motion Picture Business

Mail Order Business Dog's
$35 PROFIT NIGHTLY. Small capital

starts you. No experience needed. Our ma-
chines are used and indorsed by government
institutions. Catalog free. Atlas Moving
Picture Co., 476 Morton Bldg.. Chicago.

I MADE §25.000 with small Mail Order
Business Home. Sample article 25c. Free
Booklet. Stamp. Alss Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

GREAT BARGAIN SALE OF DOGS.
Hounds. Collies. Shepherds. List 10c. Nor-
man Crawford, Downing. Mo.
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I
Welcomed Back!

[

| People's Favorite Magazine
]

| on returning to its all-fiction policy, rejuve- |

| nated, enlarged, has been heartily welcomed |

I back by its host of readers. Once again
|

| People's is publishing the kind of fiction that
|

| made the magazine distinctive and a favorite
j

| for years—big, absorbing novels of adventure,
|

| of the great outdoors, and refreshing, human |

| short stories of every variety.

These famous authors:

| Frank L. Packard H. Bedford-Jones |

George Allan England

| J. Allan Dunn William H. Hamby |

Striking short stories by these new writers:

| Carl Clausen Robert Shannon [

| Hapsburg Liebe E. M. Poate

| C. V. Brereton Henry C. Vance
§

Two People's features for July: A new story |

| by FRANK L. PACKARD and a new John \

| Solomon novel by H. BEDFORD-JONES, J

| one of the fastest-moving and most thrilling |

| stories of San Francisco's underworld ever |

| written !
|

People's Favorite Magazine is giving you
|

| something new, something different in up-to-
|

| date fiction. Buy a copy of the current June
j

| number; read "Tiger Lily," "Apache," "Pirates
|

| Two," "Quince or Prince ? "—and be convinced!
|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii™

What the Fans Think
Continued from page 72

next one, I understand, is "Gypsy Blood,"

made from "Carmen." Now the operatic

"Carmen" is so obviously theatrical, that

we never think of it as belonging to Spain.

It seems more to belong to one of those

"never-never-lands" that George Barr

McCutcheon used to write about. But
"Gypsy Blood" is sard to be based on the

original story by Prosper Merimee which
paints Spanish peasants in the blackest of

colors. It vividly portrays a group of

Spaniards who are vulgar and base—and

gives no hint that all Spaniards are not

like that. "Deception," the third of the

Lubitsch pictures, is the story of ill-

fated "Anne Boleyn," which no historian

has been able to twist so as to do credit to

the English king.

Any one of these stories might have

been selected by chance. But does it seem

reasonable that all of them were selected

just because they were good screen

material? If these pictures are followed

by others, depicting Russia under

Catherine the Great, and Italy under the

Borgias, my suspicion will have become

a certainty. It seems to me that these

pictures are likely to undermine our un-

derstanding of our foreign friends.

Should that be done?
If Mr. Lubitsch will put on a single

picture that presents a story from Ger-

many's history that gives such undue

prominence to a lamentable part of their

past as these pictures do for France, Eng-

land, and Spain, I will accept his pictures

in good faith as works of art. Until that

time I hesitate. Am I right or wrong?
Detroit, Mich. H. C. Wortzell.

A Warning to Producers.

I think the greatest trouble with the

American producer is that when they de-

velop some star who becomes unusually

popular, they rush the market, so to

speak, and the public soon wearies of the

favorite. If the public were given fewer

pictures of the star, or maybe not fewer,

but at least not following each other so

closely, they would await the next picture

more eagerly, and the star would not fall

out of favor so quickly.

I live in a town of about twenty-eight

thousand souls. For a couple of years

we did not hear much of Doug or Charlie,

with the exception of a few old pictures

at one of the small shows for the benefit

of the kiddies. But some time ago, when

their pictures appeared in such rapid suc-

cession, people became tired of seeing

them so much, as I well recall. Roscoe

Arbuckle started to do this, but his films

were stopped before the public had grown

tired of him, and now his new pictures

are seen just often enough to be hailed

with enthusiasm. When his last picture

was shown, the house was packed on each

of the three nights the film was here.

This was because a film of his hadn't ap-

peared here for a long time, and the peo-

ple were eager to see him again.

I will never tire of my favorites,

Charles Ray, Norma Talmadge, Con-

stance Talmadge, and Wallace Reid, so

long as the producers don't flood the

market with their pictures.

Vaughn M. Henry.
Mansfield, Ohio.
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Some Favorite Plays and Players.

The past season has produced some
splendid pictures, and among those pic-

tures I think that "Way Down East" is

the greatest. It is a great picture be-
cause it has heart interest ; the character-
ization throughout is splendid, and it is

true to life in all its aspects. My admira-
tion for Mr. Griffith is unbounded.

The other pictures which I enjoyed
most for several reasons were as follows

:

1. "The Miracle Man."

2. "On With the Dance."

3. "Humoresque."

4. "Madame X."

5. "Forty-five Minutes from Broad-
way."

I have more favorites among the male
stars than the female, principallv because
I think the men on the screen show more
stability of character than most of the
women.

It goes without saying that among the
women Mary Pickford is my favorite
star, with Elsie Ferguson a close second.
Here I might add that I think Miss Lil-
lian Gish the most versatile actress on
the screen. Her work in "Way Down
East" was unparalelled. Dorothy Dalton,
I think, is a splendid emotional actress,
and so is Pauline Frederick. Vera Gor-
don, as the mother in "Humoresque," was
certainly splendid. I also have a warm
place in my heart for Miss Shirley Ma-
son and her sister, Viola Dana.

Of the male stars, my favorite is

Charles Ray, with Richard Barthelmess
running a very close second. John Bar-
rymore is splendid, too, I think. Bert
Lytell, Wallace Reid, George Walsh, and
several others are all excellent types of
men, and are very fine to see on the
screen.

As for the directors, after D. W. Grif-
fith, Thomas Ince, Cecil De Mille,
Maurice Tourneur, and Marshall Xeilan
have all contributed a great deal toward
good "movies." We all like the best pic-
tures that can be had, and these men are
striving to give them to us.

Chester R. Bryant.
Shrewsbury, Mass.

Words of Praise in Roundelays.

I take your magazine ; it's the best I've
ever seen—on the movies—which is savin'
quite a lot. And so well I like your plan,
that I speak as man to man, and I hope
that you'll forgive me on the dot.

Now that Willy Lordly Rite is helping
many in their fight; he hands out pies
that've never seen a filler! Still, I guess
no one will kick, if he sticks to pies, not
bricks ; then he'd get a reputation for a
killer

!

In the letters from the fans I have
yet to see a ban to the sentiments a body
may express—or parcel post. It makes
the int'rest high for me when I know-
that I will see true opinions, though some
stars they may depress.

Then that Witwer—he's a trump ! He's
forever on the jump, and he shakes a
wicked adjective the while. With his
more than crazy talk, it is worth the
monthly walk, and the quarter that it

takes to buy a smile.

But I find my little wheeze quickly
changes to a breeze, so perhaps I can't

have room to praise the rest. Of course,
they're more than good, but stopping
when I should, I've only time to praise
the very best.

Ernest L. Ogden.
Flint, Mich.

A Word of Tribute from France.

Though so far away, I am an enthusi-
astic reader of your magazine, and espe-
cially watch the space, "What the Fans
Think," with great interest.

I do not speak jour language fluently,

yet I eagerly wish to say a word, so don't
laugh at my faults

;
happily you can't

hear my pronunciation !

Sessue Hayakawa, I think, is one of
the greatest masters of the art of screen
acting. I simply cannot tell you how
much I admire his simple, powerful, emo-
tional acting. I wish you would see how
crowded our theaters are on the eve-
nings when he is to appear on the screen.

It seems to me as though he does not
act, but really lives his parts. It is only
after the final close-up that one says,

"What admirable acting!"
We also greatly admire Xazimova, Ray,

Fairbanks, and the Gishes—though I

wonder how you pronounce that strange
name.

Really, you Americans produce splendid
pictures ! I am sure you laugh at

our productions, if you see any. I

can't say you are wrong. Most of them
are not good. Yet there is no matter for
us to despair. We have two or three
good producers, and there are many new-
comers, with new ideas, sincerely devoted
to their art, to whom your example has
some good, yet who conserve their own
personality, and make us hope better days
in the future for the French movies.
Once more, all our admiration for the

American ones ! A. M. Delaure.
Paris, France.

Concerning Difference in Ages.

In reading over your "What the Fans
Think," I haven't noticed any one criti-

cising the respective ages of some of the

players. For instance, men like William
Farnum, Will Rogers, Conway Tearle,

and several others so often play opposite

mere girls who are much younger. It

seems to me that no girl with her hair

down her back falls in love with a man
old enough to be her father; at least that

does not happen so often in real life

as it does on the screen.

We love these actors, but we want them
to have women for their leading ladies

—

not girls.

I have had so many friends speak about
this difference in ages that I feel sure

others will agree with me. I saw Jack
Holt in "The Mask," and it really seemed
good to see him play with a woman
nearer his own age. L. E. Lee.

Sacramento, Cal.

Katherine MacDonald Suits This Fan.

I buy your magazine every month, and
read the fan letters first of all. I saw a

note from Dot Barnett and the answer
in The Oracle. I, too, have worshiped
Ethel Clayton, along with Katherine Mac-
Donald and Elaine Hammerstein, for a

long while. They seem to me to be "The
three." Surely her friend couldn't tell

anything about Ethel's personality by just

looking at her. Anyway, I'd bet a box
of candy that they are all nicer than they
appear on the screen. Edwin Shallert,

who wrote "How They See Themselves,"
said that Ethel Clayton went out very
little since the death of her husband. One
fan said she would like Katherine Mac-
Donald better if she would get her hands
soiled. Possibly the actresses who play

at "soiling" their hands wouldn't be
capable of playing the part of a society

woman as Katherine does. Anyway, she

suits me just as she is. I don't think she

could be any more beautiful. Betty.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Happiness Blighted
byPhysicalWeakness

The secret of all suc-
cess and happiness as a
father— husband — so-
c i a 1 1 y—in business

—

everywhere lies in a
strong, vigorous body
filled to the brim with
lasting vitality and ro-
bust health.— Lionel
Stroxgfobt.

The Curse of

Neglected Health
The divorce courts

daily record the domes-
tic disasters that wreck
homes and blast the
happiness of husbands,
wives and children. If
you are not physically
and mentally fit. your
wedded life will be a
ghastly failure— you
will wreck your wife's
and your own life—and
you may bring into the
world sickly, defective
children, that will be a
burden and reproach to
you as long as you live.

THINK NOW before it

is too late.

Make Yourself Fit

stroncfort Before You Marry
Th s Perfect Man T(

. is a crim e to marry
when you know that you are not physically
fit. That pure girl is blinded by her love
for you and does not realize your deficien-

cies. She thinks you are a prince among
men—the ideal of vigorous manhood. She
pictures you as her husband and father of
her children. Tou know that you are not
fit—you dare not marry in your present
phvsieal condition. The future looks dark
and gloomy to you. But CHEER IT—my
hand is held out to you in friendship. I

want to help you. I can help you with

STRONGFORTISM
The Modern Science of Health

Promotion
Strongfortism has lifted thousands of weak, ailing,

impotent, discouraged men out of the bog of hope-
lessness and despair and placed them on the Straight
Road to Health, Happiness and Prosperity. Strong-
fortism has aided Nature in overcoming such ail-

ments as Catarrh, Constipation. Indigestion, Rup-
ture, Nervousness. Bad Blood. Poor Memory, Vital
Depletion. Inipotency, etc.. and the results of

neglecting and abusing the body. Strongfortism has
restored the Manhood they thought lost forever and
gave them renewed confidence, vitality, ambition,
success and fitted them for the Responsibilities of
Marriage end Parenthood. It can do the same for

you. irrespective of your age, occupation or sur-

roundings. I guaranteed it.

Send for My Free Book
The experiences and research of a life time are

contained in my wonderfully instructive book. "Pro-
motion and Conservation of Healtb. Strength and
Mental Energy." ^t 'Will tell you frankly how you
can make yourself over into a vigorous specimen of

Vital Manhood. It will show you how you can fit

yourself to be a father and be a credit to your wife

and family. It is absolutely free. Just check the

subjects on the free consultation coupon on which
you want special information and send to me with a

ten cent piece (one dime) to help pay postage, etc. I

will do the rest. Send for my free book Right Now.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

Department 325 Newark. »w Jersey
, ^ iCUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON.—I * — »

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr Lionel Strongfort. Dept. 325. Newark. N. J.—Please

send me vour book. "PROMOTION AND CONSERVA-
TION OF" HEALTH. STRENGTH AND MENTAL EN-
ERGY," for postage of which I enclose a 10c piece (one

dime). I have marked (X) before the subject in which

I am interested.
Colds Increased Vital Depletion

Catarrh Height . . . . Impotency
Asthma Pimples Falling H2ir

. . Hay Fever Blackheads Weak Eyes

Obesity ...Insomnia ...Gastritis

Headache Short Wind Heart Weakne«l
. Thinness Flat Feet Poor Circula-

Ruptore . . . .Stomach tion

Lumbago Disorders Skin Disorders

Neuritis Constipation Despondency
.... Neuralgia ... Biliousness Round Shoulder*

Flat Chest Torpid Liver Lung Troubles

Deformity Indigestion Stoop Shoulder!
(Describe) Nervousness Muscular

... Successful Poor Memory Development
Marriage ... Rheumatism Great Strength

Name

Age Occupation

Street ..r .'

City State
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jllay Allisons

Eyes

tell secrets of love and
laughter, of mischief and of
dreams. With long shadowy
lashes, now revealing, now
concealing their depths,
your eyes can be expressive
too. Cultivate the lashes
with LASHLUX. It
darkens them and makes
them grow long and lus-
trous. Brown, Dark, or
Colorless, 50c. At Drug and
Dept. stores or by mail.

ROSS COMPANY
75 Grand St. New York

LASHLUX
means luxuriant lashes

Write the Words
For a Song

Write the words (or a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and

guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Millions of copies

of his songs have been sold. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS

256 Fitzgerald Blfe, Broadway at Times Square, NEW VORK

No. 9, $4.50. No. 16, $5.50.

t!"1-^ you were to purchase rings like these illustrated

I rH above in Platinum, they would cost from $400 to
$500. We are now manufacturing exact reproduc-

tions in Ladies, Sterling Silver, Platinum finish, basket
setting, pierced designs set with a carat size Genuine
"Egeria Gem" imported, possessing the rainbow fire of a
diamond. Send your name now and receive this wonderful Gem.
Put it beside a diamond, stands all teats. This Gem is a wonderful dis-
covery onlv an expert can distinguish between them. Send no money.
WRITE todav Give size of fincer and number of rine. Pay on arrival.

If not satisfied in 5 daya. return for money refund. Thia la a wonderfo.1
offer, and to own one of these rinfra will be a revelation to you.

EGERIA GEM CO., A-113 Point St., Providence, R. h

FRECKLES
Now Is the Time to Get Rid of These Ugly Spots

There's no longer the slightest need of feel-

ing ashamed of vour freckles, as Othine

—

double strength—is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.

Simply get an ounce of Othine—double
strength—from your druggist, and apply a
little of it night and morning and you should
soon see that even the worst freckles have
begun to disappear, while the lighter ones
have vanished entirely. It is seldom that
more than one ounce is needed to completely
clear the skin and gain a beautiful clear com-
plexion.

Be sure to ask for the double strength
Othine. as this is sold under guarantee of
money back if it fails to remove freckles.—Adv.

Picture Oracle
Continued from page 92

Reader.—Most five-reel features run
close to five thousand feet of film, and it

should take ninety minutes to run them
off if the projectionist runs it at the regu-
lar speed. Motion-picture titles are
painted on black cards and are then pho-
tographed by a motion-picture camera.

An Admirer of Beverly Bayne.—Your
favorite was born in Minneapolis, Min-
nesota, in 1895. Yes, she is just the same
off the screen as she is on. She is to re-

turn to the screen with her husband,
Francis X. Bushman, in plays to be pro-
duced by Oliver Morosco's Photoplay
Company. She is to be seen in "The
Master Thief" first, the play in which she
and Bushman toured the country under
Morosco's management. They are now
appearing in vaudeville in "Rich Man,
Poor Man."

I. M.—The letter to Norma Talmadge
was readdressed as you requested.

June and Eda.—Picture-Play Maga-
zine is the only one I am connected with.
"The Education of Elizabeth" is one of
Billie Burke's recent releases. Yes, "Hu-
moresque" was an exceptionally fine pic-

ture.

Clarence R., Jr.—Editb Roberts is star-

ring with Universal. "White Youth" and
"The Fire Cat" are two of her late pic-

tures.

Pudgey P.—You will have to write to

the editor for those interviews you would
like to see, for I have nothing to do with
that end of it. Both Tom Mix and Buck
Jones are appearing in Fox features.

"Prairie Trails," "The Texan," and "The
Untamed" are some of Tom Mix's most
recent pictures.

Eugene L.—Natalie Talmadge is not
with the National Film Company. In fact,

she does not appear with any special com-
pany. Sometimes she appears in support
of her famous sisters in First National
pictures. Lew Cody has been married to

Dorothy Dalton, but since their divorce

neither of them have married again". I'll

let you decide for yourself who is the

most beautiful actress on the screen. It

is a great deal a matter of taste, and per-

haps ours would not be the same. Then,
too, I rather enjoy living, and don't care

to shorten my time on this globe. Viola
Dana is not engaged, unless she has been
keeping something from me, and. I don't

think she would do that.

Miss Cecil S.—Eddy Polo has only re-

cently returned from Cuba, where he has

been filming scenes for his forthcoming
serial, "The Seal of Satan." He has been
in the West Tndies for about eight weeks.
He is married. Eddy was born in San
Francisco, California. You will have to

write him personally for his picture.

Thelma Percy is not making any picture

at the present time.

E. H.—Harrison and Francis Ford are

not related. Mrs. Francis Ford is not

on the screen. Francis is not appearing
on the screen, either, at present. He is

directing Texas Guinan in her latest

Westerns. Mr. Ford was born in Port-

land, Maine, in 1882. Where have you
been that you don't know who King Bag-
got is? At one time he was one of the

most popular leading men on the screen.

He is still a great favorite.

Mtss Curiosity.—I should say Theda
Bara and Leatrice Joy are not the same
person. They are two decidedly different

persons. Miss Joy is appearing in Gold-

wyn productions. She is unmarried, al-

though she is wearing a large diamond
on the all-important finger. She says she
will not marry until she reaches the top
of the ladder. Mary Miles Minter was
born in Shreveport, Louisiana, in 1902.

She stands just five feet two and tips

the scale at one---hundr-ed and twelve.

Jim.—Louise Lovely is married. She
has just completed her contract with the
Fox Film Corporation and gone to Gold-
wyn. "Partners of Fate" is one of her
most recent productions. Elmo Lincoln's
correct name is Otto Elmo Linkenhelt.
He is five feet eleven and one-half inches
tall and weighs two hundred pounds. He
is one of the strongest.

Post Toasties.—I never heard of that
picture. You must have it twisted in your
memory. You refer to Kathleen O'Con-
nor. "Buck" Jones was born in Vin-
cennes, Indiana. He is married. You
will find all your other questions already
answered.

Miss Curiosity.—You mean Matt
Moore. Owen Moore is starring in fea-

tures for the Selznick Pictures Corpora-
tion. Tom is still a fixture with Goldwyn.
Olive Thomas passed away on Septem-
ber 15, 1920. Yes, the Talmadge girls and
Dorothy Gish have returned from Eu-
rope some little time now. Constance
Talmadge and Dorothy Gish had a dou-
ble wedding on December 26. Constance
married John Pialoglou, a tobacco im-
porter, of New York City. Dorothy be-

came the bride of James Rennie, her
leading man in Paramount features.

Dorothy is just five feet tall. Lillian is

almost a full two inches taller than Doro-
thy. Nazimova is five feet three. Mary
Pickford just reaches fivt feet- while
Marjorie Daw is two and one-half incnes

taller than Mary. She was born in 1902.

Roy Talmadge is no relation. Wallace
Reid was born in St. Louis, Missouri, in

1892. He is six feet one.

Miss Rosemary.—Rosemary Theby had
one of the prominent roles in the Fox
production, "A Connecticut Yankee in

King Arthur's Court," also in Otis Skin-

ner's "Kismet." Francis Ford is not dead.

He is directing Western pictures at pres-

ent featuring Texas Guinan. Addresses
at the end of this department.

Billy.—Mabel Normand was born in

Boston, Massachusetts. She has never
been married. Her latest picture is called

"What Happened to Rosa." She has been
vacationing, but is back to work once
again.

Bunny Bright Eyes.—Bessie Barris-

cale was born in New York. She is the

wife of Howard Hickman, the director.

Thomas Meighan was born in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania. Grace Darling is on the

legitimate stage at present. Elmo Lin-

coln was born on February 6, 1889. He
has played in a great many pictures

which were not serials. All of your
other questions have already been an-

swered.

Viola's Admirer.—You imagine I am
"a real nice young man," and ask me to

say yes or no. Which? Yes, Viola is

all that you picture her. Her hair is

dark. She was born in Brooklyn, New
York, in 1898. "Cinderella's Twin" was
released in February. "The Off-Shore
Pirate" is her latest picture. Viola is

older than Shirley. Their correct name
is Flugrath. Eugene O'Brien was born
in 1884.
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Bessie G. S.—Perhaps I never received
3'our letter. I don't remember the ques-
tions, so I'm sure I didn't. Suppose you
send them in again, and I will do my
best to aid you.

Whiskers.—Viola Dana and Shirley
Mason are sisters. Their family name
is Flugrath. That is Pauline's correct
name. I never heard of De Cassins.

Jackie Saunders has a small daughter.

B. F.—Dorothy Gish is the wife of

James Rennie. He played opposite her
in "Remodeling Her Husband" and "Fly-
ing Pat." Virginia Lee Corbin was born
in Prescott, Arizona, in 1912. She lives

in Los Angeles, California, with her
mother and an older sister, Ruth. Ad-
dresses at the end of The Oracle.

C. E. F. A.—No one individual controls

or could control the motion-picture indus-
try, although there are plenty of them
who would be more than willing to as-

sume the responsibility, if they were given
half a chance.

Dorothy H.—Monte Blue is married to

a nonprofessional. David Powell is a
married man. Conrad Nagel has blond
hair and blue eyes. He is about twenty-
four years, of age. His wife was Ruth
Helms. Forrest Stanley is also a blond.
There is a Mrs. Stanley. Rod la Rocque
was born in Chicago, Illinois. He has
dark hair and eyes. He is not married.
William Scott was born in 1893. He is

of light complexion. He is scott-free.

You are all wrong about Elliott Dexter.
You will have to ask the editor for those
stories you would like to have published.
Going to the picture shows does not in-

jure the eyes, as the photography is uni-

form, and the screens the very best that
can be had. In the old days of the jump-
ing photography and the sheet screens it

was considered a bad strain on the eyes
to go to motion pictures. "The Misfit

Wife" was a Metro production in which
Alice Lake was the featured player.

Just Sagebrush and Cactus.—William
Farnums' wife does not appear on the
screen, and they have not been divorced.
Where do you hear all those wild stories?

Irene Castle is Mrs. Tremaine in private
life. Stars' salaries differ a great deal.

They are paid by their box-office value.

The stars who pull the largest crowds
to the theaters naturally draw the big-

gest slice of the bacon. All addresses
at the end of The Oracle.

Anxious.—There are several of you,
aren't there? I think vou must refer to
"Behold My Wife," with Elliott Dexter
and Milton Sills. The feminine lead was
not taken by Julienne Johnson, as you
thought, but by Mabel Julienne Scott.

She played the role of Lali. She is not
a twin sister of Lila Lee. In fact, she
isn't even related to Lila. Constance
Talmadge did not marry a Hebrew or a
Frenchman. She is married to John Pia-
loglou, who is Greek. There was quite
an article about her marriage in the April
number of Picture-Play Magazine. I

have nothing to do with the casting of
pictures, so don't take it out on me be-
cause Mary Hay didn't play the lead in

"Way Down East" instead of Lillian

Gish. Take that up with D. W. Griffith.

Personally, I think that Lillian Gish gave
a beautiful performance, and one which
could not be improved upon by any of
our feminine stars. In the first place,

Mary Hay has not had enough screen
experience to undertake such a tremen-
dous role. You say you would not like

to see some woman making love to your
husband on the screen. Then you must
keep your husband off the silver sheet.

Ethel Clavton was not divorced from her

husband. He died from pneumonia. You
are all wrong this time, but the above
should straighten things out for you.

Betty Compson Admirer.—Casson Fer-
guson played the part of Pauline Fred-
erick's son in "Madame X." Yes, I agree
with you that Betty Compson gave a won-
derful performance in "The Miracle
Man." And she is continuing to do nota-
ble work in her new starring vehicles.

Betty was born in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Her eyes are blue and her hair is light.

At present she is living in California.
She took a short trip to New York re-

cently to sign her contract with Lasky,
and then hurried back to the coast to
begin work at the Lasky studios there.

Phyllis Haver was born in Douglas, Kan-
sas, January 6, 1899. She appears in Mack
Sennett comedies. I don't really have
time to be bored or tired.

Baby Doll.—Marie Walcamp is not ap-
pearing on the screen right now. She is

living in California with her husband,
Harlan Tucker. Harlan is appearing in

support of Sessue Hayakawa in his cur-
rent production. William Desmond was
born in Dublin, Ireland. He is also liv-

ing on the coast with his wife, Mary Mac-
Ivor, and his baby daughter. He will

be seen in John Stahl's production of
"The Child Thou Gavest Me."

A Burd.—Harry T. Morey is not mak-
ing pictures. Harry Deppe is still in pic-

tures but is not working at the present
time.

Ethel E.—It can't be a producing
company that you ask about. It all de-
pends upon whether the young lady can
act. How, in my far-away office, can I

judge your ability? School is the best

place for a girl your age, I should say.

A Gulf Port Fan.—"The Moon Rid-
ers" is a Universal serial which is being
shown now. Art Acord takes the lead
in it. He was born in Stillwater, Okla-
homa, in 1890. Art was a cowboy and
ranchman prior to his stage career. He
was with the Dick Stanley Wild West
Show in 1919, with Buffalo Bill in 191 1.

His screen career was interrupted by
eighteen months in the service. He is six

feet one and weighs one hundred and
eighty-five pounds. His hair is light and
his eyes are blue. There is only one
Edith Johnson in pictures. She is now
the wife of William Duncan. They have
been married only a few months. "Mar-
ried Life" was a five-reel Mack Sennett
Corned}'. Ben Turpin, Phyllis Haver,
Marie Prevost, and Louise Fazenda were
some of the Sennett favorites who ap-
peared in it. Douglas Fairbanks has no
picture called "Married Life." I know
of no place where you could get a com-
plete list of all pictures that have been
released in the last four years. Some
list ! Buster Keaton's wife and child do
not appear in the movies, because Buster
has neither a wife nor children. He is,

however, engaged to Natalie Talmadge,
and they are to be married in June.
There is no studio that employs camera
women. There are many reasons why a
husband and wife do not play together
in pictures. Often one signs with one
company and one signs with another,

thereby keeping them in different produc-
tions. Some of them work together, but

not mam7
. A few of the stars are di-

rected by their husbands.

Flicker-tail.—Francis Nelson is a

young lady, not a masculine person, as

you supposed. She is a brunette. Fran-
cis has not appeared in pictures for some
time. The company you referred to was
the "101 Bison." It is no more.

Bobbed Hair Strikes a New Note
in Your Appearance

Ruth Roland, motion picture star, says,
"The NATIONAL BOB is not only smart but it
makes you look artistic and beautiful. "

TT falls in dainty little curls aroond your bead making
1 you delightfully lovely and saving your own hair too.
The two little combs on the inside of the Bob and a few
invisible hair-pins attach it securely— on and off in a jiffy.
Send us a strand ot your hair and SI 0. The National
Bob will be sent you at once, postpaid. You'll find it the
best thing you ever did to improve your appearance.
Ask us about anything in hair goods—we handle
everything.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. L 368 Sixth Avenue New York

WEAR Buy them by the dozen or half-

y. / dozen in BOUDOIR BOXES—or
jXSlTi/-\nZ9t SEND Soc. and your dealer's name^/ for Boudoir Box of g-each net
1-Cciic Nets guaranteed perfect and extra
^" large size. State color and style.

Send Your Name and Weil
Send Yon a Lachnite

"TjON'T send a penny. Just send your name and say: "Send me
L/ a Lachnite mounted in a solid gold ring on 10 days' free
trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When it

comes merely deposit 54.75 with the postman and then wear the
ring for 10 full days. If you, or any of your friends can tell
it from a diamond, send it back and we will return your
deposit. But. if you decide to buy it—send us $2.50 a month
until SIS. 75 has been paid.

Wl-
£ l"P> Tndav Send your nam2 now, Tell as which of theffilic A UUcj solid gold rings illustrated above yon wish

(ladies' or men's). Be sore to send finger size.

Harold Lachman Co., 204 S. Peoria St. . Dept. E175 Chicago

Sugar Coated" Electricity

Use the powerful, corrective forces of elec-

tricity that modern science has made
available—without shock or jolt—just pleas-

ant and invigorating, yet wonderfully
effective. Drive out aches, pains, and their causes.

Saturate the ailinp; weakened area with nature's most
potent aid in establishing; normal conditions.

Ray

FrequencyIterwiife J£
Simply attaches to light socket and transforms cur-

rent into a shower of vibrant, shockless electricity

—

Violet Ray. Penetrates deep, increasing circulation,

adding oxvgen to the blood and promoting elimination

of waste products. If you are suffering from any
subnormal conditions, learn what the Violet Ray may
do for you. Write for complete booklet.

THOUSANDS BENEFITED: Many chronic, stub-

born cases of rheumatism, neuritis, anemia, faulty

circulation, paralysis, catarrh, lumbago, etc., etc,

have found marked relief and perma-
nent benefits. Get the records of hun-
dreds of cases. Vou may get one on
trial and be your own Doctor ana
Judge. Write for special offer.

Renulife Electric Co
2307 Marquette Building

Detroit, Michigan

In Canada
Netting Building, Windsor, Ont.
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NoMore
Hap The American Woman An Excuse For)

Pimples, Blackheads Oi

Superfluous Hair
"It seems like Magic, but Helen Clare's results,

though swift, are simply "Nature's own."
"LJELEN Clare's famous quotation,

"Wrinkles are the footprints of

Neglect, not time," is supported by
her offer to help any and every woman
who writes to her. "I removed my
own wrinkles," says M'me Clare.

You will see no Blackheads, no
Pimples, no Superfluous Hair on
my fair skin, for in their place I

brought back Loveliness, a Beautiful

Figuie andlong,Endearing Eyelashes.

JELEN Clare's methods are per-
"B- i sonal, simple, direct and prompt.
Her results are attested by thousands
of letters. Helen Clare says, "What
I have done for others I will gladly do
for you. Instead of Pimples, Black-
heads, Superfluous Hair, let me bring
to you Beautiful Complexion, Beau-
tiful Figure, Beautiful Eyelashes and
Eyebrows and the Blessings of
Beauty and Happiness."

"HELEN CLARE'S friends call heriA ''Beauty Book" her "Book of
Magic," though there is no magic in

it. It is a true story of Beauty-Cul-
ture sent free to any woman who is

willing to write for it.

T TAKE credit to myselffor my own
figure. I believe in what I have done

for myself—that much I know. I wel-

come the opportunity to helpanywom-
an in thelandwhowrites tome. Letmy
own Beauty Book tell its own story.

Here are some of the chapters in the Free Beauty Book
How to remove dark circles under tlie How to remove wrinkles.

eyes. How to develop fipruro.
How to remove double chin. How to make long, thick eyelashes and
How to build up sunken cheeks. - eyebrows.
How to darken gray liair and stop hair How to remove superfluous hair.

fallinsr. How to remove blackheads, pimples and
How to stop perspiration odor. freckles.

Send today for Free Beauty Book to

HELEN CLARE, Suite D-43 , 3311 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Down Go
Our Prices,

Why Pay
FullPricesNOW

t^This 75-year old Diamond Banking
J Institution, rated more th;ji $1,000,000.00 , ,
*
is making thousands of loans, many or i(^sj

•

which are not paid and must bo sold now. Jjg»i
Also other special advantage diamonds.

y Unequalled) Diamond Values J&S
In all our 75 years we have never offered Jf&'W

' such bargains. Customers write tbey
r can't match at even 60 per cent mor
end for Latest List. Different from

ordinary catalog. Everygen
In detail. Weights given to

fraction. We ship for FREE «

amination.No ri sk orexpense^
JOS. DE ROY & SONS
Only Ow Oj!lc»

2976 D« Roy Bids.

SAVE 25% to 60%
on sligbtly used

GEtAFLEX -KODAKS
Cameras and Lenses of every description.
Equal to new. Save money. Write now for

Free Bargain Book and Catalog
listing hundreds of money-saving bargains in

^slightly used and new cameras and supplies. All
SWT goods si>ld on lO ddys* Free Trial. Money back

not satisfied. You take no chances dealing with us. We
jen in the photographiL business over J 6 yrs. Write now.

CENTRAL CAMERA GO. Dept. 397 124 S. Wabash fflv. Chicago

p jC£ ££ DIAMOND
RING OFFER

hist to
diamum
has evei

s-the
kno

eatest dil

We
TV the

send abs<
.i i.l

.... 14k gold f.

Hawaiian im. diamond—in beautiful rint
box postage paid. Pay postmaster SI. 48
C. O. D. charges to cover postage, boxing,
advertising, handling, etc. It yon can tell

it from a real diamond retn- A

refunded. Only 10.0011 given I

Ans ck.

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 35
Masonic Temple Chicago

DON'T YOU WRITE A SONG
and invest a lot of money in it blindly. Better be
careful than sorry. We give amateurs frank, de-
tailed criticism of their songs, also advice that is an
eye-opener to those who believe song writing an easy
road to fame and fortune. We have had years of ex-
perience in the song game and have no promoting,
arranging or publishing schemes to offer. Write for
particulars. Long & Link, Gillespie, HI., Dept. J.

IT IS TO LAUGH

!

She's all dolled up and looks like she has a black eye.
HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't happen if you use Wm.
J. Brandt's Red Tor Liquid COL-Y-BROW. For eye-
brows and eyelashes. WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Black
and Brown. By mail $1.00.
HAIR SPHrlALTY CO., Dept. E. 2* E. 21st ST., NEW YORK

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because I'was Deaf and had Hfead Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,

and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Arc "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Booklet and my sworn
Statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A. O. LEONARD
Suite 23 79 Sen Avenue • • New York Clrj

Bound volumes of Pictdre-Peay Magazine
now ready. Price $3.00 per volume. Address
Subscription Department, Street & Smith Cor-
poration, 70-80 Seventh Avenue, New York.

»F;^
X ALiznite ^

*Wv^'*A IsYours ^%
I •* for the .

:WWM Asking 1
It 10 Days Free!

Wear a LIZNITE GEM RING and
be the envy of your friends. See if yon
can tell it from a high priced diamond.
Send your Name, Addreae and Number of
Ring you select, and one of thepe won-
derful LIZNITE GEM RINGS, with all

the fire and sparkle of the finest diamond
will be sent you by return mail.

Solid Gold Mountings
And all rings are hand engraved, set
with full carat weight LIZNITE GEM.
Select the one you like best:

No. 1—$21.60 2—$17.50 3—$15.60

No. 4— 16.50 6— 12.60

Size must be Included when ordering-.

When your LIZNITE GEM RING comes,
pay the mail man J4.60. balance »3.00
monthly until paid. Money back any time
within 10 daya If not perfectly satisfied.

Get a Llznlto Gem Ring Today

THE LIZNITE GEM COMPANY
"The House of Quality and Price"

Oept 732- 128 N. Wells St..Chicago. III.

•9.

Leah R.—Tom Moore and Alice Joyce
have been divorced. Alice is now Mrs.
James Regan, Jr., and Tom has recently
married Rene Adoree. They have re-

turned from their honeymoon, which they
spent in Honolulu. Tom is now back at

the Goldwyn studios hard at work. Most
all the stars change their leading man or
woman, as the case may be, with each
picture in order to cast some one suited

to the part. That is why you have ob-
served that.

Fig-Leaf.—Katherine MacDonald has
blue eyes and blond hair. That doesn't

sound much like black hair and "purple
eyes," does it ? So I guess you will be

safe in saying, "So there
!"

Vona McF.—Charles Chaplin was born
in Paris, France, in 1889. His screen
career dates back to the old Keystone
days. His hair is brown and his eyes are

blue. He and Mildred Harris have been
divorced. King Baggot is married and
has a small son. J. Warren Kerrigan
was born in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1899.

He is unmarried. Gloria Swanson is

Mrs. Herbert Somborn. Your other ques-

tions have been answered.

E. O.—Wanda Hawley played opposite

Wallace Reid in the "Lottery Man."
Gloria Swanson's baby is called Gloria,

Jr. Wallace MacDonald was born in

1891. Yes, "Passion" has been released

and has already been shown in the first-

run houses. Olive Thomas died from ac-

cidental poisoning. Her hair was light

brown. "Connie" and Dorothy have
taken no honeymoon as yet. Sylvia

Breamer hails from Sydney, Australia.

Juanita Hansen is not married. You will

have to write the players for their pic-

tures. Each one personally. I can't help

you any. Dorothy Phillips and Allen

Holubar have been married several years.

If you send that chocolate cake I will

promise you to eat it all. Try me.

R. L. R. Alabama.—I don't think there

are many church-going people any more
who are against pictures.

Miss La Una F.—Priscilla Dean and
Viola Dana are not related. Shirley Ma-
son and Viola are sisters.

Miss Monzona La Perch.—Yes, I think

it a funny name. But if that's the one
you picked out, and if you can stand it,

I can. So go ahead. I'll be looking for

you. William Scott is, as yet, an unmar-
ried man.

Hester V.—I remember your other

questions, Hester, and they were an-

swered, so by this time you have prob-

ably gotten them. Mary MacLaren and
Katherine MacDonald are really sisters.

Katherine's hair is blond. Mary's is the

same. Both have blue eyes. Mary, at the

present time, is not in pictures. Katherine

is at the head of her own company. Her
latest picture is called "My Lady's Latch-

key," from the novel, "The Second Latch-

key." Wallace MacDonald is no relation

of" hers. Generally a star has something

to do with the selection of his, or her,

stories. It depends, however, on how big

a star he or she is. Those who are at

the head of their own company^ always

do. Probably that was a new idea, as

you said.

Sweet Sixteen.—Carter de Haven
played "Twin Beds" on the screen. Har-
rison Ford was divorced. Norma Tal-

madge is one of the most popular play-

ers of the day. Your "Market Booklet"

was mailed to you.

Miss C. H.—You will find the addresses

you wrote for at the end of this depart-

ment.
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May F. at Japan.—You will find all

the addresses you asked for at the end
of the Oracle.

Eddy Polo Lover.—You will find the

questions concerning your favorite an-
swered in the reply to "Miss Cecil S."

Addresses at the end of The Oracle. x

Dere Mabel.—John Barrymore has just

signed a picture contract, so you ought to

see him on the screen again in the near
future. Richard Barthelmess is soon to

star alone, and you will not see him as a
supporting member of the cast in any
more of D. W. Griffith's productions.
Robert Harron was never engaged to

Lillian Gish. William S. Hart is unmar-
ried. He lives in Los Angeles, California,

with his sister, Mary Hart.

Viola H.—Charles Ray has been mar-
ried about six years. He has his own
studio. His latest release is called "The
Old Swimmin' Hole," an adaptation of
James Whitcomb Riley's poem by the

same name. It is the first picture to be
made without a subtitle in the whole pic-

ture. His next- picture is called "Scrap
Iron."

Mrs. W. R. H.—Erich von Stroheim is

directing for Universal. In his latest

picture, "Foolish Wives," he also plays

the heavv.

Miss Marion T.—You refer to Jeanie
MacPherson, one of the Lasky scenario
writers. She has written the scenarios
for a great many of Cecil De Mille's pro-
ductions. At present she is taking a va-
cation which will include a trip to Eu-
rope.

Ardath S.—William Scott was born in

1893.

O. K. W.—Pearl White is the wife of
Wallace McCutcheon. They have no chil-

dren. You will have to write to the editor

for the interview you would like to see.

I have nothing to do with that part of
the work. Pearl was born in Springfield,

Missouri, in 1889. She started her stage

career when she was only a small child.

She played the part of Little Eva in "Un-
cle Tom's Cabin." When she first started

in pictures she played wild-West stories,

because of her ability to ride. Then she
signed with Pathe and became famous as

the "serial queen." Xow she is starring

for Fox in feature pictures. Her latest

release is called "The Thief." She has
light hair and blue eyes. Her weight is

one hundred and twenty pounds. Her
height is five feet six inches.

Della Elizabeth S.—A letter addressed
in care of George Cochran, National
Sporting Club, London, England, will

reach Georges Carpentier. He is not in

pictures at present.

W. R. H. F. A. M.—Thomas Santschi
was born in Kokoma, Indiana. Harrison
Ford was born in Kansas City, Missouri.
The picture was a little over two months
in the making.

Miss Helen P.—Jack Hoxie was born
in Oklahoma. Yes, he is an American.
He is married. Priscilla Dean was born
in 1896. Mary Pickford has no children.

Her niece is Mary Pickford, Jr. Mrs.
Charlotte Pickford has legally adopted_
little Mary, Jr.

Helen D.—Katherine MacDonald and
Wallace are not related. Richard Bar-
thelmess is about twenty-five. He has no
children. Bebe Daniels was born in Dal-
las, Texas, in 1901 . That is her correct
name. Wallace MacDonald was born in

Mulgrave, Nova Scotia, in 1891. He is

engaged to be married to Doris May.
He is living in California.

E. Brown.—Lon Chaney has lost neither

of his legs nor part of them. If you saw
"The Penalty," as you say you did, then
didn't you see him introduced after the

picture using both his legs to show you
that it was just marvelous acting that he

had been doing? He also played the part

of a cripple in "The Miracle Man."

Ruth J.—If I had just your letter to

answer during the whole month, then, I

think, I would probably have room and
time. As there are others, however, I

haven't. Write again when you are not
quite so curious. A few questions at a

time will make them last longer, as I ex-
pect to be here a long time.

Pauline T.—Elmo Lincoln is married.
He has no twin brother. Ruth Roland
is not married at present. She has been,

but is divorced. Herbert Heyes is mar-
ried and has two little children. Juanita
Hansen is unmarried. I don't know who
Miss Nichols is.

Frances.—Marguerite Clark has her
own company. Her latest release and her
first picture since her return to the screen
is called "Scrambled Wives." She has
been living in Xew Orleans with her hus-
band, and, incidentally, has been taking a
long rest. She is now at work on her
second picture. Margarita Fisher was
born in Iowa. Missouri Valley was the

place. Juanita Hansen is also from Iowa.
Des Moines is her birthplace. Every one
to his own taste. Richard Barthelmess
is playing the part of Youth in "Experi-
ence," George V. Hobart's play, which
George Fitzmaurice will picturize for

Paramount. Marjorie Daw is playing the

part of Love. Douglas MacLean's latest

picture is called "The Home Stretch."

Bill Hart Admirers.—William S. Hart
has finished his nine pictures which his

contract with Paramount calls for and is

going to take a long rest. Whether he
will come back to the screen remains to

be seen. I don't think he will be able

to stay away for good. Not if he listens

to admirers such as you, he won't. I

think, however, he deserves some rest,

don't you? He has been working stead-

ily for seven years.

' F. Menendez.—Elmer Clifton played
opposite Constance Talmadge in "The
Fall of Babylon." Edna Purviance played

opposite Charles Chaplin in "The Emi-
grant" and "A Day's Pleasure." She
also appears in his latest picture, "The
Kid." Ann Little played the part of the

squaw in "The Squaw Man."
_
Darrell

Foss played opposite Nazimova in "The
Red Lantern."

June G.—Tom Mix is married. Vic-

toria Forde is his wife. They have no
children. Franklyn Farnum is no rela-

tion to William. No, William Farnum
and William Fox are not the same per-

son. They are not related. William Fox
is the owner of the Fox Film Company.

Jean L.—Mahlon Hamilton is married.

He was born in Baltimore, Maryland.
Mrs. Hamilton is not appearing on the

screen. Eugene O'Brien was born in

1884. Thomas Meighan was born in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. New York
City is sufficient.

Leny O.—The artists you asked ad-

dresses for are on the legitimate stage at

present. All but Lina Cavalieri. She ex-

pects to make films to be known as the

C.-M. productions.

Wayne E.—You will have to write

those requests to the editor. I have noth-

ing to do with the gallery or the cover
pictures.

DIA-GEMS -f5^a?£I
DAZZLING
BRILLIANT

I

SPARKLING —— - * RADIANCE!
I
NO MONEY DOWN -10 Dnys FREE Trial.
Compare a DIA-GE.M with your uiamond. See the

]marvelous resemblance. Notice the same fiery radiance,
gleaming brilliance, fascinating sparkle. DI A-GEMS

|

are absolutely perfect in color : nd cutting; no flaws or
imperfections. Just charming brilliance and raoiant,
fiery sparkle. Perfect in every way. Much superior to
imperfect diamonds. Stand all diamond tests. So

[marvelous and astounding is the resemblance that even
experts are puzzled. You will be amazed. Yoor friends
will be fooled. Don't tell them it's not a real diamond

j

and they will never know. The snappy, fiery, dazzling,
brilliance and color are guaranteed forever.

Wear Your DIA-GEM 10 Days FREE!
They are set only in solid gold mountings. They have no

jbacking; their brilliance is as natural as a diamond's. The
rings are solid gold thru and thru, the same as are used
for diamonds. The beautiful gift box is free of charge.
Select your ring, give your finger size, and show your
full address. We'll send a DIA-GEM to you by parcel
post the snme day we hear from you. You deposit only
$4.00 with the postmaster to show your good faith or
you can send cash with order. It is only a deposit, not
a payment. We hold it for you for 30 days and you hold

|

our valuable DIA-GEM ring. Take 10 days to decide.
You assume no risk— there is no obligation to buy. You

[

have nothing to lose. Our money back guarantee pro-
tects you. If you or your friends can tell it from a dia-
mond, send it back within 10 days and we'll refund your

|

deposit at once. If you are delighted with your radiant
DIA-GEM. keep it and pay only §2.00 each month

Jwhen convenient, for only seven months.

DIA-GEM CO., Div. 686-628 World Bldg.. New York. I

DR. LAWTON'S Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
will show reduction FOR MEN AND WOMEN
taking place in 11
days or money re-
funded. The Re-
ducer (not electrical*
reduces unsightly
parts promptly, re-
ducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method
dissolves and elimi-
nates superfluous fat
from the system.
Easily followed di-
rections do not re-
quire exercises, starv-
ing, medicine or
treatments : not only
rids you of fat. but
improves appearance
and general health,
brings physical and
mental vigor, and
enables you to re-
gain and retain your
normal weight. Br. Lawton (shown in picture) re-
duced from 211 to 152 pounds. This reducer and gen-
uine method have been the means whereby a great num-
ber of fat people throughout the United States and
elsewhere have easily gotten rid of unhealthy disfig-
uring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or
woman car obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look better and feel better. The com-
plete cost is $5.00. Send for your reducer today. Re-
member it is guaranteed. Office hours. 10-4 daily.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 West 70th St. Dept. 186 New York

Formerly Closely

Guarded Secrets

Now Yours!

Find out how for-
tunes are made in
Beauty Work. Cry-
ing demand every-
where for skilled
Manicurists Hair

r Dressers, Dyers,
Marcellers. Perma-

nent- Wavers, Chiropo-
dists, etc. We can make

you an Expert in every
branch in just a few weeks'

spare time at home. Money-Bark Guarantee. You can earn a
splendid income giving Beauty Treatments among your friends
and neighbors, or start a Beauty farlor.

FREE BOOK. Write NOW for Free Illustrated Book-
let. See how ea*y it is to become a B. auty Specialist and
mate hitr mnnpr in this fascinating work with OUT help.

154S Belmont Ave..
Chicago

Secgetsi
BeauttjParhrs

ReveakdL

Oriental System of Beauty Cultnre, Dept. 87,

TheapestVayto Go
^k*to work, to school, or for fun and
recreation is on a Ranger Bicycle,
Choice of 44 Styles, colors and sizes.
Save $10 to S25 on Direct From-the-
Factory shipment, 30 Days Free \

Trial, shipped on approval. We pay \

the express both ways If not accepted.

12MonthstoBay?? B̂1^ IK•» Saved time and carfare easily meets B ^*^T
the small monthly payments. *« "

'

TltiAe Parts equipment—half osaal retail pricsg. IXX.

)

IT 9 Send no money. Write for big. illustrated TO
MoaH cycle Company ciMl"/!;?
lTKflU D = Pt. Ml 01 Chicago
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IfYou Like toDraw
Write for Free Book

"How to Become An Artist"

By our new method of teaching by
mail you can learn illustrating, car-

tooning, commercial art in your own
home. Hundreds of successful students

and graduates are now making splendid

incomes. Get into this fascinating work
yourself and earn $50 to $100 or more
a week! Our method makes it easy for

anyone to learn. Instructions given by
Will H. Chandlee, artist with over 30
years' experience. The study is fasci-

nating. Only a few minutes a day!
Have your own studio or secure high
salaried position. Or work in spare

time. Many students earn while they
are learning!

$100 for One Drawing
Many artists receive $100 to $1000

for a single drawing. Magazines and
newspapers are always seeking good
drawings and cartoons. We furnish a
complete Outfit free to all students.

Includes everything required to pro-

duce hundreds of dollars' worth of
pictures.

Write Today
for the most remarkable offer ever
made by any recognized and reputable

school of art. Special terms to a lim-

ited number of new students and com-
plete Artist's Drawing Outfit given Free
to new students- Fill out and mail f
the attached coupon or write a postal *

and we will send you, at once, a *
beautiful Booklet, "How to y
Become an Artist,

'

' filled with
drawings and full particu- Fi.EE
lars of our extraordinary COUPON
offer. Do it now—before

you forget / WASHINGTON
/ SCHOOL OF ART. Inc.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL y WR
°T

-

1639
'
MardeA Bld>f Washington, L>. \^ .

OF ART, Inc. y
Room 1639. Marden Bldg. ' Without any obligation

f on my part, please send

Washington, > ™e y°ur
. free Art Booklet

„ r and Special Free Drawing

f Outfit Offer with reduced

/
terms to new students.

/ Name
^ (State whether Mr. Mrs.

/
f ADDRESS-

Anna Q. Nilsson Admirer.—Your fa-
vorite is not married. You will have to
ask the editor to publish the pictures you
want. Write to him, also, about your
subscription. Anna Q. Nilsson will be
seen opposite John Barrymore in his new
picture, "The Lotus Eaters." Wesley
Barry will also be seen in this picture
Marshall Neilan is directing it. Miss
Nilsson was born in Ystad, Sweden. She
divides her time, lately, between New
York and California. At present she is

giving New York all of her time. She
does not work for any one company, just
by the picture.

Kelcy.—Either place would reach her,

but California is more direct. Bebe Dan-
iels is starring now, so you won't see her
opposite Wallace Reid. However, they
both appear in Cecil B. De Mille's produc-
tion, "The Affairs of Anatol." Wallace
Reid appeared as Anatol. Bebe was born
in Dallas, Texas, in 1901.

Gertrude F.—You will find how to
reach Georges Carpentier by letter given
elsewhere in the columns.

Gene Ostby.—Lew Cody was. married
to Dorothy Dalton, but they have been
divorced. He was born in Waterville,
Maine, in 1885. Marguerite Clark has no
children.

M. Q.—Marjorie Rambeau made "The
Fortune Teller" for Metro. She is again
back on the stage, traveling with her
company, "The Sign on the Door." Wil-
lard Mack was married to Pauline Fred-
erick after he and Miss Rambeau were
divorced. Now Miss Frederick and Mr.
Mack are divorced. Miss Rambeau has
since married again. Dorothy Gish and
James Rennie and Constance Talmadge
and Tohn Pialoglou were married Decem-
ber 26th. They were very quiet about it.

Miss Ellie T.—Norma Talmadge does
not have any certain leading man. "The
Passion Flower" is one of her latest re-

leases.

Texas H.—Monte Blue was born in

1890. His wife does not play in pictures.

Wallace MacDonald was born in 1891.

Constance B.—Write to Bebe Daniels
and Marguerite Clark personally for their

pictures. Addresses are given at the end
of the department. It is best to inclose

a quarter with your request.

Miss Edith L.—Hoot Gibson and
Helen Gibson were husband and wife, but

have recently been divorced. Helen Gib-

son is to make pictures for the Associated
Pictures. Your other questions have been
answered.

Sadie C.—Eugene O'Brien is not dead.

He is making pictures for the Selznick

Pictures Corporation. Alice Brady is

starring in Realart pictures. Her latest

is temporarily called "The Tower." Ver-
non Steele played opposite her in "Out
of the Chorus." Leonard Clapham was
born in Louisville, Kentucky. Kathleen
O'Connor is, as yet, a Miss. Bert Lytell

is married to a nonprofessional.

Jery.—Gladys Walton is starring for

Universal. "All Dolled Up" and "Rich
Girl, Poor Girl" are two of her pictures.

Blue-eyed Mary.—Katherine Mac-
Donald has been married. Jack Dempsey
is not making pictures. Neither is Babe
Ruth. Babe has gone back to his base-

ball career, and at the time I write he
is in training. Nigel Barrie's wife is a

nonprofessional.

Elizabeth W.—The addresses you
wished to see printed appear at the end
of this department.

Nathan C.—Your answers were mailed
to you some time ago.

Mrs. Edith N.—Yes, it is quite true
concerning Constance Talmadge's mar-
riage. She is to continue in pictures.
Her latest release is "Mamma's Affair."
Connie's husband's name is John Pialo-
glou.

_
You will probably receive her pic-

ture if you inclosed money for mailing.
It's a long time, but don't give up hope.

Walnut Fudge-— 'Stop . Thief" was a
Tom Moore picture. William S. Hart is

an American, and he was born in New-
burgh, New York. Douglas Fairbank's
latest picture is called "The Nut." Mary
Pickford's latest is "Through the - Back
Door." Eugene O'Brien's latest is a story

by Ralph Ince. Martha Mansfield will

appear opposite him. His latest release

is "Worlds Apart." Ann Pennington has
not made any pictures for a long time.

She is still on the stage in New York.
Mae Murray's most recent attempt was
"The Gilded Lily." David Powell is not
appearing in it with her. Lowell Sher-
man takes the lead. "The Mistress of
Shenstone" is Pauline Frederick's latest

starring vehicle. Roy Stewart plays with
her. Don't complain to me about the

way stories are "harrowed." I have noth-

ing to do with it. Next time write earlier

and your questions will
_
get in earlier

and will be answered earlier. Still, I de-

serve the fudge, don't I? Your ques-

tions concerning Lew Cody and Antonio
Moreno have been answered elsewhere.

Ruth T.
—"Boots" was a Dorothy Gish

picture. Harrison Ford and Beatrice

Prentiss have been divorced. You win

!

Mrs. Helen G.—Harry Houdini played

the lead. That is his name. Tsurin Aoki
is Sessue Hayakawa's wife.

_
She has

played with him in some of his pictures,

but he has no special leading woman.
"The First-Born" is the name of his latest

Robertson-Cole production.

Vona McF.—You inclosed the self-ad-

dressed envelope all right, but you for-

got to put a stamp on it, so I will have

to answer you in these columns. Mary
Pickford was born in Toronto, Canada,

in 1893. She is just five feet tall and tins

the scales at an even one hundred pounds.

Wallace Reid is married to Dorothy Dav-
enport. They have one small son, Billy.

Dorothy has been on the screen until re-

cent years, then her time has been taken

up with her home. However, she has

lately made a picture. If you are so anx-

ious to see her, watch for "Every Wom-
an's Problem."

Sally Skeedunk.—The Talmadge sis-

ters were all born in the State of New
York. Elliott Dexter has been ill, but

is now back on the screen and starring

in Famous Players pictures. His first is

called "The Witching Hour," a William

D. Taylor production. I never heard of

the Miss Harrison you asked about. No
one on the screen by that name. Sorry.

Lloyd E. S.—Marguerite Clark was
born in Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1887. You
refer to Fatty Arbuckle's special-made

Packard. Wesley Barry was born in

Los Angeles, California. He has only

been in pictures a short time. Thomas
Meighan and Bettv Compson played the

leads in "The Miracle Man." Betty has

recently signed with Lasky, so you will

see her in their future pictures.

Bessie B.—Antonio Moreno's name is

Antonio Garrido Monteagudo. _ He is of

Spanish origin. Born in Madrid in 1888.

Probably so.

Marie W.—Your letter to Cullen Lan-
dis was forwarded.
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Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:
Address Harry Carey. Gladys Walton,

Priscilla Dean. Eddy Polo* Erich von Stroheim,
Frank Mayo, and Jane Novak at the Uni-
Tersal Studios. Universal City. California.
Conway Tearle. Elaine Hammerstein,

Martha Mansfield. Ralph Ince. and Eugene
O'Brien at the Selznick Pictures Corpora-
tion, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Jesse Lasky. Cecil B. De Mille, Wallace
Reid. Ethel Clayton. Agnes Ayres. Roseoe Ar-
buckle Thomas -Meighan, Mabel Julienne
Scott, Jeanie MacPherson. Gloria Swanson,
Conrad Nagel. Ann Forrest, Forrest Stanley
and Lila Lee at the Lasky Studios, Vine
Street, Hollywood. California.

Harrison Ford. Norma, Natalie, and Con-
stance Talmadge. and Kenneth Harlan at the
Talmadge Studios, 318 East Forty-eighth
Street. New York City.
Elmo Lincoln at " the Century Studios.

Gower Street, Hollywood. California.
Thomas H. Ince. Doris May. Florence Yi-

dor. Lloyd Hughes. Douglas MacLean. Ho-
bart Bosworth and Louise Glaum at the Ince
Studios. Culver Citv. California.

D. W. Griffith. Lillian and Dorothy Gish.
Richard Barthelmess. Mary Hay and Raloh
Graves at the Griffith Studios, "Mamaroneek.
Oriental Point. New York.

William Fox. William Farnum, and Pearl
White at the Fox Film Corporation. New York
City.

Eileen Percy. Buck Jones. Shirlev Mason,
and Tom Mix at the Fox Studios. Hollvwood,
California.

Alice Brady. Faire Binney, and Justine
Johnstone at the Realart Pictures Corpora-
tion. 469 Fifth Avenue. New York Citv.

Bebe Daniels. Wanda Hawlev. and Marv
Miles Minter at the Morosco Studios. Lo*s
Angeles. California.

Corinne Griffith. Alice Jovce. Harold Howe,
and Alice Calhoun at the Vitagraph Com-
pany. 469 Fifth Avenue. New York City.

Earle Williams. Edith Johnson. Antonio
Moreno, and William Duncan at the Vita-
graph Studios, Los Angeles. California.

"

Alice Lake. May Allison, Buster Keaton.
Casson Ferguson. Viola Dana Mitchell Lewis,
and Doraldina at the Metro Studios, Hollv-
wood, California.

Bert Lytell and Hope Hampton at the
Metro Pictures Corporation. New York Citv.

Mariorie Daw at the Paramount Pictured
Corporation. 485 Fifth Avenue. New York
City.

June Caprice. Ruth Roland. Juanita Han-
sen. George B. Seitz. and Marguerite Courtot
at the Pathe Exchange. 25 West Fortv-fiftn
Street. New York City.

Pauline Frederick and Sessue Havakawa at
the Robertson-Cole Studios. Los Angeles. Cali-
fornia.

Charles Ray at the Charles Ray Studios.
Fleming Street. Los Angeles. California.

Cullen Landis. Mabel Normand. Tom
Moore. Molly Malone. Richard Dix. Leatrice
Joy. Will Rogers, and Mary Alden at the
Goldwyn Studios. Culver Citv. California.

Katherine Mac-Donald at the Katherine
MacDonald Studios. Los Angeles. California.

Herbert Heyes at the Hollvwood Hotel.
Hollywood. California.

Carlisle Blackwell at the Lambs Club. New
Tork City.

Marguerite Clark. Lionel Barrvmore. Anna
Q. Nilsson. and Wesley Barry at the First
National Pictures Corporation. New York
City.

Anita Stewart. Gertrude Astor. and Wal-
ter McGrail at the Maver Studios, Los An-
geles. California.

Blanche Sweet. Mary Pickford. Marv Thur-
man. Lew Cody, and Bessie Barriscale at
the Brunton Studios. Melrose Avenue. Los
Angeles California.

Vivia Martin at the Goldwvn Studios. New
York City.

Vivian Martin at the Goldwvn Pictures
Corporation. 469 Fifth Avenue. New York-
City.

George Cheseboro. Texas Guinan. and Fran-
cis Ford at the Francis Ford Studios. Sunset
Boulevard. Hollywood. California.

Jack Hoxie at the National Film Companv.
Hollywood. California.

William S. Hart at the William S. Hart
Studios. Los Angeles. California.

Clara Kimball Young at the Harrv Garson
Studios. Edendale. California.
Douglas Fairbanks at the Fairbanks

Studios. Melrose Avenue. Los Angeles. Cali-
fornia.

Harold Llovd and Mildred Davis at the
Rolin Studios. Culver City. California.

Wallace MacDonald. Gaston Glass. Monroe
Salisbury. Maurice Tourneur. ZaSu Pitts Ann
May. Betty Ross Clark. Hallam Cooley. Wil-
liam Scott. Cleo Madison. Marguerite Snow.
Cleo Ridgelv Edith Storev. Jane Novak. Kath-
leen O'Connor. Niles Welch. Charles Clarv.
Bertram Grassby. Robert McKim. Mahlon
Hamilton, and Seena Owen, care of Willis &
Inglis. Wright and Callender Building. Los
Angeles. California.

Jor every girl

who spends time out-of-doors, in

sports, motoring or boating, a tarn is

indispensable.

And here is a tarn—the Priscilla Dean
Tarn, that is distinctive, becoming,
cleverly designed, and made of beau-
tiful, soft, serviceable, "Suede-like."

Fashion has sponsored the PriscillaDean
Tarn; it is the vogue— the stylish out-

door headwear everywhere and for all

occasions. No wardrobe is complete
without it. The fetching drape, the

pliable softness, give it a charm that's

distinctive. It's becoming from every

angle, and on everyone.

You njoill look good
in a Priscilla Dean Tarn. You can get it

in your favorite color to harmonize
with any costume.

You will wonder how you ever got

along without one— you'll find it

appropriate for almost any informal

occason. And it will certainly enhance
your appearance. It's the ideal hat for

i>C[ll<v yec-n lam.
TRADE MARK COPTRKJHT

This trade mark guarantees

your satisfaction

The Priscilla Dean Tarn
comes in one size to fit all

heads. This is accom-
plished by means of an
elastic inner band at the

back, cleverly inserted.

In ordering, merely
specify color. Popular
shades for Spring and
Summer are:

Bright Red Tan
Jade Qreen Coral

Silver Qray White
Navy Blue Lavender

Copenhagen Blue

general wear- -and only $2.50.

You can get it at your

dealer's; orsend the cow

pon and the price to us.

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.
904 \V. LAKE ST. CHICAGO, ILL.

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.
904 W. Lake St.,

Chicago, 111.

Enclosed is $2.50 (Canada,
$3.00)forwhich please send
me a Priscilla Dean Tarn
in postage paid.

color

yam t?

Addr

Money refunded, if desired.
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JVIy 3irst Business Position
CK/TY FIRST JOB.' What

^ JXi joy it gave as I hurried
n— 1/ V

}i0me x.o tell Mother,
and how we prepared for that first

day — that greatest of all days, it

seemed to me then, when I was to
step into the world of business and
take my place with the millions of
men whose energy makes the pulse
of industry throb with the confi-

dence of great dreams come true.

I shall never forget how Mother
helped me lay out my clothes— the
collar, the shirt and the necktie I

was to wear. I must be at my best

for, at least, a part ofmy future was
to depend upon that first day. I

knew that the man who hired me
would watch for my entrance into
the office and he would watch me
as I took up my first task. I knew
that I would be weighed and that

at night the scales of industry on
which I stood would move, perhaps
slightly, but they would move and
1 wanted that movement to be
favorable to me.

I felt that the night would never
be over. Mother came in and put
her hand on my head and I knew

that she was wondering if her son
was, at last, to start on the career

of successful achievement about
which she had dreamed.

It was then that I knew I would
do nothing to bring disappoint-

ment to her.

The first thing I was sure of was
that I would be on time. For under
my pillow was a watch on which I

could depend. What satisfaction

there is in such a watch. At the
first gleam of morning, it told me
the hour and I knew it was the
exact hour. I put it where I could
see it as I dressed and it was in my
hand as I kissed mother good-bye.

What faith I had in that watch!

As I look back, I realize that it

never occured to me that watches
sometimes lose or gain, and that

a few lost minutes might seriously

interfere with my future and my
Mother's hopes. But that watch!
Never!

Then, comes the office—the gen-

eral manager sitting at his desk, his

cheery "Good morning, I see you are

exactly on time" ringing in my ears.

That old tingle of exaltation

comes back to me even now, for I

realized that I had made a right start,

for the man before me was an
"on time" boss.

How easy it is to be "on time"
always. My Burlington did not fail

me on that first day and it has never
failed me since. And how easy it

was to have such a watch with 21
jewels, adjusted to positions, ac-

curate to the second, as sure and
certain as the coming of the sun.

The Burlington Watch Company had
sent the watch to me although I lived far

away from where the company is located.

I was not asked to send them a cent until

I saw the watch and then if I decided to
keep it, I was told that I could do so by
paying only $5.00 a month. The Burlington
Watch Company makes this offer because
it knows that, having satisfied thousands
of others, the Burlington would satisfy me.

My advice to every man is to write to
the Burlington Watch Company for the
truly wonderful offer which enables every
man to have a high grade watch (the best
watch in the world, I think). Just a post
card addressed to the Burlington Watch
Company, Department B-128, 19th St. and
Marshall Blvd., Chicago, will bring a cata-
log and all information about the most
liberal watch offer I know anything about.
You should write today.
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Whether on the silver screen or

in plain print, a good story is a

good story—about as enjoyable a

thing as there is in the world. The
best stories published appear

every two weeks in

It is the greatest all-fiction magazine in the

world. It contains no pictures, no special

articles, nothing but stories. Stories of action,

love, adventure, mystery; dramatic, vital, thril-

ling stories. Frank Packard, Theodore Seixas

Solomons, Caroline Lockhart—almost all of

the great writers of film productions have their

stories appear originally in THE POPULAR.
It costs twenty-five cents at any news stand.

It appears on the seventh and twentieth of

each month. ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!



The Cashmere shawl which suggestedthis design isa rare anhqut,

d by the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Ne» York.now owned





Be a Farmer!
rij™ pi 15 CENTS

:mmmmm
&ThortiasR.Best

Price,

Fifteen Cents

From your news dealer,

or sent postpaid upon

receipt of nine two-

cent stamps by

Street & Smith

Corporation

83 SevenJh Avenue, New York

T_JAVE you a back yard,

or vacant lot, now
growing flowers, grass or
weeds? If so, plant a
vegetable garden and be
independent. Last year
there was a shortage in all

crops and the demand was
the greatest in history.
That is why vegetables are
now expensive luxuries.

BACK-YARD

GARDENING
By Thomas R. Best, has
been published to help
avoid another shortage in

the vegetable crop. It tells

what can be done with a
small plot of ground; how
to lay it out and plant; what
to plant early and how to

secure a succession of crops
—and thus get double serv-

ice from the same ground
in one season.

IIIHIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Illllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllll^
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A Finer

Typewriter

at a
Fair Price

Pays

for

Latest and FinestNew Oliver
Over a year to pay ! Only $4 a month. Payments so small as to average onlv about

13 cents a day. That is our easy payment plan on the Oliver. And you have the use
of the typewriter while you are paying for it. You may now order direct from The
Oliver Typewriter Company and get the latest model Oliver at a saving of S^6 and on
payments so easy that you won't miss the money.

Was $100 Before theWar—Now $64
A full saving to you of $36 on the famous

Oliver No. 9—our latest and newest model.

That is what our new selling plan makes pos-

sible. During the war we learned many lessons.

YVe found that it was unnecessary to have such

a vast number of traveling salesmen and so
many expensive branch bouses. We were able
to discontinue many other superfluous sales
methods. As a result, $64- now buys the identi-
cal Oliver formerly priced at Si 00."

Try It Free—Send No Money
Not a cent in advance. No deposit of any

Kind. No obligation to buy. The coupon is all

you need send. The Oliver comes to you at our
risk for five days free trial in your own home.

Decide for yourself whether you want to

buv or not.

If you don't want to keep the Oliver, simply
send it back at our expense. If vou do a<*ree
that it is the finest typewriter, regardless of
price, and want to keep it. take a vear and
a half to pay at the easy rate of onlv
S4 a month.

Only the Coupon! r
Xo pre-payment required. This is a real free trial offer. All

at our expense and risk. Fill out and mail the coupon and get
the Oliver for free trial. If you should wish further information
before requesting a free trial, mark the coupon for the free books
mentioned therein. Clip and mail the coupon now.

Canadian Price, $82

OtIVCP Typewriter (pmpanj?

125-B Oliver Typewriter Bldg., Chicago, III

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY
125-B Oliver Typewriter Bldg-., Chicago, III.

Ship me a new Oliver Nine for 6ve days -

free inspection. If
I keep it. I will pay SSI at the rate of 54 per month. The title

to remain in you until fully paid for.

My shipping point is

This does not place me under any obligation to buy. If I choose to re-
turnthe Oliver. I will ship it back at your expense at the end of five days.

; I Do not send a machine untii I order it. Mail me your book—
I I "The High Cost of Typewriters—The Reason and the Remedy."
your de luxe catalog and further information.

Name

.

Street Address

City

Occupation or Business

J
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And so the day ends perfectly—

AGOOD vacation means above all

else change of scene. The city-

dweller longs for the country or shore.

The country-dwellers seek the ex-

citement of metropolitan life.

Whichever class you are in you
will find that Paramount has antici-

pated your motion picture wants.

In the country you will find that

the fame of Paramount has pene-

trated to your resort, whether it be

in a theatre that seats three hundred
or three thousand. You can see the

same fine Paramount Pictures there

that you were accustomed to in town.

The visitors to the cities will dis-

cover any number of Paramount
Pictures to choose from.

Take train anywhere: take steamer
or aeroplane, and you will inevitably

arrive at one of the theatres on the

Paramount circuit of enchantment.

Whether it is a million dollar palace

of the screen in the big city, or a tiny

hall in a backwoods hamlet, you will

find that it is always the best and
most prosperous theatre in the com-
munity that is exhibiting Paramount
Pictures.

They both show the same pic-

tures ! Paramount Pictures.

The resort that has Paramount
Pictures is in the swim—a Broadway
show in the heart of the country!

Paramount has achieved this na-

tional recognition by steadily deliv-

ering great entertainment,

—entertainment conceived and in-

terpreted by the foremost actors,

dramatists, directors, writers, im-

presarios and technicians,

—photoplays made with the idea

that each one had to beat the last,

—motion pictures so good that in

the United States alone more than

11,200 theatres, not counting sum-
mer theatres, depend on them as the

chief source of supply.

Whether you see Paramount Pic-

tures in a metropolitan theatre or in

a summer theatre that vanishes with

the first frosts, you are equally sure

of fine entertainment.

When you see that phrase, "It's a

Paramount Picture," park your car,

motor-boat or canoe and go in,

—because if it's a Paramount Picture

it's the best show in vacation-land i

Cparomount (pictures

Paramount Pictures
listed in order of release

June 1, 1921 to September 1, 1921

Ask your theatre manager when he will shorn them

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in
"The Traveling Salesman"

From James Forbes' popular farce.

Cosmopolitan production
"The Wi!d Goose"

By Gcuverneur Morris.

Thomas Meighan in
"While and Unmarried"

A whimsical and romantic comedy
By John D. Swain.

"Appeaeances," by Cdward Knoblock
A Donald Crisp production.

Made in England. With David Powell.

Thomas H. Ince Special. "The Bronze Bell"
By Louis Joseph Vance.

Douglas MacLean In "One a Minute"
Thos. H. Ince production

Fred Jackson's famous stage farce.

Ethel Clayton in "Sham"
By Elmer Harris and Geraidine Bonner.

George Melford's production. "A Wise Fool"
By Sir Gilbert Parker

A drama of the Northwest.

Cosmopolitan production
"The Woman God Changed"

By Donn Byrne.

Wallace Reid in "Too Much Speed"
A comedy novelty by Byron Morgan.

"The Mystery Road"
A British production with David Powell
From E. Phillips Oppenheim's novel.

A Paul Powell Production.

William A. Brady's production "Life"
By Thompson Buchanan.

Dorothy Dalton in "Behind Masks"
An adaptation of the famous novel by

E. Phillips Oppenheini
"Jeanne of the Marshes."

Gloria Swanson in Elinor Glyn's
"The Great Moment"

Specially written for the star by the
author of "Three Weeks."

William de Mille's "The Lost Romance"
By Edward Knoblock.

William S. Hart in "The Whistle"
A Hart production

A Western story with an unforgettable punch.

"The Princess of New York"
A British production from the novel by

Cosmo Hamilton.
A Donald Crisp Production.

Douglas MacLean in "Passing Thru"
By Agnes Christine Johnston
Thos. H. Ince production.

Thomas Meighan in

"The Conouest of Canaan"
By Booth Tarkington.

Ethel Clayton in "Wealth"
By Cosmo Hamilton

A Story of New York's artistic Bohemia.
A Wm. D. Taylor Production.

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle in

"Crazy to Marry." By Frank Condon
From the hilarious

Saturday Evening Post story.

ANNUAL.
Cparomount
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of her most wonderful "Adventures in Movie-
land." She saw the little star through a fan's

eyes—and found many new and interesting

things to tell.

The Miracle Girl.—Every one who knows
Betty Compson loves her whether on the screen

or in real life—but no one else has caught her

personality and spun it into words so success-

fully as Herbert Howe. He has written an

interview with her that weaves a spell almost

as potent as her appearance on the screen, as

interesting a story as any he has done.

Spring Incarnate.—That is Mary Miles

M inter who never was lovelier than on the

occasion of her farewell luncheon given in

her honor just before she sailed for Europe.
Ethel Sands declares that meeting- her was one

And Then for Romance—
There never was a more fascinating love

story than that of Will Rogers'. Grace Kings-

ley tells it in her inimitable way. And there

is romance, too, aplenty in the next install-

ment of

The Revelations of a Star's Wife

Don't Miss the September Number of P5CTURE-PLAY MAGAZINE
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Wasliin eftort:

Perixia.

The proper use of Mellin's Food and

fresh cow's milk will enable your little one

to have the healthy and robust appearance

so typical of all Mellin's Food babies.

We will be pleased to send you our book, "The Care

and Feeding of Infants,'' also a Free Trial

Bottle of Mellin's Food.

Mellin's Food Company, Boston, Mass.
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The
Glad

Tidings

The photo dramatists around Los
Angeles are sharpening their pencils

and renovating their typewriters. A
new vista of expression has recently

been revealed. The signs are in the
heavens; the stars as ranged in the order foretold by
many of the film prophets of old—but, better yet, the
signs are upon the earth. There is likely to be a de-
mand for three or four times as many screen stories
in the fall of 1921 and the spring of 1922 as there
has been in years and seasons past and gone.
One of the long-established studios in Los Angeles

announces the early release of a series of two-reel
dramas, which has just been completed. They are go-
ing to continue making them, as
their main policy. Stars of unques-
tionable popularity in five-reel fea-

tures have been signed for them.
The drama editor of a leading Los
Angeles newspaper has seen several

of the initial two-reelers, and is pro-
fuse in his praise of their artistic

merit. He believes they will imme-
diately influence the public mind. His
surmise is founded on the fact that

brevity has ever been the soul of
American literature.

It is reasonably certain that other

producing organizations will follow

the leader in this two-reel renais-

sance. Ever since the old Biograph
days there has been discussion as to

the feasibility of making two-reel

productions. Now the die is cast,

and the screen writer of to-morrow
will be pocketing numerous and sun-

dry substantial checks—his earthly

reward for stories long since written and pigeonholed
because his brain children could simply not be reared
to the estate of mature five-reelhood. They were the

natural offspring of two-reel ideas, mistaken by an in-

spired parent for embryonic five-reelers.

The renascent two-reel photo play parallels the short
story, the most popular literary pabulum of modern
times. Our short-story magazines are legion. The
vaudeville stage has a tremendous following ; and it

is obvious that Americans like their entertainment brief

and variegated. The wise photo dramatist will know in

what direction lies a fair proportion of his future art

expression, and—of course, purely incidentally—his fu-

ture tea and cake.

The two-reeler will call for a finer, subtler artistic

touch than the five-thousand-footer, just as the short
story requires far more delicate treatment than the novel.

The art of Stevenson, Poe, O. Henry, Merrick, Laf-
cadio Hearn, and Joseph Conrad will find its proponents
in the creators of the land of shadows.

For our readers who wish to en-

gage in screen writing we publish

a booklet called "Guideposts for

Scenario Writers" which covers

about every point on which begin-

ners wish to be informed, and

which will te sent for ten cents

in stamps. For those who have
written stories which they wish to

submit to producers we publish a

Market Booklet giving the ad-

dresses of all the leading companies,

and telling what kind of stories

they want. This booklet will be

sent for six cents. Orders for these

booklets should be addressed to

the Scenario Writers' Department,
Picture-Play Magazine, 79 Seventh
Ave., New York City. Please
note that we cannot read or
criticize scripts.

There is power in compression and concentration of
force. The two-reel photo dramas will probably be
more vivid, more powerful, more intense, more excit-

ing than their older brothers of extensive footage. In-

cidents and moments of life will be detached from the

vast hubbub, and held before us on the screen as pic-

tures of eternity's high-water marks, making us con-

scious of fugitive moments when we glimpsed, behind
the illusion of events and circumstances, vistas of deeper

beauty and meaning.
Like an overture or prelude, "While *New York

Sleeps," a series of three entirely separate and distinct

two-reel stories strung together under the above noc-

turnal title, blazed the way several months ago.

The photo dramatist can adjust his

collar button and perspective, and
face the world with high hopes.

During the year

1920 the Eastman
c o m p a n y had a

monthly output of

sixty-five million
feet of motion-picture film. They
report that the output up to date in

192 1 is holding up consistently. This

would indicate that photo-play pro-

duction has not entirely disappeared

from the face of the earth.

Film

Production

What
to

Write

The vagaries of

the human brain are

legion. A few screen

writers of our ac-

quaintance are con-

stantly on the trail of the timely story,

the story which mirrors the psychology

of the times—dealing with a current

metaphysical fad, political theory, or

domestic problem. This quest in itself is worthy, but

is apt to cause a writer to stray from his creative cen-

ter. Lost in the mazes of speculation, his mind may
lose something of its steadiness. It is all right to fol-

low a favorite phantom, but to seek a host of phan-

toms—beware

!

There is one kind of story that will always find a

market, that will always satisfy the public: a good story.

Since the auspicious screen advent of "The Miracle

Man," the photo-play market has been deluged with

faith-healing stories. None of those filmed have even

slightly intrigued, much less captured, the public heart

and mind. Why not? They were evolved on the as-

sumption that the public craved the "healing'' drama

—

a false assumption. "The Miracle Man'' scored its con-

spicuous triumph because of its excellent dramatic struc-

ture, its basic story, its lifelikeness—its humanity as

well as its divinity. From a nude Betty Compson, in-

undated in her perfumed bath, to the blind, aged seer

Continued on page 10
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In "The Wonder Book for Writers" which we will send to you ABSOLUTELY FREE, these famous Movie
Stars point out the easiest way to turn your ideas into stories and photoplays and become a successful writer.

Millions of People Can Write
Stories and Photoplays and

Dorit Know It/

LETTERS LIKE THIS
ARE POURING IN \r
"I wouldn't take a million dol-

tefor it."—MABY WATSON.
SMONT. W. VA.
It Is worth its weight In gold.

"

—g. MocKwrrz. new castle.
Wash.

Every obstacle that menaces
access can be mastered through
this simple but thorough sys-
tem."—MRS. OLIVE MICHAUX.
Chabxzroi, Pa.

It contains a gold mine of
valuable suggestions."— LENA
BAILEY, Mi. Veenon, Iix.

I can only say that I am amazed
that it la possible to set forth the
principles of abort atory and
photoplay writing In such a clear
concise manner." - GORDON
MATHEWS, Montreal, Can.

I received your Irving System
some time ago. It Is the moat
remarkable thing I have ever
seen. Mr. Irving certainly has
made story and play writing
amazingly simple and easy."

—

ALFRED HORTO, Niagaea
Fat t.i. N. Y.

Of all the compositions I have
read on this subject, I find yours
the most helpful to aspiring
authors." - HAZEL SIMPSON
N A Y L o R , Literary editor.
Motion Picture Magazine.
"With this volume belore him,

the veriest novice should bo able
to build stories or photoplays that
will find a ready market. The bast
treatise of its kind I have en-
countered in 24 years of news-
paper and literary work." —
H. PIERCE WELLEK. Man-
aging Editor, Tee Btnghamp-
ton Press.
"When I first saw your ad I

was working In a shop for $30 a
week. Always having worked
with my hands, I doubted my
ability to make money with my
brain. Bo it was with much skep-
ticism that 1 sent for yoDr Easy
Method of Writing. When the
3ystem arrived, I carefully stud-
led It evening* after work. Within
n month 1 had completed two
plays, one of which sold for $500
Che other for $460. I unhesitat
mgly say that I owe It all to toe
Irving System. "-HELEN KIN
DON. Atlantic Ott. N. J.

THIS is the startling assertion recently
made by one of the highest paid
writers in the world. Is his astonish-
ing statement true? Can it be pos-

sible there are countless thousands of people
yearning to write, who really can and simply
haven't found it outf Well, come to think of
it. most anybody can tell a story. Why
can't most anybody write a story? Why is

writing supposed to be a rare gift that few
possess? Isn't this only another of the Mis-
taken Ideas the past has handed down to us?
Yesterday nobody dreamed man could fly.

To-day he dives like a swallow ten thousand
feet above the earth and laughs down at the
tiny mortal atoms of his f<-llow-men below ;

So yesterday's "impossibility" is a reality
to-day.

"The time will come," writes the same
authority, "when millions of people will be
writers—there will be countless thousands of
playwrights, novelists, scenario, magazine and

newspaper writers

—

they are coming,
coming — a whole
new world of
them I" And do you
know what these
writers-to-be are do-
ing now ? Why. they
are the men—armies
of them—young and
old, now doing mere
clerical work in of-
fices, keeping books,
selling merchandise,
or even driving
trucks, running ele-

vators, street cars,
waiting on tables,
working at barber
chairs, following the
plow, or teaching
schools in the rural
districts : and
women, young and
old, by scores, now
pounding type-
writers, or stand-
ing behind counters,
or running spindles
in factories, bending
over sewing ma-
chines, or doing
housework. Tes

—

you may laugh—but
these are The
Writers of Tomor-
row.

For writing isn't
only for geniuses as
most people think.
Don't lion helieve
the Creator nave
you a story-writinn
faculty just as He
iliil the nreafest
writer? Only may-
be you are simply
"bluffed" by the

thought That you "haven't the gift." Many peo-
ple are simply afraid to try. Or if they do try.
and their first efforts don't satisfy, they sim-
ply give up in despair, and that ends it.

They're through. They never try again. Yet
if, by some lucky chance, they had first
learned the simple rules of writing, and then
given the imagination free rein, they might
have astonished the world :

BUT two things are essential in order to be-
come a writer. First, to learn the or-
dinary principles of writing. Second, to

learn to exercise your facult.v of Thinking.
By exercising a thing you develop it. Your
Imagination is something like your right arm.
The more you use it the stronger it gets. The
principles of writing are no more complex
than the principles of spelling, arithmetic, or
any other simple thing that anybody knows.
Writers learn to piece together a story as
easily as a child sets up a miniature house
with his toy blocks. It is amazingly easy
after the mind grasps the simple "know how."
A little study, a little patience, a little con-
fidence, and the thing that looks hard often
turns out to be just as easy as it seemed
difficult.

Thousands of people imagine they need a
fine education in order to write. Nothing is

farther from the truth. Many of the great-
est writers were the poorest scholars. People
rarely learn to write at schools. They may
get the principles there, but they really learn
to - write from the great, wide. open, bound-
less Book of Humanity ! Yes, seething all
around you. every day, every hour, every
minute, in the whirling vortex—the flotsam
and jetsam of Life—even in your own home,
at work or play, are endless incidents for
stories and plays—a wealth of material, a
world of things happening. Every one of
these has the seed of a story or play in it.

Think ! If you went to a fire, or saw an ac-
cident, you could come home and tell the folks
all about it. Unconsciously you would de-
scribe it all very realistically. And if some-
body stood by and wrote down exactly what
you said, you might be amazed to find your
story would sound just as' interesting as many
you've read in magazines or seen on the
screen. Now, you will naturally say, "Well,
if Writing is as simple as you say it is. why
can't / learn to write?" Who says you can'i?

LISTEN ! A wonderful FREE book has
recently been written on this very sub-
ject—a book that tells all about the

Irving System— a Startling New Easy Method
of Writing Stories and Thotoplays. This
amazing book, called -The Wonder Book for
Writers," shows how easily stories and plays
are conceived, written, perfected, sold. How
many who don't dream they can write, sud-
denly find it out. How the Scenario Kings
and the Story Qneens live and work. How
bright men and women, without any special
experience, learn to their own amazement
that their simplest Ideas may furnish brilliant
plots for Plays and Stories. How one's own

Imagination may provide an endless gold-mine
of Ideas that bring Happy Success and Hand-
some Cash Royalties. How new writers get
their names into print. How to tell if you
ARE a writer. How- to develop your "story
fancy," weave clever word-pictures and
unique, thrilling, realistic plots. How your
friends may be your worst judges. How to
avoid discouragement and the pitfalls of Fail-
ure. How to TT7N .'

This surprising book is ABSOLUTELY FREE. No
charge. No obligation. YOUR copy is waiting for you.
Write for it NOW. GET IT. IT'S TOCBS. Then
you can pour your whole soul into this magic new en-
chantment that has come into your life—story and play
writing. The lure of it, the love of it. the luxury of
it will fill your wasted hours and dull moments with
profit and pleasure. Xou will have this noble, absorb-
ing, money making new profession ! And all in your
spare time, without interfering with your regular job.

"Who says you can't make "easy money" with your
brain! Who says you can't turn your Thoughts into
cash! Who says you can't make your dreams come
true! Nobody knows—BUT THE BOOK WILL TELL
you.

So why waste any mora time wondering, dreaming,
waiting? Simply fill out the coupon below—you're no*
BUYING anything, you're getting it ABSOLUTELY
FREE. A book that may prove the Book of Your
Destiny. A Magic Book through which men and
women young and old may learn to turn their spars
hours into cash

!

Get your letter in the mail before you sleep to-night.
Who knows—it may mean for you the Dawn of a New
To-morrow! Just address The Authors' Press. Dept.
145, Auburn, New York.

This BooKFREE

I THE AUTHORS' PRESS, Dept. 145. Auburn, N. Y.

| Send me ABSOLUTELY FREE "The Wonder
Book for Writers." This does not oblieate me in

* any wav. [Print vour name plainly in pencil]

I

I yame

J

Address

n Citu and Slate
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who believed in infinite goodness, was
a far cry ; but it was of such con-

trasted elements that one of the out-

standing photo plays of the last sev-

eral years was fashioned. A good
story's the thing—the biggest thing.

Since "Earthbound," no photo play

based on spiritism has evoked even

a slight measure of public approval

;

only Jeanie Macpherson and the De
Milles have consistently evolved pop-

ular domestic problem plays. What
is the answer ? A good story creates

public interest in its theme

!

Photo Plflv
The rapid £rowthPrioto flay-

of the art of photo.

Wrights and play making has re-

Scenarioists SLllted
j

n a t
?
rmi"°1-

ogy that is fre-

quently confusing, especially to those

who are not in close contact with the

studios. Eventually we shall settle

down to a more or less permanent
nomenclature. Among the most mis-

used designations are "scenario,"

"scenario writer," "photo play-

wright," and "photo dramatist." It has

become a habit to call any one who
has to do with the preparation of a

screen manuscript a "scenario

writer." This, applied to a free-

lance writer, is a misnomer. An-
thony Paul Kelly, H. H. van Loan,

or any other author who creates a

story for the screen is a photo play-

wright or a photo dramatist. The
term "scenario writer" should be ap-

plied to the writer of continuity. The
detailed synopsis or original narra-

tive of a screen story is often re-

ferred to as the scenario, but the

scenario is really the scene continuity

that is prepared by the scenarioist

—

the continuity writer. C. Gardiner

Sullivan and others who work as

he does are both photo dramatists

and scenarioists. Mr. Sullivan cre-

ates most of the stories that he han-

dles, yet he puts his work directly

into continuity form after he has

formulated the action in his mind.

The
Eighth

Art

We have called the

photo play an art.

We wish that every

one who has to do
with the making of

motion pictures, or who is interested

in the motion picture to any degree

whatever, would realize that the

photo play is the eighth of the

fine arts—the embodiment of the

youngest—the only one born in

America. It is only twenty-

five years old
;

just emerging from
its swaddling clothes and attaining

the dignity of an art after its first

few years of experimentation. It is

an art, however—the most plastic

and completely universal of all. A
photo play dealing with the funda-
mental human emotions appeals to

the native of Servia just as effec-

tively as it does to the resident of

South Dakota. They fall in love in

Mongolia just as they do in Min-
nesota

;
they pursue happiness and

woo Fame and Fortune in New
Hebrides as much as they do in New
Jersey. The photo playwright, there-

fore, who gets genuine "heart inter-

est" into his screen stories—who
makes an emotional appeal that is

universal, regardless of race, tongue,

or environment—is the surest of suc-

cess.

q . Time was when
Stories

p h o t o - p 1 a y pro-

Not ducers, despairing of

"Ideas" ever Sett ing enough
real screen dramas to

satisfy the demand, advertised that

they would pay for "ideas," frag-

mentary situations and plot germs.

To-day complete screen dramas, in

detailed narrative synopsis form, are

being sought. We have discussed

this with many of the representative

producers, editors, and directors, and
each and every one has emphasized
that free-lance writers should spend

sufficient time and thought on their

stories to work them out completely

from the establishment of the basic

premise to the rounding out of the

final climax. Changes may be made
in the studio after the story has been

purchased, but these are mere mat-

ters of strengthening a character

here, a situation there, rebuilding ac-

tion to cut down the number of sets,

et cetera. The writer would do bet-

ter to take three months in which

to complete a real story that will sell

than to dash off "ideas" at the rate

of one a week and accumulate a col-

lection of rejection slips.

rp, » I recently received
ine Araa- a Ietter

'

contajn_

teur Photo ing the following

Dramatist plaintive wail
:
"I am

informed, most reli-

ably, that there is no longer any op-

portunity for the amateur scenario

writer. If this is true, it would seem
to be a waste of time to write stories

and send them to the studios." To
this we replied as follows

:

"You are absolutely right. There
is no opportunity whatever for the

amateur writer of screen stories. But
why be an amateur ? Why not -work

and study and try to become a pro-

fessional ? Heaven knows, there is

nothing to prevent you from doing

what others have done during the

short life of the motion picture if

you really have the gift for it. If

you desired to be an attorney you

would not go to court first and ask
to try a case, but you would find a
source of legal knowledge and study
law. Scarcely two decades ago there

was no such thing as a photo play-

wright. Those who have succeeded
during the intervening years rubbed
no magic lamp, no genii guided their

pens, nor did they wave mystic wands
over white paper and find talisman-

ical stories written thereupon. They
recognized the photo play as a new
art, requiring a new technique, and
they set about to master the situa-

tion. Go thou and do likewise."

That there was

Overoro- an ^ra °^ overpro-

duction in picture
dllCtlon making is an ac-

cepted fact. But
now all signs point to the assimila-

tion of this overproduction in the

immediate future. What does this

mean? It means a return to more
than normalcy in production ; it

means a greater-than-usual demand
for good stories. And this, coupled

with the recent reversal of policy

on the part of a number of large

producing organizations which have

not hitherto been receptive toward
"originals," provides a rosy outlook

for the photo playwright.

It is reported that

Western tnere is a sudden in-

. crease in the demand
Stones for Western stories.

Many times it has

been predicted that the public was
tired of subjects dealing with the

West, but the supply is ruled by the

demand, and just now there are many
calls for two and five-reel "West-
erns." The stories must be a differ-

ent sort than many that have been

produced in the past, however.

Scenes involving barrooms, dance

halls, drinking, haphazard and un-

necessarv shooting, et cetera, had bet-

ter be eliminated before the manu-
script is submitted for sale. The
best rule to follow is to write a whole-

some, human, heart-interest story

that might take place anywhere, and

then adapt it to a Western locale.

Romeo and Juliet, with two families

of ranchers instead of the Montagues

and the Capulets, could be played in

Idaho as well as in Italy.

A Real

Problem

Next month, we
will discuss one of

the most vital prob-

lems confronting the

photo dramatist.

Some startling facts will be certain

to jar the complacency of a few now
languidly reclining in the seats of

the mighty.
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vhePriceIPaid for
OneLittleMistake
Ei VEX before I met Ted Farrel. I felt

strangely attracted to him. Whenever
any one mentioned his name, a thrill of

inexpressible happiness surged through me.
And once, when the newspapers wrote up the
story of how he had saved a youngster from
drowning. I clipped out his picture and pasted
it in my scrapbook. Oh. how I cherished that
picture, and dreamed over it. and wondered
and hoped.

If I could only meet him—if I could only
see him, and talk to him, and tell him how
much I admired him. I felt, somehow, as
though I had known him all my life. I just
tnew that to meet him would be to kindle an
immediate friendliness, a responsive feeling.

Then, one day. came a glorious surprise.
An old school chum of mine, from whom I
had not heard in a long time, invited me to a
little informal dinner at her home. "Ted Far-
rel will be here," she wrote in her letter,
"and I know you will be glad to meet him."
Glad ! It seemed to me that I had nothing
left to wish for in all the world

!

I Begin My Happy Preparations!

Exulting with joyous anticipations, I began
to plan and prepare for that wonderful day
when I would meet Ted. Of course, there
was nothing in my wardrobe that would do
justice to the importance of the occasion. I

paid a visit to my dressmaker and confided in
her, impressing her with the utter necessity
of the new gown being the prettiest one she
had ever made.

"I'm going to meet Ted Farrel." I laughed
jestingly—but I'm quite sure that she noticed
how elated I was.

Well, at last the day of the dinner arrived.
My new dress was extremely becoming. My
hair seemed to fall in particularly charming
waves. Happiness had brought a warm glow
to my cheeks, a keen brilliance to my eyes.
I felt, as I surveyed myself in the mirror, that
I had never looked so pretty before, never felt

so well-poised—and confident.

All My Joy Is Shattered

Helen was delighted to see me. '•Come." she
cried gayly. -let me introduce you to my
guests."

As I entered the big drawing-room I felt un-
accountably restless. I knew Ted immedi-
ately. He was standing near the window
talking with Helen's mother. In a frenzy of
impulsive eagerness, I did something which I

did not know was incorrect, but which caused
the others to laugh at me.

It was over in a moment. Before I realized
what had happened. I had committed an aw-
ful blunder, an unforgivable breach of eti-

quette : All my happiness, my weeks of
planning, my anticipations vanished in a maze
of miserable humiliation. I wanted to run
wildly from the room, to hide from the
amused glances of the guests. And most of
all I wanted to cry.

In my confusion I failed dismally in ac-
knowledging the introductions that followed.
Helen acted just the least bit disappointed

—

although she tried hard to be kind to me, to
put me at ease. I noticed that several of the
guests glanced at each other. And I began to
wish fervently that I had never come—or that
I had at least prepared myself by reading up
somewhere about introductions and how to
avoid impulsive blunders in etiquette.

Then, vaguely, I realized that I was being
introduced to Ted—actually being introduced
to Ted Farrel '. But all the pretty phrases,
the pleasing sentiments I had planned to say
were forgotten. Instead. I mnmbled some-
thine about being "glad" and "happy." But
I hurried away so that he could not see how
miserable I really was.

I Spend a Miserable Evening

Oh. how unhappy I was when I realized
what a mess I had made of the meeting that
was to have been a triumph ! Here I was in
the very same room with Ted—just as I had

always hoped and dreamed of being—and yet dreaded to look at him :

I had planned to tell him all about
my strange attraction for him
and about the newspaper writeup.
and the clipping. But how could I
speak to him after that ridiculous
blunder? Oh. if it had onlv not
happened

:

Later, at the table. I felt uncom-
fortable and ill at ease whenever
any one looked at me or spoke to me.
I was frankly wretched. I began to
wonder how soon it would be per-
missible to leave without appearing
rude. And instead of conversing hap-
pily with Ted. as I had hoped to, I
avoided his every glance.

I was glad when the time came to
leave. I wanted to be alone to drown
my mortification in a good Ions crv.
When I saw Ted approach me smiline.
I wondered, in panic, whether it were proper
for me to offer him my hand or just say
"Good night." I hesita'ted a moment—and
then with a stiff little nod hastened away.

That evening I cried as though mv
heart would break. I knew that I could
never face Ted Farrel asain after the miser-
able blunders I had made. And bitterly I re-
proached myself for not knowins better. "I
will get a book of etiquette the first thing to-
morrow morning." I promised myself grimlv.
"And I'll make sure that a thing like this
never happens again."

I Buy the

"Encyclopedia of Etiquette"

The very next day I sent for the famous
"Encyclopedia of Etiquette." I determined to
find out just what was the correct thins to do
and say at all times, under all conditions, so
that I would never again suffer such a morti-
fying evening.

I had always prided mvself upon being
cultured and well-bred. I had alwavs believed
that I knew just how to act—that I followed
the conventions of society to the lushest let-
ter of its law. But. oh, the serious"breaches
of etiquette I was making almost every day

:

Why. the first chaper I read proved that I
knew pitifully little about dinner etiquette.
I didn't know the proper way to remove fruit
stones from my mouth, the cultured way to
use a finger-bowl, the correct way to ' use
napkins and many other similar points of eti-
quette. If I had only had the book before

!

Etiquette at the Dance
I glanced over the chapter called "Etiquette

at the Dance." In a few moments. I discov-
ered that I had been making some very bad
blunders indeed. I had never known whether
it were proper for a woman to ask for a
dance : whether she could refuse a dance with-
out reason : whether it were proper to wan-
der away from the ballroom with a fiance. I
had never known how many times a young
girl may dance with the same partner with-
out breaking the rules of etiquette.
And when I read the chapter on introduc-

tions, the very mistake I had made was
pointed out ! If I had only read this chapter
before. I would never have made that awful
blunder. Instead. I would have been able to
establish an immediate and friendly under-
standing between Ted and me.

I found that I actually did not know how
to introduce two people correctly ! I didn't
know whether to say : "Mrs. Broicn. meet Miss
Smith." or "Miss Smith meet Mrs. Broicn."
I didn't know whether to say. "Boftoi/. this is

Mr. Blank." or "Mr. Blank, this is B0&6.1/."

I didn't know whether it were proper for me
to shake hands with a gentleman upon being
introduced to him. and whether it were proper
for me to stand up or remain seated. Every
day people judge us by the way we make and
acknowledge introductions. The "Encyclo-
pedia of Etiquette" made it all so clear to me
that I can never make a mistake again.

To the Young Man and Woman

—

I would like to sive vou a bit of advice.
The world is a harsh judge. It will not toler-

ate the illiterate in the art of etiquette. To
be admitted to society, to enjoy the company
of brilliant minds, and to win admiration and
respect for one's self, it is essential for the
woman to cultivate charm, and for the man

to be polished, impressive. And only by ad-
hering to the laws of etiquette is it possible
for the woman to be charming and the man to
be what the world loves to call a gentleman.

I will never forget that miserable evening I

spent—and the many other miserable evenings
that followed because of the memory of it. I

can never face Ted Farrel again—Ted Farrel
whom I had always longed to meet and talk
to—and impress. I am glad to write my
story here—glad to help other happy young
people from shattering their hopes and glad-
ness by blundering in the important art of
etiquette. My advice to men and women who
desire to be cultured rather than coarse, who
desire to impress by their delicacy of taste
and finesse of breeding, is—send for the
splendid two-volume set of the "Encyclopedia
of Etiquette !"

"ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ETIQUETTE"
In Two Big Volumes
Sent Free for 5 Days

The Encyclopedia of Etiquette is excellent
in quality, comprehensive in proportions, rich
in illustrations. It comes to you as a guide,
a revelation toward better etiquette. It dis-

pels lingering doubts, corrects blunders,
teaches you the right thing to do.

There are chapters on etiquette at the wed-
ding, etiquette at the ball, dinner etiquette,
dance etiquette, dress etiquette—etiquette
proulems that must be faced almost every day
of your life. And each one is solved for you
so thoroughly, so exhaustively, that you will
ahctitis, at all times, impress by your abso-
lute knowledge of the correct and the cultured.

For a short time only the complete and in-

tensive two-volume set of the "Encyclopedia of
Etiquette" is being offered at the special price
of ?3.50. Don't wait until the happiest day
of YOUR life, the day YOU have planned for
and looked forward to. is spoiled by a blun-
der. Don't delay—send for your set NOW be-

fore you forget.

The coupon below entitles you to a 5 days'
FREE examination of the two-volume set of
the "Encyclopedia of Etiquette." At the end
of that time if you decide that you want to
keep it. simply send $3.50 in full payment—

-

and the set is yours. Or. if you are not de-
lighted, return the books and you won't be
out a cent.

Send for your set to-day. You need send no
money—just mail the coupon. Xelson Double-
day, inc.. Dept. 40S. Oyster Bay. Xew York.

Nelson Doubleday, Inc.

Dept. 408, Oyster Bay, New York

You may send me the complete two-volume
set of the "Encyclopedia of Etiquette." After
5 davs I will either return the books or send
you "S3.50 in full payment. This places me
under no oblisation.

Name.

Address



News Notes from the Studios

Items of interest about motion-picture

players and productions in which they appear.

HC. WITWER, the famous humorist, will pro-

vide the stories for Lee Moran's comedies,
* the .first of which will be "Robinson's Trous-

seau." The motion-picture rights to this author's great

success, "The Leather Pushers," have also been ac-

quired by the Universal company, but no announcement
has yet been made concerning its production. With
Mr. Witwer and other popular writers commissioned
to supply their scenarios, Universal joins the ranks of

companies who believe that this is the day of the big

author in motion pictures.

Bebe Daniels is making a picture called "One Wild
Week," but she is not tell-

ing how much of it was
suggested by her recent

term in jail for speeding.

May Collins, the lead-

ing woman of Goldwyn's
"Look Before You Leap,"
and who is rumored to be

engaged to marry Charlie
Chaplin, will play opposite
Frank Mayo in "The
Shark Master," a Univer-
sal picture.

Richard Barthelmess is

the first star to be signed
by the Inspiration Pic-

tures Corporation, which
will release through First

National. A story by Jo-
seph Hergesheimer is

planned for one of his

early productions.

Wheeler Oakman will

play "Slippy McGee" in

the film version of the fa-

mous novel to be made by
Morosco. Colleen Moore
will play opposite him,
having been loaned for

this picture by the Mar-
shall Neilan organization.

Kid McCoy, whose pre-

vious laurels have been
won in prize-fi°"hting

^an Winkle,
'

'
endeared to the hearts of thousands of theatergoers

bouts has announced that Joseph Jefferson, is being brought to the screen by his son,

he is' going to film the Th°mas Jefferson. The picture play will be based on the original

Story of his life He has sta9e version of the story, and Thomas Jefferson will wear the

been married seven times same costume that his father wore in the stage production.

three times to the same
wife, who will probably act in the picture. He says

that this production will be a comedy.
Al Jolson, most popular of black-face comedians, will

make his debut in motion pictures some time during

the summer.
The success of "The Queen of Sheba" has sent J.

Gordon Edwards again digging into history. On emerg-
ing from his library after a recent tour of investiga-

tion through the periods not yet capitalized by Lu-
bitsch, the producer of "Passion," he announced that

Scots," "Francesca di Rimini," and "Alexander the

Great." All of these pictures will be made abroad.

"Sentimental Tommy" in its screen form so pleased

Sir James M. Barrie that he asked to have John Rob-
ertson appointed to direct "Peter Pan" also. It has
not yet been decided whether to make this film in Eng-
land or America, but it is fairly certain that Betty
Compson will play Peter. May McAvoy will play

Lady Babbie in Barrie's "The Little Minister," which
will be directed by Penryhn Stanlaws.

Marie Walcamp, long a favorite in Universal pic-

tures, will return to the screen after an extended ab-

sence in a Lois Weber pro-

duction.

The next D. W. Griffith

production will be "The
Two Orphans," with Lil-

lian and Dorothy Gish.

After that it is likely that

Mae Marsh will make a

picture under his direction.

She has finished her Rob-
ertson-Cole contract.

Harry Carey of LJniver-

sal pictures is the proud fa-

ther of a son.

Kitty Gordon has won a

judgment of twenty thou-

sand dollars against G. M.
Anderson for breach of

contract. It is rumored
that Mr. Anderson, better

known to fans as "Bron-
cho Billy," will soon return

to acting in pictures, but if

she gets this money, Kitty

Gordon won't need to.

Rockcliffe Fellowes ap-

pears in the leading role of

the next Marshall Neilan

production for First Na-
tional. It is tentatively

titled "Some People."

"Omar the Tentmaker,"
the mammoth stage pro-

duction which followed

soon after "Kismet," will

be filmed with Frederick

Warde in the title role.

For one scene of "The
Affairs of Anatol"—

a

he would film the stories of "Nero," "Mary Queen of

scene which for obvious reasons could not be rehearsed

—Wallace Reid was instructed to break everything

breakable on the set. He did ; the resultant loss being

estimated at about thirty thousand dollars. Reid shat-

tered everything in sight while the cameras clicked,

mirrors, lamps, chairs, phonograph, and piano were de-

molished one by one. As a conclusion to the scene, the

strong-man star seized a heavy, overstuffed divan and
hurled it bodily through the French doors at one end
of the set.

Continued on page 14
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ELECTRICITY
The Short Cut To Big-Pay

Electrical Experts Earn
$3,500 to $10,000 a Year
You, Too, Can Do It

How long are you going to putter along
in your long-hour, small -pay, no -future

job, earning $20 to $30 a week, when
you can earn the same amount in a few
hours as an Electrical Expert?

Why drag along in this way when with a few
short months of training under me, through my
easily-learned, quickly-grasped, right-up-to-the
second, spare-time, home-study course in Prac-
tical Electricity you can quickly fit yourself for

one of these big jobs, the kind* that pav $3,500
to $10,000 a year?

Take my Home-Study Course"short cut" to the big

pay job in the big field of today, Electricity.

L. L. Cooke, Chief Engineer,
Chicago Engineering Works,

Dept.:448
1918 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago, HL

Dear Sir: Send at once Sample Lessons, your
Big Book, and full particulars of your Free Outfit
and Home Study Course— all fully prepaid, without
obligation on my part.

Name II

Address . „ _
ioo

/ Give You A Real Training
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering

Works. I know just the kind of training you need to

succeed as an Electrical Expert. My course in Elec-
tricity is so simple, thorough and up-to-date that you
can easily understand and apply every line of it—no
big words, no useless theory, ho higher mathematics—
just plain, every-day, straight-from-the-shoulder, man-
to-man English— the kind you and I use every day.

Your Success Guaranteed
My course is backed by an iron-clad guarantee that

insures your success and satisfaction. I "positively will

refund every cent paid me in tuition, if you are not
fully satisfied. No other school will do this for you.
Back of me in my guarantee stands the Chicago Engi-
neering Works, a Million Dollar Institution.

Free Electrical Working Outfit
To make your success certain I give you tools to

work with—a- splendid big outfit of electrical instru-
ments and supplies. No chance for failure here.

Save $45.50 By Enrolling Now
By enrolling now you can save $45.50 on the regular

low price of my course. But you must act at once.
Write me today, for my Big Free Book, "How To
Become An Electrical Expert." It's the first step
towards bigger pay.

Yours for success,

L.L. Cooke, Chief Engineer.

DepL 448 1918 Sunnyside Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

THE COOKE TRAINED MAN IS THE "BIG-PAY MAN"
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Select your own
subject, then sub-
mit your poem to
us. We write the
music andguarantee publication. LEG
FRIEDMAN, Composer to the Amer-
can people is at the head of our staff. Among
his great successes are "MEET ME TONIGHT
IN DREAMLAND," "LET ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART." Sales ran into the millions
of copies. Send us a poem today.

Scton Maiic Co., 920 S. Michigan, Dept. KBifChicago'

K A RAILWAY
TRAFFIC INSPECTOR

EARN UP TO $250.00 PER MONTH,
expenses paid, in this fascinating pro-
fession. Travel; splendid opportuni-
ties thru contact with big: railway
officials. Pleasant, easy work.

Start at $110 per month after 3 months
spare-time study. Position GUAR-
ANTIED ormonev refunded. Send
TODAY for free Booklet No. D-555.

Standard Business Training
Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.

MAKE MONEY AT flOME

YOU can earn from $1 to $2 an hour
in your spare time writing show cards.

Quickly and easily learned by our new simple
method. No canvassing or soliciting:; we teach
you how; sell your work and pay you cash each
week. Full particulars and booklet free.

AMERICAN SHOW CARD SCHOOL
236 Ryric Building, Yonge & Shuter Streets, Toronto, Canada

Play the Hawaiian Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
Our method of teaching is so simple plain
and easy that you bogiu on a piece with your
first lesson. In half an hour
you can play it ! We have re-
duced the necessary motions
you learn to only four—and
you acquire these in a few
minutes. Then it is only a
matter of practice to acquire
the weird, fascinating trem-
olos, staccatos, slurs and other
effects that make this
instrument so delightful.
The Hawaiian Guitar
plays any kind of music,
both the melody and the
accompaniment. Your
tuition fee includes a |
beautiful Hawaiian Gui- o|
tar, all the necessary \
picks and steel bar and
52 complete lessons and pieces of music.
Special arrangements for lessons if you have your own guitar.

Send Coupon NOW
Get Full Particulars FREE

First Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

233 Broadway, NEW YORK
I am interested in the HAWAIIAN GUITAR. Please
send complete information, special price offer, etc., etc_

Name

Address ,

Town State. ..... .p.p.m.-g.

Write Name and Address Clearly

News Notes from the Studios

Continued from page 12

Elliott Dexter and Montague Love
have been cast in important parts in

"Peter Ibbetson" in which Elsie Fer-
guson and Wallace Reid will have
the leading roles.

"The Lost Romance," as produced
by William De Mille, is Elinor Glyn's
idea of a good picture. Those who
are anxiously awaiting the first Glyn
picture are referred to Agnes Smith's
review, in this issue, of the De Mille

picture.

"Carnival," directed by Harley
Knoles, who was formerly with Fa-
mous Players, is said to be the most
important production yet made in an
English studio. After spirited bid-

ding the American rights to it were
acquired by United Artists, and it

will probably be shown in America
in the early fall. Matheson Lang,
one of the most prominent actors in

England appears in it.

Acceptable imitations of Arabian
deserts, South Sea Islands, and Al-
pine avalanches have been created

for the screen, but there is one spot

in the world that cannot be faked.

That is Times Square. For that rea-

son Frank Lloyd, the Goldwyn direc-

tor, came East from California with
Phoebe Hunt, Jack Holt, John Har-
ron, and Gloria Hope, to film scenes

for "The Grim Comedian," in the

vicinity of Broadway and Forty-sec-

ond Street, New York City.

Louise Huff will appear in "Dis-

raeli," which George Arliss has an-

nounced as his first production for

United Artists.

Marie Prevost's first star picture

for Universal will be "Kissed,"

adapted from a novelette which ap-

peared recently in Ainslee's Mag-
azine.

Wallace Worsley, who formerly
directed for Goldwyn, will direct the

next Katherine MacDonald produc-
tion.

Gareth Hughes will appear as a

Metro star in "The Hunch," a

George D. Baker production, adapted
from a novel in The Popular Mag-
azine.

On completing "The Serenade,"
which was directed by his brother

Raoul, George Walsh came to New
York from California, making per-

sonal appearances along the way.
Florence Vidor has been signed to

star for Associated Exhibitors, un-
der the guidance of Arthur Kane,
who pilots the Charles Ray company.
The question of how discriminat-

ing residents of heaven dress has
been agitating the Bert Lytell com-
pany at the Metro studios. The ques-
tion had to be decided in order that

Bert Lytell might be properly garbed

I Our Composer will

write the music—we'll
have complete son§

r
printed and copyrighted

in your name according to

our special plan.

Submit Poems to
Us on any Subject

Edouard Hesselber^,
Our leading Composer is a
world's famous pianist, ap-
pearing in concerts with
such celebrated singers as
Sembrich, Nordica and de
Reszke. Among his great-

est song successes are,

"IF I WERE A ROSE"
of which a million copies
have been sold.

Don't let another day go
by without submitting of

poem to us. Do it today.

The Metropolitan Studios
Department 256

916S. Mich. Ave..ChicaSo

LEARN

Movie Acting!
A fascinating profession that pays bifr. Would you
like to know if you are adapted to this work ? Send
10c for our Twelve-Hour 'In leu t -Tester or Key
to Movie Acting Aptitude, and rind whether or not
you are suited to take up Movie Acting:. A novel

,

instructive and valuable work. Send dime or stamps
today. A large, interesting, illustrated Booklet on Movie
Acting included FREE!
FILM INFORMATION BUREAU, Sta. R, Jackson, Mich.

FREE BOOK Learn Piano!
This Interesting Free Book
shows how you can become a
skilledplayer of piano or oriran in
your own home, at one-quarter usual
cost. l>r. Quinn's famous Written
Method is endorsed hv leading musi-
servatories. Successful 2r, > ears. Play

e in every key. within 4 lessons.
Fully illustrated. For beginners or

isic free. Diploma (granted. Write
'How to Learn Piano." M. L. Quinn

Conservatory, Studio PP28, 598 Columbia Rd, Boston, 25, Mass.

cians
chords at
Scientific 3

teachers, 1

today for64-paue fn

ALTVXEIWBSCHOOL
DRAMMIC ARTS

FOU1? SCHOOLS IN ONE. PRACTICAL STAGE
TRAINING. THE SCHOOL'S STUDENT'S STOCK«*«>-
THEATRE AFFORD PUBLIC STAGE APPEARANCES

Write lor catalog mentioning stndy desired to

D. IRWIN, Secretary
43 W. 72d St. New York City
Between B'way & Central Park West

Submit your Song-Poems on any subject for ouradvice.

We revise poems, compose music of any descrip-

ti0n.5ecure copyright and eflploy original

heth005 for facilitating free publica-

tion or outright sale of songs

under this successful

if

CONTAINS

VALUABLE INSTRUC-

TIONS TO BEGINNERSANDTELL5

TmETRUTH CONCERNING EVERT BRANCH

C0NCERN5GUARANTEE^<j 2 ]FTH1S ESSENTIAL ANDFACINATING PROFESS

OFSATISFAC-^T.l |J>"*|0NTHE GREAT WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE POP-

TI0N.
I
-VV*ijlAR SONG IN VINNINGTHE WAR IS ONLY AN INDEX TO THE flUDI

WIDER SCOPE AND GREATER OPPORTUMTIF-S AFFORDED BY PEACE.

KNICKERBOCKER STUDIOS20lG*l£TYBu)<i.N.Y.Cms
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for certain scenes of "A Trip to Par-
adise." Finally June Mathis came to

the rescue with a design which she

felt met all requirements and the

production progressed.

Screen marriages are an every-

day occurrence in the studios, but
recently there have been almost as

mamr without - beneht - of - scenario

ones. Barbara Bedford, the Tourneur
discovery, has married Irvin Willat,

the producer, and Mona Lisa of the
Lois Weber pictures announced her
engagement to Wallace Beery. Doris
May and Wallace MacDonald are
married. The rumor that Charlie
Chaplin will marry little May Col-
lins when his divorce decree becomes
final persists, but friends of Richard
Dix who played opposite her in

''Look Before You Leap" say that

it shouldn't be taken too seriously.

Marguerite de la Motte. Douglas
Fairbanks' leading woman, recently
married Mitchell Lyson, Famous
Players-Lasky art director.

Clara Horton will play opposite
Hoot Gibson in his next Universal
picture.

Hugo Ballin's next production will

be a picture play suggested by
"Home, Sweet Home."
"The Case of Becky," which was

presented on the speaking stage with
great success by David Belasco, has
been secured as a vehicle for Con-
stance Binney,

The new Charles Hutchison
serial, in which Lucy Fox plays the
leading part will be called "Hurri-
cane Hutch."

Marshall Xeilan plans to go abroad
to make one picture the latter part
of this summer. Colleen Moore will

be the featured player in it. Xeilan
plans to spend several months on
this production.

Production of "At the End of the
World," her first star picture under
her Paramount contract, was held up
when Betty Compson was stricken
with the measles.

Antonio Moreno's next feature
picture will be "The Spirit of the
Hills," which was adapted from an
English novel of the same name.
King Vidor's next production will

be "A Cottage of Delight," which
will be followed by "A Thing Apart."

"Everything for Sale" is the title

of the picture which will introduce
May McAvoy as a Realart star.

The principal players in "The Four
Horsemen" will also appear in Rex
Ingram's next production "The Con-
quering Power" adapted from the
story by Balzac. Cleo Madison will

also play an important part.

Ben Turpin's first star picture is

to be "Love's Outcast."

Hobart Bosworth now has his own i

company, which will make six pro-

ductions for the Associated Pro-
ducers company. Bessie Love ap-

j

pears as his leading woman in the

first of this series.

Nazimova finished her contract

with the Metro company on comple-
tion of "Camille" and announced the

formation of her own company. May
Allison decided to return to the

speaking stage on the completion of

her Metro contract early in the sum-
mer, but another company persuaded
her to remain in pictures.

Wesley Barry has been loaned by
the Marshall Xeilan organization to

Warner Brothers, who are going to

make a film version of Gus Edwards'
"School Days."

"Human Hearts," the popular
melodrama which is being filmed by
Universal, was written by Hal Reid.

Wallace Reid's father.

Sigrid Holmquist, one of the most
popular film stars in Sweden, has

completed one film in America for

Cosmopolitan Productions, and has
started work on another.

Vera Gordon will appear in "The
Provider," an adaptation of a Fannie
Hurst story.

Although motion-picture fans are

entirely unfamiliar with the work of

Marguerite Armstrong on the screen,

Universal is so sure that she will be

a favorite that they have given her

a lortg-term contract. Yon Stroheim
met her socially and offered her a

part in "Foolish Wives." She did

so well in this bit that she was re-

warded with a contract.

House Peters has returned to the

Goldwyn lot, where he will play the

leading part in "The Man from Lost
River."

"From the Ground Up," an origi-

nal screen story by Rupert Hughes,
will be Tom Moore's next star, pic-

ture.

On completion of "The Foolish

Matrons" Maurice Tourneur will

start work on his long-heralded pro-

duction of "Lorna Doone."

Helen Jerome Eddy takes her first

excursion into light comedy in "The
March Hare," a Realart picture star-

ring Bebe Daniels. Her success has

been made in more dramatic roles,

such as the ones she played in "The
Forbidden Thing" and "The Ten-
Dollar Raise."

Lois Weber plans to screen several

stories written by Queen Marie of

Roumania.

A spectacular train wreck will be

one of the features of "Star Dust."
the Hope Hampton production, which
is being made from Fannie Hurst's

novel of the same name.

HIGH SCHOOL
COURSE IN

TWO TEARS
You Want to Earn

Big Money!
And you will not be satisfied unless
you earn steady promotion. But are
you prepared for the job ahead of

you? Do you measure up to the
standard that insures success? For
a more responsible position a fairly

good education is necessary. To write

a sensible business letter, to prepare
estimates, to figure cost and to com-
pute interest, you must have a certain

amount of preparation. All this you
must be able to do before you will

earn promotion.

Many business houses hire no men
whose general knowledge is not equal to a
high school course. Why? Because big
business refuses to burden itself 'with men
who are barred from promotion by the lack
of elementary education.

Can You Qualify for

a Better Position?
We have a plan whereby you can. We
can give you a complete but simplified high
school course in two years, giving you all
the essentials that form the foundation of
practical business. It will prepare you to
hold your own where competition is keen
and esacting. Do not doubt your ability, but
make up your mind to it and you will soon
have the requirements that will bring you
success and big money. YOU CAN DO IT.

Let us show you how to get on the
road to success. It will not cost you a single
working hour. We are so sure of being able
to help you that we will cheerfully return to
you, at the end of ten lessons, every cent
you sent us if you are not absolutely satisfied.
What fairer offer can we make you? Write
today. It costs you nothing but a stamp.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. HC76-K Drexel Ave. &. 58th St., Chicago
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Dept.HC76-K

Explain howl can qualify
....Architect 83.000tol5.000
....Building Contractor

55.000 to SIO.OOO
....Automobile Engineer

84.000 to SIO.OOO
....Automobile Repairman

S2.600 to $4,000
....Civil Engineer

55.000 to S15.000
....Structural Engineer

54,000 to $10,000
....Business Manager

55.000 to $15,000
....Certi6ed Public Ac-
countant 57.000 to 515.000
-..Accountant & Auditor

$2,500 to 57.000
....Draftsman & Designer

52.500 to 54,000
....Electrical Engineer

$4,000 to 510,000
....General Education

In one year

Ckicago.lU.

for position checked : J
..Lawyer 55,000 to $15,000#
..Mechanical Engineer A

84,000 to SIO.OOOJ
..Shop Superintendent a

83.000 to $7,000^
..Employment Manager I

54,000 to SIO.OOOJ
..Steam Engineer

52,000 to $4,000

..Foreman's Gourse w
$2,000 to W.000*

..Sanitary Engineer *
S2.000 to $5,000 I

..Telephone Engineer *

$2,500 to So.OCO •
..Telegraph Engineer •

52.500 to 55.000
..High School Graduate •

In two years •
,.Fire Insurance Expert

$3,000 to SIO.OOO

Name _ .Address



Advertising Section

This is a real photograph of a delicate

lavender organdie dress after it had seen

a year's service and had been washed
twenty-five times. The photograph shows

that the dress is as crisp and charming as

ever.

But the picture does not show the most

important thing of all—that the color of

the dress today is as clear and bright as

when it was bought. There is absolute-

ly no difference between the washed
fabric and an unwashed strip that was cut

off to shorten the skirt.

The girl who owns this dress (she is

wearing it for best again this summer) says

she never got such service from a fine

garment until she started to wash out her

nicest things herself with Ivory Soap

Flakes.

She thinks her success with Ivory Flakes

is partly due to its unsurpassed purity

—

for Ivory Flakes is simply a new form of

genuine Ivory Soap and contains nothing

that can injure cloth or colors; and partly

to the fact that it makes such rich, in-

stant-cleansing suds that rubbing is un-

necessary.

Ivory Flakes will take just as good care of

your lovely clothes as it did of this dainty

frock. Try it at our expense (see offer

at right) and learn how easily you can

keep your finest things looking like new.

IVORYsoap
Makes pretty clothes last longer

Send for

FREE SAMPLE
with complete directions for

the care of delicate garments.

Address Section 47-HF. De-

partment of Home Econom-

ics, The Procter A Gamble

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio

o

FLAKB*
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Jazz and

Jujutsu

OUR Griffiths and De Milles may scour the seven

seas and even- obscure country encompassed

by them in search of strange contrasting effects

for their screen paintings—they have nothing on Sessue

Hayakawa. Into a picture that breathes the very spirit

of the Orient
—"Where Lights Are Low," if you want

the name—he has put the most Occidental of all Occi-

dental institutions—the jazz orchestra, with real

Chinese musicians, by the way.



Photo by Edward Thayer Monroe

Two years to stardom and big earnings—the record of Bettv Compson—is enough to

dazzle any ambitious young person.

THE title for this story is a good one. I never

knew until I arrived in Los Angeles why the

term "break" into the motion-picture world was
used. But this term exactly expresses what any girl or

man who wants to be a motion-picture star will have to

do, break in, not go in, or get in, mind you, but

break in.

When I went out to see the managers of the differ-

ent companies in and about Los Angeles with a view
to finding out just what the opportunities were for

girls and young men who wanted to come out and work
in motion pictures they all answered hastily:

"Oh, tell them to stay away."
"But," I persisted, "you have to have new people,

you know. You keep right on taking them."

"Oh, well," replied the chorus, "they'll come, anyhow,
no matter what you tell them."

CAN YOU
THE

The first of two frank, authoritative

are set forth. What your chance

to spend in trying to get

By Helen
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I am not going to pretend to tell

any one to stay or to come, but I am
going to try to show what it means

to break into motion pictures and let

you decide for yourself whether you

want to pack your trunk and start

for New York or Los Angeles or

whether you want to continue to im-

agine yourself the star of a motion-

picture company and let it go at that.

You can go right on imagining, you

know, whether you ever pack that

trunk or not.

No one has ever tried to estimate

the number of girls and young men
who do pack their trunks and start

for these two motion-picture Meccas
every year. One casting director, who
was so afraid of his estimate that he

would not let me use his name, said

that there were five thousand appli-

cants on hand now for the five hun-

dred "extra" jobs on hand. Another

director, equally bashful, said that

there were fifty applicants for every

place he had to offer. All of them
agreed that the profession was over-

crowded with applicants and that they

were continuing to pour in.

"And it's all the fault of the pub-

licity," wailed more than one director

to me. "These girls and young men
read the fabulous stories of motion-

picture stars who are made overnight

and they get the idea that all they

have to do is to come here and the

rest will follow as a matter of course.

Now as a matter of fact almost all

the stars have served years of appren-

ticeship, and the stories simply for-

get that."

"But," I persisted again, "how
about those eighteen-year-old stars

and those twenty-year-old stars, where do the years
and years of experience come in?"

"Well," they defended, "some of them went on the

stage as children. And. anyhow, all of them have had
at least two years."

Two years to stardom—and this on the confession

of more than one director ! That explains why thou-

sands hasten to the motion-picture Meccas. Two years

to a salary of at least two hundred a week, or three

or four years to double that or more—why, when there is

anything like that in sight, of course, girls and young
men are coming here and nothing on earth can stop

them. No profession offers such rich rewards : no-

where on earth will youth and beauty and a little ability

reap such a harvest as on the screen if one succeeds.

And just as truly the chances of success are the biggest

gamble any one can engage in.



BREAK INTO
MOVIES?
articles in which the actual conditions in the studios

would be, and how much time and money you ought

into the movies is convincingly explained.

Christine Bennett
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' Tell Them to Stay Away"
Is every director's plea when you ask

what chance newcomers to the studios will

have. And yet the studios need new people
constantly. They keep right on taking
them in spite of the fact that they are al-

ways announcing that the field is over-
crowded.
One director says that he has five thou-

sand applicants for five hundred jobs and
another estimates that he has fifty appli-

cants for every place he has to offer.

But what other profession offers such rich

rewards? Where else is there even a chance
for youth and beauty and a little ability to
reap such fortunes?
The point for you to decide is—do you

want to take that chance ?

Now what is a girl or a young man who wants to go
into the motion pictures, or who thinks about going into

the motion pictures, to do about

it? First find out how much you
really want to go. About six

months ago a young woman
asked me about getting the help

of a famous actress in getting

into the motion pictures. Once,

she said, a prominent producer
had met her and had told her

he would give her a job in his

company. She did not want the

job at the time, but a year later

she decided she would like to

have it. She wrote the producer

and he did not reply ; she bom-
barded him with telegrams, but

he did not answer. Then she

came to New York almost pen-

niless and lived with—and on

—

kindly girl friends while she

tried to see the producer. She failed. Then she consulted me.
"Have you ever seen motion-picture actors and actresses working

I asked.

"No," she admitted.

"Well," I replied, "go over to Fort Lee and stand in line as an
extra at one of the companies across the river until you get in to

see one day of it. Then if you still think you want to act, go on
until you get a job. But what right have you to bother any one
unless you are at least certain that you want to go into the work?"
The young woman did not take my advice. She simply

would not take that much trouble. And she isn't in mo-
tion pictures. The mail of the famous motion-picture actors

and actresses is full of appeals from people—like this gir

—who think they want to act in motion pictures. Nobody has any

right to write to anv one and make such an appeal, and such ap-

peals never accomplish anything unless they have something more
than inexperience to back them. Neither do letters to produc-

ing companies. I saw yesterday in one of the big studios let-

ters from England, New Zealand, and Australia in each of

geles. The other twenty-five per cent are nearly all

made in and about New York. A very few films are

made in other scattered points. In New York City

the chorus girls, actresses from various theaters and
cabarets often work during the day in the studios, so

that New York has always on hand a large number of

trained and experienced actors waiting for places. If

you can figure at all you can see that the chances in

Los Angeles are more than five to one as against New
York.

In Los Angeles work begins at eight-thirty a. in. At
eight o'clock actors and actresses are in their dressing

rooms making up. The regular day ends at five-thirty.

but there are frequent demands for overtime work and
some scenes, outdoor night

scenes, for instance, are actually

taken at night. However this is

extra. The ordinary day of

eight to five-thirty with a brief

interval for lunch—oh, how
often have I heard the remark,
"we didn't have time for lunch

to-day," in a studio—is spent

mainly by actors and actresses

in waiting about a huge, dark
building

;
yes, I said waiting,

waiting for a chance to act.

Yesterday at Universal I saw
twenty-one young women who
were to be used in one scene,

requiring no acting whatever,

the only thing they had to do
was walk in one door and out

another. Thev had been sitting

which the applicant demanded train and steamship

come over and join that company. Don't waste time writh\

letters to anybody. If you can visit a motion-picture studio

to see what kind of work acting for the pictures is, by all

means do so, and form your own impression. If you can-

not, read what I have written about it here, which

states the unvarnished facts.

The business is a little different in New York
and in Los Angeles. And to begin with it might

be well to place those two cities where they belong

in the motion-picture
Often one hears the remark,

'7 didn't have time for lunch

to-dav," and almost always

a studio luncheon is hurried.

Alice Terry, of "The Four

Horsemen," is glad to get

time even to run out to the

Metro lunch wagon.

world. At present it

is said that ninety per

cent of all the pic-

tures in the world are

made in America.
Seventy-five per cent

of these are made in

and about Los An-
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The ordinary day of eight to five-thirty is spent mainly by actors and actresses in iraiting for a chance to act.

in that dimly lit place all day Monday, from eight-

thirty to five-thirty, all day Tuesday through the same
hours, and all day Wednesday until four p. m. when
they were numbered in the order in which they were
to walk. When I left half an hour later they were
again sitting, waiting to walk.

This was not the fault of the director, indeed the

director was feeling pretty bad about it. But taking

pictures is a complicated business. A number of things

can go wrong, and delay seems inevitable. Waiting
is the biggest feature of the studios, deadly tiresome,

monotonous waiting. Even stars have a big share of

this, as they cannot be acting all the time, and, although

at their salaries they have to be kept fairlv busy, one
sees them waiting, waiting, even as the extras, for a

chance to act. Any girl or young man who wants to

be a star will have to be prepared to sit quietly through
hours upon hours and then spring into action at a mo-
ment's notice. Small wonder that a lot of the girls

and young men, who come to Los Angeles, stop right

at this one point, bored to death by the waits.

If you think that you can stand this monotony of

waiting in dim-lit places while all the bright, sunshiny

world outside calls to you—and it certainly does call

loud in California—you have passed what I should

call the first qualification. (Yes. you do act outside

sometimes, but most of it is indoors.) The next is

money. How much have you ?

If you haven't any, wait at home until you get some.

Don't start for Los Angeles without a goodly sum.

Many, many girls come in with just enough to keep
them for a few weeks, or perhaps a few days. Then
they are stranded and things happen ; sometimes they

get other work, sometimes they accept charitable aid,

sometimes they sell themselves for a living—of a sort.

Take a look at the situation in Los Angeles. Cali-

fornia is the biggest health resort of the nation. It

is full of. people with means and without. The former
are content to work for almost anything—many girls

come to the studios just for fun. To the everlasting

credit of the directors be it said that they do not wel-

come such girls and turn them off if they know their

object. The people without means will work at any-

thing for any price, just to stay there. Suppose you
cannot get into motion pictures at once—what can you
do? Jobs are always to be had by the really efficient,

but untrained girls have a hard time. Young men usually

have a training at something, so the motion-picture

aspirant, who doesn't get into pictures, usually lands

safely at mending autos or building houses or fixing

the plumbing or selling shoes—which things he did back
home—and so makes his way. But untrained girls

need and must have money in hand.

I think if all the casting directors-—the men who pick

you for parts—and the producers, could talk through

a megaphone to every city, town, and farm in the coun-

try, they would shout to every girl who is thinking of

coming to Los Angeles

:

"Bring with you enough money to live for at least

six months, for one year if you possibly can."
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That sounds hard, but the truth is

that you cannot give yourself a fair

chance on any less.

Look the facts in the face. Los
Angeles has a population of nearly a

million. There are hundreds of girls

there who live at home, and hundreds
of young married women who can
work for pin money. They will be
your competitors. They can afford

to put every cent they make into your
most valuable asset, a wardrobe. If

you are going to run in the race with
them you must be prepared to do that

same thing, to spend every cent vou
make until you are started, on your
wardrobe. As one director said

frankly to me

:

"This is business. If a girl comes
here too often in the same suit or
frock or evening gown; if her dress
is faded or soiled, or we have seen
it too much, we send her home, minus
an engagement."
You can live decently in or about

Los Angeles for fifteen dollars a week
at present prices. You can live for
less if you have to and know how.

There is no

use in being

prudish about

it, a girl must

have a well-

shared body

and legs and

slim ankles if

she expects to

succeed on the

: 'et. i. Cos-

tumes such as

this one of

Molly Mac
Gowan's are

frequently the

extra's lot.

An oral face, with large eyes widely separated, as Colleen Moore's are, is a
good screen asset.

But I am assuming that you are young and inexperienced. This means
that you need your fare to Los Angeles and four hundred dollars and
your fare home, before you start. If you can possibly make that four

hundred dollars six hundred you had better do it. And remember if

your parents can supply you with that sum that you are going to risk

it in one of the most speculative businesses on earth.

Look over your physical equipment. Study with a critical eye your
bodv before a mirror. If you are a man you are going to need a good,

broad-shouldered athletic type of figure, of the kind that will look

well in the most abbreviated form of bathing suit as well as in

evening dress. You need fairly regular features and a good car-

riage. If you are a girl you must be between five feet two and
five feet five in height. If you are taller you may stand some
chance, but decidedly less. You must have a well-shaped body

Continued on rrge m92



The House that

And a peep at

some of the

strange sights

within.

IF you were told that the curi-

ous structure on the opposite
page was one of the sets for

a medieval story in which witches
and demons were to be repre-
sented on the screen, you would
believe it unquestioningly.

It may be difficult, therefore, to
convince you that it is not a set,

but a motion-picture studio, or
rather, part of one, for the entire
structure extends much farther

Although Willat has
made some somber
pictures, his new pic-

tures are not—en-

tirely so.

Irvin Willat began learning his trade some fifteen years ago
when he was a handy boy around the ''Imp" studio. Since

then he has held every job connected with picture making.

A scene inside the studio snapped during the filming of "The Face

the World."



Irvin Built

than is shown here. But it was all built in

this curious, grotesque, fanciful style just to

please the whim of Irvin YVillat. who has

launched upon a career as an independent pro-

ducer in Los Angeles.

If you don't remember the name of Irvin

Willat, you will recognize "Behind the Door,"
"Below the Surface," and "False Faces," three

unusual pictures which he directed. Two of

his new independent productions, "Down
Home" and "Partners of the Tide" already

have been released by Hodkinson.
His next big picture is called "The Face of

the World," and it is from the making of that

picture that the accompanying scenes were
snapped.

Above, a view of a

wild party from the

next Willat picture.

Studios have been

built to resemble

Southern mansions,

English cottages,

jails, andfactories—
but never has one

been built on such

grotesque lines as

this!

Gordon Mullen is one of the

principal laugh producers in the

Willat organization.



Away from the studio, Pauline Starke spends her time planning new
sartorial feats for her dressmaker to perform.

WHEN any one speaks of Pauline Starke, and she is often
spoken about in the motion-picture world, you think at

once of a demure little girl, with a shy, winsome per-

sonality, and a decided talent for acting. If you are not one
of those date hounds with a tabulated mind, you might possibly
fail to remember when she first began to appear upon the horizon,

but you are sure to recall that her refinement and. her simplicity

have stood out on the screen like a good deed in a naughty world
ever since the days of the old Fine Arts Productions.

Miss Starke recently came to New York for the first time to

take part in the screen production of "Salvation Nell," and I

was told that she was to be found any clay at any time working
at the armory on Sixty-seventh Street, where an ingenious set

had been built for use in the Whitman Bennett production.
On the way up I met a girl who had just come from Cali-

fornia. "Tell me something about Pauline Starke," I asked.

"The glittering gems of small talk which filter

eastward from the Coast have failed to carry

news of Pauline Starke. Fher work has always
been marked by sincerity and unaffectedness, and
as such I am familiar with her past. But do tell

me all you know about her."

As "Salvation Nell"

she has one of the

most important roles

of her career so far.

Photo by Niekolas Muray

Fine Feathers
and Ambition
Beautiful clothes play no small

part in Pauline Starke's affections,

but her success has all been

achieved without their artful aid.

By Aileen St. John Brenon
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"I can tell you this," she replied.

"During my stay in Los Angeles,

I discovered that Pauline Starke
was the best-dressed girl in the

town. There were flashier girls,

and gaudier girls, and more flam-

boyant-looking girls to be sure.

But there were no girls more
tastefully or suitably gowned than
Pauline Starke. I didn't know
who she was at first, but when-
ever I saw a particularly good-
looking cloak or a hat or dancing
frock, and asked a companion who
the wearer was, the invariable an-

swer was Pauline Starke."

Miss Starke confessed to

me that while she has had
very little use for pretty

clothes on the screen, she

has a woman's love of them
in the home, and when she

is not working in the studio

much of her time is spent

in her cozy house planning
new sartorial feats for her
dressmaker to perform.
And now that she has

come to the city of beau-
tiful women and beautiful

gowns, she doffs her Sal-

vation Army costume
hen the day's work is

over and slips off to

Fifth Avenue to revel

in the delights of

Paris models.

That earnestness

which is character-

istic of Miss
Starke's work is char-

acteristic of herself.

She is seriousness it-

self. She explained that

she went on the screen

because there were just

herself and her mother
in the world, and she

thought her mother
had borne the burden

long enough.
Pauline and her mother are-

pals. They came to New York
together, and when the time

is ripe they plan to go to

Europe together.

Continued on page 103



From a Beacher
to a Feature

It is only a step from a one-

piece bathing suit to evening

dress if Nature has been kind.

By Malcolm H. Oettinger

T HIS should be called The
Evolution of Mary, but

that sounds like a treatise,

and Mary isn't the subject any
one would pick for a treatise. You
could write a treatise on "Our
Maritime Trade in the Future" or

"Bean Growing in Far-off Brazil/'

but you couldnt rate Mary Thur-
man with such stodgy things. It

couldn't be done, even though she

has evolved.

Our story opens four years ago.

The scene is the Sennett squab
farm, situated on Alessandro

Street then as now, although

perhaps a trifle less preten

tious then. 'We were watch-

ing Charlie Murray lead a

quartet of decorative beach

beauts through a little in-

formal bacchanale. And as

if in a Greek drama, on
chorus duty, we all mur-
mured, "Some chick !"

.•

We did not say. "Some A
chicks !"' you will no- J||S
tice. Our gaze was / JH
concentrated. fo- /

cused intently on

the bell wren of
j

the flock—Mary
f

Thurman. And we \

all agreed that she

would go far, and
soar high.

Our propheteer-

ing was rewarded
when we visited Bill \
Hart's reel ranch a

year later. It was, to

be exact, a year and a

half later, in the summer
of 1919. And who was
eased in Bill's checkered

arms as the camera ground
out the final footage?

W hose vivid red lips met
Bill's as the deft Mr. Au-
gust cranked the final close-

up? Whose, indeed, but
Mary Thurman's. This was
advancing, we all agreed.

She had left the pies and
high dives for the West
ern epics of the silver-

sheet. She had forsaken

Mary Thurman is an auburn-topped symphony with ja:z interpolations.

She is a living symbol for the exclamation point.

Ford Sterling's heroics for Bill Hart's bashful wooing. We
all smiled as we watched the scene, and some one voiced the

sentiments of all when he said: "Lucky Bill
!"

But the evolution process continues, fortissimo. For after all,

the Hart job was not the pinnacle. It is all very well to be a
Westerner's sweetheart for film purposes, but a minimum of

genuine acting ability is required : beauty counts. The leading

woman opposite Bill Hart or Bill Farnum or Harry Carey or

Tom Mix need only look sweet and kiss with finesse : little else

is essential. So vou see there were higher steps remaining for

Mary to climb.

The time is the present : the scene Dwan's
Hollvwood studios, brand-new. And Alan
Dwan is talking:

"Yes. in 'The Broken Doll' Miss Thur-
man's name will be featured. I liked her
work so well in 'The Sin of Martha Oueed'
that I think she deserves this advance. She

Continued on page 104

A few people considered
that Mary Thurman
went pretty far in the

days when she was a
Sennett bathing girl,

but her friends prophe-
sied tha t soon she would
go far, and soar high.
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What Has Gone Before.

THE wife of Hugh Beresford—the name
which the author of these amazing dis-

closures about motion-picture people has

assumed—is such a real helpmate that she plays

an important part in the making of her husband's
pictures, even though she does not appear in them.

Not only her husband, but his associates, confide

in her and seek her advice. It is her suggestions

that keep Hugh's acting always deft and appealing,

and it was her courage that made him feel free

to chance their savings on a production of his own.
Others seek her advice chiefly about love affairs.

There was Danny Gardner, for instance, a likable

young chap who was in love with Carol Burnet,
Hugh's leading lady. But a scheming mother had
given Carol such a shallow point of view that she
preferred ephemeral success to a romantic and
less lucrative partnership with him. Sally, the

author, felt bitter about this, and resolved that

she would find some one who could make Danny
forget the inconsequent Carol. Later, when Sally
and Hugh came East to start the first production
of his own company, they picked up the threads
of Lorraine Tevis' life story. She had married
for money, in spite of Sally's pleas that marriage
could not be made a business contract, and her
husband's money had fostered the success that was
rightfully hers. Then she and Bruce Kildare,
whose love scenes together had brought them thou-
sands of admirers, had fallen in love with each
other. Their affairs reached a crisis when Lor-
raine's husband asked them to choose—struggles
together, or continued prosperity and stardom for
the man if they stopped seeing each other. To
Sally's dismay, Bruce faltered, and Lorraine
thought he did not really want her to leave her
husband for him. Lorraine comes to Sally's hotel

to say that she is going to Europe with her hus-
band, and Bruce Kildare, hastily summoned, ar-

rives too late to stop her.

CHAPTER VII.

He poised there a moment, a tragic, black figure against the flaming

background, and plunged to the ground below.

I dressed as fast as I could and hurried down-
stairs ; like nine women out of every ten, I simply can-
not keep my finger out of the pie of a real romance.

Lorraine's car was at the curb when I reached the
front door ; I had counted on her husband's being deep
in a business conversation when she joined him, and
I discovered afterward that I was right. She was just

stepping into the machine as I caught sight of her, and
her husband was giving directions to the chauffeur.

Neither of them noticed me, nor did they see who
came across the sidewalk just then. And evidently

their car started just as he realized whose it was. He
stood there on the sidewalk for a moment, watching it

as it threaded its way through the traffic jam at the

corner of Broadway and Forty-third Street, and from
the way his shoulders sagged I knew what he was
thinking.

"I was too late, wasn't I?" he exclaimed, as he joined

me a moment later. "Tell me, are they going abroad?
I noticed that there was some luggage in the car."

I told him then about Lorraine's call on me that

morning, and my hope that he would come in time to

prevent her going away, despite the decision that had
been reached the last time he saw her. I couldn't help

feeling a little bit impatient with him—it seemed to

me that he had been cautious at a time when caution

was out of place. And he must have sensed that

thought of mine, for he came out with the truth then

bluntly.

"You think I'm a sort of cad, I suppose?" he began.

"But here's how things really stand. I can't last more
than a couple of years longer, according to the doctors.

I don't worry about their opinion, because having a bum
heart doesn't bother me in the least. But—would it

be fair for me to take Lorraine out of the luxury she

lives in and ask her to build up a future with me, when
I might just slump on her hands before we really got

well started? It would take her nearly two years to

get her divorce put through—that is, before the final
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/ didn't think for a time then; I didn't ei>en feel any more than I could help. I just buried my face

in my baby's soft, beloved little body.

decree was granted and she was free to mam- me.
So—well. I had to let her go, that was all."

"But why didn't you tell her this—why did you let

her go away thinking that you didn't really want her?"
I cried.

"Because I couldn't bear to have her think of me as
a half portion of a man," he answered, flushing a little.

"She hates the thought of sickness, you know, and
I'd rather she'd hate me than remember me pityingly,

and with distaste. . That's why I didn't tell her."

I leaned -back in my chair and looked at him, think-
ing of what a muddle many lives are twisted into. It

would be a long time before either he or Lorraine could
be happy again, I knew. She was the type of girl

whose memory is a curse, linking up even little, in-

animate things with big moments. And more than he
realized, she had made her life over, so that it con-
formed to his tastes, had worn colors that he liked, and
done her hair as he thought it most becoming.

Nor was that the worst
of it. I knew how the let-

ters would pour in from all

over the country, asking
why he and she didn't play
together any more. He'd
be accused of overestimat-
ing his own importance,
and wanting to be a star

instead of just a leading
man. She'd be accused of
dismissing him because she
liked her new leading man
better—no matter who that

leading man might be.

And as for her husband
I wondered just how much
he'd get out of it. I didn't

see how he could ever feel

really satisfied, even though
he did think that he had
done the best possible thing
for her. I began to look
forward to the time when
he and Lorraine would re-

turn from their journey

—

certainly my next meeting
with them would tell me
much.

I thought of Danny

—

too, that morning ; I was
sure that he would get over
his unhappiness, of course,

but I couldn't help feeling

sorry for him. And when
at last Bruce left me. and
I was free to run upstairs

to Hugh and the baby
again, it seemed to me that

my heart would burst for

joy. Just plain, even-day
happiness is the most won-
derful thing in the world

!

Hugh and I were plan-

ning a grand partv for that

week-end. He had sug-

gested it the night before,

when we came home at

eight o'clock, expecting to

have a quiet evening, to

find half the taxis in New
York honking at each other

beneath our windows—or

so it seemed to me. Anyway, the racket was dreadful,

and Hughie. junior, was sitting up in his little bed howl-
ing with fright at the noise.

"We've got to get out of this," I told Hugh, cud-

dling the baby up in my arms. "If I weren't too old

to get awav with it I'd outscream son. Spring wasn't
made to be lived in cities, anyway."

"Let's clear out to-morrow, then, just temporarily,"

he suggested. "Claudia Dorvenn lives not so very far

up in the Berkshires, and when she was in town a while

ago she urged that I take some exteriors at her place

for this picture ; said her house was simply made for

the movies. So we could borrow Danny's roadster and
run up there ; on the way we could pick out some good
locations—kill half a dozen birds with the same stone.

How about it?"

I blew him a kiss over the tumbled curls of his son's

head. And I wondered why Fate had been inspired

to give me such a particularly nice husband.
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So we started off in the car not half an hour after

Bruce Kildare had gone back to his club, to stare at

the clock and figure out just what Lorraine Tevis was
doing at that moment. Hugh had disguised himself in

an old duster and a cap that was pulled well down over

his eyes, and as we tucked the baby in between us

—

young as he is, he adores motoring—and I gave a last

look at the suit cases strapped to the running boards,

I hoped that my illustrious husband would be as suc-

cessful in avoiding recognition as he hoped to be.

You've no idea how terrible it is never to be able to

take a quiet, unassuming outing without having perfect

strangers gather around and stare at you. Really, when
I read about the way the crowds almost mobbed Mary
Pick ford and Doug when they went abroad, I wondered
that they didn't commit some petty crime and get sent

to a nice, quiet jail for a few days, in order to get some
peace

!

Hugh didn't do as well as he'd thought he would,
though. He was recognized twice on Riverside Drive,

when we had to slow down—and once it was a girl on
a sightseeing automobile who knew him, and she told

everybody around her, which was decidedly embarrass-
ing for us. After that Hugh put on goggles, and even
Norma Talmadge didn't know us when we passed her

car a few minutes later.

It took us a little over an hour to get into the real

country, but along toward half past three we were
clear back in the hills, and the towns through which we
passed were all little ones. It hardly seemed possible

that only the day before we had been in the studio that

Hugh was to use, looking over the equipment, wonder-
ing if it would be wise to get another sunlight arc, ex-

amining the sets that were to be used the first of the

week.

We stopped for tea in a fairly large place, not be-

cause the one restaurant looked especially inviting, but

because I'd seen in front of one of the theaters a poster

announcing a recent picture of Hugh's. That won my
heart instantly. I wanted to sit in the restaurant win-

dow and look at the people who went by and wonder
which ones would go to see it, and how they'd like it.

You see, Hugh's releases always have a strong personal

value to both of us. One of them will seem to us just

what young chaps who are just starting out in life will

like; we believe there's a lesson in it for them, especially

if they're beginning in rather a small way, as Hugh did,

and want to get married—he and I were engaged from
the very first day he went to work—and don't know
exactly how they're going to swing it.

Then there'll be another one that we feel is for the

boy or girl who lives in a little country town and wants
to go to a big city, because there doesn't seem to be any
chance of success back home. And another picture is

meant for the married people who don't hit it off very
well and can't see just why. Oh, there's many a sermon
tucked into motion pictures

;
perhaps it doesn't always

get over, but it's there, anyway. And no matter how
trite the stories given him, Hugh and I have always
tried to plan out some bit of action that would make
somebody say, "Well, that's the way with life—and
that fellow had the right idea about how to handle it;

wonder if I couldn't follow his example." If one pic-

ture in ten gets that thought across then all the

effort we've made along that line is worth while.

Well, I was thinking something of that sort as I sat

there in a corner, drinking tea, and managing Hughie's
glass of milk for him. Hugh had gone across the street

to get some tobacco—he smokes a pipe whenever he

gets a chance. But he seemed to stay forever and ever,

and I'd demolished all the hot muffins and was order-

ing more when he came clashing back across the road.

"Say, Sally," he exclaimed, "would you mind stay-

ing here to-night? WT

e could go on to Claudia's to-

morrow—I'll phone her that we .were delayed—and I've

sort of got business here that needs my attention, if

you don't mind."
Now, he'd wound up that little speech with such a

sheepish expression that I knew perfectly well what
to expect. He didn't have to tell me that he was going
to do somebody a good turn—the way he flushed and
avoided my eyes told me that.

"Who needs you here?" I asked, laughing. He
grinned at that, and plunged into his story.

"The fellow who has the theater," he answered.
"He's just been in business a little while, and things

have gone pretty slowly, because he has such keen
competition. The folks here have been in the habit of
hopping on the trolley and running over to the next
town every night to the movies, and he figured that he
could catch the crowd here. But he's not getting them.
You see, he's making a fight for clean pictures—and it

begins to look as if that sort of thing wouldn't pay.

"Now, to-night there's a rotten release, a blatant

sex picture, being run in Laneville—that's the next
town—and he's got one of mine, as my beautiful wife
so kindly noticed," and he laughed and made a low
bow to me. "So—well, I introduced myself to him and
said I'd stage a personal appearance, if that would help

any. He's got a couple of kids, you see, and his wife
helps him in the theater—takes the tickets, and all that

—and every cent they've got is tied up in it, and it isn't

much to do—oh, yes, they asked us to dinner, too,

Sally—and they're going to have strawberry shortcake."

It's exactly like him to make excuses that way, when
he does something for some one.

"Of course, I'm only willing to stay because of the

shortcake," I declared, getting up and slipping into my
coat. But on the way over to the little store where
the theater owner was waiting for us I tried to tell

Hugh how I felt about him, while he carried the baby
and pretended to be so busy with that very familiar

burden that he didn't hear me. However, I appreciated
what he was going to do, though he wouldn't let me
tell him so. For if there's anything in the world that

he hates, it's making a personal appearance at a the-

ater. And I don't blame him

!

CHAPTER VIII.

The theater owner—his name was William Stokes

—

took us home with him and introduced us to his wife

;

then he rushed off to put up posters around town an-

nouncing that Hugh would be at the theater that eve-

ning, and I got his wife to let me set the table, while
Hugh went out into the garden and picked the berries

for the shortcake.

At first Mrs. Stokes felt rather shy, but she soon
got over that, and would keep pausing in the middle
of a trip from the kitchen table to the stove to ask if

it was true that Theda Bara had gone back to her

birthplace in Egypt and was living in a tent at the

base of the Sphinx.

To me such rumors are screamingly funny, but I

suppose that they're really natural enough, considering

the distance they travel. I explained that I had seen
Theda Bara in New York only a few days before we
left, and she hadn't the faintest notion of going to

Egypt, but was trying to recover from the rather brutal

criticism which her play, "The Blue Flame," received

on the road.

Hugh was to make two appearances at the theater

—

one at half past eight and one an hour later, but Mr.
and Mrs. Stokes had to leave as soon as supper was
out of the way, to get the theater ready and begin sell-
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ing tickets. As they started out together, both beaming
with happiness, my heart went out to them

;
they were

so bravely putting their shoulders to the wheel, trying
to get a start in life. They'd supported Mr. Stokes'
invalid father till he died, about six months before, and
the money that he'd left them they'd invested in the
theater. They were trying awfully hard to give good
programs; Mr. Stokes' sister-in-law played the piano,
and did the best she could, but they were hoping to get
a good player piano a little later, so that the range of
musical selections wouldn't be so limited. And Mrs.
Stokes was raising strawberries and asparagus for the
market, and Mr. Stokes was running a jitney, between
times, to help out.

"This stunt of yours will just put us on our feet,"
he told Hugh, as they left us. "Once we get people
into the theater and they realize that
it's comfortable, they'll be more in-

terested in coming again."
Hugh got out a white suit while

I heated some water so that he could
shave, and then I sat in the bedroom
window and visited with him while
he dressed. And we gossiped a bit

about Claudia Dorvenn, whom I'd

met only once, and of whom I knew
only little things that had been well

embroidered by the gossips.

"I met her two years ago, out on
the Coast," Hugh told me, as he

stropped his razor. "I'd dropped in

at the Community Studios, to see a

big set that a man- 1 knew had de-

signed. She was reclining on a gor-

geous couch, all posed for a close-up,

and I was introduced to her while

she waited for her leading man to

come and stand outside the range of

the camera and say the lines he was
supposed to be speaking when that

shot was taken.

"It was hotter than Dutch love in

the studio
;
every Klieg in the place

sputtering away, millions of Cooper
Hewitts going full blast, a sunlight

arc turned directly on the lady—you
should have seen her make-up run

!

But she had a fool director who
thought he knew what he was doing,

and she stood for it. The extras

were on the verge of fainting, and
the onlv happy people there were the girls who were
swimming around in the pool— it was a harem scene,

or whatever they called 'em when they had them in

Egypt.
"Well, the leading man didn't show up, so finally the

director turned to me—Claudia and I were exchanging

opinions on snow stuff, by way of cooling oft"—and
said, 'Say, why can't you stand outside this close-up,

young man?'
"She was shocked to think that he didn't know me,

and tried to apologize. But I said that was all right

—

why should he know me ? And do you know, that's

what started our friendship."

"But what about all these stories they tell about her?"
I asked. You see, for years she'd been one of the

most talked-about vampires in the motion-picture world ;

if I told you her real name you'd immediatelv recall

any number of stories about her. And I couldn't help

being curious.

Hugh regarded me quizzically in the mirror, but said

nothing.

Further Revelations

The author of this amazing nar=
rative has received hundreds of in=
teresting letters since she started
her story. Some of them contain
confidences almost interesting
enough to be a part of the story
itself. For instance, a girl in
Washington writes:

'It may sound absurd to you,
but I have fallen in love with your
husband. Not on the screen, as
you say thousands of others have,
but with the Hugh you have
shown us in your 'Revelations.'
He is the most fascinating, the
most lovable man I have ever
known. Don't ever let any one
like that horrid little Carol Burnet
break up your home. How 1 envy
you!"
And one in Philadelphia:
"Dcn't disillusion us so. Since I

read what you said abciit standing
on the side lines and coaching
your husband's love scenes, I

haven't taken any pleasure in go=
ing to pictures. I keep saying to
myself, 'Is this Hugh?' And I hate
Hugh for exploiting all the little

tendernesses that are so precious
to you."
Whether you are one who lov es

Hugh or h2tes him, you will en=
joy this story, written by his wife.
Perhaps jour favorite actor ap=
pears in this installment. Read it

and see!

"Well, I've heard that she's a regular heart smasher,

"

I protested, "and you know her fairly well, though I've
just barely been introduced to her. Tell me the truth

—

is she really as fascinating as she's said to be?"
He wiped his razor, tucked it into the case, and faced

me with a broad grin.

"I've heard that, too," he answered. "And all I've

got to say is 'Wait till you know her.' Going to the
slaughter of the innocents with me ?"

It was useless to tease; I knew that he wouldn't say
another word about Claudia Dorvenn, so I began get-
ting read\- to accompany him. I knew how he hated
going to the theater, so I was going along to lend him
moral support from some secluded nook. A perfectly
dependable woman was to stay with Hughie and the
Stokes children, so I felt safe about leaving him.

The little theater was simply
jammed when we got there, and we
slipped in by a back door that let us
in behind the motion-picture screen.

Hugh was as nervous as a cat.

"What'll I say, Sally?" he whis-
pered, jerking his tie crooked in his

effort to straighten it. "What on
earth can I say that'll interest those
folks? Won't it be awful if they
hiss at me? Gosh, this is terrible!"

I couldn't help laughing—he was
so big and broad-shouldered and so

accustomed to the ordeal of facing

the camera, yet here he stood, shak-
ing like a leaf, really scared.

"You'll have an inspiration," I as-

sured him. "Remember, thev're all

your friends out there—you don't

have to be afraid of them. And
stop fussing with your tie!"

He calmed down a little then, and
when he got out in front of the cur-

tain he had all the assurance that the

situation demanded. I can't tell you
what he said, because I was too ex-
cited myself. You know hew it is

when any one for whom you care a
great deal is- appearing in public; you
feel so thrilled and shaky and proud
that you can't really listen or watch
at all. I suppose that's the way I'll

feel when Hughie junior grows up
and goes to school and speaks pieces.

But I do know that Hugh got on
beautiful!}-, and that when he ducked in behind the cur-

tain again he'd made a lot of friends.

That's an awfully important thing, you know. And
it's harder for a man who's in pictures to do than it

is for a woman. He has to face so many men who
feel that they work hard for their money, and that he
has a sissy job and gets paid out of all proportion to

the work he does. Some of them haven't anv respect

for a man who just acts for a living.

Hugh always tries to justify himself with such men
—to show them that he's a regular fellow, just as thev
are, and that he frequently puts in as hard a day's work
as they do. I believe that he'd gladly dispense with
the favor of the many women and girls who like him
if he could just be sure of the men.
He certainlv won them that night ; when we slipped

out of the theater by a side door there was a mob of
them waiting to shake hands with him. and two or three

who were friends of the Stokes' went on to the house
with us. and visited till it was time for Hugh to go back

to the theater again. (Continued on page 86)



Success—and
What would you do if you be

Valentino did? A colorful pic

veals his attitude toward

By Her

Photo by Evans

Rudolph Valentino suggests a devil within the law, liable to break through without notice

IT was an iris night spangled with gold. The wind

surged in the trees, arousing the perfume of orange

and eucalyptus. The curtains of the casement win-

dows fluttered in waves of fragrance. Rich color filled

the room ; crimson from an Indian basket lamp that

swung like a censer above, and orchid from a silken

light on a gilded standard. Navaho blankets made
patches of flame on the walls, and slim cat's-tails with

graceful leaves reached from the corners toward the

ceiling.

There was romance in the scented wind, adventure

in the colored glow. The atmosphere carried the theme

of personality. I suppose all homes do. This was the

bachelor den of Julio of "The Four Horsemen of the

Apocalypse," otherwise Signor Rudolph Valentino,

whose star now rises in high ascendancy.

The young signor lounged opposite me blowing lazy

ribbons of smoke from a slim ivory holder.

There was silence.

We had dined.

My host, before dinner, had prepared an ambrosia

with a bouquet as delicate as the odor of blossoms.

"Rudolph Valentino is a great art-

ist," I mentally declared.

With equal finesse he had presided

over the courses, which were accom-

panied by the ruby tinkle of ice in tall

crystals.

The silence was broken. Signor

Valentino tapped his cigarette as cur-

tain raiser to conversation.

"I have been reading your articles,"

said he in his slow-measured Italian

bass. "They are excellent."

"You impress me," I said. "You
have a taste for literature."

He smiled.

"And a sense of humor," I added.

"It is no more than your appreciation

for the art of acting," was his retort.

"You complimented me."

Not since the advent of Richard

Barthelmess to the field of the cloth

of silver has a cinema knight been

hailed with such salvos. I was curi-

ous to observe the first flush of suc-

cess on a Roman conqueror.

Valentino, apart from screen glam-

our, is a curiously interesting figure,

particularly as a subject for success.

I knew fragments of his career : he

came from Taranto, Italy, seven years

ago, had been a dancer in a Broadway
cabaret, was considered something of

a Lothario. And he holds the time

record, even in the film colony, for

matrimonial quick diving, being under
only for the space of a day or so.

He's one of those persons who is not

constitutionally suited to a placid life.

Had he lived in the time of the Louis he might have
been immortalized in the pages of Dumas as one of

those renegades who enter boudoirs by the balcony, duel

husbands of fair ladies, and—when excitement is be-

low par—rob a coach or two, always returning the

jewels lifted from the lovelier damsels.

Instead of being assigned to the century of romantic
deviltry, he was thrust into the century of censors,

where the only chance a gay blade has for immortality

is on a police blotter or the screen. Most of us still

have a sort of moonshine love for outlawry, a secret

still down in our hearts which the reformers too well

suspect. Rascals of the D'Artagnan mold are not per-

mitted at large. They are not permitted even on the

screen unless "they point a moral"—a moral plain to

the messianic censors, who look through the keyhole,

but won't let the other guys. Yet for all this suppres-

sion, the devil still cuts an interesting figure, the more
interesting in contrast with the fanatical evangels.

Valentino on the screen suggests a devil within the

law, liable to break through without notice. That's
why the ladies are going to like him. He suggests
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romance with a crimson thrill. His nar-

row, lotus-lidded eyes are enigmatic. An-
other reason for the interest of the curious

sex. The}- are the eyes of the Orient. He
tells me he has a curious affinity for the

Orient. Whenever I think of the Orient

I think of harems. But maybe he thinks

of camels. I hardly believe so. Camels
are becoming so common nowadays. Be-
sides. Valentino is such an artist in am-
brosia. I suggested there might be a
Moorish strain in him. "We know that

southern Italy has been the palette for

many racial pigments. If I recollect cor-

rectly I have an ancestor who was one
of the best Mohammedans that ever brow-
beat a prayer rug.

This exotic flavor in A'alentino's per-

sonality, accentuated offscreen, in no way
lessens his attraction. Nor is one disap-

pointed to find a prosaic history behind a
romantic guise. His life has been an ad-

venture of changing speeds, a few punc-
tures, and numerous blow-outs. He ad-
mits with penitential gravity that he was
not one of those boys who are good to

their folks. He avers quite frankly that

there have been times when he has wept
bitterly for his thoughtlessness toward his

mother. His family was of some position

in Italy. His father, who died when Ru-
dolph was young, had been a caA'alry offi-

cer ; his mother was a lady of gentility

and lineage. Intending to follow in the

stirrups of his sire, Valentino attended
a military academy and became an in-

trepid horseman. But he didn't care for

a standing army. He felt the lure of the

navy with its invitation "Join now and
see the world." Fortunately for "The
Four Horsemen," the navy failed to accept

him. Heeding parental advice he tben
went to an agricultural college. Upon his

graduation the spirit of wanderlust again

surged up to lure him from the straight

and narrow furrow. With a friend he
made a dash on Paris, which. I dare say,

capitulated ; and then to Monte Carlo,

which, he says, did not capitulate, but
caused him to. As a result his mother re-

ceived one of those affectionate letters ending "please

remit." Upon his arrival home there was a family con-

ference. — -

"He'll never amount to anything, so we might as well

send him to America," said a relative. "Thrown on his

own resources he'll either turn out a criminal or a man."

I suppose the idea was that if he turned out a criminal

he'd come home rich and endow the relations ; if poor,

he'd probably land in a county jail somewhere out of

the way. Anyhow, it was a pretty farewell thought.

Photo by E

He is grateful to Rex Ingram for emancipating him from lounge-lizard parts by
iving him the part ofJulio in "The Four Horsemen."

"That," remarks Valentino, with a wry smile, "was
the prophecy when I set out for America."
"A good one," said I.

The Xew York episode is not a pleasant feature of
Valentino's adventures. He encountered that oppres-
sive horror of isolation among throngs of people, lack

of employment, hunger that bordered starvation, hu-
miliation that was worse.

"I was the loneliest fellow in the world," he declares.

"I had plenty of time to repent for what ingratitude I

/



32 Success—and the Morning After

might have shown to my parents. I wished I had been
better to my mother. And for the first time I began
to wonder what life was all about. It didn't seem to

me a funny proposition, as George Cohan sings. I

pondered the meaning of it. One source of anxiety to

my mother was my lack of devotion to the church. I

have never been religious. And I'm not now, in an
orthodox sense. But alone in my hall bedroom in New
York I had my first desire to know the secret of things."

The garret where he finally took up residence had
one of those cots which have left their impress on so
many good men. It had that insurmountable ridge
down the center with steep slopes on either side. You
choose a side like a warrior and stick to it or fall in

the struggle. Valentino often was vanquished and had
to pick up his abraded remains from the floor in the
morning.

"At first I used to take the subway
when looking for work, but I never
landed at the place I intended, be-

cause no one could understand me
when I asked questions."

"It wouldn't have done you any
good if they could," I assured. "I

never yet landed where I intended

by taking a subway, and I speak
seven dialects of English. Didn't

you know any Yiddish?"
"No, only French, Spanish, and

Italian. One clay I rode under the

East River five times trying to get

to the Battery."

"You must have wanted to see

the Statue of Liberty. I know

—

I'll bet some one had sold it to you !"

But he assured me he couldn't have bought it had
it had it been knocked down at a jitney on easy pay-
ments.

"So I gave up riding. I had to. My money was
gone. Then I tramped, rain or shine. One night I

returned drenched and placed my boots to dry by the

fire. In the morning I found one of them had warped
upward from the sole and split away. The other had
chosen the opposite direction and curled under as though
it had the cramps. But I had to wear them. They
were all I had."

"I've seen a lot of people wearing shoes like that in

New York, only they wore spats with them," I said, by
way of cheering him.

About the time this distressing incident reduced his

extremities to the pavement, he met some Italian friends
who invited him to a cafe where there was music and
dancing. He managed to get their phone numbers, I

guess, for they took him several times.

"I was a horrible dancer," he declares.

"Anybody would be in those shoes," I observed.
"Women to whom I was introduced would dance with

me once—never twice."

"Why didn't you take oft your shoes? Barefoot
dancers always are popular."

"What's the use of giving me advice now?" he de-
manded. "I determined to learn the steps just so I

wouldn't disgrace my friends. Lying in bed at night

—in the shadow of the ridge—I'd figure out steps

—

steps—steps
"

"You must have been obsessed something like that

Kipling fellow," I suggested. " 'Boots—boots—boots

—

moving up and down, moving up and down.' But that

poem always made me think of subway stairs."

"Well, anyhow, I used to jump out of bed at night

and practice steps," he continued. "Eventually I mas-

tered them to some extent. Then I met a friend from

Italy, a boy of good family, who was playing the piano

in a cafe. He had gone through the same experiences

I was going through. He told me he could get me a

job as a dancer. With nerve and a borrowed dress

suit I tried out and somehow got by."

I recall that the first time I saw A'alentino he was
dancing in a cafe, dancing in stealthy glide. The floor

was sleek and glossy ; his hair was sleek and glossier

;

his dance was slithered and glossed. He impressed me
as being handsome—sleek. Yes, sleek, I think, is le

mot juste. He observed all the forms of gallantry

known to the Continental cavalier. Women were
enamored of his manner, hip beauty, his grace, his low-

murmuring Latin tones.

Could I present a picture more damning of a man,
viewed from the altitude of our popular prejudices?

I never suspected that Valentino saw
the picture from the same angle. But
he did.

"A foreigner is faced by preju-

dices everywhere in America. Par-

ticularly when he knows nothing of

the language. For the man of breed-

ing it is hardest. The peasant of Eu-
rope can get work digging in the

sewers, but it takes some ability—at

least endurance—to do even that. I

had nothing to offer, and even if I

had I couldn't tell them about it."

Even now Valentino's speech has

the slurring Latin warmth, with an

inclination to throw sentences into

reverse. Occasionally there is a de

for a the and a thccs for a this. On
the whole, however, it is character-

ized by extreme precision. He is not one of those

voluble, gesticulating Italians. He has the restraint and
calm of a stoic, the mystic stoicism of Moor or Arab
I would say. His gaze, while suggesting dreaminess

or introspection, is steady—the inscrutable gaze of a

sheik over desert sands.

I had wished particularly to interview Valentino in

order to observe the elation—or inflation—caused by
the first gust of success. Knowing something of his

vicissitudes I thought he would make an excellent sub-

ject for analysis.

It is all very well to say of a man who receives the

quick, heady success of film achievement that his hat

still fits or that it does not. But the psychology is far

too subtle for any such generalization. I have seen

friends reshaped by the arch-sycophant, Mademoiselle

Fame, and have heard people carelessly apply the terms

"conceited" and "upstage." In most cases they were
not justified. It was as though these young celebrities

found themselves surrounded by a slowly inclosing wall

that shut out perspective and centered all the universe

upon self. Put yourself in such a position, and you
will be more charitable. We all have ego else we would
not be individuals. The only difference is that some,

either by the grace of fortune or experience, can offer

greater resistance to corrosion. The majority are

rather yielding. They rapidly become self-centered,

worrying over their little affairs or the relation of the

world's affairs upon theirs.

"Don't take the world upon your shoulders," I once

advised a friend thus weighted by the responsibility

of early success. "Hercules may have done it, but

Hercules didn't photograph well. And no doubt he

died of curvature of the spine."

Instead of smiling my friend grew sadder, thinking

doubtlessly of his face and spine.

Continued on page 96

THE MIRACLE GIRL
That means Betty Compson to

a multitude of fans—for her sudden
rise in popular favor seemed little

short of miraculous to those who
did not know of the struggles that
led up to it.

Her beauty is enchanting—and at
moments she suggests the emo-
tional intensity of a Pauline Fred-
erick. Just now—particularly—the
eyes of the world are focused
upon her, for it is said that she is

Barrie's choice for the role of
Peter Pan, most loved of all of his
creations.
Wouldn't you like to know her?

Herbert Howe will make you
acquainted with her in one of his
inimitable articles in an early num-
ber of Picture-Play. Don't miss it.



The Secret of "Way Down East"
How the ice scenes in "Way Down East'' were made has puzzled thousands of people

ever since the film was first shown. These pictures help to clear up the mystery.

Bv Charles Carter

THE relentless force

of the swelling

river that splinters

the great ice cakes and car-

ries the helpless form of

Anna Moore downstream
toward crashing falls holds

the great audiences at

"Way Down East'' spell-

bound. A flash of torren-

tial falls is shown, then a

close-up of Lillian Gish as

Anna Moore lying on a

cracking cake of ice. being

whirled by the current to-

ward the falls. And every

one wonders how and
where Griffith, the wizard
of the movies, accom-
plished this scene.

"It couldn't be done."

engineers and marine ex-

perts familiar with the

force of waterfalls pro-

claimed. But there it is on
the screen, so intense, so

real, that even Lillian Gish
and DickBarthelmess watch
the scene with breathless

interest every time they
see it.

The pictures on this page
tell the storv- of the engi-

neering feat that made the

famous ice scenes possible.

Not at the crest of the gi-

gantic falls shown in the

pictures taken from a dis-

tance, but at the edge of

this low dam, the most
thrilling scenes were staged.

This structure which en-

abled the camera men to

get close-ups was built at

White River Junction, Ver-

mont, on the Connecticut

River, but all of the ice

scenes were not taken

there. As the ice became
too broken in one river to

permit getting effective

scenes there, the company
moved on to a new location.

Lillian Gish once remarked
that all during the winter

while "Way Down East"
was being filmed, "Mr.
Griffith was never happy
when he saw a cake of ice

in a river until I was on it."

The making of these

scenes entailed tremendous
care — expense — danger.

These pictures bear mute
testimony to the ingenuity

and skill that made possible

the most thrilling scenes yet

screened.



THE MOVIE ALMANAC
AUGUST Edited and illustrated by Charles Gatchell 19 2 1

PREDICTIONS FOR AUGUST.
One hundred and eighty-seven movie

stars will barely escape death when caught
in a storm while cruising about in their
palatial yachts. Only the first few escapes
will be printed in the papers. After that
the story will be worn out. The common
-or garden variety of program picture
will flourish in most theaters during this

month, the big specials being held back
for September showings.
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1—M.—John Barrymore was cavorting in a comedy part in 17—W. —

.

"A Stubborn Cinderella," at the Princess Theater,

Chicago, 1908.
2—Tu.—D. W. Griffith appeared in a vaudeville sketch called 18—Th.-

"In Washington's Time," of which he was the 19—Fr-
author, at Keith's Union Square Theater, New 20—Sa.-

York, 1901.

3—W. —Ormer Locklear, American ace, was killed when his

aeroplane crashed to earth while making a Fox 21—Su.-

feature picture, 1920.
4—Th.—Alan Dwan was directing Rex pictures, featuring

Wallace Reid and Pauline Bush, 1913. 22—M.

-

5—Fr.—Blanche Sweet, Cleo Ridgeley, Marjorie Daw, Carlyle
Blackwell, and Theodore Roberts appeared in

'

Lasky's "The Secret Orchard," 191 5. 23—Tu.-
6—Sa.—Eileen Percy married Ulric Busch, 1919.
7—Su— Billie Burke born, 1888.
8—M. —Theodore Roberts appeared on the stage as the 24—W. -

Indian, Scar-Brow, in "The Girl I Left Behind
Me," at the Schiller Theater, Chicago, 1893.

9—Tu.—Earle Williams played the part of King Louis in 25—Th.-

"The Three Musketeers," with the Alcazar Stock
Company, San Francisco, 1903.

10—W.—Mary Miles Minter did her childish bit as Toto, in 26—Fr-
"Zaza," with the Poli Stock Company, Scranton,
Pennsylvania, 1910.

r.l—Th.—Wesley Barry born, 1909.
12—Fr.—Cecil DeMille born, 1881. 27—Sa-
13—Sa.—Raymond Hitchcock made his screen debut in a Lubin

picture called "The Ring-tailed Rhinoceros," 1915.

No wonder he quit the films. 28—Su-
14—Su.—Hobart Bosworth played Toothpick Pasha in "The

Circus Girl," at Daly's Theater, New York, 1897.

15—M. —Herbert Brenon sailed for Jamaica to begin work on 29—M. -

the famous Annette Kellermann picture, "A
Daughter of the Gods," 191 5.

16—Tu.—Thomas Meighan took the part of Billy Bolton in 30—Tu.-

"The College Widow," George Ade's comedy, when 31—W. -

it opened at the Tremont Theater, Boston, 1905.

A small boy named Charlie Ray left Jacksonville,
Illinois, with his parents, and started for Los
Angeles, 1901.

-Colleen Moore born, 1901.
Elsie Ferguson born, 1883.
Ann Little—really Mary Brooks—and Alan Forrest—really Alan Fisher—were married at Santa Bar-

bara, California, 1916.
William Desmond appeared as Joe Lanier in "Across

the Pacific" at the Opera House in Youngstown,
Ohio, 1902.

Tully Marshall supported E. H. Sothern, in "Captain
Lettarblair," by playing the part of Smithers. a
clerk, at the Lyceum Theater, New York, 1892.

-Sam Bernard, stage comedian, made his debut as a

Lasky star in "Poor Schmaltz," and decided tha:

the screen was no place for him, 1913.
-Mabel Normand showed her fighting spirit by having

a Los Angeles dentist arrested on a charge of
blackmail, 1916. -

-Ethel Clayton played in the stage production of
"Bobby Burnit," at the Republic Theater, New
York, 1910. -*

Lois Weber, the famous picture director, was
demonstrating "Why Girls Leave Home" by play-

ing the part of Sadie Dillick, in the play of that

name, at the Bijou Theater, in Jersey City, 1904.

"The Miracle Man" opened in New York City, be-
ginning the most sensational run since "The Birth
of a Nation," 1919.

Billie Burke made her debut on the American stage

at the Empire Theater, New York, supporting John
Drew in "My Wife," 1907'.

Billie Burke made her screen debut as a feature star

when her Paramount picture, "The Mysterious
Mrs. Terry," was given its first showing, 1917.

-Catherine Calvert became a Vitagraph star, 1920.

-Lew Cody was treading the boards of the Folly
Theater, Brooklyn, in "The Power of Money," 1906.

OUR MONTHLY RECIPE.

One play without story or plot.

Boil till soft in publicity gush.
Add the cream of rich scenes,

And then sugar ivith queens;
This recipe will make excellent—mush.

HISTORICAL FACT.
A couple of years ago a cowboy out

in Texas threw up his job and went to

Los Angeles because he heard there were
good jobs in the movies at fabulous sal-

aries. His information was correct, but
he couldn't seem to connect with one of

the movie jobs. His funds ran low, and
finally, being a husky chap, he got work
digging ditches with a pick and shovel.

One day a movie producer came along
and saw the ex-cowboy at work. Some-

thing about the workman's brawny arms
and husky build attracted the movie man.
"Like to work for the movies?" asked

the producer. "You bet !" said the shovel-
man. "Willing to do dangerous stunts?"
"Yep!"

That's how Monte Blue dug his way
into pictures.

ANECDOTE.
Way back in 1918 a man rushed into a

photographer's gallery in Los Angeles and
cried, "Show me every picture of a girl

you have in the place—every one of 'em!"
The man's eyes were bloodshot and he

looked desperate. The proprietor won-
dered if he should call a policeman. But
finally he decided to humor his fuming
visitor, and brought out the pictures

—

stacks of 'em.

"Been looking at pictures for weeks,"
muttered the stranger, as he took the pho-
tographs one by one, glanced at each,

and threw it aside. "Been ransacking
every photograph gallery in Los Angel—

—

Helio! Who's this girl?"

At the bottom of the stack a picture

had caught his eye. His face lighted up.

"At last !" cried the stranger. "It's

Rose ! Give me this girl's address at

once."
But her name w_

asn't Rose. It was Betty
Compson, the stranger wras George Loane
Tucker, and this is the story of how
Betty came to play Rose in "The Miracle
Man," and take her first step to fame
and fortune.

ADD THESE TO YOUR LIST OF
SIMILES.

As kissable as a movie star.

As unerring in aim as a movie
comedian.

As playful as Constance Talmadge.
As divine a form as Annette Keller-

mann's.

The way of the movie transgressor is

a—fat check on pay days.
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ASTARRING contract with Universal, which liberates

her from the bathing -suit contingent and places her
among the dramatic comediennes, gives Marie Prevost the
right to hold her head high, even when she hasn't these
grapes to gaze upon.

/
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THE poignant loveliness of Catherine Calvert is a vivid

memory even -when her plays are forgotten. In the

interval between "The Heart of Maryland" and another

star picture, she joined forces with Corinne Griffith and

made "The Payment."



SCENARIO writers seldom permit Lila Lee to be sad, so

she insists that photographers allow it occasionally.

She made snch an excellent foil for ^Fatty" Arbuckle in

The Dollar a Year Man" that she was promptly cast with

him again in "Gasoline Gus.*'



RUTH ROLAND, undaunted at the prospect of even

more daring exploits than those provided her in

"The Avenging Arrow," has started work on her ninth

Pathe serial, tentatively titled "The Golden Canon."



ETHEL CLAYTON'S admirers liked her just« as she

was, but she insisted on more trying roles so Famous

Players-Lasky provided her with "Wealth" and "The

Promised Land."
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DOROTHY PHILLIPS recently left New York, accom-

panied by a contract for more First National pictures,

her husband, Allen Holubar, who will direct them, and
trunks full of beautiful clothes to wear in them.



the steadfast admirers of Constance Talmadge. It is the

ebullient comedienne, herself, whom they flock to see.



Thayer uionroe TPHERE is no need of speaking about Hope Hampton's beauty when her appearances on the

* screen and such photographs as this bear more glowing testimony than words could. But

photographs have never given more than a hint of her personality—words can do that better. On
the opposite page will be found an interview with Miss Hampton which gives a vivid and striking

impression of her real personality.



"The Worldly Hope"
Luxurious Miss Hampton presents an interesting study to the interviewer. Her emotions vault from

Platinum and Pekingeses to mud pies and slapstick comedy, revealing a capricious and delightful personality.

By Emma-Lindsay Squier

HOPE HAMPTON may not know it, but she was
an Occasion. She was the subject of my first

interview in New York. In fact, she was the

first person of the movie genus I had met in the East
to whom I could talk the familiar cinema lingo of Cali-

fornia and not have to translate it into the jargon of
the layman. I had put off the interview quite a while

—Hope deferred, you might say—because getting lost

in subway entrances was so exciting, and because I

kept taxi men busy carting me back to Times Square

—

at twenty cents each quarter of a
mile—so I could touch base at the

only landmark I knew, and get lost

again.

But when she invited me to have
dinner at her Riverside Drive apart-

ment, the prospect was too enchant-

ing to be delayed, even by the thou-

sand and one sights which I wanted
to see, including Coney Island,

Grant's Tomb, and moonlight on the

Hudson.
As I taxied up Riverside Drive,

chauffed by a lordly person who
had no respect for pedestrians, speed

laws, or my feelings, I found my-
self linking the young star with a

snatch of Omar's stanzas, "The
worldly hope men set their hearts

on " For everything was so

worldly, so shoutingly suggestive of wealth: the mas-
sive grav buildings, looking more like public libraries

than private homes, the ultra smart women stepping

from ultra smart limousines, the respectful servitors at

iron-grilled doors—and I wondered what Hope would
be like. Whether she would be as worldly as the en-

vironment in which she lived. I couldn't picture an in-

genue ingenuing effectively in the sophisticated environs

cf Riverside Drive. I expected at least two butlers

with sideburns, and a French maid with a musical-

comedy cap and apron, who would say, "Oui, mademoi-
selle," and upstage me when she discovered by the label

in my hat that it had come from Los Angeles instead

of Fifth Avenue or the Rue de la Paix.

As for Hope herself—I somehow pictured a magnifi-

cent young woman who would successfully combine hau-
teur with graciousness. who would impress me—subtly

of course—with her wealth and prestige, and at whose
table I would have to be very, very careful about which
fork I used. A combination, you understand, of artist,

aristocrat, and snob.

The apartment building itself completely fulfilled my
expectations. There was a doorman, properly respect-

ful, an elevator boy. who was valet to an upholstered

elevator, and a maid who received me at the door of

the suite occupied by Miss Hampton and led me into

the magnificent boudoir of her mistress to remove my
wraps. . Miss Hampton, she explained, had been de-

layed uptown, she would be back any moment.
That boudoir! If you could see it! I felt as if I

had stepped into a rose-colored cream puff. It was

"HOME, JAMES"
When the order is given to a

motion-picture star's chauffeur, it

may be a De Mille-like edifice that

he heads toward, or it may be an
unassuming dwelling such as Ethel

Sands found when she visited Con-
stance Binney. Their homes are

as individual as themselves, and
give an intimate view of their per-

sonalities that is interesting to

every motion-picture fan and every
student of human nature.

Hope Hampton's home, as de-

scribed in this article, shows you
the fanciful young star in a reveal-

ing light.

done in rose—or perhaps it was orchid—with a canopied

bed that looked like a fairy's couch, a chaise longue piled

fluffily with silk and satin pillows, a dressing table

sparkling with luxurious perfume bottles, jewel-incrusted

hand mirrors, gold monogrammed brushes and cosmetic

boxes. The carpet was some soft shade of rose—or was
it orchid—and delicately tinted lights shed over the

whole a subdued radiance. It was the kind of room
you see very often on the screen, but seldom in real

life—even the luxurious real life of the movie queens.

Hope's portraits were everywhere

;

she smiled from the ivory dressing

table ; from the wall by the bed

;

from the chiffonier.

There came suddenly the sharp

slam of a door, the high-pitched bark
of a small dog, the patter of small,

doggish feet, then a girl's voice, a
young, every-day sort of voice

—
"Is

she here?"—an answering murmur,
doubtless from the maid. Then,
"Oh, that long ? I didn't know I was
so late"—and into the boudoir burst

Hope, looking like a boarding-

school flapper, in a naive, tight-

bodiced dress, and with some sort of

quaint blue hat crushed down around
her curling auburn hair. Not at all

a "worldly Hope." Just a smiling,

enthusiastic girl, who showed me the
lovely things of her boudoir in the same spirit of in-

genuous pride that every feminine heart takes in beau-
tiful belongings. She made me smell all the perfume
bottles, rubbed some of each fragrance on me until I

surpassed the shah's garden for variety of odors, and
brought in the purchase which had delayed her. a jet-

black Pekingese, which answered to the name of "Dotty."
"I'm just crazy about dogs," she volunteered. Then

she led the way into the—let me see ; was it living room,
parlor, or drawing-room?—anyway, into the front room,
which was carpeted and tapestried, furnished with soft
sink}- chairs, and ornamented with marble statuettes,
a grand piano, and more framed pictures of Hope. "In
fact, I'm so crazy about them," she continued, "that I'm
giving up this apartment in another two weeks, to buy
a house in Yonkers where I can have all the dogs I
want. The city is absolutely no place for them!"
Are you wondering what Hope Hampton looks like?

If you have seen her on the screen in "A Modern Sa-
lome," "Love's Penalty." or "The Bait" you know that
she is beautiful and young, that there are dimples in

her hands and wrists. But the screen cannot catch and
give back the startling blue of her eyes, or the pallid

auburn of her soft, curly hair. Neither can it trans-

late into prosaic black and white the exquisite coloring
of her cheeks and lips.

There was a dinner guest, Hope's manager. Tules

Brulatour. And we three sat down to an exquisitely

appointed table with a gold service. Beside each plate

was a glass of—but no. why speak in a dead language

!

Continued on page 102



Concerning Bill—and Jane
According to all reports Bill Hart's days as a bachelor are nearing an end.

By Helen Ogden

SO Bill Hart is to marry Jane Novak! Anyway,
that's what folks say. Maybe by the time this

is printed they will already have wed.
Bill and Jane ! What suggestions of genuine devo-

tion, of whole-hearted wholesomeness, of homely hap-

piness and content those two names conjure up.

She was a tiny wisp of a blond girl, and he looked
such a big, strong man, as he bent tenderly over her,

whispering he would always take care of her, and
Atta boy ! That's the way to begin writing about

a romance, isn't it?

Not a bit like it!

The first time I saw Jane Novak and Bill Hart to-

gether, was on a set at Hart's studio, and he was ly-

ing in a very undignified attitude, across the knees
of a cowboy, face downward, and Jane was beating
him up.

Yes, she was, Jane was spanking Bill—spanking him
good and hard, too.

It was between scenes, and they had been "chapping"
each other, Bill's cowboys, in the rough-and-tumble play

cowboys indulge in about the set while they are wait-

ing for the prop rustlers and electricians to get the

lights and props ready for a scene. Bill had been
teasing Jane unmercifully all the afternoon—putting
black on her face, stealing her make-up, leaving things
about in dark corners for her to stumble over, and
otherwise making life a burden to her and behaving
like a big bad boy ; but she was such a game little sport

that she took it all in good
part, giggling unctuously over
every new trick that was
played on her, and so cute I

don't blame Bill and the boys
for loving to tease her and
make her show her dimples.

Can you picture Bill Hart, the stern-eyed

bad man of the films, spending his Sunday
mornings in regular "married-man fashion?"

That's what they say he's coming to.

But when the chapping began, she got her chance

!

Didn't she just give the boys the wink to take Bill

across their checked aprons ? I guess so ! And then
didn't Jane just "chap" him unmercifully?
They have worked together in a good many pictures,

have Bill and Jane, and, if you: can do that and still

be in love, there probably isn't any situation in life in

which you couldn't get along together. Why, the cof-

fee could be cold every morning in the year, and it

would be nothing beside the fact that yesterday, in that

big scene, you stepped in front of the other fellow and
hogged the camera ! Or you could fail to come home
while the dinner was warm every night of your life,

and it would be a tactful and peace-begetting action com-
pared to pushing your partner out of the spotlight in

a scene.

No one else has been Hart's leading woman as often
as has Jane Novak. Indeed, before she appeared with
him it was a saying in filmland that Bill Hart would
never have the same leading woman in more than one
picture. But Bill has saved Jane from innumerable
villains and fires, and he has married her on the screen
at least nine times. Also—but maybe you'll think this

is too delicate a subject just at this time—they have had
five (film) children.

The chapping incident took place three years ago.
So at any rate they've had time and opportunity to
know each other well, Bill and Jane.

I remember Mr. Hart telling me once about Tane,
"The first time she came to my studio to work, I

thought she was a little girl. I said: 'For Heaven's
sake, child, what can you do?' Then she told me in

her quiet way that she was a real grown-up lady and
that she could act, too!"

That was away back, four years ago, at the Ince
studio. In those days Vola Vale and Jane were great
friends, and they were both given parts in Hart's pic-

ture. They were always upsetting Hart's dignity by
playing jokes on him, and he nicknamed them the Pest
and the Nuisance. Jane was the Pest.

And now he's going to marry the Pest

!

Jane is a very lovely little blond girl with all the
good nature of her Danish blood. And she has all the
feminine allurement of her race's women, too. She
has a shy, childlike little way about her that is most
engaging, and it's refreshing to relate that she never
overdresses or in any way seeks to make herself con-
spicuous. Meeting her, you'd think she was some little

young girl, living a sheltered life at home,
retiring and quiet. A shy little laugh is

one of her charms. Or rather, to be quite

frank, the laugh is a giggle.

But I have only to remember the chap-
ping incident, to realize that Jane Novak
has a mind of her own, and that if you
do anything to her, the first thing you
know you'll get spanked

!

Nobody knows just when it was
the two began to be interested in

each other. Probably they don't

know themselves. Mr. Hart has
always treated Jane like a little
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girl. Somehow you're not a bit sur-

prised to see Bill pick Jane up. as

happens every once in a while, and
kiss her. But he's very wonderful
toward her, quite as ideally tender and
gallant and tine and thoughtful as

you'd expect Bill Hart to be toward
the woman he loves. Just as fine, in

fact, as he appears in the parts he
plays in the pictures.

They don't go out to cafes or big

parties, these two, but they often keep
Sister Mamie Hart happy, of eve-

nings, at Bill's big house in Beverley
Hills. They go to the theater to-

gether a good deal, too, where they
hold hands quite unconcernedly, and
they enjoy long motor trips to sea-

side and mountains in Bill's big car.

They are very much interested in

each other's career. Miss Novak
takes more delight in Bill Hart's
books, written for boys, than she has
ever taken in a romantic novel. He,
on the other hand, is much interested

in her career as an actress. He is.

in fact, her manager, and it is whis-
pered that he will finance a company
for her later on.

Once only has there been a mis-
understanding between the lovers. No-
body knows what it was about. But
Miss Novak didn't appear on the set

all day. except in scenes, and Bill ap-
peared all broken up, but didn t say
anything. But next day they were as
happy as ever together. That, of
course, was before they were engaged,
and everybody thought the quarrel had
been about something in the picture.

Maybe it was.
It was rumored once upon a time

that Norma Talmadge was engaged
to Mr. Hart, and nobody knows what
broke the match oft, if the rumor were
true, which it probably wasn't. But
they do say that Jane"Novak shortly
came along and that Hart found consolation in Miss
Novak's sweetness and charm.
Up to now W illiam S. Hart has been the hope of

all the misunderstood wives and of all the jilted ladies.
But their devotion has been of a fine order. "Here,"
they all seemed to say to themselves, •'here is one fine
man in this world of wicked male deceivers." And
they worshiped him with a long-distance worship ac-
cordingly. They have written him scores of letters,

and they've called him up on the phone, dozens of
'em, day after day. Mr. Hart himself has been very
modest about the matter, but Sister Mamie has told
me that these disconsolate ones have many times come
and sat on his doorstep, early in the morning and late

at night, in order to waylay him and tell him their

troubles

!

And Bill has been infinitely patient with all of them,
infinitely tactful and unfailingly kind, even when, as
was usually the case, so far as any visible attractive-

ness was concerned, they were quite passe.

But these weren't the only ones who loved him.
Many pretty young girls have shown every evidence of
emulating the example of the immortal Barkis, bv be-
ing "'willin' " to share life with the star.

And now, after having run the gamut of blondes,

Jane Novak has a shy, childlike way about her that is most engaging, and she never

overdresses or makes herself conspicuous.

brunettes, and '"semis."' all these years, Bill has at last

succumbed.
It was natural probably that every time Hart got a

new leading woman, people should report him engaged
to her, inasmuch as he wasn't engaged to anybodv else.

There were Katherine MacDonald, Sylvia Breamer.
Mildred Harris, Mary Thurman. Dorothy Dalton, Eva
and Jane Novak, and several other prize beauties. To
all of these he was unfailingly courteous and devoted
in a big-brotherly sort of way. Woe betide any un-

happy wight in -Bill Hart's studio who chanced to say

anvthing disparaging to any woman appearing in his

picture, or who undertook to in any way presume to

be anything but a gentleman. Instantly they'd feel Bill

Hart's heavy hand on their necks, and Bill's heavy boot

would land them in the street.

In fact there's a certain man. a heavy, who will never

on any account be permitted in Bill Hart's studio again,

nor in any company in which Bill Hart has any in-

terest, and all because that heavy insulted a little extra

girl working in his picture and Hart happened to over-

hear him.

But despite all the beauties who have worked with
Hart in his pictures, it was little Jane that won his heart.

And here's to the happiness of Big Bill and Jane!



A Letter from South America.

Assiduous reader of your so interesting magazine,

I have never written to you owing to my imperfect

English. But as I have seen in the March issue that

yet a Chinese letter was understood, I hope mine could

be also, though to translate a good Chinese is perhaps

more easy than to guess what is meant when expressed

in broken English.

I write this letter to give my hearty assent to what
Mrs. Churchill Whitney says in- her letter about the

rarity of pictures suitable for children—pictures thaf

children can witness without being put in a superexcited

state, or becoming acquainted with

things they' had better ignore.

I have a nephew, ten years old,

who after three serials—Tony
Moreno's, Eddy Polo's, and George
Larkin's, became such a dare-devil

that I wonder how it happens he is

not cripple ! And when 1 accom-
pany him to the movie theaters I

feel myself rather uncomfortable to

answer some of his questions about

the daring comedies exhibited in

Sunday morning programs.
1 object, however, to the glimpses

of monkeys in their native jungles,

which Mrs. Whitney would like to

see, because I am a South American
myself, and in my native jungles I

never got sight of a monkey, but only in the zoo!

These glimpses would misrepresent my country, Brazil,

which has so many beauties—outside of the monkeys—
that 1 cannot see why to prefer them. I thank Mrs.

Churchill Whitney very much, however, for accepting

the South Americans as brothers, because we are proud

of our eldest—the United States.

I also cannot see why American producers do not

choose the wonderful settings which they might find

along the Amazon River or in the bay of Rio de Janeiro

or along the Panama Railway.

The yellow fever and other contagious diseases ravage

this country no more
;
they are scourges of yore. At

present my country is as healthy as any one else. As
to the beauties, nobody can describe, and so I do not.

I only say that Milton, if not blind, would have writ-

ten here "The Paradise Found Again."

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Jose Lopes.

"Lots More Around the Corner."

I think it is time that the praises of Miss Dor-

othy Phillips should be sung. I have seen all the great

stars, but if they want to learn how to depict real emo-

tion, let them go to see Miss Phillips in "Once to Every

Woman." She does not "get by" on gorgeous clothing,

or sex appeal, but on her perfect characterizations of

the part she fills.

I have tried all the magazines, but, when I want news
of the players, bright hints of the scenario department
—1 am a would-be scenario writer—lots of beautiful

photos, I just settle down with my Picture-Play. To
would-be borrowers, I tell them, "there are lots more
around the corner."

Sincerely, Mrs. J. Maloney.
New Haven, Connecticut.

Here's a Friend of Dorothy—and Tom!
The June issue of Picture-Play was certainly the

"best ever." I enjoyed everything in it—from the

"girl on the cover" to the advertise-

ment on the back page.

I like Tom Douglas. I think he's

a regular fellow. I sure would like

to have him for my pal. Oh, Buddy

!

I enjoyed "Springtime—and Dor-
othy" more than anything else I have
read in a long time. It was so ex-

actly the way I had pictured her.

What an adorable person she is

!

How wonderful it must be really to

see her and to know her. And just

to think of dancing with her—what
could be sweeter and more thrilling

than that ? What ?

I'd like to offer a word of praise

for Gareth Hughes. After seeing

his fine work with Viola Dana and
his wonderful "Sentimental Tommy" one wonders what
sort of parts they're going to give him. He is capable
of big things.

A million good wishes for Picture-Play. I am in-

terested in its success. "Just Jim."
Frazee, Minnesota.

More About the German Films.

I fail to share the alarm that is being expressed by
some people who assert that the German pictures are

nothing but German propaganda intended to break down
our respect for our allies.

If a man objects to seeing a German picture on the

grounds that it is German made, I have no quarrel with
him. His prejudice is keeping him from seeing a good
show, and he is the only one who suffers. If he shouts

in wild tones, however, that the Germans are exposing
the past lives of England, France, and Spain, I refuse

to listen to his flubdub.

"Passion" told of the most dramatic point in French
history, namely the French Revolution, and told it as

Frenchmen have told it over and over' again. "Decep-
tion" is the story of Henry the Eighth, a favorite Eng-
lish story, made a classic by none other than William
Shakespeare. If "Gypsy Blood" is an effort to make
us have less respect for Spanish cigarette girls and bull-

fighters, so let it be. (Continued on page 106)

WE LIKE

to find the contributions that go

to make up this department, as

they come tumbling out of our

mail pouch each morning. We
enjoy reading them. So if you

feel impelled to write a letter,

don't hesitate, for here is the

place to express your views on

any phase of the movies.



A Girl's Adventures
in Movieland

Part VII. She meets Ruth Roland, goes

shopping with Elsie Ferguson, and learns a

few of the disadvantages—as well as the glories

—of having to buy many beautiful clothes,

Bv Ethel Sands

IF there is anything more interesting than

motion-picture actresses' clothes, I've never

heard of it. and I guess that there are

plenty of people who would agree with me.
Why, when you walk down the streets in our
town you can almost tell who the girls' favor-

ites are by their clothes. That is, if you fol-

low the movies as closely as I do and remem-
ber what pictures people wore certain clothes

in. I have always wondered, as I guess lots

of girls do, where the stars buy their clothes,

and if they buy lots of them at once or just

dash into a store on the way to the studio and
select a dress or two. And I've often won-
dered if the price of things influences them in

their choice the way it does other people.

So you can just imagine how elated I was
when I was invited to go shopping with Elsie

Ferguson.
Now Elsie Ferguson is one star that not a

single girl I know tries to imitate. I guess
they realize it is hopeless. They just go to

her pictures and rave and rave and rave—but
no one is conceited enough to think that they
could be like her. To steal a word from a
critic—she's patrician, and I don't know of

I found Fifth Avenue a street filled with palatial

shops as well as homes of the rich.

I stared in the shop windows to my heart's

content before I met Miss Ferguson.

another actress that that word fits.

That is one reason I wanted to meet
her ; I've met the very most wonder-
ful people connected with the movies,

Mr. Griffith, Lillian Gish. Richard
Barthelmess. Bert Lytell—and the list

wouldn't be complete without Elsie

Ferguson, would it?

The day finally came when I was
to meet her, and I was so excited that

I got up and took the early morning
train to Xew York.

Tust as I went into Louise Williams'
office, the phone rang, and guess who
it was? It was Ruth Roland! I

didn't even know that she was in Xew
York, and she is one of my favorites,

too. Having a weakness for serials

and particularly their daring heroines.

I was very anxious to see Ruth Roland
—so we hurried right up to the Pathe
office where she was.

I went in without a qualm, because
now I've srrown so accustomed to
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gleaming white teeth that make her so striking
looking. She's about medium height, neither fat
nor thin, and she calls you "Dear." Oh, yes, and
her eyelashes are very long, and curl back almost
double.

Here at last was the realization of my former
notions of what a movie star should be like. Ruth
Roland is just the sort of actress that young girls
would like to imitate, somebody that you can tell

at a glance isn't just any ordinary person. You
know, the kind of movie actress you dream about
becoming some day. After you've set the world
on fire, jumping into stardom, having your name
on Broadway in electric lights, and making every-
body love you from your picture plays, then you
dream of going back to your home town looking
very stunning—like Ruth Roland does—not for-
getting the dashing paradise feathers on your hat,
and have all the folks make a fuss over you, and
make all the girls jealous. Most all flappers have
that dream.

No one but Elsie Ferguson could have worn the simple black

velvet dress trimmed only with a chain of gardenias, that

Elsie Ferguson selected.

I would have been happy if all 'New York had been there to stare—

/

was so proud of being photographed with Elsie Ferguson.

movie players being the way I expect them to be, that

I am not afraid of disappointment any more. Ruth
Roland did surprise me.though

—

she was different from
what I expected, after all.

"Do you want to see some reviews of my new serial?"

she asked as, pleasantly as though we'd known her al-

ways. "They said some awfully nice things."

She banded us each some clippings, and I noticed

that they all prophesied wonderful things for this pic-

ture. It was "The Avenging Arrow." Really, it seems
to me that it wouldn't matter what the critics said about
Ruth Roland's continued plays ; the fans would like

her, anyway.
On admiring the handsome sable scarf Miss Roland

wore, she told us that the man up in Canada she bought
it from had promised to send her a live sable for a

pet. She seemed quite excited about it.

I was dazzled by Ruth Roland, she seemed so lively

and enthusiastic, a side of her that you don't detect

from knowing just her harassed serial life. And she

looked so dashing in the pretty clothes she wore—a small

three-cornered hat with two great big bunches of para-

dise feathers, a brown dress with white lace vestee, a

bunch of yellow jonquils at her waist, the sable scarf,

and a beautiful big diamond and platinum plaque hang-
ing on a ribbon around her neck. She had on two
lovely diamond rings, too. You know how pretty she

is from her pictures, but I wish that you could see the

deep blue of her eyes, her pretty auburn haif and the

/
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We walked over to Fifth Avenue after

we left her, so that I could see some of

the shops. I knew that later on, after I

had joined Miss Ferguson, I couldn't stop

and stare in the shop windows, because it

would be embarrassing tor her. So I

stared to my heart's content while we were
alone. _

Fifth Avenue has always meant to me
a street of palatial town houses of society

folks, but now I learned that on Fifth
Avenue also are exclusive shops—the kind
some movie stars patronize—so it had an
added glamour for me. There were high-

class-looking stores mixed in with the

beautiful mansions, some of which were
very dignified and plain, but occupying
half a block, and others looking like castles

with wonderful carved doors, enormous
windows, and many balconies—some of
the houses being copied from palaces in

Europe. In one of these, Mrs. Vincent
Astor's, Mr. Griffith gave the premiere
showing of "Dream Street." Wouldn't
that have been wonderful? Still, I'm
afraid that I would have been torn be-

tween looking at the house and looking at

the picture. The picture would probably
have won though, because even Mrs. As-
tor's house might not look terribly impres- •

sive after some of the foreign palaces we
have seen in the movies.

There are beautiful churches on Fifth
Avenue, too, but the shops interested me
most, because they aren't like ordinary
shops at all. For instance, the jewelry
store windows weren't all cluttered up with
heaps of trinkets—there were just a few
pieces of magnificent beauty on a small
tray. There were emeralds almost as big
as walnuts, tassels of pearls and diamonds,
and lovely flexible diamond bracelets on
the tray. "Oh. for the jewels of a pic-

ture star," I thought as I looked at a tiny

wrist watch inlaid with diamonds and
pearls. It is much easier to envy the movie
stars when you think only of the advan-
tages and things they have, than when
you're watching them at the studio !

There were gown and hat shops, too.
Oh, it's great fun window-wishing if you
can just imagine that you are a thousand-
dollar-a-week star who can go in and
buy anything she wants. There were
heaps of things to see. an art exhibit where
there was a beautiful etching of Lillian Gish done by
Paul Helleu. and an odd-looking building studded with
box trees that I found out was a fashionable florist's.

Almost every one on Fifth Avenue—at least the
upper part, where the nice shops are—looks so sort of
elegant and interesting that I expected to recognize all

of them as well-known players. It was no great sur-
prise therefore when I did see a striking-looking bru-
nette whom I recognized as Nita Naldi, who is playing
in "Experience." I was quite tired, and I began to

wonder how New Yorkers keep looking so fresh, when
we came almost to Forty-second Street on Fifth Avenue,
and Miss Williams remarked casually: "There's a beauty
specialist here who takes care of lots of players. Xazi-
mova used to come to her ; would you like to meet her ?"

YY ould I ! Why. I had never been in a beauty shop
of any kind, much less one where famous beauties went.

Tliere was or,

me wish that

e gown of man>eloi:s blue and gold Chinese embroidery that made

everv one who saw it on the screen could see it in its real colors.

We went up to a reception room, all gray and pink with

soft, shaded lights, and I met a famous skin specialist,

and when I saw her I didn't wonder that famous ac-

tresses would intrust the care of their skin to her. She
gave me the surprise of my life by inviting me to sit

down in one of the big easy-chairs before a dainty

dressing table to have a treatment. It didn't take much
imagination then for me to plav that I was a star my-
self.

I walked along on Fifth Avenue afterward, feeling

as though I had a brand-new face, and as though I

had learned some of the tricks of being beautiful. Still.

I suppose there's lots more that I don't know at that.

It was one o'clock, so we went over to the Astor Hotel
for lunch—and another of my ambitions was realized.

My first interest in the Astor had been years ago when
I found out that Pearl White had lived there for a
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time, and since then I've read

lots about movie balls being

held there. In the lovely sur-

roundings, I for'got my iden-

tity and made believe I was
really a part of it all. An
orchestra, hidden somewhere,
played haunting music and a

fountain rippled away in the

middle of the room which was
fixed up like a garden. I ate

a lot of unusual things, finish-

ing with ice cream in a little

box. It was baked ice cream

;

doesn't that seem queer?

After lunch we went over

to Park Avenue which is a

very fashionable street, and
up to the big white building

where Miss Ferguson lives.

Upstairs we were ushered
into a small but lovely room
of white, where I noticed par-

ticularly a great white bear
rug on the floor, a pretty

Chinese mirror, and a portrait

of Miss Ferguson herself.

The surroundings seemed
quiet, luxurious, and exclusive

—just right for such a
queenly movie star. I felt a
little nervous about meeting
her, for she "is in a class by
herself—a more refined, aris-

tocratic type than other movie
stars. Somehow, I had a
queer notion that maybe she
might be dignified and cold in

real life.

Her secretary, a very pleas-

ant young woman, came m
and spoke to us while we
waited. Then suddenly Miss

Ferguson came in, in a spry,

quick way that surprised me.

I had half expected her to

glide in most sedately. She

shook hands' with me so

warmlv that I knew my no-

tions about her had been

wrong, and I was glad. And
when I told her what a pleas-

ure it was to meet her she

came right back with, "Oh.
but it's a pleasure to meet
you," just as if it was. "I

don't think it's going to be

very interesting for you to-

day," she said. "You see, I

don't really go shopping, be-

cause my clothes are designed

for me. ' But I'm getting ready

now for 'Footlights,' and in

that I wear a lot of striking

costumes, quite different from
my usual things, so perhaps
we'll find something to inter-

est you."

Such modesty ! As though
just herself wouldn't thrill me.
Her face is very animated,

and her voice is so rich and
deep that it is entrancing just

to hear her talk. She wore
a wide, black straw hat,

turned up in front, and a

black coat trimmed with gray
fur ; her pumps were black

and her stockings pale gray.

Look at her feet the next time

you see her in a picture ; I had
Continued on page 90



^The Birth

ofa Nation

Revived

The Capitol Theater in New York
has revived ''The Birth of a Nation"

and those who have said that the mo-
tion-picture industry has advanced since

"The Birth'.' first was released, are busy

explaining what they meant.

We are seeing a lot of fine motion pictures these days,

we have a number of directors who many persons think

are just as good as Griffith, and some who are some-

times better. But the fact remains that if "The Birth

of a Nation," made six or seven years ago, were just

released now, it would be almost as great an amuse-
ment sensation as it was when it cracked the show busi-

ness wide open and demonstrated the fact that the si-

lent drama was destined to overwhelm the noisy drama.

We understand that "The Birth of a Nation" is to be

generally revived throughout the country—except in

Kansas, where it has never been shown, thanks to the

ruling of the board of censors who feared the show-
ing of it would offend the negroes. It will perhaps

suffer slighdy in comparison with a dozen or so of the

best pictures produced in the last few years, but it still

is "The Birth of a Nation," the picture that is the mark
all the really big producers are shooting at.

To our .mind it is without question the finest thing

that Griffith ever has done. We believe it to be still

his masterpiece. Don't fail to see it, even if you have

seen it before.

T/ie
A man who ought to know told us

the other day that the promiscuous wrir-

Amateur ing of scenarios is becoming less and

Playwrights ^ess a Practice indulged in by the hap-

hazard scribbler.

"It's only a guess, of course," he admitted, "but I

don't believe there are more than twenty-five thousand
original scenarios written a year by amateurs. The
mark at one time was more than one hundred thousand."

We doubted his word and called up Famous Players-

Lasky, whose scenario department receives and buys
contributions for both Paramount and Realart pictures.

We were informed that Famous Players is receiving an
average of two hundred and fifty scenarios a week or

about thirteen thousand a year.

We went back to our informant with the information

and pointed out to him that if one company received

thirteen thousand scenarios a year it was fair to as-

sume that the number submitted to all the companies

was at least five times and perhaps ten times thirteen

thousand.

He was unbafned by our challenge.

"Had I known that Famous Players got only thir-

teen thousand a year," he said. "I would have cut my
estimate. Nearly every companjr f any prominence

receives the same batch of scripts. Most of them go

to Paramount first. Universal and Tom Ince get a pile

and so do the Talmadges and John Emerson and Anita

Loos. Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, of

course, get a fair amount, but not as many as the big

companies do.

"Of course, there is a lot of comedy stuff that goes

to the Christies and others, but most of the scripts are

dramas scrawled out by somebody who wants to tell

the story of her life, or who read in the paper a news
item that inspires a plot. You see. people are learning

that the old days in which movie companies bought al-

most anything that passed for a story are over, and
that although the writer of original stories is coming
back into his own, he must learn something about writ-

ing screen storjes before he can expect to sell them."

75 y / tt f
Bill Hart has retired from the field

_ as a producer, but not as an actor. Al-
ComiJlg though he made good pictures he was

J$ac£ a bad producer. . When he went on
location he would install his extras at

the best hotel. This was not good business—at least

not good film business. It ran up expenses. It is prob-

able that he'll become a Paramount star in the fall. It

is known that he entertains a high regard for the busi-

ness integrity and efficiency of Paramount's president,

Adolph Zukor.

The
Another old favorite returns, the two-

reel photo drama. A friend of ours,

Tn'O-Ree/e? who is at present in Los Angeles,

Returns writes to us about it as follows: "I

have seen the first two of the new two-
reelers. 'The Policeman and the Baby' and 'The
Northern Trail,' by James Oliver Curwood. Most of

the five-reelers, I have decided are pretty well diluted

in order to make them reach the required length. Until

I saw these productions made by Bertram Bracken I did

not realize what could be done with ordinary short

stories when produced as short stories. 'The Policeman
and the Baby' is not startling in originality or humor,
yet it has life every moment. 'The Northern Trail'

is a vignette of tragedy, done with a touch of poetry,

subtler}-, and a great deal of feeling. Mr. Bracken is

ambitious to do greater things. Poe's 'Raven,' for in-

stance, which was lost when attenuated to five reels.

Mr. Bracken may develop for the screen an entertain-

ment comparable to the one-act play of the stage. -Be-

cause these two-reelers can be made inexpensively the

producers can afford to experiment. And the screen

needs a little experimentation. The director has at his

disposal not only the great resources of the Selig-Rork

studios, but the vast library of screen literature which
Colonel Selig controls. When you see these first

Bracken productions you'll realize as never before how
doped and diluted are the five-reelers which are being fed

to vou."
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The
You may not know it, but you are

bound to be affected by the Carpentier-

Big Film Dempsey fight. If Georges wins, Rob-

pjo/it ertson-Cole will take up an option on
his services as a screen star for five

years. If Jack wins he'll get celluloid honors. At a

recent luncheon in the Garden Court tea rooms in Holly-

wood, attended by Betty Blythe, Adela St. John, May
Allison, and other film fair, Monte Blue was buffeted

and critically injured for saying Dempsey would win.

The ladies shrieked, jangled their vanity purses, made
two-bit wagers, and finally retired to pray Heaven to

vouchsafe strength to Georges. It has been claimed

that Georges Carpentier has a hypnotic eye. Now we
know it.

You are brought back to the picture, which you had
entirely forgotten in your desperate effort to read what
seems to be a cross between a page from a mail-order
catalogue and a two-dollar valentine.

The

Talkhig

Pictures

The talking pictures are with us

again. Griffith put them on as a sup-

plement to "Dream Street" in New
York, and they didn't show much im-
provement over the old Edison experi-

ment of ten or so years ago.

We're one of those old-fashioned folks who believes

the talking pictures never will come—at least, not until

somebody invents a talking machine that will reproduce
the human voice in exact tone and exact volume.
When that time comes, we shall not only have talking

pictures, but the days of the orator and lyceum lec-

turer will be ended.

Don't invest your hopes in talking pictures until some-

body comes along with an invention that will give the

exact reproduction of Caruso's voice—a reproduction so

fine that you will be just as willing to pay ten dollars

to hear the machine in an opera house as you would to

hear Caruso himself.

May we make one request of the pro-

ducers? Just one? Only one. All

right, go ahead.
riotest Well, we wish they would fire the

fellows who are telling them that these

so-called "art" titles are effective. They go very well

at the opening of a picture, when used to get the spec-

tators into the atmosphere of the story. A year or

so ago, when simply handled they were effective, espe-

cially in comedies. But some of the fellows have run
amuck.

Titles are best when they slip into your consciousness
unnoticed. The spectator should feel that he is hear-

ing the words spoken by the actor.

You have an impressive love scene. While you still

retain the image of the sweethearts, a plainly' lettered

wording comes on the screen saying, "Dearest, I shall

marry you as soon as I can earn money to buy a house."

You slide back into the scene, and you never have

noticed that a title was put in there to tell you what
the man said.

That's the way titles should be handled.

The way they're doing it now is barbarous. The love

scene is followed by a photograph of a lot of hearts

with cupids sitting on top of them, with a house in the

background behind a fence of .thousand-dollar bills. In

one corner the hero is working, digging ditches fran-

tically in an effort to buy the house from a real-estate

man who sits near by in his flivver. The real-estate

man is reading a copy of "The Matrimonial News."
If you look closely you can discover in elaborate let-

tering, made out of ribbons on which have been painted

birds carrying orange blossoms in their mouths, the

words that the character is supposed to say, but it flashes

off the screen before you have time to read it.

The Pictures
The manager of a theater in a Mid-

dle Western town of about fifty thou-
Reformers sand population always has been anx-

§ee ions to show only clean pictures, and
he has made a small fortune out of

his theater by putting on shows that would appeal to

the best families in town.

The other day he advertised a picture which had to

do with the life of a Broadway dancer, the story of a
girl who found out that a city man, after all, might be
a good and upright person. In his advertisement he
used a picture of the girl in her dancing costume and
down to his office came two reformers with the adver-
tisement in their hands and with frowns upon their

foreheads.

The reformers said they would have the police close

his theater if he showed this picture. They said he
was running a den of vice and that most of the crime
in the city was caused by the influence of his theater.

"Have you seen this picture?" the theater manager
asked.

They had not.

"Have you been in my theater lately?"

They had not.

"How do you know, then, that the motion pictures

shown here are vicious?"

"All motion pictures are bad for children," was their

answer. And they went away.

A woman recently complained to the police in a large

city and asked them to prevent the showing of a cer-

tain picture that was coming to town. She said it was
the worst picture ever made and that it would drive

girls to ruin and make criminals of all the boys who
saw it.

The police looked at the picture and said it was a

darned good show and wanted to know why she com-
plained. She admitted she had not seen the picture,

but that she had read the story from which it was taken.

The producer, much to her confusion, had so altered

the story, in making the picture, that it was a highly

moral tale.

The
The Observer lives in a suburb of

New York, which also, alas, harbors a

Maimers rather famous reformer. This re-

of the Pure f°rmer often rides home on the same
train that The Observer takes, a train

that always is crowded and on which women often are

forced to stand.

This reformer has train manners that would shame
a donkey. He wants not only a seat for himself, but

a seat for his newspapers. Always his procedure is the

same. He finds an empty seat and sits at the aisle end
of it, planting his papers on the seat beside him. Then
he takes paper after paper, opening them wide, reading

them industriously so that he cannot notice women who
pause beside him hopefully, expecting him to move over

to let them sit down. With a pencil he marks all the

articles that have to do with reform, presumably so

that the persons near him may know that he is some

great man interested in pure things, and therefore a

man who is entitled to two seats in a crowded train.

This reformer is the sort of man who takes off his

hat when a woman enters an elevator, and then blows

smoke in her face.



RIGHT OFF THE GRILL
A few flapjacks, smoking hot. tossed off by our chef
extraordinaire, who specializes in toothsome bits cal-

culated to tickle the palate of the most exacting fans.

Bv Herbert Howe

WHEX "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," a German-
made picture, was presented in Los Angeles,

the local film unions got the American Legion

to picket the theater, thus preventing patronage and

causing the withdrawal of the film.

Certain directors and actors of the industry, par-

ticularly those out of employment because of incom-

petency, got worked up to a patriotic frenzy that was
beautiful to behold. I only wished that some recruit-

ing sergeant could have found them in that state dur-

ing the war. Of course, at that time most of them
were helping the cause by selling Liberty Bonds
or hemstitching nighties for the boys overseas.

Histrionic hams who have been out of work for

the past aeon or two marched in a parade as a

protest against the German film. They blamed
the Germans for their being out of work.

I was out of work for a year on
account of the Germans, and I

covered a darned
sight more ground
than that parade

d i d . Moreover,
every time I ate a

mess of raw rice or got a k. p. detail I hated the

Junkers with a terrible fury. The only joy I had

was in taking eyes out of potatoes, fancying the

while the spuds were the enemy. Yet I would not

go so far as to blame the Germans for keeping cer-

tain performers off screen: the American public

deserves some credit for that.

"But I feel so sorry for all those actors out

of work," said my gentle friend. I reconciled

her by telling her she'd feel sorrier for them /
if she saw them on the screen.

The frightened cinemise hadn't the V
strength to do their own picketing, so they

got the boys of the American Legion to do it

for them. I'm told that some of the boys were

paid three dollars a day for doing it. I'm glad

they got that much out of it, if they did. Some
of us resent seeing maimed war veterans used

to boycott a German film at the instigation of a

crowd of disgruntled film workers who, knowing

that thev are incompetent and overpaid, are ter-

rorized by the success of such pictures as '"Pas-

sion" and "Deception." If ex-service men could

get anything for themselves out of boycotting

German films—or any other films—I'd be for

picketing. I would like to see a big percentage of the

profits on German pictures, imported at low prices, as

they are, turned over to the American Legion for the

care of crippled and unfortunate veterans. Who pro-

tests with any effect for these fellows? Who protested

against the .pitiful bonuses doled out to them when, out

of employment, they came back to civil life with sixty

dollars fo'r their patriotism? I think they've done about

enough for that sixty dollars, and if the movie mummers
want any fighting done for their safety and bloated

salaries let them do it themselves.

The importation of German films is purely a com-

mercial question for governmental consideration. Other

x

German products will be imported and are being im-
ported ; that is as it should be. otherwise the Allies

could never get any indemnity out of the Germans.
I can't see why the film workers should have special

protection against German competition if writers, art-

ists, and manufacturers have none. Xewspapers and
magazines are buying articles by officers in the late

deceased Hun army, and I have yet to hear of any
American writer raising a rumpus.

I'm told that there are plans to stir up "patriotic"

demonstrations in other towns than Los Angeles. I

don't believe the American Legion will be used
for any such purposes. Now that the question

has been raised, however, it might be a good
thing for the Legion to suggest to the Ameri-
can companies importing German pictures that

they hand over some of the excess profits

they're making on those pictures for the

good of the Legion. This would be to

the point. The public would still have
the chance of seeing some very fine

pictures, such as those of Ernest
Lubitsch. and at the same time the

film crowd would have opportunity

to show its patriotic heart. I don't

see why the ex-service men should

be the only ones displaying patriot-

ism.

The American public when
given a chance to vote on
measures to benefit World
War veterans has always re-

sponded heartily. And that

same public has patronized

"Passion" and "Deception" so

as to make them great finan-

cial successes. Is the public a

traitor and "pro-German?"

Ernest Lubitsch Pictures.

We pay German pictures an undue
compliment when we judge them by
Ernest Lubitsch 's productions. "Pas-
sion" and "Deception." It is like

f

If popular senti-

ment won't allow

"Dr. Caligari's Cabinet" in

your town, here', at least,

is a glimpse of it.

judging American pictures by David
Wark Griffith's. If the Germans bar
Griffith pictures they are fools and
the losers thereby—just as they have
been on other occasions. As for the

majority of German films, the American public wouldn't
sit through them. Mr. Lubitsch is an artist who un-
fortunately was born in the kaiser's dominion.
Propaganda is put forth that his pictures carry prop-

aganda of an insidious and vilifiying nature against the
Allies, because "Deception" shows Henry VIII. as no
gentleman and "Passion" makes Louis XV. a vacillat-

ing old geezer with an eye for ankles. Then the Eng-
lish and French must be propagandists against them-
selves. Certainly English history doesn't make a vestal

out of polygamous old Henry, and the French offer

ho apologies for beheading their autocratic parasites

and setting up a republic.

i
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The small boys at the jail

decided that, the author

of the Grill must be Ben
Turpin, whom you behold

surrounded by a bevy of
bathing beauties.

I actually heard one illustrious actor declare that Lu-
bitsch was trying to spread bolshevism by showing the

French revolution

!

Allied Films Coming.

The films being imported from allied countries should

get a great reception in Los Angeles judging by the

patriotism turned against German pictures. Surely it

is right that we support the efforts of our former trench

comrades. Goldwyn has imported "Theodora," the

Italian film by Victorien Sardou. This was described

in my recent article in Picture-Play, "A Trip to Eu-
rope's Filmland." Goldwyn also has D'Annunzio's "La
Nave" with Ida Rubenstein as star. The Swedes have
made some interesting pictures, I'm told, and the French
are bound sooner or later to develop a fine type of

cinema.

Jail De Luxe.

If you haven't gone to. jail, do go. It's quite the

thing.

A lot of us always felt that was where our friends

belonged, but we never could bring ourselves to going.

The people who frequented jails were so common. So
we used to pay our lawyers to keep us out. This was
the wrong attitude, of course. It kept us from en-

joying some very nice buildings.

Now a sure way of breaking "into social prominence
is breaking into jail. The smartest mode is exceeding
the speed limit. In this manner you can let every one
know that you are out of the flivver class.

Bebe Daniels did a great and noble thing in going to

jail. She went for a cause: to make jails safe for

aristocracy.

Naturally it makes a difference in the way you go
10 jail. There's a right way and a wrong wav. For
the present it seems best to break only certain laws,

such as the speed laws. Later it may be quite as de
rigeur to break a safe or a head. So, for the time be-

ing, don't go until you can afford a motor.
It was a sunkist and orange-odored morning when

my motor mate and I drove to Santa Ana to pay our
respects to Bebe. We were exceedingly hungry when
we reached the sainted burg. As neither of us had
been in jail for some time we didn't know what the

menu might be, so we went to St. Ann's Inn. We ate

generously. When the waiter presented the check it

was for ten dollars. I handed it back to him and said

we were going to jail, anyhow. My friend said she

thought the waiter ought to go. too. He had, but our
taxpayers never could afford to build enough jails for

all the waiters that ought to go.

When we arrived at the bars Bebe was doing a news-
reel movie with the jailer as leading man. This rather

disillusioned me, because I always thought you got out

of work by going to jail. But Bebe enjoyed it. and
the jailer had his heart in his work as Wally Reid
never had.

When the scene had been taken without the usual

happy clutch ending—to the jailer's disappointment

—

we went to Bebe's cell upstairs. The beautiful place

was full of lady and gentleman actors, who, being out

of work, were eating the fruit and candy that friends

had sent Bebe. There was a big box from Jesse Lasky's

infant, bearing the card. "From yonr future manager."
Among the film elite who arrived soon after us were

Teddy Sampson, Mrs. Marshall Neilan, Priscilla Dean,

Mack Sennett, Lottie Pickford, and Mabel Normand.
None of the other prisoners would speak to Bebe.

They said her guests were giving the jail a bad name.

A dope in the next cell swore he'd never get in again.

Having a wife and child, he had his reputation to

think about.

The arrival of the party headed by Teddy Sampson
was the signal for a wild hullabaloo. Some one said

something that shocked a prisoner in a neighboring

apartment, and he threatened to have us all pinched

for disturbing the peace. To muffle the impolitic re-

marks I put a band record on the victrola, thinking to

do to Teddy's voice what the orchestra does to Mary
Garden's. But Teddy's voice won't down like Mary's.

I couldn't hear a note the band was playing. In the

midst of the uproar Teddy called the judge a bad word.

Fortunately his honor was not within earshot or had

been temporarily deafened by the din.

Bebe was a very lovely martyr in a starchy, gauzy

frock. I color to" think "what they'd call the skirt if

worn by South Sea natives. But it did reach to her

knees—except when she turned suddenly. I noticed

the jailer was always startling her.

Bebe's mother and grandmother tried to keep the

guests from disturbing the prisoners who were read-

ing their Bibles. They showed us different gifts that

had been sent. Every one had contributed something.

The cell was furnished like a De Mille set, only there

wasn't any bathtub.
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"Is this the jail bed?" I asked, examining the

enameled, silken-coverleted couch on which twelve of

us sat in squad formation.

"No," said Bebe's grandmother, "that is the town
bed."

. I was puzzled but polite. Of town halls and town
pumps I oft have heard, but never of town beds. But
this is California. The municipal feature certainly did

service that day. especially when Roscoe Arbuckle ar-

rived with a basket full of preserves and jellies. Fatty's

face was so red I suspected he'd been into the jam on
the way over. He announced he was giving a party for

the judge and sheriff at Sunset Inn the next night.

Bebe kept a guest book which resembled one of

those ledgers you find in capitol buildings where you
write your name and the place from which you like

people to think you came. It looked like the "Who's
Who" of rilmdom, and the additions that day made it

look like the "'Who's Due" for jaildom.

Outside the jail the real sports of the town gathered

to see the starry callers. As I descended the steps with

May Allison one of the kids yelled at May: "Hey.
are you Lottie Pickford?"

"Xo!" shrieked May. turning around and going back
to jail. I thought she had gone to give herself up, but
I waited.

" 'Twas Lottie Pickford. ain't she ?" said the kid,

somewhat alarmed by the effect he'd produced.

"Xo, you evil child, it's Theda Bara," said I.

'"Ah, 'tain't. She wasn't smoking a cigarette."

"Mebbe she onlv smokes um at home," suggested

another.

"Smoke or no smoke." said the first,

ain't fat enough."
By repeating this last bit of blandish

ment I lured May forth. Meanwhile
the juvenile convocation debated as to

whether I was Wally Reid or Ben
Turpin. Ben won.

Bebe has been released from
the cage to fly where she will,

but she assures us she'll never
again fly fifty-six miles an hour.

She doesn't need to. Her work
done. Jails have been made safe

aristocracy.

The Marital Marathoners.

On behalf of the feminist legion, Agnes
Smith demands to know the marital number
of Rudolph Valentino. The gallant signor

bids me announce that he is free. He did

elope and marry one night last year. An
evening later naive Bessie Love saw him in

the Alexandria.

"Oh, I must congratulate you. Ruddy." said

she.

"Upon what?" asked he.

"Your marriage." said Bess.
"Oh," said Ruddy, all surprised. "I thought

you meant my divorce."

Rod La Rocque Banqueted.

Rod la Rocque, a film and press favorite,

arrived among us this month in a stage play.

"The Xame Is Woman." All the scribes resi-

dent here turned out to greet him. He was
also the guest of his photographic double.

Monte Blue. We took Rod out to see the

gay film colony. ' But where's the gay and
wicked boulevard I've heard so much
about?" he queried.

unappre-

"We just drove down it," we said.

"What, that country lane?" exclaimed the
dative Thespian.

I think he'll return to Xew York soon, despite the
allurements climatic and financial.

A Parable and the Pharisees.

A certain famous author was led astrav by the silver-
tongued movie executives. He came West, although
not a young man, and proceeded to write for the screen.
The director general at the studio where he worked
always cut him, but he didn't mind that—the director
general makes it a rule never to speak to lowly writers.
The author patiently labored to please the president,
the director general, the supervising director, the board
of supervising managers, the general manager, the di-
rectors, the stars, et cetera, et cetera. Being onlv a
magazine writer and novelist of die first order, he was
humble and withstood all smiling. But he tired of hear-
ing of the difficulties of writing photo plavs. Every-
one told him it was an abstruse and occult art of which
cnly a few divinely endowed persons were capable.
Finally the author addressed the supervisors en masse.
Said he:

"In the early days of automobiles I was told that
driving a car required skill little short of genuis. that
death was almost certain unless one were singularly
endowed with mechanical skill. I used to lie *awake
nights worrying and praying for the power to drive
a flivver. Then one day I walked down Fifth Avenue
and saw a little coon boy driving a high-powered motor.
After that I wasn't so afraid."

The parable passed over the heads of the super-
visors by a clearance of six feet.

Shaw and Mr. Goldvryn.

Every time a film magnate goes to Eu-
rope he runs to see George Bernard Shaw.
This shows a lively appreciation of Shaw—if it is appreciation. Samuel Goldwvn

recently negotiated with the wily wit for
the film rights to the Shavian works.
Alter the usual bargaining. Mr.
Shaw terminated the conversation,
saying: "There is no use continuing
the conversation. Mr. Goldwyn. Y'ou
are interested only in an. and I am

interested only in money."

The Serpent Speaks to Marie.

We won the war and lost a great deal:
the Germans lost the war and saved a great
deal. They still have the pretzel and the
pretzel's buddy, while we have near beer.
Y\ e freed them of autocracy and got cen-
sors and prohibition and now the threat ot
blue laws.. As if this is not enough* humili-
ation. Marie Prevost marches out to Conev
Island, burns her one-piece bathing suit

and all her bathing pictures, announcing
her reformation. But. Marie, you didn't

any reformation. Y'ou were perfect as you

Our Monthly Testimonial.

Grill gives thanks for:

imminent coming to stardom of Florence
under the supervision of the King, her hus-
This is according to my prophecv. Selah.

recovery of Richard Barthelmess from a

erious operation and his agreement to appear
Continued on page 108
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By Louise Williams

A soft hat of pleated silk

face and enhances

BUT what's the use of wearing sports

clothes," my companion pro

tested, "if they don't sport

them ? They might just as well

wear tea gowns."
We were on the veranda

of a fashionable clubhouse

in Westchester whither

we had gone for tea

after a visit to the old

Biograph studio where
Marshall Neilan's com-
pany was working, and
we couldn't help com-
paring the girls we saw
at the club with Colleen

Moore whom we had
just left.

"I presume that girl

has been playing golf,"

she continued. "Be-
cause she has on a short

tweed skirt and a

jacket whose inverted

plait in the back gives

her arms a free swing,

but if I just looked at

the way she walked I'd

think that she was
trudging home from a

hard day's work in a

department store, and
if it was her face I

studied I'd think that her favorite motion-picture star

wasn't booked anywhere in the neighborhood that night.

For all the dash and verve she puts into wearing sports

clothes, she might just as well be a clotheshorse."

I looked at the procession before me—there were
girls just coming from the locker rooms with their

tennis rackets or golf clubs, and others returning from
the courts and links, and I had to admit that what she

had said was true. Faultlessly tailored, colorful, and
striking costumes passed before us, but not one ou'

of ten of them was worn with any individuality. And
that is what counts in sports clothes. It isn't the game
you are going to play that should determine your cos-

tume—though, of course, your clothes must be made
for comfort and freedom of movement—it is your own
personality that must determine the kind of sports

clothes you wear.

Perhaps we wouldn't have been so interested in

analyzing the different girls and determining the par-

ticular sports costumes they ought to wear if it hadn't

been for what we had just seen. Just before we left

Colleen she had taken us down to her dressing room
and shown us the beautiful sweaters her uncle had
brought her from Paris only a few days before. She
had tried them all on and paraded about for us quite

like a professional mannequin, indulging all the time
in her favorite pastime of imitating different types of

people.

There was one simple little close-knit sweater of

glossy green yarn that looked as though it might have
been made by one of the busy knitters on any country-

club porch. But it wasn't. There is a subtle difference

between these Paris sweaters and the homemade kind.

They are as feminine as orchids and as practical as a

frames Carmel Myers'

its soft contour.

football jersey; their knotted ties are as

frivolous as a dainty blouse, but their

under-arm fullness and snug fit

everywhere else make them as

practical for hard sports wear
as the plainest middy blouse

you ever saw.

Now almost any of the

girls at this club could

have worn that very
sweater and you wouldn't
have noticed it. But
on Colleen it accentu-

ated her best points.

Those of you who saw
her in "The Sky Pilot"

will remember her fleet-

ing smile, and the way
her eyes flash and her

mouth gets all puckered
up when she is so

pleased over something
that she can hardly re-

strain herself from
jumping up and down.
Well that wonderful
enthusiasm of hers fits

her to wear the most
brilliant sports clothes

without in any way de-

tracting from her own
vitality. Her hair is

such a rich, reddish

brown that even the most intense colorings only serve

to bring out its high lights, and she moves so airily that

her skirts seem to have been chopped off to permit per-

fect freedom of movement—not to show off a gaudy
pair of stockings. That, sadly enough, seemed to be

the case with many of the girls at the club I've de-

scribed. They were good athletes, too, most of them,

better than Colleen. But what they lacked—and what
she had in such abundance—was verve. Not swagger
to be sure— for nothing is less attractive than a girl who
loses gracefulness rather than gaining it by participat-

ing in sports—but dash.

Now the girl who swaggers and the girl whose per-

sonality seems quite overpowered by the usual gaudy
" fashions in sports clothes can both learn something from
these new sweaters of Colleen's. And there is also a

tip or two for them tucked away in a sports hat Carmel
Myers recently bought, and a sports frock Edith Rob-
erts wears.

The girl-who-swaggers problem is comparatively

simple. It is that of appearing too strong. She must
choose her sports costumes with a view to bringing

delicacy, grace, and feminine charm into her make-up.
For such a girl I know of no better sports jacket than

a daintv orchid-colored one of Angora and soft silk

yarn that Colleen Moore wears. Its lines are simple,

and it is so light and loosely fitted that one could play

golf or tennis in it, or paddle a canoe without un-

necessarily tiring the arms. That is one of the re-

quirements the game makes of sports clothes—but the

far more important requirement is that of the wearer,

the requirement that the jacket must beautify as well

as keep warm.
If you are Colleen Moore's type, that is, if you are



Do You Sport Clothes?

slight in build and have an inner brilliance and magnetism that counter-

balances any amount of bright color, you can wear the most striking sports i

clothes. And like her, you ought to accentuate your slimness by choosing
heavy, soft Angora wraps. These coats were hrst made for motoring and
to slip on after a strenuous game, but they became so popular that now
Fifth Avenue frequently is dotted with them. As you can see by the

accompanying photograph, they are smart as they can be. Take a tip

from Colleen—and don't wear stilt, mannish sports clothes. They can
be as soft and luxuriant and feminine as anything else you wear. To
repeat, the secret lies in the way you wear them.

Edith Roberts illustrates quite a different kind of sports clothes. Her
cobwebby sweater and line-pleated skirt make an attractive afternoon cos-

tume either for sports wear or for any very informal occasion. And the

girl whose coloring is soft and delicate as well as girls of such electric

personality as Edith Roberts' can do no better than to select such a simple

sports costume as this. It is prettiest in light, dull colors. Edith Roberts'

sparkle and enthusiasm is of a more forceful nature than Colleen's, so

with subtle artistry she takes the opposite course in selecting her color

schemes. She wears dull, soft colors that enhance her vivacity while Col-

leen wears the most striking tones. Colleen can do that because she is

of such a whimsical nature that they never appear blatant.

And while on the subject of sports clothes—hats should

be mentioned, for they are of far more importance than C ^
they are when a fur collar, or a close-fitting jacket helps

to relate them to the rest of the costume. For those who
are fortunate enough to look well in a stiff sailor, there is

nothing better for sports wear than that—with the addition

of a soft silk hatband in the colors of the sports

frock. But the girl who cannot wear a stiff-

brimmed hat becomingly should follow the ex-

ample of Carmel Myers. A soft hat of pleated

silk with the popular thick brim frames Carmel's

face and enhances its soft contour. • And the

light color, incidentally, makes her eyes still more
dark and sparkling. Such a simple hat as this

needs a glowing personality to

make it effective—so if you are

less glowing than Carmel is.

select something a little less

simple. \Yhen you are wearing
sports clothes is the one time
when you can tastefully indulge
your likings for the most bril-

liant color combinations and the

Take a

tip from
Colleen

Moore if

you are

her tyre—
and don't

wear

stiff,

mannish

clothes.

Even such a tradition-

bound costume as a
riding habit can be
adapted to suit your

personality.

Colleen Moore never

forgets that a sports

jacket should beau-

tify as well as keep

warm.

most striking designs. Bring
out your best points by dress-

ing up to them—but don't over-

do it. Remember, as these

popular players do. that your
clothes should enhance your
beauty, not attract attention

by their own.
Of course, there is al-

ways one exception—and
in the case of sports

clothes, it is riding hab-
its. Xo matter what
changes may be made
in other costumes,
riding habits remain
trim and tailor-made
and conventional. Bujfc

if, like Colleen
Moore, you insist on

having everything dainty and feminine, you get around
even that—-by having your riding habit fashioned of a
soft, basket-weave material. And now that so mam-
girls wear riding habits a good part of the time when
they are in the country—it is helpful to find that even
such a tradition-bound costume can be adapted to suit

3'our personality. The best rule to follow is to adopt
for sports wear whatever is most becoming to vou.
Only remember to sport your sports clothes.

Edith Roberts chooses light colors, and dainty,

cobwebby frocks whose neutral tones call

attention to her electric personality.



Photo by Ev Even the most colorful and luxurious Chinese embroideries couldn't out-glorv Gloria after a week's rest.

Over the Teacups
By The mm

IT isn't true, is it?" Fanny asked me despair-

ingly, as I came upon her in a quiet—quiet,
that is, compared to Broadway outside—corner

of the Astor. She was glancing in a mirror and
furtively flattening the end of her nose with her
finger.

"What?" I demanded, bewildered. I had
never seen any of Fanny's favorite stars do-
ing that in movies.

"There's a doctor who says he can change
the shape of your nose, and I've just been
thinking how much I'd like to have mine like

Gloria Swanson's."
"Yes," I retorted. "And just as he got

that done you would want it changed to

look like Anna O. Nilsson's or

Betty Compson's. It might sue- —w—r4s
ceed once, but after a while you 1

would look like what was left of
I

the serial star's dummy after the H
train wreck. No; you're much too ,lj

fickle for anything like that,

Fanny." ^ V

She looked at me in wide-eyed N ,

amazement. "Fickle!" she ex- •

claimed. "Why, my devotion never
falters. Has there ever been any matinee
idol for me but Wesley Barry ?"

"Yes," I answered defiantly, taking a long-

breath, "John Barrymore, Dick Barthelmess,

Wallace Reid, and "

"Oh. well, if you're going to act that way
about it," Fanny observed airily.

"And if you like Wesley Barry so well how
does it happen that you baven't painted your
nose with iodine to match his freckles?"

Curtailing the production of motion pictures

does not affect Fanny the Fan so long as her

supply of gossip is not cut down.

Bystander

Fanny looked at me severely. "Come in

and have some tea," she invited, leading the

way, "No one could be so disagree-

able unless they were hungry.

"But going back to Gloria Swan-
son," she remarked, as we sat down,
"I've done it, too." And in answer
to my incredulous look she went on,

"Yes, I've tried resting for a week.

I decided that if that was what
made her look so beautiful I'd try

it, too. You know, when she fin-

ished 'The Great Moment,' she

simply retired to her boudoir with a lot

of light reading and a gorgeous new
r

,
Chinese negligee and slept for a

w- 1 week. No one but Baby Gloria or

>l
her nurse could disturb her. And
at the end of that time every one

•
. savs that she looked so refreshed

I
Jmm that even the brilliant Chinese em-

broideries looked faded beside

p .
•

|f
her."

"Put how about you?"
M' "Well, I don't look exactly rested,

do I?" Fanny admitted. "You see, I

Marv Miles knew that I couldn't rest here in New
Minter stays York, so I went to a little town up
right where the -m Connecticut, and guess what hap-
director can find i i t t\ it 1 »

her as she hopes Pened !
.

Tommy Meighan s com-

to run away to pany arrived the very next day to

Europe soon and take exterior scenes for 'Cappy
can't manage it Ricks > And then t heard that Alice
until her present t, , . , •

picture is com- Brady s company was working not

pleted. far from there, so I motored over.

And then
"
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"You've said enough," I

remonstrated. "If you were
washed ashore on an un-
charted isle, you'd find a mo-
tion-picture company working
there."

Fanny smiled at me approv-
ingly up through her eye-

lashes. "If I didn't, I'd

leave," she confided softly,

and I had to admit that for

a brunette the imitation of

Anna Nilsson was almost per-

fect. When I asked about
her Fanny nodded sadly.

"She's gone abroad, to Swe-
den, and she won't be back
for months and months.
After she visits her mother in

Sweden, she is going to Paris

to get lots of beautiful clothes

and then to Rome and Naples
to wear them and visit the art

galleries, and then she will

come back to us. But she's

left a big surprise for her
friends in 'The Lotus Eat-
ers,' the picture she played in

with John Barrymore. You
know, Colleen Moore played
his sweetheart, so, of course.
Anna was the vampire. She
proved so seductive that the
men watching them make the

picture all fell in love with
her, and every night when
she returned to the hotel

sh'e found her room
heaped with flowers,

and presents and invita-

tions. At first she was
in tears, and then she
realized it was all the
fault of her vampire
make-up, so she re-

turned all the things ,

that had cards in
|;

them, and when she
went about in her /

own quiet
clothes no one
bothered
her.

Photo b? Gene Komman

Marie Mosquini is so

pretty that Fanny

the Fan is afraid

that she will forsake

the "Snub" Pollard

comedies and go in

for drama. Lj

Be.uity, poise, and splendor ravished Fanny's eyes when she saw Betty

Blvthe, but she ivas disappointed not to see her in this shining armor.

"And speaking of going abroad, there is a regular stream

^ of players going over," Fanny continued, stopping to

spear the cherry from her lemonade. "Jus-
tine Johnstone has gone and Mary Miles
3t I inter is going. Justine is tired to death of
jewels and first nights, satins and soft music,
and she's going in for something absolutely

different in pictures. She is going to be the
feminist of the films."

"That's all right," I cut in, "for any one
W with blond, wavy hair. A blonde can be just as intellectual as she likes, so long
* as she doesn't look it."

Fanny looked at me disapprovingly. "She is going to meet D'Annunzio and
see if she can persuade him to write a story for her. But, anyway," she added,

"just before she went she finished a picture all bedecked with silver and pearls

and bright lights, so we have that to look forward to."

}
"And how about Mary Miles Minter?" I asked. "Surely she's not going

I
abroad to get clothes? She looks too lovely in the American-made product to

trifle Avith foreign styles
"

"Oh, Mary," Fanny cut in, "I doubt if she will even think of clothes. She
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Photo by Old Maste:

Anna Q. Nilsson sailed for Sweden to visit her mother,

but she left a big surprise for her friends in "The
Lotus Eaters."

is bent on forgetting pictures and clothes and
everything like that. She is going to Eng-
land, France, and Spain—and, according to

latest reports, a certain young naval lieutenant

is making desperate efforts to be sent over

the same itinerary.

"Mary had a big swimming party while his

ship was in Los Angeles, but Gaston Glass

was the hero of the occasion. You know he's

playim; opposite Mary in her new picture.

He die) all sorts of fancy diving until he

sprained his right wrist. He couldn't even
drive Irs car after that, but he really didn't

mind at all, because, Lois Wilson did it for

him."

"Is Mary still so serious?" T asked timor-

ously, remembering how her views on life,

art, matrimony, morals, to say nothing of

literature, had made me speechless the last

time I saw her. Only Fanny can match her

—nothing makes her speechless.

"Just occasionally ; that is what makes Mary
so interesting. You never know whether to

.expect a scholar or an ingenue."

"Oh, I see," I broke in. "Ever and anon
genue."

Fanny glared at me
;
apparently she wished

that she had said it first. "Every one in Cali-

fornia"—Fanny exaggerates slightly

sometimes—"writes me that Marie
Mosquini's darling little crisp organdie
dresses are one of the delights of
Hollywood. She has one with baskets
of flowers embroidered on the sides

that's the envy of the studios. Four
copies of it appeared after she had
worn it just once. And she is get-

ting so pretty that I am afraid she
will forsake Snub Pollard's comedies
and go into drama. They all do.

Look at Marie Prevost."

I tried to share Fanny's grief that

Marie Prevost had left comedies to

star in dramas for Universal, but I

couldn't. Marie is so ambitious that

I was glad that she had succeeded in

leaving the bathing-suit contingent be-

hind.

"When she came East to confer
with the Universal officials," Fanny
confided, "she thought that she had
left bathing suits behind forever. She
told her chum—Phyllis Haver—that

she had. And almost the first thing

she had to do when she reached New
York was to go down to the beach
and have her pictures taken. She was
almost in tears. She was all bundled
up in a bulky coat and had her bobbed
hair tucked up primly under her hat
the first time she went into the Uni-
versal office here in New York.
And that is the kind of clothes she
had hoped to wear forever after.

I bet her that in every picture

she made there would be an ex-
plosion or a train wreck that

would leave her less clothes

than a bathing suit. And sadly,

she refused to bet on it."

Fanny and I had been so

absorbed in conversation that

we hadn't noticed what was
going on around us. But
when she looked around for

a waiter there was none to be
had. They were all congre-
gated in the palms behind the

fountain peering at some one
at the table just beyond. "Par-
don me a moment, won't you,"
Fanny exclaimed. "I must go
out and telephone." And be-

fore I could remonstrate that

I knew she was just making an

excuse to pass that table and
see who was causing the sensa-

tion, she had gone.

"It was Agnes Ayres," she an-

nounced triumphantly when she

came back. "And she looks

perfectly lovely. I wish
that you could see her, but

it would look funny if you

Winsome little Mae Murray
adopted a dreamy expres-

sion for the sake of the artist

for whom she was posing;,

but her conversation mean-

while iras most wide-awake.
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went out to the telephone now,
too, wouldn't it?" It isn't ever
quite correct for any one else

to get around things the way
Fanny does.

"She is going out on loca-

tion in a day or two. You
know, she is in "Cappy Ricks.'

After that she is going abroad
to make a picture in Famous
Players' London studio. She
would like it well enough if her
beloved rose gardens hadn't
just been blooming at their best

when she left California. But
look at Betty Blvthe," Fanny
continued, and I stared all

around. "Oh, I don't mean that

she is here. I meant just think
of all that Betty- Blvthe left in

California, her beautiful new
estate, her "

"Husband " I broke in.

"But he came East." Fannv
objected. "After Betty had
been here about a week and
saw no hope of going back
home for another
week or so. she
wired him to please
tuck all the plans
for their new house
into a suit case and
come at once. So
he did. and now
when New *

York turns MmmL
suddenly /'

cold and
raw they

just take

out the

Justine Johnstone

is tiring of gor-

geous clothes and
jewels, so she has

gone to Europe to

get material for

feminist plays.

\
ressing table always hoh.

that fascinate Fanny.

plans for their patio or hacienda or whatever those Spanish
buildings are that people live in. and pretend that they are

back in southern California."

"But if Betty goes abroad " I protested.

"I don't believe she will," Fanny announced positively.

"Every one says that she has been asked to go abroad to play 'Mary Queen
of Scots,' but she has had lots of other attractive offers, too."

"I shouldn't think that she would want to play another queen right awav."
"No," Fanny replied, "but that is the way with producers. If you make

a hit doing one thing they want you to repeat it. They never seem to want
Betty to show her versatility."

"Even though they don't draw the line at airything else," I suggested.

"Betty's been elected the favorite actress of the students at Princeton,"

Fanny told me a moment later, when the sensation over YVallie Reid's arrival

out in the lobby had subsided, and we had chattered to our hearts' content

over the prospect of seeing him, Elsie Ferguson, and Montague Love all in

the same cast of "Peter Ibbetson." "Every year the Princeton students

vote for their favorite player; for years Maude Adams won, and then the

movies came to Princeton and the spell was broken. Xorma Talmadge won
that vear, and this year it was Betty.

"I went up to luncheon with her just after she arrived ; I half

expected—and wanted—to see her in that wonderful armor she

wore as Sheba. I couldn't quite get used to the idea of Betty7

Blvthe in a simple little blue-serge dress, but there she was.

And, at that, when she walked through the dining room she

created a sensation." Continued on page 98



Reiding Between
The famous humorist meets the champion

and falls for him just as every

By H. C.

Any scoffing remarks about Wallace Reid's ability to rough it

should be made several miles from his hearing.

To the million readers of Picture-Play.
Friends and Vice Versa:

Greetings

!

Well, I have not five minutes hence returned from
no less than the Paramount photo-play plant, which bo-

tanical marvel is noted for havin' produced a world-

famous species of reed. I refer to. the Wallace Reid,

apparently the present favorite flower of movin' pic-

ture fans from the south pole to the one Peary found.

The smilin' and affable young man which makes
the handsome youths in the collar advertisements
look like gorillas and which is affectionately known
as "Wally" by some odd billion admirers of the

noiseless drama, was in the midst of a picture

entitled "Watch My Smoke!" when I tripped in

on the scene. Well, I watched Monsieur Reid's

smoke for a few minutes and I am forced to agree

with you, boys and girls, that Wally treads a vicious

drawin'-room and screens a wicked close-up ! It's

no trouble at all to understand why he has caused
so many maidens over this fair land to take their

pens in hand and why his autographed photo
adorns as many chiffoniers as they is Mongolians
in Shanghai. Mary Pickford may be America's
sweetheart, but Wally Reid is undoubtlessly Co-
lumbia's boy friend

!

As usual, nobody paid the slightest attention to

me, because fiction writers of all the sexes is as

common a sight around the picture studios these

days as synthetic gin experts is around a drug
store. We are all out in delicious California get-

tin' atmosphere and in the way and heavy checks

and predictin' a great future for the films, now
that we have got mixed up with 'em. Takin' us
by and large, we literati must hand the extremely
sophisticated movie bunch a hearty giggle after

we have left the lot. Our critical suggestions to

the cold-eyed directors which is sentenced to filmin'

our books must also give them babies the hysteri-

cals—when they ain't gnashin' their teeth with
rage.

How the so ever, face to face everybody is

courtesy itself to most of us, and such, gently

reader, was the case when I met our mutual friend

Wally. True, Hon. Reid's director, Frank Urson,
allowed a unmistakably gleam of baffled fury to

appear in each eye when he glanced around and
seen a "still" camera bein' dragged up beside us.

They is nothin' more infuriatin' to a director, out-

side of a continuity writer, than to have a scene

all carefully rehearsed, everything jake, lights and
camera ready and then have the company's press

agent walk in on the set with some fathead, like,

let us take your correspondent for the example,
and grabbin' the dumfounded star, say, "Eh

—

just a minute. I want you to meet Mister Insipid,

the—eh—notorious writer. He's a great admirer
of yours—eh—we'll just shoot a few stills and

UP then you can go right ahead
!"

It seems strange they is so few murders at the

studios after that, isn't it, gently reader?

To manys the representative of the adjoinin' sex,

Wallace Reid is Prince Charming in the flesh. Well,

for the benefit of their boy friends which sarcastically

agrees with 'em. I wouldst like to state that Wally is

a Prince Charming with a good right hook and a poi-

sonous left jab, and that any scofhn' remarks about his

ability to rough it up should be made several miles from
young Mr. Reid's hearin' ! Besides bein' a twin for

Adonis, Wally is extremely athletic and well set up.



the Lines
matinee idol of the screen

one else does.

Witwer

He displayed something' about
his condition without particu-

larly meanin' to. when in order

to save time in clearin' a space

for the stills we took, he pushed
a heavy piano over to another

set and also heaved a ball of

solid wood that weighed twenty
pounds if it weighed an ounce,

halfways across the lot with one
hand. He never got that muscle
pullin' on a dress coat, hey?
From the enthusiastic way he

talks about it, I should say that

Wallace Reid's secret hobby is

directin'. next to performin' on
the piano. I have never had the

pleasures of seein' him direct,

but nevers the less Wally once
bellered through a megaphone
for "'lights !" and also he is re-

sponsible for quite a few of the

original ideas from which many
of the present trick photographic
effects and' perspectives were
generated. Aha. you didn't

know that, did you?
But speakin' of playin' the

piano, I do know that Wally
fingers a brutal keyboard, jazzin'

the ivories silly, and he wouldst of undoubtlessly been
as big a sensation in vaudeville as he is in the movies,
had he so wished. He has just had a organ installed

in his Hollywood home, by the way, at a price which
wouldst cause a fresh revolution in Russia if it ever
got out. so's to avoid bloodshed, I won't mention it.

Whilst the tired business man which takes the "stills"

was settin' up his camera. Wally and me strolled hithers^

and yon about the studio. Havin' heard me charged
with bein' a writer, the extras, i.e., the '"enter with
others," stuck around eyin' me curiously and guessin'

whether I was Charles Dickens or Alexander Dumas,
every other author bein' already here. As we stood
discussin' the Einstein theory as opposed to the—eh

—

Selznick idea, somethin' occurred which to what passes
for my mind gives a better line on Wallace Reid than
a fifty-six page description of him would. Also I

think it answers a couple of questions which a lot of

you wouldst like to know, to the viz : "Is Walllace Reid
stuck on himself ? Does he upstage his litttle playmates
on the lot? Just what kind of a guy is he oft the

screen?"

Well, I think the followin' about answers the above

questions. Whilst the defendant and me is awaitin' the

pleasure of the camera man, perhaps threescore and
ten men. women, and children—or "tots," as the title

writers says—passed and repassed before us. They
was other stars, directors, extras, electricians, property
men, press agents, stenographers, office boys, executives,

painters, scenario writers, carpenters, visitors, et cetera,

et cetera, and even et cetera. Xot one of 'em went by
without a wave of the hand and a grinnin", "Hello.

Wally !" and not one missed gettin' a smilin' greetin'

back, with a comment on some subject of particular in-

terest to the speaker. A grimy, overalled carpenter

stopped to tell Monsieur Reid about some new effect

he had worked out, and Wally listened with great in-

terest, promisin* to run down and see it, and then the

winner of most of the screen popularity contests ex-

cused himself for a second to direct a job hunter to

the business office.

These little incidents, trivial on the surface, told it

all about Wallace Reid. to me, at least. Naturally

enough he'd be ""Wally" to the big directors, the money
kings, and the stars which he plays around Hollvwood
with and entertains at his home. But to be hailed with

a affectionate nickname by the hard-boiled and cynical

mechanics, camera men, and extras, case-hardened ex-

perts at read-in' character, why you must be a regular

guy. It's an acid test, but a good one

!

Your affectionate niece. H. C. Witwer.
Loose Angeles. California.



The Screen

In which our critic calls upon
opinions upon some of

By Agnes

IT is no easy job to review motion
pictures alone and single-

handed. If a board of three

censors cannot estimate a motion
picture correctly, what is a mere critic to do? Is the

critic a "fan" who looks at pictures for entertainment,

or an expert who is wise enough and, at the same time,

foolish enough to tell producers how to run their studios ?

When reviewing a picture, must the critic put on blue

or rose-colored spectacles?

Just as an interesting experiment I am not acting as

lone critic for Picture-Play Magazine this month.

At the showing of each picture, I have called in a vol-

unteer critic, just to find out what persons who pay
money for screen entertainment think of the movies.

I discovered one thing: not only is every one eager

and anxious to .go to the movies, but every one is eager

and anxious to talk about them, criticize them, and give

a few suggestions as to how they should be made.
To be honest, in telling you about the new pictures,

I shall give my own opinion and then the opinion of

the volunteer reviewer. And I shall state the age,

employment, and previous condition of servitude of the

assistant critics.

The most important picture of the month is

"J'Accuse," because it was first shown in the ballroom

of the Hotel Ritz-Carlton, and because invitations to the

showing were handsomely engraved affairs, guaranteed

to flatter and attract the recipient thereof. "J'Accuse"
is no ordinary picture, and it has no ordinary history.

It was produced by Abel Gance, a French director, and
many of the scenes were filmed while M. Gance *was
serving in the trenches with the French army. Im-
ported to this country by Marc Klaw, it is one of the

first French productions to enter into competition with
the German-made pictures. If it does not achieve the

popularity of the German productions, it will be because

the Germans have shown an uncanny aptitude for giv-

ing the public something new, while this French director

merely gives us an imitation of D. W. Griffith.

"J'Accuse" contains every known ingredient of the

war picture. It tells of a woman who is loved by two

"J'Accuse" is a magnificent preachment

against war, knocking to pieces all the argu-

ments about the ennobling influence of war.

men. According to time-honored
French custom, one of the men is

her husband, the other is a young
and handsome idealist who writes

poetry and doesn't believe in war.

But when the order for mobiliza-

tion comes, both men volunteer

and find themselves comrades in

the trenches. The wife goes to

visit relatives in the north of

France. M. Gance evidently sent

her to the German lines in order

to have her take part in the well-

known atrocities. What is a war
picture without a war baby?
None of the characters in

"J'Accuse" make the slightest ap-

peal to our sympathies. When a

Frenchman attempts to picture

sympathetically one of his fellow

countrvmen in a drama, he can

be trusted to turn out a stuffed

for brains. The three principal

find some sort of spiritual

hero with sawdust
characters in "J'Accuse'
significance in the horrors of the war, but by the time

they have achieved souls thev are either dead or in-

sane, and so you cannot get worked up over them.

In spite of the fact that he is free in his use of

hokum M. Gance manages to make "J'Accuse" a pic-

ture worth seeing and worth thinking about. Did you
ever see a picture turn from a mediocre film to a won-
derful production in ten minutes? That is what hap-

pens to "J'Accuse." Forgetting his foolish characters

and his spectacular battle scenes, M. Gance stages one

of the most inspired scenes I have ever watched. It

is a magnificent preachment against war and knocks to

pieces all the arguments about the ennobling influence

of war.

At the climax of the picture, M. Gance states the

theme of "J'Accuse." He brings to life the dead army
of France. The soldiers, covered with wounds and dirt,

arise from their graves, and. while the living conquerors

are passing beneath the Arc de Triomphe, the dead
heroes march above them. The dead soldiers return

to their homes and their villages
;
they return to accuse

the living. They accuse the profiteers, the politicians,

the men who stayed at home, and the women who have
forgotten them. "Were you worth the sacrifice we
made?" they ask.

It isn't pleasant, but it is impressive. Those who saw
the picture in the Ritz-Carlton received it rather in-

differently until M. Gance turns his guns on the un-

worthy living instead of on the Germans. And then

the audience forgot its rudeness and became silent. I

hope some of the distinguished persons present were
uncomfortable.

Now for the opinion of the volunteer critic. The
critic who saw "J'Accuse" with me was a woman stage

director, who has directed a successful stock company in

Los Angeles. She also worked in France with the
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characterization in
"

his next

in Review
several volunteers to offer their

the recent pictures.

Smith

Y. W. C. A. She is not partic-

ularly fond of motion pictures.

"'J'Accuse" bored her for one hour
and impressed her for the rest of

the evening. The battle scenes,

she assured me, were the real

thing, although she did not like to

see them.

She made the following general

report: The music arranged by
Hugo Riesenfeld is the finest she

has ever heard as an accompani-
ment to a motion picture. The
French actors are not as good as

the American actors, in spite of

the fact that the players in

"J'Accuse" were recruited from
some of the finest theaters in

France. Marise Dauvray, who
plays the wife, is too heavy to try

to act like Lillian Gish. Severin-

Mars, the husband, looks like a
cross between "William S. Hart and a grocery horse.

Ramuold Joube, the third side of the triangle, lias some
effective scenes which he spoils bv overacting. The
best actor in the cast is Desjardins. Except for the

climax, the picture does not measure up to ''The Four
Horsemen."
A scenario writer who sat in back of me complained

about the poor photography in the opening episodes.

M. Gance begins his picture with some colorful and
beautiful scenes of a small French village on mid-
summer's night. The scenario writer criticized the

flicker that casts its glow over all these scenes. She
did not know that the peasants of Europe light fires

and dance on St. John's Dav.

"REPUTATION."
It is a- long jump from "FAccuse" to "Reputation."

Universal's special production which stars Priscilla

Dean. Have you ever observed the habits of Universal ?

This company goes along making pictures that create

no havoc in the artistic world and then it comes along
with a big special that is guaranteed to dazzle and be-

wilder. And "Reputation" is a dazzling picture, prin-

cipally because Miss Dean does some dazzling acting.

It bewilders because its plot is loosely hung together

and because what happens on the screen couldn't pos-

sibly happen in real life.

However, improbability is no handicap to any pic-

ture. Seeing does not have to be believing.

"Reputation" contains the rudiments of an excellent

plot, but the-story has been considerably stretched for

picture purposes. A young girl, living in a Xew Eng-
land manufacturing town, runs away from her hus-

band and child and joins a cheap theatrical company.
Several years later, as leading woman, she returns and
finds her little daughter in an orphanage. Although she

hopes to take the child with her. her intentions are

deflected by a kind gentleman who points out to her

in an entirely new the inconveniences of too much do-
A Bashful Romeo," mesticitv.
release. And so the actress goes to Paris

and London and emerges several

years later as a great star—a great French star. The
shrewd little Yankee has discarded her American name
and has taken on a set of French mannerisms and a

choice collection of Continental morals. After a series

of dissipations and scandals, she cancels her contract

to return to New York. The Xew .York manager is in

a frenzy because he has promised the newspapers a rare

and sensational character.

"Who is it that saves the day for the manager? Xone
other than Laura Figlan s daughter—the little girl of

the orphan asylum. But not so fast ! On opening
night, the real Laura Figlan appears—a wreck from
drugs and drink. And there .is a scene. In fact there

are several scenes. The climax is fast and furious

—

and interesting. Finally when Laura Figlan discovers

that the girl who has stolen her reputation is her own
daughter, she takes gas and dies muttering a few well-

chosen lines from "A Tale of Two Cities."

Priscilla Dean acts like a whirlwind ; the girl is a
marvel. Her character study of Laura Figlan would
do credit to any actress—on the stage, on the screen,

or out of a job. Ordinarily. I object to Chinatown
scenes and to scenes that dwell too strongly on a vice

that shouldn't be brought before film fans. But I can
excuse these scenes in "Reputation" just as I can ex-

cuse Laura Figlan herself. In her portrayal of Laura,

Miss Dean shows that the wages of sin not only are

death, but the loss of beauty, of charm, and of all

claim to sympathy. Stuart Paton's direction is good.

The theatrical scenes are not convincing, but the picture

has color and a wealth of deft human touches.

Report from the volunteer critic. Age : The years of

discretion. Occupation : Dramatic and music reviewer.

Likes motion pictures and is one of the few dramatic

critics in Xew York who attend them. Tbe verdict:

"Never mind about the weak spots in the story. You
liked the picture yourself, didn't you? And say a lot

of nice things about Miss Dean. She reminds me of
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The amateur critic, who was unmarried, thought

that "The Lost Romance" dwelt too much on the

problems of marriage.

'

Ethel Barrymore. She can act, and she

has fire. She deserves to be a big star."

"THE LOST ROMANCE."
Once I said that William De Mille

was my favorite director. Being a

woman I can change my mind. I

have seen "The Lost Romance."

The story, written by Edward
Knoblock, was woven into sce-

nario form by Olga Printzlau.

It is a Paramount production.

"The Lost Romance" is all

about a young couple who marry,

live happily for two years, _ and

then get to the stage in matrimony
when they snap at each other. After

quite a spell of this snappy life, an

old suitor comes back from the wilds

of Africa or South America or

Australia and attempts to prove to

the wife that she has made a mis-
j

take. Just as the wife is about /

to run away with him, a kind 1

aunt decides to put her love to
J

the test. So she kidnaps the /

kiddie, and the wife discovers /

she loves her husband after all. L_^_

I will make no comment on "The Lost Ro-
mance." Let the amateur critic do it. In

this case the volunteer is a young and beau-

tiful girl who writes for a living, but who
would consider matrimony.
And this is what she said: "Good night!

Is this marriage? Why doesn't Lois Wilson
get a permanent wave in her hair and drop'

that eternal sewing basket? I don't see wh}
this couple is so keen on romance. After five

or six years; I should think they would have

some other interest in life. There is Jack
Holt He is the 'other man.' Why is Lois

Wilson going to run away from Conrad
Nagel to marry Jack Holt? Is he any more
romantic ? What's got into the De Milles :

Always harping on matrimony. I know lots

of couples who have been married for years

and don't act like the characters in a De Mille

picture.

"So Edward Knoblock wrote this story ! I

thought he was a good playwright. It was
awfully nice of you to let me come with you,

and, of course, it hasn't cost me a cent, but

still I think it is terribly dull. No pretty-

clothes, no exciting scenes with automobiles

—

just a lot of advice about how to keep your
husband interested. And I don't own a hus-

band."

"THROUGH THE BACK DOOR."
In the case of "Through the Back Door,"

I am going to let the volunteer reviewer have
the floor. Age of reviewer: I promised not

to tell. Occupation: Mother. Disposition:

Normal except for an unreasonable predilec-

tion for Mary Pickford.

"There she is—younger than ever. I hope
she never grows up. I don't see why they

had to make her a Belgian refugee. Still, she

comes to this country—through
Ellis Island, too. Do I think

the picture is too sweet? No.
I think it is wonderful. I like

all of Mary Pickford's pic-

tures. Yes, I suppose she can
act, but I like to see her doing

just what she is. doing now.
Look at her strap the

scrubbing brushes on
her feet and skate

across the floor. She
reminds me of Lotta.

You don't remember
Lotta ; she was long

before your time.

But ask Dad, he
knows. This picture

is a treat. Why can't

I see Mary Pickford more
often?"

"LOVE'S PENALTY."
"Love's Penalty" has

Hope Hampton for its star.

Miss Hampton got a bad
start in the motion-pic-

The revival of "The Birth

of a Nation" is of great

interest to those who have

watched the career of
Lillian Gish.
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ture world by appearing in

"A Modern Salome."' It was
a poor picture because it

failed to bring Miss Hampton
to popular attention. ' The
Bait" was not much better.

But "Love's Penalty" proves

that Miss Hampton is a star

worth considering. Her great-

est handicap is that she can-

not act trash and make it con-

vincing. W hen she is called

upon to ^be natural, spon-
taneous, human, and humor-
ous, she is quite delightful.

When she has to play emo-
tional sex scenes, she fails

simply because she is a beau-
tiful, lively, and unaffected
girl from Texas who wasn't
born to be a tragedy queen.

"Love's Penalty" has some
excellent moments, but it is

spoiled by a forced climax.

Jack Gilbert directed it and
succeeded in getting some
pretty pictures, but most of
the honors go to Miss Hamp-
ton.

The amateur critic who
went with me to see "Love's
Penalty" was. a sixteen-vear-

old girl just out of high
school. She hopes Miss
Hampton has a really big pic-

ture in the near future and
wants to know where she can
obtain a collection of her pho-
tographs. By the way. Percy
Marmont is seen as the villain

in "Love's Penalty." It can't

be done; Mr. Marmont is a gentleman.

"THE TEX-DOLLAR RAISE."
\ou will find nothing but human beings in "The

Ten-Dollar Raise," a picture adapted from a story
by Peter B. Kyne. It is a little drama of every-
day life, a drama of persons who work hard with
small reward, and a drama of simple souls who
demand little of life. A bookkeeper is the hero
of the story, which tells of a man who works for
years in order to make
enough to marry the
stenographer who - 2l>v
is the sole ray of ^^52?

~

if

"Reputation" is a
dazzling picture,

principally because

PrisdUaDean does

some, dazzling
acting.

"Lore's Penalty, "with HopeHampton, hassome

excellent moments, and proves that Miss Hamp-

ton is a star worth considering.

romance in his life. The miracle

at the end of the picture which
enables the couple to find

riches and happiness is one of

those events that only happen
in stories, but you cannot

begrudge the picture its

happy ending. William
^j,* Y. J. Ions: and He'.en

Jerome Eddy play the

leading roles. They
are not stars, as yet,

thank goodness

!

An actress who
saw the picture told

me she liked it as

well as any play

she had seen dur-

ing the season. If

you are sophisti-

cated enough to like

naturalness on the

screen, you will,

too.

Continued on p^ge
100



Romances of Famous Film Folk
The love story of Mary Hay and Richard Barthelmess.

By Harriette Underhill

TUST at first Dick wouldn't listen to the idea at all,

although Mary rather approved it. "Dick and
*^ Mary" means just one thing to motion-picture

people and fans in New York, but, of course, every-

one doesn't know them by their first names, so we may
as well say at the beginning that Dick and Mary are

Richard Barthelmess and Mary Hay, now Mr. and Mrs.

Barthelmess. What we wanted Dick to do was to give

us a first-hand, honest-to-goodness account of his court-

ship and marriage. We were up in Saranac Lake at

the time of Dick's marriage so we didn't know any-

thing about it until we saw it in the paper and it was
too late to do anything. Not that we had any inten-

tion of rushing down the aisle just as Dick was about

to put the ring on Mary's finger and shout, "Stop, I

forbid this marriage !" or anything of the sort. No,
indeed ; Dick was never anything more than a very good
friend. But if we had been in town we should have
insisted on being among those present, although, as a

matter of fact, no one was present but the two families

and D. W. Griffith.

There never was a popular young bachelor of the

screen who has not been married a dozen times, ac-

cording to the public. It made no exception of Richard
Barthelmess. Every month or so everybody would be

on the qui vive because a report had come out of the

West that Richard Barthelmess was engaged ; and then

the report would be denied, and everybody would settle

back again to wait for the next report. How well we
remember the first time we ever saw Dick on the screen.

It was with Marguerite Clark in "The Valentine Girl,"

and we thought he was a young boy, as he appeared in

knickers and played "puss in the corner." "With those
eyes," we thought, "he will do a lot of damage to. ladies'

hearts when he grows up." Then we learned that he
had grown up and had already done a lot of damage
to ladies' hearts.

Dick is the finest fellow in the world and abso-

lutely devoid of conceit. "Oh, Harriette," he ^ L

once said to us, ' you only think I'm good m
looking because you like me. Why;
you should have heard what Dor-
othy Gish said about me when
she saw me for the first time.

'Look,' she said, pointing me
out to her sister, Lillian,

'look what's going to be * '"

my leading man ! I

thought when I saw
him on the screen

that he was tall and
handsome !" Dick
thought this was
a splendid joke, I

but we didn't, for Dick is handsome—handsomer than
any other man on the screen to our way of thinking

and if he isn't very tall at least he is tall enough.
But here we started to write about the romance of

Dick and Mary, and we proceed to write only about
Dick; but it is because we know him so much better.

You see we never met Mary until after she became Mrs.
Barthelmess.

As we were saying, at first, Dick wouldn't listen to

the idea of having any one "write up" his marriage.

Now, when Dick says "no" it means no, and nothing-

can change him. He is what is called a "masterful

man." So Mary, with our assistance, set out to make
him change his viewpoint.

"I don't want to have it advertised," said Dick.
"Oh," laughed Mary, "come out of it, friend hus-

band. You won't mind it at all by the time you've
clone it three or four times." Mary is just the way she
looks on the stage and on the screen. She is petite,

sprightly, and piquant. She has a cunning little turned-
up nose, and she wrinkles it across the bridge when
she laughs. She is very bright and funny, and talking

to her and Dick keeps one's mind up and doing. You
can't sit down and mope if you want to talk to them.
Otherwise you'll get left about two laps behind. Dick
never really consented to be interviewed, but it happened
this way. It was in the Claridge Hotel, and we three
were having dinner. We were fifteen minutes late for
our appointment, but as it happened it didn't matter,
for so were they. Having to motor in from one's coun-
try home in Harrison is uncertain. When we arrived
at the hotel we asked the captain if he had seen Mr.
Barthelmess. "Don't know him," he said laconically.
"You don't know Richard Barthelmess?" we said in-

credulously.

"Oh," he said in his Franco-American, "you mean
the movie star who played in

'Broken Blossoms' and 'Way
Down East.' Sure, he not
yet arrive. I shall notify
you when he come." So
that is fame ! In the mid-

dle of the dinner we
all suddenly stopped
talking, and Dick
sat thinking for a
few moments,

Since their marri-

age, Dick and Marx
have lived in his

little country home
at Harrison, New

York.
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and then he laughed and said : "It's

funny, but I'll never get used to the

idea of how I first met Mary. It

was in Xew York, and we had just

finished 'Broken Blossoms.' It was
the night of the opening, and at the

end- of the performance I joined a

parry to go over to the Ziegfeld Mid-
night Frolic on the Xew Amsterdam
roof. Bessie McCoy was playing up
there, and Mary Hay was her under-
study. It just happened that the night

I was there Mary played the part, al-

though she never had done so before."

"Well," interrupted Man,-, "I was
only seventeen years old. and one can't

get very far along at seventeen."

"You did very well," said Dick
gravely. "And I was delighted I

said, 'Who is that cute little thing
who is pinch hitting for Bessie Mc-
Coy?' and some one at the table said.

'That cute little thing is Man- Hay.
She is a daughter of Maior Caldwell
of the U. S. A.' 'If her father's

name is Caldwell, whv isn't hers?' I

asked."

"Even,- actress doesn't use her fa-

ther's name on the stage." said Mary
protestingly.

"And. anyway." we added, "he had
just about resolved to change it to

Barthelmess : hadn't you Dick?"
"I'd resolved to try," he admitted.

"Then it was a case of love at first

sight!" This is the second one we've
encountered. Alice Brady being the
first, and it pleases us immensely, be-

cause we have always believed that

that was the only way to do it.
~

"Yes, it was as far as I was con-

cerned."

"And as far as I was concerned,

too, though you see, Dick saw me a

long time before I ever saw him."

"I tried to secure an introduction

to Mis? Hay that nieht. but I wasn't

successful, and I had to go back to

California the next day and go to

work on another picture. It was sev-

eral months before I came East again,

and when I reached Xew York I went
to live at the Algonquin Hotel. Al-

most the first person I saw when I

walked in the lobby, was Man- Hay.
I hadn't met her. but. of course. I recognized her on

sight. As I was wondering what to do, for I fully

intended to do something, along- came D. W. Griffith,

and he stopped and spoke to Mrs. Barthelmess."

"He did not," interrapted Dick's better half, "he

spoke to Miss Hay."
"Yes, of course," acquiesced Dick, "but you see I'd

already begun to think of you as Mrs. Barthelmess.

Well, anyway. I walked boldly up and requested an

introduction, and. as soon as Mr. Griffith had performed

that ceremony. I invited you both to luncheon. Do
you remember? I thought you were sweet."

"And I thought you were handsome. Do you re-

member that Mr. Griffith refused your invitation to

luncheon ?"

"And for that he was the only one outside the fam-

ilv invited to the wedding." said Dick.

Fboto by Geisler £ Andrews

"Here we are, " said Mary. "The smiling one is Dick. The other is the

bride. See how sad I look."

'And he has never yet given us our wedding present,"

obsen-ed Man".
"Hush," said Dick. "Let's talk about birds and flowers."

"Xo," we protested firmly, "talk about that first

luncheon. You're doing very nicely."

"I'll tell you about it," said Man-. "It lasted till

four o'clock' and then Dick said that it was nearly tea

time and we might as well run up to the Plaza and

have tea. So we ran up and danced and had tea and

muffins until six o'clock and then Dick asked me if I

had a dinner engagement. I had. but I let it go, and

so Dick and I dined together.

"Yes. and later we went to the theater and then to

supper. Finally, when we separated Mary said, 'Do

you know we've been together for twelve hours?'
"

"But it didn't seem more than one hour, did it?"

Continued on page 99



Arctic City

—

It's a wonderful place for

that every fan

By Leonie Nathan

Malemute and Hudson Bay dogs are part of the permanent equipment of Arctic Citv.

puppies will probably appear in many future pictures.

These

IF,
on one of these warm summer evenings, you

chance to drop into a theater which is showing
Dorothy Dalton's "Idol of the North," take espe-

cial note of the huildings, the streets, and the hillside

views. If you get these well fixed in your mind, you
will recognize them again and again in other pictures

ot the "Far North," and you will he able to identify

any production made in Arctic City.

Arctic City is unique. A- city without laws, it has

little or no disorder. Though it boasts no resident pop-

ulation, it teems with life and activity throughout the

winter months. Consisting of but a handful of one-

story buildings suggestive of gold-rush days, built with-

in the confines of a five-acre plot, pictures of it have

been shown to countless millions of people in every

corner of the world, for Arctic City is where practically

all the Eastern producers send their companies in winter

to make "Far North" scenes. Within its 'narrow limits

a director will find, all ready for use, every property

and accessory from trained Eskimo dogs to a ready-

made Alaskan dance hall.

Arctic City was built in 191 5 by "Caribou Bill," an
adventurer of the great outdoors, who con-

ceived the idea for a permanent location

of that sort when his wanderings led him
to Port Henry, New York. Some of the

townspeople backed the enterprise and the

scheme was carried out not far from the

village. Caribou Bill now fades from the

story, for he left Port Henry soon after

his project was completed, and all that

remains that is reminiscent of him is the

verse which some local wag burned in rude
letters on one of the shacks

:

In memory of Caribou Bill .

This is where he started.
And we'd put up another sign

If we knew where he departed.

Perhaps, in some movie theater, far

away, Caribou Bill has sat and chuckled

to himself when he recognized familiar

scenes from "North Winds'
Malice," "The Blue Moon,"
some of the O. Henry stories,

or "The Law of the Yukon,"
to name but a few of the

productions that have been

made in the town that Caribou

built.

It was twenty-two below
zero on the day that we
landed at Port Henry with

the "Idol of the North" com-
pany ; twenty-two below, but

dry and clear—the kind of

cold that sets you atingle

with a healthy glow.

We were given the usual

which consisted of an apologyPort Henry welcome
from the village sheriff and undertaker for not offering

the "keys of the city."

"I give 'em to the last company that was here." he
said dryly, "but they lost 'em, and everything's been
wide open since."

Our advance man had made arrangements for us to

stop at a place which he knew was a hotel because a
sign nailed over the front door said so. There was
nothing about the outside of the building to distinguish

it from several others near by-—but the inside had
many features that were unique, such as, for example,
an elevator which was affected with what the clerk

called "arctic ennui." It is always serviceable and in

perfect running condition when there are no motion-
picture guests, but when they arrive it immediately
breaks down, only to energize itself again after they
leave.

"I attribute the breakdown to an excess of artistic

temperament," the proprietor said.

Having been warmed and fed we set out on the two-
mile tramp to Arctic City. A call from Miss Dalton,

Main Street, Arctic City's only thoroughfare, has been changed very little from

the time it was first planned.



at Twenty Below |

taking winter pictures, and one

should know about.

and Jules Cowles

who was slightly in advance,

brought the entire troupe to where
she was standing, and there, be-

fore us, deep down in the val-

ley, we gazed upon a most won-
derful sight. Lake Champlain.
partly frozen over, glistened and
shimmered in the morning light,

sending out a multitude of col-

ors from its crystal covering.

Interspersed with the ice .floes,

deep-purplish-blue lanes of

water wound themselves in and
out and over to the Vermont
shore, where the distant peaks
provided a background. A tew
steps brought us to the other

side of the ridge. Through the

pine trees, at the foot of a

steep and long winding way. we obtained our first

glimpse of Arctic City.

The general aspect of the place is somewhat changed
from the plans and specifications of Caribou Bill ; addi-

tions having been made by the several companies who
have played there, but the main and only street still

retains its original layout in every detail. According
to the signs on the front of the shacks, there still re-

main the offices of mining engineers and assayers. and
a large dancing and gambling hall called the "'Aurora

Borealis"—right across from a small church—a Ritz

Hotel, hash houses, a doctor's office, and many other

signs such as are commonly found in this sort of camp.
YVe noticed that the little church commanded the at-

tention of an elderly gentleman who visited the loca-

tion several times and invariably went straight to this

building. One afternoon the stranger approached the

cabin and was invited in.

"There is a building on this street," he said, "that

I am quite sure would be of more interest to you if

I should tell vou the reason why I have stood in front

Arctic City is merely a picturesque group of buildings such as used to be found

in frontier mining camps.

The girls from Port Henry, New York, the nearest metropolis, are all quite .used to appear-

ing before the camera as Alaskan belles.

of it so many times. For fifty years I was a missionary
in northern Alaska. That little church down the street

is an exact counterpart of my first thurch there. Sev-
eral of my neighbors. Christian and un-Christian, and I

put it together, and, as I will probably never see my
little church again, you may appreciate how much its

counterpart, the little church down the street, appeals

to me."
Before we left. Miss Dalton had some large photo-

graphs taken of the building, and sent them to him as

a gift from the companv.
The doctor's shack

—
''Old Doc Resnick's" office, as it

was named—was the' most popular of all the buildings.

There we found a ''heater and a smoker," as we called

the stove that emitted heat and smoke in equal pro-

portions. A two-foot extension running around three

sides of the office served as a place of rest between
scenes, and while those who occupied these hard,

wooden boards only too frequently, were called lounge
lizards, they preferred this to the chilling effect of

twenty degrees below zero outside.

The Malemutes and Hudson Bav dogs
thrive upon the cold, bracing air and seem
to be the happiest when wallowing in the

snow. The dogs we used were, we were
told, the best teams south of the arctic

circle. A beautiful black quarter wolf
Hudson Bay. the leader on one team, led

the team that won the ten-thousand-dollar

Xome sweepstake race two years ago.

These dogs are never friendly. They
are constantly fighting among themselves,

and regardless of the length of associa-

tion, when one team of dogs passes an-
other, it seems to be a direct challenge for

a fight, and it is only through the most
careful surveillance that thev are kept
from it.

The technical director, having placed his

Continued on page 97



Kids of the
As artists they are well along, but

By Emma-Lindsay

Photo by Freulich

Mae Giraci, who supported Priscilla Dean in "False Colors," reads fairy

tales, while many another girl her age is going to the movies.

GOD pity the children of the motion-picture

studios
!"

This was the trend of a lecture which I heard

given recently to a woman's club in Los Angeles. The
gentleman was, of course, an authority on children of

the cinema, having been all through Universal studio

at least once and having a speaking acquaintance with

the third assistant secretary of Lasky's doorman. And
what he didn't know about the intimate details of their

professional work, home life, schooling, and general

characteristics, what he did not know, I repeat, would
have made interesting reading for years and years.

In justice to the gentleman, I will admit that he had
probably seen some children in the waiting room of a
casting director. Many of them. are indeed objects of

pity. I have seen them there myself, tired little kiddies

with artificial manners and complexions. Many of them
have peroxided hair and their little cheeks are smeared
with rouge. The little girls are usually dressed in

"stagy" frocks of exaggerated fluffiness, overtrimmed
bonnets, and short socks even in the coldest weather.

The little boys are decked out in Lord Faun-
tleroy suits and carry miniature canes. The
mothers who accompany them have hard faces,

tired eyes, and rasping voices. They nag at

their children continually and carry heavy

packages of portraits and "stills" with which

to intrigue the casting director.

If these are the children from which the

lecturer drew his conclusion, I say with him,

"God pity them !"

But fortunately the regular little troupers

of the camera are for the most part entirely

different. They are healthy, normal youngsters

who like the same things and do the same
things that all American children like and do

;

and who are, generally speaking, not one bit

impressed or spoiled by working in the movies.

I do not hesitate to say that as a rule they

have better manners and are better educated

than the average child in "private life." They
may pick up a few rough speeches from their

associates at the studio, but no more, I will

wager, than any child learns from thought-

less grownups. In fact, it has been my ob-

servation that the adults in studios, includ-

ing actors, directors, carpenters, and electri-

cians, are exceedingly watchful of the speech

and habits of any child working in their com-
pany. I know a director who dismissed a
mechanic for using profanity in the presence

of a ten-year-old actress, and I know a vet-

eran actor who put a little six-year-old cinema
twinkler over his knee to cure him of using a

certain descriptive, but censored, epithet.

Most of the camera kiddies, as I have said

before, are normal, active children with—ex-
cellent minds. A few of them have become
sophisticated and are painful to talk to. But
these are in the minority.

The movie child, you see, accepts the studio

atmosphere in a matter-of-fact way. To him, there is

not the glamour with which the outsider seeks to in-

vest motion-picture work. Even fan letters, which are

apt to be the greatest factor in turning a youngster's

head—and a grownup's, too, for that matter—are taken

as a matter of course
;
and, if the mother is sensible,

the fascinating business of autographing pictures for

admirers becomes a duty that is part of the day's work.

There is little Jack Coogan, for instance, age five,

"going on six." I don't think that you will find a more
thorough little artist than he. If you saw him with
Chaplin in "The Kid," I'm sure you will agree with
me, and I understand that in his first starring vehicle,

"Peck's Bad Boy," he again covers himself with glory.

If he acquires any self-consciousness, it will be the fault

of his parents and stupid grownups who delight in

teaching him pert sayings. He was quoted recently as

having answered in response to the question as to who
were the greatest actors in the world, "Charlie Chaplin
is the greatest and Jackie Coogan is the next greatest."

"And after them?" "You needn't go any further."
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as youngsters they are—just kids.

Squier

That is not Jackie. It is simply what he

has been taught to say. He is in reality one

of the most delightful little persons I have

even.- met. He combines the perfect poise

of an adult with the ingenuousness of five

years. He is so artistic that he delights in

displaying his accomplishments, singing, danc-

ing, reciting verses, and displaying sleight-of-

hand tricks, even for an audience of one. And
he does it naturally, enthusiastically, without

any thought of showing off.

Another charming child whose naturalness

on the screen is surpassed only by his sweet-

ness of disposition and unaffected simplicity,

is Pat Moore, who has played with many of

the greatest stars. I'm sure that you will

remember his wonderful work with Katherine
MacDonald in "The Turning Point" and in

the Mayflower special, "The Heart of a Fool."

His mother has a charming bungalow on
Cahuenga Avenue, and there is a big yard
where Pat and his younger brother, Mickey,
raise rabbits and play at taking movies. Both
the boys were born in England and have prac-

tically been brought up in the atmosphere of

stage and screen. But it has not spoiled either

of them. Their mother has attended to that.

I remember that when I first met the two
youngsters, they took me out in the yard to

play motion pictures. Pat was the director.

Mickey the camera -man—with the assistance

of my unloaded Brownie kodak—and I was
the company, consisting of hero, heroine, vil-

lain, and aged mother. Pat had the tech-

nology of the camera at the tip of his

tongue, and, for that matter, so did lit-

tle Mickey, who still has a baby blur in

his A oice.

"We'll make this an iris-in with a
fade-out at the end of the scene," Pat
would tell Mickey in a businesslike tone,

and then would stride up and down,
hands clasped behind his back, in an at-

titude of deep thought, while I, the com-

"Johnny Jones, leading man of
the Edgar series, . has perfect

manners, but thev have not made a
:isissy" of him.

He dashes around
the Goldrvyn lot in

ihis twenty-candle

power auto 3

when he is

not vjork-

ing.

Ida McKenzie, of the

Chester comedies, is just

a normal, blue-eyed little

girl who gets terribi

embarrassed when sht

meets people.
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Lucille Ricksen, the little leading lady of the Edgar series, is proud of
the fact that she never plays with dolls and that she can cook a meal

almost unaided.

pany, waited respectfully for the master mind to decide
what the scene was to be. Mickey, meantime, would
fuss with the kodak, and finally turn his small cap
''hind-side fore" as is the custom of camera men the
world over, though goodness knows why, and shrill at

Pat, "Gedder weady, Pat, I'm gowin' to shoot it!"

I was photographed picking lemons with the sunlight

on my hair, having a fight with myself on the edge of
a cliff, and carrying myself through a deep woods full

of cougars. When it was all over, Pat insisted on giv-

ing me a penny from his savings bank in payment of
my day's work.

Johnny Jones, the little leading man of the Edgar
series that Goldwyn has been putting out, is one of the

best examples I know of what studio training can do
for a youngster. He is the sort of chap who will al-

ways lift his cap when talking to a lady, and who ad-
dresses an elderly man as "sir."

But he is all boy. His perfect manners
have not made a "sissy" of him. He dashes
around the Goldwyn lot in a funny little mo-
tor car with a twenty-candle-power engine,
and there are generally from three to six other
boys piled into it, with a miscellaneous collecr

tion of dogs, cats, pet rabbits, and parrots.
He is an expert on marbles, and has a mania
for adopting stray dogs.
The five-year-old George. Beban, Jr., whom

every one calls "Bob White" is, I think, one
of the best-liked of all the studio children.

The fact that he is the son of Beban, the
famous delineator of Italian characters, has
not gone to his head. He was literally a stage

baby. He appeared before the footlights when
he was but a few months old, as the infant
in that most famous of all George Beban's
vaudeville sketches, "The Sign of the Rose."
He has played with his father in many of
his screen productions and toured the country
making personal appearances with him in the-

aters where "One Man in a Million" was
being exhibited. Now Bob White isn't

upstage at all, but just the same he owns
up to having temperament. He insists on be-

ing paid each day, so his father gives him a

silver dollar at the end of each day's work,
in receipt of which he signs his name in a

round, baby scrawl at the bottom of a regular

voucher. Bob White declares that he is not

going to be an actor when he grows up. He
is going to be a carpenter. He spends every

spare moment with the studio carpenters, and
such has been their interest in him that he
was recently made an associate member of

the Hollywood Stage Mechanics' Union.
Wesley Barry, who is popularly known as

"Freckles," is undoubtedly going to be one
of the big stars of the future. Although none
of his people as far as I know are theatrical

folk—his father owns a small grocery store

in Hollywood—his talent for acting is much
more than skin-deep. It is an instinct. He
knows intuitively how to play a scene so as

to get the most out of it and knows just the

right touch which will bring tears or laugh-

ter. And oh, how he loves to act ! In one

of Mickey Neilan's recent pictures the com-
pany went on location, and "Wes" was taken

along each day although his part was but a

small one. But every morning he made up
and stood around eagerly waiting to be called

;

and as the hours went by, and the days as

well, without any work for him, his face grew longer

and longer, and his eyes red-rimmed with tears that he

was too proud to shed. Finally he approached Mr.
Neilan and said dolefully: "Ain't I going to work. Mr.
Neilan? It isn't so much being in the picture," he

hastened to add, "but I don't want to get out of prac-

tice." He loves marbles, dog fights, swimming, and
movies. He is a quiet, well-mannered little fellow, very

bashful when approached by garrulous ladies who want
to rave over his work, and he has a typically small-boy

aversion to girls. In fact, he autographed a picture

for a friend of mine—who had evidently not been ob-

jectionably feminine—in this wise: "From Wesley
Barry, to one girl I don't hate."

Little Ben Alexander is, I am sorry to say, growing
out of baby parts. He is now playing in "Penrod" at

The Little Theater in Los Angeles and is making just

Continued on page 1 09



Jackie Coogan, at the right, is just a natural, mischievous,

fun-loving youngster when .you can catch him, as the

photographer did in this case in a moment of play.

"Bob White," whose daddy is George Beban, was snapped
in a less idle moment, as you see by his picture below. Bxt

he can be quite as carefree as Jackie.
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The Camille and Armani, of tradition are forgotten in the potent lore of the
modern characterization of Nazimova and Rudolph Valentino. Bizarre,

ephemeral, at moments, and at others, frenzied, their version promises a haunt-
ing succession of mesmeric pictures. It does not aim to present the "Camille"
that successive generations have applauded and sniffled over. Because it is

Nazimova's presentation of a story that has survived even the buffetings of

endless productions—good, bad, and indifferent—it promises to be interesting.



Uma Rubens appeared as Cordelia in ""King
ear" in this Equity Show, and Conway Tearle

is Orlando in "As You Like It," with great suc-
cess. Hie occasion was a brilliant one, for it

narked not only the debut of prominent motion- -

licrure stars in Shakespearean roles and on the.,

; peaking stage, but it also marked the massing/.
:f the forces of motion-picture actors in the.
laeatrical union known as the Actors' Equity.
Ihe pageant was staged by Hassard Short, who
ippears in the next Constance TaJmadge pictures

Photos fcy Ap«c;
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Eric von Stroheim is striving to satisfy every taste in "Foolish
Wives." For those who attach more importance to the edicts of the

Rue de la Paix and Fifth Avenue than to all the encyclopediac data
on correct costuming, he presents Mae Busch in this striking cos-

tume. For those who appreciate fidelity to .custom in every detail,

however slight, he provides Edward Reinach in an exact reproduc-

tion of the uniform of the Monte Carlo police commissary.

Photo bj Freolich







What About the

Foreign Films?

Jeanie Macpherson, on her return from Europe,

scoffs at the idea that European pictures are

anything to be feared by American producers.

By Marion Lee King

IF you are an American and a motion-picture

fan you hold the answer to the endless

discussion of the pros and cons of showing

foreign-made films in America. You have prob-

ably seen "Passion," '"Deception," or "Gypsy
Blood"—perhaps all of them. Many thousands

of Americans have. But you have not seen the

average German picture. You won't. The cost

of keeping theaters open in America is too great

to encourage audiences to stay away from them.

And that is what the showing of most foreign-

made films would result in, providing the censor

allowed them to be shown—which he wouldn't.

Jeanie Macpherson, who prepares the stories

for all of the big Cecil De Mille pictures, re-

cently spent several weeks in Europe, confer-

ring with the chief motion-picture makers there.

And she returned with the sincere conviction

that European films are not a menace to the

American industry.

"We are democratic." Jeanie Macpherson told

me from the midst of a bewildering array of

treasures from Paris modistes that made every-

thing else seem relatively unimportant. "And
foreign artists are not. That is why American
films are going to hold first place in the hearts

of American people, no matter how good the
foreign pictures are. We believe in our own
whole-hearted countrymen, and they don't. We
believe that bov-and-girl love stories—dramas
of our own people—are important. And they"
—she broke into a delicious ripple of laughter

at the thought of it
—

"they think they are pos-
itively childish. As Ernest Lubitsch said to me,
'Your domestic picture is quite beyond our ken.'

And this is not true of Germany only.

"The picture producers of France and Italy, too.

think that American forms of entertainment are child-

ish. And Americans would find their stories disgust-

ing. We are working from an entirely different point

of view, and until they can understand Americans bet-

ter, they can't compete with American picture makers
to any extent. After that—well, we'll have to watch
out.

"Of course, people must realize that 'Passion,' 'De-
ception,' and 'Gypsy Blood' are not typical of their

pictures. They are the best of them.
"Those productions have shown Lubitsch to be a

master in staging spectacles. But in little, intimate

scenes they can't touch the work of American directors.

We have not been making spectacles here because the

exhibitors insisted that the public did not want them.

The success of 'Passion' and 'Deception' has disproved

that, and now we can show what we can do along that

line. Mr. De Mille's and my 'Joan the Woman,' made
six years ago, is indicative of our ability to make spec-

tacles. Abroad that is a great success and is admittedly

just as good as their big productions."

When discussion of the invasion by foreign films

was just beginning Herbert Howe said in "A Trip
Through Europe's Filmland," in Picture-Play, "It is

a reflection upon our initiative if we, who have had
the benefit of uninterrupted prosperity, are defeated in

art by a nation which has been defeated in war, crushed
with debt, and burdened with world hatred."

Miss Macpherson found that the motion-picture in-

dustry had been protected and fostered in Germany
throughout the war. We need not look on their pro-

ductions as having been made under any difficulties.

They were a privileged industry.

Incidentally, while many people in this country are

reluctant to enjoy the works of German artists, the

Germans are eagerly taking up American songs. Miss
Macpherson found "A Japanese Sandman" a popular

song in Germany, as is "Avalon." But they are per-

formed as serious dramatic works, which suggests the

kind of treatment that whimsical themes in motion pic-

tures, so dear to the hearts of the American public,

would get there. "The Merchant of A'enice" is also

being performed in Germany, but in such a manner
that even Shakespeare might not recognize it. And,
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most striking of all, German words have been written

to "Over There," and the tune is heard wherever one
goes.

A print of "Forbidden Fruit," made by Mr. De Mille

from a story by Jeanie Macpherson, arrived while Miss
Macpherson was in Germany, and she saw it in com-
pany with Ernest Lubitsch. He marveled at the dream
scenes, but he quite frankly admitted that he could not

understand the boy-and-girl love affair. It was too

wholesome

!

He spoke of the superiority of American films in

plot construction. He said—and this information was
elicited not from modest Miss Macpherson, but from
her rightfully proud mother—that he had never seen

so smoothly running a plot in a motion picture as in

"Forbidden Fruit." That was his introduction to the

mysteries of continuity writing. Foreign directors worlc
without the aid of the carefully worked out scripts that
American directors have. And that they are not un-
willing to learn from us is suggested by the fact that
Miss Macpherson is to return abroad next January.
This information was also advanced by Miss Ma'c-
pherson's mother.

Perhaps you have wondered if foreign stars will sup-
plant our Pickford, our Ray, our Gishes, and our Tal-
madges.

Miss Macpherson's answer to the question was a ges-
ture of mock horror. '"You should see them!" she ex-
claimed. "They are indescribable. The splendid artists

we have seen in the films already imported are not
typical. Usually even their ingenues are huge, accord-

Continued on page 101
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Katherine MacDonald—American Business Woman
She scorns beauty secrets but reveals some business ones
which will earn her a half million in the next two years.

By Riley Gordon

DO you know who are the

best business heads in this

business?" a certain film

financier asked me.
"Adolph Zukor and Samuel

Goldwyn," I hazarded.

"No—Katherine MacDonald
and Mary Pickford."

"Ah, g'wan, I thought you were
talking about business heads, not

golden ones."

Tbe gentleman insisted that he
was talking about business and
that the Misses Pickford and Mac-
Donald held their own in it, the

equal mentally of any male entre-

preneurs.

That's the reason, I suppose,
that they head their own compa-
nies since, not to be facetious, no
better heads can be found. But
I'd always supposed they were
more or less figureheads by rea-

son of beauty, charm, and histri-

onic power.

However, I'm now convinced of
my error, at least so far as Miss
MacDonald is concerned, for I've

made the interviewing acquaint-
ance of that lady.

When I decided to do a story
about the little-known Katherine
MacDonald, American woman, in-

stead of the well-known Kath-
erine MacDonald, American
beauty, some one objected that if

I stressed her mental powers the
public would think she wasn't
feminine. Needless to say, fair

reader, the miserable person mak-
ing the slur was a male. You would have known that.

When "The American Beauty" was coined for ad-

vertising purposes I considered it just another of those

side-show bally blurbs, like "The Bernhardt of the

Screen" and "The Girl of a Thousand Personalities."

After perusing the lady, however, I find the title singu-

For an actress with "but six expressions," six

hundred thousand dollars for two years' effort is

doing pretty well!

larly suiting, more suiting than
the advertising genius perhaps
knew. She is the American type

both as to brains and beauty.

When you meet Katherine
MacDonald you are startled by
her external qualities. She's

dazzling—a radiance of blue and
gold set in marble calm. There
is no name for the color of her

eyes. Like the Mediterranean
they are too alive for the pale

name of blue. The delicately ir-

regular brows, like coastal lines,

accentuate their width and color.

Her hair elicits the old metaphor
—spun gold. It is warm gold

poured in waves. Her features

in silhouette compose a cameo.
This may appear the hyper-

bolic impression of an impres-

sionable male. Let me say at

once that I forgot entirely the

razzling pulchritude a moment
after meeting her. Forgotten,

too, were the poetic comparisons.

That is because she is an Ameri-
can beauty. American beauty

comes in prose. Our literature

and art deal not with myths nor

idealized nature, but with the

beauty and romance of business

—in the Main Streets, the Wall
Streets, the skyscraping outlines.

Utterly devoid of pose, yet en-

tirely self-possessed, she is—the

American lady. Her tones are

as cool and direct as her eyes,

and. like the eyes, continually

a-shimmer with wit.

"My hair is no color at all." she avers dryly. "Hair-

dressers are always saying, 'Now, Miss MacDonald, if

you'd just let me touch it up with a little Golden Glint

or Bronze Glub-Dub it would be just grand.'
"

To which Miss MacDonald replies characteristically:

"Leave it alone. The Lord did it, bad job though it is."
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When asked for her beauty
secrets she always says:

"A nickel cake of carbolic

soap rubbed in with a worn-

down finger-nail brush. Never
use cold cream at night—I get

enough grease in the day-

time. I believe the pores

should have union hours."

Although she has no beauty

formula she does have a

health system, which gets

beautiful results. When work
does not permit of golf or

horseback, she goes through
her Swedish exercises in the

morning. From her descrip-

tion I judge they are not un-

like the physical torture that

follows reveille in camp. She
also has a dietary plan which
allows only a cup of tea for

lunch.

I do not think that her

beaut}- is any source of pride

to Miss MacDonald. I think

she regards it only as utili-

tarian. Hence any trouble

she may take is simply a mat-
ter of business—or pleasure.

She may not enjoy the Swed-
ish exercises, but she goes

through them not only to

freshen the appearance but to

quicken the mind. As for

riding, motoring, and golf , she

is naturally a sportswoman

—

not one of those strenuous,

rawboned, derbied damsels
who break into the social

sporting pages, but a leisurely,

moderate participant and fan.

She intends to have some fine

kennels and stables when she

finds a ranch to suit her.

Personally and contrarily, I

would say that Katherine
MacDonald' s beaut}- had little to do with her success

in pictures. There are a great many radiant young per-

sons floating along Hollywood Boulevards who never have
arrived anywhere. And as you oft have heard, beauty

may be a downright handicap. Hence one might say

that Miss MacDonald has demonstrated a triumph of

mind over matter. For instance: how many beautiful

girls are ever hailed as great actresses? There seems
to be a law of convention among critics and. to some
extent, among the populi, that a beautiful woman simply

has no brains and cannot act. But take a less ornate

female and let her stalk in the same role that the beauty

has and she gets notice for her "deft characterization."

One has to say something.
"When I came on the screen they said I had two

expressions," observed Miss MacDonald with that im-
personal sort of humor with which she seems to re-

gard herself and the world. " 'Xot so bad for a start/

said I, T might have less.' According to the latest re-

port I believe I now have six."

She smiled noncommittally. She could afford to smile.

She has just signed a contract whereby she is to receive

six hundred thousand dollars for those six expressions

for two years. A hundred thousand dollars an expres-

sion is not so bad. The price bespeaks quality. But

Katherine MacDonald is dazzling-—a radia of blue and gold set in marble calm—there's no

other name for the color of her eyes.

she does not get that sum on the strength of what any
critic may have said. She was awarded it because, in a

nation-wide popularity contest, she was found to be
among the five most popular stars of the silver cloth.

The public really wrote the contract for her, and she
acknowledges no employer except that public. She may
be indifferent to what individuals think of her, but not
to what the public thinks. Before the camera she
troupes.

"Her emotion is mental." says Jerome Storm, who
has been directing her. "Her intelligence governs. She
must have a reason for evervthing. She would never
permit herself to be worked into a sob frenzy by music
or other tricks. The motive must come through her
mind."
As Huneker said of Man- Garden, she is a cerebral

—thinks with her heart and feels with her head. The
lesemblance does not pause there. Miss MacDonald
also is Scotch of descent and, like Miss Garden, has
an infinite capacity for details, not only of acting but
of business. She actually is the directress-manager of

her own company. It is not the Katherine MacDonald
Pictures Corporation in name only.

Success came by no accident for this star. True,

Continued on page 108
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Continued from page 29

They were just starting out when
a sudden tumult rang out on the night

air—a horrible, wild clamor that

made me feel shiver}- all up and
down my spine—only bad news could

be announced in such a way.
"It's a fire!" cried Hugh to me,

rushing back to my side—afterward

I learned that the noise had been

made by hammering on the big half

ring of iron that was hung near the

railway station
; Hugh, having been

brought up in a country town, had
recognized the sound instantly.

"Better stay here, dear—I'm going

to see if I can help."

He rushed off in the darkness then,

and I did one of the silliest, and yet

most reasonable, things of my whole
life. I rushed upstairs, grabbed my
sleeping son and went stumbling

down the street after the men.
I had horrible visions of Hugh

dashing into a burning building and
rescuing somebody—he so often does

things like that in pictures that it

would seem perfectly natural to him,

I reasoned. And sure enough

—

when 1 came out into the little square

in the middle of the town where the

fire was, the first figure that caught

my eye was that of Hugh, standing

on the roof of a low building that

adjoined the garage that was on fire.

He told me afterward that he

didn't know exactly how he got there.

"It was just second nature," he

declared, when the bucket brigade had
heen proved quite useless, and he

had joined me on the ground. "Prob-

ably if some man had picked up a

megaphone and yelled, 'Now, dash

into the burning building and come
out again with the girl!' I'd have

gone straight ahead. Heroics get to

he second nature to an actor."

But thank Heaven nobody had

—

and, anyway, there was no girl to

rescue. Tt was just a garage that

was burning, and the people who
owned it, and had lived in the ad-

joining building, had escaped per-

fectly safely.

We stood under some glorious lilac

bushes, watching the fire—we could

be comfortable about it because some-
body had told us that the place was
covered by insurance—when a cry

went up from the crowd. A man
had dragged himself out of a win-

dow in the upper part of the garage,

and was staggering across the roof of

the annex. His blackened clothing

hung in shreds, and little flames, that

looked like touches of red paint,

played over them. His face and
hands were blackened, too, and he

lurched across the roof with a terri-

ble sort of grace, as if he'd been just

a marionette, propelled by some out-

side force.

A murmur went through the

crowd, a low, horrified outcry ; no-

body could do anything, yet all of

us were moved by a great yearning

to help that poor, pain-racked fig-

ure.

He stumbled on, swaying from
side to side—once his arms were
thrown out in a magnificent gesture

of ap}:>eal, it seemed to me. And then

he reeled on to the edge of the roof,

stood poised there for a moment, a

tragic, black figure against the flam-

ing background, and plunged to the

ground below.

I didn't think for a time then; I

didn't even feel any more than I

could help. I just buried my face in

my baby's soft, beloved little body.

Mrs. Stokes led me back to the house
— I knew that. And hours later, as

it seemed to me, Hugh and I were
alone in the little bedroom where he
had dressed so short a time before,

with its lavender-scented linen, and
quaint, stolid old black-walnut furni-

ture.

Hugh hadn't said anything to me
about the fire ; every one in the house
had been chattering about it, and
identifying the man who was killed

as the owner of the garage. I had
been glad to slip away from them and
their talk". I knew that Hugh had
run to his side and beaten out the

flames in the poor soul's clothing with

his own white serge coat, but he

hadn't spoken of it.

I knew that his mind was full of

something new, however
;
quite obvi-

ously, he v/as thinking something out.

and once I saw his arm go out in a

curious gesture, that was grotesquely

and yet horribly reminiscent of some-
thing. And then I heard him ex-

claim, almost unconsciously:

"Heavens, what a beautiful fall!"

I might have known that would
come. It is, I think, the only thing

that steps between Hugh and me. I

don't mind the wholesale adoration

that comes to him as a result of his

work ; I don't mind having his work
take him from me for days and
nights at a time, occasionally—but I

never can quite forgive the instinct

to see everything, no matter how sad

or how tragic, in the light of "busi-

ness.''

He can't help it, of course. At
the time when a thing happens, he

feels its sorrow or joy as keenly as

any one does. But a perfectly sep-

arate instinct classifies it, analyzes its

elementary gestures and expressions

—and if a similar situation ever

arises in a story of his, he'll know
exactly how a human being who is

feeling such an emotional climax will

act.

And I knew that if an overwhelm-
ing crisis ever occurred in our life

together, and he, even unconsciously,

used it as material, in spite of the

great love I've always had for him,
we could no longer go on side by
side.

CHAPTER IX.

We left early the next morning for

Claudia Dorvenn's ; I was glad to

leave that little town, with its

tragedy, for in the clear morning
light my unhappiness of the night be-

fore had begun to vanish, and I

wanted to shake it off altogether. I

told myself that it was his instinct

for catching the high points of a sit-

uation that made Hugh an unusually
good actor, that he used what he
knew unconsciously, and that I was
a silly idiot who didn't appreciate my
husband. But I was glad to coast

down the long hill that started us on
toward Claudia's.

We reached her home late in the

afternoon and found her, a gorgeous
figure in a gown of yellow gauze,

waiting for us in the sunken gardens
that were one of the most beautiful

features of her estate.

"I especially wanted you to come,"
she told me, with an affectionate kiss.

"To-night you and I will visit

—

won't we ?"

I was a bit upset by her warm
greeting ; I barely knew her, and old-

timer in motion pictures that I am,
still I'd never known a professional

vampire intimately before.

Dinner was a perfectly served meal
—almost too perfectly, in fact, as if

she didn't dare take liberties with the

accepted way of doing things.

After dinner we went over the

house, a gorgeous place, that was a

succession of remarkable roorjis. It

had been built and furnished by a

man of great wealth who was noted

for his taste, and Claudia had bought
it only a short time before. She was
as pleased with it as a child is with

a toy—like many motion-picture peo-

ple whose money has been made in

a hurry, she just accepted what other

people told her about furnishings,

and thought that, because a thing was
rare and costly, it must be beautiful.

But in her own room was some-
thing that gave the whole thing away.
The room was beautifully furnished

and very French, and would have
heen wholly suitable for a tiny, verv

hlond woman. But Gaudia, who is

dark and rather statuesque, was out

of place in it. She was delighted

witb it, however, and was showing-

Hugh the wonderful view from its

windows when I happened to glance

behind a painted screen and stumble

on her secret. For there stood a

red plush, patent rocker—a hideous-

Contimied on page 88



Two Who "Broke
In"

In all the strange annals of movieland, there

are probably no more unusual examples of

attainment than the two related below.

By John Addison Elliott

THREE years ago neither of the men
whose pictures are shown on this page

knew anything about motion pictures.

One of them was an eighteen-year-old boy,

working for an export house in New York,

the other a retired advertising man, with no

idea of ever taking up any business or pro-

fession again. To-day both are busily en-

gaged in motion-picture making—both suc-

cessful, in different ways.

The eighteen-year-old boy, whose name is

Irving Thalberg, figured out for himself that

the motion-picture industry was the one that

he wanted to break into. He didn't expect-

to begin at the top—all he wanted was a chance

to start at the bottom. He applied at the Uni-

versal offices and was given a job as a ste-

nographer. There he came to the attention

of Carl Laemmle, the president, and before

long he was made Laemmle's private secre-

tary. Laemmle was impressed by the boy's

keenness and integrity and began quietly to

train him for the most important post in the

organization, next to his own, that of manager
of Universal City—that huge group of

studios where all the Universal pro-

ductions and those of many other com-
panies are made. Thalberg was set !;

j

to work on the job before he had .

reached his twenty-first birthday, ||||
though the full title was not conferred

on him until a few months later. A
rather responsible job, this, to keep an
eye on everything going on in such a
huge establishment and to see that waste
doesn't creep in. But a very young man
landed it in two years by "breaking
in" and doing what came to hand
to the best of his ability.

m

The other story is somewhat
different, but equally remarkable.
A. H. Symons had finished -a long
and successful business career, and
had thought to spend the rest of

his life pretty leisurely, when cer-

tain things happened in Wall Street

that somewhat upset his calculations.

He was talking matters over with a

friend one day at the New York Ath-
letic Club, of which he is a member, and
remarked that he would like to get

to doing something actively again

when the friend remarked : "I

should think you'd try the movies.

You're an unusual type—and you've
had something that few persons on
the screen have had—a wide social and business ex-

perience. I'd try it."

That put an idea into Mr. Symons' head. The more

'hoto Dy La Salle

A. H. Symons had long been re-

tired from all business when his

attention was called to motion
pictures, and he became, in a few
months, a much sought-for

character actor.

Irving Thalberg broke all records by becoming man-

ager of the largest group of studios in Los Angeles

before he was twenty-one.

he thought of it the more it appealed to him.

Here was a new profession—that would be in-

teresting.

He went over to one of the studios and
made an application for work. He
was quite willing to begin as an ex-

tra, for the experience. But a gruff

"Nothing doing" was the only answer
he got. After trying several times he

finally learned that most of the types

were procured through certain agencies.

Learning the names of these, he went to

them and proceeded to interest them in what
he had to sell—the characteristics of a distinc-

tive type, intelligence, and the unmistakable ap-

pearance of a man of long association with persons

. of culture and standing.

One of the agencies said they would give him a

chance, and so they did. They sent him on
the long, tiresome trip to Fort Lee, on a job

that took half the night. Probably they

thought they would find out whether he was
really interested. They found out that he was.

and his next assignment was to play a small

bit—that of a doctor in a short scene.

From that time small bits, and some larger ones, be-

Continued on page 108
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looking thing, but obviously the most
comfortable chair in the whole house.

She turned away from the window
suddenly and saw that I was looking

at it. For a moment I don't believe

that she knew whether to storm at

me in a temperamental rage or just

overlook the incident, but I took the

bull by the horns before she could do
either.

"If you're a friend of mine you'll

let me have that dear, old-fashioned

thing in my room." I told her. "My
grandmother had one just like it. and
I'd stay up all night to sit in it."

She ran across the room and put

her arms around me at that.'

"My people never could afford

one," she told me, quite simply. "To
own such a chair and a house to put

it in was my mother's lifelong ambi-
tion, and I bought her that out of

my first salary check. She's dead
now, but I love that chair, and when
I'm alone I always sit in it."

Nothing else could have made us

such good friends, of course. I was
conscious of a warm, affectionate re-

gard for her when Hugh went off

for a tramp around the garden and
a smoke before turning in, and I

said good night to her.

"Oh, please—I wonder if you'd
mind sitting up a while and talking

with me?" she asked. "I'd be so

grateful if you would—I'm sure you
can help me so much!"
Her request and her insistence that

I could help her were almost too

much for me. I'd have felt more ca-

pable of helping the Queen of Eng-
land, I assure you. But I slipped into

my favorite negligee—it's made of

a gorgeous Spanish shawl, embroid-
ered in red and yellow roses—and
joined her on the balcony that gave
us a view of miles and miles of sleep-

ing countryside.

Below us stretched the valley, dark
and mysterious in the June night.

And on all sides rose the hills, with

the rising moon just touching their

tops. I lay back in a long wicker
chair, content to be still and look

down on this dream world, but

Claudia Dorvenn, crouched down on

a low divan that stood near the rail-

ing, deliberatelv turned her back on
it.

"I shall bore you terribly, I'm
afraid," she began, "but some one

must help me. I'm so lonely, so un-

happy, so—so unloved !"

"But I thought—I mean, I've heard
that you were adored by every one
who knew you," I broke in, too

amazed to be tactful.

"By every man, you mean," she

corrected me, with a bitter little

laugh. "Oh, I know all the stories

—that I broke up the home of Vic-

tor Neal, the first director for whom

Revelations of a Star's

I worked, that it was because I made
him fall in love with me, and then

cast him off, that young Anderson
began smoking opium; that I got my
million-dollar contract with the

Seward-Jacobs Corporation because

Seward was infatuated with me. I

wish that any one of those stories

could have been true

!

"Oh, it's really absurdly funny,"
she went on, after a moment's silence.

"Think of it—one of the best-known
sirens in the country has never had
a love affair because no man has
ever fallen in love with her

!

"You see, I've never known any
men, really. I was brought up on
a lonely farm, because my mother,
who was an actress in cheap road
companies, never could afford to have
me with her. When I was seventeen
she died, and a friend of hers offered

me a part in a show of his. Two
weeks later, when I was on the verge
of losing my job because I couldn't

act, Victor Neal saw me, and gave
me the part of the vampire in a pic-

ture he was putting on. He coached
me, I made a success in the part, the

reviewers liked Victor and—well, I

was made as a vampire from that

moment on.

"He was a clever showman; he
made up all sorts of wild stories

about me, and the public swallowed
them. I was the most seductive

woman the world had ever known

!

I was mysterious, enchanting, irre-

sistible. I—who couldn't talk to the

callowest youth for five minutes
without almost dying of embarrass-
ment. It was he who attributed

young Anderson's death to me ; when
the Andersons declared that the man
had never known me, people promptly
assumed that it was because they

didn't want their son's name con-

nected ywith that of so notorious a

woman. When Victor's wife sued
him for divorce, he turned even that

into good business—he was. backing

me at that time, you see. So I be-

came a professional siren; I, who'd
be an unhappy old maid if the world
valued me at my true worth."

"Oh, but that isn't true," I pro-

tested. "Why-, you're beautiful
"

"Yes, of course." She dismissed

that casually, impersonally. "But
that doesn't matter. It isn't beauty
that makes a girl popular. Let me
tell you something. A few years ago
I went to a summer resort where no-

body knew me. I did my hair dif-

ferently than I wear it on the screen,

wore different clothes, changed my-
self enough so that, though a few
people told me that I resembled
Claudia Dorvenn, they didn't really

recognize me.

"And—I was a wall flower at all

the parties. I wasn't interesting

enough to hold the attention of the
men I met. I'm not expert in the
art of small talk. Time after time
some little flapper just out of high
school, or perhaps still in it, would
come along and cut me out just as
a nice man was beginning to get in-

terested in me."
"That seems incredible," I mur-

mured, fascinated by the beautiful

line of her profile and the dark splen-

dor of her hair. She is really one
of the most wonderful-looking girls

I have ever known.
"True, though. After that experi-

ence I gave up trying to know people.

I spent my time at home when I

wasn't at the studio, and brushed up
on the education that I should have
had. I got the reputation of being
a highbrow. I didn't dare let myself
be introduced to the men—really big

ones, some of them—who asked to

meet me, because I knew that thev'd

expect me to be fascinating, and I

knew I couldn't.

"I'd like to marry a man who
wouldn't expect me to be seductive

or enchanting, but would like hav-
ing me bring him his slippers when
he came home at night, and would
want to read with me, and go to good
plays, and travel a little. If he was
sincere, and kind, and straightfor-

ward, and cared for me, I'd adore
him. But I haven't a chance in the

world of meeting such a man—and
if I did meet him he wouldn't care

anything about me.
"But surely since you've come to

this beautiful place to live, you'll

know the people near by."

"No, I probably won't. I offered

my gardens for a bazaar for a local

charity, and the women on the board
wouldn't accept my offer

;
they say

the men were keen for it. though

!

Can't you help me out, Sally?"

Could I ! For a moment I didn't

know what to answer ; then suddenly
an inspiration—nothing less—came
to me. I talked to her for a few
moments more, then rushed to the

phone, got the New York operator,

and called the Ciaridge.

And ten minutes later I slipped

off to my own room, content with

the world. For at the other end of

the wire Danny Gardner had prom-
ised sleepily to come up on the first

train the next morning—and I had
great faith in my own powers as a

match maker.
TO BE CONTINUED.

In the next installment of "The
Revelations of a Star's Wife" two
of the most dramatic narratives in all

the history of motion pictures are

related. One is the story of a true

love—the other of a false one. Don't

miss it.



Making the Pearl

More Precious

\WHEX Pearl White left

* serials a year ago. some
of her friends were afraid

that she would forsake the

daring, adventurous sort of

stories for which she was
noted, and settle down to be-

ing merely one more comely
star. But instead of resting

on her precariously won laurels

she has crowded thrill after

thrill into her feature pictures

—becoming more daring with
each one.

TX a forthcoming pro-

duction tentatively

titled "Woman or Tiger"
Pearl White plays the

part of a girl brought up
on shipboard. Against
the rugged background
of old ships, rough
crews, and rigors of the

sea, she emerges through
a series of adventures a
real heroine. Striking

water scenes for this pic-

ture were filmed in the

Bahamas.
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never noticed until 1 really saw her

what beautiful feet and ankles she

had—better than any bathing girl

!

And I never saw such pretty-colored

hair before ; it's a deep shade of gold,

almost amber, and her eyes are very

blue.

As we went out, the photographer
took our pictures. 1 wouid nave

been happy if all New York had
been there to stare. I felt so proud
of being photographed with Elsie

Ferguson. But, of course, Park Av-
enue had to be simply deserted at

that moment.
After a short ride in her limousine,

which was upholstered in dark pur-

ple, we got out at a little house in

a side street. Inside there was a

quaint little shoe shop, run by a man
named John Azzimonti, who seemed
like a character out of a story. He
has invented shoes for Sarah Bern-
hardt and for some famous dancers,

and he has lots of autographed pho-
tographs and letters from them on
the wall. People order shoes and
slippers from him by the dozen pair,

and for what one pair cost some of

us could buy a whole spring outfit.

For some reason he couldn't fill

Miss Ferguson's order, but he kept

talking to her, telling such a long

tale of woe that I began to lose in-

terest. I stopped listening then, and
just watched her listening sympa-
thetically. This made me marvel be-

cause I couldn't imagine any one pre-

suming on a busy star's valuable time

to tell their grievances—and I didn't

see how she could be so nice and
patient with him.

Finally, when we got away. Miss
Ferguson turned to me and said

:

"See—it isn't all as nice as it looks

on the screen. I can't even get the

shoemaker I want to make my
shoes." I was surprised to know that

she had them made. I'd supposed
that she just went into an expensive
shop and picked out what she wanted.
But it seems that there are only one
or two really good shoemakers—she

called them bootmakers—in America,
so they are terribly busy. She spoke
of how much more satisfactory it is

to shop in London or Paris. I could

hardly believe it, because just glancing

at the wonderful things in the Fifth

Avenue windows had dazzled me.
The next place we went to was

more up to date, and here they took

Miss Ferguson's order for several

pairs of slippers, high boots, and
funny costume shoes of all kinds.

Miss Ferguson had drawings of what
she wanted ; she just showed them
to the bootmakers and said : "Could
you make that for me?" without ever

mentioning prices. The designs were
made by a girl whose drawings in

a magazine attracted Miss Ferguson.

She sent for her, and ever since then

the girl has been drawing clothes and
shoes and things for Miss Ferguson.
I bet that girl blesses the day her

work fell into Miss Ferguson's

hands i

In the car again Miss Ferguson
told me hoy/ much she liked my home
town, and how comfortable she found
the little hotel there. I was terribly

surprised that she even remembered
ever playing there. It doesn't seem
possible that she remembers all the

little towns she played in when she

toured. But she spoke of Plainfield

so nicely—just as she might have of

Paris or Rome or any far-away place.

I asked her if she ever got tired of

playing, and she said she did. "Some-
times when I feel weary and blue, I

say to Mr. Clark"—that's her hus-

band, you know—" 'Tom dear, what is

the use of it all. anyway?' And then

he reminds me of the little girls "who

watch for me at the stage door some-

times, and of one girl in particular.

She was a pretty little thing who
came up to me when I came out of

the stage door one night, excused her-

self for speaking, and told me that

she had seen me so often that she

felt as though she knew me well.

She said that 'Such a Little Queen'
made her love me. I pointed to Mr.
Clark standing out by the car, and
said, 'Do you see that man out there?

"Such a Little Queen" made him
love me, too.' And when she left

me, the girl said, 'You're still the

same little queen.' I could have burst

out crying right there, because I

knew the girl wasn't just flattering

me. She was sincere. And the

memory of her always lifts me up
out of a blue mood."

It was good to hear her say that.

It showed that the sincere interest

some of us fans have really means
something to her.

The car turned on Fifty-seventh

Street and went west from the Av-
enue, stopping in front of a big shop.

We hurried right up to the third

floor, though I could hardly keep

from stopping to stare at some of

the exquisite things in show cases on

the way to the elevator. Several

ladies led us into a small gray dress-

ing room, fitted up with full-length

mirrors, a dressing table and several

chairs. I couldn't make out which
was the saleswoman, because none
of them seemed to be trying to sell

her anything. They would just bring

things in as though they were inter-

ested in her opinion of them, and
rush them away again if she didn't

appear enthusiastic. Not one of

them said, "You'll regret it if you
don't take this," the way our sales-

women in Plainfield do.

I sat in the corner hoping to see

a regular fashion show, and I cer-

tainly did see one. Miss Ferguson
took off her things and joked with
me in a very gracious and kind way
because I blushed. It wasn't em-
barrassment though, really ; it was
just excitement and anticipation.

First, she tried on a very pretty

pink crepe de Chine chemise, made
in a V at the top with lace and rib-

bons, and in wide scallops at the bot-

tom. Trying on underwear was
something new to me ; I supposed

you just saw some you liked and
bought them. But apparently, find-

ing things they like isn't easy for

people who are accustomed to buying
the best of" everything. Miss Fergu-
son told them to make her chemise

with narrower lace and draw the scal-

lops closer together—as she was go-

ing to wear it before the camera
and wanted it more modest.

The next was a dress of some
thin brown material, with a slip ex-

actly the same color. It was perfectly

plain—and looked as though any one

could make it, but it acquired grace

as soon as she put it on. That girl

was right ; she is "Such a Little

Queen." A girl brought in a lovely

big hat with lace around the brim

and a big loop of it hanging down
over the shoulder. Elsie Ferguson
put it on rakishly—it was much too

big and gaudy for her—and laughed

heartily at her reflection. That made
me like her still better. I think she

is one of the most winning actresses

I ever saw.

It is hard to talk about clothes

because Elsie Ferguson impressed me
so much more than the clothes did,

even though I did see more beauti-

ful dresses in a few hours than I

had seen before in my whole life,

that is, up close. Of course, I have

seen beautiful clothes both on the

stage and screen—for I've seen Elsie

Ferguson so many times. But this

time the things were right near me.

and I tried hard to figure out

what the materials were like and how
they were made so that I could copy

them at home. There was a big,

soft brown straw hat, trimmed just

with a bow of ribbon at the back-

that looked so beautiful on her that

I could have gone into raptures. She
was only mildly pleased with the hat

and didn't care at all for the dress

that it went with—or that went with

it, I don't know which would be

correct where the dress was appar-

ently just an afterthought of the de-

signer who made the hat—so she

had one of the girls take them away,
and ordered the fitter to bring her

costumes to be fitted. You see, while

she was waiting for the various fit-

ters to come with the picture cos-
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turtles she was having made, she had
models come in and show her clothes

for her to buy for herself. She had
almost as many people waiting on
her as there are in the whole misses'

and ladies' suit department of the

big store out home. And it didn't

fluster her a bit. She just stood there

slipping in and out of beautiful

things, glancing at the models who
came in wearing gowns for her in-

spection, and looking over to where
I sat to smile or speak to me occa-

sionally. She must have seen won-
der and awe in my face, because she

didn't speak again of my not being

interested.

One costume she tried on was a

black, close-fitting, vampish-looking
one that made her appear very

stately. It was drawn up in front

to one side, which left an opening
on that side of the skirt—but she

insisted on having it almost closed

so that it wouldn't be too daring

—

had a long square train, very high
neck, and long sleeves which had
openings cut in them. The owner
of the establishment came in while

she had it on, and they both laughed
very heartily at the idea of her wear-
ing such a dress. He said, "I never
expected to live to see the day, Miss
Ferguson, when you would wear any-
thing that wasn't more than conserv-

ative."

Miss Ferguson said that she didn't,

either. She seems to look on this

part with all its extreme clothes as

sort of a lark, just as we'd feel about
dressing for a masquerade.

Two girls knelt around her pinning
and readjusting every little tuck, a
man came in from another depart-

ment with all sorts of trimming to

try on the gown, a girl came from
the fur department with fur skins,

and the models kept right on parad-
ing through the room. They were
interesting to me. as I never had
seen any except in pictures like ""Why
Change Your Wife?" and "Lom-
bardi, Ltd.," but they seemed some-
what odd looking. They wore their

hair in elaborate modes similar to

Gloria Swanson's. and they all had
startling red lips, and most had their

eyes darkened a great deal. They
all wore pink silk stockings and gold

slippers which seemed very gorgeous

to me. I wished that I were a model
for about five minutes, but then I

looked at Miss Ferguson sitting down
comfortably while the models pa-

raded in front of her and decided

that as long as I was just wishing I

might just as well wish to be a star

who could buy all the clothes she

wanted without even asking the price.

I had thought when I was ushered
into the dressing room with her that

perhaps I'd find out the secret of

Elsie Ferguson's manner of wearing
clothes, but I'm afraid that I can't.

I am sure that it wouldn't help any
one to copy Elsie Ferguson unless

they had her beautiful, slender, and
yet rounded figure, her lovely white

skin, her poise, grace, carriage—of

all the rest of the things she has al-

ways been noted for. To give the

charm to clothes that she does. I

guess that you would have to be Elsie

Ferguson herself.

Miss Ferguson dressed, and I sup-

posed everything was over, but no

—

she had a lot more sketches to order

from. I had thought there was a

crowd serving her before, but noth-

ing in comparison to the number that

streamed in now, each carrying a

bolt of material to show her. They
paused for a moment, and, if she

liked what they had, they left it.

Otherwise, they hurried right out for

something else. There were furs,

brocades, beads, fringes, feathers,

silks, and chiffons that looked like

rainbows. And just the yellow velvet

—more shades than I had ever

known there could be—would have
dazzled me.

There were to be wraps and eve-

ning gowns galore. One robe had
a wide roll collar that reached almost

to the waist, and one white crepe

de Chine dress had no sleeve on one
side and was draped in big folds

over the other arm clear down to the

wrist. There was one made of gor-

geous blue and green embroidery that

just made me wish that every one
who saw it on the screen could see

it in its real colors. x\nd there was

a black velvet dress trimmed only
with a chain of gardenias that made
me catch my breath. No one but
Miss Ferguson could have worn it.

I didn't really have time to get over
marveling at one thing when they
brought in another. Even on the

way down Miss Ferguson spied a

negligee that struck her fancy and
got off to add it to her collection.

It was made of squares of Georgette
crepe in wonderful delicate tints ; it

just seemed to be made for her, it

was so daintily attractive.

When I said good-by to her out-

side I just wished that the experi-

ence of being around with her and
watching her was going to last for-

ever. But since it couldn't I was
anxious to hurry home and see if

there weren't an Elsie Ferguson pic-

ture showing at one of the theaters.

We went down Fifth Avenue and
stopped in a confectioner's to

have something to eat—this after-

noon-tea habit of Xew Yorkers is

awfully nice, especially when after-

noon tea means wonderful ice cream
and cake and things. We do the

same thing at home, but we don't

call it afternoon tea ; we call it going

for a treat.

We had just given our order, when
I recognized some one at a table a

short distance away. It was Carol

Dempster—and she did the nicest

thing any movie actress ever did for

me—she remembered me ! I was so

flattered I could hardly speak.

To top it all off we rode downtown
on a Fifth Avenue bus—not so nice

as a movie star's limousine perhaps,

but much more convenient for star-

ing at everything the way I like to.

I- couldn't help thinking that even-

trip I had taken to meet some movie
star had seemed just a little nicer

than the previous one, and then I de-

cided that nothing could ever be more
enjoyable than this. But so many
things have happened since I went
on my first trip out to the location

where John Robertson was filming

"Sentimental Tommy" that I never

know nowadays what will happen
next. The movies are so chock-full

of surprises

!

JlllllllllllifllllllllllilllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllW

Modest maiden, sweet and shy,

Over whom we laugh and cry,

Ferily you win all hearts

In your pretty playful parts

!

.Ever may your ringlets dance,

.Spirit of the World Romance

!

Movies
By Harold Seton

Man of malice graft and greed,

Offspring of Old Nick indeed.

File and villainous your game,
insincere, devoid of shame

!

.Even though a while you thrive,

Still, you shall not long survive!

Model male, at once we know
Obstacles you'll overthrow

!

Firtue triumphs over vice

!

innocence is, oh, so nice

!

.Easily you stand the test.

Strong and sure and self-possessed

!
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and legs. There is no vise in being

prudish about it, a girl with mis-

shapen legs won't do on the screen

even if her face is as lovely as any
heart-breaker of history—Helen or

Cleopatra. You must have slim

ankles. If you weigh over one hun-

dred and twenty pounds stay at home
until you come down to that. You
must walk well. As one casting di-

rector said to me

:

"My impression of a new girl has

to be formed in four or five min-
utes. I watch her from the moment
she enters the door. She must be

well dressed, walk well, and look

pretty nice to get me to consider her

at all."

All the girls I have seen at Los
Angeles studios do not measure up
to these requirements. But these

are not girls who are trying to be

stars, many of them are girls with
a small stage experience, good re-

liable workers who will come in as

extras at any time and who will just

do. I am talking to the girl who is

going to invest her parent's money
in motion pictures as a business. She
needs these things or she ought not

to spend the money to go.

Not long ago I read an article

written by a producer in which he
advised girls who wanted to get into

pictures—and young men as well

—

to send photographs for judgment.
On the word of every man I could
ask, don't do it. No director is going
to send for you on the value of a

picture. It is no indication of your
film possibilities. Asking you to send
a photograph is an easy way of get-

ting rid of you. Motion-picture pos-
sibilities can be tried out in one way
and one way only. That is before a

motion-picture camera. Up to the

present time the only way to find out

whether you will film well is to ven-
ture a lot of money to journey to

a company and get a job. You may
have to spend it all only to find that

you do not film well and that you
have not the ghost of a chance. Even
very beautiful girls and fine-looking

men often find this out and have to

return home disappointed. Nobody
has as yet standardized any practica-

ble scheme for telling how any one
will look on the screen.

Here is a little bit of help, gleaned

from many talks with directors. For
girls, an oval face with eyes rather

widely separated, large eyes, regular

teeth, and a rather long neck are good
screen assets. Light-gray eyes or.

very light-blue ones do not repro-

duce well. The color of the hair

and its quantity make no difference.

Wigs are worn more often than no.t

in studios.

Youth is a big asset. Directors

and producers naturally prefer to

train a girl who is seventeen or

eighteen rather than one of twenty-

two to twenty- four, because the

former will make more money for

them before her beauty fades. A
great many of the girls who come
to Los Angeles are seventeen and are

accompanied by their mothers. Cer-

tainly a girl over twenty, who is con-

sidering the motion-picture field,

ought to be of a type which lasts.

Emotional roles bear older women.
The camera is pretty hard on any
one, and it shows no mercy to those

past their first youth. But in this

field as in every other there are cer-

tain people who transcend rules.

Nazimova is one. Any one who can

keep a following can go on acting

in motion pictures just as long as

the following lasts. That is the big

question concerning any would-be

screen actress or actor. It counts

for more than beauty or youth or

ability or work. Do you, by some-
thing that is not of your making, at-

tract people so that they want to see

you again and again? For want of

a better name the directors call it

"screen personality," but it is the

same kind of thing that makes men
hang around waiting to dance with

one pretty girl while another girl just

as pretty sits neglected in a corner.

The neglected one may have it on

the screen and nowhere else. Some
actresses have great ability and very

little of this personal quality. Some
have little ability and a great deal

of it. But it alone is the thing that

makes you last on stage or screen.

Nobody can tell whether you have

this thing until you have worked for

some time. If you do have it and
will work and learn to act, anything

in the film world is yours.

To get back to' the practical things

that you can reckon on, for you can-

not count on this yourself, you will

have to find out whether you possess

it after you have become an actor

or actress, you should be able to do
certain things if you are to appear

in pictures. A man will find it much
easier at least if he can ride, shoot,

run a car of any kind, drive, swim,
dive, and dance, and a girl will find

it to her great advantage to do all

of these things, save possibly the

shooting. She certainly should be

able to ride, drive, dance, and swim,

and run a car.

Now where are we? Let us take

stock. You are a young man and

want to go into motion pictures. You
have a trade or some training that

you can fall back on in case the pic-

tures do not pan out. You have a

fine type of athletic figure, good fea-

tures, expressive eyes, regular teeth,

irreproachable legs, can ride, swim,
dive, drive horses, or a car, are ac-

tive, lithe, supple, and in good health.

You have your train fare to Los An-
geles and four hundred dollars over.

You want to succeed in pictures, and
you are willing to pay the price- of

waiting and working, because you
are bound and determined to make
your way. Your jaw is set and your
teeth are gritted together on that.

Well, then, brother—they will call

you that at mam- a studio—get you
a new dress suit, some pumps, see

that you have some nice street

clothes, sport togs, and a bathing

suit, and off with you with my bless-

ing!

And as for you, my dear girl, you
have a beautiful body, well-shaped

legs, slim ankles, a face with, real

beauty, regular teeth, a good nose,

large eyes and a graceful neck. You
walk and dance well, swim, ride, and
believe firmly in your ability to do
as good work as any actress you
have ever seen on the screen. You
believe this so hard that you are will-

ing to sit in a dim studio through
days of sunshine waiting for a chance
to act, to walk from studio to studio

asking for a chance to get in, to live

on a small sum and work nights fix-

ing up hats and frocks for a hoped-
for engagement. You are willing to

work hard, to fight to keep your self-

respect in an atmosphere very dif-

ferent from anything that you have
known

;
you believe that you can

"keep straight" under any conditions

and under any temptation. (Let me
interpolate right here that more girls

keep straight than go wrong in this

-business, so your chances here are

more than even.) You have a pretty

good wardrobe to start, sport clothes,

afternoon dresses, slippers, shoes,

and stockings to go with these, sev-

eral evening dresses with slippers et

cetera, and some good hats. I hope
that you are handy with your needle.

It helps. You have over six' hundred
dollars and your ticket to Los An-
geles and know where you can get

fare home if you have to have it.

You arc willing to face your folks

and the neighbors if you have to give

up and come home. Well, then, sis-

ter—they will call you that at many
of the studios—pack your trunk and

start, I'll not say you nay if every

director in Los Angeles comes down
on me for telling you to come.

But just one moment. Before you

actually begin packing, wait a month

longer, and I will tell you in my next

article exactlv what you will find, and

what you must do when you get here.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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Free Proof Itbu Can Eat
APound aDay
Off Your Weight

Famous Scientist Discovers Remarkable
Secret That Shows Results in 48 Hours!
No Medicines, Starving, Bathing, Exer-
cises or Bitter Self-Denials of Any Kind!

A x last the secret that scientists have
A\ been searching for has been discov-

J. A. ered. No more self-denials or dis-

comfort. Just follow the simple new secret,

and a pound or more of your weight will

disappear each day—the very first week I

Most people begin to see actual results in
4S hours !

This new way to reduce is different from
anything you have ever tried before. It

is a sure way. ilen and women who have
been struggling for years against constantly
increasing flesh, who have tried every-
thing from Turkish baths to strenuous
exercising, find this new method almost
miraculous. Thousands of women who have
had to wear special corsets and inconspicu-
ous clothes, have been amazed at the sud-
den change that enables them to wear the
gayest colors and the most fluffy styles.

Thousands of men whose stoutness made
them listless and inac-

tive, who puffed when
they walked quickly, who
were deprived of outdoor
pleasures are astonished at
this new discovery. Not
only has it quickly re-

duced their weight, but it

has given them renewed
strength and vigor.

You'll enjoy reducing
this new way—it's so sim-
ple and easy. Nearly ev-

eryone can count on a
pound a day from the very-

start. You'll be down to
your normal weight be-
fore you realize it—and
without the least bit of
discomfort. Why you'll
actually enjoy your meals
as never before, and you'll

feel refreshed, invigorated,
strengthened !

Don't starve yourself ! Don't punish your-
self with violent exercise or strength-sapping
salt baths ! You can eat whatever you like
and do" whatever you like. Just observe this
new simple system of food combinations as
worked out by Christian, and watch your
excess weight vanish !

How You Can Have Free Proof

Realizing the importance of his discovery,
Eugene Christian has incorporated all his
valuable information into 12 simple lessons,
called "Weight Control. the Basis of
Health." which will be sent free to anyone
who writes for them. These lessons show
you how to control your weight and bring
it down to normal by the wonderful new
method. They reveal all the startling facts
about the recent food discoveries", and
show you how to eat off a pound or more of
weight a day.

Prove it

!

Here's the Secret
Food causes fat—every-

one admits that. But Eu-
gene Christian, the fa-

mous Food Specialist, has
discovered that certain
foods, when eaten together,
are converted only into
blood, tissues and bone.
And in the meantime your
excess flesh is eaten up in
energy at the rate of a
pound or more a day :

For instance, if you
eat two certain kinds of
foods together at the
same meal, they are im-
mediately converted into
fat. But if you eat these
same two foods at dif-

ferent times, they are con-
verted into blood and mus-
cle, no fat. It's a simple
natural law—but it works
like magic.

What Users Say
Loses 16 pounds

"My experience in following your
suggestions was wonderful. I lost six-
teen pounds. . . . Tour suggestions are
the only way to reduce, and it is notice-
able at the beginning."
llrs.— Woonsocket. B. I.

Takes off 20 pounds
"Eugene Christian's Course has done

for me iust what it said it would. I
reduced twenty pounds. ... I will need
to reduce some more, and with the
directions of the course I can do that
as fast or as slow as I desire. Many
thanks for your interest and "the
course." Mr. Detroit. Mich.

Now 40 pounds liohter

"It is witli great pleasure that I am
able to assure you that the course on
Weight Control proved absolutely sat-
isfactory.

"I lost 40 pounds. ..."
Mrs. ' Glens Falls. X. Y.

Reduces 32 pounds
"Both my husband and myself were

benefited by following the suggestions
given in Weight Control. I lost thirty-
two pounds. . . . We find our general
health verv much benefited."
Mrs. Charleston. W. Ta.

Reduces to normal
"At fifty I weighed fourteen pounds

above the ideal. A year ago T applied
Dr. Christian's schedules and soon
came down to 112 pounds, where I have
easily held since. (My height is 5 ft
1 in.) I enjoy the constant satisfaction
that I have my hand on the control

—

thanks to my course in Corrective Eat-
ing." Mrs. Washington. D. C.

Weighs 39 pounds less
"Am thankful that my attention was

called to your course on Weight Control.
Since January 30th of this year I have
reduced 39 pounds I have
taken off five inches around my 'silo.'

which helps some.
"When I first started reading weight

control I weighed 267 pounds, and
could hardly walk a block without
resting. I now walk ten miles by
section lines every morning, weather per-
mitting, and do it easily."
Mr. Holton. Kansas.

The above excerpts form only a few of
hundreds of letters on file at our office,
describina amazing weight reductions
through Weight Control.

The names are withheld out of defer-
ence to our subscribers, but will be
furnished to any one. sending for the
course on free trial, who requests them.

Test this wonderful new way of
reducing at our expense '.

See results in 4S hours—
and if you don't there is
no cost to you. Fat people
are not attractive : they
suffer many discomforts

;

doctors say they die young.
Why continue to carry this
harmful weight, when you
can lose it so quickly,* so
easily, so naturally?

Let us send you Eugene
Christian's Course in
weight-control on free
trial. It's the only sure
way to lose weight quickly
and safely. We want to
prove it. We want you to
see your own unnecessary
flesh disappear. Dieting,
medicines, bathing and ex-
ercising touch only the sur-
face : this new discovery
gets right down to the real
reason for your stoutness
and removes it at once.

No Money in

Advance
This is a special Free

Proof Offer. You need not
send any money in ad-
vance. The complete 12
lesson course, containing
all of the valuable infor-
mation regarding the won-
derful new food combina-
tion discoveries, will be
sent free to your door.
Just mail the coupon and
the course will be sent to
you at once.

As soon as it arrives
weigh yourself. Then
throw aside all your medi-
cines and salts and diet-
inss and exercises. Jnst
follow the simple little rule
outlined in the course-

—

and watch results. In a
few days weigh yourself
again and notice how much
you have lost. Notice also
how much lighter your step

A Lovely Figure—the Birthright of Every
Woman.

is, how much clearer your eyes are, and what
a better appetite you have. You be ihe
sole judge of whether or not this new method
is one of the most wonderful discoveries ever
made.

Don't delay. Get your coupon off at once—now. No money, just the coupon. When
the course is in your hands, give the postman
S2.00 in full payment. It will be refunded
immediately upon request if you do not see
a remarkable improvement after 5 days.

Here's the coupon. Clip it and get it into
the mail-box at once. Remember masy
people lose a pound or more a day—-from the
very start. Mail the coupon NOW.

(The course will be mailed in a plain coa-
tainer.)

Corrective Eating Society, Inc.,

Dept. W-1958, 43 West 16th Street, New York City

Corrective Eating Society, Inc.,

Dept. W-1958

43 West 16th Street, New York City

You may send me prepaid, in plain con-
tainer. Eusene Christian's Course. "Weight
Control—the basis of Health" complete in

12 lessons. I will pay the postman only
two dollars in full payment on arrival, bur
I am to have the previlege of free proof,
and if I am not satisfied after a five day
trial, my money is to be refunded.

Name.

Addres



ORANCES MOORE—Roland is mar-
•l ried. He is not working in any pic-

ture at present. Quite a short letter, to be

sure, but it happened to be on top of the

pile, so it was answered first.

James B. W.—Enid Bennett was born
in York, Australia. Owen Moore was
born in Ireland. "Fair and Warmer"
was a May Allison picture. Eugene Pal-

lette played in it with Miss Allison.

Harry Houdini was born in Appleton,
Wisconsin. His stage career dates back
to 1883. Some of his pictures are "The
Master Mystery," "The Grim Game,"
"The Deep-Sea Loot," and "The Adven-
tures of Houdini in Paris." He. is five

feet seven' inches and weighs one hundred
and seventy-nine pounds. His hair is

black-gray and his eyes are steel blue.

Vero.—Sorry, but you're wrong again.

That was not a mistake. Clara Kimball
Young was married but is not now. She
was the wife of James Young, but as

they have been divorced she is no longer

married. Right ?

Mrs. Mabel T.—Your letter to Geral-

dine Farrar was mailed. Buck Jones is

married to a non-professional.

The Brunette Movie Fan.—The Fair-

banks twins are not children of Douglas
Fairbanks, if that is what you mean. Yes,
he was married before he married Mary.
Beth Sully was his first wife, and they

had a son, Douglas, Jr. He is about ten

years old now. You will have to write

them personally for their pictures. I

can't say how fortunate you will be.

Marie Prevost is no longer at the Mack
Sennett studios. She would probably
send you her picture. Anita Stewart is

Airs. Rudolph Cameron in private life.

Her latest picture is called "The Price

of Happiness." Gertrude Astor has an
important part in it. Walter McGrail
is playing opposite Miss Stewart. Har-
old Lloyd only wears those glasses as a

part of his make-up. In fact, there is no
glass in them. Olive Thomas pictures

are still being shown. All that she had
made have been released.

Helen C.—Send six cents in stamps

and write to the editor for the "Market
Booklet," which contains the addresses of

all the studios and what stories they are

in the market for. 1 think this will give

you the much-needed help you desire.

George Cheseboro is playing the male
lead in "The Hope Diamond Mystery."
Grace Darmond is playing the girl lead.

It is in serial form.

Arltne.—You will have to write to the

editor for those pictures you want to see

in the gallery. Wheeler Oakman was
born in 1890. He is appearing in a pro-

duction called "The Son Thou Gavest
Me." Niles Welch arrived in the old

world on July 29, 1888. Gaston Glass

was born in 1895. Ralph Graves is about
twenty years of age. May MacAvoy was
born in 1901, Florence Yidor in 1895. She
plays in the Thomas H. Ince production
of "Beau Revel." Lloyd Hughes plays

opposite her. Lewis Stone plays the part

of Beau Revel. Neither Kathleen O'Con-
nor nor Ralph Graves are married.

A. L. S.—Lieutenant Locklear left a

widow in Texas at the time of his death.

He was never married to Viola Dana.

THE ORACLE will answer in

these columns as many ques-

tions of general interest concern-

ing the movies as space will allow.

Personal replies lo a limited
number of questions—such as will

not require unusually long answers

—will be sent if the request is ac-

companied by a stamped enve-

lope, with return address. Inquiries

should he addressed to The Picture

Oracle. Picture-Play Magazine. 79

Seventh Avenue. New York City.

The Oracle cannot give advice about

becoming a movie actor or actress,

since the only possible way of ever

getting such a job is by direct

personal application at a studio.

Questions concerning scenario

writing must be written on a

separate sheet of paper. Those

who wish the addresses of actors

and actresses are urged to read

the notice at the end of this

department.

Certainly you are allowed to write every
month. I have many who never fail to

get their monthly letter in.

Just Tootsie.—Natalie is the youngest
of the Talmadge sisters. Yes, she played

in "The Isle of Conquest" with Norma.

Miss Irene L.—Earle Williams is still

with Vitagraph. He is so well known and
has been a star for so many years he

doesn't need much publicity
_
for you to

hear about him. Some of his latest pic-

tures are "Captain Swift," "The Fortune
Hunter," and "Diamonds Adrift." Mary
Pickford really played in "Suds," and not

an "understudy," as you believe. She has

since had another picture released, called

"The Love Light." She is going to make

"Little Lord Fauntleroy" next, and I am
sure you will like her in that. That will

be more like her old characterizations.

It takes all of those to be a picture star.

Frederick H.—Marguerite Clark was
born in 1887. Louise Fazenda was born
in 1895, and Theda Bara in 1890. Louise
is unmarried. She has left Mack Sennett

comedies and is starring on the Educa-
tional program. That is her correct name.
Mary Pickford has not left the screen

and is not contemplating doing so. She
is going to England and is planning to

make a picturization of "Little Lord
Fauntleroy" while over there.

An Edward Earle Admirer.—Edward
Earle is not dead. He is still appearing

on the screen. He has recently played

with Mabel Ballin in the Hugo Ballin

production of "East Lynne." He plays

the part of Archibald Carlyle.

Jennie L.— I have given the addresses

you requested at the end of this depart-

ment. Cleo Ridgely hasn't had much time

for screen work. She is the much-occu-
pied mother of twins, a little girl and boy.

Just Me.—You may call me what you
like. It wouldn't do me any good to re-

monstrate, because you are too far away.

Anyway, it isn't so bad as it might be.

Erich von Stroheim was born in Austria.

He was educated in a military academy in

Austria. Prior to his stage career he was
an army officer, newspaper man, and
magazine writer in the United States.

He has recently announced his engage-

ment to be married. He probably is

"swamped" like the rest. You might write

him, however, and try your luck.

Wildeana.—Roscoe Arbuckle is not

dead. His latest picture for Famous
Players-Lasky is called "The Dollar a

Year Man." Billie Burke has golden-red

hair and blue eyes. Norma Talmadge has

dark hair and brown eyes. Mary Pick-

ford's hair is golden and her eyes are

hazel. Elaine Hammerstein has brown
hair and gray eyes. ZaSu Pitts has light-

brown hair and blue eyes. Both William
S. Hart and Douglas Fairbanks have
brown hair, but Doug's eyes are brown
and Bill's are blue. There is no picture

star by the name of Silvers. The rest of

your questions you will find answered
elsewhere in these columns. Doraldina's

latest picture is a Metro production called

"Passion Fruit."

Peggy—Roy Stewart is no relation to

Anita. George Stewart is the brother of

Anita. He appears in pictures. That is

her correct name. These are all_ their

correct names. Wanda Hawley is the

wife of a nonprofessional.
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Florence C.—Arthur Carew played

with Tsuru Aoki—Mrs. Sessue Haya-
kawa— in "The Breath of the God:,." It

was a Universal production. Joseph J.

Dowling played the part of The Patriarch

—the miracle man—in the picture "The
Miracle Man."

Miss Charlotte A. C.—Ruth Roland
was Mrs. Kent. She has been divorced.

Herbert Heyes is married and has two
children. He was born in Little Falls.

Washington. W alter McGrail was born
in Brooklyn, New York, in 1889. He is

appearing with Anita Stewart in her re-

cent pictures. He has appeared in "Play-
things of Destiny," "The Invisible Fear,"
and is appearing in her latest, "The Price

of Happiness." Pearl White was born in

1889. Her husband played in her last

serial, "The Black Secret."

T. H. F.— It is true that Ethel Clayton
was married. Her husband was Joseph
Kaufman and he died during the influ-

enza epidemic, February 1, 191S. He
was thirty-five years of age at the time of
his death. She has not left the screen.

Some of her latest pictures are "The City
Sparrow," "Sins of Rozanne," and "The
Price of Possession."

Mae V.—Joseph J. Dowling played the
part of the "miracle man" in the picture
by the same name. Francis MacDonald
appears opposite Viola Dana in her lat-

est picture, "Puppets of Fate."

Isabel W.—Jack Pernn is in his early
twenties. He has only ecently married.
Neither Kathleen O'Connor nor Pauline
Curley are married. Kathleen was born
in 1897. Eddy Polo is married. I can't
help you get into pictures, as you must
know if you have read Helen Christine
Bennett's article in this issue.

Mae S.—The part of Joseph in Man-
Pick ford's "The Love Light" was played
by Fred Thompson. Her latest picture
is "Through the Back Door."

Arthur H. L.—You will have to write
Roscoe Arbuckle personally for the pic-
ture of him you desire.

An Exhibitor's Daughter, Mae B.

—

Not all stars comply with every request
for a picture, but most of them keep up
with their letters It is best to inclose
a quarter. ZaSu Pitts is not making pic-
tures at present. She is married to Tom
Gallery. Gareth Hughes is now appear-
ing in Sir James M. Barric's "Sentimen-
tal Tommy." Appearing in it with him
are Mabel Taliaferro and May McAvoy.
Conrad Nagel is playing in a William De
Mille picture, "What Every Woman
Knows," with Lois Wilson. Ann May
will be seen in Oliver Morosco's produc-
tion, "The Half-Breed."

Ysidro N.—l can't tell you what picture
star wants to correspond. They all have
so many letters and so much of their time
is taken up with their work that there
are not many that find time for letter
writing. You will have to write to whom
you wish, and take your chance with the
other fans. Perhaps you will be fortu-
nate enough to secure a personal reply.

D. D. C—Kitty Gordon has left the
screen.

_
She is touring: the Orpheum

vaudeville circuit. I can't help you with
your home brew ; that's a little out of mv
line.

A - Devoted Fan, Harriett B. N.—

I

know nothing of the company you ask
about. I have never heard of it, so can't
advise you about it.

Continued on page 110

Posed by Virginia Lee in ''If Women Only Knew" —a First National
motion picture. Mi*s Lee is one of many motion picture beauties v:hn use
and endorse Ingram's Milkweed Cream for proper care of the complexion.

Is your complexion fair and charming
during Augustus hottest days?

Or does the burning summer sun

redden and coarsen your sfyin?

r> ATHING—will your complexion stand
the hot rays of sun on the water?

Motoring—out for hours in the scorch-
ing sun and dusty air—will your face
be free from an irritating roughness at
the end of the trip?
You can be sure of a fresh, dainty

complexion always—even in the trying
hear of summer—if you use Ingram's
Milkweed Cream regularly. Ingram's
Milkweed Cream protects the skin
against the coarsening effects of the
elements—more than that, it preserves
the complexion, for Ingram's Milkweed
Cream has an exclusive therapeutic
property that "tones up"

—

revitalizes—
the sluggish tissues of the skin.

If you have not yet tried Ingram's
Milkweed Cream, begin its use today.
Its special therapeutic properly wi'll
soothe away redness and roughness, ban-
ish slight imperfections— its continued
use will keep your complexion always
soft and clear.

For the most effective way in which
to use Ingram's Milkweed Cream read
Health Hints, the little booklet packed
with every jar. It has been prepared

by specialists to in-
sure that you get
from Ingram's Milk-0i

weed Cream the fullest possible bene-
fit.

Go to your druggist today and pur-
chase a jar of Ingram's Milkweed Cream
in the fifty-cent or the one-dollar size.

Begin at once its regular use—it will
mean so much to you.

Ingram's Rouge—"Just to show a
proper glow" use a touch of Ingram's
Rouge on the cheeks. A safe prepara-
tion for delicately emphasizing the natu-
ral color. The coloring matter is not
absorbed by the skin. Subtly perfumed.
Solid cake. Three perfect shades

—

Light. Medium, and Dark—50c.
Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face

Powder—A complexion powder espe-
cially distinguished by the fact that it

stays on. Furthermore, a powder of
unexcelled delicacy of texture and re-
finement of perfume. Four tints

—

White. Pink. Flesh, Brunette—50e.

FREDERICK F. INGRAM COMPANY
Established ISSo

31 Tenth Street Detroit, Michigan
Canadian residents address F. F. Ingram
Company. Windsor. Ontario. Austra-
lian residents address T. W. Cotton I'tv.,

Ltd.. 383 Flinders Lane. Melbourne.
New Zealand residents address Hart.
Pennington. Ltd.. 33 Ghuznee Street.
Wellington. Cuban residents address
Espino & Co.. Zulueta 36%, Havana.

IngttuiYs
MilKweed

Ingram's Beauty Purse— an attractive, new souvenir packet of the
exquisite Ingram Toilet Aids. Send us a dime, with the coupon be-
low, and receive this dainty Beauty Purse for your hand bag.

Frederick F. Ingram Company, 31 Tenth Street. Detroit, Michigan.
Gentlemen—Enclosed, please find one dime, in return for which

please send me Ingram's Beauty Purse containing an eider-down
powder pad. sample packets of Ingram's Velveola Souveraine Face
Powder. Ingram's Rouge, and Zodenfa Tooth Powder, a sample tin
of Ingram's Milkweed Cream, and. for the gentlemen of the house
a sample tin of Ingram's Therapeutic Shaving Cream.

Name

Streef •

City State ,
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Two Inches in One Month

That Is ly Guarantee
I will Increase

the size and de-

velopment o f

your chest . at

least two inches

In 30 days.
Sounds Impossi-

ble, doesn't it?

Well, come on

and make me
prove it. And
what's more. 1

will enlarge

your arm and
your neck at

least one full
inch in the
same length of

time.

Seek Proper
Guidance
By following

my Instructions
you are bound
to receive
these benefits

and a thousand
more. Any one
can give you a
series of move-
ments to go
through every
day. But will it

get you any-
where? I have
made this my
life work. As a
doctor prepares
himself in the
study of medi-
cine and its ef-
fect on the vital

parts of your
body, so have I
studied the bu-
rn a n anatomy
and the benefits
derived from
various forms of
exercise. I d o
not promise to
cure disease, but
I absolutely will
prevent it.

Latest phutugr.qih of EAII1.E li. LlliPJSRMAN
Taken Oct. 10, 1920

The Man Who Knows
Tex O'Rourke is one of the best authorities on

physical culture in the world to-day. He has trained
more world champions than any other. lie knows
every training device worth while, and he says
"Earle Liederman has absolutely the best."
Charles Atlas, known throughout the country as
one of the strongest men ever produced, gives full
credit to Earle Liederman for his present condition.

Is the Best Too Good?
What you want is a perfect physical develop-

ment and you want it in the Quickest time possible.
That is what you get from my course. And with
It you build up a condition of health which makes
you fit for any position in life. I will broaden
your shoulders, deepen your chest, develop your
arras to an enormous proportion. But I will also
strengthen every vital organ so that you will feel
the vim and pep of youth and have the buoyant
spirit and flash of eye which shows a clear active
brain and a perfect functioning body.

Come Then—Let's Get Busy
I've got it. It's yours for the asking. Don't

hesitate. Join the army of strong men who are
doing the big things in life. It means both busi-
ness and social success to you. It means self-
confidence, abounding health, and the full pleasure
of life. Make me prove it! I like it.

Send for my new book
"Muscular Development"

IT IS FREE!
It tells the secret and is handsomely illustrated

with 25 full-page photographs of myself and some
of the world's best athletes whom I have trained,
also full particulars of my splendid offer to you.
The valuable book and splendid offer will be sent
you on receipt of only 10 cents, to cover wrapping
and mailing. Sit right down now and fill in the
coupon. The sooner you get started on the road
to health and strength, the easier it will be to
reach perfect manhood. Don't drag along one day
longer—mail the coupon to-day.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Dept. 1408, 305 Broadway, New York

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN,
Dept. 1408, 305 Broadway, N. Y. City

Dear &ir:—I inclose herewith 10 cents, for which
you are to send me, without any obligation on my
part whatever, a copy of your latest book, "Muscu-
lar Development." (Please write or print plainly.)

Name

Address

City State

Success—and the Morning After
Continued from page 32

Valentino's success has been a

thunderclap. No one expected it,

least of all, I believe, the gentleman
himself. It must be a stirring sen-

sation to wake up in the morning and
find that during the night fame,

friends, and the promise of fortune

have moved in. What would one's

attitude be ? Would it be that of

gratitude and a sense of responsi-

bility, or would it be the happiness of

independence assured ? Or would it

make any difference at all?

I put the question to Valentino.

He reflected seriously, his eyes on
the glow of his cigarette.

"I do not realize it—I do not think

it exists for me," he answered
thoughtfully. "By this I do not

mean to pose. I have read every

review and line about myself. I

know they think well of me ; I ap-

preciate these thoughts. But I re-

member those days in New York
when I didn't know where I could

get food when I was friendless. And
I remember how—only a little while

ago it was—that I had no real

friends. People thought of me only

as a dancer—a lounge lizard. That
is the only way producers would
cast me. I am grateful to Rex In-

gram for believing I was worth some-
thing better. You see I have gone
through the things that make a man
—or a criminal. No one knows how
lonely I have been. I would have
given anything—anything in the

world— for just one good friend."

He paused, reflective. "Yes, and I

think I always will be lonely in a

way, for experience has taught me
the illusion of friendship. After all,

why should we expect such loyalty

of friends when we always are find-

ing others? I am not at all bitter.

I just feel that I see life more
clearly, and that is good. For now
I know how little all these things

matter, these successes and acquaint-

ances and pleasures.

"My greatest ambition has always
been to know myself. And I think

I do know myself now better than

any one possibly could know me. I

know my good points and my bad.

And the bad are most, for which I

am grateful. It would be terrible

not to be human.

"So how can I be flattered? Or
what can this success tell me about

myself that I did not know before?

Of course, it may show to others

that I have some ability and sincerity

that the)'- didn't know about. But
this showing to others, what does it

matter ?

"Success I don't think brings any

happiness. For me, anyway, there

seems always to be unhappiness. I

don't suppose it is that exactly, but

a sort of dissatisfaction. I want to

reach out further and find that some-
thing just beyond; see on into things

now only half seen. I seem to have
an awful desire to be moving. I

guess it is the wanderlust. Perhaps
you are right that my ancestors were
Bedouins. The Orient fascinates me.
There seems to be some secret wis-

dom in it. I am going to save my
money so I can go to Egypt, Arabia,

and particularly India."

Metaphysics interest Valentino.

He believes in psychic influences.

"In Italy I attended many spirit-

ualistic seances. They left an im-
pression on me. Of course, I have
tried the ouija board. I do not be-

lieve in it except as sometimes a con-

ductor of thought without volition.

I do believe in spiritistic phenomena.
I am sure I have had thoughts from
my father."

Valentino is not a spiritualist, a

Freudian, nor a theosophist, but

metaphysical research does interest

him. Beauty, particularly of the oc-

cult or fanciful, also has a place in

his regard. Among the books in his

room are those of Poe, D'Annunzio,
Tolstoy, Balzac, Wilde, and Arthur
Symons. He is partial to the poets,

and of them favors Symons. He
would like to express on the. screen

that which interests him most in life

and literature. He was glad of the

opportunity to play Armand in "Ca-
mille," with Nazimova. He would
like to play Danetrios in "Aphro-
dite." It is possible that he will have
the leading role in the production

Rex Ingram now is making from a

Balzac story. Bandits, Moors,
Chinamen, Fast Indians, romantic,

foreign, and historical characters,

these are what he wishes for his

screen lot.

"And cowboys," he added—rather

inconsistently, I thought.

"But what is more picturesque

than a cowboy?" he argued. "He
is vital, and he must be a thinker,

because he lives alone in the open.

Whenever I have a vacation I go out

in the desert with cowboy togs and
a horse."

An introspective Bedouin, a youth-

ful Omar searching the Mystery, a

pagan lover of the spirit—and they

call him "Rudie." After all. what's

fame to a man with a sense of humor
and a good appetite? A jug of wine,

a plate of spaghetti, a pack of cig-

arettes, and Valentino is a success

most anywhere, at least as a host.
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Arctic City—at Twenty Below
Continued from page 71

O. K. on the dog teams, turned his

attention in other directions and de-

cided that a Canadian Northwest pic-

ture would not be complete without

a few four-footed burros and a num-
ber of jackasses. It was quite amus-
ing to watch these "bits of atmos-
phere" moving about the snow try-

ing to find something that wasn't

there. Some one said their actions

should be called "movieitis," because

it sO much resembled the actions of

us movie folks along Broadway when
times were dull. They seemed to

have a surprising sense of humor,
and it is the solemn truth, coinciden-

tal though it may have been, that

every time a love scene was enacted,

Old Jake, the prize animal of the

lot, emitted a ''Hee-haw!" that could

have been heard half a mile away,
and which was immediately taken up
by his kin all along the line.

In "The Idol of the North" there

were several scenes calling for mobs
of extras, and there being no popu-
lation in Arctic City, these extra peo-

ple were recruited from Port Henry
and the surrounding territory.

Working in pictures was not alto-

gether new to them. There were
a good many who had served other

companies in this capacity, and there

was one whom we were not fortu-

nate enough to obtain ; she had played

her first small bit some six months
before, in another production, which
proved an opportunity for her to ob-

tain an engagement, and she is now
well on the way to stardom.

One of the extras who was al-

ways a competitor for the head of

the line, was Ezra Horsefall, who
made his domicile in the Old Men's
Home. Every time the movies came
to Arctic City the old man was there

when extras were needed, and the

home had an absentee mark opposite

his name. Ezra's married son and
daughter are living in Port Henry,
but he will not go to them. The
spirit that makes real men seems to

dominate him, and, as he expressed
it, "Fifty years ago I made a living

and with fifty years' experience I

ought to be at the top of the heap."

The extra girls recruited from the

town to act in the dance-hall scenes

were strong, stolid, typical country
girls, honest in their opinions and
strong in their convictions. One of

these convictions was that their pay
should be regulated bv weather con-

ditions. It was necessary for them
to change their warm clothing for

the less practical outfit of the dance-

hall girls. The first two days being

reasonably warm they were quite

satisfied with their salarv. The dav

Have You Seen
How this test beautifies the teeth?

Millions of people have accepted this

offer—have made this ten-day test. They
have found a way to whiter, cleaner, safer

teeth.

We urge you to do likewise. Watch
how your teeth improve. Learn what this

new method means to you and yours.

Remove the film

Teeth are tarnished by a film. By that

viscous film you feel. It clings to teeth,

gets between the teeth and stays. Old
ways of. brushing do not end it.

Film absorbs stains, making the teeth

look dingy. It mars the beauty of mil-

lions. But it also is the cause of most
tooth troubles.

Film is the basis of tartar. It holds

food substance which ferments and forms
acid. It holds the acid in contact with

the teeth to cause decay.

It forms a breeding place for germs.

They, with tartar, are the chief cause of

pyorrhea. Very few people who brush

teeth daily escape these film-caused

troubles.

How to fight it

Dental science, after long research, has

found ways to fight that film. Authorities

have amply proved those methods. Lead-

ing dentists everywhere now advise their

daily use.

They are embodied in a dentifrice

called Pepsodent. And other most im-
portant factors are included with them.

New protections
Pepsodent combats the film in two ef-

fective ways. It also aids Nature in ways
considered essential.

It stimulates the salivary flow—Nature's
great tooth-protecting agent. It multiplies

the starch digestant in the saliva, to digest

starch deposits that cling. It multiplies the

alkalinity of the saliva, to neutralize the
acids which cause tooth decay.

Twice a day. Pepsodent is bringing mil-

lions these much-desired effects.

The test is free

Simply mail the coupon for a 10-Day
Tube. Note how clean the teeth feel

after using. Mark the absence of the

viscous film. See how teeth whiten as the

film-coats disappear. Watch the other

good effects.

You will realize then that this way
means a new era in teeth cleaning. And
we think you will adopt it. Send cou-

pon now.

634

10-Day Tube Free

The New-Day Dentifrice

A scientific film combatant, whose every

application brings five desired effects.

Approved by highest authorities, and now
advised by leading dentists everywhere.

All druggists supply the large tubes.

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
Dept. 836, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,

Chicago. HI.

Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to

Only one tube to a family
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This Magic-Like
Violet RayMachine

10 Days FREE
-A I Last ! Electricity

in its jrvoatest form for
tbe human system. Won-
derful new Violet Ray
treatments, endorsed by
physicians, Beauty Spe-
cialists, hospitals, oste-
opaths, and thousands of
home users.
Be beautiful—be com-

pelling. Radiate health
and Energy, make every
fibre of your body tingle
with a new vim and
vigor. As a quick relief
from pain. Vi-Re\- has no equal. Head-
aches, nervousness, skin blemishes and
many other complaints vanish as if by
magic through this marvelous treatment.
You will be amazed at the splendid, quick
results through the use of this wonderful
new Vi-Rex Violet Ray Machine—right in
your own home.

Heals—Beautifies—Energizes
The Violet Ray, as used in the treat-

ment of the body, sends a spray of mild,
tiny currents through every part and or-
gan : flowing through each infinitesimal
ull massaging it. invi,,;:i itiug it ind vi-
talizing it. That is why one is left with
such a delightful feeling of health and
buoyant energy after Violet Ray treat-
ment.
You can make your body alive with vi-

talily. your skin smooth and fine of tex-
ture, tree from blemishes and sallowness.
Soothe your nerves, feel the thrill of real
vigor and "pep." All this you can have
by the use of Violet Rays.

FREE BOOK
and Free Trial Offer

Ho not send money now. Just write
postal or mail coupon for wonderful Free
5*2 page book, explaining in detail the
manifold uses of Violet Rays in treating
almost every known human ailment.
Learn how you can have superb health
and radiant beauty. See for yourself the
superior points of quality of this instru-
ment which attaches to any lighting
socket. Simply mail the coupon or write
a postal. DO IT NOW.

VI-REX ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 158
326 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Please send me without cost or obliga-
tion your free book describing your won-
derful Violet Ray Machine, with ten-day.
trial offer.

I Xame

A ddress ,,

Citv State

.

came, however, when Old Man Tem-
perature thought that his children of

Arctic City were taking liherties with
him, and told them so in no uncertain

manner by shooting the thermometer
down to a point where it ceased to

register, and this was the time that

these very strong convictions of the

Port Henry recruits asserted them-
selves.

During the lunch hour they held

a mass meeting around the smoker
in Old Doc Resnick's office and de-

clared a manifesto to the effect that

a combination of low-cut dresses and
low temperature was sufficient cause
for a strike. The manifesto was to

take effect immediately, and they

struck in regulation fashion. More-
over, they held out until their de-

mands were met. An extra fifty

cents a day settled the strike, and
they resumed their Canncncita
roles.

The last scene of "The Idol of the

North" was a silhouette of the hero
and heroine riding off on their horses,

bidding farewell to their associates

of the dance hall, as well as to the

location. The sun was setting be-

hind a distant hill, and a tone of

delicate pink vihrated from the

frozen crystals of Lake Champlain,
while the snow reflected the after-

glow, tinting the street and buildings

on either side. Each trouper seemed
to be clothed in a mantle of regret

that the picture was finished, that

they must say "good-by" perhaps for

the last time to Arctic City.

Over the Te acups
Continued from page 61

"Speaking of sensations-

ASPIRIN

" i

started, trying to get in a word, but

Fanny interrupted me. "Who do you
suppose I met coming out of the St.

Regis on my way over here?" And
before I had a chance to answer she

went on, "Pauline Frederick! She
had been here only two days and al-

ready she had made her reservation

to go back. She just loves Cali-

fornia. She has adopted a lot of

Will Rogers' cowboys, who simply

deluge her with presents of lariats

and saddles, and all that sort of thing.

Just before she left they gave her

a .45 revolver to protect her

in the wild East, and though it made
her terribly nervous, she brought it

with her. She wouldn't hurt any-

body's feelings. She looks perfectly

stunning—she lost eighteen pounds,

you know, riding horseback—and she

is the happiest-looking person you
ever saw."

"Perhaps " I started.

"Oh, you've he?rd it, too," Fanny
said in despair. "Yes

;
they say she

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

Take Aspirin only as told in each pack-

age of genuine Bayer Tablets of Aspirin.

Then you will be following the directions

and dosage worked out by physicians

during 21 years, and proved safe by mil-

lions. Take no chances with substitutes.

If you see the Bayer Cross on tablets, you
can take them without fear for Colds,

Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Ear-
ache, Toothache, Lumbago, and for Pain.

Hand}r tin boxes of twelve tablets cost

few cents. . Druggists also sell larger

packages. Aspirin is the trade mark of
Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacid-
ester of Salicvlicacid.

Destroys / jfj
Superfluous //
Hair&Roots us off tccou**. itsout

direct by mail. Write

^^^^^^

for FREE Illustrated -.
'

SfrSfV

Book: "A Talk on . Jfj '

Superfluous Hair." Or ^p/CLofautJl
call at my office to /.

'

have FREE DEMON- SPECIALIST

STRATION. Avoid Dept.1, 562 Fifth Ave..

Imitations.' New York

. SPECIALIST

Dept.l, 562 Fifth Ave..

New York

DR. LAWTON'S Guaranteed

FAT REDUCER
will show reduction FOR MEN AND WOMEN
taking place in 11
days or money re-
funded. The Re-

|
ducer (not electrical)
reduces unsightly
parts promptly, re-
ducing only where
you wish to lose, and
the Lawton Method
dissolves and elimi-
nates superfluous fat
from the system.
Easily followed di-
rections do not re-
ciuire exercises, starv-
ing, medicine or
treatments: nut only
rids you of fat. hut
ininrovcs appearance
and general health,
brings physical and
mental vigor, and
enables you to re-
gain and retain your
normal weight. Dr. Lawton
rtuced from 211 to 152 pounds.
uine method have been the means whereby a great num-
ber of fat people throughout the Thiited States and
elsewhere have ejisily gotten rid of unhealthy disfig-
uring fatty tissue without discomfort. Any stout man or
woman car obtain these results, whether 10 or 100
lbs. overweight, look hetter and feel better. Tbe com-
plete cost is $5 00. Send for ynur reducer today. Re-
member it is guaranteed. Office hours. 10-4 daily.

DR. THOMAS LAWTON
120 West 70th St. Dept. 186 New York

(shown in picture) re-
This reducer and gen-
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is going to marry Willard Mack, her

divorced husband, again."

"Speaking of looking happy "

I made another desperate attempt to

get into the conversation.

"'Reminds me of Mae Murray,"
Fanny broke in. "I went up to tea

with her the other afternoon while

she was posing for a statue in her

Gilded Lily costume. She was al-

most ready to start work on her

new picture, 'Peacock Alley.' and she

was all excited over having her own
company with no one bossing her

productions but her husband. And,
of course, he never bosses or directs

her, because they Avork everything

out together. For the sake of Boris

Lorsky, the young Russian who was
modeling her, she had to tip her head
"way back, but even in that strained

position she talked amusingly. As
usual, between pictures she had
been redecorating her apartment.

It is early Italian now, with red

velvet floor pillows almost as big as

Reno, her Russian wolfhound, Lying

around on the floor. When I left

her house something terrible hap-

pened. Oh, why did you remind me
of it?"

"I was so chagrined," Fanny went
on, but when I threatened to run

out and hop into Hope Hampton's
car which was standing at the curb,

and lea\-e her to pay the check, if

she didn't confess what it was all

about, she told me.
"When I came out of the Hotel

des Artistes, where Mae Murray and
so many other stars live, I asked the

doorman to get me a taxi. It was
a perfectly stunning one—not at all

the usual ramshackle affair, but after

I'd gone a few blocks in it I realized

that it wasn't a taxi at all. It was
Corinne Griffith's limousine ! She
had given her chauffeur orders to

wait and take her guests home, and
he made a mistake and took me. Will
she ever forgive me?"

"I suppose so. Come along and
see if you can't find some one's car

to take me home."

Romances of Famous Film Folk
Continued from page 69

"Not more than thirty minutes,"

said Dick gallantly.

"And how soon were you en-

gaged?" we asked, for this was the

first time we had heard the real story

of Dick and Mary. "Oh. not for

days and days." said Mary earnestly.

"So long as that ? Well. Mr. Dick,

5-011 were slow. You know faint

heart ne'er won fair lady. But, of

course, you saw each other all the

time."

"Yes, of course. We went to

work in Way Down East." and. al-

though it kept us busy, it kept us
together."

"Is it true," we asked, "that you
played the wedding scene just the day
before you were married? And that

that was what put the idea into vour
heads?" -

"Well, part of it's true," Dick ad-

mitted.

"We did rehearse the wedding
scene just before we were married."
said Mary.
"But we knew it long before that,"

added Dick.

"Yes, we had our license for at

least a week," said Mary. "And do
you remember what the clerk said

to me when we went to get the li-

cense?"

"Well, the old clerk said"—and
Mary made a funny face and a funny
voice to indicate age. Mary is a

wonderful mimic, as you'll know if

you've seen her in "Sally," at the

New Amsterdam Theater—" Til let

you have it this time, but we seldom

give marriage licenses to one of your
face and rigger.' He sounded' like

one of the characters in 'Way Down
East,' and he wouldn't give me the

license till I assured him that my
mother knew all about it and was
going to be present at the ceremony.

So she was, and all of the other rel-

atives, too. We had fifteen and most
of them were mine, because Dick
hasn't any relatives, only his mother,

you know."
"And did you have a regular wed-

ding, with a gown and bouquet and
everything ?"

"Here we are. I brought this pic-

ture for you to see. The one on
the right—the smiling one is Dick.

The other is the bride. See how
sad I look !"

"And were you frightened?"

"We weren't frightened at all.

We didn't expect to be during the

ceremony, for you haven't time to

think of it, but I did think we would
be frightened afterward when we
realized what we had done. As we
started away in the car I looked at

Mary and she looked at me, and I

said, "Are you frightened?" 'At

what?' she said. Tt isn't a bit dif-

ferent from what it was before.'
"

"And I had fully expected to feel

like Mrs. Atlas with the weight of

the world on nry shoulders. But we
have had just a glorious picnic ever

since."

"And not a single quarrel." So if

you want to know "How to be happy,
though married," just ask Dick and
Marv.

"We Pay Him
$100 a Week!"

"I decided six months ago that we needed

a new manager. At that time Gordon,
there, was one of the youngest men in the

office and was pegging away at a small job.

"I brought him into the office one day
and started to draw him out. What do
you suppose I discovered? For more than

two years he had been stuching with the

International Correspondence Schools at

Scranton. In actual knowledge and train-

ing he was years ahead of any man in the

office.

"So I gave him the job. We pay him
$100 a week, and it has already- proved the
best investment the house ever made."

How do you stand when your employer
checks up his men for promotion? Is there

any reason why he should select you?

Ask yourself these questions fairly. You
must face them if you expect advancement
and more money. For now, more than ever,

the big jobs are going to men with special

training.

You can get the training you need right

at home in spare time. For thirty years the

International Correspondence Schools have
been helping men to win advancement, to

have happy, prosperous homes, to know the

joy of getting ahead in business and in life.

Let us prove what we can do for you!
Without cost, without obligating yourself in

any way, mark and mail this coupon.
Today is best!

* — TEAR OUT HERE — -

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 456A-B SCRANTON, PA.

Explcin, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
3eleotriga.Ii engineer salesmanship

advertising
Window Trimmer
Show Card and Sign Ptg,
Railroad Positions

ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary
Business Correspondent
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant

tZ3 Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
automobiles
Mathematics

v , Navigation Spanish
> f uiRICTLTrRE I ^Teacher
* Poultry Raising IBantins-

Electric Lishtins and Kyt.
1_ Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECIEaKICaL engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

J TooLmaker
JGas Engine Operating
]CIVIL ENGINEER
^Stirrerlng and Mapping
3MIHE FOREMAN or ENG'R
^STATIONARY ENGINEER
] Marine Engineer
}Ship Draftsman
3ARCHITECT
jCcntraetor and Rnllder

Architectural Draftsman
QConcrete Builder

Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING

f2 Sheet Metalworker
Textile Orarseeror Snpt.

nCFFMIST
QPharmacy

Name
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

Business
_Address .

City_ State

Canari.ia.ns may send this coupon to International Corre-
spondence Schools Canadian, Limited, MontrraL, Canada
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The Screen in Review

True-Tone
Saxophone

A Buescher True-Tone Saxophone
opens the way for you to greatly in-
crease your income, opportunities,
popularity and pleasure. Easiest
of all wind instruments to play
—you can learn to play the scale /

in an hour and in a few days
\

be playing- popular airs. Prac-
tice is a pleasure.

Saxophone Book Fri^**SS£!?&g»
in sextettes, or in regular band; how to transpose cello parts
in orchestra and many other things you would like to know.

'

FvaoTvial ^ou can ora"er any Buescher instrument
» »cc & I73<I.I and try it six days without obligation. If
perfectly satisfied, pay for it on easy payments to suit your
convenience. Mention the instrument interested in and a
complete catalog- will be mailed free. (26)

BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
Makers of Everything in Band and Orchestra Instruments

2426 Buescher Block, Elkhart, Indiana

9/

Continued j

"PECK'S BAD BOY."
Doing a double service to human-

ity, I have been taking my nephews
to act as film reviewers. The kind-

ness is double because the boys like

it and because the parents of the

boys are overjoyed to have them
leave home for a few glad hours.

Naturally, Jackie Coogan in "Peck's

Bad Boy" made a terrific hit with

the younger set. Jackie was the Kid
in Chaplin's picture and any fellow

who knows Chaplin personally must
be endowed with rare and fine talents.

The younger set had not read "Peck's

Bad Boy" and so it did not know that

Jackie is about six years too young
for the part. Plowever, "Peck's Bad
Boy" is a source of innocent merri-

ment, and Jackie himself is so ador-

able that all the women go into fits

of "ohs and ahs" about him. I hope

Jackie doesn't attend the theaters

where his pictures are shown. If he

does, he stands a good chance of

being spoiled.

"THE B5RTH OF A NATION."
The biggest of spectacular pictures

and the most intense of heart inter-

est dramas all seemed pale and life-

less both to amateur and professional

critics when "The Birth of a Na-
tion'' was revived recently by S. L.

Rothafel, at the Capitol Theater on

Broadway. At the time when it was
first presented in New York, it was
said that D. W. Griffith, the spend-

thrift, had squandered as much as

seventy-five thousand dollars on the

picture, and all the wise men said that

the movies were going absolutely

crazy ! And every one admitted that

the summit of screen art had been

reached. As they say in subtitles,

six years have flown by, and "The
Birth of a Nation" has not been sur-

passed. The movies have gone crazy

on the subject of spending money,
but Griffith's first big spectacle still

remains the best of them all.

The revival of "The Birth of a

Nation" forces Griffith into compe-
tition with himself. The reviewer

will make no odious comparisons-.

But, even though I had seen "The
Birth of a Nation" twelve times be-

fore its showing at the Capitol, I

got a bigger thrill from the ride of

the Klu Klux Klan than I did from
the marvelous ice scene in "Way
Down East."

In six years "The Birth of a Na-
tion" has gathered sentimental inter-

est. It is a joy to see the real Mae
Marsh and to watch the masterly act-

ing of Henry B. Walthall. Lillian

|

Gish has gained both in maturity and

i charm since the days when she played

rom page 67

Elsie Stoncman. Miriam Cooper,
too, has improved. But no picture

has ever had the advantage of such
an inspired group of workers as made
"The Birth of a Nation."
And, by the way, if you see the

picture, don't forget to notice Wal-
lace Reid. He plays the role of the
fighting blacksmith. Those were the

good old days

!

"BOYS WILL BE BOYS."
"Boys Will Be Boys" also satis-

fied the younger generation, although
the older generation found it a lit-

tle shallow for an actor of Will
Rogers' ability. The story is by
Irvin Cobb and it is rather unctuous.

Rogers is seen as Peep O'Day, a man
about the livery stable in a small Ken-
tucky town. Peep inherits a lot of

money from an unknown uncle and
spends it in enjoying a childhood he

never had. The villains of the piece

try to have him adjudged insane, but

old Judge Priest, the central figure of

so many Cobb stories, saves the day
and Peep is left free to go on buy-
ing all-day-suckers for small boys.

Around in the New York film of-

fices, it is said that Rogers will leave

Goldwyn and join the ranks of the

fewer-but-higher. He certainly de-

serves better things than "Boys Will

Be Boys." Real actors, who are

neither handsome nor "cute," are

scarce.

IN GENERAL.
Pauline Frederick is plunged in

gloom and a dual role in "Salvage,"

her newest for Robertson-Cole. The
picture itself proves nothing except

that Miss Frederick can act. The
plot is interesting if you like 'em mor-
bid. If you don't like 'em morbid,

you can see Mae Marsh in "Nobody's
Kid." Miss Marsh is seen as our

dear, glad friend Pollyanna who is

always cropping up under another

name in a new picture. Miss Marsh
also can act, but the picture does its

best to prove that she can't. Unfor-
tunately, Miss Marsh hasn't had a

good picture in so long that the pub-

lic has grown tired of being disap-

pointed. But they say she is com-
ing back, under the training of a real

director, and so, say, dear children,

that you still believe in Mae Marsh.

"The Man of the Forest," is virile,

nuxated-iron stuff written by Zane

Grey, who is ambidextrous and writes

both novels and scenarios. It is a

good picture, although it is obvious

fare for sophisticated movie tastes.

Carl Gantvoort and Claire Adams
play the important roles. "Keeping

Up With Lizzie" was adapted from
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Irving Bacheller's funny story, and it

will make you laugh, which is enough
recommendation for any picture.

"The Rider of the King Log" fairly

breathes of the big outdoors, but it

is not the conventional Western story.

It was filmed in Maine, and so it

affords the eye a rest from the con-

ventional California scenery.

"The Last Card" stars May Alli-

son, but it brings to light a new star

in the directorial field. Ladies and
gentlemen, meet Mr. Bayard Veiller,

author of "The Thirteenth Chair"

and other stage thrillers. Mr. Veil-

ler learned the motion-picture busi-

ness as director general of Metro's
studios in Hollywood. This is his

first attempt at directing a picture.

The picture is an excellent murder
mystery, told with all the skillful

technique that made Mr. Veiller 's

plays popular. Al Roscoe plays op-

posite Miss Allison.

As for "The Wild Goose," let us

be charitable. The story by Gou-
verneur Morris has been moviefied
beyond all hope. The picture is

called "The Wild Goose" because this

particular variety of goose mates but

once. What a theme for a story of

domestic life ! The censors will like

this picture. "The Woman God
Changed" is another Cosmopolitan
production, but it is better than "The
Wild Goose." The heroine of the

latter film commits murder and gets

away with it. The director of "The
Wild Goose" committed murder, but
didn't get away with it. Seena
Owen plays the regenerated dancing
girl of "The Woman God Changed,"
and E. K. Lincoln is the detective

who turns out to be the hero.

If your theater shows Tonv Sarg's
Marionettes, be sure to see them.
Mr. Sarg has invented something new
in cartoon comedy that is as funny
as Winsor McKay's "Gertie the

Dinosaur."

What About the Foreign

Films ?

Continued from page 84

ing to our standards, and they wear
bulky clothes and cotton itockings. I

got to thinking of Mr. Ziegfeld as

I watched some of them, and I burst

out laughing."

Miss Macpherson welcomes the in-

cursion of foreign films as a whip-
lash to stir American producers to

their best work. Her attitude toward
them shows, above all else, good
sportsmanship. Her stand is "If any-

one can take anything away from the

American producer they deserve to

have it taken away."

The Trademark That

Stands for

Exceptional Pictures !

CMRST NATIONAL PICTURES are made by independent stars and di-

rectors in their own studios. These artists, because of their independ-

ence, are not subjected to any commercialized standards, either in the cost of

production, in method of producing, or subject matter treated. They pro-

duce pictures according to their own high ideals, and have complete freedom

to express themselves in screen art untrammeled by ulterior influences.

For this reason they produce exceptional pictures—pictures that are dif-

ferent and distinctive, as individual as works of art as they are in personality.

Associated First National Pictures, Inc., accepts the work of these in-

dependent artists for exhibition purposes strictly on its merit as the best in

entertainment, because First National, a nation wide organization of theatre

owners, is working for the production of better pictures and the betterment

of screen entertainment. Look for the First National Trademark on the

screen at your theatre.

Associated First National Pictures. Inc.

Flower Drops the most- exquisite
perfume ever produced. Maue from
flowers. A single drop lasts a week.
Bottle like picture with long glass

stopuer. Lilac or Crabapple, SI. 50; Li h
of the Valley, Rose or Violet, S2.0C;
Roruanza, our late=t Flower Drops,
S2.50. Above odors in half oz. bottles
SS.0O, one oz. S15.00. Send 20c stamps
or silver for miniature bottle.
Eieger's Flower Drops Toilet Water

SI. (5 large 5 ounce hexagonal bottle.

FTowcrttops
Kieger's Mon Amour, ounce Sl-50;

Garden Queen. S2.00; Alcazar. S2.25;
Parfum Eienzi, S2-50, nothing finer;
Honolulu Boquet SI. 00 At druggists or
by mail.
Send SI. 00 for souvenir bos of five

25c bottles, different odors.

PAUL RIEGER & CO. 313 1 stSt, . San Francisco

PLAIN, UNATTRACTIVE EYES
INSTANTLY BEAUTIFIED WITH

Just a touch of "MAYBELLIXE" ^ill make light,
short, thin, uneven eyelashes and brov.'s appear nat-
urally dark, long: and luxurious, thereby giving charm,
beauty and soulful expression to any eyes. Unlike
other preparations. The instant beautifying effect
will delight you. Perfectly
harmless. Used by beautiful
women everywhere.
Comes in dainty purple and

gold box, containingmirrorand
brush. Two shades, Brownfor
Blonds, Black for Brunettes.
TSg at your dealer's or
direct from cs. Accept only
genuine "MAYBELLINE*"'.

Tear out tk is a d NOW
as a reminder.

MAYBELL LABORATORIES
4305-47 Grand Blvd., Chicago

DELI . _
30 DAYS TRIAL, Select bicycle
that suit—cash or ea^y payments. k^i^^Sf1

T;-,«-
lamps, horr-5.vrr.---L., parts and fl^SPT

irffS equipment, at half retail prices. W~—*
SEND NO MONEY — Simply write today for b

FREE Ranger Catalog and marvelous prices and term
" pecial

Dept. B1101 Chka^ORider Agents

You can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
iend 10 cents for 255-page book on Stammering and
it-uttering, "Its Cause and Cure." It tells how ]

cured myself after stammerine 20 vrs. B. N. Bogue,
31QT Booue Bldg.. 1147 N. HI. St.. Indianapolis,

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

IN THIS DAI and AGE attention to 'vour appearance is an ab=o'ute
necessity if you expect to make the most out of life. Not onh- should
you wish to appear as attractive as possible, for vour own self- ,

satisfaction, which is alone well worth your efforts, but vou will find the
world m general judging you greatly, if not whollv. by vour "looks"
therefore it pays to look your best" at all tim-s. Permit no oie to see Iyou looking otherwise; it will injure your welfare! Upon the impression
you constantly make rests the failure or success of vour life Which is
to be your ultimate destiny?

My latest Nose-Shaper "TR4DOS Model 25." U. S. Patent, with six adjustablepressure regulators and made of light polished metal, corrects now ill-shaped noseswithout operation, quickly, safely and permanentlv. Diseased cases exceoteH 1=
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.

M.TRILETY, Face Specialist, 1478 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y,
Also For Sale at Riker-Hegeman, Liggetfs and other First-Class Dru<^ Stores
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You Can become \

a Qood ^Player
You know how everyone welcomes the person
who plays. Others will welcome you in the

same way—if you play.
But popularity is not
the only reward of the
person who plays. The
satisfaction of being
able to produce that
music which best suits

your moods, makes
playing doubly enjoy-
able.

Even though you have
no previous musical
knowledge, after a few
pleasant hours of prac-
tice you can entertain

yourself and your friends with music

—

music self-performed. Soon you can be do-
ing solo and ensemble playing which bring
both increased popularity and earnings.

Instruments
The GIBSON line of
fretted instruments

—

Mandolin, Mandola,
Mando-Cello, Man-
do-Bass, Harp-Guitar,
Guitar, Mandolin-
Banjo, Tenor-Banjo,
Cello-Banjo, Guitar-
Banjo. Any of these
instruments is easy to

play, easy to carry,
goes well with other
instruments and is

played from standard
music. You can buy
a GIBSON for as
little as $5 a month
if you wish.
The Stradivarius
(violin) construction and other exclusive
features of GIBSON instruments assure

true tones of great volume. Many of
America's foremost
artists use and en-

dorse GIBSON in-

struments.
With the GIBSON
you select, we can
supply you with a
handsome carrying

case, instruction
book, pitch-pipe,
and music stand. If

you have an old in-

strument, we'll make liberal allowance on
a GIBSON. Check and mail the coupon
below right now. Player Agents Wanted.
Many make $5,000 or over yearly. If in-

terested ask for agency proposition.

THE GIBSON MANDOLIN-GUITAR CO.
28 Parsons Street Kalamazoo. Michigan

Gibson Mandolin-Guitar Co.,
28 Parsons St., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gentlemen :—Without obligation, send me
FREE Book—complete catalog, free treatise

—also information about your book, "The
Mandolin Orchestra" and the instrument
checked.

(

<

(

(

<

( ) Mandolin
( ) Mandola
( ) Mando-Cello
( ) Mando-Bass
( ) Guitar

) Harp-Guitar
) Mandolin-Banjo
) Tenor-Banjo
) Cello-Banjo
) Guitar-Banjo

If Teacher Check Here ( )

Name
Street

City— State

-— , ,)—

$522amonth
The 21-Jewel Burlintrton is sold to yon at a very low price and
on the very special terms < after free examination' of only $6-00
a month—no interest. You are under no obliftation to buy. SeDd
for full information. A letter or post card will do

Burlington Watch Company. Dept. C 128
19th Street and Marshall Blvd. Chicago, Illinois

"The Worldly Hope"
Continued from page 43

I spoke of New York
; Hope spoke

of California. 1 enthused about the

East
;
Hope dwelt lingeringly on the

beauties of Los Angeles.

"I loved it there." She sighed.

"Such good times!"

"Parties?" I suggested reminis-

cently.

She shook her head.

"No, my house. I had a fountain

out in front, with goldfish in it, and
I used to wade in it and try to catch

the fish with my hands. My maid
and I used to make mud pies, too—

-

do you like to make mud pies?"

Mr. Brulatour glanced at me rather

anxiously. Perhaps I would be

shocked
I wasn't. We discussed, rather

fully, the technique of mud pastry.

"And you made 'A Modern Salome
7

in California?" I asked.

"Yes, I did, but oh, what a ter-

rible picture ! I hope people don't

think I liked it, because honestly, it

was awful. It was my first, you see,

the 'first dramatic work of any kind

I had ever done
"

"Then you weren't on the stage

first?" I interrupted.

"No, never. The way I got into

pictures—it reads like—well, just the

way most stories do not read like

—

if you know what I mean. I was
born in Texas—Dallas, to be exact—
and won a beauty contest—you won't
think I'm terribly vain to say that?"

She broke off suddenly.

"Beauty is just a stock in trade

you know. I don't see why it

shouldn't be acknowledged as well as

talent of any sort—well, as I was
saying, my picture was in the paper
—oh, you tell her about it !" The
command was directed at Mr. Bru-
latour.

He smiled indulgently. He is evi-

dently used to Hope's caprices and
moods. She reminds one of a rain-

bow
;

iridescent, changeable. She
flashes from childlike naivete to

Broadway slang. From a Puritanical

mood to one of gay abandon. She
is a delightful mimic, an ardent lis-

tener, quaintly frank about her own
failings, generous in her praise of

others.

"Well, it's not a long story," Mr.
Brulatour said. "I have been in the

picture business for many years as

a producer. And in that time I have

had literally thousands of girls

brought to my attention by adoring

friends and relatives who wanted me
to star them. Some one spoke to

me of Miss Hampton—her name was
Mary Elizabeth Hampton then—and
showed me her picture. I was im-

pressed, but not greatly. I thought
her just another would-be star, with-
out brains or personality to back up
her good looks. But when I met
Miss Hampton I discovered my mis-
take. And I agreed, to give her a
camera test. Then Leonce Perret
met her, and was enthusiastic enough
to write a story and direct her in it.

Since then she has
"

"Have you seen any of the new
pictures here in New York?" Hope
broke in.

I gave an account of the ones I

had seen. We agreed on a very few.

I thought most of them were terrible.

Hope loved them all.

"I guess I'm not critical, except

with my own." She confessed. "I

am the greatest fan in the world.

Going to movies is practically my
only recreation. I love comedies

—

Charlie Chaplin, Louise Fazenda

—

and I adore Mae Murray !"

The little black Pekingese scurried

into the dining room like an animated
pen wiper. Hope left the table to

romp with him. Her hair loosened

and tumbled about her flushed face

and sparkling eyes. She sent the dog
into spasms of delighted barking.

But later, in the drawing-room,
she played "Samson and Delilah" for

my delectation. Then she solemnly

discussed the star system, and the

picture she has just finished, "Star

Dust." She assured me that girls

with brains and beauty can get into

the movies, many authorities to the

contrary. And lastly, she showed me
her wonderful wardrobe, with a col-

lection of hats that would stock a

Fifth Avenue millinery shop, and her

jewels—dazzling bracelets of emer-
alds and diamonds, pearl and plati-

num lavallieres, jeweled vanity cases,

and marvelous rings. She displayed

them frankly, like a child with a box
of toys.

I was sent home in her luxurious

limousine, a liveried chauffeur at the

wheel. A fur-lined rug lay at my
feet, a cut-glass vase with an orchid

nodded beside me. There was the

subtle fragrance of crushed hothouse

flowers. I remembered the ermine

cape she had shown me, the hundred-

thousand-dollar fur cloak, the jewels.

"The worldly hope men set their

hearts on "

And then I remembered the foun-

tain ; and the mud pies. The old-

fashioned house at Yonkers which

was to replace the gorgeous apart-

ment I had just left.

So I don't know; perhaps not such

a worldly Hope after all.
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Feet that are tired

and sore from long

hours of standing

soon become rested

and refreshed by
gently rubbing them
with Absorbine, Jr.

A hot foot-bath containing a

few drops of Absorbine, Jr.

will have a delightfully sooth-

ing effect on weary feet at the

close of a strenuous day.

$1.25 a bottle

at most druggists'

A Liberal Trial Bottle sent
for 10c in stamps

W. F. YOUNG, Inc.

38 Temple St., Springfield, Mass.

l-fYou Can Tell itfrom a
CENUINE DIAMONDSendiibad
To prove our blue-white MEXICAN DIAMOND closely
resemble3 a genuine diamond with same DAZZLING RAIN-
ROW FIRE, we will send a selected^ 1 carat gem in Ladies
Solitaire Ring (Cat. price $4-98) for Half Price to In-
troduce. S2.63, or in Gents Heavy Tooth Belcher Ring
(Cat. price S6.26) for S3.25. Our finest 12k Gold Filled moun-
tings. GUARANTEED 20 YEARS. SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail postcard or this ad. State Size. We willmail at onceC.
O. D. If not pleased return in 2 days for money back less

handling charges. Write for Free Catalog. Agents Wanted.

BEXICAN DIAMOND IMPORTING GO. DeptCD2 Las Graces, N. Met
(Ezclutive contrvlUra Mexican Diamonds)

Motion Picture Stars
Beautiful and artistic photos '3 1-2 x 4 1-2)
of the world's leading moving picture stare
-both men and women. BATHING BEAU-
TIES too! Just the thing for your room or
den. Now offered at only 6 for 25c; 25 for
SI; 300 for S10. Any assortment desired;
postage prepaid. Order today enclosing
money order or currency. No stamps.

EGBERT BROS..
Dept. P, Buena Vista & Temple Streets,
Los Angeles California

p JT jp- DIAMC
RING O FFE R

i Ha
»ry the world

known. We will send absolutely
14k gold f. ring, set with a l-2k
;™ j:™omi_,'n beautiful ring

Pay postmaster SI.48postage paid
"~ charges t cover postage, boxing,

g, etc. If you can tell

Only^lO.'oOO gi%

KRAUTH & REED, Dept. 35
Masonic Temple Chicago

DEAFNESS IS MISERY
I know because I'was Deaf and had Head Noises
for over 30 years. My invisible Antiseptic Eat
Drums restored my hearing and stopped Head Noises,
and will do it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Effective when Deafness
is caused by Catarrh or by Perforated, Partially or
Wholly Destroyed Natural Drums. Easy to put in,

easy to take out. Are "Unseen Comforts." In-
expensive. Write for Booklet and my sworn
Statement of how I recovered my hearing.

A, O. LEONARD
70 3tn Avenue New York City

Skin Troubles
" Soothed—

—

With Cuticura
Soap, Ointment, Talcum, 25c. everywhere. Samples
free of Cuticura Laboratories, Dept. D, Maiden, Mass.

Fine Feathers and Ambition
Continued from page 24

"We always longed to come to

New York," says Pauline, "and we
never thought we would get here.

So there's no reason we shouldn't

get to Europe, too, if we keep on
hoping. Hoping and wanting and
keeping a thing in mind is sure to

;
get you what you want in the end."

The gentle Pauline has worked out

a philosophy

!

Pauline was born in Joplin, Mis-

I

souri, but she was brought up in

Kansas.

There was an astute old landlady.

Pauline's mother relates, who used

to watch the children at play in the
1 courtyard, and who had her own
notions as to the whys and where-
fores of the naughtiness inherent in

all young children.

I "She used to wag her head sadly

I and hopelessly when little Pauline

behaved badly," says Mrs. Starke,

! "and say to me, 'There's no use try-

ing to do anything with that child,

she's nothing but a little play actress,

anyhow.' Little did the landlady

think what good fortune that would
mean for us."

Pauline Starke is a home body.

I You know there are two kinds of

motion-picture actresses—those who
keep themselves on view when the

Cooper-Hewitts are dimmed, and
those who don't.

Pauline Starke doesn't. A sensi-

ble mother with a level head and
her share of common sense has seen

to it that Pauline Starke is a girl that

Toplin would be proud of. Joplin is.

The whole city turns out when Pau-
line's pictures come to town.

"When Pauline isn't in the studio,

she stays at home. Eetween pictures

j

she allows herself to go to parties

and to dance as late perhaps as mid-

night. But she doesn't believe that

j

a career of pleasure and a career of

!
work jog along harmoniously. Pleas-

ure has to be put very much in the

background.
You remember perhaps the epi-

j

gram which Channing Pollock wrote

into his play, "Roads of Destiny."

I "When a woman comes between a

! man and his business, it is only a

matter of time, till the man has no

business and the woman has no man."
Pauline voices very much the same

sentiments about herself and her

business, and she doesn't care to play

fast and loose with the good things

that have come her way.

Xot that she is in the least bit

priggish about it. She has lots of

friends and lots of pals who feel

just the way she does, and they are

all young actors and actresses, too.

who prefer to get their cars and drive

Many states have passed
eugenic laws which require
au examination of the two
cuiilractinR parties to a mar-
riage before a license is

issued. Eventually every civ-

Ulzed country iu the world
will adopt these laws to
protect the well-being of
the future by forbidding the
marriage of physical defec-
tives. Where do you stand?
Do you look fonvzrd se-

renely, confidently to the day
when you will .ved the girl

you cherish? Do you picture
in your day dreams a happy
home with a loving wife and
l-.erlthy children of your own
flesh and blood? This is the
vision that every man should
seme day realize but you
mp.y be one of those who has
fallen a victim to Youthful
Tolly, which has undermined
your manly powers and made
you almost hopeless of ever
being physically fit to marry.

Make Yourself Fit

Before You Marry
It is a crime to marry

when you know that you are
not physically and mentally
fit. You know that you can-
not measure up to her vision
of Manhood. You must not
deceive her. You dare not
marry in your present physical
condition. The future looks

STRONCF ORT dark to you, but CHEER CP.

The Perfect Man ™ hand is always out to

you in friendship. 1 want
to help you. I can heip you with

STRONGFORTISM
The Modern Science of Heallh

Promotion

Stronsfortism has lifted thousands of weak, ail-

ins, impotent, discoursed men out of the bog of
hopelessness and despair and placed them on the
Straight Road to Health. Happiness and Pros-
perity. Strongfortism has aided Nature in over-
coming such ailments as Catarrh, Constipation.
Indigestion. Rupture. Nervousness. Bad Blood.
Poor Memory. Vital depletion, Impotency, etc. and
the results of neglecting the body. Strcngfortism
has restored the Manhood they thought lost forever
and gave them renewed confidence, vitality, ambi-
tion, success. It can do the same for you irre-

spective of your age. occupation or surroundings. I
guarantee it.

Send lor My Free Book
The experiences and research of a life time are

contained in my" wonderfully instructive book
"Promotion and Conservaticn of Health. Strength
and Mental Energy". It will tell you frankly how
you can make yourself over into a vigorous speci-
men of Vital Manhood. It is absolutely free. Just
check tT>e subjects on the free consultation coupon
on which you want special information and send
it to me with a ten cent piece (one dime) to help
pay postage, etc. 1 will do the rest. Send for my
free book Right Now.

LIONEL STR0NGF0RT
Physical and Health Specialist

Department 411 Newark, Neve Jersey

CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON

FREE CONSUL TAT ION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Dept. 411, Newark. N. J.

—

Please send me your book. "PROMOTION AND
CONSERVATION OF HEALTH. STRENGTH AND
MENTAL ENERGY." for postage on which I en-
close a 10c piece (one dime). I have marked (X)
before the subject in which I am interested.

Colds . . Increased . .Vital Depletion
Catarrh Height . . !rr. potency
Asthma . .Pimples . . Falling Hair
Hay Fever .

.

..Blackheads . .Weak Eyes
Obesity . . 1 nsomnia . .Gastritis

Headache . ..Short Wind .. . . Heart Weakness
Thinness . . Flat Feet . . Poor Circula-

Rupture . .Stomach tion

Lumbago Disorders .

.

. .Skin Disorders
Neuritis . .Constipation .

.

. . Despondency
Neuralgia .. . . Biliousness .

.

. . Round Shoulders
Flat Chest .

.

. Torpid Liver .

.

. . Lung Troubles
Deformity .

.

. . 1 ndirestion . . Stoop Shoulders
(Describe) . . . Nervousness .

.

. . Muscular
Successful . . . Poor Memory Development
Marriage . . Rheumatism .

.

. .Great Strength

Age Occupation

City State
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Bobbed Hair Strikes a New Note
in Your Appearance

Ruth Roland, motionpicturestar. says,

'

' TheNA TIONAL BOB
is not only smart but it makes you look artistic and beautiful.

'

'

IT falls in dainty little curls around your head making
1 you delightfully lovely and saving your own hair too.
The two little combs on the inside of the Bob and a few
invisible hair-pins attach it securely—on and off in a jiffy.
Send us a strand of your hair and $10. The National
Bob will be sent you at once, postpaid.

Ask us about anylhingin hairgoods—we handle everything.

NATIONAL HAIR GOODS CO.
Dept. LA 308 Sixth Avenue New- York

Buy them by the dozen or
half-dozen in BOUDOIR
BOXES -or SEND 86c.
and your dealer's name
for Boud6ir Box of 6-
each net guaranteed per-
fect and extra large size.
State color and style.

La Goutte -a -Goutte
RESTORES ^ded £ GRAY HAIR

Gray, faded, streaked
or lifeless hair restored
to any shade in one
application. Does not
discolor scalp, fade, nor
rub off on the pillow.
Males a lasting, rich,
lovely color. No after
shampoo necessary.
You can apply it in the
privacy of your own
home in a few minutes.

Anyone of 32 shades given from ONE package.
$1.87 postpaid. Order direct, or

Send me a Little Lock of Your
Hair—I'll color It Without Charge
Cut it close to head and say what color you wish.

I have helped thousands of ladies with dandruff,
oily or dry scalps, falling hair, getting bald, etc.

Write fully. No charge for frank opinion.
"SECRETS of BEAUTY," my new booklet,
mailed free on request.

L. PIERRE VALLIGNY, Room 98, No. 34 West 58th St., New York

Do Tou <Dare
to raise your arms freely in this sea-

son's thin waists and gowns low cut?

Your mind will be at ease if you use

DM-TONI
It is a preparation made scientifical-

ly correct for the purpose of safely

removing hair from the face, neck or

under-arms.
It leaves the skin clear, firm and
perfectly smooth— and is easy
to apply.

Druggists sell Delatone, or an
original 1 oz. jar will be mailed
to any address on receipt of $1.

SHEFFIELD PHARMACAL CO.

Dept. NZ, 339 S.Wabash Av\,Chicago

out into the country on a sunshiny
day to spending their time teaing in

the Alexandria. Playing Salvation

Nell brought Pauline and one of

these pals together again. He is Joe
King. They used to play together

in the old Triangle days when Pau-
line was just starting in.

Pauline made her debut under the

sign of the Triangle. That was five

years ago. She was only seventeen

at the time, and she was allowed to

march on the scene as an extra girl.

Before long she was starring, always
playing the roles of the sweet young
thing who didn't know the city and
its perils. She always had to be
simply gowned to match, and with
insignificant exceptions she has been
doing so ever since.

Whitman Bennett was so pleased
with her work in "Salvation Nell"
that he signed her to play the lead-
ing role in his next big production.

Pauline Starke goes on record as
having made the following confes-
sions :

She wants to play a part in which
she is all dressed up and has some
place definitely to go.

She wants to see Mildred Harris,
her friend and chum, happy.

She wants to go to the opera be-
fore she goes back to the Coast.
She wants to give her mother

everything her heart desires.

And she wants the young woman
who remarked that she is the best-

dressed girl in Los Angeles to keep
on thinking so.

From a Beacher to a Feature
Continued from page 25

should be a real star within the

year."

When I met Mary Thurman, we
took a quick run to Marcel's, which
is the place than which there is none
than whicher to tea and dance in

L. A. of a quiet afternoon. She
looked almost exactly the same as

she had looked at the Sennett chuckle

foundry. Her red hair was just as

tangled, and her lips just as laugh-

ing, and her eyes just as sparkling.
" 'S funny, you know," she told

me as we sped along Sunset Boule-

vard in the warm afternoon sun, "but

when I felt that I had to do some
regular dramatic stuff, they did their

best to queer the notion."

"Who are 'they?' " I asked.

"Well, it was over at Lasky's. I

told Mr. Sennett that I wanted a

shot at the Sarah Bernhardt, so he

laughed and sent me up to Vine
Street. Lasky's and Sennett's were
in the same league then, you know.
Now they're friendly enemies. Any-
way, Mr. De Mille looked me over

at the Lasky offices, and studied me
from every angle for about an hour

and a half. It drove me wild. 'Don't

I get a chance?' I asked him. He
grinned ironically. 'Sure, bright-

eyes.' He cast me in a picture that

made me play a fat, boob girl. You
know boob boys are bad enough, but

they can get a little sympathy. Well,

there's no hope for a boob girl. I

went through with it though, and
then left. And Mr. Dwan decided

to take a chance with the beach red-

head, for which I am duly thankful.

It's been wonderful under his guid-

ance."

When Mary talks, she chatters.

Her manner is characterized by the

much-used word "pep." But that's

the word. Mary Thurman is an au-

burn-topped symphony with jazz in-

terpolations ; she is a living symbol
for the exclamation point ; she is that

which causes the college man to gasp,

"Oh, boy !" and the married man
to murmur, "Oh, lady, lady !" You
meet her at three o'clock, and at five

you feel as though you have known
her for ages—nor is it because the

time drags. And Mary has the most
complete vocabulary of up-to-date

slang that this recorder has heard
since some one last read him a George
Ade highball.

"You can't get me to chirp about
art!" said Mary, laughing. "I'm no
artist. But I'm wild about my work.

The picture we're wrapping up now
hasn't been christened yet, but it sure

has a wallop. It packs a twenty-four—
carat punch. I have a part that starts

out weak but winds up with a cocktail

kick. Why not breeze over to see

some of the rushes to-night, at the

Hollywood?"
A previous appointment prevented.

I was sorry.

"Jim Kirkwood is a great boy,'"

she remarked. "I've been lucky in

leading men, I think. Charlie Mur-
ray and Bill Hart and Norm Kerry
and Jim Kirkwood—a good line-up,

what ? I'll say so !"

You see stardom's approaching

gleams hasn't upstaged the young
lady a little bit. She's still the beau-

tiful redhead of the Sennett days.

She has made the grade, on high,

from beacher to feature. And if

Alan Dwan is as good a prophet as

we are, you will see Mary Thurman's
name blazing atop your favorite the-

ater before many months.
"And you know what my ambi-

tion is ?" asked Mary, as we were
parting. "Well, lend me thine ear.

This is the ambish ; to invite Cecil

B. De Mille to a preview of my first

star picture
!"
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Agents and Help Wanted Patents and Lawyers Stammering

WE START YOUMX BUSINESS, furnish-
ing everything : men aid women $30 to $10u
weekly operating our "Specialty Candy Fac-
tories" anywhere. Booklet free. Ragsuale
Co.. Box 9S, East Orange. N. J.

INVENTORS desiring to secure patents
should write for our guidebook "How "To Get
Your Patent." Send sketch or description for
our ODinion of its patentable nature. Ran-
dolph & Co., Dept. 412. Washington. D. C.

ST-STL'-T-T-TERING And Stammering
Cured at Home. Instructive booklet free.

Walter McDonnell. SO Potomac Bank Build-
ins. Washington. I>. C.

Songs, Poems, Etc.

YOU Write the Words for a Song. We'll
compose the music free and publish same.
Send Song-Poem to-dav. B. Lenox Co., 271
W. 125th St.. New York.

WRITE A SONG POEM. Love. Mother,
Home. Comic or any subject. 1 compose mu-
sic and sruarantee publication. Send words
today. Edward Trent. 625 Reaper Block.
Chicago.

BE A DETECTKE. Excellent opportunity,
good pay. trarel. Write C. T. Ludwig. 436
Westover Building. Kansas City. Mo.

PATENTS. Write for Evidence of Con-
ception Blank and free guide book. Send
model or sketch and description for free
opinion of its patentable nature. Highest
references. Prompt Attention. Reasonable
Terms. Victor J. Evans & Co.. 7G7 Ninth.
Washington. D. C.

MEN—Age 17 to 55. Experience unneces-
sary. Travel : make secret investigations, re-
ports. Salaries : expenses. American Foreisa
Detective Agency. 114, St. Louis. "

PATENTS. Highest references. Rates rea-
sonable. Best results. Promptness assured.
Booklet free. Watson E. Coleman. Patent
Lawyer, 624 F Street. Washington. D. C.

S10.00 WORTH of finest toilet soaps, per-
fumes, toilet waters, spices, etc.. absolutely
free to agents on our refund plan. Laeassian
Co., Dept. 42 1. St. Louis, Mo.

i 1 1 - ^ i >—> -
*' q ior iree dook. contains

valuable information for inventors. Send
sketch of your invention for Free Opinion of
its patentable nature. Prompt service.
(Twenrv vears experience (. Talbert & Tal-
bert. 4929 Talbert Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG—We
wriie the music, publish, and secure a copy-
right. Submit poems on any subject. The
Metropolitan Studios. 914 S. Michigan Ave.,
Dept. 210. Chicago, Illinois.

RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS eans
from $110 to $200 per month and expenses-
Travel if desired. Unlimited advancement.
No age limit. We train you. Positions fur-
nished under guarantee. Write for Booklet
CM 2S. Standard Business Training Institute.
Buffalo. N. Y.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG ! We
will write the music and guarantee publica-
tion on a rovaltv basis. Submit poems on any
subject. Seion Music Company. 920 S. Michi-
gan Ave., Room 109. Chicago. 111.

PATENTS. Trademark. Copyright, fore-
most word tree. Correspondence solicited.
Results procured. Charges reasonable. Write
Mefzger. Washington.

TIRE AGENTS. Exclusive reoresentatives
to use and seU the new Mellinger Extra-Ply
Tires. (No seconds, i Guarantee Bond 8.000
Miles. Wholesale Prices. Samole sections
furnished. Mellineer Tire Co.. 976 Oak, Kan-
sas City. Missouri.

Automobiles
HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best

proposition. Ray Hibbeler. D102. 4040 Dick-
ens Ave.. Chicago.

GORDON AFT© BED. $11.50 Prepaid.
Any five passenger car. Carl Crawford. 322
Peyton Bldg., Spokane. Washington.

DETECTIVES EARN BIG MONEY. Travel.
Great Demand. Fascinating work. Exoerienee
unnecessary. Particulars free. Write! Amer-
ican Detective System. 196S Broadway. N. Y.

MEN WANTED for Detective Work. Ex-
perience unnecessarv. Write J. Ganor.
former TJ. S. Gov"t Detective, 120. St. Louis.

AGENTS. $60 to S200 a Week. Free Sam-
ples. Gold Sign Letters for Store and Of-
fice windows. Any one can do it. Bis de-
mand. Liberal offer to general agents. Metallic-
Letter Co., 431T N. Clark Street, Chicago.

SONGWRITERS : Learn of the public's
demand for songs suitable for dancing and
the opportunities greatly changed conditions
offer new writersT obtainable only in our
"Songwriters Manual & Guide" sent free.

Submit your ideas for songs at once for free
criticism and advice. We revise poems, com-
pose music, secure copyright and facilitate
free publication or outrisht sale of songs-
Knickerbocker Studios, 304 Gaietv Bids.. New
York.

AUTOMOBILE Owners. Garagemen. Me-
chanics. Repairmen, send for free copy of our
current issue. It contains helpful, instructive
information on overhauling, ignition trou-
bles, wiring, carburetors, storage batteries,
etc. Over 120 pages, illustrated. Send for
free copy toiiay. Automobile Digest. 530 But-
ler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

Short Stories and Photoplays
DO YOU WANT YOUR SONG POEMS ac-

cepted ? Send them today for best offer, im-
mediate publication and free examination.
Song writing booklet on request. Authors &
Composers Service Co., Dept. 602. 1431
Broadway. New Vork.

AGENTS—Our soap and toilet article plan
is a wonder : get our free sample case offer.
Ho-Ro-Co.. 140 Locust. St. Louis.

FREE to writers—a wonderful little book
of money-making hints, suggestions, ideas

:

the A B C of successful Story and Movie
writing. Absolutely Free. Just address
Authors" Press. Dept. S9. Auburn. N. Y.SPLENDID CLERICAL WORK opportunity.

Spare or whole time. No canvassing, sood
money. Chautauqua Business Builders,
Jamestown. N. Y.

AGENTS—200^ profit. Wonderful little
article : something new : sells like wildfire

:

carry in pocket : write at once for Free Sam-
ple. Albert Mills. Gen. Mgr.. 4SS6 American
Bldg.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

_ MEN—BOYS WANTED. Railway Mail
Clerks. §135 month. Write immodiatelv.
Franklin Institute. Dept. M2. Rochester. N. Y.

ALCOHOL book explaining Drocesses of
mashing, fermenting, distillation, with Gov-
- i unit Ul J ' — II 8 <2 l * (JilS. •V -».IJ«J V \_J. \_). 1 Hr* \ Q

1

Co.. Barker Blk., Omaha. Nebr.

Shorthand

Wanted to Buy
WRITE News Items and Short Stories for

pay in spare time. Copyright Book and plans
free. Press Reporting " Syndicate <406i. Si.
Louis. Mo.

ATTENTION: Full value positively paid
for old Jewelry. Watches. Diamonds. Gold
\ (On lie- ilUU X» llU.-v>. ell* "1. J- Jit L ILi liiil JHU
Magnetic points, also Old False Teeth. We
hoid packages 4 to 12 days and return them
at onr expense if our offer is not satisfae-
lory. We give our customers a square deaL
Send bv mail or express. yUnifed States
Smelting Works (The Old Reliable). Dept.
65, Chicago. 111.

WRITE niOTOPLAYS: $25—$300 paid
any one for suitable ideas. Experience un-
necessary : complete outline Free. Producers
League. 439 St. Louis.

WRITERS ! Stories. Poems. Plays, etc.. are
wanted for publication. Literarv Bureau. 175.
Hannibal Mo. Personal

PHOTOPLAYS WANTED for California
Producers. Also Stories. Articles, for pub-
lication. Criticism free : sell on Commission.
Experience unnecessary—Plot Chart Free.
Submit Manuscripts or write. Harvard Com-
pany. 460. San i- ranciseo.

DO You want success? To win friends
and be happy? Wonderful results. "Suc-
cess"' key and Personality sketch for 10c and
binhdate. Thomson-Iieywoo J. 300 Chronicle
Bldg., San Francisco.

SHORTHAND—Best practical svstem. learn
in 5 hours ; speed with easy practice. Proof
lessons, brochure free. Kin? Institute EB-°6
Station F. New York.

ASTROLOGY—Stars tell life's story. Send
birth date and dime for trial reading. Eddy,
Westport Station. Kansas City. Missouri.
Suite 74.

AMBITIOFS WRITERS send today for
Free Copy. America's leading magazine for
writers of Pholoplays. Stories. Poems. Sonss.
Instructive, helpful. Writer's Digest 605
Butler Bldg.. Cincinnati.

Help Wanted—Female

WOMEN—Be Dress Designers. $35 week.
Learn while earning. Sample lessons free.
Franklin Institute. Dept. M560, Rochester.

LADIES—Use Katherteros Antiseptic Pow-
ders. Cleansing, soothing, healing. 10 in
plain box with directions, postpaid. $1. Kath-
erteros Co., 500 E. S0th St.. A-34. New York.

CAN T SELL your photoplays? Valuable
service given. Photoplay Service. Box 117.
Hermantown Road. Dnlutb. Minn.

PHOTOPLAYS wanted. Bis prices paid.
Great demand. We show you how. Get free
particulars. Rex Publishers. Box 17."—1* 25.
Chicago.

.Miscellaneous

SG—SIS a dozen decorating pillow tops at
homo, experience unnecessarv : particulars for
stamp. Tapestry Paint Co.. 110. LaGranee.
Ind.

Farm Lands

Bt~Y LAND NOW. Easv to get vour own
-arm. Write for Free booklet about choice
Michigan farm lands. Swigart X-1265 Fir^t
National Bank Bnildine. Chicago. 111.

"

HAVE YOU TOURED FLORIDA? One
thousand original photographs, covering the
coasts of Florida. Select your town or lo-
cality, we have it. Post cards six for fifty
cents : double cards three for fifty cents.
Add postage and will mail, without charge,
to your friends. Send us your films : ten
cents per roll : prints live cents each : SxlO
enlargement of your best negative free with
every dollar order : expert service—prompt

—

reliable. Hand colored views, any size, price
upon request. Florida curios. Agents make
big money. Write us. Photo Shoppe, Box
A 191 3. Jacksonville. Fla.

$50—$100 weekly writing Moving Picture
Plays. Get free book ~. valuable information ;

prize offer. Photo Plavwrisbt Colleee Box
27S NY 30. Chicago.

.Mail Order Business

I MADE $25,000 with small Mail Order
Business Home. Sample article 25c. Free
Booklet. Stamp. Alss Scott. Cohoes. N. Y.
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\ Welcomed Back!
[

j
People's Favorite Magazine

|

| on returning to its all-fiction policy, rejuve-
|

| nated, enlarged, has been heartily welcomed
|

| back by its host of readers. Once again
|

| People's is publishing the kind of fiction that
|

| made the magazine distinctive and a favorite
§

| for years—big, absorbing novels of adventure, I

| of the great outdoors, and refreshing, human
|

| short stories of every variety.

| These famous authors:

| Frank L. Packard H. Bedford-Jones \

| George Allan England

| J. Allan Dunn William H. Hamby |

| Striking short stories by these new writers:

| Carl Clausen Robert Shannon
|

| Hapsburg Liebe E. M. Poate

| C. V. Brereton Henry C. Vance
|

| Two People's features for July: A new story
j

| by FRANK L. PACKARD and a new John \

| Solomon novel by H. BEDFORD-JONES,
J

| one of the fastest-moving and most thrilling
J

| stories of San Francisco's underworld ever
|

| written !

|

People's Favorite Magazine is giving you %

| something new, something different in up-to-
|

| date fiction. Buy a copy of the current June
|

| number; read "Tiger Lily," "Apache," "Pirates
j

| Two," "Quince or Prince ?
"—and be convinced!

|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiy

What the Fans Think
Continued from page 46

The Germans are furnishing us first-

class clean entertainment in these three

historical pictures and "The Cabinet of
Doctor Caligari," which hardly under
any circumstances could be called propa-
ganda of any sort.

If showing unsavory incidents in the
history of a nation is propaganda against

that nation, then Bill Hart is doing us a

lot of harm in letting his pictures go
abroad. If we, by seeing "Deception,''

believe that all English kings have their

wives beheaded, then all of Europe, by
seeing Bill Hart, must have the idea that

the favorite way of earning a living in

America is by holding up trains.

Or perhaps the Charlie Chaplin influ-

ence has counteracted that, and Europe
thinks we all of us go about in derby hats

and shuffling feet.

I am in favor of patronizing the Ger-
man pictures, for they entertain me
hugely and they furnish competition to

American producers, which I think is a

thing that is needed. If German pic-

tures, or any other kind of foreign pic-

tures, will make American producers get

up on their toes and do better things, let's

have more of them. Frankly, I've seen

a lot of American pictures that could be

readily eliminated to make way for good
foreign pictures. Yours very truly,

H. Kenworth Johnson.
Washington, D. C.

From a Fan Who Never Writes.

T wonder if there are other fans who,
like me, prefer worshiping from afar to

writing to their favorites? To me
Thomas Aleighan is an ideal. Yet I my-
self would never think of sending him
a fan letter. It would spoil things some-
how. I couldn't bear to have his secre-

tary—or whoever it is—read my letter

or to have it perhaps thrown in the waste-

basket either unread or laughed at. I

prefer my silent worship. It is more re-

spect and admiration for the type of

manhood he represents than worship.

There is no man on earth for whom I

could have such a feeling. G. D.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Bringing Old Friends Together.

When I read in the June number of

Picture-Play that Helen Christine Ben-
nett was going to be one of its writers

in the future, it seemed to me that I just

! couldn't wait for a whole month for her

first article. She is such an old friend

—

in print—that I knew I would enjoy what
she had to say about motion pictures. 1

looked forward to her first article some-

what as a person who has heard a piece

of good news looks anxiously for its

confirmation in the newspaper. For I

think I've grown to know motion-picture

people and studios pretty well through

being a constant reader of Picture-Play
for three years, but I know that I shall

enjoy what she has to say just as though

it were all quite new and strange to me.

You see, Helen Christine Bennett has

long been an idol of mine. I've read her

articles in other magazines on all kind^

of subjects—and 1 have yet to find any-

thing that she can't make more interesting

or more easily understood. She never

seems to be misled—she goes right to the

bottom of any subject she tackles. I re-

member just after armistice time how re-

lieved I was to read her great article in

one of the big women's magazines on the

rehabilitation" work to be done for_ sol-

diers at the Walter Reed Hospital. And
there was another one on the Social Unit



plan of government that I remember par-
ticularly. There were dozens of others

about prominent women ; what they did

and how the}' happened to do it, that en-

deared Miss Bennett to my heart. So
perhaps you can understand my enthusi-

asm over her coming articles in Picture-
Play.

I have no doubt that she has hundreds
of other admirers among the readers of
Picture-Play who rejoice that she is go-
ing to tell us what she has found out
about the movies. But I want to add my
voice to their chorus of praises.

Adrienne Potter Griswold.
Bay City, Mich.

From An Admirer of Kathlyn Williams.

I should like to say a word about some
of the productions of past years I espe-
cially enjoyed and which I consider worth
seeing again. Among those that stand
out in my mind most clearly are the fol-

lowing : "The Criminal," with William
Desmond and Clara Williams ; "A Tale
of Two Cities," starring William Far-
num ; "The Ne'er-Do-Well," starring
that lovely and incomparable Kathlyn
Williams ; "The Honor System," with
Milton Sills; "The Whispering Chorus,"
with Miss Williams also; "Eye For Eye,"
starring Xazimova : "Evangeline," with
Aliriam Cooper; Albert Roscoe in
"The Last of tne Alohicans;'' "Sacred
Silence," with the best agtor of all, Wil-
liam Russell ; "The Prince Chap," with
Kathlyn Williams and Thomas Meighan,
and "U. P. Trail," with Miss Wr

illiams.

As to the stars and players I like, I place
Kathlyn Williams at the top of my list.

I don't think there ever will be an actress

that can take her place in my thoughts.
She is supreme in every way. I shall

never forget her portraval of Mrs. Court-
landt of "The Ne'er-Do-Well." And
why Miss Williams should support other
stars who are not half so brilliant as

herself, as she does now, I don't know.
It is certainly a decidedly and marked
loss to the screen.

A Devoted Picture- Play Reader.
Bridgeport, Conn.

A Plea for Better Pictures.

The many interesting letters from your
readers which you have printed in the
last few months have convinced me that

the general public has become stimulated
to desire improvement in our screen
plays.

One thing which especially interested

me was a plea for Wallace Reid to have
a chance to show his versatility. This
actor, who for so long has been appear-
ing in "speed" pictures, certainly deserves
the unique position which he occupies
in the public heart. Too much praise

cannot be accorded him, for his pictures

are "always clean, wholesome, and fresh,

while his acting, even in his most un-
interesting pictures, proves intelligent

and virile. Some people consider him
merely a young juvenile without histri-

onic ability. Evidently they did not see
him in "Carmen," "Maria Rosa," or

"Joan the Woman," where his acting

showed such depth of feeling, that in

many places, Farrar's art was pushed
into the background. His expressive face

portrays every emotion with the utmost
ease. If he comes up to the public expecta-
tion in "The Affairs of Anatol" and "Pe-
ter Ibbetson," he can easily reign supreme
as the great cinema actor of his day,

occupying the same position on the screen
that John Barrymore has on the stage.

Two actors who, to my mind, may be
compared to Mr. Reid are Kerrigan and
Frank Mayo. Kerrigan is not always
given the best direction or stories. But

Advertising Secticit

he has to his credit that he has hel:!

his position as one of the leading screen
actors longer than any other leading man
before the public, and, even now, is an
enormous box-oitice attraction all over
the country. Frank Mayo needs no com-
ment, as his growing popularity proves
him one of the most unusual actors on
the screen. Whatever he does seems so
convincing and sincere.

Other actors who show unusual screen
talent are Meighan, Owen Moore, O'Brien,
Lytell, and Barthelmcss. Of the rising

young leading men, Earlc Foxc, Mahlon
Hamilton, Kenneth Harlan, Nigel Barrie,

and Charles Meredith possess distinct

individualities.

1 the women, there are so many beau-
tiful creatures that it is hard to pick a

favorite. Those who are of an unusual
type are Corinne Griffith,* Bebe Daniels,

and Gloria Swanson, and, "of course,
everybody loves the Talmadge girls. But
the screen actresses who have great dra-
matic ability are few and far between.
Perhaps the two greatest emotional stars

are Nazimova and Pauline Frederick, but
both are essentially of the stage. Of the

screen-made stars, Betty Compson and
Helen Jerome Eddy stand out promi-
nently. My favorite of all favorites is

that wonder girl, Aiice Brady, who can
do anything from singing grand opera
to doing a hula-hula dance—and getting

away with it—in the movies.

Whenever I approach the subject of

Miss Lillian Gish, the so-called. Bern-
hardt of the screen. I always feel rather
uncomfortable, as if I were radical, for

failing to appreciate her art. But try as

I may, I cannot even cultivate a liking

for that illustrious lady. I even went to

see "Way Down East" twice in order to

try to appreciate her, but in vain. Her
acting seems so hectic, so nervous, that

the general effect lacks realism. To me
her work shows neither creative genius

nor a great amount of intelligence, for

her characterizations seem always the

same.
I agree with your Observer in every-

thing he says regarding Pola Negri,
except that he considers her superior to

Nazimova. Pola Negri well deserves her
fame, for in "Passion" she gave to the

world one of the most brilliant pieces

of screen art ever seen. Although she
was not exactly the common conception

of the great courtesan, nevertheless her
acting showed at times true greatness.

Her Carmen should be her supreme
achievement, for she is ideally fitted for

that role. Here's hoping she attains the
heights already prophesied for her.

It seems to me the producers are mak-
ing a grave mistake in trying to give
their pictures a long New York run be-

fore the small towns get them. The
drama is not the cinema, and the cinema
is not the drama, so why try to follow
the customary example of the legitimate?

It is through these small towns that the
producers have amassed their immense
fortunes, and it does not seem fair to

turn their backs on them now. New
York isn't always going to rave about
every picture which comes along, so, if

the producers in the future find gigantic

failures on their hands, they have them-
selves only to blame.

Just a few words in regard to your
magazine. It is the most fair, both to

the public and the actors themselves. A
desire for the best is always evident in

your columns, while the articles are al-

ways stimulating and interesting. May
the best of luck attend you in the future.

Most sincerely,

"A Constant Reader."
Providence, R. I.

A comfy hat that is chic, lovely
and stylish, and stays in place
all day long! That is what the
Vacation Girl needs. And that

is what she gets in the Priscilla

Dean Tam.

No matter what the outdoor
sport — whether it's boating,
motoring,walking, tennis orgolf—

'lC <Pn>cilU7e

is the stylish, practical head gear.

And it always stays in

place ! An inner, elastic

band permits the tam to

fit any head snugly and
comfortably.

And it's so pretty! The modish
drape of soft, beautiful "Suede
Like" makes a charming frame
for any face. The cloth is also

strong and durable. It is so deftly

draped that it never loses its

shape. Thus your Priscilla Dean
Tam always looks neat and trim.

The colors are cheery,
bright spring shades. Pop-
ular ones are Bright Red,
Jade Green, Silver Gray,
Na*vy Elite, Tan, Coral,
White, Lavender and Co-
penhagen Bine.

Choose your favorite color and
order your tam now. Your dealer

can supply you—or write direct

to the factory, enclosing only
$2.50—the price of the hat. We
shall be glad to send your
Priscilla Dean Tam immediately
upon receipt of your order. We
pay the postage.

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

BAER BROS. MFG. CO.,
904 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.

Enclosed is $2.50 (Canada, $3.00) for

which please send me a Priscilla Dean
Tam in postage paid.

Name . .

5 Addr

If yon decide to return cam, mor.ey refunded.
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TODAY

V/z% Yearly Increase Guaranteed

SPECIAL TERMS—Ten months
credit on any article selected from the SWEET
catalog. Ho money in advance. Shipment
made for your examination. First payment to
be made onlv after you have convinced yourself
that SWEET values cannot be equalled. If not
what you wish return at our expense.

Any diamond bought of
us may be returned for

exchange at an increased
value of 7Vz% more
than you paid.

NO RED TAPE—NO DELAY

Every Transaction Confidential

You don't do justice to
yourself and your dollars
unless you inspect our
unusual values in Dia-
monds, Watches, Jewel-
ry, Silverware, Leather

Sweet's Cluster Goods, etc. Send TO-
7 Fine Diamonds set in DAY for SWEET De
Platinum. Looks like Luxe Catalogue. Write
H:j carat Solitaire. Price NOW to Dep't. 601-N„
S62.50. Capital $1, 000. 000

J>BlACHb^ PACE rOWDER

When Grandmother was a girl, she powdered her

nose and the dimple in her chin with Lablache.

Through all these years, it has remained stead-

fastly the same pure powder for the complexion.

Sold to-day in the same
old fashioned box.

Refuse Substitutes

They may be dan-
gerous. Flesh,White,
Pink or Cream, 75c.

a box of druggist or
by mail. Over two
million boxes sold
annually. Send 10c.

for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.
French Perfumers, Dept.

125 Kingston St., Boston, Has*

Reduce Your Flesh

Reducer, Price $6.00

Reducer, Price $2.50

Exactly where desired
by wearing

Dr. Walter's
Famous Medicated

Reducing

Rubber Garments
For Men nncl Women

Cover the entire body or
any purt. Endorsed by
leading physicians. Send
for illustrated Booklet.

Dr. Jeanne G. A. Walter
353 Fifth Avenue, New York

Pacific Coast Representative:
Adele Miliar Co., SIS StocktonSt.

.

San Francisco. Cal.

Freckle
are"as a cloud before the sun," hiding
your bri£htness,your beauty. Why not
remove them? Don't delay. Use

STILLMAN'Sc™
Made especially to remove freckles.
Leave9 the skin clear, Btnooth and with-
out a blemish. Prepared by specialists with
yeara of experience. Mone/ refunded
If not satisfactory. 60c per jar. Write
today for particulars and free booklet —

rWouldstThouBeFair?"
Contains many beauty hints,

and describee a number of ele-

gant preparations indispensable

to the toilet. Sold by all druggists

STILLMAN CREAM CO
Dept.

l l
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Right Off the Grill
Continued from page 55

j

once again in a big Griffith produc-

i

tion.

The starring of the beautiful

j

Rubye de Remer by Associated Pro-

!
ducers.

The completion of two John Bar-
i rymore productions.

The return of the two-reel drama
[

made auspicious by the artistry of

Bertram Bracken.
The return of Mabel Normand to

!
Sennett liveliness and F. Richard

i Jones' direction.

Jerome Storm's revival of "The

I

Rosary," with Lewis Stone as star.

Mary Pickford to Retire.

It is understood that Mary Pick-

ford will go into temporary seclusion

upon completing "Little Lord Faun-
tleroy," and that her Brother Jack
will make his reappearance as a star

in "Garrison's Finish," with United
Artists. Frere Pickford directed his

sister in "Through the Back Door,"
with excellent results. I'm inclined

to think it is a mistake to spoil a

good director—for good directors are

more to be desired than stars.

Another Word to Nazimova.

All my fellow gazetters have been
giving advice to Nazimova and point-

ing out to her the error of her ways.
They rightly feel she has been dis-

sipating her genius by doing the

menial duties of director, cutter, and
supervisor of her productions. Per-

haps she will have a better organiza-

tion when she joins the United Art-

ists. Anyhow, I confess I prefer

Nazimova at her worst to most stars

at their best—but I don't see why
she should be at her worst.

Chaplin Swats the Censors.

The best way of curbing the au-

tocracy of censors has been sug-

gested by Charlie Chaplin. It is

simple. Where vandal shears are

applied to a film let a title be sub-

stituted showing who is responsible.

After you have seen a few of such

bandaged products and been annoyed
by having your entertainment spoiled

"by order of the censors" you'll mut-
ter darkly, "How come?" and start

after the despoilers. It is only fair

that the censors should have public

credit for what they do.

Katherine MacDonald—American
Business Woman

Continued from page 85

when she came to California, it was
to see her sister, Mary MacLaren,
then a Universal star. She had no
intention of entering pictures for a
career. But upon studying the busi-

ness she arrived at the conclusion it

j

offered a big return for a woman who
would enter it scientifically. And so

she went in, just as she would have

j

gone into art, literature, or law. She

I

started in comedies, playing in as

many as three at a time. In addi-

I tion she acted as property man, dress-

ing- the sets and rushing: home to

garner sofa pillows or pieces of

bric-a-brac which the property room
did not supply. She also learned

how to order "props," the right

prices to pay, and where to get them.

Being of an investigative mind, she

also learned the salary schedule of

players, directors, and other employ-

ees. Whether or not she had in view

the organization of her own company

I cannot say, but she did realize that

acting alone was only a small part

of making good in motion pictures.

Two Who "Broke In"
Continued from page 87

gan to come along with gratifying

regularity. He began to "get over,"

and to attract attention. In "Foot-
lights," the big Famous Players pro-

duction, several notables were asked

to appear with a few picked extras

as members of a box party. Chris-

topher Morley, columnist on the Eve-
ning Post, who was one of these, in

writing up his experience, referred to

the actor "who bore such an unusual
resemblance to Senator Lodge," the

actor being Mr. Symons.
Mr. Symons wasn't wasting his

spare time around the studios. He
began learning all the tricks of the

trade as fast as he could, and within

a few weeks his services were in al-

most constant demand. He is now
a member of the Actors' Equity As-
sociation, and as enthusiastic over his

new profession as any young person,

just breaking in, could be. It is not

unlikely that he will become one of

the best-known portrayers of certain

distinguished screen types.

All of which goes to prove that

there is no special time or age for

"breaking in" if you've got the de-

termination and the right things to

offer.
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Kids of the Camera
Continued from page 74

as much of a hit on the stage as he
did on the screen. He is natural, abso-

lutely unaffected, and wriggles pain-

fully just as any small boy would
do under the pressure of too many
questions and gushy compliments.

Frankie Lee is making his debut

on the speaking stage in "W indow
Panes." His work as the crippled

child in "The Miracle Man" proved
him to be an artist of the first mag-
nitude. He is a grave little fellow

with big, wistful eyes and a soft lit-

tle voice that says "Thank you"
when you tell him you like his work.

Ida McKenzie, who is seen in

all of the Chester comedies which
feature Snook}-

, the chimpanzee, is

entirely different. She is ten years

old and has aspirations to be a writer.

Recently she started a news sheet

called "The Chester Studio Journal,"

and filled it with the happenings of

the day. It died a most lamented
death because no editor, even such an
ambitious one as Ida, can continue

such publication for long when all

the copies had to be written by hand.

Ida McKenzie has neither the looks

nor the air of an actress child.

Lucille Ricksen is the little lead-

iag lady of the Edgar series opposite

Johnny Jones. She is very proud of
the fact that she never plays with
dolls and that she can cook a meal
almost unaided.

Before I forget it, let me relieve

the minds of any grown-up reader
who fears that the education of these

studio children is neglected. Indeed
it is not. The State law attends to

that. Xo child of school age can
work in a studio unless he or she
has four hours of schooling a day
intensively applied so as to measure
up to a regular schoolroom quality.

So, take it all in all, the camera
child does not fare so badly, men-

I

tally, morally, or physically.' It has
j

been my observation that if one of
j

these young actors or actresses is
j

hopelessly spoiled, whiny, and dis- '•

agreeable, it is the fault 'of the par-
ents—not the studio. The very at- !

mospfrere tends to enlarge the men-
tal horizon of the child and to imbue
the mind with artistic ideals. It
teaches obedience, poise, adaptabilitv.
If the gentleman lecturer should hap-
pen to read this, I will be verv glad
to take him through the studios, in-
troduce him to the juvenile artists I

and prove everything that I have
said. But at that he might not care :

to go, since it would rob him of his
cherished phrase. "God pity the chil-
dren p{ the motion-picture studios !'*

And it was such a good line !

How Many Miles
Is Your Complexion GoodFor

How does the pov.-der you use meet the test cf motoring?
Does your charm of complexion race away with the wind, leav-
ing your skin red, shiny, rough and blotchy? This is one of the
tests that prove the difference between Carmen and the ordi-
naryfacepowder. Czrmenstays on, preserving as well outdoors
as in, the clear, radiant color and alluring softness that it im-
parts to the shin. Carmen, too, excels in the other vital tests of
a face powder. The glorious beauty that it gives to the skin is

immune to dampness. And it is just as enchanting under the
brightest light as under the softest. Learn by one trial the vast
differencebetweenCarmen and thepowder you are now using.

^nrtrhl'P OfT^r Send 12c to cover postage and packing for purse si^
'V"WJ J '-' box with three weeks' supply—state shade preferred.

STAFFORD-MILLER. CO., ST, LOUIS, MO.

CARMEN
COMPLEXION

POWDER
White, Pink. Flesh, Cream and neu;

Brunette Shade, 50c Everywhere

I Wear Genuine 'DIA-GEMS
Genuine D IA=G E IVIS arenow ofrered direct toyou from importers
at wholesale prices. We guarantee that if you can tell a Genuine
D!A-GERfi from high priced blue white diamond we'll refund
your money. Compare a D1A-GEM with your diamond. See the marvel-
ous resemblance. Notice the same fiery radiance, gleaming brilliance,

fascinating- SDarkle All rings guaranteed 10 be SOLID GOLD.

SEND NO MONEY— 10 DAYS FREE
DIA-GEMS are absolutely perfect in color and cutting; no flaws or im-
perfections. Siand all diamond tests. So marvelous is the resemblance
that you will be amazed. Your friends will be fooled. Don't tell them
it's not a real diamond, and they will never know. The snappy, fiery,

dazzling brilliance and color are guaranteed forever. Each is set in a
real solid gold ring, like diamonds. DIA-GEMS can be had in any
desired weight at proportionate prices. Mention weight wanted.

DIA-GEM COMPANY,
S WHOLESALE JEWELERS

DIV. 688, WORLD BLDG.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Just Send Your Name
Select ring, give your finger sire
and show your full address. We'll
send a D1A-GEM weighing about
one carat to you by parcel post
the same day. You deposit only
S4 .5 with the postmaster toshow
your good faith or you can send
cash with order. Ills only a de-
posit, not a payment. Take 10 days
to decide. If you or your friends
can tell a genuine DIA-GEM from
a diamond, send it back within
ten daysand we'll refund yourde*
posit at once. If you are satisfied,
pay only S3. 00 each month for on-
.; : - jr :v. . r.:._; . ier.c 0-;e'T:::j ,
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A Slim Figure^
how to obtain it

USE FLO-RA-ZO-NA—

a

.delicately perfumed bath

| [powder that leaves your
., / skin glowing healthfully

and beautifully smooth
through your daily bath
sprinkled with

FLO-RA-ZO-NA
Bath Cartons

FLO-RA-ZO-NA IS
GUARANTEED to con-

tain no alum, epsom salts,

or any harmful ingredient,

on the contrary, it is an
effective, healthful re-

ducer, scientifically stim-

ulating to circulation.

A pleasing and comfort-

able way to reduce.

Fourteen Treatments ||53.©© Postpaid

If your druggist cannot supply you send $3.00

($4.00 in Canada) direct to

Royal Pharmaceutical & Perfumery Co., Inc.

Dept. 235, 49 East 102nd Street, New York

Pimples, BlacEiheads,
Acne or other unsightly erup-
tions on face or bod; quickly

banished bj this new treatment.
Don't have enlarged pores oily or shiny -tV

skin. You can have a clear, soft, healthy,

colorful skin by using

ieafTone
a wondtrful soothing, healing:, antiseptic lotion.
Clears the skin quickly. Equally beneficial for women,
children and men. Excellent after-shaving lotion.

Sold on $2,000 MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE^
fiTHJSE'E' Send today for Free booklet
B WEE "A CLEAR-TONE SKIN." / fi

Contains valuable beauty information. /

THE CLEAR-TONE COMPANY
571 Clear-Tone Bldg. Kansas City Mo."

O 1~* S? AMBITIOUS WRITERS send to-

I^JCjIIi day for FREE c°Py of America's
leading magazine for writers of

Photoplays, Stories, Poems. Songs. Instructive,
helpful. Writer's Biges*, 624 BuJScr Bldg.,
Cincinnati.

i New Faces

Wanted for

the Movies
Get this Book Today!
TelJs why photoplay directors say

\

there is a great demand fornew screen
faces and how you can place your

photograph in Directors' Gallery at Hollywood, Cal-
ifornia—the heart of "Movieland**—where it may be
seen by directors seeking new screen faces. You maybe
just the person some director seekB. "Type" is sought
before beauty. Your photograph tells the whole story.
Send today for your free copy of "The New Door to

|

Movieland"containi ngcomplete information—5t's Free«
_ CASTING DIRECTORS' EXHIBIT

8th Fl.f 20 E. Jackson BiveL Dept. 3 3 1 Chicago, BIB.

FREE

IT IS TO LAUGH!
She's all dolled un and looks like she has a black eye.
HER MAKE-UP RAN. Can't happen if you use Wm.
J. Brandt's fled Fox Liquid COL-Y-BROW. For eye-
brows and eyelashes. WILL NOT RUN. Colors: Black
and Brown. By mail $1.00.
IIAIIl SPECIALTY CO., Dept. E. 24 E. 21st ST., NEW YORK
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The Picture Oracle
Continued from page 95

Mrs. R. C. Manasco.—Geraldine Far-
rar has black hair and gray eyes. I can't
say as to the standard of the book, but
as a rule those things don't help one get
into pictures. Only by personal applica-
tion can one make any headway at all.

Nobody feeds you until you start making
money. It is every one for himself. I

don't know where you could have gotten
that idea. Olive Thomas died from acci-

dental poisoning.

G. M. B.—Corinne Griffith was born
in Texarkana, Texas. She is in her early
twenties. Her latest picture is called
"What's Your Reputation Worth?" Percy
Marmont is her leading man. Henry
Woodward played in Cecil B. De Mille's
"Male and Female." Virginia Pearson is

not on the screen at present. Florence
Reed is appearing in Ziegfeld productions.

Morris S.—I don't give private ad-
dresses of the players, only their studio
or club address. You will find the studio
addresses given at the end of this depart-
ment. You will be able to reach the pro-
ducers you asked about at their various
studios. Mr. Griffith at the Griffith Stu-
dio, et- cetera.

Madeleine K.—Forrest Stanley is ap-
pearing in Cecil B. De Mille's produc-
tions. "Forbidden Fruit" is his latest,

and Agnes Aj-res plays opposite him. He
is married.

Red Bobs.—I don't know why it should
take you so long to get up courage to
write me. Let's hope it won't affect you
that way again. A big majority of the
players are married. Why shouldn't they
be? They are just as human as the rest

of us. You will find all of your ques-
tions already have been answered in the
columns. As soon as you get that cour-
age to working again, write some more.

Harry Carey's Admirer, P. B. W.

—

You will find all of your questions an-
swered elsewhere in the columns. An-
tonio Moreno is not married.

Duval A. H.—Elliott Dexter and
Thomas Meighan are appearing in Famous
Players-Lasky pictures. Elliott Dexter's
latest is called "The Witching Hour," and
Tommy Meighan's latest is "The Con-
quest of Canaan." Mr. Meighan at pres-
ent^ is working at the New York studios,
while Elliott is on the coast.

Minnie W.—Teddy Sampson was born
in New York in 1895. Bessie Barriscale
also hails from New York. Nazimova
was born in Yalta, Crimea, Russia, on
May 22, .1879. She is the wife of Charles
Bryant. Miss Barriscale is Mrs. Howard
Hickman in private life. Your other
questions have been answered.

Little Miss Romance.—Ask your fam-
ily doctor how to cure warts. That's a
little out of my line. Katherine Mac-
Donald's latest picture is "My Lady's
Latchkey." Ethel Clayton's is "The Price
of Possession." Harrison Ford is no re-

lation to Henry.

A. S.—That picture was made in New
York. "Everybody's Sweetheart" was an
Elsie Janis picture. She made it after
she returned from "over there." She
was born in Columbus, Ohio. She is five

feet five and one-half inches in height
and weighs one hundred and twenty
pounds. Her hair and eyes are brown.

B. G. S.—Ramsey Wallace has played
with Wanda Hawley. He appeared in
"Her Beloved Villain." Jerome Patrick
plays with her in "Her First Elopement."

Famous FRENCH Depilatory

V*S^ f°r removing hair

A delicately perfumed
powder; removes hair,

leaves skin smooth,
white; for arms, limbs,

face; 50-cent and $1
size (containing com-
plete mixing outfit),

ih S. and Canada;
75 cents and $1.50
elsewhere. At drug
and department stores.

I Send 10c for, -I Send 10c for

•^jJ^T ,de J trial sample
J,t" J and booklet.

HALL & RUCKEL
104 Waverly Place NEW YORK

Keep Bt 10 Days Free
Wear a LIZNITE GEM RING and
be the envy of your friends. See if yoa
can tell it from a high priced diamond.
Send your Name, Address and Numberof
Ring you select, and one of these won-
derful LIZNITE GEM RINGS, with all
the fire and sparkle of the finest diamond
will be sent you by return mail.

Solid Gold Mountings
And all rings are hand engraved, set
with full carat weight LIZNITE GEM.
Select the one you like best:

No. 1—J18.B0 2—$16.60 3—$16.50
No. 4— 15.60 5— 12.60
Size must be Included when ordering

When your LIZNITE GEM RING comes,
pay the mail man $4.60. balance *3.00
monthly until paid. Money back any time
within 10 days If not perfectly satisfied.

Get a Llznlte Gem Ring Today

THE LIZNITE GEM COMPANY
"The House of Quality and Price"

Dept 832- 128 N. Walla St.,ChIcago,lll.

SAVE 25% t<0> 60%
on elightly osed

GRAFLEX -KODAKS
Cameras and Lenses of every description.
Equal to new. Save money. Write now for

Free Bargain Book and Catalog
listing hundreds of money-saving bargains in
slightly used and new cameras and supplies. All
goods sold on 10 days* Free Trial. Money back

f not satisfied. You take no chances dealing with us. We
been in the photographic bcsinass over J 6 yrs. Write now.

CENTRAL. CAMERA CO. Dept. 398 124 S. Wabash Av. Chicago

For Ideas. Photoplay
Plots accepted any form ; revised, criticised, copy-
righted, marketed. Advice free. Universal Scenario
Corporation, 910 Exchange Bldg., Los Angeles.

Learn to Dance
You can learn Fox-Trot,One-Step,Two-

Step, Waltz and latest "up-to-the-minute" so-

ciety dances in your own home by the wonderful
Peak System of Mail Instruction.
New Diagram Method. Easily learned: no

music needed; thousands taught successfully;
success* absolutely guaranteed.
Write for Special Terms. Send today for

FREE information and surprisingly low offer.
WILLIAM CHANDLER PEAK, M. B.

Room 236 4737 Broadway, Chicago, UU

the Words
For a Song

Write the words for a song. We revise

song-poems, compose music for them, and
guarantee to secure publication on a royalty

basis by a New York music publisher. Our
Lyric Editor and Chief Composer is a

song-writer of national reputation and has

written many big song-hits. Millions of copies

of his songs have been sold. Mail your

song-poem on love, peace, victory or any

other subject to us today. Poems submitted

are examined free.

BROADWAY COMPOSING STUDIOS
258 Fitzgerald Bldg., Broadway al Times Square, NEW YORK



As You Like.—Justine Johnstone is the

wife of Walter Wanger. No, Elliott

Dexter did not appear in "The Country
Cousin." Walter McGrail played with
Elaine Hammerstein in that. Thomas
Meighan played with Norma Talmadge
in "The Heart of Wetona.'' Monte Blue
played with Ethel Clayton in "Pettigrew's
Girl."

Dolores M.—Violet Mersereau was
born and educated in Xew York. She is

five feet four inches and weighs one hun-
dred and fifteen pounds. She is still on
the screen. I would call that golden hair.

A. L. D.
—"Something to Think About"

proved to many fans that Gloria Swan-
son could act. Mary Fuller is not mak-
ing pictures at present. I don't care how
your letters are written so long as they
are readable.

Miss E. S.

—

Picture-Play Magazine
costs two dollars for a year's subscrip-
tion. Your other questions have all been
answered. That includes posting it to

you.

Caroline S.—Herbert Heyes was born
in Little Falls, Washington. He is liv-

ing in California. William Duncan and
Edith Johnson are married. Each had
been married before. Hobart Bosworth
was born in Marietta, Ohio. His stage
career dates back to the year 1885. He
has recently married his secretary*, Cecily
Percival. Helen Ferguson first saw the
light of day in Decatur, Illinois, in 1901.

Herbert is married to a nonprofessional.

James H.—Monte Blue and Jacqueline
Logan have the leads in Allan Dwan's
production, "The Perfect Crime." Jacque-
line is one of the latest recruits from the
Follies. Mary Alden appears in "Snow
Blindness." May McAyoy appears in

"The Truth About Husbands." Jesse
Lasky is the proud father of a baby son.

He was born in the month of March.
Gertrude Bambrick and Marshall Xeilan
have recently been divorced. Mrs. Xeilan
was given the custody" of their small son,

Marshall, Jr. Mary Hay is not appear-
ing in pictures at present. Her time is

taken up with her appearances in '"Sally"

on the Xew York stage. She and her
husband, Dick Barthelmess. have a home
near Mamaroneck, Xew York.

Elsa E.—Lewis J. Cody was born in

Waterville, Maine, in 1885. He was edu-
cated at McGill University, Montreal.
Before going into pictures he was on the
stage. For two seasons he was at the
W inter Garden in Xew York with his own
company. Some of his pictures have been
with Fox, Metro, Lois Weber produc-
tions, Artcraft, and more recently his

own company. Mahlon Hamilton was
born in Baltimore, Maryland. He re-

ceived his education there and at Mary-
land Agricultural College. He was on
the stage in "The Great Question," "Is-
rael," and "The Chaperon." with Maxine
Elliott. He costarred in the Pathe serial

"The Hidden Hand." He has made pic-

tures whh Artcraft, Select, and Kitty
Gordon productions. He appeared with
Mary Pickford in "Daddy Longlegs,"
with Anita Stewart and Blanche Sweet.
He is six feet tall and weighs one hun-
dred and eighty-five pounds. His hair is

light brown and his eyes are blue. Elmo
Lincoln was born in Rochester, Indiana,
February 6, 1889. He received his edu-
cation there. He was on the stage prior
to his screen career. He played in D. W.
Griffith's "Birth of a Nation" and "In-
tolerance." He has made pictures for
Fox and Xational also. He is five feet
eleven and one-half and weighs two hun-
dred pounds. His hair is brown, his eyes
are blue. Xo bother at all!

Advertising Sectio:t

W. G. P.—Mollie King has made a pic-

ture called "Her Majesty," with Creigh-
ton Hale as her leading man. She still

appears on the "legit."

Duraxgo Girl.—The only one of the
entire list of the old Lubin favorites you
mention who is still appearing in pictures

is Romaine Fielding. The others have
drifted to parts unknown. Ethel Clayton,

of course, is still working in Paramount
Pictures, but she was not on your list.

Harry Myers is another old-time Lubinite

who is still very much in the picture game.
Ditto Rosemary Theby. Florence Law-
rence has just returned to the screen in a
picture called "The Upfoldment," which
George H. Kern is directing.

Al. H. Alpert.—I never heard of the
young lady you mention in the profession.

Are you sure you have the name right?

Mrs. Ida L. R.—Any questions you wish
to ask concerning scenario writing should
be sent to William Lord Wright, who has
charge of that department for this maga-
zine. He will be only too glad to give

you am- advice that he can free of charge.

Just inclose a self-addressed, stamped en-

velope with your inquiry for a personal
reply.

James H. P.—If 3-ou have not been able

to get in touch with Thelma, why don't

3-011 try to get in communication with Ei-

leen? There is no truth in the rumor that

Thelma is married. It was just a piece

of guesswork on the part of a newspaper,
which was later proven untrue.

B. E.—Xorman Kerry is not appearing
with Constance Talmadge at present. One
of his latest appearances is with Zena
Keefe and Rave Dean in the Cosmopolitan
production "Proxies."

Chas. M. R—William Farnum played
in "If I Were King." It was a Fox pro-

duction. Harold Goodwin lately made a

picture for Fox, in which he starred. It

was called "Oliver Twist, Jr.," and was
a modernization of Dickens' "Oliver
Twist."

Pearl F.—Wallace MacDonald and
Katherine are not related. Mahlon Ham-
ilton is married. You refer to Jane No-
vak. Your other questions have been an-
swered.

Dubois C.—I know of no one by that
name in pictures. He might, as you sug-
gested, be an extra. Viola Dana, is four
feet eleven and weighs ninety-six pounds.
Dana is pronounced with first "a" long
sound. Xone of the others you asked
about are at present in pictures.

The Phantom Questioner.—That name
is perfectly all right, but there is nothing
phantomlike about your questions. Myr-
tle Steadman and Vera Stedman are not
related. If you notice you will see that

their names are spelled differently. Wil-
fred Lytell is not quite as well known as
his famous brother, Bert, but they are
brothers, nevertheless. Thelma Percy is

not with any company at present. He is

not related to Albert E. Smith. Albert E.
Smith is the president of the Yitagraph
Company. He recently married Jean
Paige. "The Silent Avenger" and "Fight-
ing Fate" are William Duncan'* most re-

cent serials. "Fighting Fate" Edith John-
son and Mr. Duncan have only recently
finished. "God's Country and the Wom-
an" is an older picture. "Fighting Fate"
is being shown now.

Janet B.—Colleen Moore was born in

1901. Her correct name is Kathleen Mor-
rison. She is appearing opposite John
Barrvmore in "The Skv Pilot."

Learn to Draw
at Home

Illustrators, Cartoonists, Commercial
Artists earn big money. S25 to S100 a
week and more. Learn at home in spare

time under personal direction of Will
H. Chandlee, famous newspaper, maga-
zine, advertising artist of 35 years' suc-

cessful experience

BE AN ARTIST /^ree'couFon
Delightful, fascinating profes- ' WASHINGTON SCHOOL
sion. Womlerftl new home- ' OF ART. Inc.,

stady metho i make? drawing
, Ro0m i6S2 Warden Eldg..

m%i^^lt^lt 1^ I
Washington. D. C.

ists" Outfit FREE to new sru- / Send me parti ^titers of FREE
dents. Write for handsome book. ARTIST'S OUTFIT ofTer and
"How to Become an Arris-." / Free Book. '"How to Become an
Don't delay—write or send cou- - Artist.**

pon at once. Address t ^

Washington School #

of Art, Inc., / Addr(ss

Name '

State whether Mr . Mrs. or Miss)

Room 1852 Maiden E!dg., /

Washinglon, D. C. / City- -State-

WATER-WAVEYOUR HAIR
n ^^Water-Maici

Produce a natural, beautiful ripple
wave that remains in straightest
hair a week or more, even in damp
weather or when perspiring. If the
hair is fluffy only use the wavers once
after every shampoo.

Send for Water Wavers (.patented) today—stop
burning hair with hot irons or twisting with,
curlers which breaks the hair. Absolutely san-
itary—universally successful—endorsed by soci-
ety'sleaders. Ifyourdealerdoesn't handle them
send S2 for set of 6 mailed with full directions.

WATER-MAID WAVER CO.
117- B West Seventh St. Cincinnati, Ohio

Formerly Closely

Guarded Secrets

Now Yours!
Find out how for-
tunes are made m
Beauty Work. Cry-
ing demand every-
where for skilled
Manicurists. Hair
Dresners. Dyers.

Marcellers, Pcrma-
nent-Wavers, Chiropo-

dists, etc. We can make
you an Expert in every

branch in just a few weeks*
spare time at fieme. Money-Back Guarantee. You can earn a
splendid income giving: Beauty Treatments among your friends
and neighbors, or start a Beauty Far lor.

FREE BOOK. Write NOW for Free Illustrated Book-
let. See how easy it is to become a Beauty Specialist and
make big money in this fascinating- work

Secrets
BeautyParhrs

VRevealecL

Oriental System of Beauty Culture, Dept. 88.

Originators of the famous OrietUa

1»JS Be

Prepar

nt Ave.,

Kill The Hair Root
My method is the only way to prevent the hair fron
Easy, painless, harmless. No scars. Booklet fre
enclosing 3 stamps. We teach Beauty Culture.
D. J. MAHLER. 188-X Mahler Park, Providence,

Send Your Name and We'll
Send Yon a Lachnite

T"\ON'T send a penny. Just send your name and say: "Send me
a Lachnite mounted in a solid gold ring on 10 days' free

trial." We will send it prepaid right to your home. When It

comes merely deposit 54.75 with the postman and then wear the
ring' for 10 full days. If you, or any of your friends can tell
it from a diamond, send it back and we will return your
deposit. But, if you decide to buy It—send as $2.60 a month
until S18.7G has been paid.
11T|.Ua TaHqv Send your name now. Tell as which of the" * *«S * \3\M.tXy solid RQid rings illustrated above yoa wish
(ladies' or men's). Be sure to send finger size.

Harold Larhmsn Co., 204 S. Peoria St.. Dept. d~c Chicago
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Select your own.
subject, then sub-
mit your poem to
us. We write the
music andguarantee publication. LEO •

FRIEDMAN, Composer to the Amer-
can people is at the head of our staff. Among
his great successes are "MEET ME TONIGHT
IN DREAMLAND," "LET ME CALL YOU
SWEETHEART." Sales ran into the millions
of copies: Send us a poem today.

Seton Music Co., 920 S. Michigan, Dtpt.^^fChicBgo

Down Go
Our Prices^

Why Pay
FwllPricesNOW

This 75-year old Diamond Banking
,,m Institution, rated more than $1 .OUU.OUOAX)

ft is making thousands of loans, many of
which are not paid and must bo sold now. Jjg*s
Also other special advantage diamonds. SSjjSf

Unequalled Diamond Values ^EpsF
all our 75 years we have never offered jjSgr N

i bargains. Customers write they M5~#^
t match at even 60 per cent more _--r5EE^>*^^

Send lor Latest List- Different from

HAVE YOU EVER READ

SMITH'S
MAGAZINE?
ENTERTAINING SHORT

STORIES
Write the Words for a Song
We write the music, copyright and print

professional copies which are distributed to

over 200 performers and theatres and sub-

mitted to 80 publishers for outright sale. Our
Chief of Staff wrote the GREATEST BALLAD
SUCCESS OF ALL TIME. Millions of copies of his

songs have been sold. Bell Studios, 1490
Broadway, Dept. 702, New York.

High School Course
in 2 Years

Bide of two years. Me
and the leading profe:
coureeearc described i

can complete
is simplified High

School Course at home ln-
I requirements for entrance to college

This and thirty-six other practical
Free Bulletin, Send for it TODAY

AMERICAN SCHOOL
D*Pt. H-C76J, Drexel Ave. & 56th St.

$1800 for a Story!
RECENTLY an American writer was paid 51800 for

single short story. By learning to tell the etoriea of hei
dreams this woman has found ber way to fame and for-

tune. You can learn to write, too. A new practical course of
instruction will give yon the training right in your own home
during your spare time. Endorsed by eminent writers in-
eluding the late Jack London,

K single sh«AV dreams tl

tune. You ca
instruction w
during your

i

eluding the la

Write T<
Special offer Dow being

Haosir
Dept.cws

Write Today—No
HOOSIER INSTITUTE, Short Story Dept.

Ft. Wayne, Indiana

Advertising Section

John L.—All addresses you requested
at the end of this department.

Miss Helen B.—Tom Mix's early ca-
reer consisted of riding the plains as a
cowboy. The Talmadge sisters were all

born in the State of New York. Natalie
is the youngest, Constance is next. She
was born in 1900, and Norma is the old-
est and was born in 1897.

Miss Elizabeth N.—I can't say whether
Miss Talmadge would read your story.
Why don't you write to her and ask her?

George B.—Thanks for the numerous
compliments. Wallace Reid is six feet
one inch tall and weighs one hundred and
seventy pounds. He was born in 1892.
Xorma Talmadge's latest picture is called
"The Passion Flower." William S. Hart
has finished his contract with Paramount
and is at present taking a much-needed
rest. I can't say whether he will return
to the screen. He threatens not to. Xeal
Hart is not related to him. June Caprice
was born in 1899. She appeared in the
Pathe production "Rogues and Romance"
with George B. Seitz. Charles Chaplin's
latest picture is "The Kid." Lillian Gish
is not married. Viola Dana's latest pic-
ture is called "Puppets of Fate." Mildred
Harris is appearing in Famous Players-
Lasky productions. Your other questions
have already been answered. Surely,
write any time.

Cullen Landis Admirer.—That is his

correct address, the one you gave. Cul-
len is married and has a small youngster.
You can reach Corinne Griffith at the Vita-
graph address you gave. She was born
in Texarkana, Texas.

Claire Adams Admirer.—Your favorite
was born in Winnipeg, Canada. She was
educated there and in England. Her
screen career dates back to a picture she
did for Red Cross, called "The Spirit

of the Red Cross." She has brown hair
and eyes. Constance Talmadge is five

feet five.

Otis T.—You refer to George Chese-
boro. His latest picture is the serial with
Grace Darmond, called "The Hope Dia-
mond Mystery." I shouldn't think you
could keep up with pictures very well
with ten miles to go to a show and only
twice a week. Never mind—perhaps they
will do more for you soon.

Kathryn C.—Wallace Reid is that
young man's correct name. His father
was Hal Reid. His latest picture is called

"Watch My Speed." It is an automobile
story. He also appears in Cecil De Mille's

all-star production called "The Affairs
of Anatol."

Leslie Prosser and Roy Stewart.—
Roy Stewart is six feet two inches tall

and weighs one hundred and ninety
pounds. He has black hair and brown
eyes. Frank Mayo stands five feet eleven
and one-half and tips the scales at one
hundred and sixty-five pounds. His hair

is brown and his eyes are gray. Charles
Dorian lacks one-half inch of being as

•tall as Frank and weighs ten pounds more.
iHis hair also is brown, but his eyes are

blue. Franklyn Farnum is the same
'height as Charles, but weighs only one
hundred and sixt}'-eight. His hair is dark
and his eyes are brown. E. K. Lincoln
appears in Robert Vignola's latest pic-

ture for Cosmopolitan, "The Woman God
[Changed." Seena Owen plays the_ femi-
nine lead. Write as often as you like.

Miss Andra S.
—"The Laughing Mask"

was a character in one of Pearl White's
serials. Creighton Hale played the title

part.

Henry G.—Tom Mix at present is liv-

ing on the Coast with his wife, Victoria
Forde. He was a cowboy in his early
days. He does not play in pictures with
Dustin Farnum. He is starring under the
Fox banner. His latest picture is called
"Hands Off,"_ in which Pauline Curley
plays the feminine lead.

A Movie Fan.—The clipping you in-

close was speaking first of Ella Hall, who
is the wife of Emory Johnson. Then it

says, "The correct name is Ollie Kirkby.
not Kirby. She is the wife of George
Larkin," meaning Ollie Kirkby is the
wife of George Larkin. Perhaps you
didn't know that Ollie Kirkby is a pic-

ture actress and a different person from
Ella Hall. That's where you got mixed.
Alice Brady is the wife of James Crane.

Rebecca M.—There is no paper short-

age at the present time. Mary MacLaren
has been absent from the screen for some
time, but is returning in Douglas Fair-
banks' new picture, "The Three Mus-
keteers." Mary is playing the part of the

Queen. You will have to write the edi-

tor about the pictures of the players you
would like to see published. Ethel Clay-

ton has two little children.

Martha S.—You will find all addresses
at the end of this .department. Ruth Ro-
land's latest serial is being shown now.
It is "The Avenging Arrow." She is

starting work on a new one, called "The
Golden Canon." This is Miss Roland's
eleventh serial for Pathe. Your other

question is not clear. I don't know who
you are referring to. Come again

!

Addresses of Players
Asked for by readers whose letters are

answered by The Oracle this month:
Address Justine Johnstone and Constance

Binnev at the Realart Pictures Corporation.
469 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Tom Mix. Shirley Mason, Harold Goodwin.
Buck Jones. Eileen Percy, and William Rus-
sell at the Fox Studios, Western Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

Norman Kerry, Seena Owen, and E. K.
Lincoln at the Cosmopolitan Pictures Cor-
poration, New- York, City.

Vivian Martin at the
v
Goldwyn Pictures

Corporation. 4G9 Fifth Avenue. New York-

City.
Douglas Mat-Lean. Lloyd Hughes, and

Louise Glaum at the Ince Studios, Culver
City, California.

Pauline Frederick and Sessue Hayakawa at
the Robertson-Cole Studios, Melrose Avenue,
Los Angeles. California.

Corinne Griffith. Catherine Calvert, Alice
Joyce, and Alice Calhoun at the Vitagrapn
Company, 469 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Gloria Swanson. Monte Blue, Elliott Dexter.
Conrad Nagel. Ann Forrest. Milton Sills.

Roscoe Arbuckle, Lila Lee. Lois Wilson. Mar-
garet Loomis, Mabel Julienne Scott. Ethel
Clayton, and Jack Holt at the Lasky Studios.
Vine Street, Hollywood. California.

Kenneth Harlan, Harrison Ford. Natalie,
Norma, and Constance Talmadge at the Tal-
madge Studios. 318 East Forty-eighth Street.
New York City.

Dorothy DeVore. Helen Darling, Bobby
Vernon, and Patricia Palmer at the Christie
Studios, Sunset & Gower, Hollywood, Cal-
ifornia.

Herbert Heyes and King Baggot at the
Hollywood Hotel. Hollywood Boulevard,
Hollywood. California.

Edith Roberts. Casson Ferguson. Eva No-
vak. Hoot Gibson. Eddy Polo. Gladys Walton.
Priscilla Dean, Eddie Lyons. Lee Moran. Car-
mel Myers, Mae Busch. ' and Frank Mayo at
Universal City, California.
Tom Moore] Helene Chadwick, Richard Dix,

Molly Malone. Lea trice Joy. Jack Gibson.
Sylvia Breamer, and Will Rogers at Goldwyn
Studios. Culver City. California.
Martha Mansfield. Zeena Keefe. Conway

Tearle. Owen Moore. William Faversham. and
Eugene O'Brien at Selznick Pictures Corpora-
tion. 729 Seventh Avenue. New York City.

Anita Stewart and Walter McGrail at
Mayer's Studios. Los Angeles. California.
Wanda Hawley, Mary Miles Minter. and

Bebe Daniels at the Jilorosco Studios, Los
Angeles. California.
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Wouldn't you like to read the romantic story of this girl ?

You may meet her in

the much-discussed
and absorbing serial

now running in

SMITH'S
Magazine

"Conn of the
Coral Seas"

is the name of the

story, and the author is

Beatrice
Grimshaw

She had a face whose j
features spelled beauty, a |
character that made her j

not like others, and she |
was a dreamer. After the |
many love songs she com- |
posed had been sung and |
admired the whole world |
over. Deirdre became a j

wanderer. In the New Cumberland Islands of the South Pacific she

encountered adventures of a stirring" sort, and her romantic love affair

is one of the most thrilling ever told in print Deirdre Rose is the |
heroine of the newest., greatest story ever written by |

BEATRICE GRIMSHAW
j

The story is called < :CG:iN OF THE CORAL 1

SEAS," and it begun. in zne una isszze of

11 X X
A synopsis enables you to begin the storv now,, or you can still obtain

the June and July numbers by addressing the circulation department.

Order the August and future issues from your news dealer now.

SMITH'S MAGAZINE, 79-89 Seventh Avenue, New York City
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A Room Full

Furniture
i Send only $1.00 and we will ship you this
handsome 6-Piece Library Set. Only $1.00 down-
then $2.70 a month, or only §29.90 in all. A positively
staggering value on this special, redztced price offer.
Send the coupon below and have this massive set shipped
on approval. Then see for yourself what a beautiful set it is.

If you do not like it, return it in 30 days and we will return your
money together with any freight charges you paid. All you have to do is to send the coupon with
$1.00. This magnificent library set is not shown in our regular catalog. The value is so wonderful
and the demand so great that there aren't enough to go around, so send today—sure.

Mi. %n&fn*K>,4p*4r* lgr*
This superb six-piece library set is made of selected solid oak throughout, fin-

B^mCrCKr^ff ished in rich dull waxed, brown fumed oak. Large arm rocker and arm chair are
36 inches high, seats 19 x 19 inches. Sewing rocker and reception chair are 36 inches

high, seats 17 x 17 inches. All four pieces are padded, seats upholstered in brown imitation Spanish leather.
Library table has 24 x 34 inch top, with roomy magazine shelf below, and beautifully designed ends. Jardiniere

stand measures 17 inches high, with 12 inch top. Clip the coupon below, and send it to us with $1.00, and we will ship you the entire six pieces,
subject to your approval. No C, O. D, Shipped knocked down to reduce your freight charges considerably. Easy to set up. Shipping weight
about 175 pounds. Order by No. B6259A. Send $1»00 cash with order, S2.70 monfittiy. Price $29.90. No discount for cash.

Act
Prices down, at last! Rock-bottom prices for you. You can now get this wonderful 6-piece library set direct from our own factory at the lowest
price since before the war—and for only $1.00 down, a year to pay! This set i3 such a wonderful bargain at this special reduced price, that we $
have reserved the limited number we have on hand for new customers only. The set is not shown in our regular catalog. We haven't enough to ^
Costs you uothing if you are not entirely pleased. Send at once!

Easy PiaymemtsI SLpfigi fftUlMinOpen an account with us. We trust honest people any- ^^f^WMLm&^WMLm
where in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain
Open an account with us. We trust honest people any
where in the United States. Send for this wonderful bargain
shown above, or choose from our big catalog. One price to all,

cash or credit. No discount for cash. Not one penny extra
for credit. Do not ask for a special cash price. We cannot offer
any discount from these sensational prices. No C. O. D.

30 Days' Trial Free Bargain Catalog
Our guarantee protects
you. IS not perfectly satis-
fied, return the article at
our expense within 30 days
and get your money back— also any freight you paid.
Could any offer be fairer?

Send for it. Shows thousands
of bargains in furniture, jewelry,
carpets, rugs, curtains, silver-
ware, stoves, porch and lawn fur-
niture, talking machines, wom-
en's, men's and children's wear-
ing apparel. Send coupon today.

f Name.

f St.,R.F.D.
' or Box No . .

.

STRAUS & SCHRANB SS&SfcMi

along with $1.00 to us
now. Have this fine library

set shipped on 30 days' trial.

We will also send our big

Bargain Catalog listing thousands
of amazing bargains. Only a small
first payment and the balance in

i
monthly payments for anything >
you want. Send the coupon to- j>
day—now. Don't delay.

CHICAGO, ILL. /
\t imniimn' '— 1 "lmiiiiM * O Furniture, Stoves and Jewelry

STRAUS&SCHRAM
Dept. C175

West 35th Street. Chicago

f Enclosed find $1.00. Ship special ad-A vertised 6-piece Fumed Oak Library
Suite. I am to have 30 days' free trial.

If I keep the suite, I will pay you 52.70
J* monthly. If not satisfied. I am to return the

V* suite within 30 days and you are to refund
my money and any freight charges I paid.

. 6-PieceLibrarySet, No. B6259A, $29.90

Shipping
Point

f Post
<T Office

If you ONLY want catalog put X in proper box below.

Men's, Women's and Children's Clothhl)
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Whether on the silver screen or

in plain print, a good story is a

good story—about as enjoyable a

thing as there is in the world. The
best stories published appear

every two weeks in

It is the greatest all-fiction magazine in the

world. It contains no pictures, no special

articles, nothing but stories. Stories of action,

love, adventure, mystery;, dramatic, vital, thril-

ling stories. Frank Packard, Theodore Seixas

Solomons, Caroline Lockhart—almost all of

the great writers of film productions have their

stories appear originally in THE POPULAR.
It costs twenty-five cents at any news stand.

It appears on the seventh and twentieth of

each month. ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
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WATERMAN'S Ideal Fountain Pen is the product of an organization that for the past thirty-six

years has been making fountain pens exclusively. Today the line of Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pens covers every proven advance in fountain pen construction.

It includes the regular and safety types of dropper filled and pump and lever filling devices of the
self-filling types.

Being pioneers and recognized leaders of the industry, we are the natural market for inven-
tors with ideas that in their judgment would improve our product.

No one is or has been keener to investigate these claims than we are, because it has
been our intention from the first that if ever a better fountain pen than Waterman's

Ideal was made we would make it.

It has happened and will happen again that fountain pens appear on the market
with "talking point" devices that during our far greater experience we

have already experimented with and found either impractical or in-

ferior to devices of our own intended for the same purpose.

The man, woman, or child who buys Waterman's Ideal Fountain
Pen gets 100% fountain pen efficiency because every material,

process or device included in it has been proven by the

longest years of experience and experiment as un-
equaled for its purpose.

Back of every Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pen
is a world-wide service to assure its enduring

satisfaction.

THREE TYPES—
Regular, Safetyand Self-filling

$2.50 to

$250

INK WELL

(H)

the gold pen for © '-MiLEUS

the purpose of
securing a smooth, long-wear-
ing point.

Gold Pen. Made of fine gold to
avoid corrosion, and alloyed
to secure the temper that re-
tains its action permanently.

These are safety pockets, to prevent over-flow. They
act as governors, compensating for 'expansion, thus
permitting the last drop of ink in the barrel to be used.

Feed. This is the famous, original, exclusive Waterman
Gpoon Feed — the most scientifically constructed feed ever
put in a fountain pen. It is the secret of the unapproached
reputation of Waterman's Ideal for absolute reliability.

Air Duel. To permit the automatic circulation of air as the ink
is used.

To maintain capillary attraction.

Ink Reservoir.

Barrel. Made of the finest grade of rubber vulcanized in a special way to insure
strength, resiliency and durability. .

This ball permits the Clip to slide easily over the top of the pocket. yj)

An exclusive Waterman feature. Notice that the clip is riveted to the
cap, thus combining the resiliency of the rubber with the spring of the metal. Therefore, it

never loses its grip.

Cat>. This is designed as a protection to the point when the pen is not in use.

A scientific vent to equalize the pressure of air in the holder with the pressure of the atmosphere

Selection and Service at Best Stores Throughout the World

E. Waterman Company, 191 Broadway, N. Y.

X3>

129 So. State Street
24 School Street

Chicago
Boston

Stockton Stret t, San Francisco










